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THE LIGHT TTIAT FAILED"
PRESENTED BY
From

RUDYARD KIPLING'S

Pamous

novel

George Melford
PR^OD

UCT

I

ON

WITH

Jacqueline Lo^an

Percy Marmont

Si^rid Holmquist

David Torrence

WASHINGTON,

IN
D. C.
A picture with a soul. Picture of treniemious power, produced in magrniiicaiice.
TIMEIS A picture tliat attains very near to perfecHFRAtiD

—

—

tion.
Scenario by F. McGreiv Wilts and Jack Cunningham

d g>aramountQ>iclure

JESSE

L.

LASKY

: :

^

r
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t

Superb Record

Three Months on

Broadway
and Still Running
Now

playiiiji

Chicajio

and

PHil|dclphia.

To open

Boston, San
Francisco, and other larj^e
in

cities at leadin«' theatres.

INSPIRATION PICTURES h
Cluxrlcv

6^

Put>iiah«4
Pubhafaed

Pu»lishinc Corporation.
we«UT by
weeny
ty BxHiMTMt
«»»'»^^ Rbvibv
^ HWi<-elMi Bitttf, Aa|. »,

rilili

11. Diu-ll. Jr.,

.'Xvonuo

/'i

im./.-.u

Now

Yi>rk

York City.
Executive. Edi»ri«l Office* Kaickerbocker Bldg., Brotdwty end Znd St., New
IWI.
tt Vttt Slroutoburg, Pt., uad«r tb« ut tf Mtwb «.
1*33, tt »Ml

SubecrlptloB t2.»0 yeer.

"Finest of Year!"
''Marvelous!'*
"Without a moment's hesitation
we declare 'A Woman of Paris'
the finest piece of filmery of the

—

Marvelous
Well, that is
enough to say about it.
The subtleness of humor, and
grimness of tragedy, all prove the

/ear.

I

inot half

genius of the artist."

—

Irene,

N.

Y. Daily News.
"Artistically considered, the

most

drama witnessed in
New York theatres." Burton

satisfactory

the
Rascoe, N. Y. Tribune.

—

^WOMAN of PARIS
A DRAMA

OF FATE

SdnaJ^urviance
^^\L)i'iffen

and Directed by

CHARLES CHAPLIN
Now

Booking

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
JAary Pickfoid
Dougloj- JairbankjJ^ii-am Obramj-,

Charles Chaplin
D W. Qnffith
firej-ident

—

,

testimony
•

Re i IX^'

heaueing

fo

St

Sea

Illy 'n

FI\JDM

MOTION PICTURE WORLD
NOV.

Classia

10,
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the lender pathos

and exquisite

feeling of Charles Dickens' immortal
story has been brought to the screen
in

ttiis pictiirization

Produced by

CM^
im Josef Swickard

ul

Gerson Pictures

DiredeMv Loriinor Johnsto:

nick Distributing Corporation

The Picture Plus +
OWEN MOORE
atrimon
^l^ere

is

a production which

offers to exhibitors exceptional
bo?i office

values

PLUS a most

unusual selection of business
attracting advertising accessories.

The

celebrated

created
the posters which are

John Held,
V

artist

illustrated

pa9e.

Jr.,

on the opposite

.

IF

John

S.

Woody

pvesctits

A HUGH DIERKER
PRODUCTION
Cause Yox Divorce"
is the son of motion
picture entertainment

which
ttiacts

a

maximum

attendance

2

akes for satisfied

audiences and
^1 esults in

pennanent

patronage

—
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Balance Sheet

Trial
Fof tht penod efldina-

0«k

r p F n

I

BtltM<

Dtbi.'

Ciidt

Btliixe

DEBITS

T<i

Brings

You
Balance

A

Sheet

Complete and

Concise

Ledger

System

Created

Especially
Exhibitors

for

Who

Need a Simpler
Business Base.

It

Was Created As

Pn*

l»iJ» Paiod

A

Time Saving System for Showmen
many showmen who
WHEN
the staff of the

Exhibitors Trade

Review designed and built this simplified system of accounting for the practical every-day needs of exhibitors, they had uppermost in their minds the thought of Service.

The time has passed when

the hit-and-

miss methods are possible in the management
Hundreds have recognized the
of a theatre.
necessity for a special systematic layout that
would solve the problem.

The

special offer of $2.95 for the complete

system, including binder and
sibly last long.

That amount

only the cost

of

the

cover,

all,

cannot pos-

practically covers

the

assembling,

packing and handling.
If you pass this opportunity by even for a
day you may bCitoo late. The offer is made on
the basis of "While They Last" and that won't
be long. That's a sure-fire tip to showmen

have

There are too

asked us to go forward on this movement for
us not to urgently warn you to get your order

in quickly.

Especially if you believe in sound business
really desire a simpHfied and easily understood system of charging and crediting under

and

such headings as

:

The Daily Cash Record, General Assets
and Liabilities, All Transactions, Bookings,
Advertising, Exploitation,, Depreciation, Inand how to arrive at the Balance
ventories
Profits and Loss.
Sheet

—

—

Every one of these "systems" sold at $2.95
a loss to us in actual money, but we feel that
your appreciation will many times over make
up for the difference.
is

Address your

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, Broadway,

at

42d

letters or

Street,

wires to

New York

'

City

READ WHAT EDDY ECKELS
SAYS ON GOLDWYN'S 'RENO'
Exhibitors Trade Review Editor-Showman-Critic

To Acclaim Rupert Hughes^
An

Attraction

Does Not Hesitate

A

Masterpiece

Former Exhibitor
Only Reviews Those Features That Possess

Exploitation Treatise by a

Who

Extraordinary Box-Office Value

By

EDDY ECKELS

has reached New York!
a
RENO
And what
canned
just saw
It's

fact. I

it.

a picture!
If you'll

your own
A Tribute to
-Rupert Hughes
Fate or the Film
IFshould
reclaim me as

Business

a theatre
manager tomorrow in any theatre regardless of size, location or

—

—

population of its draw the first
feature I should attempt to book
says Eddy
would be
Eckels, seven times an exhibitor

RENO

and now managing editor of the
Exhibitors Trade Review.
His showmanship style of review is ultra valuable to every
exhibitor in the country. It caryou
ries the greatest message
will receive from anyone this
season because it is a money

message.
Read every page carefully and
then grab the first dates you can
get on this greatest effort of that
master showmanship author-diRupert Hughes.
rector

—

follow

my hunch you'll get

out

hall-of-fame note book
right now and inscribe the
names of Rupert Hughes and
of Goldwyn— and of the "big
four" that head Reno's remarkable cast.
little

—

honestly believe it is the
greatest showmanship picture
ever created.
I

Greatest because it has everything a picture can have. Greatest because it was made according to exhibitor specifications.

Fate or the Film Business
as a theatre m.anager tomorrow in any theIf

—

should reclaim me
atre regardless of size, location, or population of its draw
first feature I would attempt to book would be RENO.

The four simple
to

letters of that title are easily

—the

worth a cool million

you fellows and Goldwyn. That's conservative!

Then add the 57 other different varieties of possibilities that
Reno off ers and you eliminate com.parison. Yes, I can truly say
that all roads lead to RENO for the alert showman.

FOUR
IJE

loved her

PIPPIN PAGES

OF REASONS WHY

first.

She married another and was desertThe news came
ed.
from Reno. He still

IJ/ HAT
mist?

was
there

illegal.

were

you

left

on

loved her so she remarried. The divorce

full

is

a trigathe

At
have

one

view.

It

Lew Cody with

And
two

three

women,

them

his
wives
state or anoth-

in

children !

is

the

one

all of

according to the
48 different divorce
laws of the Union.
All of them have
" Reno-vated."
been
er,

A

WORTH A

TITLE

COOL MILLION!
Four Simple Letters Reeking

With

ORIGINALITY?

All the

to death on the crater

GREATEST
PICTURE

Possibilities

way!

mouth

A

of a boil-

ing geyser that will make even you hardened
show vets thrill "to the teeth."
Ask for anything you want. It's there.
Emotions—grippmg, heart-ache, motherlove emotions! Laughs
surprise, wholesome reason-born laughs!
Fights and original chases for the lovers
of thrills. Gowns the last word for the
women. The cleverest juvenile stuff of the
season for the kids.
And, for everybody the great and powerful thought: It is high time our lawmakers
quit making roustabouts of thousands of innocent children. And quit making mistresses
of hundreds of innocent women.

—

—

GoldwynCosmopolitan

battle

—

—

!

ALL ROADS LEAD TO GOLDWYN 'RENO'
TN

the lower scene
the great
battle on the crater
mouth of a gian,' geyrer. They are firhling
jor two children. The
jather of them for

you see

A T

the right you
see ivife number

three

with

friend

husband just prior to
their wedding break-

As is his usual
custom, he is phoning East for money.
It is her second husband, so she is not
worrying.
They are
fast.

financial reasons. The
other for real love.

Carmel Meyers and

Lew Cody

A

FILM

THAT HAS

EVERYTHING
Emotions, Laughs, Thrills and

Drawing Power Plus

and age of old High Cost sitting
INonthisthedaygolden
seat exhibitors naturally

want the most or best for the

least

In that vein the biggest thing

money.
I

can say

about Rupert Hughes' RENO is that you
can't ask for anything it hasn't got!
You really cannot question that the publicity ammunition is anything short of showmanship T. N. T. But, of course, you are wise

RENO

in asking: 'Is the story really there?"

And I'll answer,

for the good old American
audiences, it is there 48 different ways.
If you doubt that look up the 48 different
state laws on divorce. Then look at RENO
on the screen. And then look around and see
if you can count 10 of your friends whom you
really know are legally married.

Goldivyn-

Cosmopolitan

—

THE moston RENO

can pass to you exhibitors
is not only to set it in but
set it in early. It's just one of those pictures
that's sure-fire whether you push it or not.
sincere tip

I

But if you do give it the average quota of
showmanship you'll be able to get a heap sight
chummier with your banker.
And if you actually get behind it with all the
power and persuasive action of printer's ink and
general campaign work you can start planning

now

the erection of a bigger theatre to take
care of more RENOS.

More such consistent and sensibly priced productions. More pictures built according to show-

man

specifications.

Vote for that type while you have the opportunity by booking it.
I only wish that I were an exhibitor again
that I might have that opportunity.

—

EDDY ECKELS GIVES YOU THE TIP-OFF
IN FOUR PAGES THAT SHOUT!
Read

Them

This Startling

Note the Real Dollar Value ot
Attraction.
Note Eddy's Wish That

He Were An

Exhibitor Again.

Again.

Would
George Walsh

Do— Book

Helene Chadwick

THE BIG FOUR

IN

Then Do What He
It Early!

Carmel Meyers

RUPERT HUGHES' RENO'

Lew Cody

^
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Out (Ed'
Convey
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PLAY
SAFE
You can
ness

if

play safe with your busi-

you

will save

your patrons

from being bored by over-padded
features.

patrons

You must give your

ENTERTAINMENT

b ooked, don't
b

or

1'°

High Power and Choose Your Weapons
"Spice ot
reels.
right. All are good, but some
program"
High Power is b e tter than
^re best.
sonie
Choose Your Weapons. These are
i-;

t.
the best two reelers we get.— V.
Ohio.—
Sager, Southern theatre, Akron,
General patronage.

of

you are

lost.

Give them

DIVER-

SIFIED ENTERTAINMENTwith plenty of SHORT SUBJECTS.

-Walter

H

Hespeler,
ronage.

Ont

one there is
.Two reels.

'^'S

'

(Educational).— Two

"^''^

f.J/Hr"

e ^
t If they don't aulh
=t
something wron w^t ^
Sf„3*;',^

"

Can Small
If town
'-an—

pat-

you build up your ENTERTAINMENT, as is proved by these
will help

reports from exhibitors in

one

fcoSe'£ii^i^3
photography

issue of Exhibitors Herald (Nov-

ember 17th

^^sii^aSiLSe^f^T^"'"^"

John

W

riawkinV

-

—

snappy

interest.

icy" and

let this

you against

is

class
ol

issue).

Let us write your "insurance
—A

;

,.

pol-

comedy

7^^
T^^^'
a high
."^

sp?end°d

that

comedy wouCT

wMl

^'

i

°'
>

""s

clas7

^^'^^e.
Christies are
Most
Rood '"tR- Gribble,
cfand thJ,T° "^'s.-Ralp!,
burg, Ont.
HamCan -rln!";^'
patronage.
ninnmimnimrft^

trade-mark guard

loss-

""eels

^''^'••''^
Bedford, MasT-An^^P,''"'
™ass.— General patronage.

Glarus.
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A Big Time Production
-'the bii

new photodramatic
screen extraVaiania
EXHIBITORS throughout the Nation are looking to F.B.O. for
big exploitation pictures. Our latest answer is "THE DANCER
OF THE NILE" with Carmel Myers, June Elvidge, Bertram
Grassby, Malcolm Macgreggor and giant cast.
Here is a screen extravaganza you can ballyhoo

like a

has everything. It has giant possibilities
because it is a fiery love story of the days of
King TUT, who hqs had more front page advertising and publicity than any character in history.
circus.

It

Take our word

for

—and grab

it,

Carmel Myers

A

Wm.

P. S.

EARLE

Production

A Passionate and Fiery Love
Story of the Days of King Tut
your
ASKPress

nearest F.B.O. exchange for a copy of the Big Time
sheet that shows you how to clean up with this picture.
Big -national tie ups. 300,000 phonograph records already
manufactured and ready for distribution throughout the Nation
through Victrola stores. Big National hit song tie up.
Biggest novelty crowd-getting cut-outs you. ever saw. Here's
a clean up for you. A BIG TIME PRODUCTION TO BE

HANDLED
A BIG TIME MANNER FOR BIG TIME MONEY. BIG TIME
POSTERS, ADVERTISING MATTER AND ACCESSORIES
Film Booking Offices of America, Inc.
723 Seventh Ave., New York, N. Y. EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
IN

Sales Office, United Kingdom, R-C Pictures Corporation
26-27_D'Arblax_Strfiet.JKardour Street. London, W. I. England

PAULINE FREDERICK

LOU TELLEGEN

pAULINE FREDERICK
LOU TELLEGEN,

famous

and

stars of screen

and stage, play leading roles in "Let No Man
Put Asunder," the J. Stuart Blackton Production which will be released by Vitagraph. This
Basil
of
super-feature is an adaptation
King's famous novel on divorce. Leaders of
thought of today stand aghast at the
spread of domestic discontent throughout the
Basil King's story of three couples,
world.
gifted with riches and social position, who
find life tasteless and who seek in vain for
happiness over luxurious roads of idleness is
one of the strongest arraignments of social
The screen
folly that has ever been written.
drama, a highly emotional and gripping translation of the author's indictment of frivolities
which lead to unhappy marriages, by its
frank presentation, points the way to a cure
social

for marital discord.

The picture provides for Pauline Frederick the greatest emotional role she has ever
essayed.
Miss Frederick is noted for her
dramatic interpretations of women torn by
In Mr. Blackton's new picof her artistic prowess is given full
flight in the gamut of emotions she is called
upon to translate in moving film. Petrina
conflicts of love.

ture

all

Faneuil, the character she plays, will undoubtedly Jake its place at the head of all
of the screen portraits this remarkable actress has contributed to motion pictures.
The part of Dick Lechmere, awarded to
Mr. Tellegen, famous as "the great lover"
of the screen, is one for which this actor
Lechmere's marriage,
is exceptionally fitted.
divorce and the tragedy that ensues, lifts the
role out of the conventional "third-in-thetriangle" class into one of appealing sympathy. He is married to an opera singer and
after

their

separation

weds Petrina, whose

union also has been smashed through modern

Others in the all-star cast selected by Mr.
whose disBlackton are Pauline Neff,
tinguished personality fits perfectly the role
of Lady Emmy de Bohun, Violet de Barros,
who plays Polly, Martha Petelle, Gladys
Frazin, Clifton Webb and Homer Lind.

Vitagraph has provided gorgeous scenic in"Let Not Man Put Asunder.''
Especially designed sets have given full play
to Mr. Blackton's famous artistic photographic
compositions and he has evolved a score of
new efi^ects in lighting which promise to add
to his fame as an originator of revolutionary
methods.
Every scene in this gripping drama of the
marriage problem is one of luxury. The play
deals with men and women of wealth and
leisure.
It shows life as it is lived in society
the sordid by-ways have no place in
vestiture for

makes the supreme
restored to happiness
with Harry Vassall, the man she first married.
Vassall is played by Leslie Austen, one of
the most popular young leading men of the
Like Mr. Tellegen he is an actor
day.
schooled on the legitimate stage and makes a
splendid foil for "the great lover."
The opera singer is played by Helena
D'Algy, a beautiful young Spanish actress
Miss D'Algy is a striking brunette and a
dancer of marvelous ability.
One of the
most sensational episodes in the picture is
that in which she dances as a lure to Dick

—

Lechmere.

with frank

follies,

sacrifice

arid

in

the end

and Petrina

is

;

drama of human emotions.
Every element of fan appeal

this

and box-

value has been drafted by Vitagraph
In cast, in direction,
for this great special.
in mounting, and in drama the qualities are
There is no subject so
sure fire winners.
much discussed today as the divorce problem
"Let Not Man Put Asunder" presents it
office

finality.

A^KGINIAN
Qhe Box Office Sensation

SMASHES ALL RECORDS
IN DETROIT AND DENVER
At the Broadway^

At the Colorado

Strand

Theatre. .Denver

Detroit

.

//

Tremendous bus^

{

Bioke all
records covering
last three years"
^Phil Qleichman
iness.

Broke all records
includmcj those
held by "Potash
and Perlmutter"
and "Robin Hood"

^

U.Q.Dalhot

Its A CLEANUP
B.P.Scliultei^
piesents

Q

Kenneth Harlan

RuSSclI

SimpSOH

Florence Vidor

Pal O'MaUey

Raymond ilation

ditction

ADAPTED BYHOPE lORINOAND LOUIS D.LIGHTON FROM THE NOVEL AND PLAIf

BTC

OIVEN WISTER AND jKlRK£ LA SHELJ-E

PREFERRED PICTURES CORPK
l650BROADWAy
FOJl£IGNJ)ISTJUBUrORS-*w EXPORT

NEW YORK CITV
AND IMPORT FILM ^CO. INC.,

.

MORRISON
The Galloping Ace'

in the

FASTEST WESTERN CHAPTER PLAY

EVER MADE
Witt,

AL. WILSON

,

Daredevil of the Air
Dinsciwd by JAY MARCHANT

1^

BEASTS
of
sta

™dP

PARADISE
SEDGWICK
DESMOND

WILLIAM

UNIVEDSAL

.nd

Dii-gcted

EILEEN

bqWia CRAFT

CHAPTER PLAVS

.^^ri'St^Al^
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GEORGE

B.

News

GEORGE BLAISDELL, Editor
EDDY ECKELS, Managing Editor
GEORGE
MERWEDE

T.

PARDY

Reviews Editor

Editor

CONTENTS
Tom Meighan

I

December

1,

Harold Lloyd

1923

and

EDITORIAL FEATURES
a
Doubt Destroyer
a
THOMAS" is
"TVOUBTING
I
a phrase recurrent in peoa

M
S

g

is

a
a
§
a
g
g
B
g
P

^

S
§
B

g
a
B

Thanksgiving Editorial
Motion Picture Day Widely Observed
Percentage Not Good for the Lazy
Alert Showman Overcomes All Difficulties
Use the Key to Free Publicity
How One Picture Show Changed Whole Career
Old Lady Astor Says

^

pie's minds since the classics
It is used
cut their eye teeth.
here in connection with Tom
Meighan to show that there is
as wide a gulf between his
nature and this phrase as there

g
a
i

A

at

Thomas "doing

enough

is

to

show he

might do anything but doubt,
imder any cirInstinctively*
cumstances, he puts his
foot quickly forward.

At

sight

first

one

presses

A

harcfnrar.

best

Meighan im-

with a peculiar
hardness full of

only his graniteBut that
Underneath
composure.
like
this exterior is a soul beaming
with good spirits and playful-

Sidney Franklin Buys New Stories....
Supreme Court Decides for Binderup

something

in

—Maytime Is Always
— Samuel Goldwyn

that

A

frank avowal that nothing
Like
-do.
but the best
it

Lobbyology
General Exploitation

friends will take immediate note
and profit.
So much for its
outer poise and appearance.

it

17

17
18
;

Sweetheart Time

18

2
8

10
12

24
30
42

31

32

New Films

33
35

spotlight is thrown on numerous tried-and-true methods for
increasing box-office receipts.

One sees a variety of problems that confront the exhibitor analyz€d
in
terms that
mean greater returns for him.

21

23
25

Hand

hand

with

this

precious endowment is an alert
works along
It
think-tank.
What does the felthis line:
low on the other side of the
screen want?"
Human nature is frail. It
often wants without knowing
what it needs. Harold Lloyd
fortunately knew these things
in the very beginning of his
He made a
screen career.
keen study of the public's enThen he
tertainment needs.
adapted his talents to supply
these needs. The tribute to his
foresight and genius is natural
success.

EXHIBITORS

THE

TRADE REVIEW,

withmeaniiQg to blow its own
horn too weU thinks the Lloyd
illustration may be aptly- apout

plied to itself.
The sleek black hair and
of white gleaming teeth
easily be seen in

itors

Trade

and

timely,

rows

may

The Exhib-

Review's

terse
reader-interest

28

The shell-rim goggles may
be characterized by the Difference which gives the only business paper of the film industry
an absolute claim for individuality.

On

Among the Showmen

43

rests,

Modern Theatre

44

highest requirements of
journalism.
But like Harold

Lloyd
Geo.

Williams,
Treasurer

President; F. Meyers, Vice-President; John P.
Executive and
J. A. Cron, Advertising Manager.
Offices:
Knickerbocker Building, Forty-Second Street and
Broadway, New York. Telephone, Bryant 6160. Address all Communications to Executive Offices, Published weekly at East Stroudsburg, Pa.,
by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation.
Member Audit Bureau
of Circulations.
Subscription rates, postage paid, per year: United
States $2
Canada $3 ; Foreign $6 single copies 20 cents. Remit by
check, money order, currency or U. S. postage stamps.
Chicaco Robert Banghart, 1106 Otis Building
West Coast Richard Kipling, 1050 No. Western Ave., Los Angeles
C.
Fernsler,
Editorial

;

'

didn't stop there.

in

39

Copyright 1923 by Exhibitors Roview Publishing Corporation.

Exploitation Department

can

element

"Personality."

called,

news.
19

Players We Know
Feature Previews
The Big Little Feature
Release and Review Digest

owner? You turn to the
pages on Exploitation and there
The
is
a host of answers.
tre

The

But Harold

16

Round About the Studios
Up and Down Main Street

do for the thea-

deals with meaty, every-day,
essential things, whose successful application hinges largely
on the twist of a little idea.
And here, the Exploitation Department plays its trump card.
It also furnishes the idea.

14

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS

One presses back the covers
Its
and thumbs the pages.
creative genius is laid bare.
can

14

be truly
Personality would undoubtedly have
Lloyd a great way.
taken

15

News

Scores of Booking Urge Ideas in
Tried and Proved Pictures

is
a
-•^ pioneer
psyscreen
in
The famous shellchology.
rim glasses, the gleaming white
teeth, the sleek black hair, and
the winning smile have been
masterful
with
co-ordinated

effect.

EXPLOITATION

instinctively puts its
So that its
best foot forward.
its
readers,
its
advertisers,

What

9
11

16

Thanksgiving Messages
Laughter and Thrills Highlight 'Going Up'
'Under the Red Robe' Brilliant in Simplicity
'Common Law' Lobbyology With a Message
'Drums of Jeopardy' Replete With Thrills

Trade Review has

Whatof Thomas Meighan.
ever its outside message, one
immediately senses a challenge.

Meighan

7

15

Leaders All

The Ex-

common with

6

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS
Frontispiece

THE
hibitors

5

14

Advertising Plan for Grand-Asher
Exhibitors Call for Featurettes

is

of

4

13

New

challenge.

exterior

3

This

Warns Against Offending Children
Asks Hays to Take Tax Leadership
Inspiration to Do 'Romeo and Juliet'
Picketing of Theatres Declared Illegal
Washington- Men Hold Contcntion
Valentino Signs Longer Ritz Contract
Admissions Must Not Be Increased
Monogram Sounds Warning

poles.

One peep

.

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS

between the two well-known

his stuff"

.

Psychology
TTAROLD LLOYD

to

these attributes alone

and measures up

it

its

stamps

to

it

the
film

adds one more element

make-up
it

which

as a pioneer

truly
the

irr

field.

;

;

Behind the brain of the organization is a fine net-work of
These never stop
think-tanks.
creating.
working,
studying,
All to end that the exhibitor
may be helped to keep step
with the march of progress.

1
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MAYTTME

IS

ALWAYS SWEETHEART TIME

The call of spring. The call of blossoms. The
call of youth. Listening to all
the voice of life

—

itself— you see Ethel Shannon and Harrison
Ford.
They are two of the bright spots in
"Maytime," a current Preferred release.
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%e dusiness Paper of the Motion T^chirelndustrj^

A

Thanksgiving Editorial

rriHROUGHOUT

By GEORGE BLAISDELL
the length
suits as those we have this fall
witnessed but under an expendiand breadth of the land on
ture of money materially reduced.
Thursday, Xo\'euiber 29, its citizens small and
If there was a time
a year and a half ago, let
large, humble and great, according to their means
when the picture's hold on the public was
us saj'^
and their inclinations will give heed to the proclaslipping that remark cannot truthfully be passed
mation of the President of the United States setThanksgiving.
one
today.
ting aside the day as
of
The grip has been restored. Between last seaAmong the millions who wherever possible will
gather around the family board will be the hunson and the present there probably have been and
Avill be produced a dozen pictures of which each
dreds of thousands of those whose lives nearly or
Avill gross over a million dollars.
remotely touch the motion picture in its making,
That's a strong statement, but if true, and we
its distribution or its exhibition.
There is an army in itself, every last member of
believe it is, it means the public still is behind the
which is dependent for its prosperity upon the Avelmotion picture and stronger than ever.
f aire of the motion picture as an institution.
Economies are going to come in distribution as
well as in production, economies that will make for
Perhaps it is seemly at this time to pause and
take accoimt of that great institution
saner rentals for the average exhibitor and incito inquire
if it is progressing in the manner that any growing
dentally also return a profit to the average pro-

—

—

—

—

Itody^

should progress or

ing— -in other words,

if

if

possibly

it is

retrogTad-

in the present situation of

may be fomid genuine cause for
thanksgiving on the part of the men and women

the trade there

who make up

this host.

be said without equivocation that the motion i^icture industry is progressing
not rapidly
necessarily but what is better steadily.
Through its leaders it is acquiring the custom of
looking hard facts in the face. That is an achieve-

Let

ment

it

—

in itself.

ducer.

Already in one city six independent exchanges
are combining, pooling their physical distribution
under the management of one man who has no connection with any of the exchanges and who okehs
all contracts.
Of course there are some of the more solidly intrenched companies who will have no interest in
-

•

interest in

Smug complacency

has faded.
are getting down to "brass tacks."
are
calling things by their right names, even though
those names be of unpleasant sound.
As one man well known for his frankness remarked the other day: "Yes, there are things
wrong with the motion picture industry lots of
them, lots of little things.
know what they
are and can catalogue them. Up to the present we
have not been able to remedy them, but we will do
that in the course of time."
The quality of pictures is improving. If you
say that it should improve by reason of the fortunes that are being spent on single subjects we
will agree Math you.
But don't overlook
the fact that also in
course of time producers are! going to
achieve the same re-

We

We

We

—

—

—

experiment and really it is that but
the less fortunately situated will have a
this

There

some of
marked

it.

thanksgiving, too, in the fact
a land of comparative plenty
disturbing influences preying
less favored countries.
There is cause for thanksgiving that exhibitors
can get together on a Motion Picture Day and
contribute 25 per cent, of their gross receipts for
the benefit of their business organization.
There is cause for thanksgiving, too, that the obnoxious admissions tax seems to be on its way.
The forces behind its removal are gaining in momentum, the latest report indicating that the
President will come out flatly on the side of tax reduction. And there is cause for thanksgiving, too,
in the fact- tlir.t you
still are able to write

cause for
are living in
-—removed from the
upon the peoples of
that

is

we

your
and

Congressman

your
express
views on tax reduction.
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National Motion Picture
Too Early

HE

results of National Motion Picture Day, November 19, are of a
most' gratifying character, with respect
to public enthusiasm in the event and
the reports to the National Office from
leading theatre owners and organizations throughout the country, according to a statement issued from Presinr^

dent Sydney S. Cohen's
ber 21.

The

of

office,

Novem-

celebration to
the Theatre Owners and the industry
will be manifested for some time to
come, because of the good-will built up
and the increased measure of popular
appreciation of the community value
of the theatre which resulted from this
co-operation of Exhibitor and public.
No event in the history of the motion
picture business was as replete with
permanent results as was the celebration of National Motion Picture Day.
Because of the interest aroused in the
movement Governors of states, high
officials of the Federal Government,
Mayors of important cities and other
public men and women gave their indorsements and joined with the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of America
and theatre owners generally in National Motion Picture Day in all parts of
the United States.
So apparent was the public service
features of the Motion Picture Theatre made in this campaign of National
Motion Picture Day that it can but
impress the official mind of Nation,'
State and Community in a most favorable way and leave the theatre owner
in an advanced position so as to make
him virtually a leader in his locality
and give his theatre and his business

every

benefits

necessary

recognition.
When inquires

this

official

and popular

were made

at Presi-

dent Cohen's offices for detailed reports as to the results in various parts
of the country it was stated that there

had been no opportunity

to prepare
schedules. It was pointed out that the
collating of the full reports in the different territories would entail a great
deal of work and that it undoubtedly
would be several days before it would
be possible to get these into New York
and to obtain a definite idea of the general

result.

New England

Active

In many sections of the country the
Theatre Owners joined in extensive advertising campaigns which served considerably to augment public interest in
the event. In Hartford twelve of the
leading theatre owners of that city had
page advertisements of National Motion
Picture Day printed in the newspapers.

Is

Widely Observed

Obtain Definite Figures of Result, But

as Yet to

It Is

Day

Announced Day Will Be

a Fixture

In the Hartford advertisement the following important statement was made
which applies to' all parts of the United

given

States

Motion Picture Day through

"By impressing upon

the public this
powerful influence for good, the presentation of wholesome entertainment
and its wiUingness to co-operate with
civic and social organizations for enlightenment and uplift, the theatre has
received the recognition and enthusiastic indorsement and patronage of the
thinking people of America."
It is unnecessary to say that National
Motion Picture Day was a rousing success in Hartford and other parts of
Connecticut. Joseph W. Walsh, president of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of Connecticut, W. A. True,
Louis Segal, Poli Circuit; C. M. Maxfield, Charles Repass and Jacob Alpert,
were the Committee in charge of the

campaign.
In the Western Pennsylvania district,
where the Theatre Owners had inaugurated an extensive campaign for National Motion Picture Day, there were

number

of added attractions in the
one notable supplementing of
the program being the addition of the
Musical Club Society with eighty feminine voices under the direction of
Charles N. Boyd.
This is Pittsburgh's most exclusive
musical and social organization. This
chorus gave several selections at different performances in the Million Dollar
Grand Theatre on National Motion
Picture Day.
a

theatres,

Central West Exploits

A

special

indi-

cative of the enterprise of the western
theatre owners was presented in Den-

ver under the direction of H. E. Huffman, president of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Colorado. In connection with National Motion Picture
Day there the Bluebird Weekly, a theatrical paper published by M. F. Lapham, devoted several pages to an indorsement of National Motion Picture
Day and urged the theatre-going public
to patronize the different theatres on

November 19.
One element

:

"The Motion Picture Theatre, synonymous with public service, education
and amusement, has always placed its
screen at the service of national and
civic construction programs in war or
in peace, and we now ask recognition
of

this

arts, the

great

the

observance of

National
special

of exploitation in newspapers,
billboards and direct contact letters
from the theatre owner to his patrons.
lines

cities in Ohio, notably ToColumbus, Cincinnati and Cleve-

Several
ledo,

land, took action in a combination of
all the theatres in the matter of direct
exploitation for National Motion Picture Day, and in every instance the re-

sponse on the part of the public was

most gratifying character.

of the

Big

With

New York

Parade

the indorsement

of

National

Motion Picture Day by Mayor Magee
of Pittsburgh, followed by similar action by the Mayors of other PennsylActing Mayor Murray
cities,
Hulbert of New York gave a most pronounced approval of National Motion
Picture Day in a printed manifesto
which was sent to all of the City Departments and published in different
newspapers.
This led to other developments dlong
vania

the exploitation line in the greater city
and brought to the front a unique evidence of official and public approval of
this

event in a large parade which was
New York City Police

headed by the
Band.

This procession moved up Broadway,
Saturday afternoon, November 17,

from

twenty-third street to fiftieth
and then into Central Park,
where a number of band selections

were given.

A large detachment of Girl Scouts
headed by the Girl Scout Band and
others interested in the development of
public service work in the theatres of
the greater city participated in the parThe newspapers published extenade.
sive acounts.

The

New York

campaign was under

direction of a special committee
from the Theatre Owners Chamber of
Commerce, under the Chairmanship of

the

Arthur Hirsch, Charles Schwartz,
Gainsboro, Joseph Jame, Henry
Suchman, J. Alton Bradbury, Sol
Raives and Clarence Cohen.
On the evening of Tuesday following the great day a committee of forty
J.

of the appeal made in
Denver which is a worthwhile contribution to the literature of the motion pictur theatre's public service is as fol-

lows

to

street

Day

form of exploitation

In the Central West, especially in
Ohio and Kentucky, great impetus was

combination of

Motion Picture."

all

the

Hy

New York

theatre owners, each representing a zone, made the rounds of all
the houses in the greater city and collected the proportion of the receipts
allotted to the national organization.
Figures of the result were unobtainable
Tuesday, as the committee had not reported.
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Good

Percentage Not

5

Kent

for the Lazy, Says

Famous Players Executive Includes Producers as Well as Exhibitors,
While Rowland Thinks It Only Equitable Way

PERCENTAGE

is

as sure to

come

motion picture industry as
day is to follow night in the view
of Sydney R. Kent, head of the disin the

of Famous PlayersLasky. Mr. Kent declares it is the only
automatic way of putting an accurate
value on product.
Percentage is the only equitable way
of paying for pictures, declares Richard A. Rowland, general manager of
First National.
Other distributors who discuss percentage are Treasurer J. G. Bachmann
of Preferred Pictures, Vice-president
R. H. Cochrane of Universal and President W. E. Shallenberger of Arrow.
Mr. Kent and Mr. Rowland both
go into the question at some length,
the former frankly from the distributribution

forces

with Mr. Rowland inclined
to hold the scales between the producer
and the exhibitor.
The Famous Players executive notes
tor's side,

a

found it not only profitable but that it
aids in maintaining good-will with the
exhibitor,
"Also we have found that of those
who have approached percentage with suspicion practically every
one who has tried it has been conexhibitors

verted to

it.

"Many who would

not use it four
years ago won't use any other method
today.
"I believe the argument on the part
of the exhibitor to the effect that if
he starts at 25 per cent it will be only
a short time before it is up to 50 per
cent is just as ridiculous as that if he
has to pay $300 today it will be $600

an unreasonable sum should
be asked an exhibitor, if there is any

"Even

if

lesser evil in a situation of that sort,

seems to me it would be
on percentage.

in

it

working

Antagonism Lessening

marked lessening of exhibitor an-

my experience that there is a
lessening of the antagonism on the part
of exhibitors toward percentage. Circumstances are forcing a change of

Mr. Kent remarks that the percentis no more good for the lazy

mind on their part, because the one
must have good pictures and the other
must sell.

exhibitor than
ducer.

it

Mr. Rowland

is

for the lazy proto

the

view

that the exhibitor has no reason to
fear the experience of the motion picture theatre owner will parallel that of
the legitimate showman in percentage
affairs.

Mr. Bachmann declares a willingto play percentage on all Preferred's product.
Mr. Cochrane sees
no beautiful, healthy road to a perfect
ness

basic

percentage.
Dr. Shallenberger
is skeptical as to the success of the
plan in small towns.

'Bound to Come,' Says Kent
"Percentage is a thing that only will
come, in my opinion, after quite some
discussion on the part of the exhibitor,"
said Mr. Kent. "But I believe it is just
as sure to come as day is to follow
night.

"In the first place it is the only automatic way there is of putting an accurate value on product.
There is a
proper percentage of every exhibitor's
take-in that should go to film.
I believe

it is easier to arrive at that percentage than it is at a flat rental.
"We are not forcing percentage at
all
not even talking it, because we be-

—

lieve

it

"We

will

"It

come of

its

own

accord.

have been playing percentage
for the past four years.
Wc have

exhibitors

who have used

per-

centage merely as a way out of a controversy have stayed.
I have never
known an important man who tried it
go back to flat rentals, because percentage penalizes you on your bad pictures and rewards you on your good.
It is

what

is

needed

to

make

this busi-

ness healthy.
before, we have stopped
percentage.
started employing it four or five years ago, at the
time of 'The Miracle Man,' because
that was one of the first really big pictures that had gone to the motion picture houses.

"As

I said

We

talking

"We

didn't

know what

it

was worth.

that time we found it was so much
cleaner a way to do business that 75

At

per cent of our important accounts are
doing business on that basis now.
"Another thing, if a producer has a
customer that he has known a long
time there is no temptation on his part
to run from one exhibitor to another
in

to last in this business.

is

not going

don't think'
argument against
I

he has any special
percentage.
"The big thing, as I see it, in percentage is the fact that the public writeS;
the ticket. The public says how much
you are going to get for your picture."

is

"Many
inclines

hundred dollars.
"That class of exhibitor

five

next week.

tagonism toward percentage, declaring
that three-quarters of the company's
important accounts are now doing business on that basis.
age plan

who won't play percentage under any
conditions because while they may
know a production is worth $500 to
them they will only pay $250 for it.
"That class of producers or that
class of exhibitors you can't cure with
either flat rentals or percentage.
"Percentage is not good for the lazy
exhibitor any more than it is for the
lazy producer.
"There is a psychology about it that
is bad for the man who won't go out
and work. If you don't put the load
on him he won't get out from under.
"He won't get behind a picture as
he will when he has invested four or

the effort to get

more money

be-

cause the producer knows he has a
good picture and that he will get the

money.
"There is a class of producers who
don't want to play on percentage because they are afraid of their product
or don't want to gamble.

"And

there

is

a class of exhibitors

Returns Actual Value

"You

are selHng a piece of propfor remuneration either in the
form of flat rental or percentage," said
Mr. Rowland, "and you can't be sure
that the price is going to remain the
same.
As between the two methods
there is no way of affecting an insurance of the price stability.
"In my opinion, and I am ttow
speaking from a neutral standpoint,
there is in equity only one method of
paying for pictures. That is on percentage, because on flat rental we try
to barter on the basis of values, and
neither exchangeman nor exhibitor can
predetermine those values to a degree of actuality.
erty

"Often pictures are oversold, but

many

in

cases they are tmdersold.

"Percentage does pay to the producer
and return to the exhibitor the actual
value of the picture and determines
its

box-office value

does a

much

better than

flat rental.

"However, I know the exhibitor does
not feel kindly to the percentage basis,
and in some respects I don't blame him,
because he feels afraid it is going to
lead him into something in which he
cannot see his way out in that the percentage may continue to increase from
year to year and that his experience
will parallel that of the legitimate
theatre owner.
"I don't believe the same thing can
happen in the picture business as it did
in the legitimate, but I can point out

(Continued on page 46)
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Showman Overcomes

Alert

all Difficulties

Harry Watts, Manager of the Brialto Theatre, Omaha, Nebraska, Gives
Examples of How He Meets Daily Problems
Nebraska, theatres have
OMAHA,
been engaging
a musical war,

GUY LEAVITT

By

you know what that means.
theatre has been playing up its
own orchestra leader until you would
think that the whole picture business
depended upon the ability of a man to
if

Each

wave a

baton.
course, Omaha's orchestra leaders are artists all of them capable, and
this is a story of how one theatre
manager has rather walked away with

Of

;

—

the laurels.

Manager Harry Watts

of the Rialto
has a whiz of an orchestra 21 pieces,
including Harry Brader, the leader, and
But
not including the two organists.
the other theatres have large orchestras,
too. And competition was keen.
After advertising his big orchestra,
telling of the high class music, and the
popularly appealing music it was play-

It

And

gation.

it

is

arousing comment.

Really, the Rialto orchestra is quite the
thing in Omaha music circles these
days.
Here is another example of his abilibig event was
ty as a showman.
coming to town the annual Ak-Sar-

—

A

—

Ben festival and Manager Harry
Watts of the Rialto, Omaha, wanted to
get a big motion picture special that
hadn't already made its appearance
elsewhere throughout the state.

;

he found that such tactics were
They had been used
far.
getting
not
before, and the public took them more
or less for granted.
Manager Watt's next step was to get
out a program, carrying no ads, which
devoted page two of a four-page folding,

a line-up of the instruments and
men playing them in the orchestra and
of the pieces and histories of the composers or something about the pieces
which the orchestra was to play. This
er, to

helped attract attention.

HEN, one day, Manager Watts was
talking to the music critic on one of
Harry inthe large Omaha dailies.
vited him in. He listened especially to
the orchestra, and the next Sunday,
a
that particular critic's column had
review of work of the Rialto orchestra.

Now

the music
publishorchestra's
Rialto
the
ing reviews of
work as regular-

The

idea spread.

Omaha's papers are

critics of

ly as they

publish
of the

some
musical

of

aggre-

to

run on

What to do What to do
He had already swiped an
!

airplane
past picture for his adHe
vance ads and they showed it.
just had to have something new, fresh
and novel for that big picture

mat from

a

—

Thursday arrived, and no Sunday ad
ready, not even the art, and you exhibiOn a big
tors know what that meant.
week; thousands of visitors in town; a
big picture ready all set and no ads.
"We'll get our own art," says Harry,
too.
lay-out
"and our advertising

—

Watch my smoke!"

Whereupon he

stepped to his every trusty telephone
and called up Mike Parks, the cartoonist whose cleverness helps build up
the circulation for the Omaha Daily

News.

The
rolled

result

up

was

that

sat down,
and started to

Mike

his shirtsleeves

Neb., with

bunch of kids lined up for a SaturFor Halday's morning advance showing.
lowe'en Manager Harry Watts booked every
advertised
He
find.
he
could
picture
spooky
a

reviews
visiting

booked "Going Up,"

the very day he was released, and
as a result he failed to get a press-book,
mats or art of any kind.
Airship stuff doesn't lie around
Manager
everywhere,
and
besides
Watts is president of the Omaha Advertising & Selling League, the second
largest in America, and he couldn't afford to come out with an inferior ad.

T?IALTO THEATRE, Omaha,

would

work

JJE

,

,

By daybreak the ad was ready.
was a cartoon, a scream, a whopper,

work.

in

And the
a special surprise at midnight.
stunt that he pulled had the audience screaming and laughing until past midnight.

a peach, a dandy, all in one. In other
words, it was a darb. And Harry was
so tickled that he turned pink.

Truly, it behooves the president of
an Advertising League to be up and
coming when it comes to ads
I

Rialto
^ HE
business between

Omaha, did more
10 p. m. and midnight on Hallowe'en, than it did all during the day and it wasn't Monday,
theatre,

—

was Wednesday.
Manager Harry Watts of

either

;

it

the Rialto,

prowled around the film exchanges and
booked every spooky picture he could
find.

the last of "The Ghost
Garret" faded off, the drummer
solemnly tolled off twelve strikes on the
chimes, and on the twelfth stroke, with
every light in the house off, the curtains parted and a violet tinted graveyard was seen.

At midnight

in the

From behind a large gravestone
With a flashthere emerged a ghost.
light he made his way among the
graves.
Then, from behind another
gravestone, arose the devil. The devil
and the ghost bumped into each other,
making the devil as angry as. well,
the devil.

—

for an inthen the devil's anger got the
best of him, and he started after the

They both acted scared

stant,

ghost.

The terrified audience screamed and
laughed as the ghost fled, 'round and
'round the stage, then horror of horrors

!

— right

—

down

off

the

stage,

through the aisles of the theatre, up
and down, among the panic stricken

—

until the lights flashed on
spectators
the orchestra played the exit
!

and

march.
the biggest midnight show
ever had, said everybody; and
financially it was far from being a
It

was

Omaha
grhost
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Use the Key To Free Newspaper Publicity
Why

Most Exhibitors Overlook Beckoning Columns of the Dailies

One
are certain
THERE
newspaper work

details

that

the

itor should study, and will do well
study with care, if he is to get the
full benefit from the publicity that he
seeks.
Advertising and manufacturing
associations at their annual meetings
stress the point that they are confident
they are offering the best in their particular lines than can be produced, but
that the hard job is to tell it to the

public.

Don't be fooled on that PoUyanna
stuff abaut an article being so good that
it
sells itself.
Prdper publicity has
made good business better, and has
maintained activities that would have
languished and died, had it not been for
the manner in which the details
told to the world.

were

This leads to the shortcomings of
exhibitors. Of course they are
busy.
All have a thousand things to
think about every day.
Nevertheless
they will profit by a study of the re-

many

porter, or the

T UST

newspaperman.

as the exhibitor

must have

his

show ready when the advertised
time comes, so the newspaper must be
ready to print to catch the mails, the
the street sellers and the

trains,

car-

riers.

Hence, the chief dereliction of which
the

exhibitor

in

guilty, is failure to

many

instances is
co-operate with the

newspaper

in getting in his copy early.
In the country districts, most papers
give a page once a week, usually on
-Saturdays, to the theatres.

Free space is accorded for announcements on programs for the week following in which the attractions, the
casts, and the plots are featured.
In the opinion of the newspaper man,
this theatre page counts more for real
publicity than -does the space advertising.
People in a hurry often skip the

advertisements, but what is printed in
newspaper set-up is usually read.
Hence the weekly theatre page in
the country towns has a drawing power
that cannot be understood by those who
have not made a study of it.
Dr. Russell Conwell's "Acres of Dia-

monds"

tells

the story of the

man who

searched the world for riches which
were on his own land. So it is with

some

exhibitors. They want their theatres packed, but they fail to co-operate
with their home newspapers in getting

out that theatre page copy early.
Most of them know in advance what
they will screen, but they put off the
filing of the copy until the last minute.
It

is

nothing

new

in

a

of the Mysteries of the Business

By

about
exhib-

to

newspaper

to

Is

R.

MONTGOMERY

W.

politics or business

relations with ad-

vertisers.

on the job of

put the

office

phoning

to the playhouses to rush

staff

the theatre page

forms are

as the

stufif,

waiting for the copy.
It is here that the

tele-

down

exhibitor

loses

out.

HE

story that came in the day before gets a good snappy head, with
something about the star, or the plot,
or the clothes, or information that will
make people sit up and take notice.
Copy should always be localized as
much as possible. In smaller com-

'P

FREE advertising. Are

you passing it up ? The
daily news columns are a
gold mine. The papers want
material. Are you giving it
to them?
Read what Montgomery

says about how to get your
ready. He has had
He
years of experience.
stuff

knows.
See Avhat part of the jol)
you have to do. He tells you
ho^v much trouble you have
It isn't much. The
to take.
papers Avill do the rest.
Maybe your copy isn't hitting on all six. This article

may

tell

you

doesn't, at least

Avhy.
it

If

it

will help.

If the matter is a clipping, it should
be pasted and not pinned to the paper.
Pasting and getting the story into shape
often takes the last few minutes that
Often the story goes
the editor has.
into the wastebasket unless the advertising account of the theatre is one so
weighty that the matter has to be

handled satisfactorily.
It is a good idea to take your trusty
Corona in hand, and make a copy.
This means work, but the average editor hates reprint, and his printers scoff

when

he> sends

JJ ENCE,

to be set.

he looks on fresh copy with

more

a

much down

receptive

eye,

and the

new

looking story getting
by are better than one that has the
palpable marks of reprint upon it.
It has been found in point of inter-

chances of a

est that the star is first, the story second, and the producing company third.
This is the opinion of a number of
writers who find that people are more
interested in Harold Lloyd, or Gloria
Swanson or Thomas Meighan or Constance Talmadge and so on, than they
are in the actual story.
They dope it out that the plot is all
right,
or it would not have been
screened. They have learned that producing companies issue certain grades
of films, and hence they shop for the
theatres they will attend, just as they

do

at stores.

The
ment

itors in
to

seems to be the first eleinteresting them, and exhib-

star
in

country districts might do well

remember

in the

this and feature the cast
announcements of the bills that

they will run.

munities
the

of

human

from 25,000
interest

line

to

of

100,000,

appeal

works better than even in the big cities
where sob stuff often enlivens the dull
page.

Hence, the exhibitor who brings in
with some material in it
about his lobby display linked up with
the picture, or something of local interest such as that the picture features
his write-up

"the Cape Cod district where so many
of this city's residents have spent vacations," will find that copy has a touch
to it that press-agent stuff lacks.
All copy should be typed if possible
and should have space for interlineaThis means at least two spaces
tion.
if not three between each line.
The
material may have to be cut for lack
of space, or it may have some objectionable references that are against
the newspaper's policy on sex matters.

g INCE

the newspapers are ready and

eager to cooperate with the exhibitor in giving free space for this type
of publicity, it is surprising that showmen do not take greater advantage of
it.

They seem

to feel that

it is

too

much

trouble, that they are too busy, or that

they have not the talent necessary in
compiling the copy.
That is absurd. It is worth taking
time for. It is worth the trouble. Because it will reach those who cannot be
reached by advertisements, signs and
lobby displays.
Get busy on this free advertising opportunity.
And when you get your
copy ready, send it in early. The
paper will give it an attractive dress.
But how can they give you space when
you do not co-operate with them?

Page 8
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How One

Show Changed Whole Career

Picture

When Samuel Goldwyn Looked Upon
Possibilities of

LIKE

men who have made
mark in the motion picture
business Samuel Goldwyn in his
other

their

boyhood had

his

rough days,

his slim

In
his
book,
"Behind the
days?
Screen," he tells of his earlier years
how he had been a poor boy, poor and
often homeless.
Of formal schooling
he had had practically none.
There was a week in London as a
boy of twelve years when he wandered
through the streets with a single loaf
of bread serving as a substitute for
a meal ticket.
When the lad picked up odd jobs he
ate with regularity.
Some of these
bits were in blacksmith shops.
The boy was fourteen years old
when he landed in New York. He
was not only alone, but there was no
one to meet him.

He
N. Y.,

went right on to Gloversville,
where he obtained employment

in a glove factory.

go

Sam Goldwyn,

not yet twenty-

one, set forth to sell gloves.

He

went all over the country and placed his
merchandise in towns where before
that it had been unknown.
With his success came the ownership of stock in the company.
All the time, too, he had been steadily

work accumulating the education
which in the period usually devoted to
that end he had been battling with the
at

He

wolf.
lectures

"listened

in"

at

as

many

and concerts as he could find

the time to attend.

There were trips to Europe, too, in
which the young man lost no opportunities to absorb information.

Mr. Goldwyn had attained the age
of thirty and an income approaching
$15,000 yearly when on an evening a
decade ago he dropped into a Broad-

way

picture house.

was

a "western."

The

chief subject

a
tious one, even for those days.

preten-

"^HEN

he entered the theatre Mr.
Goldwyn had no thought of mak-

ing any change in his business.
As
he looked upon the picture he visualized in its place some of the more notable stories of the stage

When

be motion pictures the come-back was
in a different vein.

"Motion pictures

and the novel.

he emerged from the theatre his

mind was made up.
He went to Jesse Lasky, his brotherin-law. "Do you want to make a fortune?" he asked him. The reply was

!

You and

I

would

—

be a fine pair in that business me, a
vaudeville man and you a glove sales-

What do we know about
Besides, how about the trust?"
man.

it ?

Mr. Goldwyn convinced his future
partner that the project was at least
a good betting proposition. He agreed
to come in providing he was not required to participate in the active management to the neglect of his vaudeville interests.

^ITH

the story of "The Squaw
Man," for which the company had

guaranteed royalty rights of $10,000,
De Mille, accompanied by Oscar

Cecil

who was

to direct the first pic-

Los Angeles.
The "studio" selected was one floor
of a livery stable, out of which was
obtained space for a stage and five
went

to

small dressing rooms.
The cost of the first production was
$47,000 a large figure in those days,
and the larger and complementary
part of which was not obtained without a great deal of persuading upon the
part of Mr. Goldwyn.
The picture was a success, and it
was not long after it was put upon the
market that Mr. Goldwyn made the
announcement that the Lasky Company would produce twelve five-part
pictures yearly.
Studio facilities in Hollywood were
expanded rapidly. In less than a year
and a half from the taking over of
the property it had grown almost beThere were several
yond belief.
stages, of real size, and long rows of
And in them were
dressing rooms.
the trappings of many prominent play-

—

JN

1916

Players.

came

the

merger

of

the

Company with Famous
The amalgamation had for

some time been indicated as a means
of lessening the growing competition
Mr.
for stories as well as for stars.
Goldwyn became chairman of the
board of directors.
Owing to differences as to policy it
was not many months before the former business executive of the Lasky
Company resigned from the new organization.

Mr. Goldwyn was not yet thirtyand he had no intention of leaving
the motion picture business.
In asso-

five

Realized

and Edgar Selwyn,
Margaret Mayo and Arthur Hopkins
he founded the Goldwyn Company.
Among the players who were feaciation with Archie

tured in the earlier days of the new
organization were Mabel Normand,

Mae Marsh, Madge Kennedy, Mary
Garden, Jane Cowl and Maxine Elliott.

HE

company entered upon an unusual advertising campaign, and the
name of Goldwyn was thoroughly
placed upon the motion picture map be.fore the first production was completed.
Competition was keen, too, and the
'Y

most formidable opponent was the organization of which Mr. Goldwyn had
had so large a part in the building
i.
e., in the Lasky Company.

Then just after the launching of the
enterprise came a misfortune in the
form of a broken ankle in a handball
accident. Also the first production apThat
peared just as was declared.
meant the practical closing of the foreign market through transportation
difficulties among other conditions.
Early in November of 1918 the comwith a pay roll of $90,000 a
week and with outstanding loans of

pany,

nearly a million dollars, was in finanAfter a sleepless
difficulties.
cial
night Mr. Goldwyn determined to forestall a receiver by withdrawing the deposits in the twenty-five exchanges to
meet the pay roll, trusting to something happening in the coming week.

g OMETHING

happened.

It

was

the

The

situation was saved.
Shortly afterward seven millions of
new capital came into the company

armistice.

treasury.

The

retirement

of 'Mr.

Goldwyn

from the company bearing his name
and the formation of his independent
producing company

ers.

Lasky

The production was not

But

what might have been expected.

Apfel,

He

Feature and Acted Quickly

when Mr. Lasky turned interrogator
and was told that the medium was to

ture,

Four or five years later, after somewhat large and extended use of his
budding powers of persuasion, he was
given ah opportunity to sell gloves.

a Western in Old Days

is

recent history.

The producer of "Potash and Perlmutter" and "The Eternal City," the
of which already has established
popularity and the second of which
there is every reason to believe will
even more emphatically do the same
thing, has done much to advance the
screen in the favor of the public.
When the record comes to be written Samuel Goldwyn will be credited
with having been the first to make a
serious attempt to form a close alliance between the author and the screen.
And incidentally in "Behind the
Screen" he has contributed the most
interesting book on the motion picture
that has yet been written.
first

its
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TTERE'S

for a
fine
Thanksgiving.
Who
wants a luscious leg? The turkey's may
better, but we know which looks betRuth Hiatt, leading woman in Educater.
tional-Hamilton comedies appears anything but
taste

thankful that she can't get at her turkey. The
bird seems satisfied with things as they are.
are too!
envy the palings. They
know enough to hold onto a good thing when
they see it. Educational-Hamilton gives promise of doing the same thing.
At any rate
they are planning big things for this charming young lady.

We

'pHE

We

king

is

to die

— "Long

Live the King."

But what turkey wouldn't be glad to give
life to grace the feast of a movie king
like Jackie Coogan?
This one is telling the
his

world that he considers himself lucky.
In
fact everyone is lucky who has had anything
to do writh this young star. Showmen all over
the country are giving thanks because they
booked his latest Metro release.
It is going
to be a grand Thanksgiving.

Thanksgiving Messages That Carry Good Wishes
Jackie Coogan of Metro and Ruth Hiatt of Educational Extend
Very Best Thanksgiving Wishes

!

December

1,
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STORY

is told of Charlie Chaplin which associates him
with a preference for Keat's Poems, Shelley's lyrics,
a beloved violin, "underneath the bough", far, far from the
madding throng and all that sort of thing, to throwing pies
or playing havoc with the haughty damsel in a recalcitrant

revolving door.
It is said Charlie had a vision in which the trick mustache,
battered derby, broken brogans and flexible cane were rudely thrust aside to make way for a delicious intellectual orgy.
If coming events cast their shadows before them,
boy,

—

•

graces of Diana and the beauty of Venus are commodities for which the South has long been noted.
Our bump of ego takes a decided sprout as we note how

'JpHE

one fair daughter sustains
wisdom of Minerva.

RICE,

the

joins Pathe to do a series
under the heading of Spotlights.

They

couldn't dodge the paragrapher's notice, as
witnessed by a two-column story and picture extolling, her
achievements in Hearst's Atlanta Sunday American.

W

motion's carried.

TOURNEUR
come

avers that shorter feature prointo favor as a result of the pres-

ent condition of the producing industry.
According to
the director, splendor, tremendous sets and long footage
alone will not put a picture across the plate.

He

points to the unusual success of recent five-reelers
Which proves that old blurbs as in "good
things come in small packages"^ though having grown
whiskers as bushy as a squirrel's tail, may be revived in the
popular jazz lingo of the day and still retain an applicable
as

an example.

—

—

thought of profound value.
A

PEPPY
Sol

entree to a sixteen page brochure issued by
tells, "How I am going to put over
in the World." Aside from showing
sold 101% on Exploitation the booklet is a

^NNA

"Flam-

This novel inauguration is a move to let the exhibitor
exercise his preference for the title which in his opinion
seems the winner from a box-office point of view. With
ears to the ground and senses on the alert we will watch
for the effect of the absolutely new and unique idea.

T'HERE

is still chance for you fellows with a snappy
pencil and nimble wit to annex some soft change.
Matt Rothbacker is still running that slogan contest
in which prizes of $100, $50, and $25 are offered, respectively, for those who place.
Every one in the

—

film industry is eligible to compete
producers,
utors.
Executives and the rank and file alike.
ing of submittng one myself.

JJ

C.

WITWER,
A. S.

holder

of

the

— Singer of American

distrib-

Think-

extraordinary degree,

—

of suspenders.
T ARRY

you there, at the Hotel Pennsylvania, Friday
night when the annual Goldwyn Club dance brought
forth a following that seemed like a page out of the motion picture blue book, Arabian Nights, and Who's Who
combined

Metro pens us a breezy
a barnstorming trip in which exof

sheetful telling of
ploit stunts galore were pulled, to the
itors showing Jackie Coogan films.

profit

of exhib-

Buffalo, Detroit, Chicago and St. Louis
were some of the big villages visited.
In the Windy
City a contest for non-pedigreed dogs was held with
great success.
Yip Yip. The sweet lyrics from the
throats of a thousand pups drift into our balmy imag-

Boston,

—

ination.

into

one?

My, but we should have

liked to exchange bon
mots
with Gloria Swanson, Anita Stewart, Marion Davies, Alma
Rubens, Edith Day and Peggy Hopkins Joyce
To say
nothing of getting a few "insides" from Sammy Rothafel,
and asking Joe Cook, the one-man vaudeville show, at
what o'clock of what morning he concocted that "That's
Why I Can't Tell You the Story of the Four Hy-Waiins,"
(meaning Hawaiians).
We repeat, we should have liked to be there, but the old
soup and fish well, you know
!

—

HP HE lowly bean, for years a target of ridicule at the
hands of gag merchants, humorists, and scribes,
finally turned like the proverbial worm and came into
its own.
In a plan to attract attention to "Dulcy" playing
at the Schade Theatre in Sandusk", Ohio, George
Schade had three thousand bean bags distributed
around town, on whch was printed, "Come and See
Me Spill the Beans in 'Dulcy' at the Schade Theatre.
Constance Talmadge." The plan worked out to great
effect.

Front!

E

WEINGARTEN

had

w ERE

Slanguage has finally
capitulated to a film offer and will shortly blossom forth
as a celluloid hero on Broadway.
He will make his debut
in Cosmopolitan's
"Cain and Mabel," in which Anita
Stewart is featvired.
If Wit's pen sense of rib-tickling is converted as ably
into his character interpretations, lead us to a front pew.
That boy's humor would stretch the elastic in an old pair
S.

full-face

ganize under the Federal Laws a motion picture
national bank, which will serve exclusively the needs
of the film industry.
The plan will be submitted this week to the Motion
Picture Convention, according to L. W. MacFarland
of the National City Safe Deposit Company, who is
the originator of the plan.
If we survive the bad news after the winter's coal has
been packed into the bunkers, maybe we'll "jine up,"

are by no

as

in

Blanche Sweet, who plays the title role in this First
National release, graces both sides of the page in a manner
very easy on the eyes.
lyiOTION picture leaders indorse an idea to or-

Warner Brothers

Lombard" or

London,"

version.

that Sol is
creditable performance from every angle by which a
Reader interest, ideas
printed product may be judged.
and appearance are of 92 karat caliber.

sent the classic as either "Lucretia
ing Passion."

takes

—

Lesser

means in the vanguard.
offer in a screen version adaptation
from Kathleen Norris' novel of flaming passion, "Lucretia
Lombard," with an option permitting the exhibitor to pre-

CHRISTIE

sooner found its way across the art page of
the Literary Digest than Thomas H. Ince seized the opportunity to exploit his screen adaptation of this stage success by issuing a circular showing on one side of the page
a facsimile of the Literary Digest page, with its no end of
laudatory remarks and on the other side, a layout showing the principals and several scenes from the screen

no

"The Meanest Man

J NNOVATIONS

HODKINSON,

president of the film company
of that name, rises to deplore the increased prices
theatre admission advocated in some sections of
the industry.
It is his opinion that motion pictures are having difficulty enough manitaining attendances at the present
admission scale and that such a move to offset the
alleged waste in the industry is unwarranted.
Quite right.
There's no question about it.
The

will

ductions will

W.

for

depict from real life the exploits and
achievements of various athletic celebrities^
"Girls and Records" is the title of one of these, well
calculated to show that though made of less rugged
clay, the diaphanous creatures have a toe-hold claim
on fame in more than one branch of sport.

]y[AURICE

it

Anna simply

sports writer,
one-reel featurettes

of

by adding to

Aiken Patterson, our Atlanta correspondent,
winsome creature in question. With her attainments

known

well

tradition

Anna
is

page Freud!

(IRANTLAND

this

the

Is

Mr. Van Camp

in the

house?

were argufyin' about the so-called

f raihties of hunature with a philosophic cull in the office here,
and figured well to breeze in ahead under the wire, when
the gay dog tripped us up with this
We fooled him.
have no looking glass.

man

We

"This world

of fools

has such a store

That he who would not see an ass.
Must bide at home and lock his door

And

break his looking glass."

Douglas McLean as Robert Street and Marjorie Daw as Grace Douglas in the
Encore Production of "Going Up" are more interested in each other than in
the miniature aeroplane and the copy o£ "Going Up."

With a sickly grin and a muttered prayer that someone will tell his mother he
died a hero, Douglas McLean as the pseudo-aviator in the Encore Picture, "Going
Up," prepares

to

make

his

first

flight.

DOUGLAS

^McLEANas
the author of
the novel "Going Up" takes

advantage

of

the
erroneous
report that he
is
an
expert
aviator,
capitalizes

and
on

the popularity
it gives him by
telling
hairraising tales of
his
dare-devil
bravery.

Robert Street, played by Douglas McLean, is beset by difficulties, not the least
which is the opposition he has to overcome in the winning of Marjorie Daw,
as Grace Douglas, in Encore's "Going Up."

of

In "Going Up," Douglas McLean goes to such lengths in describing his bravery
he is as much appalled by his own stories as is his excited audience.
This picture is released by Encore.

in the air that

Laughter and Thrills Are Highlights of 'Going Up'
Daw Tickle the
the Stage Play of the

Douglas McLean and Marjorie

Funny Bone
Same Name

of the Audience in the Encore Production,
in Which Frank Craven Starred

Adapted from

:

December

1,
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WARNS AGAINST OFFENDING CHILDREN
Superintendent of Schools Gives Neiv York Exhibitors a
Responsibility Formula for Censorship

'T'HE

of
exhibitors' collective sense of responsibility constitutes the best form
WilUam L. Ettinger, superintendent of schools of

censorship, declared Dr.

New York

City, in addressing 125
York at their

ef Commerce of
ber 14.

New

menibers of the Theatre Owners' Chamber
weekly luncheon in the Hotel Astor Novem-

Dr. Ettinger followed Murray Hulbert, acting mayor of New York, who was
the chief guest of honor at the luncheon and who spoke for fifteen minutes.
President Charles L. O'Reilly acted as toastmaster, and following the addresses of the two city officials introduced Sydney S. Cohen, president of the
national organization.
"Mr. Chairman and fellow-educators,"
said Dr. Ettinger in opening his remarks,
"because you are and should be educators not
only of the public but of the children of our

community.
"It falls to me to look after the destinies
of 1,000,000 children and 35,000 teachers who
attend and guide all sorts of schools elementary, secondary, evening high, schools for the
blind and the deaf, and for the under grade
and low mental grade.
"In the beginning I called you fellow-edu-

—

cators.

A

You have

terrific

a wonderful responsibility.
upon your
responsibility rests
It seems to me that you should

shoulders.
that responsibility collectively as well
as individually.
"It is no use for any one to say, for any
of you to say, that you give the public what
the public wants. That is not the spirit with
whidi you should approach your business.
There is an old saying by one of the Eliza-

r^rd

bethan dramatists

"For what the

spirit of the times

men

merely their own spirit, after all.
"That is what you should remember.

call

Is

You

should disregard all passing phases of evanescent interest on the part of the public associated with certain phases of their human nature and devote yourselves to the education of
the public to a proper appreciation of whatever is normal, whatever is educational, whatever is American, in the production or exhibition of your pictures.
"The best that you can give
for thi public.

is

not too good

Collective Sense Best

"And yoar own

collective sense of r;:spon-

the best possible censorship.
appreciate the difficulties under which
you labor. I know very well that the Motion Picture Theatre Owners have not all the
say about the pictures which they must exsibility is

"I

they have not all to say at present it is +heir business through associations of
this k.iid to exert pressure, the proper pTSsure
and they wi.l bj supported by public
opini-.m
to see to it that no pictures can be
tjrced upon them which they do not desire

—

if

—

to exhibit.
"I know that

you are ready to co-operate
with the educational system, because I have
heard of some of the movements within your
association.
I have heard about the trip that
was taken to Washington to consult with our
beloved President with regard to the posof exhibiting vocational films throughout the country to supplement the efforts of
the schools in trying to determine the vocational aptitudes of our children.
"That is a wonderful idea, a wonderful
educational idea. When I
heard that you
were taking up this great work of further
supplementing the great work of the schools
by giving the advantages, the immense adlate

sibility

ceedingly encouraged."

Further Chances for Service
Dr. Ettinger refeired to the coming observance of American Educational Week.
"Here is a further opportunity for service on
the part of theatre owners," continued the
doctor; "further chances to bring before the
public the opportunities of their educational
system, to bring before them the great advantages of their American government, to show

them

in

no unmistakable way through their

eyes and through their ears what the Constitution of this government means and what
in a country where there
it means to live
are opportunities for the people to frame their
modes of government through the processes
of orderly change.
"That is the great idea that must be carried to the people, especially in this cosmopolitan city where we have so many isms and
where bolshevism and socialism of all kinds
are trying to show that society is wrong, that
the government is wrong, whereas with a little intelligent study they must be aware that
anything is possible under our form of government through orderly change, not revolution.

"A word

to

your children.

You who have

in a great measure the destiny of the future
citizenry of this country in your hand should
be the last persons in the world to assail the
morals or the morality of these children, and
I know that 99 per cent, of you are not of
that type.
"I know that you are willing to co-operate
with all the authorities to the end that nothing will be exhibited by you that will offend
the children of the City of New York or of
the country at large. And you can do it.

exert pressure upon those who
have" heretofore in the formative stages of
your industry exerted pressure upon you.
"It is your turn now. Your industry has
grown to such immense proportions, you have
become such an important factor in the industry, that you now hold in your hands the
character of the pictures which you are to

"You can

hibit.

"But

vantages, of your motion picture houses to
visualize for the children vocational opportunities through Yocat'.or.al films I was ex-

exhibit.

Never Refused a Call
know that you will accept that responsibility, and I know that you who have
never refused whatever call has been made
upon you in the way of public service will

"And

I

not lose sight of that cause which I in the
name of the children of the City of New
York am making upon you now not to exhibit pictures that will be an offense against
these children."

The members

of the

Chamber

heartily ap-

plauded Dr. Ettinger at the conclusion of his
President O'Reilly, speaking for the
talk.
body, expressed his gratification for the

saying the exhibitors were a sort of
quasi-public servants themselves.
"The members of this chamber, with the
same intelligence with which they have created the great auditoriums in which they show
pictures, will give their support to any proposition that will benefit the children," said
Mr. O'Reilly to Dr. Ettinger.
The president referred to the fact that the
president of the national organization, Mr.
Cohen, was a former pupil of Dr. Ettinger
at the time the latter was a principal of a
New York school.
"I am going to call on Mr. Cohen," said
Mr. O'Reilly, "and give you a chance to observe whether your former pupil comes up to
your expectations. You Imow there have
been times when some of us have had occasion to think he may have done that only too
well."
Laughter at the sally of the president and
continued applause for the coming speaker
visit,

greeted Mr. Cohen.
The national president admitted he was
speaking under conditions he little foresaw
when a pupil of Dr. Ettinger.
"The time will come, in my opinion," said
the national president, "when the government
of the nation, of our state and of our city will
realize that the theatre owner gives more in
service than the taxes received from him will
buy."
President O'Reilly announced, that two days
later a conference would be held which he believed would clear up the controversy regarding the bookings of Cosmopolitan's "Enemies
of Women."

COSMOPOLITAN-CHAMBER
TANGLE ENDING
Amicable Conference Regarding Two
Pictures Held Last Week
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Chamber

nPHE

of Commerce controversy is Hearing an
end.
In accordance with the announcement made
at the meeting of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce on November 14 a committee of that organization conferred two
days later with Nathan Burkan, representing

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
Mr. Burkan explained that in times past
his clients had made large adjustments in
favor of exhibitors when it was demonstrated
that pictures had not come up to expectations
and that it seems to be only fair under the
circumstances that the adjustment be extended
to the producer.

The lawyer explained that the contracts had
made through Famous Players for

been

"Enemies of Women" and "Little Old New
York" following notification by Cosmopolitan
that the titles had been secured.
The action
of the distributing company was based on the
complete understanding at that time that Cosmopolitan would expend on these subjects a
sum about equal to that which had been laid
out on some of their predecessors say from
$125,000 to $200,000.
As the company got the stories into production, however, their larger possibilities
loomed and it was decided to make them
regardless of expense, with the result that
$800,000 is reported to have been spent on
one and $1,300,000 on the other.
In and about New York there are nearly
The confer140 contracts in controversy.
ence reported to the Chamber at its meeting
November 20 recommending that an adjustment be agreed to and the meeting ordered
a special notice to be sent to all members to
attend the session November 27 for final ac-

—

tion.
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ASK HAYS TO TAKE TAX
LEADERSHIP

PICKETING OF THEATRES
DECREED ILLEGAL

Exhibitors in French Lick Meeting

Kansas City Circuit Court So Says in
Means and Gibbons Case

Receive Assuring Reply

On

behalf of the

recent conference at
Ind., ot exhibitors represent-

French Lick,

Picketing, which long has been a source
of worry to Kansas City exhibitors, became
a burden of the past with a decision of the

of
the
Middle West,
William A. Steffes of Minnesota, officiating as chairman of a committee, has telegraphed Will H. Hays asking him to ac-

ing organizations

circuit court in Kansas City this week. The
case, that of Jay Means of the Murray

theatre and F. A. Gibbons of the Prospect
theatre, operating as partners, against the
Alusicians Union Local No. 34 and the
Motion Picture Operators Union Local No.
170, has been pending before the court for
some time.

cept the responsibility of leadership in the
campaign for the elimination of the admissions and other burdensome taxes.
Mr. Steffes suggests the calling of a
meeting of one leader from each state in
order that a definite plan of action may be
outlined.
In a prompt and cordial response Mr.
Hays asks for a consultation with a subcommittee in order that there may be a
discussion of the general plan of campaign.
The telegrams were as follows:

French Lick, Nov.

14,

In issuing a permanent restraining order
against picketing the court cited these
reasons excerpts of which follow:

1923.

Will H. Hays, President Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors, New York.
We the undersigned, representatives of
our respective states, assembled in French
Lick this fourteenth day of November, in a
central states conference on the admission
tax question have been designated as a
committee, to request you to assume the
leadership in behalf of the exhibitors represented by us in an effort to secure the
repeal of the admission tax and other taxes
now burdening the industry.
that
you imtherefore
request
mediately call a meeting of one leader
from each state at which time a definite
plan of action can be outlined.
If you will accept this responsibility we

Madge Bellamy,
Fire Patrol", a
to be distributed

possible.

JOSEPH

DENNISON,

R.

LUDWIG

H. A.
H. B.

SEIGEL,
COLE, Texas

Michigan

G.

LIGGETT, Kansas— by

GUS SCHMIDT,
W.

S.

A.

STEFFES,

A.

Indiana
Minnesota, Chairman.

November

15,

1923.

French Lick, Ind.
Telegram from committee received last
spirit
which
appreciate .the
night.
I
prompts it and the confidence which it
evidences and would be glad if I could be
of service in this matter, which is of course
William A.

Steflfes,

of vital interest to all branches of the industry and of real public concern. I would
be glad if I might consult by phone or in
person at a very early date with your committee or with a committee of, say, three
whom you might elect for that purpose,
and in such consultation decide as to the
most convenient date and- place and the
general plan of any meeting or meetings
that might be held for the purpose suggested in the telegram.
By means of such consultation we Can
plan the best way to proceed. With very
kindest regards and best wishes to all.
.

WILL

H.

HAYS.

In conformity with the suggestion contained in Mr. Hays' telegram, a committee
visited New York durirng the present week
and called on Mr. Hays. They were J. R.

Dennison of Michigan, Frank Heller of
Indiana, Glen Reynolds of Illinois, Colonel H. B. Varner of North Carolina, and
W. A. Steffes of Minnesota. The committeemen took up with Mr. Hays ways and
means in which he might help in the tax
campaign,' and apparently were well satis,

-

fied

with the result of their

visit.

"The
It

is

Inspiration's Stars

W/"

"

E

are

to

have

"Romeo and

The

great

Juliet"

Shakespearean
love tragedy will be produced by Inspiration Pictures, Inc., and the subject will be
after

made

in

all.

Italy.

Portraying the famous leading roles will
be Richard Barthelmess and Lillian Gish,
both of whom have behind them a record
screen

accomplishment

justifying the
hope that in the coming picture amusement
followers of the world will find a subject
worth going a distance to see.
Inspiration already has determined thf

Illinois

HANDY

featured role in
Production.

Barthelmess and Lillian Gish Will Be

of

VARNER, North Carolina
JAKE WILLS, Virginia
HARRY CRANDALL, Per Wils
R.

a

by Chadwick Pictures Corporation.

'ROMEO AND JULIET' TO
BE MADE IN ITALY

We

pledge to you our undivided support and
complete cooperation that this relief so
vitally needed by this industry may be
Wire Mr. Steffes here today if
secured.

playing

Hunt Stromberg

exteriors shall be photographed in Verona,
the city where the feud of the Capulets
and the Montagues resulted in the death of
the two lovers.
Much has been said during the past year
or more regarding the advisability of filming the Shakespearean tragedy.
Considerable thought has been given to the general project by Joseph Schenck on behalf

Norma Talmadge.
There were stories that attempts had
been made to secure Rudolph Valentino
for the role of Romeo, but that owing to
oi

came to naught.
owing to the com-

legal complications these

now

stated that
ing production of Inspiration Mr. Schenck
has determined to abandon any idea of
making the picture.
It is

"The owner of the theatre has the right
of the use of the sidewalk for ingress and
egress for himself and employes and his
patrons. The method of picketing, that
is, the walking to and fro on the sidewalk
in front and adjacent to the theatre, announcing to the passerby, or to those about
to enter the theatre, that the theatre is
not fair to organized labor and requesting
them not to patronize it, is a violation of
the rights of the theatre owner.
The evidence shows that it had the effect of reducing the plaintiff's patronage and his
income.
It is an interference with the
plaintiff's business, therefore an interference with the use of his property.
"This conduct of the union, including the
defendants, was a violation of the legal
rights of the plaintiff, which worked continuous damage to his business and entitles

him

to redress."

BUFFALO INSTITUTIONS TO BE
SUPPLIED BY EXCHANGES
A

committee

Sydney Samson,
Board of Trade

has been appointed by
President of the Film

of BuflPalo, to see that all
charitable institutions that
have motion
l^ictiire equipment are supplied with complete shows for the entertainment of their
charges.

Orphan

asylums,

hospitals,

old

folks

homes, and other institutions find that motion pictures appeal strongly to the unfortunates who have to be maintained in their
institutions.

The film exchanges of Buffalo, anxious
to co-operate in every way with so worthy
a charity, have placed at the .disposal of
these institutions all subjects that can entertain or bring enlightenment into the
wards of these charitable organizations.

Some

of the organizations being supplied

by the Buffalo exchanges are
Orphan Asylum, Le Couteulx

St.
St.

Vicent's

Mary's

Institution for
the
Deaf,
Erie
County
Home and Hospital, the Providence Retreat, St. Agnes Training School for Girls

and Father Baker's Orphan Asylum.

Actual work on "Romeo and Juliet" will
not begin until after the completion by Inspiration
of
George Eliot's novel of

METRO WARNS PUBLIC AGAINST
FRAUDULENT DRAFTS

"Romola," in which Lillian and Dorothy
Gish now are at work in Italy under the
dxection of Henry King, whose "White
Sister," which also was produced in Italy,
has had such a remarkable run in New

D. Bernstein, treasurer of Mei:ro,
issued the following statement:

York.
It is not expected that Inspiration will
be ready to proceed with the actual photographing of "Romeo and Juliet" until well
into the spring.
Meanwhile the announced version of
"Joan of Arc" starring Lillian Gish will be
deferred until after the completion of the
Shakespearean tragedy.
,

,

,,

.

"Someone posing

has

as a representative of

Metro Pictures Corporation has been circulating worthless drafts drawn on the
Harriman National Bank of New York,
bearing the name 'A. Bernstein, Comptroller,' and has apparently succeeded in obtaining the cash for these worthless drafts.
Metro Pictures Corporation never issues
drafts in payment of any obligations.

"The public should be cautious and
should apprehend any person presenting
such worthless drafts."

December
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WASHINGTON STATE MEN
HOLD CONVENTION
Dr.

Clemmer Head
J.

Home

M.

New Body With

of

Treasurer

PERMANENT

organization of tlie Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Washington
was effected at a recent successful two day
Headquarters
convention held in Seattle.
were at the Hotel Calhoun, and committee
meetings were held prior to the opening of
the convention in the Knights of Pythias
Hall, and was marked by addresses by Mayor
E. J. Brown, who spoke on the benefits of
organization, and by W. B. Henderson, trade
advisor and organizer.
Fifty full-fledged members attended the
opening session, and before the convention
closed upward of orte hundred more had
pledged support either in person or by letter.
A full paid membership of 200 at least
is predicted, within the month.
The first day's session was closed by a
banquet at the Hotel Washington, with
dances between courses and speeches. "Doc"
Clemmer of Spokane proved that his witty

tongue liolds as keen an edge as his surgical instruments.
Officers and trustees for the ensuing year
President, Dr. Howard S.
are as follows
Clemmer, Spokane; first vice-president, L. A.
:

Drinkwine of Tacoma executive secretarytreasurer, J. M. Home of Bellingham, who
will move his family to Seattle, where he has
taken up permanent residence and opened offices for the organization.
Trustees, Ray A. Grombacher, Spokane; L.
;

A. Drinkwine, Tacoma
G. G. Johnson,
T. A.
McKel^o C. A. Swanson, Everett
Gill, Port Orchard J H. W- Bruen, Seattle;
W. Flint, ArF. B. Walton, Bellingham
lington
John Danz, Seattle.
;

;

;

'

;

;

One instance that shows the friendly feeling for this new state organization, was the
prompt offering by the Western Poster Company, of its fully furnished front offices, for
headquarters of the organization, rent free.
This '.proffer was gladly accepted, and Mr.
Home had his office open the following day
at'' 1929 Third Avenue.

THRONG GREET YOUNG
FAIRBANKS AT DEBUT

RIVOLI

The' ordeal of having his hand shaken by
hundreds who pressed forward Sunday evening in the Rivoli Theatre to congratulate
him upon his performance in his first motion picture was almost too much for Doug-

Fairbanks, Jr.
For the truth is he is a
regular, honest-to-goodness American boy, but
he went over to the Rivoli to see just how
New York was going to like his first Paralas

Hal Roach's ace of spades, helps Bob McGowan, her director, work out a difficult script.

Farina,

mount

starring

picture,

"Stephen

Steps

Out."

After all, Doug. Jr., would have been pardoned by any one if he had seemed immensely
pleased.
And he probably was, for if there
are two things that he possesses, in addition
to perfect poise, they are keen perception and

common sense.
Young Fairbanks

not be fourteen for
another month. He is tall and well developed
physically
for
years,
speaks French
his
fluently and is doing second year high school
work under the instruction of a tutor.
will

VALENTINO SIGNS LONGER
RITZ CONTRACT
Returned Traveler Says Three
tures

Are

in Preparation

is back from
Europe, having signed a new and longer
contract with Ritz Pictures and is now ready
to proceed with production.
There remains
to be settled the contract situation with Famous-Players Lasky.
Three pictures have been decided upon and
the scripts are in preparation, one having
been fully completed. Farther than that the
locale of this completed story is in the
Mediterranean and that it is expected to be
the greatest vehicle the star has appeared in,
no facts have been made public.
D. Williams, president of Ritz, went
J.
to England for the purpose of arranging the
new and longer contract with Mr. Valentino.
On November 28, at the Madison Square
Garden, Mr. Valentino will award the prizes
in a beauty contest in which eighty-eight
women, from all parts of the United States,
will compete.
"My chief reason for signing this longer
contract," said Mr, Valentino, "is because the

objectives are greater excellence, better
and more strictly legitimate plays to
meet the growing public demand for better
motion pictures production.
"This contract supersedes my previous Ritz
contract and extends it for several more years.
By its term J I will have liberty in the making
and direction of my pictures, with full responsibility for their quality.
With my own production, company and surrounded by the best
technical staff available I shall begin work as
soon as possible.
"I am ready for an amicable settlement of
the Famous Players' contract, but my attorney advises me that under no circunistances
will I be hampered after next, February."
first

taste

NEW YORK EXHIBITORS WORKING FOR TAX REPEAL
The motion

picture

exhibitors

in

central

York, are determined to do their utmost

bring about a repeal of the present obnoxious admission tax. A new congressman
has been elected in the person of Thaddeus
Sweet of Phoenix, former speaker of the
Assembly, and who replaces the late Luther
W. Mott.
Mr. Sweet's attention was called to the fact
that the tax is no longer necessary and that
it
is
costing the general public thousands
of dollars a year in this state.
At a meeting of the Albany P^ilm Board
of Trade the campaign was started to present
a united front in this matter. Film exchanges
to

as well

as

exhibitors

will

work together

in

an effort to bring about the much desired
change. On Thursday night of last week letters left Albany addressed to every exhibitor
as far west as Syracuse, south to Binghamton and Poughkeepsie, and north to the
Canadian line, urging in the strongest terms
the utmost necessity of direct and immediate action.

Exhibitors have been asked, by the Albany
Film Board oi Trade to see, if possible^ and
if not, to write, .every congressmen within
,

tl^eir

respective districts.

Members Declare

Intention to Stop

Waste and Curb ^Wildcats'

'T'HE FILM LABORATORIES CREDIT ASSOCIATION, born at a dinner
conference of laboratory executives and representatives at the Hotel Astor, Thursday, November 15, is described as a permanent contribution to the "safe and sane" drive now
under way in the picture industry. It is the
purpose of the organization to check waste
and put a curb on "wildcat" producers, to
the resultant benefit of the legitimate picture

makers and

distributors.

At

Pic-

R'^UDOLPH VALENTINO

New

CREDIT BODY FOR FILM
LABORATORIES

the initial meeting, which was attended
by virtually every important commercial
laboratory interest, the name of the new body
was selected and plans made for completing
organization by election of officers and
its
adoption of a code of practice at a second
gathering in the Astor Thursday, November
22.
The association will begin functioning

December

1.

The

association is the result of a movement
on the part of the laboratory men to prothemselves against unscrupulous protect
motors and distributors who order prints
shipped C. O. D. and then refuse to accept
them. Through these and other practices the
laboratories suffer tremendous losses annually,
in addition to having their vaults jammed with
many worthless negatives left as security for
prints.

Charles B. Hoy, credit expert and founder
of F. I. L. M. clubs throughout the country,
with Frederick H. Elliott, formerly executive secretary of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry, were requested
to make a survey of the laboratory business
and they reported to the meeting that their
investigation revealed the imperative need of
a credit rating system.
The association plan has the indorsement
of practically every important laboratory in
the country and at the outset will have a
membership of about thirty concerns.

L. M. CLUB TO HOLD DINNER
AND DANCE AT COMMODORE

F.

I.

On Saturday evening, November 24, at the
Hotel Commodore, the F. I. L. M. Club of
New York City, (Film Industry Local Managers) and the Motion Picture Salesmen,
Inc., representing the distributors of the Metropolitan district, will give a dinner and dance.
Acceptances of invitations thus far have
been received from Governor Alfred E.

Smith, Will H. Hays, Royal S. Copeland,
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., Senator James T.
Walker and Samuel Rothafel.

Rex Ingram and Edward Sloman, Metro directors,
work for a few minutes to aid the cameraman.

forget
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MONOGRAM CORPORATION
SOUNDS WARNING

ADMISSION MUST NOT
BE INCREASED

Advises Showmen Against Signing
Contracts With Imposters

President of Hodkinson Corporation
Says Failure Will Be Result

INCREASED

prices of admission

for

ANDREW

the

to

situation,

Hodkinson

Mr.

saM:

Mr. Callaghan immediately got in touch
with a leading detective agency and advised
them of the facts, because Monogram Pictures Corporation sells to state rights buyers
only, and at the present time has no road representative other than George H. Wiley.
Evidently several imposters are taking advantage of the situation, and Mr. Callaghan
issues this warning that no one is authorized
to take contracts for Monogram Pictures ex-

"I beHeve that any move intended to generally increase the admission prices of motion
picture theatres at the present time, to offset
the alleged waste in the industry, will result
in failure.

"Motion picture houses are having difficulty
enongh maintaining attendances at the present
admission scale, and it is my belief that increased quality in production is necessary
in order to maintain even the present prices.
''The hope of increased revenue to support
the picture industry is wider circulation of
motion pictures at present or lower prices,
rattier than any endeavor to force the pubthe
lic to pay for all of the waste that
prcBent competitive condition in the production field has forced on the industry.^
'There must be drastic changes in the
business if it is to continue to be the leading entertainment of the American people.
"Occasional film production can run in socalfed legitimate houses at regular admission
prit^, but I have no faith in the idea that
this can be generally accomplished at this
tinffi."

saying,
concludes
by
proposed, or even rumored,
is another one of the signs that the present
line-up of the industry must be changed considerably if the business as a whole is to
become profitable, which it is not at the present time."

Mr.

Hodkinson

"the fact that

is

it

ARTCLASS 'AFTER SIX YEARS'
FOR INDEPENDENTS
IVIax

Weiss,

vice-president

manager of Artclass Pictures

and

general
Corporation,

announces that his organization will release
its Biblical production "After Six Days" on
The story starts
the independent market.
with Adam and Eve and ends with the Songs
of Solomon.
Deals for the picture have been closed for
the Greater New York and Northern New
Jersey territory to the Kerman Films, for
for Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey to Standard Film Attractions, and the
Dominion of Canada to Charles Lalumiere
of Montreal.
It is the intention of Mr. Lalumiere to
organize five road shows for this picture, dividing the Dominion in five zones.

MID-WEST TRIP
Samuel V. Grand, president of the GrandAsher Distributing Corporation, just arrived
in New York City.
He will spend a few
days with Harry Asher before leaving for
his

Boston

While

West he conducted an

investi-

gation of the mid.western independent motion
picture field, and tried to get expressions of
opinions on its present condition, from the exchanges and the more prominent exhibitors.
He expresses himself as well satisfied with
the general business outlook and believes that
the present is the time for which all independents have been waiting.
"Now is the time," says Mr. Grand, "for
the independents to put their best films on
the market and to add as much as possible to the value of their service.

Wiley or Mr. North of

Monogram

Pictures, inclusive of the

"All

of
Pathe's recent anseries of sport pictures, to

be released under the title "Sportlights," comes the
news that a nation-wide exploitaton campaign is
being organized in behalf of these single-reel productions.
This important step has been made possible because of the association with the screen enterprise of Grantland Rice, prominent sport writer,
whose articles are syndicated in over seventy leading dailies throughout the country.
Mr. Rice's sport articles, which are syndicated
through the Tribune Syndicate of New York, are
published in each paper, under the caption of
"Sportlights."
This identity in name of both newspaper articles and screen subjects is of immense
value in itself in the way of arranging effective tie-

"Representatives of Monogram Pictures
Corporation will call on state rights buyers
only with proper credentials of authorization,
and for the safety of all concerned it is my
earnest desire that every state right buyer on
whom these representatives call ask to be
shown such credentials before comencihg any
negotiations whatsoever.
"The buyers of the different state rights
will be announced as these rights are sold."

GRANTLAND RICE TO PRODUCE
SPORTLIGHTS FOR PATHE
r^LOSE

upon the
^ nouncement
of

its

heels

new

However, in addition to this
ups, Pathe points out.
William H. Johnson, manager of the Tribune Syndicate, New York, has addressed the editors of every newspaper of the syndicate system, advising them
of the release by Pathe of Grantland Rice's screen
"Sportlights." and telling them to co-operate in the
presentation of these productions in their respective communities.
Such sport magazines as The American Golfer will
also carry notices of the release of the series from
time to time. Two instances in point are M.r. Rice's
articles on golf appearing in the November 3rd and
November 10th issues of the American Golfer,
local

SHOWMEN GIVEN CHOICE OF
NAMES BY WARNER
There has been much divided opinion concerning the box-office value of the title of
the Warner Brothers screen adaptation of
Kathleen Norris' novel of flaming passion,
"Lucretia Lombard," starring Irene Rich and

Monte Blue.
The Warners have therefore made a novel
inauguration, and will give exhibitors the
option of presenting the Warner Classic as
Lombard," the same title as
the book, or as "Flaming Passion."
For the benefit of exhibitors who desire
to present the feature as "Flaming Passion,"
the Warners have created a special set of
advertising material in addition to that which
has already been issued for "Lucretia
bard."

Lom-

There

office.

in the

cept himself, Mr.
the home office.

Fred Thomson series of Westerns, are sold
on the state rights basis only," said Mr.
Callaghan, "and each buyer will equip his
representative with proper credentials, showing he is authorized to accept ccintracts and
deposits on Monogram Pictures.

either "Lucretia

SAM GRAND RETURNS FROM

Pictures

:

conditions, in the opinion of W. W.
Hodkinson, president of the W. W. HodkinQuessoin Corporation, and pioneer film man.
as

J.

Monogram

ing

tioned

CALLAGHAN,

President
Corporation, is in
receipt of telegram from an exhibitor in Minnesota and also one from an exhibitor in
"The repreNorth Carolina, stating that
sentative of your concern. Monogram Pictures Corporation, has failed to return, or
advise concerning our contracts made
to
with him, and we desire definite confirmation
at once."

mo-

pictures, as advocated in some secticais of the industry, as a means of combatting the waste that has been characteristic
of production, is not warranted under exist-

tion

will be a special twenty- four sheet,
six-sheet, a three-sheet and a one-sheet
and also a special slide advertising "Flaming
Passion," as well as the necessary special
film title for the picture and for the trailer.

a

MRS. LUBIN PASSES

AWAY

Mrs. Emily Lubin, wife of Herbert Lubin,
of Associated Pictures Corporation, died suddenly in New York City on November 6th.
following a brief illness.
Mrs. Lubin was
extremely well known in society circles of
Philadelphia, Los Angeles and New York.

STATES RIGHTS BUYERS TO

HAVE RED

SEAL'S 'BILL'

In line with the recently announced plaa of
the Red Seal Pictures Corporation, to supply exchanges and public with unusual and
distinctive pictures, E^win Miles Fadman,
president, announces that he has just closed a
contract with the Legrand Films giving the
Red Seal the distribution rights to the fivereel picture entitled "Bill."
It
is
expected that the picture will be
ready for release via the state right market
in about two weeks.
book tie-up has already been arranged
with Dodd Mead & Company, publishers of
the novel by Anatol France, from which
the picture was taken.
The Red Seal Pictures Corporation, now
has its offices on the tenth floor of 1600

A

Broadway.

PHONOFILM READY FOR TRADE
Lee De Forest's Phonofilm is ready
make its bow to the general public.
The Phonofilm was flashed on to the theatrical world last Spring when Dr. De Forest
Dr.

to

personally demonstrated it before the New
York engineering societies.
It was far from being then in such shape
as warranted its presentation to the theatre

going public.
But since then.

Dr. De Forest and his
corps of technical assistants as well as the.
atrical advisors have labored night and day
adding the refinements to make this scientific marvel an entertainment marve! as well.
Countless experiments have been made,
hundreds of productions have been made, each
few weeks
day bringing its improvement.
back it was the concensus of opinion among
those who have been closely associated in
the development of the Phonofilm that the
necessary quality for theatrical circulation
had been reached.

A
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This is to state that the film "Columbus" produced
by the Yale University Press, from the historical
series "The Chronicles of America" is in the estimation of the Los Angeles School System, an invalu-

remark.

The

now

plan

Is

the

to utilize

s

American history
tell these Blorles of
the
and so secure the minimum benefits In
Exchange
Instruction ot the people. Tbe Paihe
further

our desire to make known to every school
child in Los Angeles the fact that the film is released
and will be shown in our local theatres.
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of Visual Education Department,
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Yale University Press
presents

A

VINC

Dramatic and Authentic Story of the Expulsion
of the British from the Old Northwest

Here is a picture. No one can see the sufferings and the heroism of that wonderful march
through a flooded wilderness by George
Rogers Clark and his little army of frontiersmen, culminating in the attack upon the British
fort at old Vincennes and its capture, without
being proud that he is an American.

The Mayor of

New

Haven, Conn., issued a proclamato see the first of this series. The
Superintendent of the Board of Education of Bridge-

tion urging every

one

port, Conn., said: '7 consider
ilege that

it

a great educational priv-

more than 4,000 of our children saw 'Colum-

bus' at the theatre."

Pafhe'
Distributors

NNES
3 parts

Here are color, thrill, suspense, heroism,
hardship and victory; here are also absolute
Truth, splendid acting, great production and
direction.

NOTICE

BEWARE OP FILM PIRATES

When "Columbus" was shown
Mayor Leonard

in Springfield, Mass.,

issued a proclamation

urging every

resident to see every picture of this epochal series.

Entire Series of Over 30 Pictures Booked Solid Over
the Stanley Circuit, Philadelphia

Pafhe'
Distributors

@
LVX

ET

.

Yale University Press

VERITAS

presents

JAMESTOWN
A Dramatic

and Authentic Visualization of
the First Permanent English Colonization
in the United States

4 parts

Pat.

Who

hasn't heard of Pocahontas? or

hattan,

John Rolfe and

all

Pow-

the rest?

This picture not only makes history clear but
it

makes

it

real.

And

it is

splendid entertain-

with the book stores; and enthusiastic assist-

ance from every educator in your community.
You can disarm every critic of the motion pic-

you can make many new friends
your house by showing these pictures. And
with proper effort your business will surprise

ture theatre;
for

ment.

You

will find

No

it

easy to get wonderful tie-ups

you.

Other Pictures Have Ever Received Mayors' Proclamations
and Scores of Big Editorials

Distributors

December
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A SMALL TOWN MOVIE
Part 6

Country Trade
By Oeorge Rice

many

parts of the country the patronage of the tarmers is getting to be a very
important item in the moving picture theatre business.
There was a time, as all know, when the
farmer subscribed for few periodicals except the annual almanac, when he could
not come to town very often because his
horses were tired from hard work on the
soil, and when he considered the theatre
an improper place for any member of his
family.
He was regarded as a hick and sharpers
were ever on the watch for him when he
came to town. The farmer of today is a

IN

MACK SENNETT
Whose ComeCes Highlight Pathe Programs

NEW ADVERTISING PLAN
FOR GRAND-ASHER
Will Assist Their Showmen With
National Newspaper Tie-Ups

HEATH

"P •

COBB,

ploitation

for

Director of Exhas

Grand-Asher,

apparently
jumped into first place
again as an originator of valuable ad'

vertising ideas.
This time it is a system of advertising
will render greater satisfaction to
the
exhibitor
and reach a larger
public.

which

has long been apparent to this comto other far sighted
concerns that there is a larger public
which the exhibitor is not able to reach.
Many plans have been formulated, but
it is believed by Grand-Asher that the
goal has been reached, and that by
means of this new system they will be
able to bring many new patrons into the
It

pany as well as

theatre.
Mr. Cobb gives a
sive outline of his ideas.

comprehen-

"Consider," says Mr. Cobb, "the plan
of America's
manufacturer.

many

great

largest

Davenport

bed

They have

dealers in a
cities of the United States

who

are unable themselves to effectively
advertise the fact that they carry Davenports.

"Does the manufacturer supply only
mats which the dealer may use at his

own expense? On

the contrary the manufacturer advertises in the largest national publications the worth of his product selling the public.
"He then places the same ad in the
local papers of the towns in which his
dealers are, listing his dealers. Thus he
makes the people realize they can get
the_ nationally
advertised
product in

—

their

own town.

"The misrepresentation and false advertising of pictures must stop.
The
papers should be used to

tell

the truth

and promote confidence. The change
will take place with this new system.
"The system applied to pictures would
have unlimited possibilities. The country
could be divided into zones, and for
each zone, one man from the producing
or distributing company, would be responsible.

"In this

way

the spirit of co-operation

and complete harmony could be maintained."

well-read man, with sons and daughters in
the best colleges of the land, he receives
his daily paper, has his motor car with
which to go to town every day if he
wishes, deals in stocks and bonds instead
of gold bricks and is often a capitalist with
rich harvesting lands or a large dairy.
I interviewed numerous farmers in their
fields and barns, and the women folks in
their kitchens and gardens.
I observed that in several of the country
centers where there were a postofifice, a
depot and a few stores and houses, a picture show was given about once a week
in the town hall.
The posters still hanging in front
showed us the inferior character of the
subjects.
I found that while the man of the family
usually hesitated to considering any plan
for motoring a dozen or more miles to
town for this purpose, the women folks
were pleased with the idea that means
were provided for the care of their car.
I was told that whenever they went to
town to attend the movies and parked their
car in one of the parking places, the expense was usually more than they could

afford.

That if they had to remain for a meal an
additional cost had to be met; and it was
seldom that they could find accommodations of a rest room without going to a
hotel.

People living within a radius of twenty
miles liked the idea of going to town where
they could see the greater pictures and we
decided to make provisions for their patronage.
The next day I interviewed one of the
real estate men relative to a vacant lot in
our vicinity and secured its use at a nominal price of $10 per month providing we

would keep

in order.
The place was cleared, a shed erected
along one side for automobiles in wet
weather, a water pipe installed, and a few.
it

accomodations for country people
and their cars while the family attended
one of our theatres.
This work was done at an expense of
$200. for the shed and another hundred for
the water supply and sundries.
other

Local eating houses guaranteed to provide our country patrons with meals at a
reduced price. The rest rooms of our theatres were enlarged so that more and better accommodations would be furnished for
people coming in from the country and
then we put out the advertising explaining what we had done with the result that
the patronage from these people gradually
increased to paying proportions.
We found that as a rule the country
visitors were well pleased with our programme, and were always ready to speak
a good word for both of our houses.
(To be continued)

ANDREW

J.

CALLAGHAN

President of Monogran: Pictures Corporation.

GIVE US FEATURETTES
SAY EXHIBITORS
Pathe Manager Finds Lengthy Film
Force Cry for Shorts

ANOTHER

indication of the growing popularity of the short subject
was disclosed this week in the report to
the Pathe home office of Miles Gibbons, Short Subject Sales Manager of
that organization, who has just completed a tour of the principal key centers of the Middle West, including Pittsburgh, Indianapolis, and Chicago.

While dealing

specifically with condithe short-subject market, Mr.
Gibbons' report describes general conditions in the field as sound and the outlook decidedly encouraging.

tions in

"There

is an unusually heavy demand
short-length screen entertainment,"
say's
Mr. Gibbons.
"The reason for
this is the fact that the one-reeler can
be easily fitted into a program.

for

"This is an important advantage for
theatre owners in view of the prevailing
excessive footage of so many features.
"Just how greatly this matter of excessive footage has affected the owners
of the smaller houses can be scarcely appreciated except by first-hand observation.

"I

met one

exhibitor
operating
a
than four hundred seats,
who vvas playing a popular feature aggregating over eleven reels in length.

house of

less

"Custom demanded the

inclusion of
besides the feature and
the only course open to him was a sin-

something
gle-reel

"And

else

comedy news
his

problem

pictorial.

that of thousands
of exhibitors similarly fixed.
The proa comedy and a news reel
is felt by the patrons to be incomplete
and the single-reeler is resorted to as
the only possible solution to a complete
is

gram without

program.
"Featurettes are equally useful when
conjunction with an underlength feature.
They adapt themselves
to a short program, and help to fill it

used in

out.
"It

is not to be wondered at in the
face of these conditions that the shortsubject,
and especially the one-reel
form of screen entertainment, is enjoying a vogue that it has never before

experienced

Exhibitors Trade Review
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SUPREME COURT DECIDES
FOR BINDERUP

FRANKLIN BUYS STORIES
IN

NEW YORK

Reverses Lower Court and Remands
Case Against Exchanges

Warner Director Will Not Produce
Along Extravagant Lines
PPRODUCER-D I R E C T R SIDNEY

FRANKLIN

is

making the rounds

United States Supreme Court, in
the case of Charles G. Binderup against
the Omaha exchanges charged with violating the Anti-Trust act of July 2, 1890, has
reversed the Circuit Court of the Eighth
J-

New York for literary material for
productions under the Warner Brothers
Bern accomPaul
Scenarist
banner.
panies Mr. Franklin, and both are looking
over all of the available dramatic material
along Broadway.
It is understood a number of plays and
stories already have been purchased, but no
definite announcements can be made yet in
pertaining to
this regard until matters
copyrights can be settled. While Mr.
Franklin would not disclose anything relating to the nature of his forthcoming productions, he stated he does not intend to
produce anything along extravagant lines,
but will lay particular stress upon pictures
that contain dramatic punches and all the
necessary values that are important to the

Circuit.

The latter court had sustained the lower
court in directing a verdict for the defendants on the ground that not enough evidence had been submitted to justify the
contention that the activities of the distributors had been a violation of the act.
The case is remanded to the District
Court at Omaha for further proceedings.
Binderup, who owned a chain of twentyeight theatres in twenty-five towns, alleged
that because of his success the "cupidity of
the distributors was aroused and they de-

SIGNOR ENRICO GUAZZONI

manded
his
_

GUAZZONI BRINGS PRINT
OF 'MESSALINA'

box-office.

could not be learned just hovi' long
Sidney Franklin expects to remain in Kew
York, but he hopes to be in New York for
the world's premiere of his screen version
of the David Belasco play, "Tiger Rose,"
in which Lenore Ulric is starred and which
will open at the Rivoli Theatre December 2.
It

Italian Director Arrives

from Italy

New Film
CIGNOR ENRICO GUAZZONI,
With

Italy's

premier-director, arrived in New York
on November 9th aboard the Italian steamship Duilio, bringing with him a print of

REVENUE DEPARTMENT MAKES
CLOSER TAX INSPECTIONS

production "Messalina" which is
regarded as the sensational European film
his latest

of the year.

Word comes from Washington that the
Internal Revenue Department is to institute closer inspection of admission tax reIt is
turns from motion picture theatres.
announced hereafter all certifications must
be in the name of a responsible official
of a corporation and that merely the firm
name will be insufficient.
It is expected that if a theatre does not
within ten days return its corrected report
when so ordered there will be imposed a
penalty of 25 per cent of the sum involved.

Signor Guazzoni will best be remembered for his magnificent production of
"Quo Vadis," one of the first elaborate
spectacles to be made.
It was released in this country during
1913 and is yet being shown. Signor Guazzoni has placed himself under the management of Ferdinand V. Luporini, who is
well known in the film business, with headquarters in the Straus Building.
When questioned regarding conditions in
Europe, Signor Guazzoni said: "The situation in the Ruhr has brought about an
unsettled condition and it is the hope of
everyone that the United States will intervene in order to help bring about a

Change in 'Blood and Gold'
anPictures
Corporation
nounces an important change in the cast
of its forthcoming production, "Blood and
Distinctive

settlement.

Gold."

"In

Alma Rubens, who gave an outstanding
performance in "Enemies of Women" and
in "Under the Red Robe," will play the
leading female role instead of Jetta Goudel,
originally announced for the part.
Miss
Goudal is leaving for California.

strikes

power.

Italy
since

there have been no more
the advent of Mussolini to

Everyone

is

working and happy.

"I came to the United States to attend
to the sale of 'Messalina' after the re-editing and titling to answer the requirements
of the American market."

Indiana delegation in attendance at the recent Central States meeting of exhibitors at French Lick, Ind.
Left to right they are F. G. Heller, Kokomo, Arthur Jackson, Crawfordsville A. C. Zaring, Gus Schmidt
Jessie Barton, Indianapolis; Billy Connors, Marion; Mrs. Nat Bernstein, Michigan City; W. F.
Kasley, Rushville; George Ade, Brook; Mrs. F. G. Heller, Kokomo; Charles Olson, Indianapolis; Frank
;

and Mrs.

Rembusch, Shelbyville

HE

'y

of
his

;

Nat Bernstein, Michigan

City.

a share in his patronage, and upon
refusal
threatened to put him out of

business by underbidding.
Justice Sutherland, in his decision, stated
that "The illegality consists, not in the
separate action of each (distributor), but in
the conspiracy and combination of all to
prevent any of them from dealing with
the exhibitor."
B'nderup's counsel is quoted as saying
his client can show damages to the extent
of $250,000 "and that will entitle us to
recover $750,000.
I believe we can force
paj'ment of the full amount."

GOLDWYN CLUB HOLDS DANCE
AT PENNSYLVANIA

Many

celebrities of
the motion picture
and theatrical world will be present at the
Goldwyn Club dance at the Hotel Pennsylvania Friday evening Nov 23.
Cosmopoli-

Distinctive and Goldwyn, whose pictures are released by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan are sponsors.
Among those leading players of stage
and screen who have accepted invitations
to be present are Marion Davies, Alma
Rubens, Anita Stewart, Gloria Swanson,
Thomas Meighan, Alice Joyce, Lois Wilson, Conrad Nagel, Marguerite Courtot,
Jobyna Howland, Jetta Goudal, Mimi Palmeri, Alfred Lunt, Lynne Fontanne, Ann
tan,

Pennington, Peggy Hopkins Joyce, Jeanne
Eagles,
Edith
Day,
Naomi Childers,
Queenie Smith, Richard Barthelmess, John
Steel, and
Mrs. James Vail
Converse
Csister-in-law of Mr. Reginald C, Vanderbilt.)

Music will be furnished by Vincent Lopez in person and his Pennsylvania Hotel
Orchestra. Lighting and setting efTects
have been arranged by Mr. Rothafel, as
master of ceremonies, with the aid of the

A

of

the Capitol Theatre.
limited
of tickets will be on sale at the
entrance to the grand ball room.
The entertainers to be present are:
staff

number

Marga Waldron, Margaret Wilson and
Ray Ramond, Evelyn Herbert, Joe Cook,
Bard and Pearl, of "Topics," Constance
Evans, George Rosner, Helen Ford, W. C.
Fields
of
"Poppy,"
Lee Morse,
Brook
Johns and Tom Moore.

HURRAH FOR MELLON, WRITES
HERRING OF ARKANSAS

Exhibitors Trade Review:
Inclosed please find the "necessary" for
another year.
Hurrah for Secretary Alellon.
I
note
that he favors removing the admission tax
along with others!
Every theatre owner at once should wire
or write his Representative to support this

recommendation,
J.

A.

HERRING.

Playhouse Theatre, Strong, Ark.
Photo by Gravelle Pictorial News Service

'
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ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
OLD STOCK MELODRAMAS
REVIVED BY FILM

The technical staff for this all-star prodiduction has been assembled, as follows
rector, Joseph De Grasse; assistant director,

First of Series, 'The Fire Patrol'
Now in Production

shelwood; master painter, Conrad Tritschler;
cameramen, Gilbert Warrenton and Roy Carpenter; assistant cameraman. Rube Boyce;
property man, Scott Jones business manager,

n HADWICK
^
TION

PICTURES CORPORA-

has just announced that they have
arranged to release a series of six big melodramas, the first of which "The Fire Patrol"
is now being filmed under the direction of
Hunt Stromberg at the Charles Ray studio

on the coast.
It was adapted from the stage play of the
same name which has been playing stock
throughout the country for more than a generation and is every inch a real melodrama.
The story deals with the life and fortitude
of the coast guard, and aside from its pictorial value, Hunt Stromberg is striving for
the utmost in realism. It is being made on a
lavish scale with a cast including Madge
Bellamy, Johnny Harron, brother of the late
Helen Jerome
Griffith star Bobby Harron
Eddy, Mary Alden famed on the legitimate
Jack Richardson,
for her mother portrayals
Spottiswoode Aiken, Charley Murray, Bill
Franey, Chester Conklin and Bull Montana.
Other productions included in the "Big
Chadwick 6" are "Sunshine of Paradise Alley," "Romance of an Actress," "Driven from
Home," "The Coast Guard," and "The
Shamrock and the Rose."
The exploitation mail campaign has already been instituted and advance reports
;

;

from the coast indicate that the youthful director Hunt Stromberg has outshone his previous efforts through his desire to
a big success.

make

this

ARRANGEMENT MADE
TO SECURE JACK HOLT

SPECIAL

Arthur H. Sawyer, through a special arrangement entered into with Famous Players-Lasky, has signed Jack Holt, Paramount
star, for a feature film, details of which will
follow, and Bert Enis will handle the publicity.

Additional interest is added to this by the
fact that Barbara La Marr will appear opposite Holt.

Clarence Badger,

who

has just completed
First National, will
vehicle and Sawyer
will supervise the production, which after the
supporting cast is secured will go into immediate production.
Miss La Marr will also appear in "The
Shooting of Dan McGrew," plans for which
are rapidly being formulated, for Metro re-

"The Swamp Angel" for
direct the Holt-La Marr

lease.

'FLOWING GOLD' THE CAUSE
OF GREAT OIL BOOM
Richard Walton Tully's production of Rex
Beach's "Flowing Gold" is well under way
at the First National studios in Hollywood.
Carpenters are busily reproducing the entire
main street of Ranger, Texas, as it was during the days of the oil boom, from photos
and data secured by Mr. Tully on his recent
trip to Texas.
The chief worry now is to
find some philanthropic soul who is willing
to donate a few producing oil wells as a
sacrifice to art, or at least who is willing
to permit the cremation of several gushers
for an important sequence in the story.
The
possibility of being forced to purchase a few
to feed to the flames is being contemplated
with horror.
Amongst the prominent players engaged,
in
addition to Milton Sills and Anna Q.
Nilsson who play the leads, are Josephine
Crowell, Bert Woodruff, John Roche and
Charles A. Sellon.

'BLACKMAIL'

George Reehm

;

art

director,

W.

S.

clerk,

director of publicity and exRay Coffin and the continuity

Kroha;

ploitation,

Mabel Johnson.

'BEST SELLER' ADDED
VITAGRAPH'S LIST

ANOTHER
TO
World

rights to "Borrowed Husbands," by
Mildred K. Barbour" has been purchased for
the third J. Stuart Blackton production to
be released by Vitagraph.
We recently announced that President Albert E. Smith purchased the world rights
for "Captain Blood," by Raphael Sabatini
and then there is "Let No Man Put Asunder"
which Mr. Blackton is working on at presBrooklyn.
Those
ent at the studios in
coupled with the Charles E. Blaney's old time
melodramas of the legitimate, headed by
"The Love Bandit" which is about ready for
release comprise a noteworthy list of plays
and novels of interest to all. The story of
"Borrowed Husbands" deals with domestic
problems of people of wealth.

'TRIP

TO MARS' SELLING GOOD
TIE-UPS PLANNED

Export and Import's announcement of their
purchase of United States and Canadian
rights to the big five-reel spectacle, "A Trip
to Mars," has met with favorable response
from the independent field. The picture seems
to be creating unusual

interest

at

this

READY

Hen-

;

Phil

IS

FOR CUTTING ROOM

:

time

because of the spectacular records being made
by Lieutenants Williams and Brow of the
Scientists have
United States Air Forces.
re-opened the arguments as to the possibility
of reaching Mars by 'plane.
Masterpiece Film Attractions have bought
the Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New
Jersey lights to "A Trip to Mars."

King Baggot's Picture Is Promised
As Another 'Acquittal'

UNIVERSAL

announces

the

completion

of camera work on "Blackmail," the Universal Jewel production being made by King
Baggott from Rita Weiman's sensational
It is a
stage play, "The Co-Respondent."
special cast production in which its directors
and sponsors have endeavored to rival "The
Acquittal," a successful play also from the

pen of Miss Weiman.

Heading the list of players in "Blackmail" are Ruth Clifford, Niles Welch, Buddy
Messenger, Emily Fitzroy, Jane Starr, Hayden Stevenson, and Carl Stockdale.
The picture is in a modern mystery play of
society and newspaper life, with social intrigue and blackmail as the motif.
Ruth Clifford plays the role of an innocent girl who becomes involved in a blackmail
plot, which later breaks over her head while
sh2 is lejiorting for a paper, and engaged to

managing editor of the paper. Buddy
Messenger is tlie "head copy boy" in the newspaper office, a role in which he is approtl.e

priately

cast.

KENNETH HARLvVN STARS

IN

'POISONED PARADISE'
As a reward for his excellent work in "The
Virginian," Kenneth Harlan is to have the
star part in "Poisoned Paradise," the story
of Monte Carlo and Paris, a Preferred picture that is just being started by B. P. Schulberg in his Los Angeles studios.
The screen story is an adaptation from the
novel of that name by Robert W. Service.
Clara Bow, who first leapt into fame in

"Down

to the Sea in Ships," plays the girl
Paris.
The picture will be directed by Gasnier,
who is thoroughly familiar with Monte Carlo,
and who is expected to lend some thing of
the sensational to the settings and scenes.

from

Behold Herbert Rawlinson, in his forthcoming Universal feature, "His
Times are changed indeed!
Mystery Girl," quite overcome by the welcome home extended to him by these two fascinating' wood
nymphs instead of the proverbial rolling pin. Who wouldn't be overcome?
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taken
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BARRYMORE SUPPORTED

It."

BUCHOWETZKI LEAVES FOR
COAST—MAY DIRECT NEGRI

BY STRONG CAST

Dimitri Buchowetzki, famous Polish direc-

Warner Bros. Forces Expending
on 'Beau

Effort

BrummeV

AN

unusually fine cast, including a number
of stellar names, will appear with John
Barrymore in the Warner Brothers screen
version of the famous Clyde Fitch play,

"Beau Brummel."

Harry Beaumont, who

is

directing the picture, insisted on securing only
the finest types of screen personalities with
which to surround the famous star.
Mary Astor is seen in the leading femIrene Rich
inine role opposite Barrymore.
appears as the Duchess of York, and Willard
Louis is seen as the Prince of Wales. Others
in the long list are Alec B. Francis, Carmel

Meyers,

Richard

Tucker,

William

Hum-

phreys, Templar Saxe, Clarissa Selwyn, Andre de Beranger, John J. Richardson, Michael
Dark, Kate Lester, Carol Halloway, James
A. Marcus, Betty Brice, Roland Rushton,
Rose Dione, Claire de Lorez, L. H. Chaldecotte and F. F. Guenste.
settings for "Beau Brummel" are preAn impressive scenic
tentious and elaborate.
element in the picture is a castle in which
lavishness in pictorial effects, exteriors and
backgrounds is the key note.

The

tor on a visit here, left for the coast

Harry Langdon, former well-known vaudeheadliner and more recently star in

ville

successful screen comedies, has been
signed by Mack Sennett to appear in a series
of two-reelers.
several

The

the former vaudeville
star is expected to add materially to the already formidable array of comedy talent appearing in the Mack Sennett laugh-provokers
Among the prominent
for Pathe release.
screen players appearing in this series are
Jack Cooper, Harry Gribbon, Billy Bevan,
acquisition

of

Morgan, Jack Richardson, Fred
Spencer, Madeline Hurlock, Alberta Vaughn,
Irene Lentz, Lewis Sargent and Kalla Pasha.
The Ben Turpin starring vehicles distributed
by Pathe are also being produced under the
Mack Sennett banner.

tivities.

It
has
been
rumored however,
that
Buchowetzki is slated to direct Pola Negri's
next American picture.
His previous pic-

tures included "Othello," "All for a
and "Peter the Great."

Donald Buchanan has finished the editing
Hepworth's
"Strangling
and
titling
of
Threads," and will start work at once on "The
Pipes of Pan."
Following "Boden's Boy," to be released by
Hepworth Distributing Corporation, Henry
Edwards starts work on the screen adaptation of E. Temple Thurston's story "The
World of Wonderful Reality," which Joseph
de Lorenzo, in charge of distribution, says
will be completed by March 1924, making a*
total of fourteen pictures for the 1923-4. season.

Woman"

WORK ALREADY BEGUN ON
'ENCHANTED COTTAGE'
The Richard Barthelmess offerings include
'Twenty-One" now completed; "The EnCottage," and an historical feature
"Nathan Hale," based on the life of that famous American patriot.
In
"The Enchanted Cottage," Marion
Coakley will make her screen debut.
She
has been seen in numerous stage successes,

chanted

"Barnum Was

"The Idol Dancer" and "Way Down East,"
and has proved her ability to director Robin

ertson to play the difficult dual part of the
homely old maid and the charming young
wife who is beautifully only because she is
happy and has succeeded in bringing back
to the man she has married the desire once
more to live and be well.

McCOY AND EARL TO BE
FEATURED AS TEAM
Comedies

McCoy,
with

whose work
Jack

Earle,

in

the

Hope for Part
Comedy

Actresses

in Chaplin's

New

Feature

n
CHAPLIN
working
^ HARLIE
United
comedy
is

on

his

film for
Artists Corporation, contrary to his usual procedure of
Also he will
a long delay between pictures.
retain the baggy breeches, kinky cane and the
diligent derby.
few days after he returned to Los Angeles after witnessing the New York premiere
of his serious drama "A
of Paris,"
he went into conference with himself and
first

A

then announced he would begin production on
November 12th. Alfred Reeves, Chaplin's
studio general manager, assembled the staff,
which includes amongst others, Eddie Sutherland, who helped on "A Woman of Paris"
"Chuck" Reisner, who played comedy roles in
"The Kid" and "The Pilgrim," and Edward
Biby, formerly with the Chaplin staff.
Since the prominence achieved by Edna
Purviance in her role in "A Woman of Paris"
much interest is evinced over the leading woman Chaplin will select. There is a wealth
of material to select from and a horde o''
young aspirants are hoping for the opportunity.

Right."

Florence Short is the choice of John S.
Robertson for the long nosed Ethel of "The
Enchanted Cottage."
For two weeks Mr.
Robertson sought an a :tress to play the part
of Ethel, finally electing Miss Short.
Not
only because of the length of her nose, but
because of her ability as an actress, for she
has played with Richard Barthelmess before

Harry

Many Young

Woman

Before leaving, Mr. Buchowetzki was tendered a luncheon by Dr. Riesenfeld at which
the leading newspaper and trade-paper critics
were present.

Kewpie

BUCHANAN AND EDWARDS
HARD AT WORK

plans,

nor would Ben Blumenthal, under whose supervision the noted director came to this
country, say anything regarding his future ac-

her last having been

MACK SENNETT TO FEATURE
LANGDON IN SERIES

Saturday

after a conference with Jesse Lasky.
Buchowetzki refused to divulge his

CHAPLIN TO CHOOSE A
LEADING LADY

Century
youthful

giant, has been elevated to co-stardom.
McCoy will appear in pictures with Earle, in

which the two

will be featured as a team.
contract signed in this connection will
bring him out in something like six Centuries.
McCoy is one of the real two-reel veterans
of the screen.
After leaving Gus Edwards
years ago (he was one of this famous gentleman's proteges) AlcCoy signed and joined the
Mack Sennett Keystone Company. At that
time he was one of the leading juveniles in
comedies, and has still the same versatility
and pep of former years. His first picture
was "Obey the Law" and it was his work in

The

this Jack Earle picture, tliat prompted his
being signed to work with Jack Earle. With
the completion of this, Stern Brothers placed
him under this present contract.

CUBA LOCATIONS CHOSEN
FOR 'CYTHEREA'
Samuel Goldwyn has acquired the motion
picture rights to Joseph Hergesheimer's novel
"Cytherea," and it will serve as George Fitzmaurice's next independent production for
First National.
The scenario is being prepared by Mrs. Fitzmaurice (Ouida Bergere)
and work will be begun about December 1st.
A cast equal to importance to that which
appears in "The Eternal City" will be chosen.
The combination of an excellent cast and
such a popular book as "Cytherea" points to
another triumph for all concerned. The story
made excellent reading and offers many
strong dramatic instances to be taken advantage of in the production.

HALPERIN SELECTS GOOD
CAST FOR 'SOUVENIR'
"Souvenir" is the second Halperin feature
for Associated Exhibitors.
The cast including Agnes Ayres, Percy Marmont, Kathlyn
Williams, George Siegmann, Mary Alden and
Robert McKim, show the high standard which
has been set. Other important roles will be
handled by Leon White, Otto Lederer, Rosa
Rosanova, John George through the courtesy
of Rex Ingram) Ynez Seabury and William

Orlamond.

The

summer

palace

of

the

late

Czar

Nicholas II, with its avenue of fountains, and
a Russian street scene, with thatched roofs,
domes and all the appropriate decorations are
being constructed. The story treats of Russia
prior too and after the revolution and brings
into strong contrast the sumptuous court life
and the poverty of the majority.
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Up

Down Main

an

'OUR GANG' SERIES OBTAINS
FINE RECOGNITION

RED SEAL PICTURE FOR
LOEW THEATRES
Film

Have Pre-release Run of Three
Weeks at Boston Fenway

to

ONStanley

the heels of the announcement that the
Circuit in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey have been booked solid for the five
reel feature "Bill," Edwin Miles Fadman,
president of the Red Seal Pictures Corporation,
1600 Broadway, which is releasing
"Bill" throughout the country, announces that
the Loew Circuit has booked this feature solid
for everyone of its vaudeville and moving
picture houses.
Two days after the Loew Circuit booking

had

been

consummated,

Famous

The "Our Gang" comedies produced by Hal
Roach came in for an unusual citation this
week in the way of an exclusive first run
booking by the Famous Players for their
new Paramount demonstration theatre in
Boston, the Fenway.
The contract involves
four of the "Our Gang" series beginning with
"Derby Day" which was released by Pathe
November 18.
S.

McCormick has been appointed

Barrett

manager of the Fenway and the inclusion of
the "Our Gang" pictures by Mr. McCormick,
is

hailed by the Pathe officials as a distinctive
approval.

mark of

Players

closed a deal with ,Mr. Fadman whereby they
open "Bill" for a pre-release run of three
weeks at their new Boston Theatre, the Fen"Bill" will open simultanevray Theatre.
ously at the Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia,
and at the Fenway Theatre, Boston, begin-

Jersey.

SHOW PICTURE FOR ENGLISH
KING AND QUEEN
From

the London office of Hepworth comes
that three of Hepworth's one-reel novelty subjects received a "command" for special
screening before royalty at Balmoral
Castle, on September 19th.
The subjects
screened were:
"Peeps Into Puzzleland,"

word

new

two-reel

comedian goes

in for a new line of screen
entertainment. He introduces here the type of
entertainment for which he was so popular
on the stage namely, the impersonation of
celebrated screen personages.
He caricatures
Bill Hart, Tom Mix, Rudolph Valentino, De

—

Mille, Griffith and
respective fields.

Doug Fairbanks

in their

STAR THEATRE MAKES METRO

FEATURE CONTRACT

Associated Exhibitor's
developed into a two weeks engagement. Then
during the second week the crowds continued

so large and were so enthusiastic that the
picture was held over a third week.
So strong was the indorsement of school
teachers, and their insistence that pupils should
see the presentation, that the B. S. Moss
issued special tickets admitting high school
students at half price, all matinees but Fri-

offices,

"Name

the

Man" and

ANOTHER VICTIM
Baby Peggy has vamped Carl Laemm'.e, Universal
President.
Here she is perched on his knee watching the screening of her first feature picture, "The

Darling

of

New

York."

TAKES ON ALL C. B. C. OUTPUT
FOR COMING YEAR
Louis Hyman, head of All Star Feature
Distributors of Los Angeles and San Francisco, has completed arrangements for the
rights to the entire C. B. C. product for the
year.
The contract gives All Star the handling
Arizona, Nevada and the
California,
in
Hawaiian Islands of the series of features
This
on the C. B. C. program this year.
includes "Yesterday's Wife," "Forgive and
Forget," "The Marriage Market," "Innocence," "Traffic in Heart's," "Discontented
Husbands," "Pal O' Mine" and the special
production which the company is distributing
for Leon Rice's Mission Film Corporation,

"The Barefoot Boy."

rangements to play the entire Metro 1923-4

'ETERNAL CITY' PREMIERE GOES
BIG IN PATERSON
"The Eternal
lease,

had

its

First National reworld premiere at the Regent
City," a

"Reno," proclaimed

greatest productions of
the year, if not in the history of the corporation, are scheduled for early release and
will have their premieres in San Francisco.
"Reno" is a story dealing with the evils
that result from the variety of divorce laws
The scenario has been
in the several states.
written by Rupert Hughes, author of "Souls
for Sale."
Both productions are the first Victor Seastrom pictures to be made in this country and
besides the fine stories, include notable casts.

by Goldwyn to be

The Star Theatre, Austin, Minn., has been
added to the list of houses who have made arschedule of big productions.
Raymon Brothers, managers of the house,
opened the Metro season this week with "The
French Doll" as the first presentation.
The Star Theatre has housed nearly all
the big productions of the past and they have
now on their schedule "Scaramouche," "Long
Live the King," as well as coming pictures
featuring Mae Murray, Viola Dana, Fred
Niblo, etc.

on

'RENO' TO
GET PREMIERES IN 'FRISCO

in

In "Uncensored Movies," the

the beginning to
Broadway of
"David Copperfield"
in

NAME THE MAN' AND

"Do You Remember" and "A Rubberneck

comedy featuring Will Rogers, which will be
released by Pathe December 9, the screen

was intended
WHAT
be a one week's run

reports to Associated Exhibitor's
tell of enthusiastic
receptions
of the picture in all parts of the country.
The Cameo Theatre, one of New York's
leading houses, has been playing the feature
for two weeks and has announced a third
week's showing.
This cordial reception is
somewhat of a surprise since "David Copperfield" opened at the Moss theatre without
any advance billing or pre-release heralding.
The picture was obviously won over on its
own merits, the daily critics and patrons of
the Cameo having stamped the picture a decided "hit."
This praise has undeniably done much to
make the picture a favorite and at every performance since its opening the film has played
to capacity houses.
This gives fair indication that the picture carries merit which will
win for it every place it goes.
Buddy Martin who plays the part of Little
David infuses the part with such charm that
his acting has merited special attention from
the critics.

The exchange of Harold Rodner, 1600
Broadway, is handling "Bill" for the territory of Metropolitan New York and North-

WILL ROGERS MAKES NOVEL
SCREEN CARICATURE

Educators Encourage Children to See
Dickens Classic in Pictures

Besides,

feature.

London." Last year Cecil M. Hepworth's
production of "Through Three Reigns" received a "command" performance from Balmoral Castle for a screening before King
George, Queen Alexandria, the Prince of
Wales, and the other members of the royal
household.

RUNS FOR THREE WEEKS

home

which recently created much comment at its
run at the Rialto Theatre on Broadway.
Trade papers, dailies, public and exhibitors
were generous in their praise of the novelty

New

'DAVID COPPERFIELD'

day and Saturday.

ning Thanksgiving week.
After viewing the feature, both the Loew
executive officials and the Famous Players
Theatre Department were unanimous in their
praise of it.
This is the Red Seal picture

ern

Street

its

RETURN DATE
AT LOS ANGELES HOUSE

'PONJOLA' PLAYS

"Ponjola" the screen version of Cynthia
Stockley's novel has been booked for a second run of a week just one month after its

After opening at Loew's
appearance.
State in Los Angeles the picture was brought
back to the Alhambra to satisfy the public
demand for its re-appearance.
This is the picture in which Anna Q.
Nilsson takes the part of a man. It has met
with a hearty reception wherever it has played
so far and is now entertaining large crowds
at the Strand, in New York.
first

NEWSPAPERS RUN 'BLACK OXEN'
IN DAILY INSTALLMENTS
The

New York

Evening Journal has started

to publish Gertrude Atherton's "Black Oxen"
in serial form.
First National announced
three weeks ago that two hundred and thirty

Paterson, N. J. Charles Dooley,
manager of the theatre, stated that due to
the advance interest in the picture the house
was filled to overflowing and the attendance
was greater than any in the history of the

newspapers would carry the serialization with
a credit line above each installment announcing the forthcoming film, but since that date
seventy additional papers have signed con-

theatre.

tracts to publish the novel.

Theatre,
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RADIO AUDIENCE LEARNS OF
THANKSGIVING FILM
Charles

Ray

When He

Registers Enthusiasm
Speaks to Radio Fans

One

of the most far reaching exploitastunts anyone could hope for was accomplished
for
Associated
Exhibitor's
"The Courtship of Myles Standish" the
other evening when Charles Ray spoke of
the picture to a probable one million audience, by means of the radio.
In glowing
terms he sang the praises of the picture,
its American setting, its fine subject matter, and its value as a romantic story.
tion

Just at this time the picture has undeniably great box office value since the
story incorporates as one of its features the
celeljration of the first Thanksgiving.
Because of this fact there are many who are
anxious to show it just at this time, and
those who have been successful in booking
it,
the President Theatre in Washington
and others, are smiling over their good
fortune.

We'll wager the
Just park your tired eyes this way.
Edith Johnson, co-feaold optics will brighten up.
tured with William Duncan in "The Fast Express,"
has brightened many an eye that followed her sinuous movements on the screen.

At the same time there are other managers who are making other plans for showing of the picture.
R. J. Simmett of the
Capitol Theatre, Dallas, Tex., has booked
the film for Christmas and New Year's
week believing this to be his best bet for
that time.

'EXTRA GIRL' PLAYS EIGHT

WEEKS AT MISSION THEATRE
Picture Wins Praise of Dramatic

Los Angeles

Critics in

"The Extra

an Associated Exhibimeeting with phenomenal
It has just comsuccess in Los Angeles.
pleted an eight weeks run at the Mission
Theatre where it played to capacity crowds
Several of the Los Angeles
all the time.
papers in their dramatic columns, gave the
The Los Angeles
picture elaborate praise.
Herald said a few days ago, "The current
engagement of 'The Extra Girl' with
Mabel Normand, now playing at the Mission, has proved so successful it has been
found necessary to set the original date for
the world premiere of 'The Acquittal' for
a later date.
It was scheduled to open last
tors

picture,

Girl,"

is

Monday."

The stamp

of approval on the picture by
the Los Angeles Board of Education which
has, for the first time, permitted a posting
of notices of a picture on the school
boards, will be of great value to Los Angeles managers.
In fact, Grauman's Million Dollar Theatre is already cashing in
on the idea by staging a special Saturday
morning performance at reduced prices.
_

The

picture is of particular interest to
children from the fifth to the eigth prpr^c
since it is during these years that "The
Courtship of Myles Standish" is studied
in the schools.

Peggy Cartwright is a little lady
she appears with Virginia Valli in
the Universal Jewel, Hobart Henley production, "A
Lady of Quality."
Despite the rags,

of

quality

when

Anders Randolph here demonstrates one

men

of the

ways

harassed stenographer is Mildred
Dexter's first starring vehicle
Grand-Asher, "The Way Men Love."
Tlie

love.

From

Harris.
for

Elliott

Current First

Run Programs

BROOKLYN

—Overture,

Mark

Strand
Topical

Classic,"

"A Woman

Day," Feature,

"Syncopated

Comedy,

Review,

"Pay

of Paris."

BALTIMORE

New— Overture,

(not

mentioned),

Pathe

News, Travelogue, Feature, "Long Live the
King."

—

RivoLi Overture, (nof mentioned), Rivoli
News, Aesop Fable Cartoon, Comedy, "Heavy
Seas," Feature, "Ponjola."

Century

—

"Cavalleria
RustiOverture,
Topical Review and Magazine, Feature, "Pleasure Mad."
cana,"

CHICAGO

WooDLAWN —Overture,

"Selections

from

Pathe News, Aesop Fable, Feature,
"The Spanish Dancer."
Past,"

The Express

said,

"On

Monday

'The

eighth week at the
Mission.
Mabel has captivated audiences
with her whimsical portrayal of a moviestruck girl."

McViCKERS Overture, Lieberstraum and
2nd Polonaise," Fun from the Press, Feature, "His Children's Children."

SENNETT TO CONTINUE SPEND-

"Musical
Notions/'
Chicago Overture,
Weekly Digest, Comedy, "Heads Up," Feature, "The Green Goddess."

Extra

Girl'

enters

its

ING MONEY
Will Not Economize on Production
Cost at Sacrifice of Good Films
Mack Sennett, in a dispatch from the
West Coast, states in no uncertain terms
that although there is more than due justification for the production economy wave
which is sweeping over the country, he
will continue to expend as much as he feels
is necessary "to unfold a good story,
with
a good cast, ably directed, amid beautiful
surroundings and proper atmosphere, with
attractive though not necessarily preten-

—

—

TivoLi

— Overture,

Digest, Comedy,
ture, "Jealous Husbands."

— Overture,

Riviera
gest,

"High

Overture,"
Life," Fea-

"Oberon," Weekly Di-

Comedy, "High Life," Feature, "Jealous

Husbands."

PHILADELPHIA
Metropolitan

— Overture, "Stradella," "The

Crags of the Barons," Pathe Color and Fun

From

the Press, Comedy, "Join the Circus,"
"Feature, "Marriage Morals."

tious sets."

Mr. Sennett

"Novelty

Weekly

LOS ANGELES
feels that

with the big suc-

—

starring Mabel Northe increased popularity attending the release of each Ben Turpin comedj^
special and Mack Sennett comedy, he is
justified in taking this staad.
He emphasizes, however, that he believes with the others that expenses should
be curbed as far as wasteful extravagance
is concerned.
While it will be his policy
to spend whatever he feels is required for

Loew's State Selected Overture, Pictorial
News, Felix the Cat Cartoon, Feature, "The
Dangerous Maid."

a finished production he will keep a watch-

Capitol Overture, (not mentioned). Digest and News, Comedy, "It's a Gift," Urban
Movie Chats, Feature, "Long Live the King."

cess

of his features

mand and

ROCHESTER

-

ful eye on the expense account and not
permit lavish sums to be spent to no avail.

Eastman

—Overture,

"The Flying DutchOur Gang Comedy,
"No Noise," Feature, "The Bad Man."

man,"

Current Events,

ST.

—

PAUL

!!
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'Under the Red Robe'
Premiere Presentation by the Cosmopolitan
Corporation at the Cosmopolitan Theatre,
Columbus Circle, New York City. Adapted
by Bayard Veiller from Stanley WeyDirected by Alan
rnan's Famous Classic.
Joseph Urban.
Crosland.
Settings by
Musical Score by William Frederick Peters.
Photography by Harold Wenstrom and
Gilbert Warrenton.
Presented with Special Overture Written and Conducted by
Victor Herbert.

CAST OF CHARACTERS
John Charles Thomas
Robert E. Mantell
Alma Rubens
Sydney Herbert
William H. Powell

Gil de Berault

Cardinal

Richelieu

Renee
Father Joseph
Duke of Orleans

Buchess of Chevreuse
King Louis XIII

Anne

,

Mary MacLaren

of Austria

Rose Coghlan
Otto Kruger
Gustav von Seyffertitz

Marie de Medici

De

Genevieve Hamper
Ian MacLaren

Cocheforet

Clon

By Eddy Eckels

YES,

it

days

another picture of revolutionary
Another costume-pein France.

is

—

riod play of laces and graces. Another story
• f royal politics and rural rebellions.
But, wonder of wonders "Under the Red
Robe" is a real showman's picture!

—

At
with

which

really great production
an honest-to-John box-office value,
packs a heap of profit possibilities for

last

you get a

the small town
palace alike.

movie and the Main Street

First, Cosmopolitan picked a winner in
The tale of Richelieu, the Carthe story.
dinal who ruled the French while Louis the
thirteenth wore the crown.
Then the producers did themselves proud
by selecting a cast that seemingly might have
been the universal choice of Stanley Weyman,
the author, and all the photoplay critics of
the nation. With the world to choose from
At this point, Mr. Hearst must have said:
"Now then, go ahead do a good job

—

and

stick to

it

until

you have done

.

it."

.

.

And

they did.
to

What's more W. R. H. was proud enough
admit it and had it copyrighted in his own

Knowing full well that the pro.
duction is bound to go down in screen history as a gem of research realism, a classic
of lovable literature, and a material moneymaking spectacle because it is not "over
their heads."
Cosmopolitan
Productions
deserve your
fullest booking support on this picture and
accordingly will get it.
And you, in turn,
will be casting your vote for more of their
name.

—

really

worth while "Greater Movies."

Note the cast. That's the first box-office
on the "Red Robe".
If there were
nothing but those names and the title of the
picture you would have enough.
It's too bad they are not all in their youth.
They would face brilliant futures for their
"Red Robe" portrayals. Mantell and Rose
Coghlan
Seyffertitz, too.
As a matter of fact, the picture "makes"
John Charles Thomas. With his devil-maycare personality he slashes his way through
the story with Ijis sword of heroism to the
!

^

up

pitiful

—comedy

attempt at

pinnacle of popular favor.
His role is "a man's man" and he lives it
Further prestige is added to the name of
Robert B. Mantell as a character artist if
such is possible for, "with his heart of fire
and brain of ice," Richelieu is withal your
priest and yotir idea of a leader.
Always a player of charm. Alma Rubens
eclipses all former efforts and is revealed
as a delightful cameo in a swarming box
of gems and pearls.
In truth, honors are really difficult to award,

—

!

The

elimination of all those attempts would
erase the one slight blotch on the escutcheon.
And not a scene would be missed.
There are plenty without them to magnificently entertain Mr. and Mrs. Public and
the whole American Family.
Old and young folks alike will revel in
the romance and realism. Business men and
youth, women and marriageable maiden, will
all equally enjoy the great simplicity treatment of the spectacle situations, spectacle
thrills, and spectacle settings and gowns.
And the kiddies? To them, a great big
story book of sensation, which is extra-great
for their indulgence because it teaches tolerance and carries a delightfully sugar-coated
moral of fair play.
Exploitation possibilities are glaringly plentiful.
Art stores, gown establishments, libraries, schools, churches, clubs, beauty shops
department
and
book
music
clothing
what-you-may-call-'em stores are all on the
list of link-ups for your advertising and pub-

—

—

—

—

—

licity.

—

Yes, it is truly a showman's picture ^because it stands to make you money.
And
it won't hurt a bit if you double the number
of days you are planning to "set it in" for
everyone who sees it will talk and pass it on
and want to come back!

'Twenty-One'
First National Photoplay.

Director John S^
Robertson.
Scenario by Josephine Lovett.
Length, 6,560 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Julian

McCuUough

Richard Barthelmess

Lynnie Willis
Mr. McCuUough

Dorothy Mackaill
Joe King
Dorothy Cumming

Mrs. McCuUough
Peter Straksi
Paula

Bradley Barker
Elsie

Mr. Willis
Mrs. Willis
Mrs. Jordan

Nellie

McCuUough, a wealthy

Julian

Lawson

Ivan Simpson
Parker Spaulding
Helen Tracey
boy,

anxious to
The parents

is

Lynnie Willis, a poor girl.
will not give their consent, so Julia decides to hide
He becomes a taxi driver
until he is twenty-one.
Mr. McCuUough bribes
in order to make a living.

marry

the girl's parents to have her marry some one else.
She steals away before the wedding, but the man
she was to marry tries to collect the money
Julian risks his life trying to save
fight ensues.
Mr. McCuUough reunites Lynnie and
his father.
_

A

Julian.

By Helen

THIS

is

diences.

slant

—

there are so many.
In passing, however, it
might well be added that the production
would easily have stamped the director, Alan
Crosland, a genius, were it not for his almost

V.

Swenson

a picture that will please all auIt has everything in it that the

like, an up-to-the-minute story, a beaubackground, and a popular star.
Richard Barthelmess has always been a
fine actor, and is as good if not better than

people
tiful

ever in

this.

The
plenty

has a jazzy background, with
bathing suits, society plays,
And there are the
motor rides.

story
girls

and gay
realistic

in

scenes as

well,

to

give the

human

touch.

has plenty of good comedy. The whole
Yet
story is light, with nothing highbrow.
It

there is enough plot and good snappy action to keep the interest alive.
The heart appeal is nicely handled, not
There is excitement in the fight
overdone.

between the father and the crooks.
The play is entirely clean, with a little
dash of sex stuff that will offend no one, and
love interest that

is

beautiful.

Richard Barthelmess plays the part of a
dashing son of wealthy parents. He dresses
stylishly, looks handsome, and makes love
His characterization of a
like a Valentino.

boy just about to enter manhood

The

will

ladies

doubtless

want

is

to

perfect.
see him

again and again.
The rest of the cast is good. Dorothy
Mackaill looks pretty, even though she does
not wear any pretentious gowns. The settings
in and about the McCuUough Estate are beau-

The

tiful.

Willis

home

is

The

realistic.

photography, technique and direction are good.
It is

a snappy, up-to-date, interesting story,

with a dashing

star,

who

is

positively at his

best.

'White Tiger'
Author and Director,
Universal Photoplay.
Tod Brozming. Scenario by Charles Kenyon and Tod Browning.

Cameraman, Wil-

Length, 7,\77 Feet.

liam Fildew.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Sylvia

Donovan

Priscilla

Dean

Matt Moore

Dick Longworth

Roy Donovan

1

Count Donneli

j

Ray

Griffith

Wallace Beery

Hawkes

"Count Donneli," Sylvia and Roy Donovan,

int>3r-

Sylvia is Roy's
crooks, visit America,
but neither is aware of their relationship.
valuable neckhome
of
a
Deusen's
Van
rob
They
They are trailed
lace and go to the north woods.
national
brother,

by Dick Longworth, a detective in the guise of a
Urged by Donneli, the girl
young society man.
She learns that he is her brother. Donstabs Roy.
neli
ries

escapes but
.Longworth.

dies.

Roy

By George

recovers.

T.

Sylvia mar-

Pardy

entertaining and unusual crook
AVERY
strength of appeal
melodrama!

lies

Its

principally in well maintained suspense, due
to the queer twists given the plot, by means
of which the spectator is kept guessing as
to just what is coming next and gets a surAdd to this, timely
prise jolt at the finish.
shots of humor which flash through the niystery veil like rockets and you have a feature which promises mighty good box-office
It can easily be exploited as someresults.
thing altogether out of the ordinary run of

touching both extremes of society, from
slums to the Upper Ten, with the names of
Priscilla Dean, Matt Moore, Ray Griffith and
Wallace Beery played up prominently.
Director Tod Browning has "done himself
proud" in his dual capacity of author and
The tale begins on London's East
director.
Hawkes doubleSide, when stool pigeon
crosses his pal, who is killed, takes charge
films,

_

the latter's little girl and develops her
After a leap of
a clever pickpocket.
twenty years, we see the girl and her brother,
unaware of their relationship, following the
criminal trail under the guidance of Hawkes,
now "Count" Donneli. Then come the American complications, with the brother operating under cover of an automatic chessman
player, a really novel bit of stuff which makes
a tremendous hit.

of

into

Another item in which "White Tiger" diffrom most pictures dealing with escapades of under world inhabitants is that
it gets clean away from the entirely mistaken
idea of "honor among thieves," generally set
forth by films built around the exploits of
fers

light-fingered gentry.

Wallace Beery, dressed up "fit to kill" in
topper and all its glad rags accompaniments.plays the part of Donneli with lots of
spirit and force, getting plenty of fun out
of the humorous situations.
He is loyally
backed by Messrs. Matt Moore and Ray
silk

respective roles of the hero
the heroine's brother, while
Dean wins instant and lasting favor
by her fine work in the part of Sylvia Donovan.
There is a wealth of good photography in
evidence, excellent close-ups, handsome interiors, skillful long shots and perfect lighting effects over all.
Griffith in their

detective
Priscilla

and
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
Emotions

—

gripping, heart-ache, mother-love
emotions
Laughs surprise,
wholesome,
reason-born laughs
Fights and original chases for the lovers

'Reno'

—

!

Rupert Hughes Original Story, Adapted and
Presented by the Author.
Presented by
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation. Edited by
June Mathis. Settings by Cedric 'Gibbons.
Photographed by John Mescal!.

of

Mrs. Emily Dysart Tappan

season for the kids.

And, for everybody

Helene Chadwick

Lew Cody

Roy Tappan,
dren, rushes to

a

clubman

Reno and

George Walsh
Carmel Myers

Hedda Hopper
Dale Fuller
Kathleen Key

Rush Hughes
Bonner

Marjorie
tires of his wife

and

chil-

the necessary divorce.
Financial difficulties
necessitates his calling for help from his rich aunt.
She refuses unless she gets his two children bac'v
from his former wife. To get the money he steals
his own kiddies and hurries South because it has
been disclosed that the divorce laws of Nevada do

He

g'ets

marries again the same day.

not free him in New York.
Meanwhile his formewife, ignorant of the law, remarries and she, too,
finds she really isn't married after all.
The chase
for the children takes all the principals to South
Finally
Carolina where they face more peculiar law.
they all reach the Yellowstone Park where federal
law recognizes all state laws. The two so-called hus-

bands meet and battle it out. The fight takes place
on the crater mouth of the giant geyser and the first
The tangle is thus
husband falls to his death.
cleared by fate and the children are returned to the

has

canned

reached

fact.

I

just

great and power-

I

I were an exhibitor again
might have that opportunity.

a

a

follow my hunch you'll get out
little hall-of-fame note book right

you'll

own
now and inscribe

your

—and
that

the

Goldwyn

of

head Reno's remarkable

cast.

honestly believe it is the greatest showmanship picture ever created.
Greatest because it has everything a picture
can have. Greatest because it was made according to exhibitor specifications.
If Fate or the Film Business should reclaim me as a theatre manager tomorrow
in any theatre regardless of size, location or
population of its draw the first feature I
should attempt to book would be "Reno."
Because the trick of making money with
it is so doggone simple that it might justly
be called a lazy man's job.
The four simple letters of that title alone
fairly reek with exploitation shrieks.
It is a
title worth a cool million to you fellows and

—

Goldwyn.
Then add the 57 other different varieties
of possibilities and you eliminate comparison
with even the spectacle and the super picture.
Yes,
to

I

can truly say that

all

roads

"Reno" for the alert showman.
In this day and age of old High Cost

lead
sit-

ting on the golden seat exhibitors naturally
want the most or best for the least money.
In that vein the biggest thing I can say
about Rupert Hughes' "Reno" is that you
can't ask for anything it hasn't got
You really cannot question the publicity
ammunition being anything short of showmanship T. N. T.
But, of course, you are
wise in asking.
"Is the story really there'?"
And I'll answer, for the good old American audiences,
it is there 48 different ways for the 48 different states of the Union.
If you doubt that look up Uncle Sam's
4 dozen different styles of divorce laws.

Then look at "Reno" on the screen. And
then look around and see if you can count
10 of your friends whom you really know
are legally married.
Originality?
All the way!
battle to
death on the crater mouth of a boiling
geyser will make even you hardened show

A

vets

thrill

Ask

for

"to

the

anything

teeth."

you want.

It's

there.

National Photoplay.

Fir.<;t

Sf^rklcy. Director,
6500 Feet.

of Rupert Hughes
of the "big four"

I

"Ponjola" should "go over"

Author. Cynthia

Donald

Crisp.

llcnqth

ever the film

Anna Q.

Nilsson
James K^rkwrond
Tully Marshall

"nd\ Druro
r-unt Blauhimel

T

Hone

Claire

Luff

M'-Howp"

Bernard Randall

Gav Lyplatt

Ruth

I-vdhia

Luff
Conrad Lyplatt

C'aire

Joseph

Clifford

D uBrey
Kilgour

Renden.M desperate by a

false murder accusation inner Husband's death, the ('.'•miteJ.s Tvrp.
ca.stle is saved from suicide bv f.undi T)ni-o.
Disguised as a man she accompanies him to South Africa.
Druro's fiancee proves false, he becomes a drunkard,
but the girl posing as Desmond, wins him back to

volvm.cr

During

•manhood.
partner,

a

fight

between

Drum

and his

Lyplatt,

the latter falls and is fatally inaccused of the k'1li"£r. tr:pri ,-,cqiiitted, her real sex is disclosed and she finds happiness with Druro.
jured.

Desmond

is

By Gforop

TT

T.

is

shown.

'The Mask of Lopez'
Monogram

Director

Production.

Ronell. Story bv
5,000 Fccf.

Marion Jackson.

Angel Face Harry

Hampton

Do'^is

Pardv

Dot

Silver

as

though

First National has a
real moneymaker here.
It is the sort of
picture likelv to appeal to all classes of patrons, an attraction suited to the needs of
big and little theatres. The novel from which
the plot is adapted belongs in the best-seller
list,
and arrangements with book stores as
to marketinqr the story in conjunction with
the film ought to prove a fruitful exploitation
fipld.
The prpularity of the star, Anna Q.
Nils.son. strength of her .sunporting cast and
d'-amatic vieor of the tale should help out
the advertising campaign considerably.
The picture hit.s its stride right in the
opening stages with a very effective bit of
melodrama, when the disclosure of her husband's evil nast, his sudden death and that
of his assailant, throws a shadow over the
life of the newly-wedded Countess Tyrecastle
and forces her to attempt suicide by drownins".
It isn't often that a film starts off with
such a dvnamic burst of action and manages
to maintain the oare without slackening to its
close, but in this respect "Ponjola" makes a
100 percent score.
Partirularlv
effective
are
the
excellent
Soiith African settinars, which supply extraordinarily fine atmospheric coloring, beautiful exteriors abound and both long shots and
close-ups stand forth as perfect examples of
camera technique.

Farley

Wee Holmes

Pee

Shorty
Dick
The Mexican

Bob Reeves
Dick Sutherland
By Himse'f

King

Jack O'Neil, brother to the prison warden, persuades the latter to let him pose as an ex-convict
may qualify to work on the ranch run by
Doris Hampton, who gives work to ex-convicts, thus
Jack
k eping up the mission of her dead father.
joins the gang, discovers that the cattle thief Lopez
and the foreman of the ranch are one, explaining
that he

He trails Lopez to his
loss of cattle at the ranch.
dive, is captured when about to be shot, gets free,
puts on a mask and changes place with Lopez. Thiis
The trick is
disguised he orders the bandit shot.
discovered and Jack is about to die when ranchmen
Doris deand
End shows Jack
.ind the girl arrive.
claring love.

By Elizabeth Burt
a
MASK OF LOPEZ"
THE
a success
picture and as such
is

looks

Albert
Length,

Fred Thomson
Wilfred Lucas
David Kirby
Hazel Keener
Frank Hagney
George Magrill

Tack O'Neill
R chard O Neill

Steve Gore
Lopez
The Matron

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Mrs.

pos-

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

nr-mond
Mrs.

It

big.

sesses "punch." human interest, sympathetic
lure and sustained fast action, a combination
of entertaining qualities which can scarcely
fail to bring golden box office results wherc-

'Ponjola'

name

—and

bers of the cast.

—

picture
If

Director Donald Crisp has done a neat
workmanlike job. The continuity of the plot
is well maintained, despite its numerous complications and unexpected twists.
Suspense
runs high, and the melodramatic sweep of
events never loses force or consistency and
the love romance is sympathetically handled.
A male role is perhaps the most difficult
thing an actress can be called upon to interpret, and in this connection Anna Q. Nilsson's
portrayal of the supposed Desmond must be
credited as an unusually realistic and convincing bit of character work. She plays the
part with splendid spirit and emotional power
and is ably seconded by James Kirkwood, as
Lundi Druro.
The performances of Tully Marshall, Joseph Kilgour and Ruth Clifford deserve
hearty commendation, and well balanced support is given the principals by other mem-

it.

only wish that

—that

If's
New York!
saw it. And what

—the

It is

_

booking
I

By Eddie Eckels

:

cent children.
And quit making mistresses
of hundreds of innocent women.
The most sincere tip I can pass you exhibitors on "Reno" is to not only set it in
but set it in early.
It's just one of those
pictures that's absolutely sure-fire whether
you push it or not.
But if you do give it the average quota
of showmanship you'll be able to get a heap
siglit chummier with your banker.
And if you actually get behind "Reno"
with all the power and persuasive action of
printer's ink and general campaign work you
can start planning now the erection of a
bigger theatre to take care of more "Reno's."
More such consistent and sensibly priced
productions.
More pictures built according
to showman specifications.
Vote for that
type while you have the opportunity
by

mother.

RENO

thought

the
the

high time our law makers
quit making roustabouts of thousands of innoful

Roy Tappan

—

—

Gowns the last word for
The cleverest juvenile stuff of

thrills.

women.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Walter Heath
Mrs. Dora Carson Tappan
Mrs. Kate Norton Tappan
Miss Alida Kane
Yvette
Jerry Dysart
Marjory Towne

{Continued)

is

western
because

For it
it will please both men and women.
an appealing love story which
contains
brings out with vivid force the well-placed
faith of a woman who has every reason to
doubt.
Of course this picture is filled with plenty
of mystery, mad chases over mountains and
around corners, and gimplay, but not too much
of the latter.
As a business proposition to the exhibitor
should be well worth while bef-ause the
it
For
story has a twist which is original.
instance, the hero posing as an ex-convict
to get into the ranch of the girl he loves,
the trapping of Lopez who is really the foreman of the ranch, and then at a moment
when Lopez is about to have him shot gettina: free and making Lopez change places
with him and die in his stead are situations
a bit away from the usual and yet supply
climax after climax that thrill and please.
Fred Thomson as Jack O'Neill and Hazel
Keener as Doris, both give convincing interpretations and both do some excellent riding.
Fred Thomson gives the center of
stage many times to the ingenious bit of
horseflesh featured as Silver King, who in
fact saves the day by leading the gang from
the ranch to the dive in the mountain where
Jack

is

about to

die.

—
•

December

1923

1,
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'Flaming Youth'

'The Virginian'

National Photoplay.
Director, John
Francis Dillon.
Adapted from the Novel
by Warner Fabian. Scenario by Harry O.
Hoyt. Length, 8,434 Feet.

First

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Patricia Fentriss
Cary Scott

Doctor

Colleen
Elliott

Dee Fentriss

Sylvia Breamer

Mona

Myrtle Stedman
Betty Francisco
Phillips Smalley
Walter McGrail

Fentriss
Connie Fentriss
Ralph Fentriss

Jamieson James

Monty Standiah

Ben Lyon

Browning
Warren Graves
Leo Stenak
Anne
Sidney Rathbone
Fred

George Barraud
John Patrick
Gene Carrado
Gertrude Astor
Michael Dark
Patricia Fentriss, the flapper daughter of a wealthy
man, is in love with Cary Scott, a former lover of
She refuses to marry him, because she
her mother's.

At a
marriage is the death of all love.
yachting party, given by a profligate violinist, she
believes

faces

real

Her

evil.

asserts

better self

A

jumps into the river.
^he returns to Scott.

itself.

rescues

sailor

B.

P.

her,

She
and

is
a jazz picture
a picture with a tre-

Colleen Moore, Milton Sills,
cast.
Dexter, and Myrtle Stedman, are a
few of them. It is a picture that has but
one thing in mind the box-office.
Perhaps college professors will call it
trashy. But the people who should be pleased,
those who pack the movie houses every night.
They are going to go crazy about it.
Because it flames with youth. It burns with
love, and it scintillates with interest.
It opens
It is like a drink of champagne.
up a new, sparkling world. Alive with beau-

mendous
Elliott

—

women, handsome men, and homes

tiful

so

luxurious that they are like palaces.
Sunday School teachers may find fault
with it by saying that Colleen Moore is
too much of a "necker," too easy to hug, too
anxious to be kissed. But they will not be
able to put their finger on one scene which
they can criticize. That is how skillfully it
has been handled.
Jazz is the keynote. Movement and color
But the story does
dominate the feature.
Those who have read the book
not suffer.
know that it is an up-to-the-minute plot.
story of a young flapper who is just beginning to taste of the "poisoned honey of ex-

A

istence."

wings a

too

trifle.

present.

may seem

strange, but there is a great
it.
Intense, heart-gripping
drama. And it is real. It shows the life of
the flapper of today.
Beset by temptations.
Disillusioned on every side by the example of
her mother and her old sisters.
Unchecked
in her mad chase after life and love.
It teaches a lesson.
lesson which everyone would do well to heed. But the lesson
It

drama

deal of

in

A

administered

is

in

a

sugar-coated

of

pill

laughter, gayety and jazz.

Colleen Moore will without doubt become
one of the leading stars of the day as a reof this picture.
She is vivacious, light
hearted, gay.
She is the young flapper to
the very tin of her bobbed head.
sult

Milton
actors.

They

they put
got.
It

is

real people.
all

and

Dexter

Myrtle

Not merely screen

have responsible parts.

them everything

into

They

perfect.
picture.

Elliott

Sills,

Stedman are

that

And

they've

are better than ever.

artistic,

But

it

is

above

lavish,
all,

is

it

is

it

a

technically
box-office

Perhaps portions of it could be eliminated.
Perhaps those who are not accustomed to
the high life of the young people today will
not believe

it

is

sincere.

But whatever the reaction
be, no one can deny that it

to the plot
is

may

darn good.

Joseph M. Schenck Production. Released by
Directed by Buster Keaton and
Metro.
Jack Blystone. Photographers, Elgin LessArt director,
ly and Gordon Jennings.
Fred Gabouri. Length 6220 feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Virginian

Kenneth Harlan
Florence Vidor
Russell Simnson
Pat O'Malley
Raymond Hatton
Milton Ross

Molly Woods

Trampas
Steve

Shorty
Judge Henry
Uncle Hughey

Sam
Sam

Spanish Ed
Fat Drummer

Lem

Joseph Canfield

his one-time pal, Steve) she turns
Only
as it seems plain murder to her.
shot by Trampas, the ringleader and in

Sam

Gardner,

is

—

after he is
his delirium reveals how heatrbreaking is the task
of hanging those men, does she see things in his

—

Even then when the Virginian announces
he must 'get his man' their romance is threatened.

light.

—

VIRGINIAN"

possibly one of
best loved characters ever created by
is

and in this photoplay he is presented
Kenjust as he lives in the reader's mind.
fiction

neth Harlan (who by the way, has played
"The Virginian" in four different legitimate
companies) lives the part and makes you love
this taciturn but kindly, winning man.
When the producer says he is giving us
not a Western picture but a picture of the
West he defines it very well. Not that you
You do
do not see the West pictured.
The cameraman has caught a
gloriously
suggestion of vastness that thrills in itself
and the woodland scenes where the Virginian
courts Molly Woods are beautiful in their

—

Craig

Benjamin

Ward

Ralph Bushman

Clayton Canfield

McKay

new

Leonard Clapham

James Canfield
Lee Canfield

McKay

with the

love

Engineer

Doolittle,

Talmadge

Buster Keaton, Jr.
Joseph Keaton
Kitty Bradbury
Joseph Roberts

Aunt Mary

Rev.
Mrs.

in

is

Natalie

Virginia Canfield

The Baby

John

falls

Buster Keaton

McKay

school

(among whom

THE
the

William

appomted foreman of Judge
must hang the cattle rustlers

The Virginian

from him

Allen
Allen

Gambol

Fred

ma'am.
When he
Henry's ranch and

Edward Coxen
Monte Collins

Dorsey

Dumas

5^^^

James Duffy

Conductor

William McKay in the year 1830 returns to his
birthplace in order to dispose of his father's estate.
On the trip he meets the daughter of the Canfields, with whom the McKays have always been in
Complications arise through their
a deadly feud.
She invites htm
ignorance of each other's identity.
and the male members of the family are
_....iie.
only restrained from killing him because he is their
When he leaves Virginia follows to keep him
guest.
m danger, but fil's into the rapids. She is rescued by William, the feud is forgotten, and they
marry.

By Helen V. Swenson
to being one of the most
pictures ever produced, "Our
Hospitality" is so satisfying from the
suspense,
plot,
artistry,
of
standpoint
thrills and side-splitting comedy as to give
promise of being one of the season's best
productions.

addition

INhumorous

!

wildness.
All the players are well cast.
Florence
Vidor is a very realistic Molly Woods, and
in a charming, natural way she reveals the
struggle such a woman would experience, reconciling her strict New England training
with the then wild west where punishment
was swift and severe, and hanging the fate
of any one of a gang caught hustling cattle

—

—which
Pat

to

her was not justice but murder.

O'Malley

is
excellent as Steve, the
The scenes showing Steve's
Virginian's pal.
and the Virginian's various encounters are

much

—we

can imagine
how difficult it was to show the deep affection these two bore each other without
inserting a lot of tiresome titling, which
let us add is kept down to the minimum

handled with
deeply.
She singes her
But the real girl is always

She drinks

the

By Marguerite Brumell

FLAMING YOUTH"
It is

From

Schnlberg's Presentation.

By Helen V. Swenson
with a story.

'Our Hospitality'

Novel and Play by Owen Wister and
Kirke LaShelle.
Directed by Tom Forman. Adapted by Hope Loring and Louis
D. Lighton.
Length, 8,010 Feet.

Moore

Milton Sills
Dexter

Bobs

(Connnued)

finesse

enough to make the story clear and tell
of the homely philosophy of the Virginian.
In one scene the two are out on a lonely
Steve complains of the life,
stretch and
"with nothing but cows for company" and
the Virginian asks him whether he would
care to be like a man he once saw "setting
rn a high stool all day long, puzzling over
The half shrug of Steve and the
figures."
look that passes between them shows the
perfect understanding the two had.
Raymond Hatton presents a pathetic
just

—

with one interest, to save enouafh to
.'^horty
discard his harmonica for an accordion
and for that reason listens to Trampas'
Russell Simpson also plays the
schemes.
villainous part of Trampas well, in fact the
whole cast seem made for their parts.
Which all means that we liked the picture
very -much and were not too critical, nor unhuman, to weep and laugh as the director

—

unfolded this engrossing tale conceived by
Owen Wister, who by the way, assisted in
the direction.
Stress Kenneth Harlan's fitness for the part
in view of the fact that he has plaved "The
Virginian" many times in stock and promise
your audience a true interpretation of the
story, because the author helped direct it.

is its humor, alhokum, or gags are
The comedy is based on the solid
used.
foundation of a good story which moves

Its

outstanding feature

though no

slapstick,

presents situation
steadily forward, and
after situation, which keep the audience in
uproarious laughter.

Yet despite the fact that the humor is
so overwhelming as to exclude all thoughts
of technique, the picture has all the attributes which go to make a first-class
story.
The scenes both exterior
It is artistic.
and interior are exceptionally good, and
the photography for the most part excellent.

The

death of

is

which

McKay's

keen

during

the
the tragic
father and the basis of

heart interest

opening scenes

show

the feud.

The suspense is so well handled
make the audience eagerly wonder

as
as

to
to

And there are thrills, which
the outcome.
keep them gasping one minute and holding their sides with laugher of the next.
There is delicate burlesque of the period
of 1830 when Broadway and Forty-second
street was a cow pasture, when watches
were wound like cofifee grinders, and when
the "outbound limited" was so slow that
a dog had to slacken his pace to remain

with it.
Keaton as William McKay
Buster
handles the part excellently in his unique
serio-comic way, and adds another very
notent reason for his widespread popularity.

Buster Keaton, Jr.. was the most interof the remainder of the cast, al-

esting

Natalie
Talmadge as Virginia
Canfield and all of the others were good.
To exploit this picture will be easy. The
name of the star will bring everybody in.
He is better than ever.
But in addition to that, get out all the
old fashioned bicycles, blunderbusses and
watches you can.
Use old fashioned costumes. Find old
fashioned
pictures.
Anything that will
bring a laugh.

though
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M[ The 'Big Little Feature
'Kidding Katie'

'Short' Feasts for the

Thanks Day

vore as Katie the attractive young sister of

signifi-

The feature piccant of the occasion.
tures are not the only ones to consider either.
There are several "big little feaures" released at this time for just that purpose.
There's Will Rogers' "Jus' Passin' Through,"
in which there's an actual Thanksgiving Day
feast and the setting serves for a background
of some of Rogers' funniest gags in the picture, in which he plays a tramp role and
again and again his attempts to get a meal
are defeated.
Pathe's other subject that lends itself to the
•ccasion is "Jamestown" the second of the
"Chronicles of America" series, released on
The

romance of
Pocahontas and John Rolfe is embodied in
Here is all the
this four-reel production.
spirit and atmosphere associated with the

when

feriod
first

4th.

the

historic

Pilgrim Fathers laid their

Thanksgiving spread.

'Fan Magazine of the Screen'^
Movie Favorites

These

series

at

— C. B. C.

home

Issue No.

find favor all over
young idol worshipper,

will

5

the
the

country.
The
regular fan and the dignified fathers and
mothers of the family will all be interested
to see the players in their away-from-work
moods. In this issue bright scenes of Bryant
Washburn, Lionel Belmore, Billie Dove, EdJackie
ward Everett Horton, are shown.
Coogan is seen racing in a tiny automobile

Eddie Hearns.
James Abbe, Betty
Blythe, Patsy Ruth Miller, Lenore Ulric,
Snooky, Priscilla Dean Wheeler Oakman,
Eddie Lyons and Robert Frazier are also
seen in various amusing stunts and play
moods.
Last but not least there is the

with

world's

little

sweetheart,

Mary

Pickford.

This idea has been worked before with great
success.
Young and old, they all respond.
It's worth j'our while to book this and be
sure to let your audience know about it. Advertise

A

2 reels

This Christie comedy presents Dorothy De-

'T'AKE your Thanksgiving program

November

it

Queenie (Babe London) who tips the scales
two hundred pounds. The
mother keeps Katie in short dresses to enable Queenie to marry Dick (Jimmie Harrison) to whom she has sent a picture of her
Poor Katie
sister, pretending it was herself.
is very much suppressed but takes advantage
of the kid role trust on her by sitting on
Dick's lap and cooing baby talk to him. It's
just full of amusing encounters between the
sisters and there are some good laughs when
Queenie tries desperately to reduce.
at something over

'Under Covers'

—Educational

Average comedy

2 reels

turns topsy turvy and fleeing
figures blur before your eyes, so fast is the
action in the hospital scene, as the action
gets into full swing in this Cameo comedy.
The head nurse causes all the trouble for
she's so attractive that the young intern can't
keep his mind on his work. The fatal errors
he makes coupled with a patient suffering
from melancholia (who tries desperately to
commit suicide all over the place) furnish
the material for this comedy which has action and laughs enough to round out your bill

Furniture

satisfactorily.

'My Boy Bill'— Educational
Nature subject

"My Boy

2 reels

couples beautiful photography with an appealing little study, depicting
in glorious detail the fascination of the sea.
An old man waits besides the sea watches
and waits for his boy whose boat was brought
back one night, empty. The old man can't
believe his Bill is gone for good for he says,
"You can never tell what might happen
around the sea," and then as his eyesight
dims with time he says, "I couldn't stand
the horizon creepin' up on me I left the
But the quiet inland country seems
sea."
;

—

showing the sole survivor of the massacre in "Vincennes," third
"Chronicles of America" series, produced by Yale University Press and distributed by Pathe.
It is
and authentic story of the opening of the Northwest, identifying the screen with another^ achievement
in the progress of visual

In
so lonesome and the sea calls him back.
the fadeout he is back in his old place on
the rocks, muttering to himself, "I'll just bet
Bill is mighty glad his old man is waitin'
up for him."
Words fail to describe the beauty of the
scenes.
The sea is photographed in all its
different phases.
By moonlight, and at dawn

—when

angry

is

it

calm and again when

dashing

against
subject that

sea,

education.

is

it

an

A

the rocks.
sure to find
is

beautiful short
an appreciative audience everywhere.

'Flip Flops'- Pathe
Good action comedy
2 reels
This is a Mack Sennett offering with Alberta Vaughn, Lewis Sargent, Jack CoopLer, and Andy Clyde in the principal roles.
The action starts off with some clever gags
with Sargent and Cooper carrying on rival
suits for the attentions of the pretty Miss

Then

Vaughn.

a circus atmosphere is inand when Cooper offends the
feelings of Mary Ann, the elephant of the
circus company, he is promptly pursued all
Every obstacle to
over the circus lot.
Mary Ann's progress is unceremoniously
bowled over, and when later Cooper takes
refuge in a nearby hotel the elephant continues the pursuit through hallways and
rooms taking walls and partitions with

troduced,

him

in thrilling fashion. Fast action, a generous measure of good comedy gags, and
an occasional touch of the thrilling serve
to make this subject a laughable and enter-

taining piece of business.

Bill"

lighter touch during one of the scenes

of the
a true

—Educational

Light comedy

ifl

'The Great Outdoors'
Good comedy

—Pathe

action and characterization

-2

reels

another of the "Spat Family"
The English husband, his wife,
series.
and wifey's know-it-all brother undertake
to prove to a skeptical uncle that they
can maintain their household efficiently for
two weeks without the help of servants.
Left to themselves the trio blunder into all
sorts of mishaps. When the cooking stove
is put out of commission as a result of one
on these laugh-provoking exploits, wifey
produces a whole set of electric cooking
utensils.
They are set up triumphantly and
all goes well until the discovery is made

This

is

that the nearest thing to electric current
available on the location is the kerosene
in the battered old camp lantern.
And so
it goes, one mishap after another until the
distracted family accidentally start a forest
fire and are forced to flee for their lives.
Lhicle unaware of what has actually befallen them, pays them the thousand dollars he promised but they are promptly
called upon by a forest-reserve official to
hand over the money as a fine for starting
Plenty of action in this one
a forest fire.
and some genuine laughs.

'Fan Magazine of the Screen'
Movie Colony News

One of the
number four

—C. B. C.
Issue No. 4

specially bright spots in issue
is

a

scene

of

George Crane,

Claude Gillingwater and Alec Francis "the
grand old man of the screen," practising some
new dance steps with King Vidor. Ben TurAlso in this
pin gives a frankfurter party.
issue are Colleen Moore, Rupert Hughes,
and Antonio Moreno. We see little Walter
Wilkerson with a chip on his shoulder and
Claire Windsor, Harrison Ford, Louis Gasnier and Ethel Shannon, and numerous others
of the colony members are shown in little
personal views that are sure to go over big
with your audience.

—

;

December

1,

Page 29

1923

'Miles of Smiles'

—Universal

News Reels Told

2 reels
Peggy
Peggy is one of a pair of twins, daughters
of a wealthy couple. One day she gets away
from her nurse and is almost killed by a
The engineer, however, saves her and,
train.
when she grows up, uses her to help run
One day Peggy drops a coin her
the train.
adopted father gave her but sees a man pick
it
up and follows him. This takes her to
She sees her twin sister,
her real home.
a starched up little snob and Peggy (who's
a bit of a rough neck) makes faces at her
and has the entire household upset by bobbing
up every other minute in a different costume,
than that worn by her twin sister, so that
the help are completely bewildered and think
When the engineer
they are seeing things.
enters the house to claim Peggy, the young
couple march in with Peggy's twin sister and
after the engineer explains when and how
he found her, she is claimed as their lost

Baby

Century's

child.

This makes a good story and gives Baby
Peggy a chance to register a good many sides
She is just as cute and
of her versatility.
lovable in this as in any of her other picYour audience will be sure to approve
tures.
your choice of this picture.

'The

Way

of a

Man'— Pathe

Pathe No.

in Brief

—

Louisville, Ky., 35,000 look
94
on as Zev triumphs over In Memoriam in
:

— First aerial mooringmast
Shenandoah—Yale-Princeton
game at New Haven—Munich, Bavaria,
halted to hold ceremony for Bavarian
of Cycle-plane
World War—First
dead
at Dayton, O. — London, Bonar Law, joins
Westminster Abbey
ranks of honored dead
—Tsao Kun inaugurated President of Chinsensational

"anchors"

race
the

civil

strife

test

in

in

ese Republic.

Pathe No.

93

Italy,

:

Como Lake

floods

—Hospitals make toys for kiddies Christmas — Log-rollers exhibition at Hoquiam,
Ambassador to Great Britain
Wash. —U.
confers with President Coolidge and Secretary Hughes — Miami, Fla. —photos of man
with revolving head — Seattle, Wash. Co-eds
shine shoes for charity — Kansas City, 25,000
world's largest Bible Class —Rome,
men
Ga. unveil tomb of Charles Graves — Food
sweep Germany— Oehmichen achieves
city

S.

in

riots

record with helicopter at Valentigney, France.

Yale swamps
Princeton, 27-0 at New Haven Snapshots of
news of day, London, Lady Louise Mountbatten becomes bride of Sweden's Crown-prince;
Bavaria begins building new army to down
Bickley, England hold
"Separatist" riots
archery meet
Chicago, Joie Ray wins an-

International

No.

95

:

—

;

Pioneer Days

9

parts

;

Pathe has established a noteworthy innoMaterial for this picture has been
assembled into a nine part feature and is
also developed shortly after the feature release and to be distributed in serial form.
vation.

The

the early
pioneer days when the courageous ones risked
life and limb to get to the California coast
and share in the wealth of gold that was to
be had for the claiming.
There is a capable cast including pretty,
blonde Allene Ray, Harold Miller, Florence
Lee, Bud Osborne, Kathryn Appleton, Lillian
tale depicts the .struggles of

Gale and Chet Ryan.

John

West

to

Cowles a young Virginian starts
borrow money of his late father's

business partner. Colonel Meriwether, after
his father has been mysteriously murdered
and robbed of valuable securities. Under unusual circumstances he meets the Colonel's
daughter, Ellen and falls head over heels in
love with her, forgetting the girl back in
Virginia to whom he was engaged.
Gordon
Orme follows Cowle to prevent his accomplishing his mission (for secret business reasons) but pretends to be his friend.
After
numerous encounters with Indians the party
finally reach California and in a fight for
possession of the gold found, Gordon Orme
is shot as is the girl from Virginia
(who
is a scheming woman in love with Orme) so
John is free to marry Ellen.
delightful
comedy touch is ably handled by Lillian Gale
and Chet Ryan as two backwoods moun-

A

taineers.

'Vincennes'
Historical

This

— Pathe

drama

3

reels

the third of the "Chronicles of
America" series being produced by the
Yale University Press.
The story deals
with the famous expedition of George
Rogers Clark during the Revolutionary
War, which resulted in the capture of the
British fort at Vincennes and the saving
of the states of
Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Wisconsin, and Michigan for the new American Republic. The character of Clark is
played by Leslie Austin.
The British
Military Governor Henry Hamilton is portrayed by Robert Gaillard. Patrick Henry
is

played by William Walcott.
and atmosphere is reproduced

is

The
in

spirit
realistic

fashion, Clark's outpost in the then unchartered West and the British stronghold at
Vincennes on the Wabash being features
of the setting. There is something more than
there is action and drama,
instruction here
cleverly handled.
;

—
—
Ohio "Oshkosh"

nual cross country race Cycle-plane, operated
by foot power of inventor W. F. Gebhardt
aristocratic
at Dayton,
white Scotch collie to be "First Dog of the
Land" Air giant Shenandoah, moored to
Churchill Downs,
steel mast at Lakehurst
Ky., In Memoriam wins race; Col. Matt
Winn, sportsman who made race possible.
flies

—

—

KiNOGRAMS No. 2303:

Midnight rally
Santa Clara, Cal. after footTroop C. 3rd U. S. Cavalry in
ball game
maneuvers at Haverhill, Mass. Washington
our new Ambassador, Senator Kellogg of
Minn, takes place of Col. Harvey 1200 Indian children attend U. S. Government School
Harding Memorial Assoat Phoenix, Ariz.
University of
ciation meets in Washington
round bonfire

—

at

—

;

—

—

California and U. S.

—

Army

football

new

—

game

in

Coliseum at Los Angeles -Waifs of
animal world cared for at Speyer Hospital
Prince of Wales back home
in New York

—

—

lays cornerstone at college Andrew Mellon,
Secretary of Treasury shows amounts of

proposed tax

cut.

International No. 94: Ten-mile walking
race in New York City
Indian children attending school at Phoenix, Arizona Large
section of famous Western Speedway goes
up in flames Detroit unfurls largest flag in

—

—

—

country Washington, D. C, Our new Ambassador to London, Ex-Senator Kellogg of
Minnesota Board of Trustees of Harding
Memorial meet in Washington, D. C.
Seattle, Washington, University co-eds set
"shining" example to fellow pupils North
of Nome, Alaska first winter snows Movingplatforms tested to end subway jam in New
York Off Duxberry Reef, California, new
buoys warn of dangerous reefs Ex-Kaiser
in limelight again at Doorn, Holland.

—

—
—

;

—

—

KiNOGRAMS No. 2304:
Tokio, Japan,
Flood sweeps twice stricken city Members
of Woman's Party call on President Coolidge Joie Ray wins cross country run
Senator Johnson announces candidacy for
president
New York, playful doings in

—

—

—

shadow of.Woolworth Building; Chinese expert demonstrates Mah Jongg; Great fire in
building, two hurt
Chicago, Leak in

—

loft

—

gas main causes street blaze

Bicycle driven
airplane carries inventor at Dayton, Ohio
Zev is victor over In Memoriam in race at
Louisville.

Camera Disputes Race Decision
The race between Zev and In Memoriam
and its outcome are now history. So close
was the finish that despite the verdict of the
judges in favor of Zev there have been many,

among the thousands who witnessed
moments of the great struggle, who

the final
disagree
the general

with the official decision.
In
wrangle, the Pathe News' slow-motion views
are very likely to be called into service in
the settlement of the controversy, as their
camera shows In Memoriam's nose ahead.

Track expert and writers gathered at the
studio to view the picture, prior to the showing of which Emanuel Cohen, Editor of Pathe
News, described the exact location of the
cameras so that proper judging of the angle,
from which the pictures were taken, could
be used. This was illustrated by charts drawn
up by Dr. Paul Sorel, Professor Mathematics
at City College, N. Y. C.

Woe

to the man who has spent his winnings.
He may have to return the sum plus
his loosings and he'll have Pathe's slowmotion to thank or curse

—

!
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Common Law
Effective

Lobbyology that Carries

a

Lobby Display Used by Loeuys Theatre. Ottawa, Canada
the Selznick Production

Message
in

Exploiting

Page 31

Bcploiialioi^

Hodkinson
an

pared

w
/
,

has

preattractive

Shifting
for
herald
On the first page
Sands.
is a colored illustration of
the Sheik kidnapping the

The

heroine.

and

stills

sjmopsis give a fine idea of the
action, and pep of the picture.

These are

available

to

ex-

all

taining

The

women.

famous

to

worked out

stunt

to the advantage of the paper

showman.

as well as the

The manager

Universal Theatre at
to-gether with the
putting
Metro's
in
Rouged Lips across. A large lobby painting of Viola Dana was used as the feature
of the display.
The picture was draped
of

Auburn, N. Y. got
Sager
Drug Co.

nard's, the largest shoe store in the city,
agreed to give away $25 worth of shoes in

return for the advertising the store would
receive from the tie-up.
The exploitation,
won a remarkable window display for ten
days.

News
ing

hibitors.

New
up advance

Orleans

National's Black

First

is

body

guard. Arabian caravans and
desert
tribesmen
taking
part
in
"Shifting Sands."
A number of exhibitors have already made use of
them for window displays and declare

building

showing

interest in its

Oxen

of
thru the

voluntary co-operation of the "New
Orleans Item." The paper is running
a contest to find New Orleans' youngest old woman and youngest old m:m.
No specific age is mentioned but they
must be past middle age. A reward is
offered to the winners.

them very
prestige

LeRoy

what

Here's

of

Liberty

the

V.

for

pointers

on-the-job

Johnson,

E-CHO

the wishes

chants.

P-ROMiSE nothing you cannot
fill.

L-EAD others always

ful-

ever

follow.

0- piNioNS

differ

—please

ma-

the

1- N

good publicity

lies

success.

T-OMORROw never comes

A-N

today.
entertained audience

Ky.

it

Louisville post for the best five-hundred word essay on a dog. The essay

your

created quite a furore in local journalism, while the receipt of free admission tickets by fifteen other com-

best ad.

T-iRELESS

efforts

National's

petitors,

I-NviTE criticism

Singing Them Again series. Manager
S. K. Wineland has secured John Hen-

O-RiGiNALTTY

(Everybody sing) Lyons who is
drawing big crowds to the Strand in
Seattle, Wash., and sending them out
ry

box-office

net

—then

act on

commands

N-o

showman

lazy

ever

a

Columbia Theatre
bands of the U. S.
concerts,

Navy
Navy
with red
standard
the

silk

and grouped around

toilet

articles

On

it

for

his

On Navy Day in Seattle, Wash.,
Manager Robert W. Bender of the

million.

The Letter Carriers' Band of Newark, N. J. volunteered to play for a
street ballvhoo in front of the Strand
Theatre during the showing, of Vitagraph's
Loyal Lives. The same picture was ex-

publicity

boxreceipts are very encouraging.

office

atten-

made

good

proved

Manager Payne who says

it.

tion.

happy.

Irene Moore of Louisville,
The dog was awarded by the

year-old

— do
is

Goddess played

Duke, the duplicate of the good old
dog used in First National's Penrod
and Sam, is now the pet of thirteen-

jority.

did
Fool.

Seattle,

over First

— don't

Green

Rialto in Newark, N. J. Charlie
Cohen, exploiteer for the Goldwyn Exchange conceived the idea of a window display reproducing the airplane
crash which occurs in the play. The
figures bear a likeness to George Arliss,
Alice Joyce, David Powell and
Harry T. Morey who figure in this
episode.
The display which was executed by Frank Muchmore appeared
in the window of a vacant store on
the main street and not only attracted
attention to itself but had a noticeably
good effect on the box-office.

ideas with other mer-

X-CHANGE

profits.

put

When The

your audi-

of

effective.

the

ence.

—

help

exploiteers

THE SHOWMAN'S PRIMER

with Hodkinson's The Drivin'
He arranged with the Yellow Taxi
Cab Company to have each cab carry
a card fitted into the spare tire at the
The cards read: "This taxicab is
rear.
driven by a safe and sane driver. Not
by a 'Drivin' Fool' now at the Liberty Theatre."

To

from

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW

Manager Edward Lewis of Keith's
81st Street Theatre, N. Y. C. threw a
pracncal slant on the Goldwyn production, Red Lights, in his exploitaUnder the marquee he
tion stunt.
fixed up 800 red bulbs while on top of
the theatre were two big flood lights
.vhich, played on the marquee, the front
of the theatre and street. Along three
sides of the marquee were cut-out letters from the "Red Lights"' posters,
giving the name of the picture.
manager

periodicals have been prepared by
for the exploitation of ShiftSands.
These contain views of the
statue of Rameses the Great, Arabian
troops on the Libyan desert, a sheik's

Hodkinson

were

the inside of

window were pasted about one hundred

rounded

up with the
Idaho for two
co-operation with the

in

League.
life

out

tied
S.

Special

were shown,
the

bill.

pictures of
and nicely

too,

Manager

Bender

always on the alert for a new
opportunity and in this way is succeeding

showed he

is

Mozart Theatre in Canton,
O. by supplying the mail carriers of the
town with a herald calling attention to "U.
These were displayed on
S. Mail Week."

of the paper lips novelty that the exploitation department has gotten out. These were
also used pasted on each package that left

O. D. Cloakey of the Regent Theatre,
Ottawa, Ont., probably the most active

their letter bags.

the store.

theatre

ploited by the

October

17,

"Navy Day," was observed

bv many states throughout the country
w'ith the showing of The Silent Command.
This is a Fox Production
America's fighters.

A

glorifying

questionnaire published in the

Long

Beach Sun was the means
up with Manager Browne

Long

Theatre,

of a direct tieof the Liberty
Beach, Cal. for the showing

of First National's

Her Reputation.

Some

the readers were asked
to answer were: "Identify the best dressed
woman dancer. What screen actress is

of

the

questions

America's sweetheart? Who made
Who wrote Uncle
U. S. flag?
Tom's Cabin?" and numerous others percalled

the

first

supplying an Indian head
to exhibitors booking Pioneer Trails. Last
week the Sight Seeing Employes of
Greater New York held their first annual
One of the committee asked Vitaouting.
graph for a supply of the Indian head
dress and the 150 members who attended
the outing donned them when they mounted their cars at Broadway and 42nd street.
The "Indians" created quite a furore in
front of the Rialto Theatre.

Vitagraph

is

Trilby has presented to a
exhibitors, a variety of tie-ups

number
all

of

of

which

While the First
have had good results.
National feature was showing at the CapiTheatre in Winnipeg, Canada, Rentol

in

building bigger business for himself.

manager

in

the

field

of

exploita-

found thirty different stunts for the
Most
exploitation of The Green Goddess.
of these were designed to emphasize the
Oriental atmosphere of the picture as for
instance an elaborate display of oriental
rugs, furniture and antiques.

tion,

For the showin.g of Goldwyn's Elinor
Glynn picture Six Days, at the Blue Mouse
Theatre in Portland, Ore., an aviator was
employed fior a flying stunt over the city.
He made flights in the early evening and
at the hour when the theatre patrons were
leaving the theatres on their way home.
In large electric letters on the under side
of the wings of the plane appeared the
words, "Six Days."
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STANLEY

UP

CO. SIGNS

'CHRONICLES OF AMERICA'
Makes

Practical Test to Determine
Aceptability of Film

CONVINCED

by actual test that Pathe's
"Chronicles of America" represent a
product of exceptional showmanship value,
the Stanley Company of America has signed
for the entire group of these historical draUnder the terms of the contract just
mas.

'The Meanest Man in the World' at the
Kinema."
Another stunt of Mr. Lesser's is to have a
man go around town and on every broken

TROLLEYS CARRY ADS FOR
'ENEMIES OF WOMEN'

window he

Liberty Theatre Manager Gets Stunt
Past City Ordinance

great success attained by "Columbus,"
of the series, during its recent engagement at the Aldine Theatre in Philadelphia, one of the Stanley Company houses,
is directly responsible for the consummation
of this important contract.
first

the Aldine was accompanied by an exploitation campaign directed
principally to the educational authorities of
week before the engagethe Quaker City.
ment a letter was addressed to each school
principal inviting him and the members of his
teaching staff to view the picture at the Aldine.
In this way over fifty of Philadelphia's
schools and colleges were circularized and apprised of the showing of the picture at
In every instance letters from
the Aldine.
the principals gave assurance of the unusual
interest in the production and promised co-operation in bringing the picture to the attention of teachers and students.
So great was
the interest displayed in the showing that
nearly every school principal asked for additional tickets over and above the original enclosure of five.

The showing

at

A

While the campaign was directed
pally

this

sign:

'The

instead of grief."
a matter of fact the booklet seems to
contain almost every possible idea that could
be utilized using both the name of the feature

As

and the text as material.

TEST PERFORMANCE
GOOD PUBLICITY

be shown over the Stanley Circuit.

The

he pastes

nema spreading laughter

emsubjects
closed, the entire thirty-three
braced in this series, being produced by the
University Press for Pathe distribution, will

the

sees

Meanest Alan in the World' did this but he
won't do it any more. He's down at the Ki-

IS

Manager Makes Festive Occasion of
Lasky Test Showing
ll/IANAGER HOWARD PRICE KINGS-'-'A

MORE

of

the

Howard Theatre, AtMayor of Atlanta,

lanta, sold the idea to the

that a signal honor had been conferred upon
the city in the selection of the Howard as
one of the demonstration theatres under the
new Famous Players' policy of test-runs.
Mayor Walter F. Sims wrote a strong letter
to the theatre, thanking the organization in
the name of the citizens of Atlanta and of

princi-

the educational authorities, letters
with enclosure of tickets were also addressed
renre.='-"-^^tive
city
department heads,
to
clergy, lawyers, and physicians, and prominent

Rear Admiral A. H.

S.

to

the

Put

Over

World,' "

name

He
ing

has provided for an expensive advertiscampaign, and elaborate lobby displays

which include inexpensive

trifles

like

a sign

over the window of the ticket seller, "Don't
be The Meanest Man in the World. Laugh
and the World laughs with you. I do," a
doorman's box sign which reads "I'm happy
'cause I've seen 'The Meanest Man in the
World,' " and other catchy lines which attract the eye and make the patrons smile.
:

Numerous

street bally stunts

cluded on the
is this:

On

a

list.

One

have been

in-

especially funny idea

motor truck has been placed a

cage in which is seated a disagreeable looking
with a ball and chain on his ankle. On
the side of the cage there is a sign which
reads
"This is what we did with one mean
guy but you ought to see what cupiH does to

man

:

The Hydro Shop hook-up was devoted

to

Run

in Dailies

are to have a splendid exploitation tie-up with the Warner picThe film has been
ture, "Lucretia Lombard."
adapted from the novel of the same name by
Kathleen Norris, and arrangements have been
made with the McClure Newspaper Syndicate to publish the story in newspapers
throughout the United States and Canada.
This tie-up will undoubtedly be very valuable to the showman who can also _take advantage of the large sales that the book has
been having.
Book stores are also lending
their co-operation in the launching of the
picture, and window displays everywhere that
the picture is shown will have tremendous

is

A

subdue the enemies which would destroy their
beauty.

for Serial

'The

the
of a very clever little booklet that has
been prepared by Sol Lesser, vice president
of the West Coast Theatres, Inc.
Mr. Lesser has outlined a complete campaign, giving
complete data on the more than fifty stunts
he means to employ to exploit the picture.
great many of these are unique and orignal and would seem to indicate that the author
spent a great deal of time on the possibilities
that the picture presents.

showing of "Enemies

EXHIBITORS

Lesser Suggests Numerous Stunts for
West Coast Theatres
in

his

Women," with the Rexall Drug Co. which
gave an entire window to the display of toilet
goods and articles of make-up. The idea conveyed was that these articles help women to
of

Producer Has Arranged With McClure

WEST COAST'S BOOKLET
FULL OF GOOD IDEAS
I

merchant tie-up for

SYNDICATE TO RUN STORY
OF 'LUCRETIA LOMBARD'

Coles, Commandant U. S. Navy Yard in Philadelphia, was among those addressed, who
promised to attend the showing and lend
their personal assistance to the promotion of
these historical dramas.

Am Going
HOW
Meanest Man

time in the history of Beauthe street car system of that
town allowed banners for a motion picture
production to be strung along its wires and
carried on its cars for the showing of CosJames
mopolitan's "Enemies of Women."
Clemmons, manager of the Liberty Theatre,
turned the trick despite the fact that a city
ordinance prohibits the stringing of any banners along the street car lines.
This stunt is, of course, a fine one for getting wide spread publicity, if you can manage
But there are lots of others
to pull it.
which are almost as effective. For instance,
Manager John S. Ward of the Classic
Theatre in Stratford, Ont., arranged a valuable
first

the present day kitchen with its labor saving
devices, as opposed to the kitchen of former
days when most of the work had to be done
oy the lavish use of elbow grease. The display included an electric range, toaster, percolator, washing machine, water heater, vacuum cleaner, mixer, heater and electric
lights.
The old fashioned kitchen, on the
other hand, included a wood range, kerosene
lamps, hand wash-tub with hand wringer and
other kitchen implements and devices that
were in use before these "Enemies of Women" were replaced by modern inventions.

to

welfare workers.

the
FOR
mont, Tex.,

publicity value.

GOING UP!
And

cares and worries go with him.
This is the
the pubhc gets from these posters advertising Douglas MacLean in "Going Up."
all

impression

course this was carried as an advertisement
in the Sunday papers preceding the run.

In addition to this, the launching of the
demonstration run was made a festive
occasion and a ceremony marked the event.
Three hundred invitations were sent to prominent Atlanta men and women to attend the
first performance Monday and just before
starting time, a large crowd gathered in front
of the theatre for the presentation of the
can containing a print of "The Spanish
Dancer," the first demonstration subject.
After the formal presentation of the film,
Mayor Sims proceeded to the projection room
where he set the machines in motion for the
first showing.
The papers gave the ceremony generous publicity and word-of-mouth
first

comment

likewise advertised

it.

Besides this tie-up their has been a music
arrangement which exhibitors will find helpful.
The Irving Berlin song hit, "Love"
has been published with a special cover with
pictures of the picture stars, Irene Rich and
Monte Blue in a scene from the picture.
Since the song is used for the theme of
the musical setting an effective prologue can
be presented by this means.
The words of
the song are of a sentimental nature and
therefore also in keeping with the character
of the picture which is described as a 'story
of flaming passion."
By co-operating with local music stores in
securing window displays and in other ways
pushing the song much can be made of this
song possibility. The music publishers themselves will lend their aid to any exhibitor

who

solicits

it.

'Lucretia Lombard" in its screen version
has a double title arranged for the convenience of the exhibitors.
Those who find
a descriptive title more to their purpose, may
bill the film under "Flaming Passions" while
others whose patronage would prefer it that

way,

may

call it

by

its

original name.
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New

Scores of Booking-Urge in Week's
New Features

Present Multitude of Ideas Designed to Aid
Office

When You Show Them
will

'The Shepherd King'
Released by

November

Fox

15,

1923

story of David, Shepherd King of
Isreal, from early youth to his ascension to the
Picture taken from stage version by Wright
throne.
Michal
Princess
Lorimer and Arnold Reeves.
played by Violet Mercereau. A. J. Gordon Edward»

BRIEF:

The

wane.

to

stories never seems
of the lovely, gentle

in biblical

The

rise

realm of the king holds romance
for all. And there is romance, too, in David's
marriage to the lovely Michal, daughter of

David

to the

Saul.

.

,

,

Mr. Edwards has omitted none of these

.

m

All the colorful atmosphere of Egypt and Jerusalem have been
The desert scenes ring true. The
included.
camels, herds of them, are not faked. Because here is a picture which was filmed out
where the scenes are laid. Almost in the
very spot where David, ages ago reigned
supreme, the silver screen performers went
through the history again. And so the picture carries with it a note of conviction beside all its picturesque beauty which is almost
sure to get across with a large part of the

his filming of the story.

audience.

a picture which should get the support of the church. And that is your cue,
Mr. Exhibitor, for a neat little tie-up that

Here

will

is

warrant

the effort.

Make arrangements

Endeavor Societies, the
Sunday Schools whereby
each will come in for a liberal share of the
total box-office receipts depending on the
amount of sales they turn in.
Get each one to work as a separate organization perhaps offering to the most successYou
ful, a certain bonus over the others.
should experience no difficulty at all in enlisting the Sunday Schools because here is a
splendidly graphic means of bringing home
with the Christian

sisterhoods and the

to the children of this phase of biblical hisYou might even run some sort of a
tory.
contest and offer a prize for the child who,
after seeing the picture, writes the best essay

on David.
Besides the church, there is the department
store with whom you can hook up on a window display of silks and trimmings of Egyptian style.
Get stills and window cards showing the women of the picture dressed in EgypThis will help surround his distian attire.
play with the proper atmosphere and at the
same time every card will be an ad for your

showing.

You might

be able to get space in the dail-

by the use of the news stories of experiences with which the company met while the
picture was being shot. These are all contained in the press book. Then, too these

ies

But your campaign

copy.

should all be carried on in the most dignified of channels since the picture is one which
demands this sort of treatment and does not
readily lend itself to the loud flare of exploitation trumpets.

November

Released by C. B. C.

A

BRIEF:

comedy-drama

of

modern

life,

1,

1923

embody-

ing romance, drama and humor. Featuring jack Mulhall, Alice Lake and Pauline Garon.
Directed by
Edw. J. LeSaint.

TI ERE

a title with a "teaser" exploitation value as a starter, and it will pay
you to play it up big. There are all kinds of
"market" tie-ups that can be effected regularly, and merchants in your town should
be glad to co-operate.

Given

is

this

good

starter

on the

title,

ideas
Start

for teaser mailing cards are plentiful.
the first day mailing out a blind card to
your list as follows
"King Solomon could
have told you something about 'The Marriage Market.' " Follow up the next day and
days after, using the names of men loiown
through the ages as interested in women and
marriage, as for instance "Henry
spent
half his life studying 'The Marriage Mar"
also the Sultan of Turkey, Brigham
ket'
:

VHI

—

Young, Bluebeard, Nat Goodwin, etc.
The
final day before your opening say "You, your
family and friends will be interested in 'The
Marriage Market' at the
theatre."
li you don't want to send postals, use
,

these as

teaser ads.
The "market" idea also suggests good
throwaway material for instance a printed
bill-head or even a typed one, with "The
Marriage Market" across the top, and some
teaser publicity in the form of a bill at
thirty-five cents or whatever the price of
admission is, marked C. O. D. will attract
a lot of attention.
The "Girls for Sale" idea can be worked
up to be an eye-opener by having a printer
make up some cheap 14-28 signs to the effect that girls are for sale for the marriage
market at your theatre on a certain date.
The local "sob" newspaper writers should
easily be sold the idea of writing special

—

—

—

articles

on marriage today

the

Box

Your Theatre

'The Marriage Market'

Production.

INTEREST

make good ad

at

You Materially at

Films

—whether

it

is

on

a more commercial basis than formerly, and
There's good opporother like articles.
The good old
tunity for "sob-stuff" there.
stunt of a real wedding on the stage makes
Tie-ups with
a great tie-up with the title.
shops for window display ought to be easily
Gown shops, for instance,
secured also.
might bear the legend "These gowns will in"
crease your value in 'The Marriage Market.'
Your lobby is your show-window. Dre«;s

An effective and cheap display can be
secured by getting a number of dolls,
dressed any toy or department shop will be
glad to lend them for screen or lobby credit.
Line them up in a booth, constructed by
't-

—

your carpenter, which you will call "The
Marriage Market" and label each of them
One might read "Arisin a different way.
trocratic but penniless a prominent 'who
will exchange a social posiin who's who'
tion for bank account," etc. This had a laugh
and a kick in it.

—

—

—

'Pioneer Trails'
Released by Vitagraph

BRIEF:

Romance, adventure and hardship occupied
David Smith has
some hint of the
man and woman to whom the West owed

the lives of the early pioneers.
filmed this bit in an effort to give
calibre of
its

growth.

PICTURES

pioneer days have a treCurrent successes subWhen a picture is
stantiate this assertion.
instructive and at the same time has elements
of entertainment to all there is no reason why
should not get across. And "Pioneer
it
Trails" will if you give your booking the
proper backing.
In the first place you should try to interest
the papers on the possibilities for special feature articles in the material contained in the

of

mendous appeal.

If you can sell them on this idea,
you can get a nice slice of free publicity
where you would most desire to see it.

picture.

Then there are the schools. Don't approach
the children, get to them through the school
children, get to
through the school principals and teachers.
You might adopt a

th^

scheme

like

this

and

find

it

is

good

policy.

Offer through the schools special cut rate
tickets for all school children.
Kids are great
talkers and you couldn't hope for better publicity than you can get from this source. The
picture will appeal to their imaginations and
you will be delighted at the enthusiastic way
in which they will talk to the grown-ups on
the merits of the picture.
Then there is the lobby to be considered.
With a picture of this type it is a good idea
to reflect the atmosphere of the story in the
lobby display if it is possible. You might
do this by the use of Indian blankets, tomahawks, spears, shields, bows and arrows.
(This can be borrowed for the occasion.)
Look up an old stage coach and if you can
get ahold of one, place it in the lobby with a
man and woman dressed as pioneers seated
in it.
This must arouse the curiosity of all.
Consider this idea, too. Dress a man and
a woman as Indians.
See that the man is

and well built and that the woman is
dark and when made up will give the imprestall

sion of being a red skin.
On the woman's
back, tie what will appear to be a papoose.
Both the man and woman should have signs
on their backs announcing the name of the
picture and the date of
showing. These,
parading through the streets are sure to attract attention and what is more will start

tongues wagging.
If you are in a town where the cigar store
Indian still stands as a symbol, you might
get permission to hang a bow and arrow on
him and dress him with an attractive poster.
It might also be a good hunch to get some
candy store or stationer to give out a little
toy bow and arrow with each purchase. These
could be gotten at a very small cost and
should have the name of the picture either
printed on them or bear an attached tag
with the name.
By an arrangement of this
kind with a merchant you should get him to
bear half the expense since his issuing them
as souvenirs will get patrons to his store.
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CAN YOU FEEL THE NORTHERN CHILL?
That's what the manager of the Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa., was aiming at
when he arranged this lobby set for the showing of Warner Bros.
"Where the North Begins." Notice how well the box-offic e has been concealed to fit in with the rest of the display.

'In the Palace of the

King'
Nov.

Released by Goldwyn-Cos.

10,

BRIEF:

Screen version of Marion F. Crawford's
novel of the Spanish court at the time of King PhilBlanche Sweet plays the role of the heroine,
lip II.
Delores Mendoza, while Don Juan is playe:! by Edmund Lowe. Directed by Emmet J. Flynn.

WHEN
ern youth,
the

proverbial "crab" pans modand sourly declares modern

morals are rotten, we always wonder what his
grudge is. And we are further inclined to
doubt his knowledge of the morals of previous
days. Surely he can't think we are bad if he
is familiar with the court life at the time of
Phillip the Second of Spain.
But this much even we will admit that the
;

that time wore fhore picturesque
clothes and their apartments were more eleknow because we've seen them in
gant.
the movies. Which leads us to this "In the
Palace of the King," in its lavish beauty of

people at

We

;

setting and costuming, presents a wealth of
exploitation angles, and tie-ups with all sorts
of merchants.
Department stores of the better type very
often devote their window space to merely
Such a
decorative and interesting displays.
store might easily be sold on a display whose
background is the simple yet elegant anteroom of a queen's chambers. Seated in a period chair in the center is the figure of a lady
dressed in the veritable costume of the SpanNear her is placed a sign stating
ish Queen.
merely "Here sits Queen Isabella in 'The
Palace of the King.' "
On the bottom appears the name of the theatre and the dates
of the showing.
And here's a good thought for the furniture store a window made to resemble
a
man's den. Not an elaborate thing but such
a one as might plausibly belong to the average man. The copy idea is "Every man is a
king in his own palace. This reading lamp,
pipe rack, tobacco humidor, book-case, are
his subjects.
have everything that is necessary 'In the Palace of the King.' "
The
bottom of the notice should bear the name of

—

:

We

your theatre, etc.
If you want to set off your lobby you can
do so by the employment of beaver board
which can be constructed into a replica Spanish castle.
By converting the front of your
theatre in this manner you can secure a most
imusual efifect.

Do you

like

ballys?

street

If

they suit

your purpose you can make use of this one.
Dress a girl like a page and have her ride
through the principal streets during the day.
She should carry a trumpet with a silk banner
bearing the inscription "In the Palace of the
:

King

Now

Showing at the
She'll get attention.you bet.

Theatre."

'David Copperfield'
Released by Associated Exhibitors

Sept. 24

Screen version of Charles Dickens' famous
novel with a splendid cast directed by A. W. Sandberg.

nothing stereotyped nor hackmirroring of this impressionFrom the
able story of love and adventure.
trials and tribulations of David, the boy, to
the adventures in love and life of David, the
man, the characters are orthodoxly portrayed
Here
as they were conceived by Dickens.
is a picture which will serve to vividly impinge upon the minds of both adult and youth
an animated and picturesque impression of
life as Dickens lived it and wrote about it.
picture whose name carries with it its own
publicity and a story whose fame suggests its

neyed

is

in the

A

own

exploitation.

Exhibitors in connection with
are financing an essay contest
which j'ou can use to advertise your showing.
Cash prizes of |3,000 are being offered to
the girls and boys under twelve years of age
who submit the best paper on, "The Characters I Like Best in Dickens and Why." To
those of thirteen years and over other prizes
are ofifered for the subject, "In a Five Reel
Picture of 'David Copperfield' Which Scenes

Associated

this

picture

and Characters Should be Included?"
The awards consist of a first prize of
four prizes of $25 each, and 160 prizes of
each.
The additional $1,000 wil be awarded
in

prizes

to

the

schools,

public

Picture,

'The Eternal Three'

BRIEF:

THERE

Dog

or private,

having the greatest number of prize winners
in proportion to the size of their enrollment.

This contest, of course, will help you tremendously in getting attention not only from
the children but from the educators as well.
For this reason a great deal of your energies should go toward emphasizing this contest and your exploitation should be directed
in the simplest channels so that you reach
the children.
the children who will try for the
prizes, and there will be a great number in
every town who besides wanting to see the
picture, will probably want to buy the book.

Now

Here is where you can urge a big tie-up with
the book shop not only on the sale of this
one volume but on all Dickens' works. However, David Copperfield should te featured
and the window well supplied with stills and
posters.

Released by Goldwyn

BRIEF:

October 26

What happens when

a busy surgeon, intent on doing his most for humanity, neglects his pretClaire Windsor plays the wife, and
ty young wife.
Hobart Bosworth. the doctor. The picture was directed by Marshall Neilan,

do about
are you going
WHAT
you're a doctor and busy day and
to

If
night,
you start
it?

And when
is negected.
neglect your wife, there is always some
gay Lothario ready to take her in his arms
and give her comfort and solace. And when
your wife
to

boy steps in. you step out.
This is precisely what happens in "The
Eternal Three" which is one reason why box
office receipts on this attraction should make
you smile. In other words here is a picture
with love, honor, devotion, yes, and risque
this

Those are the essential elements
situations.
for a box-office attraction, are they not ? Then
why shouldn't this film be a success, if you
put it over forcefully enough.
To aid you to do this there are a number
of good ideas. First of all as an attention
arrester and a talk arouser there is the puzThe "Three" is the essential thing
zle idea.
And
to impress on the minds of the public.
here's how you can do it. Annoimce that the
first one hundred (or fifty) persons who solve
the puzzle will be given free admission to the
This is the puzzle An ancient Egyppicture.
tian Pharoah as a reward for the capture of
one of his subjects who ran away with his
wife offered three grains of wheat the first
day, the amount to be doubled every day for
many grains did
thirty days thereafter.
he give away?
Do not run this contest more than two or
three days, and do not allow the names of
the winners to be known tmtil the close of
the third day.
The picture being the story of a physician,
you should solicit the patronage of those in
your town by a personal letter. If you feel
you can afford it you might make a special
doctors' performance and invite all the medical men of your community to attend free.
They will then carry by word of mouth the
publicity for your showing which you desire
since they, in their visits, meet a great many
people in the commtuiity.
:

How

A

Here's a good drug store tie-up.
window
display in which appear stills of Claire Windsor and window posters of scenes from the
picture, there should be shown vanity cases
containing rouge, powder and lipstick. Conspicuously displayed there is a sign reading:

You might also make some arrangement
whereby every purchaser of a copy of David
Copperfield would receive a cut rate admission ticket to your theatre.
You might also
set aside one special afternoon and announce
that everybody coming to the theatre with a
copy of the book, by showing it to the door-

"Rouge, powder, lipstick. Miss Windsor has
named them "The Eternal Three." This will
get the women and you can't tell how many

man

of the

could gain free admission.

men might

fall.

—

:
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^ied and Proved pictures
FILM THOROUGHBREDS
LOGICAL WINNERS
PECULIAR

—when

thing

we
we

Tried and Proved Pictures

how

Economically Speaking

think of
think of

Shakespeare's famous rose would act

and an unquestionable

establish a horse as a thor-

The animal then
commands a fabulous price
oughbred.

By

the same token Tried
Proved Pictures are
called thoroughbreds because
they have established dis-

and

daisy.

The same with Tried and Proved PicThey are the thoroughbreds of the
film world.
They have proved themselves

tures.

tinctive records as box-office

But the price of
the audience-winner remains
within reason.
attractions.

point of view.
to have the

They can always be expected

of another.
Despite the differences of nationality, race
and creed, we are all one in human emotions.

Psychologists,

students of human nature,
researchists, point to the fact that man
all over the world originally sprang from a
single source.
Thick, eloquent volumes have

and

been written to show that despite the divergence of customs and habits the greatest
common denominator of all humans is their
oneness with each other.
Love, hate, jealousy, pride, sacrifice these
are as miich the attributes of the English
Lord as his servant. Love guilds the scene
and woman guides the plot is as true of
Earls and Kings as of race-track touts and
pushcart peddlers.

—

Read

Sousa's Opinion

Therein lies the guide line in choosing
Tried and Proved Pictures. It means choosing something that has been tried before
movie-going people, and proved irresistible
in the elements that appeal to human emo.

tions.

That is another reason why Tried and
Proved Pictures fit all points of the compass.
The screen speaks the same language to the
people of the South that it does to the folks
up North. The same is true of the East
and West.
support of this contention we recall
the words of John Philip Sousa with whom
we chatted a few weeks ago. When asked
what he thought of the reception given his
band performance in a little town up-state,
the eminent composer and conductor replied
"Music, like the movies, is a universal language.
"Once a piece establishes itself with favor
in the hearts of an audience I find that it
invariably appeals wherever it is played. People seem to be peculiarly alike in the selections over which they enthuse."
Mr. Sousa has appeared before the public
for almost fifty-eight years.
Obviously, if
In

anyone knows the public, he does."

:

in the horse market.

A

savory smell of sales profit.
It is a pure matter of logic to place your
money in something that has already passed
the test of public taste.
Pictures are made
for the public.
And no greater guide can
there be as to what will take with the public
than something that has already been given
this self-same public's stamp of approval.
Human beings are peculiarly alike in one
element.
That is emotion. The intellectual, the rank and file, bootblacks and brokers
alike.
What stirs the emotions of one has
an equal tendency to tug at the heart-strings

rec-

ord of past performances to

—

box-office

With them could be a sign reading: "These
things are guaranteed of solid brass.
They
are absolutely guaranteed not to break.
See
"
'Brass' this week at the
You might also try this. Dress a man in
some sort of a costume that will attract attention.
Have him walk along striking a
pair of brass cymbals.
On him he will wear
"It takes brass to do this.
this sign
See
"
'Brass' all this week at the

it

if

Undoubtedly, the flower would still retain
its noted fragrance.
Now why do Tried and Proved Pictures
make us think of the celebrated rose. Simply
because a wide and varied experience has
taught us that ships, sealing wax or moving
pictures may be judged like flowers.
thoroughbred rose will act the part of
It will never smell like a
a rose, always.

from a

:

of thoroughbreds
—Speaking
takes a spotless pedigree

called by another name.

profitable

tion ideas some of which we have suggested
One that has just occurred to us is
before.
Hook up with the hardware man in a
this
display of brass and copper kitchen utensils.

'No Trespassing'
Released by Hodkinson

Rich Girl Story

Box-office

BRIEF:

Irene Castle as the pampered daughter of
a millionaire leads her father a merry chase but
finally settles down "to love, honor and obey" the
man, who unknown to her father, aids him in putting over an important deal.

l

RENE CASTLE
there's

no

is

denying

a

^

screen favorite—
Just give her

that.

of lovely clothes and fine sets and
carry the crowd away with her. "No
Trespassing" gives her all this and more
a part which she plays with understanding

plenty

Attendance Records Broken in
Every Section of the Country
with

she'll

and appreciation. First as the social butterfly in the city and then as the resigned yet
happy girl who goes to the country with her
parents who need rest, she carries off the part
with a vivaciousness that gets the audience.
It is easy enough to exploit this type of
picture by playing up Irene Castle's name as
big as possible.
To do this allow yourself
all the advertising space you feel you can
afford and effect a tie-up wherever it is possible.
In this connection you will probably
find it a comparatively simple matter to get
the women's clothiers and outfitters to cooperate by window displays in which they
use stills and posters.
You should also be able to make some arrangement with the dancing school in the
vicinity.
Irene Castle is the recognized
leader of modern dancing which immediately
suggests splendid advertising value to these

"BRASS"
From

by

Charles G. Norris
with

Monte Blue
and

people.

Marie Prevost

Using the prepared lobby cards and the
twenty-four sheet which will supply cut-outs,
you should arrange an elaborate entrance disI

play to attract the passerby.

'Brass'
Marriage Tangle

Released by Warner

Supported by Harry Myers, Irene
Rich, Frank Keenan, Miss Dupont, Pat O'Malley, Helen Ferguson and others.

A

BRIEF:
picturization of the recently popular
novel of the same name by Charles N orris. Monte
Blue is the hero who seems unable to find himself in the institution of marriage.
Marie Provost
is the first flighty wife.
Directed by Sidney Franklin.

'T'HIS
who

picture depicting the life of a

the Celebrated Novel

A
•Harry Rapf Production

man

is unsuccessful in marriage is undeThe lives
niably one with universal appeal.
of people in almost every conceivable station
of life and the utter failure of marriage as
an institution in every case save that one
where the principals have practically no desire
for the material things, make the subject
matter for this story. That is what gives
it its widespread appeal.
"Brass" permits of a number of exploita-

Directed by

Sidney A. Franklin

WARNER BROS
III

»

|
I
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Love Comedy
BRIEF: A young

Released by Selznick

authoress, a bit fed up with the
One of
routine of affairs, advertises for a husband.
the candidates is a butler who invites her the next
repast
accepts.
During
the
the
tea.
She
day to
She caps the climax by marrying
master walks in.
the master.

The name of this delightfully comic bit is
good for exploitation work. Use the teaser
Write personal letters to the
type of ad.
ladies of the neighborhood stating that you
can implicate her husband if she is interested.
The answer to this letter of yours should
be an announcement of the showing of "The

Name"

Lady's

After

at

over there are few

is all

it

your theatre.

who

will

and you will get
a good frame of mind for your show-

to appreciate the joke

fail

them

in

The merchant can
catalogue inclosing

scene in the house of the man
Norma finally marries, shows a beautifully
furnished drawing room, pictures of which
when used with a window display should be
of value to the furniture dealer.
Try and
sign him up for a hook-up in this connection.

The one

You might also try the straight, dignified,
mail campaign.
Send what appears to be a
personal letter to the men and women of the
community,

'The U. P. Trail'
Released by Hodkinson

BRIEF:

Another Zane Grey novel picturized. The
incidents which occupy the lives of the Union Pacific
trail blazers, woven into a real movie directed by
Jack Conway.

Here's a whale of a title for a teaser stunt.
signs made with a large Diack arrow
through the center of which is printed:

Have

"Follow the 'U. P. Trail.'" Tack these to
the trees running along the avenue, or
See that they
placard them on walls.
Then
point in the direction of your theatre.
on your street have signs reading: "Follow
Theatre."
the 'U. P. Trail' to the
If you can get permission to do it, have
the words, "Follow the 'U. P. Trail' " printed
on the sidewalks in white and have the arrows pointing in your direction.

can make your lobby look interestThis
it resemble a log cabin.
be done inexpensively by the use of

You

ing by

can

making

rough-hewn logs, bright colored blankets,
bows and arrows, Indian war clubs, old
cartridge belts and stands of old fashioned
fire-arms.
You may be able to arrange to
get these things free from the sporting goods
stores if you will allow him space for an
announcement card which tells the public
they are his.

'Love
Comedy
BRIEF:

Is

in

a letter like this:

exploitation.

A

bride to enlist the merchant.
bridal attire could be immensely
improved by the use of window posters and
stills.
Besides this the dealer could also use
the name of the picture advantageously in

dous crowd. On his back have him wear a
sign, "This is a 'Dangerous Adventure.'
But
stunt isn't nearly as thrilling as the picnow showing at the
Theatre."
Also have several men or boys in the crowd
holding similar signs nailed to long poles so
that they can be easily seen.
ture

'A Dangerous Adventure'
Jungle Love

BRIEF:

Two

Released by Warner
and

their uncle go into Africa
quest of a buried treasure.
They encounter wild
animals, terrible natives and rampaging storms but

m

girls

they escape them all and are brought back by their
sweethearts who have traveled to their rescue.
Directed by Sam Warner.

Tag a key with a number, and

put

it

away

where no one but yourself can learn what
number is. The key will be the one used
to open a large treasure chest which you have
on display in the lobby. The person holding
the number which coincides with the one on
the key will receive the contents of the chest
.a brand new ten dollar bill. The only
way in which a patron can secure a number
is to purchase a ticket to a performance of
"A Dangerous Adventure" which you are
showing at your tneatre.
Here you have the idea for an exploitation
gag which carries publicity for the showing
of the Warner production in two ways. You
are inciting the urge to attend by the idea of
a substantial reward for the lucky patron, and
at the same time you are providing a fitting
lobby display in the form of a treasure chest
which should be arranged to look as genuine
the

'A Man's Home'
Luxury and Love
BRIEF: How sudden

Released by Selznick

almost blotted out
love and caused sorrow to all, makes the subject of
photodrama featuring Harry T. Morey
this fine
and Grace Valentine.
wealth

Here's the most successful tie-up we can
It has worked successfully with
suggest.
others and there's no reason why it shouldn't
Get one of the
net you as good results.
newspapers to run the story of "A Man's
Home" in serial form about four weeks beThe
fore its appearance at your theatre.
story makes excellent reading matter and
once the public has read the story they will
want to see the picture. In connection with
this you should run straight copy and teaser
ads in the same paper.

Make use of the lobby cards and posters
which have been prepared for this picture to
make your theatre as attractive as possible,
and at the same time to reach as many people

as

possible.

4
KOUK THOUSAJNTD
Satisfied exhibitors

have made money with

week
OE LOVE"

"one
co-starring

ELAINE HAMMERSTEIN

the girl he wants.

—

Use the
window of

get out a special bridal
it

as possible to convey the impression that this
is the very chest upon which the story of the
picture depends.
Since a number of the scenes feature wild
animals and their habits you have a strong
appeal to the school children on this score.
You might stimulate interest from this source
if you inaugurate an essay contest and offer
a prize to the boy or girl who writes the
best composition on the peculiarities of wild
animals.
This will also center the attention
of the teachers and the school board.
Something a bit more daring might be accomplished if you can get hold of a "human
fly."
His stunt will always draw a tremen-

thi":

Released by Selsnick

When your showing for the week is a good
wholesome comedy, don't fail to make the
most of it. The public is always ready for
a really funny comedy ^not the slapstick sort.
"Love Is an Awful Thing" holds tremendous
possibilities in this respect.
Moreover there
is opportunity in putting it over thru wide

that could

card.

A

money and

how

our salespeople will gladly display for your
approval. You can see specimens of some of
our models in "Love is an Awful Thing"
showing all next week at the
Theatre.
In all your advertising play up Owen Moore
as the star.
He is undeniably a drawing

an Awful Thing'

delightful farce wherein two young
couples get horribly entangled matrimonially and
otherwise.
In order to win his aunt's fortune, Owen
Moore, as the hero, pretends to be married to his
friend's wife.
But it all works out and he gets the

is

"Love is an Awful Thing" when you have to
rush from store to store to get what you
want for your outfit. But love is by no
means an awful thing when you can come to
(name of shop) special bridal department, sit
back in a comfortable chair and order just
what you want from the htondreds of samples

ing.

Early West Life

Here

a mailing campaign.
be done.

'A Lady's Name'

Directed by

and

CONWAY

TEARLE
GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD

WHY NOT YOU P

Another CERTIFIED Box Office Winner

—
December

1923

1,
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'The Abysmal Brute'
Forceful Love Story Released by Universal
BRIEF: The crude, uncouth Drute capable of finer
things is finally brought to an appreciation of them
He wins her esteem by
thru the girl he loves.
That night he
carrying her off and marrying her.
wins his biggest fight since he entered the ring.
-

,

Directed by

Hobart Henley.

The "Abysmal

Brute," Universal's picturyou should experience no difficulty in putting across for a
The picture confirst or second showing.
tains vividly the struggles of real life, the
clashes of contending forces which Jack London has himself experienced. Which is perhaps the reason why he has been able to infuse the story with the force and strength he
The picture is a real he-man one, yet
has.
it has a fine love theme which will appeal
to the women as well.
The best angle for exploitation is perhaps
the sport element which the picture contains.
There is the boxing episode which could be
used for store tie-ups, ring hook-ups and
Besides these
sporting page co-operation.
there is an unusually fine opportunity for making profitable connections with the American
Legion.
Arrange with your Legion Post for an
American Legion Day or Week during the
showing, dedicating the entire engagement to
the Legion and giving them a percentage of
In return they would stage an
the profits.
advance prologue and would get behind the
ticket sale, placing specially printed tickets on
sale at cigar stands, pool rooms, etc.
You might suggest for the prologue that
they stage a two round bout between two Legion boys, or that they prepare a patriotic
presentation in which propaganda for a membership drive could be injected.
If you succeeded in aranging this stunt, you
would not only profit through the publicity
you would gain in the public press, but the
Legion would carry stories and ads in their
ization of Jack London's story

_

"American Legion Weekly."

'The Road of Ambition'
Released by Sehnick
Story of a Millhand
BRIEF: Conway Tearle, an ambitious millhand, by

work completes a valuable invention and_ wins
fame and position for himself. He meets a girl of
the upper classes, loves her, and finally marries her.
"The Road of Ambition," a Selznick picture
featuring Conway Tearle, is the story of a
mill hand who works nights to better himself
and acomplishes his purpose, and the same
time winning the love of the girl who once
scorned him. It is a probable tale, and suggood
gests several exploitation stunts.
publicity idea is this.
If your theatre chances to be in a milling
diligent

_

A

town, have a special performance to which
mill hands will be admitted free or partially
free if they flash their employment cards at
Give this plenty of publicity, and
the door.
in return you will probably get space in the
local newspapers.
Make your advertising campaign as simple
as possible and placard the parts of the town
where these people live.

together with the book merchant in handling
this addition at the time of your showing.
The universal publicity department has gotten up a very clever little throwaway called
"The Flirt's Book of Proverbs." These consist of a series of four little booklets each
containing ten humorous sayings.
good
way to work the distribution of these is to
give the first and the second perhaps, wide
circulation either through boys who will
give them out or, if you prefer, through the
mail.
State on the second one that the other
two of the series may be secured at the boxoffice by merely asking for them.
These proverbs also make good teaser material for ads in the daily papers.
You might
use the first two in this manner and distribute the others.
There is a song on the market called "The

A

Flirt'

_

girl

who because

she

is

pretty

_

can

do

The
anything she wants and get away with it.
picture has been made from the novel of Booth
Tarkington under the direction of Hobart Henley.
The cast
Here's

includes

a

number

of

stars.

picture that affords plenty of
First of all there is the
exploitation angles.

a

name of Booth Tarkington which

will carry

your picture a long way. There is no denying that he is one of the most popular authors of the day and his books are widely

A

edition of "The Flirt" illustrated with pictures from the film_ is now
on the market and you should certainly get
read.

special

mere recommending.
These pictures have exploitation possibilities. Our storehouse
of ideas is at your service. You
hold the key to this storehouse
by dropping us a line. Can we
help you? It will be a pleasure
to serve you.

dif-

hooking up with the music store in
the featuring of this song in connection with
the showing of the picture.

'The Flame of Life'
A

Coal Mine Tragedy Released by Universal

BRIEF: An ignorant but noble worker in the coal
mmes, saves the life of the overseer in a mine disaster which almost consumes her, too, and su'-ceeds
winning the admiration and love of the man.

m

Using the title, "The Flame of Life" as
a chat line you can effect a number of successful exploitation stunts. Arrange with the
city or town officials to allow you t** place
on every traffic sign or at each street crossing a sign which reads: "Drive carefully.
'The Flame of Life' is privilege bestowed
upon pedestrians as well as autoists."
If any charity organization is launching a
campaign at this time, make a deal to buy
a certain amount of their tickets if they will
allow this line to be printed with their advertising material:
"'The Flame of Life'
IS due to all.
Give and give 'till it hurts."
Or this unusual scheme might net you good
results.
Costume a man in uniform with the
words, "meter tester" on his cap and coat.
Let him go from door to door. When the
doorbell is answered have him ask how the
gas is working. Then he will hand the person an envelope in which is contained a facsimile gas bill on which is printed:
"This

Hollywood
James

a

the

for

production.

—An

Al

you can say for the movies.
Goodroad, Strand Theatre, Warren,
patronage.

The Cheat

—

with Pola Negri. Pola Negri gives a wonderperformance in this attraction.
picture
Don't be afraid of
that will please all classes.
this one.
Alex Steel, Strand and Princess The-

A

ful

—
Farmington,

111.

— General

—This
have

with a special cast.
of the finest shows we
Book this
this sieason.

You

it.

Pfeiffer

Bros.,

Get behind

it,

can't go wrong.
Six reels.
Opera house, Kenton, Ohio.

—

Woman

with Betty Compson. All that failed to see this
missed one of the best shows that ever went on
screen.

No

Showed
all

well

this

on

pleased.

Tuesday
Reels

in

your picture, will probably be very beneficial
to him, and of course, to you.

——

with

—

Swanson. One of the best we
Pleased 85 per cent.
Six reels.—
Court, Royal Theatre, Princeton, W.
Small town patronage.
Gloria

have shown.
F. F.

Va.

—

Von

The

Trail of the

Lonesome Pine

with Mary Miles Minter.— Can you beat it'
Ihis picture drew more people into my house
than any other picture since I played "Robin
Hood early last spring. When you can stand
them out in a rain storm waiting for the second
show the Picture must have a wonderful drawing
P°^1T- ..'^f'^t's what "The Trail of the Lonesome
that's going some these days.—
o W.
Tir
R.
Hickman, Lyric Theatre, Greenville, 111.

with Wallace Reid.— A real good picture and
was surprised to see how they came out to see

Reid play. This is the first Reid picture I have
run
a long time, but had above the average
for Tuesday night.
Probably this accounts for the increase in patronage. Five reels
Beatrice Theatre, Haw River
V-^-^^^*'^^'
JM.
C.
General patronage.

m

crowd

^

—

The

Exciters

night.

^yith

fine

satisfy

bad shows from Paramount to me
Seven reels. G. L. Blasingame, Hall's
yet.
Theatre, Halls, Tenn. General patmnaee.
shape.

pers as a feature story.
And in addition to this you are opening
an other avenue of exploitation, namely a
tie-up with the coal dealer who may chance
With the pubto be in your neighborhood.
licity your picture will be getting from the
charity coal idea, signs and pictures in his
window linking up his coal and the name of

What's Your Hurry?
was absolutely one
offered our patrons

picture.

The Law and the
Small crowd,

The coal is to be distributed
free.
poor by you. This will not only secure for you a most gratifying arnount of
good will in the community, but will probably secure front page space in the newspamitted

to the

'

patronage.

General patronage.

the

:

picture

best

—
W. H.
Minn. — General

boost

These
theatre is located.
are visible for from a great distance
and will bring a large number of the curious
to your door.
Still another means of getting newspaper
announce in your ads that
publicity is this
anyone, man, woman or child, bringing a
bucket of coal to the theatre will be adwhich your

on

flares

Prodigal Daughters

Cruze

that will please them all.
First class in every
resi>ect and a good box-office tonic.
This and
"The Old Homestead" will sure boost your bank
balance, so step on them hard.
Both will stand

up

not a gas bill. It is an announcement that
'The Flame of Life' opens at the
Theatre (date). This stunt is sure to get
the housewives talking.
A good way to attract the eye is to arrange
as
to burn four or five street torches such
are used for political campaigns, on the block
is

Paramount Picture
It's The Best Show In Town

If It's a

Lawful Larceny

Reckless Girl Life
Released by Universal
BRIEF: Once more we meet the pretty, indolent,
pampered

You would undoubtedly have no

Flirt."

Tried and Proved Pictures as a
source of revenue is animated by
a spirit which doesn't stop with

ficulty in

atres,

'The

Your Pleasure is Ours
THE EXHIBITORS TRADE
REVIEW in recommending

Bebe Daniels.—This is good.
any audience anvwhere.
Best

picture we've ever run.

™
Tt''*,!
Mr Allen,

^mmount pictures

— General
J.

Tex.

Should
Daniels

•

Tony Moreno a knock-'
Mason, Queen Theatre,
patronage.
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'The Beautiful and Damned'
Released by Warner

Flapper Film

A

BRIEF-

winsome

light-hearted,

flapper

after

much and conquering many finally marries
The grandsire hopes
the grandson of a millionaire.
him on a
mardage will tame the boy but it startsFinally the
on.
him
wilder pace, his wife leading
down.
"settle
both
they
and
worm turns

flirting

THE
shoes

way

given

has changed, the
open top coat has
the snug wrap around model

style of headdress
are different, the
to

flapper.
nevertheless a flapper is still a
in
Which is reason enough why the interest
Warner's "Beautiful and Damned" has not
audiences to
yet waned and has still large
whom it will appeal.
The flapper boy and girl are the most
time. They
talked of "class" at the present

condemned by many, scorned by
whatsome, and chan pioned by a few. But
sucever the attitude toward them, they have
for
ceeded in holding the conversational stage
good
three or four years now. All this is
is
reason to believe that a picture which
wholly "their story" has not yet exhausted
are being

itself.

^.
Fitzgerald

Both

will find

it

Released by Selsnick
Man's Frailty
BRIEF: A wealthy man, self centered and selfish,
Even
intent on nothing but his own afifairs.
is
On a
his pretty wife does not much concern him.
hunting trip he meets a girl he likes. Her lover
suggests fighting for her. He finally does, but instead of taking the girl he goes to his wife with his
new found manliness.

scenes
THEahunting
successful tie-up

in this film are the clue

with the sporting
goods merchant and the department store or
Their
specialty shop handling riding habits.
window displays can be improved many times
by the use of poster cards and stills of the
picture.
It might also be efifective, if it is
possible to arrange it, to have a large peacock,
the symbol of conceit, conspicuously displayed
Another interest arouser
in the window.
might result from the employment of a mirror
in front of which stands a figure dressed in a
This too, would help convey
riding habit.
to

the impression of "Conceit."

You could make your lobby attractive by
transforming it into a hunting lodge, using
posters to link up the idea with the picture.
you would rather not go to quite so much
expense, you might just give a suggestion of
the thing by a large campfire whose redflame
effect is supplied by concealed red electric
If

J-

from
novel of F. Scott
which the picture was made has had a tremendous sale, but has by no means exhausted
Get the book shop to tie-up with you.
itself.

The

'Conceit'

bulbs.

very helpful.

sold on the idea of
a tie-up because of the tremendous value of
the text of the picture and the posters in the
sale of clothes for the flapper girl and boy.
They can arrange corking displays and even
initiate new styles on the strength of the picApproach them and see how they eat
ture.

The merchants can be

up the

idea.

is also possible to get the local paper
run the novel in serial form. If you can
get space about four weeks in advance of the
showing you will be delighted with the re-

It

to

sults

it

will

net

you.

'The Heart of Wetona'
Indian Story

Released by Selznick

a half white girl
who has for a lover a good-for-nothing white man.
determines to
and
affair
of
the
learns
Her father
He mistakes Hardin, the hero, for the
kill him.
marries
girl,
the
protect
to
Hardin,
guilty man.
She learns to love him and they live happily.
her.

BRIEF:

NJO

Norma Talmadge

one can deny that

Woman Game'

'The
Society Life

Released by Selznick

A

BRIEF:
woman who has known better days
gets her daughter into society in the hopes of getting
a rich husband for her.
The girl is pretty, plays
the gfame and wins the love of a fine man. She confesses she is playing a trick, but he laughs and takes
her to his heart.

STUNT

A

that will attract the idea of the
in most cases (if he isn't
too hard boiled) will arouse his curiosity is, to
hang from every available hanging place in
the lobby, cardboard hearts of all colors,
sizes and description.
Just have a large question mark in the center of each heart, nothing

passerby and

else.

"The

Woman's

Game"

ends

with

the

lovers happily perched in their love nest in
the suburbs. Doesn't this suggest anything to
you? Of course, that's the idea. Get the
insurance man to put some of these posters
and stills in his window with a tiny model
knows, some happy couple
bungalow.
may chance to pass and decide to get married immediately in order to own one like
Your ad should urge them before takthat.
ing the final step to see the picture to get

Who

some

pointers.

might not be a bad idea to carry on a
mail campaign directed toward the young
women of the town. Get confidential and offer them advice on how to get THE man.
Advise them to see how Elaine Hammerstein
It

turned the

trick.

'Riders of the

Dawn'

Released by Hodkinson
Wheat Belt Story
BRIEF: "The Desert of Wheat" by Zane Grey,
and rechristened "Riders
Hugh Ryan Conway.

picturized

Directed by

ANY
of

of

the

Dawn."

.

idea which
activities

is

suggestive of the type

which characterize the

pathy or opposed to this type of organization, they are, nevertheless, interested in seeThe Night Riders, in
ing how they work.
this picture are an organization formed to
eliminate from the community, a gang of
plunderers and murderers who are rnenacing
the inhabitants. The story, besides this, holds
a love theme which is stirring and genuinely
The hero of the play is also a
exciting.

war

hero.

All these themes suggest plenty of exploitaThe latter may be the basis for
tion ideas.
the enlistment of the support of the American Legion with whom you could arrange
for the sale of tickets in return for which
you would give them a certain percentage of
the total receipts.
You are sure to attract attention by the
appearance in the streets of a man on horseback, dressed like an Indian.

as

THESE PROVEN SUCCESSES

Not

the fiery,
red face type, because she is half white, but
the lovely looking, placid maid who thinks
she loves and will do almost anything to save
the one man she wants. All of which helps
to make "The Heart of Wetona," the Selznick production, interesting and picturesque.
Indians make fine material for street ballys.
Dress a man like an Indian chief and have
him stalk thru the streets handing out handYou might also play up the same idea
bills.
through a lobby display. It might also be a
good idea to dress the ushers like Indians.

rjfj

/

with Virginia

rt

he OtOrm

"Buy

and

Peters
Jewel
Get behind it."— Pastime Theatre,

this.

Kansas,

"Box

Valli

House

TTnivp-sal

III.

office

Spicer

attraction."

Theatre,

0.
crowds.

Ak-

ron,

"Big

atre,

Simply great." Majestic
Oakland, Neb.
Directed by Reginald Barker

The-

with an all star cast
Universal Jewel
"Capacity business. Get it if you have to steal
it."
Brooklyn Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
"A money maker. Best picture of the year."
Electric Theatre, Atwood, Kans.
"Grab this. It will make you money." Paulick Theatre, Mascoda, Wise.
A Hobart Henley Production

The

Starring

•

"Tremendous business."
cago,

Janet

Theatre,

Chi-

"Drawing

card.
Don't pass
Theatre, Eureka, Mont.

III.

"Very big business."

Loews Theatre, Chicago,

a record
crowd." Broadway
Cisco, Tex.
Universal Super Jew el

Universal

"A

it

up."

real knockout."

atre, Imlay, Mich.
real special.
A

knockout."

Majestic

Maxine The-

Rex

Theatre,

Colby, Wise.

A Hobart Henley Production

Tewel

Triflins with
"Good audience

Theatre,

A

"100 percent.

III.

Entertainment

Flirt

The Abysmal BrwfeREGiNALD

Foolish Wives

"Had

Whole Evening's

Are new to your patrons if you haven't
placed them

PLAY THEM NOW!

Norma Talmadge

makes a charming Indian.

Honor

Tt'^'cast^'

big business."
Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa.
"Week's excellent business." Rivoli Theatre,
St. Louis, Mo.
"Went over big here." Rex Theatre, Wahoo,
picture

to

Neb.
Directed by Harry Pollard

Ku

Klux Klan, has an appeal to the general pubWhether they are in symlic at this time.

The Shock

St-nng

lon chaney

Noble Theatre
Marshfield, Oreg.
percent picture." St. Dennis Theatre,
Sapulpa, Okla.
Exhibitors can clean up." Merrill
riot!
Theatre, Milwaukee, Wise.
Universal Jewel

"Oh, boy

1

Grab

this

quick."

"A 100

"A

Hunting Big Game

in Africa

"Biggest business in history of house." Orpheum Theatre, Red Bluff, Cal.
Lyric Theatre, Bainbridge, N. Y.
'Unbeatable. Got the crowd and the cash.'
"Record-breaking business." Auditorium Theatre, Newark, O.

Advertised in the Saturday Evening Post

UNIVERSAL PICTURES CORP.,

carl laemmle,
/il President

...
.

.

L
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. ..

:
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'Eternal Struggle' Gets

French DolF Wins Over
Doubtful Critics

PRODUCTIONS RELEASED

Metro Feature Forces Favor
With Miss Murray's Pep
"VrOU may like Mae Murray in
"The French Doll" or you
not, says Polly Wood in
the Chicago Herald Examiner,
"but there are lots of fans who
In
think Mae is quite all right.
fact the theatre was packed with
them." "They struggle hard to
get a chance to see her picture,"

may

according to Genevieve Harris of
the Post, Chicago, who adds:
does a Mae Murray admirer
what anyone thinks of his favor-

Little

care
orite.

You can

fected,

simpering,

many who

are

her a poser, afridiculous, but there
like her twists, her quirks
call

and her posturings.

In explaining the cause of her
popularity the Newark (N. J.)
Ledger calls her "piquant, fascinating, even more fetching than
ever," and goes to great lengths
Gorin praising her gowns.
geousness of sets is the highlight
of the production according to
the Indianapolis News, which
says in part:
The lavishness of the picture is something to cause one to sit up and take
Especially notable for its richnotice.
ness is the fete scene in which Miss
Murray has the opportunity to show
her ability as a dancer.

"With Miss Murray it has always been a matter of personality," we are told by the San
Francisco Chronicle, but a new
phase of her charm is pointed
out by this paper, which states:
is

This picture shows that Miss Murray
improving somewhat in the art of actNow that she is giving us person-

ing.
ality
all

plus impersonations,
the more delightful.

the

effect

is

As to the comedy element of
the feature, "it must be humorous," admits the Chicago News,
"or it could not keep the audience constantly rippling."
"It is laughable at times and
other times borders on the ridicIndianapolis
adds the
ulous"
News, and the Chicago American sums it up in these words:

There is a commingling of slapstick
and sophisticated comedy a kippered
kod going out for a stroll with a fragile

—

silk-clad puppet.

to be little doubt
as to the dancing ability of Miss
Murray. "In this one it is safe

There seems

that she surpasses her
former exhibitions," we hear
from the Chicago News, which
goes on to say:
to

say

This is partly due to stagecraft. Her
dancing is performed on a pavilion at
the edge of a pool, so that her movements are doubled in the gleaming
The dance is the highlight of
water.

In

summing up

are told that

it

the picture we
"vivid and
is
takes on a
it

and that
alive
swiftness of action, and delicious
humor."

All Like Metro Picture for
Beautiful Scenery

JUNE
Feature

Bargains
Below Rio Grande

Special Cast

Age

Critical

Daughters of Rich
Desert

Rider
Devil's Partner
Divorce
Don Quickshot

J.

Heart Raider
Last Moment

Man

of Action
Mich. O'Halloran
Mysterious Witness

.

McRae

Hodkinson ..4,504

Foreman

Preferred

...6,000

.

Novak

D. MacLeao
Irene Rich
Robt. Gordon

Railroaded

Steiner, S.R. 5,000
Playgoers ...5,000

Sunset Prod. 5,000
Hoxie
Not credited. I nd. Pict. ..5,000
F. B. O. ..6,000
Bennett
Universal

5,000

..

Paramount ..6,000
Metro
6,541
Paramount ..5,075
Hodkinson ..7,000

Home

First Nat'l ..6,000

Meehan

Hodkinson ..7,000

Zehff

Only 38
Special Cast
Paddy Next Best Thing Mae Marsh

W. De

F.

B.

O.

Of this type of picture there is no end.
But this does not mean that the Eternal Struggle is without merit.
The crisp
action, the suspense, and the fine exterior shots make this an entertaining picture.
And that is as much as one can
expect from a theme no longer novel.

..4,822

"Thrilling realism is the keynote," comments the Philadelphia Public Ledger, while the
Inquirer reads:

Mille .Paramount ..6,000

Al'd P.&D. 6,000
....Universal ...5,000

Cutts

H. Rawlinson ...Mortimer
Gladys Walton ..Conway
Universal ...4,940
Special Cast
King
^rrow. S. R. 4,586
Wabel Normand ..F. R. Jones ..United Art'ts 5,966

Sawdust

Trifling

Youthful

.

credited.

Marshall
Daniels-Moreno ..Campbell
Harris-Landis
Powell
^gnes Ayres
Ruggles
Special Cast
Meehan

Fog

Sun Dog Trails
Suzanna
With Honor
Western Blood
Woman Four Faces

credited.

Jack Hoxie

Exciters

picture is "just another
of the eternal Canada Northwest films," we are told by the
New York Review, and "is the
type that dies as the art develops," but the Philadelphia Ledger points out that even though
it is tiresome, it has some good
points:

.

Not
Not

Neal Hart
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast
Jack Hoxie
N. Shearer

Counterfeit Love

'y HIS

Distributor Length
Not credited. Burr Nickle .5,000

Director

Star

Special Cast

Universal

Pollard

It is replete with thrills, with love and
hatred, and with scenes of the Northland that only men and women who
dwell along the countless miles of ice
and snow could furnish.

...7,785

P. Morrison
Not credited. Sanf'd S. R. 5,000
.Compson-Dix ....Brenon
Paramount ..6,000
^lenn Hunter
Tuttle
Hodkinson ..6,000
.

.

.

.

Cheaters

As to the scenic effects, "every
foot is a beautiful picture," we
are told by the N. Y. Evening
Post, and the Baltimore Sun
goes to great lengths in praising
its setting grandeur:

JULY
Feature
Star
Brass Bottle
Special Cast
Children of Dust
Special Cast
Children of Jazz
Special Cast
Desert Driven
Harry Carey
Flying Dutchman
Snecial Cast
Forbidden Range
Neal Hart
Gentlemen O'Leisure ....Jack Holt

Homeward Bound
of

...

.

.

.

.

.

Paramount

,

.

.

.

.

.

ting for the vividly active story.

.

.

That certain

.

,

country

-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the

of

about the

It is the finest photoplay that
possibly be screened.

,

Shock, The
Shootin' for Love
Skid Proof
Stormy Seas

sections

feel differently

theme is revealed by the statement of the Seattle Times:

.

Penrod and Sam
Rapids
Self Made Wife

could

,

.

.

.

.

Trilby

Victor

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

AUGUST
Feature

Wm.

Alias Night Wind
Broken Wing

Circus

The backgrounds have been handled
cleverly.
The marvelous scenes are
sometimes more expressive than the most
emotional acting.
These stretches of
calm mountains make a marvelous set-

.

.

.

.

Lawless

Love Piker
Man Between
Man's Man
McGuire of Mounted

First Nat'l
First Nat'l

.6.000
.5,000
.6,000
... .F. B. O.
,5,000
Carleton ... F. B. O.
.5,672
Not Credited Steiner, S. .5,000
Henaberry .. .Paramount .6,000
Thos. Meighan .. Ralph Ince
Paramount ,5.000
F. B. O.
Home .
Special Cast
.5,000
Fleming
.Paramount .6.000
D. Dalton
Anita Stewart .. Hopper
Gold-Cos.
.6.000
Finis Fox . .Asso. Exhib, 6,000
Special Cast
W. Kerrigan . Not credited. P. B. O. .
T.
Wm. Desmond
O. Appel
Universal
.V,666
W. Beaudine .First Nat'l .6,275
Snecial Cast
Harry Morey ... Hartford ... Hodkinson ,4,932
Dillon
Special Cast
Universal
.5.000
Hillyer
Lon Chaney
Universal
.8.758
Sedgwick . . . Universal . 5,160
Hoot Gibson
Charles Jones .... S. Dunlap . .Fox
6,000
WcGowan-Holmes McGowan
Asso. Exhib. 5.000
Special Cast
Young
.First Nat'l . .7.307
H. Rawlinson .... Laemmle
Universal
.4,888

Itching Palms

Law

Distributor Length

Director

Tourneur
Borzage
J. Storm
Val Paul

J.

Special Cast
Jackie Coogan

Days

Distributor Length

Director

Star
Russell
..

...Fox

France

Forman

Preferred

Cline

First Nat'l

Common Law

.

5.000
.6.176
.5.16-'

Griffith-'Tearle
Selznick
...7,52:
... Archinbaud
Not credited. Asso. Exhib. 5,640
Leah Baird
First Nat'l ..e.Rl''
Con. Talmadge ... Franklin
Fighting Blade
R. Barthelmess .. Robertson ... First Nat'l ..87'"
T. Moore- Elson .. Not credited. Asso. Exhib. 5,000
Harbor Lights
Cruze
All star cast
Paramount ..8.197
Hollywood
T.
Mrs. W. Reid
Wrav
F. B. O. ...7M^
Human Wreckage
Colleen Moore ... Reynolds
First Nat'l
6.336
Huntress
Millarde
Special Cast
Fox
11.250
If Winter Comes
Parke
Milton Sills
Universal ...S.OOO
Legally Dead
Olcott
Marion Davies
Gold.-Co<!.
.10336
Little Old New York
Universal ...5,000
Roy Stewart .... Paton
Love Brand
5.000
Man Who Won. The ...Dustin Farnum .. Not credited. Fox
Not credited.. F. B. O. ...5.624
Harry Carey
Miracle Baby, The
Hoot Gib'ion
Sedewick ....Universal ...6.000
Out of Luck
Kolker
Paramount ..6.574
Purple Highway, he .... Kennedv-Blue
Logan-Flynn
Melford
Paramount ..6.270
Salomy Jane
...
Shertzinger
McDonald
K.
.. First Nat'l .16.000
Scarlet Lily, The
Not credited .. Fox
Chas. Tones
5.000
Second Hand Love
Desmond
Not
.5.000
Wm.
...
credited. Universal
Shadows of North
T^ox
Blvstone
Tom Mix
7,054
Soft Boiled
Hillyer
Soecial Cast
Goldwyn
8,928
Snoilers. The
Vic Halpern Asso. Exhib. 5.000
Snecial Cast
Tea With a Kick
Snecial Cast
Vidor
Gnldwyn ....6,946
Three Wise Fools
Snecial Cast
Not Credited Playgoers
5.000
ripped Off
Rich-Percy-Dayton I^Saint
C. B. C. ...5,800
Yesterday's Wife
.

Destroying Angel

.

Dulcy

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

the picture.

Hesitant Praise

.

.

.

.

.

.

News, which pokes fun

at

it:

In the Royal Northwest as sure as
gun's iron the policeman will have to
arrest his wife or his mother.
It happens again in the 'Eternal Struggle.'

As to the cast, the Cleveland
Plain Dealer says:

We
of

see a tried and tested
celluloid performers acting

company

out this
drama, among them are Renee
Adoree
and Earl Williams.
Renee
Adoree stands head and shoulders above
them all for excellence of performance.
Miss Adoree's face is not always pretty,
but it is nearly always expressive.
little

"The story
says

the

is

commonplace,"

New York

and "obvious

in

detail

Review,
and de-

velopment, but certain scenic
fects are fine."
They
praise the photography

go on

ef-

to

Also there are some beautiful long
shots of the dogs and sled, which are
carrying our heroine into the great icefield of the Northwest.

.

.

.

In contrast with the Baltimore

t

.

.

Taking the production as a
whole, the consensus of opinion
seems to be that it is "full of action,"
and shows a "lot of
healthy outdoor scenery."
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Exhibitors Trade Review

FooF Declared
Fast and Funny

'Drivin'

FEATURE RELEASE GUIDE

Diversified Opinions

Feature

metropolitan
on the point
critics
differ
of "The Drivin' Fool" being fast
and funny. It is also almost universally acclaimed as pleasantly
amusing.
On several issues, however,
Probably
their opinions vary.
the

of

most complimentary critic is
Lane in the N. Y.
American who says, under the

the

Norman

Picture
"Fastest
heading of
Here This Season,' 'that it is "a
realistic effect of breathlessness
quite in keeping with the title
and the spirit of the story."

closes with the abridge-

Lane

than acting.
is more scenery
of the story is told in five minutes
rest of the film is devoted to

There

Most

and the

cross-country

the

Age

trip.

the "same fampattern" as Wallace Reid's
well known racing pictures, we
are told by the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, but it "moves rapidly,"
and Wally Van fits the principal role "admirably." This paper
It is cut after

by

finishes its review
Improbable, frothy

The work

of

stuff,

calling

Kirkland
C. B. C.
..5,800
Hoot Gibson .... Not credited. Universal ...6,000
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson .. S. Wood
Paramount ..5,960
Bright Lights of Br'dway. All Star
Principal ...6,765
Campbell
Broadway Gold
E. Hammerstein .Dillon
Iruart
6,814
Call of the Wild, The.. Buck
Fred Jackson Pathe
8,000
Chapter in Her Life, A .All Star
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6,330
Cheat, The
.Negri-Holt
Fitzmaurice ..Paramount ..7,413
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson ... Parke
Universal ...5,000
Covered Wagon, The ..Special Cast
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount .10,000
Dajrtime Wives
Derelys Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O. ...6,051
Eleventh Hour, The
Fox
Mason- Jones
Duming
Enemies of Women
Goldwyn ..10,501
L. Barrymore .... Crosland
Eternal Three, The
Special Cast
M. Neilan ...joldwyn ...6,845
Exiles, The
Doug MacLean ..Not credited. Goldwyn ...10,000
Fair Cheat, The
F. B. O. ...6,000
All Star
King

but

it's

fast.

Wally Van and the Negro
makes it pretty

Mae Tinee
it

.

.

.

.

in the

.

.

.

French Doll, The
Going Up
Gold Diggers, The
Gold Madness
Green Goddess, The ....

Gun

Mae Murray

Sec.

Chicago Tri-

qualifications to
being "as a program offering,
limits her

—

The
fast."
funny in spots and
Tribune winds up by saying:

Leonard. Metro

7,000

Asso. Exhib. 6.053
Ingraham
Beaumont ...Warners ....7,500
Principal ...6,000
Thornby
Special Cast
9,100
Sidney Olcott Goldwyn
William Farnum .Not credited. Fox
5.000
..

,

The

Fighter.

R. Z.

Hope Hampton
Guy B. Post

Serv.Houdini

Houdini

Not

Chas. Jones
Special Cast

Her Reputation
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
Lawful Larceny
Lone Star Ranger

J.

F. B. O. ...5,000
5,000
credited. Fox
Wray .... First Nat'l ..6.566
.

W. Worsley Universal
Dwan ..Paramount

12,000
.5.503
6,000
...8,000
Blue-Vidor
Ajn-es-Holt
Wm. deMille .Paramount ..6.295
Universal
10,000
Philbin-Kerry
R. Julian
8,000
Lee Parry
Eichberg ....Fox
Preferred ...6,725
York-ClifFord-GlassGasnier
First Nat'l ..7.000
Bernard-Carr
Badger
Hodkinson ..6.600
Glenn Hunter
Tuttle
6,841
Special Cast
C. Badger ...Goldwyn
.

.

.

.

Gray-Naldi-Nagle. Allan
.

Tom Mix

Street

Marriage Maker, The

.

.

.

Merry Go Round

Monna Vanna
Mothers-In-Law
Potash-Perlmutter
Puritan Passions

Not credited. Fox
Beaumont ...Warner's

think

vrill

it

bore you.

Carl Sandburg sums it up as
"better than the ordinary picture and describes the story at
great length in the columns of
the Chicago News.
The high

speed, high gear, ready accelerator age in which we live is reeled
It has the wild rides
off in its reels.
continent,
by means of
the
across
which the hero blocks the flimflam game
wins
a vfife for
against his father, and
himself.

The N. Y. Journal review is
It speaks of
in a happier vein.
the

Hodkinson

film as:

.

Red Lights

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Director
Distributor Length
Star
Feature
Showers
Harlan C. Moore Tom Sorman Preferred .... 6.000
Ashes of Vengeance ...Norma Talmadge .Frank Lloyd First Nat'l 10,000
Edm. Carew .First Nat'l
Holbrook Blinn
Bad Man, The
7,000
Wm. WellmanFox
Big Dan
Charles Jones
Fox
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert
Jack Ford
7.000
Wm. P. Earle.F. B.
Dancer of the Nile, The'Special Cast
6,000
Day of Faith, The ....Special Cast ....Browning ....Goldwyn
Harry Garson Metro ...
Soecial Cast
Desire
7,000
Does It Pay?
Hope Hampton .Charles Horan Fox
7,000
Drifting
Priscilla Dean
Tod BrowningUniversal
7.00O
.Edw. Sloman .Metro
Special Cast
Eagle's Feather, The
7,000
Reg. Barker Metro
Special Cast
Eternal Struggle, The
8,000
John Gilbert
.E. Mortimer .Fox
Exiles, the
Not credited. Fox ...
Tom Mix
Flyin' Fool, The
~
~
"
~
Special
Cast
.Frank Crane Asso. Ex
Foohsh
Parents
6,000
Special Cast
.Harry Millard Fox
Governor's Lady, The
Dustin Farnum
Campbell .... Fox
Grail, The
5.000
.Harold Shaw Metro
Special Cast
6.000
Held to Answer
.Emmett Flsmn Goldvyyn
Special Cast
9.000
In the Palace of King
F. B. O.
Ruth Stonehouse.Fanpell
6.000
Lights Out
...Not Credited Sunset ..
Lone Fighter, The
5.000
J. B. Warner
.'chertizenger
Metro
Long Live the King ...Jackie Coogan
Eddie Kline
First Nat'l .5.000
Meanest Man in World .Special Cast
Geo. Marshall. Universal .. 5,000
Jack Hoxie
Men in the Raw
Hillyer
Mile a Minute Romeo
..Van Dyke ...Asso. Ex.
Special Cast
Mirarle Makers
6 000
Fox
No Mother to Guide Her Genevieve Tobin Horan
7,000
Special
Ponjola
Cast ... Donald Crist .First Nat'l .7.000
.Dinky
Albert_ Austin Selznick
Prince of a King^ A
6,000
Printer's Devil, The .... Wesley Barry
Wm. Baudine. Warner's
Puritan Passion
Soecial Cist
Frank Tuttle Hodkinson
8.000
April

.

.

.

.

.

.

downright funny.

.

.

.

.

.

That

It is:

reminiscent of those automobile comedies the late Wallace Reid
made so enjoyable, and in many respects
so similar as to force comparison, which
it

is

is
distinctly
offering.

The

uncomplimentary

to

this

of
consensus
to be, as the N.
Y. World says, that it is "superficially entertaining chiefly because it makes no pretense of
being anything else."
ooinicpn

general

seems

Like all Lloyd comedies it is as clean
as a hound's tooth.
It fairly bristles
with originality, has a real comedy story
to tell, and smacks at no
time of the
old

custard

.

.

.

.

.

.

pie

technique.

Denying, however, that it is
his best picture, a Baltimore
Reviewer tells us that it is not as
"excitmg" as Safety Last nor
as "unfailingly funny" as
the
Sailor Made Man, and the Kansas City Star goes farther in
saythat:

Compared with "Grandma's Boy."
it
hagit the same appeal nor artistry.
However, it is a "whiz" when it
comes
t^^entertainment,

"Like

.

.

.

sists

er

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

all

.

.

.

.

of "one

and completely

comedies,"

gag

it

satis.

con-

after the oth-

the Cleveland (Ohio)
Jr'Iain Dealer's opinion,
and "at
3s the hills."
The Detroit Free Press agrees
with this statement, and calls
it:
is

.

T

1^"

J*

If

nonsense from

you want

first

to

"laugh

the

/^4.'"..^^y^

to last, with

and

Cincinnati

(Uhio) Tribune, you must go to
see
Harold Lloyd in "Why
Worry," while the Detroit Free
Press recommends it for
melancholia

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Ramblin' Kid, The
Shattered Faith

Hoot Gibson

Six-Fifty, The
Slave of Desire

Welsh-Adoree

.

E. Sedgewick. Universal

6.000
6.000
5.000
Special Cast
..
7,000
Steadfast Heart. The
Soecial Cast
7,000
Sting of the Scorpion
.Edmund Cobb
.Rich. Hatton .Arrow
5,000
Thundergate
Soecial Cast
Grasse First Nat'l
T. De
.7,000
Times Have Changed
William Russell .Tames Flood Fox
5,000
Way of the Transgressor Special Cast .. Wm. J. Craso. Independent 5,000
" Credited
What Love Will Do ...Kenneth McDonaldNot
"
" "
.Sunset
5.000
Wild Party, The
Gladys Walton ...Her. Blashe ..Universal
5,000
Soecial

Cast

.

.

.

.J.

.

.

.

.

..

Ormont. Independent
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

J.

.Nat Ross
Universal
G. V. Baker. Goldwjm
.Sheridan Hall Goldwyn

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Distributor Length
B. O. ..6.000
Universal .. 5,000
C. Talmadge
First Nat'l
Eddie Hearn
Not credited .. F. B. O. ..6,000
Colleen Moore ...Jack Dillon
First Nat'l
Buster Keaton ...Jack Blystone Metro
5,000
Special Cast
Alan Holubar Metro
Special Cast
M. Pourmeur First Nat'l

.Lewis-Perdue
Special Cast
.

.

T.

W. Home

,F.

Robert Hill
V. Heerman

.

.

.

Hospitality

Human

Director

Star

Own Horn

Crooked Alley :
Dangerous Maid. The
Flaming Waters
Flaming Youth

The
Jealous Husbands
Kentucky Days
Dustin Farnum ..David Solmon Fox
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies .. Sidney Scott .Goldw3m
Mill.

.

Man, Woman, TemptationSpecial Cast
Mavtime
Soecial Cast
Million tc Burn,
Pleasure Mad

A

Rendezvous. The
Scars of Hate
Shifting Sands

South Sea Lo^e
Social

Code,

The

Dawn

Thy Name

Is

Woman

The
When Odds Are Even

W^anters,

.

Preferred
Universal
.

.

.

5,000

Metro

Goldwyn
Indeoendent

5,000
Hodkinson ..6.000
Metro
6,000

.

.

.

.

pointed out

Y.) Post Standard, and lives up
to his_ reputation of "never
giving his audience anything sour
or
soggy."
The Cincinnati

(Ohio)

Enquirer gives him an
send-off, and sums

enthusiastic

up its opinion in the statement:
He is without doubt the screen's most
gifted comedian, and
cerest artists as well.

one of the

sin-

Jobyna Ralston also comes in
for her share of the honors, and
the

Detroit

Free

Press

is

called:
..

Vio'a Dana
Not credited ..
Shirley Mason ...Oscar Atsel
Fox
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Harry Garson Universal ..
Soecial Cast
F'ed Niblo
Metro
Soecial Cast
John M. Stahl First Nat'l
..William Russell .James Flood Fox

.

is

as "the greatest fun-maker
in
the world" by the Syracuse (N.

in

....Not credited. Metro

Gasnier
...Herbert RawlinsonWilliam Parke
Special Cast
Reg. Barker
Special Cast .... Mar. Neilan
Tack Livingston
H. G. Moody
Soecial Cast ....Granville
.

Thundering

m

Harold himself

.

NOVEMBER
Feature

Blow Your

you feel the need of a hearty
go see Lloyd pull the tooth of a laugh
giantwatch him fight to protect his
sweetheart
from the ruffianly revolutionists;
see
the giant throw the artillery
enemy mto the river, and scare of the
armies with his ferocious looks. whole
It is
a scream from first to last, with
just a
few thriUs thrown
for good measure.
If

.

less

ing.

.

.

"Why make

a hero of a reckGenevieve
asks
driver?"
Harris in the Chicago Post, apthe
overlooking for
parently
moment the real box-office value.
Probably embittered with that
thought, she throws emphasis on
the same weak point several
other reviewers mention in pass-

situa-

found in Harold
Lloyd's latest comedv, according
to the Syracuse (N. Y.) Post
Standard.
It is so packed with
laughs that Robert Garland in
the Baltimore (Md.) American
has seen fit to count: "twentyone shrieks, eighteen loud laughs,
four screams, and any number
of giggles and guffaws."
The
explanation of why it has been
"lining up crowds for blocks,"
is offered by the Cincinnati
Tribune:

.

.

. .

.

of the joyous farces that coax the
spectator into settling comfortably into
It does
his seat to laugh his heartiest.
not attempt to be reasonable in all of
its incidents, but who cares, as it is so

thrills

are

tions,''

ing

OCTOBER

.

One

punctuated with
P UN
and
"side-splitting

.

.

I shouldn't advise you to pass up any
whizzes of films to witness "The Drivin'
Fool," but if you have an idle hour
you don't know what to do wiht, I don't

Pathe Picture Proves Winner
With Clean Fun

.

it:

player, Jesse Aldrich,
amusing.
consistently

bune

Select Cast
All Star

Boy

Bhnky

Main
iliar

Distributor Length
Director
Frank BorzageFirst Nat'l ..5,174

Star

of Desire

Barefoot

Haldane of the
Hell's Hole

ments:

'Why Worry' Makes Hit
All Over Country

SEPTEMBER

Hodkinson Picture Suffers

FEW

(Continued)

7,000

One

of the prettiest actresses

we have

seen lately, with a wealth of curiy hair,
unusually wide open, expressive eyes,
and a figure that must be the envy of
many a film actress.

In conclusion the reviewers all
to agree that it is "one of
the best" of Harold Lloyd's pic-

seem

tures.

'
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Among
well known builder
AH.andSCHWARTZ,
Brooklyn,
operator of theatres
in

•

Showmen

the

a two months' rest and the intends entering
into a

new

Messrs. Callahan and Ray have re-opened
Best Theatre at Palestine, Texas.
The theatre has recently been re-decorated

their

venture.

N. Y. (among them the Farragut, Rialto and
Kingsway and the Merrick in Jamaica) is
building a new theatre at 96th Street and Jamaica Avenue, Woodhaven, L. I. Mr. Marcus
Loew, under whose banner the theatre will be
operated and Mr. Henry Clay Miner, are

David Borshon, the alert booking manager
for West Coast Theatres, Inc., has secured
the Jesse L. Lasky production, "Hollywood,"
a Paramount picture directed by James Cruze
for all suburban houses, to be played imme-

interested in this proposition.

diately.

Mr. I. Libson, one of the leading local exhibitors of Cincinnati, expresses the sentiments of his fellow exhibitors, when he of-

build a new house in Westfield, N. Y., to take
the place of the Grand theatre, recently de-

The first feature to be presented under the
new policy of the Orpheum, Winnipeg,

Fred M. Zimmerman,
by fire.
Maurice Cohen and George Ferguson are interested in this company.

Manitoba,

fers support to the Theatre Owners' Chamber
of Commerce of New York in their campaign against the Federal Admission Tax.

A. Schuchert, who operates the Colonial
and Columbia, at Buffalo, has returned from
Joseph A.
an extended tour of Europe.
Schuchert, Jr., manager of the Columbia,
gave his dad an enthusiastic welcome.
J.

The

Corporation of

Zicofe

Buffalo

stroyed

W.

D.

Fite, a veteran exhibitor of

Kansas, and
present

"taking

life

Mo.

cinnati representative.
I.

Berman, secreB. Onie has sold the Victory theatre, Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio, to J. Avery
who has taken active management of same
last

finished

High School at Palmerton, Pa.
It will
cost $350,000 and will be put up at once. Motion picture facilities will be provided in the
structure.

who

seven years ago started
salesman for Standard
Film Exchange of Kansas City, has returned
C. Ansell,
film career

as

The policy of the Oxford theatre, Enid,
Okla., owned by H. B. Manning, will be
changed, motion pictures being shown one-half
of the week and vaudeville the remainder.

to his old job.

"The Country Kid" starring Wesley Barry,
has been booked by Harry Brouse, proprietor
of the Imperial, Ottawa, for presentatior
during Christmas Week, starting Monday,
December 24th. He has enjoyed remarkable
success through this policy of booking special
children's features during the holidays.
Sherman S. Webster, who recently resigned
as a Goldwyn salesman, has left Buffalo to
take over the management of the Hodkinson

office

in

Cleveland.

Mr. Kerry, associated with the Cincinnati office of Pathe has been promoted to
branch manager at Memphis, Tennessee. R.
O. Laws has taken his place in Cincinnati.
C.

of

Weinberg has been appointed manager

West Virginia

territory for the Standard
He will work out

Film Service Company.

Mr. Weinberg was
of the Cincinnati office.
formerly with Universal in West Virginia.

M. Margolis, of the West Virginia branch
of the Standard Film Service Company, has
been transferred to Dayton, Ohio.
M. W. Moir has sold the Grand Theatre,
Eldora, I a., to L. F. Wolcott, of Sabetha,
Kansas, who will be in active management
of same.

who

has opened up a new
exchange in Omaha under the name of Columbia Pictures Exchange announces that he
has booked the entire series of the C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation output over the Hostettler Circuit to appear at an early date.
Julius

Singer,

Mr.Ralph W. Abbett has retired from service after eleven years of activity with the
Indianapolis branch of the Universal Film
Exchanges, Inc. He announces he will take

week.

William H. Lee, Philadelphia architect, has
plans for the new Samuel Palmer

matters there. From Schenectady, Mr. Berman proceeded on to Utica, Syracuse,
Rochester and Buffalo.

W.

Charlie Babcock of the Babcock theatre,
Wellsville, N. Y., is recovering from an operation performed in the General Hospital,

Cincinnati representative for the past six
L. Sugarman has become the Cin-

was a visitor
Berman arrived

his

performances) was

starring Viola Dana.

months.

New York

M.

distinct

Harry H. Young, representative for the
Universal Film Exchange, has been replaced
in Columbus territory by L. E. Davis, their

State,
P. T. O. of
Mr.
at the State Capitol.
in town and called on a number of exhibitors and at Schenectady he
met a number of the exhibitors and discussed

tary of the

forming

Buffalo.

succeeds M. G. Shafer who recently resigned to go in business for himself.

— Samuel

ville acts,

Wichita,

Dorado, Kan., is at
easy" in Kansas City,

also of El

He

Albany, Nov. 19

(a full-length moving picture
feature and short releases, added to six vaude.

"Her Fatal Millions"

become manager of the
of the Vitagraph Company.

office

E. Frazier of Pittsburgh, Kansas, spent
week at the famous Excelsior Springs resort in Missouri a few weeks ago, and he reports that his health is much improved after
the brief vacation.
a

will

C. L. Kendall has

Cincinnati

and made over.

L.

Who

J.

DITTMAR

successfully manages two
theatres in the south.

very

The

popular
Rialto

and

Majestic

Louisville,

Theatres,

of

S. J. Davidson purchased the
Empress
theatre in Enid last week, while the Rialto
theatre at Tulsa, Okla., owned by William

Smith, has been re-opened after being completely

Kentucky.

remodeled and refurnished.

An

Ray Powers has resigned as assistant manager at the Goldwyn exchange at Buffalo,
to become office manager at the
Ray is a
tional headquarters.

First Nanephew of

"Pat" Powers.
Robert W. Bender is the new manager of
the Columbia Theatre, Seattle, Wash.

1843 dollar was received through the
admission wicket at the Mark Strand theatre in Albany last week and is now being
carried by Herman Vineburg, manager of the
house, as a pocket piece.

M. S. Barnett is now traveling through
southern Ohio for the Universal Film Exchange.
He was with Warner Brothers in
Cleveland for several years.
The

H. Mayer, former publicity director for
the Cincinnati office of the Universal Film
J.

Exchange, has been apopinted publicity direcfor
of Notre
tor

Company

D

of

"The Hunchback

Dame."

Tom Byerly, assistant manager of the
Kansas City First National office, is passing
around the "expensive" cigars .this week.
Was

personal appearance of Gaston Glass,
star, at the Apollo theatre,
Kansas City, in conjunction with the showing of the picture, "Mothers-in-Law," proved
to he attractive enough to obtain cuts and detailed stories in the newspapers.

motion picture

The new
Chamberlain

Shamokin,

$200,000 Victoria Theatre of the
Amusement
Company
of
Pa., just opened at Mount Car-

not a future great light in the film
industry left at Tom's home the other night?
Bruce Byerly is the name.

mel. Pa., been equipped with special drops,
elaborate curtains and stage effects so road
shows can be played as well as movies.

Jack Sobey, of Ashland, Pa., has leased
the Shickshinny Theatre at Shickshinny, Pa.,
and has re-opened the place.

Dreamland theatre at Caedington, Ohio,
formerly managed by E. C. Carter. Pictures

T.

Fortune

has

recently

taken

over

the

will be the policy.

Julius Boxhorn, the new musical director
at the Mark Strand, in Albany, has a stickpin which was presented him by the Emperor Charles, of Austria.

Phil Chakers has taken over the management of the Grand Theatre at Middletown,
Ohio.

Max Graf, supervising director of Graf
Productions, stopped off in Buffalo to visit
Henry W. Kahn, manager of the Metro exchange. Larry Weingarten, director of publicity for Jackie Coogan Productions,
was
another West Coast luminary in town for a
few

days.
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THE MODERN THEATRE

Promenade lounge

of

Ambassador Theatre, looking from balcony entrance toward stairway leading
taste with deep-cushioned divans, easy chairs and settees.

Acclaim Ambassador

Artists

Washington League

RANDALL'S new

Ambassador

Theatre, at Eighteenth Street and

Columbia Road, Northwest, WashC, has been acclaimed one
of the most beautiful playhouses in the
United States by all who have viewed
ington, D.

its

many distinctive
The exterior of

features.

the monumental
structure is of limestone in straight
lintel construction with a handsome
the
marquise
surmounting
copper
Eighteenth Street entrance to foyer.
Over this is hung a large perpendicular electric sign with a horizontal,
multi-colored house sign also beautifying the flattened apex of the building
directly upon the corner of the intersecting streets.
The lobby is a long and artistically
embellished foyer that takes on the dignity of a salon with its marble staircase and low hanging bronze lighting
fixtures. From the Columbia Road end
of the lobby rise the stairs to the promenade lounge that extends the length of
the Eighteenth Street side of the building, and leads directly into the balcony.

as

and

was

immediately acand the lounge now hangs

request

ceded to,
on its walls the finest works of the most
talented of Washington's resident and

As fast as pictures are
sold off the wall they are replaced by
new ones by the same artists.
visiting artists.

HE

lounge, like all of the rest of the
is carpeted with a striking
gold and black patterned carpet of exceptionally heavy pile.
It is laid on
thick padding to lend an added touch
of richness, and do away with all noise.
The auditorium proper is a dream of

'P

Utilizes

Permanent Exhibition Place

dall executives to be allowed to make
the promenade lounge their permanent
exhibition place.

The

It is furnished in exquisite

as Capital's Best

Calls It Perfect Pictorial Setting,

Promenade

C

to the lobby.

beauty done in the Italian Renaissance
style with a color treatment of soft
grey, buff, tan

and blue tones

side of the proscenium arch
giant columns of Italian Senna marhuge gold vases,
ble surmounted by
lend an added air of elegance to an
architectural design and color treatment that stamp the Ambassador as an
artistic

The

triumph.
stage setting

is

another evidence

the thoughtful attention to detail
that characterized the entire construction of Washington's most beautiful

of

amusement

place.

There are three

sets

satin hangings in canary
The lobby is a long and artistically embellished foyer,
with marble stairs leading to the promenade lounge.

Two

lighting fixtures are of bronze.
ornamental box-offices are used.

off

A T each

theatre,

The low hanging

set

with gold leaf on black.

of handsome
and black that

open one at a time to reveal the screen
which stands well back on the stage.
The accessories are such as to magnify the visual beauty of this extremely
artistic conception of how best a motion picture may be presented to the
public.
The proscenium draperies are
of dahlia purple.

r\NE

a spacious rendezvous
furnished in exquisite taste with
deep cushioned divans, easy chairs,

'J'HE lounge

is

settees, decorative lamps and a huge
Japanese urn on a magnificent carved

760 light bulbs and can be thrown into

pedestal.

The beauty
marked

of the most notable additions to
the conspicuous beauty of the new
Crandall house is the central ceiling
dome lighting fixture.
This unique feature of the house's
triple-color
lighting system contains

lounge is so
was at once recognized

of

this

that it
as a perfect setting for paintings by
the Washington Artists League, and
that organization petitioned the Cran-

blue, red or amber.

This permits the perfect harmonizing
color and pictured scene, or the
added aid of appropriate lighting for
of

any orchestral overture.

December

From
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the center of this gently in-

dome hangs a Tiffany

dented

leaded

glass fixture draped with crystal pendants that supplies the last touch of

beauty, and signalizes a new epoch in
the theatrical annals of the national

The

ladies'

the

orchestra

capital.

The Ambassador

is

furnished in
accordance with the

supplied both on

and balcony

most refined dictates

with
wide deep-cushioned leather seats with
handsomely embossed gold and black
plush backs.

The

floors

aisles are

The
soft

and
off

wide and

the exits far in excess of the

number

air,

with gold

black.

and cooling system is
model Typhoon, operating
of giant fans which may be

with a set
adjusted to exhaust or supply
will, either cool or heated.

taste.

color scheme is
grey, buff, tan
blue tones, set
It

leaf
is

on

car-

peted with a striking gold and black
patterned carpet of
exceptionally
heavy
pile,
laid on thick
padding to lend a

ventilating

latest

feminine

of

required by law.

The

floor
of love-

liness,

the orchestra

the

room on

dream

a

is

touch of richness.

at

^ACK

of the balcony on the promenis another innovation in
theatre design.
At the head of the
stairway which leads to the end of the
lobby opposite the stairway mounting
to the lounge is a spacious inglenook,
furnished with easy chairs and divans,
writing materials and large mirrors.
There are retiring rooms for both
men and women on both floors, the
ladies smoking room on the orchestra
floor being a dream of loveliness furnished in accordance with the most refined dictates of feminine taste.
The Ambassador is also unique in
that in addition to the resident managers suite of offices, slightly below the
orchestra floor level of the auditorium,
there is a complete living apartment
built in as an integral part of the playhouse without interference with the
commercial conduct of the theatre.

ade floor

The Ambassador was designed and
At each

constructed under the personal superThomas W. Lamb of New
York City, probably the foremost theatre
architect and
engineer in the

ornamental iron work, of which extensive use was made, was furnished
by the Wander Iron Works and the
carpets were laid by S. Groome Aer-

United States,
His manager of construction continuously on the job during the erection
of the building was Sol Rosenberger,

eckson of Washington.

vision of

whose experience and judgment had

much

to do with the completion of the
playhouse on schedule time,

TN

addition to the symphony orchestra
of twenty-five solo artists, under the
conductorship of Bailey F. Alart, a

composer-pianist with two comic opera

and several symphonic compositions to his credit, the Ambassador is
equipped with a huge new triplemanual pipe organ, installed by the W.
libretti

W.

Kimball Company of Chicago, The

These are surmounted by
side of the proscenium arch are giant columns of Italian Senna Marble.
vases.
There are three sets of satin hangings in canary and black that open one at a time. There
are deep-cushioned leather seats vnth handsomely embossed gold and black plush backs.

huge gold

'pHE

Ambassador, fourteenth

link in

the chain of Crandall Theatres in
Washington and vicinity, is under the
resident managership of Robert Etris,
with Paul Hurney acting in the capacity of assistant house manager.
The
projection booth is in charge of Edgar

Tracey, one of the veteran projectionists of the District of Columbia.
Crandall's Ambassador is a strictly
fireproof theatre with a total seating
capacity of i6oo.
It is built on the
cantilever system of steel construction

with the steel structure and the masonry interdependent at no point.
The steel uprights have their footings
on concrete slabs deeply imbedded in
the earth, and the weight of the building has been distributed over the
.ground at the rate of two tons to the
square foot instead of three tons as is
customary.
This gives the building an added
margin of safety beyond all reasonable
demands. The roof framing is securely riveted to the upright supports and
at no place is there a wall-bearing piece
of steel.
The roof slab is of gypsum, much
lighter than the concrete slab customarily used.
The construction of the Ambassador, in short, is such that should
the walls be knocked away the balcony and roof would still stand intact.

'pHE

stage setting and projection
booth equipment, among the most
important of all the features in which

Ambassador stands preeminent,
were designed and installed by Abe
Dresner, manager of the Washington
Theatre Supply Company.

the

On

the stage
the

is

a

special

Raven

screen and

two box-oflices are
equipped with two 4-unit ticket registers that

function automatically,
supplied by Mr. Dresner.

all
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COLBY SHAW,

former musical director

of the Mark Strand in
on the Pacific coast.

Albany,

is

now

"Marty" Williams, who last week resigned
manager of the Kansas City Vitagraph
exchange to accept a position as salesman

have a

Showmen

the

Fry opened

his new Star Theatre
His equipment includes
motiongraph machines.
Atlas booth and
Gardiner screen.
The theatre is modern.

G.

G.

Omaha, Texas.

at

of

The Garrick Theatre

as

was robbed of $375

in

Dallas, Texas,
currency and several
at

for United Artists, has been succeeded by
George H. Ware, former salesman in the
Kansas City territory who about two years
ago was promoted to manager of the St.

checks, but the robbers missed several hundred dollars hid in a money bag.

Louis

York

office.

—

Albany, Nov. 19 Playing at prices ranging
from 50 cents to $1.50, "The Covered Wagon"
did a big business in Albany, N. Y. last
week, at the Capitol theatre.
It was the
first

time that a picture played at such prices

city and there
as to the outcome.
in this

was much speculation

New

Paper

mills in certain sections of
state are idle through low water conditions, and as a result motion picture theatres
in these villages are complaining of a loss

of

that the flat rental price will be increased
just the same as can the percentage.
"Of course, the matter of determining percentage, particularly in the case of the first

E. C. Clay, former F. B. O. salesman in
the Kansas City territory, has joined the
Fox force and will cover Western Kansas,
while Harry Kirshbaum, who has been covering Southwestern Missouri for Universal, left
last week to join his former boss, L. W.
Alexander, Chicago branch manager for
Universal.

run house, is not entirely an easy matter,
as you can cite several big theatres where
the picture is only a part of the entertain,

Bailey & Company of Brocton, N. Y.,
has been awarded a contract to rebuild the

Grand theatre, Westfield, N. Y., the house
was recently destroyed by fire and which
is owned by Mrs. Jessie Carlson and leased
by the Zicofe Corporation of Buffalo.
that

Theodore Roberts, showing on the Orpheum
Kansas City this week found each
hour of his spare time spoken for far in

circuit in

advance.
izations

Virtually

all

of

civic organrequested Mr.

the

and women's clubs

Roberts to speak before them.
Ed. Raymond, manager of the Orpheum
Theatre, Wichita, Kansas, visited Kansas
City on a business trip last week.
He announced the Orpheum Theatre will discontinue
the showing of feature pictures and will hereafter play vaudeville only.
J.

Hoshau

is

the

new owner

to 'the percentage of the gross there is
as to whether this is entirely
practical because the exhibitor contends that
on a bad picture the producer might register
a profit against his loss and even on fair
pictures a percentage of the gross to the producer could be profitable while the exhibitor
might get a loss as result of running a picture that didn't go over.

a

question

Percentage

PERCENTAGE NOT GOOD FOR
THE LAZY, SAYS KENT

The Academy theatre has re-opened in
Buffalo with pictures and tabs and with
Al Sherry as manager.

Hostettler and Reinke, who now operate a
circuit of motion picture theatres in Missouri
and Kansas, have recently opened an office
in the Main Street Bank Building at 1822
Main Street at Kansas City, Mo.

pictures.

"As

revenue.

(Continued from page S)

Invitations have been issued by the Liberty
theatre management of Kansas City to the
Women's City Club to attend a preview showing of "Ashes of Vengeance" in the ballroom
of the Peacock hotel Saturday night.
An
orchestra will furnish music and dancing is
scheduled as part of the entertainment.

shade of the percentage; that the
percentage should be split fifty-fifty after the
theatre man has deducted his overhead, the
remaining 50 per cent going to the producer as his share of the cost and profit.
"As the theatre man has a permanent institution he can't walk away as the producer can at the end of any one of a series

ment.

"These houses when you are discussing
percentage with their managers have to be
treated differently than in the case of the
houses where the picture is the whole show.
"I am firmly of the opinion the exhibitor
would be willing to play percentage if he
were not afraid of where percentage would
lead him.
"U some plan could be worked out that
would give the exhibitor assurance that percentage would stay put, if some method could
be employed whereby the percentage originally adopted could be kept around an established figure and the exhibitor be given
absolutely a square deal it would be the best

way

to arrive at picture values.

Will

Come

as Necessity

"I feel that eventually it will come into
vogue, not by force, but as a necessity to
prove true values.
"As to the method of applying the percentage of course there are varying opinions.
The producer's contention is that if the house
gets its expenses all out and then splits fiftyfifty that the fifty the exhibitor gets is profit
and that the fifty the producer gets is not
profit because the producer's pro rata negative cost and cost of prints and distribution
must come out of that fifty.
"On this point the independent producer
is in
a different business on each picture,
whereas the theatre man is there permanently with a tremendous investment, and it
is a question whether the latter should not

Right

Method

"These are all questions that have got
to be gone into thoroughly and worked out
amicably as to what is the basic figure of
percentage.
I am certain that some time
the producer and exhibitor will come to an
understanding, because I don't think anybody
questions that percentage is the right method
of determining values
can be found."

if

the right procedure

am

for percentage," said J. G. Bachof Preferred. "I will take percentage
deals with anybody or everybody on the first
dollar on every picture.
If we produce pictures that can't draw at the box-office we
deserve a kick, and on the other hand if we
have a good picture we want results and we
know we will get it. That's all it narrows
"I

mann

down

to."

"There's no healthy, beautiful road to the
perfect basis percentage," said R. H. CochThere are a thousand
rane of Universal.
and one factors entering into the problem
and no two of them are alike.
"Among these are the picture rarely is
one of the same value as the one which preceded it from even the same company the
theatre, the neighborhood and all the surrounding circumstances.
"It is one of the things that have got to
be worked out individually, picture and
house, and until that is done there will be no
general adoption of percentage. In this offiice
we welcome percentage when we can't agree
on a production otherwise."
"I have given that percentage thing a lot
of thought," said Dr. W. E. Shallenberger,
"but I doubt if it will work out, excepting

—

j

in the finer houses.

"I don't think the plan can be operated
the small towns on program pictures or
where there are changes every day or every
other day.
So far as concerns serials you
can't put them on a percentage basis any
more than you can short subjects, yet an
episode of a serial might bring a crowded
house in spite of the presence of an adOf course, it might
mittedly poor feature.
be done in the case of a unit program."
in

WE MANUFACTURE
STAGE SETTINGS — SCENERY
Velvet and Velour Curtains

of the Star

^0\)^ltp Scenic ifetutiofi

Theatre at Sarcoxie, Mo., having just recently purchased same from J. L. Neman.
He will conduct same as a first-class mo-

"STAGE SETTINGS OF DIBTINQTIOIT'
New Yoik

220 West 46tli Street

Otty

tion picture theatre.

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

S"^-

'E

ROLL (»SKf) FOLDED
/
^

^

352 N. ASHLAND AVENUt
THirAnn
iMniQ
CHICAGO, II
ILLINOIS
I

TICKETS

\v
best for iMt

leAt money

quickesi dliivery

coiif^itss guaranteed

—
December

1,
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THE SYNCHRONIZER
(A complete movie
Let us

I

Can

possr

Stvl6

d'Hardelot

Christ in Flanders
Closer (L'Adoree de

Ward-Stephens

Strong
Dramatic

Mon

Du

TUle

library in a nutshell)

you about

it

used

be

either

with

by

itself

the

orchestra

or

Carl Fischer
New York

For Photoplays

Because

tell

SOLORCHESTRA ORGAN ALBUM

Cooper Square,
Publisher

Suitability to Pictures

Have You Heard Our
Coeur)

Emotional Love Scenes

Flowing

Pare

Bogey
Winter Comes
of Might HaveBeen
Mill by the Sea
On Miami Shore
Phantom Legions
Roses of Picardy
Smile Through Your

Alford

If

Tennent

Tears

Hamblen

Plaintive

Darewski

Pathetic

Inc.

Three Latest Hits?
The World

—

Picturesque Scenes
Martial
Optimistic

March

Colonel

Chappel-Harms,

After Battle

Romantic

Orchestra

Some Day You Will
Miss

Me

Meditative
Cheerful
Sentimental
Victorious
Birth of Love

Pathetic
Lively

Adams
Ward-Stephens

Melodic
Dramatic

Wood

Romantic

Jacobi

THE BIG SUMMER HIT
SAY IT WITH A UKULELE
FOX TROT — HAWAIIAN MELODY
Full Orchestration

Consolation

Sympathy

25c

SPECIAL OFFER—9 Late Orchestrations,
"SAY IT WITH A UKULELE"

Mother Scenes

Calm

Wright

Including

VVhere the Lazy Mis-

Flows
Waiting

sissippi

World

Is

de Freyne

Plaintive

River Scenes

Seitz

In a Rose Garden

T. Acciani

Romantic

Love Scenes
Carl

Fischer

CLASSIFIED AD

;

La

Grande
Russe
Overture

Paque

Rates

Allegro Agitato

Marche Heroique

Saint-Saens

Spring Zephirs
Waltz Intermezzo

Flowing

fight,

Mass meetings,
gatherings.

political

Exhibition

dances,

Joy,

Special rates on long time contracts.

(monor)

etc.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange.
727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

waterfalls

Danse Lithuanienne
of the

Festival

O. Vessella

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.

scenes,
Far-north snow
lurking danger, deep sorrnw, or as dr.
Mysterioso (minor). Pur-

Mystic
Hurried

suit,

Land

DEPARTMENT

Rimsky-Korsakow

First part till (S)
or four bars before
(6)

From

Rimsky-Korsakow

Russian Dance, also
light hurry (minor)

Lively

as

WANTED TO BUY

Blue Sky

Symphonic Suite
Prayer at Dawn
from (1) till (3)
from (3) till (6)

Augusta Holmes

I.

Slightly used motion picture camera and laboratory
outfit, professional goods only.
Address Cameraman,
1540 Penn Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Imposing Nature scenes,
contentedness, calmness.
Heavy Dr. Agitato (emo-

Religious
Passionate

tional)

from
end

(6)

till

For Dr. Climaxes
for
(As a whole

the

;

MANAGER
dra-

Wishes position

matic progressions).

Elaborate

Land of the Blue Sky
Symphonic Suite

Whenever
teriso

Mysterious

a slow
necessary

scenes,
love, friendship

mys-

vaudeville

Tarantella

cessories,

East

a

Emma

Edna

Jere

I

Want

to

Be Loved

Like a Baby
Oriental Dream

Wm.
J.

Rennie

De

GrafiE

Ballad

Leonard Ivory

new with

practically

$195.00.
St.,

Donald

REELS
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

Art Conrad
Art Conrad
Art Conrad

Fox-Trot
Fox-Trot
Fox-Trot

Cheerful
Sentimental
Love Scenes

740 7lh A»f.;

N.w

York

RAVEN HAFTONE SCREEN
is

an important part of the equipment

of the

Covered Wagon

Hunchback

of Notre

Dame

Scaramouche

TRIMOUNT PRESS

ROAD SHOWS

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
One

ac-

219

For Sale by

Sentimental
Scenes Oriental

Oriental

cases,

Malkames,

Penn.

Hazelton,

Melancholy

You Must Come Over
Tonight
I Don't Believe You
Say it with a Ukulele

etc.,

Comedy Scenes

Fox-Trot

Waltz

Witol

H.

WELDED WIRE

Amer. Music Pub. Co.

Buy

Universal

Chestnut

Londonderry Air

My Heart's More
Than Your Gold Can

P.

FOR SALE

lively

as

first of

Six years experience with piclegitimate.
Apply Exhibitors

Trade Review, Box H.

A. Holmes
carnivals,
Italian
or
scenes,
street
light hurry

and

for

also

400 feet

III. Festival at Sor-

rento

is

Water

Barcarolle

tures,

house starting

writh first class

year or next season.

By

the Sea
First part till Poco
piu lente
From (4)
II.

Mu'-ic Pub.
Co.
Dept. W.
N. Y. C.

1658 B'way.

Depicts yearning,
lovesorrow. Being flexible and
very melodious
excellent
theme for forsaken
as
sweetheart, wife or moth-

Reverie

NOW

$1.00— ORDER

for

American

for

the Sunrise

Request

— HARMS, INC.

East 34th Street, N. Y. C.

41

There's Silver in

Your Hair

Catalogue on

CHAPPELL

Land

Novello

Waiting for the Sunrise
Winter Comes

is

If

ROSES OF PICARDY

Sixty-Five

lis

ALBANY STREET
BOSTON MASS

Broadway, New York
[

Largest plant in

New England

specializing in Theatre Ticket Printing

j
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Insist on prints on

—

Eastman:
positive film
—and aU the quality that was secured in the
negative will be seen

on the

screen.

This

means the kind of photographic reproduction that appeals to your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

SYNONYMOUS WITH

PROTECTION - PERFECTION
UNIT

VENT TO
OUTER AIR.

HOOD

HUMIDIFYING PROPERTIES
OF
CONDITIONS. PRESERVES AND

THERMONON

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE.

GREATLY PROLONGS LIFE
OF FILM.

CONTINUOUS FLUE TO
OUTER AIR.

ASBESTOS WIRE CLOTH
FIRE SEAL COMPLETELY
AROUND DOORS.

EACH COMPARTMENT IS
INSULATED FROM ADJACENT COMPARTMENTS AND
SEPARATELY VENTED TO

OUTER

UNIT CONSTRUCTION EASILY

EXPANDED

IN HEIGHT AND
WIDTH.

AIR.

AUTOMATIC LATCH POSITIVELY HOLDS DOORS

EACH REEL IS MAINTAINED
IN
SEPARATE COMPART-

CLOSED.

MENT.

LABEL HOLDERS FOR
PROPER INDEXING.

THERMONON
GREATEST HEAT RETARD
ANT OF THE AGE.

DOORS CLOSE AUTOMATICALLY WITH OR WITHOUT

MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTION
OF

FILM.

THERMONON

COMPLETELY SURROUNDS
EACH REEL.
BUILT OF STEEL
DURABLE. EVERLASTING
AND BEAUTIFULLY

UNIT BASE

THE FILM-SAFE

A

FINISHED.

THE ONLY POSITIVE METHOD OF FILING MOTION PICTURE FILM WITH ASSURANCE
OF FIRE PROTECTION, EACH REEL IS IN
SEPARATE, SECURELY CLOSED, FIREPROOF COMPARTMENT, LOCKED IF DESIRED,
VENTED TO- THE OUTER AIR. FILM-SAFES CONDITION FILM AND PRESERVE IT INDEFINITELY.
IS

PATENTED ALL OVER THE WORLD

American Film -Safe Corporation
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,

U.

S.

A.

Here you have the great novelty series of the
" Dippy Doo Dads," bird and anjimal comedies
that have attracted wide attention.

You have "Snub" Pollard; and you have
Charles Chase, a new one and a good one, playing a lone hand, and a good one too, in others.

You can

play these comedies every

week with

knowledge that your public can't get tired
of seeing the same faces week after week; that
they'll find new gags, new laughs and new faces

full

in liberal profusion.

HIBITO
CTrade

REVI E W

%e Business Paper of the Motion lecture Industry
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PRESENTS

Qeor^e Melford

PRODUCTION

Painting the Lily
ANY

wonderful creations come into these

laboratories

— masterpieces

of

pro-

ducers, directors, actors and cinemato-

graphers.

it

It would be a difficult task to improve them. But
would be an easy task to spoil them.

Careless developing of the film would do
inferior release print will

mar

it.

An

the greatest master-

piece.

On

the other hand careful, conscientious labora-

tory work, which can only

come from thorough

ex-

perience and the desire to give the very best, will
bring out the very best in the picture.

So while
to say that

might parallel the painting of the lily
Standard Film Laboratories improve

it

these motion pictures,

we do say that the care we
we possess, enables us to

take and the knowledge

deliver master negative and release print without

the loss of one iota of perfection.

SMJbmpkLas
and jRo/name^ jS^reeis

^ x/oImMMckoIaus

Seward

*'

//oily ^366

Jfolli/wood, Cali/brnia

Published weekly by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation. Executive,
Entered as second-class matter, Aug. 25, 1922,

Editorial
at

post

Offices

office

at

Knickerbocker Bldg., Broadway and 42nd St., New York City. Subscription $2.00 year.
East Stroudsburg Pa., under the act of March 3, 1879.

—

MARV
**Has All the Necessary

Elements for Success'*

"We

claim that

Mary

PICKFORD
in

Pickford's

'Rosita' is entitled to first honors in

"Rosita

the parade of big pictures across the

screen because of

its

skilful treat-

ment, its color and background, its
dash and adventure, and the fact
that it is seasoned with all the necessary elements for success."
Laurence Reid, film reviewer for
Classic and the Motion Picture

News.

vS>7

with

(S'paniirh

J^omance

HOLBROOIC BLINN

Qdapfed by Cdutard Kpohlock.
•JJoiy by JVorberf "yalk^
ij^hofo^raphy by Charley J^oj-her

Jn

ERNST LUBITSCH PRODUCTION

Now Booking
UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Charles Chaplin
SMary Pick ford
D.W.Qriffifh
Douglaj- JairbanksT
Oiiram Qbrarriij', Prexidenf

GLENN HUNTER
istirttir^m all
Grab
speed

his

smoke now

—get into his

—make Hunter's fame mean

money

to you.

wants to see

The whole country
this

youthful star.

Here are three great action pictures,
smashing

box-office successes that will

your theatre (a fourth, "Grit,"

fill

will follow

soon).

"Puritan
Passions"

Played

crowded houses

to

at the B.

S.

Moss

Cameo

Theatre on Broadway for
two weeks. The year's most
discussed picture on the

world's most famous show
thrilling story
street.
with a dual life, and midnight duels, projected against a background of fascinating Puritanical life in the critical days of
American History.

A

Exhibitors say:

"Brought

"Youthful
Cheaters"

"Second

pers."
jazz."

the

flap-

appeal."
"Gets the
young 'uns." "Everybody
happy." "Pep and pulling
ful

power.

'

"Another
ture."
' *

Good

days."

Fiddle"

out

"Gay scenes and
"Has Class." Youth-

Hunter

fine

"They

business

"A

pic-

all liked it."

three

first fiddle

for

me." "Played a sweet tune
in the

box

office."

ner everywhere.

"A

'

FILM GUILD PRODUCTIONS

win-

A

production that

reaches the highest
GOLDWYN
presents

point of drama^

It is

Victor Seastrom's
production

Name

the

Man!

from "The Master of Man" by

bigger than anything

Sir Hall Caine
With a great cast including
Conrad Nagel,MaeBusch,
Patsy Ruth Miller, Hobart
Bosworth, Aileen Pringle,
Creighton Hale.
Screen Adaptation by Paul Bern

JUNE MATHIS,

EditorUl Director

youVe seen this

year!

CC BURR,

Presents

jyT T>icture inloune

Here

With theljimes

the fulfillment of a promise to

is

State Right Distributors to

on a par with the
Have you bought

best

make Pictures

on the market

XJOT Just Pictures— Better Stories,

or booked

•restlessj#es"

nificant

•youxPtoHelu

High

Class Pictures

Punch, Suspense and Drama.

—

sig-

With

Box-Office

Values as C. C. Burr has demonstrated
in Past Productions
'The

New

with Charles "Chic" Sale
Now ready for release

The

of

the

season

Wire

or write today
for a franchise

drawing power.

THROUGH

COMMONWEALTH FILM CORPORATION
New York

Greater

New York

City;

and Northern

MOSCOW

New

Jersey

;

San Francisco,

Cal.

;

MASTODON
C.

Cincinnati,

BURR,

Pres,

R. ROGERS, Vice-Pres.
Treas.

C.

WEST 44th STREET
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.

Ohio;

Ind.

;

Western Pennsylvania and West Virginia

METRO PICTURES,
Philadelphia,

Detroit, Mich.

Milwaukee, Wis.

State of Indiana

Pa.

INC.

Pa.;

INC.

Pa.;

New

State of Michigan

;

Foreign Rights Controlled by Richmount Pictures
220

WEST 42ND STREET, NEW YORK

CITY, N.

;

State of Wisconsin

GRIEVER PRODUCTIONS
Y.

Chicago,

111.

;

Northern

Jersey

INC.

MID-WEST FILM COMPANY

ROYAL PICTURES
Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh,

FAVORITE FILM COMPANY,

LIEBER COMPANY

Indianapolis,

COLUMBIA FILM SERVICE,

Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern

133-135-137

INC.

Ohio and Kentucky
H.

C.

THROUGH

by

FILMS, INC.

WM. LACKEY,

California

SKIRBOLL GOLD SEAL PRODUCTIONS,
Cleveland and

Distributed

FILMS, INC.

New England States
ALL-STAR FEATURES DISTRIBUTORS, INC.
Boston, Mass.

the Law/'

—

outstanding

six

Am

"Burn-Em-Up Barnes/' "Sure-Fire Flint/'
"Luck/' "You Are Guilty/' "Secrets of
Paris/' "The Last Hour"
pictures with

School Teacher'

attractions

"I

Illinois

I
URRAY GARSSOj
presents

BROADWAY

BROKE
f

Explains
The Fear
of Going

Broke

»

»

That Rarest of
Things,
A Real Audience
J

!

Picture
j

jhai's

BROADWAY

BROKE

Hi^h Above All Competitioii/

The name *Century\ means
additional business''
Grand Theatre, Faribault, Minn.

"Book Century—-and your comedy worries

"Exceptionally

are over."

Highly

Jefferson

Theatre,

Huntsville,

Ala.

consistent

profitable.

in

quality.

patrons enjoy and

look for them."

Midway
"Best on the market

My

Theatre, Montreal, Que.

!"

Palace Theatre, Buffalo, N. Y.

"Best

comedies

two-reel

I

have

ever

shown."

"Have run about every other kind and

U. S.

Theatre, Cleveland, 0.

consider Century the best of the bunch."

Victory Theatre, Union City, Mich.

"Consistent attractions.
ity

Please the major-

of audiences."

"For clean entertainment they cannot be

Grand Theatre, Rochester, N.

Y.

beat."

Brooklyn Theatre, Detroit, Mich.

"Any
"Consistently good

all

the

way through."

Opera House, Lenora, Kans.

exhibitor

who

is

not using these

is

cheating himself."

Radio Theatre, Ozark, Mo.

MARJORIE

MARCEL

CONSISTENTLY GOOD

Released Thru

UN VERSALI

Trial

Balance Sheet

Brings

You
A

Complete and

Concise

Ledger

System

Created

Especially
Exhibitors

for

Who

Need a Simpler
Business Base.

It

Was Created As
Heir. Liffa Mid Power

.iBBlUBO-UcLIuCL

Pnk

lot Iht

Pehod

A

Time Saving System for Showmen
many showmen who
WHEN
the staff of the Exhibitors

Review designed and
fied

Trade

built this simpli-

system of accounting for the practi-

cal every-day needs of exhibitors, they had uppermost in their minds the thought of Service.

The time has passed when

the hit-and-

miss methods are possible in the management
of a theatre. Hundreds have recognized the
necessity for a special systematic layout that
would solve the problem.
The special offer of $2.95 for the complete
system, including binder and all, cannot possibly last long. That amount practically covers
only the cost of the cover, the assembling,

packing and handling.
If you pass this opportunity by even for a
day you may be too late. The offer is made on
the basis of "While They Last" and that won't

be long.

That's a sure-fire tip to

showmen!

have
There are too
asked us to go forward on this movement for
us not to urgently warn you to get your order

in quickly.

Especially if you believe, in sound business
really desire a simplified and easily understood system of charging and crediting under

and

such headings as:

The Daily Cash Record, General Assets
Liabilities, All Transactions, Bookings,
Advertising, Exploitation, Depreciation, Inventories and how to arrive at the Balance
Profits and Loss.
Sheet

and

—

—

Every one of these "systems" sold at $2.95
a loss to us in actual money, but we feel that
your appreciation will many times over make
up for the difference.
is

Address your

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, Broadway,

at

42d

letters or

Street,

wires to

New York

City

—
December

Page

1923

8,

1
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GEORGE

B.

GEORGE BLAISDELL, Editor
KBDY F.CKELS. Managing Editor
MERWEDE
GEORGE

News Editor

T.

PARDY

Reviews Editor

CONTENTS
December

8.

1923

EDITORIAL FEATURES

Beauty That Wins
Appreciation

EAUTY

has been

i>^ do many

known

to

Torn men with
wars.
doubts and passions.
One look at Kathleen Key
shows her beauty not to be that
into

Hers

kind.

is

a loveliness that

Her expression

calms.

combination of grace
nity that soothes.
'T'

HAT

J- that

view

is

a

and dig-

the type of beauty

is

for

in

its

Yes.

Innovations?

But not
reeks of

it reaches out
intimate contact with the
whole film world.
Incisively, it goes to the heart
Digs out facts and
of things.
The kind that mean the
ideas
The
most to the showman.
stuff that keeps him abreast of
enterprising associates.
the
Constructively it
asks
showman for any ideas of his
own. For accounts of his sucFor the story
cessful stunts.
of his great attack on box-office
malnutrition.
Co-operatively it
circulates
these ideas and stories among
the other folks of the trade.
It brings to the fore the high-

Calmly, cooli>,

for

—

—

The
it

things.
creates a clearing
vital

An

exchange

for business truths.
This means that
contribute an idea to

when you
The Ex-

house for ideas.

7

hibitors Review you get it
back with interest. It is tested
not alone by discussion, but in

8
9

11
11

—Williaai

The Eternal Feminine

W. Hodkinson
ai Its Best

Eight Reasons for 'Jealous Husbands' Success
Perfect Screen Adaptation of 'Anna Christie'
Beauty of Stars and Sets in 'Under Red Robe'
Sweetheart Posters Enhance 'Maytime'

12
14

of

Personality

15

2
6
10
18

24
30

31

32
33
33

34
34

The

35

37

16

25

28

Chart and Press Opinions
The Modern Theatre
Current First Run Programs

41

how

worked out hracfica'ly.
Could yru think of a sounder
it

investment for an idea?
iiiigiiiiBissgisiasisiigiisiMiiEiHaggi^K^

Copyright 1923 by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation.
Hen. C.
Fprnsler.

;

;

wine,

flashback

a

of

TRADE
EXHIBITORS
REVIEW doesn't take the
stand that it pays attention to
the new things to the exclusion
of the old.
Its reputation for
keeping pace with the latest is
definitely established. Not only
for keeping pace, but for contributing a few new things to
the film trade on its own account ?
It does urge, however, that
some things are valuable only
when they have survived the
tarnish of time.
Good will, for example. Time
alone will build a repmation
for good will.
Confidence.

with

an

Only

a

record

unquestionable

past

More
thing

explicitly

is

true of
Pictures.

—the
"Tried

j

same

Proved"
There are
and perhaps better picBut there is one po.^itive
thing about "Tried and Proved"
Pictures that the others have

|

|

later
tures.

yet to achieve.

That

its

}

[

[

[

sales
box-office past.
is

record.

Its

^

When

you select a "Tried and Proved" Picture, you're hitching your book-

will.

!/'^

I

and

47

Williams, President; F. l^teyers, Vice-President; John P.
Treasurer; J. A. Cron. Advertising Manager.
Executive and
"Fditorial
Offices:
Knickerbocker Building, Forty-Second Street and
Broadway, New York. Telenhone, Bryant 6160. Address all Gjmmunications to Executive Offices. Published weekly at East Stroudsburpr, Pa.,
by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation.
Member Audit Bureau
nf Circulations.
Subscription rates, postage paid, per year: United
States $2
Canada $.3 Foreign $6 single copies 20 cents. Remit by
check, money order, currency or U. S. postage stamps.
Chicago, Robert Banehart, 1106 Ot's Building
West Coast, Richard Kiplmg, 1505 No. Western Ave., Los Angeles
;

old

womanhood of old, sort
warms up the cockles of the

ing order to a star with a winning record of audience-good

showmen

notice
it.
Whether it is a selling stunt,
an advertising feature, or a
publicity innovation.
The enterprising ones will immediately
try it.
This magazine will get
a report of it.
And you'll
read of it.
And you'll know

Like
to the

44

actual practice.

Other

ii

1

mit.

will create confidence.

23

Big Little FeatL'RE

s
m

—

new.

21

PRoni;cTiox

as a beauty of another type.
In these days of jazz, jamboree and jiffy kind of restful on the eyes, you must ad-

14
13

19

Players We Know
Feature Previews

^

m
m
m

here

heart.
It is a fair illustration
that not all good things are

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors' Round Table
Round About the Studios
Up and Down Main Street

Sweet Sixteen
p LARA BOW is shown

14

SHOWMANSHIP
Exploitation Ideas and Lobbyology
Old Fire Horse Boosts 'Midnight Alarm'
Mail Coach Robbery Helps Publicity
Classified Ads Stunt Proves Stimulating
Treasure Hunt Takes Ottawa by Storm
Pictures Used As Test for Feeble Minded
Booking Urge Ideas Galore in Latest Pictures
Tried and Proved Pictures

When Grandma Was m
m

12

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS
Leaders All

the kind that merely
blare and fanfare.

Thus

Harold Lloyd Buys New Studio Tract
Reichenbach's Friends Give Him Party
'Janice Meredith' Chosen for Marion Davies
Credit Control Plan for Laboratories
Bob Horsley Promoted by Vitagraph
Hodkinson to Release Kirkwood and Lee Films
Johnson Expedition Off for Africa

reader

interest.

lights.

for Closed Town
Public Concerned Only in Result, Says Friend

Blame Exchanges

Exhibitors Trade Re-

strives

4
5

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS

from

Plunged nations

their thrones.

3

—

things.

has tumbled Kings

It

Meet the Original Extended-Run Exhibitor
And We Learned About Music From Them
Preventing Petting Parties in Your Theatre
Old Lady Astor Says
Editorial A Fighting Chance
Salacious Trend of Stage Points Screen Moral

Exhibitors Trade Review
means to win your good will
and confidence by telling you
these things.
By the same token it expects
to earn your confidence. That's
why it is so strong for a "Tried

and Proved" policy.
And to you like for itself,
it
urges you "Give deep consideration_ to the old, but don't
entirely disregard the new."

j
E

^
()

S

I
(j

p

g
I

|

|
1

Page 2

Exhibitors Trade Review

I

^Nl-L-LIAU W.

Leaders

A

HODKINSON

"DECAUSE

II

sixteen years ago he sensed what was wrong with
•"-^
the motion picture of that day and boldly entered the lists to
correct the more glaring faults and with large success; because
he was one of the first to seek better pictures, longer runs and
adv«-rtising of shows; because consistently he has adhered to his
initial

policies.

C1B605036
December

8,

t^^^*^

Pajte 3

1923

Vol. 15,

EXHIBITORS
<^mde REVIEW

No. 2

December

8,

1923

%e Business Paper ofthe Motionjl^cturelndusliy

Meet the Original Extended-Run Exhibitor!
W.

W

.

Hodkinsoii

Made

the Fight Sixteen Years

Ago

for

Improved

Houses and Shows and Quickly Conquered
jl /T

EET

Vl

the original better pictures,

long run and higher admission

man — yes, and newspaper adtoo
WiUiam W.

vertising advocate,

Hodkinson.

Hodkinson

Sixteen

became

:

years ago Mr.
an exhibitor to

prove out an idea, a belief that the motion picture in 1907 was running on
the wrong track, one that would lead ii
nowhere.
It was in Ogden, Utah, in that year
that he looked in on a motion picture
show, but decided the interior was too
forbidding to justify him also in taking
forbidding in physiin his companion
cal appearance of the store itself and

—

who made up

the gathering.
Mr. Hodkinson bought the place at a
low price. When he took it over school
benches and kitchen chairs provided
in those

seating capacity for 160 persons.

The

program was one reel of film and one
song, for which five cents was charged,
with change of pictures

every other

day.

The new owner made arrangements
for three reels

and two songs, so that
would last an hour,

the performance

and increased the admission to ten
cents.
Also he announced in the local
newspapers that the show would run a
full week, changing each Monday.
By utilizing space behind the screen

was increased to
The overhead was increased from

the seating capacity

205.

$140 to $175 a week, and the house
showed a profit almost from the first.
Two other places were bought and
similar changes made.

JN

motion picture
were erected, each house
equipped with two machines motor operated, and the precedent was established that there should be no break in
the shift from one picture to another.
In March, 1910, Mr. Hodkinson in
an article appearing in the Film Index,
the official organ of the General Film
Company, made this significant re1909

up-to-date

theatres

mark

:

"Consider Ogden, Utah, and Boise,
Idaho, with their 25,000 inhabitants
each, and New York City with its millions.

A

play makes a great success in

New York

and runs six months or a
Later it goes to Boise or Ogden
and stays one night.
"Biograph, Selig, Essanay, Pathe or

year.

some other manufacturer makes a wonderful film., a masterpiece, a work of
art.
It runs a week in Ogden and it
runs one day in New York City.
"Could anything under the sun be
more inconsistent ? I have stopped trying to figure out why it should be so."
Another point he registered was that
the motion picture cannot die, but it
may be killed, and he expressed the
view that it would work into the hands
He
of men broad enough to save it.
added that the five-cent shows must go,
except in the poor localities.
The foregoing demonstrates the
soundness of Mr. Hodkinson's first impressions of the motion picture.

HE

head of the

W. W. Hodkinson

Corporation was born in Kansas,
"along with Arthur Kane," as he explained to a friend not long ago. Until
ten years ago he lived the greater part
of his life in Colorado, Utah and Cali-

obtained in following the conventional
lines of that day.
In 1907, it may be
stated, distribution of film, was largely
centered in Chicago.

Y^ITHIN

four months Mr. Hodkinson so thoroughly demonstrated the

correctness of his belief that better entertainment properly advertised would
be approved by the public that he had
the local business "sewed up" for his

company and he was called to Chicago
as the general manager of the new concern.

At the end of 1908 came plans for
the formation of the Patents Company.
Mr. Hodkinson bought out the Ogden
he had established, which had not
prospered after his departure, and arranged to be supplied by General Film
product.
Also he went into the theatre business on a larger scale.
In 1910 Mr. Hodkinson disposed of
his Ogden and Salt Lake interests and
went to Los Angeles to take over the
business of the concerns that were
office

standing out as competitors to General
Film, later going to San Francisco.

fornia.

His first experience m the workaday
world was in Pueblo, Col., in the telegraphic department of the Denver and
Rio Grande Railroad.
He had left this service and was in
Utah selling text books dealing with engineering and technical subjects when
he entered the nickelodeon to which
reference was made in the opening.
The educational possibilities immediately appealed to' him. There was an
element of curiosity in his approach to
his new work, a determination to find
out whether the business had to be

conducted on such a cheap scale. He
believed the pictures could be so developed as to afford entertainment for the
discriminating.

Almost simultaneously with the taking over of his theatre he secured the
distributing agency for the Twentieth
Century Optiscope Company, of Chica(TO,

first branch ofMr. Hodkinson realized the neof instituting some more selec-

opening one of the

fices.

cessity
tive process for securing

product than

JTROM

1911 to 1913 Mr. Hodkinson
in building up the busi-

was engaged

ness of General Film west and along
uniform lines of his earlier experiments, longer runs, higher admissions,
etc.

in 1913 President Frank Dyer of
General Film brought Mr. Hodkinson to
New York as general manager. Here
the "selective" policy proved unpopular
among producers who found some of
their product on the shelf, Mr. Hodkinson insisting a picture should be worth
ten cents admission.

Ccnsequently he went back to the
when he got instructions that
would break down the constructive
work he had done he decided to form
his own exchange.
coast, but

The Progressive Motion Picture
Company was the first concern ever
steadily, continuously to offer feature
pictures in that territory and perhaps
in the world.
(Continued on page 47.)
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And We Learned About Music From Them!
Says a Real Musician

Who Warns

Against Orchestras Getting "Off Color'
With the General Theme of the Picture

WE

tackled a

number

is

we got the other fellow's anAnd a most interesting angle it

to say

gle.

for all musicians to cogitate upon.
Nearly every manager approached
admitted unreservedly that music was
necessary to the success of any picis

ture.

But likewise they practically were of
one accord in stating the circumstance
that musicians as a whole were not up

Now

their stuff.

to

this

is

By JOSEPH FOX

picture

of

house managers on the subject
of orchestras the other day, and
learned about music from them. That

music

will be of the same coloring; or
be a modern society drama, the
themes, and incidental music will also
be modern in construction, and so on.
As the play progresses and the audience becomes engrossed in the lives of
if

the actors, and their doings, a single
false, jarring
error in choosing the

music will take one out of the harmony
with the picture in an instant.

Music Murderers

COON
church

the implication.

However we have
in with both feet,

a habit of letting

they do come back to the pit
take up the theme where the organist drops it, they invariably take
the attention of the audience from the
picture, until the patrons become used
to the different music.
to

shouters
choir!

a
that

in
Is

effect
your orchestra
giving? Do they play twothrough the
four tempo
heavy scenes? And do they
march out of the pit at the
peak of story interest?
Read hoAV a real musician
took the trouble to find out
about music. Your orchestra
may not do any of these
is

on the subject we are inclined to think
that managers taking them by and
are about half right.
Before we undertook to write this
we visited all the shows in town, and
a few other towns where orchestras
were emploved to give atmosphere to
the flickering drama.
We took many notes, and didn't pay
large,

much attention to the pictures.
But we did pay considerable attention
Herein are
to the men in the pit.

too

things.

But

home

many

in

Then it takes more time for the
musicians to get settled to their work,
and the interest in the picture has been
disturbed

piRST

of all we failed to find a
orchestra that consistently
played the feature from beginning to
Every one of the six or seven
end.
organizations we saw either came in
after the feature had started or quit
single

playing before the picture ended.

Notwithstanding

union

concerning rest periods and certain hours,
we have always held the opinion that
a feature picture can only derive the
full benefit of interpretive music when
accompanied from the time the first
caption appears to the final fade-out
embrace.
And we happen to hold a card in a
local musician's union, and have done
so for these many a year.
The average picture of six or seven
reels can, and should be screened to
the strains of music without switching
from orchestra to organ, or as it often
happens, silence.

And

here's the reason

beginning of a

knows what
tra leader

it

laws

that accompanies a picture should be so arranged that it follows the story the same as the action is
portrayed.
No picture worthy of the

name, starts out with a bang,
dwindles down to nothing.

this article hits

why.

In the
before one
about the orches-

picture,
is

all

who knows

his

plays
themes, and music that will be in haVmonv with the storv being shown.
If it be an
Oriental picture, the
stufif,

N

The scene is in the north woods
snow on the ground, and the hero in
danger of freezing to death.

The

organist played

Waikki."

"On

the

Very good Eddy.

Beach

As

a

startHng contrast between a cold scene,
and a hot number the selection was
immense, but as a piece of interpretive
music, well you name it.

Another comes to mind.
Scene is
an old cathedral the caption on the
screen run like this in part
"and the
deep tones of the massive organ filled

—

in

and

Yet we hear orchestras all the time
that are guilty of this very fault. They

cases.

spite of this, we do often hear
music and mechanical changes that
fit about as well as coon shouters would
in a church choir.
So many instances
of this nature has come under our observation that to even attempt to enumerate them would be hopeless. But
we will cite one or two.

at

again.

The music

contained some of our findings on the
subject of musicians and picture play-

J

?

When

tlie

before jumping
and after due thought
little

ing.

Mind you, we are not saying that a
musician should not have a rest. We
know they must from experience. But
why in the name of all that's musical
don't they arrange their rest periods
with some sense of the fitness of
things

quite a

sweeping assertion, and as a musician
we were at first blush inclined to resent

things sink in a

it

thoughts of the audience right on the
story.
The atmosphere that may be
created by a real bunch of musicians
playing the proper music will do this
without fail every time. And at about
this time some leaders take about half
an hour's rest!

—

the church."

The organist of course rose to the
occasion nobly yes he did not.
He
olayed some dainty little catchy number and never sounded one note on the
lower register.

start bravely to the task of making
sweet sounds, and along about the
time the picture is at the height of its
emotional lights, the orchestra leaves

the pit, and the illusion of reality
absolutely destroyed.

Y^E

have

leader

seen

but

who seems

one
to

orchestra
sense this

keeping up the illusion business.

man

plays

afternoon

the

is

This

showing in the
through, and the

first

straight

show at night.
The other two shows he plays in part
and when the time comes for the organist to take up the theme, orchestra,
first

and organ takes

first place without fuss
or flurry.
The pit lights all turn oft'
together and the majority of the patrons do not notice change in music.
Bo3'S, this is the onl}- sort of picture
playing that will get us anywhere with
the people.
And this is the only sort
of playing that will make the managers
change their opinion of musicians in
general.
So we would suggest to you,
Mr. Leader, that you think this phase
of picture playing over, and let's see if
we can't give them music that will keen
the interest up to the highest point

possible.

'yO

""o

on.

When

the picture

is

about

half through, and we are wondering how the hero is srolng to get out of
his troubles, the music mu'^t keen the

When we do this the managers will
have no further cause to declare that
music and musicians ai-e "off color" in
any way in the picture business.

-

:
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SUNDAY "blue law" for the District of Columbia
which later would serve as a model law for the
United States was the subject of Prof. C. S. Lcngacre's address to students in a Washington College.
Prexy your intentions may be of the first water. You

w/'ELL,

"

feel justified in orating

till

you're red with rage, pur-

and indigo with indignation.
If Sunday
movies rub your grain the wrong way, by all means don't
go.
But in trying to force it on other God-fearin' folks,
you're pulling the stunt of the one-eyed poodle on a lion
hunt.
You're just barking up the wrong tree.
Please do stand aside, while a line of several million
strong who can do clcr thinl-ing for the -p.s^lves. and who
want what they want when they want it, bring their families to as wholesome and clean entertainment as this counple with passion

try can boast of.

'W/'ANT

a riot of discussion in your town?
More dusty law books,

start

to

advices, precedences and the like will be dug
up by the gentle innocents than can be packed into
the old Atlantic
The picture tells how you may
be married in California, divorced in Nevada, a biga-

ter."
nett is

letting no trick slip by him.
Here's hoping
mob won't be tied into ring-tail pretzels watching
you ptiU some of that drinking-fountain stuff.

the

Jj^EW BRICE,

"Reno." Then

see

you'll

know

"

better.

announces a
Greek myths pictures. You know the kind.
About the fellow whose touch of his little pink pinkey makes
everything turn to gold, and the girl with die three golJen
oranges, and all that.
We re-:^.lize the story of King M^das
teaches a moral, but after looking at some of the stills showing winsome sylphlike creatures flitting over the dewsprinkled grass, in fleecy, gauzy costumes and, well
do
you follow us? Or perhaps you're way ahead of us!

—

T F you fellows in Minnesota and the Carolinas see
* any mysterious figures snooping around, all dressed
uo

gum

tives of his

HAVE

know
detectives hired by Andrew J.
Monogram to trace alleged representacompany who have been closing contracts

atre,

We

following morning.

STEPPED

room the other day
showing of "The Man From Brodney's." Talk
about atmosphere and illusion. All the fixin's and trimmln's
An orchestra with a full
of a regular show were there.
program of sweet movie harmonics kept pace with the picMight just as well have been seeing the thing from
ture.
into Vitagraph's projection

to catch a

Those

a $2 top.
realistic

shoes and magnifying glasses, you'll

the

Callaghan

making

—

—

series of six

they're

is

the night that the safe of the Mount Morris The116th St. and Fifth Avenue, was cracked and
separated from about $4,000 in cash, we passed by
the very door, never suspecting the nefarious activity
Whoops^ mebgoing on underneath a placid surface.
be we were as near to a tie-up with a hell-fire skinnHeaven
this week.
ish as turkeys are to Gobbler's
Funny thing Jimmy, the cop on that beat, complained
would
of a neighborhood so well behaved it hurt.
have given a stiff admission price to see his face the

CEMINOLE FILMS INCORPORATED

in

who

/^N

—

you

brother of Fanny Brice,

comedies for William Fox, likes to tell stories preferHe tells this one
ably funny stories.
Two business men, hastening in opposite directions,
bumped each other rather forcibly.
"Why don't you look where you're going?"
"Why don't you?"
"You don't know who I am."
"No, who are you ?"
"I'm Mr. Silverstein from Chicago, and I can buy and
!"
sell you
"Huh! Pooh! Pooh! I'm Mr. Cohen from New York
aa'd I can buy you and KEEP you
I don't
to
!"
sell you

mist in
Colorado,
a trigomist
in
Jersey and
a
geometrist if you want to figure it out.
AH in one
and at the same time.
Don't pick on the better
until

brother
well,
Harry Langdon, welcome
See where you're going to edge
the screen.
into the celluloid spotlight in "Listen LesOnly proves. Harry old dear, that Mack Ben-

—

Book Goldwyn's "Reno."
legal

half

to

yourself

—

many

7

A^itagraphians are easily at par with the

plumage.

trained

of

the way, when V/arren Kerrigan as HoUingworth Chase, kicks Prince Karl in a well known
portion cf his anatomy we let out a
chirp so loud as to draw the haughty eye from

TJ

with exhibitors in Minnesota and North Carolina.
Callaghan declares such representatives false.
Come on Simeon.
Out with the bloodhounds!

Y

Southerly

The
Can't help it.
neighboring well-bred scriveners.
business hasn't frapped our appreciative sense.
our
sticks
to
funny
it
just
something
When we see
laughing gland like a goat to a tin can.

film

SQUARE extends the glad hand
Sam Grand
f IMES
and Harry Asher, duo-pilots of the Grand-Asher organto

who are visiting the big village for an indefinite peGentlemen, our latch-string is decidedly in the ring.
by the way, we just purchased a pinochle table.

ization,
riod.

And

A N organization to be known as the Young Players Guild is being formed for the purpose of producing photoplays.
The age of each member will
average seventeen.
If we knew that birth certificates
weren't required we'd take a stab at it right now.

REPORT

has it that Charles Goldreyer intends budding a i.joo seat theatre and A twelve story office building
adjoining B. F. Keith's Palace Theatre. Not at all bad for
Wonder how much less than the German
a show stand.
War Debt that site costs?

A

/"lUR

^with

Gemcn

po-fr has

s'inped into the office

just

long as an all'gator's tail. Asked
his peace cf mind he let it be unfrom the old country inferred that
that
brief
derstood
a
bacon
butter is going at two billion marks the nound
at not a pfennig less than 180 billion, and that if you
invoked the aid of all the pink-whiskered prophets in
the scroll, you couldn't get fried chicken for a fraction
than same trillion of m.arks.
less
"How about
His face brightened.
the price cf movies?" we asked.
He gleefully told us that due to a fall in prices for
public entertainment one could see a good movie for
as low as 75,000,000 maiks. The mark owns some dist'nction. It is the only paper with a circulation greater
than the Saturday Evening Post.
a

fac2

as

what was dest>ying

jjg

XHIBITORS

of Kansas City, Kansas, have opened up
swing with a campaign in behalf of the repeal of
Federal Admission Tax. Screen slides are being

;

full

the

shown

telling the people

That's

hibitors'.

tune of

it.

"AUL Hands

that'll

make

quake

is

it

is

All for one and one for

Around,"

the tax specialists
staging an encore.

EWS

all,

to the

have a fi-ay
think the Japanese eai-^h-

and

you'll

comes from the coast that Harold Lloyd has pur-

—

forty acres over in Westwood
a suburb of
Hollywood for his new studios. The site lies between
the tracts recently taken over by Fox and Christie.
Looks
like another movie colony.
Some more nice jobs for the

chased

architects.

—

,

their fight as well as the ex-

filmolog Johnsons — Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson—
^ HE
have sailed tor Africa. For
years they
spend
five

their time in the heart of the

will

Lake Paradise region photo-

graphing wild beasts for Metro.

When

they return the

millions of film fans of the nation will already have seen
what they have seen and experienced. But the fans will

be

much

safer.
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A

Fighting Chance

THE

reaction of the voters of the country to the suggested tax reduction has been most favorable from the
viewpoint of the motion picture men. Especially favorable has been the attitude of the newspaper editorials, the
journals in the East being practically unanimous for the
readjustment.
In the West, while not 100 percent., nevertheless the large majority is for the change.
Several of the newspapsrs have given outright editorial
support to the admissions tax elimination, disregarding the
other and major items of the proposal.
The Detroit Free Press is one of these, and among the
points it makes is a sharp distinction between an amusement
tax and a luxury tax. As to the former it declares that
"Entertainment means recreation and recreation is a necessity, if tolerable living is considered something 'more tlian
a mere drab."
The New York Evening Mail is another of the newspapers which has given editorial support to the admissions
tax removal.
There is strong reason to believe there will
be many other journals throughout the country which will
take up the fight.
Exhibitors can do a real service to their cause if they
will keep in touch with the editors of their local papers and
urge upon them the justke of the claim of the public and
the theatre owner for a change in the revenue law.
The
expressed attitude of the editors in a given congress district also is followed with very keen attention by the local
representative in Washington.
As a result of the conversations between the committee
selected by the mid-western states conference and Will H.
Hays it has been decided to ask Michigan exhibitors to permit their executive secretary, H. M. Richey, to remain in
New York during the campaign, with quarters in the Hays
office.

Here Mr. Richey

serve as a sort of liaison officer,
time to the furtherance of the campaign for
elimination.
It is the aim of the Michigan secretary to
serve wherever permitted the interests of individuals and
groups and to antagonize none.
It was a wise selection.
Mr. Richey has ability and he
has tact.

giving his

will

full

With the machinery that now is behind him and v/ith
the help that will be brought to him we are sure he will give
genuine service to the industry.

And

as the days pass the conviction
that there really is a fighting chance to
not so long ago did not look so rosy,

A

is

bound

win the

to

grow

battle that

Salesman Hits Out

WE

have received some very interesting comments
from a salesman in the Pittsburgh territory bearing
upon a recent editorial article entitled "Getting
Back to Earth." Although the writer requested no protection we think it would be unfair, in view of his frankness,
to print his name.
Our correspondent points out that a salesm.an comes In
contact daily net only with exhibitors but with the public
alert to discover the popular

and that he is always on the
attitude toward the screen.

It is his impression that in the minds of the great public
there reside and call for eradication seme things far deeper
than questions about the kind of pictures and admission

which automatically
businesslike management.

prices,

may

be adjusted by thoughtful,

Our salesman friend declares that where the average
patron used to wonder how it all was done today he knows
as much about the technicalities of the industry as do many
connected with it.
He adds he has discovered that the average person is
tired of seeing in print the sums paid to players, that the
man whose hard-earned dimes and dollars formerly supported the business has revolted and takes the old attitude
of the poor to the rich.
Our correspondent suggests that when readjustments are
made at studios the public should be told about it, so that
it may be known the "craziness is going out of pictures."
"All of us have been shooting at an ideal, trying to induce
the pubUc with pretty bait to bite," he goes on. "They have
bitten plenty, but the bait is stale now.
Give them something new, not only pictures, but exploitation on the business to think about. They'll come back."
Our friend plainly is pessimistic, but behind that note of
evident discouragement there is a basis in fact.
The "situation" is one that is not confined to the United
States.
It was not so long since the exhibitors and allied
organizations in England were assured the Commons would
ease up on the onerous taxes under which the industry in
that country was operating.
There came over the wires a story of a great sum that
had been paid to a child player. The reaction among the
legislators was immediate and disastrous to those who were
seeking relief. No industry, the members said in effect, that
could pay that sum of money to a child needed any help
from them. The canard was immediately denied, officially,
but it was without effect. The chance of reduction was
lost.

As we remarked in the article which brought the response
from our correspondent only a comparatively small part
of the production cost may be ascribed to salaries, but the
public will not so understand it
not as yet in any event.
great deal of discreet and tactful publicity will be required to offset a small amount of unwise and indiscreet
outgiving.

—

A

On questions of salary and of telling the public about it
experience teaches there is one rule which may be followed
with absolute safety: The rule of Silence.
Is

Good- Will an Asset?

Two

exhibitors -this week agreed as to the truth of a
rather startling statement
tkat in the exhibition of
motion pictures, in the purchase of product from an
exchange for a theatre, good-will is not an asset.
Asked to explain, one of them pointed out that if a merchant had been buying goods from a wholesaler for a period
of five years and a competing store should attempt to secure
the line in question by offering a larger outlet the proffer
would be declined the wholesaler would adhere to the customer he knew and who had stood with him in dull times
as well as in prosperous.
On the contrary, the exhibitor continued, if a theatre
owner had been for five years a steady customer of a brand
of pictures under circumstances of amity between buyer
and seller, the bond of permanent and exclusive relationship
would "cease and determine" if a new-comer in the immediate territory should choose to offer the seller $50 more
for a desirable picture.
There must be somebody, somewhere, who can lay on
the table specific instances or one specific instance at any
rate to prove that there really is such a thing as good-will
in the motion picture busine^-s and that it is an asset
to

—

—

—

buyer and to

seller.

:
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Salacious

Trend of Stage Points Screen Moral

Levy Agrees with Fred Stone That Broadway Should Wipe Out Stain
and Declares Pictures Have Golden Opportunity

OLONEL
J

TRED

LEVY,

of

Lcuisville, cne of the l;iggest

mo-

satisfying than a fine story, well told on
the screen ?

tion pictm^e men and clothing
merchants in the South, agrees heartily
with a demand recently made by Fred
Stone, at a meeting of the National

Vaudeville
clean up

that
stage plays."

Artists,

its

"Some people speak of the motion
picture as the 'infant industry.'
use the word 'infant'? Motion pictures
are an art.
And I am not using that
word in a 'high brow' sense because
there is nothing 'high brow' in the def-

Why

"Broadway

which is 'The power of
doing something not taught by nature
inition of art,

Moreover, Colonel Levy believes that
is the time for the motion picture

now

dance

now

territory, is

connection with

in

New York

National

First

JT

During
onel

—

his stay in

New

York, Col-

speaking production as well as the big
motion pictures. In giving out
a statement on the speaking stage for
Exhibitors Trade Review he emphafirst-run

between many of
these productions and the big motion
sized the difference

picture successes.

'rHE

point he raised was that while
of the plays of the speaking
stage are decidedly "beyond the border" as to decency, there is absolutely
nothing questionable in the motion picture successes.

many

And

he said, is in no way due
but rather to the taste of
motion picture patrons who, after all,
regulate the moral standards of picthis,

to censorship

tures.

"I am anything but a reformer," said
Colonel Levy.
"Mv views are liberal
in every respect.
But there is a distinct dividing line between tolerance
and immorality.
Fred Stone, in his
talk to the National Vaudeville Artists,
said:
'Thei'e PT"e a lot of shows on
Broadway that have got to be cleaned

up/

"As one who

visits

New York

oc-

casionallv and sees the current speaking productions, I agree absolutely with
Mr. Stone. Certain producers of the

speakine

stage are living
fable of the Golden Egg.

killinpr

COLONEL FRED LEVY

is

Levy has seen every Broadway

their

'^alaciousness.

own

uo to the
They are

public by too

much

opinion that motion picture
that opportunity is

realize

at their door. They are making better pictures pictures that appeal to the finest human emotions.
house that plays good pictures creates
an- atmosphere of cleanness and whole-

busi-

be "Captain January."

;

knocking

in

interested with Sol Lesser,
president of Principal Pictures Corporation, in the Jackie Coogan pictures
and in Baby Peggy, the child star
whose first picture for Principal will
also

my

is

people

ness.

He

is

use of knowledge.'

Colonel Levy, who is president of
Associated First National Pictures, Incorporated, of Kentucky and Tennessee, besides heading a number of other
big motion picture organizations in the

same

—

as to walk is natural
to
an art; power or skill in the

or instinct

industry to show that it is fostering a
which ranks with the
profession
world's highest arts.

someness."
Colonel Levy
ers,

"I

have the highest respect for the

playgoing American public and I know
the pubhc will deal with those producers as they deserve to be dealt with.
Therefore, further comment on certain
plays that have gone beyond the border
is unnecessary.
It is true that the play
reflects life.
So does the picture.

A

the

is head of Levy Broththe largest clothing firm south of
Ohio River.
In motion pictures

he is president of the Big Feature
Rights, the Strand Amusement Company, operating theatres in Louisville,
Mayfield, Owensboro and Lexington
president of the Lafayette Amusement
;

Company, operating theatres

in

ington

Modern

;

vice president of the

Lex-

Amusement Company.

^LSO,

He

perfectly proper to study
all phases of life.
But in the last
analysis, how does the average Ameiican man or woman want to live? In
an unwholesome atmosphere or in one
that is clean and is filled with happiness ?
"Do you want to see love pictured
as something to be laughed at or something sacred? Would we tolerate coarse
jokes and remarks within our homes?
No.
Therefore, it follows that we
do not want to take our homefolks
out to be entertained and have them
hear such jokes or remarks.
"Now, let's scan the field of motion
pictures. What are our big successes
on Broadway? 'Potash and Pearlmutter' was one, and it is absolutely clean.
Then there are 'Scaramouche,' 'The

White

it

is

Sister,'

'The Hunchback of No-

of them delivering messages that point to the better things in

tre

Dame,'

all

life.

"Motion pictures are all right.
We
say the same thing for certain
speaking productions.
But we of the
can't

motion picture

field

can learn a lesson

from this situation. The lesson is this:
"The present is the golden opportunof the motion picture business to
that it is fostering one of the
What is sweeter or more
hisrhest arts.
itv

show

associated with the Keith inLouisville and controls a
number of other theatre chains operating in Indiana, Kentucky ?nd Southern
Ohio. Asked as to the outlook for motion pictures during 1924-5, from the
point of view of his territory, he said
is

terests in

J
,

HAVE

looked over the situation
with care.
In Kentucky and Ten-

nessee business
public seems to

is

be

much

better.

through

with costume pictures.

What

The

entirely

they want

true pictures of hfe.
I believe the
public is getting to a point where it
wants real scenes in pictures instead
of artificial gaudiness.
is

"The motion

picture, like the

news-

regulated by the public because it reflects public sentiment; and
each is always as good as the people
who patronize it.
"Retrospection proves this, in so far
as the screen is concerned.
Go back
over the last few years and you will
find certain kinds of pictures which
have painlessly and peacefully passed
away, because the public refused to
nourish their kind any longer.
"The American people never lose
themselves.
They always know what
they want, and right now, in motion
pictures, I believe they want a fine,
dramatic story with good players."
paper,

is

'
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•DEN ALEXANDER

is

Spud,

"-•in the First National Production,
"Jealous Husbands."
He is the twelve-year-old star

who won fame

for his

Penrod and Sam.
father,
bribes a

his

work

in

In this pic-

a
of
band of gypiealousy
For five
sies to kidnap him.
years he wanders about, a gamture,

in

r)ON
He

is

in

fit

of the streets.

MARION
the

is

Sliver.
of

foster-brother

Spud and the means of livelihood of the band of four.
Through him Spud is returned
Below is Carto his parents.
melita Geraghty whose charm
adds

Emily Fitzroy
partner of

member

of

as

much

to the interest
the picture.

of

Lynch"

"Red

Amaryllis, the
a
gang.

"Red Lynch," and

George

the gypsy

is

depicted

Siegman, leader of the
who kidnap "Spud."

gypsies

•I

Jane Novak

is the wife whose happiness is destroyed
by the jealousy of her husband.

Eight Reasons for
Success of
'Jealous Husbands'
Bull

Montana

is

the

"Portland

Kid.'

Earle

Williams plays the

title

role.

by

December

8,

1923
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BLAME EXCHANGES FOR 'CLOSED TOWN'
Up-State

New York

Exhibitors Say Theatres
Paying Distributors in Same Coin

EXHIBITORS

in
up-state New York
decline to concede that in the "closed
town" situation there is occasion for the
expression of any particular regret on their
Distributors recently have publicly
part.
charged that the most vital problem, one
that unless corrected well might ruin the
industry, is exhibitor control in towns and
cities.

Others have declared that

in

some

locali-

are forced to pay more than
pictures are worth and in others through
combination or ownership to pay a fair
ties exhibitors

price.

Samuel I. Berman, the executive secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New York State, has just completed
a trip through the state, in the course of
which he visited sixteen cities and towns.

around

Now

the circle,

Merely Are
was the seating ques-

tion.

In some localities, Mr. Berman said, the
larger pictures were doing a fine business.
Albany, he noted, was one of these. "Little
Old New York" ran two weeks, and the
visitor

PUBLIC CONCERNED ONLY
IN

New York

from

found difficulty
on the second Thursday evening getting
into the lobby of the house where it was
showing.
"The Covered Wagon," playing at the
Shubert in Albany to legitimate prices, is
doing a big bujiness.
In Utica he found in one house a very
ordinary subject being shown to a crowded
house.
In other communities he noted
there seemed to be

many empty

seats rc-

These were Albany, Cohoes, SchenecTroy, Utica, Oneonta, Rome, Auburn, Syracuse, Buffalo, Niagara Falls, Batavia, Binghamton, Endicott, Johnson City
and Olean.
Mr. Berman reports that while exhibitors
are interested in what distriliutors are saytady,

ing about the evils connected with closed

towns some of the men up

state point out
there is at present a situation that
is threatening to the exchanges
and the
home offices it was precipitated by the distributors themselves.
Other matters attracting attention among
theatre owners in the state at large, Mr.
Berman reported, were the possibilities of
being relieved of the Federal admissions
tax, for which there was unanimous satis-

that

As there are over 10,000 seats in Schenectady the situation may be understood.
Troy, with a population of 72,000, is in
an even worse condition with twelve or
thirteen
thousands seats, not counting
Proctor's vaudeville which shows pictures
in a nousc ot 1,500 scats.

if

SCREEN RESULT

Remedies for All Ills to Be Found
Within Industry, Says Friend
"D EGRET that so much regarding the
troubles of the motion picture indushas been given to the public l)y the
men in the industry was the keynote of a
talk given by Arthur S. Friend, president
of Distinctive Pictures Corporation, before
the Haj's' Committee on Public Relations
on the occasion of the presentation of Distinctive's picture "The Steadfast Heart," to
that body.
Mr. Friend said that he was not in sympathy with the pu))lication of the views of
the men in the industry as to what was
wrong in the industry.
"It would be foolish and futile," he said,
"for me to say now that there is nothing
wrong in the industry.
There is a good
deal that is wrong, but that is not surprising for, after all, the industry as an
industry is only a few years old surely
not more than twenty and in its present
try

—

—

phase only

ten.

a combination, this motion picture industry, of art and business, and
every other art that we know anything
about, and every other kind of business
that we know anything about, is hundreds
"it

IS

_

and thousands

faction.

"Our

localities as seriously to interfere

Bersevthat

con-

trol.

In retorting to the remarks made by distributors about "sewed up" localities the
exhibitors in one community were telling
Mr. Berman the experience of one exhibitor who owned one of the two good
houses in an up-state town.
It was a practice of salesmen, the executive secretary was informed, to visit back
and forth between this exhibitor and his
competitor with any subject it happened
both were very anxious to get with the
result that a picture the first price of which
was $75 had been known to go to one or
the other as the outcome of the "peddling"
at a figure as high as $200.
The result was that after one of the two
had lost $65,000 or his venture and he s^w
he was heading for bankruptcy he bouTht
out his competitor, ''sewed up" the town
and began to make money.

Albany Theatre Prospering
"It

for reasons such as these tlmt exin this general section refuse to
take these complaints of the distributors
overseriously." declared one of the theatre
owners to Mr. Berman.
The key to the situation, as the executive secretary observed it
his
swing
in
is

hibitor.s'

_

is

with the

business outlook of the theatres.
Of the sixteen towns in which Mr.
man visited exhibitors he recalled that
en of these were closed in the sense
they were subject to single exhibitor

of

years old.

remediable but not
through the public. The public is not concerned in anything except the result that

Seven of Sixteen Closed
Another subject was the overseating in
some of the cities, so pronounced in several

SAM

I.

BERMAN

gardless of what was being shown, good,
bad or indifferent subjects.
Business in Binghamton is very poor,
Mr. Berman said.
This is one of the
closed towns, so called, but there is a surplus of seats.
of discussion among upthe activity of the Lord's Day
Alliance, which is seeknig to tighten up on
Sunday closing. Binghamton is not per-

Another topic

state

men

is

mitted to open on Sunday, although those
favoring the showing of pictures on that
day are confident if they could get a referendum it would be decided in favor of
opening by 3 to 1. The plebiscite cannot
l3e taken, however, except upon a favorable
vote of the City Council.
Asked as to whether he noted any indications that rentals might be pinching the
theatre owner Mr. Berman said he noted a
number of houses putting in vaudeville
rather than pay high prices.
Schenectady, with a population
of
a
hundred thousand, in spite of the great
prosperity of its workers, is in bad shape
from the motion picture viewpoint. In the
city is one
state
and

the finest theatres in the
the State which is reported as not doing anything like the business its beauty and excellent management
deserve to command.

—

of

it

is

—

ills

shown on

are

all

the screen.

The remedy

for

every ill in the motion picture industry is
to be found, and to be effected, within the
industry.
Our problems are not insoluble,
though many of them are difficult.
"I am afraid our cries to the public have
resulted in bringing to us the big finger of
shame.
One who has watched us with
cynical amusement for some time told me
the other day that if some of those in the
industry, who were weeping and wailing
about what's wrong in the industry, wanted
the answer, they could get it by looking
into a mirror.
I am afraid his quip is not
entirely without justification.

CARL ANDERSON LANDS RIGHTS
TO BIG STORIES
"Flaming Passion" an original story by
Hal Everts, popular fiction writer, has been
secured by Anderson Pictures Corporation, according to an announcement made
this week by Carl Anderson, President of
the organization.
It will be put into production immediately.
California has been
selected as the locale and a unit is leaving
shortly to begin work.
Anderson has also closed for the screen
rights of several of the famous old stage
dramas, one of which is "The Dauites,"
which will be filmed in New York.
Foster Gilroy, of the Anderson company,

has just returned from Chicago after securing two outstanding stories which are
to appear in a widely read fiction magazine in February.
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C. B. C.

DEVISES HELPS

LLOYD BUYS LARGE PLOT

FOR EXCHANGES

INWESTWOOD

Plans to Start Follow-Up Svstem

IFill

With Franchise Holders

Tract and Expand Forces

P OLLOWING

HAROLD

a study of the needs and
difficulties of a "follow-up" system of cooperation with exhibitors and franchise holdindependently distributed pictures,
ers
of
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation has worked
out a campaign which is being put into detailed effect

that, following the
of its features to franchise
holders, each of these buyers takes the status,
so far as the working out of the plan is
concerned, of an exchange of a program organization, and entitled to the same exploitation backing-up and co-operation.
It is the belief of Joe Brandt, head of
C. B. C, that many of the weaknesses in
independent distribution have arisen from the

sales

A

LOUELLA PARSONS TO WRITE
FOR NEW YORK AMERICAN
Louella O. Parsons, for six years motion
picture editor of the Morning Telegraph, has
accepted a position with William Randolph
Hearst to write on motion picture subjects
for the New York American.
Miss Parsons
will conduct a daily and Sunday department
and in addition review the current productions.

Miss Parsons comes to her new position
with manv year';" experience, having started
her career as a reporter on the Chicago
Tribune. Then she became scenario editor of
the Essanay Film Company in Chicago.
She
is the author of one of the first books published on how to write for the screen.

With

this background of studio knowledge
Chicago Herald engaged Miss Parsons
to create a motion picture department.
This
was one of the first of its kind in the country and was the first to treat motion picture in a serious manner.
Aliss Parsons has had almost twelve years
experience in writing of the motion picture.
She is considered one of the best informed
women on motion pictures.

the

,

JACK L. WARNER AND DIRECTOR
LUBITSCH IN NEW YORK
Warner is in New York from the
West Coast studios. Accompanying him were
Jack L.

Ernst Lubitsch, the famous producer
Eric
Locke. Hans Kraely and Frank Cassidy.
Mr.- Warner brought with him several
prints recently completed.
His arrival constitutes the first reunion of the four Warner
Broth ers in several years, as one or two members of the firm have generally remained on
the West Coast.
His visit is expected to
;

be of short duration.
Several pressing production problems once
disposed of and a conference held on new
material he will return to his post as production manager of the Wesi Coast studios.

Pathe comedian, has

acres in Westwood,
forty
Cal., as a site for a studio which will be
erected by the Harold Lloyd Corporation.
No definite announcement concerning the
details of the new enterprise will be forthcoming until Lloyd completes his present contract with the Hollywood Studios, where he
is now renting studio space for the production of "The Girl Expert," his first independent picture for Pathe.

at once.

fact that so many distributors feel their end
of the job is done when they have disposed
of their product to a territorial buyer.
This
explains, he feels, why so much good product
does not go over as big as it is expected to.
C. B. C.'s plan includes a system of letters to each franchise holder sent out about
three times a week offering timely suggestions
on how the pictures may be put over to better advantages.
This is separate and apart
from the campaign books and advertising accessories which are issued to them when the
features are released.
It also includes the working up of various
novelties from time to time on each feature
and the sending of them to franchise holders
with suggestions for their use.
direct service system to the exhibitor has
also been worked out, whereby reports on
what exhibitors are doing to put over pictures in their territory are passed along to
other exhibitors.

LLOYD,

purchased

This campaign means

territorial

Erect Studios on Forty-Acre

Those close to the producer say that ever
since the formation of his independent enterprise he has been planning an expansion
of his activities permitting one or more companies under the auspices of his own orSeveral stars are understood to
ganization.
have already made overtures with a view to
coming under his banner.
Sol

Lesser,

tion, is

return

president of Principal Pictures Corporafirst to greet his protege Baby Peggy on tier
to Los Angeles from her initial visit East.

REICHENBACH'S FRIENDS
GIVE HIM PARTY
Two Hundred at Ritz With Circus
and Side Show Make Merry

THE
bach

party tendered to Harry Reichenat the Ritz on the evening of Wednesday, November 28, was an unusual function.
It was a party, that is, when it was
not a circus. For in the Crystal room, where
the dinner was staged, the two hundred
friends of Mr. Reichenbach met up with an
lionest-to-goodness lion and took in the sideshows that were so graphically touted by the
energetic barker.
Despite the promises of waiting police clubs
the Ku Klux Klan made its first official appearance in New York City and was given
a reception that may be mildly described as

warm.

Among the guests present were Hiram
Abrams, Ben Blumenthal, Louis Auerbach,
Bobby North, L. Lawrence Weber, Richard
A. Rowland, Nathan Burkan, Elmer R. Pearson,

Hugo

E.

A.

Riesenfeld, Winfield R. Sheehan,
E.
B.
Johnson,
J.
C. Horstein, Edward Bonus, S. Eckman, Jr,
Sam I. Berman, J. I. Schnitzer, E. W.
Hammons, Charles L. O'Reilly, J. E. Brulatour, Harry Scott, Joe Brandt, Senator James

Eschmann,

Walker, Samuel Goldwyn, Paul C. Mooney,
A. Powers, Samuel L. Rothafel, Charles
Burr, David P. Howells, Sam Zierler, Marcus Loew, Abe Warner, Dr. A. H. Giannini,
Al Lichtman, Irving Lesser, Jesse Lasky, S.
R. Kent, Joseph Plunkett, Moe Mark and
J.

The site just purchased lies midway between the tracts recently purchased by William Fox and the Christie Brothers, who are
planning a transfer of their activities from
Hollywood to Westwood in the near future.

AL LICHTMAN JOINS UNIVERSAL
IN EXECUTIVE CAPACITY
By

Carl

Laemmle

am

highly gratified to announce Al Lichtman's affiliation with Universal. I have alI

ways admired

his

ability

and

his

foresight.

He

brings to L^niversal a far-reaching perception of film conditions and a driving power
almost unequalled in the industry.

By Al Lichtman
consider my coming to Universal the
greatest opportunity I ever had. It is the bigThe Universal orgest thing I ever did.
ganization, with its remarkable stabilitjs its
great good will and its worldwide activities,
affords unlimitea possibilities tor big achievements in the film industry.
first job is to direct the presentation
of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame." I consider this picture the greatest I ever had anything to do with in all the years I have been
in the film business, and that goes back almost to the beginning of the industry.
I
am now concerned in making an exhaustive study of "The Hunchback" and its
possibilities.
Whether or not there will be a
change in the present method of presentation
remains to be seen. That will be determined
after I have studied the situation.
Nothing
will be arrived at, in any event, for a week
or so.
I

My

P.

Sam

Morris.

WHITMAN BENNETT TITLING
'HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER'
Whitman Bennett announces

that his screen

"The Hoosier Schoolmaster," is
almost finished.
From what he has already
production,

seen of the film edition of
toii's

mid-Western

classic

Edward EgglesMr.

Bennett

be-

lieves the production adheres laithfully to all
those elements that have made the original

story rre of the most widely read pieces of

American

literature.

In the crstumirg of this picture Mr. Benmuch time. All the costumes were
designed from the woodcuts wliich appeared
in the original edition published in 1872.
In
the selection cf the principals Mr. Bennett
has striven for the same touch of local color.
Hen-y Hull plays the title role and Jane
Thomas is th.e leading woman.
nett spent

ELECT FRANK VICE-PRESIDENT
OF HAL ROACH STUDIOS
W. B. Frank, who recently resigned as
feature sales manager for Pathe to join the
Hal Roach organization, was elected on Monday, November 26, to the vice-presidency of
the Hal E. Roach Studios.
News of Mr.
Frank's election was contained in a dispatch
from Los Angeles, where Mr. Frank is at
present conferring with his associates of the
Hal Roach Company.
In his capacity as vice-president Mr. Frank
have complete charge of all the Hal
Roach business activities in the East. He
will establish headquarters in the Pathe home
will

office building.

HEYL RETURNS TO LOS ANGELES
Martin

J. Heyl, vice president of Anderson
Corporation, left New York November 25, for Los Angeles. Mr. Heyl, who
has been east for a series of conferences with
Carl Anderson, will be permanently stationed
on the Coast, in charge of all production for
the Anderson organization.

Pictures
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STAGE GRAND BALL FOR

HODKINSON TO RELEASE
KIRKWOOD AND LEE

WAR VETERANS
Cosmopolitan Gets Behind What
Expected to Be Her Biggest

'pHE
to

Cosmopolitan

Corporation

Newly Weds to Be Seen in
four Productions

Is

has

the

War.
Marion Davies, star of "Little Old New
York" and "When Knighthood Was in
list

of

Cosmopolitan

productions, has been named chairman. She
15
devoting practically her entire time to
its

many

details.

In addition to Miss Davies all the other
players in Cosmopolitan productions, as
well as the executives of the corporation,
are behind the affair and are giving it
wholehearted support.

The fact that the ball is for the benefit
of American soldiers has given the function a scope that carries it far outside of
the usual motion picture channels.
The honorary committee includes among
others General Frank T. Hines, General
Robert Lee Bullard, Major W. F. Lent,
Frank J. Cummings, William A. Johnston,
Martin Quigley, Messmore Kendall, John
R. Hastings, Walter Vincent, William A.
Brady, Walter Hampden, Al Lewis, A. H.
Woods, Al Gordon, John Golden, Louis S.
Weba, Joseph E. Shea, Sidney Wilmcr,
Victor Watson, Will Bradley, Victor Herbert, E. F. Albee, John Emerson, Irving
Berlin, Florenz Ziegfeld, Lee Shubert, F.
Carrr-ll,
Godsol, Sam
Harris,
Earl
J.
George White, Charles B. Dillingham, Holbrook Blinn, Archie Selwyn, Martin Hermann, Morris Gest, Carl Laemmle, Leo
Marsh,
Sydney Cohen, James Grainger,
William Brandt, Peter Brady, George M.
Cohan, Edgar Selwyn, Max Gordon, Al-

Hammer and

Weber.
The General Committee includes in its
membership Joseph Urban, William Le
Baron, Joseph A. Moore, Verne Hardin
Porter, Luther
Reed, Ray Long, John
MacMahon, Edgar B. Hatrick, Robert G.
Vignola, E. Mason Hopper, Lynn Reyfred

L.

'

nolds, Everett Shinn, H. O. Davis, Bayard
Veiller, Lillie Hayward, Edwin Mocharry
and George B. Van Cleve.

RED SEAL TAKES OVER EINSTEIN
RELATIVITY PRODUCTION
The Einstein Theory
which
able

recently

of Relativity Film,
so much favor-

aroused

comment among moving

picture cir-

has been taken over by the Red Seal
Picture Corporation, 1600 Broadway, for
distribution, according to an announcement
just made by Edwin Miles Fadman, president of the Red Seal.
cles,

Simultaneously with this advice Mr. Fadman announces that he has booked the
Einstein Theory of Relativity Film into
the State Theatre, Cleveland, for a Cleveland first run.
In doing this a clever tieup was made with the Cleveland News
whereby on the Saturday prior to the public presentation
the State Theatre was
thrown open to all of the school teachers
of Greater Cleveland for a free showing of
"The Einstein Theory of Relativity." With
the co-operation of the newspaper which
gave the event columns of space, the showing went over big.

At

this pre-viewing,

which began

at 9:.-0

A. M., not only were the Einstein movies
shown, but the regular feature picture of
*he following week's program.
The News
I'Tvited every school teacher in Cleveland
and vicinity to attend as its guests.

regarded in film circles as imfeature distribution contract is
announcement forthcoming from the
W. W. Hodki nson Corporation that is has
just closed with a producing unit operating
at the Thomas H. Ince studios for four
super-features co-starring James Kirkwood
and Lila Lee.
The first of these features, "Ihe Painted
Woman," has been virtually completed, and
will be ready for pre-showing shortly after
the first of the year.
It has been common gossip in film circles
for several weeks that no less than four of
the larger distributing organizations have
been waging a brisk fight to sign up the
Kirkwood-Lee combination, and the final
signing of contracts by W. W. Hodkinson,
on behalf of the distributing agency that
bears his name, is the culmination of one
of the most interesting contests ever waged
in the industry.
James Kirkwood and Lila Lee each has
won individual fame in silent drama, and
the value of the combination of the two
is

given.
The affair will be held December
14 in the Hotel Plaza and the entire proceeds will be devoted to the Christmas
Fund for disabled veterans of the World

Flower" and a long

Series of

W/HAT
" portant

be-

gun arrangements for what is expected
be the biggest motion picture ball ever

supervising

Page IH
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JOHN

L.

MURPHY

Production Manager of the Harold Lloyd Corporation, under whose supervision the production activities of Harold Lloyd's new independent organization
for Pathe are making exceptional progress.

ORGANIZE FILM COMPANY
IN

HOLLYWOOD

\ BUILDING

under construction at
1606-8 Highland avenue, Hollywood,
will contain the executive offices of United
Producers and Distributors, Incorporated,
or "U. P. D.," as the company will be
known. In this building a model projection room has been provided along with
offices for managers
and representatives
of producing companies whose pictures are
distributed by the U. P. D. Temporary headquarters are at 6812 Hollywood Boulevard.
Organizers of the new corporation include G. R. Ringo, president, a resident of
Hollywood; W. F. Wood, vice president
and general manager; R. E. Ellwood, secretary and director of sales; Frederick G.
Leonard, treasurer, director in several Holai.d

Los Angeles

institutions

and

president of Los Angeles Playground Commission; C. J. Shepherd; Arville L. Routt,
and C. R. Stuart.
As stated by Vice President and General
Manager Wood, the underlying purpose of
the men behind U. P. D. is to provide a
means of unifying the interests of producer,
distributor and exhibitor, to the end that
the greatest possible entertainment value
be given the public consistent with reasojiable profit to all engaged in the industry.
Particular attentio'.i will be given to promoting continued interest in pictures after
the first run has been completed. The sec-

ond run and subsequent showings produce
approximately eighty per cent of the income received from the average picture.
The stimulation of continued interest
through continued advertising will, it is
thought, materially increase net returns
rived from U. P- D. pictures.

de-

MILLER PERFECTS FILTER
into day with three bits of
the feat in photography perfected bv
\^irs-il Miller, cameraman at Universal Citv.
and inventor of a number of important efMiller has perfects in camera technique.
fected a "panchromatic filter" which, by reversing rays of light entering a camera lens,
can turn noonday, sunshine into a moonlight,
on the film, so real that the effect is said to

Turning night

glass

their many
ing their initial
vehicle.

and

"The

United Producers and Distributors
Will Operate from Coast

lywood

was recently enhanced by
Both have a legion of

stars
riage.

their

mar-

admirers,
followers are eagerly awaitappearance in a co-starring

Kirkwood-Lee

co-star

productions

be super-features in the fullest sense
of the word," said Mr. Hodkinson.
"These
features, following our recent announcement of the Harry Carey series, now in
will

production, is a earnest indication to the
trade of our intention to furnish the exhibitors with worthwhile
pictures
from the
best independent sources during the coming year."

TOURNEUR TO NEW YORK

IN

SEARCH OF STORIES
Upon completion

of "Torment," his newLevee picture for First National,
Maurice Tourneur will leave for a short

est

M.

C.

to New York.
Mr. Tourneur's chief reason for

visit

his East-

new stories.
He
will look over a number of Broadway successes with the hope of obtaining some
ern

trip

well

known

is

to

purchase

plays for early picturization.
is nov/ nearing completion at
tl^e United Studios and Tourneur expects
to have it cut and titled within the next
few weeks so that he can get away as soon
as possible.
He will probably take the
master print of the production with him
to show to First National executives and
exhibitors in the East.
Arrangements for
the national premiere of this film will also
be completed by the director in New York.

"Torment"

ROTHACKER SLOGAN CONTEST
IS EXTENDED TO JANUARY 1
The Rothacker slogan contest has been
extended and will not close until January 1.

The extension was made

to give those
foreign countries time to get in on it.
Watterson R. Rothacker received a cable
from the European representative of the
Rothacker company, suggesting an extension that would give British film people
time to try for the gold that is offered as
in

prizes.

is

b? uncanny.

TRUARTS SALES HEAD RETURNS
Alexander Aronson. general manager of
Truart Film Corporation, has been abroad
for over two months.
He is making an
extensive survey of the foreign market, and
has spent considerable time in London and
the principal cities of the Continent.
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NEW PLAY CHOSEN FOR

Contest, and Imogine Wilson voted by her
associates as the prettiest girl in the 1923
edition at the Follies.

MARION DAVIES
Cosmopolitan Star Will

Do

CREDIT CONTROL PLAN
FOR LABORATORIES

'Janice

Meredith' After 'Yolanda'

CORPORA-

COSMOPOLITAN

rpHE
TION

announces that it has selected "Janice Meredith" as a special production in which
Marion Davies will star, following her appearance in "Yolanda."
The story has been adapted by Lillie HayJL

ward from the celebrated novel of the same
name by the late Paul Leicester Ford. It
was one of the most popular of its day when
published several years ago, and later scored
an enormous success on the stage with Mary

Mannering

in the stellar role.

a romance of the
of American history,
anc man\ of its characters are those who
were founders of the American Republic,
or who were conspicuous in its early devel-

"Janice Meredith"
Revolutionary period

is

opment.

Many of those famous
who will appeal in the

in

American history

screen

version

are

Franklin,
Benjamin
Washington.
Lafayette, Samuel Adams, John Hancock,
Rochambeau, General Lee and Paul Revere.

George

The period of the screen play will embrace the entire Revolutionary era from 1775
to 1783 and many of the important battles
famed in liistory will be filmed, including the
Battle of Trenton, Battle of Lexington, the
occupation and evacuation of Philadelphia, the
Battle of Yorktown and the surrender of the
British.
to

The Cosmopolitan Corporation is preparing
make the screen presentation the most

elaborate

production

in

its

history.

Miss

Davies will have in the title part a role
which affords an even wider scope than any

'pHE

control plan submitted b)' the
Service to the newly-organized Film Laboratories Credit Association was adopted at a meeting of the laboratory men in the Hotel Astor last Thursday
night and will be put into operation at once.
credit

1 Hoy Reporting

The meeting, which was held in the Yacht
room of the Astor, reiterated its previously
announced policy for putting an end to "wildcatting" as a constructive contribution to the
general rehabilitation of the picture industry.

Under the Hoy system persistent offenders
against good business ethics will be placed
on a cash basis and a huge loss heretofore
incurred by laboratories through advancing
prints on negatives left as security will be
eliminated.
Since it became known the laboratories
were organizing to protect themselves and
producers and distributors who conduct their
business properly there has been a marked activity on the part of the "bad actors" to
themselves right.

and Lee Shubert, Earl
Carroll and Al Jones of the Greenwich VilFlo Ziegfeld,

lage

Follies

Loew

J.

are

J.

co-operating

with

Marcus

make

the opening of the Lexington
Theatre, Lexington Avenue and 51st Street,
Wednesday night the biggest success in histo

to reports, several other

the industry

will

the

Alamac Hotel.

Arrangements have also been made for the
winner of the Mineralava Valentino beauty
contest at the Madison Square Garden to be
presented that evening, including Dorothy
Knapp, winner of the Physical Culture Beauty

Samuel Bishoff has joined the Grand-Asher forces.
His new duties will be those of General Manager.
It seems safe to predict that everything will be run
in a thoroughly business-like manner.

to

Become

N

of

his

exceptional

ability,

that
Robert
S.
Horsley, the popular assistant sales manager
of the New York branch, has been promoted
to the managership of the Philadelphia office,
effective

announces

November

27.

accordance with Vitagraph's policy to reward meritorious service,
and the entire Vitagraph staff joins in wishing Horsley the best of success in his new
appointment.
Horsley's record in the employ of Vitagraph is one of the most enviable in the entire industry.
Starting in as a salesman in

This promotion

is in

the New York state territory on February 9,
1918, he went right up the line, covering all
the territories in the New York office.
On December 4, 1920, he was promoted to
the assistant sales managership when George
H. Balsdon was made sales manager of the

New York

branch.

Before his association with Vitagraph
Horsley had had a long and varied experience
as an exhibitor, which proved advantageous
in his dealings with the New York territory
theatre owners.
He is one of the best liked men in the
business, and is known to every exhibitor in
the New York territory as "Bob."

On

Saturday,

November

24, the staff of the

New York

branch gave him a farewell party
which he was presented with a diamond

at

ring.

RENEE ADOREE INJURED IN
STREET CAR CRASH

branches

follow the laboratories
liberal credits.

recognition

Vitagraph

Renee Adoree,

was
Thursday night in a crash
between a North Broadway street car and
her automobile while she was enroute back
petite little screen star,

seriously injured

OVER ONE MILLION INVOLVED
IN NEW WOODS' DEAL
The Woods' Theatre

in Chicago has been
over by Jones, Linick and Schaefer.
When Mr. Jones was in New York several
weeks ago the deal was arranged.

taken

The

tory.

Mr. Loew will entertain his stars and the
companies at a supper part}' and dance at

set

One of the leading laboratory executives
told at the Thursday meeting of one account
that had been dormant for several years
which had, since the credit plan was announced, paid half of the old bill and gave
a thirty-day note to cover complete payment.
According

New York Branch

Philadelphia Manager
1

by checking waste through too

BROADWAY PRODUCERS HELP
LOEW OPENING

Leaves

Hoy's Reporting Service Idea Adopted
at A St or Meeting

of

she has previously played.

BOB HORSLEY PROMOTED
BY ViTAGRAPH

entire building lease will be taken over.

is said to have ninety-two years to run
The theatre is
a price of $1,110,000.
situated in the business section of Chicago,
and has an excellent location.

This
at

"Scaramouche" will continue to play at $2
top prices. In fact, the change in ownership
will not alter the policy of the theatre in
the least.
Mr. Jones was previously managing director of the McVicker's, a J. L. and S. house
under lease to Paramount. His resignation,
however, will not bear on the arrangement
covering

it.

Jones, Linick and Schaefer will receive half
of the profits as usual, but will not have any
control over the actual management of the
theatre.

Another Item of
circle of this city

is

interest in the exhibitor's
the dissolution of Marks

and Goldman.
This firm controls a string
of first-run theatres in Chicago. Their agreement is that one-half of the theatre properties will go to Marks and the other half to

Goldman.

LOEW STOCKHOLDERS ELECT
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The board

directors of Loew's Incorthe annual stockholder's
meeting is composed of
Marcus Loew,
Nicholas M. Schenck, David Bernstein, Arthur M. Loew, David L. Loew, Charles M.

porated,

of

elected

at

Schwab, Daniel E. Pomeroy, David WarLee Shubert, W. C. Durant and Wil-

field,

liam Hamlin Childs.

the

to

Louis B.

Mayer Studio

to

work

in

some night scenes for Reginald Barker's new
picture, "Cape Cod Folks."
After examination at the Angelus Hospital,
Aliss Adoree was removed to her home under
care of a trained nurse.
Dr. Tice, is
attending the case.
Mrs. Lou Salter, who
was with Miss Adoree escaped with only
the

minor injuries from broken glass.
As Miss Adoree will be unable to rejoin
the Mayer Company for some time, Mr.
Barker has removed the scene of his filming
activities to Laguna Beach where he will stage
a number of episodes in which the star does
not have to appear.
The
be

first of the "Chronicles of America" series to
released by Pathe is called "Columbus."
These
films are creating much favorable comment
by teachers and professors all over the country.

I'istorical

December
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Fashionable Trade
By

TT

IS

Gcori^e

Rice

a nice thing for

any theatre to have
a hmouslne stop in front, the uniformed
chauffeur get off to open the door for the
jeweled occupants, and members of the
upper set of the town pass into a movie
house after buying one or more of the
best loges.

This gives tone and class to any theatre,
and for this reason it was our ambition
to
have as many as possible of the
fashionable people patronize our two
theatres.
Thomas cons'dered that we were foolish
to bother with the wealthy, because
we had
failed to reach them with every
form of
regular advertising, but we felt differently
Occasionally a few of the wealthy set actually attended our theatre, and
we thought
that if the other rich people knew
it that
they too would come.

ERIC VON STROHEIM

Who

has completed Goldwyn's
"Greed." The pen and ink drawing

new
is

BABY PEGGY GETS BIG

WELCOME HOME
returned

to

Los An-

A plate was made from this photograph, and used on the front of a little
four-page circular.
The limousine was of
the
common design, and the wealthy
owner could never distingu'sh it as his, for
the number plate was covered.
I got those folders out by sending
them
through the mails, by giving them to patrons at the doors of both our theatres,
by
tossing them on to automob'le seats'
in
public places, by scattering them in the
hotel lobbies, and by other means.

Corporation.
story

now

being

decided
upon, and announcement of same will be
forthcoming in the very near future.
While in the East, Baby Peggy, her
first

parents,

and her

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Montgomery
were guests of Prin-

sister Louise,

Pictures

cipal

is

Corporation.

Their

trip

was a success from every

angle.
The
York newspaper folks and
magazine writers had the opportunity of
personally meeting the starlet, and of becoming intimately acquainted with her.

dle
I

"It

car

"No motion picture organization can afford to pay a star, irrespective of who
he or she may be, a sum of money as

as

well."

felt

From Nirobi the outfit will journey to Lake Paradise.

On

arriving at Lake Paradise, log cabins
be constructed, and a permanent
camp made.
From these headquarters
various journeys will be made to photograph for the motion picture fans of the
world, the wild life of Africa.
Mr. Johnson confidently hopes to obtain
even more thrilling motion pictures than
those shown in "Trailing African Wild
will

Animals."
A remarkable thing about the expedition
of Mr. and Mrs. Johnson is the fact that
they will take along with them complete
equipment, not only for the photographing
of the wild animals, but an outfit whereby the films will be developed, printed and

For

titled.

Mr. Johnson in this way will be able
back a completed picture without
leaving Africa and his camp.
to send

Several new lenses have been developed
by Mr. Johnson, who will have with him
the most modern, complete and satisfactory photographic equipment that has ever
been assembled.
Thirty-two lenses will be included, to
say nothing of twenty-one cameras, tripods and other such accessories.
All of
these were made and constructed under
Mr. Johnson's supervision and calculated
to produce the finest kind of pictures pos-

We

ing classes.
f

sail

dition.

instance, a working man who had been
coming to the Howe Theatre regularly and
occupying the same seat, said that the audience was getting to be too nice for him.
"I don't have the time to change into
evening clothes and I have to come like
this or not at all," he said, as he pointed to
a rather shabby pair of overalls which he
wore, and a soiled coat.
I advised him to take a seat off to one
side down front where he would be away
from the stylish people, and he did so.
had had moderate success in increasing the attendance of the children and the
farmers. Our success with, the high brows
was doubtful.
Next we gave our attention to the work-

ble.

for Mombasa,
travel to Nirobi

and from there
where they will
gather together herds of camels, oxen and
mules, and engage a small army of black
boys to accompany them on their expewill

Yierd.

—

artists

From England Mr. and Mrs. Johnson
will

m

we had our anxious moments.

will spend three weeks in England,
will devote much of

his time to the fitting of specially-made
lenses, and the other preparations necessary to such a prolonged stay in an uncivilized country.

I believe that the folder I got
out attracted a considerable number of the families of the wealthy and of the
common

said the film
executive, "that Baby Peggy is to receive
a million dollars or more a year.
This is
absolutely untrue could never be possi-

the

They

where Mr. Johnson

with them.

unfounded.
has been reported,"

large as that.
The motion picture industry must be conducted on strict business principles.
"This talk of stars receiving millions
of dollars is absurd, and the sooner this
sort of propaganda is stopped, the better
for all concerned.
It not only hurts the
industrv in general but is detrimentil to

tures.

classes.

Still

Wild

heart of darkest Africa, filming wild
beasts for another of their remarkable pic-

that the photograph of the fine
front of our theatre impressed the
people with the idea that our place was
patronized by the elite.
This, of course, if so, would help
any
theatre.
There are many people who are
not of the millionaire class, but who have
all of the tastes and ambitions
of the rich,
and vvill attend the same places of amusement if for no other purpose than to mingle

She met thousands of children whereever she went, and was made an honest-togoodness Indian Princess of the Flathead
Tribe of Montana.
Baby Peggy also celebrated her fifth
birthday while in New York, and was
tendered an elaborate luncheon at Hotel
Biltmore.
According to Sol Lesser, President of
Principal Pictures, the little star will make
three or four feature productions a year.
She has a three year agreement with the
picture organization.
In speaking of the contract entered into
between Baby Peggy and Principal Pictures Corporation, Lesser stated that the
rumors of a fabulous salary paid the little
actress for her camera services were en-

who

made "Trailing AfriMetro
the
big
Animals,"
success, sailed on the Leviathan Saturday,
December 1st, to spend five years in the
SOiM,

can

While many of them failed to reach the
people of the higher social set, I had many
evidences of the folders reaching the mid-

New

tirely

Equipment to Make NeuAnimal Film for Metro
MR. AND MRS. MARTIN JOHNCarries

her leaving the car to enter our theatre.

geles after having had the time of her
hfe on her visit to NeVv York and
other large Eastern cities.
She will immediately begin work on the first of a
series of photoplays for Principal Pictures

The

JOHNSON EXPEDITION
OFF FOR AFRICA

hand the next day with the four thousand
dollar limousine of his unsuspecting
employer. I had one of our usher girls put on
her best, and a picture was made showing

at

T)ABY PEGGY

Sketched by himself as he appears in the part
of Marcus "Shouler" in Goldwyn's "Greed."

The accommodating chauffeur was on

Sludio Ready to Begin on
Principal Pictures Contract

Back

JEAN HERSHOLT

I belonged to a local
lodge in which
there were several chauffeurs of rich
men,
and I requested one of these men to drive
his car to the front of our Star
Theatre for
the
purpose of getting a photograph
taken.

feature,

by Hersholt.

{To be continued)
,-|.

sible.
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Regarding Sunday Service

0\'ER

I rented my Theatre
Congregational Church for their

a year ago

to the

use on Sunday evenings, making a satisAs a result every
factory lease with them.
Sunday evening I have a big crowd in my
theatre who see a picture picked by me from
my exclfanges, and showing my stars, presented to a sympathetic audience, and introduced by a half hour of fitting prologue, that
;

would cost me $100 to duplicate.
As a result I have a lot of satisfied people,
who go away from my Theatre with the
it

I am positive that
feeling that "it satisfies."
90% of the Sunday night crow 1 is
more apt to come back during the week to
opposition here
see another good picture.
has had articles in several of the trade papers,
to the effect that my Sunday Screen Service
is unfair competition, and is killing the in-

over

Round

The banner newspaper story
of the week came when Mayor Cromwell
of Kansas City consented to appear in a "special" film with Miss Lovely.
Suit for a 5-reel picture, "The Dancing
Fool," was filed in the district court of
Kansas City, Kans., this week by the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation against L.
G. Andera and others, owners of the Vicat the theatre.

theatre,

toria

Kansas

City,

Kans.

It

was

alleged that the picture was wrongfully detained by the exhibitors.
It developed, however, that the picture in possession of the
defendants was not "The Dancing Foel,"
but "The Dancing Lover." The posters used
were for the "Dancing Fool," a film which
is reported to have been stolen in the East.

My

dustry in Pierre. It is not.
Mr. Pettijohn and Mr. Fischer made a
special trip out to Pierre to investigate the
situation, and after lo')k-ng oxn the local
conditions, advised the opposing manager to
also co-operate with the churches.
My opposition, however, refused to do so,
and has for some time refused to allow the
Church to use any picture, second run, that
has shown in his hou".e althougn he has no
desire to run them second run himself.
The day after Mr. Pettijohr and Mr.
Fischer were in Pierre, he came out in his
daily paper
he owns the only newspaper in
the community in a long article, stating in
effect that the Sunday Screen Servic e was a
bomb thrown into the motion pictur; business
in Pierre, and that his Theatre had lost
much money, because of ft.

—

—

—

Among other things stated "while we do
not know the exact number attending the
other show, we do know practically the attendance, and it is a big drop."
I
do not
think it improves business to advertise that
}'ou are running it so poorly, that you are
losing money, nor do I likf tr have rny
competitor tell my friends and patrons, that
am

doing so.
But the only answer I have made to the
above mentio'ied article was a slii e run at
my Theatre exactly as follows: "After reading tonights paper, I am reminded of the
old sav ing, 'If you throw a stone into a pa;k
of dogs, the one that goes off howling is
"
the one you hit.'
He claims to have put over twenty previous
theatre mai.agers out of business in Pierre.
I

His owning hi? own theatre, and his own
newspaper makes him a hard competitor.
I
have succeeded, since returning from the War,
in making a living from my Theatre, paid my
§;250.0n a month rent, and played out every
contract I ever signed.
Oh ves
Talking about "unfair competition" I might mention that he has publicly
announced that he will accept no advertising
in his daily paper from the Grand Theatre or
from any organization renting same.
!

MILDRED DAVIS
Better known as Mrs. Harold Lloyd.
Heralded as
one of the sweetest girls cn the screen.
Mildred
Davis is soon to appear in a Ben Wilson production

for

Grand-Asher

release.

Robert Carnie, Aletro salesman who formerly owned the Alamo theatre of Kansas
City, won a suit in which misrepresentation
of fact was charged against P. R. Tell the
amount awarded being 359,750, which was
about half of which Mr. Carnie lost on the

He has refused to take the Church notices
or the Armistice day program, which included
a free entertainment to the Pierre Public,
given in my Theatre, and he savs we wili
never again print the name "Grand Theatre"
in his paper.
Chas. Lee Hyde.

deal.

A

An

coincidence in Kaxs.'VS City this

week

to Frank J^. Newman of
theatre, as \^'ell as the Orpheum

proved beneficial
the

Newman

theatre, when Hale Hamilton, who played in
the picture, "His Children's Children," which

was showing
in

an act

of that

at

much

the Newman, also appeared
the Orpheum.
It meant r-ome
desired free publicity.

at

exploitation stunt being used at the
Street theatre, a combination motion
picture-vaudeville house of Kansas City, has
been getting big results the last week, as
well as newspaper space.
At each performance Miss Louise Lovely, motion picture star,
selects casts from the audience and directs
the "players" before the camera. The followmg week the complete pictures will be shown

Main

Reformers Creeping

Up

YVTHAT

is regarded as a veiled and diplomatic movement in taking the first step
towards a fight to obtain Sunday closing in
Kansas City, Mo., was made by a delegation
from the Kansas City Council of Churches
this week.
The delegation appeared before
the finance committee of the upper house of
the city council in behalf of a proposed ordinance prohibiting circuses from showing
Sundays, on the grounds that it tended to
detract from church services.
That circuses do not come to Kansas City
in the winter no one need be told.
It is not
circuses that are worrying the church council, many exhibitors feel certain, but should
the church delegation be able to "put over"
such an ordinance it is believed that they
would come right back with a Sunday closing
ordinance for motion picture shows.
Little or no concern is felt by exhibitors,
however, as the "battling average" of reformers in Kansas City never has been anything startling.
Besides, with the city financially deep in the "red" the city council is
too busy just now with a proposed county tax
on motion picture houses to listen to any proposed ordinance that would kill the fatted calf.

"

And

the exhibitors intend to battle to the
ditch before they submit to such a tax.
Therein lies the "rub."'
last

A

settlement has been reached out of cotut
Clarke Estate Company suit against the
Orpheum theatre of Kansas City. John S.
Wright, counsel for the theatre, declined to
Judgments totaling about
state the amount.
S80.000 were returned in the federal court
against the theatre last spring.
in the

At a meeting last week of the Kansas
City Division of the M. P. T. O. A. a plan
of obtaining additional revenue for the association through an advertising slide was discussed, but no action was taken on the matter, as a similar deal is pending with a large
Kansas City department store. The association

also

unanimously

endorsed

Picture Day, sponsored by the

Truly B. \^^ildman
tributing Corporation
elected president of
Board of Trade at a

M.

Motion

P. T. O. A.

of the Enterprise Disof Kansas City was
the Kansas City Film
special meeting of the
board last week. Sid Halderman was elected
vice-president and George Ware, new Vitagraph manager, was elected to sit on the board
of arbitration. Mr. Wildman succeeds Harry
Graham, former manager of the Kansas City
Pathe branch, who has been transferred to
St. Louis to manager the Pathe branch there,
after two and one-half years in Kansas City.
Mr. Graham is to be succeeded at the Pathe
office in Kansas City by Cecil \"aughn, formerly of the Memphis branch. As vice-president, Mr. Halderman succeeds Marty Williams, who resigned his office.

December

8,
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WARNER BROTHERS

LIST

Warner Brothers home
fect

that

from

office to

the

the ef-

screen rights have been procurred

"The Yoke," Hubert Wales' sensational
novel which has stirred all England and
to

now creating a furore in America. This
story is to be adapted to the screen by Warner
scenarists for production by Harry Rapf.
Mr. Rapf is delighted over the acquisition of
screen rights to this story and is planning to
make a strong, vivid production. He is also
arranging for the assembling of a cast of
well-known screen celebrities for the various
characterizations.
This story has focused world-wide attention upon Hubert Wales as a sensationalist.
It is said that this story ranks very favorably with Elinor Glyn's best, and is one that
lends itself to picture adaptation admirably.
It is predicted that this will be one of the
big picture sensations of the year.
The book is published by B. Dodge & Co.,
in America.
It is a story dealing with a
series of passionate love affairs, strong in all
the_ essential elements of good drama, fast in
action and crammed with suspense and heartis

thrilling

moments.

In literary circles and book departments of
various magazines, Hubert Wales is being discussed with more than usual interest a fact
that should add impetus to the public's desire to see his book production in a photoplay.

—

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CHOOSE
'CAPT. JANUARY' FOR PEGGY
"Captain January," by Laura E. Richards,
in its fifty-second printing and with a
circulation of more than 600,000 copies, will
be Baby Peggy's first screen vehicle as a
star
for
Principal
Pictures
Corporation.
This announcement has just been made by

now

Sol Lesser, president of Principal.

Work

on "Captain January" will be started
21, three days after Baby Peggy returns to the Coast from her triumphant tour
of the East and Middle West, during which
she met hundreds of thousands of people and
was showered with praise. The child star
left New York City on November 9, went
to Boston and surrounding cities as the guest
of the Boston Post and then proceeded to
Chicago.
In Baby Peggy, Mr. Lesser believes he has a "find" that will prove equally
as great as Jackie Coogan, whom he developed, and he considers "Captain January" the ideal story with which to introJanuary

duce her to the public in a big special production.

GOLDWYN ANNEXES 'BANOLERO'
TERRIS TO DIRECT
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has bough;
the picture rights to "The Bandolero," a romantic melodramatic novel of Spain by Paul
Gwynne, which was published by Dodd, Mead
and Company. Tom Terris has been chosen
to direct

it.

The Bandolero

PICKFORD-FAIRBANKS
STUDIOS ACTIVE

picture material.

Book With Sensational Sales Record
to Be Adapted Early
comes

the bull-fighter is his own son.
The action is fast, furious and melodramatic

throughout and should make "taking" motion

WALES' 'THE YOKE'
ANNOUNCEMENT

the Studios

is a man whose wife has
been murdered struggling against the attempt
to abduct her by a licentious Marquis.
In
revenge, he kidnaps the Marquis's son and
years later the Marquis gives an order for a
fresh bull to be introduced into the arena
after Bias, the famous matador, has been
worn out in previous fights. Bias is gored
and almost dead when the Marquis learns that

'THE GOLD RUSH'

IS

TITLE OF

NEW CHAPLIN COMEDY
Announcement

is

made from the Charles
"The Gold Rush" will

Chaplin studio that
be the title of the forthcoming Chaplin comedy, work on which has been begun and for
which the star producer is now preparing his
atory.

The

story will be a Chaplin story of the
days of the "Forty-niners," when the world
went mad for the muck called gold. Chaplin
himself will again don the baggy breeches,
the old shoes and the faithful derby, and
from all reports from those "in the know"
the story as being outlined will present the
comedy genius in the funniest role he has
ever attempted in what he intends shall be
his most uproarious film.
This will be Chaplin's first comedy release
for United Artists Corporation, and present
plans are to have "The Gold Rush" completed about February 1st.

NEW BARTHELMESS
COMPLETE BY
The

FILM TO BE
JAN.

1

construction of the big cottage set in
John S. Robertson's production of 'The Enchanted Cottage," starring Richard Barthelmess was completed at Inspiration Studio in
Fort Lee, last week.
Work on the picture which is a First National release, is rapidly progressing and it iS
expected that it will be completed by the
first of the year.
"The Enchanted Cottage" promises to be
the finest of the "series of films Richard
Barthelmess has done for First National.
For the garden and cottage set which is
now being used at the studio, real sod and
artificial trees and flowers give the effect of a
bit of English countryside.
The exterior and
interior of the cottage designed by Livingston Piatt, are excellent illustrations of good
taste in studio design.

'Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall' at
the Half Way Stage

A CTIVITY and more

activity,

with every-

body on the jump, is the order of every
Pickford-Fairbanks
studios.
the
at
day
Not an employe on the lot has time even to
think of the talked of slump in pictures.
Mary Pickford in "Dorothy Vernon of

Haddon Hall" is reported as being nearly onehalf under way, while Marshall Neilan, the
director, is making great progress on the exterior scenes surrounding Haddon Hall.
For the last several days scenes of regal
splendor depicting the regime of Queen Elizabeth have been enacted in and around the
grounds of the Haddon Hall set, an exact
replica of the original, and one of the most
artistically beautiful settings ever put up for
any photoplay. Finished in the colorings of
the original sandstone buildings, surrounded
by beautiful grounds, gardens and trees, with
terraces and clinging ivy, Haddon Hall has
become one of the show places of Hollywood.
Production work on the exteriors is going
forward rapidly in anticipation of the rainy
season, when the interior and more intimate
action will be shot.
Neilan declares he will
have "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" finished well within schedule time, and that by
the first of the coming year this newest Mary
Pickford production will be ready for showing.

Douglas Fairbanks' "The Thief of Bagdad" is more than three fourths completed.
biggest mob scenes are scheduled for
shooting this week, and will complete the
scenes of general magnitude and splendor,'
leaving only those scenes depicting fantasy
and magic to be filmed. Cutting and editing
of the finished portions is well under way.
"The Thief of Bagdad" Mr. Fairbanks asserts, will show some of his greatest screen
work, both dramatically as well as from the
athletic standpoint, and will eclipse in grandeur and beauty anything heretofore shown
on the silver sheet.

The
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"Theatre partv

COLONIAL THEATRE

When

of Men" played at the Colonial Theatre in Indianapolis, what
invite as guests of the theatre the boys wha constitute that very

"Masters

Management

MEIGHAN AND PLAYERS
BACK IN NEW YORK

week

in
Gave Benefit Performance for Poor

Georgetown^, S. C.
his company
their stay
they had been film-

and
THOMAS MEIGHAN
players ended
of fifty-nine

Georgetown,

S. C.,

where

m

Piper Malone,
ing exterior scenes for "Pied
for the poor
with a benefit performance
six hundred
children of the town which netted
Mr. Meighan contributed one hundollars
the comdred dollars and other members of
the balance
dollars,
hundred
two
gave
pany
to see
coming from the townspeople who paid
will be used
the performance. The money
poor children
for milk and clothing for the
of the community.
of
Before the performance the Chamber
Commerce of Georgetown gave a reception
large part
for the Paramount company and a
to extend
of the town's population turned out
It
hospitality to the motion picture people.
was the first time that a motion picture coma
pany had used Georgetown as a locale for
inpicture and the event was one of unusual

at the Robertson-Cole
Studios. The
soldiers at the Presidio in San Francisco will
figure in many of the spectacular scenes.
Mr. Johnson is offering prizes for the best
title to his new story of
"The Base Ball

The company returned
New York where the

last

Monday

interior

the picture will be filmed at the
Long Island studio.

night
scenes for

Paramount

SIGNS MARY
B. O. SERIES

EMORY JOHNSON
CARR FOR

F.

Before leaving Hollywood for San Francisco in quest of location last week, Emory
had
Johnson, the producer, announced that he
signed Mary Carr for a series of big attractions to be released through F. B. O.
His first production with Mrs. Carr will
also present Johnnie Walker, the team appearing as mother and son for the first time
since their memorable triumph in "Over the
Hills."

believed that the Carr-Walker combination will prove very successful, especially
in view of the fact that the Johnson productions will be developed along strong show
lines after the fashion of his previous F. B.
It

is

O. successes starring Ralph Lewis.

The title and theme of the first JohnsonCarr-Walker production is being .temporarily
talented
Johnson,
Emilie
withheld. Mrs.
mother of the yovmg producer, is writing the
story and will do all the others to be produced by her son in the future.
Production will probably be started next

BEAUTY PRIZE WINNERS
ALWAYS BIG AID
'Brass Bottle'

Player."

MAL

ST.

CLAIR TO DIRECT

WITWER

SERIES

Harry M. Berman, general

an Atlantic City beauty winNEW ANNEXING
ner and appropriating her for local ex-

of F. B. O., arrived at
Hollywood studios last
thing he did was to sign
direct a new series of H. C

sales

Mai St. Clair to
Witwer two reel-

ers.

The unprecedented success of F. B. O.'s
"Fighting Blood" series, starring George
O'Hara, is generally attributed in no small
measure to St. Clair's firm grasp on human
nature and his directorial skill. Following
the completion of his work on "Fighting
Blood," the young director took a rest and
then directed Wesley Barry in "George Washington, Jr."

The

of the Witwer series he will next
be announced within a week and

title

will

production will start at once.

PICTURE FINISHED IN NATURAL
DOWNPOUR OF RAIN
J.

Stuart Blackton finished "Let

purposes was the record achieved
by the debonnair Robert Slote, Manager of
Crandal's Strand Theatre, Cumberland, Md.,
in connection with the showing of First National's "The Brass Bottle."
The campaign affords an excellent illustration of showing how an alert theatre manager can beat time to the gun and actually
initiate exploitation which, on its consummation, looks as if it had been made to order
ploitation

manager
the Roberson-Cole
week and the first

film

Put Over With Aid of

Pretty Girl and Merchants

terest to everybody.

to

more natural than that the
commodity in the making.

Not Man

Put Asunder," the picturization of Basil King's
stirring arrangement of divorce, at the Vitagraph Studios in Brooklyn last week. Pauline Frederick, Lou Tellegen and Helena
D'Algy played the last important scenes in a
drenching rainstorm.
The storm was the

Ostensibly Manager Slote simply
for him.
picked off Cumberland's beauty winner for his
own theatre. He took Miss Elizabeth Catherine Steele, who was to represent Maryland's
Queen City at the Atlantic City pageant and
had her feature his campaign.
In fact, however, he conceived the idea of
He saw the coming Atlantic
the campaign.
City festival, urged upon the business men of
Cumberland that they ought to be represented
because of the advertising value the city
would gain. When it came to a question of
how that representative should be selected.
Manager Slote simply pulled the trump card
out of his sleeve.

"Let the Strand Theatre run a beauty conthe winner to go to Atlantic City to represent Cumberland" was his simple explanatest,

And they left the details to
Word of mouth advertising and

tion.

him.

newspaper

used in the production.
Miss Frederick, Mr. Tellegen and Miss
D'Algy were drenched at the beginning of
the taking of the sequence and for more than
four hours endured the torrents of manufactured rain on the lot. The set was a reproduction of the exterior of the famous Bay-

The contest was a depublicity followed.
cided success, the winner was photographed

mansion on Long Island.
The announcement of the making of "Let
Not Man Put Asunder" by Director Black-

CECIL

last effect

liss

ton

has brought unusual inquiries to Vita-

graph from exhibitors.
Another point of realism was achieved in
the photoplay by the planting of real, small
trees for decorative effect around the beaucottage, as also the careful attention
given to lawns and gardens surrounding the
house, all of which are real.
Others in the cast of this society drama
are Leslie Austen, Pauline Neff, Violet De
Baros, Martha Petelle, Gladys Frazin, Cliftiful

ton

Webb and Hommer

Lynn.

with Mr. Slote and other leading business
men, she appeared on the stage of the Strand
with other beauties and "The Brass Bottle"
pulled a huge attendance.

B.

DE MILLE STARTS WORK

ON 'TRIUMPH'
Cecil B. De Mille has returned to the Lasky
studio from a ten-day hunting trip in NorthMr. De Mille left for this
ern California.

vacation immediately on completing the final

"The Ten Commandments."
Mr. De Mille plunged at once into preparations for his new Paramount picture, "Triumph," his first under the new "life" contract by which he also resumes duties as

editing of

Director-General of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation. Leatrice Joy and Rod
La Roque will be featured.

December

8,

1923
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Up and Down Main
HAL ROACH CUTS 'CALL
OF THE WILD'
Seven Reeler Cut
to

to Six in

Another member discovers
seventeen years old and a
not uncomely young woman at that.
phan"

line with his recent announcement in
favor of a maximum of six reels for feature productions, Hal Roach has cut "The
Call of the Wild" from seven to six reels.

This production was adapted from Jack
London's famous dog story of the same title
and made under the direction of Fred Jackman. A full-blooded St. Bernard dog, owned
by Hal Roach, plays the role of "Buck."
The part of John Thornton is taken by Jack
Mulhall, while Walter Long plays the role
of "The Man with the Club."
The picture
was released by Pathe on September 23rd and
has since been played by leading first-run
houses throughout the country.

Mr. Roach's espousal of the

policy of a
of six reels for feature productions was the outcome of. his recent Coast to
Coast trip, during which he interviewed prominent exhibitors in all the key-cities he visited,
on the subject of proper feature length. He
was so strongly impressed by the uniform
demand for shorter lengths in feature productions that upon his return to the Hal
Roach Studios on the West Coast he at once
fixed upon a total of six reels as a maximum
to be observed in all his future feature ac-

maximum

tivities.

'MYLES STANDISH' GETS BOOKING FOR INDEFINITE RUN
Charles Ray's new feature picture, "The
Courtship of Miles Standish," has been booked
for an indefinite run in Detroit by an arrangement between John Kunsky of the Madison Theatre and J. S. Woody, general manager for Associated Exhibitors. The deal also
involves the personal appearance of Charles
Ray with the showing of the pictures which
is to open the week of December 2.
in

Detroit,

Mr. Woody was

interis

"We

are going to release big pictures only.
have turned down over 100 pictures this
year that were submitted to us for distribution.
Some of them were mighty good pro-

We

them

get mothers for their adopted
children, and the fifth for the single purpose
of getting a wife.

Preview Audience Greatly Impressed
by Film Version' of Novel

"TJESPITE

the fact that this picture was
given only a one sheet in front of the

Strand Theatre,

Pasadena, an overflow
This is Frank Lloyd's
first
independently produced picture for
release under First National.
The showing was announced in the lobby
only but the news of the preview spread
rapidly and when at 7:30 sharp the screening began, the theatre was filled. At the
conclusion of the screening "Black Oxen"
was given an ovation lasting nearly three
minutes and Mr. Lloyd was requested to

crowd

resulted.

speak.

those

—

"Daddies" brings to the public one of the
comedies that has ever been played
on the legitimate stage.
It is the story of
a bachelor club formed by five men while at
Yale.
The club progresses with great success until one of the members conceives the
idea of each of the members adopting a "war
finest

orphan."

The orphans arrive, and the club goes out
of business about the same time, because the
foster fathers find they can't run a club and
a family at the same time particularly in
the case of one member who finds his "or-

—

who

attended were

many

of the Hollywood film notables, prominent
citizens and the press, who also waxed
enthusiastic in their praise.
This reception on the part of so critical an
audience as attended this preview showing,
leads Mr. Lloyd to hope for a very bright
future for his picture.
The story of "Black Oxen," which is the
picturization of the novel of the same name
by Gertrude Atherton, will probably be well
received because of the novelty of the theme.
It concerns the rejuvenation of a once prominent society woman and her love affair with
a young newspaper man. The complications
which arise from this situation are woven into a remarkably well made story and one
which lends itself splendidly to a moving
picture version.
It is, therefore, hoped that
the film will meet with as great a success
as the novel did when it was published early
last spring.
It is still rated as a "best-seller."
There is also in the story, a delightful little'
bit about the present day flappers which provides another "interest" element to help along
the success of the film.

pictures, others were mediocre, but we
are after only pictures that have big boxoffice value because we have learned it is the
only kind exhibitors will pay regular money
forand it does not pay to handle the other
kind.
Exhibitors can look for some big announcements from Associated Exhibitors during the next few months."

Warner Brothers have just announced the
completion of "Daddies" the screen version
of the David Belasco stage success of the
same name. This is the third Belasco play
produced by Warner Brothers this year.

'BON VOYAGE'
Might be what the
fair

as

damsel
she

is

saying
the

bids

brave knight farewelL
The scene is
but one of many as
picturesque, in Cosmopolitan's "Under
Robe,"
the
Red
which has been generously applauded by
general

the

and

is

fourth

press,
_

now

in

its

week

at

the

Cosmopolitan
atre,

Avoid Usual Christmas Slump
by Releasing Select List

to

'yO
sal

offset the usual Christmas slump
which the exhibitor experiences Univerplans for what they consider a particu-

New

TheYork.

They

larly strong set of films.

are

"The

Darling of New York," featuring Baby
Peggy, "The Near Lady," a comedy;
"White Tiger" a melodrama; "The Red
Warning," "His Mystery Girl" and "Pure
Grit."

"The Near Lady" is the comedy vehicle
Walton and will be the
some time since she has
temporarily retired from the screen. The
starring Gladys
last of hers for

story

is

woven about

the

adventures

of

two young people who fake an engagement
to please their parents but finally
love very realistically.

fall

in

"White Tiger," the new Priscilla Dean
is another crook melodrama dealing
with the doings of a gang of high class
English crooks who come to America with
a trick automaton chess player and insinufilm,

ate

Among

gram

WARNER'S 'DADDIES' WILL BE
RELEASED SOON

Hope

to

'BLACK OXEN' PRODUCER
GIVEN OVATION

-"-^

UNIVERSAL TO RELEASE
BEST FILMS NOW

is

The bachelor club finally breathes its last
when the five members all get married, four
of

Showmen's Demands

TN

While

triplets.

is

that his orphan

Response

viewed by the Michigan Film Review, and
quoted as saying:

Street

themeselves into the graces of

New

York society.
The picture has just completed a week's
run on Broadway where it was enthusiastically

received.

The Herbert RawHnson

picture, to

be

re-

leased Christmas Eve, is "The Mystery
Girl" from a story by Mary Orth.
Ruth
Dwyer plays the leading role besides which
there is a strong supporting cast.
The
part played by Rawlinson is a new one for
him. He appears as a studious, hardworking woman hater. His well wishing friends

frame him in an escapade in order to
change him.
He surprises both himself
and them by "falling" for the girl in the
case.

The last of the releases is "Pure Grit,"
humorous "western" said to be full of
fast riding and hard fighting. Roy Stewart
a

is to be featured in the stellar role with
Esther Ralston playiner opposite.
These five pictures, Universal feels, are inviting enough to get the crowds in spite of
the holiday rush and they are planning to
get them to the exhibitors immediately.
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GALA CELEBRATION FOR
'MAILMAN' PREMIER
Mail Employees Aid in Opening
Loew's State in Los Angeles

JOHNSON'S production
EMORY
Maihnan," dramatizing
the

at

"The

lives

of

United States postal workers and projecting one of the biggest exploitation tie-ups
in the annals of the film industry, had its
world's premiere Saturday, November 17,
at Loew's State Theatre, Los Angeles.
The opening was a gala occasion, the
mail workers' band of sixty pieces serenading the Postmaster of the city, P. P.
O'Brien, and other notables, including
Mayor Cryer and Harry M. Berman, gen-

manager of F. B. O.,
the interested spectators.

eral sales

among

who was

In connection with the premiere, a monster radio jollification was held by Los Angeles mail workers at the powerful broadcasting plant of the Los Angeles Times.
Two million listeners scattered throughout
the country heard the speeches of many
prominent postal workers, as well as songs
sung by Postal employees and brief talks

by Ralph Lewis, Johnnie Walker, Dave
Kirby and others of the "Mailman" cast.
The postal workers of Los Angeles
joined with F. B. O. and the West Coast
theatres in making the opening of "The
Aiailman" a civic event of high importance.
Indeed, the entire postal service was practically turned over by Postmaster O'Brien
to assist in putting the production before
the public in the right way.

The

co-operation

of

postal
service was given. Banners announcing the
showing of "The Mailman" ^.nd tieing up
with the "Do your Xmas shopping early"
movement were hung on all mail delivery
and collection wagons.
fullest

the

At the instigation of Postmaster O'Brien
more than one hundred thousand stickers
were used by local merchants bearing the

"Remember the Mailman. Do
shopping early." These were
stuck on letters and bundles sent to hundreds of Los Angeles shoppers during the
week of the showing.
Special street stunts also were employed,
all hooked up with a gigantic campaign
backed by the postal workers themselves.
inscription:

your

Xmas

'DAY OF FAITH' PRAISED BY
N. Y. CRITICS
Goldwyn's Tod Browning production of
of Faith," from Arthur Somers
Roche's novel of that name, was shown at
the Capitol Theatre this week and proved
very popular with the big audiences which
saw it on Sunday. The film reviewers on
the New York newspapers had many

"The Day

flattering things~to say of the production,
of Eleanor Boardman, the leaduig player,
and other members of the cast.

Don

Allen in the Evening World wrote
"In our estimation, 'The Day of
is
an absorbing picture; one that
'got' us from the main title to the fadeIt has a splendid idea which is splenout.
didly worked out, both directorially and
of it:
Faith'

histrionically, and the cast is excellent. It's
a fine picture and we only hope you like
it half as well as we did."

The

Sun

&

Globe

reviewer

said:

a rousing Thanksgiving ad'The Day of Faith' could not have
dress.
been more heart lifting if it had been a
talk from the lips of a rugged Pilgrim.
Eleanor Boardman proves that she has definitely arrived among the list of screen
The director
stars by her performance.
has skillfully managed his mob scenes."

"Seemed

like

STUDENTS ATTEND 'UNDER THE
RED ROBE' EN MASSE
"Under the Red Robe" now in the third
week of its engagement at the Cosmopoli-

'ANNA CHRISTIE' WEEK IN
SEVERAL HOUSES

tan Theatre, New York, continues to play
to capacity audiences at every performance.

Thirty-five First Run Theatres Set
December 2-8 for Showing

The book by Stanley Weyman, from
which "Under the Red Robe" was picturconsidered the historical masteris
pieces of that author and is on the recommended reading list of all the libraries. In
many of the principal schools It forms an
item in the literature courses.
ized,

screen version of the romantic, pomintriguing days
of
Cardinal
Richielieu, come at one of the most interesting periods in the school years and the
audiences at the Cosmopolitan have been
notable for the number of students who

The

pous

and

attend.

WEST COAST THEATRES TAKE

WARNER RELEASES
David Bershon, booking manager of the

West Coast

Theatres, Inc., has signed a
contract with Joseph Goldberg, manager of
the Los Angeles exchange for George Op-

nenheimer. Inc., distributors for Warner
Brothers pictures, whereby the
entire
southern division of the West Coast theatres will play the nineteen releases an-

nounced by Warner.
These include "Little Johnnie Jones,"
"The Gold Diggers," "The Cotmtry Kid,"
"Loveless Marriages," "How to Educate a
Wife," "Cornered," "The Tie That Binds,"
"The Tenth Woman," "Conductor 1492,"
"The Printer's Devil," "Broadway After
Dark," "Daddies," "Tiger Rose," "An Unloved Wife," "George Washington, Jr.,"
"Being Respectable," "The Age of Innocence," "Babbitt," "Beau Brummel."

'MAYTIME' HAS PREMIERE AT

NEWARK THEATRE
The

LOOKING 'EM OVER
to be what Maurice Tourneur is
doing here as he peers thru his blue glass at Maude
GsfiCge in her Mah Jong gown which she wears in
"Torment," the new Levee-First National Picture.

That would appear

'KEEP QUIET'
Cautious Carmel Myers to an unseen somebody, as
she -prepares to deposit a lively crab on the back of
Bessie Love who is calmly contemplating the waters
of the Pacific.

of
Rida Johnson
Young's play, "Maytime," which Schulberg
has produced, had its first public exhibition last week at the Newark Theatre, Newark, N. J.
The picture opened to big
business the first day and the record was
maintained throughout the week. The film
will be released generally next month. The
cast includes Ethel Shannon,
Harrison
Ford, William Norris and Clara Bow.

screen version

T^ECEMBER

2nd to 8th will be "Anna
Christie" week, as far as thirty-five leading first run theatres are concerned. During
that week the Thomas H. Ince production
will appear simultaneously in thirty-five cities
of the LTnited States, according to First National.
These theatres include the Strand in

New York; Chicago in Chicago; Warfield in
San Francisco and the Circle in Indianapolis.
"Anna Christie" has already won unstinted
from trade and fan magazine critics.
It was selected by the National Board of Re-

praise

view for a special screening at the Town
Hall, New York, on November 28th in order
that the entire membership and its friends
might witness a picture that bore testimony
to "the progress and power of the screen."
The unusual advance interest in the picture
is ascribed by First National to three factors; first, the renown of Thomas H. Ince as
a producer; secondly, the fame of the play
and the interest in Eugene O'Neill, America's
foremost playwright who in "Anna Christie"
presents his first screen offering; and thirdly,
interest
in
Blanche Sweet and
to the
William Russell among picture fans and the
prestige of George Marion among theatregoers.

'GENTLE JULIA'

IS

SATIRICAL

COMMENT ON YOUTH
Booth Tarkington's "Gentle Julia," to be
released December 23rd, is placed among the
most entertaining pictures on Fox's 1923-4
Tarkington's shrewd and humorous
observations of the doings of the younger generation are justly famous.
The title role is
played by Bessie Love.
Other releases are headed by "The Net,"
the first of the December specials.
As the
title
suggests, the leading characters find
themselves entangled in the net of circumstances hence,
an intense and emotional
drama is to be expected. "You Can't Get
Away With It," written by Gouverneur
Morris, features Percy Marmont and out for
release December 9th.
Gladys Hulette has
a dual role in "Hoodman Blind," the work
of Sir Henry Arthur Jones and Wilson Barrett, to be released December 16th.

program.

—

December

8,
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'The

Man from

Brodney's'

Vitagraph Photoplay. Presented by Albert
E. Smith. From the novel by George Barr
McCutcheon. Director, David A. Smith.
Length, 7,100 Feet.

prominent

CAST OF PLAYERS
HoUingsworth Chase
Princess Genevra

J.

Warren Kerrigan
Alice

Miss Dupont
Pat O'Malley
Kathleen Key
Bertram Grassby

Rasula

By Michael

L.

Simmons

ROMANCE,

breath-taking situations and
an amazingly realistic battle between a
horde of frenzied natives and a handful of
whites on a South Sea island mark "The
Man From Brodney's" as a film well calculated to entertain an audience until the
last inch of film has passed the shutter.
It will probably do more than that if the
reviewer may be taken as a judge of audThere isn't a moment of
ience response.
Things start with a rush.
dilly-dallying.
J. Warren Kerrigan in the role of HoUingswood Chase, irrepressible adventurer
and thrill hunter, takes action by the scruff
of the neck and makes it yell "Uncle" before five minutes of footage have passed.

He resents Prince Karl's unwelcome attentions to the beautiful Princess Genevra
(Alice Calhoun sure is easy on the eyes as
the Princess,) and matches his cane against
the Prince's sword and wins first money in
the fracas. Which reminds us that a series
of fencing matches with canes might not
be out of order as a tie-up for stimulating
interest in the picture.
For

this indiscrimination
Chase loses
diplomatic post. The law firm of Sir
John Brodney engages Chase to go to the
island of Japat. This isle, rich in sapphires
and rubies, is the bone of contention in

his

a will contest.

Under the wills of two men who owned
the island, the land and its mines are to go
to their grandchildren provided they live
six months
on the island and marry.
Should this stipulation be disregarded then
the island is to revert to the natives. One
heir,

Robert Browne,

Chase

is

is

already married.

to prgtect the interests of the na-

tives.

Enter the villain, Rasula, native leader
and heavy in the story, who stirs the natives

into revolt to

ends.

gain his

own

Bertram Grassby presents

sinister
a flawless

character interpretation in this role.

When

the Princess Genevra, by a peculiar coincidence, comes to the island as a
guest of Lady Deppingham, the other half
in the legacy tangle, Cupid commences to
take some pot shots at Chase. The cherubic one has to relinquish his position in
the spotlight for a while, for the natives
now commence an attack on the house
occupied by the little band of whites.
This is where the gentle innocents bend
forward in their seats and breathe hard.
The fight is replete in realism. It will
make the blood of the average audience
leap
th«^ sensps tingle!
In the last hour,
when Chase discovers the Princess is in
love with him and massacre by the natives

—

imminent,

worship arr'ves.
Melodrama all the way. The kind that
stirs and apoeals
Ameriparticularly to
cans.
The kind in which J. Warren Kerrigan as the dauntless Chase will hq.ve the
men in the audience rooting for him and
the women wishing thev were in Princess
is

a

Genevra's high-heeled slippers.
All in
is

clean,

all, "The Man from
Brodnev's"
wholesome entertainment. Full of

Johnson Production Released by
O. Story and Scenario by Mrs.
Emilie Johnson. Directed by Emory Johnson. Length, 6,800 Feet.
B.

F.

CAST OF PLAYER?;

Author, Earl Derr BigCamSearle Dawley.
eraman, Bert Dawley. Length, 6,000 Feet.
Director,

J.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Nelly

Wayne

Tom

Kerrigan
Farrin

Charles

Sally

Crute

Gladys Leslie
I-«w Gorman
Dore Davidson
Claude Benson
Macey Harlan
,
Madge Foster
Henrietta Grossman
Billy Quirk
Joe Karger
Nelly Wayne, once a famous American tlieatricnl'
star, faces hard times as she grows old.
She lives
with her daughter-in-law, th'e princiD-il support of
the family being Chum, a vaudeville dog.
Old age
tells upon Chum, who is finally unable to perform.
Nelly's son-in-law is about to sell the dog for vivisection purposes, but she prevents him.
He forges
a check and is in danger of arrest.
Nelly encounters
a big film executive who purchases the rights of her
old plays and also hires hfir to act for the screen.
She straightens out the family troubles and all ends
well.

By George

/^LD-TIME

the Mailman
Johnnie, his son
Betty, Johnnie's little sister

T. Pardy

drama patrons will probably wax enthusiastic over the early
shots in this picture, depicting Daly's Theatre in the heyday of its prime, front and
back, with a very realistic and artistic
presentation of a "first-night" play and
"behind the scenes" stuff.
But apart for the veterans there ought to
be many movie goers who will be pleasantly entertained by a plot which vibrates
with human interest, links up the past with
the present in unique fashion and is convincing throughout.
The names of thr
principals should be widely exploited in
advertising the film, which registers as an
excellent program attraction, and the titlf*
also offers good boosting possibilities.
The story slams the practice of vivisection severely, but in his endeavor to excite
the spectators' feelings against those who
mishandled the brute victims we are inclined to think the director sacrificed good
taste to realism.
He should have put the
soft pedal on some of the scenes where
the vivisectionist is supposed to operate.
Any person who is fond of animals will
naturally object to the situations in question, which are really not necessary for the
unfolding of the narrative.
The first reel deals with the heroine'.^
star days, after which come the twilight of
advancing age and hard luck. Ther*^ are
many finely sympathetic touches.
Chum,
the vaudeville dog, forgetting his stunts
and losing out on his act, with the dire
consequences to the family for which he
earns bread, is a pathetic note.
Nelly's struggle with evil fortune, the
ups and downs of Broadway life, are all
set forth in simple, yet convincing style.
The players one and all give appealing
performances, Mary Carr being especially
effective as Nelly Wayne, a difficult role,
with its varying moods and contrast in
atmosphere of old stage days and the new,
Percy Marmont scores a decided hit as
Nelly's friend of the past, Gladys Leslie
and Sally Crute deserve creditable mention
for their well balanced work and the support is adequate.
There is an abundance of superb phoalluring
handsome interiors,
tography,
shots of the Grep.t White Way, a New
Year's revel, elaborately filmed and crowded with mteresting detail, and perfect
lighting governs the entire production.

Ralph Lewis
Johnnie Walker

Martha Sleeper

Mrs. Morley

Poardman
Dave Kirby

Virginia True

lack Morgan, a neighbor
Virginia, his daughter
Harry, her brother

Josephine Adair
Taylor Graves

Captain Kranz, owner

Mary Carr
Percy Marmont
Edward Earle

Augusta Karger
Mary Karger

"

An Emory

Bob Morley,

Sehnick Photoplay.
gers.

'The Mail Man'

parts.

'Broadway Broke'

Calhoun

Wanda Hawley

Lady Deppingham
Mrs. Browne
Robert Browne
Neenah

heart interest values and spectacular adventure.
To say nothing of exploitation
possibilities in which a dressed up Swami
fortune teller at the gate of the theatre and
a direct-by-mail campaign of Last Will
and Testament facsimile letters can play

of

"The Shark"
Hardee Kirklaiid

By Eddy Eckels

QUITE

a lot of possibilities

on

this

one

for the average house. It is brimful of
human interest and home ties to say nothing of sensational thrills.
Like all of Johnson's efforts, "The Mail
Man" deals with the steadfastness and
heroism of a public servitor. He is shown
in all the happenings of his daily routine
and Emory has taught us all that routine
can be made interesting.
But whatever praises there is due Emory

Johnson he would
rightly
his

so

—that

Mrs.

mother,

have

much

of

Emilie

know-—and
really due

you
it

is

who

Johnson,

writes his stories.
To her he gives all credit for those humanisms that make his pictures successful.
And there is no disputing that they are
successful in reaching the hearts and emotions of the masses.
You don't need to be told the story of
"The Mail Man." Let it suffice that he has
They are
a wife, a son and a daughter.
all his pride and joy and when his son is
about to hang for murder you see what
a son's father really should be made of.
The cast for the most part has been well
selected.
Ralph Lewis is again the ideal
Virginia True Boardman
servitor hero.
makes a wonderful mother. Johnny Walker is a satisfactory son.
Martha Sleeper, however, is unconvinc-

Overacting seems to have been her
one ambition and Mr. Johnson failed to
curb her apparent desire.
The one big highlight of the picture is
the acting of little Josephine Adair, the
ing.

neighbor's daughter. Here is a child that
has every natural trait of the born actress.
Her work is next to marvelous.
You may make careful note of that
name. Josephine Adair is just as sure to
be one of tomorrow's stars, as you, as an
exhibitor are bound to make money with
this picture.
.She

is

iust

.1

child

—

a

real

And

child.

her part in this story is none too promYet, were it not for the stellar work
inent.
of Rp'nh Lf'wJs she would
pgsily
dominate the production as a whole.
It goes without saying that you can tieup with everything connected with the
If you play
post office of your locality.
this before Christmas the possibilities are
unlimited.
Remember the mail man and
And so forth.
post your presents early.

'When Odds Are Even'
Fox

Photoplay. Directed by James Flood.
Scenario and Story by Dorotliv Yost.
Length, 4,284 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Arnold
Caroline Peyton
Neal Travis

Jack

William

Clive Langdon
British Consul

Dorothy Devore
Lloyd Whitlock
Frank Beal
Allan Cavan

Russe'l

Jack Arnold, representing Eustace Whipple, presisyndicate, is commissioned to

of
a mining
jarrive at Pago Tai

.cent

(near Australia)

before

the

of-
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Superior Mining Comfor a black opal mine
He jumps the boat they are takthere.
assisted seis
finds himself without money
ing
cretly by Caroline Peyton, ward of his rival, and
after overcoming every obstacle put in his way he
eventually wins the mine and the girl.
ficals

from

pany

so

the

— that
discovered

rival

he

firm,

may

bid

;

;

By Marguerite Brumell
type of picture has ever had a disFew audiences
tinct and large following.
could help but be entertained in viewing the
hazardous adventures of William Russell, and
thoughts of what will happen next, and how
the hero will get out of a predicament will
hold the interest of the excitment lovers to

THIS

the end.
is just the type of virile
imagination pictures doing such things

William Russell

man

and shows up particularly well in fights of
which there are a goodly number in this
story.

The Irishman who owns

the mine

is

an ex-

cellent characterization, typical of that happy
His chief
go lucky, pleasure loving race.
interest is to have enough money to get from
Pago Tai to Sydney every once in a while and

He js
drink and play cards with the boys.
not at all concerned over the fight to gain
possession of his mine, although he is right
in the midst of the fray during several enNot until he is
counters at the tavern bar.
cheated at cards by Neal Travis does he take
any interest in the strangers descended upon
the island and then when he witnesses the unscrtipulous methods the rivals employ to keep
Jack Arnold away from his island, his natural instinct for fair play inspires him to secretly help Arnold outwit the rivals.
The tropical scenes and the native huts in
Australia make a picturesque background for
the action.

There

an excellent free-for-all staged in
the tavern to detain Arnold on the main coast
but Caroline realizes that she has been used as
an unwitting accomplice in getting Arnold to
go into the bar, and while being forced to
board the boat she screams to the British ConThe
sul to go to the tavern and rescue him.
is

scene is most realistic and the scenes
that follow are full of action and thrills until
the fade out when Arnold's offer to work the
mine on a fifty-fifty basis is accepted by the
Irishman.
fight

a most attractive Caro-

Dorothy Devore is
Peyton and the love

line

interest

is

plentifully

provided for in scenes between the two.
Altogether a good, live picture which will
be surt to entertain.

juvenile actors backing up the work of the
bigger folks with immense effect.
These kids are wonders in their way and
responsible for a lot of lively action which
adds greatly to the film's entertaining qualities.
Exhibitors can exploit it as a decided
novelty and something which all admirers of
the star cannot afford to miss.
The plot is simplicity itself and at times
lapses into excess sentimentality, to such a
degree that large theatre audiences would
probably decline to take it seriously.
But
considered as a neighborhood house attraction, the film undoubtedly possesses drawing
powers far above the average.
The best scenes are those where Big Dan
disports himself with the kiddies in the training camp, which provide no end of mirth
and are so refreshingly natural that the most
hardened cynic could scarcely keep from
smiling in accord with their genial humor.
Dan's love affair with the charming Dora,
whom he befriends and rescues from a sinister suitor pursuing her with foul intent,
is conducted along rather ancient and stereoShe can hardly be
typed lines or wooing.
described as measuring up to the standards
of modern heroines, who are not given to

swooning away
there

enough

is

in moments of distress.
pugilistic coloring, thrills

The photography includes many beautiful
outdoor shots and the lighting throughout
is effective.

'Stephen Steps Out'
Presented by Jesse Lasky and WilH-am ElReleased bv Paramount. From the
liott.
Storv, "The Grand Cross of the Crescent"
Scenario by
b\ Richard Harding Davis.
Edfrid Bingham. Directed by Joseph HenaLength, 5,652 Feet.
bery.

CAST OF PLAYERS
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Theodore Roberts
Noah Beery

Stephen Harlovy, Jr
Stephen Harlow
Muley Pasha

Harry Myers
Frank Currier
James O. Barrows

Harry Stetson
Dr.

Lyman

Black

*.

Oilman
Mrs. Oilman
Virgil Smythe
Prof.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dan O'Hara

Charles .Tones

Dora Alien

Marian Nixon
Ben Hendricks
Trilby Clark
Jackie Gladson
Charles Coleman
Lydia Yeaman Titus

McGee

Doc Snyder
Aunt Kate Walsh
Tom Walsh
Father Quinn

Monty

Collins

Charles Smiley

Hary Lonsdale
Matty Peters
J. P. Lockney

Stephen Allen
Ophelia
Pat Mayo

Muggs Murphy

Jack Herrick

He

luns a boy's camp and
He rescurs Dora Allen from an
trains fighters.
unwelcome suitoi and she finds refuge in his camp.
His wife becomes ill and Dan has her taken care of
Attentions paid to Dora by a young
in Arizona.
pugilist and the wiles of another woman make trouble
for Dan, but in the end his wife dies and he wins the

Big Dan's wife

elopes.

girl.

By George T. Pardy

THIS

a program feature which ought
up a good box office record. It
has a little of everything, comedy, love, romance, melodrama and a number of little
to

is

roll

.

.

Fannie Midgley
Bertram Johns
George Field

'.

By Eddy Eckels

Fo.v Photoplay. Author, Frederick and Fanny
William
Wellman.
Hatton
Director,
Length, 5,934 Feet.

Nelly

and

JUNIOR
DOUG
name. There

drawing card
a
no doubt about that.
packed jammed. And
is

is

—

Rivoli
was
there had been no fooling in the advertising.
The public knew it >vas the kid.
And they wanted to see what the kid
could do.
In this, the first of his effor':s, he at least
proves the right to the name of Fairbanks.
A chip off the old block.
Of course he is not as experienced as
He has many lens tricks
Jackie Coogan.
He is unfortunately making
yet to learn.
his debut at the angular age, which the
Richard Harding Davis story helped to

The

cover mighty well.
In fact young Doug
but he is all smile too

—which

makes

is all

—and

arms and

legs,

personality
you forget physical dimenall

sions.

that counts with the exthat the public is curious to see
the youngster and here he is in a darn
Surrounded by a cast of
pleasing picture.
names that mean much toward making it
good .entertainment.
The story is simple, easily understood.

The big thing

hibitor

Stephen fails to get his college diploma
by flunking in History. The professor who
flunked him is promptly fired because
Steve's Dad was one of the school's financial pillars.
Steve doesn't like that and plans to
square matters for the poor old professor.
What he does is of course miraculous and
funny.
The prof gets a medal and Steve

wins his Dad's pride.
Play up the names of Theodore Roberts, Noah Beery and Harry Myers.
Although their's are subordinate roles they
merit plenty of advertising.
Pour oil on the fire of public curiosity
to see the lad, whose father's Robin Hood
still
holds the world's record box-office
draw at New York's Capitol theatre.

You

can't

is

go wrong.

The

than likeable.

The boy is more
is more than

picture

satisfying.

And

don't overlook the

name

of Richard

Harding Davis.

'The Satin Girl'
Grand Asher Presents Ben Wilson's Production, Directed by Arthur Rosson.
Scenario
bv Arthur Statter and George Plympton.
llength, 5,591 Feet.

to

'Big Dan'

Mazie Williams

But

balance whatever weakness the
romantic episode manifests and the net result is thoroughly pleasing.
Charles Jones plays the part of Big Dan
with plenty of reserve strength and ease,
never overdoing the emotional situations and
giving a most enjoyable performance. Marian
Nixon is a prettily appealing heroine and
the work of the supporting cast excellent.

good fun

Osman

Cyclone Moigan

(Continued)

CAST

AND SYNOPSIS

Lenore 'Vance
Dr. Richard Taunton

Mabel Forrest

Norman Kerry

Fargo

Marc MacDermott

Moran

Clarence Burton
Florence Lawrence
Kate Lester

Sylvia

Mrs. Brown-Potter

Reed House
William H. Turner
Walter Stevens
Silas Gilegg, an old miser, is murdered and his
daughter kidnapped by the murderer immediately
after the crime, which has caused a loss of memory
The kidnapper hypnotizes the girl and makes
to her.

Norton Pless
Silas Gregg

Harg

her the tool for his thefts. As the "Satin Girl" she
robs many, even the man she lov.^s, who finally resA slight bullet
cuies her from the evil mfluence.
wound recovers to her her losn memory and she
marries the doctor who has Irved from the beginning.

By Heneiette Sloane

HERE'S

a satisfying mystery story with a
pretty girl playing the part of thief. This
twist takes the picture slightly, out of the
usual mystery story category and gives it an

added interest which will undoubtedly take
well with the multitude.

The

acting of the entire cast is splendid.
gives the impression of sin-

Norman Kerry

cerity in his love,

Mabel Forrest

is

lovable

and convincing enough. Marc MacDermott as
heavy as could be desired, while Clarence
Burton makes a strong detective.
Moreover, the elements of mystery, the
beautiful clothes, and lovely sets provide the
film with excellent exploitation possibilities
including numerous merchant tie-ups, not the
least of which is the possibility of a national
silk manufacturer adopting the
title,
"The
Satin Girl" as a trade name.
Having established this he could proceed
to push the silk in every town where the
picture is showing by getting his retailer
and the showman to hook-up.
There is also a possibility for a song hit
and an enterprising showman might easily
offer a reward for the composition of a
song to be known as "The Satin Girl," the
words of which would suggest the text of
the picture.
Then this could be used in

other towns.
The scene

in

the

lights flash off during

ballroom

when

the

which moment the

hostess' diamond necklace disappears suggests immediately the possibilities for a
big playup of this not only by jewelers

but

insurance

have vault

companies and banks

who

service.

All these features must give the picture
value as far as the showman is concerned
coupled with the fact that there is decided
entertainment value in the story.

—a

December

8,

1923
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'Wild Bill Hickok'
F. B.

O. Photoplay.

S ester.

Hickok

Bill

James Farley
Gardner

Bat

Masterson
Clayton Hamilton
Col. Horatio Higginbotham

Bob Wright
Joe McCord
Fancy Kate

Carl Gerard
William Dyer
Bert Sprotte

Mrs. Carnan

Carol Halloway

Leo

Williis

Herschel
Bill

THERE

was a round of genuine applause
from a full house at the Rialto's first show
on Sunday when the familiar features of Bill
Hart were flashed on the screen. He was
greeted as an old friend.

—

"Wild Bill Hickok" is a strong story
story of the early west or rather of the passing of the early west. The locale is in fam-

—

Dodge City, Kansas and he who knows
West knows it was a tough place.

his

a western picture that is out of the
ordinary- out of the ordinary even for the
featured player. It is different from any of
the preceding pictures which we recall. And
we have no hesitation in placing it right at the
top of the long Hart list one extending back
approximately ten years.
The story is historical the reproduction of
the career of one of the famous characters
of Civil War days.
Right at the opening we are brought in contact with Lincoln and Sheridan and Custer
impressive portrayals.
The appeal of the picture is not in love interest, for of that there is only a measure.
Wild Bill does fall in love with a woman,
but it does not take him long to discover that
the man with her is a husband and not a
brother.
The appeal is in the situations some of
them carrying a genuine thrill. Among these
are the incidents leading to the fight with the
McCord outfit and the duel with the leader.
Then there are the different collisions with
McQueen and the eventual death of the latIt

is

—

—
—

—

ter.

Cregg Winslow

a

seems

in

;

who are a
may have no

Exhibitors

wary of the bad
fear of this picture,
as Wild Bill is first a scout, then border
sheriff and then a peaceable citizen until the
role

It is a
fied.

production the theatre

man may

and be confident his patrons will be

And

he

may

rarely intelligent
present.

them
Pinto pony
tell

also
is

that

very

ex-

satis-

the

much

Hugh
T.

wins Ruth.

Pardy

THERE

are enough sensational happenings in "The Love Pirate" to satisfy the
demands of the most ardent admirers of
melodramatic doings in the underworld. Also there is a murder mystery rather cleverly
cloaked as to the actual criminal, until the
big punch is sprung.
The action is swift, and taken on the
whole the picture may be listed as a pleasing
program attraction, although not up to the
entertainment standard of high-price houses.
There is a strong cast in evidence, including
several names worth playing up when exploiting the feature, which can be advertised as
thrilling and crammed with exciting situations
up to its climax.
The principal weakness of the picture lies

Schrock.
Lie
has
produced something
quite novel in the comedy-drama, fun and

adventure line, mingled with a keen seasoning of satire on the gentle art of picture-making, its sidelights, fakes and fancies.

A film which ought surely to make money for the exhibitor is this funny stew of
romance, humor, thrills and irony, for it
contains
something warranted to suit
everybody's taste.
Bill it as such, when
exploiting the feature, play up the star's
portrayal of Omar Jenkins as one of his
best screen contributions and lay particular stress on the Hollywood atmosphere
and studio scenes.
Hoot Gibson is never better than when
blundering around as a well-meaning but
unfortunate hero who is continually doing
the wrong thing.
He gets just the right
touch of burlesque into the character of
cowboy Jenkins, his ill-luck in ruining interiors when working before the camera
results
tions,

some remarkably comic

in

and

is

with their directors.

stars,

constant movie patron. It's the old story of
the beautiful maiden, pure amidst rotten surroundings, persecuted by a low-down scoundrel, who is duly checkmated by a gallant
hero at the risk of the latter's good repute,
villainy whipped to a frazzle and virtue
winning all along the line.
But director Richard Thomas hasn't done
badly with his literary material, such as it
is.
He keeps the ball rolling at high speed,
gives a new twist here and there to the
stuff
and manages to shoot lively thrills

Paramount Photoplay.

its

there

into

out is excellent, the interiors are well filmed,
exteriors attractive and lighting effects well
handled.

'The Thrill Chaser'
Authors,

Edward

Sedgwick and Raymond Schrock.

Scenario

Photoplay.

Director, Edward
by E. R. Schayer.
Cameraman, Virgil Miller.
Sedgimch.
Length, 5,196 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
K. Jenkins
Olala Ussan
Sheik Ussan
Prince Ahmed
Lem Bixley

Rudolph Bigeddo
Abdul Bey

Hoot Gibson
Billie Dove
James

Neill

William Lawrence
Bob Reeves
Gino Gerrado
Lloyd Whitlock

By George T. Pardy
seems as though there can't be too
much Hollywood served up for the pub-

TT

appetite.
The fans never grow tired
especially when the stuff is put out
in brisk, breezy fashion, full of kick, peo
and humor, as is the case in "The Thrill

lic

of

'To the Ladies'
Stage Play by

it,

Chaser."
This latest Hoot Gibson vehicle has all
the earmarks of a successful box-office attraction.
It starts off in the home of the

Adapted from

George

S.

Marc

the

Kaufman and

Connelly. Scenario by Walter Woods.
Director, James Cruse.
Cameraman, Karl

Brown. Length, 6,268 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
^'dward Horton
Theodore Roberts

^;l°n"^^ ^^^A^

KUy- BeTh""^

MrT

^^''^

:

Ifn'clid

•

""^'^l

: :

JaVMn^J

Cutter

By George

it.

Those who like these sort of films won't
be disappointed in "The Love Pirate," and
they are strong enough in number to make
such productions good box-office assets in
The photography throughcertain localities.

situa-

the melodramatic windup, he
convincing, without overdoing the serious angle. Billie Dove is a charming heroine and, the cast is strengthened by occasional glimpses of several other Universal
in

adherence to old-fashioned plot form,
being plenty of incidents developed
which must appear rather familiar to the
in

trifle

law and order men impress him into their service in the efforts to clear up a bad town.
ploit

he double-crossed.

Omar

excellent physical condition following his vacation
he is as robust as ever. Aside from a tendency possibly
to overplay in the tenderer scenes his work is
the equal of his best.

man

man

By George

Ethel Grey Terry and Kathleen O'Connor
give fine performances as also do, among
star

Kathyrn McGuire

Hugh Waring, deputy district attorney, is assigned
to investigate a notorious resort run by Steve Carnan.
The latter is married t o Hugh's cousin.
Carnan
threatens Hugh on finding him with his wife.
Hugh
falls in love with Ruth Revere, a pretty rrasician,
annoyed by Carnan's attentions. Carnan is slain by

the part.

The

Clyde Fillmore

Ruth Revere

Universal

James Farley and Jack Gardner.

John Tonkey

Hugh Waring

Unusual attention has been paid to the selection of a large cast and of types that look

others,

Charles Force
Spottiswoode Aitken

Cyrus Revere

Edward Borman

By George Blaisdell

ous

Melbourne McDowell
Carmel Myers

Ruby Le Mar
Tim Gordan
Joe Harris

Hickok, former scout in Union army,
goes west as stableman for the Overland stage.
He gets his nickname in a fight with bandits, in
which he kills the group but is wounded so badly
Then following a
he is in a hospital for a year.
period as sherifi he settles down in Dodge City
cards and lays aside his weapons.
as dealer of
When the law and order men of the town beg
him to resume his pistols and help them clean up
There is a stiflf fight, but
the town he agrees.
McQue;n, chief bad man, escapes. Wild Bill helps
a stranded invalid but falls in love with the latWhen he
ter's wife, and decides to leave town.
hears McQueen is reviling him he hunts him out
and kills' him beforfe going away.

Wild

Steve Carnan

Jack

Naida Carl
Mayall

Gambler

Cam-

Length, 4,750

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

William S. Hart
Ethel Grey Terry
Kathleen O'Connor

Elaine Hamilton
Jack McQueen

W. Fuqun.

Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Calamity Jane

Scenario by William

Director, Richard Thomas.

eraman, Jack

holds the studio atmosphere during
the first half of the picture, dives into the
desert and Sheik angle in the second and
finishes off with a lively, crashing climax.
Director Edward Sedgwick deserves a
whole lot of credit for the result of his
labors with a plot of light construction,
for which, by the way, he shares joint
author
responsibility
with
Raymond
films,

'The Love Pirate'

William S*. Hart Production, of Famous
Players-Lasky. Author, William S. Hart.
Scenario, J. G. Hawks.
Director, Clifford
Smith.
Length, 6,893 Feet.
Wild

(Continued)

HERE

T.

Pardy

are several reasons why "To
the
Ladies" ought to score a
box-office
bullseye.
It is a peach of a domestic
and
business comedy, with home life
and office
atmosphere which couldn't be improved
upon.
Its plot is refreshingly simple,
the
average man or woman
?} ^'^'"^
will hke because it rings true.
nj""

The working folk are the persons the
exhibitor looks to mostly for patronage
and
this story must please them,
reflecting as
It
does the daily struggles of the wageearner with capricious fortune.
Exploited
along these lines, not forgetting a
catch
phrase pointing out the recognition
accorded women as important factors in
husband _s business, the picture should draw
well in any theatre, large or small.
Unquestionably the film will make its
strongest hit with the feminine contingent,
while at the same time amusing the
male
spectators.
For the latter will find plenty
to grin at, while watching the
conceits of
their
sex hilariously walloped on the
screen, the male characters being
molded
rather on the boob order and shown
up as
mental lightweights by contrast with their
wives.
And at that, the story doesn't strike one
as being much exaggerated, the chap who
remains serenelv unconscious that his better half is chiefly responsible for whatever
success^ he achieves in business circles, is
a familiar enough figure in actual life.
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Little Feattire
'The Corn-Fed Sleuth'

Creating Queens Is Not Such
An Impossible Feat
VV/

of the abnormally formed, whether it is
the fat man, the slimmer-than-an-eel man,
the short or tall; there's ample amusement
watching Jack Earle, whose great height
affords opportunity for such gags as breaking right through the ceiling to listen to
the plots of the bold villains who are goto "get" someone, it doesn't matter
Incidentally
he makes off with
whom.
the winnings of a poker game, while the
players are disputing which five-ace hand
fhould win. Not to forget the trick pulled
RO successfully in Harold Lloyd's "Why
Worry" of having the giant calmly lean
over, the top of a van in this case, and
with cne blow knock out the entire gang
who are molesting his pal. Very good.

E'RE

not referring to the one-card draw
It's Tolhurst's scienroyal flush.
but wholly entertaining study, "The Bee"

we see how man has triumphed over
nature.
In other words, artifically creating
the Queen Bees, Nature has not provided
for in sufficient numbers.
wherein

to be shown the person who
be entertained by this picture.

We've got
could

fail

From

the

to

kids

to

the

grown-ups and

yes,

Small boys
even our intellectual brothers.
can gratify their passionate desire "to know
how it works." Grown-ups have the highlights of the engrossing insect studies presented to them instead of the tiresome read-

—

ing.

Our

brothers may find the
can't see in slapstick) in comown futile efforts with the or-

intellectual

comedy (they

paring their
ganized useful lives of these tiny insects.

'The Botton of the Sea'—Pathe
Sense and nonsense

Popular Science Monthly, a magazine which
publishes news regarding the latest scieninventions, written in non-scientific lanis read by over a million people) has devoted two pages of reading matter
and photographs to a write-up on the Louis
Tolhurst cool light process.
tific

New York

City.

The Town Hall reviews

are arranged occasionally by the National Board to bring to
the attention of leaders in all walks of life
the photoplays deemed by the Board to be
the most exceptional.
Only very rarely are
Short Subjects selected ofr these showings
but this is the third Educational to be chosen.

"The Spider,"

the third release in this se-

produced by Principal Pictures Corporation, has been selected by the same Board to
run in conjunction with "Anna Christie," beries,

fore a selected audience.

Oh

yes, he's quite a dapper man-about-town.
The
answer to "What the Young Man Should Wear" is
Harry Langdon, to be featured in a series of tworeelers by Mack Sennett for Pathe

'Wet and Weary'
Acrobatic comics

—Fox
2 reels

There's no rest for our weary acrobatic
friend, Clyde Cook.
Particularly when a poor
old man begs the last two bits intended for a

from the skies, and more than
spraying from a garden hose and in the fadeout Cook and his dog hanging on the line wait-

We

sible.

Tlien back to the realm of sense to see
the fisherman off Sicily. All very interesting to say the least.

'A Matter of Policy'

—Universal

•

ing for the sun to shine down on them.
Imagine proposing to a girl while a frog
squirms up your trouser leg and then explores
your back that's what the comedian tries to
do and his contortions are really funny.

—

Criminals have been known to escape!
But Joe Rock in Grand-Asher's "One Dark Knight" was not so
This "Dark Knight" almost had day-light blown through him while attempting to escape the
gendarmes. And all for the sake of one lady fair.

fortunate.

"how to entertain the public"
the opportunity to see what gorgeous effects the camera can catch of Coney Island's myriad lights at night far better
are
than the naked eve could see it.
also let in on what a film editor's thinkbox looks like in action and see one of
his thoughts worked out, in cartoons, at
the bottom of the sea, where grotesque
fish cavort around and perform the impos-

bed.
To makes things more pleasant it rains
in torrents.
He can't get away from water

— raining

reel

idea of
affords us

his

—

.

highest mark of approval has been
placed upon these "Secrets of Life" series by
the National Board of Review of Motion Pictures in the selection of one of these single
reel pictures for showing at the Town Hall in

1

Lyman H. Howe, through

guage (which

The

2 reels

For those who enjoy watching the antics

to a
tific

—^Universal

Slapstick

Good comedy

When

2 reels

man

a
rage of a

sticks his

hand through the

man-eating lion, in the hopes of
bitten off so th?t he can collect
insurance and buy himself a square meal,
an audience must laugh in spite of itself.
This is only one of the gpgs which Neelv
having

it

Edwards

(alias "Nervv
Ned, the tramp
romedian") pidls in his new two reeler.
Which is good enough reason to sunnose
that the picture, will probably be well received, generallv.
It is funny ei^en when
it's silly, and of such stuff is good comedy
made.

'Wild and

Wooly'—Pathe

S""'-*l-Vhts

1

This, the
liffhts"

in

reel

of Grantland Rice's "Sportmotion pictures, is as wild and
first

woolv as the name implies. The cow punchers
pnd broncho busters aren't performing for
the camera or an audience this instance
they're hard at work and a broken hack or
two doesn't seem to matter much in their

The introduction of the slnw-motion
enables the audience to see how difficult it is
to break these spirited animals.

lives.

'The Thundering Herd'
New

peppy

—Universal
2 reels

serial

Universal

is

putting a good one over this

We

have sworn no western thriller
could ever "get" us but we are forced to retrench after seeing the first episode of "The
Ghost City" which we don't hesitate to label
time.

"fine."

There's a note of sincerity in the picture,

which though many of the incidents are melodramatic, convinces one of the possibility of
the situations.
Thanks to Al Wilson, daredevil flyer, who puts his knowledge to work
and registers real action in flight not the

—

—

December

—
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8,

usual airplane stuff that looks like a studio
set.

And

we

lest

"the

forget,

ace"

galloping

Pete Morrison.

Perhaps the only false note is the repeated
accidents of the heroine, from each of which
But the
she emerges not even nerve-racked.
action is so rapid and intense that even this,
would only have the effect of making the
audience draw a deep breath of relief after
each mishap and utter a "Thank goodness."

'Black and Blue'

very
Quite

2

Ward

and

Leslie
natural

Lila

—Educational

comedy

Black-faced

parents

a relief from
types usually shown.

reels

the

Steadman.
over-exaggerated

Vera

of
the

Jimmie Adams

who

always-in-bad suitor

play

Caulfield

finds

is

the

no favor with

the patience of
blacks his
face to prevent the wedding much slapstick
there is mad tearing around,
is introduced
up and down stairs, to evade the police, and
lest the action slow down for a minute, some
guest or the bride faints at the opportune
moment. Fast enough to hold the attention
the

father,

his

best

and rather

tries

When

girl.

his

rival

—

and

fairly amusing.

'Exit Caesar'
Amateur

—Educational
2 reels

theatricals

The town's two best clod-hoppers walk
away with the show the title tells us so.

—

No

ludicrous instance of amateur performances is forgotten the lines to prompt the
The balking mule who first
stage hands.
refuses to budge, (leaving the flying horse
suspended in mid-air) and then in his hasty
retreat, drags the complete scene out and
away from the town hall. The ex-toe dancer
and the manager who guided her footsteps
to the hick town where she fleeces the susThe cast includes such
ceptible inhabitants.
able players as Otto Fries, Jack Lloyd, Andrew Arbuckle, Glory Gilmore, Mark Jones,
Ford West, Gilbert Holmes and Peggy
O'Neill.

—

United Daughters of the
Pathe No. 95
Confederacy visit former President Wilson
Lloyd George
at home in Washington, D. C.
receives big ovation on return home John
Aasen, world's largest man orders a suit of
Comptroller Craig
clothes in Los Angeles
prepares for 60 day jail sentence in New York
City Mammoth locomotive at Denver, Colo.
Fifth Armistice Anniversary celebrated in
England and France Overwhelming tribute
paid Ambassador Woods on return to America, by Japan in gratitude for U. S. aid.
:

—

—

—

—

—

—

bombed

—

United Daughters of Confederacy
pay respects at home of Woodrow Wilson
Comptroller Craig of New York prepares
for absence after sentence for contempt
Great sale of turkeys at Hatfield, Pa. Yale,
Harvard game at Cambridge.

—

—

—

Pathe No. 94 Louisville, Ky., 35,000 look
on as Zev triumphs over In Memoriam in
:

— First aerial mooringmast
Shenandoah—Yale- Princeton
game at New Haven— Munich, Bavaria,
strife halted
hold ceremony for Bavarian
dead
World War—First
of Cycle-plane
at Dayton, O. — London, Bonar Law, joins
ranks of honored dead
Westminster Abbey
—Tsao Kun inaugurated President of Chinsensational

"anchors"

race
the

civil

to

'The BuUdodger'
Western

—Universal

Pathe No.

2 reel episode

serial

This is the second installment of "The
Ghost City" serial, and our stamp of approval
remains. As a matter of fact, we are inclined
to be

The

more

enthusiastic.

once more captured our intense interest and awakened in us a sincere
admiration for the director who knew how
to use his camera and succeeded by a method
of bringing the camera a bit closer with each
shot.
It made us feel the horror which was
crowding in upon Alice Sinclair and Larry
Newton, the hero and heroine, as they lay
prone on the ground, directly in the path
of the stampeding cattle.
picture

Whoever is responsible for the editing of
the film, knows psychology. The end of the
episode occurred at such an intense point that
the audience must come back to see what
happened.

96:
Annual Class Rush at
University Severe
storm
and
flood spreads havoc in Japanese Capital
Postmaster General New, through Pathe,
urges public to mail early and pack carefully
Paris delivery boys hold marathon J. Verne
Booth of John Hopkins makes record, winning 6 mile Annual Intercollegiate run in
which 319 contestants took part Scene in
Oklahoma State Senate during impeachment
trial of Governor Walton
Army, Navy football contest, in New York City
Yale, Har-

—

Wisconsin

—

—

—

—

—

vard game at Cambridge.

in

—

Poincare,

—Mrs.

;

Joffe,

Foch and Pershing

Post, authority on etiquette back
from Europe; with George F. Baker, Banker
and Philanthropist and with Princess Vlora

—

formerly Mrs. Frank

Dr. Frank
J. Gould
Crane officiates at wedding on theatre stage
Cornelius Cole, former Senator and '49er
celebrates 101st year; sits for sculptor Davis
Edstrom at Hollywood Opening of Congress; showing Senators Lodge, Brookhart,
Sill and Attorney General Daugherty
Robert Leland shows Tangerine, prize pony of
National Horse Show Japan honors America
for sympathy and aid; Japanese Red Cross
takes part in celebration; Rear Admiral McCoy present American flag to Sec. Injuin.

—
Short and Sweet

— C. B.

"Fan Magazine of the Screen"

Two

issues,

No.

4

and

5,

—

C.

show a great

many
many

of our favorites at play, performing
stunts to amuse themselves and their
fellow workers, which is the answer to the
numerous fan queries, "What are they like
in there private lives?"

Knockout"—Pathe.

"The
This picture is
one of Hal Roach's clever "Dippy Doo Dads"
series presenting an all-animal cast.
The
story is one centering around the prize ring
and that the animal players register effectively
in this type of vehicle is attested by the cordial reception extended the production by the

audiences in the big
it has been
shown.

Broadway houses where

This film shows what
excellent mimics monkey's are.

test

in

Republic.

ese

International No. 96:
Thousands still
throng Yokohama's bread line Coon hunters
active at Lakeland, Fla., season opens
Rambouillet
Forest, France;
Allied diplomats
hunt on President Millerand's private reserve
Coburg, Bavaria, First pictures of Ex-King
Ferdinand of Bulgaria Food riots grow in
Berlin Brisbane bids farewell to Nathan
Straus who sails for Palestine Army engineers launch first electric sea-going dredges at
Chester, Pa.— Ex-President Wilson responds
to meeting of Daughters of ConfederacyFree clinic for care of sickly infants in New
York City "Papoose Golf" at Los Angeles
500 battle flags carried before Pershing at
Armistice Day Review in Paris; President
Millerand and Premier Poincaire saluted
Steeplechase at Auteuil, France.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

International No. 97:
at

—

—

—

Kinograms No. 2305: Army, Navy game
New York Armistice Day parade in

Paris
attend

in

Our Ambassador

Madrid, A. P. Moore and King Alfonso

and Queen Victoria shown

at

dedication of

— College boys
cross-country run. New York City —Airedale
mother of nine at Alhambra, Cal. — Spanish
and Italian Consulates wrecked
Philadelphia— Championship Cat Show
New York
—Auto wreck at Boston— Prince Youssoupoff, slayer of Rasputin, arrives with wife
—Alister McCormick and bride other arrivals
—Mrs. Hearst returns from European tour;
monument

to

Santiago heroes

in

in

Kinograms No. 2306: Cairo, Egypt; Imposing services for son of the Khedive
Athenia, N. J.
visit to animal quarantine
station Airedale proud mother of nine pups
at Alhambra, Cal.
New York City students
have annual flag rush at Lewisohn Stadium
—Namesakes of T. R. meet at Roosevelt
house Magnus Johnson,
New Minnesota
Senator arrives in Washington, D. C. Spanish and Italian consulates in Philadelphia

—

—

;

—

—

honorary Deputy Commissioner of Corbrings back two Irish prize beauties
Army, Navy game; Denby meets Navy
mascot Yale triumph over Harvard at Cambridge Tokyo, Japan; disastrous floods delay reconstruction work.
first

rection;

—

—
—
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down-to-date

B.P.Schulber^
presents

of:
P

GASNIER

BOOUCTION

MAYTIME
Ptom

the ploy

by Rida Jolinson Young"

HARRISON PORD
ETHEL SHANNON
and Hollywoods Twelve

Most

Scenario by 01,^0 PrinhJou

WM. NORRIS
CLARA BOW
Beautiful

6
||

»

Girls

Sweetheart

MAYTIME
GASNIBR.

HAR.FL1SON

Presented bu

B.P.Schulbe.^

FOPLD

SHANNON
CLARA BOV - \VIVI.NOR.RIS
ETHEL

1

(he plov b, ftltJs JodnitT.

Voung

SmiUi'iO by

C

P-'intllau

PREFERRED PICTURES
Sweethearts. Apple blossoms. Spring moonlight. These are played up in the Preferred exploitation of "Maytime." Sexy love.
Jazz love. Flirts. Gold-diggers. Old fools. All good stufi! Everyone loves a lover. That is the theme to feature in exploiting

Sweet love.
"Maytime."

Maytime Exploitation Ties Up With Sweetheart Posters

December

8,
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Idea$
By mounting the head
cutouts of Penrod and

ance of the city and the costumes worn by
the people a century ago.
Eight hundred

from
sheet— on
and setting

feet of film showing some of the principal
scenes in the picture were run off in the

his

Gang

—taken

the twenty-four

beaverboard

middle of the
Manager H. B.
lobby,
Clark of the Garing Theatre,

them

in the

Greenville, S. C, attracted considerable attention to his showing of First National's Pen-

Auditorium of. the Wanamaker store and
the page ads in the newspapers made mention of the fact that this film would be
shown. Eighty thousand copies of the page
ads were mailed to those who have charge
accounts at Wanamaker's, and a large

He supplerod and Sam.
mented this with a special
children's matinee which jacked up the
receipts $100 above the average for a
Not so worse!
three day run.

educational life of the city, and were appreciative of the merits and historical value of
the picture.

Manager Robert W. Bender, of the
Columbia, Seattle, distributed red apples,
wrapped in tissue paper on which was
of the Columbia
co-operation with the
Chamber of Commerce, National Apple
Week, and in a box below:
"Buy your apples by the box,
Don't put them under key or lox.
If you eat only one a day,
A box keeps Doc three months away."

pointers

prestige

The fact that The Virginian was on
the selective list of books for pupils
of the Ideal High School enabled C.
S. Morrison, manager of the Imperial
Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., to hook up
with the educators of the city and do
the best business in several months.
Mr. Morrison was able to make announcements regarding the showing to
the English classes three days in advance.
In this connection he gave a
private
showing,
inviting
all
the
teachers.
The Public Library was
glad to post two 22 by 28 cards in
conspicuous places, concerning a bet-

Strangers of the Night booklet in
convenient vest pocket size filled with
scenes from Fred Niblo's production
and a story which brings into relief
the romance and thrills contained in it,
forms a part of a big scale Strangers

A

Night exploitation campaign
which Metro plans to make a national
The back cover of the booklet
affair.
of

the

is left

for the name of the local theatre
of showing.

and dates

Word

members, paddock tickets
their
made to resemble in every detail the
real ticket, but bearing the message,

of

"Paddock Week commencing Monday,
Regent
Papyrus vs Zev.
Oct. 22.
Theatre."

The

Charles

McManus

We

Aside from
for a new hotel.
the ingenuity shown in covering an emergency, the display was notable for its
economy.
The stand was permitted to
remain for more than a week before that
part of the building, too, was torn down
and the total cost to the theatre was two
passes issued to the contractor.

make way

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan tied up with the
John Wanamaker Centennial on the showing of Marion Davies' picture, Little Old
New York, at the Capitol Theatre, New
York. The department store used page ads
the New York papers during the week
of the centennial and illustrated them with
a drawing based upon a production still of
Little Old New York showing the appear-

Virginian
books.

A

Now everything is stupendous. All
the settings are wonderful- The production is nothing if not magnificent.
Where will it all lead to.
It is well to

things are wonderful, zvonderfid
hardly distinctive.

Where

Sample packages of
were distributed, each

pep-o-mints
carrying a
printed card reading, "Two kinds of
Life Savers: Pep-o-Mint Life Savers

that where

all

is

and The Bad Man."

New Haven voted it a curious, interesting novelty and credit is due to

things are magnificent,
magnif.ccnce is a common commodity.
all

A

neat little thought
mind is G. B. Shaw's

to

keep

Manager Browning who was responsible for the success of the tie-up.

in

Herbert L. Rothchild's California
Theatre,
San Francisco, used red
lights across the street in front
of
shops on the street approaching the

:

In

Heaven an

angel

is

no

being

good idea for The Bad Man who
didn't need help was the sample candy
package campaign that was conducted
by Manager Tod Browning, of the
First National attraction at the Olympia Theatre, New Haven, Conn.

travagant copy writer.

remember

of their own, The
one of the selected

book campaign

ter

these words
meant something above the ordinary.
That was before the advent of the ex-

Once upon a time

one in

particular.

theatre, for showing of Goldwyn's mystery picture, Red Lights.
Four days
prior to opening, three strings of red lights,
containing eighty globes to a string, were
hung across Market Street from the California Theatre to Ross Bros.' Department
store. The lights on the marquee were red.

J
~

own

selection
National's The Girl of
He secured a stock
his

billboard First
the Golden West.
stage coach and then hand-lettered it with
the title of the Belasco Play.
This was erected on Ninth and Broadway, where workers were tearing down the
old Chamber of Commerce building to

in

—

—

of the Colonial in

Washington, picked
to

Character

couldn't use this space to any
or misuse
better topic than the use
of these words.

idea got across big.

Covering a paper shortage. Manager

from

Stupendous! Wonderful!

The Royal Connaught Jockey Club
of Ottawa helped O. D. Cloakey of
the Regent Theatre with his showing of the Papyrus vs Zev race picThe club mailed out to 2,000
tures.

exploiteers

on-the-job

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW

—

"Half of the road is yours stick to
Of course he treated the subject
it."
from a humorous view point which
was nevertheless extremely effective.

for

through

Theatre,

wide spread comment

Proof of the
that has been awakened Dy the exploitation of Hodkinson's The Driven Fool
was manifested in the allotment by
K. C. B. noted columnist, of his
entire space one day to a discussion of
the windshield sticker which says,

Compliments

printed:

window

display of old-time costumes, toa large portrait of Marion
Davies and stills from the production, was
made in the store's largest Broadway win-

gether

with

dow.

The Lotus Theatre, Sheridan, Wyoming,
made an attractive front for The Spoilers
by

liberal use of fir trees with a small imilog cabin built around the ticket

tation

booth.
Fir trees were used on each side
of the booth and in the center of the lobby.
On top of the box-office was a cut-out
figure of a man in Alaskan costume against
a painted background of snow and trees.

in

Manager Fey of the Madison Theatre,
the Broadway and Madison district,

Seattle,

change,

cooperating with the Pathe Exweek held a special review of

last

Columbus

the first of 33
to be released monthly,
Members
the Yale Club.
prominent in the literary,

historic pictures
for members of
of this club are

professional and

Every merchant on the block from Fourth
Street
to
the
San Francisco Bulletin
changed the color of his lights from white
red during the week.
Publicity DirecCharles E. Kurtzman canvassed the
proprietors of the stores and induced them
to use the red lights.
He also arranged
to

tor

a street parade of thirty-five automobiles in
the downtown section of the city, the night

before
carried

"Hold

the
opening.
Each automobile
a banner on both sides, reading:
your Breath!
Red Lights! Cali-

fornia Theatre."

What effect this active and ingenious
campaign had upon the public which, like
every other public, wants to have its at-

—

—

tention attracted to the unusual can best
be told by the decidedly inflated condition
of the California's cash drawers.
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EDITION OF BOOKS
INCREASE SALES

r ILM

Adapting Popular Novels in\ Paramount Exploitation Helps

PHOTOPLAY

Among

the

new photoplay

by A. L. Burt

&

Co., is

editions planned

Kate Jordan's "The

Next Corner," which is being produced for
Paramount by Sam Wood with Conway
Tearle, Lon Chaney, Dorothy Mackaill, Ricardo Cortez and Louise Dresser featured.

editions
of
the popular
adapted for Paramount pictures
have come to be one of the biggest features
of the exploitation of the Paramount prod-

While the publication of these special editions is proving of immense value in the exploitation of the pictures, both these publishing houses give unreserved credit to the pic-

During the past year, including those

tures for stimulating popular demand for their
product.
For instance, according to A. L.

novels

uct.

at present in work,
special publications

firms of Grosset

&

nearly twenty of these
have been made by the

& Dunlap

and A. L. Burt

Co.

The works

now

of Zane Grey,

being pro-

Burt

&

Co.,

Robert Hichens' "Bella Donna,"

originally published by Lippincott nearly fifteen years ago, was dead on the market with
practically no sales for five years, until the

A

with

stills

Dunlap for sev-

and illustrated
from the picture.

edition of "To
the Last Man," published at
the time the picture was released, is proving one of the

The photoplay

best Grosset & Dunlap sellers,
the publishers say.

Rudyard

Kipling's

in

"The

It will
Melford production.
pushed as a Christmas
book and its sale will be accelerated by the fact that one
of the greatest works of this

was

on

When it was realized
"The Midnight Alarm"

a

letter

addressed

much impressed by

be

is

it

to

Mitchell Fitzer, Manager of
the Rivoli Theatre, that city,
and Mr. Fitzer reproduced the
written
letter
by H. M.
Starling,
Manager of the
Council, and circularized it as
Mr. Starling said:
a herald.
"I
was personally very

Light That Failed" has just
been issued in photoplay edition by A. L. Burt & Co., who
are expecting a big demand
through the release of the

popular author

When

is one of the greatest lessons
against carelessness and for
fire prevention, public sentiment favored the Fire Department's action.
The controversy
proved to be a
splendid publicity stunt for
the theatre.
Officials of
Syracuse accepted this view at a pre-release showing of the film.
The Syracuse Safety Council
publicly endorsed the showing of "The Midnight Alarm"

m

jacket

of the Apollo
Baltimore, created a furore in
that city when he played "The Midnight
Alarm," the Vitagraph super-feature with
Percy Marmont in the lead.
Manager Rome obtained from the City
Fire Department the oldest steam fire engine
it possessed and two of the old fire horses
which had long since been retired. He used
this as a street ballyhoo for "The Midnight

Theatre,

pose.
that

eral years, during which period they have sold more than
400,000 copies of their reprint
The Photoplay edieditions.
a spetion will be encased
cial

LOUIS ROME, Manager

J.

parade the oldest retired fireman of Baltimore rode on the
Engineer's platform in the
rear of the truck.
The newspapers of Baltimore immediately started a
controversy over the city government lending its equipment
for such an advertising pur-

photoplay editions reflect this
popularity to a marked dephotoplay
special
gree.
edition of "The Heritage of
the Desert," which was originally published by Harpers,
will be issued by Grosset &
Dunlap simultaneously with
the release of the picture in
This book has alJanuary.
ready been in the hands of

&

Baltimore and Syracuse Receive Stunt
With High Favor

Alarm."

duced as Paramount pictures,
have a tremendous popular
following and the sales of the

Grosset

OLD FIRE HORSES BOOST
'MIDNIGHT ALARM'

this

pic-

ture and believe that the picture contains educational features which will be of interest
to everyone from a fire prevention standpoint."

available in

an attractive 75-cent

edition.
special photoplay edition
novel,
Street's
Julian

Charles S. Coombs, Chief
of the Bureau of Fire of that
of
city, endorsed the picture
"Rita Coventry," is now being
wonderful master"This
prepared by Grosset & Dunpiece proves in itself that it
lap and will be published unLAEMMLE
AT CROSS PURPOSES?
HAVE THE GUMPS GOT CARL
instructive and
is
thrilling,
der the photoplay title, "Don't
cormc
Or does Mr. Laemmle point to the fact that with the Gumps syndicated as
even
practical.
It
covers
Call It Love," at the same
several hundred newspapers all over the country, the possibiUties for free
feature
more than a regular midnight
That's the real pointer.
advertising are plainly obvious?
time that the William De
alarm, insofar as our Fire
Mille production is released.
On account of the great success of the Pola Negri picture came along. The Burt Department is concerned, and is elaborated
The people of our city may
in every detail.
photoplay edition sold to the number of more
James Cruze production, "The Covered
well consider themselves quite fortunate on
than 40,000 copies the first four months. That
Wagon," the Appleton publication of the
account of being able to grasp the oppormeans a higher percent of new fans.
Emerson Hough novel, with its special jacket,
tunity of enjoying the presentation of 'The
has been one of the sensational sellers of
Midnight Alarm' in your theatre."
the year. Appletons have been issuing a new
Manager Fitzer used this letter in display
In
edition every week for many months.
C. B. C.
advertising in the newspapers of Syracuse.
January Grosset & Dunlap will publish "The
And the results were obvious.
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation holds the
Covered Wagon," using the same jacket and
distinction of having two popular songs writadding several stills as illustrations. Present
ten bearing the names of two of their curplans call for the issuing of a new edition
rent feature releases, both issued by popular
each week for an indefinite period.
TIE-UP
and recognized music publishing firms, and
Other illustrated photoplay editions planned
both proving big sellers.
Nothing is as contagious as laughter.
by Grosset & Dunlap for the first of the

A

SONG HITS BOOST PICTURES FOR
EXCHANGES

LAUGHING FACE OF HAROLD
WITH VICTROLA

Croy's "West of the Water
published by Harpers, and "His
Children's Children," published by Scribners.
The new edition of "West of the Water
Tower," which will be on the book stands
by the time the picture is released, will contain a foreword by the author describing his
reactions in watching the picture grow from
The special jacket will be illushis story.
trated with a reproduction of the actual water
tower in the author's home town, Maryville,
Mo., which gave title to the story.

year are

Tower,"

-

Homer

The ballad "Forgive and Forget" is proving a fine number in connection with the prologues arranged by the first run theatres on
features Wyndham
this production, which
Standing, Estelle Taylor, and Pauline Garon,
and is also being put to fine use for window-display tie-ups.
big tie-up of this
kind is at present being arranged by Tony
Luchese of De Luxe Film, Philadelphia, in
connection with the premiere showing of "Forgive and Forget" at the Kaarlton Theatre
in that city.

A

H. C. Farley, recognized that when he put
two twenty-four sheet cut-outs of Harold
Lloyd shoulder to shoulder with a victrola
It
playing laughing records between them.
was a great display for his showing of "Why
Worry," and deserves to be catalogued for
The laughing face of
future comedies.
Lloyd, and the victrola with the laugh records
was sheer eloquence. It told more about the
comedy in less time than was possible through
any other medium. It was the ace in the
hole for the Montgomery, Ala., Strand.

December

8,
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CLASSIFIED ADS STUNT
STIMULATES SALES

MAIL COACH ROBBERY
EXPLOITS FILM

Contest and Co-operation With Mer-

Oregon Post Office Officials Co-operate
With Theatre Manager

chants Jack

Castle's personal appearance
opposition of a formidable
It
kind, Lou Towns put on "Why Worry."
wasn't easy to stop worrying with a favorite
like Irene in Birmingham.

Ashnews
The Whit-

man

Bennett Production based on the life of
United States Post Office Employes. A mail
train was held up in the Siskiyou MounThe manager of the
tains south of Ashland.
theatre had received the exploitation campaign
book for "Loyal Lives" and recalled that the
frustrated robbery of a mail coach was one
The newsof the thrills of the picture.
paper reports showed the local robbery to be
almost identical in method with that employed in the picture.
picture was shown while the news of
hold-up was still fresh in the public
mind. The theatre requested co-operation of
the local post office authorities and mail car-

Towns opened

his campaign with a very
He announced
tie-up with the News.
that free tickets to the Strand were waiting
for the first five people who discovered their
names in the classified ad section of the paper.
The News gave the Strand considerable
space about three quarters of a page in total
during the three days before opening when
this contest was running.
At the same time

good

—

The

the

in exploiting the picture which was
readily given, and the play dates proved to be
the best shows the theatre had enjoyed for
riers

many months.

An

employes to
attend the opening performance of "Loyal
Lives" at the Vallejo Theatre in Vallejo,
California, won a front page top story in the
Vallejo Evening News.
The management of the Dutchess Theatre
and the Tribune of Warren, Ohio, ran a contest for the most popular mail carrier in
that town and decided it by a coupon vote
deposited at the theatre during the run of
"Loyal Lives."
A handsome watch was
invitation to the post office

awarded the winner.

MYSTERY ELEMENT EMPHASIZED
IN LOBBY DISPLAY
A

simple but attractive theatre front was
for Goldwyn's "Red Lights" at the
Rialto Theatre in Des Moines, la. The title
of the picture in red letters, outlined in
-white, was run on a special banner clean
across the theatre entrance.
It was flanked
on either side by special painted posters, one

made

of them founded upon a still showing the mysterious figure of a man at a window, on the
curtain of which was reflected the figure of
a woman, the ether being an elaboration of
one of the posters. On either side of the boxoffice

were frames of

stills.

'THE ETERNAL CITY' ADDED TO
PHOTOPLAY EDITIONS
"The Eternal City" had been added

to the
of photoplay editions shortly to be published by Grosset and Dunlap.
The new edition has been made in conjunction with the
forthcoming First National attraction and is
being illustrated by stills from the production.
special feature is being made of the
Italian scenes, the publicity angle being provided by the fact that the pictures was filmed

list

Receipts

Irene
WITH
furnishing

ASHLAND THEATRE at
THE
land, Oregon, took advantage of a
story and booked "Loyal Lives."

Up

you might do worse
than persuade an enterprising merchant to feature a
If

Baby Peggy comes

to town,

display of Baby Peggy dolls as a tie-up
It will probably do both of
the photoplay.
you a world of good at this Christmas season.

window
with

MINNESOTA EXHIBITOR ISSUES
PRINTED BROADSIDES
The announcement of the complete Metro
schedule of major productions for the 1923-4
season several months ago has evoked great
expectancy among exhibitors, who are rapidly
making arrangements to play the entire outBroadsides to the public announcing the
put.
new Metro pictures have become frequent occurrences.
The last announcement of this sort to the
public is from L. D. Lanimon, manager of
the Eclipse Theatre at Coleraine, Minnesota.
Mr. Lammon recently issued a small booklet
to his patrons and to the people of Coleraine
in which he has outlined the new Metro
productions which he had arranged to present
as soon as they were available from time to
The booklet was illustrated with cuts
time.
of Metro players.

EXHIBITOR COMMENT EXPLOITS
'THE MARRIAGE MARKET'
The exploitation campaign for franchise
holders and exhibitors on C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation's feature "The Marriage Market," featuring Jack Mulhall, Alice Lake,
Pauline Garon, Shannon Day, has been comannounced.
by the C. B. C. exploitation department to be the most complete ever prepared by tliat organization for one of its feaThe press book was compiled after
tures.
securing from franchise holders and exhibitors cornments on other press books hitherto issued by C. B. C, and their opinions and
such changes as they suggested have been in-

pleted,
It

is

it

is

said

he put over a full page co-operative ad in
which eight merchants made good use of the
title in

their copy.

The

response, the general interest, the hubbub of talk created by this live-wire campaign
of publicity and advertising was eloquent
proof of Manager Towns' keen sense of

Aside from proving more than
a adequate competitor to a national theatre
celebrity, there was no question but that the
various stunts created good will among the
theatre's patrons calculated to outlast the picture itself.

showmanship.

DOLL RUN BY MOTOR BRINGS
FOLKS TO LOBBY
An attractive and effective lobby display
for Metro's "The French Doll" was arranged
by Edward M. Foley, manager of ihe
Academy Theatre at Haverhill, Mass., when
this attraction played there.
Besides several
fine lobby paintings and three sheets prominently displayed out front, Mr. Foley had
rigged up a miniature doll on a circular stand
which he connected with a motor and caused
This created a
to turn around constantly.
good deal of curiosity and brought many people to the theatre to view the picture.

CLOWNS DRIVE AROUND TOWN
IN 'DRIVIN' FOOL'
Two

clowns,

traversing

the business

dis-

Duncan, Oklahoma, was the exploitation stunt that the Folly Theatre used for
"The Drivin' Fool," the Hodkinson speed picture featuring Wally Van.
As a result the
theatre, which seats four hundred, was filled
to capacity during both the matinee and evetrict of

The audience was so enthuand business so good that the manage-

ning showings.
siastic

ment has declared that it will personally
recommend the picture "to any exhibitor who
desires a real box-office attraction."

corporated.

Crooks, pirates, a Russian countess and a Soviet spy are only part of the fire-works in "Stangers of the
Its 24-sheet suggests numerous innovations as tie-ups in various fields.
Night."

A

m

Louis B. Mayer

Italy.
•

WORD OF MOUTH ADVERTISING
IS TEXAN'S FORTE
Manager Epstein is a strong believer in
word of mouth advertising. He announces
his program, and runs mostly First National attractions, for about a month in advance for his Royal Theatre, Laredo, Tex.
For example he has announced "Oliver
Twist," "The Bright Shawl," "Within the
Law" and "Mighty Lak' a Rose" as his program covering the next twenty days.
He believes that this pre-announcement in
newspaper advertising and readers will build
up attendance by giving his prospective patrons a chance to talk about them in advance.

mr

T^-%m

^FREDNIBIO

STRAIIGEiRS Of
5m
* ^

THE NIGHT

(Captain Applejack)
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TREASURE HUNT TAKES
OTTAWA BY STORM

PICTURES USED AS TEST
FOR FEEBLE MIND

O, D. Cloakey Inaugurates Sleuth

'By-word' Results in 'Payword' for
Theatre in Lincoln, III.

Stunt at Regent Theatre

WHEN

AL SOBLER,

it comes to devising mediums of
exploitation some meti are simply to the
manner born. One, who might be called a
past master in this art, is Manager O. D.
Cloakey of the Regent Theatre, Ottawa, On-

First National's exploitation
representative, hit a constructive idea as a
tie-up with "Circus Days" when he induced
the authorities of the Lincoln State School
and Colony to use motion pictures as a test
for the insane and feeble minded.
Dr. J. A. Wheeler, director of the institution, who has progressive ideas regarding
the treatment of such unfortunates, is firmly
of the belief that these people can be induced to register ideas and, in many cases,

tario.

When "Strangers of
the Regent, Cloakey was
tified and agitated public
ure campaign that took

the

Night" came

to

ready for a myswith a hidden treasthe town by storm.
This was arranged through an advertising tieup in the Press in which the readers were
notified that Captain Applejack's treasure had
been planted in various quarters of the city
and that a hunt for the treasure, in which
all people were invited to take part, was the
order of the day.
Following this announcement, the next day
and several days after saw a series of charts
printed in the newspapers giving clues as to
the whereabouts of the treasure in which were
enclosed certificates calling for cash prizes
and others redeemable at the box office of
the Regent Theatre upon presentation.
It is said that during the showing of the
film all Ottawa looked like an open-house
for

school

sleuths.

all

Men, women and

turn-style at the Regent clicked
merrily and constantly to the spirit of the
whole occasion.

the

AND SLOGAN
UP WITH 'DULCY'

SKID CHAINS

TIE-

Manager M. B.

Hustler of the Capitol
Theatre,
Sacramento, has secured Dulcy
When he played the First
against skidding.
National's attraction he tied up
with an
automobile accessories shop. The store dealt
with everything from magnetos to tires, but
the window display they showed on Dulcy
featured

Non-Skid

chains.

The merchandise furnished a good

catch
line, while in addition, a tie-up of this nature was sufficiently out of the ordinary run
to evoke comment.
The picture played to a
good attendance under the motorists' slogan
"Use U. S. Non-Skid Tires.
Don't be a

Dulcy."

GOLDWYN STARS EXPLOITED

IN

STETSON HATS
A

big scale tie-up has been effected with the
fnanufacturers of Stetson hats and Goldwyn
pictures.
Billboards using Goldwyn stars
with Stetson hats will be distributed internationally.
Window cards with well known
screen people will also be given wide distribution.
The hat dealers will send to its
dealers, newspaper and card advertisments
with the name of the picture being shown and
the cast, also the date of the showing and
the name of the local theatre.
The tie-up
is planned to assist the exhibitor materially
in the exploitation of his showing.

'ROSITA'

PROLOGUE WINS READY
APPRECIATION

Rothafel of the Capitol has arranged
a beautiful and unique prologue for the film
"Rosita" playing there, in which Mary Pickford is starred.
The prologue is entitled "La Rosita," the
scene portraying the public square of a Spanish city in the days of the Spanish cavaliers,
with the typical Morrocan castles in the background.
As the curtain parts, a Spanish
Dancer, with guitar slung across her shoulder
is the attraction, while the Capitol Ensemble,
representing her Spanish admirers, gaily and
S. L.

spiritedly sing

"La Rosita."

interested solely in the exploitation possibiliDr. Wheeler was interested in the progress of his work.
Between the two they

ties.

made "Circus

'Meanest Man' Forms Basis
of Clever Tie-Ups

chil-

dren were to be seen peeking into mysterious
corners, behind doorsteps and under carpets.

And

recover a normal mentality if they are properly encouraged.
With this theory in mind he was more
than willing to give a special showing of
"Circus Days" at the Lincoln Theatre and
let his selected experiments attend.
From a professional standpoint Sobler was

"Who is the meanest man in the
world?" A stimulating question.
That was the question put to Los Angeles without the slightest suspicion that
it was publicity for the forthcoming First
National attraction at Loew's
State
Theatre and the West Coast chain of
theatre houses.
peak of publicity at the minimum
sum of money was the distinctive feature

A

of this campaign which set

all

Los An-

geles agog and showed to what limits
successful exploiting may be carried. The
teaser question, which is the title of the
picture, formed the basis of the campaign
every angle of exploitation being used
in advance without the slightest indication that it was amusement advertising.

—

Eight-column banner

lines

screamed from

the front pages of daily newspapers. The
same question was asked by one hundred
twenty-eight sheet boards, five hundred
news stands, one hundred slides in West
Coast Theatres, and a big fleet of motor
delivery trucks.
Cash prizes were offered for the discovery of the "Meanest Man" and a
hook-up with the Los Angeles Evening
Express brought cartoons and front page
stories.
Awards were made from the
stage of the theatre after the opening.
In the midst of the growing excitement
the "Meanest Man's family" appeared on
the street.
The signs on their backs
labelled them, respectively, the meanest
man's mother, father, and son of the
meanest man himself.

Days" a watchword

in

the

towns and a payword for the theatre which
was to run it.
From a co-operative angle the results gave
considerable hope that motion pictures might
be the eventual medium for fixing some definite thought and bringing back normal menfeeble-minded people.
the tests reach the stage of definite
results there will be another story for the
feature writers and it will prove the most
glovving tribute that the industry has ever
received
tality

to

When

THEATRES IN FORT WORTH USE
BOOSTER CAMPAIGN
If you were to pack up and move into
Fort Worth, the day after you arrived,
there would be a card in your mailbox signed
by Harry Burke, and H. J. Gould, inviting
you to visit the Palace and Hippodrome
Theatres at your convenience.
The mayor of Forth Worth boosters have
congratulated both managers for their enterprise in giving the town another good talking
point.
It was through Burke's efforts that the
booster organization in Forth Worth took
on a new lease of life. And it is not surprise that with the growth of the city, box-

receipts grew likewise.
Burke started the movement
in the town by using space in
ofiice

program,
it

in,

to

keep trade

his. ads, in his

in fact everything he could
to boost Forth Worth.
It was

thing everybody felt

cram

somewas needed but nobody

started.

Burke's latest coupe

is the invitation stunt
families moving into town.
He is earnest about it, too. When the man or woman
presents the card, Burke sees that they are
introduced to people who are in the same
business, or who might be socially inclined.
Thus, the Palace and Hippodrome occupy
more than the positions of amusement centers.
They are social hubs.

to

'POLICE' TAGS ON AUTOS BRING
IN MANY PATRONS

A

simple but effective bit of exploitation

was staged in advance and during the showing of Harold Lloyd's "Safety Last" at the
Milda Theatre, Chicago, Illinois.
George E. McDonald, manager of the
Milda, hit on the idea of printing a red
automobile tag on which appeared "Don't
Park Here— Be Safe— Go to the Milda Theatre and See Harold Lloyd in 'Safety Last,'
Showing All Week." Also appearing on the
tag was the word "Police !" A man attached
these notices to autos parked in the vicinity
of the theatre, giving the impression of handing out summons.

—
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Booking-Urge Ideas Galore in Latest Pictures
Collection of

Snappy Ideas Which Will Turn the Trick

You Bigger Returns

in Getting

at the Box-Office

'The Day of Faith'
Released by Goldwyn
BRIEF A Ted Browning

October 21

production telling the
story of the heart and soul appeal of the "Miracle
Man." The cast includes Eleanor Boardman, Ford
:

Sterling,

Raymond

TTERE

Griffith

and

others.

a picture which, like a lobster,
extends a number of feelers, as it were.
That is, the variety of themes which it
includes in its text makes it appeal broad
Summarily speaking it is
in its scope.
capable of many novel exploitation feais

tures.

In the first place "The Day of Faith"
gives an excellent angle for a competitive
Oldest Citizen Night, as two aged actors
one 104 years old, the other past 80 appear in the cast.
good window display is a large money
sack filled with iron washers to give the
gold pieces. On the sack is
effect of
printed, "$10,000,000."
card in front of
it asks simply, "if you had $10,000,000 what
would you do to make the world a better
place?"
This idea can be used to tie-up
with a variety of different merchants.
A tar and feather card would be a novThese cards should be about three
elty.
by five inches with a bit of tar and a few
small feathers in one corner. Copy on the
card should read: "Tar and feathers, the
penalty for those who do not have faith."

—

A

A

A

WORD TO THE WISE

Pringle, star of Goldwyn's "Three Weeks,"
gives out some pretty keen advice which the shops
all over are using in the hope of averting the last
minute rush. Incidentally little Miss Pringle is collecting a bit of publicity thru the scheme.

Aileen

'The Leavenworth Case'
BRIEF: A well woven murder mystery picturized
from the noVel of Anna Katharine Green and directed
by Whitman Bennett. Starred in the cast are Seena
Owen, Martha Mansfield and Wilfred Lytell.
Released by Vitagraph

TN

December

1

picture you have a really fine
mystery story w^ith enough different elements to appeal to the woman who is interested in love and adventure, to the man
who has an eye and ear for mystery, to the
youngster whose ambition it is to be a detective.
Well, that's practically everyone,
you say.
Exactly!
That's
the
point.
Here's a money maker for you. Get in on
the ground floor.
In the first place take
advantage of the popularity of Katharine
Green as a writer of famous mystery
stories and tie-up with the book stores
and department stores handling books for
displays and ads featuring her works.
this

Then

try

truck and

wagon.

a

bally.
Get a small
arrange it to resemble a patrol
the back have a man dressed

street

for house to house disanother novel interest arouser.
"What day is to-morrow?" should be
printed on the outside of the envelope in
black type while inside would be a slip

wagon should be
four or five men and women. On the back
of the wagon is a sign reading:
"These

rise

effect.

from the production give angles
which music shops, life insurance
companies, drug stores, banks, book and
Stills

from

jewelry stores can be interested in tie-ups
with window displays.

'Darling of

New

York'

In the

people are suspects in
Case' coming to the

'The Leavenworth
Theatre

on
"
That will make them
up and take notice, don't you think?

sit

Do you

believe in advertising?
Run a
teaser cam.paign.
Begin a week before the
play date and use copy similar to this:
"Who killed Ira Leavenworth?
was
Ira Leavenworth murdered?
did the

Why
Why

attorney

is

printed in red ink reading: "Tomorrow is
Theatre."
the 'Day of Faith' at the
Neighbor's Day with the slogan, "Get
Acquainted," can be promoted in the towns
where the picture is showing on the
strength of its theme, "My neighbor is perfect" (the doctrine of one of the characters).
Clergymen and other church workers could be enlisted for co-operation because of this theme.
Your theatre front can be made attracttive by a large cut-out sunboard made of
compo board and erected over the marquee using the figure of Eleanor Boardman from the twentv-five sheet at each
end.
Red and amber lights should be
placed behind the cut-out to get the sun-

On

as a policeman.

district

Red envelopes

tribution

delay

arrests

in

'The

Leavenworth Case?' "
Each day you should run a new one like
thrs and then at the end of the week have
this appear:
"'The Leavenworth Case'
Solved.
For details visit the
Theatre on
"

December

Released by Universal

BRIEF: Crook
of a little waif,
,if

crooks and

F.ast

3

woven around the adventures
kidnapped and cast in with a gang
play

gem smugglers

of

N'ew York's lower

side.

BABY
hard

PEGGY, the baby Sarah Bernof the screen, has "been appearing
for some time now in the movies but the
"Darling of New York" is the first feature
picture she has ever made.
The immense
popularity of this little star has made it
possible to make feature pictures out of her
films and exhibitors will probably find this
one as well as those scheduled for after
release, big box-office attractions.
The stolen gems have been secreted in
the clothes of the little rag doll which
Baby Peggy has with her at the time she
is kidnapped from the Italian pier by the

SOME SHOPPER

SHE'S
Helene
derive

Chadwick,

some

Goldwyn

star, is letting
of the benefits of her experience.

others

Hav-

ing completed her own shoppng in comfort she can
sit back and smile and pass the word on to others
to follow suit.

smuggler.
This fact centers attention on the doll which you will find a very
profitable exploitation device. You can arrange with several toy stores, stationers
and drug stores in your vicinity for a
window display of Baby Peggy dolls which
have already become immense favorites
with the kids. Pictures of the little actress,
posters, and an attractive arrangement of
the dolls will do much to give publicity to
g:em

your showing.

The
rectly.

dolls

may

Announce

by you diyour ad columns that

also be used
in

every performance there will be given

away

at your theatre a large Baby Peggy doll
to the holder of the lucky number. Each

patron upon purchase of a ticket will receive a number.
Duplicates will be retained at the box office.
Then some one
in the audience will select one of these at
random and the holder of that number
will receive the doll.
Don't ever pass up a chance for some
free advertising in the news columns of the
local papers.
Here's a stunt that should
certainly get you some
of
this
coveted
space.
Arrange to run a contest for the
children of the town offering a prize for
the child who could double for Baby PegThe contest will be decided through
gy.
pictures which will be published daily or
in the Sunday edition of the paper.
This sort of thing has been done before
for adults but it is a new gag for babies
and is sure to arouse a general interest
which the paper will be forced to recognize.
It is easily conceivable that you can get
a manufacturer of children's hats to make a
special model which he calls the "Baby
Peggy." Moth ers grab readily at new fads
in children's clothes and the baby stores in
the vicinity of the houses showing the picture would probably do big business on
the hat if they played it up sufficiently.
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'The Virginian'
September 20

Released by Preferred

BRIEF A man

because duty and honor
him to. The act almost loses for him the
But she finally
the girl he hopes to marry.
his reasons for doing what he did, and all
more merry.
:

compel
love of
realizes

once

is

kills his pal

Western picture, not however, "A
Western" as the term is apphed to pictures, has its origin in a famous book wide-

THIS

This, of
read all over the country.
course, will be of great value to the exhibitor when he shows the picture because
the story itself will need practically no
introduction and probably little exploitation
But don't rest
to make it well known.
Go
too much on the fame of the story.
after the business and get bigger crowds.
Try this: have an artist draw an outline
map of the state of Virginia. Print a
number of them upon cheap cards, then
cut them up in jigsaw puzzle style. Print
a slip announcing that anyone bringing in
a complete map of Virginia will be given
Distribute the pieces through
free seats.
the school children, but don't give out
many complete sets. You will be surprised at the interest you will arouse by
ly

this

simple stunt.

The butcher cannot often serve for tieup ideas but when he can you will do well
to get hold of him since his store is probably one of the most consistently visited
Here's the
by the housewives, of any.
idea.
One of the great products of Virginia is ham.
Get the butcher to put a
sign in his window reading: "Great Virginians.
Our Virginia ham is the best in
town.
Buy a ham to-day and see 'The

now showing

"
at the
the kids with a cheap Vir«
ginian hat which is a cut-out cardboard affair which can easily be put together by the
kids.
On the "sombrero" are drawings of
the principal characters, a big ad for the
picture and space for your own imprint.
Get a supply of these and have them distributed in your neighborhood.
The kids
will proudly bear them home, thus bringing

Virginian'

You

May

or

can

may

sell

not be what this

Rothafel at the Capitol in

New

right to the grown folks' door, the announcement of your showing.
If you like teaser gags here's one that
will get 'em..
Get posters with a picture
of "Trampas, the cattle rustler villain," and
in large black type have printed on the
posters, "$5000 reward for the capture of
Then underTrampas, dead or alivel"
neath the picture there should be something to the effect that this reward is offered to anyone furnishing information
which will lead to the arrest and convic"For further details
tion of this bandit.
see 'The Virginian' now playing at the
" If this don't get them "all het

up" nothing

free publicity, get in touch with a charitable
organization in town.
The stunt not only
makes you appear the good Samaritan, and
benefits the poor, but it brings the patrons to
your house.
For instance, get in touch with some local
charitable club and arrange a free theatre party
for all the poor children of the community.
After the performance give away clothes and
food and toys that have been previously donated for that purpose by persons in the community. Have the club advertise your theatre party and do some advertising for yourself and the results will please you, no doubt.

will.

'Flaming Youth'
Released by First National

Tleasure Mad'

BRIEF:

Released by Metro

BRIEF:

November

25,

1923

Blanche Upright's novel, "The Valley

Content" transplanted to the screen with the
film
Tli'e
"Pleasure Mad" annexed to it.
Reginald Barker production with a strong cast.

of

a

is a good picture with
Book it and get behind and
a good title.
You'll probably find it easy to get it
shove.

across.
ing the

It is

a distinctly modern theme

tell-

story of an earnest devoted mother
and her pleasure mad children who finally
cause both her and themselves much misery.
There's plenty of propaganda in the story
a tirade against the sinning younger generation, but that won't scare the j'oung folks
They love to be
of¥.
It will bring them on.
raked over the coals. It gives them something
And the
to talk about and laugh over later.
older folks will find a real heart throb here,
so play it up big to old and young.
You can also make use of the poster warnings which seem always to interest.
All
over the town on billboards which say merely,
"The whole town is going 'Pleasure Mad.'
Startling revelations will soon be made," and
"Warning, what is going to become of our
'Pleasure Mad' public? The answer will be revealed soon." This is the sort of thing that
starts tongue-swagging.
Play it up as big as
you can.
When you're looking for some valuable

18,

1923

A

HAT

makes this picture different, is not
subject matter, but the manner in
which the story is handled by a competent
It is the same old tale of the jazz
cast.
crazy modern age, chuck full of picturesque
scenes and amusing situations.
And undeniably is one of those pictures,
which, though hackneyed, has the universal
appeal and presents exploitation ideas aplenty.
The best way to arouse the interest of the
curious is to condemn the picture.
There is
here a peculiar psychology which makes people impatient to see what they have been told
Here is your cue for exploitation.
not to.
Get out letters warning the people that the
picture is rife with bold situations and unrestained necking parties and advise them not
to see it and forbid their children to do
likewise.
They will come hotfooting it to

"

PLEASURE MAD"

Nov.

picture from the popular novel by Warner Fabian.
story of the jazz age with its petting parties and liquor, featuring Coleen Moore, Milton Sills, Elliot Dexter and Sylvia Beamer.

title
is

A

its

your theatre.
Inflame the minister with the outrages
against society on the part of the younger
generation, and get him to preach a sermon
on the subject using the picture to illustrate
his point.

Stores of all kinds can be sold on tie-ups
with flapper clothes and requisites. Don't lose
this

opportunity.

SI, SI, SI, SI, SENOR'
This remarkable prologue was staged by
damsel is saying, but whatever it is she sure has them falling at her feet.
York as an introduction to the showing of Mary Pickford in United Artists' production "Rosita." As the prologue closed
the scrim was lowered and the audience w as led right into the picture without any break.

fair

—
December

8,
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9r/eJ and Proved Pictures
large to see a story written by this man.
The selection of your posters for lobby and
window displays should reflect the tense sitand you
includes
play
uations which the
should carefully lay emphasis on the literary
value, also Wilde's unique philosophy of life.
The author is noted for the unusual twist and
the unconventionality which he allows to en-

'Rich Men's Wives'
Society

Drama

'W/"HEN

rich parents neglect their children

and rich husbands overlook their wives
in the rush of business, some evil always results.
Which is precisely what happens in
this picture which stars House Peters and
Claire Windsor and makes an absorbing
drama with an appeal to everyone.
No class should be excluded in your exploitation campaign, for the women can be
sold on the tie-ups which emphasize the lovely
clothes element and the lavish domestic scenes,

men

will be interested in the plot of the
This feature you should get across
through your posters and lobby displays which
play up big the main idea of the story.
The wealthy mother and father of the
heroine suffer reverses which rob them of
their entire wealth.
This is the cue for a
line with the banks which using your picture as a basis can urge people not to live
only in the present but to' save up against

the

Safe and

Sound Picture
Investments

Released by Schulberg

J3RIEF: The gay, neglected daughter of wealthy
society people maries a millionaire who neglects her
for business.
She takes to flirting, is banished by
her husband and denied the right to see her son
ever.
She finally gets to him, proved h'er worth to
her husband and both are made happy by a reunion.

story.

// you ivere offered your choice
between investing in Government
bonds or some highly touted un-

known

ter into his

do?
Your answer

the same

is

'Drifting'

as

Effects of

Since a number of automobiles appear in
it might not be a bad hunch to get
the automobile agencies to co-operate.
You
rnight even enlist one in a street bally stunt
like this.
Get a nice looking car and have
a goodlooking girl and fellow driving in it.
On the car have signs reading " 'Rich Men's
Wives' own cars like this one. See them for
yourself at the
Theatre."
Just to do something a bit dif¥erent and
arouse comment, get the social register of

ours.

Complication set m
quit China and stare anew.
the
which forbid her departure but a rebellion m the
wipes out
section in which she is operating,
mine
the
marries
Shje
soul.
her
gang and purges
superintendent" who has caused her reform.
will
is a tricky street bally that

"Tried and Proved" Pictures is
unlike stock selling scheme, and
implies an illustration which ofIn other
fers the same point.
words, "Tried and Proved" Pic-

to

HERE
probably

Construct a
please the public.
oilvery Hght hinged three sided screen of
Have it large enough to completely
cloth.
head
cover the body of a man so that his

tures are the gilt-edged stock of
the film world.
Send your money where it will

do you the most good.

:

)'Our

community and

personal invitation, the

solicit,

elite

by a seemingly

patronage.

'The Critical Age'
Youth and Love

BRIEF

:

Tom

Finfey,

Released by Hodktnson
known as the town, good-for-

nothmg, proves he does not deserve the base name,
when he overcomes his city rival for th'e hand of
the girl he loves, saves her life) when she is thrown
m the rapids by the disappointed lover and is the
irt.'ans of brmging happiness to her father and the
entire

TP

Woman
A

liRIEF:

young

girl of social

:

'The Critical Age' for girls and
hard to get just the clothes that
suit them.
But you will find no difficulty in
getting the right things at our new special
department whose salespeople have made a

boys.

It is

study of this age."
Then you can get the book publishers who
publish books of guidance to parents to get
the booksellers to push a display of these
together with posters announcing that here
is a guide for parents to assist them
to bring
their
children
successfully
through
the
"Critical Age."
The displays should carry
stills and window posters of the picture.
There is also a bear who plays a prominent
part, and a dog.
The toy merchant could arrange a very interesting display of toy dogs
and teddy bears which he could call, "The
Critical

Dog."

Age Bear" and "The
Kids are immediately

Critical Age
enlisted in a

new name and you would get some very beneficial mouth to mouth publicity.
Likewise you could get the shoe merchant

and the milliner

and hats deAge." You might

to feature shoes

signed to suit "The Critical
even get some one to adopt this title as the
trade name of their young folks apparel.

whom

by a young philanderer

standing is bhitrayed
she trusts.
He re-

marry her and after the birth of her son she
works and manages to educate him for the bar.
He is later emplo>-ied by his father who does not
know him but when he learns his identity offers
to marry his mother.
She refuses his offer.
'T'
can be no better exploitation angle
than the popularity of Oscar Wilde all
over the world as a poet, playwright and novelist.
His works are known and read everywhere and any book merchant can get a fine
return on a new campaign to push his works
together with your showing. Especially if he
put forward the biography of Oscar Wilde
which is intensely interesting, will he succeed
in whetting the appetite of the populace at
tuses to

HERE

The
grams

are

patrons

who

Compson.

see

them.

Saturday business

a Paramount

Correct, "If it's
best show in town."
itre,

picture,

it's

fine.

the

Kendall, Victory
— L.— Neighborhood
patronage.

the-

J.

111.-

Milledgieville,

is

your cue

in this instance.

If there is an empty store near your theatre you can get the owner to allow you to
plant a sign like this in the window. "Thousands of people go 'Drifting' by this store
Think of what a fine spot this
every day.
cigar, shoe or any other
And talking of fine things,
kind of store.
?"
have you seen 'Drifting' at the

vmuld be for a drug,

— Our

Paramount proadvertising themselves by mouth of

Betty

printed

The Sheik

Little Minister

with

be

Paramount Picture
It's The Best Show In Town

If It's a

HE

to eighteen is

Importance'

Released by S'ehnick

co.mmunity.

title is good for several exploitation
stunts in conjunction with the outfitter of
boys and girls clothes. For instance they can
use a display and run copy like this "Twelve

No

of

Oscar Wilde's Play

above it. On the outside will
Thrilling?
merely "Exciting?
He will walk around with the screen closed
about him and every time a crowd gathers
he will open the screen revealing the message
which invites the public to your theatre.
Take advantage of the popularity of the
Chinese game Mah Jong at this time and arrange for a tie-up with the merchant selling
posters of
sets to arrange a display using
Priscilla Dean and others playing the game,
Mah
as the background for his product.
Jong is decidedly a fad at the present time
and is being played by people who example
themselves after what society is doing. Many
of them get their ideas from pictures, which
just sticks out

The

boxoffice record of these pictures
warrants your consideration.

'A

Released by Universal

Opium

Cook (Priscilla Dean) finding
Cassie
decides
herself going to the bad in the opium trade,

BRIEF:

the future.
this film

works.

what would you

stock,

with
as

all

Rodolph Valenfino.
Paramounts are so

— Very Have
good
run

picture,

far.

one

each week on Saturday since October 2th. PatSince have run two
rons asked for two shows.
Kendall, Victory theatre,
I.
on Saturday.
J.
Neighborhood patronage.
Milledgeville, 111.

——

Clarence

—This

The Old Homestead
A wonderful picRoberts.
with Theodore
ture. People came that had never been in niy theatre before and of course I did well with it.
Eight ii;e's. Nettie M. Sanderson, Mystic theSmall town patronage.
Ind.
atre, Albion,

—

—

To Have and

to

cast.

— Here

is

costume picture that pleased and

—

—

The Crimson Challenge
with
all.

all

Dorothy Dalton.

— Good

—

picture.

Pleased

One good western that should be played by
who like westerns. Five reels. Geo.

theatres

Khattar, Khattar's theatre,
General patronage.

reels.

beth,

C.
—La.

picture

pleased

100

more? Book it. Seven
Brown, Paramount theatre, ElizaSmall town patronage.

L.

—

White Oak

—

with William S. Hart. A fine western picture!
Patrons said it was best Hart they ever saw.
Plenty of action and enough love interest to

Hold

about the first
that's because
acting
wonderful.
It
Koslofif's
action.
got
it's
Seven reels. C. W.
should please everywhere.
theatre,
New
Cilaius,
New
Glarus
Langacher,
General patronage.
Wis.

with a special

with Wallace Reid.
cent.
Why say

per

Sydney, N.

— Can.

S.

—

pleas?. Good business. Seven reels.
-Clark Munwn. Playhouse theatre, Randleman, N. C. Small
town patronage.

—

Zaza

—

with Gloria Swanson.- Marvelous.
This production is by far the best thing glorious Gloria
has ever done.
As "Zaza" Gloria shines forth
with real brilliance.
Her work is nothing short
of marvelous.
It will be a hard, tough patron
who will not giet his money's worth out of this
entertainment. Interesting plot from start to finish
and a real story. Capacity thri?e days at 10 and
40 cents.
George Rea, Colonial theatre, Washington, C. H., O.

—

Cf>ammount Q>idures
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TRIED AND PROVED PICTURES
get a

'The Lion's Mouse'
Melodrama
BRIEF: Two

Released by Hodkinson

one aiding her lover, the other
her brother, face Qesperate danger at the hands of
girls,

a gang of blackmailers.
They finally sncceed in
outwitting the gang, bringing about their own future
happiness and that of the men they love.

HERE'S

a real thriller for your audience
and you should therefore make use of
the posters which best emphasize this phase
of the film. Also you will find that a string
of pearls which the gang is anxious to steal
will permit of a good tie-up with the jeweler
on a display of pearls with which he should
use stills of Marguerite Marsh.
fashionable lawn party also plays a part
in the picture. This scene is elaborate indeed
and the gowns worn by the women suggest
good tie-up material for the department stores
and specialty shops. Pictures of the men at
the party correctly attired for the affair,
would be sound basis for a display of men's
clothes as well.
furniture dealer, using pictures of these
scenes, would have good advertising material
for his porch furniture, etc.

A

A

'Merry-Go-Round'
Nobility vs. Peasantry Released by Universal
BRIEF: A gay Don Juan in the court of the

Austrian Kmg
who grinds an

falls
in love with a pieasant
girl
organ at the merry-go-round.
His
position forces him to irarry ;i countess .-,nd give
up the girl.
Then comes the war.
Nobility disappears, the countess dies and th» count returns to
marry the girl he loves.

TN

this story which reveals court life before
the great war, scenes on the battlefield, and
conditions after the war, there are numerous
exploitation possibilities.
In the first place
replica merry-go-rounds, rigged up on the
marque or in the lobby of your theatre, are

most

effective in attracting the eye

man

and

defi-

nitely

planting the name of the feature.
These can be more or less expensive to suit
your purse, and can be easily rigged up.
There is a big heart throb in the part of
the young hunchback who loves the
heroine
but finally gives her up so she may
marry
the man she loves.
It may be that you can

him
and

thus deformed,

a sign

not

it is

a simple

"There is no place in this world for
See what my lot has been tonight

:

cripples.

the

at

if

'Poor Men's Wives'

make him appear

Dress
that he is.
as the character in the story is dressed
have him go through the streets wearing

matter to

You have

Theatre."
seen these

little merrygo-rounds which come through the streets and
show the kids a good time for a cent a ride.
This would be great for you if you could
manage to get one. Offer the owner a suitable sum to go out with the wagon bearing large signs of your showing, and ride all
This
the children absolutely free of charge.
is sure to be a bi,g hit, you'll find.

surely

'The Midnight Patrol'
opium Den Tale
Released by Selznick
BRIEF: Terrace Shannon, a newly appointed police
sergeant, in love with a girl who runs a mission for
down and out girls, is sent to wipe out the traitic
in dru.gs and plans a big clean-up on a
secret
smuggling plan. The guilty persons hear that he
has planned the raid and they steal Patsy and hold
They ,'ire finally foiled and Patsy
her for ransom.
is restored to her lover.

THIS

story of the drug traffic, laid in
Chinatown affords various angles of exYou might find that it will atploitation.
tract attention to dress all your theatre at-

tendants including the ticket seller in Chinese attire to attact attention and get over
the spirit of the story.
See if you cannot enlist the newspapers to
run a story on the existence of the drug evil
and the story is one depicting the heroism of
scoundrels who traffic in it. Then tie-up your
advertising with this by mentioning that the
picture contains propaganda against the evil
and the story is on depicting the heroism of
the police to rid the country of this menace.

You might also have made some Chinese
hats made of paper and on them have printed
the name of the picture and the date of showDistribute them to the
ing at your theatre.
patrons at the box-office or perhaps you may
be able to get the Chinese laundryman or the
Chinese restaurant to co-operate in this respect and bear part of the expense for the
privilege of also having an ad on the hats.

Released by Schulberg

Domestic Drama

A

pretty but poor girl marries a tajti
the
driver who loves her while her friend who is
type is being kept by a millionaire
butterfly
gay
the
of
Twins are the lot
and leads a free life.
struggling
taxi driver and his wife and they are
ot
along when the friend gives the wife a taste
This starts her on a wild flirtatious ramluxury.

BRIEF:

page which almost ends tragically but her husband
takes her back and she reforms.
after your run of "Rich Men's
Wives" your cue would be to book "Poor

finally

JUST

Men's Wives." This would immediately suggest a campaign with the merchants along
For instance instead
directly opposite lines.
of using an expensive automobile for a street
bally you could get someone who deals in
cheap cars to run a car through town having
small
in it a young man, woman and two
children (supposedly the twins who play a
part in the picture) and on the car would ap" 'Poor Men's Wives' can't
pear this sign
afford elaborate automobiles but they can
get as much pleasure out of one like this."
The hero of the picture is a taxi driver.
On this score it may be possible to get all
the taxi drivers in town to carry ads on their
cars for your showing.
discussion started by yourself as to
whether "Poor Men's Wives" are happier
than the wives of the rich, will probably find
a ready audience with a large percentage of
You might be able to get
the population.
the newspapers to go in with you on this
and run a series of feature stories by subscribers who will tell their true experiences
allowing certain judges to decide which story
reflects the truest happiness and awarding the
writer suitably.
Hardware stores and furniture stores may
be hooked up for displays which lay stress on
the efficiency of the things displayed iu making life easier for "Poor Men's Wives."
:

A

'Rags to Riches'
Released by Wat-ner
Rise of Youth
BRIEF": A millionaire's son is a "regular feller"

A

burgto do the things poor boys enjoy.
lar enters his house and he follows him in the hope
and
kidnapped
hirr
think
parents
His
adventure.
of
found dirty but happy
is
a search is started.

and longs

He

THESE PROVEN SUCCESSES ^^S<BP'
PLAY THEM NOW!

out on a farm.

ANOTHER
can't get
office pulling

he's

TIT
o.
i tie

OtOrm

•ID

Buy

Get behind
III.

office

attraction."-^p/c^r

Theatre

Ak-

crowds.
Simply great."—Maiestic
Oakland, Neb.
Directed by Reginald Barker

The-

ron,

"Big

Virginia Valli and
House Peters
Universal Jewel
H."~Pastime Theatre '

„

.Lthis.

Kansas,

"Box

with

0.

atre,

with an all star cast
Universal Jewel
"Capacity business. Get it if you have to steal
it."
Brooklyn Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
"A money maker. Best picture of the year."
Electric Theatre, Atwood, Kans.
"Grab this. It will makf you money." Paulick Theatre, Muscoda, Wise.
A Hobart Henley Production

T^l
T?T M.
i tie V lirt

__

Foolish Wives

.

-r.

"Drawing

"Very big business."— Loeivs Theatre,
Chicago,

"100 percent.

III.

"Had

a record
crowd."—Broadii/ay
tisco, Tex.
Universal Super Jewel

/

Universal Jewel
'fl'
'^1 TT

riHins

ivitfi

Honor

Theatre '

with an

card.

Don't pass

it

up."

Majestic

Theatre, Eureka, Mont.

"A

A real
atre, Imlay, Mich.
A
real special.

knockout."

knockout."

Maxine The-

Rex Theatre,

Wise.

Colby,

A Hobart Henley Production
all

star cast

"Good audience

Starring

,
The Abysmal BrMteREciNALD

"Tremendous business."—Jane* Theatre,
Chicago,

picture to big business."
Strand Theatre, Altoona, Pa.
"Week's excellent business." Rivoli Theatre,
St. Louis, Mo.
"Went over big here." Rex Theatre, Wahoo,

The Shock
"Oh, boy!

Grab

s*-""^
this

lon chaney

quick."

Noble Theatre

Marshfteld, Oreg.
percent picture." St. Dennis Theatre,
Sapulpa, Okla.
Merrill
Exhibitors can clean up."
riot
Theatre, Milwaukee, Wise.
Universal Jewel

"A 100
"A

Neb.
Directed by Harry Pollard

1

Hunting Big Game

in Africa

"Biggest business in history of house." Orpheum Theatre, Red Bluff, Cal.
Lyric Theatre, Bainbridge, N. Y.
"Unbeatable. Got the crowd and the cash."
"Record-breaking business."—i4udi<orium Theatre, Newark, 0.

Advertised in the Saturday Evening Post

UNIVERSAL PICTURES

CORP.,

"^""^^^.tS^^^'

hot

Wesley Barry winner. You
away from it, the kid has box-

how

he knows

in "Rags to Riches"
He's undeniably young but

power and

stuff.

to

make

the old folks sniffle
That's the secret

and the young folks laugh.

of the success of his pictures.
How are you going to put him over ? Consider these suggestions. There's the old stunt
that has proven so often successful in getting
Announce a special
This is it:
the kids.
matinee at which there will be granted free
admission to all boys under sixteen who can
This
boast of a fine collection of freckles.
scheme is no end of amusement to everyone
and you will be surprised at how many people will come to look over the free ticket
applicants.

Another means of getting publicity with
a small expenditure of cash is to hire ten
or twelve boys about thirteen or fourteen and
get them dressed up in the raggiest possible
They will walk through the streets
clothes.
wearing signs which read: '"We may look
down and out but we're on our way to better
See 'Rags to Riches' with Wesley
things.
."
Barry showing now at the
You could get a restaurant on this idea. In
the window let him arrange several appetizing
dishes, with a sign reading, "The man in
rags may have the appetite but not the means,
the man with riches can afford the food but
can satisfy both
has not the appetite.
your purse and your appetite, so that you will
be in a fine frame of mind to enjoy Wesley

We

Barry

in

'Rags to Riches.'

"

December

1923

8,
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TRIED AND PROVED PICTURES
Man from

'The

Glengarry'

Canadian Wilds Tale Released by Hodkinson

New

BRIEF: Picture version of Ralph Conner's story
ot tlie nvermiens feud depicting
the struggles and
achievements of the timbarmen of the Canadian wilds
An outdoor story built on thrills.

nn HIS

woodman's

being- a

The creation of new pictures
brings new ideas and stunts for
exploiting the older ones.
The principles of these stunts

and one dealing entirely with the wild and uncouth,
your exploitation should suggest this as
strongly as possible. Tie-up with the sporting goods store on almost any sport apparel
and accessories which he is anxious to display and furnish him with fitting posters.
tale

The posters are also good to use in conjunction with a display of men's sport
clothes, shoe stores, etc.
You might work a mail campaign satisfactorily in this manner.
Get the names of the
members of the country club and in a letter
to them state that you have met
one of the
foremost sportsmen of the age and you are
anxious to have him meet the club members
Consequently on (name the date) you have

can very easily be adapted to sell
"Tried and Proved" Pictures.
Our Exploitation Department

_

arranged to have them meet "The Man from
Glengarry" at the
Theatre
Don't lose sight of the fact that Ralph
Lonner s book has had a tremendous sale
and
caji help you again if you
arrange a hook-up
with the book stores and get them
to push
the book m conjunction with
your showing
You might find it profitable to grant purchasers of the book cut rate admission
to the

picture.

Dope

it

ground for stores selling ukeleles and
Hawaiian guitars.
li you are searching after the unusual you
might arrange your lobby display with an
eye to making it appear as the hut of an inhabitant of the South Seas.
This could be
done easily and cheaply with compo board
and the services of a clever carpenter.

'The Shock'

Gambler's Tale
A 1°""^ '"^n

trying

to

club

man

for

save a child

hew
hX'bv'an
by an

*°

old

Released by Select
contract

-1

whom

who
'?°"'^

is

pawnbroker as

with

a

he work=
While
beins abused he h
^
his

w'^o

is

i

eing

daughter

She

AN

effective papier mache hanger
for use
on the marque has been prepared
and can
be secured by you.
This hanger is a replica of the accepted
symbol of the pawnbrokers shop and its use on
your theatre
is sure to create
talk and arrest attention.
Another idea which will attract
attention
IS this._
Get some merchant to arrange a
window display by simply using long
black velvet curtains on the sides
and back of the window, in the center is a small
stand and resting on a large black
cushion is a plain gold
marked
"Pawned." With this
5 ""^

A

Released by Universal

beautiful girl falls into the hands

of a

gang of rascals. A poor cripple who loves her (Lon
Chancy) goes to her rescue.
He is unmatched in
strength but she has taught him to pray and i-i
answer to his prayers conies the San Francisco earthquake which

V name
OUR

kills

the thieves but spares

these two.

exploitation should depend on the
the picture largely.
This idea
will attract attention and is readily recognizable.
Get a few wooden barrels and have
them wired electrically with some cheap batteries, so that they will give out a continued
buzzing.
On them have signs reading:
"Touch this barrel and get a shock. See
"
'The Shock' playing now at the
good tie-up can be affected with the
automobile accessories store on a display of

^

of

A

Kingdom Within'

'The
A

Underworld Story

out for yourself.

'Pawned'
prominent

columns of successful

contains

methods, plans and schemes used
in stimulating public interest in
connection with all releases.

BRIEF:

A

Exploitation For

Older Pictures

shock absorbers. Any merchant will see the
value of this idea.
See if you can't get hold of some pictures
of the California earthquake and use them in
a lobby display. These will have the effect
of re-arousing an interest in the catastrophe
which is still clear in the minds of so many
and they will want to have their memories
refreshed.
Don't fail to stress the earthquake episodes in conjunction with this phase
of exploitation.
The earthquake theme also suggests a
charitable performance for the benefit of the
Japanese who recently suffered in an earthquake. Pictures of this recent disaster could
be issued as a forerunner for the feature.

Released by Hodkinson

Miracle Cure

A

BRIEF:

young

trampled by village gosis
befriended and loved by a young cripple
whose father hates him because of his deformity,
and nas disowned hirr because of his love for the
girl.
In a fight to save the girl from her attackers
a miracle restores the power to the crippled arm and
girl,

sip,

he saves her.
and love and

'T'

^

HE

He
is

story

wins his father's forgiveness

also

happy.
is

laid

in

the

vicinity

:

ture.

.

WHILE WE ARE ON THE SUBJECT OF

ERTIFIED

could be a sign
"Just as this ring stands
out
distinctiveness against the
black of
themselves
.ZrTT
,f
u"^"
apart
from all the rest. Visit our
departments
^°"yen'ence."
Together with this
tUf^'l
there should be a poster
announcing the date
:

m

oi

showing

at

WHY NOT TRY

'Marooned Hearts'
by Sehnick

hTv/^V
succeTs

is

t IZ"^

.physician

well

on the road

r "p~'\r tfii

^£ £si:

to

""^^
''^'^^
vUot
Pn the
III
iiic proiession.
professtn'''
storm at sea washes th^ o-,vi
onto the island and
reconciliation is Effected
name of this picture is of little

A f

^HE
th.'?

use
can be made of

much
Conway Tearle and Zena Keefe
roles.
Use plenty of stills

^fP|,°^tation but

tJ

have ^u
the leading

Qt these two and posters
showing scenes
the picture, in your lobby.

Aim your

BOX OFFICE WINNERS

your theatre.

from

publicity at the physicians of
the

which concerns
a young physician and
in this respect has
propaganda value as well.
1*.^ ^'''^ honie are lavish,
.nJ tf '"TJl
clothes elaborate which
suggests tieII. with
ups
merchants in both these lines. The
posters showing scenes
in the South
Sea
Islands could be used
as an effective back-

ntZ.ff
ntimately V^^f^'y.
the life of

"PAWNED"
J.

PARKER READ,
It

JR. production

has emphatically demonstrated
business getting possibilities.

Your Print

Is

of

a

lumber camp and concerns the doings of
This theme provides the
the timbermen.
basis for merchant tie-ups on camping outAnother merchant tie-up
fit and equipment.
that suggests itself is one with the furniture
dealer or department store selling furniture.
They might have one entire room completely
furnished as a window display and label it
"Make us responsible
with a sign reading
for 'The Kingdom Within.' We will furnish
the interior of your home, just as you want
it, without any extra charge."
The title "The Kingdom Within" suggests
Perhaps you can get the
the human soul.
minister to base his sermon on "The Kingdom Within" incorporating the ideas that
conscience is dominating force in man's life
and to be happy one must be charitable. In
your ads give space to the fact that the sermon was prompted by the theme of your pic-

Waiting For You.

its
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TRIED AND PROVED PICTURES
'The Acquittal

'The Poor Simp'

Sell the dancing school on the strength of
the title in an instance like this
"Have you
ever gone to a dance and been the wall
flower while your rival who knew the latest
steps took your girl away?
This wouldn't
happen if you let us teach you the latest
steps.
Go to the
Theatre and see
what happened to the fellow who played 'Second Fiddle,' then come here and let us sign
you up for a course of lessons."
The older brother in the play wins out
because he is better dressed than Jim.
This
suggests the use of the catch line, "Clothes
do make the man.
See 'Second Fiddle' at
the
Theatre.
have the latest
in men's clothes for the man who would be
perfectly groomed.
And our prices are reasonable."
:

Released by Selznick
Love Entanglements
BRIEF: A bashful young man loves a girl but
can't get the courage to propose. During one of his
attempts another suitor arrives and he makes a
hurried exit.
He strays to a cabaret where he is
She
hurt while defending a girl he has met then;.
takes him home and is there when the girl he loves
He wants to die.
arrives.
She leav^es in a huff.
The doctor's schemes pull him out and lie finally
wins the girl he loves.

A

GOOD

comedy always wins. Get the idea
across to the folks that there is a good
comedy in store for them and they will folIn your ads elaborate on
low right along.
fitting
street
the humorous situations.
bally could be arranged by dressing a fellow in a suit the trousers and sleeves of
which are too short, and a hat which is too

A

small.
This will make him at once appear
ludicrous. Then have him wear a sign readI haven't bought
ing
"I'm a 'Poor Simp'
Theatre and now
my tickets for the
This is sure to get the crowd
I can't get in."
in humor for the picture.
The hero carries a large bunch of orchids
Give some posters of this picture
to his love.
to the florist and arrange to have him get
This sign would fit
up a special display.
"Don't be like this 'Poor
in nicely here
!

:

:

Simp' and pay more when you can come here
and pay less."
The animal store in your vicinity can be
hooked-up in this instance. The hero of the
story takes a little dog to his sweetheart.
In his window the dog fancier should have
a sign: "The last word in gifts take a little
pup to your sweetheart."

—

BRIEF: Kenneth Winthrop is on trial for the muryoung wif'e succeeds
der of his foster father. His
in getting the evidence which is responsible for his
acquittal.
Later she discovers that he has dedsived
her.
He confesses, then commits suicide. She finally
finds happiness with Winthrop's foster brother who
has always loved her.

A

FINE

teaser herald has been prepared
It
for the exploitation of this picture.
is in the form of a legal injunction and summons the recipient to appear at the court of
Theatre.
entertainment at the
These can be secured from the Universal

exchanges and we would recommend their use
as a clever means of arousing interest.
If there happens at the time of your showing,

to

paign

the reader

dates.

Since the theme of the story concerns psychoanalysis, you could profitably arrange with
the book store for a display of books on this
subject and in the window you should have a
sign reading:
"Psychoanalysis is holding the
attention of everyone of intelligence today.
You should certainly know something about
it.
Get one of these books and read up on
the science and see "Ihe Mirk of the Beast'
now playing at the
Theatre and see
the actual effect of the science in everyday

or

is

not in favor of "Acquit-

The

evidence which finally decides the case
a butcher's scale which has been mistaken
This permits of tie-ups with
for a clock.
the local jewelers and the retailer of scales
if there happens to be one in your locality.
If you can get special permission to do it,
an effective stunt would be to dress the
ticket seller in the official black judge's robe
and have him wear a white wig. Stand two
men attired in policemen's outfit in the front
of the lobby. You might also get your ushers
up the same way. This will accentuate the
theme of the play and at the same time will
set people wondering at the appearance of
is

roven

police at your theatre.

'The Church Around
the Corner'

Psychoanalysis S'tory Released by Hodkinson
A young girl in love with a physiciin, sud-

exploit this picture you might have
printed paper stickers in the shape of
lizards or spiders and distribute them widely
among the children who will delight in pasting them everywhere.
On these there should
be printed "The Mark of the Beast." If the
kids get them you may be sure there will
be scarcely a home in the vicinity that will
not know the "Mark of the Beast."
Your
advertising copy should follow right on after
this and announce that it is a picture which
you will she vv at your theatre on certain

is

tal."

BRIEF:

nn O

trial going on in your
you can make use of a mail camsoliciting the opinion as to whether

be a murder

We

vicinity,

'The Mark of the Beast'
denly leaves hirr and marries a brute to whom she
is
irresistably attracted.
The doctor tracks them
and after frightful advenutres during which the husband is killed, he makes the girl realize what she
has done and regains her love.

Released by Universal

Mystery Play

Attendance Records Broken in
Every Section of the Country

Minister's Life
Released by Warner
BRIEF: A young minister anxious for reform accepts the pulpit of a wealthy congregation in the
hope of reforming the members. He leaves in disgust when he learns he is worshipped as a matinee idol.
He returns to his people, the miners, on
the eve of a stike, succeeds in subduing them, and
saves the life of the owner whose daughter he loves.

•with

"BRASS'

"VrOU

should be able to secure the backing
church and church organizations
in pushing this picture since the text contains strong propaganda on the merits of the
ministry and the church.
Perhaps you can
enter some agreement by which these organizations will get a percentage of the boxoffice receipts if they help sell tickets.
-•-

of

the

The gowns worn by Claire Windsor in
picture should make it possible to get

this

women's shops

dis-

to

tie-up

with you on

From

by

Charles G. Norris
with

the

Monte Blue

plays.

The teaser ad campaign could be used effectively here by merely saying on your
posters and billboards
"Come to 'The Little
Church Around the Corner.' " These should

and

:

Marie Prevost

appear a week or more before the showing.

Then when

picture comes
wide publicity to

the

should give
showing.

to

the

town you
dates

Supported by Harry Myers, Irene
Frank Keenan, Miss Dupont, Pat O'Malley, Helen Ferguson and others.

of

Rich,

life."

'Second Fiddle'

WHEN YOUR
FEATURE FAILS,
WHAT THEN ?

the Celebrated Novel

Story of Tivo Rivals Released by Hodkinson
BRIEF: Two brothers love the same girl. One

A

is
the family favorite who, returning from college,
is fussed over by the entire family and village aiid
even takes the girl from his brother. On the tests
that ensue the brother proves himself the better man
and wins the girl.

Harry Rapf Production

XT ERE

is
another Glenn Hunter success
which has proved its box-office value.

This screen favorite has the faculty of appearing so pathetic that he immediately wins
the love of every audience.
Therefore your
cue is to play him up as big as possible.
Use plenty of lobby posters and distribute
window posters wherever it is possible. Use
all the force you can in your ads to make his
name prominent.

|

Directed by

Sidney A. Franklin

WARNER BROS
'
tut

Classics of the Screen*^
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed

Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future Releases Are Listed IVith Distributors'
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

Ranks

'Fighting Blade'

As Costume Super

of 'Three Ages'

Barthelmess Fine But Some
Criticise Story

fj ERE

is a costume play that
"embodies all the objections"
which have been made to this kind

we

read in the
Louis Dispatch about "The
St.
Fighting Blade" while the Demoentertainment,

of

crat believes that
deserves the rank of superproducand is the most pretentious of the
It runs the gaBarthelmess vehicles.
mut of huge settings and gorgeous costumes.
It is a romantic picture, speeded upi by Barthelmess' work with his
sword.
It
tion,

Into the "hackneyed theme" of
the heroine held in the castle
against her will has been injected
from the
the "sword fighting"
"Prisoner of Zenda," the "torture
scene" from the "Count of Monte
Christo" and the "castle-storming"
event of "Robin Hood," in the
opinion of Wieda, writing for the
Cleveland Press, who continues

JUNE
Feature
Railroaded

Director
Star
Distributor Length
H. Rawhnson ...Mortimer ....Universal ...5,000
Gladys Walton
Universal
.4,940
.C onway
Special Cast
'^rrow. S. R. 4,586
King
Vlabel Normand
F. R. Jones ..United Art'ts 5,966

Sawdust
Sun Dog Trails
Suzanna
Trifling

careful to provide
parts that everyone will like, for the
play also includes drunken court orgies,
violent
deaths,
and
passionate
love
scenes.

Barthelmess introduces a "new
kind" of medieval hero, we are
told by the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
All we have had have been the
"swashbuckling, laughing, invinci-

we

read

:

costume dramas, it is too
long, much longer than it has a right to
be.
Like all of them it is interesting,
and entertaining to a certain degree I
found it pretty draggy quite often.
Like

The

all

entire picture

is

"well cast"

and the production is "extremely
well mounted," being rich in the
"atmosphere of the middle Seventeenth century," and opulent in its
costuming, according to the Detroit News, which also thinks it
Something that Mr. Barthelmess' loyal
following will want to see, because it
is a coherent, well-knit scenario that tells
a graphic story of England in the Seventeenth century.
Its

most "pleasing element

lies

photography," believes the
New York Review. The story is
told in a "jerky manner," far from
smooth."
The Review concludes
by saying
in

the

With Honor

Western Blood

hope his next picture will be more
worthy of its star.
The title is the
most colorful part of it Better luck

—

next time.

Not

tors.

credited.

.

JULY

Homeward Bound
Itching

Palms

Law

Lawless

of

Love Piker
Man Between
McGuire of Mounted
Penrod and Sam

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Carleton
Not Credited
.

Distributor Length
.6,000
.5,000
Paramount .6,000
F. B. O.
.5,000
.5,622
F. B. O.

.First Natl
First Nat'l

.

.

,

Henaberry
Ralph Ince

,

Meighan

..

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

Steiner, S.

.

.Paramount
Paramount
F. B. O.
.Paramount

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Made Wife

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

.

.

Victor

.

.

.

.

.

AUGUST
Distributor Length
5,000
Forman
Preferred ...6,126
Cline
First Nat'l ..5,163
.7,527
Archinbaud
Selznick
Leah Baird
Not credited .Asso. Exhib. 5,640
.6,859
Con. Talmadge ...Franklin .. .First Nat'l
R. Barthelmess .. Robertson
8,729
First Nat'l
T. Moore-Elson ..Not credited
Asso. Exhib 5,000

Feature

Star
Russell
Special Cast
Jackie Coogan
Grifiith-Tearle

Circus

Days

Common Law
Destroying Angel

Dulcy

J.

.

.

.

.

.

...Fox

France

.

.

.

.

Fighting Blade
Harbor Lights

.

Hollywood
Human Wreckage

Paramount

Mrs. W. Reid ...J. Wray
Colleen Moore ... Reynolds
Special Cast
Millarde

Dead

Milton

.

.

.

Fox

Parke

Sills
.

Loyal Lives

Special Cast

.

Universal ...5,000
.10336
Gold. -Cos.
Universal ...5,000

.

Chas.

8,197
7,415
6,336
11,250

F. B. O.
....First Nat'l

.

Olcott
Old New York ..Marion Davies
Love Brand
Roy Stewart .... Paton
Little

.

.

Cruze

All star cast

Huntress
If Winter Comes
Legally

Director

Wm.

Wind
Broken Wing

Alias Night

..6,000
5,000
.5,624
.6,000
Kolker
Paramount .6,574
Melford
Paramount .6,270
Shertzinger ..First Nat'l 16,000
Scarlet Lily, The
K. McDonald
5.000
Not credited. Fox
Second Hand Love .....Chas. Jones
Wm. Desmond ...Not credited. Universal ...5,000
Shadows of North
7,054
Blystone
Tom Mix
Fox
Soft Boiled
Hillyer
Special Cast
Goldwyn ....8,928
Spoilers, The
5,000
Exhib.
Cast
Vic
Special
Halpern
Asso.
With
Kick
Tea
a
Vidor
Special Cast
Goldwyn ....6,946
Three Wise Fools
...5,000
Cast
.Playgoers
Soecial
Not Credited
ripped Off
Rich-Percy-Dayton LeSaint
C. B. C. ...5,800
Yesterday's Wife

Man Who Won, The

...Dustin

...

.

as
in

gonian, which continues

With the stoicism somewhat akin to
that displayed by the ancient cigar store
Indian, Keaton walks, crawls, and runs
through hundreds of feet of riotous
film fun in this picture, and keeps the
audience in an uproar.

The
and
(N.

story

is

thrills,"

replete with "laughs
says the Newark

Ledger, and the Star:

J.)

Springs with agility from side splitting
exposition of life as it was in the cave

man era to the brilliant reign of Rome.
From Rome he carries us forward to
our own age, where he enjoys himself
in a keen satire of the modern world,
of
the
never losing sight, however,
humorous, the pathetic, the uproarious
touches with which modern life is filled.

The play is a "slapstick comedy," and it is "doubtful" whether
or not it could have been "put
over" for sbc reels had it not been
for the "constant alteration" of
the periodic scenes in action, we
learn from the Newark (N. J.)
News, yet
It

and

holds the interest of the audience,
provides an hour of amusement.

Marked by many laughable gags and

de-

such as the nondescript quartet of
four-legged beasts, and the flivver which
falls to pieces, it is good entertainment.
vices,

.

credited. Fox
credited. F. B. O.
Sedgwick .... Universal
.

Not

,

screen comedies," but he never
provided one with more "delightful originality" than "Three Ages,"
according to the Portland Ore-

Giblyn Vitagraph

Farnum ..Not

Harry Carey
Hoot Gibson
Out of Luck
Purple Highway, he .... Kennedy-Blue
Logan-Flynn
Saloray Jane

Miracle Baby, The

n
CHAPLIN may
^ HARLIE
have provided some "funnier

.

.

.

,

Hardly a Dissenting Voice on
New Keaton Farce

.

.

Shock, The
Shootin' for Love
Skid Proof
Stormy Seas
Trilby

.

.5,000
.6,000
.5,000
Special Cast
Home .
.5,000
Fleming
.6,000
D. Dalton
.
Anita Stewart
Hopper
.6,000
Gold-Cos.
Special Cast .... Finis Fox
.Asso. Exhib 6,000
.5,000
Wm. Desmond . O. Appel
Universal
Special Cast
W. Beaudine .First Nat'l .6,275
Harry Morey
.Hodkinson .4,932
Hartford
Special Cast
Universal
.5,000
Dillon
Lon Chaney .... Hillyer
Universal
.8,758
Hoot Gibson ... Sedgwick
Universal
.5,160
Charles Jones
6,000
S. Dunlap
,Fox
McGowan-Holmes McGowan
Asso. Exhib. 5,000
.7,302
Special Cast
Young
.First Nat'l
.4,888
H. Rawlinson .... Laemmle
. Universal
i hos."

Rapids
Self

Director

Tourneur
Borzage
J. Storm
Val Paul

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Big settings," a good supporting cast, and Buster's "own serimake it a six-reel
ousness"
"scream," avers the Newark Eagle,
which continues

.

.

.

SEPTEMBER
Feature
Distributor Length
Star
Director
Age of Desire
Select Cast
Frank BorzageFirst Nat'l ..5,174
Barefoot Boy
.5,800
All Star
Kirkland
.C. B. C.
Blinky
.6,000
Hoot Gibson .... Not credited Universal
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson .. S. Wood ..
Paramount .5,960
Bright Lights of Br'dway. All Star
.6,765
Campbell .. Principal
6,814
Broadway Gold
E. Hammerstein
Dillon
.... .Iruart
8,000
Call of the Wild, The.. Buck
Fred Jackson Pathe
Chapter in Her Life, A .AH Star
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6,330
Cheat, The
.7,413
Negri-Holt
Fitzraaurice ..Paramount
Clean Up, The
.5,000
H. Rawlinson
Universal
Parke
Covered Wagon, The
Special Cast
Paramount 10,000
Jas. Cruze
Daytime Wives
.6,051
Derelys Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O.
Enemies of Women
10,501
L. Barrymore .... Crosland ....Goldwyn
Eternal Three, The
.6,845
Special Cast
M. Neilan ...joldwyn
.

.

,

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Roman sets are particularly impressive.
The stone age doesn't call for
much else than rocks for the background.
As for the fun, it is incessant.

The

picture

possesses

the

ele-

ments of "farce and action" which
helped to make Keaton popular,
we are told by the Indianapolis
News, which goes on to say

Much money has been spent to
the scenes beautiful and inspiring.

make
The

producers have spent time and energy,
besides being liberal financially to make
the photoplay worth while, and they have
succeeded.

Buster

is

"immensely

funny"

says the Indianapolis Star in this
in
reincarnation,
comedy
for

.

.

opinion of the New York
Herald, yet it is able to "stand
up and hold its own." It possesses
a "sound, coherent and thoroughly
thrilling story," and in this respect
has a "marked advantage" over
most of its spectacular competithe

Universal ...7,785
Sanf'd S. R. 5,000

Pollard

Feature
Star
Brass Bottle
Special Cast
Children of Dust
Special Cast
Children of Jazz
Special Cast
Desert Driven
Harry Carey
Flying Dutchman
Special Cast
Forbidden Range
Neal Hart
Gentlemen O'Leisure ....Jack Holt

The

Doug MacLean ..Not

Goldwyn

10,000
6,000
Mae Murray
7,000
R. Z. Leonard .Metro
Going Up
Ingraham ....Asso. Exhib. 6.053
Hope Hampton .. Beaumont ...Warners ....7,500
Gold Diggers, The
Gold Madness
Guy B. Post
Principal ...6,000
Thornby
Green Goddess, The .... Special Cast
Sidney Olcott. Goldwyn ....9,100
WiUiam Farnum .Not credited. Fox
Gun Fighter, The
5,000
Haldane of the Sec. Serv.Houdini
Houdini
F. B. O. ...5,000
Chas. Jones
Not credited Fox
Hell's Hole
5,000
Special Cast
Her Reputation
First Nat'l
.6,566
J. Wray
Chaney
Hunchback of Notre DameLon
W. Worsley Universal
12,000
Gray-Naldi-Nagle. Allan Dwan ..Paramount .5,503
Lawful Larceny
Exiles,

"Not nearly so pretentious"
some of its rival costume plays

.

.

Special Cast
P. Morrison

.

We

.

.

.

The author has been

ble fellows." In conclusion

'Great' Say All Critics

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

The
French Doll, The
Fair Cheat,

credited.

.

King

All Star

F. B. O.

..

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

which
He has a lot of trouble with a voluminous toga, deftly manicures the nails of
a ferocious lion, and wins a race in a
dog-driven chariot by dangling a cat in
front of the hounds' noses.

An "ordinary romance" replete
with "funny situations," is the
opinion of the Pittsburgh Press,
while the Sun calls the humor
"droll," and believes it "assured
of success."
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Go Round' Wins

'Merry

By Atmosphere

Feature

Universal Special Gets Plenty
of Press Applause

\ LL

motion picture promises are
"not lived up to," we are told

by the Birmingham News, but the
"Merry-Go-Round" is so "wonderful" as to compensate for the
shortcoming of the others. They
describe

Tom Mix
.

Potash-Perbnutter
Puritan Passions

One

of the most compelling dramas
reach the screen, in many years. An
epic of this period when all the world
changing.
And it is an epic that
is
clutches the heart strings.

Romance

"sweet

and

bitter

sweet" is the keynote, in the opinion of the Los Angeles Examiner.
Whereas the Indianapolis News
agrees by calling it "romance with
a heart throb," which is never
tiresome.
Walter D. Hickman,
critic for the Indianapolis Times,
says it is "not the story" which
will command two hours of your
attention, but it is the "gorgeous

.

.

The following
what

an abstract of
reviewer says in con-

this

clusion

is

a photoplay rich in backand continental atmosphere.
production standpoint it is one
of the wonders of the day.
It opens
up a new world for most of us and
from a scenic standpoint is a mountain

From

is

a

a

of

picture.

Eichberg

.

and although there are a

number
ing

of

elaborate

sets,

old

and a backgroypd of surg-

figures,

lost,"

and

tary

spirit"

is

the

story

is

"never

"enhanced by the miliwhich dominates it,

while

lavishness.

some

has

"artificialities

of
plot," we read in the Cincinnati
Star,^ as well as "palpable
crudities"
of
directions
and
"absurdities" in making Huber so
"unbelievably brutal."
Nevertheless:
It is an absorbing story of
Vienna
life in which the whirlgig
of time, like
_

Bad Man, The
Big Dan
Cameo Kirby
Dancer of the

Nile,

Day

The

.

Faith,

of

Does

.

.

.

.

.

.7,000
.8,000
.6,725
.7,000
.6,600
.6,841

Distributor Length
6,000
10,000
7,000

P. Earle.F.

7,000
6,000

B.

Goldwyn
Browning
Harry Garson Metro ....

Hope Hampton

.

Priscilla Dean
Drifting
Eagle's Feather, The ...Special Cast
Special Cast
Eternal Struggle, The
John Gilbert
'Exiles. The
Special Cast .
^oolish Parents
Special Cast
Governor's Lady, The

.Charles

7,000
7,000

Horan Fox

BrowningUniversal .. 7,000
7,000
Edw. Sloman .Metro
1,000
Reg. Barker Metro
....
.Fox
Mortimer
.E.
.6,000
..Frank Crane Asso. Ex.
.Harry Millard Fox
5,000
Fox
Dustin Famum .Campbell
Grail, The
6,000
..Harold Shaw Metro
Special Cast
"^e'd to Answer
9,000
Goldwyn
.Emmett
Cast
Flynn
Special^
In the Palace of King
F. B. O. .. 6,000
T...R"uth Stonehouse.FanpeU
Lights Out
5,000
'Warner
...Not
Credited
Sunset
....
B.
'one Fighter, The
J.
' ntiCT Live the King ...Jackie Coogan
.'ichertizenger
Metro
6,295
'Wm De MilleParamount
All Star
Marriage Maker
First Nat'l .5,000
Eddie Kline
Meanest Man in World .Special Cast
Geo. Marshall. Universal .. 5,000
Jack Hoxie
Men in the Raw
Hillyer
Mile a Minute Romeo
6,000
Special Cast
.. Van Dyke ...Asso. Ex.
Miracle Makers
7,000
Fox
No Mother to Guide Her Genevieve Tobin Horan
Special Cast .. ..David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,000
Pioneer Trails
.7,000
.First
Nat'l
Donald
Crist
Special
Cast
Poniola
6,000
Albert Austin Selznick
Prince of a King. A ....Dinky
Wm. Baudine. Warner's
Printer's Devil. The ....Wesley Barry
8,000
Puritan Passion
Special Cist ....Frank Tuttle Hodkinson
Ramblin' Kid. The
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgewick. Universal .. 6,000
Ruggles of Red Gap ...All Star
.7.590
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount
Shattered Faith
Snecial Cast ....J. J. Ormont Independent 6,000
Six-Fifty, The
Welsh-Adoree
Universal
5,000
Nat Ross
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
G. V. Baker. Goldwyn .. 7,000
.

..Tod
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

:

Vienna, the great pre-war
the dark dismal ones which

of

days and
carne with peace.

The

lovers are Agnes
a little girl who is one of the
slaves
Df the Prater, Vienna's Coney
Island, and
of Count Franz.
The later naturally is
quite unattainable for a peasant girl
at
least.
Mary Philbin, prophesied as one
of the biggest feminine possibilities
of
the film future is the girl.

"Dramatic in the extreme," and
fascinating
screen
entertainment
that will "thrill from beginning to
end," believes the Cincinnati Tribune. While of the leading woman
the_ Cincinnati
Star says Miss
Philbin brings to it a "fresh, sweet
personality," and in her portrayal
"girlish

winsomeness" and

"genuine refinement."

screen version of "Zaea"
THE
"has been well done," we learn

from the St. Louis Times. Yet
are
situations
"genuinely
tense
lacking," according to the Newark
(N. J.) Eagle, because:
The element of suspense is not presThe story is absurdly simple. It
But the
can scarcely be called a plot.
There
narrative is scrupulously clean.
is no suggestion
of illicit relations.

ent.

That other reviewers

also find

it

an unusually "clean" picture is evidenced by the Pittsburgh Press,
which says
The original Zaza was regarded as
Miss
more or less a wicked woman.
Swanson portrays the role rather as a
gamin giving the part a Kiki touch. It
is a splendid picture and surpasses anything Miss Swanson has hitherto done
on the screen.
It is a role especially
suited to her style of acting.

While not
with

entirely disagreeing
opinion, the Baltimore
speaks of Miss Swanson as

this

News
A kisser

from Kisserville, a hugger
Huggerville, and a pepper from
PepperviUe.
In other words she is all
there and therabouts.
Two lovely eyes
has she and she knows how to use them.
Two soft lips has she, and she knows
how to use them. Two pretty arms are
hers, and she knows how to use them.
She can hug with them and she can fight
with them. How that girl can scrap.
from

.

.

The

Steadfast Heart,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Sheridan Hall Goldwyn
Cast
..Edmund Cobb ....Rich. Hatton .Arrow

...Special

7,000
5,000
Grasse First Nat'l .. 7,000
J. De
.Tames Flood -Fox
5,000
Way of the TransgressorSpecial Cast
Wm. J. Crasp .Independent 5,000
What Love Will Do ...Kenneth McDonaldNot Credited .Sunset
5,000
Wild Party, The
Gladys Walton
Her. Blashe
Universal
5.000
Woman Proof
Thcs. Meighan ..A. Green ...Paramount .7.687
Zaza
Gloria Swanson ..Allan Dwan .Paramount
.7,076

Sting of the Scorpion

..

Thundergate
Special Cast
Times Have Changed ...William Russell

.

.

.

.

,

.

NOVEMBER
Feature

Distributor Length
~ ~
"
T. W. Home .F.
B. O.
.6,000
Crooked Alley
Robert Hill
Universal
5,000
Dangerous Maid, The
C. Talmadge
V. Heerman .First Nat'l
Flaming Waters
.'6,666
Eddie Hearn
Not credited. F. B. O.
Flaming Youth
Colleen Moore ...Jack Dillon
First Nat'l
His Children's Children .AU Star
Sam Wood ..Paramount
8,338
Hospitality
Buster Keaton ...Jack Blystone Metro ...
5,000
Human Mill. The
Special Cast
Alan Holubar Metro
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
M. Pourmeur. First Nat'l

Director

Star

Own Horn

.Lewis-Perdue
Special Cast

.

.

.

.

Kentucky Days
Dustin Farnum ..David Solmon Fox
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast
W. Bennett ..Vitagraph ...6,000
Light That Failed
All Star
Melford
Paramount ..7,013
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies ..Sidney Scott .Goldwyn
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast ....Not credited. .Metro
Mavtime
Special Cast
Gasnier
Preferred
Million to Burn. A ...Herbert RawlinsonWilliam Parke Universal
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast
S. ElacktonVitagraph
J.
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Reg. Barker Metro

5,000
..7,000

..

Special Cast .... Mar. Neilan
Goldwyn
Jack Livingston
H. G. Moody Independent 5,000
Special Cast
Granville
Hodkinson ..6,000
Viola Dana
Not credited Metro
6,000
Shirley Mason ...Oscar Atsel
Fox
Pola Negri
Brenon
Paramount ..8,434
.Paarmount ..5,652
D. Fairbanks, Jn.Henaberv
Giblyn Vitagraph ..6,000
.All Star Cast ...Chas.
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Harry Garson Universal .. 7,000
Special Cast ....Fred Niblo ..Metro
Barrymore-Owen .E. H. Griffith Goldwyn ...8,500
Special Cast
John M. Stahl First Nat'l
.

.

South Sea Love
Social

Unseeing Kves
Wanters, The

.

Feature

Y

.

.

.

Midnight Alarm

Man

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Second Youth

The Near Lady

pladys Walton

R. Hughes
A. Parker ..

Star
Star

.

..

Herb. Blache

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

AU
AU

Reno

.

.

.

and Nine

Pioneer Trails

Pure Grit
Quincy Adams Sawyer
Red Warning
Rendezvous

Herb. Rawlinson .Robt. F. Hill Uni v.
.Vitagraph
Special Cast ....W. Bennett
Special Cast .... David Smith .Vitagraph
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph
.Goldwyn
AU Star
3eastrom
Special Cast .... David Smith Vitagraph
Vitagraph
Special Cast ....David Smith
Roy Stewart
Nat Ross .. Universal
.AU Star
Badger .... .Metro
Universal
Bradley
Jack Hoxie
Goldwfyn
AU Star
M. Neilan
.

loyal Lives

the

.7,631
.

.

Girl

Man From Brodneys
Man Next Door
Masters of Men
Name

Distributor Length

Director

Star

Blance Sweet ...Tom H. Ince First Nat.
Baby Peggy ....King Baggot. Univ
.First Nat.
B. LaMarr
Fitzmaurice

Christie

Ftemal City
His Mystery

t>Iinety

.

DECEMBER

Darling of N.

the opinion of the CinTribune, which continues

cinnati

For the glorious Gloria broke all
precedents established by Duse, Leslie
Carter and Farrar.
But why not? Let
us have variety in women and song.
It is really a very "satisfactory
picture," in the opinion of the

Philadelphia

and one in
comedy"

Record,

which "tragedy and

light

follow so swiftly on each other
Swanson is given
that
Gloria
"multiplied opportunities" to display'

dramatic
virtuosity.
concludes the

her

"Without
Record

doubt,"

Those who

like

picture

their

drama

sweetened with sentiment and some heart
combined with splendid phothrobs
tography and interiors and exteriors
pleasant to. see will enjoy the film.
to the direction, in the

Francisco Bulletin,

we

San

read:

It is an AUan Dwan product, well jiiwith
edited and staged,
rected. well
great elaborateness in interior decoraGloria was never
tions and costumery.
seen in a more fitting role, and her acting is by far the best she has ever given
to the screen.

.

_
Anna

.

.

Dawn
Thy Name Is Woman.

Thundering

Swanson must go a great

is

.

.

The Leavenworth Case

Gloria
deal,

As

.

Scars of Hate
Shifting Sands

If there is any credit due "brutal
originality" and "insouicant refusal
follow
precedent,"
then to
to

.

.

Code. The
Spanish Dancer
Stephen Steps Out

a love story which is "sweet and
human," we learn from the Los
Angeles Times, which continues

Pep Puts Over Her
Paramount

Latest

;

.

"It makes no difference"
how
big the cast, nor how thrilling
the
spectacle scenes, the pictures
tells

reflects

.

Hodkinson
.Goldwyn

.

Wm.

Special Cast
Snecial Cast

Pay?

It

.

.

Cast

TheSpecial

Desire

Rendezvous. The

tells

.

.

..

Director

Star

merry-go-round brings high and
low together.
A romance containing
an appeal that is intensely gripping.

the

It

.

Harlan C. Moore Tom Sorman Preferred
...Norma Talraadge .Frank Lloyd First Nat'l
Edm. Carew First Nat'l
Holbrook Blinn
Wra. WellmanFox
Charles Jones
John Gilbert
Jack Ford ..Fox

Showers
Ashes of Vengeance

Blow Your

The production is sufficiently colored
with the pomp and ceremony of the
Austrian court, to make it beautiful
the central characters are never crowdl
ed from their places for the sake of
It

.

.Preferred
.First Nat'l

.

characters
are
"living,
breathing persons," we learn from
the Indianapolis News.
The "intensely human interest" is ever

castles

Vitagraph

.Fox

OCTOBER
April

Gloria's

.

.

.

.

.

The

present,

.

.

.

.

.

:

Here
grounds

.

.6,000

.

.

.

David Smith

.

and marvelous manner" in which
Rupert Julian has directed it.

.

.

.

.8,000
.6,295
deMille .Paramount
Universal .10,000
R. Julian

Wm.

York-ClifTord-Glass Gasnier
Badger
Bernard-Carr
Glenn Hunter .... Tuttle
Special Cast
C. Badger

Feature
to

Not credited. Fox
Beaumont .. Warner's

.

Red Lights

Most Believe
Length

Distributor

Director

Blue-Vidor
Ayres-Holt
Philbin-Kerry
...Special Cast
Lee Parry
.

as

it

(Continued)

Star

Lone Star Ranger
Main Street
Marriage -Maker, The
Merry Go Round
The Midnight Alarm
Monna Vanna
Mothers-In-Law

Swanson's Best

'Zaza,'

Current Productions

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Goldwyn
Goldwyn

.

.

.

Universal

.

.

.

.6,239
.7,929
.4,375
.6,000
.7,100
.7,000
.6,900
.7,100
.7.100
.6,900
.7,000
.4,571
.7,742
.4,795
.7,800
.6,600
.6.500
.4,812

In the role of a little
tuous Parisian hoyden,"
the stage served as the
stone" of artistic success
Leslie Carter, the star
liant," and scores and
triumph,"
Francisco

according
Call

and

"tempes-

which «n
"stepping
for Mrs.
is

"bril-

"absolute
to the San
Post, which

continues

The part calls for that brand of vivacious and high spirited acting with tlie
sustained emotionalism which the lissom
Gloria possesses to a marked degree, and
which Director Allan Dwan has apparently permitted her to give sway according to her own dictates and conceptions
of the character.

Except for a "sugar and water
ending," the San Francisco Journal finds it a "satisfactory pictiffe,"
and praises H. B. Warner.

.

.

December

Why

8,

:

To Poorer

Title?

a "perfectly
successful

good"

title

stage

play

changed to something
"which gives no idea" of what the
Night"
story of "Strangers of the
be

should

about puzzles the Indianapolis
News, although with this criticisin
their "quarrel with the producer"
ends, for as they say:
is

In every other particular the production has been handled exceptionaUy
The scenario is lucid and naturwell.
notwithstanding an awkward flashal

back of the dream aboard ship, and
should
the photography is a feature that
not be overlooked.

COMING PRODUCTIONS

National Praise

UNIVERSAL

Fox Special Elected by Almost Unanimous Vote

Title
.

.

The Thrill Girl
The Riddle Rider

.

Duncan-Johnson <Nm. Duncan

.

.

.

.

.

Brown

Star
Star

All
All

.

.

Producer

Director

Star

The Fast Express
The Signal Tower
The Turmoil
Love Insurance
Courting Calamity

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Pirates and Plunder

.

H. Henley ..
Reg. Denny ...Eddie Cline
Hoot Gibson
Sedgwick
Laura LaPlante Robt. Hill

Wm. Desmond .Wm.

Craft

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

W. Ruggles

Dean

Priscilla

.

.

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Laurel

Progress
9th wk.
6th wk.
14th wk.

host of readers who found
THE
delight
the book "If Winter

1st wk.
5th wk.
1st wk.
3rd wk.
1st wk.

mensely interesting," we are told
by the Kansas City Star, which
goes on to say

METRO

_

Star
Director
Viola Dana ...Geo. Baker
L. Taylor
King Vidor
The Human Mill ...All Star
Holubar
Thy Name Is WomanAU Star
Fred Niblo
Cape Cod Folks
All Star
Reg. Barker
Why Men L've HomeAU Star
John Stahl
A Boy of Flanders ..Jackie Coogan Schertzinger

Happiness

Progress

Producer

Title

Revelations

.

are told by
the same paper, has been achieved
without a "lavish" expenditure of

All this "result,"

Metro .... 3rd wk.
Metro .... 3rd wk.
.Holubar .. 10th wk.
Fred Niblo 9th wk.

.

.

tions," since:

_

.

.

.Louis Mayer 14th wk.
.Louis Mayer Editing
Preparing
Metro

.

.

.

,

.

.

FIRST NATIONAL

Progress
Star
Director
Producer
3rd wk.
Norma TalmadgeF. Borzage .Joe Schenck
The Swamp Angel ...Colleen Moore..?. Badger ....First National 7th wk.
Torment
All Star
Tourneur
.Pourneur .... 4th wk.
Flowing Gold
All Star
R. W. Tully 1st wk.
J. De Grasse
Galloping Fish
All Star
Del. Andews .Tom Ince .. 6th wk.
Title

Secrets

.

.

.

.

.

entertainment is found in
More
this unassuming film than many of the
big productions announced through the
press agent's blaring pages of adjectives
heralding the million dollar successes.
real

"mystery romance" of adven-

and

drama,"

swept

into

says

the

laughter,"

of

Standard
Y.)
(N.
Brooklyn
Union as Matt Moore in the role
"Captain Applejack" fought
of
through the "mystery of the treashidden

ure"

and

castle,

in

Lovers Lane

his pirate yacht.

the brilliant story of the
timid Britisher, who become a pirate
and roamed the Spanish Main, the picture has been embellished by beauti-

Of the feminine
adds the praise:

stars, this

Shadow

Producer

Director

Star

Progress

Archinbaud

..Fox
Buckingham ..Fox
.Wellman
Fox
Ladies to Board ....Tom Mix
..Fox
J. Blystone
The Morocco Box ., .Shirley Mason .D .Solomon ..Fox
East .^11 Star
Arizona Express ....All Star
Not a Drum Heard .Chas Jones
of the

ModelAU

.

.

7th wk.
1st
1st
1st
1st

.

wk.
wk.
wk.
wk.

which

film is the
exhibited,"

the
distinguishes
sense of honor
the opinion of the

"fine
is

Los Angeles Express. It is a relief from the "mushy, unhealthy,
erring-husband, vampire" affairs.
Some may find Mark's sacrifice
for Effie and her baby a little

Producer

Director
E. Flynn

Star
Star

Review.
drama,"

It

"mellowest melo-

is

and

the
film
version
doubles the force of each "cheap
element." The critic continues
:

.

.

Progress
9th wk.

Goldwyn

Tnd too frequent spill
out such soothing reflections as: Conven-

—

tions are all right
it is the cruelty
their ap(plication that is wrong.

As to the
we read

Bagdad

Producer

Director

Star

Title

Thief of

Progress
23rd wk.

Doug. FairbanksRaoul Walsh. .Fairbanks

of

Mary

Haddon Hall

Pickford .Mar. Neilan

.

.

.

.

Pickford

.

.

.

6th wk.

PATHE
The Girl Expert

.

.Harold

Producer
Lloyd

Director
.Taylor

Star

Title

Lloyd

One Ghostly Night

.All Star

Del Lord

Trifiin;;

.AH Star

Erie Kenton

.

.

Sennett
Sennett

Progress
15th wk,
5th wk.
3rd wk.

...
...

PREFERRED
Star

Title

Poisoned Paradise

Director
Gasnier ....

..AH Star

,

Producer
Schulberg

.

.

Progress
Preparing

of

Work

has been started on the
National Theatre, Winnipeg, Man-

H. Trillimprovements

lessee,

Star
Director
Producer
Progress
Title
David Smith. David Smith 5th wk.
Tale of Red Roses. All Star
FrederickLet Not Man Put
Tellegen
....Titling
Asunder
J. S. BlacktonVitagraph
The Love Bandit ..Doris Kenyon .Del HendersonC. E. Blaney Printing
David Smith. .Vitagraph ...Printing"
Man from Brodney's.All Star

A

INDEPENDENT

of $10,000.

Garrick Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, one of the new
medium-sized houses of the Manitoba Capital, is now under the
management of D. E. Fisher, one
of the largest stockholders of the

Garrick company.
theatre

has been started in the St. Vital
section of Winnipeg, Manitoba.

—

Percy Marmot though we see too
of him, and of many more
is an
effective Mark Sabre.
Ann Forrest is a
lively though not bewitching Lady Tybar.
Sidney Herbert makes a shrewd
hypocrite.
Leslie King in a smsdier
part leers vindictively.

—

much

The climax
ing

to

the

of the story accord-

New York

Evening

the court room scene.
It tightens the heart, and appeals
This pafer
to the imagination.
says in part

Telegram

is

is sustained at high tension
finds Effie's note and learns
the father of her child, when
he goes to the treacherous Twyning,
when he faints in his office, and recovers in the hospital and finds Nona
So successful was Millby his bed.
arde in capturing the spirit of the origthat
inal
story
the
expression
was
"mightier than the book."
coined

Interest

expenditure

The

same paper

cast in this

when he
who was

VITAGRAPH

picture

is

it

Titles too long

UNITED ARTISTS

INewsettes

new moving

is better than tlie
which is high praise. To
miss
one
of the best picto
tures the screen has given us this year.

miss

The "tawdry sentimentalism" of
the book shows forth as "maudlin
righteousness" in the picture version, according to the New York

D. Vernon

masterful manner in which every
part of the work is done."
Comedy, melodrama and adventure "are
so nicely blended" that the whole
is "unusually satisfactory."

A

The screen version

original story,

FOX

Title
Nellie the Cloak

an

in England in the
scenes pictured by the author, the photoplay is a "fine, auwhich has
thentic achievement"
commanded the profuse commendation of Mr. Hutchinson himself,
says the Detroit Times. To wtiich
the Free Press adds

Photographed

con-

the making of the picture deserves credit for the modest and

entail

"im-

"taxing," but
Producer

Director

.

though "everyone connected with

which will

film

In all there is fine mimetic work, and
something to think abjut sanely. These
who cry for better pictures have a
chance now to show whether they mean
what they have been shouting.

Niblo, the director, a
great deal of "credit is due," believes the Indianapolis News, al-

general

Star

the

Progress
Shadows
Negri ....Herb Brenon.Lasky
Editing
All Star
The Next Corner
Sam Wood ...Sam Wood .. 6th wk.
The Stranger
All Star
Henabery ....Henabery ... 5th wk.
Heritage of Desert ..'^11 Star
Irvin Willat .Irvin Willat
Editing

To Fred

by the new

..

paper

the beautiful Russian spy.

for

..

..

GOLDWYN

Enid Bennett's blond
trasted with Barbara La Marr's dark seductiveness as these two actresses portrayed the intrigue and romantic adventure of the demure English miss and

er,

wk

1st

settings,

loveliness

itoba,

W. Beaudine .Warner

7<-h

wk.
Preparing
Preparing
Preparing

....

PARAMOUNT
Title
of Paris ....Pola

Title
:

Working on

photography, magnificent
and a superb cast.

Bros.

aboard

They continue

ful

.

All Star

ancestral

his

"swaggered"

.

.

Spectators were "thrilled by the
intense
"gales

Progress
Seiter ..Warner Bros. 8th wk.

Mae Marsh
.Wm.
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore H. Beaumont .Warner
Welcome Stranger ...A11 Star
Jas. Young ..P^'asco
How to Educate WifeAU Star
Wm. Seiter .Warner
All Star
Babbitt
H. Beaumont .Warner
Daddies

find

actual

That

Producer

Director

Star

will

The story is simply, sincerely presented.
It is packed full of homely, every-day incidents.
There is a beautiful
spectacular element, which, however, is
subordinate to the drama of the story,
as it should be.

WARNER BROTHERS
Title

ture and love told "graphically"
against a background of "rare
beauty," is the verdict of the
Philadelphia Public Ledger.

in

Comes"

.

,

we

money, which is another argument
against the "million dollar produc-

A

:

Tf Winter Comes' Wins

'Strangers of Night'
a

:

Page 43

Asks Paper Reviewing Metro's

of

:

1923

Change Real Name

WHY

:

Progress
Director
Producer
The Deer Slayer ....Murphy Miller.. Geo. Seitz .. C. W. Patton 7th wk.
Sheriff of Tombstone Fred Thomson.. Al. Rogell .. H. J. Brown, 3rd wk.
Discontented Husb'dsjas. Kirkwood Ed. Le Saint Waldorf .... Editing
Henderson .. Ben Wilson 3rd wk.
Gambling Wives ...All Star
Francis Ford Dearhclt
Editing
Ed. Cobb
Rodeo Mixup
Sage Brush Religion. Hatton-Gerber .Dick Hatton Neva Gerber 4th wk.
Bertram
.Art
All
Star
Howard
3rd
wk.
Man
Some
Geo. Chesebro. .Chesebro .... .Ryan Bros. ..4th wk.
The Wolf Man
Halperin
....
All
Star
Halperin
Souvenir
6th wk.
Star

Title

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm

.

.

.

.

1st wk.
The Ragged Robin ..Madison-Rich ..Madison .... Sanford
Leavans Hale .Roy Hughes Hughes
Locatirn
Ashes of Waste
Stromberg ... Stromberg ....Titling
All Star
The Fire Patrol
.

.

.

—

Other expressions of opinion
concerning the cast are that Percy
Marmont in his interpretation of
the role of Mark Sabre does one
of

the

"most finished and effec-

of acting the screen
has ever revealed, according to the
Detroit Free Press. While the
Kansas City Sun says
"Perhaps
the fact that he is an Engli--!'"ian
accounts for his ability to im:':-^ the
tive"

bits

:

role so vital."
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THE MODERN THEATRE

SHOWING HOW THE PROJECTED FRAME LENDS DEPTH TO THIS SCENE

IN "ROSITA."

Science Produces Unique Projection Effect
Biocular Innovation Throws Artistic Colorful

Frame Around Picture and

Achieves Exceptional Illusion of Third Dimension
painting, sculpture, lightMUSIC,
ing, color — every known artistic

and

employed
minds of audiences,

scientific device is

create in the

to

impressions that will tend to make the
actual picture more pleasing, realistic

and permanent.
Nothing is spared to enhance effects.
Now comes to the motion picture a new
feature

— destined

to

reveal

a

new

prophet in filmdoni's Hall of Fame. He
is Thomas H. Marten, a Canadian inventor, whose new method of projection makes possible ef¥ects hitherto unknown in surrounding any picture with

appropriate atmosphere.
Marten's projection innovation is to
the motion picture what stage settings,
costumes and lighting are to the legiti-

mate drama.

It

weaves

story of the picttn^e a
or and design which
be fully appreciated.
effective

means

it

around

the

harmony of colmust be seen to

By

simple yet

transforms the

flat,

black and white picture into a thing of
beautv, glowing with reflected color
that fairly lives before the eyes.
It
calls fnt- no stage or scenic properties.
It i"; m-^rated as the film is ooerated
a"
s capable of various changes.
'

By MICHAEL

glOCULAR

L.

SIMMONS

more
projection

the technical name of this
new invention.
Shorn of its technical language the explanation of its working process is
simple.
is

In ordinary projection the opaque
shutter which revolves in the path of
the projected beam intercepts half the
light, which is not used, or in other

words,

wasted.

is

tion this

unused

In Martin Projec-

light is picked up, led

through another projecting apparatus,
and used to throw on the screen. This
supplemented
projection
describes
around the picture a setting in colors,
which is always visible.

The effect of this frame of color
and unique design around the picture
has been compared by one artistic observer to the placing around some rich
old masterpieces of painting, a setting
sufficientlv

to

enhance

A

harmonious and magnificent
its

appeal.

peculiar thing about this setting is
it does not rivet attention on the
frame, but on the picture itself.
The
spectator is conscious of a more softly

that

diffused light over the screen through
the picture, and yet the picture looks
decisively etched.

It is just this

ehminates almost wholly
whatever defect motion photography
may have in regard to eye fatigue.
This article does not infer that any
such great defect exists. Nor does it
take sides in the controversy on the
that

effect

•

subject

among motion picture men
much of which has come

America,
the

attention

What
that
ist,

to

movie-going laymen.
does emphasize is that

of

this article

facts should be

of

met

full

in

the

face,

any such lay notion does exact on every constructive oppor-

if

to

tunity to eradicate
ing ostrich.

it,

instead of play-

^CCORDING

eminent oculists,
to
one of the most constructive features concerning this projection is that
it
reduces whatever eye-strain there
may be in watching motion pictures to
a
is

minimum.

The

technical explanation

this

The elements of ordinary projection
conductive to eve fatigue are, the flat
.inpearance of the screen, the contrast
of the screen and its surroundings, the

—
December

8,
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TF

the

desired,

frame
projected
remains even when
the picture is over.
This suggests the
possibility for having a permanent,

decorative proscenium and stage settings,

where

no

such

actual

struc-

ture

exists.

The

effect will of course
be merely illusive,
but none the less

distinctive

on that

account.

ing the crouching figures of animals
can be used. Again, to return to "The
Green Goddess" as an exceptional fine
example, the squat figure of the goddess was used in the decorative scheme.
Green was chosen as the dominant color, and the subtlety and luxury of the
Orient was symbolized by the heavy

drapery.

Mr. Marten came naturally to a posiworking out his device from
both the artistic and mechanical angle,
since he is an artist and has had considerable experience in the engraving
field.
During the war he extended his
tion of

to the engineering field.
exceptional range of his versatility and the dogged persistence of his
genius were such as to render him eminently competent to carry out the long
and arduous years of experiment. It
activities

The

intermittent illumination of the screen
and the general dissimilarity to normal
Marten Projection, by enconditions.
larging the illumination area, and by
throwing a continuous flow of light,
and balancing the tones, gives a view
of the picture with more normal vision
and less dilation of the pupil of the
eye. Since medical men and health au-

have strongly commended it,
a realization of how these facts may be
exploited to the exhibitor's advantage

thorities

is

obvious.

T'HIS improvement

in motion picture
by no means in its experimental stage. It has been in use at the Capitol Theatre in New York for several
Several months ago Mr.
months.

art

is

S. L. Rothafel, of the Capitol, printed

announcements that the theatre's patrons would soon see an innovation introduced never duplicated before in the
theatre world. Accordingly, at the presentation of "The Green Goddess," he
used the new system with the assistance of Thomas H. Marten himself.
The effect, and the response of the delighted audience, marked an epoch in
its

photoplay Mary

In "Rosita," the
Pickford produced and starred in, BiFocal Projection not only again vindiits

distinctive

potentialities

for

adding beauty and illusion to the picture, but

showed

its

amazing

versatility

as well. In the prologue preceding the
picture, the projection was thrown in
frame of orange-gold
an alluring
filigree.
This realized a truly artistic
and picturesque setting, harmoniously
attuned to the tableau on the stage.

The nature of the machine makes it
possible to change colors or have any
combination of colors, or even to eliminate part of the
variety in design.
since

its

fii-st

frame, thus giving
Mr. Rothafel has,

showing

at the

Capitol,

played up as feature of his program the
fact that he uses Marten Projection
not forgetting to emphasize its authentic merits concerning the relief of eye
fatigue.

using color, music, lighting, etc., to
its audience a heightened efFor this reason the discovery
fect.
of Marten Projection is intensely valuHere is a definite means whereable.
by any quantity of atmosphere can be
colored setting which is
supplied.
visible while the picture is shown instead of fading into blackness, supplements the interest in the picture itself,
and leaves with the audience a greater
is

give to

A

sense of satisfaction.

It

makes

possi-

ble effects which would be difficult to
duplicate in any other way, even with
the aid of stupendous lighting and

scenic properties, and Ufts any picture
into the feature class.

true, trial and disappointment marked his progress before his plans materialized into the unique and practical
instrument he now owns. But it was
ever thus.
The years of trail blazing,

is

of
struggle
and toil, have finally
brought this inventive Canadian to the
promised land and there he is likely to
remain with the plaudits of the motion
picture world rendering a fitting tribute.

Without exception all the critics of
acknowledged that it gave
the picture an illusion of unusual depth.
As one aptly put it, "It makes the pic-

New York

ture look like stereoptican views."
Undoubtedly, this new era in the
artistic presentation of the photoplay
will soon be shown in many other theaThe Coltres throughout the country.
'

onial Theatre of

Richmond, Va.

;

The

Capitol of Reading, Pa. The Rialto of
Allentown, Pa. The Capitol of Passaic,
N. J- and many theatres in California
and elsewhere are preparing" to make
installations of Marten Projection at.-irl-i -i^ents
in the near future.
;

'THE

feature of the projected frame
carrying out the atmosphere of
a picture is the appropriate combinaIf
tion of designs that can be used.
it be a scenic picture of big game hunt-

m

T

N

;

;

1

this scene was taken, an exceptionally fine example of the efMartin decorative scheme is realized. The squat figure of the Goddess was used as a symGreen
was chosen as the dominating color, and the subtlety and
photoplay.
the
the theme of
luxury of the Orient was characterized by the heavy drapery.

"The Green Goddess," from which

feet of the

bol of

practical reality.

cated

Mention has already been made of
the growing tendency toward "Presentations" or the creating of suitable
atmosphere and surrounding the picPractically every theatre
ture with it.
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Ways

The Lobby

Is the

Shoiv

Manager
may seem

Up Lobby

of Dressing

Window
of the

Newman, General
Newman Manufacturing Company

attractive

in

the

"Nickeldrome"

better facilities at his
The reason for this

command.
is more or

less

Many owners and managers

obvious.

of the Theatre, Says S. J.

By

strange but the fact re-

IImains that most lobbies were more

days than they are now. The chap who
owned a theatre with a frontage of
about 50 feet made a bigger noise and
a better display than the average owner
makes in 1923 with much greater and

to Attract People

J.

S.

NEWMAN

ago, that the lobby is the "show-window" of any theatre.
And another
person has rightly said that the lobby is
the heart of a theatre. Too much stress
cannot be put upon the importance of
your front and your entrance as attraction and advertising points of vantage.
First impressions are formed right in
your lobby. If it be dull and lacking

cheap, homely, home-made frames.
In the final analysis frames are what
handsome
make or mar your lobby.
frame sets off even a poor photograph
to advantage, and surely enhances the
advertising value of a card or poster.
Therefore the first step in sprucing up
a lobby should be in the direction of
selecting the best frames obtainable.
There are three questions to ask
when investing in lobby
yourself

A

now spend huge sums on

frames

projection machines,
stage settings, organs and

with

otlier

This

—

inside
right

is

btlt

equipment.

2.

the outside of the
consideration.
a host of

That's

how

nickk

show

ET

proprietors

us assume that
your mind is wide
open and you are considering metal frames. Question I is easily answered,
as you can obtain brass
frames in a dozen beautiful finishes, such as statuary bronze, verde antique
and nickel-plate.
Brass
Question
2

cleaned up and retired. In
stiff
the very teeth of
competition, they dressed

up
ly

their lobbies to literalinside.

yank the crowds

nPHEY

were wise in the
amusement
of
and we can't
seekers,
deny that folks today are
the very same in their
tastes and likings as they
were twenty or thirty years ago.

they harmonize
lobby?
Will they need fre-

my

quent painting or polishing?
Are they positively
3.
weatherproof ?

and proper

house should receive the
greatest

Do

1.

ways

:

THE LOBBY
So

IS

THE SHOW WINDOW OF THE THEATRE

in "class"

folks

will

gather that your

why

shows are equally

fect that lacks the

be carelessly dressed they
will brand you
a slipshod showman,
sight unseen.

strive to reach a class rather than
the mass, or sacrifice attraction and
exploitation value for an artistic ef-

needed punch ?

words, why spend good
dead marble slabs for
cold,
on
money

In other

the walls of your lobby, and skimp on
photograph cabinets and card
the
frames that attract passersby?
Some wise person said, a long time

tone.

jgUT

If

dull

and inferior

in

it

the appointments are clean,
clever and classy your patronage
will be far better than that of the theatre

ble

if

where posters are plastered on marwalls and photographs tacked in

wooden
frame,
unlike
frames, never need to be
painted over and over again. The regulation polished brass finish must be
polished often, but finishes mentioned
above need little attention and no polishing.

Question 3 is the most important.
Brass frames are usually made with
glass fronts, compo-board backs and
reinforced corners that positively keep
out the moisture. And they simply
cannot rust, split, warp out of shape

.

December

8,

:
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CUKEENT FIRST RUN PROGRAMS
CHICAGO
VVeODLAWN— Overture, "Grand

Roosevelt— "Little Old New York" comfollowed by
its seventh week to be

pletes

Harold Lloyd

"Why Worry."

in

Feature, "The Gold

gers.

Walnut— Overture,

Pathe News.

mentioned)
(not
"If Winter Comes."

Feature,

Criterion

— Overture,

"Mignon."

Around

the Criterion cameraman.
Atmospheric Prelude, "The Bells of Notre
Dame." Feature, "The Hunchback of Notre

World with

Dame."
LoEW's State

—Overture,

Pictorial
"Let's Build."

cumstances."

Comedy,
Man."

"Pomp and

Cir-

Spat Family
Feature, "The Mail

News.

Grauman's Metropolitan

— Overture,

(not

mentioned). Last Minute News. Atmospheric
Prologue. Feature, "To the Ladies."
Grauman's Hollywood Overture, "Med-

—

Old Time Favorites." Feature, "The
Covered Wagon."
Grauman's Rialto Overture, (not mentioned).
Pathe Weekly.
Feature, Harold
Lloyd in "Why Worry."
Million Dollar Overture,
Grauman's
"Espana."
Pathe Weekly.
Novelty Reel.

ley of

—

—

Feature,

all

ST.

LOUIS

—

Missouri
Overture."
Sennett Comedy ReTenderfeet." Feature,

Missouri ^"Rienze
News and Magazine.

"Two Tough

vival.

"Stephen Steps Out."

PAUL

ST.

Capitol

—Overture,

"Panamericana."

Capnews

—

Overture, "The Mill on the
Pathe Color, "Odd Corners of the
World," Colored Cartoon, "Kidding Captain
Kidd," Topical Review, Feature, David Belasco's "Tiger Rose," starring Lenore Ulric.
69th Street Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday World Review, Topics of the Day,
A Bruce Wilderness Tale, "The Grey Rider,"
Feature, Buster Keaton in "The Three Ages."

Metropolitan

Clif¥,"

—

—

mentioned),
(not
Century Overture,
Topical Review and Magazine, Comedy, Clyde
Cook in "The Cyclist," Atmospheric Prologue,
Feature, "In the Palace of the King."
69th Street Thursday, Friday and Saturday World Review, Cartoon, "Felix the
Goat-Getter," Comedy, Charlie Murray in
"Wild and Wicked," Feature, "WomanProof."

—

—

BALTIMORE

New— Overture,

(not

mentioned),

Pathe

News, Comedy, "Go West," Feature, Marion
Davies, in "Little Old New York."
RivoLi Overture, "Stars and Stripes Forever," Rivoli News, Aesop Fable Cartoon,

—

"Happy Go

Luckies," Topics of the Day, Fea-

"Flaming Youth."

ture,

MEET THE ORIGINAL LONG
RUN EXHIBITOR!

—

(Continued from page

—

—

"The Day of Faith."

Rialto

—Overture,

"I

Pagliacci,"

Rialto

Magazine, Comedy, Harold Lloyd Revival,
"I Do," Feature, "The Light That Failed."
RivoLi Overture, "Faust," Rivoli Pictorial,
Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon, "Shadows," Fea-

—

ture,

"To the Ladies."

PITTSBURGH

— Blanche Sweet "In the Palace
of the King"
week.
Manor— Monday and Tuesday, Pola Negri
Liberty

in

all

"The Cheat." Wednesday and Thursday,
"Ponjola" starring Anna Q. Nilsson. Friday,
Gaston Glass in "Mothers-in-Law."
Saturday, Tom Mix in "Mile-a-Minute Romeo."
Strand Monday and Tuesday, "Ponjola."
Wednesday and Thursday, Barbara La Marr
in the "Eternal Struggle."
Friday, "Women
Men Marry" with an all-star cast. Saturday, "Mothers-in-Law."
Belmar Monday and Tuesday, "Thunder-

in

—

—

gate,"

starring

Owen Moore.

"Mothers-in-Law."

to

sell

film

to

exchanges at

a flat price, say 10 cents a foot, practically
regardless of the quality from the entertainment side of the subject. It may be interesting to note a comment made in 1910 by Mr.
Hodkinson when pleading for better pictures
"When this is done it will force exchanges
to place the true valuation on real feature
films and not regard each film as just a
'reel' as is done at present.
"The present system of distribution prevents either exchange or exhibitor from placing the true value on the unusually good
film, which must be discouraging to a manufacturer to see it handled in exactly the same
manner as really worthless matter."

MACGOWAN MARRIED

H.

The news leaked out in film circles during
the past week that Claude H. MacGowen,
the other half of the Ernest Shipman organization,

was married early

this

month.

Though one

of the executives in the motion picture business, Mr. MacGowan is a
veteran of the film industry.
Before he became associated with Mr.
Shipman, he was general manager for Universal.

3.)

Rates

—

RivoLi Overture, "The Cycle of Life."
Cartoons by Marcus.
"Sing Them Again"
series.
"Around the World in the Speejacks." Feature, "Stephen Steps Out."
Rialto Overture, "First Hungarian Rhapsody."
Rialto
Magazine. Comedy,
"The
Balloonatic."
Feature, "Wild Bill Hickok."
Capitol Overture, "Tannhauser," "Why
the Globe Trotter Trots," Capitol Magazine,
Feature,

In conversation the other day Mr. Hodkinson said that though being a student of
conditions he tries to see the picture as a
whole.
To him there is nothing theoretical
in the answer to the question the industry
"What are we going to do?"
is asking:
His answer is that there is only one thing
necessary, and that is producer and exhibitor
must mutually support each other in increasing the attendance at the box-office.
The distributor also is a firm believer in
the statement that you can't produce worthwhile pictures wholesale, especially if the
mind of the producer is distracted with problems of distribution.
It will be recalled that in the old days it

AD
c LASSIFIED
DEPARTMENT

star cast.

NEW YORK

dure.

was customary

PHILADELPHIA

"Rosita."
Overture, "The Firefly," Fea"The Unknown Purple," with an all-

California
ture,

—"The Cheat" starring Pola
Colonial — Lionel Barrymore in "Enemies
week.
of Women" —
Rowland

Negri.

—

LOS ANGELES

the

Fool."

Drivin'

Snickers, and Digest, from available
reels.
Feature. "Ashes of Vengeance."

CINCINNATI

News.

Cheat."

itol

Strand — Overture, (not mentioned). Pathe
News, Feature, "The Huntress."
Capitol— Overture, (not mentioned). InDig-

ternational

—Monday

"The
Tuesday,
and
Wednesday, "Fatal Millions," with
an all-star cast. Friday and Saturday, "The

Arcade

Fantasie
from Carmen," Pathe News. Topics of the
Day. Comedy, "Join the Circus." Feature,
"Woman Proof."
Chicago— Overture, "Thanksgivmg FanComedy, (not
Digest and Weekly.
tasy."
mentioned). Feature, "Pleasure Mad."
ITvoLi— Overture, "Thanksgiving Fantasa"
Digest and Weekly, Comedy, "Uncle Sam,"
Feature, "The Acquittal."
Notions.
"Musical
RiTiERA— Overture,
Comedy, (not menScenic and Weekly.
Feature, "The Acquittal."
tioned).

keen on the point that maintenance of a
proper balance between producer and exhibitor is not an ideal but a necessity without
which the industry cannot permanently en-

Wednesday,
Negri in "The

Pola
Cheat." On Thursday and Friday.
Plaz.a.— Monday and Tuesday, "The Cheat."
Wednesday, Wally Van in "The Drivin'
Fool."
Thursday and Friday, "Ponjola."

Mr. Hodkinson soon found he was dependent for pictures on interests in the east that
were not particularly in sympathy with what
He came to New York to
he was doing.

work out
his

plans

offices,

for

obtaining

product

which extended from Seattle

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE

for
to

Los Angeles.

As a result the Paramount Pictures Corporation was formed. This organization extended nationally what the Progressive had
been doing locally.
The problem of the Progressive and later
of Paramount was the construction of a type
of service which did not exist for a type
of house which did not exist, but there were
men on each side who were making strong eftoward improvement.
object was to merit support which
other producers and other exhibitors who
wanted to do worthier things might set up
between them a force unbiased enough, disinterested enough, powerful enough to co-op-

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera Ex727 Seventh Ave.,

change.

New York

City.

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by

'

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

forts

740 7lh

The

erate along fair lines.

Radio -vii? Mat

r

Mr. Hodkinson was president of Paramount for two years, throughout its development and establishment, when there were

many problems

to

Arc; New York

"1
60 BWIO-KATS

WHITE, tKEER or GBE£H*

be solved.

HOW

More Patrons Necessary

$1.50

Following his retirement from Paramount

Mr. Hodkinson formed

his present organizahas been built along lines its president deemed essential to the support of the
first theatre, he owned, a type of machinery
not controlled by the producer.
The head of the Hodkinson company is very

tion.

At your Sealer.

It

IS

THE Stationery OF THE Screen
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THEATRE NEWS
dedication of the new Shrine
THE
meant a stimulation of business

Mosque
to

of Kansas City, two Simplex
generator being installed.

Company
motor

the able management of A.
policy of this theatre.

at Springfield, Mo.,
Yale Theatre Supply-

the
projectors

and a G. E.

A new

house, to be known as the Dixie Theatre, is being built
Odessa, Mo., by T. G. Block and will be opened about the first
of the year, while H. W. Huston is erecting a new theatre at CoThe house, which will be ready about March, will
lumbus, Kans.
Mr. Huston also will continue to operate his other theatre
seat 350.

at

at

Liberty,

Mo.

S.

D.

Texas.

Kimball.

Pictures will be the

new

Mr. Davidson, manager of the Empress Theatre, Enid, Okla.,
planning on disposing of his theatre in this city at an early date.
The Empress was recently completely remodeled into a first class
motion picture theatre.
is

The Family theatre in Batavia, completely rebuilt, will open to
November 29, according to an announcement by Dipson

the public on

&

Osborn, owners of the house.

Quarter
Size
254 inch
2^ inch
3
inch

has purchased the new Gem theatre at Palestine,
George Melton has opened a new picture house at Edna,
W. F. Fox has leased the Temple theatre at Temple, Texas,

Ray

for a period of six months.

3%

The Trucco Theatre Supply, Enid, Oklahoma, is now located
This company reports that
in the new Masonic Temple Building.
business is very good.
They handle a complete line of theatre
supplies and machines.

Wesley Trout

E. Presley has purchased the

is

^^^y^^^^
^^^^1

inchM

to 6

f N^FC

$25

at

9 to 11 inches

NiSiESSJ'

$60

"Snaplite Jr.," For Portable Projection Machines.

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES

owner and manager.

Grand theatre

inches

5 to

$30

Will present pictures as the policy.

Messrs. Murphree and Walling of Bristow, Okla., have purchased
the Dixie and Rialto theatres at Gushing, Okla.

Half

Size

T. M. Harvey of El Paso, Texas, is reported as having sold his
Unique theatre at El Paso, Texas, to the Dent chain of theatres.

Texas.

J.

Send for Descriptive Booklet

DeQuine, Ark.

W.

O. Perkins will open his new Rex theatre at Holdenville, Okla.
The Crystal Theatre at Jennings, Okla, has recently re-opened under

Kollmorgen Optical Ck)rporation
31-43 Steuben Street

Brooklyn, N. Y., U.

S.

A.

SUN-LIGHT ARCS
^ AY what you will,
of

your

pictures

or

decorations

it's

—not

your

STUDIO

the quality

music

your

AND

—that

PROJECTION

your audiences come to enjoy.
There is a complete optical projection system which gives pictures
that touch of

LAMPS

HARMER,

clearness that helps

209

turn casuals into regular patrons.
It's

known

West

INC..

48th

St.

Bryant 6366

as the

BAUSCH & LOME
Cinephor Condenser System

^^We cannot recommend

Cinephor Projection Lens

Keystone too highly"

Cinephor Condenser

That's

the

report

from the Smith-

Theatre, Pittsburgh, after using

KEYSTONE BRAND FLOOR COVERING

BAUSCH & LOMB

for

OPTICAL COMPANY
635

St.

New York

Chicago

Washington

San Francisco
London

31 N. Second

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

A «rllsTirkt^
i

352 N. ASHLAND AVENUt
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

eight years

The RUSSELLOID Company

Paul Street,

Rochester, N. Y.

more than

'

St.

Harrisburg, Pa.

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR S'

"E

^ ROLL («c» rOLDED
\V
J
W IX ki ^
.^

I

best fOR-TWE^L|^T money

quickest delivery

coiiBtess guaranteed

~

r

Insist on prints on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—and

all

the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen

on the

screen.

This

means the kind of photographic reproduction that appeals to

your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N, Y.

'

Not a Sex Picture

Why

—

Elephants

Leave

Home

Two parts
For the

first

time the movie camera gets

the capture of wild elephants
Wild elephants
the

supervision

You

are caught only under

huge

beasts

decoyed into a huge corral. You see
them strive to break free. You see combats between the intelligent tame ele-

Government.
Visitors must get a pass and their presence is hedged around with restrictions.
of

see a large herd of

the

And

phants and the furious captives.

Never, until this time, has a picture
camera been present at this extraordinary event.

You'll agree that

it's

see the final triumph when the great
brutes are dragged away in chains by
their civilized brothers.

you

the greatest

animal picture ever made
The PsiiUvc
jnd are

Pafh^picture
TRADE

/

MARIC

R«w«nJ

Prir.

NEVER SOLD.

tor

mfor

_.

The

right ta

me

„,
dich prinu

c

EXHIBITORS
CTrade

REVI EW

%e Business Paper of the Motion %ture Industry
JgVERY
praised

human,

critic
it

!

/-\NE

It's

of

18

Paramount

interesting,

tures

sincere, clean, heart-

now

Big
Pic-

availabk.

by Joseph
Henabery.
Adapted
by Edfrid Bingham,
from Richard Harding Davis' famous
"The Grand Cross of
Directed

warming, appealing,
and the boy makes
good with a bang!
Folks like it! See
it
and you'll know
why.

the Crescent."

<X QammounlQicluFe

WILLIAM ELLIOTT
P R

E

6-

JESSE L.LASKY

SENT

Douglas fairbanksjr
"Stephen Steps Out"
THEODORE
I

SUPPORTED Bv

Pric e

20 cents

WITH

ROBERTS

NOAH BEERY/ HARRY MYERS^FRANK CURRIER

December

15,

1923

^/

HE

and composer

novelties,

Organ

that

"the

Unit

certainly

is

worthy of

repetition.

To

instill

These Nationally Famed
a

atmosphere, enhance the beauty and reveal the ded effect for tragedy or comedy, there is no finer accompanit than the Wurlitzer Unit Organ.
Make a bid for increased

istic

on:

^

of organ solo

Wurlitzer

the world's most wonderful accompaniment for highest class motion picis

/>, -^i

statement of Mr. Terry, noted

organist

s''

'iij^*><s

with Wurlitzer music.

Send for

Illustrated Catalogue

Stores In All Principal Cities

Organists Play the Wurlitzer
Charles

—Tivoli Theatre, Chicago
—
—
—
—
—
Strong—Lyric Theatre, Huntington, W. V
Klingman— De Luxe Theatre, Duluth
Martel — Lafayette Square Theatre, Bu
Baucon — Capitol Theatre, Cincinnati

Crawford Chicago Theatre, Chicago
Minor Circle Theatre, Indianapolis
Wallace Granada Theatre, San Francisco
Murtagh Million Dollar Theatre, Los Angel
Mallote Shea's Hippodrome, Buffalo

A7id Hundreds

Others

—

WOMAN of PARIS
A DRAMA

//

OF FATE

SdnaJ^urviance
and Directed by

CHARLES CHAPLIN
Phenomenal Business/*
San Francisco Report
"San Francisco on Saturday and Sunday
more than confirmed our judgment that
prompted us to take the unprecedented
step of playing Charles Chaplin's

"A Woman of Paris
simultaneously in two San Francisco
leading theatres, the California and the
Granada, with combined capacity of 5,500
seats," telegraphed J. A. Partington, general manager, to Hiram Abrams, president of United Artists Corporation.

"The

business was absolutely phenom-

and midnight performances were
necessary in both theatres. Newspaper
critics and audiences were extremely
complimentary in their expressions of
enal,

opinion."

Now
UmiED

Booking

ARTISTS CORPORATION

CMcry Pickfcrd
Dcuglaj- Jairbonlcw

^irom

Chai/e^ Chaplin
D.

W Qnffith

Qbrcm<j-, President

Published weekly by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corportion. Executive, Editorial Offices
Knickerbocker 5ldg., Broadway and 42nd St., New York City. Subscription $2
i/^. 00 year.
v
j
Entered as second-class matter, Aug. 25, 1922, at post office at Easl Stroudsburg Pa., under tl:* act of March
3, 1879.

What do you know about
Divorce and the law?
Qet ready for
the inside stuff

Helene

Chadwick

Lew Cody

RUPERT
HUGHES'

Carmel
Myers
Qeorge

Walsh

TlieBig
Picture with
the Big Angle
There never was

a

picture like this one

A Goldwyn

Picture

^oLdwyr^r^osrriopoLitari

THE LEAVENWORTH CASE"
A Whitman

Bennett Production

MOVING PICTURE WORLD:
Almost at the

you find yourself face to face with a seemingly unsolvable mystery and from then on,
with no waste footage, your interest is
held tensely until the final and thoroughly satisfactory solution. Here is
an absorbing and exciting entertainment for all who like a good detectivecrime-mystery story and who does

EXHIBITORS HERALD:

—

none
entertainment value through

"The Leavenworth Case"

first flash

of

its

loses

transference to the screen. Its highly
dramatic moments have been well
retained. The picture is well staged
and lighted and full of dramatic interest; the story flows smoothly and
works up to a splendid climax.

not?

MOTION PICTURE NEWS:
No

type of story is more popular in
these United States than a good detective yarn, and Anna Katharine Green's
mystery tale "The Leavenworth Case"
is said to be her most widely read and
best liked work. Therefore to begin
with this picture it can boast of a real
plot. It is one that bristles with action
action that begins soon after the
introductory reel gets under way and
keeps rolling along at a merry pace
right up to the finish. The scene in
"The Rat Trap," a sort of third-degree
chamber, possesses real thrills. The
entire mounting is of a type that stamps
this as a high class offering.

—

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW:
the time the old man is found
dead in his sound-proof study till the
very end, where both girls are freed of
suspicion and the culprit is run down,
the film runs along with a smoothness
and continuity which will carry its
audiences along with it. The production is fairly peppered with thrilling
incidents, not the least of which is a
hair-raising fist fight on the very edge
of the roof of the four-story house from
which the villain is finally thrown and
killed.
The skill with which this situation is handled cannot help reflect itself on the reaction of the spectators,
who, we feel sure will be edging for-

From

ward on

their seats.

"THE LEAVENWORTH CASE'
Distributed by

VITAGRAPH

^INDEPENDENT

MARKET
Gerson

"es Corp. presents
1

EN 1^612.

*

MissOKACAREW
u

a series of adion and society melodramas supported by

JAY MORLEY and

a good cafl

Written and directed by

Tom

THE FIRST THREE

Gibjnn

WATERFRONT WOLVES
A SPLENDID PRODUCTION FOR ALL THEATRES

ffow In Production

PAYING
^l-'LIMIT
A
^}

society "Raffles" reclaims herself

trying to do right

one;

How

BUYERS
WIRE

PHONE

WRITE

GERSON PICTURES CORP.
NEW YORK OFHCE

S. F.

Roomi 912-13

1476

OmCE AND STUDIO

1974

BROADWAY

PAGE STREET

Producers of

PLUM CENTER COMEDIES with DAN MASON
Dij-tributed

by

F

B.

O

CHARLES DICKENS-'CRICKET ON THE HEARTH
Dialributed by

SELZNICK

is

and

in

misunderstood by every-

even her lover doubted her.

many

times have

YOU

paid the limit?

WAPNEBBROS.
WITH

PMDBELkSCO
PRESEN'T

Zenore
Ulric in
3y Yillard Mack and David Belasco

AsiDNErmm/N
by Sidnsy A.Frai^kllTi
"liger Rose" — a
whose popularity

Directed
Lenore Ulric
picture

full

in

of surprises

Playing

star

is

nationwicje, in a

and suspense, breathless action and thrilHng romance.

New

York's Rivoli Theatre

WARNER BRO
Classics of the Screen

*

PRESS OF THOS.

B.

BROOKS, INC.. N. Y

and

it

hurt.

His father,

who had wanted him

to

be a real man, thrashed
liim in the hope it would
bring him to his senses.
It

hurt,

trick.

but it did the
They'll all like this

one.

Inspiration Pictures Inc.
Charles H. Duell, president
presents

^John$.Robei1$on
PR.OD

UCTION

^

Scenario by JosepKine Loveti

^

PhotograpKed by George Folsey

Foreign Rights Controlled by V.
[Associaied Firsi National Pictures titcj
583 Madison Avgnuc. New York
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^^^^"^4

national Attraction

'

Please Audience with

JEALOUS
HUSBANDS
Melodrama roused
Chicago Theatre's
patrons to applause'
Polly Wood in
Chic(^ Herald Examiner
M.

P
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I
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siory by

JRED KENNEDY MYTON
Jtalurinj

EARLE WILLIAMS
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JANE

NOVAK

BUU MONTANA
Directed by

MAURICE TOURNEUR
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an absolutely unbroken
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evidence that the
monkey is man's ancestor.
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is
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at
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the

He
dies.

sure

does

Is

any wonder he en-

it

love

the

kid-

such high popularity?
is something about the
pranks of kids that warms the
hearts
of
grown-ups.
The
joys

There

heartstrings of adults seem always susceptible to tugs produced by the spectacle of a
faithful dog cutting high didoes
with the youngsters.
This can be capitalized to
your advantage.
Don't overlook these rollicking comedies
of kidland.
They'll swell your
juvenile patronage.

you're
at
it
you
might remember that The
Exhibitors
Trade
Review,
like
Pal,
is
the
showman's
chum.
too sits back, figuratively,
end of a busy day, and
meditates
over
a
pipe.
It
It

at the

cudgels

its

mind.

the exhibitor's
happier.

How

lot,

to make
better and

How

to improve its pages as
meeting
ground for the
whole film fraternity. How to

a

Geo.

WE.ST Coast, Richard

amuse the kiddies on

"Y^HILE

own.

What

to

32

Exhibitors' Round Table
Round About the Studios
Up and Down Main Street

thing Darwin would
appreciate in The Exhibitors

always working for the exhibitor.
Also showing him how

6

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS

another

Trade Review.

2

Exploitation Ideas in Brief
Jazz Orchestra Within Regular Symphony
New Pictures Around in Booking Urge Schemes
Something Really New in- Tried and Proved Pictures

Like man, the monkey has
developed senses
five
well

a

13

Power of Advertising Under Glass
Laughs Via Radio Help 'Why Worry'
Exhibitor Co-operation Sought by Author
Paramount Awards Prizes in Aid Contest

chain of equipment as a showman was incomplete without
this silent partner at his side.

As

12

...

SHOWMANSHIP

the
the rest of the film

himself and
world.

12

',

Exhibitors
link between

ONKEYS

11

11

Leaders All Albert E. Smith
'Marriage Market" Mingles Drama and Romance....
Camera Captures Cascade Range for
'Crystal Ascension'
'Steadfast Heart' Is Strong Study of Small Boy....
'Fashion Row' Posters Features Mae Murray's Gowns
Newspaper Displays Set Pace as Good Copy

Arguments could not supply
the link.
Even Darwin ad-

JVI

'morrow.

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS

Explorers have searched for
it.
Scientists have puzzled over
it.
Scholars have quarreled
over it. But to no avail.

J F Darwin were

,

Bill

It is this same question of
the missing link that leaves the
decisiveness of Darwin's theory
somewhat up in the air.

mitted

Page

of

are not the only
animals that enjoy a close
kinship with man.
Take Pal for example. At
the end of a hard day's work
there is nothing he likes better
than a fragant pipeful.
He is shown here in one of
his meditative moods.
Raking
his mind for stunts with which

Dexter Resigns from First National

called the miss-

—The Friend
the Kiddies

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
LiCHTMAN Named Universal's Sales Manager
Theatre Owner Directors in Two Day Session...
Grainger Optimistic on Return from Coast

—

man.

This gulf
ing link.

Pal

Screen's First Feature in Miniature

Buys for 500 Out of 700 Swedish Houses.
Old Lady Astor Says
Is National Advertising a Menace?

his stufif

naturally

you'll

— Darwin

1923

EDITORIAL FEATURES

'Snooky' and the

^ ATCH

15,

strengthen

itself

as

a

booster

and champion of the showman's
rights.

All these things and more are
constantly on the minds that
guide the exhibitor's only business paper.
Men, high in the knowledge
of
successful
showmanship,
are
interviewed
for
expert
opinion on things close to the
heart of the exhibitor.
Conferences
are
called.
Round-table discussions occur
frequently.
These affairs result in plans and programs for
that
most important of all
things increasing box-office re-

El

—

ceints.

The Exhibitors Trade Review never stops trying to live
uo to the name Showman's

—

Pal.
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ALBERT

E.

SMITH

TJECAUSE

Leaders All

due to his mechanical bent and his persistence
and to the opportunity it fell to him to contribute one
of the vital inventions making projection commercially pbssibecause he has given of his best effort and broad
ble
ability to making the motion picture the power it is today;
because he was one of the first to see the great possibilities
;

of the

American photodrama abroad.

,

©C1B605037
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15,
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Making Screens
To Be Sure

Initial

first

picture.

To

not only was it the first feature picture perhaps, but also it was the first
one to be taken in minature.
The period was of the SpanishAmerican War, the spring of 1898,
title

was "Spanish Flag Torn

The makers were very

dubi-

ous as to the public's reception of it,
but the dubiety faded as it was thrown
on the screen for the first time before
a house. At the vaudeville theatres
was a "riot."

it

In the making of the picture, Albert
E. Smith and J. Stuart Blackton, had
taken a tiny Spanish flag and mounted
it on a tiny staff.
Then while Mr.
.Smith operated the camera Mr. Blackton took hold of the Spanish flag and
removed it from the staff. Then the
American emblem was placed where
the first flag had been.

The

effect

By GEORGE BLAISDELL

The

was unexpected.

of the hand in comparison with
the flags had given a most uncanny aspect to the whole proceeding.
Incidentally it was the first Vitagraph
production.
size

of Albert E. Smith, president of the

Company of America, is
incidents of a character not
dissimilar to the one just related.
Mr. Smith and Mr. Blackton, for
the two names are closely connected
over a long series of years, began experimenting with motion pictures in the
latter part of 1896.
Vitagraph
rich

in

They commenced operations
early part of 1897, which as
ably already have estimated,

in

the

you prob-

nearly
That puts
is

twenty-seven years ago.
them in the pioneer class most securely.
The two men for several years were

—

and as Mr. Smith explained the
situation in later
years it was the
devil's own job to keep the film on the
sprockets.
affairs,

'J^HOSE whose memory

runs back to

those days say it simply is impossible to conceive what it meant continually to battle, with
twisted,
torted and warped film.

When

it

jumped

meant shutting down the show

it

until

could be replaced. The
people who were beginning to throng to
see the novelty were becoming disgusted their patience was frazzled.

such time as

it

—

Mr. Smith from

his

boyhood had

been very much interested in anything
electrical or mechanical he always had
;

all

his pennies in toy tools

and

electrical apparatus.

So it was when projection troubles
came into his life Mr. Smith went to
work to remedy the defects. The result was that the two men, operating
under the name of Vitagraph, which
they themselves had combined from
the words meaning life and pictures,
quickly established a reputation for
ability to put on a motion picture that
did not go dark at the proverbially interesting spot.

The

result

was a demand for

their

sleight-of-hand,

ty-five

ventriloquism,

etc

shows

in operation.

practicable.

ymS

was a

film

setting

mechanical arrangement
ting the film after
sprocket, and it is

it

device,

for

a

reset-

had jumped the
used in one

now

form or another on every projecting
machine.
The two Vitagraph men had become
acquainted with William R. Hearst,
who invited them to be his guests on
the yacht Buccaneer, being outfitted for
a cruise to Cuba following the outbreak of the Spanish War.
They accepted the invitation and
with their paraphernalia, which included a motion picture camera weighing about a ton, they sailed for Sib-,
oney.

JT was

off the sprocket

lyceum stage. Mr.
Smith was scheduled to do a host of
things
monologue, impersonation
a

—

in 1897 Mr. Smith secured a
on projection machine that
made the motion picture commercially

dis-

entertainment greater than they perIn the effort to
sonally could supply.
comply with the requests for the
putting on of shows they trained operators and put out film and machines
until in a few years, there were seven-

entertainers on the

was

It

while Mr. Blackton, the artist, gave
chalktalks
in other words, lect ures illustrated with lighting like drawings
on the blackboard.
The two young men in the course
of their association traveled pretty well
over the entire eastern half of the
United States.
When the pictures
made their appearance the two bought
a machine and films and added the motion picture to their entertainment.
The early machines were very crude

invested

'J'HE early motion picture experience

a Real

patent

It

was not a long production.

and the

Was Only 42 Feet Long, hut It Was
1898, and It Was VitagrapJis First

perhaps the

be quite truthful, it was exactly fortytwo feet in length, requiring less than
a minute to project it on the screen.

Down."

— in Miniature

the Subject

Riot, in
a story of
HERE'Sfeature
motion

Feature

a day or two following arrival
that the young Vitagraph company

fan into a real adventure, at least

was

so classified at the time,

it

and the

intervening years have served more or
less to solidify the impression.
All the indications were that there
were "big doings" ashore.
Messrs,
Smith and Blackton, the former with a
heavy still camera and the latter carrying one of the lighter weight, landed

from the
the road.

Buccaneer and

strolled

up

'J'HEY came

to a point where soldiers
were lying in the bushes. Mr. Smith
mounted his camera and was getting
ready to photograph anything that

looked interesting.

He was

fussing

around the camera and was all but
"set" when a bullet ploughed through
the centre of the machine.

Discovering they had stepped into
the field of an argument that later was
known as the battle of San Juan Hill
the two men took their cameras and
returned to the Buccaneer.
The big camera today occupies a post
of honor in the Vitagra;~'i
eastern
studio.

The

negotiations for the photograpli-

Exhibitors Trade Review

Page 2
ing

the

of

were

Jei¥ries-Fitzsimmons

fight

satisfactorily concluded.

Back

of the securing of the contract,

however, there was an incident which
some day will deserve a special chapter in the history of the development of
the motion picture.
For it marked the first occasion on
photographs
which motion picture
were successfully taken under electric
lights.
It was another demonstration of the
truth that resides in the old maxim of
necessity being the mother of invenan ancient saw with which the
tion
Vitagra'ph had coUided in several preceding emei"gencies.
As a prerequisite to obtaining the
motion picture rights to the Jeffries-

secured the Smith-Blackton war pictures.
Then when the New Orleans
showman saw the business being done
he dein New York by the partners
cided to come north.
The two men were securing $75 a

week for their show from the Harlem
Museum, and the new-comer cut the
price

to

$50.

Realizing that neither

contender would get anywhere under
such a system of doing business there
was a conference the final outcome of
which was the incorporation in 1900
of the Vitagraph Company.

—

Fitzsimmons fight it was necessary to
prove that successful pictures of the
mill could be taken.
With the aid of Joseph Menshen, a
skilled electrician, and on the stage of
a theatre under lease by Mr. Brady and
loaned by him for the test, two boxers
provided by the stage producer put on
a scrap under the almost overpowering
heat generated by fifty arc lamps burning enormous carbons especially made.
This was in the winter of 1898-9.
Every one associated with the experiment followed the proceedings with

When the
ill-concealed excitement.
removed
was
film
the
finished
bout was
from the camera to the developing
room which had been installed in the
theatre.

examination of the film as

it emerged from the process revealed
Every man in
splendid photography.

the party breathed easier. They knew
the contract was secure.
They knew, too, that they had seen
the first successful motion picture

photograph to be made under an

elec-

tric light, but they could not foresee
what the years would bring in the development of their experiment nor
could they conceive of the millions of
dollars that would be expended for
"juice" in the making of other pic-

tures.

William F. Rock, known always to
"Pop," entered the
his intimates as
just after the
combination
Vitagraph
close of the Spanish-American war,
bringing to an end a competition that
had been sharp. Mr. Rock had purchased a projection machine from the
old Vitascope Company and with its
state rights for Louisiana, showing pic-

New

Orleans.

Also he owned a place on 125th
He found in the
street, New York.
keen comBlackton
and
Smith
Messrs.
petitors for business, so he called at
the office of the latter in 140 Nassau
the roof of which building later
served as a "studio" to see it if would
he possible to effect an exchange of
street

—

—

films.

A

and he was succeeded by
Mr. Smith.
The company*produced its first fulland from that
reel picture in 1904,
time production expanded rapidly.
declining,

In 1905 Charles

Urban was given

the

agency abroad for one year,
in
1905, Mr. Smith went over and
opened an office in England.
This may be a good place to say that
the foreign business of the Vitagraph
company has been one of its most imA-'itagraph

Prior to the late war
the distribution of Vitagraph product
for countries other than the United
portant divisions.

and Canada was accomplished
from headquarters in France. These
recently have been re-established.
States

r'AREFUL

tures in

Mr. Rock was considerably the
senior in years of three, he became
Mr. Smith was treasurer
president.
and Mr. Blackton secretary. Actually
it was a partnership.
Mr. Rock died
in 1916, although for four years his
activities in the management had been

deal

was made whereby Mr. Rock

As indicating the impoiiance of the
company's foreign business it may be
stated that at one time the footage of
Vitagraph films distributed abroad was
more than five times that of the product consumed at home.
It was about 1904 that nickelodeons
Besprang up all over the country.
fore that theatres had rented machines,
but the new-comers bought them outright.

To

supply these customers the

A/'itagraph continually

expanded

its

fa-

Messrs. Smith and Blackton scored
a notable news beat in photographing
the inauguration of President Roose-

March, 1905.
the conclusion of the ceremony
at the Capitol, when all of their film
had been used, Mr. Blackton took a

velt in

At

still camera to get a few final shots of
the President, and Mr. Smith with the
aid of a boy got his camera into a
cab and the two men started for the

station.

There

a
great
crowd prevented
getting into the waiting room.
They went around to the tracks,
knocked on the door of a Pullman car
and were admitted. The train began to
their

move.

A

ets for

New

conductor punched their tickYork. Later another conductor came through and "properly
bawled them out" for riding on a
special train on an excursion ticket.
It may be said that was before the
era of Pullmans for the A'^itagraph. The

argument came to naught, and the passengers were not molested. When the
two became hungry they searched for
the dining car and found they were
the only ones on the train.
By some twist in orders that train
had been ordered to New York without
stopping, and the two men landed their
pictures of the inauguration, still as
well as motion, in the metropolis away
ahead of any of their competitors.

^HE

development of the Vitagraph
stock company began about 1907,
an organiaztion that was destined to be
the greatest aggregation of dramatic
talent ever under one roof, stage or
screen.
It reached its height between
1910 and 1912.
When the Patents Company was
formed the patents secured by the Vitagraph company, the first dating from
It had been
1897, were taken over.
these devices which had put the company so thoroughly on the map in the
beginning of the industry, devices
which as we have said made the projection of pictures commercially pos-

cilities.

sible.

In 1906 Vitagraph produced the first
five-reel subiect.
It was "The Life of

Mr. Smith has been a hard worker,
velopment of the company's business.
He had been blessed with a sturdy
constitution and always had taken good

Moses," and as Mr. Smith remarked
recently "It was a good picture."
Exhibitors were not prepared to
handle it in the form designed by the
producers, with the result that it was
shown in one and two reel lengths.

QNE of the factors

contributing to the
success of "The Life of Moses"
was the speeding up of the camera approximately to the pace maintained at
this day.
Prior to that time it had been the
custom to make about twelve photographs to the second, which resulted
in exaggerated movement on the screen.
If an actor "held" a position it was
the practice to eliminate the action in
the cutting room.

—

care of his health aside from his pilespecially in the days of the rapid deing work. Until he was well past thirty years of age he was a total abstainer
He
in the use of tobacco and liquor.
now admits the consumption of two
one in the afternoon and
cigars a day
And he emphaticevening.
the
one in
ally denies that he is a prohibitionist.

—

"There was a time when Blackton
and I did ten men's work," Mr. Smith
"It was not an uriusual
said recently.
thing for

me

to

take

home

a pile of

bed and read until 8
o'clock in the morning. Then I would
rest until 8 :30, get under a shower and
prepare for another day at the studio."
'icripts,

go

to

December

15,
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Man Who Buys

Here's a

Films for a Nation

Knut Husberg of Svensk Filmindustri, Who Began
Exchangeman Twenty Years Ago and Hasnt Stopped

That's the Job of

KNUT

of the Svensk
after a month in

why they should be
money to do so much

New

York, is preparing to depart
for his
homeland.
The company
named is perhaps better known as the
Biograph,
Sw"edish
which on the
screen for many years has stood for
productions which measure up with the

"i\Ierry-Go-Round" was shown for
weeks in one house, "The Hottentot" three in another, two performances

and "Robin Hood" held the
screen at the Palladium for seven
weeks, one performance daily.
daily,

The activities of the Svensk is threefold
In the first place there
at least.
are the exchanges, of which Mr. Husberg is the head, officiating as the
director and as the purchaser of films.

^SKED

—

ing,

Then

there

is

the production depart-

ment.

Mr. Husberg was met in the office
of E. Bruce Johnson, foreign manager
Mr. Johnson exof First National.
plained that the motion picture houses
of the company represented by the
visitor were, outside of the United
States and Canada, more further advanced than are those of any other
country.

Mr. Johnson made one exception,
and that was the Tivoli of London,
recently taken over by Marcus Loew.
leading theatres, Mr. Husberg
THE
Palladium,
were
the
explained,
of Stockholm.
seats and
the two others a little less than 9C0.
Many houses in other cities, too, are
beautifully fitted and show pictures in

Rodakvarn and Scandia

The

named has 1200

first

approved and up-to-date
with prologues and music.

most

the
style,

The Svensk company
tion

of

five

owners of

is

a combina-

circuits

who

pooled their interests. In a remote degree it resembles in organization the
First National, the pictures of which
are shown in Svensk houses and later
rented to the theatre customers of the

concern.

The Swedish company has bought
about 80 per cent of First National
product for the past four or five years.
The same proportion will pretty nearly
hold true in the case of other leading
American companies.
"Yes, American films are thoroughly
on the map in Sweden," said Mr. Husberg.

Asked

as

to

general

conditions

Sweden, Mr. Husberg said

last

in

year

as to the methods of bookMr. Husberg said that in all

the larger theatres or in all but the
small ones, in Sweden and in the surrounding countries, percentage was the

These exchanges supply a hundred
theatres which are owned outright by
the company. The branches have conrelations
with
tractual
400 other

Svensk exchanges.

expected to pay
weeping.

five

l3est.

theatres which are provided by them
exclusively with films.
These figures account for 500 out
of the 700 theatres in the country, and
the remaining 200 are customers of the

as

Picture patrons could not understand

HUSBERG,

Filmindustri,

3

rule.

Regarding
said

KNUT HUSBERG
had been a bad period for the film
men. In 1914, the company had felt
the rebound, much the same as had
been the experience in this and in
other neutral countries.

HTHOUGH

the United States had suffered a reaction in 1920, Sweden
had not noticed it until 1922, but this
year there was evidence of a noticeable

recovery.

The

effect

on the exchanges

Where last year
had been marked.
there had been thirty-six this year there
were but seventeen, but the survivors
were in good shape.
Of the seventeen exchanges Svensk
has four. Among American companies represented are the First National,
Famous Players, Universal and Metro.
If you will look at your map of the
world' you will note that Stockholm
is on the sixtieth parallel of north latitude.
Just to give you a better idea
of how far north that is in case you
have no map at your elbow the parallel
runs across the northern tip of Scotland, touches the southern point of
Greenland, splits Hudson Bay in the
centre and amputates the Alaskan pe-

ninsula.

So, you see, there is an absence of
sunlight a greater part of the year. The
season actually for the theatres is about
fortv weeks in length. In the summer,
with the brilliant light, the natives refuse to go into any place of amusement, and as a result the theatres are
shut tight. The remainder of the year
contains little brilliant daylight.
One consequence is that the people
of the country are inclined to be seriThey lean to comedyous minded.
drama rather than to straight drama.
Mr. Husberg told how on account of
the success everywhere of "Over the

Hill" it was believed it would be popular in Sweden, but it did not so prove.

exploitation the visitor
spectacular examples were not

countenanced.
The advertising of
productions is mostly confined to the
newspapers and the lobby displays.
few posters are used in' Stockholm.
Prices of admission range the same
as in the United States.
The top in
Stockholm is about 75 cents.

A

The Svensk is capitalized at 35,000,000 crowns, roughly about $11,000,000.
Twelve pictures are produced yearly
on the average.
Short subjects are popular in Sweden, Mr. Husberg said.
The product
of Educational is released through the
First National exchange.
Five or six

hundred
supplied,
local

feet

and

stuff

hundred

weekly of news matter is
this is supplemented by

to

the

extent

of

several

feet.

jy[R. HUSBERG is a film veteran,
having been in the business since
1903.
His debut was in Gothenburg,
when he offered to buy from an exhibitor his film after he was through
running it in his fifteen-minute show.

The

offer was accepted, the general
plan was extended, and it was not long
before the new-comer had established
an "exchange," with sixteen customers.
In 1904. Mr. Husberg entered the
exhibition field, but was not particularly successful until four years later,
when he took possession of what was
at that time considered a "big house."
Actually there were 372 seats. In
1914, he built a house containing 863
seats, and later added three more.
As there are only one or two houses
open in the summer, and these spasmodically, there is practically no new film
released during that period. The only
product issued is that which has been
successful in the preceding season.

the third Mr.
the United
States, and the second the present
year, he having been here in April.

The present visit
Husberg has made

is

to
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ROGERS, depicted by Anna Q.
^^^ Nilsson, is engaged to marry Standish.
Jack's father recovers from his reShe finds
Mary goes to Java.
verses,
Lullaby Lou
of
clutches
the
Jack in
physical
wreck.
(Winifred Bryson). He is a
Mary attempts to nurse him back to health.
ly/TARY

When

as Gordon Von Brock,
He
wealthy planter, desires Mary.
does everything possible to prevent Jack
LuUably Lou aids him.
from recovering.
Mary is almost
because she loves Jack.
their victim, when a typhoon and tidal wave
practically wipes away the town.

"yOM SANTSCHI,

ARY tries to save Lullaby Lou, who
Then Mary is swept
her arms.
Excitement and
away.
Jack rescues her.
danger follow, but they are finally safe. They
face a future of love and happiness together.
There is excellent tropical atmosphere and the tidal wave is thrilUng.

fUf

''-'dies in

'Thundering Dawn' Throbs with Thrills, Drama and Punch
Universal Production Featuring J. Warren Kerrigan and Anna Q. Nilsson Has Tropical Atmosphere, and Captivates
with its Typhoons Tidal Waves and Torturing Dangers

;

!

December
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OA/Jxidy^^storSc^s
HAT

filmdom covers a field as broad and far-reaching
little cosmic drop of dust called Earth, is more
than bom out in the views of Dr. lago Galdston, Industrial
as that

Secretary of the New York Tuberculosis Association. The
good doctor amazed us not only by his deep knowledge of
a subject apparently far removed from his own field, but
by his progressive ideas concerning the application of motion pictures as an educational force in health work. Some
day, when we catch a reasonable working period between
thinking and press time, we're going to startle a gaping
world with a story on the subject.

Robert E. Sherwood, Moving Picture Editor of
E NTER
"Life" and of "The New York Herald," who has just
written what purports to be the first Motion Picture anHigh up in the author's estimation of great pic"Grandma's Boy," "The Pilgrim," "Down to the
Sea in Ships" and "The Covered Wagon."
department
devoted to film vocabulary takes the reader on a delightful
journey through movie parlance, rich in descriptive terms
and picturesque in concrete imagery.
thology.
tures are

A

TTELENE CHADWICK,

popular Goldwyn star, who
was thought to be away horse-back riding or
boating during her absence from Hollywood, was in
reality writing a scenario. Helene's mother collaborated
with her in writing the story.
Now that the feline
is out of the gunny sack, the Literary Club, which
is always on the market for new distinguished members,
will undoubtedly camp on Helene's trail.

I.

C'

HIP

of the old block" was the unanimous verdict
those who saw Doug Jr.'s debut in "Stephen

of

Out"

The youngster really has all of his
pater's ptersonality and a few other tid-bits that ride
straight into the hearts of the
fans.
Understand
Doug, Sr., is batting .600 in the Paternal Pride
Steps

League.

—

Y^HO

(] HARLIE

SI MONK, film man dating back to the industry's year i, postcards in from Naples, in sunny It',
the harrowing information that he will on the evening of
writing consume one bottle of Capri "and think of you."
Now we know why not so long ago we experienced that
unaccountable exhilaration. Mr. Simone is on a business
tour preliminary to opening an office in Rome for the distribution of the product of William Fox. The branch will
be another link in the chain of "circling the world" exchanges, and will be conducted by Mr. Simone.

knows perhaps Al Hernian set a style soon to be
adopted in actual practice when, in "Next Please," he
has a chap open an outdoor barber shop. His chair, utensils and other necessary paraphernalia of the modern barber
shop are as one upon a platform on to a motorcycle. Are
we in for a new era in barbering? Might not be such a
bad idea, except perhaps if in sudden inclement weather,
with one-half of your face shaved, the barber yells "That's
all.
Shave called on account of rain !" 'S Barbarous.
:

C\ FFICERS

^

tion

cause

of the Film Laboratories Credit Associawere not elected this week as anticipated be-

illness

kept

several

of

the

important

away. The sympathy we extend for those
more than genuine. We dined at the same

members
affected is
place.

N

orchestra within an orchestra is the latest, pulled by
]\Ianager Hyman of the Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre, which has taken with the patrons like the Yanks take
for those who prefer their
pennants. This is the plan:
hamionies in long-haired Bach or Wagner, there is the regThe
ular symphony orchestra with its classical program.
modern jazz exponents have their inning when the Symphonized Jazz Orchestra ten pieces from the regular symphony unit step forward and insist that if you play hooky
on Clammy one single night, you might as well inhale the
sweet ozone in the back yard. Talk about ideas for the
Bok Peace Prize

A

HERE is a fellow in the film business with whom we've
been wanting to shake hands for a long time. He is O.
D. Cloakey, Manager of the Regent Theatre, Ottawa.
When

to thinking up stunts that will bring the
see the pictures played at his house, Cloakey
has Barnum of old, lashed to the mast.

crowds

—

—

busy and enterprising young man is "Bill"
screen author, magazine and novel writer.
Pelley has launched a campaign to put his stories across
Pelley,

a manner that first considers their advantage to the
exhibitor from every possible point of view.
Pelley has
15,000 exhibitors' names on a personally owned list, and
the way he puts his messages across to these movie men
would indicate that Pelley hfs more valuable ideas than a
centipede has toes.
in

M. L. Conley, owner of the Conley Theatre
of Frankfort, lad., was dismissed in a court action
for running on Sunday, legal folks declared the decisior
infers that the blue laws in the town are dead. Dead
Yes, but certainly not deader than the advocates of
those laws.

are

many

beautiful theatres in this country,

The Eastman Theatre
facility, or any other
show-house as particularly distinctive.
The Eastman Theatre, endowed by George
Eastman of Kodak fame for the University of Rochespurporting to run
ter, is not essentially a picture house
pictures only when an unusually high class attraction
comes over the horizon. In this connection it is interesting to note that the last program we peeked at
had Goldwyn's "Eternal City" sandwiched in between
A case
a menu of vocal and instrumental numbers.
Some class.
of movies attending the opera.
that stamps

feature

a

—

it?

^VERY

W HEN

comes

to

but hardly any that exceed
of Rochester in looks, comfort,

OT into a round-table discussion with a number of
film salesmen.
"Business is terrible," said one.
"Business is wonderful," insisted a second. "Could be
better," averred a vhird.
"No so bad," smiled number
Can you beat

it

'T'HERE

!

four.

HE

million dollar insurance policy, once as rare as
the proverbial hen's tooth, is a regular by-word in
Eric Von Stroheim and June Mathis
the film field.
William
each carry insurance policies of $1,000,000.
Fox is insured for $2,640,000, while Adolph Zukor is
content to get along with a mere $5,000,000 policy.
Talking in terms of the graphic statistician, combined premiums on these policies would pay for almost
a full ton of coal at latest quoted prices.
'T"

'THiVT something new can happen and happen very unexpectedly was shown at New York's Rialto Theatre
the other evening when at the introduction of an animated
cartoon depicting a hurried trip around the world, the
leader of the symphony orchestra stood up and announced
"Come on, boys let's take a little trip
to his players
around the world." And forthwith they marched out in
single file, returning at the end of the picture, possessed
of various mementos and souvenirs picked up in their
globe-trotting jaunt.
One wore a Turkish fez sky-piece
another a Japanese kimona; a third an Arabian turban,
and so on down the line showing that though they passed
through various countries at a lightning pace, foreign
markets thrived on the junket. The stunt put the audience
;

:

—

in

high glee.
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'Marriage Market' Mingles

Drama and

Romance

Lake and Pauline Garon, Shows
Hearts Are Bartered on the Alter of Modern Matrimony

C. B. C. Production, Featuring Jack Mulhall, Alice

How

Thrills with

!

!

December
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National Advertising a Menace?

Is

EXTRAVAGANCE,

due to price
complaints, still holds the center
of the stage.
The stars' salaries are blamed. Production managers come in for their
share of criticism. The inefficiency of

certain directors is brought to light.
All are but spokes in the wheel.
Let us get down around the hub of
It often happens that the least
things.
suspected point is the source of the

greatest trouble.
The one thing that involves and
effects the producer, distributor and

no

is

alert exhibitor

would not be willing

who

to financially

carry out his part of the campaign.

Every sensible showman until recently has been paying his share of
the excess. He welcomed the proHe welcomed the probusiness.
ducers' and distributors' aid in popularizing picture titles. Incidentally,
And indirectstars and directors.
ly,

authors.

He was more than willing to help
make them greater drawing cards.
He figured that would mean more
crowded houses.

ward

By EDDY ECKELS
So far, of course, the broadcasting of
release data has done wonders toward

making

initial showings more profitable,
extending them weeks and even months.
The pace-setting exhibitors only oc-

grumble at the startling
run rentals. Figures
that only seem high because the wise
producer must look to them for onethird of his gross.
Tomorrow he may
casionally

growth of

first

—

more than anything
exhibitor alike
else
is national advertising.
The question is regarding its efficient usage.
There is no disputing that it creRightfully applied,
ates demand.
there

He

looked

Do You

Fear or Favor
Older Pictures?

DOES national advertising giveIs

pictures premature age?
the public being given to much reThe general trend of
lease data?

the neighborhood bookings indicate that those questions are vital.

The

article

on

page

this

tells

of

how

several exhibitors are seriously worried over delivery. It should
interest producers and distributors

who

are planning

new campaigns.

be forced to look to them for one-half.
How often have you seen this line?

hurt quite a few but they
willingly paid until they faced the possibility of not getting the pictures they

this picture will

wanted

at

It

any

figure.

"Ask your

local theatre

appear

manager when
in your neigh-

borhood."

You

ask, as one of the general pub-

and what is the answer? The neighborhood exhibitor, in a vast majority of
His explanacases, is embarassed.
tion to you as a patron sounds little
lic,

^T

this point there came into being
Those
three classes of showmen
who possessed the dominating theatres
Those luckily situated
in large cities.
who were able to financially outbid the
other fellow, and those who didn't
possess either requisite to get delivery
:

while delivery was good.
It may or may not be important at
this point to note that the last named
class constitutes from seventy to seventy-six per cent, of the total number
of exhibitors today.
And this type showman in a hurtful
number of cases now cannot get delivery when he can pay the price
The situation is not hard to understand when one stops to realize the
booking protection necessaiy for the
first run houses.
Protection that is deserved because it is highly paid forGood or bad, it is the direct result
of national advertising.

advertising."

They explain it simply by saying that
"nowadays pictures begin getting old
when the national billboard campaign is 'covered' with new lithographs and when the public press
"
'grows cold.'
And "amazingly often actually
before the date of release to them."
Several tell us that it is forcing
them forever to "wait for everything to come down until it is cheap
enough to be sure-fire profitable."
Many exhibitors have already
classified the cheaper-because-older
"comfilms with the expression
:

mon

sense pictures."
That may or may not be the reason for their ''standing pat" and
atnio.^phere
so-called
of a
the

At any

"booking strike."
is

significant that they are

on the brimful
pictures."

rate

it

banking

market of "older

All of which means that the posof a healthy majority
of showmen the producers' bread
and butter rentals becoming "odds
and ends" bookers.
That is, if the present style of national advertising
telling the public all
about a picture and its release date is
to continueBut the best part of it all is that it
will not continue.
Good business will
not permit the ageing of pictures

—

proved out.
Then the exhibitors' pro rata share of
And kept on inthe cost increased.
it

seating capacity to meet the figures.
Which means that they cannot get the
pictures the public wants.
Neighborhood and small town exhibitors face the problem seriously.
Several maintain the only policy left to pursue is the playing of pictures from six
months to a year or more out of their
prime. Pictures given age by national

sibility exists

for-

to that.

For a while

creasing.

!

1923

15,

—

—

.

short of an

alibi.

many

same exhibitor
would gladly "break even" if that meant
But the picsatisfying his customers.
ture is not available at any figure in his
In

locality

—

cases that

until the public thinks

CERTAIN

amount and

a

it

"old."

certain

style of national advertising is

business.

But after

good

doesn't that
institutional copy of the
all

simply mean
"trade mark" type?

Any other form seems to be good
business only for the foremost key center showmen who can afford and who
should pay the bulk of the extra cost.
The real "local theatre manager"
usually i^eferred to in national advertising cannot afford to pay. any longer because he has neither the clientele nor

—

—

—

gOME

producers also are apparently
learning rather stubbornly but surely that such national advertising runs
up the cost of books, plays, directors,
stars, casts
practically every picture
ingredient
When neighborhood and small town
exhibitors will not help pay for such
excess you may rest assured that the

end is in
Right

sight.

now the indications point
strongly in that direction.
Spending millions recklessly on production is little worse than spending
millions ruthlessly on national exploitation that attaches a birthdate to every
picture and popularizes the picture's
pay-roll above all else.
Several producers and distributors
have already sensed the backfire. More
would do well to prepare for the shock.
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The President Speaks
picture exhibitors
MOTION
branches of the industry

and members of other

will take particular pleasure

in reading President Coolidge's message to Congress.
In a document remarkable for its brevity he states his posiHe wastes no
tion on the motion picture admissions tax.
words and he leaves no i-oom for argument as to the exact
meaning of his language.
What the President has to say about the reduction of
taxes is well worth repeating, especially that contained in
the second paragraph
I especially commend a decrease on earned income, and further abolition of admission, message
and nuisance taxes.
The amusement and education value of moving
pictures ought not to be taxed.

That surely

is

cannot make of

—

every reason to believe.

One of the most prominent men in the industry declared
on Monday he personally was following its progress with
very close interest.
'T think every producer and distributor will do the same
thing," he said. "The project never has been attempted before and no one knows anything about it."

expressed so plainly that even a politician
anything other than what it is intended

Spooners

THE
Review

story in last week's issue of

y\nother great and important step in the campaign for
tax elimination has been taken.
Advocacy of a cause by the President means that if Congress will pass the measure it is sure of the presidential
signature.

—

So there remains but the one step the approval by Congress of those recommendations of the Secretar}^ of the
Treasury in which the film industry is particularly interGet behind them.

Joint Distribution

Two

weeks ago allusion was made on this page to a
combination of independent exchanges in a neighboring
city.
TJie negotiations now have progressed to such
a point that it may be said the place where this experiment
of joint distribution will be made is Boston and that the
six exchanges interested are Progress, Moscow, Pioneer,
Eastern Feature Film, Cadillac and Certified.
The name of the new concern will be the Consolidated
Independent Booking Offices. The principle under which it
will operate will be the selection of a general manager who
will not pi"eviously have been affiliated with any of the
companies forming the group.
It is estimated by some of the exchange members thai
the cost of distribution will be .lowered to a figure approximating 15 per cent, being a reduction in some instances

from as much as 40.
Each manager under the present arrangement

will, as
organization, have an office in the
exchange, where with the general manager there will be
a weekly review of the situation.
It is believed that under the combination a material saving in salaries and expenses for salesmen will be efifected.
Roughly it is estimated the cut will be exactly in two.
The claim is made for the new plan that under it each
unit instead of having, say, two salesmen as formerly will
be given the advantage of six or seven.
One of the benefits claimed by the members of the
new group is that through reduction of operating cost the
contributing units will be enabled to buy better pictures,
which they say should work out to the advantage of all.
The expense of maintenance will be borne according to
the booking returns to each unit, and consequently if the
product of any one exchange falls too low the others may
ad\ ise the securing of more attractive product.

a

—

it

to be.

ested.

believed that in the working out the independent
will secure in the field the same generous representation that at present is obtained by the members of
the larger chain groups.
Beyond a doubt the success of the innovation will rest
primarily upon the integrity of the general manager and
If an even break is given to each
the several salesmen.
unit
and plans are designed to guarantee that end so far
the Consolidated should be a "go."
as humanly possible
That the experiment will be closely watched there is
It is

exchanges

member

of the

new

Exhibitors Trade

Manager VineAlbany, in dealing with spooning couples
touched upon a phase of exhibiting which from the day
of the first motion picture theatre has been a matter of
concern to its owner.
One of the chief causes of complaint on the part of
berg,

outlining the experiences of

of

patrons against the acts of self-absorbed and over-enthusiastic couples is that it detracts their attention from the
story that is being told on the screen.
No man that we have known has been able to concenthe one in the seat in
trate on two stories at one time
front of him and the other that is being portrayed by the
actors whose performance he has paid money to witness.
In the first place your average individual frequently is
seized with a feeling that he personally could lend more
distinction to the portrayal of a given part than is being
bestowed upon it by the professional actor who has been

—

delegated to the role.
In the second place when there is forced upon his attention a duplication of scenes usually reserved for the
family "sofa" in a twilit or even more dimly illuminated
parlor he is never in doubt that out of his riper experience
he could so far outshine his callow male neighbor in the
latter's efforts to entertain his susceptible companion that
he is bound to look upon the whole proceeding with feelings of pity not unmixed with contempt.
As to the
are speaking of the reaction of men.
women spectators, the situation is different. If we are any
judge as to what happens in the feminine mind under these
circumstances it would seem that the story being enacted
on the screen is ignored in the amusement afforded by the

We

comedy-drama perpetrated nearer home.
Nevertheless there is no question that the actions of indiscreet young things provide many a bad quarter of an
hour for the conscientious and observant theatre manager.

As Manager Vineberg points out, the first essential is
that the couple shall be stopped from doing anything that
will distract or ofifend their neighbors and in a degree reflect upon the management of the house, but also that if
possible the cessation shall be accomplished without giving
too much offense to the parties causing the trouble.
No manager desires to subject patrons to humiliation
that will cause them to stay away, but his first objective is
bound to be the observance of decorum on the part of his

patrons, and to obtain that he

necessary

limit.

is

justified in

going to any

;;

December

15,
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Lichtman Named General Sales Manager
of Universal

Company

ALwhoLICHTMAN,

Jewels include several other big productions
They are "A Lady
just nearing the screen.
of Quality," Virginia Valli's first big Jewel
vehicle, adapted from Frances Hodgson Burnett's popular novel, and which has been made
as an elaborate Hobart Henley Production
and "Sporting Youth," a Universal Jewel
starring Reginald Denny, supported by Laura
La Plante, now a Universal attraction star.

veteran film executive,
recently joined the Universal home

office staff,

has been appointed by Carl

as general manager of
Smith, resigned.

Laemmle
E.

J.

sales,

vice

Al Lichtman is one of the most experienced
and best known sales executives in the film
He had much to do with building
business.
up the sales organization of Famous Players
in its early days, and later was the head of
Between times he organized Alco,
Artcraft.
the company which later became Metro.
More recently he was at the head of AssoPreferred
ciated Exhibitors and later of

The Universal

Pictures.

Mr. Lichtman has one of the widest acquaintances among exchangemen and exhibFor ten
itors of any one in the industry.
years he has sold film, beginning with Famous Players when that company began and
Before entering on the
growing with it.
selling end he had considerable experience
as

an exhibitor.

general sales manager of Universal has extended his wide circle of friends
by his practice of attending important conAlmost invariably at these meetventions.
ings he has been called upon to address the
Among the more
delegates at the banquets.
recent of these occasions was the national

The new

gathering in Chicago, last summer, at which
time he confirmed the growing impression that
he was developing a distinct type of humor.
One of the contributing factors to his success when on his feet and addressing a throng
of exhibitors
on himself.

is

his readiness to tell

a story

Is Salesman Always
There have been times, though, when talking to exhibitors at conventions where there
was little opportunity for the discussion of

AL LICHTMAN
Dawn," Harry Carson's colorful melodrama
of the South Seas
"The Acquittal," the
screen adaptation of the celebrated Broadway
;

mystery play, which has been hailed by reviewers as a "100 percent picture," and the
first feature picture with Baby Peggy, "The
Darling of New York."
The fall release schedule of Universal

individual.

Lichtman, upon joining the Universal organization last week, took over the direction

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," which
being presented throughout the country under special arrangements.
He will continue
to supervise "The Hunchback" presentations
in addition to directing the Universal sales
of
is

Mr. Smith has two propositions under advisement but is anxious to take a short rest
before plunging again into the business in
which he has spent the last ten vears of Iiis

Lichtman takes over the Universal

sales or-

ganization at a time when it is contemplating the most active period of Universal's ca-

Executives at 1600
deptly say that "Universal
reer.

A

MEETING

of the National Board of
Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America was held at
the Hotel Willard, Washington, Friday and
Saturday, November 30 and December I at
which time an invitation was extended to all
organizations to join them in presenting a
united front on the elimination of the tax.
The meeting was attended by representatives from all parts of the country, and among
those were Harry Davis, Pittsburgh
J. S.
Phillips, Fort Worth, Texas; E. J. White,
Montana; William Bender, Jr., South Bend,
Ind.
R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.; Fred
Seegert, Milwaukee; W. A. True, Hartford,
Conn. G. 'G. Schmidt, Indianapolis Joseph
H. J. Schad, Reading,
Mogler, St. Louis
Pa.
Julian Brylawski, Washington, D. C.
Martin G.
George Aarons, Philadelphia
Jules Greenstone, Rochester,
.Smith, Toledo
Charles Rappaport, Philadelphia
N. Y.
;

;

life.

Broadway

confiis in the saddle'"
this vear.
The list of big pictures released by
the big film company this fall has eclipsed
by far any similar output by the Laemmle

organization.

Full Fall Schedule
Starting off with "Merry-Go-Round," the
big spectacle
drama which has astounded
film men and hung up neW' box-office records
from coast to coast, the Universal releases
have included "A Chapter in Her Life,"
"Drifting." a new Priscilla Dean picture
adapted from a popular play, "Thundering

said

already listed for early release, five more
Universal Jewels are tentatively scheduled for
They include "The
the first part oi 1924.
Signal Tower," a Virginia Valli production
adapted from a story by Wadsworth Camp;
"The Turmoil," a Hobart Henley Production
of Booth Tarkington's celebrated novel, with
George Hackathorne in the leading role;
"The Inheritors," a new Mary Philbin Jewel
"Love Insurance," another Reginald Denny
production, and "Mitzi," starring Mary Philbin, in an adaptation of the famous novel by
Delly, the French literary prize winner.
"With such a list of proved successes and
future releases. Universal is in a most enviable position for the coming year," said
Lichtman upon taking the reins in the Universal sales department.
"I have been in
the film business almost since its inception,
but I never faced such a promising season.
Mr. Laemmle's production schedule has given

me

the best possible ammunition with which
to establish Universal without question as the

foremost company in the field.
Nineteen
twenty-four will be Universal's year. Watch
me put it over."

on Tax

National Board of Directors of Theatre Owners
Hold Sessions in National Capital

;

organization.

is

only

Invite Co-operation

—

when he was, in other words,
lighter things
explaining rhatters of company policy in which
the theatre owners were vitally interested.
One of these occasions was a convention
in Atlantic City three or four years ago when
he faced an audience none too cordial in the
beginning, but which heartily applauded him
when he finished his remarks. He is always
a salesman, and will put over a proposition
with a throng as readily as he will with an

release schedule

fall

an earnest of the high quality
pictures that company will put out during
In addition to those
the coming months.
be

to

;

;

;

;

;

;

Tom

Moore, Washington, D. C.
Guirk, Philadelphia, and Sydney
New York.

;

John McS.

Cohen,

The first day's session was devoted to a
report of the activities of the men in their
various states with their members of congress,
and there were general discussions of both local
and national importance on questions
touching the film industry in general and
more particularly with the repeal of the
the admission tax, seat
various taxes, viz
tax, music tax, and other national legislative
Many of the members present had
affairs.
:

the opportunity of meeting their representatives at

Washington.

day's session was devoted to
a discussion of the report of the activities of
the National Legislative Committee, which
had been appointed some time ago for the
purpose of securing legislative relief and the
All work of the
repeal of the above taxes.
Legislative Committee was approved and they
were instructed to proceed with their endeavors and to do such things as would bring
about the success of their efforts along these
lines.
The following resolution was unani-

The second

mously adopted
"Whereas, The officers and directors of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
meeting assembled at the Hotel Willard,
Washington, D. C, November 30 and December 1, 1923, having received the report of
the activities, work and accomplishments of
the National Legislative Committee of tl»e
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America
since the last meeting looking toward the repeal of the burdensome admission taxes, and
invitations having previously been extended to
any and all interested in this problem to cooperate with the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America now, then, be it
Resolved, That the Motion Picture Theain

;

Owners of America at this time again extend a hearty and cordial invitation to any
and all organizations which may desire to help
present a united front to the end that the repeal of the admission taxes be effected.
tre
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WILLIAM WRIGHT GOES
OF 'CHRONICLES'

GRAINGER OPTIMISTIC ON
RETURN FROM COAST
Rebound

Sees Quick

to

Normal Con-

Vitagraph Executive Resigns to Join
New Organization

ditions in Industry

JAMES
of

GRAINGER,

R.

for

sales

WILLIAM WRIGHT

general manager
has

has severed his
connection with the old group of motion
picture pioneer producers who were of the
"Big Six" when the industry was young.
William "Kalem" Wright has left Vitagraph
and has gone to the "Chronicles of America."
Mr. Wright was with Kalem from the
day of its organization until the day its
affairs were wound up, when he joined Vitagraph at the invtation of his old friend, Albert E. Smith, the president.

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan,

returned from his trip to the Goldwyn studios
in Culver City and to many of the company's
exchanges. He reports exhibitors throughout
the country as enthusiastic about the quality
of the pictures which they have had from
the distributing corporation and that rnany of
the films are breaking records in various of
the big

cities.

Mr. Grainger watched the business being
done by the releases of his corporation and
became more firmly convinced than ever that
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan is on the right track
in

time of

this

disturbed

conditions

in

was under Mr. Wright's management
made one of the really great
the industry,
"From the
to
Manger to the Cross," directed by Sidney
It

that Kalem
contributions

the

Olcott, which Vitagraph is now releasing and
which has not lost any of its popularity in

industry.

Mr. Grainger expressed confidence in the
return of the industry to more normal con-

thirteen years since the Kalem organization went to Palestine to film the scenes.
The sincerity with which this religious sub-

the

He found proditions within a short time.
duction at the Goldwyn studios in full swing.
Alan Crosland was just completing Elinor
Glyn's "Three Weeks," Emmett Flynn was in
the final stages of "Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak
Model" Rupert Hughes was making preparation to begin
photography on "True as
Steel," his next original screen story, and
Victor Seastrom was selecting locations for
his second Goldwyn picture.
"There has been no slump in Goldwyn production," said Mr. Grainger.
"The studio is
working on schedule, and the number of pictures planned for this season will be completed.
'Three Weeks' is going to hand the
industry something new as big a surprise
as Victor Seastrom's 'Name the Man !' which,
in my opinion, is the picture of the year.
New productions are under way which will
keep up the high standard of those which we
have been releasing."
Mr. Grainger reported that "Little Old
New York showed to its greatest business
at the Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, while he
w;as in that city, and the film has been running to capacity, or very close to it, every
day since it opened there in September.

ject was produced has given it longer life
than any other effort along similar themes.
The credit for this production belongs to
William "Kalem" Wright. It was his idea
that the company send a staff and cast to

4/

;

Palestine.

Mr. Wright leaves Vitagraph with the best
wishes of every member of the organization
from President Albert E. Smith to the office

REICHENBACH DINNER
NOTABLE SUCCESS

—

'

DELIGHT EVANS JOINS STAFF OF
HARRY REICHENBACH
Announcement

has

just

Miss Delight Evans, who

been
will

made

that

continue her

feature writing for Screenland Magazine and
the Morning Telegraph, has associated herself with Harry Reichenbach and the Samuel
Goldwyn publicity force. Here she will confine her efforts to the Fitzmaurice productions.

For six years Miss Evans was on Photoplay Magazine, in which time she became associate editor.
Then she went to Screenland.

McVICKERS USHERS ENTERTAIN

OTHER DEPARTMENTS
On
at
to

Friday night, November

23, the ushers

McVickers Theatre, Chicago, were hosts

all other departments, holding their first
annual reception and dance in the lobby of
the theatre from midnight to 4 A. M.
piece
five
orchestra
supplied
music
for dancing, and refreshments were served
The affair proved to be one of the most democratic stunts ever staged in the big organization. Director of Music Spitalny leading the
grand march.

A

HERBERT STANDING DEAD
Herbert Standing died in Los Angeles Deember 5, after an illness of five weeks. He
was seventy-seven years old. A widow, two
daughters and five sons, all actors, survive
him.

Mr. Standing, who has been working on the
scfeen for nine years, was one of its best
loved players. In his career on the stage he
had supported many of the world's stars,
among them Irving and Wyndham.

boys.

IS

The dinner given Harry Reichenbach by
two hundred or more of his friends at the
Ritz on the evening of Wednesday, November
Many out
28, was an unqualified success.
of the ordinary stunts were put on in the
This
she

is Betty Compson in her famous dress, the one
wears in "Woman to Woman," distributed by

Selznick

DEXTER RESIGNS FIRST
NATIONAL POST
Head Will Devote His
Time to Fiction Writing
DEXTER, advertising and publicity

Advertising

BOB
director

for

Associated

First

National

Pictures, Inc., has resigned, to take effect

De-

himself

ex-

29, in order to devote
clusively to fiction writing.

cember

Dexter enjoys the distinction of being one
of the youngest and at the same time one
of the more successful advertising men in the
motion picture business. His career started
in Australia, where after several years' experience as a reporter and cartoonist he became assistant to C. L. Yearsley, in charge
of the advertising and exploitation for J. D.
Williams' enterprises.
When Yearsley came to America Dexter
was apopinted his successor, although he had
A few
just passed his twenty-first birthday.
years later he followed his former chief to
New York and joined the advertising depart-

ment of First National.
When last June Yearsley, who had been
head of the department almost from the beginning of First National, departed for a
three months' vacation Dexter was assigned
Following the resignation
to take charge.
of Yearsley at the termination of his vacation Dexter was formally appointed director
of advertising and publicity.
But along with motion picture work, particularly during the first year of his stay
in America, Dexter found time to write considerable fiction, which was so well received
that he was offered a contract by one of
the largest nublishinp- combines in the country.
Recently this offer was renewed and accented at an even more attractive figure.
Dexter will leave First National with the
best wishes of all his associates.

course of the evening.
As each guest entered the Crystal Room
in which the banquet was held, an individual

motion

picture
for

cameraman

was taken. Arthur Miller,
George Fitzmaurice, was the

photographer.
The waiters were attired during the evening
as policemen, convicts, ballet dancers and bolshevists and materially contributed to the general mirth.

The

speakers were introduced by Senator
Walker, who was toastmaster. These
included "Bugs" Baer, Willie Collier, Nathan

James

J.

Burkan, Samuel Goldwyn, Richard Rowland
and the guest of honor.

On

the screen behind the guests' table there

were shown an up-to-date Topics of the Day
reel and an animated cartoon from the studio
of Max Fleischer, entitled "The Life of

Harry Reichenbach."

Herb Crooker,

the garb of the circus ring,
barker prior to the dinner.
in

attired
as

officiated

The committee in charge was William
Brandt, Samuel L. Rothafel and Joe Dannenberg.

COLLEEN MOORE AND JOHN
McCORMICK IN NEW YORK
Colleen Moore, featured player in "Flaming Youth," a First National picture, arrived
in New York on Thanksgiving Day, in plenty
of time to see her picture's reception at the
Strand theatre. Miss Moore, who in private
life is Mrs. John McCormick, arrived with
her husband, western representative of Associated First National Pictures.
Mr. McCormick will spend much of his
time in conference with First National officials on production plans for the coming seahis first visit East in more than
Miss Moore is finding her time
largely taken up by interviewers and newspa-

It
son.
a year.

is

per writers.

Miss Moore completed her newest picture
"The Swamp Angel" immediately before leaving for

New

York.

:
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TALBOT AGAIN PRESIDENT
OF OKLAHOMA
Two-Day

Session of Theatre
Is

Owners

Largely Attended

Oklahoma

Citv,

December

4,

1923.

OKLAHOMA MANAGERS AND
THE
EXHIBITORS ASSOCIATION convened

annual

in

December

3 and

session
4,

at

Oklahoma

Citj-,

with the largest and best

attendance in its history.
The meetings were presided over by Morris
Lowenstein, vice-president, in place of President Ralph Talbot, who was unable to attend.
new constitution, by-laws, and code of
ethics was adopted.
Slides for both National and Service Associations were recom-

A

mended.

A resolution was adopted requesting both
United States Senators and Congressmen to
vote for repeal of the tax on admissions.
All theatre managers were requested to ask
Congressmen for tax repeal. Salesmen also
were requested to ask for this action from
Theatre Managers in their districts.
The selling of films to non-theatrical institutions showing pictures where admissions
are charged was condemned.
The association condemned being required
to give box-office receipts to any one.
Employment of an attorney by the executive
committee was authorized.
inotion was carried that the question
of reciprocal insurance be investigated with
a view to its adoption.
Tom Ryan, representing the Film Board
adjusting bureau, gave a talk, and answered

A

many

questions.
L. W. Brophy of Muskogee gave an instructive address on the repeal of the war
tax.
Secretary of the Treasury Mellon's
recommendation of the repeal of this tax has
met the hearty approval of the movie men.
grand ball was given Monday night, the
convention adjourning Tuesday night with a
banquet.
The next annual meeting will be
held at Oklahoma City.

A

The following officers were elected
Ralph
Talbot, Tulsa, president: Morris Lowenstein,
Oklahoma City, vice-president: L. W. Brophy,
Muskogee, secretary: Harry Britton, Norman,
treasurer. Executive Committee, John Feeney,
Henryetta Fred Pickerel. Ponca Citv: A. B.

by President Sydney S. Cohen and following
the adjournment stopped over in New York.
Air. Bullock said organization matters in
Ohio were serene. During the past two years
the head of the public service department has
three times covered the eighty-eight counties
of the state.
Aiuch consideration is being given by the
members of the Ohio body to the situation
in Canton, where two weeks ago the theatres
were closed on Sunday through the efforts
of the blue law advocates.
The action was
based on an ancient statute, under which the
courts have declared that a motion picture
entertainment is a theatrical performance.
Last week the reformers jumped to Youngstown.
President Smith and his associates are taking steps to meet the situation.

ROGERS RESIGNS OFFICES
IN BURR COMPANIES
Says Griffith and Carey Units Take

Up Too Much of His Time
R. ROGERS announces

CHARLES

his

resignation as an officer of Mastodon
Films, Inc., and Burr-Rogers Production Corporation.
Mr. Rogers explains he finds he
cannot give these two companies as much
of his time and attention as they require,
owing to the fact that he is so actively engaged in the Corinne Griffith and Hunt

Stromberg-Harry Carey units.
Mr. Rogers will, however,
maintain

Momand, Shawnee:
Bill

J.

H. Moulder, Sapulpa

Smith, Tulsa.

SMITH AND BULLOCK OF OHIO

LOOK IN ON NEW YORK
Sam

Bullock, of the public service department of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Ohio, was a welcome caller at the office
of ExHiBiTOR.s TR.^nE Review this week. Mr.
Bullock, in company with President Martin

Irving Lesser, Departing for West,
Talks of 'Chocolate Candy'
TRYING M. LESSER, vice-president of and
eastern representative for Principal Pictures Corporation, left for the Pacific Coast
this week to hold an important conference on
production, distribution and general activities
of Principal with Sol Lesser and Michael
Rosenberg, the other officials of the organization.

Before

departing

Mr.

candy" in production.
"Stupendous productions are all right
the public grows tired of them," said

—

till

Air.

"In various business enterprises it
imperative to study the law of demand
This is
before tackling the law of supply.
not difficult to ascertain.
The answer is
given when you ask yourself what you want
to see.
You want to see plays well told that
have a bearing on your own surroundings and
Lesser.

is

your own life.
"This is the policy Principal Pictures has
pursued since its organization, and this is
the policy that has brought us prosperity
and good will on the part of the exhibitor.
"Principal follows the policy of offering
the best actors obtainable, the best stories and
fitting scenic surroundings."

states that during his recent

OUTMET BRINGS PRINT OF 'THE

at

offices

135

West

street.

The producer

Los Angeles the Corinne Griffith
company went into production of "Lilies of
the Field," and that the Harry Carey company started its first subject to be released
by the Hodkinson company.
visit

to

MARTHA MANSFIELD DEAD FROM
BURNS ON LOCATION

VITAL QUESTION'
L. Ernest Ouimet, president of Laval Photoplays Ltd., is now in New York with a
print of his first production which has as
a working title "The Vital Question."
Mr. Ouimet takes pride in the fact that
his picture was made on a common sense
basis
that no large salaries were paid, aland that
though he had an excellent cast
every expenditure was made under his personal supervision and after careful examination as to whether it was necessary.
"I didn't want to make a picture that looked
:

;

Martha Mansfield died in San Antonio November 30 as a result of burns received the
day before. Thanksgiving Day. Miss Mansfield was wearing a flimsy dress, portraying
tlie civil war period, and the garment quickhbroke into flames.

The player was taken

to a hospital, but
the shock she had suffered was too severe.
Miss Alansfield was working in a Fox Production, and recently had completed a portrayal of the head model in "Potash and

Perlmutter."

cheap,"

says

Mr. Ouimet, "but I did want
it would be possible for

make one where
everyone to make a
to

reasonable profit.
I am
first feature represents
a cost that everyone said was impossible
before I started production. As for the quality of the picture
well I'll let it speak for

proud

to say that

my

—

itself."

of the two hundred diners "among thofe r-Tesent" at the testimonial dinner to Harry Reichenbach at
the Ritz November 28 and all of whcm told the "industry's toastmaster" how highly they regarded him.

Some

announced

Lesser

that Principal Pictures was going ahead with
production on a big scale. The motion picture
business, he asserted, is just as good as if not
better than it ever has been.
If there is any
trouble in the industry, Mr. Lesser said, it
is not due to apathy on the part of motion
picture patrons or lack of enthusiasm by the
exhibitor, but rather "too much chocolate

continue to
Forty-fourth

:

:

PRINCIPAL GOES AHEAD
ON BIG SCALE

G. Smith of the Ohio exhibitors, attended
the gathering in Washington last week called
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as swiftly as stories are prepared for filming.
Mr. Smith saw the first of the French unit's
picture, "The Beggar of Saint Sulpice," while
in Paris.
This unit, he said, was working directly for the European market and would
begin another picture at once.
There are
also being released by Vitagraph the Charles
E. Blaney productions and two Whitman Bennett pictures, "The Leavenworth Case*' and
"Loyal Lives." The first of the Blaney pictures is "The Love Bandit."

FEATURE PADDING MEANS
PERIL TO THEATRE
Earle

JT

.

Hammons

Says Self-Centered

Director Is Yet Uncontrolled

TN

the padding of feature pictures into unwar
ranted lengths there is peril for the business of exhibition, according to Earle W.
Hammons, president of Educational Film Exchanges, Inc. L^ndoubtedly salaries paid stars
and directors are in most cases ridiculously
high, he concedes, but the blame must not all
be placed there.

GEORGE FITZMAURICE

Mr.

Producer of "The Eternal City," and associated with
Samuel Goldwyn

VITAGRAPH CHIEF BACK

FROM ENGLISH TRIP
\ LBERT

E. SMITH, president of Vitagraph, has returned from London, where
he met Rafael Sabatini, author of "Captain
Blood," world picture rights to which Mr.
Smith purchased. He had the exceptional experience of spending a day with the author
and tramping over the scenes near Bridgewater, where the Duke of Monmouth entered
England in his rebellion against James II in
1685.
"It

was one of the most interesting days
have ever spent," Mr. Smith said at Vitagraph Studios in Brooklyn.
"Sabatini is a
young man of splendid vision. To be guided
by hirn over the landscape which he describes
so intimately in his novel and to learn by
word of mouth from the author himself how
he reconstructed the scenes of three hundred
years ago brought back vividly to me the old
towns of Bridgewater and Sedgemoor and
re-peopled Oglethorpe's Farm, where the
dramatic incident which began Peter Blood's
odyssey was enacted.
I

"The
at
I

sea fights will be the greatest effort
filming water battles ever attempted, and

am

safeguarding their accuracy

in

detail.

In London I engaged a shipwright who is an
expert on ancient shipbuilding.
With him I
visited the British and London museums and
examined the models of craft of England,
France and Spain of the latter part of the
seventeenth century.
He is now searching
Europe for any such craft that may be available; and is also preparing plans which will
enable us to build such ships as may be
needed. When his plans are finished he will
come to the United States and join the Vitagraph forces at Hollywood, where production
will begin sometime early in the spring."
Mr. Smith announced that J. Stuart Black-

attention

calls

to

the

fact

was a free discussion of the

long feature problem early in the year nevertheless the self-centred type of director, seeking personal glory before the general welfare
of the industry, goes merrily on dragging out
his

Confers With Sabatini on Adaptation
of 'Captain Blood'

Hammons

that while there

picture.

Due to this action, the Educational head
says, it is practically impossible for an exhibitor to build up a program of varied enter-

Hollywood

in

two

production.
David Smith is busy finishing
"Red Roses." adaoted from the novel bv
Georere Randolph Chester. The Blackton and
Drivid Smith units will continue production

Hal Roach studios,
sales manager

for-

DFFERS 'HUNCHBACK' FOR
PICTURE HOUSES

being refused on the ground that it lacked
material for six reels.
Another director accepted the story and converted it into eleven

will immediately be made available to regular
motion picture theatres, Carl Laemmle announces. The production is now enjoying spe-

reels.

cial

Hammons

cites

Every successful showman,

pointed out,
has appealed to his public through the variety
and novelty of his entertainment.
it is

"Volume business is the only thing that will
keep the motion picture industry going," says
"That is just as true from
exhibitor's standpoint as it is from the
producer's or distributor's."

Mr. Hammons.
the

EXCHANGEMEN GET TOGETHER
AT WARNER OFFICES
This week the

Warner Brothers

of

office

the scene of a convention, exchange heads
having come to discuss methods of co-operation between exchanges and exhibitors, as
well as to examine prints of new pictures.

was

Among the exchangemen in New York are
Arthur Cohan and Phil Kaufman of Regal
Films, Canada; W. D. Shapiro, of Franklin
Film Company, Boston W. G. Underwood,
Oscar Oldknow,
of Specialty Film, Dallas
of Southern State Film, Atlanta; L. Berman,
of Independent Film Company, Philadelphia.
Without an exception the exchangemen re;

;

port excellent trade conditions in their territories.

SCHULBERG TO SEND COMPANY
TO MONTE CARLO

ferred Picture.

to

FRANK

the

an instance of a popuand

Mr.

next Vitagraph picture, the subject of which
has not vet been decided.

Mr. Smith returns

B.

president of

merly Pathe feature

lar novel offered a director for screening

B. P. Schulberg announces that Gasnier
soon will leave for Monte Carlo to take exteriors for "Poisoned Paradise," Robert W.
Service's story now in production as a Pre-

weeks, accompanied by Mrs. Smith, who made
the trip abroad with him.
He said that he
contemplated no let up at all in Vitagraph

vice

Laemmle Says Terms Are $1.65
Top and Two-a-Day
OF NOTRE
HUNCHBACK
THE
DAME," Universal's big spectacle drama,

tainment.

who has' just completed at the Brooklyn
Studios, "Let Not Man Put Asunder." the
picturization of the famous novel on divorce
by Basil King, will go to California for his
ton,

W.

New

The

original plan was to reconstruct on the
lot the principal buildings of the
resort, but it has been decided to take these
street scenes in the locale described hy Service.
The contingent to make the trip will
not, however, be a large one, consisting of

Schulberg

Director Gasnier and his cameraman, Clara
Bow and Kenneth Harlan, who play the leading roles.

Carl

presentations

theatres

legitimate

in

throughout the country. It is in its thirteenth
week at the Astor Theatre, New York City.
The Universal chief stipulates two conditions to be fullfilled by exhibitors playir.ii

"The Hunchback." One is that a reasonable
number of seats must be held at $1.65 top.
and the other is that the picture shall be
These conpresented on a two-a-day basis.
ditions are necessary for the time being, he
asserts, to maintain the prestige of the production and assure it a real run.
In a statement addressed to all exhibitors,
Mr. Laemmle deplored the necessity of showing "The Hunchback" in legitimate theatres,
but explained the reasons therefor and outlined his plan for a special arrangement release of the picture to regular cinema houses.
"Much against my own desire, I am showing 'The Hunchback of Notre Dame' in various legitimate theatres throughout the United
States," says Mr. Laemmle. "I am making a
profit on these showings and at the same time
I

am

preparing the

way

for the exhibitor

who

show it later on at popular prices.
"The only reason I have chosen legitimate

will

theatres is because the picture simply must
have a real run and most exhibitors up to
now have been fearful of changing their
policy to two-a-day and charging $L65 top.
"Now that I am in the midst of 'roadshowing" the big production, I find that exhibitors of importance are changing their attitude and are showing a disposition to change
their policy, thus cutting legitimate theatres
out of the picture business.
"I approve of this with all my heart and
soul.

Wherever

I

have found a

first-class

picture house that is willing to change its
policy by showing 'The Hunchback of Notre
Dame' twice a day at $1.65 top, I have given
it the preference over any legitimate theatre.
"I stand ready to do this wherever it is
feasible."

Al Lichtman, veteran

film

man who

recently

with the Universal Pictures Corporation, has taken over the supervision of
the
country-wide
presentations
of
"The
affiliated

Hunchback."
been mostly

So' far, these presentations

in legitimate

houses.

have
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A SMALL TOWN MOVIE
Part 8

New Business
By George

Rice

MY

partner and I were fully aware of
the fact that any theatre will die unless
the normal loss in patronage is
counterbalanced by procuring new cus*
tomers.

When we

asked Thomas about it, he
your advertising campaign."
We then began a systematic plan of attack by ordering cards, folders and a small
booklet to distribute.
We got one of the tradesmen to furnish
us with the addresses of the new people in
town.
The letter carrier on our beat also furnished new names in exchange for a season
"Start

said:

ticket for himself and family.
daily he had a new one for us

a

VIRGINIA VALLI
Goldwyn player who

leads in

'Wild

Oranges'

Veteran Actor Arrives in New York
After Ten Years' Absence

q-'HEODORE ROBERTS, who
Moses

in

en-

"The Ten

Commandments,"

says that portraying
lawgiver in the Old Testament
scenes of the production was the most
the

inspiring

work

of

his

city hall

career.

Mr. Roberts, for the first time in ten
years, has come East on a professional

had an arrangement with the hotel
management by which the night clerk
could hand one of our programmes to any
guest who appeared to be wanting somewhere to go for an evening's entertainment.
Howe joined the Young Men's Christian

After the plagues of Egypt and the
miracle-working, the climax shows the
prophet on Mount Sinai receiving the
Divine commands as flaming characters

I also
especially fine picture.
of our advertising on the table

girls to join
Christian Association
with the idea of interesting the members

the
in

Young Women's

our shows.
This girl told

me that she could get
people interested in our
theatres if we paid her way to the toe
dances and cabaret parties which were in
more

full
I

young

Golden

might give offence," said
Mr. Roberts, "but all my doubts were
swept away by the reverent sincerity
of the directing by Cecil B. De Mille.
"The grandeur of the settings and the
ancient psalmody of the Palestine Jews
who took part in the exodus to the
wilderness were both profoundly mov-

a picturi7.ation

ing.

"To enact this God-given leader in
the early uplift of the race, was an intense em(^tional experience I can never
forget."

"In our Egyptian scenes," said the
veteran actor, "the crowds were so vast
that I was lost in them."
Mr. De Mille's biblical "City of
Raamses" was peopled by many thous-

ands of human and animal "extras." It
was the Egypt of Tutankh-amen's time
reconstructed on the sand dunes of central

California.

The wonder of the achievement is the
more apparent when you consider that
the Bible part is of an introductory nature to the modern story."

young

sway in town just then.
was reluctant at first, but

He. engraves the letters on stone and
descends to the valley where the break-

destroyed by God's thunderbolts.
"It is only natural to think that such

King'

KANE WARNS SHOWMEN
AGAINST INERTIA
Associated Head Says Co-operation
with Producer Necessary

RTHUR

as never before.

some

sented.

—the
Calf — are

the

ture.

we had an

in the sky.

Commandment

of

almost immediately.
It seems that our girl was not at all
backward in proclaiming the merits of the
pictures exhibited in our houses.
She provided the young men with whom
she supped or danced with programmes of
forthcoming pictures.
She would impress them with the idea
that they should see such and such a pic-

Association mnch against his wishes.
my lodge I frequently met the
Kt
young people of the town, as well as some
I would diplomatically
of the pioneers.
talk "shop" with them, telling them when

with good results.
I tried to get one of our

guiding the
the chilly blasts whilst
people across the wind-swept bed of the
Red Sea.

Goldwyn's 'In the Palace

KANE, President of
Exhibitors, is now in
Los Angeles.
In commenting on the
film industry, he
m_ade the following
statements:
"Unless Exhibitors and, through them
the public, come to the support of a
great number of high cost productions
there will be a greatly depleted bankroll
the
producing
and
distributing
branches of the industry.
"The duty of everyone in the business
for this year is very plain.
It is to
stimulate attendance for all these big
attractions to the greatest extent possible, so that the greatest rentals that
can possibly be paid will be realized to
finance producing for 1924-1925.
"There is another way out for the
producers of course, and that is, if they
come out _of this season with their finances seriously curtailed they will
have to make' cheap shows.
I do not
believe the Exhibitors want this, for all
over the country they have been spending millions on beautiful new motion picture palaces.
"Nobody wants Exhibitors to run
such costly pictures at certain losses to
th emselves, but what should be done
IS to create and get every dollar possible
for these big attractions, because the
producers of them need the support now

At a luncheon last week he told the
motion picture men of his dwelling on
Mount Sinai and his ordeal on the Rock
of Moses where he suffered keenly in

First
worshippers of the

BLANCHE SWEET
Star of

We

left

the

provided us

list
of
purchasers of estates,
a
and the minister of the church in the dissupplied names of newly married
trict
couples.

visit.

ers of

send

with

EAST EXTENDS ROBERTS
ROUSING WELCOME

acts the role of

programme to.
The clerk at the

Almost
to

finally con-

An

increase in attendance of the
people of the cabaret class occurred

Almost always the young man would
attend and bring his girl with him and
sometimes a party of young men and
women, all of which made business for us.
can safely assert that this enterprising
young girl attracted more new customers
to our theatres from the dancing and cabaretting set than Howe and I did from the
lodge and the Y.
Thus we struggled on. We were not
yet safely off the rocks, but we were going
I

on

nicely.

We

did not think so much about a call
sheriff as formerly.

from the

Some money was beginning

to touch our
paid.

palms after running expenses were
This was encouraging.
(To be continued)

A

S.

-'^ Associated

m

"Exhibition business generally is prosThere are only two problems
confronting the industry this season, as
perous.
I

have
First,

highest

and these two are:
stimulate attendance to the
point possible on all the big

said,

to

attractions.

Second, to return to the producer every
dollar that the Exhibitor can afford, to
enable the producer to continue in business and to make the caliber of production which both the public and the Exhibitor require.
On his part the producer does not
intend to use this money in making generally such high cost attractions another
season and putting the same burden on
the Exhibitor and the public, but to
make hig'i-class attractions at considerably lower cost."
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In the making

of

Pathe's

"Crystal

M

ountains were used as a background.
Ascension" the beautiful Cascade
On horseback and with pack mules
Lake on its way to the vast sno w regions at the top of the stately peak, "South Sister."

the party encircled Green

Mount Hood, one

of

the grandest mountains of the West, is so difficult to climb that it seemed impossible for Pathe to utihze
They solved the problem by sending out their cast and staff on foot.
filming of their production.

Camera Captures Cascade Range for
Western Mouritains and Lakes Used as

its

beauties

'Crystal Ascension'

a Background for

New

Pathe Production.

;

December

15,

:

:
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Round Tabic

Exhibitors'

CO-OPERATIVE SPIRIT HELPS

weeks in Indianapolis, and his popularity
increases with each succeeding program.
Modest Altschuler, a symphony conductor
for many years, has been giving symphonic
overtures in addition to synchronizing each
feature picture with an individual musical
setting.
Mr. Minor was added to the musical
staff to give the lighter musical touch, for the
taste of some patrons who appreciate that
sort of thing.
Together, they are working
for a finished product in the way of a musical
program to suit one and all of the audience.
five

TJ

N. BRITTEN, Acting Secretary of the
-'-^» Theatre Owners' and Managers Association of Oklahoma, writes us, announcing
that organization's Semi-Annual Convention,
to be held in Oklahoma City, December Jrd
and 4th.
Their Spring Convention was worked out
on the lines of a co-operative spirit, all meetings being open to both Association members
and Exchange Managers, and was so successful that they decided to hold this one in the
same manner.
One and all, they express their enthusiasm
over the idea and their letter, addressed to
all exhibitors is full proof of the spirit behind the organization.
reads in part
"The several Oklahoma City Exchange
Managers have all assured us that they will
give their full co-operation and have gone to
work with as much enthusiasm as we are
giving it ourselves.
The convention will be
held along the same lines as our March meeting. An Exhibitor-Distributor Get Together
Meeting, at which time you can bring up your
grief and get some backing.
"Several important matters have come up
which are of vital interest to each and every
exhibitor in the state.
The Film Board of
Trade will be fully explained and argued. This
matter, unless you are familiar with it, is
well worth understanding thoroughly.
Another matter which will come up is a Reciprocal Insurance Plan, which if put over,
will be a great benefit to exhibitors in a savings on premiums and also a much more satisfactory form of policy.
"You have no doubt, received a letter from
the Oklahoma City, Chamber of Commerce,
advising that they are interested in our conIt

Boon

to Matinee Business

Louis has another sky -tickler, which
prove a big boon to the matinee business in the Missouri at present a great prob;
St.

will

—

On January 1st, the new Missouri Theatre
Building, a twelve story structure will open
its doors to tenants.
The office building was
raised while the theatre was operating.
Herschel Stuart feels that a Woolworth
store would be a big benefit to the afternoon
performances because of the women it would
attract, and it is understood negotiations are
under way.

Salary Cuts

Not

Felt

Several Cincinnati exchanges report that
the cut in salary of stars and the curtailment
of production of pictures has not yet affected the market.
Most houses are booked
up several months ahead, but no change is
anticipated, as the majority of people want
the best plays, regardless of what star is being
featured. It is the prevalent belief that plays
will be of a better type when the stars are
not featured so heavily.

Oregon Pioneer Recovers

vention.

"This letter is just a forerunner advising
you of the dates, that you can begin making
preparations to come in, as soon as all of
the details have been worked out, you will be
advised further.
Remember, to accomplish
big things requires co-operation.
Can we
count on yours?
One of the biggest things
in the past few years is the repeal of the
Admission Tax, if it goes through, and it
looks very favorable to us,
"Don't sit .back with the 'Let George Do
It'
idea, but get some of the old pep in
your blood and come in and get some of the
grapes for yourself.
"Yours for the greatest convention ever."

Friends of Ezra Meeker, nationally known
pioneer and Oregon trail blazer, are rejoicing in the complete recovery of the "93-yearyoung" man, from a severe attack of throat
trouble that all but resulted in pneumonia.
Mr. Meeker, besides being a trail blazer is
also an author and of late, a motion picture promoter.
He was eager to recover his
strength, to resume his historical motion picture plans, and engaged a room at the Hotel
Frye, as soon as physicians permitted.
He
was cared for at the home of his grandson.

Has Author

On Wednesday

afternoon,

as

Guest

November

er

when a few of some of the smalldown town exhibitors of Kansas City

Booth Tarkington, Mrs. Tarkington, and a
chosen few of the famous author's friends,
viewed one of his latest efforts, "Cameo

were beginning to bite their thumbs and wonder where business had gone to, Frank L.

Kirby," in the private projection room at the
Circle Theatre, Indianapolis. "Cameo Kirby,'"
which was written some years ago by Mr.
Tarkington and Harry Leon Wilson, and enjoyed a considerable success on the legitimate
stage, features John Gilbert in the leading
role, with Gertrude Olmsted opposite him.
Mr. Tarkington was more than pleased with
the results of the production, which was
directed by John Ford, and presents Gilbert

with a Thanksgiving revue made
up mostly of local talent. It brought patrons
wading through seven inches of snow to ca-

of the swashbuckling gambler who
uses his winnings for charitable purposes.

Newman

of the

revue

A

plentitude of amusement is in store for
partakers of the Newman theatre's Thanksgiving feast

THE MENU

indefinite period, bringing to the patrons of
that well known theatre the sort of musical

West.

has

been

delighting

fans

Overture

"The' Scarecrows"

C. Sharpe-Minor famous novelty organist, is
at the Circle Theatre, Indianapolis; for an

that

Appetizer

"Katinka"
Cocktail

The Name and the Game

program

theatre started the

pacity houses.
Here is the manner in which
the Kansas City Star styled Mr. Newman^s

in the role

Buffalo,

Newman

ball rolling

.... Pauline Aycuff and Marie

Brooks and Ross
Celery

"Baby

Sister Blues"

and "Alibi Baby"
Misses Elliott and Kelly
Olives

in

Los Angeles and cities in the Middle
Mr. Minor has been spending the last

Kelly, dancers

Soup
Vocal duet

Eccentric

Hardy

dance

and

Lefree

Relishes
'-'Singing

the

Blues"

Madlyn Worth

Brooks and Ross

Dressing

Songs and Sayings

Leon Leonard
Turkey

"The Eternal Three"

The

With Hobart Bosworth

Breathes Easy Again
among down

inflated situation existing

town theatres of Kansas City a week ago
no more. Four stock companies, in addition to the regular legitimate and motion

is

picture houses, playing to (reported) large
crowds, have slipped beyond the horizon and
exhibitors again are breathing easy.
The
houses which "hit the rocks" with stock companies are the Garden, Empress, Grand and

Mi ssouri

theatres.
is

The

latter,

owned by the

playing feature pictures.

Always

a

Way Out

Charles Greime, of the Ivan L. Theatre,
Blaine, Wash., is not to be outwitted by the
prohibiting of fight pictures for showings in

He booked the Dempsey-Firpo
and the Leonard-Tendler picture, and

this country.

film

staged a double-header, in a house at White
Rock, B. C, just across the border. Greime
appeared_ in Seattle, plugging for the event
and leaving window cards and tickets to sell
at $1.00 each, behind him, about ten days
ahead of his play date.
He drew a good
crowd, not only from Seattle, but from
Everett, Bellingham and all the small towns
in the northern part of the state.

Mayor Has Stage Fright

A

little

impromptu scenario, in which
of Kansas City was to have
the Main Street theatre with

Mayor Cromwell

appeared at
Louise Lovely, screen star, as the concluding
performance of a week in which amateurs
had been given an opportunity to face the
camera, led to a good deal of "razzing"
by newspapers when the city executive got
"cold feet" and failed to appear at the theatre.
This parting shot from the Kansas City
Star
"Possibly the mayor's stage fright was
based upon the statement of the actress in
her Hollywood defense speech that 'many
people in the movies do not think what they
are doing."

J.

Just
28th,

.... Misses Elliott, Aycuff,

Dr. Templeton.

Out Kansas WayCircle

Fish

Tomorrow

"Until

Shuberts,

lem.

*"

Dance Hall Versus Movies
W. Sayre, exploitation chief of

the

Greater Theatres Company, and editor of
Screenland, a local fan publication of the
Jensen and Von Herberg houses here, went
to the mat last week in a spirited reply to an
attack by Mrs. Elizabeth Harris, a dance
hall matron, against the movies and city playgrounds.
Mrs. Harris, in an address 'before
the

Commonwealth

Club, denounced both,
certain assertions that were both unand uncalled for.
In championing the

making
true

movies, Mr. Sayre challenged her to point
out a single instance where a film had been
shown in Seattle during recent vears, that
had the ef¥ect on the minds of the voung folks
that she intimated in her speech. ' Mr. Sayre
proclaimed his resentment against the attack,
declaring that he had no particular objection
to the dance halls but certainly did resent
the reflection that had been cast upon moving
pictures and playgrounds.
The dance halls
_

he said, were merely recreational and purely
commercial, whereas the moving pictures had
an educational value in addition. He quoted
from_ a statement by Afa. B. Keves, former
district attorney of Los Angeles.' who said:
"During my entire career I have yet to
see any criminal who accredited the crime
for
which he was convicted, to the movies."
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It is alleged that several exhibterritory.
itors in the territory, despite repeated warnings, have booked film for two nights, show-

ing it only one night and reselling
extra day to a neighbor exhibitor.
L. L.
tre at

it

for the

Dent has taken over the Unique Thea-

El Paso, Texas.

S. Walker has purchased the Alamo
J.
Theatre at Moody, Texas, from E. L. Black.

Saul Harris has opened his new Kempner
Theatre at Little Rock, Ark.

Breig Brothers, of Scranton, Pa., have
been awarded the contract to erect the new
$250,000 theatre that the Comer ford Amusement Co., of Scranton, Pa., owners of 65
playhouses, will erect at Pittston, Pa.

Henry E. Wilkinson has resigned as manager of the Dependable Pictures exchange, effective December 1 at which time he will be
succeeded by Jim Speer now at the Albany
office.

"Pioneer

ARTHUR

ST. GERMAIN
Manager of three Canadian theatres: His Majesty's,
the
Family Theatres, of Monand
Sherbrooke
the
J.

at the
last

treal.

received

much

HOMER ELLISON
exhibitor, and President of the MounManager of hte Princess,
tain States Theatre Corp.
Rialto and Queen in Denyer.

Widely known

exploitation.

reciprocal
insurance
for
picture theatre owners is
meeting with great approval, according to
C. E. Cook, business manager of the M. P.
Under the reciprocal insurT. O. Kansas.
ance arrangement the cost of insurance to an
individual exhibitor will be reduced about 30
per cent annually.

Briefs

plan

of

tario government will produce
educational,
including
tures,
scenic and other subjects.

stalled.

G.

F. S.

in the Kansas City terrihave little on their managers when it
comes to "hitting the road." E. C. Rhoden
of First National is now on his "nth" tour
of Western Kansas, while Roy Churchill of
F. B. O. is "out and at 'em" again;

Film salesmen

tre at

Horton has opened the new Grand theaHope, Ark., closed during the summer.

J. J.

theatre

opening

his beautiful

his

guilty

house

Texas, and was

on

The Proxtor Street Blue Mouse in Tacoma, planned along the lines of the Seattle
Blue Mouse, was opened recently. It will be
under the direction of John Hamrick and
under the management of J. William Houck,

Trails."

Hegman, manager of a motion
pleaded

new

in

Sunday

picture

Court to

Justice
at

Austin,

who

fined $80.

manages

also

the Seattle house.

Mayor

Myers and Ford have opened their new
Arcade in La Grande, Ore., which was fur-

Roy Crawford,

vice-president and treasurer
Exhibitors, who returned to

nished

week.

Through Colonel W. H. Price, K. C,
Provincial Treasurer of Ontario, the moving picture studio at Trenton (formerly operated by the Adanac Producing Co.) has
been purchased for $30,000; wherein the On-

Associated
last

The Kansas

City Film Board of Trade has,
announced that it definitely will put an end
to the bicycling of film in the Kansas City

MUIR

J. R.
Pioneer on the Pacific Coast,

manager

Holden, formerly of Universal Exchange
York, will assume the managership
of the Universal Exchange in Cincinnati.
J.

in

New

Fred Taylor has opened a
ture theatre at Rising Star,

new motion

pic-

Texas.

Howard Price Kingsmore is planning an
elaborate Christmas party for the poor chilHe will give them a
dren of Atlanta.
special show at which a discarded toy will
admit them. He has enlisted charitable organizations to provide, candy, nuts, etc.
D. Clarke, formerly of Detroit, Mich., has

unusually good year in both motion picture and theatrical circles was predicted by

New York

Walla

Fawcett made the opening address.

An

of

theatre,

has just re-seated the house
Heywood-Wakefield opera

Adolph and Sol Samuels are on an extended auto tour through Florida.

Operators and theatres have signed a new
scale at Galveston, Texas, following a walkPractically the same wage
out in August.
scale and working conditions were renewed,
but the managers were successful in having
some new men to replace the walkouts retained and taken into the union.

Varsity on Wed28 with the Vita-

Arcade

Terhune,

chairs.

tory

James Cardina will open
neighborhood theatre, the
nesday evening, November
graph production, "Pioneer

E.

Walla, Wash.,
with 450 new

decorations.

Galveston, Texas.

own picagricultural,

its

The New Hubbell at Trenton, Mo., owned
by M. H. Hubbell, has been completely remodeled. A Hope-Jones pipe organ was in-

G. H. Boynton, Jr., is improving his Royal
Theatre at Hamilton, Texas, and added new
seats with new front and handsome interior

Charles S. Sasseen has re-opened his Treat

It

broke the house record
in Schenectady, N. Y.,

Kansas motion

Evidently there was a lurking "hunch" that
A. H. Cole, assistant manager of the Kansas
City Paramount branch, did not have enough
to worry about around the office whon the
grief of taking charge of the accessories department was added to his duties,

mont Theatre

week.

The

Round Table

Trails"

Albany theatre

of six

theatres.

H. L.
Active

LACOUTURE

showman
at Sorel,

of

Gaiety,

Quebec

b^y

B. F.

Shearer, Inc.

ALLEN
Manager

R.

MacBETH

of one of Allen's
houses, Westraount, Mont.

H.

become assistant to the Canadian manager at
the Toronto headquarters of the FamousLasky Film Service, Limited.
Standard Film Service Company, Cincinbusiness is good. "Mayexceedingly popular and
enough prints to satisfy the trade cannot be
secured at the present time.

nati, reports that
time" has been

P.

DYGERT

General Manager of Association Theatres, New York

its

REX. W.
Manager

MIDGLEY

of the American, at
Oakland, California

/

Columbus had seen this
egg he wouldn't have discovered America.
If

He'd have stayed home
to laugh.

MACK SENNETT
presents

BEN TURPIN
in

Two Reel Comedies
Most recent

''Telling the cock-eyed world'*
man

of high renown

This

is

Who

rocks the ribs

Who
And

the

in

"Asleep

every town,

at the

"The Dare

Switch," a railroad

Devil,"

why

"Ten Thousand Dollars

laughs like a mighty wave
just can't make his eyes behave!
rolls his

why

rib rockers
riot.

serials aren't serious.

or

Ten Days," or

judges jug a joker.
BEWARE OF FILM PIRATES

Path^comedy
TRADE

1^

MARK

The Old Wild West

in

a

most exciting serial
In 1848 almost the entire country west of the Miswas a howling wilderness, inhabited only

sissippi

by bloodthirsty Indians, and ranged by wild

beasts.

Wagon

trains of hardy pioneers, seeking the virgin
the prairie or the gold of California, set out
daily on the long and dangerous trail. They were
attacked by Indians; they starved; they died for

soil of

lack of water, but the survivors pushed on past the

dead

in a

steady stream.

—
O

Emerson Hough took this great and dramatic period of our history and wove it into a wonderful story. Pathe has put it into
a wonderful serial, with Allene Ray, Harold Miller and an important cast.
It is

an

entirely

And
the

a super-feature, only

new type

at the

of serial.

story.

The

Pafhe5erial

ngr

L

PRODUCED ev
C. W. PATTON

It is

same time was produced a great feature from

same great

—

continued over ten weeks.

it is

feature

and

is

now

ready.

Pafh^picture
TRADE

/ ^-^^MARl^^^^^^^^^^^

OCRECTEO

CEOROE

By ~

a. seiTz_>

Bringing Home
the Bacon

/VI.

Hal Roach presents

STAN LAUREL
in

Laurel

is

Two Reel

making

Comedies

*em all look

to their laurels
keep from laughing at Laurel he'd
die a quick death from suppressed emotion.
If a

chap

tried to

good ones; and when
he picks 'em they stay picked, for he puts them in the
kind of pictures that make them famous.

Hal Roach knows how

Laurel

is

to

two

and he brings

it

to pick the

comedies what bacon
home.
reel

is

to eggs;

Path^comecb
TRADE

r

MARK

December

15,
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ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
LESSER ANNOUNCES FIRST
PEGGY PICTURE

METRO'S 'FASHION ROW
FINALLY READY
Mae Murray's

Child Star to Be Featured Soon im
'Captain January' Film

MURRAY'S newest Metro starring picture, "Fashion Row" is ready
for release this week.
Arrangements are
now under way to give it an elaborate
Broadway presentation after which it will
have a general release throughout the
country.

ANbe

Latest Picture Declared
to Be the Best Yet

lYJAE

"Fashion

Row"

shown

was

"Captain January" will
first feature producPictures Corporation,

Baby Peggy's

Principal
according to Sol Lesser,
organization.
tion for

president

of

the

"I believe our selection of 'Captain January' for Baby Peggy's first feature," says
Lesser, "is a happy one, for it seems as if

privately

New York before a group of
officials among whom were Marcus
W. E. Atkinson, E. M. Saunders, J.

adaptation of

Meador and M. H. Hoffman, general
manager of Tiffany Productions.
It

the story must have been written expressly
for our little star.
The child in the book
possesses all the endearing charms that
we are anxious to bring out in Baby
Peggy, and the action of the story con-

brought

tains

here in

Metro
Loew,
E. D.

forth enthusiastic praise.
It is
the best story that Miss Murray has ever
had, full
of
straight
appealing drama.
Miss Murray portrays a dual role and
succeeds in doing the best acting of her

ing."

an old light-house
tiny
baby washed
ashore, the sole survivor of a great shipwreck.
He rears the baby in his lighthouse
home, and a wonderful love develops between the hoary old sea captain and the

"Captain January"
keeper who finds a

career.

"Fashion Row" reveals a wealth of
striking gowns, some of which were imported especially for this production from
the shops of Paris and others were made
after designs and sketches made by Miss
Murray herself who is an adept at picturing
what she wants created for her. Incidentally there is great interest in "Fashion
Row" because some of the gowns that
Miss Murray will w^ear were made after
designs submitted in the contests that were
staged as part of the exploitation on Miss
Murray's latest picture in distribution,
"The French Doll."
"Fashion

Row"

will

and color in the
Something of the same sort
the famous picture,
"The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," which was ex-

tain

effects of line, light

background.
was done in

hibited in this country several seasons- ago.

Mr. Leonard and Miss Murray have
been working on their theory quite independently of experiments of the same sort
that were being carried on elsewhere, notably in Europe.

West

have seen "Fashion

coast observers

Row"

who

production,
say that a startling new theory has been
evolved that must effect the art of the
screen when it is become known.
in

FOURTH OF BARTON SERIES
READY THIS WEEK
The fourth of the series of single reel
comedy dramas based on the Bruce Barton
has just been completed under the supervisions of John L. McCutcheon for Motion
Pictures Arts, Incorporated, for release by
the Standard Cinema Corporation.

Leslie King, who played "Humpo" in
"If Winter Comes" and Maud Hill play
the leads, and S. Edward Graham directed.
Others in the cast were Paul Walters,
Annettee Earl, Edward Roseman and Rita

Abrams.

James

S.

story

who
little

If there really is such a thing as a gateway to
Heaven, it is not un'ike!y that it looks like this
one in Selznick's "Woman to Woman." We imagine
even St. Peter would be proud of such an entrance.

Brown

cranked.

MRS. JOHNSON SUBS FOR SON
During the absence of Emory Johnson,
is spending a week or more in quest

who

of locations for his next F. B. O. production in San Francisco, Emilie Johnson, his
talented mother, is in charge of the JohnHollywood.
in
interests
son production
Mrs. Johnson is oersonally selecting the
to

cast

Walker

support Mary Carr
the leading roles.

in

and

Johnie

is

child.
The "heavy" in the
wealthy and well meaning aunt
shows up twice and tries to take the
girl away from her Daddy-Captain.

dainty

also reveal for the

time in this country a series of dances
that are current in out-of-the-way corners
of the world.
Miss Murray has studied
the folk dances of Europe and Asia and
will exhibit these from time to time in
her forthcoming picture.
Horace Jackson, who has built and designed sets for numerous screen productions and who is rated as one of the foremost artists in the country, designed and
supervised the building of the sets for
"Fashion Row."
Here for the first time
will be seen the new technique which Mr.
Leonard and Miss Murray have perfected
after several years of experimentation.
It
i-s
intended to portray the mood of the
characters in each individual scene by cerfirst

wealth of emotional work that I
is capable of portray-

a

know Baby Peggy

little

a

is

Lesser is carrying out his intention of
surrounding Baby Peggy with the best
talent obtainable in the making of her
pictures.

who

Eve

Unsell,
clever
finished

freelance

work

on
"Long Live the King" with Jackie Coogan,
nnd "Shadows of Paris" with Pola Negri,
has been engaged to collaborate with John
Gray on the scenario for "Captain Janu-

writer,

recently

ary."

Edward F. Cline, whose recent achievements include "Circus Days" with Jackie
Coogan, a picturization of George M. Cohan's "The Meanest Man in the World,"
and Harold Bell Wright in "When a Man's
a Man," will put "Captain January" into
production within two weeks.

Harold Shaw, directing the Metro Productions of "The Fool's Awakening," is at the mercy of h's leading
Enid Bennett, if he wants to come to any more of their four o'clock tea parties. Harrison Ford
and Alec Francis stand by helping Enid Bennett give orders to Mr. Shaw

lady,

'
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RAPID PROGRESS MARKS
HISTORICAL FILMS
Pathes Yale Press Schedule
N earing Completion

PRINCIPAL PICTURES TO
STAR BEBE DANIELS

Now

Zeidman Preparing Production

T? APID

rjPON

progress is being made on the extensive production schedule of Yale University Press in its screen series of historical
dramas for distribution by Pathe. The unusual success which has attended the presentation the first two numbers of this group in
prominent first-run theatres has added fresh
impetus to the production activities, and several additional subjects will shortly be ready
for distribution.

the return to Los Angeles recently
of Michael Rosenberg, Secretarv, and Sol
Lesser, President of Principal Pictures Corporation, a contract was made with Bennie
Zeldman for a series of feature productions
to be released by the Principal organization.

^

*•

Zeidman

Aliss

Pathe's "One Cylinder Love" did the villain
pursue her?
Not after he felt the gentle
persuader, poked at an angle which immediately broke
up the well known triangle

will

still

include Karl

W

GASNIER TO TAKE COMPANY
TO MONTE CARLO
The next

film contingent to betake itself
foreign lands will set out in the near future from the Schulberg Studios in Los Angeles, bound for Monte Carlo.
The trip
will be made in the interests of securing
true locations for Robert W. Service's story,
"Poisoned Paradise" which is now being proThe party
duced as a Preferred Picture.
to

Struss,

few other members of the
nier

will

Clara Bow and a
Director Gas-

cast.

supervise the entire project.

ITALIAN FASCISTI

MOB WILL

ACT IN 'BEN HUB'

\\'oman,''

;

will enact the part of the
looking forward to her role

will

be required for

that.

Revolutionary W'ar replete
thrilling
with
and dramatic episodes of this eventful period.
Following "A'incennes" on the release schedule will be "Daniel Boone,' which has been

completed are
"The Frontier
directed by Webster
Campbell,
which is said to throw into high relief the
heroic part played by women in the pioneer
life of
America
and "Peter Stuyvesant."
directed by Frank Tuttle and dealing with
the Dutch settlement on the Hudson.
In preparation are "Wolf and Montcalm"
and "The Gateway of the West."
Scenes
for the former are being shot this week at
Wliitestone and Camp Upton, Long Island,
under the direction of Kenneth Webb. Over
500 extras are engaged in these scenes together with a detachment of infantry, of the
regular army and a company of marines, who
are participating with the express permissioiof General Lejeume at the Marine headquarters in Washington.
The exteriors for "The
Gateway of the
est" are being shot at
Hendersonville, N. C, under the direction of
Webster Campbell and the personal supervision of Prof. Nathaniel Stephenson, eminent historian and author. This subject introduces George Washington as a young officer
of the garrison of Fort Necessity in 1754.

is

and much studio space
In

Already

preparing to make a modShakespeare's "The Taming

with no little anticipation.
Production will be carried on at the Garson Studios, due to the fact Baby Peggy s
first picture will begin in the near future

The next subject to be released is "\'incennes."
This deals with the historic campaign of George Rogers Clark against thi
British stronghold of \^incennes during the

30th.

Daniels

Shrew and

activities.

December

now

of the
Shrew" and has engaged, through
courtesy of Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Bebe Daniels for the leading role.

'

set for

is

ern version of

The two numbers of the "Chronicles of
America" series already released by Pathe,
are "Columbus,
which was made available
by Pathe on October 7th; and "Jamestown,"
which was issued November 4th. Both these
subjects have been extensively booked and
have been attracting a remarkable amount of
favorable comment on the part of newspaper
editors and leaders in professional and civic

—

of

Shakespeare Series

The

mob

greatest

scenes

ever

filmed

are

planned b)' Charles Brabin for his
Goldwyn production of Lew Wallace s "Ben
Hur," according to dispatches from Italy.

being

Brabin

technical workers from the
are now preparing to begin
the story, which is planned
lavish production ever made for

and

Goldwyn studios
camera work on
as the most
the screen.

scenes

thousand

Italian Fascist! will
to toga for mob
the big production, Brabin cables.

Thirty-five

change

from black
in

shirt

The

entire picture will be filmed in Europe.
Brabin and Edward Bowes, Goldwyn vicepresident, are now in Turin, Italy, and will
be joined soon by June Mathis, editorial di-

of

rector

Hur"

the

company, who adapted

"Ben

to the screen.

ST.

Mai St. Clair, recently engaged by Robertson-Cole to film a new series of H. C. Witwer stories, is busy taking screen tests of
young women with a view of selecting one
The central character
for the leading role.
of the new series will be a telephone operator, with a degree of big town flip and soMore than a dozen young
phistication.
women have already taken the tests at the
Robertson- Cole studio with the result as yet
unknown.

'T'HE power

of interpretation
-^through facial expression is
graphically illustrated in both
At the left,
these scenes.
from "Jealous Husbands/' one
needs no inside information

determine what is going
on behind the wide ooen, fearto

eyes.

now

being carried on at Prinand according to Zeidthe remainder of the cast will be seis

man,

from the best available artists.
Through the courtesy of Warner Brothers,

lected

the services of William Beaudine have been
obtained as director of the production. Work
will be started immediately after sets are
completed and the remaining artists engaged.

HODKINSON'S 'THE OLD FOOL'
READY FOR RELEASE
"The Old Fool," an Outlook Production,
dealing with the conflict of the old and the
young in the home, has now been completed
and will be released by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation sometime this month.
Four generations are depicted in the picture.
Most of the action revolves about
Granddad Steele, an old Civil war veteran
and his grandson, Johnny.
There has been assembled a splendid cast,
headed by James Barrows, Lloyd Hughes,
Betty Francisco and Louise Fazenda.
Air.
Barrows is a veteran of both the screen and
the legitimate. He is close to seventy years
of age and was the original squire in "Way

Down

East."

directed by E. D. V enwell-known in the industry on both
the artistic and directorial sides.

"The Old Fool" was

turini,

CLAIR TAKES TESTS FOR
NEXT WITWER SERIES

struck

Casting

cipal Pictures Studios

On

the right,

"Forgive and Forget."
at bay is as
a
as
suggested
concretely
though one were reading the
point
the
at
manuscript
where this tense moment is

from

human being

registered.

VOTING CONTEST STIMULATES
INTEREST IN FILM
Twenty-five thousand votes were cast in
the "Loyal Lives popularity contest for mailThis contest was
carriers at Warren, Ohio.
arranged by the Tribune of that city and the
Duchess Theatre which played the Whitman
Bennett special based on the life of post
office employees.
The twenty-three carriers
of the city were entered in the contest and the
son, who has a total vote of 7,061.
The stunt
attracted great comment.

:
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Up and Down Main
TWO. PREMIERES IN NEW
YORK THIS WEEK
Rivoli and Strand

TIGER

New

Will Play

Warner Productions
ROSE" and "Lucretia Lombard,"

two Warner productions are to have their
premieres on Broadway during the corning
week, the former being booked by the Rivoh,
and the Strand having accepted the latter.

Hugo Reisenfeld of the RivoH, after a private screening of "Tiger Rose," was layish
in his praise of the film having been particularly impressed by the performance of Lenore Ulrich who, he believes, will make a
greater sensation in her screen characterization of the title role than she did in the same
role on the legitimate stage.
He also expressed himself as being appreciative of the fine work of Sidney Franklin in
directing the picture in which he has sucaction
continuous
maintaining
in
ceeded
the
sacrificing
once
without
throughout
smoothness of

the

story,

according to

Mr.

Reisenfeld.

Over at the Strand, Joseph Plunkett is very
about "Lucretia Lombard,'" a
enthusiastic
screen version of Kathleen Norris' novel of
Mr. Plunkett declares that
the same name.
the picture has unusually well sustained action, exciting situations, and a cast which
seems to have been made to order for the
various parts.
For purposes of exploitation, Warners
have adopted a unique method in releasing
"Lucretia Lombard." The innovation consists in releasing the picture under two names
and giving exhibitors the choice of either, according to which will be more attractive to
their peculiar audience. The extra title reads,
"Flaming Passion" from the novel "Lucretia

Lombard."
Advance reports on both pictures, indicate
that these two Broadway showings will be
watched with much interest by the trade at
Fred Dresberg who controls the

first

run

situation in Cleveland, after reviewing these
two pictures said, "They are two exceptional-

and I think the producers
the art of how pictures should be
By way of backing up his opinion,
made.'"
the gentleman has assigned early dates for

ly fine productions
hit

both pictures.
As a further testimonial of what the Cleveland folks think of Warner productions,
Harry Charnas, president of the Film
Classics of Cleveland, Cincinnati, Detroit, and
Pittsburgh offered to buy back from Mr.

Dresberg the Warner distribution contract
and also to lease the State Theatre for himself.

The

offer

was refused.

'FIRE PATROL' FIRST

OF

NEW

CHADWICK RELEASES
Chadwick Pictures Corporation have begun
to release their series of

six big productions

on the franchise plan for the independents
for the 1924 season, and the first of these is

"The

Fire

This film

Patrol."
a picturization of the old stage

is

melodrama

by Hawkins, and Barber, is
widely known the country over and is still
being
Mr.
played by
stock
companies.
Stromber is directing the screen version and
believes he has superceded the situations and

power of the original play.
The next release on the program is "Sunshine of Paradise Alley," written by Denamn
Thompson author of "The Old Homestead."
In this picture, as in his former success, the
author has tried to make a popular appeal.
"Romance of an Actress" the work of the
author of "The Storni" is the third scheduled

'THE NET' TO APPEAR IN

A

The fifth production, and one which is figured to go very well indeed because it exploits
a fairly fresh field of heroism, is "The Coast
Guard" by Louis Mitchell. The story is a
drama of

the lives of the

men

of the coast

guard.
Last on the scheduled list is "The Shamrock and the Rose" screen version of the stage
success of the same name written by Owen
Davis. The screen version will permit of a
great many elaborations and much more lavishness of setting than the play did, and for
this reason Chadwick believes it will be even

more

successful.

'UNKNOWN PURPLE' TO HAVE
INDEFINITE RUN
Following the opening on November 25th

"The Unknown Purple," at the California
in Los Angeles, Manager Fred Miller
sent the following telegram to M. H. Hoff-

of

Theatre

man, vice-president of Truart
" 'Unknown Purple' opened at California
Theatre today to capacity at every show. A

WEEK'S RELEASES
Fox Announces Three Pictures
Distributed

to

Be

Now

OX

announced for release this week, "The
Net," a murder mystery drama featuring
Barbara Castleton, Raymond Bloomer and Al-

The story is of a woman who
desperation because her husband is to be
held for murder, goes into the street and finds
a stranger who has lost his memory, and
pretends he is her husband.
bert Roscoe.
in

When

his

position

and

memory

returns he realizes his
freed of the charge.
The real husband, in the face of arrest, commits suicide and the man marries the wife.
Scheduled for release the same week is
"Cupid's Fireman," the screen adaptation of
Richard Harding Davis' story, "Andy McGee's Chorus Girl." The tale presents Charles
Jones, the star, in a series of dramatic situations behind the footlights where he goes in
search of the young dancer who has won his
heart.
The picture was directed by William
is

finally

Wellman.

The

third

continuous line waiting outside all evening: A
great picture beautifully directed and perfectly acted by a great cast. Congratulations."
The picture is booked to play an indefinite
run at the California, and Manager Miller in
his exploitation is laying particular stress

picture on the program of reDustin Farnum's latest starring picture, "Kentucky Days."
Farnum plays the
role of a young Southerner who, through circumstances is forced to join the California
gold rush of "49, leaving his young bride at
the_ mercy of an unscrupulous cousin.
series of dramatic episodes including a furious desert storm carries the young miner on

upon the members of the

to

cast.

leases

is

A

smashing climax.

a

Maigaret Fielding
in "If Winter Comes,"
Bruce Gordon, and William De VauU are

who played Mabel

'WEEK-END HUSBANDS' TO BE
RELEASED SOON
Announcement has been made that Daniel
for
Goodman's next production
Carsin
Equity, will be ready for its premiere showCutting and
ing within the next two weeks.
proceeding rapidly and according to
Equity, the film is figured to be the best
ever produced by Dr. Goodman.
The picture will go by the name of "WeekEnd Husbands" and features Alma Rubens
in the stellar role.
titling is

large.

have

release and is figured to readily fall in with
the class of winners.
melodrama, "Driven from Home," written several years ago by Hal Reid will follow next in line, and as a melodrama it is
hoped that it will be well received.

Street

WHO

IS

the principals in the cast.
great deal of time, money, and attention
have been concentrated on all three films with

A

an eye

making them

real big. Unusual box
and much publicity will be
given them in an effort to give them solid
backing. The three of them have themes
which answer the popular demand and yet

office

each

to

attractions

is

totally different

"Kentucky Days"

fits

from the

other.

into the class of pic-

ture a demand for which has been created
by the appearance of "The Covered Wagon."

WHO AND WHICH

IS

WHICH? WHO?

Maurice Tourneur, director of 'Torment' for First National, mimica Ed Wynn's performance in "The
Perfect Fool" while Ed gets a close up on the man who has borrowed his hat, cane and glasses, for
The picture featuring the comedian is now playing the Pacific Coast.
the occasion.
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UNIVERSITY PRESIDENT
EXTOLS 'RICHARD'
Film

to

Be Pushed by

Officials

of Catholic Institution

A SAFE,

educational film
opportunity."
tistic

when

In a co-operative tie-up

they are given the

made between

the
Randolph management and the authorities of
the De Paul University, arrangements were
made that the Catholics of Chicago might pur-

clean,

inspirational,

educational

the Associated Authors' picture, "Richard
the Lion-Hearted," from the Rev. Thomas
F. Levan, president of the De Paul University, Chicago.

In a letter to all rectors in Catholic
churches in the Chicago diocese. Rev. Levan
called attention to the readiness of the president and faculty of the De Paul University
to support sincere efforts of producers to
inspirational
artistic,
educational,
present
films, and cited the engagement of "Richard
the Lion-Hearted" at the Randolph Theatre
in Chicago where it was booked for a first

run engagement.

He

From

PRELEASE IN N. Y.
First National executives in New York
took the opportunity on November 26 to
watch the reactions of a tj'pical movie audience seeing "Boy of Mine," the new J. K.
McDonald-Booth Tarkington picture which
will be an early January release.
The film
was shown unannounced to the patrons of the
Plaza Theatre on 59th street, and invited
guests of First National.

The consensus of opinion of not only the
audience but the fan and trade magazine
critics present, seemed to indicate a duplication of the success of "Penrod and Sam."
Ben Alexander of "Penrod"' fame, plays
a featured role in this production which has
been directed by the same director, William
Beaudine, although the picture is not primarily a "kid" film.

then went on to say
"Two
noted scholars of the church have aided in

cannot

letter

:

Fellows plays the father who
understand the heart of his young

Rockliffe
son.

making

the costumes and settings historically
accurate.
The filial piety as well as the nobility of the mind and the heart of Richard,
the son of the church, are nobly and beautifully portrayed.
"The picture reveals photographic artistry
of the highest order, carries enough clean
humor to lighten the tragic parts, and with
its human interest touches, leaves a lasting
impression of the devoted, chivalrous, lionhearted king.
will be made to enable students in our schools to view the photoplay
at special hours and tickets for seats at the
theatre will be on sale at all the parishes.
Students of history and literature will be especially interested.

"Arrangements

"Lionel West who is thoroughly familiar
with the making of the picture will call on
all the Reverend Pastors and with their permission will visit all the Catholic schools to
explain the picture and provide for the sale
of tickets.
"Let us demonstrate by our support of this
photoplay, that the Catholic people of Chicago desire and will patronize a clean, ar-

MARY ALDEN
she appears in the new Chadwick production
Fir^ Patrol."
Miss Alden is well known
as "a mother" having played the part to numerous
screen celebrities.

"The

to Distribute
Picture in Wisconsin

'WHITE TIGER' PLAYS MOSS
Broadway Theatre claims

B. S. Moss'

the
presentation of the newest
Priscilla Dean picture, "White Tiger."
This
is a new Universal production in which Pris-

New York

Dean is supported by Raymond Griffith,
Matt Moore, Wallace Beery and others.
The film which has been directed by Tod
Browning, is a story of society life as well
as life in the New York and London undercilla

The

world.

plot
satile vehicle for

affords a remarkably

ver-

Miss Dean.

GREENWICH SEES PREMIERE 07
HUNTER IN 'GRIT'
Crowds which taxed the capacity of the
Greenwich Theatre, Greenwich, Conn., at
three performances in one day, witnessed the
world premiere of the Film Guild feature
production, "Grit,' the Glenn Hunter vehicle
scheduled for early January release through
Hodkinson.
"Grit" which is from an original screen
story by F. Scott Fitzgerald, is based on the
gang life and traditions of New York's
lower east side, and is planned to furnish
'

plenty of

thrills.

Hunter

Glenn
gangster

who

is
cast in the role of a
finds his heritage through love.

is ably supported by Clara Bow, Osgood
The
Perkins, Dore Davidson, and others.
initial showing at the Greenwich was in the
nature of a try-out, and as such proved most
encouraging.

He

PALACE OF KING' TO PLAY

'IN

ON BROADWAY
"In

the King," Goldwyn's
spectacle production, is running

Palace of

the

Emmett Flynn

New York, this week.
based on F. Marion Crawford's
novel and has been adapted by June Mathis.
Although the picture is undeniably spectacular, this has not crowded out the very human
and highly emotional drama in which the
King of Spain, his brother and one of his
at the Capitol Theatre,

The

film

is

generals and his two daughters, are the principal

characters.

The

filming of the production

is

said

to

have been a tremendously expensive proposition,

involving the construction of

280 feet high and 300 feet long.

Wisconsin

territory.

Grauman head

of the Celebrated,
wires for a special print of the production to
be shipped to him, after seeing the very favorable criticisms received from the New
York critics when the picture played its
premiere run at the Palace Theatre in New
J.

S.

York.
Following its arrival he screened it immediately and wired his hearty approval.
He is
planning an unusual exploitation campaign to
accompany its release in his territory, he has
announced.

The

film

a

is

pictorial

version

of

John

Greenleaf Whittier's immortal poem of the
poor and downtrodden youngster of whom
everyone takes advantage and who swears
someday to have his revenge. In accord with
this idea when he grows up and becomes suche returns to the town of his birth
planning to ruin the town by destroying the
factory which has made the town progress.

cessful

BROADWAY THEATRE
first

present indications (the rapidity with
territories are being signed up) "The Barefoot Boy," the all
star production which C. B. C. is distributing
for the Mission Film Corporation, the picture is expected to be most heartily received.
Among those who have already signed up
the photoplay is the Celebrated Players Film
Corporation of Milwaukee which was contracted to distribute the production in the

which numerous and varied

'BOY OF MINE' HAS PUBLIC

further called attention to the visualizaof the adventures of the hero of the
Third Crusade, and mentioned the fact that
Wallace Beery who had the role of King
Richard in "Robin Hood" had the same characterization in "Richard the Lion-Hearted.''
tion

As

Milwaukee Corporation

chase tickets at special rates.

and artistic photoplay of high standard,
worthy the patronage of every Catholic in
the Diocese," was the endorsement won by

The

SEVERAL SHOWMEN SIGN
UP 'BAREFOOT BOY'

a palace

In carrying out his plan of vengeance he
to destroying a girl and boy
who work in the factory and who have always
loved him.
They are saved, however, and

comes very near

"The Barefoot Boy"

repents.

EXHIBITORS WANT COOGAN
FILMS FOR XMAS
Presumably exhibitors attach a great deal
of value to Jackie Coogan pictures as holiday favorites for numerous requests for
bookings for such productions as "Oliver
Twist," "My Boy," "Trouble," "Daddy" and
"Circus Days," have been received.
According to First National exchanges, exhibitors find that the holiday period, primarily
belonging to children, just as surely belongs
to the children's favorite screen star.
Many
showman are bringing the Coogan pictures
back for their second and third runs.

JACK MULHALL
"The Marriage Market"
Premost recent success he played in
"Dulcy," "Heroes of the Street," "The Law of
the Sea," and other well known films.

Star of C. B.
vious to this

C.'s

December

15,
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has a big appeal that
NOVELTY
cannot be denied. Why not try

we know" on slides, as well as the
usual method of utiHzing them for your
programs? Here's a mode of amusement during intermission, when the
is

fidgety

was

It

in

"Name

in

invitations to visit
eiro,

London,

"Innocence,"

B

starring,

THE

HAVE

'WETS'

IT IN

HOLLYWOOD

Malcolm McGregor evidently turns

to the stufi that
runs under bridges, for inspiration in his work in "The
Human Mill," Allen Holubar's first Metro production.

E. Bushman, son of Francis X,
has an important part in Metro's "The Man
He has inherited
Life Passed By.'"
his father's wonderful physique.

Italy.

is

now

H
George Hackathorne is completing his
"The Turmoil." He desires to

last scenes in

remain a free lance, playing those roles for
which he is selected, rather than have pictures

created

to

star

ling, to help keep in training for his work in
His wrestling
F. B. O.'s "Fighting Blood."
partner is Frankie Adams, well-known physi-

cal

culturist of

is the "greatest lover" of the screen, is
the declaration of Peggy Hopkins Joyce, professed connoisseur of the art. This after
viewing his kissing performance with Eleanor
Boardman in "Three Wise Fools."

ery,

P
Baby Peggy whose new picture for Universal is now under way, in a recent interview said she didn't like
adores merry-go-rounds.

footsteps.

sinated.

the Palace,

cestry

will

is

create

it

in

"In

Viola Dana, it is reported, is
some extra gold as an insurance against the
proverbial rainy day, by running a garage in
Hollywood.
It is stated, however, that she

work

studio.

F
Dustin Farnum was

best

man

Johnston, American stage and
now on the Lon-

K

"Let

No Man

a picture to be known as
Put Asunder." All filmland

smiling over this selection since everyone
knows that both have been principals in a
number of divorce actions.

is

will

shortly be seen

on the legitimate, plays the leading role in
"The Love Bandit," first of the Charles E.
Blaney melodramas, to be released by Vita-

Rumor has it that Buster Keaton is very
anxious to break into real big features and
has a jealous eye on the part of Merton in
"Merton of the Movies."
No one seems
to know yet if he will succeed in getting
it or whether Glenn Hunter will again play

HuNTLY Gordon now
in "My Man,"

playing

opposite

L
role

of a

F. B. O. star, will play the
judge in a dramatic narrative of

small town life, in his
own banner.

first

production under

LuciEN Littlefield rues the day he decidgrow a beard to play in "In the Palace
of the King." They won't let him cut it
off.
The beard was much in evidence in Seaed to

strom's "Name the Man,"' and is to be retained to play the King in Goldwyn's "Three

Jetta Goudal is to appear soon in "MarThis will be her first picture in
which she is the star.

beard's
son.
_

tinique."

man"

is

dad in
also found time
Jr.'s

"Stephen Steps Out," and he's
appear in a skit in vaudeville, playing at

New York

City.

S
is

again to play with Viola

Dana, in her next starring vehicle, "AngelFace Molly."
Sennett's Bathing Beauties are again in
They are to appear in a new
the lime-light.
comedy, "Trifling."

Now that Myrtle Stedman has settled in
her new home at Hollywood, Broadway again
views her, this time in "Flaming Youth."
Charlotte Stevens, charming ingenue, has
returned to the Christie studios. During her
absence she essayed heavy dramatic roles;
the most notewort'ny, in a Ben Wilson proBryant Washburn. She
duction featuring
will appear opposite Bobby Vernon in "Ride
'Em Cowboy."

T

Laurette Taylor is now busy on J. HartManner's drama "Happiness,"' which is
being directed by King Vidor.
ley

U
Lenorb; Ulrich in an interview stated that
she intends to make one picture every summer.
Her next choice will be "The Sun
Daughter" after which she will become once
again the little street gamin who has been
playing "Kiki" for two years on Broadway.

M
has been loaned to Universal for Baby
Peggy's latest feature, "The Right to Love.""
Alice Mills, who played a principal role
in Vitagraph's "On the Banks of the Wabash," and supported Pauline Frederick and
Lou Tellegen in "Let No Man Put Asunder,"'

ing the

made
last year, among which was "BlueEighth Wife," opposite Gloria Swan-

old

his

Buddy Messinger, through the courtesy of
Julius and Abe Stern of Century Comedies,

has

Doug

tion for First National.

Ralph Lewis,

will stay on in
eight pictures dur-

He

He's

Constance Talmadge's next starring feature is "The Gold Fish," a Schenck produc-

Weeks."

G
Pola Negri
Hollywood.

Doris Kenyon, who

in a "real"

in

man.

"The

the part.

wedding filmed recently. It happened when a
popular clergyman of Los Angeles consented
to play in "Red Roses," and the taking of
the scene was interrupted by an eloping couple.
A print was later sent to the bride and groom.
Pauline Frederick will appear soon with

Lou Tellegen

in

graph.

herself.

Dean

has let it become known
that she will quit Universal and start making pictures independently. She will be supervised by William Sistrom at the Hollywood

Priscilla

leading role

screen beauty, is appearing
don stage in "Toni."

fright-

collecting

Theodore Roberts our "grand

Milton Sills

ens the star herself.

doesn't do the actual

the

ton.

Justine

so realistic

but

by virtue of his Hoosier an-

J

Viola Dana's get-up as an Apache
Search of a Thrill,"

much,

Hoosier Schoolmaster," by Edward Eggles-

finishes her present vaudeville tour.

D

dolls

R

to

Henry Hull

Hollywood.

him.

That William Haines, Goldwyn discov-

for United Producers, was a page boy in
Ford's Theatre the night Lincoln was assas-

C

is

completed.

O

prospects for following closely in his mother's

Irene Castle has announced her intention
of returning once more to pictures after shj

which Anna Q. Nilsson

Louis B. Mayer attraction.

also an active

who made his debut in the pictures in "What
Do Men Want" is working ahead with good

in

is

"Uncle Joe" Hazleton, who appears in
support of Carlton King in his first feature

Billy Bowes, tiny son of Claire Windsor,

she'll

George O'Hara has taken up Indian wrest-

Whom

Robertson, now working on "The
Enchanted Cottage," is looking forward to his
trip to Italy, where he will direct Richard
Barthelmess and Lillian Gish in "Romeo
and Juliet."
In Grand-Asher's "Racing Luck," William
Blaisdell plays the proprietor of a New
York cafe, where Monty Banks and Helen
Ferguson make a hit with their dances of

Rio de JanParis and
choose Paris?
in

Berlin,

Novarro, who played in "Scaraback at Hollywood, working in
"Thy Name Is Woman," Niblo's latest Metromouche,"

Ralph

S.

player, ap-

Ramon

Enid Bennett has been engaged by Metro

John

from fans
if

in.

first

N

gram.

Alden.

Miss Mills

Man," has received

Stockholm,

Wonder

Moscow.

and impa-

the

star

to

is

Patsy Ruth Miller, Goldwyn
pearing

tient for the continuation of the pro-

for the picturization of "The Living Past,'|
taken from Locke's, "The Tale of Triona."
Others to star are Harrison Ford and Mary

western sub-

in

Farnum

a beauty contest
attained public recognition.

using these news bits of "players

average audience

woman

to be the leading
jects that Franklyn

is

W
Tom Wilson

has been loaned by Robertson-Cole, to Carlos Productions, for a picture Henry Lehman is to produce.

Claire Windsor is to play the leading fernmine role in "A Son of the Sahara," now
being filmed in Algeria, Africa.
has the male lead.

Bert Lytell
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pDLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN
the

TTHE

parents
of
Angus
Burke are worthless. The
father is a thief, the mother
a wretched invalid. To protect
her
Angus kills the

"Steadfast Heart"

sheriff.

are
releasing
picture.
It is adapted
the story by Clarence

Collier's Weekly.
The historic town of Fredericksburg,

is

intense, gripping, and a picture to be remembered. Mary
Alden
plays
the
mother,

Walter Louis

T'HE

spectacle

of

is

from
Bud-

dington Kelland, which ran in

was used as a background. No effort has been
spared to make it genuine

Virginia,

Titus Burke.

are sweetwell as
s
The
steadfast hearts.

a

boy
being
tried
for
murder is
enough to melt the
small

grown Angus (Joseph
is a successHe returns
Lydia,
marries
played by Marguerite
Courtot.

Striker)

hardest heart.
Joseph
Depew plays the part

ful

man.

and

Angus and little
Miriam
Battista
is
of

Lydia Canfield.

'Steadfast Heart'

is

Strong and Appealing Study of Small Boy

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Adaptation of Kelland' s Novel Replete with Heart Throbs
and Drama Which Is Forceful, Gripping and Real.

December

15,

1923
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charming

Goldwyn-CosiuopoHtan Photoplay.
Author,
Arthur Soniers Roche. Scenario By June
Mathis and Katherine Kavanaiigh. Director, Tod Brozming.
Cameraman, William
E. Fildew.

Length, 6557 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jane Maynard
Michael Anstell
Tom Barnett

Eleanor Boardman

John Anstell
Montreal Sammy
Yegg Darby
Granny Maynard

.

.

Tyrone

Power

Raymond

Griffith

Wallace MacDonald

Ford Sterling
Charles Conklin
Ruby Lafayette

Red Johnston's Child

Boardman

Eleanor

'The Day of Faith'

Edward Martindel

sweet

and

'The Light That Failed'

Winter Hall

Simmons

Emmett King

J°""son
Marley Maynard

Jack
Frederick

-l-l^^^"
Samuel Jackson

John Curry
Henry Hebert
Myles McCarthy
Robert Dudley

J5/"y.
Morns

Curtis

Vroom

Jane Maynard opens a mission in the New York
slums in memory of philantrophist Bland Hendricks.
Her motto is "My neighbor is perfect." She welcomes outcasts and faith cures are performed. Millionaire Anstell's son John is attracted by Jane.
His
father employs reporter Barnett to ridicule the mission.
Barnett becomes a convert.
Old Anstell then

Pliotoplay.
Author, Rudyard
Kipling.
Scenario By Jack Cunningham
and F. McGrcw Willis. Director, George
Cameraman, Charles Clarke.
Melford.
Length, 6885 Feet.

Parainoimt

—

backs the mission, believing that in the name of reform he can control the world. Detected, his son
IS killed by a mob.
Barnett and Jane carry on the
rrission work.

T.

Pardy

IVO

expense has been spared in the making of "The Day of Faith," which
scores heavily from an artistic viewpoint
and the excellent work of the leading members of its cast.
But the story lacks conviction and isn't likely to make many converts to its avowed theory of "My neighbor is perfect," from which a rather tedious
and complicated plot is evolved. It lacks
the sincerity of purpose and freedom from
slushy sentiment which made "The Miracle
Man" such interesting entertainment.

—

And although a sub-title informs the
spectators that the faith-cure theme advanced doesn't conflict with any recognized
religion, exhibitors inclined to book "The
Day of Faith" must consider whether their
patrons will look upon the picture with a
friendly eye.
The feature begins and ends with two very
illogical situations.
In the first philanthropist Bland Hendricks falls a victim to mob
fury because he turns loose a man whom
he caught burglarizing his home. The burglar enters another house, the invalid owner of which falls dead from shock.
The dead man's daughter and certain
citizens blame Hendricks; a crowd gathers,
bent on vengeance and manhandles the
well-meaning philanthrophist so roughly
that he passes away.
In the final reel
another rnob kills the son of millionaire
Anstell simply because a man denounces
the elder Anstell as a faker.
Both situations are absurd to the point
of sheer burlesque, a bad case of melodrama gone mad. Admitting that a mob
is always unreasonable, men
don't rashly
commit murder unless moved by some exceedingly powerful influence, and such influence is surely lacking in the incidents
referred to.
The faith-cure by which the cynical reporter Tom Barnett regains the full use of
his limbs does a "reverse-English" stunt on
the following day.
For when millionaire
Anstell visits and mocks Barnett, the latter finds himself crippled again.
This is
something new in the line oT screen miracles,
but not particularly impressive or
convincing.
Of course, there are other
cures which "stay set," so to speak, but
on the whole the picture fails to deliver
anythmg in the way of a logical yarn.
_

very

Jane Mercer

Uncle Mortimer
Bland Hendricks

By George

is

the leading role of Jane Maynard.
Raymond Griffith shares dramatic
honors with the star by his clever portraj^al of Tom Barnett.
Tyrone Power
gives a powerful performance as Michael
Anstell, and good support is accorded the
principals by other members "of the cast.
The photography throughout is excellent and the lighting eifective.
The film
can best be exploited as a heart interest
story of high and low life, with the faithcure angle emphasized and reference made
to the strength of the cast.

'Anna

in

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Broke
Dick Helda

Logan

Bessie

Jacqueline

Torpenhow

Percy Marmont
David Torrence
Sigrid Holmquist

Maisie Wells
Madame Binat

Mabel Van Buren
Luke Cosgrave
Peggy Shaffer
Winston Miller

Binat

Donna Lane
Young Dick
Young Maisie

Mary Jane

Irving

Christie'
Eugene

Author,
First National Photoplay.
O'Ncil. Scenario by Bradley King.

John

tor,

Wray.

Grifflth

DirecLength, 7,631

Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Anna

B:anche Sweet
George Marion
William RusselL
Eugenie Besserer

Chric-tie

Chris Christo-herson

Matt Buike
Martha

of Chris, coal barge captain, has
During her
seen her father since babyhood.
has been betrayed by one man
she
farm
life on a
Her father, unand was the mistress of another.
aware of her past is determined to save her from
She takes a voyage
the advances of the sailor folk.
with him, falls in love with drunken Matt Burke,
and
admits her sins, is rescued from suicide by Chris
her.
forgiven by Matt, who is still willing to wed

Anna, daughter

not

T. Pardy

By George

stage attraction
a
ASachieved
instant and

"Anna

Christie''

In
transferring it to the screen Thomas H. Ince
the
has produced a picture which inherits all
Convivid, dramatic strength of the original.
hunsidered as a work of art it registers one
lasting success.

dred percent.
Primitive passions run riot, drunken men,
outcast women, make love after the way of
their kind; brawl, fight and struggle in the
the
sweep of befouled emotional currents
red, raw life spewed forth on the waterfront
of a great city is registered in crude, repulsively facinating color by the camera.
;

Dick Heldar, artist, returns from the Soudan to
London and wins fame through his war sketches.

He meets his old sweetheart, Maisie. Bessie Broke,
his model for his masterpiece, causes a quarrel between the lovers. Dick goes blind and Bessie destroys the picture. Later Bessie relents and brings
the lovers together again, just as Torpenhow, Dick's
chum, leaves for the front during the World War.

By George

terest.

T. Pardy

THE
Kipling's

screen version of Rudyard
well known novel is beautifully photographed, well directed, strong in
sympathetic appeal and should prove a
valuable box office attraction for large
theatres and neighborhood Houses catering
to critical patronage.
The story has been brought up-to-date
by the scenario writers and certain changes
made in the original text, with rather good
results from an entertainment standpoint.
The author's name and the fine work of the
principals and supporting cast should furnish satisfactory exploitation material.
This tale of the war correspondent artist who loses his sight just at the time
when he has painted a masterpiece, which
is later destroyed by a revengeful model,
excellent
chiefly remarkable for the
is
character sketches of the heroine and hero
provided by Sigrid Holmquist and Percy
latest

Marmont.
Miss Holmquist shines forth brigthly as
a very charming and alluring Maisie, and
Mr. Marmont's portrayal of Dick Heldar
adds fre^sh lustre to the screen laurels won
by that talented actor as Mark Sabre in
"If Winter Comes."
David Torrence, as Torpenhow, and
Jacqueline Logan, as the little guttersnipe,
Bessie Broke, are also extremely effective,
and the support is adequate.

The picture vibrates with intensely
dramatic situations, among which may be
mentioned the scene in which the fatal
curse of blindness descends upon the luckless Heldar, the blotting out of Dick's
cherished canvas to which he has given his
soul and last fading moments of sight, the
fierce battle with the desert tribesmen and
climax in which the lovers are reunited.
Qeorge Melford has directed the feature
with exquisite taste and good judgment,
the action never drass.
possibilities
Exploitation
Amonsf them, a tie-up with

educational societies.

are

No lost motion here, not a foot of film
without tense meaning or vigorous action,_ a
feature of immense vitality and absorbing in-

numerous

book shops and

What

its

commercial value

may

be

is

quite

story will shock many
people. Its brutal realism and savage sex complications bewilder and sicken sentimental souls
who prefer entertainment of the light and
pleasing order. Stage success does not always
The members of what is
spell screen success.
known as the family circle, who form such a
large proportion of movie audience, are apt

The

another question.

frown on productions, however artistic,
which deal with disagreeable themes and jolt
their moral sensitiveness.
The showman must judge for himself
whether his patrons are of the type likely to
be carried away on a wave of enthusiasm by
to

muddy emotional tide of O'Neil's tempestuous play, or revolt against its atmosphere of degradation and painful sincerity.
Above all things, should he book the film,
he must exploit it in its true colors, as a
dramatic,
tensely
powerful,
wonderfully
broadly frank and decidedly gruesome story.
There should be no attempt made to gloss
over the stark realism of its backgrounds and
animal appetites of its characters.
Too much praise cannot be awarded the
the

work of the cast. Blanche Sweet seems actually to live the part of Anna, so compelling,
forceful and at times marvelously pathetic is
her performance. George Marion's character
sketch of Captain Chris is as rugged, lifelike and impressive a portrayal of a foulmouthed, whiskey-soaked old son of the sea
as has ever been filmed and William Russell
has never appeared to better advantage than
when impersonating the reckless, drunken
Eugenie Besserer plays the
Matt Burke.
role of Martha, the water-front drab, a natural study of sordid, soiled womanhood in perfect keeping with her surroundings.
:

The photography throughout is excellent,
exteriors and interiors are well filmed, deep
sets utilized with fine effect and the lighting
is adequate.
The action is fast and director
John Wray Griffith is entitled to hearty
congratulations on
realistic

results

the

attained.

magnificent

and
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'Tiger Rose'
Warner Brothers Photoplay.

Adapted from
Play by Willard Mack and David
Belasca.
Scenario by Millard Webb. Director, Sidney A. Franklin
<^ameraman,
the Stage

Charles Rosher.

Length, 7,4U0 feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Rose Bocion
Michael Devlin
Father Thibault

Lenore Ulrich
Forrest Stanley
Joseph

DowUng

Andre De Beranger

Pierre

Cusick
Sam De Grasse
Bruce Norton
Theodore von Eltz
Claude Gillingwater
Hector MacCollins
Trooper Devlin of the Royal Northwest Mounted
Police saves the life of Rose Bocion.
She is an orphan, ward of factor MacCollins.
Rose falls in
The latter slays a man
love with Bruce Norton.
who betrayed his sister and was the cause of his
father's death.
Aided by Dr. Cusick, who later turns
out to be the husband of Norton's sister, Rose helps
him to escape. Devlin finally arrests Norton, but
he is freed, and later marries Rose.
Dr.

By George

np

T.

Pardy

HE

success attained by "Tiger Rose
as
a stage attraction will probably be equalled,
The
if not surpassed, by the screen version.
film was given an enthusiastic reception when
New
first exhibited at the Rivoli Theatre,
York, and is still playing to packed houses.
Melodramas of the Canadian Northwest
and Royal Mounted Police are familiar film
material and usually nothing to get excited
over, but don't make the mistake of judgHere
ing "Tiger Rose" by its predecessors.
is a picture so full of snappy action, thrills
and pathos, so well directed and cleverly acted
by a superb cast that there isn't must chance
of big or little exhibitors losing money on it.
As to exploitation play up the emotional
strength of the plot to the limit, feature the
star and names of her associates, every one
And
of which possesses advertising value.
lay particular stress on the long Broadway
run of the play, as well as its strength on
the road.
The big thrill is put over in that intense
scene where Rose pays a visit to her lover
in his cellar hiding place, drops her bloodwhich furnishes Serstained handkerchief,
geant Michael Devlin with a clue to the fugitive's whereabouts, and incidentally shoots and
wounds the trooper. But the picture fairly
vibrates with suspense and vivid action all
the way through and winds up with a bully
climax.
The film holds closely to the plot as set
forth on the stage, but is, of course, far
more efifective in matters of detail, for here
is where the cameras, with its rarely beautiful scenes taken in the Yosemite Valley,
Imscores over the "legitimate" production.
posing mountain backgrounds, enthralling long
shots of wood and water and snow-crowned
peaks pass before the eye in seemingly end'

—

less

succession.

Of Lenore Ulrich's work

in the title

role,

only necessary to say that it not only
compares favorably with her portrayal of
Rose before the footlights, but establishes her
as a screen star of the first magnitude. Forrest Stanley is immense as the gallant Sergeant Devlin, Theodore Von Eltz plays the
lover with fine effect and faultless support
is accorded the principles by the remainder
of the company.
it

is

'The Near Lady'
Photoplay.
Author, Frank R.
Scenario by Hugh Hoffman. Director, Herbert Blache. Length, 4,812 Feet.

His daughter Nora is selectsociety with his family.
ed to marrj Basil Van Bibber, whose aristocratic
They are engaged, to
folks have lost their money.
please their parents fall really in love but try to hide
Van attempts to disgust Nora by pretending to be
it.
drunk but she sticks to him, despite a family row
and police threats. Finally they admit their mutual
love and are wed.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Nora Schultz

Gladys Walton

Van Bibber
Standuppolus Kornpoppiilus
Bridget Schultz

Jerry Gendron

Basil

Herman

Schultz

Aunt Maggie MahafTey

Van Bibber
Van Bibber
Herman Schultz, butcher,

Stuyvesant

Miss

Harry Mann
Kate Price
Otis Harlan

Drew
Emmett King

Florence

Henrietta Floyd
invents a sausage machine; becomes wealthy and proposes to break into
S.

;

;

By George T. Pardy
evidently the director's intention to
was
ITmake a comedy-drama out of "The Near
Lady," but the best of intentions go "blooey"
then, and every attempt to splash
romantic color on the love aflfair between
hero and heroine merely succeeds in spilling

now and

the situation across the burlesque line.
It's no use trying to consider the picture
Considered solely
seriously from any angle.
as comedy, lavishly embellished with slapstick twists and turns, it isn't half bad and
should pass muster as a program attraction
that will get the laughs and fill out a bill
acceptably.
Exploit it as an amusing five-reeler, showing what an awful time Gladys Walton has
in the role of a newly-rich daughter of an enterprising butcher, trying to mix successfully
with the upper crust of society. And don't
forget to dwell on the gowns worn by the

Gladys' array of fashionable garments

star.

so rich and varied, that here is one point
where the film should hit the feminine contingent hard.
There is a good deal of humor of the farce
brand in evidence, none of it very original,
but all of the players work with plenty of
snap and ginger the action breezes along merrily and the photography leaves nothing to be
desired. There are some pretty outdoor shots,
many handsome interiors and pleasing closeis

;

the story does not prove
splendid staging. The opening
reel gives promise of a stirring romance
The essential note
which is not fulfilled.
of human interest is sadly lacking after the
heroic Don John bids his sweetheart farewell and starts off on his campaign against
the Moors. From then on events progress in
a singularly automatic fashion.
The net of court intrigue, plot and counterplot is slowly woven in machinelike manner.
The characters, with the exceptions of
Dolores, Inez and Princess Eboli, respectively

Unfortunately

worthy of

its

portrayed by Blanche Sweet, Pauline Starke
and Aileen Pringle, seem cold, artificial and
It is all very theatrical, and many
stilted.
degrees removed from actual life.
It looks as though in his endeavor to make

on a big scale director Emmett J.
Flynn entirely lost sight of the sympathetic
things

The

lure.

film's length is a distinct handicap.

Compressed into fewer
more effective.

reels

it

would be far

As the picture stands there is reason to
fear that it would be an unwieldy proposition
for showmen operating small houses to handle.
An eight or nine reel attraction is a hefty
burden for an minor exhibitor to carry, unless it possesses fiery action and thrills in
unlimited quantity, and these qualities are
missing

in this instance.
original story, as dramatized from the
novel by F. Marion Crawford served Viola
Allen as a successful starring vehicle on the
stage many years ago, a fact which should
help in exploiting the feature. For the rest,
reference may be made to the elaborate nature of the production, its wonderful sets and
historical color.

The

ups of Miss Walton.

The role of Nora Schultz presents Gladys
Walton as a lively sparkling type of girl,
who makes a decided hit so long as she is
in a joyous frame of mind.
Nora laughing
and impish, is convincing. It is only when the
character momentarily becomes serious that
it misses
fire.
Jerry Gendron is O. K. as
the lover.
Kate Price gets a lot of fun out
of her portrayal of Bridget and the support
is well balanced.

'In the

Palace of the King'

Goldivyn-Cosmopolitan

Author,
Photoplay.
F. Marion Craiwford.
Scenario by June
Mathis. Director, Emmett J. Flynn. Cameraman,
Length, 7,453
Lucien Andriot.
Feet:

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dolores

Don

Mendoza

Blanche

Sweet

Edmund Lowe

John

Mendoza
Inez Mendoza
King Philip II

Hobart Bosworth

Princess Eboli

Pauline Starke
Sam De Grasse
William V. Mong
Aileen Pringle

Adonis

Lucien

Perez

Gomez

Littlefield

Charles Clary
Harvey Clarke

Alphonso
Eudaldo

Tom

The Queen

Bates

Ena Gregory

Gaston

Bruce

Sterling

Don

John, brother of Philip II of Spain, is sent to
war with the Moors, the king wishing to be rid of
him.
Don John loves Dolores, daughter of General
Mendoza, but her father does not trust him.
Returning in triumph, Don John quarrels with Philip,
who stabs him, apparently with fatal effect. To save
the king, Mendoza assumes the guilt of the murder.
Dolores threatens Philip with exoosure and he signs
a pardon for Mendoza.
Don John reappears and
obtains Philip's royal consent to his marriage with
Dolores.

By George

Universal

Adams.

iContir^ued)

ly/TAGNIFICENT

T.

Pardy

and beautiful
photography are the distinguishing charsettings

acteristics of this production.
It is a de luxe
all right, so far as luxurious atmos-

picture

phere goes.

mob

The

costumes, backgrounds and

scenes, all make a spectacular appeal. The
palace set, in particular, is one of the largest
ever screened, and the decorations, mountings and general air of lavish grandeur unite
in a riot of color that fairly dazzles one's
vision.

'The Dancer of the Nile'
F. B. 0. Photoplay. Author, Blanche Taylor
Earle. Scenario and Direction by William
P. S. Earle. Length, 5,787 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Carmel Myers
Malcolm MacGregor

Arvia

Karmet

Sam

Pasheri
Prince Tut
Princess

Mimitta
An Egyptian princess

is

de Grasse

Bertram Grassby
June Elvidge
Iris Ashton
infatuated with Karmet,
He, howa merchant.

Syrian prince, disguised as
ever, loves Arvio, a dancer.
The princess plots
to sacrifice Arvia to the sacred crocodiles.
Arvia is
The
saved by her father and united to Karmet.
princess weds prince Tut, afterwards King of Egypt.

By George
novelty of
THE
raphy, colorful

T.

Pardy

its fine photogatmosphere and expensive

this film,

settings serve to atone for a not particularly
strong story.
As a program offering for

small and neighborhood houses it may bring
satisfactory box office results, if properly exploited.

In the latter connection there are good advertising possibilities to be worked out by
reference to the recent British explorations in
the Land of the Nile, which brought to light
King-Tut-Ankh-Amen. So
the
tomb of
much has been printed in the daily press
regarding that ancient monarch that his name
has become a regular household word in the
U. S., and it is natural to expect a good
deal of public interest in a film supposed to
deal with his activities while a living member of Egyptian royalty.
Truth to tell, the author doesn't shed any
false glamor over the majesty of old King
Tut. As a youth, he must have been a fairly
hard lot, if we are to accept the screen version of his doings as hitting the historical
target.
But so far as is known, Tut hasn't
any relatives likely to object to the picture
and the movie fans don't care one way or
the other, so long as they are amused.
The narrative on the whole, is rather artiProbably
ficial and doesri't carry conviction.
the best scene, in which suspense is sharply
developed, is that in which the dancer is about

December
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to be thrown to the crocodiles and is rescued
by the officiating high priest, who turns out
This is well handled and
to be her father.

melodramatically effective.

The

Egyptian

are
gorgeous
enough to please the most ardent admirer of
Oriental splendor, the court scenes and underground phases of the tale admirably adapted
to convey the idea of that dead and gone
period, as we may imagine it to have been
in the days of the Pharaohs, and the camera
work, without exception, is of the finest grade.
Carmel Myers is a fascinating figure as
the dancer. Malcolm MacGregor, in the role
of Karmet, gives an exceedingly artistic and
impressive performance and the support is

costumes

satisfactory.

'You Can't Get Awav
With
/

It'

Fox

Photoplay. Author, Gouverneur Morris.
Scenario by Robert N. Lee. Director, Rowland V. Lee.
Cameraman, G. O. Post.
Length, 6,052 Feet.

'Jealous Husbands'
First National Photoplay.
Author, Fred K.
Myton.
Director,
Maurice
Tourneur.
Length, 6,500 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ramon Martinez
Alice

Hemingway

Spud
Harvey Clegg
George Conrad
Carmen Inez

Malcolm McGregor
Betty Boutoa
Barbara Tennant
Grace Morse

Mackie
Mackie

Jill

Jane

May Mackie
Charles Hemingway, Jr

Mrs.

Charles Cruz
Seljrwn

Hemingway

Clarissa

May Mackie are left penniless when
Jill,
They obtain employment but detheir father dies.
partment store work breaks down Jill's health.
Charles Hemingway, cursed with a selfish, unsympathetic wife, grows fond of Jill and she goes to live
with him. Later he dies and Jill has an opportunity
Facing exposure, she conto marry Charles Adams.
fesses her past.
He discards her and she returns to
work as a store clerk, convinced that there is no
escape from the penalties of. wrong doing.
Jane and

By George

T.

Pardy

THIS

picture should draw well in all theatres.
The story is a simple one, its theme,
that of the shop-girl who seeks relief from
drudgery by yielding to a man, who loves,
but is unable to wed her, has been outlined
in fiction, on stage and screen many times,
but seldom has it been developed to such a
point of genuine human interest as in the case
of "You Can't Get Away With It."
Also, it is clean in every sense of the word.
The subject matter has been a delicately and
skillfully handled by director and players that
even the most rabid moralist isn't likely to
have much success trying to rake something
offensive out of the film.
In fact, it may
be stated boldly that the feature actually
registers as a lesson in good morals, for hard
luck persistently dogs the erring heroine after
her first misstep, nor does her future appear
any too rosy at the close.
Director Rowland V. Lee certainly had the
courage of his convictions when he was content to leave Jill Mackie clerking in a department store, minus a lover and with nothing gained in the strenuous game of life save
a whole lot of bitter experience. This isn't
the conventional movie climax and maybe
some of the "happy ending" friends will sour
on it. But we venture to predict that there
will be a majority vote in favor of the production just the same, because of its splendid
sincerity and fine, earnest work of the players.
Despite the illegal nature of the love affair

between

Jill

and Charles Hemingway,

it

pleasing to note the entire absence of the
sensual element, usually either suggested or
significantly blazed forth in films dealing with
such situations.
The pathetic touch pre-

is

dominates and one

is

finally

Carl Miller.

V/edgewood Nowell

Sniffer Charlie

Carmelita Geraghty
J. Gunnis Davis'
Bull Montana
Emily Fitzroy

%

Portland Kid
Amaryllis

George Siegmann
Don Marion

Red Lynch
Sliver

Europe, Rarron Martinez overhears a conversation which causes him to doubt
the fidelity of Alice, his wife. On reaching home, she
He discovers a note among her belongings
is away.
A burglar appears
which increases his suspicions.
and is inade the instrument of Ramon's revenge,
The
being hired to abduct Ramon's little son.
Years
child grows up in the custody of gypsies.
packet
parents
and
a
later he is found by the real

Returning

from

letters turns up which establishes Alice's
cence and happiness comes to all concerned.

of

By George

Percy Marmont

Henry Adams

WilliamsJane Novak
Ben Alexander

Earle

Martinez

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Charles

made

to realize

the utter futility of struggling against the
rulings of the civilized social code.
Exploited as a plain tale of everyday life,
emotionally powerful, brimful of straight
heart appeal, with stress laid upon the good
work of the players, the feature ought to
score heavily in the box office. The photography is uniformly excellent, the lighting adequate and smooth, swift action prevails.

iContinued^

inno-

T. Pardy

husbands may take warning
and again they may not
but aside from that the film gives promise of
Maurice
being a good box office magnet.
Tourneur didn't have a particularly husky

AUSPICIOUS
from

this picture,

plot to shoot at, its construction is of rather
slender variety, but the director's craft and
keen sense of dramatic values, combined with

the high quality of the cast, score over the
somewhat inadequate material with pleasing
results in the line of popular entertainment.

lift when Henry Walthall leaves with his
former sister-in-law, Helen Ferguson, and
his little son Frankie Lee, to embark on

new life in foreign parts.
The spectator is asked to swallow whole
more than he can comfortably masticate.
a

He is to believe that by the use of. a
purple ray (which is capable of completely
concealing a human being from the eye
of everyone), Peter Marchmont, the inventor, who has been betrayed by his wife
and robbed of his dye formula by her
lover, works his revenge on both of them
and retrieves his rights without the aid
the

of

mystery play.
However, for the showman the picture
undeniably strong exploitation possiin the shape of merchant tie-ups.
The name alone would serve in a display
arrangement with the local drug or electric
store selling violet ray machines, hooking
has

bilities

tip

idea

the

that

sexes.

Ramon

evidence

Martinez to

nocent spose when trouble first develops, but
the hero in the present instance isn't as
average as a chap named Smith or Jones
Making allowance for the
is likely to be.
heat of a foreign temperament, his actions

seem plausible enough for screen melodrama.
Anyhow, the yarn runs smoothly, holds its
of exciting

interest well, hits the high spots

detail frequently. There is colorful atmosphere
in generous abundance, a sure bet in every

Tourneur production, and photography rich
in beautiful interiors and exteriors.

as

"Unknown

the

'Fashionable Fakers'

Clara Ridder

stronger

just

Purple" made the subject invisible so the
violet ray machine makes pain disappear.
Moreover, there are a number of lavish
scenes in the play and beautiful clothes
which will provide the basis for displays.

Thaddeus Plummer

hubby would require
than that which impels
condemn his perfectly in-

the

play will not be heartily received because
it lacks conviction and even falls short in
the suspense value so essential to a good

;

Probably the average

masterful and

ray

action a bit stiff at the start
but speeding up as the story progresses and
whirling into a smashing climax, an attraction
suited to the needs of big and little theatres.
The strength of the situations, excellence of
the cast can be profitably exploited, and don't
forget to realize on the title, which ought to
make a great hooking record as bait for both
thrills aplenty

is

effect is cleverly established,
this reviewer's opinion that in
is
spite of all the fine work and the good
acting on the part of the entire cast, the

purple
but it

melodrama, with domestic seasoning;

It's

law.

The photography

F. B. 0. Photoplay. From Frederick Stc/iwAdapted by Melville Brown.
er^' story.

Directed by William Worthington. Photography by William O'Connell. Length, 4,869
Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Johnnie Walker
Mildred June

George Cowl

Creel

Pat O'Donnell
Mrs. Ridder
Mr. Carter

J.

Farrell MacDonald
Lillian Lawrence

Robert Belder
George Rigas

A. Turk

Thaddeus Plummer, the poor hero, isn't occupied
with a very honest job. In fact, his chief occupation
therefore, he
is boring holes in "antique" furniture
nicknamed "The Worm." The story concerns
is
'Thad's final
their thwarted love
the girl next door
denouncement of his employer, as a fake; and a
novel bit of luck which brings his little sweetheart
back to him.

—

;

;

By Marguerite A. Brumell
who cry for better
THOSE of thewhopublic
deplore "sexy" pictures
things and
will undoubtedly hail this pleasing and entertaining film, as fashioned after their heart's
desire.

'The

Unknown

Purple'

Presents A Screen Version of the
Stage Success by the Same Name Written
by Roland West and Paul Scholfield. A
Carlos Production Directed by Roland
West. Length 6900 Feet.

Tniqi'f

CAST
Marchmont
Jewel Marchmont
James Dawson
Ruth Marsh

Henry

Peter

Helen Ferguson
Frankie Lee
John Arthur
Ethel Grey Terry
James Morrison

Bobbie
Freddie Goodlittle
Mrs. Goodlittle
Leslie

George

Walthall

Alice Lake
Stuart Holmes

;

Bradbury

Richard

Allison

Brins.ley

Hawkins

Wayne
Shaw

Mike Donlin

Burton

who have

its

very

beginning

in a penitentiary

—a

scene

where two men

never seen each other because
they occupy adjoining cells, are discussing
women the play has a grim, depressing
atmosphere which does not even seem to

—

appetites.

There are many phases of this picture to
There is the prayer and wishing
rug, which plays an important part in the
story; the antique and specialty shops in your
town; and the Turk, owner of the wishing
rug) who helps the hero to success, might
be impersonated. Stills from this picture,
showing Thad and Clara indulging in a lover's
quarrel, would make attractive lobby displays.

exploit.

By Henrietta Sloane

FROM
staged

The love theme of the two youngsters, not
yet out of their teens is very whimsically
handled. Much as Booth Tarkington would
do it. And speaking of authors there's an
O'Henry note in the story, when Clara sells
her dressing table to a junk man, for funds
for a birthday present to Thad. Later the
junk man sells it to the antique shop where
Thad is employed. It's refinished to give it
a "genuine antique" appearance and the dealer tries to sell it to Clara's mother, who has
become sole heir to a very substantial forttine.
The everyday life in a suburban town is
depicted in all its homely, happy detail.
Wholesome entertainment for wholesome
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The 'Bi^ Little Feature
Now to Start
New Year Right

Prepare
TT'S always

In perfect harmony with this expression
the enthusiastic reception that is being bestowed on the "Sing Them Again" series distributed by Educational, which give the audiences a chance to join in singing their old

the

is

time to devote more space and

J-

exploitation to your short subjects?
If lurid melodramas and sob-sister stuff
must be produced and advertised because it's
what the public wants then live up to that
statement in full. Give them the comedy they
want and let them know you're going to give

favorites.

The

it

have a luke
approval of your bill.
And a luke
approval spells luke warm box-office

What's the use of passing the good word
along that you thought Stan Laurel's latest
comedy was excellent burlesque that Will
Rogers obtained some excruciatingly funny

'

1

;

when

imitating screen notables

'Film Foolish'
Movies

that

;

Again,"

il-

inspiration.
That song coupled with two
others,
"Little Annie Rooney," and "Old
Black Joe," will be greeted with enthusiasm.

receipts.

effects

"Home

—

beautifully the origin of the best
beloved of them all "Home, Sweet Home."
It was to the inspiration of John Howard
Payne we owed that universal anthem of
home and love and this picture shows the
place in Italy and the incident that caused the

to them.
If you don't, you're likely to

warm
waim

latest of the series,

lustrated

—

the

in

—Educational

making

1

reel

That able trio, Cliff Bowes, Virginia Vance
and Earl Montgomery have not had a more
delightful subject to work on than this, "Film

Educational threw such an absorbing light on
the life of a bee how amusing was the latest
marital tiff of the Spat Family
how apt
;

;

Aesop Film Fable's moral how human
Snooky appeared and so on ad infinitum

the

—

;

Unless advertised, its a hit or miss proposition for the movie-goer.
They know, weeks
in advance, what big feature they're going
to see when they pick a certain theatre, but,
though they may be eaten with curiosity to
see friend Felix in his latest catastrophe,
they've got to be nothing short of a Sherlock
Holmes to discover where he's being shown.
Is it fair?
Is it fair to the audience and
is it fair to yourself ?
There's many another Chaplin or Lloyd
waiting to be recognized.
But life is too
hurried a proposition to hunt through the
haystack for the proverbial needle.
Hence
the advertising

medium

'Over the Fence'
Juvenile

comedy

—Educational
2 reels

The gang

of juveniles in this comedy are
to be envied.
They are supplied with all
the material for a make-believe world of their
own.
For instance, the submarine for use
in warfare at the ol' swimming hole.
In
structure, a Rube Goldberg concoction but

—

adept in registering the more
emotions as she is in leaping from rushing
trains or diving into raging torrents.

Ruth Roland
subtle

is

as

the lucky fellow manning the craft can take
sure aim with his mud cannon ball and be
And their holy
protected from the enemy.
of holies, the backyard clubhouse, is equipped
to keep updesirables away by a high fence
with secret entrances and exits and waterfilled tin pails operated by a string, for that
the cop."
bitterest enemy of "kiddom'
Little freckle-faced roughnecks outnumber
the sissies yet when it means party and cakes
they all don "Lord Fauntleroys'' for the occasion.
Alas, clothes do not make the man
murder will out and Hades is no hotter nor
more furious a place than the scene of the
feast
in short, a riot

—

—

—

—

—

'Home Again'
First-rate entertainment

—Educational
1

reel

Preference for the songs of other days has
been unmistakably revealed by the result of
a questionnaire submitted by three radio
broadcasting stations.
Seventy percent were
in favor of the songs we used to sing.

"Uncle Ben," alias Mr. Monkey, is as frugal and grasping as ever in this Dippy-iDoo-Dad Comedy,
"Go West." The entire cast is composed of Hal Roach's famous Zoo and an entertaining story of the
black sheep v^ho leaves for the great open spaces is enacted

Foolish."
And given their opportunity they
make the most of it. The result makes excellent entertainment.

Clean comedies are words to be emphasized
However,
they apply in this case.

and
the

comedy

hasn't suffered to achieve a "clean"

picture.

Next
best

to gossip of film stars audiences like
see how the making of pictures is

to

Chester, in the plot, is such
an individual. He wants to get into pictures
the worst way and succeeds. He's the studio
goat and blunders into every set just as director and players are all worked up and big

accomplished.

—

stuff

being put over.

is

Here you see how the punch is put in a
picture what a perilous life a dummy leads
and when you see the director instructing his
star just what gestures to use when telling
the villain, "You take the papers, I'll tear
;

up the child,"
long and loud.
'Snoolcy's

it's

time to laugh, and laugh

Your audience

Covered Wagon'

will.

—Educat'l
2 reels

Complete animal cast

really enough
rich in ideas
for ten two-reelers, but if Educational chooses
to dish them all up in one, surely that's no
cause for complaint.

This picture

is

;

It is a departure from the usual Snooky
comedy in that the animals hold the stage
and what humans who do appear, are no
more necessary or part of the story, than

the sets are.

The

title,

from the showmanship angle

is

Because of the association of ideas,
your audience will instantly be on the alert,
probably expecting a travesty on "The Covered Wagon," a picture no man, woman or
But having
child has not heard of or seen.
hit on that title Educational does not lay
down on the job.
In brief, the story concerns a haunted hotel
a reward to the one who can prove it isn't
and the whole animal kingdom's crying need
excellent.

for food.

Snooky
bones

as

in the

the

father

of

with no
water
enormous bub-

twins,

cupboard resorts to

flour,

and washing soda. The result,
bles, doesn't form very substantial fare. Next
you see the lion presiding over a meeting and

each separate animal requesting the food it
wants.
Mr. Skunk is requested to say his
say quickly, and beat it.
The outcome is Snookj'''s election to the
job of proving the hotel isn't haunted. Snooky
He
discovers bootleggers camping there.
sends for the covered wagon. All the animals

—

a

!

:

December

15,

—
;

;
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arrive in it and they take a turn at spooking
the bootleggers.
Space prohibits dwelling on each bit of
comedy introduced. But here's something to
think about.
small projection room, with
no music and a critical audience is not conductive to laughter.
Yet ye movie critics,
so far forget their roles, as to laugh right
out loud

A

'Fully Insured'
Comedy with

—Pathe

a real idea

2 reels

Here's an idea that some producers might
have taken and padded out to feature length.
As it is Hal Roach has developed its possibilities to a footage of two-reels and produced a comedy that is replete with action,
laugh-provoking gags, and some clever situations.
The big idea behind the plot is this
one of the characters conceives a style of
insurance premium which assures the holder
a continued salary whenever he is out of a
job.
"Snub" Pollard, in the role of the hero
"who never ran from hard work it was
easier to duck " subscribes to the "Job Insurance." He gets himself discharged at once.
When he calls on the agent to collect on
the insurance, the agent promptly sets out
to find him another place of employment.
The situation evolves into some very amusing
incidents, with Pollard trying to keep out
of work so as to collect on the insurance and

—

—

the Agent as diligently trying to find new
jobs for t}ie idler so that the insurance won't
have to be paid. There are some sideplays
that are extremely diverting.
good tworeeler with a satisfactory measure of laughs.

A

'Sunday Calm'
Another "Our Gang"

riot

WHEN
When

—Pathe
2

NEWS REELS TOLD

reels

The

current number sustains fully the reputation for action and fun that this group of
In
clever kid comedies has already attained.
this subject the kids go on a picnic with their
parents. The title of the comedy is "Sunday Calm," but the title is misleading. Once
the kids get under way there is nothing having the slightest resemblance to "calm" in the
picture.
In fact, the kids manage to make a
perfect picnic out of their Sunday outing. If
they raised as much havoc within the city
limits, the police and firemen would have to
work overtime. Bugs, field mice, hop-toads,
a tame bear, and the poor distracted parents
have a perfectly miserable day of it with the
kids on the rampage. But the youngsters enjoy themselves to the utmost. Only one thing
is
found to put the quietus on the kids
drenching rain storm but even that evenIf
tually becomes an occasion for hilarity.
your audience want some real laughs and enjoy kid comedies, "Sunday Calm" deserves a
place on your program.

—

A SHEIK NOT A SHEIK?

IS

Will Rogers. This he ably demonstrates when he burlesques Valentino in the role that star
made famous. It's all done in a good natured way, so perhaps Valentino won't mind. Rogers pokes
fun at himself, as the star who has no sex appeal, in his latest picture, "Uncensored Movies," released
by Pathe.
it's

—

of

International No. 98: Return from exile
Germany's ex-Crown Prince before the
;

Hohenzollern downfall takes first stroll with
wife (an International exclusive) Japanese
schools re-open amid earthquake ruins The
;

—

—

picked "American beauties" visit New
York City Hall Quartette arrive at home of
Mrs. Whittig in Baltimore Mme.
Mistinguette, Parisian star, arrives in New York
Spagetti popular with Seattle Zoo monkeys
as Thanksgiving dish All Rome joins in welcome of King Alfonso and Queen Victoria
on state visit Queens of Spain and Italy during royal procession Kilauea, Hawaii Army
Air Service perform dangerous flight over pit
of "everlasting fire" new rivers of lava being created almost daily
awesome spectacle
Cornell. Penn football gam_e.
at night
88

—

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

Episode No. 8

—

Dartmouth defeats

Columbia Children patients at Vanderbilt
Clinic, N. Y., dress like forefathers, for
Thanksgiving feast Judge Cotillo assist Ballington Booth distribute turkeys to poor
Richardo Nelson does his "daily
Chicago
dozen" Prince of Wales visits Winchester

—
—Mme.

gruesome as the title might indicate.
However, if s a good title to catch the
eye and it's a smooth running, thrilling story.
Patricia
Paddington
(Louise Lorraine)
comes to the aid of her young friend Galen
when Red Mack refuses to fight (because no
purse is ofifered) by staging a pirate tea

Mistinguette, arrives in New
York after first insuring limbs for fSOO.OOO
each Dog caddies for Dr. Jones at WolOshkosh collie of Wisconsin
laston, Mass.
shown as part of White House staff 88
prize beauties dazzle New York; to conceal
presence in town, they are escorted to City

aboard her father's yacht.
There's fast and furious fun, one feature
of which is "walking the plank."
The surprise is sprung that an exhibition bout is
planned.
This time Red Mack can't back
out for he has a reputation to uphold and
wishes to impress a beautiful blond aboard.
The blond is really a movie director, a friend
of Galen's in disguise. A good bout is shown
on a float but Mack's manager sees his white
hope is bound to lose so the police is sent
for, and that finishes that.
These "Fighting Blood" series are taken
from H. C. Witwer's short stories, which
have been running in Cosmopolitan.
You'll
like them, as will each member of your au-

Hall by band and police.

Not

dience.

so

KiNOGRAMS No. 2308
Tax
;

;

;

is

de-

Congress ready to

:

solve our problems
Farm Relief
tion

Penn

reduction ImmigraBonus for Soldiers Re;

;

Nicholas Longworth,
Ohio Harold Knutson, Minn. Lister Hill,
Oscar Under28 years old, from Alabama
wood, Alabama, Democratic leader in Senate
F. H. Gillett, Mass., on their way to work
First Christmas trees in New York, arrive
from Maine and Canada Senator Watson,
Indiana, with hat in ring Bobby McLean,
skating champion Monroe Doctrine century
old old home acquired as Memorial to Monroe Last warship for ten years
West Virginia goes into commission at Norfolk, Va.
Brooklyn, Ex-Senator Lockwood, Appraiser
Kracke, County Clerk Kelly and McCooey
at work on Christmas seals
Lady Diana
Manners here for stage appearance Rosapublican

floor

leader,

—

;

;

—

—
—

—

;

—

;

—

KiNOGRAMS No. 2307:

;

'Fighting Blood" series

Pa.—57,000

Woman's Club, Philadelphia,
spectators see gridiron contest as
feated by Cornell.

•

—

'The Merchant of Menace'—F. B. O.

IN BRIEF

College

—

—

Pathe No.
mob anxious

—

Police reserves to check
American "beauties" at
City gives ThanksgivCity Hall Brooklyn
Martial
ing party to poor Tokyo, Japan
Army distribution
Salvation
law ends
school held in the open New York City,
Animal pets receive medical care at clinic
Erhardt's irregular troops on Bavarian border
Munich, Reichswehr troops arrive to
in
check monarchist uprising Pathe News presents pictures of Presidential possibilities for
1924 King Alfonso and Queen Victoria, reItalian
at
Capitol Federal
ceive ovation
agents raid "moonshiners" dugout at Casper.
Wyo. Musical comedy staged by Atanta

—
:

—

97

to

:

see

;

—

;

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

mond

Pinchot,

Governor of Penn-

niece of

director Max
beat Americans at
Hockey in Philadelphia African beasts arrive in San Francisco
End of Gasoline Trail
in Chicago
Winter racing at New Orleans.
sylvania,

Reinhardt

in

same production

—English

—

—

;

girls

—

Pathe No. 98
68th Congress opens
promises to be most significant in recent history Cairo, Egypt, British aviators ascend
5,000 year old pyramids
I'ouching scenes
in Berlin as poor endeavor to exist
Commission of U. S. S. West Virginia, last battleship to be built by United States under
Washington Arms Limitation Pact W. B.
Yeats, poet and playwright, of Dublin, Ireland: receives Nobel Prize for Literature
Dr. Paul Kammerer, Austrian biologist and
Dr. Chaim Weizmann, British Chemist and
President of World Zionist Organization arrive in United States
Flying stunts at Air
Carnival, Kelly Field, San Antonio Roundup of Greek rebels at Eleusis, Greece; 93
Royalist officers captured funeral of murdered Republican official in Athens Fire-ladder apparatus demonstrated in New York
opening of race season at Jefferson Race
Track, New Orleans.
:

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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PICTURE

MAE MURRAY
FASHION ROW
A METRO PICTURE
BY

SAOA COWAN AND

HOWAW©
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Robert Z.Leonard
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MAE MURRAY
FASHION
ROW
*^
by SADA COWAN

HOWARD HW&N

^ TIFFANY PRODUCTION

M.H. HOFFMAN

ROBERT

Z

LEONARD

THREE SHEET FEATURING STAR AND GOWNS

,
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^
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A TIFFANY PRODUCTION
HOFFMAN.
'M-H

ROBERT

Z.

GENERAL MANAGER
LEONARD. OtRECTOR GENERAL

ANOTHER THREE SHEET SHOWING FIGHT

\
IS

:

Metro
Picture

—

'

TWENTY-FOUR SHEET WHICH DISPLAYS BEAUTIFUL GOWN AND FASHION TIE-UPS

'Fashion Row' Posters Feature

Mae Murray's Gowns

-"

,>-«

—
—
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SHOWMANSHIP
The Power

Whether or Not Tasteful Display

An

WINDOW
them? There

Justifies Its

Use

By MORT.

BLUMENSTOCK

are a few

From time to time motion picture
advertisers have queried, "Just what is
the force of a window display?
Isn't it
something of the old circus daj-s that we
are trying to get away from?"
And the answer is, Window Displays are
older than the motion picture, older than
the circus, older than the stage. They are
as old as history itself.
Find out
when the first store was opened, and
you'll know who had the first window

Is

Work out
little crepe paper.
a design that will set-off the window
card or the cut-out, and shut-off the unsightly vacant store in the background.
In other words regard the window as
3'our show case to show-off your wares
to their best advantage.
No matter what
kind of a window it is, you can do it.
If
the windows flanking it are unkempt and
dow, buy a
first

circles.
That alone would attract
attention.
It was placed in the window of
The wheel was
a fine jewelry store.
attached to a motor which kept it spinning
for three days.
There was a clock attachment to count the revolutions. The game

was, guess how manj' times the wheel
revolved in three days and win a gold
watch.
The jeweler supplied the watch.
Do you think it attracted attention? Well,
we know that the jeweler who paid the
freight for the entire stunt, wanted to
think up a stunt for the next week. Not
dozens but hundreds of people got in
the game, and the business at the
theatre was excellent. That's only one
of many.

_

A

And

considering the matter from
is the value of showAny block of stores
in any town you may be in gives the
answer. Do j'ou see anj- stores without windows?
Everybody can't be
wrong.
The theory must be sound.
Store window panes at a hundred to
two thousand dollars for glass alone
that angle, what
case backing?

must have some

much is
Then

In

Wonders
J

the

theory

is

right,

what

that the theory of windisplays cannot be attacked
without first breaking every plate glass
window from New York to California,
again we turn to the application.
We'll be frank!
Some of it is terrible. Hardly worth
the effort, however big or small.
For
which there need be no apologies. It
would be a peculiar state of affairs
with
seventeen or more thousand
theatres in the country if every theatre
all

But

while

the angle of one wti|j^knows theatre

advertising in

window

We

play

displavs

are

That much

window

dis-

moment we want

to

join

the

pointing to some horrible and
recurrent examples.
Why is a vacant store window, oftentimes a dirty window, used for a displav
for a picture which is otherwise being
critics

in

exploited on its artistic merits.
What is
there in the atmosphere of such displav to
lend conviction to a statement about a picture's artistry?
Yet that same window can be used, and
an entirely different effect obtained. How?
Instead
of
tacking
window cards to
empty boxes, or pasting them to the win-

so

much

the better!
Your display
attractiveness
h^'

have
increased
comparison.

will

OFTEN

you'll see a

it

was

cleverly

Universal Company, having a

respect for window displays
number of little toy merry-gorounds made up which were praised

high

lad a

by every exhibitor who used then in
connection with the picture.
In San Antonio, where W'ill H.
Branch used the stunt of offering a
prize for the girl who could wear
Gloria Swanson's slippers, he got one

window

of the finest

displays in

town

from

an exclusive bootery which
asked -Branch to let them come in on
the stunt and give him a lot of free
advertising in the window and in the
newspapers.
A lawyer, a dentist and an advertising expert all known to each other
met at the same table in a busy New
York restaurant. In between courses
the talk strayed from one thing to
another and the attitude of the dignified
professions concerning window display advertising

window

tie-up in a
store, with the conventional tie-up card,

and a few stills or colored eight by ten
pictures
scattered through the displaj'.
For just a few cents more,, and a little
time what improvements could be made.
Wouldn't it be just as easy to mount
the stills with a plain gray or brown
mounting paper? Borrow a frame to put
the card in.
It might take a half hour
more it will make the display twice as
good.

—

Then

that because

—

.-5.

lines

critics

a

atTdience-winning

•^i*.

have been looking into the
wrong windows.
We've seen some of
those windows, too.

For

all its

phases.

initidy,

some

T^HE

displays pay.

Mr. Blumenstock doesn't theorize.
He gives you concrete facts. From

know

done.

a trival outlay of acpense.

of advertising.

bad, mo:,t of them are good.
can be established.
have the idea that the

We

the author has dug

window

Kings-

seen photos of the window, and know
it must
have been talked about.

"Advertising

of

Price

Winter Comes, went

that

But he hasn't stopped there. He
tells you how to get other windows
working for you, if you haven't any
windows of your own. Sometimes at
no cost at all. J^ver at more than

dow

in

power

ing proof that

SSUMING

manager was an expert

the

Under Glass"

You

deep into his experience for convinc-

We

of the application.
point to the
fact that window-dressing is now regarded as a profession; a trade to be
studied and mastered like coi5y-writing,
or making paintmgs for lithography, or any other distinct branch
of the advertising business.

A

N

for

Howard
If

to the trouble of having a little winter
scene painted for a tie-up in a furrier's
window. There is no way of checking results on this stunt, but we have

How Windows Can Work

certain.
if

Atlanta,

more, playing

That

justification.

Told by

tric

display.
Let's tack the course.
window
display is show-case advertising, isn't
it?

Glass'

Expert in Theatre Advertising

Do you like
who don't.

displays.

Under

of ^Advertising

contrast to exhibits of the latter kind take for example the excellent
display that H. B. Clark designed for the
engagement of Six Days at the Caring
Theatre, Greenville.
He used a colored wheel with concenin

for themselves.

For the law

fraternity, the attorney insisted that anything in the way of advertising was out of question if dignity was
to be maintained and the traditions of the

profession upheld.

To him the advertising man pointed out
that though advertising via the usual mediums might be frowned upon, yet there
wasn't a lawyer he could think of who
hadn't what virtually amounted to a window display on the outer office door
_

the
scope
of
special field, the

the

names

—

firm's
activitjits
of the members of

rm and

other details.
The lawyer
admitted that the argument was logical.
the

fi

The dentist acknowledged a kindred
lustration which was shown to exist
his profession.

il-

in
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HOUSTON ROTARY CLUB
TACKLE 'E' PUZZLE
Struggle with Puzzle Is Tie-up with
'Eternal Struggle'
300 members of the Rotary Club of

THE
Houston,

Texas, who meet for their
weekly luncheon at the Rice Hotel and those
advertising

of Oklahoma City who
"The Pirates" are still talkfree luncheons they missed and

agents

style themselves

ing about the
the "E puzzle they failed to solve.
Both these events took place last week
They were arranged by
though far apart.
W. G. Bishop, Metro's exploitation representative in the Southwest, in connection with
the presentation in those two cities of Regi'

nald

Barker's

production

"The

Eternal

Struggle."

The "E"

puzzle

one of the exploitation

is

novelties that Metro has incorporated in its
When the
press sheet on this production.
scattered bits are put together they form the
letter "E" and the struggle which one un-

dergoes to put it together sets the tie-up for
Metro's current production. Bishop, through
M. McFarland, manager of the Queens Theatre in Houston, where "The Eternal Struggle" was to be shown; arranged to give each
member of the Rotary Club a free luncheon
if he solved the puzzle.
Each man in the
huge dining room of the Rice Hotel was
given a puzzle and that day dinners were
neglected and the puzzle remained unsolved
when time to return to the offices came.

—

The

more successful. In
aroused a great deal of
comment as the puzzles were carried back to

both

office

many

Pirates were no

cities the stunt

and home and that night there were
groups with head bent together

fireside

over "The Eternal Struggle."

"The Eternal Struggle" played very
engagements in both
Reginald Barker production
cessful

cities.

under

It

sucis

a

Metro-

Louis B. Mayer auspices.
It was adapted
by J. G. Hawks and Monte M. Katterjohn
from G. B. Lancaster's novel, "The LawBringers."
It was photographed by Percy
Hilburn.

EXHIBITORS TO PROFIT
IN AUTHOR'S PLAN
'BilV Pelley

Will Spend $25,000

on Publicity Campaign

BOUT

A

two years ago, William Dudley
Pelley entered the motion picture field
after ten years spent in the business management of newspapers and five years successful
magazine and novel writing.
Being a practical advertising man he applied advertising principles to bringing his
product to the notice of the producers. Going into picture studios for his "education,"
making a picture of his own and acquiring
the thousand and one tricks of the trade by
actual contact with working conditions, he
began exploiting his screen plays with circular advertising.
This coming year Pelley is going to adopt
tactics along a different line.
He intends to
take 25% of his earnings and positively return to the producer in the form of exploitato the exhibitor.
He is going to sell
exhibitors of this country on his story
plots, leaving it to the individual producer to
judge whether he wants to take advantage of
this exploitation by acquiring Pelley stories
for screening.
To sell the story to the producer at least
harpoon his interest in it Pelley is first going_ to write screen dramas that contain exploitation possibilities in great, dripping blobs.
Stories that lend themselves to arresting lithographs stories that lend themselves to interesting window displays
that lend themselves
to exploitation stunts
in
the streets none
others does he intend olfering the trade.
Instead of going the rounds of the producers and waiting for them to bet their good
dollars on whether his yarn is worth picturizing Pelley is going concretely to work to sell
the exhibitor on each story plot. The salient
features of his campaign include the following
The fact is known only to a limited few
that Pelley owns and conducts a private printing plant, where he has a complete staff of
helpers and workers engaged in exploiting
his stories and features.
Every time Pelley finishes a story, always
with the screen angle in the forefront of his
mind, 15,000 circulars will be sent on the addressograph machines in his plant to every
exhibitor of consequence in the country. The
circular will contain a complete story of why
the exhibitor can and should play the film

tion

the

LAUGHS VIA RADIO SELL 'WHY WORRY'
Theatre Manager Sets
Invites

Crowd

Up

Receiving Outfit on Busiest Corner and

to Listen in

on Audience Applause

—

—

:

:

HA/ UA/ U A
iT3 THECHOWD

2)MFER.iAL
lAw 3MIN0 AT

TMEATii£
I

—

:

_

UaioU Lloud
If*

I

WHY WORRY

and make monev.

A

SWOV

r^ADtO

wo

years ago when the radio craze became rampant there were much mutterings and wagging of heads here was a new

'T'

;

thunderbolt lodged against the supremacy of
the screen as a popular entertainer. Then
along came G. E. Brown, manager of the Imperial Theatre at Charlotte, N. C, and put
the offending "thunderbolt" to work for his
Here's how Brown set up a receivtheatre.
ing set with loud speaker attached on Char:

—

A

—

sign nearby invited
the crowd to "listen in" on the Imperial program and especially to stand by for the outbursts of applause and laughter that attended
the showing of Pathe's "Why Worry," starring Harold Lloyd, which was being shown
three-tube set on a busy
at the Imperial.
corner nowadays attracts almost as much attention as a one-lung "devil wagon" did back
in the days of 1905
and so the crowds listened in. Laughter like the measles is contagious
every time the audience chortled.
Manager Brown won some new customers for
the Imperial box-office.
lotte's busiest corner.

—

A

—

;

booklet will then be issued to the same
15,000 exhibitors, containing the author's idea
of what can be done to put the picture
Following this ciracross with the public.
cularizing and stunt book Pelley will take
liberal space in the trade journals reaching
the exhibitor.
The biggest sales punch of all Pelley is not
He purposes, however, to so
yet tipping off.
treat exhibitors that thev will profit handsomely bv running his pictures entirely aside
from their gate receipts.

NATIONAL SMOKING TOBACCO
EXPLOITS FILM
A

good still showing Percy
back in an easy chair, smoking a pipe, gave Ed. Olmstead, of McVickers
Theatre, Chicago, the idea of having a reparticularly

Marmont,

settled

made in connection
known smoking tobacco.

production

vi'ith

tionally

The United

a

na-

States Tobacco Company, manufacturers of
the "Dill's Best," liked the idea so well that
they have arranged to use this particular picture for a national campaign, of course giving full credit to "The Light That Failed" a
Paramount Picture. Over a thousand posters
carrying the picture with appropriate text for

"The Light That Failed" and McVickers
Theatre, were distributed by the Tobacco
Company in practically every drug and cigar
store in Chicago's Loop District.

-
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PARAMOUNT AWARDS CONTEST PRIZES

TIE RE'S

by Paramount

to the
exploitation force
for the best campaigns for Paramount Pictures during Paramount Month have been
awarded as follows: First prize, $250, to
Rick Ricketson, Denver; second, $200, to
Russell B. Moon, New Haven; third, $150,
to Kenneth C. Renaud, Salt Lake City;
fourth, $100, to Joseph T.
Emmerling,
field

The judges were Claud Saun-

Omaha.

ders, director of exploitation; A. M. Botsford, advertising manager; Charles E. McCarthj^ publicity manager; L. J. Bamberger,

assistant

D.

Palmer.

exploitation

manager, and

S.

Examination of the campaign submitted
revealed an astonishing amount of intensive
work performed by the contestants, ranging from a large number of double-page
advertising trucks tying in local advertisers

with Paramount Month, tie-ups with commercial products, popularity contests and
star guessing contests
to
the series of
Prosperity Pageants which were the big
feature of Ricketson's campaign in Color-

ado and Wyoming.

Ricketson Strikes Keyriote
ll/r

R.

RICKETSON

struck the keynote

of his campaign in the opening paragraph of his report to Mr. Saunders:
"For the past year you have stressed the
absolute necessity of extending our exthe very smallest
ploitation activities to

At our convention in Los
Kent also pointed to this
The answer of the small-town ex-

communities.
Angeles Mr.

need.
hibitor has too often been:
town
for bigger cities, but

my

'It's
is

all

right

too small.'

mind Ricketson

and

each

allow

still

community to develop a
campaign suited to_ its

own

individual

desires.

Early in the summer,
Ricketson made a rthe
rangements with
factory
Willys-Knight
a Willysfurnish
to

Knight chassis

and

a

tour of
a
Colorado, on a mutual

driver for

A

float,
fine
tie-up.
electrically illuminated,
was built and the first

ed on

framed banners
scenic

alid cut-outs, mountcloth, advertising the Paraof pictures for the balance

mount hne-up
of 192j, proMding Ricketson would assume

responsibility of handling the stunt and
extend the tour to their towns first.

all

Foundation

for Pageants

ERE

was the foundation for the ProsJpenty Pageants. It would be possible
to furnish every exhibitor the background
j

j

ior a lot of local excitement at practically
no cost to him and to present a demonstration for Paramount and for the local theatre that the people of the town would long

remember.
So at Denver, on Saturday, September 1,
the motor float started on its 2,000-mile
journey, remaining in each town just long
enough for the local pageant.
Six and
eight towns were made sometimes in a day
and practically every town of importance

was

that

escorted

the

turret searchlight that swept the skies at
night (for some of the pageants were held
in the early evening), and a small platform
on' which gas was generated for six-foot
balloons, two of which were released after

each parade.
Eighty balloons were purchased for $50, which made the cost to
each exhibitor using two, one dollar and a
quarter.
Free tickets to the theatres, fanfoto or some kind of propaganda was always attached to the balloon.
There were some wonderful receptions
along the route.
Local newspapers, in
most cases, offered prizes for the best
decorated floats, prettiest girls, oldest cars,
The pageant was a prominent feature
etc.
the celeljration that
opened the new
paved highway at Golden and paraded before thousands at the Weld and Adams
County fairs and the Pike's Peak Festival.
in

Plan of Titling Winner

connection with the pageants throughout Colorado were staged
baby shows, beauty contests and fashion
revues-, and fall festivals, county fairs and
all kinds of local celebrations were tied up
with.
In every town there was a parade
of at least
twenty cars.
The WillysKnight people instructed their dealers to
get out all the Knight cars in the vicinity

for Wyoming.
In the space of
time allotted it was impossible to cover
this big State by automobile in addition to
State-wide popularity contest to select WyThe Rialto
oming's most popular girl.
Theatre, at Casper, the largest exhibitor
of Paramount pictures in the State, agreed
to finance the contest and through arrange-

for the reception and parade.
Banners and
pennants for the parades were carried
from town to town in the pilot car.
Attached to the touring float there was
a small bombing machine which fired a
salute upon arrival in each town; a big

with the Casper Herald, that newspaper
sponsored the campaign through its columns and those of the many smaller
papers in the State using its news service.

visited.

In

"

deWith this thought
vised his plan of action to link the large
towns and the small towns in one general
program
exploitation
in

thirty

reception

Paramount float on a two-hour parade of
Denver. These same banners were used in
every parade and demonstration in Colorado.

Big Advertising Campaign Reveals Amazing Range oj Subjects
Prosperity Pageants Prove Popular With Public
prizes offered
THE
members of the

the

The Boosters Club

of

parade.

The

Delta,

Colorado,

turned

out

for the Paramount Prosperity
Mayor welcomed the tourists.

two hundred strong

IVTOW
'-^

ment made

Frist prize

by

was

management

Rialto

the

Hollywood

to

a trip

Edna
oming" (Miss
Ames, of Casper) leaving on her journey and

Hollywood. A comt
o n
of trailers
from forthcoming Parain

b

i

n a

i

mount
ed the

pictures completfilm and it at-

wide

tracted

interest
later in all
theatres
in
the

when shown
the

using

State

Paramount.

book bears ample

company

his
interesting
paigns.

two

agreed

to

floats

and

in-

cluding stop-overs at all scenic points
along the route and an ocean voyage to
Portland, Ore.
The winner was to appear in the pic"Miss Wyoming in Hollyture titled,
This picture
wood."
was built up with scenic
the
shots taken along
route and showed many
close-ups of "Miss Wy-

on the
exhibitor sold
the
was
proposition
Mountain States TheaThis
tre Corporation.
build

31

R

i

c

k

e tson's

scrap
evi-

dence of the success of

cam-
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Newspaper Displays

Good Copy

a Group of Exceptional Samples Dealing With First National
from a Different Angle, but a Careful Study Quickly
Reveals the Fact That the Message 'Gets Over
in Every Case

Playing With Printer's Ink Is
Pictures.

that Set Pace as

Itself

an Art. Here

Each Appeals or

Is

Attracts

^

S'S.pWfj^. ."4"
„A=r.n«o

of

'°

,

yo.^^-'J^H, FOURTH.

°"'„ SUNDAY.

fr."j;

city.

N'-'"'-

p''?°s¥5j?ce

„„,, ct.uu'""'

-

-

"''"'^

l^O" Pl.yu,g
I

Today

&

Sat

"
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Bcploitatioli

Ideas
FANS WILL CHOOSE ACTOR
FANS, as well as literary and motion pic-

all newspapers throughcountry have been requested by
Vitagraph to send in the name of the actor
they think best fitted to play the lead in
Captain Blood a story by Rafeael Sabatini
the author of "Scaramouche."
Vitagraph has been moved to take this ac-

ture editors of

out the

tion because of the discussion

among

novel publicity stunt during the three days
that he, ran the Hodkmson speed picture
The Drivin' Fool recently. Under "personals" in his local paper, he inserted the
following teaser ad:
The song of the flapper! "Please Sweet
Daddy Go Just a Little Faster So They
Can Call You 'The Drivin' Fool.'
This was not only an interest provoker
but brought the business.

critics

and playgoers over the widely different method of interpretation of the leading role of
"Scaramouche" as portrayed by Ramon Novarro and Sidney Blackner on the screen and

WASH

part.

Vitagraph

ofifice

Fall flu and the possibilities of another
epidemic are constant dangers in England.
Horace Judge is accused of profiting by
the annual scare to the extent of exploitnig
First National's The Dangerous Age.
Advance pubhcity was given the picture
in London by a tie-up with Bilton's Pipe
which, according to the published adver-

make

Londoners

understood that

TWO-COLOR MAILING STICKER
attractive novelty has been comweek by C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation on its feature picture The
Marriage Market, which features Jack

Another

pleted this

Mulhall, Alice Lake and Pauling Garoii in
the cast.
This is an effective two-color mailing
sticker, printed in yellow and red, for use
on envelopes and exploitation material.
This has already been sent to the various
franchise holders of C. B. C. pictures with
a detailed letter for its successful usage.

for health.

understood
this

is

and they
"The Dangerous
that

It
as the window card told them.
also told them that they ought to see the
First National attraction to realize just

Age"

.

what "The Dangerous Age" was.

DRAPERIES ENHANCE APPEAL

WESLEY TABLETS FOR KIDS

Goodale, Manager of Loew's
in Ottawa, Canada, prepared an
unusually effective and artistic lobby dis-

Mr. F.
Theatre

W.

When the circus staged its parade in Canton,
Ohio, the Alhambra Theatre got a moving adThis
vertisement on their moving picture.
truck headed the parade, and being changeable
as well as reversible, will be used again to advertise other coming screen attractions

play to exploit his recent showing of The
Common Law. The figures were cut from
the stock six sheet,
and arranged in" a

mounted on cardboard
striking manner on a

miniature stage.
A local merchant, Cleghorn Beattie, tied
up with the display by furnishing the very

handsome

draperies,

background and frame

which

formed

DISPLAY CREATES INTEREST
Taking the two heads from the twenty-

the

for the scene.

PEGGY RESEMBLANCE PRIZES
Novel publicity was used recently in
Portsmouth, Ohio, by Universal Exchange
Twenty-five dollars in
for Baby Peggy.
prizes were given to the three best looking babies in the city and special prizes
were awarded to those who resembled Baby
A local photographer gave six
Peggy.
pictures to the child that bore the 'nearest

The Ford and Buick agency
gave free rides to several other
babies resembling Baby Peggy. Joe Mayer
of the Cincinnati oiifice of Universal handresemblance.
in the city

led the exploitation.

NOVEL PERSONAL TEASER AD
King, manager of the Crown
C. B.
Theatre, at Mobile, Alabama, put across a

AND 'WHY WORRY'

'

should be sent to the
Brooklyn, N. Y.

star

PICTURE PREVENTS EPIDEMIC

tisements,

STLTNT

"Why Worry About the Wash," was
the theme of one of George E. Brown's
stunts for the Lloyd picture when it was
playing at the Imperial, Charlotte, N. C.
Five thousand heralds were made up for
the leading laundry in town, and were distributed in the outgoing packages of wash-i
ing to a like number of families.
The text of the herald, with chief prominence given the title was, "Why Worry,
at the Imperial, about blue Monday, when
you can send your clothes to us."

the announcement that this company would
President Smith
picturize the famous novel.
most popuis anxious that the very best and
lar leading man in the country shall have the

in

The morning newspaper carried the
whole series of "Dulcy" cartoons, furnished
by the First National publicity and advertising department.
These ran three weeks
in
advance of the opening. Then the
theatre picked up the threads with small
teaser ads on the "Dulcy-Dumbell idea"
and the distribution of thousands of cards
and heralds reading: "Don't Say Dumbbell
Say 'Dulcy' and see Constance Talmadge in her newest picture, 'Dulcy' at the

Beacham Theatre."

been beseiged by applicants for the role since

choice of

used.

—

stage respectively.
The role of Peter Blood is that of a
rollicking, romantic adventurer whom fate
turns pirate and who sails the Spanish Main.
It is a part which every leading actor in pictures is anxious to play and Vitagraph has

The

Frank H. Burns put over First National's
Dulcy at the Beacham Theatre, Orlando>
Florida.
Only two exploitation angles,
both of them exceedingly simple, were

four sheet. Manager Clark of the Casino
Theatre, Greenville, S. C, made a well balanced lobby display for First National's
Man of Action. Douglas AlacLean and
his leading lady faced each other up in
the air above the huge sign, covering half
the lobby which announced the attraction.

A

FREE SLIPPERS TO LADIES
Cinderella slippers free to the ladies who
could wear them, was an effective bit of
exploitation employed by L. M. Conrad,
managing director of the Parkview Theatre, Johnstown, Pa., to attract attention to
Where the Pavement Ends. The slippers
were on display at a local store.

DUMBELL PUTS

'DULCY' ACROSS

Early concentration and hard plugging
furnish the prescription by which
H. B. Vincent and exploitation

Manager
director

How do you like this idea for exploiting
Wesley Barry in Heroes of the Street.
The management of the Alcazar Theatre in
Birmingham, Ala., distributed "Wesley Barry" writing tablets to school children be-

tween the ages of six and twelve, during
the time of the showing of the picture.
This is a good suggCbtion for you if you
schedule "Heroes of the Street" for another
run.
And if you want our advice you will
run it, because it's a worthwhile picture
and a real money getter.

PUBLISHER HELPS SELL FILM
Having seen

the picture for himself and

convinced of its certain success,
]\.ichard L. Simon, representing the sales
department of Boni and Liveright, is givbeing

ing

First

National's

Flaming Youth the

most ususual and

far reaching co-operation
that has ever been accorded a motion picture producer by a publisher.
Boni and Liveright are circularizing all
their agents urging them to stock copies
of the books to coincide with the play-dates
of the picture at the local theatre and making generous consignment offers to (1) offset the increased demand for tb-^ book resulting from the sliowing of tli'^ picture
and, (2) protect the agent as far as poslarge orders.
sible from the risk involved

m
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JAZZ ORCHESTRA WITHIN

REGULAR SYMPHONY
Proves Novelty to Brooklyn Mark
Strand Theatre Patrons

HE

—Larceny

Vanity, Clothes
"yANITY, vanity, all
first

is

vanity.

the

wise

Solomon when

woman

stole

to

said

So
the

adorn and make

attractive to the opposite sex.
that principle of human nature,
Howard Price Kingsmore, manager of
the Howard Theatre in Atlanta, Ga.,
put on an elaborate fashion display as
a curtain raiser to "Lawful Larceny,"
and reaped the inevitable benefits accruing from active wits.
With the George Muse Clothing
Company in close co-operation with
him, he placed the latest fall gowns
before female Atlanta and not many
Atlanta girls
failed to rise to the bait.

herself

On

—

most easy
to act as
addition of

look at were persuaded
the models and, with the

to

ostrich and lace
fans, bandeaux and other suitable appurtenances, no one in the large audience, least of all the male patrons,
found the prelude to the play in any destriking

gree irksome.

FIREMEN EXPLOIT FILM
department of
postal
support Emory Johnson's mail drama "The Mailman'" during its
recent engagement at the Florence Theatre
in the Southern California community, but
the fire department as well took a hand in
the campaign which broke all records in the
amusement annals of the town. The firemen's crack band, regarded as one of the best
musical organizations of firemen in the country, led the big mail worker's parade which
featured the opening night.
One hundred
mailmen also took part.

Not only

Pasadena,

did the
California,

Brooklyn

Mark Strand Theatre

is

creating
much new musical interest
through the novel methods employed by Managing Director Edward L. Hyman in staging
the instrumental and vocal end of his programs. No small amount of this aroused interest is due to the feminine chorus of eighteen, and the "orchestra within an orchestra"
which has materialized as a result of the
popularity of symphonized jazz numbers. The

Mark Strand' Little Symphonized Jazz Orchestra is made up of ten pieces, all playing
being
in the regular orchestra in addition to
featured upon the presentation stage and in
radio concerts.
in "Rosita" the street
to
singing incident was chosen upon which
served
build a musical number. A platform
m
for a dancer made up as Mary Pickford
a dark
the film. This was backed up by
plush curtain and a huge setpiece Spanish
fan draped with bright shawls. The femihad
nine chorus served as atmosphere and
two song numbers. A basso made up as male

With Marv Pickford

was
lead of the film also had a solo, and there
some ensemble work, bringing the number
to a

punch

finish.

The following week

a

number was

built

female harp quintette, placed uppyrastage left, with the feminine chorus in
mid formation against the back drapes. The
ballet used upstage right, the whole making
'Largo,'
Handel's
picture.
beautiful
a
"Humoresque" and "Chansonette" were the
selections presented, the chorus figuring in the
first and third, and the harp quintette and

around a

ballet

in

all.

French Gowns and a Baby

EVERYBODY

loves a baby, though
be widely varied,
and every baby loves a doll. By the
simpliest process of reasoning, you'd
argue that every baby sees in the doll
an image of itself and loves the doll
for that elemental reason.
But every
grown-up loves a doll for well, name
the reason that best suits yourself
we
don't like telling stories out of school.
French women having since time began been known as the most subtly

the species

—

Goldwyn's mystery

picture,

"Red Lights,"

appealed strongly to the motion picture public
of Toronto where the receipts showed a big
increase over recent attractions booked there.
In exploiting the picture thirty of the
thrilling 24-sheet posters were placed throughout the city. Each one of these stands was
lighted at night and attracted an unusual

amount of

attention.

—

attractive, every female grown-up sees
in a French doll the "most cute," the

most attractive of images, and accordingly yearns toward it.
Given Mae Murray in "The French
Doll" therefore. Manager Ben Burgem
Dcs Moines, utilized tiie psychology
colors in addition to that of ego,
and adorned the front of the Rialto
Theatre there with a draped curtain of
light shade, caught up with the frills
and rosettes of the ornate old-French.
On each side of the lobby entrance two
striking
framed pictures of French
dolls were hung and the crowds came.
of
of

BOOKLET AND SLOGAN TIE-UP
Supplementary

LIGHTED POSTER NOVELTY

may

exploitation

prepared for the
"Michael
O'Halloran,"

being

aids

are

now

Hodkinson picture
Gene
Stratton-

Porter's picturization of her novel. The new
booklet
contains
suggestions
for
putting
across Boys' week, "Be Square" clubs among
boys and tie-ups with merchants on the "Be
Square" slogan.
The co-operation of Crosset and Dunlap
publishers of the motion picture edition of
"Michael O'Halloran" in bookstore displays
has proven very effective.

'T'HIS novel 24-sheet put out by Universal for "The Hunchoack of Notre Dame" has as its basis of exploitation a sound selling principle which it would be
hard to beat. The critics depicted are those on whom probably more people depend for opinion of film dramas than any other like number of critics in the
world. The advantages of broadcasting favorable comment from such a distinguished group is all too obvious to need further comment.
.
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New Devices and

'Thundering Dawn'
Released by Universal

BRIEF;

November

5,

1923.

A young

iran on the eve of his marriage
leaves for Java in order to help his father retrieve
his fortune.
He falls into the hands of a sche.iiing
planter and is almost ruined hy a contriving woman,
when his fiance" arrives and finally takes him back
to the states.

TP HIS

what is known as a "real
crowded with tense situaheart throbs and suspense, all of which
picture

thriller."
tions,

It

is

is

tremendous assistance in exploiting the film.
Stills and posters from the picture make excellent interest arousers so get busy and put
the snappiest ones in your lobby and get as
many as you can in conspicuous places in your
3'ou will find of

neighborhood.

Use also the red arrows on which are
printed the name of the feature and the dates
of showing at your theatre.
Place these on
trees, blank walls, and telegraph poles, beingcareful that they all point in the direction of
the theatre and that they are numerous enough
to attract the eye of the passerby every few
feet.
These arrows will say, "Follow the ar"
rows to 'Thundering Dawn' at the
ringing alarm clock always arrests the
atteritidn.
Get all the merchants handling
clocks to feature them in a display.
On the
faces of these clocks you should have printed,

A

"Thundering Dawn."

The copy accompany-

in Increasing Box-Office

dering dawn" at any hour you desire.
number of these clocks set in your lobby
and wound so that the alarm will be discharged
from fifteen minutes before the opening
of the performance until ten minutes after,
will do much to bring in the chance passers-

A

by.

Christie'

Released by First National

BRIEI

Dec.
Eugene

8,

1923.

:. Picturization
of
the
O'Neill's
stage success, by Thos. H. Ince. Directed by John
W'ray and featuring Blanche Sweet and George Mar-

ion.
is not everyday that there
ITexhibitor
a play with ready

ity; a play

which

comes

to the
publicscored such a stage success

made

as will not soon be forgotten
a play which
received the Pulitzer prize as the best of the
year. Yet this is the record of "Anna Christie" which has now been reproduced on the
screen without any vital changes.
The story is a sea drama an old sea captian who has grown to hate the water, his
attractive young
daughter who has been
brought up on a farm but longs for the sea,
and a young man who is rescued by the old
tug on which the father and daughter are
;

—

sailing.

Your

greatest exploitation angle

is

an

in-

Returns

tense emphasis on the popular name of the
author of the play and the success of the
piece as a stage production.
All your advertising should play on these two things because they carry much weight.
And in this
connection you should make use of the published edition of Anna Christie in tie-ups with

book merchants and

libraries.

You can do fine things with your lobby in
bringing out the atmosphere of the picture.
For instance, you can cheaply and easily camouflage it to look like the cabin and deck of
a ship by the use of printed beaverboard, life
savers, coils of rope, barrels and similar bits
of sea paraphernalia.
An effective touch in this connection might
be attained by having the lobby practically
completely dark and playing a strong searchlight on that portion which has been made to
resemble the cabin. You are sure to attract
attention by this and the scheme will probably
awaken a keen curiosity.
It might also be wise to dress the theatre
attendants in naval uniforms having the ticket
seller and ticket chopper appear as ordinary
sailors in keeping with the surroundings.
Your lobby posters and windows cards
should be chosen with an eye to accentuating the remarkable pictures of the sinking
of the vessel.
Some fine photography has
been done in this connection and you should
get this across to the public.

ing these time pieces should be to the effect
that with one of these you are sure to be
awakened to the responsibilities of the "thun-

'Anna

Schemes

Tested Ideas Applied to the Latest Features as an Aid to

Shoivman

the

in Booking-Urge

'Let's

Go'
1,

1923.

BRIEF: A dare-devil stunt picture with Richard
Talrradge playing the part of the ne'er-do-well son
who makes good to win the girl he wants. A Carlos Production directed by W. K. Howard.

LET'S GO"

is another stunt picture of the
variety which the public seems so much
In it Talmadge takes full advantage
to like.
of his ability to perform hair raising stunts
and keeps the audience on the edge of its
The story provides a
chairs all the time.
sufficient vehicle to carry all the tricks and
the selection of the name has provided for

simple means of exploitation.
"Let's Go" as a slogan can be used almost
anywhere especially in a connection of this
In a display by the sporting goods
sort.

merchant of golf clubs, tennis rackets, fishing
tackle and the like he could link up the title
" 'Let's
of the picture in a card that reads
Go' golfing (or fishing or skating or whatnot) this morning and get back in time to see
"
Richard Talmadge at the
This could also be used similarly by clothing stores or department stores handling a
special sport clothes line.
For street bally purposes you might do well
to hire a man or two who could do tricks and
stunts which lie could demonstrate in front of
:

WINTER

IF

COMES,
The damsels on
seem
left
the
somewhat
probut
tected
sympathies
for

all

maidens

our
are

the

fair

on

the

right who certainly seem to be
for it when

in

the

winter

breezes start to
Both are
blow.
scenes from the
prologue
staged
at the Brooklyn
Mark Strand.

are absolutely nothing.
If you have built up a patronage with whom
you keep in touch through a mailing list, you
should send them simple letters starting:
" 'Let's Go' to the
Theatre next
Monday night. Richard Talmadge will be
there and he will show you a hat full of
stunts that will make your eyes pop out. This
is an advance notice intended to give you an
opportunity to make your arrangements be-

fore the general public hears of his appearance and jams the theatre."

'Why Elephants Leave Home'
Released by Pathe

BRIEF:

An

December 9, 1923.
adventure picture depicting the perils

and thrills experienced in the hunting, capturing and
traming of wild e.enhants.
Produced by Cinema
Distiibutmg Corp., under the direction of Fred A
Ellis.

WHY ELEPHANTS LEA\-E HOME"

is

not a sex picture, and has no relation to
girls leave home.
In fact, it is a circus,
vaudeville and rodeo all wrapped in one pack-

why

age.
It is something decidedly different from
the general type of film and for this reason
will stand being featured though it is only a

two

reeler.
Moreover, it contains excellent
opportunities for exploitation which should
be taken into consideration.

Arrange your lobby with a

Deeember

Released by Truart

your theatre or in the park or open square.
After they finish some one in the crowd
could hand out heralds announcing the coming of Richard Talmadge compared to whom
these tricks which have just been performed

the picture
exploitation.

is

wide open

circus effect, as
for this sort oi

Mount the stills and have them
prominently displayed; also frame the illustrative rotrogravure sheet and exhibit it in the
lobby.
Get up a door knob and automobile
tag upon which should appear copy similar
to this
is

:

"View

rocking

the answer to a question that
nations.
See 'Why Elephants

Leave Home'

at the
Theatre."
suggested that a card 9x10 be printed
bearing the following: "Closed ^gone to the
Theatre to see 'Why Elephants
Leave Home.' " This card should be displayed
in front of stores, etc., on Sundays or during hours in which the store is ordinarily
closed.
Also include in the copy the date of
your showing.
For a lobby bally stunt, dress a man like a
circus barker and surround him with a circus
atmosphere.
Have him stand on a platform
in the lobby and give a spiel. This will set the
neighborhood buzzing.
If it is possible to get hold of one, you
would certainly attract attention by parading
a real elephant wearing signs announcing the
showing, through the streets. But this is not
practical and so we would suggest that you
substitute two men in a fake elephant hide and
let them cut capers in the crowded streets.
It is

—

_
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New

Old

'Little

November

Released by Cosmopolitan

A

BRIEF:

York'
4,

1923

America's beginnings which
mirrors with honest and dramatic insight, the lives

romance

of

and loves of a hundred years ago. Starring Marion
Davies, under the direction of Sidney Olcott.

a picture with
HERE
her
doubtedly

Marion Davies un-

is

The

best.

at

picture holds

with romance, pathos and
comedy, and is one which shrieks exploitation
In the first place you
at you from every side.
should present the film with music which will
really help to carry the audience back into
the days of "Little Old New York." To this
end Victor Herbert has composed two overGet
tures especially adopted to the picture.
your hands on these and use them.
Then there is the department store window
and the possibilities for a mighty good window display using costumes in vogue_ when
a

story,

replete

grandma was a

these

If

girl.

are

selected

with care and are really pretty, they have the

magnet to the passing
neatly lettered card could inform
the interested that the most up-to-the-minute
models of the present day styles are to be
had in their apparel department.
On a more elaborate scale the thing could
be worked out with several windows showing
the changes in costuming from the days of
"Little Old New York" up to the present time
and perhaps even including one prophesy window predicting the up-to-date woman's outfit
effect of acting like a

A

crowds.

1950.

in

which

arouse
Dress a man in the costume of
interest.
Outside of your
"Little Old New York.
theatre get your carpenter to build a stock
such as was used in those days for public
Have the man locked in with huge
floggings.
On his back have a card, "This
padlocks.
is the way they punished them in "Little Old
New York' when America was young. Come

Here

is

a

street

bally

will

'

in

and see

Old

'Little

New

York' now."

The apparel shop

tie-up might be used in
the reverse manner to the previously suggested one. The window should show the latest
models in women's apparel. With them appears a sign, "These are the latest styles from
'Little

Old

New

Compare them with
shown in 'Little Old New

York.'

those of 1810 as
York,' now playing at the

"

do this. Dress two men
as town criers in knee breeches, satin jackets, colonial pumps, etc.
Have them stand on
the busy corners of the street and in imitation

You might

also

of the old town criers who were the news carriers of the time, urge the passersby to see
the picture showing at your theatre.

'Columbus'
Released by Pathe

October

7,

1923

BRIEF:

Story depicting the trials of Christopher
Columbus before and at the time of his discovery of
.America.
Adapted to the screen from "'The Spanish
Conquerors," a chronicle by Irving Berdine Richman.
Featuring Fred Eric and Delores Cassinelli. Directed
by Edwin L. Hollywood.

COLUMBUS"

is

the first of a

series

of

Chronicles of America being produced by
the Yale University Press, under the supervision of the Council's Committee on PubliThe film is recations of Yale University.
plete with material for exploitation stunts and

•PRETTY PEGGY,
And your
how every

It embraces a story that lives in the mind
of every American, and will need no introduction, having been conscientiously taught to
every one who attended any kind of school
It offers sure-fire tie-ups
in this country.
with Rotary Clubs, Kiwanis Clubs, Boy
Scouts, Knights of Columbus, Italian So-

LOVE YOUR EYES OF BROWN'

kid feels who passes the New York Gimbel store and sees
Dolls shown in conjunction with the personal appearance
of
big department store.

Baby Peggy

By

organizations.

this

method you

doubtedly succeed in making
eager to see the picture.

will un-

every

Released by Paramount

after the indorsement of the Knights of
Columbus and the Italian organizations and
use these in your advertising campaign.
Cooperate with the Board of Education in arranging a special matinee at reduced prices.
Saturday morning would be the best time.
You will probably get the kids flocking in and
their chatter is valuable.
Tie-up with the Boy Scouts to sell tickets
in the neighborhood of your theatre, giving
a certain percentage of the sales to their organization.

BRIEF:

Story

November

of

a

struggle

and the love

25,

1923.

for a rich mine
of the concerned

of the ward of one
parties for the agent of the other.
Dorothy Devore
has been cast as the heroine while the hero role
Lloyd Whitlock makes
is filled by William Russell.
Directed by James Flood.
a villainous villain.

'T'HE

method

to employ in the expicture of this type
whose name is not easily adaptable to
every day things, is to lay emphasis on
the content of the story. There is enough
variety of location in the film to permit
of a quantity of varied posters, lobby
cards, heralds, etc., each picturizing different scenes.
Your advertising should play up the
theme of the story the elements of adventure, the youthful love, the fine mine
scenes,
and the like.
Moreover, these

best
ploitation

of

a

—

many merchant tie-ups. The most
prominent of these, since the story hinges
about the possession of a black opal mine,
is with tlie jewelry shops who, using any
sort of a brooch for display purposes, can
link up the significance of a brooch as a
suggest

love tryst.

Devore's

lovel)'

clo.thes

make

with woman's outfitters,
while the various types of clothes worn
possible,

tie-ups

by the male characters would make excellent
hook-up
material
with
men's
clothiers, shops handling sport clothes and
tailors.

The numerous

C

sliip scenes that occur in
your cue for an unusual
lobby which could be made to resemble

These organizations should be the first line
of attack.
Get in touch with these people
through circular letters and personal visits.
Invite the executives to a special showing,
and arrange to give talks to the various

the general outline of a ship or some
particular part of it.
This need not be
expensive since it can be done with painted
compo board and an intelligent use of
lights to get just the right effect by casting parts in shadow and throwing the important features into relief.

cieties,

civic

officials,

American Legion, Y. M.
A.,

historical

societies,

patriotic

societies,

and Y. W.
women's clubs and
C. A.

schools

the

picture are

This
little

precisely
display of
at
the

is

window

star

November

26, 1923.

BRIEF:

Douglas Fairbanks Jr. makes his formal
bow to the moving picture world in a picture adapt•d from
"The Grand Cross of the Crescent" by
Richard Harding Davis. Directed by Joseph Henaberry.

VER

since
Douglas Fairbanks became
famous and it was known that he had a
young son, the movie world has been waiting
for him to grow up suflSciently to make his
debut in pictures, and finally the time has
come.
In "Stephen Steps Out" it is really
Doug, Jr., who does the stepping and up to

"U*

been acclaimed
as a born
genius, able to carry on for
he did not have the backing
a popular dad.
date he has

and daily

'When Odds Are Even'
Released by Fox

the
the

'Stephen Steps Out'

one

Go

Dorothy

tie-ups.

I

dark brown hair and your rosy cheeks and everything else about you.

critics,

by trade paper
actor with real
himself even if
of the fame of

But for the exhibitor the paternal fame
should be the basis for exploitation. By that
we mean that undeniably on his first picture
at least, Douglas, Jr., will be sold on the
merits of his parentage.
Douglas Fairbanks
is one of the most
popular actors on the'
screen to-day and practically everyone is
anxious to see what his son is like, if he has
his father's smile, if he shows possibilities of
equaling his dad acrobatically, if he is as good
looking, if he can really act or whether the
producer is depending on his connections
alone.
This is said with absolute assurance
having ascertained the general opinion on the
subject from the average person in New York
where the film is having its premiere.
In connection with having his name ride big
in lobby cards, advertising display, posters
and other advertising media, the lobby should
be decorated to reflect the spirit of the picture.
This can very simply be done by the use of
college pennants, seals and fraternity flags.
Moreover the ticket seller could be dressed
in typical collegiate attire and the ushers could
be similarly rigged out.
If you employ women instead of men^ they could be dressed in
what is the last word in co-ed apparel.
Since the story is one reflecting the life of
the college and prep school boy you have a
fine field for tie-ups with merchants who deal
in this type of clothes and with sporting

goods

An

stores, stationers and the like.
effective street bally could be arranged

by dressing a middle aged or old man as the
proverbial college professor and have him
walk throusrh the streets with a young man,
a typical collegiate, nulling him by the ear and
brandishing over his head one of those old
fashioned switches which were formally used
to make boys obedient. This is sure to get the
crowd and will hand everyone a lauffh.

—

—

December

15,
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^ried and Proved Pictures
Review has inaugurated a Tried
and Proved Showmanship Service Bureau!

tors Trade

That means that if there is a picture of
past release which you would especially like
to put over in a big, different, or small way,
a letter addressed to our Showmanship Service Bureau will bring you several real adaptable

mail.
print

for the benefit of other exhibitors.
It also means that if you want to know
about new ideas for the older pictures the

Bureau will tell you what and how.
There also may be Tried and Proved Pictures which as yet have not been advertised
or treated editorially in this department, in
which you are interested. Give us the names
of such releases and you shall receive the
same full information from the showmanship
angle of possibilities.
In fact, if there is anything whatsoever in
connection with the non-current features that
you want to know, do not hesitate to ask the
Showmanship Editor.
Xew pictures suggest new ideas in exploitation.
great majority of those new ideas,
however, are applicable for many of the older
_

A

releases.

Space forbids the listing of all of these
within the confines of the Tried and Proved
Pictures department.
Xevertheless those same ideas are available
to you.
They are yours for the sim.ple asking.
Take advantage of the new Showmanship
Bureau today, tomorrow anytime.

—

'Are
Hero Story
BRIEF:
The

You

whose

Past Performances

addition to this regular department of
IX
Tried and Proved Pictures, The Exhibi-

money-making ideas.
They will come to you by return
The following week they will appear in

will stop the passerby and urge many
curiosity is piqued to come in and
see the picture.
You might use the same idea putting the

this

Something Eeally New!

All films listed in this section have
actually done big things in a boxoffice

way.

your opportunity now for
picking the winners you like. Every
one has won its way into the Tried
It is

and Proved department on past performances of dollars and cents.
It will profit you to study each
picture carefully.

A

'Just a Wife'

BRIEF:
cannot

In order to
have until he

de-ides

to

borrow

Released by S'elsnick
secure a legacy which he
married, Steve Perkins
chum's wife and advertise

is

his

her to "'Aunt .Sarah" as his.
Auntie meets Winifred
is much
impressed.
.So much so, in fact, that
she decides she is more capable of handling the
estate than her husband so she signs it over to
"Mrs. Perkins." Innumerable complications arise
but it is finally cleared by Steve's finditig a girl for
himself and marrying her.

and

HEN

VV/'

"

"Aunt Sarah" comes face

to

face

with the real husband of Winifred and
sees that her nephew has been deceiving her
all the time things look pretty dark for the
young hero. Incidentally the climax of a continuous series of side splitting situations is
here reached and here is, therefore, where
you should lay the emphasis when you are
using the text of the story for exploitation
purposes.

Do

to make the most of Owen
Moore's n.'.me and the fact that the picture
a genuine comedy. This is a big idea. Put
it over big.

not

fail

a Failure'
Released by Preferred

For a unique lobby display you might dress
the walls and ceiling in yellow and white
crepe paper and on stands around the entrance
have a number of small wooden boxes each
with a real chicken in it. On each one have
tacked a poster announcing the name of the
production.
can almost guarantee that

sen of a once famous, river boss
timid and therefore a fai'ure, determines to
try the correspondence course advctised to teach
men how to become successful.
The first lesson
almost remakes the fellow and by the second he is
town when a river jam
in condition to save the
His heroic deed gives him
threatens destruction.
the position of river boss for the millionaire whose
datighter he loves and also gives him the daughter.

of your house.
more conservative idea is to tie-up with
apparel shops on displays of women's clothes,
since the stills from the picture furnish fine
posters for this sort of display.
There are also posters which provide excellent material to hook up a display of luggage with the picture since the numerous
honeymoon and week-end trips in the^ film
make use of much traveling paraphernaiia.

'The Chicken in the Case'
Matrimonial Comedy

is

lieing

chicken coops on street corners in the -vicinity
of your theatre and having arrows with the
name of the showing pointing in the direction

We

Released by Sehnick

Eternal Triangle

A

BRIEF:

beautiful young girl enrolls herself
in the service of a young engineer in an effort
to help him fulfill his ambitions to become a railShe advises his marriage to a very
road engineer.

personable young woman, but when it is discovered
that both have married for ulterior motives and
In the
love is absent they decide to live apart.
meantime Eleanor, has come to love the man she
has started out to help and declares her love for him.

have now found each
Poor Eleanor is left

But the husband and wife
other and they are united.
out in the cold.

THIS

picture,

screen

the

the

of

version

popular stage play, sounds the popular
appeal which is very good reason to believe
its re-booking will meet with as great_ sucThe picture
cess as its initial appearance.
again the eternal triangle but this time
is

two women Struggling for the possession
This is the pivotal point upon
All
which you should base your appeal.
your advertising and your posters should seek

it

is

of one man.

further impress this phase of the story.
Exploitation schemes, however, may be extended to embrace other angles of the picFor instance you can make good use
ture.
of the title in a florist tie-up of this sort.
Have him arrange an attractive display of
flowers and with it show a sign reading: "Is
Wife' or do you feel she is still
she 'Just
Then show her how
your swetheart, too?

to

A

SOXGS,

poems, prose, have all tried a hand
the correspondence school, some jeering at it, other praising it, but "Are You a
Failure" is the first motion picture to glorify
this field of endeavor and it is not done in a
humorous vein either. In fact the picture attains real heights when it works up to the
river jam where the young hero proves he is
not a failure.
Of course, the most logical tie-up is with
the correspondence schools who have excellent selling material in the picture.
If there
is one in your vicinity you should present the
idea to him at once.
Moreover the idea can
be used as well by the local business school
using the title of the picture as a slogan for
an advertising campaign and urging pupils to
see the picture.
For a street bally you could dress a man
as a tramp and put a sign on his back reading ' Are You a Failure' Like I am? It isn't
too late to change.
Theatre
Go to the
tonight and see how 'a failure' became a great
:

success."

The hero of the picture never leaves the
house without his rubbers and umbrellas because "you never can tell when it will rain."
Stores carrying these two articles can get up
very attractive displays, using this as a catch
line and urging patrons to be prepared no
matter what the weather may be today.
Moreover

in the river

jam scene

all

the

men

equipped with heavy rubber boots. Boot
shops might make use of these stills for a
tie-up with the picture as a reason for being
outfitted with boots to fit every occasion.

3 re

Paramount Picture

If It's a

at

The Best Show In Town

It's
Ruggles
with

a

Red Gap

of

special

cast

The Purple High-way

best pictures
— Onearoundthe entertainment.
of

have ever run for all
Don't fail to buy this one and advertise it strong.
Ran three days to fine business. Seven reels.
J. L. Hatcher, Bell's Opera House, Hillsboro,
General patronage.
Ohio.
T

— —
The Man

Unconquerable

—

Jack Holt. Good. Another Paramount,
Audience liked it great and so
which always are
It's all
Book it and don't be afraid.
I.
(lid
Geo. Khattar. Khattar's
there, feet and head.
General
patronCan.
N.
S.,
Sydney,
theatre,
with

—

—

age.

— Very

good picture. Secoiid
Some said it was the best shown in
to none.
it
great.
Book it and
acclaimed
others
a year;
ParaDid good business.
It's great.
play it.
Sills.

squeeze the leather out of
mount doesn't try
your boots before they book it to you at that.
Khattar,
Khattar's theatre,
Geo.
Seven reels.
General patronage.
Sydney, N. S., Can.
to

—

Racing Hearts
\ dandy little picture on
with Agnes Ayres.
the order of "Across the Continent." Pleased
good average crowds for two days and brought
Plenout favorable comment from the majority.
Put this across

ty of action and good corredy.
to your patrons, just as the press book says, and
Five reels.
E. L. Wharyoii won't go wrong.
General
ton, Orpheum theatre, Glasgow, Mont.

—

patronage.

—

Her Gilded Cage
with

Burning Sands
with Milton

—

with Madge Kennedy
Business good.
Adcards and one sheets.
Seven reels.
A. L. Cox, Opera House, Union City, Tenn.
Small town patronage.
Exquisitely beautiful, as tender as the touch
of a loving mother's hand.
Even thoug'.i there
are more live ones in the cemeteries of your
towns that there are dead ones outside, buy it
and boost it and see it yourself and swell up,
and thank God you know and appreciate beautiClark and Edful things when you see them.
wards. Palace theatre, Ashland, Ohio.
General
patronage.
vertising,

—

Gloria

Swanson.

— Another

box

office

at-

A

traction for us, as Swanson usually is.
good
picture.
It you
like
Gloria's society pictures,
book it. A. L. Veatch, Princess theatre, MorSmall town patronage.
ganfield, Ky.

—

—

To Have and

to

—

Hold

with Bert Lytell. A very fine picture of early
history days and one that our patrons liked and
I call it a 100
did not hesitate to tell us so.
A. L. Veatch, Princess
per cent production.
Small town patronage.
theatre, Morganfield, Ky.

—

—
Theodore Roberts. — Well,
one and boost

The Old Homestead
with

behind this

it,

as

exhibitors, get
is a fine pic-

it

We

had many good compliments on this
Tiveryone that, saw it was pleased. Would
one.
John Aden,
be suitable tor Sunday showing.
Neighborhood patRialto theatre, Terril, Iowa,
ronage
ture.

g>aramoiuit g>iclurss

—

—
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feel by taking ner some flowers
evening and then go with her to the
"
Theatre and see 'Just a Wife.'

you

this

A

very similar idea could be used in connection with a display of men's working
accessories, or any other
odd things or slight luxuries that men
With these would be a sign reading:
you 'Just a Wife' or do you try to do
things for your husband which will

jackets,
little

like.

"Are
little

smoking

him and make him more happy ? Pernew pipe or some fresh toCome in and make your selection
bacco.
now, present it to hubby and then suggest that
you go together to see 'Just a Wife' play-

please

haps he needs a

ing

now

at the

Theatre."

dress up the

Released by Paraiiinuiit

Tale of Sacrifice

BRIEF:

c
SUCCESSES
E
*The Poor

R
T

Simp"

'The Chicken
in the

Case"

dancer and becomes famous.
A young American
dramatist traveling abroad has fallen in love v^ith
the girl but when he learns what her profession
he will have nothing to do with her.
is
She
comes to America and meets his brother who falls
in love with her.
His brother warns hnn that the
Finally it all comes out that
girl is not worthy.
she does this for her sister who is suddenly cured
and they all marry happily.

A

SERIES

of dramatic incidents culminating in a scene where the truth comes
out and the young cripple is restored to health
as by a miracle, gives splendid material for
the exhibitor to harp upon in his campaign
to duplicate for the picture at his theatre tiie
success it has known at so many others.

Gloria Swanson's name in the stellar role
not to be scoffed at when you are trying
There are many
to reach the movie fans.
who will go far out of their way to see her
in a good picture and that is why you are
urged to get your posters and stills in as many
different

as you possibly can.

localities

The

cabaret scenes and others provide a
settings
and expensive
of
costly
clothes that you will find valuable in arranging tie-ups with merchants specializing in
men's apparel, women's clothes, furniture and
house decorations. The pictures of the modest suburban home in which the young crippled is maintained, is certainly splendid material
for a hook-up with the real estate
man selling homes and bungalows in the
country.

wealth

The

"Her Gilded Cage" immediately

title,

suggests a tie-up with the bird store or the
furniture store carrying bird cages in some
such manner as this: Have a nun ber of these
gilded cages with birds in them in the window and with them have a sign reading
"Get your bird one of these and see how
happy 'Her Gilded Cage' will make her, how
sweetly she will sing. Also go to the
Theatre and see Gloria Swanson in 'Her
"
Gilded Cage.'

'The Girl

Who Came

Both Starring

Owen Moore

Back'

Released by Preferred

Convict Story

I

BRIEF:

in
the city beShiela, a country girl
involved with a crook to
she believes she has just been married, and is sentenced
same
the
to serve a term as an auto thief.
In
railroaded to jail
Ijrison is a man who has been
and who becomes friendly with "a lifer" who gives
hi.m outright his share in some diamond mines.
becomes w^ealthy and rreets Shiela who has been
living in the meantime on the money stolen froni
this man's home.
marries her and they are

whom

comes

He

F

He

happily when her first husband who was
believed dead arrives.
Her past is revealed but
she learns that she was married to the man by
a bogus justice, and she is reunited wth her husband.
living

IK

I

HE

moment, that is the real big
comes at the place where the
supposed husband arrives and the happiness

same

This scene has sup-

box

office.

a

real

thrill

no uncertain lerms
Play it up and get the

itself

in

results.

The

Your Print Is
Waitino; for Y ou

reflected

the

at

threatened.

is

many an audience with

plied

which

E

tense

situation,

of Shiela

I

more

vivid.

order to support and try to cure
her sister who has been made a cripple through an
accident, Suzanne accepts the position as a cabaret

In

is

ERTIFIED

and Kenneth Harlan will help to
window and make the connection

Cooper

'Her Gilded Cage'

good for an ad slogan. Sell
the idea to a department store in exchange
for space in his display windows for your
window cards and stills. Here's how to work
title

is

Either as window poster, or special lethe can make use of this idea " 'The Girl
Who Came Back' to exchange something
which did not please her was as courteously
treated as the new customer.
Our policy is
money back if we do not satisfy, and always

it:

ter

the

:

same

cordial

treatment.''

This might be used, moreover,

'The Sagebrusher'
Blind Love
BRIEF: Wid

Released by Hodkinson

Gardiner, friend of a lazy farmer in
Montana put an ad in the paper for a wife signing the name of his friend.
Annie Squires, in
Cleveland sees the ad and answers it in her friend's
name.
Finally a meeting is arranged and Annie
takes Mary to Montana to meet the perspective
husband.
Mary is blind due to eye strain and
not
does
see her crude fiance.
\Vhi!e the tv.o

men go

for a minister, Mary is stolen and the
She is finally rescued but the
she was to marry is killed.
Her sight is
restored by a handsoine young phj'sician with whom
The two friends
she falls in love and marries.
who were responsible tor the whole thing also marry.

house burned down.

man

A
this

BIG

fire, and a spectacular flood
undeniably the headlights of
Margaret La Mott vehicle whicli has

scene

forest

are

been making money for so many showmen
everywhere. In your lobby and your newspaper
advertisements
devote
considerable
space to these two things and play up the
fine

cast

as well.

Before going to Montana the two girls
were clerks in a Cleveland department store.
It would be a good idea, on the strengtii of
this, to appeal to the clerks in your vicinity
through a letter which makes plain the fact,
that the picture will be of interest to them
because the heroine held the same position
they do.

You might find it worth while to run ads
which seemingly are inserted by the state conservation commission, in which you urge the
reader to help avoid forest fires. You could
then link the idea up with your picture by
pointing out that they can see the results of
carelessness in
"The Sagebrusher" playing
now at the
Theatre.

'What's Your Hurry'
Auto Picture

Released by Paramount

'BR]KV
Dusty Rhoades, l racing driver, loves the
daughter of a auto truck manufacturer, but the old
man will not consent to the marriage because he
does not like racing cars and racing drivers.
Finally,
however, when the father and daughter are in danger of destruction through a flood, the young man
arrives with a fleet of trucks, whereby he saves the
endangered valley. He not only wins publicity for
the trucks, but the hand of the girl he loves and a
job as general .manager for the old rran.
:

TJERE

a picture with a made-to-order
star who has put the
picture across to many a capacity house. The
scene in which he rushes the trucks to the
scene of the threatened disaster and saves
the day is a humdinger. It's the sort of thing
that gets the audiences on the edge of their
seats and has them leaving the theatres with
smiles of content.
is

and a screen

title

Could one ask for an easier
And the title
exploitation vehicle.
In the first place the
with the road authorities
logical tie-up
is
who can make splendid use of "What's '\'our
Hurry" as a slogan to discourage fast and
careless driving.
Get the permission of the
authorities, to placard the roads with signs
bearing this message and also the announcement of the showing of the picture at your
!

theatre.

Then go to the agents for some racing" car
and the dealer in auto trucks and arrange for
a display using stills taken from the picture.
You inight also get them to drive the cars
through the streets with posters on the vehicles announcing the showing.
Then, too, the title will come in hand>- for
a tie-up of any kind used in this way. Either
in the

window

or at the side of the store, or

any conspicuous place that the merchant
may desire you could have a sign placed
reading " 'Whaf 's Your Hurry.' Stop for a
few minutes and see our line of
and
you will be tliankful you didn't rush by."
You might employ this method of distributin

:

in a display

of new creations since the picture is full of
lovely gowns and dresses.
Stills of Miriam

.
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ing hand bills and heralds. Instead of having the distributors just hand these out, let
them stop each person and inquire, " 'What's
Your Hurry.' Here, have one of these and
when you've finished reading it, pass it on

someone

to

Get the How, What, When
and Where Habit
Be

else."

This might

irritate the people

who

are in
a great hurry, but it will get them talking
and furthermore it will impress on them the
name of the picture.

sure you read the lead article

in this section,

'The Hero'
Stoiy

BRIEF:
town

is

Released by Preferred

A

young war hero returning to his home
spoiled and made lazy and unscruptilous by

the

neighbors

He

finally

and family in their worship of him.
some church money belonging to
his brother, who has been supporting him, and almost brmgs a catastrophe onto the entire family
when a fire breaks out in the school which the
brother's small son is attending.
Without thought
of himself "The Hero" rushes in and saves the child,
but is himself badly burned.
However, the experience has awakened him to the true condition of his
conscience and he reforms, making everyone happy.
steals

nPHE

war is still so fresh in the minds of
that the war hero is a warm, vibrating reality and a picture whose subject is a
war hero, has the public attention at once.
But the biggest thing in this particular one of
the class is the
spectacular school fire in
which the hero almost loses his life. There
all,

offers

some

photography and some excellent
acting done here, which if you will play up
sufficiently in your displays and ads will probably net you as big results as the picture
brought to other houses where it played during long and short runs.
is

fine

An

effective street bally could easily be put
into effect by hiring a crowd of young men
and outfitting them as soldiers. Then let
them go through the streets bearing one of
their number on their shoulders.
Each one

should wear a sign which says

Hero' playing now

The

at the

:

—

Showmanship

"The Hero" was originally in
play form and was very successful. Make
use of this fact in advertising your showing.
Also arrange for tie-ups with the book shops
for the sale of the book at the time of the
appearance of the picture at your theatre. It
might also pay you to off'er a free admission
ticket with every book purchased.
You can easily give atmosphere to your
lobby and make it interesting to the passerby
by securing a machine gun, rifles, bayonets,
trophies of war and the like from the local
museum or perhaps from the sporting goods
store or some such source.
Dress the theatre
attendants in army uniforms and you will
have an attention-arrester that will produce
enviable results.

Dress the door man or someone
specially hired for the purpose, in a veritable
shiek costume and rig up a brightly colored
tent for him at the front of the entrance.
Have incense burners near by to perfume the
air with Arabian sweetness.
Use large lobby
cards with the brightest and most vivid pictures you can get to make the impression
more vivid.
a comparatively simple matter to arrange with the drug stores or cosmetic shops
for displays of perfumes and cosmetics which
will tie-up directly with the picture, being sure
that plenty of window cards are used to make
the display more poignant and attractive.

'Burning Sands'
Released by Universal

BRIEF:

In answer, it is claimed, to the Sheik,
comes "Burning Sands," another Arab play laid in
the same locale.
However, this time the Sheik is
a kindly old man, whose villainous son deceives him
by uniting secretly with the enemy tribe.
But the
plan is foiled through the heroic deeds of Daniel
Lane, a philosopher, who lives alone in the Sheik's
In an open battle, waged by a band of
oasis.
renegade Arabs, against All's followers, I.ane saves
the day, kills the villain and wir.s the love of the
English girl, whom he desires to marry.

pj ERE

is

that

it

a shiek picture, and records show
is of the variety that the public
want. The big battle scene out on the open
desert is undeniably a highlight of the picture and is one of the contributing reasons
why the film met with most gratifying success at all the first run houses where it played
over a long period of time.
Besides, it lends itselves readily to exploitation ideas.
One which may be applied
to "Burning Sands" comes in the form of a

lobby display. The big thing you want to
put across is that the picture is one of deserts
and shieks and the best way to get this message over is to create that atmosphere in

which

most fitting
to this sort of picture is the one where a man
dressed like a shiek rides through the streets
on horseback and perhaps distributes heralds
and throwaways which announce the date of
showing and the name of your theatre.
street bally stunt

is

'Michael O'Halloran'
newsboy,' an orphan,

New

You Haven't

Patrons If
Played Them

'your

to

NOW

PLAY THEM

with 'Virginia

-

Valli

and

he ^5tOrm

House Peters
Universal Jewel
"Best box office value this season." Forum
Theatre, Hillsboro, O.
"And draw
The ushers had to pack them
in."
Terrace Theatre, Kendall, Wis.
"Broke all records." Opera House, Elba, Neb.
Directed by Reginald Barker

I

!

Foolish Wives
it.
A stimulant !" Empress Theatre,
Beresford, S. D.
"Broke all holse records!" Orchard Theatre
Chicago, III.
Theatre,
"Packed the house." Community
David City, Neb.
Universal Super Jewel

"Book

Universal Jewel
' .1
TT

who works

hard to maintain the tiny dingy room he calls home,
finds a little crippled girl left entirely alone by the
death of her grandmother, adopts her as his family
and continues to provide for her. A wealthy couple,
both selfish and on pleasure bent, finally separate,
after which both reform and the wife takes to doing
Through a meeting with her, Michhospital work.
ael has little Lily cured so she can walk again, and
is then the means of reuniting the separated husband

rr}

1 rifling

with Honor

with an

all

star cast

Theatre,
house." Community
the
Neb.
Theatre,
pictures."
Russell
good
Brunswick, Mo.
"Fine show. They did appreciate it." Strand
Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cat.
Directed by Harry Pollard

"Packed
David

City,

"Dandy

wife.

THE
of a

and all embracing kindness
orphan newsie forms the theme

fine spirit
little

of this really big story of the noted author,
It is an everyday
Gene Stratton Porter.
story of everyday life well told and well acted and for this reason it has been an undeattraction everywhere.
Naturally your first thought for the exploitation of this picture is the tie-up with
the book stores for window displays of Por-

box

book form.

novel
Besides the regular edition of the book,
printed by Doubleday, Page & Co., of which
the book stores no doubt will be well supplied,
Grosset and Dunlap have printed a popular
moving picture edition. Each dealer stocking
these will be supplied with at least two sets
of attractive and interest-compelling window
displays and you will find that practically every dealer does stock the book and will be
glad to co-operate. You might arrange with
your leading book store whereby he would
issue a ticket of admission with each copy of

"Michael O'Halloran,"
dealer

rrii

i

these

You

sold.

tickets at a
profit thereby.

could sell
reduced price

and both would
Another idea would be to give away copies
of the book as prizes for some contest or to
the purchasers of the first ticket each day,
or some such plan. You will be able to purchase the motion picture edition of "Michael
O'Halloran" in quantities at a greatly re-

duced price.
Probably the easiest
this picture is to tie-up

way

to

"cash in" on

with boy's clubs, moth-

with an all star cast
Unrversal Jewel

TP1'
ne r Lirt

»

Very good box ofRce showEclipse Theatre, Coleraine , Minn.
with a bang."
Town Hall Theatre,
Chester, Vt.
Had to turn many away."
"S. R. O. business
Olive Theatre, St. Joseph, Mo.

"Great

picture.

ing."

"Went over

—

office

in

ter's

the

SUCCESSES
Are

Released by Hodkinson

NSwsboy Novel
BRIEF: A young

niable

Desert Story

THESEPROVEN

is

The

and

and greatest exhibitor help on
endorsement of the Kiwanis
Club. Following the endorsement by the Kiwanis Club of Springfield, Mass., Kiwanis
Clubs throughout the country are signifying
their willingness to co-operate with the exhibitor booking the picture because the "Be
Square" theme coincides exactly with one of
the underlying Kiwanis principles. The latest
latest

this picture is the

clubs to signify their approval of the picture
and their desire to help with exploiting it in-

Editor.

your lobby.

"All hail 'The
Theatre."

story of

is

whatever you want to get, however
you want to treat it write the

It

change.

The

a service to exhibitors
invaluable in booking and
playing these features.
U hatever you want to know,
It

that

War

headed "Something

Really New."

ers' clubs, schools and other organizations
on the "Be Square" theme of the picture. You
might organize "Be Square" Clubs of your
own among the boys and girls of your community, giving to each member a "Be Square"
button which can be had from your local ex-

I

A Hobart Henley Production

The Abysmal BrwteR^GiNALD
DENNY
"Could not handle the crowd!" Strand Theatre, Dunsmuir, Cal.
"A real box office picture !" Castle Creek
Theatre, Lavoye, Wyo.
"A knockout !" Opera House, Prague, Neb.
A Hobart Henley Production

The Shock

LON CHANEY

starring

!"
"NX'onderful audience picture
tre, St. Peter, Minn.
Philadelphia, Pa.

good
"Very
"Mighty good

mount Theatre, Star

Theatre,

Belmont

business."
feature.

Ludcke Thea-

paper."

Fine
City,

Para-

Ind.

Universal Jewel

Hunting Big Game

in Africa

Pastime
four years."
Theatre, Mason, Mich.
"Broke all box office records !" Lyric Theatre, Manning, Tex.
"Will make you 50% more/ money than other
Lee's Theatre, Three Oaks, Mich.
pictures."
"Biggest

matinee

Advertised

in

in

the

Sat.

Evening Post

Universal Pictures Corp.,
CARL LAEMMLE,

Precident
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Augusta,
Me.,
at
elude the organizations
Jacksonville, Fla., Anaconda, Mont., Beaver
Ohio,
Falls, Pa., Florence, Ala., Columbus,
Orange, N. J., Enid, Okla., Richmond, Va.,
Baltimore, Md., and Norfolk, Va. This Kiwanis tie-up means that a nation-wide organization of influential business men will put
their influence behind 3'ou and you will reap

'Main
BRIEF:
ries

a

The

small

story

town

Street'

is

of a

doctor

Released by Warner
young city girl who marand

goes

to

live

a

in

backwoods burg. Her irritation at the small talk
and petty incidents of the lives of these people
finally culminate m her leaving home and going
to work as a government clerk in Washington. After
a time her husband follows her there and they are
reunited.

THE
the

city

girl

in

the

after the stage success which was also well
It is a picture equally vital to small
received.
town inhabitants and big city folk and the
showmen of both places will find it a decided
asset.

Numerous tie-ups and exploitation ideas
have been used and suggested before to publicize this film, and all can be used again, but
there are new ones as well that you will find

the profit.

Small Tozvn Life

which has been hailed with acclaim
everywhere. The picture is based on the very
popular novel of Sinclair Lewis and appeared
picture

small town;

that

is

keynote of this eminently successful

beneficial.

You might have some

signs

printed read-

"This is the 'Main Street' of (name the
town). Stop at the shops and see what fine
things they have to offer.
By patronizing
our merchants you help the town grow and
improve. Also stop at the
Theatre and
see 'Main Street' now showing."
To help
bear the expense or perhaps carry it entirely
you can get the merchants to co-operate being

:

cause you are obviously giving them valuable
publicity.

'The

Law and the Woman'

Murder Story
BRIEF: A newly
wife

all

vamp,

Released by Paramount

man who has told his
about his past relations with a professional
married

held for the murder of his ward who
claimed to be married to the woman. The vamp
has been responsible for his conviction and he is
to
be executed. His wife's faith in him never
wavers and finally on the day of the execution she
obtaiiis his e-xoneration by means of a confession
from the Aamp. Vi-l',o is the real murderess.
is

A FINE,

big court trial is the big feature
the entire picture.
All evidence leads
to it, and from it, which is the reason why
you should single it out and -harp on it. and
in the process clean up some real fine returns as has been done by numerous other
(if

showmen.

A

"gold medal" winner

In the first place make use of Betty Comppopularity among movie fans and stress
the fine calibre of the rest of the cast to
arouse the interest of the public.
Then give wide publicity to the fact that
the picture is the screen version of Clyde
sori's

among

last year's screen hits

WESLEY BARRY

Fitch's

famous

play,

"The

Woman

in

the

This play has been published in book
form and you should arrange tie-ups for winCase."

in

dow displays, making sure to get the idea
across clearly that your picture is the identical play under a different name.
The title suggests newspaper features in
the form of debates as to woman's place in
government, her ability as a lawmaker, the
advisability of having women on the jury
and the like. This sort of thing always gets
a rise out of the public and you can work
right in with it by having ads on the pages
on which the story is to appear. You might
even announce that you will run some of the
more poignant arguments on the screen before the showing of the picture. This you
can do easily enough by the use of slides.

"Heroes of the Street"
From

the play by

Lem

Parker

A HARRY RAPF
PRODUCTION
Directed by Wm. Beaudine

"The

all

Little

'Down

Church

|

Cast includes Claire Windsor, Kenneth
|
Harlan, Hobart Bosworth, Pauline t
Starke, Alec Francis, Walter Long, 3

Seddon and

|

|

ERBROS
Classics of the Screen

the mate of the ship, who is a traitor trying to
at the same time he sucHe returns to claim
ceeds in whaling abull whale.
his love and is duly rewarded.

break the old man, and

A. Seitei

Cyril Chadwick, Margaret
others.

Released by Hodkinson

of a whaling fleet, a devout
Quaker, refuses to allow his daughter to marry the
man she loves because he is neither a whaler or a
Qualer. To win the girl he determines to ship on
one of the schooners and it happens that immediately after he has made this decision he is shanghaied and taken aboard one of the vessels belonging
He gets his opportunity to worst
to old Morgan.

from the play by Chas. E. Blaney

Wm.

to the Sea in Ships'

Sea Story
BRIEF: The owner

Around the Corner"
Directed by

'Thorns and Orans^e Blossoms'
Released by Preferred
Love and Intriquc
BRIEF: A young American traveling in Spain heHis
~on-e infatuated with a .Spanish o. era sinTcr.
friend reminds him of his fiancee home in Louisiana
and he determines to return immediately. Rnsita folAlan sees her again and fearing himself begs
lows.
She
his sweetheart to marry him at once, secretly.
Sees Rosita again and tells her he must
does.
She attempts to shoot him,
never see het again.
but

wounds

herself.

Then a child

is

born

He

is

to his

he known, he
more assumes her career.

lets

the

truth

wi

convicted and jailed.
e. Rosita repents and
freed and she once

is

AS

proof that this picture is a box-offiice
It was
is its previous record.
contracted for by Keith, Proctor, and Moss
in Greater New York and played all the
Not a single
houses with splendid success.
dissenting box-office report has been received
that the money is a money making attracThe film follows the publication several
tion.
years ago of the book, millions of copies of
which have been sold everywhere.
When the audience arrives at the scene
in the courthouse where the hero is unjustly
convicted and takes leave of his pretty young
The picture
bride, many an eye will be wet.
has real human interest appeal that seems
"to get" every audience.
The title suggests a tie-up with the florist
in a display of bridal bouquets with which
he could use this slogan "Order the bride's
flowers here and there will be no thorns in
the orange blossoms. See 'Thorns and Orange
Blossoms' showing now at the
Theatre."
The stills showing Edith Roberts in her
attraction,

bridal outfit would make excellent tie-up mafor a store wishing to display bridal
gowns, trousseau, and the like.
They may
also be used by stationers in a display of
bridal stationery.
radio machine figures very prominently
in the plot of the story which is great advertising dope for the shop handling radios.
terial

Romantic
Melodramas

Greatest of

ago, the State Theatre which staged the revival, was crowded practically to capacity
during the whole of last week.
The picture is full of thrills and tense
situations but the real big moment is reached
when the whaling schooner is wrecked. Some
exceptionally fine sea scenes appear in the
picture at this and other points and from
these you should take your cue for exploitation and advertising.
The lobby, if it is at all possible, should be
rigged up to incorporate some of the sea
atmosphere. This can be done by the use of
scenery which can be cheaply made on beaver
board, and a studied use of lights to give the
dim sea effect and at the same time bring
out the essential figures in the background.
In the same way one part of the lobby
can be made to resemble a part of a whaling
vessel with the light entirely focused on this
one thing leaving the rest of the lobby in
This sort of thing
comparative darkness.
is unusually effective and gets the patrons in
the mood for the production even before they
enter the theatre.
Your ad copy should be straight matter
of fact dope telling that the picture was made
from actual incidents and is an authentic reproduction of the life of the whalers.

^
mm

record of
THE
of value and

a picture

is

its

own proof

it speaks more authentically
It shows not what the
than any authority.
Past
picture can do, but what it has done.

performances are the showman's best guide.
"Down to the Sea in Ships" was shown
for the third time in New Bedford, Mass.,
last week.
The picture originally had its
world premiere at New Bedford at a private
presentation by the Whaling Film Corporation.
It was afterwards given an extended
public run.
Although this was over a year

A

WHEN YOUR
FEATURE FAILS,
WHAT THEN ?

..
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15,
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

In This Department Is Delivered to

'Drifting' Receives

Only

Hesitant Praise

Some Like
TX

"Drifting"
some
one
"missed" a good opportunity
to put over a fine story, in the
opinion
of
the
IndianapoHs

With

He

has failed to score as he should.
A jumb'e of situations, not clearly
worked out is the result. At times the
thrills more than fa'rly worked up, put
a punch in the production, which makes
it really brilliant,
yet the continuity is
so noticeably absent at other times to

good scenes.

Tod Browning,

the

director,

has filled this Universal picture
with "much fine lotus blossom
scenery."

The movie works up

"high state of excitement."
accord'.ng to the
Indianapolis
Star, which continues:
to a

Goldivyn Feature Proves Winner With Clean Story

Director
Distributor Length
H. Rawlinson ...Mortimer ....Universal ...5,000
Universal ...4,940
Gladys Walton .."Conway
Arrow. S. R. 4,586
Special Cast
King
Mabel Normand ..F. R. Jones ..United Art'ts 5,966
Universal ...7,785
Special Cast
Pollard
P. Morrison
Not credited. Sanf'd S. R. 5,000
Star

Sawdust
Sun Dog Trails
Suzanna
Trifling

With Honor

Western Blood

.

JULY
Feature
Brass Bottle
Children of Dust
Children of Jazz
Desert Driven
Flying Dutchman
Forbidden Range
Gentlemen O'Leisure
Itching

Palms

Law

Lawless

of

Love Piker
Man Between
McGuire of Mounted
Penrod and Sam

Wong,

the Chinese actress, who is really
sweet in the part of the litt'e Chinese
girl
who loves Cassie's accomplice.
Wallace Beery is again the villain.

It isn't a "very good" or a
"very bad" picture, in the opinion of the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
It "depends" upon how you
"look at it." It has some excellent "spectacular" features.
The
high point in the picture's excitement is the night attack on
the village.
But the star having
allowed herself to become too
stout brings forth the severe

that:
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.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

,

.

.

Rapids

.

Made Wife
Shock, The
Self

.

,

.

Shootin' for Love
Skid Proof
Stormy Seas
Trilby

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Victor

.

.

.

.

.

.

AUGUST
Feature

Wind
Broken Wing

Circus

Days

Common Law
Destroying Angel

Dulcy

Distributor Length
Fox
5,000
Preferred
6,126
.First Nat'l
.5,163
Selznick
.7,527
Not credited. Asso. Exhib. 5,640
Leah Baird
"on. Talmadge
Franklin
.6.859
.First Nat'l
Robertson
.8,729
R. Barthelmess
.First Nat'l
...T. Moore-Elson ..Not credited. Asso. Exhib. 5,000

Director
Star
Russell .... J. France
Special Cast
Forman . .
Jackie Coogan . Cline
Griffith-Tearle
Archinbaud

Wm.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Hollywood
Human Wreckage

.Paramount

Cruze

All star cast

.8,197

.

Mrs. W. Reid ...J. Wray ... .F. B. O.
.7,415
Colleen Moore ... Reynolds ... .First Nat'l
.6,336
Special Cast
Millarde .... .Fox
11,250
Parke
.Universal ...5,000
Milton Sills
Legally Dead
.10336
.Gold.-Cos.
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies ... Olcott
.5.000
Roy Stewart .... Paton
Universal
Love Brand
Chas. Giblyn .Vitagraph ..6,000
Special Cast
Loyal Lives
5,000
Man Who Won, The ...Dustin Farnum ..Not credited. Fox
.5,624
Harry Carey ....Not credited. F. B. O.
Miracle Baby, The
.6.000
Universal
Hoot Gibson .... Sedgwick
Out of Luck
Kolljer
.Paramount ..6,574
Purple Highway, he .... Kennedy-Blue
Logan-Flynn .... Melford .... .Paramount .6,270
Salomy Jane
Shertzinger
.First Nat'l .16,000
K. McDonald
Scarlet Lily, The
Not credited. Fox
5,000
Chas. Jones
Second Hand Love
.5,000
Wm. Desmond ...Not credited.. Universal
Shadows of North
7,054
Blystone
.Fox
...
Tom Mix
Soft Boiled
8,928
Hillyer
.Goldwyn
Special Cast
Spoilers, The
Vic Halpern Asso. Exhib. 5,000
Special Cast
Tea With a Kick
.6,946
Vidor
.Goldwyn
Special Cast
Three Wise Fools
.5,000
Not Credited Playgoers
Soecial Cast
ripped Off
Rich-Percy-Dayton LeSaint
.5,800
.C. B. C.
Yesterday's Wife
.

.

Huntress
If Winter Comes

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.
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picture
is
one of the
"most colorful" shown on the
screen for some weeks, believes
the San Francisco Bulletin. The
continuity, the atmosphere and
the story interest could "scarce-

be improved."

ly

tions

As "complica-

grow" and the love

inter-

"awakens," the situations become more and more "ominous"
and:
est

The steady boom of drums calling the
Chinese to revolt is a marvelous aid to
intense
suspense which prevades

the
the

Matt Moore mak^s a
smooth, clean acting hero, whi'e Wallace Beery was never more villainous.
As a whole, Priscilla Dean is supported
by a well chosen cast.
entire

story.

"romantic,

colorful"
tale of the orient, we are told
by the San Francisco Call and
Post.
It features the "beautiful
and emotional" Priscilla Dear.,
who gives a performance remarkable for its clarity.
It

is

a

.

.

.

.

The

.

.

.

.

.

.

SEPTEMBER
Age

of

Feature
Desire

Distributor Length
Director
Frank BorzageFirst Nat'l ..5,174

Star
Select Cast
All Star

Barefoot Boy
Hoot Gibson
Blinky
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife Gloria Swanson
Bright Lights of Br'dway All Star

Kiikland

Not

B. C. ..5,800
Universal ...6.000

C.

credited.

.

Wood

Paramount

5,960
Principal ...6.765
Campbell
6,814
Truart
E. Hammerstein
Dillon
Broadway Gold
8,000
Call of the Wild, The.. Buck
Fred Jackson Pathe
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6.330
Chapter in Her Life, A All Star
Fitzmaurice ..Paramount ..7.413
Negri-Holt
Cheat, The
Universal ...5.000
H. Rawlinson ... Parke
Clean Up, The
Paramount 10.000
Special Cast
Covered Wagon, The
Jas. Cruze
Derelys Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O. ...6.051
Daytime Wives
..10,501
L. Barrymore .... Crosland ....Goldwyn
Enemies of Women
Special Cast
M. Neilan ...3oldvyyn ...6,845
Eternal Three, The
...10,000
Goldwyn
Doug MacLean ..Not credited.
Exiles, The
F. B. O. ...6,000
All Star
King
Fair Cheat, The
7,000
Mae Murray
R. Z. Leonard. Metro
French Doll, The
Ingrahara ....Asso. Exhib. 6.053
Going Up
.

.

S.

.

.

.

.

.

addi-

of George Arliss' "immaculate"
screen
creations.
This

paper continues;
The story is told with full attention
melodramatic values.
It m'ght be
speeded up by ellisions, but only as a
concession to the speed craving.
As
it is, it is just as it should be.
to

Here is a play in which the
"imaginative genius" of the author has been allowed to "roam
at random," but for all that it is
"pleasingly
enacted"
by
the
Arliss"

"droll

and

his

supporting players'
Portland Oregonian:
Emphasis
ally placed
Arliss,
and

in

cast

says

of

the

the production is naturthe unusual ability of

upon

yet there is a touch of
method about the scenes which allows
none of them to savor of deep dyed
screen melodrama which would be entirely possible in man of the situations
the

of

plot.

For "excellence"

of cast and
"brilliance of the story it is in
a "class by itself" believes the
St. Louis Democrat.
"At no
time" can the spectator "let his
attention"
dwell
upon "anything" but the characters before him, and:
The exciting story, sensational in the

extreme,

unusual

and

original

in

its

treatment, is told so deftly and enacted
so well that it seems to live on the
screen.
It achieves the greatest love interest and dramatic suspense ever conceived in a photoplay.

.

.

When an actress puts on too much
weight, she automatically tumbles from
the hallowed
place.
Priscilla
should
count the calories before she makes
another picture.
She has been temporarily
I
hope removed
from the
favored niche.

in

being a "corking"
good
according to the
Newark Eagle, also "marks an
era."
It
adds another to the
to
film,

.

.

.

.

Fighting Blade
Harbor Lights

.

.

.

GODDESS"

ction"

.

...

Alias Night

pREEN

list

Distributor Length
Tourneur ... .First Nat'l .6,000
Borzage .... First Nat'l
5,000
6,000
J. Storm ... Paramount
Harry Carey
Val Paul ... .F. B. O.
5,000
Special Cast
Carleton ... F. B. O.
5,622
Neal Hart
Not Credited Steiner, S.
5,000
Henaberry
.Paramount
6,000
.Jack Holt
...Ralph
Meighan
Paramount
5,000
Thos.
Ince
Special Cast .... Home
F. B. O.
5,000
Fleming .... .Paramount
6,000
D. Dalton
6,000
Anita Stewart ...Hopper
Gold-Cos.
Finis Fox
Special Cast
.Asso. Exhib. 6,000
Universal
5,000
Wm. Desmond
O. Appel
Special Cast
W. Beaudine .First Nat'l .6,275
.Hodkinson .4,932
Harry Morey
Hartford
Universal
Special Cast
Dillon
.5,000
Lon Chaney .... Hillyer
Universal
.8,758
Sedgwick
Universal
.5,160
Hoot Gibson
.6,000
Charles Jones .... S. Dunlap .. Fox
McGowan-Holmes McGowan
Asso. Exhib. 5,000
.First Nat'l
Special Cast
Young
.7,302
Universal
.4,888
H. Rawlinson .... Laemmle

Director

Star
Special Cast
Special Cast
Special Cast

Homeward Bound

Miss Dean gives an interesting performance as the bedraggled Cassie.
A
pretty performance is that of Anna Mae

criticism

JUNE
Feature
Railroaded

the

orient as a
background, a cast of "unusual
ability," and a "theme" that was
lorecful, the director apparently
had everything he needed, but:

spoil

'Green Goddess' Arliss'
Best Sav Critics

Universal Film for

Chinese Atmosphere

News.

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

.

.

.

.

The "artistry" in all that is
oriental is "vividly portrayed" in
the Green Goddess through the
"masterh'"
performance
o f
George Arliss in the opinion of
the
San Francisco
Bulletin,
which goes on to say:
The suspense in the storv is we'l sustained, the story itself is intensely interesting, and the color, surroundings
and the acting are without a defect.
It is imdoubtedly one of the
"most satisfactory" motion pictures from "every point of criticism" that has "been produced"
is the belief of the
San Fran-

cisco Journal.

As

to the tech-

nique:

.

.

is

In settings, direction and casting there
no flaw to be found the picture holds

—

the
is

interest taut and
skilfully injected.

the

comedy

relief

.

Hope Hampton ..
Gold Diggers, The
Guy B. Post
Gold Madness
Green Goddess, The .... Special Cast
William Farnum
Gun Fighter, "The
Haldane of the Sec. Serv.Houdini
Chas. Jones
Hell's Hole
Special Cast
Her Reputation
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
Gray-NaMi-Nagle.
Lawful Larceny

.

,

Beaumont ...Warners ....7,500
Principal ...6,000
Thornby
Sidney Olcott Goldwryn

9,100
5,000
Not credited. Fox
F. B. O. ...5,000
Houdini
Fox
5,000
credited.
Not
First Nat'l ..6,565
J. Wray
..Universal
..12,000
W. Worsley
Allan Dwan ..Paramount .5,503

To
of the

some
istics"

be sure it "misses" much
"sparkling dialogue" and
of the "subtler characterof the play, thinks the

,

.

.

Philadelphia Public Ledger, but
it is an
"exciting"
and "fascinating"
production,
and is one of those pictures
which can be whole heartedly
and unreserveJlv advocated.

on the whole

Exhibitors Trade Review
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Than

'Better

of 'Bad

Current Productions
Lone Star Ranger
Main Street
Marriage Maker, The
Merry Go Round
The Midnight Alarm
Monna Vanna
Mothers-In-Law

Hardly a Dissenting Voice on
New Universal Film
tells a

story

and "more
thrilling" than most motion pictures, we are told by the Ne-

Potash-Perhnutter
Puritan Passions
Red Lights

(N. J.) Ledger. Not a
little of the delightfulness of the
play is due to three forces:

wark

the director,

"good

is

the
Call and Post.
of

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

Distributor Length
6,000
10,000
Ashes of Vengeance
7.000
Bad Man, The
Wm. Wellmanpox
5.934
Charles Jones
Big Dan
7,000
Jack Ford ..Fox
John Gilbert
Cameo Kirby
6.000
Wm. P. Earle.F. B.
Dancer of the Nile, TheSpecial Cast
6,000
3rowning
Cast
....
Special
.Goldwyn
Faith,
The
of
Day
Harry Garson Metro .... 7,000
Special Cast
Desire
7,000
Hope Hampton ..Charles Horan Fox
Does It Pay?
..Tod BrowningUniversal .. 7,000
Priscilla Dean
Drifting
7,000
.Edw.
Sloman
Cast
.
.Metro
Special
Eagle's Feather, The
8.000
..Reg. Barker .Metro
Special Cast
Eternal Struggle, The
6,000
Mortimer
Gilbert
.E.
.Fox
John
Exiles, The
..6.000
..Frank Crane Asso. Ex
Special Cast
Foolish Parents
6,000
..Harry Millard Fox
Special Cast
Governor's Lady, The
5.000
Dustin Farnum .Campbell
Fox
Grail, The
6.000
.Harold Shaw Metro
Special Cast
Held to Answer
9.000
Flynn
Cast
.Emmett
Goldwyn
Special
King
In the Palace of
6,000
F. B. O.
Ruth Stonehouse.Fanpell
Lights Out
5,000
Warner
...Not
Credited
B.
Sunset
J.
Lone Fighter, The
.ichertizenger
9,364
Metro
T.ong Live the King ...Jackie Coogan
..6,295
De
MilleParamount
Star
AH
Marriage Maker
Eddie Kline
First Nat'l .5,000
Meanest Man in \Vorld .Special Cast
Geo. Marshall. Universal .. 5.000
Jack Hoxie
Men in the Raw
6.000
Van Dyke
Special Cast
Asso. Ex.
Miracle Makers
7,000
Fox
No Mother to Guide Her Genevieve Tobin Horan
Special Cast .. ..David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,000
Pioneer Trails
Donald Crist .First Nat'l .7,000
Special Cast
Ponjola
Albert Austin Selznick
6.000
Dinky
Prince of a King, A
Wm. Baudine Warner's .. 6,000
Printer's Devil, "The ....Wesley Barry
8.000
Special Cist ....Frank Tuttle Hodkinson
Puritan Passion
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgewnck. Universal .. 6.000
Ramblin' Kid. The
7,590
Ruggles of Red Gap ...All Star
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount
Special Cast ....J. J. Ormont Independent 6,000
Shattered Faith
Six-Fifty, The
Welsh-Adoree ....Nat Ross ... Universal .. 5,000
7,000
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
Baker, Goldwyn
G. V.
"
Steadfast Heart, The ...Special Cast
...Sheridan Hall Goldwyn .. 7,000
Sting of the Scorpion
5,000
.Edmund Cobb ...Rich. Hatton .Arrow
Thundergate
.7,000
Special Cast
Grasse First Nat'l
J. De
Times Have Changed ...William Russell .Tames Flood Fox
5,000
Way of the TransgressorSpecial Cast
Wm. J. Crasp. Independent 5,000
What Love Will Do
.Kenneth McDonaldNot Credited .Sunset
5,000
Wild Party, The
5,000
Gladys Walton ...Her. Blashe ..Universal
Woman Proof
Thcs. Meighan ..A. Green ...Paramount ..7,687
Zaza
Gloria Swanson ..Allan Dwan .Paramount ..7,076

Director

Harlan C. Moore Tom Sorman Preferred
...Norma Talmadge. Frank Lloyd First Nat'l
Edm. Carew .First Nat'l
Holbrook Blinn
.

drama,' in the
San Francisco

.

.

.

.

.

.

"humor" that bring
many laughs, it is recommended:
of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

For those who

love
action
in
the
for those who care for a
twist.
The sentimental as well
will find one of the prettiest love stories.

movies and

There is every "attribute" to
appeal to the audience "drama,
comedy, love, pathos and heart

—

Francisco

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm

.

.

we

learn from the San
Bulletin. Especially is

"rich" in humor and
ing" in drama, and:
In the screen version

the

comedy

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"thrill-

it

is

intensified. Since the director has greater
scope in v/hich to work, the dramatic
portions are excellent.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Blinn's

acting is as "artistic"
yet witnessed in
films, saj'S
the San Francisco
News. Such "precision" of gesture,
such
"eloquence"
in
a
shrug.
He has:
The urbanity, amazing leve'.-headedness
and poise of Robin Hood." The laughter

as

.

.

.

.

"

.

.

.

.

'

the wit and expression of Holbrook
Blinn was timed to the second.

at

It contains comedy with just
a "touch" of the drama, but with
a "heart interest" that makes the

.

.

.

.

Director

Star

Own Horn

.Lewis-Perdue

J.

W. Horne

.F.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Blinn struts up and down and assumes
picturesque poses, he at no time seems
to overact the part.
Supposed to be a
cool, calculating villain, with some good
still left in him, he makes him just that.

Although the entertainment
value is very high in the opinion
of the Cleveland Plain Dealer,
the picture is "too slow" in getting under way.
In addition to
that, its "satire and humor" has
been "dulled," because the action
has been "eased to accommodate
movie audiences." However, only
Blinn's voice is lost before the
It catches his amusing
camera.

more

his

facial

than

"beautiful"

exterior

and interior "shots," we are told
by the Kansas City Star. And,
running through it all, "vivid as
flame,"

a

is

the characterization

Pola Negri gives of the gypsy
girl.
This paper is enthusiastic
about the star and goes on to
say:
There is no use arguing. Negri has
something the American screen actresses
haven't; a swift grace of body, an intelligent understanding in interpretation
She ta'ks
that is sure and convincing.
with hei eyes, her hands, he: whole body,
and there is a fire and buoyancy in her
work,
In this pioduction she is the
spirited, madcap gyosy in the same ap-ealing manner as she was in passion.

The picture falls into the character of the "massive ones," says
Dealer.
Plain
Cleveland
the
Even if you are not easily windis
Dancer
Spanish
ed the
"breath-taking" in its size. But
the reviewer criticizes it by stating that it is "too long:"
There is so much court intrigue, so
pomp, pageantry, bowing, hatswinging and scrapping that sometimes
one wonders what has happened to the
But the "Spanish
players.
leading
Dancer" is worth seeing.

much

While

this

picture

is

"better"

than Pola Negri's two previousreleased American pictures,
thinks the Cleveland News, it
still
"leaves something" to be
desired. The star evidently feels
the need of a director who "better understands" her capabilities.
They continue:
ly

picture is lavish in the extreme.
in fact that it detracts from
rather thin story, and at times slows
the action down to a point where it occasionally becomes monotonous.

.

The title would "give the impression" that the story is of a
dramatic nature, and while it has
its "serious moments," it leans
more to the "comedy vein," according to the Cleveland News.
The humorous situations are
provided more through dialogue
printed upon the screen than b}'
comedy situations, and while:

tells

many

with

Sd lavish

Distributor Length
B. O. ..6,000
Crooked Alley
Universal .. 5,000
Special Cast ....Robert Hill
Dangerous Maid, The ..C. Talmadge
V. Heerman .First Nat'l ..6,000
Flaming Waters
Not credited .. F. B. O. ..6,000
Eddie Hearn
Flaming Youth
First Nat'l ..8,434
Colleen Moore ...Jack Dillon
His Children's Children .All Star
Sam Wood ..Paramount ..8,338
Hospitality
6,220
Buster Keaton ...Jack Blystone Metro
Human Mill, The
6,000
Alan Holubar Metro
Special Cast
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
M. Pourmeur. First Nat'l
Kentucky Days
6,000
Dustin Farnum ..David Solmon Fox
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast
W. Bennett ..Vitagraph ...6,000
Light That Failed
Paramount ..7,013
Melford
All Star
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies .. Sidney Scott .Goldwyn .. 9,000
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast ....Not credited .. Metro .... 6,000
Preferred .. 6,000
Maytime
.Gasnier
Special Cast
Million to Burn, A ...Herbert RawlinsonWilliam Parke Universal .. 5,000
..7,000
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast
S. BlacktonVitagraph
J.
7,547
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Reg. Barker .Metro
Scars of Hate
H. G. Moody Independent 5,000
Jack Livingston
Hodkinson ..6,000
Shifting Sands
Special Cast ....Granville
South Sea Love
Not credited .. Metro .... 6,000
Viola Dana
6,000
Fox
Social Code, The
Shirley Mason ...Oscar Atsel
Paramount ..8.434
Spanish Dancer
Brenon
Pola Negri
..5,652
.Paarmount
Stephen Steps Out
Henaberv
D. Fairbanks, Jr.
The Leavenworth Case .AH Star Cast .. Chas. Giblyn .Vitagraph ..6.000
7,000
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson Harry Garson Universal
6,000
Metro
Thy Name Is Woman .. Special Cast ... Fred Niblo
Goldwryn
...8.500
Unseeing Eyes
Barrymore-Owen E. H. Griffith
Wanters, The
John M. Stahl First Nat'l ..6,000
Special Cast
.

Feature

Blow Your

Contributes a character to the screen
that will go down in history as one of
the best bits of acting ever accomplished
before the camera.

pantomime,

picis
ture, "well acted, well directed."

a

tertaining" of the year, we are
told by the San Francisco Bulletin.
In his famous characterization, Holbrook Blinn:

fine

DANCER"
THEan "SPANISH
"exceptionally good

The

NOVEMBER

photoplay one of the "most en-

expression

Paramount Production

.

anything

and

Pola Negri in

Critics Praise

.

comedy

interest,"

Costume Play

.

Star

Feature

"Well directed."
and with subtitles which contain
flashes

credited.

6,000
... 8,000

s
Beaumont
Blue-Vidor
Wm. deMiUe .Paramount •6,295
Ayres-Holt
Philbin-Kerry ... R. Julian .... Universal .. 10,000
-7.000
David Smith .Vitagraph
...Special Cast
.Fox ...... .8,000
Eichberg
Lee Parry
Preferred ... 6,725
York-Chflord-GlassGasmer
First Nat 1 .. 7,000
Bernard-Carr ....Badger
Hodkinson ..6,600
Tuttle
Glenn Hunter
6,841
.Goldwyn
Badger
C.
Special Cast
.

.

April Showers

tion a wholeheartedness, a thoroughness
that is not usually encountered.

It

Not

Tom Mix

Fox
Warner

Play' Said

Length

"Distributor

OCTOBER

Holbrook

Blinn, the star, and Charles A. Sellon,
who portrays the role of Uncle Henry.
The latter has injected into this produc-

opinion

of
Director

Star

Feature

Edwin Carewe,

(Continued)

Man'

"BAD MAN"
THE
"more complete"

Than

'Better

Play' Said

a

dozen titles, and it pictures his
thoughts more clearly, than the

He brings 'legitimate,
stage did.
not movie,' methods to the screen."

.

.

.

.

.

DECEMBER
Feature

Anna

Y

His Mystery Girl
Loyal Lives
Man From Brodneys

Man Next Door
Masters of Men
Midnight Alarm

Name

the

Man

Ninety and Nine
Pioneer Trails

Distributor Length
Director
Ince. First Nat. .7,631

Star

.Tom H.

Sweet

Blance

Christie

Darling of N.
Eternal City

6,239
.King Baggot. Univ
Fitzmaurice ..First Nat. ..7,929

Baby Peggy
B. LaMarr

4,375
Herb. Rawlinson .Robt. F. Hill. Univ
Special Cast
W. Bennett ..Vitagraph ...6,000
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,100
...Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ...7,000
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ...6,900
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,100
Snecial Cast
Goldwyn ....7.100
jeastrom
All Star
Special Cast ....David Smith .Vitagraph ..6,900
^.Vitagraph
^7,000
Smith
David
Special Cast
Roy Stewart
Nat Ross ....Universal ..4,571
.

Pure Grit
Quincy Adams Sawyer ..All Star
Red Warning
Jack Hoxie
Rendezvous
All Star

Reno
Second Youth

All Star
All Star

The Near Lady

Gladys Walton

Badger

Metro

Bradley
M. Neilan

Universal

7,742
..4,795
...7,800
...6,600
...6,500
Universal ...4,812

...Goldwyn
R. Hughes ...Goldwyn
....Goldwyn
A. Parker
..

Herb. Blache

..

The Baltimore Sun, on the
other hand, can find nothing but
praise.
The film has "sweep."
dash, the very "breath of life"
ihey tell us, without a single
They speak of it
"dull spot."
as one of the year's best pictures,

and go on;

almost put your eye out by
Herbert Brenon
beauty.
it fuU of such rare beauties
It is
as do, indeed, beggar descriptor!.
seldom that one production of this length
has carried so much beauty, so much acand a story well seasoned with
tion,
After seeing it, we can die
romance.
happy.
will

It

its

dazzling

has

crammed

"Not a great film," but it is
"entertaining" and interesting in
subject matter, "acting and settings," according to the St. Louis
As long as there are
Times.
lovers of romance, this tale of
the love of a gypsy and one of
the nobility will prove appealing,
for:

There is intrigue and villainy, brave
deeds and treachery, laughter and tears,
the artificial pomp of the Spanish court,
and the life of a gypsy band. There
and
is a realistic scene of the carnival,
All in all it is a
the wedding feast.
seeing.
worth
well
picture,
brave

A great deal of credit is due to
the director, is the belief of Genevieve Harris, writing for the
Chicago Post. He has made the
story subordinate to the spectacular' features,

but has

managed

of the "reduction help the other.

to

make one phase

:

:

December

15,

:

.

:

.

.
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'Common Law'

Pleases

COMING PRODUCTIONS

Selznick Special Gets Praise
for Lavish Settings

LAW" conTHE COMMON
"everything"'
would
tains
"thrill the heart" of a

that

movie goer.

women, most of them in
marvelous gowns, and a cast of
"stars" that is "seldom seen" in
one
picture,
says
the
Detroit
Times, although:
beautiful

At times the scenes become so lavish
we wonder whe;e the producers got
the money.
The struggling artists
of the city mstead of being supported
by the community fund live in quarters
that would satisfy the most extavagant.

that
all

another "mammoth" film
achievement, to be classed with the
big productions of the year. The
1923 version of this popular novel,
according to the Detroit Free
Press
It

is

Is

gredients

that

with

the

those inday picture

present
goer wants, romance, pep, a bit of spice,
beautiful women, lavish sets and gor-

geous gown creations.

It is one of the profoundly "stirring" love stories of the screen,
we learn from the Cincinnati Enquirer.
While its art is not "irreproachable" nor its logic "impracticable," its emotional appeal
is
of such power and directness

that

hard

is

Title
Director
Producer
Star
The Fast Express ... Duncan-Johnson iVm. Duncan .Universal
The Signal Tower ...All Star
C. Brown ....Universal
The Turmoil
All Star
H. Henley ...Universal
Love Insurance
Universal
Reg. Denny
Eddie Cline
Courting Calamity ..Hoot Gibson ...Sedgwick
UPniversal
The Thrill Girl
Laura LaPlante Robt. Hill ...Universal

to resist.

while Corinne's performance
is characterized by a feminine grace and
dramatic vigor that seldom are found
together in actresses of the screen.
telligence,

of the most "powerful"
photoplays screened for some time,
Pittsburgh Press tells us, because:

Director
Star
Viola Dana ...Geo. Baker
L. Taylor
King Vidor
The Human Mill ...All Star
Holubar
Thy Name Is WomanAll Star
Fred Niblo
Cape Cod Folks
All Star
Reg. Barker
Why Men L've HomeAU Star
John Stahl
A Boy of Flanders .Jackie Coogan .Schertzinger
.

throbs,

developing

of those films whose chief
intent is to be "daring"' in their
reference to "morality and sex,"
it succeeds above all else in being
"vulgar and dull," thinks the N.
Y. World which goes on

By the very apparent strain which
the actors and directors undergo in
carrying their theme and their picture
exhibits so far and no farther,

"

'The

the

unmailable

Galloping Fish

All Star

Common Law'

film

the

Never have we sat through seven r?els
which seemed so long. It gave the impression that it was photographed with
a slow motion camera, so deHberate and
fantastic was every movement.

Seeing this film was like drinkjng "lukewarm coffee with too
sugar,"

we

.

.

.

.

Progress
wk.

.

wk.
wk.
wk.
7th wk.

.

JVARNER BROTHERS
Producer

Director

Star

Title

Progress

..Warner Bros. 9th wk
Beau Brummel
John Barryn\ore H. Beaumont .Warner Bros. Sth wk.
Welcome Stranger ...All Star ....^..Jas. Young ..Eelasco ... 2nd wk.
How to Educate Wife.411 Star
Wm. Seiter .Warner .. Preparing
All Star
Babbitt
H. Beaumont .Warner .. Preparing
AT. Star
Lovers Lane
W. Beaudine .Warner .. Preparing

Mae Marsh

Daddies

.

.

.Wm.

.

Shadows
The Next Corner
The Stranger

Star

Heritage of Desert

are told by the

Evening Mail.

'

One

"luxurious set" follows another unyou are ready to "cry out" for

Progress
Editing

Brenon.Lasky

Sam Wood ...Sam Wood

Star
All Star
.MI Star

.

Producer

Director

.Herb

Negri

AH

Henabery ....Henabery
Irvin Willat

7th wk.
6th wk.

..

..

.Irvin Willat

.

Editing

Shadow
Arizona

Not

a

Star
.411 Star
.41' Star
.C-as Tones

East
Express
.

.

Drum Heard
.

.

Director

.

.

Progress
Sth wk.

Producer

Archinbaud ..Fox
Buckingham ..Fox
.Wellman
Fox

.

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

wk.
wk.
wk.
wk.

It
in

its

Producer

Director

Star
Title
Nellie the Cloak ModelAll Star

E.

Flynn

.

Progress
10th wk.

Goldwyn

.

"For

sentimentalism.

all of one's impulse to shout
Valerie and Neville to let the
family go hang, 'The Common
Law' is a good picture," according
to the New York Evening Journal.
Its chief value lies in the
story it unfolds, and the "beauty"
of its sets.

at

who

Those

with

fare"
plenty

the

in

marvel

a

It

of

is

because

films,

and

beautiiul

"film

their

enjoy

and

thrills

action,

fashioned
melodrama" will find "every one"
of

good

"old

of these ingredients in "Unseeing
Eyes," says the New York Telegraph.

As a box-office attraction it will bring
joy to the harrassed exhibitor and monIt is the sort of film
ey in the bank.
that lends itself to exploitation just by
sheer reason of the adventurous ta'e it
There isn't a dull moment in
unfolds.
the whole picture, and those who have a
professed weakness for melodrama will
eat

alive.

it

There have been plenty of

"cold,

cold melodramas" of the "frozen
the
of
history
the
in
north"
as
quite
none
but
"movies,"'
"frigid" as "Unseeing Eyes," in
the opinion of the New York
Herald, which .goes on to say
above the average of
melodramas. Its backgrounds are strikingly gorgeous, and are
recorded by marvelous photography. The
story is uncomplicated, direct and forceIt is considerably

North

frozen

told.

a "condensation" of

more

the

of

"protracted"

anticipated"

"easily

some
and

passages,

this

photoplay would be as "invigorating" as a northern breeze, we learn
from the New York Evening Sun,

Mary

Pickford .Mar. Neilan ..Pickford

Progress
24th wk.
.

.

7th wk.

The Girl Expert

Star

.Harold

.

1'

TriHinir

11

Lloyd

.

Director
Favlor

S'ar

Del Lord

S-.ar

Erie

Producer

Progress

loyd
Sennett
Sennett

6th
4th

1th

J
.

Kenton

.

wk.
wk.
wk.

PREFERRED

—

'

Producer
Progress
Schulberg ..Preparing

VITAGRAPH
A

Producer
Progress
Smith. David Smith 6th wk.

Director

Star
Title
Tale of Red Roses. All Star

David

FrederickLet Not Man Put
Tellegen
Asunder
The Love Bandit ..Doris Kenyon
Man from Brodney's.-AU Star

.

Producer

Director

Star

Title

Progress

The Deer Slayer ....Murphy Miller.. Geo. Seitz .. .C. W. Patton Sth wk.
Tombstone Fred Thomson.. Al. Rogell .. H. J. Brown 4th wk.
Editing
Discontented Husb'dsJas. Kirkwood Ed. Le Saint .Waldorf
Henderson .. .Ben Wilson 4th wk.
Gambling Wives ...All Star
Francis Ford Dearholt ... Editing
Ed. Cobb
Rodeo Mixup
Sage Brush Religion Hatton-Gerber .Dick Hatton .Neva Gerber 5th wk.
Bertram .Art Howard 4th wk.
All Star
Some Man
Geo. Chesebro. .Chesebro .... Ryan Bros. Sth wk.
The Wolf Man
.

.

.

.

.

Wm

.

to

te'l.

goodly share
cf

True,
of

it.

Yet

in,

action, a
somehow a lack

there

is

plot.

An "old fashioned" melodrama
with "modern thrills," we are told
bv the New York Evening World.
The director might have "speeded"
up the action in parts "to advantage," although the picture displays
some really "wonderful"
camera work.

There

is

"nothing

7th wk.

of an "aeroplane rescue" from one
of the ugliest villains ever sc-en on

All
.

sad

Madison- Rich
Madison .... Sanford
2nd wk.
Leavans Hale ..Roy Hughes
Hughes
Location
Stromberg ... Stromberg ....Titling
All Star

Souvenir

The Ragged Robin
of Waste
The Fire Patrol

"long

startling" in plot, with the "possible exception" of the introduction

.

Ashes

New

a

The story we were disaopointed

BlacktonVitagraph ....Titling
.Del HendersonC. E. Blaney Printing
David Smith .Vitagraph ...Printing
S.

INDEPENDENT
Sheriff of

the

for

time" have we witnessed scenes
The
"so absolutely exquisite."
the
"evergreens,"
the
hills,
"snow covered" log cabins all
thoroughly impressive in
are
their beauty, but:

xs^-r*-""
J.

thinks

Not

York News.

Director
Gasnier

Star

Title

the

"extremely
is
picture
The
clever" in parts yet a "trifle" too
for an evening
well "too much

entertainment,

Poisoned Paradise ...All S;ar

of

film

delightful

snow-covered" Canadian
Northwest, "capitally acted" and
"well photographed," in the belief of New York Evening Post:
The scenes are we'I photographed and
the frozen North makes a most effective
background for a stirring melodrama.

PATHE
One Ghostly Night

a

is

"frozen,

Star
Director
Producer
.Doug. FairbanksRaoul Walsh. .Fairbanks

Title

Thief of Bagdad
D. Vernon of
Haddon Hall

ghttering
appears that all the
It
white heaps of snow in Canada were concentrated for a single engagement in
this photoplay.
It

UNITED ARTISTS

However

to condemn it because sn
will like it. They will revel

artificial

ele-

for:

GOLDWYN

is difficult

many women

and other

it

careful direction,
effective staging.

With

.Tom Mix
J. Blystone ..Fox
.Shirley Mason .D .Solomon ..Fox

.

.

made

actually

its

of

and

fully

Title
of the

was

picture

ence between

FOX

til

something "real."

The

Seiter

PARAMOUNT
Title
of Paris ....Pola

Title
is

—

New York

.

Andews .Tom Ince

Del.

penny

of production that makes us
glad that there are so many pictures not in the least like it," says
the New York Tribune

much

.

Producer

.

post cards and keyholes catch your fancy
here is .a picture to see.

sort

.

Director

Sta"-

One

If

.

.

Secrets
Norma TalmadgeF. Borzage
Jos Schenck 4th
The Swamp Angel ...Colleen Moore..?. Badger ....First Natonal 8th
All Star
Torment
.Tourneur .... Sth
Tourneur
All Star
Flowing Gold
J. De Grasse .R. W. TuUy 2nd

Ladies to Board

taste.

Metro ....
Metro
.Holubar ..

.

FIRST NATIONAL

The Morocco Box

The big drama
of Valerie's famthe match.
Of course things work
Jut happily in the end.

bad

Progress
4th wk.
4th wk.
l!th wk.
.Fred Niblo 10th wk.
.Louis Mayer 15th wk.
.Louis Mayer Editing
Preparing
Metro

Producer

Title

Title

three

with each other"
for supremacy, according to the
Syracuse (N. Y.) Telegram. They
are the "thrills," the "suspense,"
and "the acting," but in addition:

skiUfuUy presented, containing everything the
fferd
great
a
is
There
public loves.

Happiness

ily to

in

.

.

Eyes"

"Unseeing
INments
"vie

Canadian Rockies, and is
photographic achievement.

Revelations

from the love element.
hinges on the objections

is

.

METRO

One

of heart

2nd wk.
6th wk.
2nd wk.
4th wk.
2nd wk.

.

However:

so implicity.
Conway Tearle displays strength, refinement, and sturdy in-

full

.

.

.

.

.

upon

is

Progress
10th wk.
7th wk.
15th wk.

The Riddle Rider ...Wm. Desmond .Wm. Craft ..Universal
Pirates and Plunder .Priscilla Dean
W. Ruggles ..Laurel ....

even more powerful if
accident and coincidence were not relied

It

.

.

.

would be

It

.

for

Marvelous Scenery

.

packed

liberally

Goldwyn Picture

All Like

UNIVERSAL

.

Critics

of 'Unseeing Eyes'

.

has "immense and lavish sets,"

Say

'Beautiful'

Doubtful Critics

It

:

.

Halperin .... .Halperin

Star
.

.

.

.

...
.

.

the

stage.
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THE MODERN THEATRE

Beauty and Utility Mark

New Fox

Theatre

Philadelphia Picture House Entirely Fireproof, Uniquely Finished
in

Baked Enamel. Cost Exceeds $2,000,000.

State and T'ederal dignities
were present at the formal open-

CITY,

ing of the new Fox Theatre,
Philadelphia, Sunday evening, November 25th.
committee of house executives issued more than 3,000 invitations, and the building was crowded to
capacity with an audience that was
practically in evening dress.

A

Dedication ceremonies were brief
and yet impressive. Mayor elect W.
Freeland Kendrick, Judge John M.
Patterson, and Charles E. Krakelow,
grand exalted ruler of the local lodge
of Elks, were the chief speakers. Commandant Scales and his official staff of
the League Lsland Navy 3'ard occupied
a series of boxes.

Erno Rapee, who was formerly in
charge of the orchestra in the Capitol
Theatre, New York, will conduct the
orchestra of fifty-five pieces that will
be a musical feature of the pi'ograms
and also serve as managing director of
the house.
Harry Golub, formerly of
the Audobon and Crotona, New York,
is
-erving in the capacity of house
treasurer and Frank N. Seltzer as
publicity director.

Cost of construction exceeds $2,000,-

The building is entirely fireproof,
being built of steel, re-inforced concrete, artificial stone and terracotta.
All interior doors and trimmings are of
furniture
steel
with baked enamel
finish.
No wood has been used in construction except for the arms of the
orchestra and balconv chairs.

Above the granite base there is an
imposing facade of cut and cast stone
surmounted by a beautiful ornam'ental
terracotta cornice. A colonnade treatment has been used on the facade. In
the same building with the theatre are

The ba'cony boxes are models of comfort and luxury.
They aSFord an easy, clear view of the stage.

marble

000.

sixteen

of

stories

space,

office

and

four plunger elevators.

The lobby entrance
tile

is

finished with

and marble paneling to
The elevator front and

floor

the ceiling.
doors are of bronze, the elevator cars

Heating venand plumbing have been laid

being finished to match.
tilating

A

central plant for
out by experts.
vacuum cleaning has been installed
with outlets for each of the floors.

The auditorium itself has a seating
capacity of 3,000. While it is no drastic departure from other metropolitan
motion picture houses, it contains many
innovations, the last words in theatre
construction and equipment. Seats are
arranged on the orchestra floor and
large balcony with three rows of loge
boxes
boxes,

and two
70

in

rows

all,

of

fitted

proscenium
with divan

seats.

A

$50,000 organ with 50 stops will

December

15,

1923
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supplement the orchestra. The dom'nent color throughout is red.
On the
mezzanine floor, trimmed in mahogany,
with bronze fixtures and mantles are
four telephone booths, together with a
cigar stand and soda fountain.
For
the women patrons delightful restrooms have been provided, finished in
light blue and white.
The gentlemen's

smoking rooms
ished in
stucco.

One of
the house

basement is finoak and shaded

in the

quartered

the important features
the projection room.

is

of
-

It

has been built to house three machines,
one spot, and one stereopticon.
The
stage itself is 31 feet deep and 90 feet
wide, the proscenium being 60 feet
wide and 28 feet high.
.single giant dome covering the
entire auditorium with cove lighting

A

gives the interior of the house a sub-

dued, restful atmosphere.

The ticket booth is of marble with
bronze mouldings, and the vestibule of
solid granite with marble trimmings
and floors. A Moller organ is used.
Thomas B. Lamb, of New York, was

The clubby,

the architect.

artistic

One

of the features of the musical
will be the Monday evening

genial atmosphere of the Gentlemen's Smoking Room has been successfully achieved by an
cream and brown scheme of marble, mahogany and' tile inlay. This marble is the same as is used in
the Vatican and in St. Peter's Cathedral, Rome, comes from the Verona district in Italy

programs

concert which will be broadcasted
through a $2500 apparatus installed by
the

Wanamaker

store,

station

WOO,

through which the program will be relayed.
This is the only theatre in the
run a regular weekly
city that will
radio concert.
One of the outstanding features in
the construction of the theatre is its
beautiful marble finish.
Old Convent
Sienna marble plays a big part in the
interior finish, while the Travertine

marble

is

used on the

stairs, floors

and

Most of the prominent
Rome, including the Vaand St. Peter's are made of Tra-

wainscot.
buildings in
tican

vertine marble.

Red Verona marble
fountains.

Verona

is

used

in

This comes also from

district

in

Italy.

The

the
the

blue

marble of the theatre base comes
from Belgium. What is known as
French Alps green marble is used in
P'elge

the

ticket

booth,

while the main

en-

'One of the show spots of the theatre is this beautiful Mezanine Lounge, paneled from floor to ceiling with
American walnut wainscoting, and large walnut columns. This realizes an effect irresistible to a tired body

trance is finished Italian Botticino, with
a beautiful base course of red Levanto.

The mezzanine promenade, one of
show spots of the building is pan-

the

eled from floor to ceiling with American walnut wainscoting, and large walnut columns will also add to the luxury
of the promenade.
All executive offices are finished

cream color

mahogany

with

ofl:"

in the

scheme,

and

desks, chairs

brown and
furnished

and other

equipment to correspond.
Frank N. Selzer, general press reppresentative, has instituted a dignified
and impressive exploitation campaign
that has aroused city-wide interest in
the theatre and its policy, and is to be

congratulated in putting the house over
so well at the outset of

Jack

Flynn,

who

its

career.

was

fovmerly

manager of

the F. B. O. office in
Philadelphia, will assume management
of the Metro exchange.
The Philadelphia exchange handling Metro pictures is the 6nly one in the country
not controlled by the corporation.
It

has also been handling independent fea-

Marcus Loew informed Bob
who has managed the exchange
many years, that the two must be

tures.

Lynch,

for
divorced.
The x\merican Feature exchange has accordingly been formed to
handle the independent features in separate quarters from Metro. Mr. L3'nch
will act in a supervisory capacity over
Metro, and do the buying and selling
for the American offices.

The Philadelphia Film Board of
Trade has inaugurated a series of salesmen's talks for the representatives of
the exchanges selling in that territoiy.
The series will be on the evils of overselling and making promises that cannot be lived up to.
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CURRENT FIRST RUN PROGRAMS
*

ATLANTA

—

Howard Overture, "Favorites of YesterHoward News and Views, Comedy,

day,"

Strikes

"Felix

Meighan

Feature,

Rich,"

It

Thomas

"Woman-Proof."

in

"Rosita."

— Overture,

(not mentioned) Loew's
Minute Views of Current Events, Comedy,
Buddy Messinger in "She's a He," Feature,
,

—

from

Rudyard

famous

Kipling's

tinued.

—

RiALTO Overture, (not mentioned). FeaHarold Lloyd's "Why Worry," conST.

Capitol
ing

Up,'

— Overture,

Rogers in
Douglas MacLean

"Going Up."

in

—

—

Scenic, Weekly News, Comedy (not
tioned). Feature, "The Acquittal."
Roosevelt "Little Old New York,"
ring Marion Davies.

—
Woodlawn — Overture,

star-

"^^'oman-Proof."

—Overture,

News,

Waltz,"

"Jolly Fellows
Educational's

"Kwang

Chow Foo," Feature, "Flaming Youth."
Park — Overture, "Operatic Jazz Fantasie."
Hodkinson's, "Fun from the Press," Kinograms, Educational's "Yankee Sipirt," Fea-

"The Wanters."

CINCINNATI

— Overture,

(not mentioned). InFeature, George Arliss ir,

ternational News,
the "Green Goddess."

—

Paris."

Strand Overture, (not mentioned), Pathe
News, Zev In Memoriam Race, Captain
Kleinschmidt's Adventures in the Far North,
Feature, "The Marriage Maker."

Walnut— Overture,

(not
mentioned),
Topics of the Day, Feature, "If

Pathe News,
^^'inter Comes," second week.

DETROIT

Rhapsody,"
Capitol Overture,
"Slav's
Current
Events.
Pathe Review, Feature,
"Long Live the King."
Madison Overture, (not mentioned), Current Events, Educational's "Be Polite," Feature, "The Acquittal"
Adams— Overture, (not mentioned). Cur-

Comedy, "The
"The Wanters."

— Overture,

Fox

"Sleep,"

News, Pathe's "Farmer Alfalfa's Pet Cat,"
Feature, "Little Old New York."
Coliseum Overture,
"Espana
Waltz,"
Fun from the Press, Kinograms and Pathe
News, Feature, "The Spanish Dancer."
Columbia Overture,
"Selections
from
'Irene,'" International News, Feature, "The
Midnight Alarm."

—

LOUIS

ST.

Missouri

— Overture,

Echos from 'Samson
and Delilah" and "Midnight Rose,'" with vocal
chorus, Missouri News and Magazine, Pathe
comedv, "Scorching Sands," Feature, William
S. Hart in "Wild Bill Hickok."
RivoLi Overture, (not mentioned). Inter-

—

national

News, Fun from the Press, Comedy,
Smiles," Feature, "The Thrill

"Miles of
Chaser."

PHILADELPHIA

Stanley

—Overture,

Introduction to Act
III "Lohengrin," Prologue: 'In the Garden
of Kama," Topical Review, Character Study,
"Bill," Feature, Jackie Coogan in "Circus
Days.''
Next Week, "Flaming Passion,"
from Kathleen Norris' novel "Lucretia Lombard," Overture, "Tannhauser."

4.

— Overture,

Circus," Feature,

Richard

Wagner's

Next week's attraction.
Eugene O'Neill's brilliant

and Elliott Dexter.
play,

Christie,"

KANSAS CITY
Newman — Overture, "A De Luxe
Revue," Newman News and Views,

Musical
Feature,

"The Eternal Three."

Buy Christmas Seals

Specially
Arranged
Nurnbers, "Fifteen Minutes in a Radio Broadcasting
Station."
Pathe's
Passin'
"Just
Through," Current Pictorial, Feature, "The
Acquittal."
Royal Overture, fnot mentioned), Screen
Magazine, Feature, "Little Old New York."

—

—

are

The

we
we have

are proudest of

virtues

because

we

practice

to.

good sentiment
is

is

a most excellent thing,

better.

Too much
things

of man's yearning for higher
merely a yearning for higher-priced

is

Dawn brings the milkman, and the dawn of
a new day waits upon the milk of human
kindness.

—
—Was
He—

He

asleep in a movie last night.
the picture uninteresting?
I didn't notice the picture. I was thinking of you.
I

fell

She

meet people on crowded streets
have never seen before, and whom
I
may never see again, whose happy smiling, cheerful faces are very helpful to me."
Thorcau.
"I

whom

"I

often
I

guess

—"

"Oh, don't guess. You Americans always
guess, you know."
"No, I don't know. You English always
know, don't you know." Chicago Tribune.

Every man takes care that his neighbor
But a da}' comes when

shall not cheat him.

he begins to care that he does not cheat his
neighbor; then all goes well. He has changed
his market cart into a chariot of the sun.
Ralffli IVnldo Emerson.

"Know the best way to keep a secret?"
"Yes. Hire an umpire and shout it through
a megaphone." Nashville Tennesseean.

—

—
—

Thomas Good men are mighty scarce.
Henry Yes.
And bad ones are apt to
make themselves so when they are wanted.
London Answers.
your boss a nard

man

to

work

for,

Lives
hundred

Five th'jusand seven
deaths this year from
are

alone,

The

fight

We
The

TUBER-

New York City
5700 too many.
in

must he kept up!

are sure

effective

you

way

to

will help.

do so

BUY CHRISTMAS
New York Tukrculosis

mentioned), Pathe Weekly, Herbert Burland at
(not

Mrs. Portly-Richc It must be dreadful to
be as hard up as the Bronsons. They never
give anything to charity.
Mr. P. R.
Well, for the matter of that,
no more do we, m'dear.
"No, but they can't say we haven't got it
to give, though.
London Mail.

and

CULOSIS,

— Overture,

LOS ANGELES
Guauman's Rtalto Overture,

they

—

Save Human

starring Blanche Sweet.

Liberty

—why,

!

—

"Rienzi," Circlette of News, C. Sharpe-Minor
at the Circle Grande Organ, Feature, "Flammg Youth," with Colleen Moore, Milton Sills

"Anna

some never

to be a slave driver, dearie. He'd
put in ten hours a day at the office.
I was
just about to quit my job when somebody got
him started to playing golf.
Call me up
some afternoon." Birmingham Age-Herald.

INDIANAPOLIS

Circle

are born helpless, and

it.

Mayme?"
"He used

^

(Derry

men

The chains of destiny
nothing but cobwebs

"Is

—

rent Events,

Fox

Weeklies, Comedy,
Feature, "A Woman of

SEATTLE

—

—

(not mentioned),

News

—

Mouse

All

things.

Strand Overture, (not mentioned). Kinograms, Feature, First National's "Potash and
Perlmutter."

Blue

right than to retrace

start

to

steps.

outgrow

—

CLEVELAND

State

— Overture,

men-

"Grand Fantasy"
from "Carmen," Pathe News, Topics of the
Day, Comedy, "Join the Circus," Feature,

International

Granada

and Educational
"Simple Sadie,"

better

is

but good practice

"Melodies from 'GoCapitol Digest, Comedy, Will
"Just Passin' Through," Feature,

"

It

your

A

PAUL

SAN FRANCISCO

—

Capitol

Jackie Coogan.
Criterion Overture, (not mentioned). Feature, "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," con-

Overture,

TivoLi Overture, "Thanksgiving Fantasy,"
Topics of the Day, Pathe News, Comedy,
"Uncle Sam," Feature, "The Acquittal."
Chicago Overture, "Thanksgiving Fantasy," Topics of the Day, Pathe News, Feature. "Pleasure Mad."
Notions,"
Musical
Riviera Overture,

ture,

s

tinued.

CHICAGO
"A

Southern Fantasv,'' "30 Minutes in Our Broadcasting Studio," Comedy, Ben Turpin in "The Pitfalls
of a Big City," Feature, "The Light That
Failed,"
novel.

feature,

to

—

Overture,
"If
I
Were
State Pictorial News, Prelude
"Long Live the King," starring

State

ture,

"Pleasure Mad."

McVicKERS

"His Children's Children."

—

BUFFALO
LoEVv's

—

Loew

King,"

SERIOUSLY
SPEAKING

"Why

Metropolitan
Grauman's
Overture,
"The Evolution of Dixie" and "Sextette from
Lucia," Last Minute News from Pathe, NovLoEw's

"Musical Bits."
Feature,
Review,

Topical

Strand

Worry."

elty Reel, Feature,

BROOKLYN
Mark Strand— Overture,
Mark

Feature, Harold Lloyd, in

Wurlitzer,

10 Ea»t 39th Street

is

to

SEALS.

Association, Inc.

New York

"Hard

at it, I see, Mrs. Grey."
Mrs. Bluchcr. this is my washingday, and looking after a family of ten doesn't
leave much time on my hands."

"Yes,

"Is that Kitty's voice that I hear at the
piano in the parlor?"
"Yes, that's her.
I don't see how I'd get
along without that girl.
Always on these
days when I have the most tiring work, she
picks out her nicest pieces, like 'Sweet Rest
By-and-By,' 'Mother's Growing Old,' 'Love
Will Roll the Clouds Away,' and sings them
for me while I'm running the clothes through
the first vi'ater.
'Taint every girl who'd be
so thoughtful, I can tell you."
London Weekly

Tclegraj-h.

December
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Oklahoma

THEATRE NEWS
The New Columbia' Theatre, formerly the
Riaho, Gushing, Okla., has re-opened under the capable management of Joe Patton.
'

Theatre

Strand

North

at

Little

Allentown,

Pa., has reopened with new curtain, screen and other
accessories calculated to make the showing of
pictures more of a pleasure to patrons.

The new
opened

playhouses

is

in

one

homa

Theatre,

James

which

at

acted.

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT
Rates

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE

with over 1000 seating capacity.

The

4,

3,

the officers for ensuing year will be
elected and other important business trans-

of

the state.

City, Okla., December

time

The Mission Theatre at Wichita Falls,
Texas, has reopened, and is strictly modern,

Columbia, Texx., lias
the most attractive

Princess,

and

The Oklahoma Theatre Managers and ExAssociation will convene at Okla-

hibitors

Jil

strike recently has re-opened.

Strand, at

which was formerly controlled by the Duzenberry Brothers, has been taken over by a
new company.

be-

theatres

Fire of ujikiibwn origin swept a business
block in CAKTERSvn.Lfi, Ga., last week, completely destroying' the World Theatre owned
by W. A. Dodd, and managed by T. C. Germain. The theatre was valued at $20,000,
had a seating capacity of five hundred, with
a policy of pictures and vaudeville.

Rock, Ark., which was closed on account of

The

Arkansas

of Memphis, Tenn., office by Charles McUravey.
Oklahoma ,-«Tt<teKoi*-'Smith, Ark., will
be handled by E. L. Perry of Oklahoma City,
while Al E. Fair %ill remain in charge of
Texas ^,withg h^d<}uarters at Dallas, Texas.

Albany Theatre has been opened at
Albany, Texas, First National, Fox and
Paramount pictures will be shown.

The

and

to .Southern Enterprises have been
rerftbved frorii the jurisdiction of the Dallas,
Texas office!' Arkansas will be handled out
lon'gftig

Columbus,

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange.
727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Ohio,

WE MANUFACTURE

—

STAGE SETTINGS

220

SCENERY

WELDED WIRE

Velvet and Velour Curtains

REELS

jgnWltp Scenic ^tutiins

For Sale by

"STAGE SETTINGS OF DISTINCTION"
New York
West 46th Street

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7th Are.;

Olty

New York

ov

Hotel Richmond
70 West 46th Street

^nxvouvvcetnents

Between Fifth Ave. and Broadivay
Neiv York

Slide Pencils

Convenient location.

For motorists

in the heart of the
section.

Amusement

(No. 168

Garage near by.

Moderate

Blue

No. f69

uo.

Red

173

Black

Made

Prices.

6 other

An

in
colors.

inexpensive

method of making

Ask Your Distributor for
Complete Information Regarding

slides,

neat pencil layouts

and

RAVEN "HAFTONE" SCREEN

decorative efFects.

m colors.
Affords Even Distribution of Light, and
Has No Fade-Out Regardless of Angles. Have

It

l.Cut througfr

You

a

Wide Theatre?

If So,

Write Us.

3. Pull

one thickness,

the strip

between
first

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
165 Broadway

New York

PENCIL COMPANY

^'^/)r,f/
lO^if/y
PHILADELPHIA
TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR

A|iCUSTlCKET/S
/

perForations

City

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

straight

away.

two

\V

352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

I

'^t

flOLL OSK?) FOLDED

TICKETS
best for the leaVt money

^

S""-

— U.S.A. J

quickest dllivery

c(Mil>iiiSS guaranteed
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SYNONYMOUS WITH

PROTECTION - PERFECTION
UNIT

VENT TO
OUTER AIR.

HOOD

HUMIDIFYING PROPERTIES
OF
CONDITIONS, PRESERVES AND

THERMONON

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE.

GREATLY PROLONGS

LIFE

OF FILM.

CONTINUOUS FLUE TO
OUTER AIR.

ASBESTOS WIRE CLOTH
FIRE SEAL COMPLETELY
AROUND DOORS.

EACH COMPARTMENT IS
INSULATED FROM ADJACENT COMPARTMENTS AND
SEPARATELY VENTED TO
OUTER AIR.

UNIT CONSTRUCTION EASILY
IN HEIGHT AND
WIDTH.

EXPANDED

AUTOMATIC LATCH POSITIVELY HOLDS DOORS

EACH REEL IS MAINTAINED
IN
SEPARATE COMPART-

CLOSED.

MENT.

LABEL HOLDERS FOR
PROPER INDEXING.

THERMONON
GREATEST HEAT RETARDANT OF THE AGE.

DOORS CLOSE AUTOMATICALLY WITH OR WITHOUT

MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTION
OF

FILM.

THERMONON

COMPLETELY SURROUNDS
EACH REEL.
BUILT OF STEEL
DURABLE, EVERLASTING
AND BEAUTIFULLY

UNIT BASE

THE FILM-SAFE

A

FINISHED.

THE ONLY POSITIVE METHOD OF FILING MOTION PICTURE FILM WITH ASSURANCE
OF FIRE PROTECTION. EACH REEL IS IN
SEPARATE, SECURELY CLOSED, FIREPROOF COMPARTMENT, LOCKED IF DESIRED,
VENTED TaTHE OUTER AIR. FILM-SAFES CONDITION FILM AND PRESERVE IT INDEFINITELY.
IS

PATENTED ALL OVER THE WORLD

American Film-Safe Corporation
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,

U.

S.

A.

Insist on prints on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—and

all

the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen

on the

screen.

This

means the kind of photographic reproduction that appeals to

your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Anncf

Grantland Rice's Sportlights
One

The Country
You can

get the benefit

Sport

is

when you play

Grantland Rice

Reel

is

try's greatest authority

Each— Every Other Week

Mad

this series

newspapers publish his "Sportlights."
also editor of the American Golfer.

means

This series of pictures will interest every

undoubtedly the counon sports. Seventy big

He

person

phase of

That

national publicity.

thrills,

The
1

.

2.

in the country.

is

sport.

each

is

Each

Each
is

illustrates

some

beautiful, each has

informational.

First Six

"Wild and Wooly" all there is to know about a Western rodeo
"Girls and Records" women of today who are making athletic
;

:

history
3.
4.

"The National Rash" why golf is becoming the national game
"Taking a Chance"; why nerve is required in football, polo, horse;

jumping, etc.
"Great Competitors"
5.

the closest rivals in many sports contrasted
6.
"The Call of the Game"; contrasts between the solitary sports like
fishing, hunting, etc, and those which are witnessed by vast multitudes.
You get all the thrill of big sporting events without the cost and the bother

Produced

J. L.

;

Hawkinson

Pafhepicture

"
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ei/all vDant to see him!
edy of the seasonthat's what the shrewd^
est judges are calling
"Stephen Steps Out."

—And he
makes good

—»^

with a bang!

WITH

THEODORE ROBERTS
SUPPORTED BY

odd

NOAH BEERY
HARRY MYERS
FRANK CURRIER

MARV
PICKFORD

" *Rosita 'Is A Good Film,

Mary Pickford Excellent**

in

"Rosita

"iMary Pickford has grown up.
This is news of international
importance.

with

HOLBROOIC BLINN

Qdapted by £,dwaid Kjiob/ocki
JJory by J^orberf 'Jalk^
J^hofo^raphy by Charlej- Jioj-her

cAn ERNST LUBITSCH PRODUCTION

Now

Booking

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Mary

Pickford
Char/e^ Chaplin
D.W.Qriffith
Douglaj- "JairbankfT
^yiiram Qbramj', firexident

The

transition

is

by means of the charm*
comedy 'Rosita.' She is

effected

ing

excellent.

"Miss Pickford has burned

all

her bridges behind her. She is
so good that she ought never to
let down her hair again.
" Rosita' is a good film. It has
'

dash of 'grand operaism', a
dash of unusually good comedy
and a dash or so of real melodrama."— N. Y. Sun.
a

Bustgit*s

De liiixg KnocJsoutj
M. S clicnck
U OS Gplipresents
^

V

Buster
Keatoa
OurHospMfy
Jecirt Ha,vez
Joe M^itclicIL

Clyde Bruckmaii

Bnster Keaton
Jaxrk Blystone
(fury Impericd Pictures, /j:d.,6xeLusiOe
zOisiribuiors thjruoui ^reai jOritain,
Sir WiUiamJicnj,Manaffiyiff 'Director.

Iosco

ImGHS

Buster
"As a comedy 'Our Hospitality'

is

superior

vastly

'Three Ages,' Buster's

to

first full

length picture. The present
vehicle has enough matter to
keep laughter going at a good
clip

throughout

its

seven

reels,

the fun rising in the travelogue
to an uproar.
"To see that wabbly string
of old-fashioned stage bodies
flopping along over the rickety
track is a sure cure for indigestion and bad temper.
"But, though there is so
much of laughter in the picture, there are thrills aplenty.
"At one point Buster ties a
rope around his waist, the
other end of which is securely
fastened to one of his enemies,
who is above him on the top
of the hill, waiting to kill him
'Let me have a rope,' this
'1 want
gentle creature says.
to hang a man over the cliff
so I can get a better aim to
shoot him.'

—

"There

is

this episode,

much more
but

it

to
pales into

insignificance for danger

when

compared with the water fall
Here Buster is
sequence.
lashed to a log, which gets
tangled at the very brink of
the fall, and while he drops
over and is suspended in the
He climbs
air the log holds.
Then when the girl
back.
comes rushing to death over
the fall he swings beneath,
catches her, drops her on a
safe ledge and makes his own
way back to the top of the
rocks." San Francisco Chroncle.

"There are several things
that make Buster Keaton's latest
picture, 'Our Hospitality,' a
remarkable and at the same
time the most enjoyable comedy
the
frozen-faced
fun

maker has ever accomplished.
"There is suspense mixed
with the fun and the rescue
scene over a great water fall
makes you catch your sides
with laughter one minute and
gasp
in
astonishment
the
next." San Francisco New.

"One scene
precipitates
famous old

after another
hysterics.
The
'Rocket,' great-

great - great - great - grandfather
of the modern Mogul engine,
has been faithfully reproduced,
with its ridiculously inadequate little engine, fired with
kindling, pulling three wobbly
coaches over a scalloped roadbed.
Then there is an amusing scene in the family home
of the Canfields, whose private
arsenal is called into play
with the arrival of the traditional enemy.
At the end a
really
gasping
episode
is
brought about and there is the
typically funny Keaton finale.
In many respects this is Keaton's best picture; there is
plenty of humor. It will prob-

ably

many

— San

be swallowed whole by
a wide-eyed movie fan."
Francisco Journal.

Moving Picture
"Our Hospitality"

for
j'm-

that

auction iif~7~^^1 "'^"'•fnr
very fiL,
^ >epruduetJon nf

neved one

R

'"""o-

'''^

situation

Pression as
°
the
"anres appear
51°'""' ^"^
in

Tu

is

a

^,1

l"'

goo

othefl

BUSTER KEATON
inOURHOSPITAUTY
Jury Smperial Victures
Grtat

yiyibaJuyi.. Sir.

Xtd.. &xclu^iv)e T>isirihvLtoT5 thrtcou-t

WMvam.

(j-ur-u,

MM.yux^lng Xvracbav, ^
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GOOD BOX-OFFICE
MAGNET"
Soys
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and further
melodrama, with domestic sea-

"Iz's

soning

;

thrills

aplenty

action a bit

;

up as

at the start but speeding

stiff

the story progresses and whirling into
'

a

smashing

theatres.

-

tions,
"

^

to
to

bait

LEV! EE

tore

5

en

4

The

attraction

big and

little

strength of the situa-

excellence of

the

cast

can be

and don't forget
realize on the title, which ought
make a good hooking record as

profitably exploited,

I

G.

an

climax,

suited to the needs of

'<

for both sexes.

s

TOURNEUR
^ MAURICE
PR.ODUCTION

'JEALOUS
from

ifit

story by

BRED KENNEDY KlYTON
Jeaturmj

EARLE WILLIAMS
BEN ALEXANDER

JANE

NOVAK

BUU MONTANA
Directed

btj

MAURICE TOURMEUFL
^\7or

a
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Must Internationalize

Dawn,"

DEPARTMENTS
"TRIED AND PROVED"

A

review of pictures with distinc-

tive box-office records to their credit.
Gives a fund of new ideas in connection with exploiting the older
An invaluable silent partpictures.
page 37
ner for the exhibitor

EXHIBITORS ROUND TABLE
department of showman chat.
Full of meaty, gossipy news telling
what your brother showman is doThis is really the exhibitor's
ing.
page 17
club.

A

ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
An

index of information

edifjring

news on every angle of pictures which are in production, being
The proplanned or just finished.
ducers and directors are heard from
Also, some pertinent tid-bits
here.
and

page
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On page
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is

which
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he is endowed with large capacity for work that
follows along literary lines; because in conjunction with that
talent he possesses marked administrative ability; because through
having "growm up" with the business he has acquired an intimate knowledge of its many details; because he has had the will
to capitalize that ability and that knowledge in his daily work.

J

c
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Started as Newspaper Man, Shifted to Films
That Was in Ben Schulhergs Youth, hut He Has Traveled Far and
Rapidly in the Dozen Years Intervening

ONEamong

more striking careers
those of motion picture
executives is that of B. P. Schulberg, president of Preferred Pictures.
It is another of the instances in which
the younger men have forged steadily
ahead, the progress in this particular
case being assured through the continuous and energetic employment of native talent of an unusual quality.
of the

From his earliest school days Ben
Schulberg was what the teachers describe as "an excellent student."
He
early developed a strong liking for history and English and later in high
school for Latin.

Schulberg

Although Mr.

hails

Bridgeport, Conn., as his natal town,
having been born there January 20.
1892, his family soon after removed to
New York, and the lad was installed a
pupil in old No. i school.

honors.

In fact,

ard of the General Film Company and
the pictures produced and distributed

by that militant organization.
saying there was
It goes without
scant praise in either publication for
the product of the competing body.
While the battle was raging De-

fender Films was brought into existence by Joe Engel, Edwin S. Porter

and the

late

Defender Ben went as general
utility man and remained through
the development of the company and
until Rex
was formed by Messrs.
Porter and Engel, when he joined them
as advertising manager and scenario
editor.

When Rex was
sal

be associated in business.
The close
intimacy between the boys continued
through the various grades of the
grammar school. Although they attended different high schools they were
again under the same roof in the College of the City of New York.
Young Schulberg's entrance into the
business world was on the Evening
Mail during the high school summer

try

'P

HE
office

atmosphere of the newspaper
secured so strong a hold on

the imagination of the lad that at the
end of the third year in City College
he determined to leave and go to work
on the Evening Mail as a reporter.

He

continued at this task until
Rubenstein besran the publication of Film Reports, Ben joining him

Leon

T.

as associate editor.

Film Reports,
the non-pioneer,

it

m?y

was

be explained to
the

"official

or-

i^m" of the independents, the head .ind
front of which body was the Motion
Picture Sales Company.
The publication was the active competitor
and that statement is employed
advisedly of the Film Index, which
also *was no contender for pacifist

—

—

absorbed by Univerwent with his

the scenario editor

associates.

vacations.

William Swanson.

'pO

Here he became chums with J. G.
Bachmann, with whom later he was to

.

may be said it was
upholding the stand-

it

vitriolic at times in

Adoph Zukor

entered the film indus-

and leased a room or an office and
small reception room in the Times
Building.
This was in 191 2.

As the rapidly developing organization settled into its bearings Ben' took
charge of advertising and publicity and
the scenario department.

191 6 when Paramount was absorbed by Famous Players, Mr.
Schulberg became general manager of
the latter company, which position he
held until his resignation in 1918, when
he joined with Hiram Abrams and William G. McAdoo in the formation of

JN

United Artists.
In July, 1919, he organized Attractions Distributing Company, producing
pictures featuring Katherine MacDonFirst
for distribution through
ald
Twenty-two of these were
National.
made and released, constituting at the

time of its completion the longest series
of feature pictures starring one player
ever to be made by any company.
Preferred Pictures was organized in
May, 1921, and in April following the
company began active work on its program of eight pictures for the first
year.

This was expanded to fifteen

subjects for the present season.

have said Mr. Schulberg early
manifested his strong inclination for
books.
Long before he and Jack
Bachmann had reached the study of
Shakespeare in the course of their
school work the two had together read
'YJT'E

many of the plays of that writer.
As a boy Mr. Schulberg made a prac_

tice

of poring over a dictionary page

by page, absorbing definitions of words
he believed would aid him in time to
come.
Those who had occasion to
handle his copy later on will certify
that undoubtedly the practice did help.
_Mr. Schulberg has a keen, analytical
mind. His first or early ambition was
to study law, and that he would have
succeeded in that profession is beyond
question.

He abandoned

the idea

when

he decided to take up newspaper work.
In college he was a member of the
championship debating team and was
unusually thorough in the preparation
of his speeches.
In his studio he is a tireless worker.
He is early at his desk, and after disposing of his mail and answering it examines every order for material that
in any way may obligate the company
to spend money, which always is held
for his personal okeh.
He looks at the rushes of the previous twenty-four hours and then goes
out on the sets, his stay depending on
the importance of the scene being
taken.

y[R.

SCHULBERG

does

his

own

casting and with writer and director goes over every line of the continuity as well.
He does most of the titling
himself and assists in the cutting. Also
he keeps in close daily touch with Mr.

Bachmann

in

New York

on distribut-

ing problems.

Evenings if not working on scenarios
he looks at pictures of "the other fellow" on a screen in his own home. He
is a great reader and a fast one, due to
his long experience on scenarios.

With
we have

mind to which
Ben Schulberg natur-

that analytical

referred

ally is logical in his

a real

knack

methods

—he

has

in sifting out the essential

elements of a problem.
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Superb Scenic Shots in 'Wilderness Tales'
The New Robert

Any

C.

Bruce Series of Scenic Films Surpasses
They Are Being Distributed

Previously Made.

by the Educational Films, Incorporated

'THK GRAY RIDER"

is

another of the "Wilderness
series.
For those who
love the great open spaces, the
high mountains, the tall pines,
it
will be like a breath of
clean, fresh air.
It paints a
vivid picture of the rugged
beauties of the great West,
with its open roads, its wide
rivers, and its clear invigorating atmosphere.
Interest in
the plains country will never
cease.
A story laid in such
'

a

background

pull.
vital

is

And when

bound
the story

to
is

and gripping, with every
foot an artistic picture, there
can be no doubt that such a
{ilm will be a winner.

Another
scene from Educational's "Discontent." EveryNo one can help
one loves the great out-doors.
enjoying a picture with such scenes as these.
Every inch is interesting.
Every foot is artistic.
Because intertwined with the great scenic beauty
The wonders of nature
is a story that is gripping.
There is real atmosphere
serve as a background.
The cool sweet smell of the sunof the woods.
baked earth, the rustling of the wind through the
trees, and the stir of bird wings in the air.

!
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^torSqys

IJT'S strange, the nice releasing harmony that seems to exWith
ist between Griflfith, De Mille, Cruze and Ingram.
1

jvvhat Uttle conflict their "greatest yet" efforts
lall

indications

appear

!

From

"The Ten Commandments" cannot be even

Vaguely described

English due to Webster's failure to

in

exclusive adjectives.
It holds the boards for the
And then will come Griffith with
|liard winter ahead.
]"America/' nicely timed to catch the lull and the public's
They will say it
.insatiable desire for something greater.
"What a picture!"
And the glory will
.all over again.
'insert

,be agaifi
ibers,

switched to D.

who commutes

And

W.

daily between

to Robert W. ChamBroadway and Mamar-

just what niche will fit the great "I. N. R. I."? Which
translated meians "Jesus of Nazareth, Knight of the Jews,''
which Hans Neumann, the great German director, guaran.tees will be published throughout the world by Christmas

JN

There will be no dispute about its being a great
There will be less question about its Internationa,!
value of "A Message to Humanity." Like "The Ten Commandments" it presents both a modern and a biblical story.
The problem will be the aspect of treatment by the American public and in turn the American Exhibitors.
Th^
Export and Import Film Co. will handle the distribution
for North and South Anlerica.
Day.

picture.

'

while he completes the extemporaneous
jtouches to the immortal, close-home, historic tale of
The heroes of 1776!
j" America" as she lays in the script.
ilSponsored by the daughters of the American Revolution
Written by Robert W. Chambers! Directed by "Colonel"
jDavid Wark Griffith After you absorb all those exclama'tion marks, note the "Colonel", which was last week be^stowed upon the Director of Directors by Governor Edwin
jP. Morrow of Kentucky, D. W.'s native state.
ineck,

N.

Y.

'J'HINGS

are

humming

at

handling

the

managerial

You

You don't have
Al Lichtman's method of

Universal.

to be told all the details of

reins

,

department.
as you note the change.

of

the

sales

^

sense and know them all
Universal stands for really big and sensible things and
has a following of thousands of believers. Mr. Lichtman's progressiveness and activity and creative genius

I

!

i
i

i

and hundreds of followers was apparently the only missing
link.
'Twas a nice little job of welding.

i
'.

offering picture theatres "The Hunchback" at $L6'5
top Carl Laemmle has again set the pace.
That's his
solution to the road show worry, which has set many a
"special" producer to thinking hard.
Road show grosses
have started on a downward course. The holiday season
will add a skid or two. "The Covered Wagon" alone seerns
to have covered the practical course to temporary rest
without fear of the calendar.
"Scaramouche" it is said
will follow "The Hunchback" idea, which is still a probleniatical theory in face of a growing outcry against increased
admissions.
New England flatly refuses. Theatre combinations and booking chains rebel. Balaban & Katz in Chicago and the Stanley Circuit in Philadelphia specialize in
specials but incidentally also specialize in popular prices.
What's. the answer?

JN

J^EPORTS

!

have it that most of the photoplay vaudeget back
"on the lot."
villians are anxious
to
Especially those who travel east.
Ernest Torrence is
taking four weeks in the Coast Orpheum theatres to
"The Covtell the public of the fun they had making
Pola Negri and Bebe
ered Wagon," "Ruggles," et al.
Daniels also have Orpheum dates for six weeks. Theodore Roberts has his regular sketch, which incidentally
Harry Weber is booking pracis a "riot" everywhere.
every
Famous Player who held a contract.
tically

I

the

I
.

I

i

I
!

j

I

I

.

It

said

is

that

all

new Paramount

"farming" clause for vaudeville
further shutdowns.

contracts will carry
in

lieu

of

possible

I

ij^ A.

ESCHMANN,

manager of

general

distribution,

is

'thoroughly Qjijoying the preparation of his big New
Year's party for the public and trade "First National
[Month." A strong national advertising campaign which will
bring a big meaning to the month of January and the name
That, by the way, is
lof First National is under full sail.

—

j

i

ROGERS

ILL
has tossed his hat in the ring as a
candidate for the King of Shorts.
With the growing

j
!

i

igood national advertising.
Being institutional and strictly
[calendar the. trade will thoroughly benefit. The "Big Five"
pictures which First National will offer during the thirtyione days of their great publicity and sales party include:
Booth Tarkington's "Boy of Mine" with Ben Alexander,
Norma Talmadge in "The Song of Eove," Colleen Moore in
l"The Swamp Angel," Frank Lloyd's production of "Black
Oxen" featuring Corinne Griffith, and the well heralded
Samuel Goldwyn-George Fitzmaurice production of "The

importance of the Big Little Feature that's more than
publicity nevre.
Will is now makmg a comedy called
"Great Moments from Little Pictures," in which he impersonates Ford Sterling and the erstwhile
Keystone
comedy cops. And he plans making a series of featurettes
on "Politicians." Polish up the crown, for Will usually
finishes everything he starts.

;

1
,

i
'

'

•

!

,

I

i

Eternal City."

I

j
,

'

•

appear

that

Owners Chamber

members of the
Commerce have chosen

several
of

than miss out on
and plans of playing
them. "Enemies of Women" seems to have become a
formidable enemy of the chamber.
The percentage possibilities on
"Little Old New Yoik," "The Hunchback"
and "The Covered Wagon" are also playing important
to

j

'

to

starts

Theatre
tender

some

of

their

the

resignations

outlaw

rather

pictures

'

!i

1

parts in the breach.
j

i

•

.

:!Q.OLDWYN'S

press experts are artistic performers
to splashing around with printer's ink.
The last sheet that drifted into this office was truly a
triumph in color scheme and layout.
Lots of readable
material too, for the showman.

;

J

j

wh^n

it

comes

JN

the screen presentation of Frank Craven's "The First
Year," Ben Schulberg admits he has met a casting snag.
In spite of the overcrowding of Hollywood with thousands
of Merton of the Movies Ben says there is an alarming
dearth of good juveniles. "There are plenty of actresses
who meet the requirements of understanding and translating perfectly the psychology of the young couple in the
play who are weathering the first year of married life, but
as yet I have been unable to find the actor who fits the
part."

Thus we discover from Ben the fact that when
in Hollywood they leave Hollywood.

males become divorced

^RTHUR

S.

FRIENiD,

of Distinctive Pictures, returned

New

York, December loth, from a flying visit to
Los Angeles. Mr. Friend found things in general very
quiet, except in the real estate market, which is exceedingly
to

lively.
In fact, the Distinctive executive reports that it
looks very much to him as if real estate has superseded
motion pictures as the most active industry of Hollywood.
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A Few

Brass Tacks

ONE

of the genuine problems of the producer when
facing the necessity of further eliminating factors
of production waste is the question of salary apThat problem rather is one
propriation for players.
surrounding the customs under which the compensation
of player and director is fixed today in the motion
picture industry and the abuses that prevail, to the
disadvantage of the ordinarily well disposed employe
and employer.
In talking during the last week of what he classified
as a genuine evil, a west coast man with wide production experience declared the only remedy lay in the
adoption by players and directors of the single agency

—

.

plan.

The instrument that brings about the reform may
be the Hays organization or any other body, so long as
the general plan has the co-operation of the majority
of the players and directors and of the producers, said
the westerner, who for convenience we will call

Producer X.

Among

the evils pointed out

were

The bidding of one studio against another for the
services of players.
The fictitious overvaluation of some players and
the undervaluation of others
the acceleration of the

—

first named through the employment of clever local
personal press agents on the west coast and the creation
in that section of a false standard as a result.
The failure of ordinarily honest players, those who
adhere to trade customs in respect of conventional
commissions, to secure contracts through the connivance of agents who push through other players from
whr-"" they may have a "side" contract providing for

ommissions.
Tht absence of any definite record on the part of
any particular producer as to the salary recently paid
to a desired player and the compulsion of the former
to accept the misrepresentation of an agent who may be
unscrupulous.
As the situation is now, it was pointed out by Producer X, if one producer is told by an agent that a
certain company has offered $2,000 a week for the
services of the famous star Jane Smith, then the producer, provided he wants the player badly enough,
without hesitation will bid $2,500.
Then, if the following day the first bidder refuses
to raise his offer, Jane gets the job at the higher

extr

,

figure.

Under

.

the single agency plan as outlined by Producer
would be a rating for each player. If on
Tuesday morning, for example. Studio
calls up the
agency and asks for the services of Jane he might be
informed that on the preceding afternoon Studio B
had made a similar inquiry, had been told her salary

X

there

A

was $2,000 and given an option on her
figure for twenty-four hours.
of that time Studio B decides

If

services at that

on the expiration

it does not require the
services of the player they will be available for Studio
at the same figure.

A

If at any time a player has reason to believe
through
any combination of circumstances by the successful
portrayal of some striking character of a series
of

—

—that

he is entitled to an increase in salary he
expected to bring his facts to the attention of
the head of the agency.
Provided the contentions are sound it is understood
the increase shall be granted.
'hits"

will be

Producer X pointed out that one of the devices by
which the salary value of a player could be more nearly
approximated would be through a system of box office
reports from exhibitors.
These would be on a percentage basis, the
being rated at 100.

of highest drawing power
reports would cover every
exchange territory as a whole.
pla3'^er

The

^Vith the single agency in possession of direct from
exhibitor reports as to the drawing power of players
there would come an end to the commercial value of
the "bunk" press stuff put over on the Los Angeles

newspapers by "personal publicity representatives."
The aun of the publicity, of course, is properly to
impress the western producer as to the large importance
to the industry of a particular player or director

and

of the consequent box-office value of productions with

which his name may be linked.
Producer X admitted without hesitation that the
object of the player and director frequently is most
successfully attained.
The west coast studio officials are "hopped up," but
the box office in Newark, N. J., experiences no responsive thrill from the flashing of the actor's name in
electric lights.

There are players in Los Angeles rated as first-class
Producer X, who never have known a

stars, declares
first

run

With

in the East.

a substantial deposit guaranteeing the faithful

execution of contracts by the more important players,
with the elimination of commissions to be paid by the
employe—and the studios could well afford to assume
the expense of operating the agency and with the

—

placing of all actors and directors on the same basis,
with equal oppprtunities, the actor "situation" as it is
known would be materially remedied.

One film man who also is a lawyer said he believed
the single agency plan would present legal questions.
Another lawyer-film man said he did not so believe.
The great point is that the plan as suggested would
give the exhibitor a large measure of influence in
establishing the size of the salaries that would be paid
to players and would make impossible the hectic valuation that sometimes is created as the result of a
single success.
It would alter for the better and readjust the whole scale of player values.
would put the industry on a national basis.
women who portray American life
would reflect the spirit of the whole country, not as
sometimes happens the more or less cosmopolitan
attitude of Los Angeles or New York.
Also

it

The men and

:

December

22,

1923
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Country Store' Idea Chases Monday Blues
Alert Troy

Showman

Tells

How He

Packs His House on Mondays

and Draws the Kiddies Saturday Afternoons

THAT
can be

the

"country

worked

to

store"
a

By

idea

distinct

C. L.

GRANT

my Saturday afternoons.
exhibitors are inclined to let
.Saturday afternoons take care of themselves.
Many a dollar has been lost
by just such a thought.
"Looking around the city, I found
that some of my competitors were cashing in pretty well through audiences
mainly of children, on Satui"day. So I
figured out a scheme of getting some of
that patronage.
"During the hot months. I gave away
a five cent ice cream cone to the children as they left the house.
"On some Saturdays, I alternated
Baseballs,
and gave away lollypops.
costing me 12}4 cents apiece, were presented to every boy leaving the theatre

nancial advantage in a city of 75,000 inhabitants, has been conclusively
proved during the past few months by
Jacob Rosenthal, owner of the Rose
Theatre in Troy, N. Y.
After fifteen years in the business,
Rosenthal decided to branch out for
himself, and built the Rose Theatre,
located in the downtown section. The
house, with a seatmg capacity of between 700 and 800 persons, charges a
ten-cent admission at all times.
Here is the story of Mr. Rosenthal's
success, with a house that is forced to
meet the competition of at least six
other theatres, including one of the
Strand group, within a space of three
or four blocks
"Before I opened my house," said
Mr. Rosenthal, "I figured out two
things. The first was that I must overcome the slim Monday night audiences,
which invariably follow Sunday night
shows.'

when

summer, when watermelons
were not too common, I began to
give away a dozen whopping big ones

every Monday night to those who held
lucky coupons attached to their tickets.
1 did the drawing myself, and I want
to say that no one won unless they
really

won.

"The scheme worked out to perfection.
Say what you will, the ordinary
run of people likes to take a chance.
"But there was no chance when it
came to the show that I provided for
that ten-cent admission.
I gave them
a feature, a movie chat, a two-reel
comedy, and one of the fables.
"For the feature, I furnished such
pictures as 'Java Head,' 'Midnight
Alarm,' 'Master of Men,' 'Quincy

Adams

Sav\ryer,'

'Trifling

Women,'

'The Prisoner of Zenda,' 'Down to the

Sea

in Ships,'

and

similar

pictures.

These, of course, at this price naturally had to be second-runs.

was

at

its

are
Sat

the

urday afternoons,

and

800

children

mean $80, a sum not to be sneezed at.
"You see I h?.ve an adage of 'live and
let
it

the

of

Rose Theatre, Troy,

live,'

N.

life.

when

Y.

and

i

find out that after

all,

pays.
"I have had

my

JACOB ROSENTHAL
Owner

as

some tough sledding in
Well do I remember the days
a boy, I sold matches on the

of Troy, or false mustaches,
turning over thirty or forty Cents at
the end of the day to my father, and
perhaps having a cent or two to spend.
"There were many hard knocks, but
hard knocks never killed anyone.
I
have often found that many a sale on
a scanty margin is frequently better
than a single sale netting a larger sum.
streets

"The watermelon stunt went over

so

well that with the first chill in the air
this fall, I started giving way a dozen
blankets each Monday night.

draw the numbers and call these
from the stage about 8 :30 o'clock.
The winners come down the aisles and
"I

off

receive their gifts.

HERE

a lot of fun and interest
The blankets I
connected with it.
buy wholesale in New York City for
about three dollars each.
'J'

AST

season

ODAY
children of Troy
^ attending
the Rose Theatre on

"Troy is a manufacturing city, first,
and always. Money does not
come easy and it is not frittered away.
"I made up my mind to charge a ten

1"^

the baseball

height.

last

cent admission, but in so doing to give
them the best possible show obtainable
for the money.
"My margin of profit was small, but
the experience gained in years past
stood me in good stead.
"I hit upon the 'country store' idea
for Monday night. Not cheap stufif by
any means. Such would have only
cheapened my house, and sent away
patrons in a more or less dissatisfied
state of mind.

braced up

I

Too many

fi-

is

On Monday, Tuesday and WednesI
folday before Thanksgivmg,
lowed the same general scheme, and
gave away twelve turkeys a night, the
birds averaging from seven to eight
pounds apiece.
"At 6 130 o'clock on Monday nights,
there is a jam in front of the Rose
Theatre that packs every seat, and fills
The 'blue Monthe standing room.
days' are a thing of the past.
"All this means that the people be-

come more and more acquainted with
and become friends, for I
am always on hand to give them a nod
the theatre,
of

"Today

the theatre

is

probably the
even
city,
only a matter

you how

become the gold mine that the Rose
has proved to be during the past year."

the
is

of ten cents.

"And now I'm going

is \he
same practice that I am
following today. I recall one time
that I sold five different articles for a
nickel.
The same expression of delight came in those days, as it does
now, when the winner of a blanket or
a turkey is announced from the stage
of The Rose.
"Don't make the mistake, however,
of once getting the business and then
losing it almost overnight by hoodwinking the
people.
Give them their
money's worth.
"I believe that the 'country store'
idea can be successfully worked out in
many a city of this country on a Monday night if the same policies apply as
prevail at the Rose Theatre.
"Give them a picture program,

changing nightly, which is attractive
enough to bring them back not once,
but two or three times during the
week, and the theatre which is struggling alfing for a mere existence will

welcome.

best-known house in
though its admission

J T

to tell

.
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Five Reasons For

January Being
First National

Month

"The Eternal City," featuring BarLa Marr, Lionel Barrymore and
Lytell, is full of drama and

bara
Bert

To the left is Ben Alexjuvenile star, who enlivens

romance.
ander,

"Boy

of

Mine"

To

the

left

Corinne
fith,

is

Grif-

as she ap-

pears In "Black

Oxen,"

an

adaptation

of

the

well-known
book.

Colleen
talent

Moore's

make

Angel" one

and
S^wamp

beauty

"The

of the best pictures

of the year, and even more
popular than "Flaming Youth."

:

December

22,

:

1923
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Must

Internationalize Pictures, Says

Williams, Back from Europe
RETURNING
weeks

from Europe after a seven

D. Williams, president
of Ritz Pictures, has issued the following statement
stay,

J.

"Motion pictures and the business of motion pictures are in the process of evolution
in Europe in much the same way that they
are in the United States.
"The European public is just as tired of
inferior or even ordinary pictures as is the
American public.
The demand as demonstrated in the cinema theatres is for really
worth while entertainment, big theme plays,
diverting and well acted subjects so that the
public really gets something when it goes to
motion pictures.
"These conditions convince

more

me more and

that the pictures of the immediate

fu-

must be created by our greater artists
and that inspiration must precede the production.
The trouble has been that we have had
too much perspiration and not enough inspirature

tion.

"I should call Mr. Griffith's 'Birth of a
Nation,' Mr. Chaplin's 'The Kid,' Miss Pickford's 'Daddy-Long-Legs' and Mr. Lubitsch's
'Du Barry,' presented here under the title
'Passion,' examples of what I conceived to be
pictures of inspiration. In each instance there
was care, thought, and competent effort in
preparation and in production.
"In each instance the scening, the acting
and the story were fine, but plus all these elements there was that added and almost intangible element which created in the spectator a certain sense and feeling of greatness.
This was the direct result of the inspiration
present in the creative artist responsible for
the result.
"The recent weeks in Europe have convinced me that we must and will internationalwill actually draw
ize the motion picture.
on all the world for our backgrounds, we will
do away entirely with the great costs of the
elaborate outdoor sets.
"Instead of building a Vatican or a Buckingham palace or a Niagara Falls set at
enormous waste in the back lots of Hollywood, we will use the actual thing, greatly to
the advantage of the picture and the pocket

am told that he is the idol of the
Vienna, where a number of his pictures have already been shown, and also in
Paris.
Film men from Belgium, Holland
and Scandinavia interviewed me, and in each
instance showed me film fan magazines from
their own country in which Valentino's name
tries.

hour

is

I

in

outstanding.

"Valentino

"Regarding the high costs of which so much
is

still

being said,

I

am

satisfied that

inter-

nationalizing' picture production will cut costs
to a normal point. The old law of supply and
demand has everything to do with this quesIn production, if all of it is done in
tion.
one place with a limited supply of artists

to draw from, the costs natuThis is so in any line of work.
We propose to save money where money
should be saved and spend it where it should
be spent to insure our best possible approach

and artisans
rally rise.

to perfection.

"Rudolph Valentino joined me in London
day after my arrival and we spent a

the

week together before

his

departure

for the

United States, during which time I succeeded
in signing up for five pictures instead of the

two originally contracted for.
Valentino Popular Abroad
"There is absolutely no doubt in my mind
that Valentino is as popular in England as
in America.
Every exhibitor here without
exception, tells me that Valentino pictures
hold the record in his theatre
and indeed
such pictures as you will agree with me rank
among Valentino's worst have grossed as
much as some of the biggest pictures which
;

have gone to England.
"I was besieged by Continental film buyers
all anxious to assure themselves of obtaining
Valentino pictures for their respective coun-

is

at

the

"It is my opinioni that the star is a worthwhile addition to any picture, no matter how
good the picture may be without him, and
that the expense of his salary is negligible to
what he draws extra at the box-office.

found exhibiting conditions very similar
Exhibitors
to those in America.
are not breaking even on ordinary program
pictures, but when they have a big picture
I think the pubthey do capacity business.
lic is bargain hunting for pictures nowadays
and instead' of spending their amusement allowance in seeing several picture shows a
week they are spending it to see fewer and
"I

England

better pictures.
"It is going to be a difficult problem for the
exhibitor to get enough of the big worthwhile
pictures in future and I think it is necessary
to create big independent stars, directors and
producers who can deliver the goods, otherwise our business will suffer.

"There are many excellent opportunities

in

in

Public Likes New Backgrounds
think it is nothing but a big waste
of money to build big exteriors, such as have
been built in Hollywood in the past, when
the companies could be brought over to the
scenes themselves for much less and the
correct atmosphere obtained.
For instance,
it would be impossible for
Henry King to
have got the scenes for the 'White Sister'
except in Italy, the locality which his production called for. King is now working on
another big Inspiration picture, and Edwin
Carewe left the other day for Algiers, as
you perhaps know, to make a desert picture
for First National, so at least some of our
producers and directors feel the same as I
do in this matter.
"Regarding the status of Mr. Valentino's
contract and Famous Players, I can say positively that absolutely nothing in the way of
an agreement has been signed. If such an
agreement is reached it will be announced
doubtless by Famous Players and Ritz Pictures.
I shall have more to say on this subject at an early date.
"I

"The European trip was entirely successful
and fully satisfactory."

FIRST NATIONAL TO ISSUE STOCK
Secures Authority to Put Out $2,500,000 of Second

We

book.

American public would rather

see pictures
the right settings, provided the
leading people are well known to them, and
the pictures produced by American organizations who know the taste of the American

the

produced

public.

top of popularity's
ladder and no doubt he can remain there for
many years. Big pictures, plus Valentino,
will, in my opinion, be among the supreme
box-office attractions of the future.

in

Europe for producing big pictures with the
proper atmosphere, and it is my opinion that

Preferred, Leaving $3,000,000 in Treasury

ASSOCIATED
PICTLTRES

FIRST

NATIONAL

announces an amendment

to its certificate of incorporation enabling the company to issue second preferred
stock to the amount of about $2,500,000.

In order to meet the requirement of a
prior first preferred stock the company has
been authorized to issue $3,000,000 stock of
there
It
is
stated
denomination.
that
no intention to take advantage of this
is
authorization at the present time and that it
will be held for the future in the event it
should be decided to expand the resources of
The statement in full follows
the concern.

"The amendment to the certificate of incorporation of Associated, First National Pictures, Inc., was made so that it might be possible to issue second preferred stock to our
original franchise holders in order to fund
their advances to First National into a stock
Sixteen thousand shares of second
account.
stock
preferred (par value $100) Class
and 10,000 shares second preferred (par value
$100) Class B stock have been authorized.
A total issue of about $2,500,000 of second
preferred A and second preferred B stock
will be issued at an early date direct to our
original franchise holders.
"This second preferred stock is being issued
for the purpose of funding the advances made
by the original franchise holders through the
exchange corporations to Associated First Na-

A

tional Pictures, Inc., which advances have
been, up-to-date, carried on our books in
the form of a current liability owed by this

company

to

its

exchange

corporations

Thus this
be transferred from a quick

original franchise holders.

and

$2,500,-

liability
000 will
into a second preferred stock account.

"The willingness of our original franchise
holders so to fund in the form of second
preferred stock the advances they made to
First National is an indication of their confidence in the future of First National and
places this company in a still sounder fnancial
position.

"This matter was decided upon by the Directors of First National some months ago,
but the legal details involved have just been
completed.
The stock was divided into sec-

A

preferred
and second preferred B
stock merely to take care of certain inequalities in the amount of the assessments paid
to First National by our various franchise
holders.

ond

"An issue of three million dollars of first
preferred stock has been authorized at this
time because in view of the issuance of the
second preferred stock to fund the advances
made by the original franchise holders, provision legally had to be made at the same time
for the authorization of a prior first preferred
stock.
In other words, the arrangement for
this issuance of first preferred stock has been
made because of the willingness of the original franchise holders to take second preferred
stock,
thereby strengthening the financial
structure of this company by having available
three million dollars of first preferred stock
ready to be issued in the future if the expansion of the company should create a need
for additional capital.
However, there is no
intention whatsoever of issuing such first
preferred stock for the present or for the immediate future
and this authorization has
been made solely with the desire to use full
financial caution in setting up the new financial structure of the company."
;

i
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SEES NO I ARGE CUT IN
ACTORS' SALARIES
Supply of Players Unequal

to the

Demand, Says McCormick
'T'HERE will be no material reduction
^

in the

salaries paid to motion picture actors
have established box-office values in the

who
view

of John McCormick, western representative
of First National. Mr. McCormick, who had
coiiie east for a conference with home office
officials, said just before his departure for the
West Coast that exhibitors and the public
have not responded gener:illy to the efforts of
producers to introduce new names and new
faces to motion pictures.

"The

production
circles at the present time will be followed
by a particularly actne period shortly after
the first of the new 5'ear," said Mr. McCormick. "This will mean a big demand for
box-office names, and the supply is not at
Hence, those
this time equal to the demand.
players who have a goc<d following will con'quiet

cycle' prevailing

in other lines of production
generally being adopted, however,
according to the visitor. "The lull of the past
six weeks has allowed the producers of First
National Pictures to give caieful preparation to the continuities and shooting schedules
of forthcoming productions, with the result
that productions of the same c!ass as 'Flaming Youth,' and 'Ponjola,' which have recently been turned out, can now be made at
cheaper negative costs."

Curtailment
is

Mr. McCormick, by reason of

his intimate

relations with the home office and his broad
duties in Los Angeles, is in an excellent position to estimate the situation on the coast.
He says that more and more producers are
seriously considering exhibitor problems, as
ultimately the latter become their own.

"The letting down of pruduction, the making of a less number of picture:;, is at times
a favor to exhibitors and the industry gen"It gives the
erally," said Mr. McCormick.
producers an opportunity to get more closely
in touch with exhibitors and to learn if possible more exactly just what their requirements

are.

"Since leaving Los Angeles I have visited
New Orleans, Atlanta and Washington so that I could get exhibitor angles at
first hand.
I am delighted at the reception
accorded 'Her Temporary Husband,' which
was completed under the supervision of Earl
of our
J. Hudson; 'Anna Christie' and some
other current releases.
"On my return trip I will visit Boston,
Minneapolis,
Paul,
Chicago,
St.
Detroit,
Omaha, Denver, Salt Lake City and San

Houston,

can bring to the indeof the West Coast full
knowledge of exhibitor problems as related
to box-office value, not only stories, titles and
cast, but negative cost as well.
It will be
our sincere purpose to have each of these
problems in mind in making every production, and exploitation possibilities will also
be seriously considered. I have found everywhere keen interest for 'Black Oxen,' which
is an example of the wonderful results of advance exploitation, trade and newspaper pubFrancisco, so that

COLLEEN MOORE HONOR
GUEST AT LUNCHEON

I

pendent producers

licity."

DAN MASON STARTING ON
HIS YEARLY DOZEN

in

tinue to receive big salaries.
activity
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Popular Rural Comedian to Release
Through Grand-Asher

ANNOUNCEMENT

of the completion
arrangements
with
Hollywood Pictures Corporation is made
by General Manager Samuel Bischoff of
the Grand Studio, vv^hereby twelve tworeel rural comedies featuring the screen's
beloved comedian, Dan Mason, will be reof

distribution

leased through Grand-Asher and produced
the Grand Studio under the direction
of Jack Nelson and supervision of Paul

at

Gerson.

Dan Mason is nationally known for his
inimitable portrayal of the Skipper in Foncelebrated
the
taine Fox's cartoons of
Last season
Toonerville Trolley Series.
Mason further endeared himself to the public with his clever and highly humorous
sketch of Pop Tuttle in the Plum Center
comedies.
In his characterizations of the ruralite
Mr. Mason has reached the top. The new
series in which he will be presented by
Hollywood Pictures Corporation will show
him in a series of adventures in his now

famous make-up accompanied by his faithful partner, Wilna Hervey, known as the
"biggest girl in pictures."

Jack Nelson will direct. He was formAl Marerly with Ince for several years.
tin is to function as "gag" man, and Paul
supervised the Plum Center
stories, personally will supervise the serWork starts soon.
ies.

Gerson,

who

Clean and wholesome comedies are always in demand and such in the character of those made featuring Dan Mason;
his interpretation of the character is never burlesqued, and no hokum is resorted
No expense is to be
to to gain laughs.
spared to make these pictures A-No.-l in
every particular, it is stated.

'Flaming Youth' Star Entertained by
First National Officials

QFFICIALS

"

of Associated First National
Pictures on Tuesday, December 11, gave
a reception and luncheon at the Ritz-Carlton
to Miss Colleen Moore, who was scheduled
to leave for home with her husband, John
McCormick, western representative of First
National, on the following day.
Present were a hundred members of the
staff of First National and writers on the
business and daily and "fan" press.

General
Manager
Rowland introduced
Harry Reichenbach as toastmaster. The first
speaker was Treasurer Harry Schwalbe, who
said the officers

and franchise holders of the

company looked forward with a great deal of
confidence to the career of Miss Moore and
all of them hoped she would be with the company for many years to come.
Mr. Rowland declared he knew of no artist who could have so finely exemplified the
role of the leading character in "Flaming
Youth" as had Miss Moore.

The

cost of a picture does not concern
public, declared the speaker.
"You are
selling entertainment to the public," he continued, "and the public does not care whether

the

a production costs $75,000 or |97S,000, so
long as it is entertained."
In pointing his moral he cited the fact that
"Flaming Youth" had been made at a cost
of $190,000, and declared the picture could
not have done more business no matter how

much

it

had

cost.

Later on in the course of the luncheon,
following a tribute to Earl J. Hudson, production manager for First National, by Mr.
McCormick, Mr. Rowland said he was going
to take some of the credit for assigning
Mr. Hudson to his present position and characterized him as a man of great common sense
and with a very keen idea of story values.
The speaker said the production manager
had scored a marked success with "Flaming
Youth" and that the company believed he
had made another with "Her Temporary

Husband."
Other speakers were Joseph Dannenberg,
Mr. McCormick and the guest of honor, Miss
Moore.

Each of the guests received as a souvenir
a copy of the novel "Flaming Youth."

CHARGE INDECENT FILMS ARE
COMING FROM ABROAD
The

of the Attorney General of
State, acting as prosecutor for

office

New York

Motion Picture Commission,
immoral and indecent German and Austrian motion picture films are
being circulated on the lower East Side
the State

charges

of

that

New York.
Max Kleinman,

president of the Exhibitors Film Exchange of 130 West Fortystreet,
was arrested November 2,
Sixth
on a charge of having sold two Austrian
The latter, said
films to Joe Bevalacuet.
to be the proprietor of the Novelty Theatre
at 214 Bowery, also was arrested for showing an allesred obscene subject. Both were
held in $500 for trial.
The censorship commission absolves.
American producers from the charge of
making objectionable pictures, saying they
have lived up to the letter of the law.

FAMOUS DECLARES DR^IDEND
The Board of Directors of Famous PlayersLasky Cornoration has declared the regular
nuarterly dividend of $2 a share on the preferred stock, riayable February 1, 1924, to
stockholders of record 3t the close of busiThe books will
ness on January IS, 1924.
not close.

—
December

1923

22,
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CHANGE OF PRODUCTION
Ci^N

I

to
move the picture
particularly feasible at this time.
Many of the studios are going to move
anyhow from their present locations. Hollywood real estate is too valuable now to
use for factories. They are going to move

"This

studios

KE DISCUSSED

In Address in West Sol Lesser Tells

New York

of Meeting in

SOL

LtbSER,

vice

president

m

along somewhere;

West

of

of tne actors are sealed

m

to stay.

Los

factory.
you see

When

it

closes

the

artistic

down

first

BRUENNER GOES TO FIRST
NATIONAL AS RO\S AND AID
I

ior many years
charge of the big Biograph studio in
the Bronx, now occupies the office adjoining that of General Manager Richard A.
Rowland in First National headquarters,
where with M; Rowland he is supervising production activities from the
New
York end.
In the course of his long

Herman H. Bruenner,

in

attempt

incumbency of the treasurer's office of
Biograph Mr. Bruenner acquired a large
knowledge of the administrative side of the
motion picture business, from production
to distribution and the angles that attach

ideas in a
for the day,

"

to

aid to Mr. Rowland has a
wide acquaintance in the trade, gathered
in his long career in the industrv dating,
from the Biograph Fourteenth street days.
It has been a training peculiarly fitting him
m^ny
His
present
position.
his
for
friends will wish him success in his new
home and they are certain he will achieve

"Sometime you may laugh a little at
some of our stories. We are at present
bound by the limitations of standardization.
We are bound by the necessities of
quantity production of romance. That is a

—

it.

JOHN ZANFT GETS BROKEN ARM
IN RAILROAD SMASHUP

Great masters, when
picture, had to bear in

brand new problem.

painted a
mind only one patron for whom he was
The motion picture producer
painting it.
'colonel's
think of the
of today has to
Judy O'Grady.' He has to
lady and
please the university professor and the
Therebootblack with the same romance.
fore the stories have to have certain limiBut no one will laugh at the
tations.
artistry of our pictures.
"I am going to tell you frankly that the
motion E^ctures are not necessarily rooted
In fact, their roots have had a very
here.
severe strain within the past week.

John Zanft, vice-president of the Fox Company, was painfully hurt in the collision December

more.
exterior scenes are often taken
studios
under electric light

is more even and much more reliable
than sunlight. The old argument for Los
Angeles because of the variety of scenery
has also passed. These locations iiave been
used up. You will notice that the motion
picture companies go now to Canada, to
Arizona, to Utah and other distant points
to find new scenery.
Well, it is just as
easy to get on board in New York as in
Los Angeles.

the

who

New York

between two
Century express.
connected with the thea-

Twentieth
is

division of the Fox Company, sustained
a broken right forearm, scalp wounds and
He is now at home, and is
body bruises.
reported to be as comfortable as can be expected.
tre

the planting of the industry in Cahforn.a
have passed. California sunlight has very
little to do with the making of pictures any

which

9 in western

of
Mr. Zanft,
sections

"About a month ago in New York a
meeting of a number of big producers was
held.
The object of the meeting was to
consider the advisability of picking up the
whole picture industry and moving it bodiIt
ly from Los Angeles to Nejv York.
so happened that the time was ripe for
such a move.
Many of the reasons for

"Even the

both departments.

The new

nected with starved painters in garrets
Our worka glass of beer and romance.
men at the studios punch a time clock at
the gate and work eight hours a day
making romance to order.

inside the

!

H. H.

streaming from the gates great
crowds of artisans and workmen in overalls; yet the work upon which they are
engaged is purely creative.
"You always think of art as being con-

they

be-

BALBOA THEATRE TAKEN
BY WEST COAST
Acquisition of Fine New House Marks
Firms, Farthest South

TMMEDIATELY

following

the

J-

an-

nouncement of their important realty
and theatrical deal in i^ong Beach, executives
or
West Coast
iheatres,
Inc.,
through their general manager, Harry C.
Arthur, Jr., have made known the closing
of negotiations with Robert Hicks
ot San
Diego whereby tbe most southerly expansion of the large theatre circuit is
given a
toothold with the acquisition of the

solid

art.
is

was

"But, gentlemen, they are not going to
stay happy if incidents like the stopping of
the Directors' Ball at the Biltmore here
continue.
If we
make them miserable,
they are going to clamor to go. Anc} t^ey
will go."

"Just what direct connection the motion
picture has with advertising, or will have,
IS a problem of the future.
"But to this degree, it is of keen and
personal interest to the advertising profession.
The motion picture is the greatest
seller of ideas the world has ever known.
"A fact that r;o one who deals in that
strange commodity called 'public interest'
can overlook is this:, that the motion picture has bridged two gieat rivers.
It has
taken the fine arts out of the pocket of the
few and the rich, and made them the plaything of the telephone girl and the carpenter; more than that it is the marriage of

"The motion picture
ever made to produce

It

cause of the actors. The actors have
learned to love Los Angeles.
Many of
them have bought and built homes here.
They would protest against moving; they
have found happiness here and they vvish

Angeles and its surroundings.
Mr. Lesser said in part:

industry and

New York?

not

up and cross the continent.

on iuotion pictures and advertising.
ivir. i^esser told oi a recent meeting iii
New yvTK to consiuer moving the industry from the west coast to J\ew York, declaring the project was dropped because

many

why

will tell you why they did not, as a
result of that conference, decide to pick
I

Coast iheatres, inc.,
an address last
week betore me Adveriisnig Club ot i^os
Angeles and ilollywood, talked at lengai

so

attempt

is

-

magnificent new Balboa iheatre in
San
Diego, ready for opening sometime
in
January.
I'he

deal

includes

the

addition

of

the

cauriuo tiieatre m San Diego to the
West
Coast chain and is in excess of $1,U00,00U.

ihe liaiDoa

tiieatre is situated at the
I'ourcn and jl streets in ban
i>iegu,
tne center oi town, on the most
prominent location,
its seating capacity
IS in excess oi z,UOO
and it wiU be the
only tneatre West ot New York
equipped
wiin a tour-color combination
lighung

corner oi

m

scheme, whereby both stage and interior

may produce any combination

of lighting.

ihe organ was built at the Robert iViorton lactory in Van JNIuys, Cal., and is
now
being installed, it has two ecno organs
and
one remote control organ which will carry
the sound to the mezzanine tloor
where

patrons assemble prior to being seated.
Stage effects in the new theatre are to
be the most unusual in California.
From
a scenic standpoint the investiture is
to
compare favorably with any stages in the
United States.
A twenty-piece orchestra
IS to be engaged under a
prominent conductor, according to "Bob" Hicks, under
whose personal management the Balboa
will function.

The importance of this new West Coast
deal cannot ^ be over-estimated, according
to Harry C. Arthur, Jr., who contends
that with the solidification of the chain of
houses through the acquisition of a first
run key city house in the most southern
extension of the circuit the producer and
distributor derive a great benefit.
With San Francisco as headquarters for
the southern division, Los Angeles as the
home office of the circuit and pivotal center of management and booking assumes
double the importance it has enjoyed heretofore since every producer is now assured
of a 100 per cent representation for his
products through the entire state of California.
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BALTIMORE OPENS DOORS
FOR DAVIES FILM
^Little

Old New York' Breaks Records
at New Theatre

previous attendance records
ALL
]SJew Theatre, Baltimore, were

at

the

broken

first week of the showing of the
Cosmopohtan production, "Little Old New
About 45,U00 persons saw the perYork."

during the

formance during the

six days.

first

picture probably received more pubthan any other ever shown in Baltimore.

The
licity

In addition to publication of the story in serial form in the Baltimore News, one of
the Hearst papers, that paper and the Balti-

more American,
published

also

a

many columns

Hearst publication,
in advance of the

showing and also during the time the picture
was run in the city.
In addition to this Eugene M. Daly, manager of the New, created even more mterest
by several window displays of old prnits of
Baltimore.
He got these from the City
windows
Library and had them displayed
Each picture was
in the shopping district.
See
labeled "When Baltimore Was Young.
Not even the name
'Little Old New York.' "

m

and operator of

thirty houses throughout
York, Pennsylvania, some in Kansas
and one in Minneapolis..
Then he entered distribution and from
this he associated himself with R. C. Pic-

New

tures

and went

London

to

England

to

manage

'WIFE OF THE CENTAUR'

BOUGHT BY METRO
Brilliant Production

Striking

Hume

Promised of
Story

METRO

has purchased "Wife of the Centaur," by Cyril Hume, for screen proThe purchase was effected early
duction.
last week from the George H. Uoran ComBy the purpany, publishers of the book.

chase of this novel Metro has acquired what
is considered in many quarters a sensation of
the literary season.
Hume is a young writer

American

literary

world

who

astonished the
with a novel that

TRUE STARTS INQUIRY AS TO
T. O. D. C. PLAY DATES

HODKINSON (CANADA) SECURES
ADDED PRODUCT

Coincident with the announcement from
the Theatre Owners' Distributing Corpora-

(Canada), through
Harry Kaufman of
Premier Films, has secured three years'

Still

tion

that

through

organization's
Anderson Pictures
the

first

release

Corporation
time for early January

would be ready in
it became known in film circles
yesterday that President William A. True
of the T. O. D. C. has begun an aggressive campaign to insure to his organization the full measure of co-operation from
play-dates,

the time of the
formation of this independent corporation.
The first step in Mr. True's plans calls
theatre
entire
for the covering
of
the
owners' field with an inquiry, designed to
ascertain not only how many play-dates
have been set aside for T. O. D. C. product, but just when these dates fall.
exhibitors

anticipated

at

The W. W. Hodkinson Corporation,

Ltd.

distribution rights in the Dominion of Canada, for the following productions:
"Bright Lights of Broadway," "Marriage
Alorals," "Passionate Friends," from the
novel of the same name by H. G. Wells;
"The Spider and the Rose," starring Gaston Glass and Alice Lake; "Don't Marry
for Money," starring House Peters; "East
Side, West Side," "Temporary Marriage,"
starring Mrs. Harold Lloyd; "The World's
an
Elinor
Glyn story, and
Stage,"
a
"Flesh and Blood," starring Lon Chaney.

RALPH
Managing

Director

J.

SOME

England.

First

Natonal

to

Seek

time

during

December

Ralph

Block, former New York dramatic critic,
and more recently supervisor of productions
for Famous Players-Lasky, will leave for
New York to negotiate with theatrical producers for the screen rights to a number of
current stage successes, which he plans to picturize and direct for next season.

Block has spent more than a year with Famous, during which period he adapted many
His most
popular stories, books and plays.
recent adaptation

was "The Stranger," filmed

under the direction of Joseph Hennaberry with
Betty Compson, Tully Marshall, Richard Dix,
Lewis Stone and others in the cast. He also
picturized "First and the Last," the first John
Galsworthy short story to reach the screen.

Prior to his association with Famous PlayBlock was in turn director of publicity
and editorial director for Goldwyn Pictures
Corporation. In addition to being an author
and screen writer, he has the distinction of
being the first man to induce Bernard Shaw,
the famous European novelist and playwright,
to allow his plays to be produced in America.
ers,

PUGH STICKS TO JOB, DECLINES
COMMONS NOMINATION
Ralph J. Pugh, Associated First National's
general manager in the United Kingdom, recently rejected a nomination by the Lloyd
George wing of the Liberal Party to stand
for election to Parliament as a representative
of one of the Home Counties, in the recent
appeal to the country.

Mr. Pugh

is

a prominent figure in British

social circles and has spent much of his time
working in the interest of English charitable
His general popularity, it was
institutions.
thought, would be sufficient to assure his
election.

At the close of the world war Mr. Pugh
entered into the film industry as manager
of the David P. Howells exchange in London,
which position he left to accept the general
management of the First National main office
in the English capital.
It

was

job that
honor.

his desire to follow through on this
induced him to decline the great

ERNEST SHIPMAN SEEKS STUDIO
SITE IN FLORIDA

PUGH,

Associated

Coming East

Screen Rights to Plays

office.

Mr. Mullin's new associates expect large
results from his combination of personality
and experience.

further publicity was given by an imusual visit the stork paid to a Baltimore family, leaving quadruplets, three girls and one
boy. One of the girls was named for Marion
Davies, who sent the baby |50 to open a bank
account.

The ushers at the New were attired in oldfashioned costumes, such as those worn by
the characters appearing in "Little Old New
York." One also was dressed as Marion Davies.

MAKE PICTURES
Script Authority

the

not only is unique and original in theme and
treatment but which displayed great brilliancy
and a gift for striking satire. This, his first
book, sprang into instant popularity and,
though it is now but a few months after its
first publication, is already in its fifth printing with enough orders accumulating, according to its publishers, to warrant many more
in the immediate future.
Metro is planning to give "Wife of the
Centaur" a production as brilliant as the
While no announcements can be made
story.
at the present time it is safe to assume that
"Wife of the Centaur" when completed and
released many months hence, will prove to
be a foremost screen production.

of the theatre was used. Some of the prints
were more than 100 years old and were especially suited for creating interest.

RALPH BLOCK PLANS TO

The Times-Union of Jacksonville in its
of Sunday, December 2, carried a

in

issue

describing the

investiga-

"We have studied needs carefully, based
upon existing conditions among exhibitors
in every section of the country," said Mr.

two-column

True, "and that we shall be able to offer
'.hem the grade of product urgently dean equitable rental goes
sired and
at
It was for this purpose
without saying.
that
our distributing corporation was
formed."

tablishing a studio in that state.
For two days the producer was a guest
of the Chamber of Commerce of Jacksonville, and at the conclusion he left for a
trip down the east coast, where he will be
the guest of local Chambers of Commerce.

MULLIN NEW GRAND-ASHER

Mr. Shipman as yet is undecided as to
where to locate his studio, but is reported
to be all set on Jacksonville as a site for

J.

M.

SALES

MANAGER

article

being made in Florida by Ernest
Shipman regarding the possibilities of estions

now

southern headquarters.

M. Mullin, recently arrived from London, where he was the manager of the
J.

Pictures
Corporation, has been
C.
chosen by Samuel V. Grand, president of

R.

the Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation,
to head his sales force.

Mr. Mullin has for twenty years been inconnected with practically every
branch of the motion picture industry.
Starting twenty years ago with the ownership of a small motion picture theatre, his

timately

l)usiness increased until he

was

the

owner

YOUNG BERMAN
Pan Berman. son

of

JOINS STUDIO
Harry M. Berman,

F. B. O. general manager of exchanges, began his career on the Robertson-Cole lot
recently as record clerk in the production
office.

Last week he was appointed script man
work with Mai St. Clair, who will soon
begin to film a new series of H. C. Witwer two-reel comedies.
to

December
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A SMALL TOWN MOVIE
Part 9

Stopping the Leaks
By George

FT

Rice

the owner of a
If
picture house to stop leaks.
he dec-des to economize by reducing the
cost of his picture service, he will find
that there will be a corresponding loss of
is

very

difficult

for

moving

patronage.

He may

decrease the wages of his operand his ushers,
only to find that the service will not be
so efficient as formerly.
ating

staff, his ticket seller

By cutting down the electric light bill
a few dollars a month, eliminating some
of the lobby illumination and reducing the
current for the projecting machines, the
result will be a gloomy entrance to the
theatre, and a decrease in the brilliancy of
the picture.
All of which will act in a detrimental
to the business of the theatre.

At

the extreme right is Goldwyn's leading player
engaged at his daily workout.

Howe
little

how

SALESMEN TO TALK TAX
ELIMINATION
First National Force to

Bring Issue

to Exhibitors Attention

ASSOCIATED
tures,

Inc.,

First

iias

National

announced

its

Picwill-

ingness to co-operate in the plan suggested by William Brandt, of the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce, to
assist in the effort to remove the trou-

blesome admission tax from the shoulders of the industry.
E. A. Eschmann, general manager of
distribution of First National, has instructed his sales force to drive home
to exhibitors the importance of taking
an active part in the fight.
The use of salesmen as a propaganda
medium to exhibitors was suggested recently by Mr. Brandt and was indorsed
by H. M. Richey.
First National is blazing the trail
which other distributing organizations
are likely to follow for the benefit of
the entire industry.
Editorial writers
of the trade press have long been decrying the lack of interest on the part
of exhibitors in general in the admission tax repeal.
They urge that every exhibitor in the
country place himself in touch with his
Congressional representatives, either by
letter or personally, and emphasize the
importance of the repeal to the industry.
First National salesmen, according to
Air. Eschmann's plan, will re-echo this
editorial plea to exhibitors on every
possible occasion.

"Inasmuch as salesmen are meeting
exhibitors every day," stated Mr. Eschmann, "it seems logical that they should
supplement the campaign of the trade
press to stir each and every theatre

owner

to action.

are the medium through which
such propaganda, emanating from the
heart of the industry, may reach the
farthermost members.
"First National salesmen are fully acquainted with the importance of the tax
repeal question. They understand clearlly the odious feature of the 'ten per
cent, on every dollar or fraction thereof which threatens to retard the growth

They

of the

motion

picture.

PHILADELPHIA JACK O'BRIEN

way

EDMUND LOWE

Edmund Lowe for his leading part in
"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak ModeL"

Training

and

were aware that numerous
swamp any ship, no matter

I

leaks will
well it is

managed

in other respects.

We

could not, of course, reduce our rent
or light bills, nor could we decrease the
wages of any employees.

EXHIBITORS MUST SHOW
VARIED PROGRAMS
Head Gives Advice
For Increasing Business
By Joe Brandt

C. B. C. Sales

We

decided, therefore, to reduce our
newspaper advertising space. In this way
we saved about thirty per cent on our
advertising bill, but it was not long before
we directed that the former full space be
used.

''PHE

annual period of holiday resois at hand.
Ihe open season for producer statements is about closed, and if the induslutions

We had observed a falling off in attendance that we could not attribute to any
other cause. Our conclusion was that the
people had noticed the change, and concluded that with the curtailment of advertising there might be a similar change in
the type of pictures.

the New Year right,
face the facts.
The box office receipts are, after all,
the acid test, and the present figures
indicate that there must be many radical
try

We

date.

Another

loss resulted

from sending boys

out with dodgers. I followed some of the
boys one afternoon, and caught two of
them dumping great wads of the dodgers
into ash cans and alleys, instead of giving
them out one at a time to persons or at
then decided
the doors of the house.

We

to

abandon

this

form

A

of advertising.

We did find a way to economize on heat.
We found that we wasted fuel in our heating plants of both theatres, when we had
heavy fires going to run the thermometers
up on a cool day, only to be obUged to
open doors and windows when the audi-

pen to strike their fancy.
I have had this brought so forcibly

ence caraeMn.

to

We

figured that our janitors wasted several dollars worth of fuel each day by this

I

my
am

attention in so many cities that
sure that my reasoning is found-

ed on

fact.

up to the exhibitor to quit squawking about his box office receipts when
he has long pictures, and to refuse to
run any picture that is of such length
as will prohibit him from including a
sufficient number of diversified subjects
to make up a real evening's entertainIt is

method.
next examined the ashes which were
removed, and found pieces of coal which
had not been touched by the fire.
I

I

start

man must

changes.
It is a known fact that the vaudeville
houses are doing the biggest business
they have ever done, and the investigation of the reason for this proves that
It
is. the diversity of program that
is
responsible for the regular attendance
at these houses.
I contend that the exhibitor is the
only man who can bring about a change
in the style of entertainment being offered to the public, and if he will resolve to bring about a change in the
producing field, the public will come
back to the picture theatres.
survey of theatres throughout the
country shows the public does not care
for one style of entertainment but wants
variety^a comedy, news reel, novelty or
other short subject that will interest
them if the long feature does not hap-

next turned our attention to the
mailing list, and found that we had been
sending our advertising folders to people
who were dead or had moved away. A
saving was effected by bringing this list

up to

to

IS

every

showed the janitor
it was due

this

unburned

coal,

to the warped ccnI had the bars
dition of the grate bars.
'
straightened.

and he said

ment.

My

We

then had the heating plant in each
theatre inspected and necessary repairs
made, with the result that a saving of about
twenty per cent in fuel bills was made.
(To be continued)

.

suggestion is for every exhibitor
to resolve for 1924 that he will run his
theatre on a diversified program basis

and include as many subjects as he can
to please the mass taste.
Let every exresolve for 1924 to bring the
producers back to the senses in this
vital matter of over-long features.
hibitor
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The Second Edition

of Pathe's

Chronicles of America

Action and Atmosphere Abound in Pathe's 'Jamestown'
Second of "Chronicles of America

" Series Realistic

and Romantic.

;

December

22,
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The
NEW

M.

P. T. O. A. IS

Exhibitors'

FORMED

AT

a meeting in the Green Room of the
Portage Hotel, The Akron Ohio Motion
Picture Theatre Owner's Association was
formed.
Officers were elected and a constitution, approved by the entire membership,
was adopted.

The

principal objects of the organization are,
standard and quality of motion
pictures, to promote cordial and friendly relations among the exhibitors of motion pictures
in Akron and vicinity.
To correct existing
evils that tend to retard the growth and development of the motion picture industry.
Any exhibitor of motion pictures in Akron
and vicinity are eligible for membership.
The officers elected at this meeting to
serve for the first year are Ike Friedman of
the Akron Theatre Co., president, Charles
Menches of the Liberty Theatre, vice-president
F. C. Buben of the Palace treasurer
A. Plones of the Botzum Theatres Co., secretary ;
L.
Callinan, assistant secretary.
J.
Clint Cline, Allen T. Simmons, James P.
Dunlevy and C. N. Belden were elected trustees.
Clint Cline is chairman of the legislative committee, Allen Simmons, chairman of
the publicity committee, James J. Dunlevy
chairman of the entertainment committee and
C. N. Belden chairman of the welfare committee.
to elevate' the

Round Table

Modification of contract practices to establish equitable methods of business, elimination of bad prints, block selling practices
and modification of other rules, including the
pla) date and advance deposits, were advocated in resolutions adopted.
Colonel H. A. Cole of Marshall, president,
announced that a budget of $15,000 for expansion of the organization's activities, was

provided for.

Controversy Over Griffith Film
Charles B. Griffith, attorney general of
Kansas, appeared before the censor board in
Kansas City, Kans., Thursday and asked the

;

Banquet

for

The

entire sales staff, assistant managers
ers of the local exchanges.

and book-

Children Guests at Opening
The Madison, newest motion picture house
Madisonville,

in

a

suburb

opened on December 4.
pletely modern with a

Unique

of Cincinnati,
The theatre is comseating capacity of

lighting is a feature.
All of the children of the public schools
in the suburb were the guests of the management on the afternoon of December 5,
with Jackie Coogan in "Circus Days" as the
800.

indirect

screen attraction.

For Promotion of Better Films

A movement has recently been inaugurated
by the Lion's Club at Miami, Okla., to promote the showing of a better variety of motion pictures and to induce local theatres to
show educational

films.

Fight Against Copyright

An

appropriation of |500 was voted by the
Texas Motion Picture Theatre Owners' Association in their annual convention held at
Dallas, Texas, to aid in a legal fight in
Kansas against the copyright music tax levied
on theatres using copyright music.
general business office will be established
in Daflas with a full time business manager
to handle the affairs of the association.
"Padded" films, described as those drawn
by the producers to an extended length unwarranted by any practical or artistic consideration, were strongly condemned.

A

CCORDING

to all reports, the question of
censorship in New York state will again
come before the legislature. At the present time
efforts are being made to enlist the support
of assemblymen in all parts of the state, the
matter being presented by exhibitors from the
territories represented by the assemblymen.
It is said that Governor Smith will again
come out against censorship in his annual
message to the Legislature, which he will
personally read when the sessfon convenes
It will
on the day following New Years.
be remembered that Governor Smith came
out in a strong statement a year ago asking
for the repeal of the present law, but his
efforts were balked by the Republican assembly.
Senator James J. Walker will again lead
the fight against censorship in the upper house,
while Maurice Bloch of New York City,
who will become the Minority Leader in the
Assembly, will probably be called upon to
But behandle matters in the lower house.
fore this happens, however, every effort is
to be made to handle the censorship situation
and its possible repeal along non-partisan
lines.
It is said that there are many Republican members of the Assembly who are
against censorship, and would so vote if they
were not whipped into line.
•

Farewell Banquet for Harris
Frank Harris, a former president of the St.
Louis Film Board of Trade, was tendered a

Film Board

Indianapolis Film Board of Trade arranged a Get Together Meeting and Banquet
at the Severin Hotel on December 14th.
C. C. Petti john. General Council of the
Film Boards of Trade was the speaker of the
evening.
Among the guests were L. Ert
Slack and George Rinier, attorneys for the
local board.
Delegations from other Film Boards headed
by W. A. Kaiser, President of the Cincinnati Board, E. Silverman, President of the
Chicago Board, Frank Harris, President of
the St. Louis Board, and Lee Goldberg of
Louisville, Ky., also attended, besides the

OLD CENSORSHIP FIGHT ON
A

farewell banquet by member's of the organat the Elks Club.
He resigned recently because his future
duties with Pathe will take him away from
But before reporting to the New
St. Louis.
York office he had a bang-up vacation in
Chicago the first in five years.
President Harris' administration of the affairs of the St. Louis Film Board of Trade
was probably the most successful in the history of the organization and its predecessor.
Certainly during his regime many forward
steps were taken towards bringing about a
better understanding between the exhibitors
and the distributors in the St. Louis district,
and as a result the industry in that respect
is
in better shape in the Mound City and
vicinity than for many years past.

ization

—

L.

R.

GREENFIELD

Who

finds enough to do managing Kahn and Greenfield Circuit, operating the New Mission, Progress,
New Fillmore, Realart and New Santa Cruz theatres
Also the New Princess in Honolulu.
in California.

and rejection of "The Birth of a Naalready passed by the Board.
Governor Davis, after viewing the film, announced
he could see no reason for it being prohibited.
"I make an appeal as a citizen, as a father
and as a chief law enforcer of the state,''
"The showGriffith told the censor board.
ing of the film in my opinion, endangers the
existing peace of the state by stirring up race
prejudice and opening up old wounds."
The censor board, appointed by the governor, announced that it had viewed the picture as any picture would have been viewed.
recall
tion,"

The

history of the carpet baggers is in our
taught in our public schools why
deny it on the screen, contends the censor
board.
Many Kansas exhibitors have said they
would not show the picture. The present activity of the Klu Klux Klan in western states
apparently is the root of objection to the
showing of the picture.
history,

—

'United Artists excnange controls this territory for "The Birth of a Nation" and F. B.
McCracken has no doubt but that he will
book the picture in several cities.

Successor to

Brown Assigned

Siegelbaum, former manager of
the Capitol Theatre, St. Paul, has been named
manager of the Strand and New Garrick
theatres, Minneapolis.
Stanley

De Luxe Theatre

for

West

Coas'^

Through Michael Gore, President ot thfWest Coast Theatres, Inc., it was learneo
a realty deal has been closed for the
construction of a theatre and eight-story office building on Ocean boulevard, Long Beach,

that

Calif._
It is said to be the biggest theatrical and
realty deal in Pacific Coast exhibition circles,
involving over $4,000,000 and the new theatre
will have a frontage of 150 feet in one of the
most important business centers of Long

Beach.

The theatre is to have a three-thousand
seating capacity and Harry C. Arthur, general
manager of West Coast Theatres, declares it
will compare favorably with the biggest and
finest institutions in the country.

To

Establish Closer Contact

Sioux Falls, Mitchell and Aberdeen were
chosen For the recent Northwest Exhibitor
Unit Meetings, held recently.
To estabfish closer contact with exhibitors
of the state, in the organization's efforts to
secure the repeal of the admission tax, and to
acciuaint them with the work of the association, these regional meetings were decided
upon by President W. A. Steffes.
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ROUND ABOUT THE STUDIOS
SCHULBERG WOULD AVOID
CHANCE INVESTMENTS

BIGGEST

PRODUCTION
-t

and the actors spent three

We

stage, the actors were not
they spoke very few lines.

in

costume and

"They went through the sequences outlined
for the motion picture production and what
we saw was a complete rehearsal of the motion picture, not a production of the play.

When
tion to

it

was

fill

by using our imaginathe sets, the costumes and the

finished,

in

props we knew just what we would get out
of 'The First Year.' So satisfactory was the
result that we decided to buy the motion
picture rights to the play. The try-out cost us
about four hundred dollars and for that comparatively small amount we learned to our
complete satisfaction that we would be safe
in investing $100,000."

"No two

alike"

is

what

been

completed

by

week.

this

The production

is a picturization of Lewis
Allen Browne's famous magazine story "Circumstances Alter Divorce Cases," and was
adapted for the screen by Jack Strumwas-

ser.
Edward J. Le Saint, who directed many
other C. B. C. successes, directed "Innocence"

also.

The

story

be especially timely
working out of its
theme a strong plea against conviction on circumstantial evidence a woman's honor and
future happiness being involved.
It is said
to have aroused much enthusiasm at a special showing on the Coast to which were
invited many well known lawyers and several
in that

it

is

said

embodies

to

in the

—

We

director

has

Harry Cohn, producer for

C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation, of that company's newest
feature "Innocence" in which Anna Q. Nilsson heads an all-star cast, it is announced

We

"The

NOW COMPLETE

IS

T)

days rehearsing the picture, following out the
treatment, and then the producing force
watched a performance.
used a bare

PICTURE

Jack Cohn Puts O. K. on Film and
Brings Print East

Deplores Snap Judgments in
Buying Novels
P. SCHULBERG, producer of Preferred Pictures, has a plan which eHminates the element of chance in buying popular
novels and plays which after they become the
property of a film company, often prove to
have little or no screen value.
"It is a known fact,' says Mr. Schulberg,
"that there is one producing company that
has in its safe nearly $100,000 worth of stories
that are not worth producing.
I'm not giving advice to other producers but I do think
that there is no excuse for buying stories
that can'fr be filmed.
I have known producers
who bought stories just because the title
sounded attractive. Others have closed deals
without reading the stories, making the purchase because the book or play was popular
and could be sold easily.
"Preferred Pictures tries out every story
before it is bought.
have no copyright
on the idea but I believe we are the only
ones who use it.
"For instance, before we paid |100,000 for
'The First Year' we knew just what we were
getting.
secured twenty-five copies of
the play and I think everyone around the studio read it.
Then three scenario writers
prepared a treatment. This we turned over to
a director and to five actors, all of whom
had read the play.

C. B. C.

RUSSELL SIMPSON,
who

completed an important role with Colleen
"The Swamp Angel," a First National
attraction.
Mr. Simpson's first important work for
the screen was in "The Barrier."
In the interveoiing
years he has contributed many excellent roles.
has

Moore

in

NIGHT SCHOOL FOR FILM STUDY
A night school for ambitious young men
anxious to gain a foothold in motion picturedom, where a comprehensive study of
film technique could be studied, is being sponsored by Ralph Block, recent supervisor of
production for Famous Players-Lasky.
Block is urging all his screen friends to
join him in enlisting the co-operation of all the
big producing units in Hollywood. Commenting on the idea. Block said
"Banks have
schools, the steel industry has schools for
its workers
in fact many other industries
all
but the moving picture industry have
schools in which to train and encourage the
newcomers to the field.
To keep the industry with a constant infusion of new blood,
the greatest blessing would be a school where
candidates, would learn the entire workings
of a studio."
;

—

—

prominent judges.
So much is expected of this newest C. B. C.
production, which follows "The Marriage
Market" in order of release, that Jack Cohn
made a special trip to the Coast to attend the
screening there and get
the audience reaction to the picture before he
himself brought the prints East for the final
"title dressing" and release.
It is said that
such glowing pre-release reports have come
through on the picture that C. B. C. was the
recipient of several requests from distributors
not on the C. B. C. franchise lists to take
"Innocence" ofif its program schedule and
handle it as a special. This, however, C. B. C.
refused to do, and it will go through that
organization to franchise holders in the regufinal public invitation

way.

lar

Harry Cohn expresses
is

his opinion that it
the biggest C. B. C. production yet made.

Earl Foxe, Wilfred Lucas, Marion Harlan,
Freeman Wood, Kate Lester, William Scott,
Jessie Arnold, and Vera Lewis are in the cast

which supports Anna Q. Nilsson.
Miss Nilsson plays the role of a young wife
who is convicted by her husband, on circumstantial evidence, of being untrue to him. This
role

of¥ers

the

star

many

opportunities

in

which her talents are excellently expressed.

In C. B. C.'s "The Marriage Market," Pauline Garon sets a real pace in
the huckster used to yell at the corner, in selling his wares.
versatility.
And you'll notice that in the course of portrayals here, there are no two gowns alike. Lucky girl.
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VITAGRAPH 'RED ROSES'
NEAR COMPLETION

GOLDWYN PLANS THREE

Director Will Begin on Cast for

Hughes' 'True Steel' Is First
on New Schedule

NEW PRODUCTIONS

'Borrowed Husbands'

DAVID SMITH
tion

dios

is

"Red Roses"
Vitagraph,

of

\Y7"ITH

the
announcement that Rupert
Hughes, author-director, had completed
the continuity on his next picture-story, and
would begin work upon it as soon as his cast

completing his producat the Hollywood Stuand will begin casting

"Borrowed Husbands," the MHdred K. BarProducer Smith has conbour story soon.
tributed three of the Vitagraph specials which
have been shown on Broadway including "The
Man from Brodney's," which opens at the

is

.said

moment

of dilly dallying.
All in all 'The Man from Brodney's' is clean,
wholesome entertainment, full of heart interest values and spectacular adventure."
Mary Kelly in the Moving Picture World
isn't

a

wrote
has color and action without stint in
There are
addition to a cast of favorites.
some tremendous scenes showing the storming
of a castle which serve as a big melodramatic
Altogether the picture is done in a
climax.
and deeply imstyle
lavish ceremonious
"It

pressive."

Laurence Reid

in the

Motion Picture News

said concerning direction

"Made it vibrate with action. Stages an
Handles players in compeexciting climax.
tent fashion."
J. Ray .Murray of the Exhibitors Herald
"The story moves along smoothly and rap:

idly."

FILM STAR AND BUSINESS EXECUTIVE
Miss Dorothy Chappell, President of the Roamax
Film Co., Inc., has just completed, "Who's Cheating?" in which she appears in a principal role. The
picture will be released by Lee-Bradford.

TRUART ORGANIZES SCENARIO
DEPARTMENT IN THE WEST
With

the increased production activities of

Truart Film Corporation at the west coast,
where five units will be at work by the end
of December, comes the announcement of the
organization of a scenario department under
the supervision of Al Cohn, as scenario editor.
Mr. Cohn has been associated for the past
year with the Mae Murray productions being
produced by Tiffany. He is now placed in full
charge of all Truart and Tiffany units at the
coast and is busily engaged organizing his
department.

BARKER COMPLETES CAST FOR
'CAPE COD FOLKS'

Garrett Elsden Fort, well-known scenarist
and short story writer, has been engaged as
special writer and will be assigned the editorial work of several of the units under Mr.
Mr. Fort is responsible
Cohn's supervision.

Reginald Barker has completed the important task of casting the characters for "Cape
Cod Folks," his next picture for Louis B.
Mayer presentation through Metro. As the
people in this Old New England classic are
so distinctive both in type and in their customs and mannerisms, the selection of their

ready produced and also has the distinction
of having two one-act plays produced at the
Writers during the last year, "Trvst" and
"Moonlight."

portrayers required much greater care than
is usually the case with the assembling of a
picture's

cast.

stern

and crabid, and Joseph

Dowling, always for peace, will be seen as

two old duffers who quarrel continually but
are the best of pals even under the smoke
of battle.

Renee Adoree, who attracted so much atin "The Eternal Struggle," Robert
Frazer, Barbara Bedford and Edward Phillips
tention
will

supply

for the scripts of

a

number of

pictures

Y OU'D
had

the

weave most of the

romance,
as
well
as
plot, while the comedy

will be supplied by Joan Standing, Vic Potel
and Billy Eugene.
Percy Hilburn will be in charge of the
photography and Harry Schenck will serve
as business manager of the production unit.
Taking the strength of cast, distinction of
direction and efficient management as a basis
of judgment, "Cape Cod Folks" should result in a commendable performance.

LET NOT

MAN PUT
ASUNDER

that

al-

tinuity

is

finished.

Two

companies are now working for Goldwyn, one headed by Alan Crosland, filming
Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks," the others under the direction of Emmett Flynn, making,
"Nellie, the Beautiful Cloak Model."
Still a third Goldwyn unit is to begin production in -the near future, when June Mathis
and Charles Brabin begin production on "Ben
Hur," the immortal Lew Wallace story which
he will make in Italy. The director is now

Italy with his technical staff, and Miss
Mathis will leave soon.
Erich
Von Stroheim's "Greed," from
in

Frank Norris'

novel, "McTeague," is being
Victor Seastrom's "Name the
Man !" from Sir Hall Caine's novel, "The
Master of
Man," King Vidor's "Wild
Oranges" from Joseph Hergesheimer's novel,
and Rupert Hughes' "Reno" are completed
and awaiting release.
titled,

while

VAUGHN JOINS ROBERTSON-COLE
Alberta Vaughn, erstwhile leading lady in
Alack Sennett comedies, this week signed a
long contract to be featured in RobertsonCole pictures.

She will first be seen in a series of two-reel
productions, taken from H. C. Witwer's popular short stories now running in a national
magazine. These pictures are to succeed the
"Fighting Blood"

series.

think that Indians would be real artists in making up, but this Navajo group decided they
lots to learn from Bebe Daniels. Strange to say, despite the traditional association of Indians
with face paint, when these warriors first saw grease paint in their initial appearances in the screening
of Paramount's "He-itage of the Desert,
they thought the stuff was something to eat, and proceeded
to gorge themselves accordingly.
Then Bebe Daniels turned teacher.
"

Frank Keenan,

Lehr, vice-president of

written and adapted by himself, to be called
"True Steel" according to the announcement.
He is now considering players for the production. Hughes recently completed the editing
of his last picture, to be released in the near
future under the title, "Reno." It is a study
of the divorce problems in America, produced
on an elaborate scale with an all-star cast.
Victor Seastrom, Swedish director who recently made his first picture in America for
Goldwyn, also is preparing a story for the
screen, and will begin work as soon as the con-

Brodney's" Film Daily said
"Director Smith has supplied the McCutcheon novel with a thoroughly painstaking and exciting picturization. He hasn't been
sparing in injecting realism and thrills. The
picture offers genuinely good entertainment."
Michael L. Simmons of the Exhibitors

"There

Abraham

Goldwyn Company spiked rumors

his studio would join the general shut-down.
Hughes will film an original screen story

Critics are
Rialto Theatre on December. 16.
praising David Smith's work enthusiastically
and this Vitagraph director has arrived at the
head of his profession with a rush. In commenting on the direction of "The Man from

Trade Review
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UP AND DOWN MAIN STREET
Plan Heavy Feature Schedule
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Announces
special
EIGHTEENforbigrelease

nounced
few months

features are anwithin the next

by the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Distributing Corporation.
Most of
these productions are completed on others the
work is now well under way. This is the
biggest announcement which has emanated
from Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan since the amalgamation of the distribution of Goldwyn,
Cosmopolitan and Distinctive pictures made
last year.
Each of these eighteen pictures has been
made with every consideration for its appeal
Directors who
to the picture-going public.
stand at the head of their profession, and
casts which are unexcelled in the ability of
the individual players, have been called upon
in every instance. They are box-office pictures
which have pulling power out of the ordinary.
"Little Old New York," Cosmopolitan's
latest Marion Davies production, heads the
list.
It is now being released to exhibitors
of the country after its record-breaking run
of three months at the Cosmopolitan Theatre
in New York, followed by two additional
weeks at the Capitol Theatre where every record for attendance and receipts was smashed.
Then followed long runs in San Francisco,
Los Angeles, Chicago, Detroit, Washington
and other towns. In several of these cities
it is still playing, as it is in
London where
it has been packing the Empire for weeks.
On the schedule, too, is Cosmopolitan's
production starring Lionel Barrymore and
;

Seena Owen, "Unseeing Eyes," from Arthur
Stringer's novel of the Canadian wilderness,
Bayard Veiller, noted play"Snowblind."
wright and scenarist, prepared the continuity,
and E. H. Griffith directed. This is a forthright tale of adventure and romance amid the
snows of the Northwoods, with thrills in
conspicuous bit of villainy is
abundance.
contributed through the skillful acting of
Louis Wolheim. Mr. Barrymore has one of
the colorful parts in which he delights and
which he acts to perfection.

A

'Reno' Included in Program
Rupert Hughes' new picture, "Reno" which
he wrote and directed, is one of the early
releases.
This is a dramatic story of the
matrimonial entanglements which result from
our varying divorce laws in different states.
The cast is a brilliant one, including Helene
Chadwick, Lew Cody, George Walsh, Carmel
Myers and others.
Marshall Neilan's dramatic version of
Madeleine Ruthven's Siberian story, "The
Rendezvous," is one of "Mickey's" finest pro-

The

story is altogether foreign in
its action and in nearly all
of its characters, yet it was made entirely
in America.
This was made possible by Mr.
Neilan's fertile imagination and his ability
to absorb "atmosphere."
corps of experts
on Russian architecture, costumes, customs,
etc., was engaged and an entire Siberian village erected. The cast is a notable one with
Conrad Nagel and Lucille Ricksen in the leads.
"Second Youth" is a Distinctive Pictures
production of an Allan Updegraff story in
which Alfred Lunt, Herbert Corthell, Walter
ductions.
its

atmosphere,

A

Jobyna Howland, Lynn Fontanne, and
Palmeri have leading roles.
John
Lynch prepared the continuity and Albert
Parker directed. This is a picture of an unusual sort and easily one of the finest film
comedies of the season.
Catlett,

Mimi

List of

Eighteen Features

Seastrom's

first
!"

in motion picture development.
In the cast
are such names as Conrad Nagel, Mae Busch,
Patsy Ruth Miller, Creighton Hale, Hobart
Bosworth, and others of prominence.
For early release is Cosmopolitan's picturization of Stanley Weyman's colorful story
of adventure and action in ancient France,
"Under the Red Robe," directed by Alan
Crosland, with settings by Joseph Urban, Robert B. Mantel, noted actor of Shakesperean
roles,
appears
Cardinal
Richelieu
as
and
Charles
Thomas and Alma
John
Rubens have leading roles.
Bayard Veiller
made the adaptation.
This is a swashbuckling tale with an appeal to every heart
that harbors a feeling for romance.

Novel

On

List of Features

Goldwyn's King Vidor production, "Wild
Oranges," from Joseph Hergesheimer's novel,
is
one of the outstanding pictures in the
list.
There are but five characters in this
production but they are involved

in

a

story

which for drama and human appeal is unexcelled.
Vidor has made of it a picture in
every way as great and as human as his
"Three Wise Fools." In the cast are Frank
Mayo, Virginia Valli, Ford Sterling, Nigel
De Brullier and Charles A. Post.
Another Cosmopolitan production is "Out
of the Dark," from Jack Boyle's story, "The
Frances
Daughter of Mother McGinn."
Marion made the scenario and she aided
George Hill in directing it. In the cast are
One of the series of six Greek myths produced by
Fi'ms for general distiibution and for
the schools where they will be benefic'al in connection with the study of Greek mythology.
Seminole

make it a big favorite. It is crook drama
new angle.
Distinctiv^'s new George Arliss production,
"The Adopted Father," adapted from a story

to

American production, "Name the Man
a Goldwyn picture
from Sir Hall Caine's novel, "The Master
of Man," is a December release.
This is
declared to be one of the most human and
natural stories which have ever been filmed,
and a production that marks a milestone
Victor

Colleen Moore, Forrest Stanley, Margaret
Seddon and George Cooper. This film version
of the best of the famous "Boston Blackie"
stories has plenty of drama and heart appeal

with a

of Edgar Franklin's by Forrest Halsey and
directed by Harmon Weight, is a comedy in
which the star has a role different from anything else he has done on the screen.
Supporting Mr. Arliss are such prominent players
as Edith Roberts, Taylor Holmes, Ronald Colman, Ivan Simpson, Redfield Clarke and Joseph Donahue. "The Adopted Father" affords
Mr. Arliss a role that he interprets with consummate ease and artistry.

The long-awaited production of "Greed,"
adapted and directed by Erich Von Stroheim
from Frank Norris' novel of San Francisco,
hand the industry a surprise. This picture is declared by those who have seen it
Norris'
to be the most realistic ever filmed.
its
story has not been departed from at all
stark realism, its tense drama, its crude and
acrid comedy have been kept in the film by
will

;

It is a wholly exDirector Von Stroheim.
traordinary production. In the cast are Gibson Gowland, ZaSu Pitts, ^ Cesare Gravina,
Jean Hersholt, Chester Cdnklin and a score

more.
Elinor Glyn's "Three Weeks," directed by
Alan Crosland, with a cast embracing Aileen
Pringle, Conrad Nagel, Stuart Holmes, H.
Reeves-Smith, and others will be screened
early in the new year. No novel in the English language in the past twenty years has
been more widely read. It created a sensation
which its film version is expected to duplicate.

Emmett Flynn Production
Goldwyn's second Emmett Flynn producCloak Model,"
tion, "Nellie, the Beautiful
adapted by Carey Wilson from Owen Davis'
old melodrama, is the centre of much interest.
The play is one of the classics of a type
of stage melodrama which flourished in the
late nineties and early in the present century.
It has been given an extraordinary cast headed
by Claire Windsor, as the cloak model, and
includes Mae Busch, Edmund Lowe, Lew
Cody, Raymond Griffith and Hobart Bosworth.
Then there will be Cosmopolitan's James
Oliver Curwood story of the Canadian wilds,
"The Flaming Forest." It has all of the action which could be desired in one picture
heart interest in abundance, with thrills and
John Lynch pregreat emotional appeal.
pared the scenario.
There is another big Distinctive product, a
picturization of Sir Gilbert Parker's great
novel of Egypt, "The Weavers," directed by
Harmon Weight, with Alfred Lunt and Mimi
Palmeri in the leads. John Lynch made the
"The Weavers" was one of the
adaptation.
most popular of Sir Gilbert's novels and it
has been made into a photodrama of rare
splendor and magnificent climaxes. The thrill

and the drama of the story are calculated to
exert the
see

spell

of

the

exotic

over

all

who

it.

Another Marion Davies picture produced
by Cosmopolitan, "Yolanda," from the novel
by Charles Major, author of "When Knighthood Was in Flower," is eagerly awaited by
It is a picture
exhibitors and public alike.
which is expected to create a sensation that
dwarf that made by "Knighthood."
will
Luther Reed made the adaptation, Robert Vignola directed and Joseph Urban is responsible
for the settings.
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RECORD CROWD GREETS
'COMMANDMENTS'
Egyptian Theatre Audience Calls
for Producer and Cast

SIMULTANEOUS RELEASE
FOR 'BAREFOOT BOY^
All Franchise Holders to

.

DE MILLE'S production, "The
Commandments," had its world
premiere at Grauman's Egyptian Theatre in
Hollywood, the night of December 4. For the
producer, for Jeanie Macpherson who wrote
the story, and for Sid Grauman who had the

CECIL

B.

nn HIS week marks

the simultaneous release in all territories of "The Barefoot
Boy," the all star feature based upon Whittier's poem which C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation is distributing for Mission Film Corporation.

Ten

opportunity of
to

the

public,

presenting the production
occasion was an unpre-

first

the

December
set aside

on which

tion.

the

showing mounted

to

the principals who were present at the
time.
When finally he introduced Mr. De
Mille, it was seven minutes before the ovation subsided sufficiently to allow the producer to speak.
Mr. De Mille told the audience of the efforts of himself and his co-workers to reawaken the world's interest in the greatest
book ever written. He gave eloquent credit
to all departments and individuals connected
with the production for their effort to forge
a chain linking ancient and modern civilization and thereby helping to bring about the
consummation of an all desirable "brotherhood
of man".
Sid Grauman's presentation was effective
throughout, especially the prologue which included living pictures of "Moses on the

of

;

Mount

'

and "The Last Supper."

The musi-

cal score by Hugo Reisenfeld also proved
startling in its effectiveness and appropriate-

ness to the theme and

moods of

the picture.
The newspaper criticisms of the entire parformance were most flattering, while praise
of the production by all was in the form of
superlatives.

17th, the poet's birthday, has been
all

this

for months by C. B. C. whereby special arrangements have been completed to accompany
the release and make this year's celebration
of John Greenleaf Whittier's birthday the
most notable ever.
This is the first time a picture released on
the State Right basis has been held back
in all territories for simultaneous release, and
this, together with the reports that have come
through on the production from pre-release
showings, have aroused much interest among

picture and society notables Los Angeles had
ever known, paid $5.50 per seat. And it left
the theatre generously praising the produc-

deafening proportions at the biblical and
modern climaxes of the picture. The lighter
touches of the first part of the modern story
brought forth many laughs but throughout
the last reel the dropping of a pin might have
been heard, so intense was the silence of the
absorbed audience.
After a very perceptible interval of silence
following the conclusion of the film, there
arose insistent cries for the director and the
members of the cast. Tully Marshall, acting
in behalf of Mr. Grauman, introduced all

by

franchise holders, as the day
production will be released to
exhibitors, and plans have been in readiness

cedented triumph.
The audience w4iich packed the theatre to
its doors, and which included the most brilliant and representative gathering of motion

The applause during

Show

Film on Poet's Birthday

•TOUCH NOT A HAIR OF YON GREY HEAD
the

idea

the

trying to get across in
this scene which is one of the many tense situations
which add interest to the Universal production, "The
Red Warning" starring Jack Hoxie.
Is

rescuer

is

AUDIENCE GIVES 'TIGER ROSE'
WARM RECEPTION
When Warner

Brothers' adaptation of the

Belasco-Mack stage success, "Tiger Rose"
opened Sunday at the Rivoli Theatre in New
York large, eager crowds waited on line for
seats.
This was undoubtedly due to the long
heralding that Warner Brothers have been
giving the performance, the fact that Lenore
Ulrich is the star of the production, and the
strong supporting cast.
But whatever was the chief reason there
were large crowds on hand and among them
were the New York paper critics who were
all enthusiastic about the performance and
were lavish in their praise. Especially was
the work of Miss Ulrich praised by this
band of ultra critical who declared her acting
as fine on the screen as it was on the stage.
From the look of things at the present
moment, the picture is destined for a splendid
success, since it appears to be just the sort
of a story the public enjoys seeing, and is
told in an exceptionally interesting manner,
with very fine scenic effects.

JUST LIKE BABES IN THE

WOODS

Ben Alexander as Spud, the little Gypsie boy and Sliver (Don Marion), his little ha'f brother seem
not to have a friend in the world judging from this picture which is a scene from "Jealous Husbands"
a First National production.

exhibitors.

Billboard displays, window displays, and all
manner of special exhibits to tie-up the poet's
birthday and the motion picture have been

Literary societies, as promised, are
co-operating and special showings of the picture have been planned in many places.
school tie-up has also been put through,
with the co-operation of boards of education
in various localities, and the picture is being
shown,
wherever possible,
in
connection
with assembly exercises.
In other cities
special children's matinees will be given by
exhibitors in the theatres, and it is being
made the central attraction for various Whittier's Birthday programs.
Almost all the franchise holders report
wonderful bookings on "The Barefoot Boy"
which will take place immediately after the
feature's release.
The fine cast, including
Frankie Lee, John Bowers, Sylvia Breamer,
Tully Marshall, Marjorie Daw, and Otis Harlan has helped to raise the demand for the
picture, as well as the fact that it is based
upon a well known poem.
perfected.

A

'THREE DAYS TO LIVE' WILL

APPEAR IN JANUARY
The master print of "Three Days to Live,"
the third picture on the schedule of the Gerson Pictures Corporation of San Francisco,
arrived in New York this week. This means
that the picture will be ready for the states
right market by the early part of January,
and will appear in the various theatres
throughout the country, by the latter part of
January or the early part of February.
"Three Days to Live" affords Ora Carew,
the star, an exceptional opportunity to demonstrate her particular style of dramatic interpretation.
She appears as the daughter of a
wealthy banker whose life is threatened by a
fanatical Hindoo of unlimited wealth.
There is a large element of mystery in the
picture, the
cause of the Hindoo's hatred
not being disclosed until the interest in the
action of the play has reached a point where
the audience is sufficiently baffled to expect
anything.
The picture was made in San Francisco
and most of the operations of the Oriental
In addition to
fanatic are laid in this city.
Miss Carew there are a number of other
well known players.

LET NOT

MAN PUT
ASUNDER

December
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WOODY GETS CONTRACTS
FOR NEW FEATURES

curred thereby, are shown.
Madge Bellamy
uses her woman's prerogative and changes her
mind several times about where she'll plant a
rosebush in her garden.

General Manager Signs Large Territory
for Films

And amusing scenes are those which show
John Bowers, Sheldon Lewis, Edward Burns,
Spottiswoods Aitken and Cesare Gravina,
outside the three mile limit but it isn't what

pETURNING

few

days ago from a
central West J. S.
Woody, general manager of Associated Exhibitors, unloaded a very gratifying batch of
contracts.
Primarily the trip was made to
trip

through

a

the

confer with branch sales managers and renew
acquaintances with exhibitor
friends,
but
while bent on this mission Mr. Woody did
not scorn to accept orders with the result
that a goodly number of first run bookings
have found their way into the Associated
offices.

In Detroit Mr. Woody closed a deal for
an indefinite run of the "Courtship of Miles
Standish" at John Kunsky's Madison Theatre.
This engagement got off to a splendid
start last Sunday according to reports received at the home offices. Mr. Ray himself
was host of the evening at the opening having hurried on to Detroit at the close of the
first week of his run at Washington.
.

The

trail

of the Associated

official's

visit

—

the people expect.

'SLAVE OF DESIRE' PLAYS
CAPITOL THIS WEEK
"Slave

of

Desire,"

the

photoplay

N. Y.

based

Honore Balzac novel, "The Magic
Skin" will be shown at the Capitol Theatre
in New York this week.
The adaptation was
made by Charles Wittaker and was directed
by George Baker. The cast includes George
Walsh, Bessie Love, Carmel Myers and
on the

others.

"The Magic Skin" is ranked one of the best
of Balzac's novels while the author himself
is considered to be among the greatest.
The
story is of Raphael, a Parisian poet who,
living in poverty, craves wealth, luxury, and
love.
About to end his life he is halted by
an anticjuarian who gives him a mag^iC skin
which will enable him to fulfill every desire,

Milwaukee is shown by the booking of
"The Courtship," "The Extra Girl" and
Douglas MacLean in "Going Up" at Asher's

Attraction for Opening

T AST week

^

attraction.

"Going

recently chosen as the
dedication of two new
separated cities.
Mayor
and Mrs. James Rolph, Jr., of San Francisco, were guests of honor at the opening
The
of the Alexandria Theatre in that city.
picture selected by the management as the
most fitting for the occasion was "Going Up."
Representatives of four merchant organizations and improvement clubs of the Park
Presidio districts took part in the ceremonies.

A

In their newest issue of Screen Snapshots,Jack Cohn and Louis Lewyn have tried to in-

corporate in them what they believe is the
very thing the film fans want to see. The reel
leads of¥ with Marion Davies, Holbrook Blinn,
Johnny Dooley and Ralph Graves filming a
picture under the direction of Robert Vignola, in which the romance of the fifteenth
century is again revived.

The

.

famous

French

general,
Goureaud
"powder" under the
guidance of Blanche Sweet and William Russell.
The newest thing in gowns is shown
by Louise Glaum.
Helen Gibson gives her
company a surprise in an old bar room set.
A few things the public doesn't know about
taking wild animal pictures, and the risks infaces

a

new kind

of

the

contract was also closed this week for
engagement of the film in the near future

at

the

Palace

Theatre,

'THE BEE' ON

a

Loew house

in

NEW HOLLYWOOD

THEATRE PROGRAM
The "Secrets of Life" series, made by Louis
H. Tolhurst for Principal Pictures, are microsubjects, but they are apparently not
minute in the measure of success that waits
them. This fact was evidenced in a convincing manner when the new Criterion Theatre
and Loew's State, both in Hollywood, offered
two of the subjects, "The Ant" and "The
Bee" respectively, and they were received with
great enthusiasm by every audience.

scopic

'HOW DO YOU GET THAT WAY'
Registers Hobart Hadley as Ed. Sedgwick hands him
a five dollar ticket for his acting as an extra in
Universal's new production, "The Thrill Chaser."

holiday period, runs in the
houses in Iowa coming later.

READY FOR RELEASE

at the

Washington, D. C.

In Omaha Mr. Woody closed arrangements
for a test run, starting early in January, in
Blank's Rialto Theatre.
The results of this
run will be watched closely for on the outcome will depend the conditions under which
the picture will be sold throughout the Blank

NEW SCREEN SNAPSHOTS ARE

Up" was

attraction at the
theatres in widely

The MacLean picture played at the Pantheon Theatre, Toledo, O., Thanksgiving
week, the run proving a smashing success.
R. J. Steinell has booked "Going Up" as the
Christmas week attraction at the big Capitol
Theatre in Dallas, Tex., and manager Ritzier has booked it for an early run in the
Zigma Theatre, Lima, O.

Louis signed up

booking Mr. Woody also
showing of "The Courtship"
and "The Extra Girl" at the Clemmer Theatre in Spokane, Wash., and "The Extra Girl"
at the Paramount Empress, the Famous Players house in Salt Lake City, and at the Rialto,
Butte, Montana.

St.

tertainment was sold at auction, which scheme
got a good share of publicity.

A

be in the
other Hostettler
Besides these
arranged for the

in

A

for an indefinite run at the
big Pershing Theatre, starting with the close
of "Scaramouche."
This will probably be
just in time for the holiday season.
top
price of $1.10 will prevail and the two a day
performance policy will be adhered to. After
this prelease engagement at the Pershing
"The Courtship" is to make the rounds of all
the Skouras theatres in St. Louis.

will

was "Going Up" Week

Louis, with the Douglas MacLean attraction playing simultaneously at Skouras
Bros'. Grand Central, West End Lyric, and
Capitci Theatres.
In all three houses the
picture showed to capacity business the opening day, and packed houses continued the invariable rule throughout the week.
Reports
to Associated Exhibitors say the audiences
were in almost continuous uproar, and the
newspaper reviewers gave high praise to the

"The Courtship"

circuit in Iowa and Nebraska.
The same arrangements were made with John Hostettler
for the Plaza, Sioux City, where the opening

Theatres Use Film as Fitting

"Going Up" was also the attraction

'

St.

New

formal opening of the new Family Theatre,
special musical program
Batavia, N. Y.
accompanied it and the first^ ticket to the en-

Merrill Theatre.
The run of the Charles
Ray feature will start late in January. That
of "The Extra Girl
will be at about the
same time as the showing of the film in Chicago, while "Going Up" will follow its run.
In Chicago Mr. Woody landed "Going Up"
for the Chicago, Riviera, Tivoli and Central
Park Theatres, beginning late in January and
also arranged for an indefinite run of "The
Extra Girl" at the Orpheum, following the
run of "Rosita."
in

LOUIS HOUSES
PLAYING 'GOING UP'
ST.

.

to

Skouras Brothers

THREE

but which will become smaller with each wish
and will proportionately cut short his life.
With but one wish left before his life is
finally consumed he uses it to ask for the
This
safety of his childhood sweetheart.
is the first unselfish wish he has made and
its utterance frees him from the curse and
brings him lasting happiness.

BROADWAY PREMIERE OF 'THY
NAME IS WOMAN'
A

recent report from Los Angeles seems
indicate that "Thy Name Is Woman,"
Fred Niblo's latest production, will have its
premiere shortly at one of the Broadway
The information comes from the
theatres.
Metro Corporation who is releasing the film.
The name of the theatre which will first
show the film will be announced soon, it is
to

understood.

"Thy Name Is Woman" was originally a
stage play having been produced in New York
with Mary Nash in the leading role. The cast
selected for the screen version includes Barbara La Marr, Ramon Novarro, William V.
Mong, Robert Edson, Edith Roberts and Wallace

MacDonald.

The new Hollywood Theatre, just opened,
featuring "The Bee" in conjunction with
The
the Stellar attraction, "The Mailman."
is

is the second in the insect
being made by the originator of the
The series are different
idea, Louis Tolhurst.
from the usual pedantic and teachy educational, they having been invested with humor, sensational elements, and human interest
designed to appeal to both the learned and the
unschooled.

story of the bee
series

Tolhurst

is

now

at

work on "The

Fly,"

the title to whicli are being written by Walter
Anthony who titled the other subjects.

'YOU CAN'T GET

AWAY WITH

IT'

GETS RELEASE DATE
"You Can't Get Away With It," a soecial
production made from Governeur Morris'
novel of the same name, appears on the Fox
release schedule for the week of December
9.
It is the story of a girl who defied the
conventions and was then condemned by the
world.
Percy Marmont, whose greatest characterization was that of Mark Sabre in "If
ter Comes" has the leading male role
is somewhat similar to that part which
his name famous.

Winwhich

made
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EFORE Hugh

Benton,

played by Huntley Gordon, is made wealthy by a
patented railway safety system, he and his wife (Mary

Alden) are happy with their
two children in a modest
little country home.

WHEN
"

they

move

to

New York, Hugh
and the children are
caught in a mad whirl
of social gayety. Maralone
remains
jorie

home-loving, although
the son, (William Colretains the
lier,
Jr.)
love for his mother,

Hugh

which
Eleanor,

Norma
to

TOURING

a

wild

evening

Hugh

wounds a man. The police
widow deserts him at his time of

TJUGH

becomes fascinated with an
widow, and asks

adventurous

his wife for a divorce.
She is heart
broken, but refuses to grant his
request, because she knows his other
infatuation will pass.

and

played
by
Shearer, seem

have

lost.

accidentally
arrive.

need,

The

and he

realizes her worthlessnessu
Marjorie hurries to aid
him, and after it is found that the man is not
badly hurt, Hugh is glad to go back with her.

TT

It
is a gripping,
fast moving story of modern high life.
^ has beautiful women, snappy scenes, and attractive sets. But
through it all runs a very human story. One that wiU tug at
At the same
It teaches a lesson.
the heart strings of everyone.
time from beginning to end it entertains.

Mi^tro Production is an Intense Drama Dealing With the Modern Problems of
Divorce, Drinking and Jazz

•Pleasure

Mad' Pictures Pulsating Drama of Love and Laughter

December

22,
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
some of

'Maytime'
Preferred Pictures Photoplay.
Based on
Stage Play by Rida Johnson Young. Scenario by Olga PrintsJau.
Director, Gasv-'-'-r.
Length, 7,500 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Van Zandt
Richard Wayne

Ottilie

Ethel Shannon
Harrison Ford
William Norris
Clara Bow

Matthew
Tremaine
Van Zandt
Colonel Van Zandt

Alice

Claude

Wallace MacDonald
Josef Swickard

Mathilda
Ermintrude

Monte

Martha Mattox
Betty Francisco
Robert McKim

Mitchell

Van Zandt

Ottilie

her troth to Richard
Wayne, a young gardener. Her wealthy father separates the loviers.
She is forced to wed a cousin.
Out West Richard makes a fortune and returns.
He marries, but neither he nor OttiHe forget each
other.
Years pass.
A romance develops between
their grandchildren which results in a union of the

By George

prevailing

tone of sadness is occasionally
brightened by timely flashes of comedy relief
and the climax is best described as a quality

happy one.
Even admirers of blood and thunder films
like a change to sympathetic romance now and
then, and "Maytime" furnishes such restful
entertainment.
It is so delicately charming
and tingling with heart interest that its
chances for registering a high box-office score
appear excellent.
Also, the story is a bit
unusual, covering as it does three generations
of characters.

This idea of a love affair in which the
principals remain loyal to past memories, and
which 'finally culminates in the marriage of
their grandchildren, is distinctly unique and
the artistic treatment given it by director
Gasnier and his company of talented players
will be especially appreciated by feminine
patrons, and probably win a popularity vote
among those of the other sex.
a

difficult

matter to maintain the con-

where

a narrative stretches
across such gaps in the years.
But "Maytime" on the whole gets by with flying colors
in this particular.
Whatever breaks there are
do not interfere with the development of the
theme, the spectator making due allowance
for the lapse of time, and the interest holds
to the end.
intact

As the song "Sweetheart," which was no
small factor in the success achieved by the
stage play, became immenseh' popular, it
should prove of great service to the exhibitor
of exploitation purposes.
tie-up with local
music stores should be feasible. Dwell upon
the long run of the footlights attraction and
boost the picture's strong sentimental angle.

A

m

Ethel Shannon's work
the three-ply part
of heroine, elderly lady and grandchild stands
as a leading tribute to that actress's versatility

and dramatic power.

Harrison Ford

scores as Richard Wayne.
William Norris,
as Matthew, the role he portrayed in the
stage production, provides good comed^^ and
the support is thoroughly efficient.

There

is a wealth of beautiful photography
evidence, quite in keeping with the story's
wistful charm. Especially fine are the double

in

exposure
pears

There

many

eff^ects,

where Ethel Shannon ap-

as the little girl and the old lady.
are numerous close-ups of the star,
pretty long shots and clear lighting

prevails.

As
lar

a logical tie-up is suggested by the popusong "Sweetheart" the hit of the stage

production
in

of

the

film,

a

display

window

which copies of the song are shown with

Cowan and

Author, Sada

H logins.

Howard

Director, Robert Z.
Leonard.
Cameraman, Oliver T. Marsh.
Length, 7,300 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Olga Farinova
Zita

Murray

(

Farmova

)

James Morton
Eric

Mrs.

Van
Van

Freeman

Cortlandt
Cortlandt
Levitsky

Mama

Fox

Earle

Wood

Mathilde Brundage

Madame Rosanova

Press Agent
Alexis Kaminoff

Craig

Elmo

Biddle
Lincoln

Olga Farinova, Russian, becomes a famous actress

New

Under pretense of being of noble
York.
weds a young millionaire. Her sister Zita
and is at first disowned by Olga. A message
declaring Zita ill lures O'.ga to the East Side.
She
there by an old suitor seeking revenge,
is trapped
shot, and dies in her husband's embrace.
Zita is
adopted by the millionairie's family.

in

'This Freedom'

birth she
arriv^es

Released

by fox.
Produced in England.
Adapted from A. S. M. Hutchinson's Novel
Directed by Denison
of the Same Name.

Length, 7,000 Feet.

Cliff.

By George

THE CAST

_

It is

A

T. Pardy

'T'HIS Gasnier screen version of Rida Johnson Young's very successful musical comedy looks like a good booking proposition.
While its appeal is solely sentimental, the

'Fashion Row'
Metro Photoplay.

A

plights

families.

tinuity

the most attractive posters will probably result in the revival of the popularity
of the pretty ballad and bring the crowds to
your theatre
feature of the cast of the production
Hollywood
collection
"twelve
is
the
of
beauties" which would be the basis for a
contest in your vicinity for the twelve prettiest girls.
You might even arrange to use
them, after the selection was made, as ushers
in the theatre during the dates of showing.
stunt like this would undoubtedly get the
attention of the daily press and would give
you some splendid free publicity.

Rosalie, at 6
Rosalie, 17 to

Bunte Fosse

Fay Compton

40

Miss Keggs (Keggo;

Husband

Rosalie's

Huggo,

Rosalie's Son at 22
Doda, Rosalie's Daughter at
Benji, Rosahe's

Rev.

"Baby"

Athene Seyler
CHve Brook
John Stuart
20 ....Nancye Kenyon
Albert Brantford
Fewlass Llewellyn

at 17

Harold Aubyn

somely photographed, offers an interesting
story, rich in melodramatic force and swift
action, and presents an array of magnificent

gowns sure
The title

woman,

the feature

leaving

the

children

to

a

Her

governess.

formula backfires and tne fallacy of ner ideas

is

tne

climax.

to please feminine patrons.
is
is

apt to lead one to suppose that
principally remarkable for the

mentioned gown display,
tant factor in

By Eddy Eckels

though

TF

cut to six short reels, "This Freedom"
should be a very fair attraction for the
more intelligent neighborhoods of the larger
cities.
In the smaller towns where they crave
humanism and thrills and adventure and mystery there is little possibility of breaking any

box

office

records.

English theme, English players and English
That very nearly tells the story
direction.
Covering a period from
of why it won't.
childhood to a woman of forty is no easy
Rather
task for the American craftsman.
more difficult for Mr. Clift. It drags down
the interest for at least three reels and never
really picks up.

As the author of "If Winter Comes" you
may throw all your drawing card hopes on
the

name

of

A.

S.

M. Hutchinson.

The

book of "This Freedom" has had a rather
healthy American circulation but it trails in

wake

of "Winter."
Don't promise them too much in the way
It is a picture of not one
of entertainment.
It screens
but several pages torn from life.
more like a biography than a story. Simply
tell them that it is a document of the life
of one woman who believed too much in her
independence.
Fa}' Compton's work as Rosalie is worthy
of special praise, particularly in view of the
fact that her role carries her from the age of
seventeen to forty. Sounds improbable that a
good portrayal could result with that handicap, but Miss Compton accomplishes it with
the touch of an artist.
The picture is easy to sell from the exwoman's freedom is sure
ploitation angle.
to arouse keen interest if you get the cooperation of your newspapers and all woman
Play up the problem
clubs in your locality.
of the children when the mother craves a
business career.
The press material offers several snappy
passages from the Hutchinson novel with
which you can start some heated discussioiTs pro and con the subject of a woman's
independence. Such a line as "With a Great
Sum I Obtained This Freedom" suggests your
the distant

A

ad copy

lead.

stores of course play the most imporAnd don't forget "If
tant and direct tie-up.

Book

Winter" was by the same author.

Pardy

THERE

A woman who had learned as a child that
man's power was too dominating, strikes out in search
of independence.
She rears a family as a busines;
BRIEF:

T.

are several reasons why this picture should prove a valuable box-office
asset for all classes of theatres.
The star
is popular, the film gorgeously mounted, hand-

always an impor-

Mae Murray

vehicles, but, al-

up-to-date

fashions are set forth
lavishly enough, this picture rates a great deal
higher than a production designed for the
parading of milady's wardrobe.

What will pleasantly surprise most of Miss
Murray''s admirers is the opportunity given
their favorite to do some real acting.
Many
of her previous screen contributions have
lacked the note of human sympathy, however
ornate and spectacular they may have been.
"Fashion Row" strikes a deeper chord, is
original in conception and handling, skillfully directed and is a credit to all concerned
in its

making.

At

the start you get the idea that beautiful settings and staging regardless of expenfe are going to dominate the film.
But
very soon the strength of the narrative develops and its grip tightens right up to the
sensational and decidedly unexpected finish.

Mae Murray

plays a double part.
As the
of New York, piquant, dashing, wearing with customary grace clothes
warranted to arouse the envy of all her sex,
she dazzles the eye as she has ever done.
But in the role of sister Zita, the humble
peasant girl, she gives a performance as tender and touching as it is realistic, auite a
departure for the star, unexpected and thoroughly effective. The support is excellent.
Such
The backgrounds are elaborate.
scenes as the Russian garden party and the
peasant dance are staged with a riot of color
and fine technique, there are many impressive
close-ups, and mention should be made of
the clever double exposures obtained by the
camera in situations where the two sisters
appear.
theatrical

idol

Play up the

title in exploiting the film, but
clear that, while the fashion element
there, the picture does not follow the

make
is

it

beaten path of previous Mae Murray productions.
Dwell on the dancing by the star, her
beautiful gowns, the Russian atmosphere, and
above all, don't forget her sterling work in
tlie dual role.
dancing, incidentally, would suggest a
tie-up with the local dancing school to
get across the idea that a brilliant future
may be possible for pupils who are trained
Not to forget the tie-up with
at the school.
the local go\M: shops.

Her

live
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'The Red Warning'
Universal Photoplay. Author, Isadore Bernstein.
Director, Robert North Bradbury.
Cameraman, William Nobles.
Length,
4,795 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Haver

Phillip

Jack Hoxie

Louise Ainslee

Tom

Elinor Field

Fred Kohler

Jeffries

Toby Jones

Frank Rice
Jim Welsh
William Welsh

David Ainslee
George Ainslee
Harry Williams

Ralph Fee McCuUough

David Ainslee, ranchman,
bandit raids,

searches

for

loses his

cattle

mine,

desert

a

through
found

is

wounded and dying by Phil Haver, who brings
news to David's daughter, Louise. Phil gives
girl gold,

which he pretends

the
the

from the mine, gathers

is

vigilante band, captures the cattle thieves, revenj es himself on the man who murdered Ainslee,
and wins the girl.

a

By George

T.

Pardy

W/'HEREVER

Western pictures are eagerly
forward to by the movie fans
"The Red Warning" is bound to go over with
a bang. It is a bully program attraction.
Hard riding, tough fighting, whirlwind aclooked

spectacular thrills,

the neck-risking
stunts known to this sort of film are crowded
into its five reel compass.
It doesn't matter
in the least that the plot hurtles along a
somewhat familiar track, the point is that it
does its hiirtling at express speed and puts
over its many sensational situations with unlimited vigor.
The feature is easily Jack
Hoxie's beat up-to-date.
Good direction, as well as the dashing work
of the star and his associates, is responsible
for the happy results in the way of lively ention,

all

tertainment achieved by this romance of desert,
lost mine, cattle thieves, etc.
By tl.e look
of things, Director Bradbury seemed ro have
all of "the great open spaces" at his command
for the picturizing of hero Ph'l Haver's
adventures, and he made full use of them.
There are no end of stunning backgrounds,
frowning mountains, wide sweep of desert
and plain, all photographed on a truly big
scale, with wonderful long shots and a sunset fadeout at the close which may be a bit
conventional, but is exactly the right and artistic wind-up for this kind of a yarn.

As for the thrill stuff, there is the chase
after the bandits, when the hero storms helterskelter
with
his
vigilante
band through
sagebrush and mountain divide the hand-tohand fighting, when the avengers close upon
their quarry
the combat in the water when
Phil corners the villain, and a host of other
spectacular incidents too numerous to mention.
And, of course, there is love interest,
which turns out O. K. for the principal parties

(Continued)

Captam McTeague, ashore in Southport, finds a
deserted baby boy, with a note and half a dollar bill
pinned to its dress. The note states that tlK mother
hopes some day to identify the baby by means of
the other half of the bill.
McTeague rears the boy.
When he is four years old, the Captain discharges
mate Webber, who seeks revenge by kidnapping the
boy.
A strange woman turns up who proves to be
the missing mother.
Webber is killed and the
iKiy's mother and Captam McTeague are united.

By George
'T'HE human interest

T.

Pardy

element

is the prevailing quality of this picture, which, well directed, photographed and acted, provides six
reels of very satisfactory entertainment.
It
registers as an attraction worthy the attention of all exhibitors, big and little, and likely
to hit the box-office target plumb in the

center.

There

enough sentimental coloring to
of the deserted kiddy and his
subsequent career under the care of a stern
but kind-hearted old master mariner, to touch
the tender feelings of an audience.
That
and nothing more. Most picture yarns with
children as the central figures are inclined
to slop over considerably on the excess sentimental side of things, frequently with wearijust

is

finding

the

some

effect.

Van Dyke knew

Director

exactly

how

far
it
was safe to go in this respect, and the
result of his painstaking labors is a film
that rings true in every detail.
You warm
this instance because
up to the little chap
he seems boylike and natural. You feel the
story's sympathetic touch, thrill to its dramatic punches and laugh heartily when the
one-legged chief and Captain Mack are puzzling over the correct way to handle a baby.
Simple stuff, but convincing, the best kind of

realism

!

Jack Hoxie outdoes all his previous stunts
as a wild horseman in this feature, and acts
throughout with splendid force and natural
ease.
He is well supported. Elinor Field
registering as a very pretty and appealing
heroine, and Western types are convincing.

The

picture can be exploited as a western

melodrama of spectacular punch and startling
action.
Play up its sensational episodes and
stress the fact that the star is a regular daredevil throughout the whole storj'.

will make a hit with the
folks goes witjjout saying and it would
to be a hard-cased male who would

have

to re.'-pond to its

fail

sympathetic

lure.

But

the sympathy angle isn't all. for there's plenty
of stirring situations, such as the gorgeous
scrap where McTeague. with the help of his
dog, whales the stuffing out of the two ruffians who seize the kid. The acting throughout
is top-notch.
Exploit the picture as strong in dramatic
and sentimental values, offering an original
plot, swift action and cast of great strength.
Feature Anna Nilsson, but don't overlook the
other names, each one of which has advertising grip.

'The Dangerous Maid'
Released by
Joseph M. Schenck Photoplay.
First NationaL
From the Novel by Elisabeth Ellis.
Scenario by C. Gardner Sullivan.
Director. Victor Heerman.
Cameraman, Glenn MacWilliams.
Length, 7,337
Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Barbara Winslow
riantain Miles Prothero
Colonel Percy Kirk
S-'r Peter Dare
Corporal Crutch

The Duke of Monmouth's rebellion in England.
Bai-bara Winslow, Monmouth adherent,
1685, fails.
disguises b-rself to lend his pursuers astray.
She
falls into the hands of the Royal troops but later
obtains docun-ents coninromisinE: Tudge Jeffreys and
forces him to sign pardons for all involved.
^

By George

Graf Photoplay.

Released by Metro.
Author, Curtis Benton.
Director, W. S.
Van D\kc. Cameraman, Andre Barlaticr.
Length, 5,700 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
The Stranger
Captain McTeague
Noodles
Papeete Joe

Judge Norton
Half-a-Dollar-Bill

Martin Webber
Irish and Cameo

Anna Q.

Constance Ta'madpe
Conwray Tearle
Morean Wallace
Charles Ger'ard
Marjo-ie Daw
Lou Morrison

Winslow

Cecelie

'Half a Dollar Bill'
.1/0.1-

Nilsson

William T. Carleton
Raymond Hatton
Mitchell Lewis
Alec B. Francis

Frank Darro
George MacQuarrie
Themselves

cesses.

In

localities

where

Constance

Talmadge

reigns as a pronounced favorite "The Dangerous Maid" may bring satisfactory box-office
results.
The exhibitor who books it must
be content to rely on the drawing power of
the leading woman's name.
It has been pointed out previously in these
columns that unless a lengthy costume picture
is strong all the way in suspense and snappy
action, the average showman is apt to find
it so much deadwood on his hands.
The present production is not without its
thrilling moments, but events drag in the
intervals between the exciting phases, and
there appears to be no reason why it should
be stretched out to eight reels.

There is some good sword-play. Barbara's
from prison and her coercing of the
unjust judge to sign the pardons she wants
are among the best situations.
The mountings, costumes, and camera work are impressive
and superb lighting effects are
flight

achieved.

Constance Talmadge gives an excellent performance in the heroine role. There is some
effective

comedy

with

The support

force.

Conway Tearle

relief.

Prothero

Captain

is

gallantry
adequate.
fine

plays

and

'The Whipping Boss'
monogram Photo filay Written by Jack Boyle
and A. W. Coldczvcy. Adapted by Phil J.
Hum. Directed by J. P. McGoimn. Photngraphv bv Walter Griffen.
Settings by
Robert 'Ellis. Length 5800 Feet.

That the feature

women

;

concerned.

values,

m

;

^

is weak in entertainment
when contrasted with her previous suc-

may, the production

CO

far

Pardy

T.

beautiful photograohy
and accuracv of detail are concerned "The
as

settines,

Dangerous Maid" compares

favorably

with

the best of the many costume plavs which
have of late adorned the screen. But it lacks
decisive punch and quick action in its earlier

The

reels move slowly and
the story doesn't begin tn get a hold on the
spectators until the third is reached.

stages.

There

work

is

first

two

no fault

of the star,

dash and vivacity.

found with the
with her usual
But look at it how vou
to

who

be

acts

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Eddie

Jim
Barker (the boss)
Livingston
Dick Forrest
Grace Woodward
S"ike

J.

Phillips

Wade Boteler
P. McGowan

Lloyd Hughes
Barbara Bedford
Billy

Elmer

Andrew Waldron
George Cummings

Timkins
Brady
Jim Fairfax, only son

of a widowed mother, is
beat his way home.
At Woodward the
train is searched and he is arrested.
He is sentenced
to ninety days at a logging camp to which crisoners
are leased and wlure the men are herded like cattle
and free use is made of the whip. Jim is in a dying
condition when his mother arrives.
She gets Dick
Forrest, a young American Legion commander who
abolis trying to have the evil of leasing prison):rs
ished, to help her.
He gains tr.e release, but the
Ijosses, fearing thev will be found out, set the stockade on fire in order to destroy all evidence of the
whipping. Jim is saved and reunited with his mother
and the villains are taken over by the law.

forced

to

By Henrietta Sloane

TV7ITH

a rare opportunity at hand to tell a
story of today, to build a story which
would be historically true and vividly pictured, the producers, by a departure from the
dramatic finish provided by the "Talbert case,"
weakened a fine story for the sake of an
inconsequential happy ending.
Yet they probably chose the surer way.
There need now be no fear that the audiences
will leave the theatre with a bad taste.
But the concession to the public has robbed
the film of its real greatness.
The picture starts off like a whirlwind and
continues on its speedy pace carrying with it
its absorbed audience up
to the concluding
episode. The continuity is excellent, the stor}^
chuck full of suspense and emotion, the acting good, and the photoplay and scenic effects
There is no faking of the scenes
adequate.
in the logging camp with its muck and its

"

hazards, its
dismalness.

unhealthy

They

are

all

atmosphere and its
genuine and convinc-

ing.

Moreover the

film hits a responsive cliord
the praises of the American
Legion (which for dramatic purposes is
brought into the story") and there can be no
doubt of the immediate sympathy and interest
of the public. "The Whipping Boss" is a box

when

it

office

picture.

sings

December

22,

1923
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THOSE

superior beings who have
seen "so-and-so" in the
flesh are few, but a bit of gossip

Thomas
America

will

the

suffice

average movie atten-

dant.

Let an item concerning your particular star for the week but catch the eye
of one of your audience and your
work is done. It will be passed on and
elaborated upon to the fullest extent
with the result that the audience will
be in a more receptive mind to view the

A

which

for

a featured role in William
Call It Love."

B

ALFRED FISCHER

the director.

Josephine Crowell, popular
woman, has been added to the cast

Rex

character
of "FlowBeach story of the Texas

which Richard Walton Tully

is

producing for First National.
Alice Calhoun, due to her efforts in "The
Little Minister," "The Pioneer Trail," and
"The Man From Brodney's" will also star in
"Flowing Gold."
Lew Cody and Edmund Lowe are to be
trained by Max Kaplan (former trainer for
Jack Dempsey) for the fight scenes in "Nellie,
the Beautiful Cloak Model."
LoN Chaney will soon be seen as he really
is,

minus eccentric make-up or physical

He

dis-

featured role in Sam
Wood's Paramount, "The Next Corner."

tortion.

Who

presents

fine

a

rugged seaman

in

characterization

of

a

"The Storm Daughter,"

plays a

versal Jewel production starring Priscilla Dean.

H
portrays "The Virginian," for Preferred is said to be engaged
to Marie Prevost and is dancing with her

Adams Theatre

Detroit.
just finished her

in

BiLLiK Dove will go on a honeymoijn trip
to Florida, with her husband Irvin A\'illat,
when he finishes cutting "The Heritage of
the Desert."
Reginald Denny, star of "The Leather
Pushers," "The Abysmal Brute," and "The
Spice of Life," who was seriously injured
when his car turned over on Sunset Boulevard in Hollywood, is reported to be recovering at a satisfactory rate.

F
Douglas Fairbanks
Thief of Bagdad,"

is

confident that

"The

now

nearing completion,
will show some of his greatest screen work,
dramatically and from an athletic standpoint.
Betty Francisco, who plays the role of
the jazz-crazy chorus girl in B. P. Schulberg's "Maytime," is a native of Little Rock,
Arkansas.
Like Mary Pickford she was a
theatrical kiddie, and later became a Ziegfeld
"Follies" beauty.

Harrison Ford after completing work
"Maytime," returned to New York and
next_ part will be with Marion Davies
"Janice Meredith."

part with Sheehan's "Innocent," at Universal
City, is off for a vacation before commencing a new role.
HoBERT Hill, who has just finished directing "Jack O' Clubs" with Herbert Rawlinson
at Universal City, is working on an original
story of his own.
It is the adaptation of a
magazine story he wrote some years ago.
William S. Hart plans to take a short
vacation as soon as he finishes work in "Singer

Jim McKee,"

his

in

his
in

Pat O'Malley,
Taylor

New

Kenneth Harlan who

at the

second Paramount since his

return.

in

leading

Metro's

for Laurette

week

last

P
Mary

Pickford's picture, "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall," under the direction of
Alarshal Neilan, is making great progress on
the exterior scenes surrounding Haddon Hall,
Francis Powers, author of the famous
Chinese play "The First Born," is another
addition
Gold."

of

the

all-star

cast

"Flowing

of

R
Gaby Ravine, who

scored such a success

French girl in "The Mountebank" last
season on Broadway, has been added to the
cast of Gloria Swanson's latest Paramount
as the

picture,

"The Humming Bird."
S

A

photograph hangs
Hotel, Los An.geles, of

in

Ambassador
AIary KornRoach's "Our

the

little

lady for Hal
dressed in the chic riding habit

leading

man

"Happiness,"

York.

K
MAN,

De

received an invitation to act as Grand Marshall of the annual St. Patrick's parade in

Gang." She is
she wore in "Derby Days," and

is

shown

rid-

ing a prize-winning horse.

D

New York

just finished
Mille's "Don't

O

typical,
a Uni-

Gladys Hulette, who has

C

fields,

January.

NiTA Naldi has returned to
from Hollywood where she has

his role

Bradbury, character actress will
play the role of Mrs. Vertrees in Hobart Henley's "The Turmoil," with Eleanor Boardman and Winter Hall. She played in Chaplin's "The Pilgrim," and in "The Midnight
Alarm," with Percy Marmont.
Mildred Booth is in a Will Rogers comedy Hal Roach is making. Marie Mosquini
is the leading
woman and Perc Pembroke

oil

to

play, "Mon Homme."
Jane Novak has just finished her greatest
photoplay "The Lullaby," an F. B. O. release

of the sea captain in Hunt Stromberg's production "The Fire Patrol."

ing Gold," the

is

French

Frank Bacon has been signed by Preferred

Kitty

"seeing

leave in January for a
vacation in Honolulu. She has just completed
her fourth American picture at the Paramount studio, "Shadows of Paris," directed
by Herbert Brenon and taken from the

the "Uncle Hughey" of "The
and a living double of the late

Bacon won world wide fame.
Spottiswood Aitken has completed

certainly

N
PoLA Negri

Sam Allen,

to play the leading role in "Lightn'n" in

is

first"

of Mr. McCormick.
They were entertained
at luncheon, and in the evening Miss Moore
made a personal appearance at the Metropolitan Theatre.

picture.

Virginian,"

Meighan

on the various locations for
his next vehicle, "Pied Piper Malone," written for the star by Booth Tarkington.
The
entire company is now in Maine.
Colleen Moore and her husband, John Emmett McCormick, en route on a belated honeymoon, stopped off at Atanlta, Ga., home town

actually

Ethel Shannon

has abandoned the hoop
skirts required by her featured role in "j\laytime," for breeches, while "roughing it" on
a vacation with her mother at the San BernSdinos.

Norma Shearer

will support John Gilbert
"The Wolf Man," now nearing completion
at the Fox West Coast Studios.
Others in
the supporting cast are. Alma Francis, Eugene
Pallette and Egar Norton.
Lewis Stone will play a principal male rolt;
with Richard Dix in "The Stranger." Betty
Compson plays the feminine lead and all three
in

L

'

Ralph Lewis

received a wire from the student body of his alma mater. Northwestern
University, stating that his latest feature,
"The Mailman." was shown there and scored
a tremendous hit.
Lupino Lane, England's best known stage
and screen comedian, will arrive in New York
shortly after the first of the year to resume
work for William Fox under a long term
He will make a series of comedies
contract.
at the William Fox studios in Hollywood.
Edmund Lowe, who plays the leading role
in "The Silent Command," has been signed
to a five year contract to star in Fox proHis first picture "The Plunderer"
ductions.
is a Fox special for this year, made from the
novel by Roy Norton.

M
'Tis said that

finishing the leading
role in Paramount's "The Next Corner
and
will start his characterization in "Lilies of the
Field," in which he will co-feature with
is

'

Corinne

Griffith.

W
Coy Watson,

father of Coy Watson, Jr.,
kid, is supervising the wire

famous screen
for Douglas Fairbanks' "The Thief

of Bagdad."

Mak Murray,

petite star of
just released by Metro, will

of the Apocalypse,'

screen.

T
Conway Tearle

effects

"Fashion Row,"
"Circe,"
the
portray
first
story
Ibanez,
(world famous author of "The Four Horse-

men

players will be co-starred.

)

will

write for the

Lois Wilson, who was a schoolma'am in
Alabama before she won a beauty contest and

became an actress, plays the role of Patty
Thomas, young school teacher in Thomas
Meighan's latest Paramount, "Pied Piper Malone."
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The 'Bic[ Little Feattire
'Lovey-Dovey'^

'Among the

— Pathe

Animal comedy -thriller

1

reel

Animal players have been used for some
time now, to provoke a laugh and arouse wonder.
This Hal Roach "Dippy Doo Dads"
comedy does both of these things and does
them effectively.
The two principals are a monkey and a

the action leaves it off.
Here is a number that we can, without
hestitation, recommend as one of the funniest

"Dippy Doo Dads

mother

a

of
de-

—

—

play the parts of Romeo and
There's romance involved, of course,

and the amorous performances of these two
will undoubtedly win a big laugh anywhere.
The romance culminates in an elopement,
and here is where the thrills come in. There
are high-powered motor-cars and high-flying
aeroplanes, operated by the animal players
with all the abandon of professional daredevils. And the titles take up the laugh where

'Call the

Reel

1

war-ridden France sticks bravely by her half
molished shack and helps care for the wounded.
She has lost all of he- sons but one and prays that
he may be saved.
His return fills her cup of joy
to overflowing until
she discovers he is a deserter!
And then she kills him rather than deliver liim to
the searching squad.

who

duck,
Juliet.

Missing'

Powerful Drama in Min'ature
BRIEF: Just behind the trenches,

By Eddy

Eckels

HERE'S

something new in an old idea.
Something big in a small sized packVery important to Exhibitors.
age.

at the Rialto this week Hugo Reisenfeld again (springs the unusual.
You
will admit that from somewhere somehow he never fails to d'g up his weekly
surprise.

Over

This time he has to thank Will Nigh,

who directed and enacted the leading role
of "Among the Mlss'.ng," and "N'ghsmith,"
which is the name of the producing com-

ever shown, li your audience likes comedies enacted by clever allanimal casts, you'll afford them a real treat
by showing them this subject.
one-reeler
that can be slipped in readily anywhere on

pany

your program.

And the big idea in th's case is none
other than a really great B'g Little Fea-

'

A

'Screen Snapshots No.

7'

— C.

B. C.

Excellent entertainment

This

1

reel

"fan magazine reel of the
produced by Jack Cohn and Louis

latest

screen"

Lewyn. presents Mr. Barrymore in the stuwhere he is acting in a new production
under the direction of Alan Crosland.
We
also see Mae Busch adopted as mascot by a
movie regiment. That it isn't easy to be a
screen athlete and "keep fit" Conrad Nagle,
George Walsh, and Robert Bosworth prove
strenuously in the studio gymnasium.
The
dio

financially responsible

Long

idea.

—

ture

bound round on

all

the

for

b'g

"Nighsmith"!

live

a single reel.

Don't wait too long in setting this in
Use it in connect'on with
the first comedy feature you have in the

At the

offing.

Rialto,

Reisenfeld uses

it

with Buster Keaton's "Our Hospitality"
which, incidentally is by far and away the

next scenes are in a restaurant kept by Truly
Shattuck, formerly a well known stage star.

best

Lewis Stone, Alma Bennett, and Kenneth
Harlan are seen there among other stars.

There are two mighty good reasons for
stepping up fast to book "Among the MissNumber one is to prove your alerting."
ness by being first to show it in your
neighborhood. The second is to prove your
showmanship by strongly supporting something really cut and tailored to suit your

Then

spectators are taken to a party given by
actors of filmland, and after, watch
Anita Stewart operating her own elaborate
radio set.
Cecil B. De Mille is shown at
his favorite recreation- yachting.
Mrs. De
Mille, and Julia Faye came to see him start
on a cruise.
Dustin Farnum is also seen
aboard his yacht.
child

—

'Liquid Lava'

—Educational

Sense and nonsense

This

is

another

1

Lyman H. Howe

reel

presenta-

tion combining sense and nonsense, because,
as he says, "variety is the very spice of life."
So cartoon fades into an actual scene and
then back to cartoon again, throughout the
reel.

There are some wonderful photographs of
the volcanic eruptions in Java (in action and
at night) among other interesting scenes.
Sure to please everyone and will fill your
bill nicely, regardless of the character of the
feature picture.
'Last

Stand of Red Man'

Vitagraph

—Vitagraph
1

reel

Picturesque types of Indians and the quaint
customs of our red-skin brothers, are shown

Urban Popular Classic.
It is more than instructive because of
well worked out continuity of the film and
in

this

titles,

the
the

written in the meter of Hiawatha, by

Handled adeptly, so that interest does not
wane and short enough to use anywhere this
film shn-'d fill your program to the utmost
satisfaction

of your

audience.

of 1923.

reels

'Mother's

Joy'— Pathe

and originality

2 reels

Stan Laurel abandons, at least temporarily,
the travesty sketch to indulge in straight comedy stuff. He plays the role of a young man
who finds himself whisked suddenly from the
menial position of a cab driver to a rich
home and made the heir to millions. That
the millions is just ordinary stage or, more
properly, screen money doesn't deter Laurel

—

—

in the slightest

man

funny a
shifted

from

from demonstrating how very
can become who is suddenly
a handsome cab to a Rolls

Royce.
Laurel's attempt to entertain his wealthy
grandfather's guests proves a thoroughly
laughable affair, and a wedding ceremony
staged at the end of the footage is calculated to win a loud and hearty laugh in any
type of house.
On the whole, "Mother's Joy" is an entertaining piece of comedy work.

requirements
Novel, yet possessing the dignity of a
ten reeler; Masterful, yet consuming but
14 minutes of your entire show.

As is usual in
ceptionally good,
to

No

register.

describing anything ex-

mere words don't seem
attempt shall

be

made

therefore to get the idea of the reel over
to you one hundred percent.
However, this being set up in the form
or a review, it would be an injustice not
to tell you about the really great acting
of Lucille La Verne, who is the French
mother of the miniature. She is strikingly clever.

As the deserter, Will Nigh's work is on
a par with Charley Ray's step-to-stardom
role in Frank Keenan's starring vehicle
"The Coward" of several seasons ago. It
is

strikingly similar.
to be more of these
features. That's sure. The
due Mr. Nigh for setting such

There are going
great big

little

real credit

a

is

remarkably

high

standard

—something

\'ery

—-Vitagraph

interesting

1

reel

producing the Urban

The Kineto Company
Popular Classics, takes for its motto, "To
entertain and amuse is good, to do both and
instruct is better," and pretty well live up
to

that.

In this film, the making of newsprint paper,
from the cutting of forest trees, for the wood
pulp, to the finished product is faithfully
depicted.

The ability to entertain depends oa the
spectator, but there are few who are not interested in seeing just how these everyday
Fast moving enough
necessities are made.
to hold the interest and of a nature to place
anywhere on }-our program.

'Modern Banking'

—Vitagraph

Iniformative

Who

doesn't

1

how

liandled.

reA

know the ins and
Whether to see how your
handled, or how that for-

want

to

close Mr. Nigh, himsel', will
registering another
miniature
bull's eye is not for me to opine but here's
hoping! And when you see "Among the
Missing" I am sure you are going to hope
I get my hope.

Just

'Newsprint Paper'

uuts of banking.
present account is
tune ("when your

for scores of imitators to shoot at.

come

Louis Weslyn.

comedy

2

;

Accomplishment?

for a play date.

—Educational

Letting Mary's other suitors believe that
she has false teeth and hair doesn't help Neal
Burns very much in this latest Christie ComHe gets rid of the others by enlisting
edy.
the services of her maid who trips lightly
(that is, lightly for a two hundred pound
Miss) through the room, displaying the beauty
aids, to the half dozen callow youths awaiting fair Mary.
But his troubles are just begun for Mary
catches the maid in the act makes her confess and decides to teach bold Neal a lesson.
She accepts his proposal when they are
alone and then pretends to relieve herself of
a wig, a glass eye and sundry other things.
But the ever resourceful Neal does some pretending himself to get out of the engagement.
It results in the "wagon" being called.
How they madly chase him about and how
he finally escapes, forms the major portion
of the comedy and is comic in the extreme.
Of the slapstick variety, but all the funnier
for that.

-Action

Yes, more than that.
In fact it is little short of being a m'racle
film and that is just another way of saying that there is no question about it being
a miracle "short."

Wagon

Riotous fun

to

ship

comes in")

will

be

This one-reeler, depicting the daily routine
of up-to-date American Banks, from within
and without, leaves nothing to the imaginaFrom how to make out your checks to
tion.

:

December

—

—

!

—
;
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1923

22,

the methods of storage vaults and also the
rate of exchange on a Hong Kong bank draft,
figured by the use of a Chinese adding machine.

A good subject to balance your program
where the feature nicture is mostly comedy.

—Vitagraph

'Horseshoes;'^
Exceedingly amusing

Larry Semon

2

reels

one of the biggest "nuts"
in the comedy game and there are few who
can resist laughing uproariously when viewing his antics on the screen.
His technique
improves with each picture and in this latest
two-reeler he certainly makes the most of
each comedy gag.

The

funniest

is

is

when Semon makes

friends

policeman for protection from the
They dare not chase
villain and his gang.
him but while Semon is lighting a cigarette
He then mistakes
the policeman strolls off.
a clothes dummy for the policeman, so does
not run when the gang start toward him
justs taps the dummy on the arm, as much as
to say, "Talk to them." Not until they are
within two feet of him does he turn round
^then the rude awakening
with

a

—

—

A

time old theme young love, parental interference and the dyed-in-the-wool villain
whom the father favors is the basic story
The Semon fans will like him better
used.
than ever while many new fans will be won
over by his inimitable comedy.

—

Former Editor

to Re-Title

WORTH THE

IT S
PRICE OF ADMISSION
elephant mad. If you know the elephant language and listen attentively you'd probably
elephants leave home."
Or are they just registering affection? And this, despite the
fact that Pathe advertises "Why Elephants Leave Home" as not a sex picture

To

see an
find out

"Why

NEWS REELS TOLD

Hart

Short Subjects
E.
V. Durling, former motion picture
editor of the New York Globe, has been
secured to re-edit and re-title six two-reel
siabjects starring William S. Hart.

Through Oscar A.

Price, president of Tri-

Stone Pictures, Inc., arrangements were completed with independent exchanges covering
practically the entire country and Canada, for
their issuance.

International No. 100
Beverly Hills,
Auto Race Songbirds convention in
Chicago Tokio, Japan re-opens schools amid
earthquake
ruins
Parade
Richmond,
in
\'a.
honor
Monroe,
5th
President
to
:

appear on concert stage at the age of

to

is

IN BRIEF

Beast of the desert
—
79 years — Athenia, N.
—
picks out the United States America for home
—
for Italy to
—Richard Washburn Childs
take up duties as Ambassador — Mrs. Coolidge
of
United States — University of Arizona
shops at Walter Reed Hospital, buying soldier
marks to mail
— Forty
— Blind war veterans as judges at poultry made
Baltimore — New York Godmothers
—Lion Cubs owned by Mr. P.
shovv
one
League for Babies Beatrice Fairfax and Rita
Arnaud— Secretary Denby and Navy's Arctic
for 1924
Weiman as nurses Daniel Frohman makes
Exploration Board outlines
"Shenandoah"
to North Pole — Los Anperfect papa-— Secretary Denby meets with
discuss plans and
to
danger of
navy experts
geles auto race — Dort Jensen
capsizing
harbor of New York — Gobs
North Pole — New York City an unusual safrom crew of dreadnaught— Heavy sea
which
warship.
newest and
does much damage at Point Arguello,
Fox Vol. 5— No. 19 Walnut Creek,
— World's leading cavalry school at Pinerolo,
Italy; headed by Count Calvi, who recently
Women's club enacts fashion show of preToronto,
married Princess Yolande — President CoolCivil War days — Bear cub, arrives
Congress ammessage
idge delivers
by aeroplane— Senator Watson of Inidana,
carry message to thousands outside
ring — U.
Republican, throws hat
Capitol — Mrs. Coolidge shops early at Walter
Virginia,, put into commission — Chinese
Reed Hospital for veterans.
pers
San Francisco — Toy-sized locomotive
Chicago— Ostrich farms at Hot
on
Springs, Ark. — Bobby McLean, indoor skatPresident leaves
KiNOGRAMS No. 2309:
Dublin — Mr. Grounding champ— dancing
White House for Capitol outlines policies
hog poses at Windham, N. Y. —bathing beauty
Mrs. Henry Clay Wright, of Austin, Texas,
contest at Miami, Fla. — Storms of winter at
Cal.,

J.

sails

billion

articles

in

letter

;

;

trip

;

This Hart series will carry the designation
of New Edition, as a guarantee that each
one will receive the same careful editing, retitling and technical handling that the New
Edition Keystone Comedies received.

They were made

at the time of

sociation between Hart
The titles of the six

the as-

and Thomas H. Ince.
and their release dates

are

flight

air trip

to

lute

;

ary 15th.

tell

finest

is

Calif.

in

to

;

That's
scenario, but can you draw one?
just what Paul Terry does every week in
creating his animated subjects for the "Aesop's

Film

Fables" series.
You are correct in your impression that
most scenarios are written today. But Terry
is original in his methods of preparing his
"scripts," just as he is in inventing funny

and comic "business" for
plays with their real plots
and good "Aesop" morals.
In preparing a screen subject, Terry works
Then,
out the germ of his theme mentally.
deciding upon his leading characters like
Farmer Al Falfa or Henry Cat, he sketches
them in the clothes they are to "wear" in their
roles.
With his "stars" at hand, he then
develops a scenario in a continuity of rough
These working sketches
free hand sketches.
show the characters in the key scenes and
are made in a progression, which when developed by the addition of many, many more
drawings are photographed to produce the
two-reeler that certainly makes the most of

S. S.
flap-

in

plifiers

in

in

trial

in

;

Paul Terry Draws All
His Scenarios
You may think that you can write a movie

Calif.,

:

first

"His Hour of Manhood," December 1st;
"Jim Cameron's Wife," December 15th; "A
Knight of the Trail," January 1st "Bad Buck
of Santa Ynez," January 15th; "The Roughneck," February 1st; and "Pinto Ben," Febru-

in

in

Bar Harbor, Me.

OH,

WHAT

But Dorothy Devore
She's

doing a

from

the

little

isn't

kiddmg

A BEAR!
as scared as she looks.
of her own, as Katie,

Educational-Christie

Katie"

Comedy,

"Kidding

Fox Vol.

—

President Coolidge
No. 20:
S
Congress Toytown at Winchendon,
N. H. Secretary Denby and naval commisExplosion of
sion map route to North Pole
a still at Weehawken, N. J. fortune-telling
canaries at Madrid, Spain Cineas, scrapped
auto races at Beverly Hills, Calif. visit
winter racing season at Tia
to Isle of Capri
Juana, Mexico.
at

—

68th

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

stories, lively scenes,

his

little

animated

screen

elTect

on the screen.

Pathe No.

Nine
Forsyth, N. Y.
of "20th Century
Limited" wreck King Alfonso, of Spain, reovation at Naples, Italy Empress
ceives
Sadako of Japan visits earthquake injured
Laborites and Liberals gain victory in elecLondon, England Boy Scouts pretions,
sented with President Harding decorations by
Assistant Secretary of Navy Roosevelt in
Washington, D. C. Last minute rush for
1924 auto licenses in New York License
Bureau police enlisted to keep order amongst
Seattle, Wash., one of first fifteen
crov/ds
Shipping Board vessels burned for junk
Cineas built during the war but useless to
country now.
killed,

35

hurt

100:
as

—

;

result

—

—

—

—
;

Page 30

December

22,
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SHOWMANSHIP
Building More Business with a Mailing List
Direct-by -Mail Advertising as a Potential Factor in

Producing
a preliminary to any discussion of
advertising, one ougiit to take up a
copy of a newspaper or some nation-

ally read

magazine and look through the

great number of pages devoted exclusively
advertising.
Then, having read fifty
pages or so, close the magazine and try

to

to remember what advertisement you have
seen. Almost invariably, but two or three,
from the quantity you have seen, will be

—

every day some
new company uses the mail to establish itself.
The reason for the success
of these great mail order houses is obvious.
First, their business is entirely dependent
upon advertising. Second, their advertising pays. Why does it pay any better than
it does the advertiser who blossoms out in
some expensive publication for a week or
two, never to be heard from again?
Because their advertising is not expensive,
is

endless.

is no waste circulation to pay for,
and each advertisement is read and remembered by a prospective customer.
Remember your experience in looking

through the advertising pages of a maga-

Now

try to

remember the letters that
The average man

you have read today.
rememljers

the letter

if

truly

is

out.

TN

plan there can be only one quesHow are we going to get the

this
tion.

answer

tersely

told

the

in

ery,

is a firm that knows the value of
a name.
Their whole business is not in
their stock, in their service, in their reputation
it is in their index of customers to
whom they mail advertising matter. Think
of it! This month showed an increase
of
three
million
dollars
over last
month, merely because mail was sent
to that many more people.
In the face of such evidence and
proof of the value of a mailing list,

—

prosperity

of

But for any exhibitor who would
attempt to carry out the mail order
system of advertising, a difficulty will
sooner or later arise. How, with the
many other duties of a showman, can
he be expected to write the necessary
letters and mailing pieces? Even provided he was an experienced advertis-

and the

Hke.

The

point here

be in a

name

is,

"What can

for you?"

every letter that is addressed
personally to him.
Then why rot mail
yo'ir prospective customers a letter?
There is no exhibitor in the country who
cannot afford to snend ten or twenty dollars a week on nrinting and mailing a letter or card to all
his
in
of the people

Ward and Company.

Here

such firms as Sears, Roebuck and Co.,"
Co.,

ing

That's what

how

HE

Review

it

tells

offers

you

you of the

in connection with
is

is,

showman,

he doesn't have
department

to.

of
a
newly gathered organization of trained
and thoroughly experienced advertising men whose sole aim is to supply
the exhibitors throughout the United
States with letters, cards, novel mailing pieces, etc., called by national advertisers of
other products,
"dealer
helps."
When you decide that you
want to play to a full house every
night, no matter what your picture
may be, and when you realize that

The Exhibitors Trade

a type of advertising that

answer

the Exhibitor's Trade

prograin.

—

in addition to a
could he find the time?

The showmanship

you what a valuable part a
name can play in your exploitation
It tells

Most important

man

there

the accompanying article tells you.

free service

limitless,

tant.
is

Montgomery Ward and

are

argument is useless. A mailing list is
the most important possession of any
merchant in any business. And to such
men as exhibitors, whose wares are
constantly changing, it is most impor-

question

this

to

Once having gotten

it, the posas can be seen in
the example of such a firm as Montgom-

sibilities

Name?

What's in a

'yHE

obtained.

cheapest

and promises the best results.

Review

is

those same advertising methods which

Nearly

there

zine?

—not

In these and umnberless other ways a
good and complete mailing list may be

merely a circular which will
be instantly thrown aside, he will find his
business will increase almost in exact proportion to the number of letters he sends

For you, all but those two
or three ads were completely wasted
and even of those two or three, there
may not be one which advertises an
article you feel impelled to buy.
General advertising in any publica-

are undeniably good but they do not
tend to build up a large patronage.
There is, however, one field of advertising
which
is
being
sadly
neglected by exhibitors. And, strangely enough, it is just this type of advertising which is the cheapest and promises the best results.
It is direct-bj'mail advertising.
Some of the mightiest business and
industries in the country have been
built up in a surprisingly short space
of time, purely through letters and
cards sent to prospective customers.
Sears, Roebuck & Co., Montgomery
Ward, Wallace, A'lineralava, the list

And

neighborhood.
a letter

remembered.

tion is always of indetermined worth,
unless, of course, it is of the mail
order variety. Because it is so impossible to be sure just what an advertisement will do, the average exhibitor
who has a limited amount of money
to spend on exploiting his shows and
his theatre, is naturally afraid to use
publications as his medium.
Instead, he tries to get the support
of his local
newspapers, makes his
lobby as attractive as possible, books
shows which are the best he can get
and tries to get his audience back
again by giving them as much satisfaction as he can. All of these things

HEATH COBB

By

As

and Good Will

Profits

made billions of dollars for
national advertisers everywhere can be
applied to pictures, write to this new department and get sample letters and cards
of the type that inevitably draw results.
have

of the prospective patrons, some of
have never come to the theatre?
There are any number of logical ways. For
instance, get your local school board to
endorse a Saturday morning educational
child's program. At this showing announce
that a prize will be given the child who
will bring to the box office the greatest
number of names and addresses belonging
to people in the neighborhood.
Run a slide to this effect.
Another.

names

whom

Tell the people that you understand that
everyone has preferences in motion pictures and that often they see pictures
Tell them that
which disappoint them.
you would like to accommodate them by

them know when a picture corresponds to their taste. However, to do this,
letting

will be necessary to distribute a blank of
sort upon which your patrons ma}'
write their names and addresses and their
picture desires.
it

some

The men

in

had experience
biggest mail

this organization have all
in the writing of letters for

order firms.

Under

their guidance have grown great
industries and their constant contact with

mail order advertising business has
taught them the ability to compose letters
of very definite worth to any exhibitor.
Their long experience in advertising has
taught them one important thing that a
mailing list can be used as a sound foundathe

—

tion for

any

enterprise.

has taught them how to
create interest on the part of the reader
in the subject matter of the letters they
write.
Also how to create the desire to
want that thing.

Experience

Tliev

know

what's

in

a

name!
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This shows the jester in the badlv mutilated car, which he ran through the streets of Pittsburgh for the whole
week previous to the opening of "The Drivin'
Fool" at Rowland and Clark's Regent and Blackstone Theatres. Wondering eyes constantly followed the strange driver as he
ran through the main streets.
Curious crowds collected and lingered wherever the peculiar junket stopped. Needless to say, the
stunt profited the
theatre

METRO'S 'PLEASURE MAD'
RECEIVES IMPETUS
Extensive Exploitation Puts Film Over
in San Francisco Theatre

PLEASURE

MAD," Reginald Barker's
Louis B. Mayer-Metro production,
was given its premiere and incidentally one
of the most complete and satisfactory exploitation campaigns ever accorded a picture
in San Francisco last week.
Booked at the Warfield Theatre, "Pleasure
Mad" was extensively exploited throughout
the city in a wide variety of ways.
First
latest

Mayer party, consisting of the producer's
family and the prominent players in the cast,
were met at the station on their arrival from
Los Angeles.
The reception was tendered
by Mayor Rolph, Chief of Police Dan
O'Brien, Mrs. Blanche Upright, author of
the story, a motorcycle escort of police, the
President and several members of the Chamber of Commerce.
Music was furnished by
the Thirtieth Infantry Band from the Preside and the Jazz Orchestra from the Palais
Royale while the chorus girls from this well
known cabaret also appeared in costume.

gagement was a

tie-up with a taxicab company. On the front and rear windows of each
cab a slip was pasted on which was printed
in large type, "Our Drivers Are Not 'Pleasure Mad.'' They Drive With Care," and underneath the words "Pleasure Mad," the name
of theatre and play dates.
The reception idea was most assuredly the
biggest thing of its kind ever pulled in exploiting a picture.
It had the entire city
interested in the presentation of "Pleasure
Mad," while the incidental advertising and exploitation carried this along and resulted in
box-office records being created at the Warfield.

COUNTRY KID' TIED UP
WITH INGERSOL PENCILS

'THE

the

The reception at the depot lasted for over
an hour when the party was escorted through
the streets of San Francisco to the City Hall
where Mayor Rolph presented the key of the
Mr. Mayer and where other exercises
took place amid much throwing of confetti
and gayety. Those in the party included Mr.
and Mrs. Louis B. Mayer, their two daughters,
Mr. and Mrs. Huntly Gordon, Miss Norma
Shearer and her mother and William Collier
city to

Jr.

Another stunt that was worked effectively
connection with the Warfield showing of
"Pleasure Mad" was this. From an insurance
company a wrecked automobile was obtained.
A tow car was hitched to it. On the busted
up auto a sign read, "Just Another of the
in

'Pleasure Mad,' and, the driver of this car
took a six cylinder joy ride. He was 'Pleasure

Mad.'

"

To make

publicity

A

was widespread and

effective.

neat lobby display in the ScoUay Square Olympia
Theatre of Boston, Mass., which caused more than
one passerby to buy a ticket and find out what
"Pioneer Trails" was all about

Hold-U p of Mail Train Gives Manager
Chance for Live Hook-Up

•yHE ASHLAND THEATRE

at

Ashland,

J- Oregon took
advantage of a news story
and booked "Loyal Lives," the Whitman Bennett Production based on the life of United
States Post Office Employes.
A mail train
was held up' in the Siskiyou Mountains south
of Ashland.
The manager of the theatre
had received the exploitation campaign book
for "Loyal Lives" and recalled that the frustrated robbery of a mail coach was one of
the thrills of the picture.
The newspaper
reports showed the local robbery to be almost
identical in method with that employed in the

picture.

The picture was shown while the news of
the hold-up was still fresh in the public mind.
The theatre requested co-operation of the local post office authorities and mail carriers in
exploiting the picture which was readily given,
and the play dates proved to be the best shows
the theatre had enjoyed for many months.
An invitation to the post office employes to
attend the opening performance of "Loyal
Lives" at the Vallejo Theatre in Vallejo, California won a front page top story in the
Vallejo Evening News.

The management of the Dutchess Theatre
and the Tribune of Warren, Ohio, ran a
contest for the most popular mail carrier in
that town and decided it by a coupon vote
deposited at the theatre during the run of
"Loyal Lives."
handsome watch was
awarded the winner.

A

ESSAY PRIZE CONTEST BUILDS

ADDED PATRONAGE
Exhibitors throughout the country are realizing the value of the $5,000 Essay Contest
for the
Beast,"

mond,"

Hodkinson
"Dollar

releases,

"The Mark of

the

"Bulldog DrumWithin" and "The

Devils,"

"The Kingdom

Lion's Mouse," in increasing their patronage.
the effect even

more

sensational

and attention compelling an ambulance was
hired to precede the wrecked car through the
In the ambulance sat a man with
streets.
head bandaged. It was a startling exploitation stunt and caused no end of comment.
Special teaser advertising was put over by
the use of a series of posters while a most
attractive folder was issued and widely distributed by the Warfield management.
another bit of clever advertising that
"Pleasure Mad" received for its Warfield enStill

Seventy-five window displays aided the
California theatre in San Francisco when it
played Warner Brothers' screen classic "The
Country Kid."
This picture was played a
week by this theatre to excellent business.
The co-operative window displays were procured through the tie-up Warner Brothers
have with the Ingersol Pencil Company and
other manufacturing concerns that advertise
heavily.
As the stores co-operating on this
picture were scattered all over the city, the

REAL NEWS STORY LENDS
INTEREST TO FILM

The fact that an admission to the theatre
will give a patron a chance to win a prize
as large as $1,000 for merely expressing his
opinion of a pict\ire, has great drawing-power
and many showmen are taking advantage of
this opportunity to bolster up business on the
They are
days when it is ordinarily weak.
confident that this plan will be most efficacious.
Some exhibitors are offering additional prizes of their own and are having
their local newspapers select the six best contributions, in this way effecting a good tie-up.

;

December

;
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Director Offers Viewpoint on
'Let

Not Man Put Asunder'
By

J.

Stuart Blackton

HAVE

attempted and I believe I have succeeded in
presenting on the screen in "Let Not Man Put
Asunder" the most vivid and gripping exposition of
civilization's greatest problem
marriage that has ever
been undertaken.
Basil King's famous novel, from which this picturization was made, is a ringing indictment of divorce and
the follies of today which lead to domestic discontent.
I have told this story in film as Basil King told it in
the written word.
The opportunity for the depiction of
soul stirring human emotional values was never better
than in this story of three couples who trifled with love.
Love, marriage and the outcome of a union between
man and woman are the elements that arouse every emo-

I

—

tion in the

"Let Not

human

Man

—

soul.

Put Asunder"

is

no preachment

;

it

heart-throbbing drama in which a woman
strives for happiness and experiments with divorce.
That she finds contentment in the love of her first
husband and a conclusion that anticipates future joy

is

a

human

sacrifice made by the man to
she entrusted her love in a second marriage.
Social, economic and religious students will find much
to ponder in this powerful drama of society of today.
Men and women who elect to learn a lesson from "Let
Not Man Put Asunder" may find it on the screeii
always and to everyone it will be entertainment of the
highest order.
The cast selected for this screen drama is one of
Pauline Frederick is without
the best ever assembled.
doubt the greatest emotional actress on the screen today.
In the role of Petrina she runs the entire gamut of
woman's suffering. She plays a high-spirited girl eager
to know the world and to live free of the restriction
of her husband's puritanical rules.
is

due to the supreme

whom

LOU TELLEGEN

Man Made

Marriages or

God Made Unions?
By Lou Tellegen
man made
THERE are too many
marriages and too few God made
the most wonderful
emotion in life; the joy of loving is
the greatest of all joys. What seems
to be unfortunate for the human farnily is that loving is not all there is
unions.

Love

to living.
Civilization

of

is

through its acceptance
performs marriages

Christianity

under spiritual law.
of the

At

the

moment

ceremony we bow reverently

"Let
before the spiritual command:
not man put asunder," but too many
of those couples in modern life who
pass in endless streams before the
chancel, fail in proper preparation to
obey this higher command.
They have been swept into promises
and pledges for which they are unfitted by environment, by impulse, by
They seek by material ways
spirit.
the elusive will-o'-the-wisp of love
and it cannot be captured that way.
Love is not to be netted as an entomologist imprisons butterflies.
All artists deal with love in their
sculptor,
Every
works.
creative
writer,

poet,

dramatist,

these men and women who
have totiched of love have tried to interpret the soul of man and of woman
and to place before the minds of
others what this great passion is and

Each of

how

it

shall

be

made

lasting.

And

those who read the poetic concept of
love are thrilled by its beauty and
wish to live it as it is described in
written lines and played upon the
stage and enacted before the camera.
Because, after marriage, they do not
.find every hour a rosy hour these
dreamers of love feel that marriage
has failed, and they search for other
contacts, always hopeful that perfection in the art of loving may be
theirs.

Neglect is probably the greatest
cause of unhappy marriage.

The Young

Girl's

Chances

In Motion Pictures
By Pauline Frederick

STUDIOS

are over-run with mediocre
talent
little
personalities.
Pretty, yes charming, yes girls who
wear clothes well
who make picturesque the cabaret scenes and ball
rooms of the screen; but destined to
remain just what they are until crow's
feet dig ugly lines in their fresh
young faces and they sink lower and
lower in the line of "persons wanted"
when casting is to be done.
If I were a beginner I think 1
would first learn something about acting.
I would try to obtain a chance
to play bits in my local stock company,
or go to the nearest city and try

—

;

;

;

WHEN

her marriage fails she turns to Lechmere, the
role played by Lou Tellegen, a man who has given
his heart for all time to Felicia, an opera singer, played
by Helena D'Algy.
The grief experienced by Petrina over Lechmere's
search for the woman he loved, when she has become
an outcast is one of the finest pieces of acting by Miss
Frederick I have seen in all my experience in motion
Petrina's happiness comes when Lechmere
pictures.
former wife, the opera
is reunited in death with his
singer, and she returns to her first husband, Harry
Vassall, played by Leslie Austen.
The story is laid in a background of luxury it moves
through the environment of Back Bay, Boston, to salons
This has provided opin London and the Continent.
portunity for rare sets of exceptional artistic appeal.
Vitagraph has provided scenic effects of rich beauty and
It is a picture that will appeal to the eye
splendor.
;

as well as to the heart.
I believe that in "Let Not Man Put Asunder" Vitagraph is giving the theatre managers of this country
a combination of the biggest box-office values that were
In theme, cast and richness
ever offered to exhibitors.
of background this picture, in my opinion, is sure fire.

scenarist,

musician and actor at some time plays
with his own interpretation of what
constitutes love, because that is the
deepest of all emotions and because
it sways the lives of race.

PAULINE FREDERICK

Lou Tellegen, Pauline Frederick and Director J.
Stuart Blackton in a merry moment of leisure during the production of "Let Not Man Put Asunder"
at the Vitagraph Studios.

would study my work.
were in doubt about whether
I was giftfed or not I would go back
to mother and ask her to ask father

there.
If I

I

me

through a businsss college
however, I did feel that
I had made good
and the real artist
always knows whether his work is
good or bad, or worst of all, meto put

course.

diocre

If,

— then

—

I

would

my

set

face

West.

But I would prepare for my journey and prepare to take care of myself when I got to Hollywood.
To
chance fortune with an empty pocketbook out there is just plain foolish.
And, that makes it harder for the
poor

A

girl.

cannot be hand-led into sucmotion pictures.
She must
be prepared to wait for her big moment.
There is no medium of expression which so swiftly reveals
sound talent and genius as the screen.
A girl doing atmosphere suddenly
attracts a busy director's attention;
he calls upon her to do a bit; it
screens marvelously well
she has
managed to convey precisely what
he wished. When that director makes
his next picture he remembers her
or the producers in casting other piccess

girl
in

;

tures remember the appealing closeup.
Then she gets a part and if that
lives up to the promise of that first
bit, she may get a lead.
From that point, her success lies
within her own development.
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New
Two

Films Hold a Wealth of Booking-Urge
Full Pages of Solid Reasons

Means
'The Mask Of Lopez'
Released by

Mongram

November

24, 1923.

BRIt'.F:
Fred Thompson in a new western picture
in which he lias ample opportunity to demonstrate
his athletic ability.
Directed by Albert Rogell.

Why You Should Book

of Cleaning

Up on

All of

makes. "Maytime" a fascinating bit which
will one minute make one sigh, the next
moment cause the victim to laugh merrily.
That is perhaps what makes the picture so
fascinating, and is basis, too for a variety of

had established a
reputation as an all round athlete, and in
this new western film he makes use of his
ability to jump on and off a racing horse,
to hurdle over fences and do other exciting
things which the public enjoys seeing.
His reputation will stand you in good stead
when you are thinking of exploitation
schemes.
For instance you can line up the
Y. M. C. A., boy scout organizations and
athlete clubs and enlist their support on the
strength of his athletic ability.
You might
even be able to make some arrangements
with them on a mutual benefit scheme for the

Few films come with a ready made exploitation by rneans of contrast, yet "Maytime" obviously presents this angle. Consider
how many merchants will be anxious to tieup with you on displays which contrast
modern fashions for both men and women
the eighties.
Wonderwith those worn
fully attractive these windows can be made
and they will be profitable to the merchant
as well as to you who will see to it that
"Maytime" gets plenty of space.
fine stunt is suggested by the theme of
Tnat is, the lover bury a love
the pi.crurt.
token iinder an apple tree as a symbol of

sale of tickets, arranging special matinees,
possibly, for their special organizations and

their

offering them a bonus if they noticeably increase the box office returns.
If you feel you want to go in for a novelty,
and they are often exceptionally good advertising media, you could arrange for a small
cheap mask, the kind that are supposed to be
used by a highwayman, and have printed on
them the name of the picture and the date of
showing, When these fall into the hands of
the kids you have reached a very active
advertising vehicle for they are sure to be
carried into the homes and to be proudly
paraded on the streets where they will be
seen by everyone.
As a prologue you might find it advantageous to arrange with the local athletic club
to stage some sort of an athletic exhibition,
either hurdles, shot put or perhaps a tworound bout. This would be sure to be interesting, would cost you nothing, and would get the
athletic crowd and those interested in the
club to your theatre.

'Maytime'
December

Released by Preferred

11,

1923.

BRIEF:

Rida Johnson Young's famous stage play;
with music, picturized and elaborated upon by Olga
Featuring Harrison Ford, Clara Bow and
Printzlau.
"twelve Hollywood beauties".

and love
Y3UTH
jrandma was a

they existed when
contrast to the
the modern girl and boy go about it.
as

girl,

way

in

m

A

undying love, and many years later this
the means of establishing the property
rights of the heroine
is

real estate broker with several empty
grant you permission to bury some
treasure boxes in the lots and have people
Then you advertise that in
dig for them.
certain lots, for sale by such and such a
reality company, there are buried some treasures.
You will get the people hotfooting it
there to find them. You should have placed
in the designated lots, passes for the picture
or perhaps a note for five dollars and one for

Get a

lots

two

to

dollars, as

you see

Have

fit.

signs all

over the lots announcing the hidden treasure.

'Wild Bill Hickok'
Released by Paramount

A

BRIEF:

western which
Hart after a long absence.

December

Features and

Them

appeal.

PRED THOMPSON

New

the

2.

1923

marks

the return of
story was writtei
Bill
by Hart himself and the picture directed by Clifford

The

Smith.

THIS

story of a member of the committee
of peace men who are ever on hand to
subdue the lawless gang of bad men who
inhabit Dodge City a "hard" town in KanThere
sas, is the real he-man type of tale.
It
is a love element but it is of small account.
is by no means one of the real selling points
of the picture.
Instead you should harp on the virile element of the film which concerns the lives
of the stalwart frontiersmen. The tie-up that
this phase presents is with the sporting goods

army and
from the pictiure would
make excellent background for a display of
heavy boots, warm sweaters, serviceable coats
and the like.
The name of Bill Hart is decidedly valuable as an audience getter and for this reason you should get his name in every conceivstore or the local shop dealing in

navy goods.

Stills

able locality in your vicinity, advertise

your ads and make

in

it

prominent

it

in

big
the

lobby display.

There is an historical element which enters
into the film.
The time of the play is the
Civil
period and fine characterizations
of generals Sheridan and Custer, also LinArmed with
coln, appear
in the story.
this you have good reason for approaching
the public schools enlisting the aid of the
teachers in recommending the films to the children. You might find it worthwhile to offer

War

cut rate tickets to the children issuing them
through the schools. You know kids are great
talkers and if the picture gets across with
them they'll take the glad news to the folks
at

home.

BRIEF;
of

the

star,

'Six Cylinder Love'
A picturization of a noted stage

success

same name featuring Ernest Truex, a stage
ot Elmer Clifford.

under the direction

TF

the film version were only half as good
as the original stage play, "Six Cylinder
Love" would still be a knockout, but the truth
is it is every bit as fine.
It is an honest, clean
comedy with a laugh at every turn, and just
a suggestion of pathos here and there which
serves to make the comedy even more riotous.
With proper advertising you should
have no difficulty in putting this picture over
to real big business.
In the first place you should use as tas^^ny
of the attractive posters as you possibly can
since each one carries a message that is convincing of the great entertainment value of
the picture. Then you should give wide distribution to the window cards which are also
interest arousing.
Since the story is of a young automobile
salesman newly married the very obvious tieup is with the auto agency in your vicinity.
Get them to use window cards, slogans and
stills to connect their product with the picture
and they will get an interesting window. You
might also do this Get them to put out a
fleet of six or seven cars and along both
sides, the back, and front of each have large
signs announcing "Ernest Truex in 'Six
Theatre."
Cylinder Love' at the
Have the drivers rigged up to resemblf
Ernest Truex as closely as possible.
If there should happen to be in your neighborhood anyone who looks enough like the
star to successfully double for him, you might
arrange to have him stand in the window of
the auto showroom and pretend to sell cars.
This would be certain to attract attention.
The tie-up is also good for tire stores,
The
auto accessories and gasoline stations.
gas stations might have hearts, cupids and
similar novelties hung on the pumps to attract
:

attention.

LET NOT
One hundred and
they march

"RIGHT, LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT"
New York mailmen keep step

forty-two uniformed

down Broadway

in the
for F. B. O.'s

motion picture

Emory Johnson

piarade,

to the forty piece brass band as
as a ballyhoo

on Motion Picture Day,
"The Mailman."

MAN

PUT ASUNDER

production,

J

December

22,
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napped girl. Skins hung around, rifJes, guns
and other implements that suggest "the wild
west" would aid materially in furthering the

'Her Temporary Husband'
Released by First National

BRIEF:

The

slory

of

a

marries to get a husband.
the same name, featuring

Moor; and Syhaa Breamer.
Dermott.

December

17.

impression.
If there

.

.

a riding academy in your vicinity it might be possible to arrange with them
to have their pupils wear western riding costumes which you will hire and provide, and

millionaire heiress who
From the stage play of

Sidney Chaplin, Owen
Directed by J. F. Mc-

A COMEDY

is

demands exploitation schemes
same vein so that the atmosphere
of the picture will be preserved. The complication which arises trom the necessity of
the young heir to a million to get a husband
and get him quick, is the basis for a number
of really fumiy situations which are worked
out with amusing detail in this picture.
It might be wise to use the mail campaign

them, ride through the. streets with
signs on their horses announcing the name of
the picture and the dates of showing at your
This would enable you to get up a
theatre.

By that we mean, solicit
for this picture.
the patronage by a direct letter, one designed
to go to the women folks and another for the
luen.
They can start out with catch lines
and then go into detail of one or two of the
mcidents, perhaps.
These should be selected
to arouse the interest to the point where the
reader will want to come to the theatre. This
might best be done by telling the story of
the picture and breaking off at the psycho-

BRIEF;

have

in the

logical

'

run in serial form. It is the story of the
early west and the western pioneers and suggests exploitation schemes in keeping with
the atmosphere.
The lobby, if possible, should be camouflaged to resemble a woodsman's hut. or it
might give the impression of a caravan, oi
perhaps, if you do not care to go to so much
expense, you might just arrange a display of
the most attractive cards and use cowbov
hats, Indian feathers, tomahawks, old time
hatchets and such things to add interest.
is to

of both so exaggerated that they will attract
attention.
You might also arrange to have
the invalid hand out throwawavs announcing
the showing of the picture.

A

'Mile
BRIEF

:

A

Minute Romeo'

Fox

Released by

new

Gentleman."

'T'OM

Directed

MIX

November 18.
Tom Mix horsemanMax Brand's "The Gun

exhibition of

ship in a film adapted from

by Lambert

Hillyer.

an expert horseman and his
\vonder horse "Tony" is a thing of won-

der.

•SPRINGTIME, LOVETIME, MAY'
Are the same

the picture version of the sweetas they were in the musical
This is one of the many elaborate
posters being used to advertise the Preferred feature

heart play,

comedy

is

The two

exhibitions

together are capable of such
that people gasp and pray for

Which means that Tom Mix comes
across with the goods in his films and that's
why people like to see him.
The locale of this feature is, of course,
more.

in

"Maytime"

version.

picture.

West and all the hair raising incidents
and dangerous escapades are occasioned bj

the

the love of
effective street bally can easily be gotten

Way Of A Man'

by the success of "The
Covered Wagon, Mr. Hough undertook
another picture of the same type but this one

A

An

might otherwise be

PNCOURAGED

:

up by the hiring of a wheel chair, a man to
push it, and another to act as invalid and
Have the costumes
be pushed about town.

it

arrange.

Another pioneer story by Emerson Hough,
author of "The Covered Wagon." A ten chapter serial
directed by George Seitz.

point.

these.

to

'The

You might

inaugurate a teaser campaign to
advertise the film, with slogans like this in
conspicuous places in your vicinity "Do you
think people should marry for money? What
would you do if you had a million? The
happiest marriages come from money not
million for a husband" and
through love.
other such bits will serve to stimulate the
These should be let out a week or
curiosity.
Then when the pic•SO before the showing.
ture opens, connect them uo.
The lovely clothes worn by the heroine
will make good subject for merchant tieYou will find no difficulty in arranging
ups.

parade which

street

difficult

loved

by

Lucky
another

Bill for a girl

—

Bill's

who

is

be-

enemy.

The

exploitation stunt has often been tried
of linking up a window of previous generation costumes for women with the prevailing
styles but the trick has never been tried of
applying the idea to a men's clothing shop.
The old fashioned costumes worn by Tom
Mix, in "Mile a Minute Romeo," suggests
Using old fashioned costumes,
this
idea.
the long tight trousers and long fitted coats,
or the knee breeches and colored cloaks, a
most effective window display can be arranged and by the use of posters and catchlines can successfully link up the window and
The idea would be that a disthe picture.
play of one time costumes. are always interesting and if you can get the crowd to stop
at the window, you can show them what else
you have to sell.
You can make your display interesting if
you try to give it some of the atmosphere
This can be done by conof the picture.
verting the front into a log cabin suggestive
of the one to which "Lucky" takes the kid-

You

could arrange an effective street bally,
you are interested in that type of exploitation, by dressing a man like a miner of the
'49 days, have an Indian accompany him as a
guide and let him stop at some crowded
thoroughfare and pretend to be panning for
if

dust.
Have the Indian carry a sign
either on a stick or on his back announcing
the name of the production and the date of

gold

showing.
It would also be possible and attractive to
get an ordinary horse cart and make a covered wagon of it and let it ply up and down
the main thoroughfares attracting attention
to the signs on the side which call attention
to the title of the picture and have posters
showing some of the scenes.
The picture was taken from the book of
the same name so, of course, you can arrange
for a book store tie-up with a display of
them just at the time of the showing.

|LET NOTl
IMAN PUTi
IasunderI

A HAPPY CROWD
They have

just

Judging from the
Rialto T heatre in Washington, D. C.
have been pretty well pleased with the picture. Don't you think so?

seen Marion Davies in "Little Old

New York"

at the

pleased expressions they must
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Lest

You

Forget

Group of Universal's Tried and Proved Features That Defies Booking
They Are Attractions Whose Past Performances Speak Loudly on the
Question.
You May Safely Consider
Profit Sides of Hundreds of Theatre Ledgers.

Here

is

a Highlight

These Features '"Sure-Fire" Audience Winners.

-

December

1923

22,
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^ried and Proved Pictures
Sure Profits for

You
History Repeats Itself

ARE

you availing yourself of the
service The Exhibitors Trade
Review extends to you in connection with Tried and Proved Pic-

page are called "Tried and
Proved" because they have a his-

tures ?

tory as box-office attractions.

why not
medium of

If not,

tested

working

start

get busy

The

now ? This

are already using
Tried and Proved Pictures, you will
recognize their value in the long run.
And you'll be that much ahead if you
start showing them now.

this

is

invari-

money-makers repeats
tunate

—

been mentioned previously is
department wholly at your service,

running
It

where money-making ideas are con-

the

is

for-

itself,

showman who

is

it.

might

as well

be you.

cerned.

New

ideas for exploiting older picmethods of form and content in advertising; actual construction

tures

;

best

of letters to be used in direct-by-mail
advertising these
and many more
things will be handled for you by the
Showmanship Editor.
corps of experts are steadily at
work on the most productive angles of
exploitation in connection with Tried
and Proved Pictures. Their advise can
be invaluable to you. You have only
to write, to receive their services.
Every week some wise showman is
cashing in on these money makers. Are
you one of them? Suppose you start
in now.
We'll co-operate with you-

—

A

'Lawful Larceny'
Vampire Love
BRIEF: A modern
house

Released by Paramount
vampire who runs a gambling
conjunction with a male partner who divictims to the house, ruins Andrew Dorsen

in
rects the
iinancially while his

wife is in Europe.
When she
returns she hears all and decides to get revenge,
bhe goes_ to the house, and succeeds in ensnaring
the yampire's partner, bv which means she succeeds
in winning back her husband's fortune, and
regaining
her own happiness.

A

LAVISH

display

interior

Cody and Conrad Nagel.

sets,

Much

can be made
of the Egyptian note which predominates in
the story, in an effective lobby display.
As
an example we might suggest covering the
walls with material printed in Egyptian figures.
This has become sufficiently popular
lately so that a cheap material with this design can be easily secured.
Little Egyptian
dolls placed all about the entrance and standing on the marquee will also help emphasize
the idea.

they are
this

also

women,

will greatly
the display.

dress your attendants,
in

if

Egyptian costumes and

add to the effectiveness of

The beautiful headdresses which are worn
by Nita Naldi would make excellent selling
material in a window display of headdresses
for the department store, specialty shop or
milliner.
Headdresses, especially the more

interest the younger children you might
some paper caps or other novelty in the
shape and color of some animal and distribute

them. The name of the picture and the date
of showing should appear on these. You will
find them very beneficial.
By all means give an eye to your lobby
in the exploitation of this film.
So much
can be done to arouse interest by getting some
of the jungle atmosphere into your theatre.
You might even go as far as to put elephant
heads or tiger heads on your theatre attendants.
Or perhaps you will find it to your
advantage to employ a man as a barker to
This will sugstand in front of the door.
gest a circus which to many people and especially children means elephants and tigers and
such.
In this way their interest will be
aroused.

'The Old Homestead'

'Hunting Big

Game

in Africa'

the

hunt netted them, the hardships they encountthe dangers they escaped from, are the
thrilling incidents which make not only
a remarkably
entertaining picture, but an educational one
as well
ered,

_

JTUNTING

GAME

BIG
IN AFRICA" affords some remarkable advantages educationally.
It allows those who would never
themselves be able to make a trip of this
sort to enjoy all the experiences of
another
with a vividness that is remarkable.
This
very feature makes the picture one which
can

If It^s a

Home

Back

Adventure Film
Released by Universal
BRIEF: An account of the three year trip of the
bnow African Expedition, constitues the story of
Hunting Wild Game in Africa.'
What happened
to the company, how they
lived, and hunted, wh.it

BRIEF
ling

;

Released by Paramount
Story
The village vamp induces the town weak-

who works

in

the general store to steal for her.

Suspicion falls on R/euben, son of Uncle Joshua and
he flees from town.
The store keeper who holds a
mortgage on Uncle Josh's house has decided to put
the house under the hammer because the mortgage
can't be paid.
Just at this time, a hurricane ascends
on the village and works havoc.
After the storm
clears, Reuben is seen to havie returned from his
wanderings bringing with him. Rose, the vamp, whom
he found stranded in Boston.
Lem the weakling
confesses the theft.
Reuben is acclaimed innocent,
the holder of the mortgage relents, and a reunion
takes place with everybody home again and happy.
_

the hurricane scene
IN<ittained
a real "thrill."
to type characters

James Cruze has

The homely, true
have so worked their way

into the hearts of the spectators that

Don't Tell Everything,
with a special cast.
Got a good
for this picture and it pleased them.
O. Trover, Lyric theatre, Rugby,

On

team

—

High

—

Seas,

—

with Dorothy Dalton. A whale of a fine picOne of the best sea pictures I have seen
The burning of the big liner
long time.
There are also some fine storm
is very realistic.
Six reels. Ralph R. Gribble, Grand
scenes.
New Hamburg, Ont., Can. General
theatre.
patronage.
ture.
in a

—

The Law

—

of the Lawless,

with Dorothy Dalton.
as a

—This

program picture and

is

picture was sold
better than

really

seemed to please
Dorothy Dalton is unuseveryone who saw it.
Seven reels. R. W.
ually good in her part.
of

their

the

Paramount Picture
It's The Best Show In Town

An out of the ordinary
with a special cast.
picture.
Finely cast, finely directed, and finely
Roars of laughter all through. A pleasplayed.
Clean, wholesome
ure to run such a picture.
Seven reels.
Clark and Edentertainment.
Neighwards, Palace theatre, Ashland, Ohio.
patronage.
borhood

the

when

storm comes which threatens to wipe out ev-

Ruggles of Red Gap,

many

You might

To

your box-office.

of

exquisite clothes
characterize
this story of the modern Cleopatra, and it
makes an intensely interesting picture which
has done splendid business everywhere that
it has played.
The story incorporates all the elements of
_
interest coupled with a capable cast which
includes Hope Hampton, Nita Naldi, Lew

and elaborate

elaborate and unusual, and much sought after
well dressed woman, and attractive
stills
showing these as they are worn by
Miss Naldi should make a profitable display
for the merchant, and should show results

by the

at

tion.

get

That^s the cue for booking a
Tried and Proved Picture. When
the history of one of these

The Showmanship Service Bureau —

^

on

listed

kind of history is that
ably repeats itself.

Whether or not you

as has

pictures

The celebrated thing about any

might as well
you at once.

profit

for

very easily be sold to educational institutions
will be glad to seize upon the opportunity
of letting the pupils become acquainted with
the geography and animal life in a unique
and intensely interesting way.
Therefore you should approach the teachers
and school officials and working through them
get the children to your theatre.
If you can
secure permission to put posters and pictures
in the school buildings do so without hesita-

who

splJcials.

It

Hiclcman, Lyric theatre, Greenville,
patronage.

111.

—
— General

—

—
General

crowd out
Six Reels.

N. D.

patronage.

North of the Rio Grande,
with Bebe Daniels and Jack Holt.
that

will

make you money.

—
Here
A
fine

is a
out-

door picture of action and romance.
Five Rieels.
Needham & Mattingly, De Luxe theatre,
Moline, Kans.
Neighborhood patronage.

—

The

—
Woman with

Four Faces,

—

Betty Compson. Another good Paramount which pleased all. Miss Compson is a
peal comer.
She does some good acting in this.
A good crook story. Seven reels. C. L. Brown,
Paramount theatre, Elizabeth, La. Small town
with

——

patronage.

Racing Hearts,

—

with Agnes Ayres. A dandy good picture, clean
and
interesting.
Six reels.
Howard Varing,
Royal theatre. Spirit Lake, Iowa. General patronage.

—

—

These opinions are taken from The Exhibitors Herald's "What the Picture Did for
They are copyrighted by Exhibitor's Herald and here used by special permission.
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TRIED AND PROVED PICTURES
eryone and everything, the audience sits tense,
hoping against hope that the home folks won't
be destroyed.
The picture has something in it that hits a
responsive chord which is the fundamental
reason why the picture was such a success
in New York where it played on Broadway
for two weeks, and in all the smaller cities
and towns where it immediately became popular and did tremendous business for the exhibitors.

The appeal of the picture carries its own
By that we mean,
advertising propaganda.
that you should let the scenes and titles from
the picture, used on lobby, window cards and
They
display boards, talk for themselves.
carry a simple message that will surely get

But there are means of exploitation that are
valuable and wise. For instance there is the
In a
tie-up with the local insurance agency.
window with a small model "Old Homestead"
they could have posters picturing the storm
Then
which almost destroyed the village.
a conspicuous sign would convey the message
"Have you insured the old homestead against
you haven't
fire, theft, and destruction?
our advice to you is to go to the
Theatre this evening and see what may happen
Then call us
to anyone's home at any time.
or drop in first thing in the morning and
we will be glad to write you a policy."
Put
You might also try this as a teaser
"Wanted
an ad in the daily papers reading
Information regarding the whereabouts of

K

:

:

Left 'The Old Homestead' to see the world and has not returned.
Farmer boy six feet tall, fair hair. (Signed)
Uncle Josh Whitcomb."

Reuben Whitcomb.

across to everyone.

Speaking of

Man

'The
A

BRIEF:

of the Forest'
Released by Hodkinson

Western

of an old ranch
secretly contriving to rob his patron of
is
possessions.
The ranch owner, being in poor
health sends for his two nieces who are to be his
Milt Dale, who lives alone on the top of the
heirs.
mountain and is the ranchman's friend, falls in love
At this point the girls are kidnapped
with Helen.
but are rescued by 'The Man of the Forest' and
The two
a cowpuncher who loves the other girl.
conspirators are killed in the scuffle, leaving the
way clear for the lovers.

Proven

Harvey Riggs, protege

owner,
his

Box-Office

MAN OF THE FOREST" a tense
THE
heights
a
"Western" which reaches
is

Values
?•

?•

?•

?•

?•

HOW ABOUT

Talmadge
We

have a

cludes

many

of these scenes make excellent window cards
and lobby posters and plenty of them should
be used to bring home the tone of the picture.
The lobby can be made interesting by arranging a log cabin, of the style used in the
west, in one corner of the lobby, and decorating the entire entrance with animal_ skins,
crude water jugs, pistols, rifles, anything that
will bring out the atmosphere of the film.
You could also arrest the attention of the
passerby and undoubtedly get the kids talking by seating a man at the entrance to the
log cabin and having beside him one of those
large stuffed bears, and some other sort of a
These would be decidedly
stuffed animal.
suggestive of the animals who appear in the
story, and would certainly serve to arouse the
use the same idea for a street
Dress a
applying it in this manner.

You might

man

in-

_

veritable cowpuncher and let him
through the streets leading by_ a chain

as

walk

which

a~

The
another man dressed in a bear skin.
"bear" might prance and trick about whenever a crowd gathers and thus attract even
greater attention.

of her greatest

successes.

Week

Flapper Love

And

the

prints--re-titled

price

BRIEF:

A

of Love'

Released by Selznick
man who
Her ma-

society flapper challenges the
wants to marry her, to an airplane _ race.

wrecked somewhere in Mexico and she falls
the hands of an animal-like white man who
proceeds to take possession of her, but who finds
Slowly his unhimself unable to break her spirit.
couth exterior falls from him. and he comes to
He makes arrangements for the securlove the girl.
The train
ing of her sweetheart to take her horne,
seducer
is wrecked and the girl is rescued by her
whom she finds she loves because he is a real man.
chinl; is

into

—you'd be

surprised.

Ask our nearest Branch.

worn by Elaine Hammerand especially her sport outfits should

make

splendid material for interesting window
displays on merchant tie-ups.
An effective street bally could be arranged
by rigging up a papier mache airplane on a
small auto truck.
In the 'plane should be
seated a young girl and fellow dressed in
fall flying outfit.
On the truck should be
a plentiful number of posters and signs announcmg the name of the production and the
dates of showing.
You might try the reward stunt as a means
of teaser advertising.
On telegraph poles,
trees and blank walls, place signs offering a
large reward for the arrest and conviction
of the kidnapper of "Beth Wynn" who disappeared from her home on.
., and has not
been seen since. Then after a few days these
can be replaced with posters announcing that
"Beth" has been found and is
at the
.

.

now

Theatre.

'Reported Missing'
Comedy Drama
Released by
BRIEF: Richard Boyd has been left

Selznick

the Boyd
Shipping Co., as an inheritance, but he is a young
man on pleasure bent entirely and he takes no interest at all in the business.
An Oriental shipping
magnate is anxious to get the fleet and he gets
young Boyd to give him an option. At this point
Pauline Dunn who loves Boyd intervenes and gets
liim to promis? not to allow the option to go thru.
The Oriental kidnaps tlie two of them hoping to
keep Boyd till the time for the option expires, but
the ship is wrecked and thev escape.
In a battle at
his home the Oriental is killed by Boyd, he rescues Pauline and the path is clear for a happy
marriage.
_

'T'HE humor

of "Reported Missing" is
genuine with the result that it gets the
laughs.
Moreover, the film is sufficiently
sprinkled with a quantitv of tense situations
and real thrills to make the comedy parts even
more obvious Some of these include a race
between a hydroplane and a hydroaeroplane, a
rough and tumble fight in the villain's house,
a series of comedy scenes, and elaborate
gowns worn by Nita Naldi and the flapper,
Pauline Garon.
The reward proclamation will serve in the
exploitation of this film as a keen interest
arouser.
On everv available and conspicuous
" 'Replace, have tacked up signs reading
ported Missing.'
Richard Boyd and Pauline
Dale. $500 reward for information leading to
the whereabouts of these two."
Then when the picture finally appears at
vour theatre have these signs replaced telling of the finding of the missing persons who
can be seen anv afternoon or evening at the
Theatre.
In the exploitation of this film a number
and variety of novelties have been secured
to broadcast the title of the picture and impress it on the consciousness of the public.
These include goggles and a nose flap on
which are printed "Owen Moore in 'Reported
:

'One

Brand new
and re-edited.

stein,

desperate fight between the friends of the
ranch owner and the gang of desperados who
are lead by the conspirators. Vivid pictures

bally

series

pass by.
The pretty clothes

in

its

curiosity.

9

culminating in a spectacular train wreck when
the train is crossing a trestle. It is here that
the society lover dies like a coward and the
girl is heroically rescued by the Mexican
white man.
The name of the picture makes it easy to
advertise and you should especially direct your
appeal to the young folks since the story
is rightfully theirs and the title is one which
will probably get their interest.
This you
should do by means of attractive window and
lobby posters rather than by the more dignified mail campaign which they are likely to

Tj^LAINE
way

HAMMERSTEIN

and

Coii-

together in this
tense drama which stars in the lightest possible vein, are probably responsible for the
popularity of the picture which has played
large and small
in
to splendid business
The first half of the
alike.
cities
film, even including the beginning of the
airplane race, is full of lovely clothes, pretty;
homes, and amusing situations, while the last
half is crowded with thrills and suspense

Tearle

starred

Missing.' "
These will surely delight the
kids and their distribution among them will
be the best means of getting the name of
the picture into the homes.
There have also been prepared novelty
folders and throwaways which are sure to
delight the kids and you in their pulling
power. These can be secured from the Selznick exchanges.

;

December

22, 1923
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Have and

'Prodigal Daughters'
Reckless Living Tale Released by Paramount
BRIEF: The two daughters of a locomotive magnate are continually on pleasure bent without regard for their parents or their future.
The older
of the two, nicknamed "Swiftie" falls in with bad
company and in order to pay a gambling dlibt is
sworn to marry the man who runs the gambling
house.
Just before the marriage she goes to her
father's factory where the young manager who loves
the g:irl is about to test out a new locomotive.
She
gets into the cab and accidentally starts it.
It races
ahead and smashes into an auto killing the man she
was to marry that day. The young engineer realizing
her danger jumps into his airplane, lowers a rope
ladder and rescues the girl.
He again declares his
love, she accepts and at the conclusion of the film,
they are seen happily playing with their own son.

PRODIGAL DAUGHTERS"

is
another
one of the flapper, gay life type of picture,
that is so well liked now, and consequently
it
has been exceptionally successful everywhere that it played. The runaway locomotive,
the auto crash, the rescuing airplane

all things which add thrills to the film
and have all contributed toward making the
picture extremely absorbing.

are

The genuinely

beautiful

interior sets suggest fine -hook-ups with the interior decorator, the furniture dealer and real estate
agents, while the wonderful display of clothes

worn by both

the

men and women
excellent window

characdisplay

ters will provide
material for the clothiers and outfitters.
This is, too, another picture to play up to
the young folks so as to secure their patronage.
It is the sort of thing that is of
interest to them, and you can get them if
you will direct your advertising toward them.
Incidentally you can go in for snappy copy
and dashing pictures in your effort to reach
them because this is the sort of thing that
appeals to them.

'To
Historical

Have and

to

Hold' forever with the payment
sum down and a small amount
each month. See 'To Have and to Hold' now
showing at the
Theatre."

Hold'

Love Tale Released by Paramount

BRIEF: A ward of King James, betrothed against
her wishes to one of the King's ministers, goes to
Upon her arrival,
America aboard a bride ship.
she is selected by Captain Percy who marries her
In the meanand whom she comes later to love.
time her fiance has followed her here, has her husband arrested and starts back to England with her.
But Percy escapes and follows and boards the
Shipwrecks and misfortunes attend their jourboat.
ney until they are picked up by an English vessel.
He is imprisoned in England and Jocelyn is forced to
marry the minister. But again he is released and
finally marries his wife with the consent of the King
who has Lord Carnal thrown into prison where he
drinks poison and thus rids the world of his presence.
_

'Shadows'
Mystery Story
BRIEF: In a

storm which wipes out the fishing
it is supposed that Dan Gibbs has lost his life.
Consequently when a few months later a new minister arrives in town and falls in love with Sympathy Gibbs, Dan's wife, she feels free to marry him.
They are livmg happily when word comes to the
minister that the husband is not dead and demands
of him a five hunderd dollar loan.
The minister is
crushed, and is struggling under what he thinks
is his sin, when there looms up on the horizon a
Chinese laundryman who as he is dying is able to
untangle the mystery, leaving the husband and wife
reunited and happy.

TN

this time, when there is a great influx
historical pictures which the public
much interested in would
to
be

seem

psychological

the

time

to

rebook

"To Have and
first

time

There

is

if

to Hold," or to show it for the
you have not already done so.

no sidestepping the fact that the

picture, including its exceptionally well done,
and thrilling shipwreck and rescue scenes, is
one of the finest of its class and will win

admirers purely on its own merits.
The historical aspect of the story should
immediately open a field of exploitation
through the public schools and libraries. It
might well pay you to offer special cut rates
to school children and teachers in order to
You will find this is a
get them interested.
splendid avenue of publicity and means added

same time.
you should arrange with the bookfor a special display of the book per-

business at the

Then,
stores

too,

haps offering a pass to the theatre with every
copy sold. Moreover, the stills and posters
showing scenes in the court of King James
and in America, will provide suitable backcrround for a display of English and American
history books, interest in which will be stimulated by the appearance of the picture.
"To Have and to Hold" may also be used
as a slogan bv a house selling furniture or
pianos or anything at all in fact, on the installment plan.
This is how it could be
worked
"Anything in this store is yours 'To
:

this

fine

mystery

play

which,

on

We

Harrison

Marguerite

Ford,

lowings and

it

will

:

We

La

Mott

:

showing

your theatre.

at

its

merits, has won friends for itself among
the exhibitors all over the country, is a tale
of the New England coast and contains a
number of fine, unusual scenes, not least
among which is the storm scene with which
the picture opens. The tone of the film is immediately struck and the audience is carried
at once to the locale of the story where they
stay till the very end.
should suggest, if you go in for prologues, that you arrange a shadow dance, or
a shadow pantomime of some sort which
would be a rather unusual form of entertainment and very much in keeping with' the
name of the play at least.
You could also emphasize t-his idea by the
lobby arrangement which might easily be
made to give the impression of a shipwrecked
ship with the lights arranged in such a way
as to show meaningful shadows.
The Chinese laundryman, who is the means
of bringing a happy conclusion to the picture,
suggests a tie-up with the Chinese laundryman
in your vicinity, if there should chance to
be one there.
You could arrange with
him for the use of "No tickee, no shirtee"
tags on all laundry that left his place. These
tags would carry on one side, an advertisement for "Shadows" with the dates of showing at your theatre.
All your advertising should carry the word
that there appears in the cast, Lon Chaney,

Buddy Messinger. All

car should be signs reading
"Cars like these
are meant for 'Daughters of the Rich.'
will be glad to show you our various models
at any time.
Theatre this
Go to the
evening and see the latest model being used
"
by the 'Daughters of the Rich.'
jewelry store might find it worthwhile
to advertise in some such manner as this, since
wealthy people enjoy being set apart as a
class and will patronize the shop that segregates them.
In a window of any sort of
jewelry he may desire to display he should
place a sign reading
"We specialize in
jewels for the 'Daughters of the Rich.' Our
exclusive designs cannot be copied by the
imiators."
Stills and posters in the window
should announce the name and dates of the

A

Released by Preferred

fleet,

II

!L

.

Play It Again I
pROTECT

yourself against
competition by getting your
second date on this tremendProcous production
tor's Theatre, Mt. Vernon, N.
Y., cleaned up with a second
showing less than two weeks

NOW!

first.
The Winter
Jamestown, N. Y.
the Paramount Empress, Salt
Lake City the Superba, San

after

;

Diego,

Calif.

;

the Lorain,

of

Hooperston, N. Y. the Fairfax, of Miami, Fla., are among
;

who

those

are

THEMSELVES
money

a

getting
for
the
extra

showing

second

means.

"Booked Return
Engagement"

and

pay you to make their

its

Garden,

these players have fol-

names conspicuous.

ATof
be

to

of a very small

"Greatest picture Universal
ever produced.
Have booked
return engagement."
PAL-

—

•

'Daughters of the Rich'
S't-ory

of Wealth

Released by Preferred

A wealthy widow, living in Paris, marher daughter, who loves another, to a Russian
for thie sake of getting a title in the family.
The girl, horribly unhappy, becomes a bitter
woman and when she meets her one-time chum
traveling in Paris with her fiance, the man she
loves, she detennines to frame her, so as to get
him. She is successful in gaining his love, divorces
Her chum is
her husband and marries this man.
broken-hearted and ruined by scandal. The wife
falls a prey to the drug habit and finally ends by
killing hersielf, first confessing the underhand means
she employed to win him and the injustice she has
done him. He is charged with her murder, but a
letter written to her chum, finally clears his name,
and the two marry happily.

ACE THEATRE, New
ain,

Brit-

Conn.

BRIEF:

ries

nobleman

unhappiness
WHAT
can bring

drama

of

an ambitious womah'

to others is demonstrated in the
society life as exemplified by

"Daughters of the Rich," a lavish
showing scenes in America, Paris
This wealth of location affords a
scenes and a variety of costumes

production

"Glad

to get It Again"
would be very glad

"I

indeed

I could secure this
again !"
THEATRE, Shidler, Okla.
if

picture

—

OSAGE

Get your second date today!

zMerry Go

and China.

number of
which will

be valuable indeed for exploitation purposes.
All sorts of merchant tie-ups can be arranged
with pictures and posters forming the settings.

could enlist some automobile agency in
in giving the showing publicity.
The tie-up should be arranged with a high
priced car dealer who, using one of the cars,
will drive several well dressed, pretty girls
round town. On the sides and back of the

You

your vicinity

with

MARY PHILBM
and NORMAN KERRY

by CARL LAEMMLE
UNIVERSAL SUPER-JEWEL
Directed by RUPERT JULIAN
Presented
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'Slim Shoulders'
Society

Drama

Released by Hodkinson

BRIEF: As Naomi Warren, Irene Castle appears
as the daughter of a supposedly wealthy Wall Street
operator who becomes involved in financial difficulties.
When a scandal becomes imminent, Naomi
offers to marry one of her father's creditors.
Fate
intervenes, however, and she is saved from making
the sacrifice, leaving the way open for her to
marry the man she loves and be happy.

'W/'OMEN

love to see Irene Castle for the
beautiful clothes she wears and men like
to see her because they "like her style." All
of which contributes towards making her a
popular screen favorite in small and large
communities alike. Which is the very reason
why you as an exhibitor will find it to your

"

advantage to book "Slim Shoulders" even

you have run

if

before.
Interest in the picture can always be stimulated by a wide tie-up campaign, by which
we mean, cash in on the fact that Irene
it

Castle wears lovely clothes, and wears them
as few others can, to arrange with merchants
for displays in which will be featured stills
and posters advertising your showing. This
is
your biggest exploitation path and you
should make as much of it as possible.
The scenes are laid in New York and Palm
Beach and if you are an exhibitor out west
or down south, or up north, you will find
that you will have a real proposition to present to the railroad company or the travel
bureau in your neighborhood, on the strength
of the locale of the picture.
They can use
stills of scenes taken in New York and Palm
Beach, to advertise trips to these places. The
pictures make them both very attractive and
will give many the desire to take the suggested trips.
There has been published a popular song
"Slim Shoulders" and by arranging with the
local music store for a special sales campaign on this sheet at the time of your showing, you will' be greatly furthering your publicity.

'The Trail of the Lonesome
Pine'
Family Feud

BRIEF

Released by Paramount

A

fierce family feud, which has persisted
for years, is finally temporarily halted by the appearance in the town of a band of mining enerineers who
have come to work the coal and iron holdinp^s. Jack
:

Hale, chief engineer, falls in love with the daughter
one of the families and sends her east to be educated.
Suddenly the holdings fail and the feud is
renewed.
Now there becomes involved in the fight
voung Hale and another who loves the same girl.
In the ensuing tussel. Hale is wounded, but the
other fellow is killed.
This leaves the road clear
for the happy marriage of the two.
of

Box-Office

the Kentucky mountains there still exist
INfamily
feuds but there are few who are
to witness them.
"The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine" is a story of one such feud
where an open battle is waged that is rife

able

excitement.
The lobby posters, wincards and the like depict some of these
scenes very vividly which is good reason
whv you should use them extensively.
Moreover make use of the names of the
oeople of the cast to advertise the film.
Names like Mary Miles Minter and Antopio Moreno have pulling power which you
will find valuable
You might try the stunt of oflFering a
reward for the capture and conviction of
"Bud" Rufe Tolliver, the villain.
This
should be done in the ordinary way, that is,
tacking signs to this effect on public
buildings, telegraph poles, trees, etc.

with

A

"gold medal" winner

among

last year's screen hits

WESLEY BARRY
in

"Heroes of the Streef
From

the play by

Lem

Parker

A HARRY RAPF
PRODUCTION
Directed by Wm. Beaudine
all Romantic
Melodramas

Greatest of

dow

Law

'The

of Compensation'

Marriage Tangle

BRIEF:

Released by Selsnick

wealthy lawyer, upon
the birth of her daughter, is given a large bank account by her father who also leaves word with the
local banker that he is to advance her any money

The Daughter

of a

she may desire.
She mdets a youne composer who
assures her she has a voice which will insure a career
for her and guarantees her future if she will advance
him several thousand dollars. The banker suspects

something when she makes the request and wines
her father to come East. The father finds the young
lets him believe he
the banker.
Thus he gains a full confession of
daughter the story
Then
the
the scheme.
he tells
of hier Mother and makes her realize how near she
When
came to duplicating her mother's mistake.
the husband enters she greets him affectionately, alhappened.
though he knows nothing of what has

composer at Gladvs' house and

"The

Little

Church

Around the Corner"
from the play by Chas. E. Blaney
Directed by Wm. A. Seite:
Cast includes Claire Windsor, Kenneth
Harlan, Hobart Bosworth, Pauline
Starke, Alec Francis, Walter Long,
Cyril Chadwick, Margaret
others.

Seddon and

MBNERBROS^
'

III

Classics of the Screen

is

THERE

is a large percentage of American
audiences who will go far to see Norma
Talmadge, so well liked is she bv the fans.
In "The Law of Comoensation" she looks as
lovely as ever and added to this she has the
backing of a really fine picture, all points
leading up to and from the tense scene in
which the father tells the sad story of the
girl's mother, and how he killed her betrayer
and was acquitted in court because of the
just cause bv which he was motivated.
Besides her fine acting. Miss Talmadge
wears some beautiful clothes pictures of
which would make excellent background for
You
a window display of women's wear.
should have no difficulty in arranging such a
tie-up with one of the merchants in town.

—

A bank figures prominently in the picture
which suggests a splendid tie-up with your
local bank for a campaign to get people to
open savings accounts. The title of the picture would make a splendid catch line in this
respect and you might arrange with them to
get out a special circular advertising the savings department and at the same time carrying an ad for your showing.

'Just

Like a

Love Comedy

BRIEF

Woman'

Released by Hodkinson

A

young, pretty actress, masquerading as
a missionary in order to repay her aunts who predict
that she will be wild like her mother was, wagers
with Judge Langdon. a friend of the aunts, that
she can make the judge's son fall in love with her
even though she appears to be very unattractive in
her masquerade clothes.
She discards her disguise
and wins the bet a snappy little roadster.
:

—

AS

a sober and serious minded missionary,
pretty Marguerite La Mott, does some exceptionally fine comedy work in this film
which has met with much favor at the numerous theatres it has played at. The situations
are exceptionally funny, especially the one
in which the young actress makes her aunts
cast aside all their gayety and frills and become subdued and sombre. These scenes will

bring many a good laugh
and many a patron to your

to your audience
box-office.

In exploiting the film, play up these
scenes by means of lobby cards and window
posters, and arrange for displays of woman's
clothes providing suitable stills and window
cards to connect up the showing with the picture.
The elaborate costumes in the feature
will provide you with plenty of material.
The incident of the automobile which is
offered by the judge in a wager with the
girl, will give you excellent basis for a tie-up
with one of the local automobile agencies who
can use pictures of the car in a tie-up display
or who can co-operate with you in a street
Have one of the cars
bally in this way.
on the sides of which are large posters announcing the showing of the picture, drive
through the city or town, especially in your
In the car have a man and woman
vicinity.
seated and let the woman appear to be giving
On the
the man directions about drivitig.
" 'Just
windshield should be a sign reading
Like a Woman.' She thinks I couldn't drive
Just watch me.
this car without her help.
Theatre to
I'm on my way to the
"
see 'Just Like a Woman.'
_

:

'The Grey Dawn'
Pioneer Story
BRIEF: Back

Released by Hodkinson

the days following the gold rush
in '49, San Francisco was in the control of a lawA young lawyer, deterless band of politicians.
mined to clean up the city, organizes a Vigilance
committee and after numerous dangerous encounters,
succeeds in ridding the city of the lawless nuisances
at the same time freeing the uniustly accused cousin
He finally finds happiness in
of the girl he loves.
rnnrriafe with Nan Bennett.
in

PLENTY

of thrills and a delightful love
element, naive and fascinating are some
of the features which have helped in the decided success and popularity of the picture.
The story has been adapted from Stewart Edward White's popular novel of the same name
and presents fine exploitation possibilities.
For a street bally you should arrange to
hire one man or several, if you can afford it.
and dress them like outlaws in the costume
Have them wear masks
of the '49 days.
and flash rifles and let them go through the

wearing signs on their backs announcing the showing. You might even make them
the means for distributing small cheap masks,
on which is printed the name of the picture.
Perhaps you could enlist the interest of the
city officials in a plan to organize a city
Vigilance Committee for the purpose of keepYou could
ing the city clean and healthy.
link up this idea with the Vigilance Committee which was organized to protect San
If you work the idea out careFrancisco.
fully, perhaps planning to distribute buttons
to vigilance members and by doing other
little things to attract quiet attention, you
can probably get the officials to help.
streets

:

December

22,

:

:

..

:

:

:
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months, Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

In This Department Is Delivered to

Good Humor
'Woman-Proof

Plenty of
in

Generous

Critics

of

in

Praise
Feature

opinion of the
critics concerning

Paramount feature, "Womanin which Thomas Meighan
is starring, is that it is a good picture, though some are more libera!
in their praise and less scathing in

Common Law

Proof"

Destroying Angel

of

its

than

faults

The reviewer

of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer says "it is the common sort of picture all of us have
and have rarely
seeking
been
found" and he then goes on to
qualify the statement with

wrong with
"Woman Proof" is that Mr. Ade tried
The radio wedto prolong his story.
ding gets monotonous.
It makes the

The only thing

vitally

picture too long.

The Pittsburgh

Sun had only
which the re-

for the film
viewer characterises as "the reaction of the average American family under the most unusual cirpossible
in
modern
cumstances
praise

life."

Moreover, he continues

:

"Woman

Proof" contains all the hutouches of that famous humorist,
George Ade. The supporting cast is excellent and the picture abounds with

man

drama and laughs.

manner

in

Hollywood
Human Wreckage
Huntress
If Winter Comes

Dead

Old New York
Love Brand
Loyal Lives

Forman

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Man Who Won, The
Miracle Baby, "The

Out of Luck
Purple Highway, he
Salomy Jane
Scarlet Lily,

France ...Fox

J.

.

.

.

....

The

Second Hand Love
of North

Kennedy-Blue
Logan-FIynn
K. McDonald

.

.

Paramount
Paramount

Kolker
Melford

.6,574
.6,270
16.000
Not credited. Fox
Chas. Jones
5,000
Wm. Desmond ...Not credited.. Universal ...5,000
Blystone
Tom Mix
Fox
7,054
Hillyer
Special Cast
Goldwryn ....8,928
Special Cast
Vic Halpern Asso. Exhib. 5,000
Special Cast
Vidor
Goldwyn
6,946
Special Cast
Not Credited .Playgoers ...5,000
Rich-Percy-Dayton LeSaint
C. B. C. ... 5,800
.

.

.

Shertzinger

.

First Nat'l

.

.

Shadows

Soft Boiled
Spoilers, The
Tea With a Kick
Three Wise Fools

.

ripped Off
Yesterday's Wife

SEPTEMBER
Distributor Length
Director
Star
Frank BorzageFirst Nat'l ..5,174
.
Barefoot Boy
C. B. C.
.5.800
Kirkland
Blinky
Hoot Gibson
.6.000
Not credited. Universal
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife. Gloria Swanson
.5,960
S. Wood .... Paramount
Bright Lights of Br'dway. All Star
....Principal
.6.765
Campbell
Broadway Gold
E. Hammerstein
6.814
Pruart
Dillon
Call of the Wild, The.. Buck
8.000
Fred Jackson Pathe
Chapter in Her Life, A .AH Star
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6.330
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt
Fitzmaurice ..Paramount ..7,413
Clean Up, The
H. Rawlinson
Universal
5,000
Parke
Covered Wagon, The ..Special Cast
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount .10.000
Daytime Wives
Derelys Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O. ...6.051
Enemies of Women
L. Barrymore .... Crosland ....Goldwyn ..10.501
Eternal Three, The
Special Cast
M. Neilan ...joldwjm ...6.845
Doug MacLean ..Not credited. Goldwyn ...10.000
Exiles, The
All Star
Fair Cheat, The
F. B. O. ...6.000
King

Feature

Age

of Desire

Select Cast
All Star

.

.

.

,

.

.

The reviewer

of the Portland
takes exception to the

Oregonian

Fighting Blade
Harbor Lights

Little

Director

Star

Russell
Special Cast
Jackie Coogan
Griffith-Tearle

Dulcy

Legally

Distributor Length
5,000
Preferred ...6,126
Cline
First Nat'l ..5,163
Archinbaud
Selznick
...7,527
Not credited .. Asso. Exhib. 5,640
Leah Baird
Con. Talmadge ...Franklin
First Nat'l ..6,859
R. Barthelmess ..Robertson ... First Nat'l ..8,729
T. Moore-Elson ..Not credited.. Asso. Exhib. 5,000
All star cast
Cruze
Paramount ..8,197
Mrs. W. Reid ...J. Wray
F. B. O. ...7,415
Colleen Moore ... Reynolds
First Nat'l ..6,336
Special Cast
Millarde
Fox
11,250
Milton Sills
Parke
Universal ...5,000
. .Marion
Davies
Olcott
Gold.-Cos.
.10336
Roy Stewart .... Paton
Universal ...5,000
Chas. Giblyn Vitagraph ..6,000
Special Cast
.Not
...Dustin Farnum
credited.. Fox
5,000
.Not credited.. F. B. O. ...5,624
Harry Carey
Hoot Gibson
Sedgwick .... Universal
6.000

Wm.

Alias Night Wind
Broker. Wing
Circus Days

the

their criticism
others.

All Critics Praise Universal
Star for Realistic Work

AUGUST

Paramount Comedy

general
THE
metropolitan

'Hunchback' Wins bv
Chaney's Acting

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

which Thomas Meighan

plays his part though he states
frankly that he enjoyed the picture.
He basis his criticism on this

Thomas Meighan basks in the glory
of his pooularity, and does scarcely anything else in the picture.
He never
gets into action except in his love scenes
with Lila Lee. Yet he, Lila Lee and
John Sainooolis a'e the only interesting
actors in the picture.

The Grand

Rapids, Mich. Herald
sums up the value of the picture

by stamping it "practically one
hundred percent entertainment." It

.

Mae Murray

French Doll, The
Going Up
Gold Diggers, The
Gold Madness
Green Goddess, The

stance of the review in the Madera
Tribune.

Gun

.

..

Fighter, The
Haldane of the Sec. Serv.Houdini
Chas. Jones
Hell's Hole
Special Cast
Her Reputation

.

Houdini

...5,000
5,000
Not credited .. Fox
....First
..6.566
Wray
Nat'l
J.
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
W. Worsley ..Universal ..12.000
Gray-Naldl-Nagle., Allan Dwan ..Paramount .5.50^
Lawful Larceny
Tom Mix
6.000
Lone Star Ranger
Not credited. Fox
Blue- Vidor
Warner's
8.000
Beaumont
Main Street
Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille .Paramount ..6,295
Marriage Maker, The
Philbin-Kerry
10.000
R. Julian .... Universal
Merry Go Round
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,000
The Midnight Alarm ...Special Cast
8.000
Lee Parry
Eichberg ....Fox
Monna Vanna
Preferred ...6.725
York-Clifford-Glass Gasnier
Mothers-In-Law
First Nat'l ..7,000
Bernard-Carr
Badger
Potash-Perlmutter
Hodkinson .,6.600
Glenn Hunter
Tuttle
Puritan Passions
6.841
.Goldwryn
Special Cast
C. Badger
Red Lights
F. B. O.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

all

is

an

excellent

and
and Broke,"

production

who saw "Back Home

be de'^ehted wi^h this latest production w'-!ch undeniablv is one of the
best comedies seen here in many a day.
will

Without reservation the Trenton,
N. J. Gazette characterizes the
picture as "the best Tom Meighan

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

OCTOBER
Distributor Length
Tom Soman Prrferred .... 6.000
April Showers
Ashes of Vengeance ...Norma Talmadge. Frank Lloyd First Nat'l 10,000
Holbrook Blinn . Edm. Carew .First Nat'l
7,000
Bad Man, The
Charles Jones . . Wm. WellmanFox
5,934
Big Dan
7,000
John Gilbert
Jack Ford ..Fox
Cameo Kirby
6.000
Wm. P. Earle.F. B.
Dancer of the Nile, TheSpecial Cast
6,000
Day of Faith, The .... Special Cast .... Browning . . . .Goldwyn
Harry Garson Metro .... 7,000
Special Cast
Desire
Hope Hampton .Charles Horan Fox
7,000
Does It Pay?
5.000
All Star
Lewis King. Arrow
Devil's Dooryard
PrisciUa Dean ..Tod BrowningUniversal .. 7.000
Tlrifting
Talmadge
S. Franklin. .1st Natonal. 7,000
Dulcy
7,000
Eagle's Feather, The ...Special Cast ....Edw. Sloman .Metro
Special
Cast
Reg. Barker Metro
8.000
Eternal Struggle, The .
6,000
John Gilbert . . .F.. Mortimer .Fox
Exiles, The
Special
..6,000
Cast ....Frank Crane Asso. Ex
Foolish Parents
Harry Millard Fox
6,000
Governor's Lady, The ..Special Cast
Dustin Farnum ..Campbell ....Fox
5,000
Grail. The
Special Cast
.Harold Shaw Metro .... 6.000
.
He'd to Answer
.
.Emmett Flynn Goldwyn
9,000
In the Palace of King . Special Cast
F. B. O. .. 6,000
Ruth Stonehouse.Fanpell
Lights Out
Sunset
Lone Fighter, The
5,000
J. B. Warner ...Not Credited

Star
Harlan C. Moore

Feature

Director

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

picture."

.

.

The best Thomas Meighan
"Woman- Proof."

picture

is

The Kalamazoo, Mich. Gazette
goes so far as to term the picture
a "lure" whicti is drawing the
crowds

to the

theatre.

.

.

.

This

.

Leonard Metro
7.000
Ingraham ....Asso. Exhib. 6.053
Beaumont ...Warners ....7.500
Principal ...6.000
Thornby
Special Cast
9,100
Sidney Olcott. Goldwyn
William Farnum .Not credited. Fox
5,000
R. Z.

Hope Hampton
Guy B. Post

.

That the picture is one of the
best seen in Madera, Cal. "in
many a day" is the sum and sub-

.

.

.

Tantalizing susoense, humor, thrills,
cleverness and Lila Lee, besides the refractory Tommy.
All these sdded together make the picture practically 100
percent, entertaining.

.

.

.

.

speaks of the film as

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

HUNCHBACK
THE
an
NOTRE DAME,"

OF
"im-

is

provement" over the book from
which the story has been adapted,
believes the Baltimore American,
This paper finds it a "big picture,"
handled in a big way. However
It

too repulsive to be entirely effecThe horror
of artistry.

is

tive as a piece

and the make-up have been
a

laid

on just

too thick. The leading character
more a make-up expert than actor.

bit

is

"doubtful" whether "any
It is
else"
could
possibly
"be
one
found" in the "ranks of picture

who

actors"

much"
the

bring

could

"as

to the central character of

"as

story

Chaney,"

we

learn

Philadelphia
North
the
from
In the first
American Review.
place
There are few if any in the picture
world who are able to shrink themselves
to half their size, and who can achieve
such a hideously real and successful
make-up. Added to this is Chaney's
an actor. These qualities
ability
as
all rolled up into one person are rare.

For

"discriminating"

there
faults" with the
the Los
Angeles
picture,
says
Times, but this will probably "not

may

the

"many

be

take away" from its more general
"popularity."
It contains
Fire and swords and clubs and everything else that makes for a return to the
good old gory days of history, as they

may

be

visualized in the flaring lights
of the cinema.

and shadows

The

"settings" are the "largest"

in the history of the

tures,"

in

the belief

"motion picof the

New

York Evening Telegram, and
"high points

'

the
of the picture are

The massive architecture of medieval
Paris, the colorful pfeople of romantic
years long dead, thrilling battle scenes
between armored warriors and revolutionary hordes in age-old streets, and a
love story that has come echoing down
the decades.

The

film

is

a "masterly" adapta-

Hugo's immortal

story,

and

Lon Chaney's "portrayal" of

the

tion of

"hideous" and "animallike" character is something that
"twisted,"

will "linger" in the public memory
for "years" to come, believes the
San Francisco Bulletin.
"Nothing" that Chaney has done in the
past
can
"compare" with his
Quasimodo. As to the story

Hugo's tale is at best a sombre affair,
driving to its climax and conclusion
with the inevitability of a cataclysm. The
producers have altered the plot somewhat to diminish the tragedy.
It is a. "spectacle" of medieval
Paris "incarnate," we are told by
the Boston Transcript.
Judicious
"editing" eliminates a portion of
the "cruelty" and "horror" that
went
into
the
original.
"crowded" canvas full of "picturesque" figures and vital insurement remains.

A

Exhibitors Trade Review
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'Ponjola' Praised

by

Press and Public
Film Proves
Popular With Critics

First National

PONJOLA"

.ong

waxes

'

learn from the Detroit
There are "three murders,"
plenty of "outdoor action," and
"typical" South African "atmosphere." Miss Nilsson:

we

Times.

Always has delivered fine work as
She does just a little
a feminine lead.
better than that in the role of the girl
Fans wi'l see
impersonating the man.
one of the finest bit of male impersonations

ever recorded

Jackie Coogan
All Star
.Special Cast

by the camera.

Men

in the Raw
Miracle Makers

No Mother

to
Pioneer Trails

Length
9,364
Metro
De MilleParamount ..6,295

Wm

Eddie Kline . First Nat'l .5,000
Geo. Marshall. Universal .. 5,000

Jack Hoxie
Cast

Special

.

6,000
7,000
..7,000
.Vitagraph
..David Smith
Donald Crist .First Nat'l .7,000
6,000
Albert Austin Selznick
Wm. Baudine Warner's .. 6,000
8,000
.Frank Tuttle Hodkinson
E. Sedgewick Universal .. 6,000
UnitedArtists 8,800
Lubitsch
6,000
Metro
H. Shaw
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount ..7,590
6,000
Independent
Ormont.
J. J.
Paramount ..5,000
Maigne

Special Cast
Special Cast

A

.

.

.

..

Dinky
Wesley Barry

.

The

Puritan Passion
Ramblin' Kid, The
Rosita
Rouged Lips

.

Cast

Special

Hoot Gibson

.

.

.

.

Pickford-

3ana

Red Gap

Shattered Faith
Silent Partner
Six Days

...All Star
Snecial Cast

.^Moore-Joy
Griffith

."
:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Goldwyn-Cos.8,000

..l^rabin

.

The
5,000
Universal
Welsh-Adoree
Nat Ross
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
G. V. Baker Goldwyn .. 7,000
Steadfast Heart, The ...Special Cast
Sheridan Hall Goldwyn .. 7,000
Stmg of the Scorpion ..Edmund Cobb
5,000
Rich. Hatton Arrow
Strangers of Night
Moore-Bennett ...Nib'o
7,800
Metros
Three Ages
B. Keaton
6,000
Keaton-Cline .Metro
Thundergate
Special Cast
.7,000
J* De Grasse First Nat'l
Times Have Changed ...William Russell .Tames Flood Fox
5.000
To the Last Man
All Star
Fleming
.Paramount .6,000
Untameable
AH Star
Blache
Universal ...5,000
Way of Transgressor
All Star
Craft
Independent 5,000
What Love Will Do ...Kenneth McDonaldNot Credited .Sunset
5,000
Where Is West
Hoxie
Universal ...5,000
Marshall
Why Worry
Lloyd
New.-Taylor
6,000
Pathe
Wild Party, The
Gladys Walton ... Her. Blashe .. Universal
5,000
Woman Proof
Thcs. Meighan ..A. Green ...Paramount ..7,687
Zaza
Gloria Swanson ..Allan Dwan .Paramount ..7,076

Six-Fifty,

.

.

.

.

.

Is

Unanimous in Praise
of First National Film

Critics

.Ichertizenger

.

Printer's Devil,

of

.

..Van Dyke ...Asso. Ex.
Fox
Horan
Guide Her Genevieve Tobin

Ponjola
Prince of a King,

Ruggles

.

.,

.

Oistributor

Director

Star
.

Marriage Maker
Meanest Man in World

"melodramatic" in pretty nearly "every

reel,

Feature
Live the King

'Ashes of Vengeance'
Talmadge's Best

(Continued)

Current Productions

A SHES OF VENGEANCE"
a

is

romantic drama
when Catherine de

"stirring"

days
under the "guise of religion" slew thousands who "stood
the

of

Medici

in the

way" of her

we are
mingham News,

bition,"

political

"am-

told by the Biras to the star

More regally beautiful than ever, apbeyond description, and the
consummate artist always. Miss Talmadge is magnificent in a gorgeous pro-

pealing

duction.

.

story has all the "characteristics" of an "intense" drama of
the silent screen, according to the
It breathes
Portland Oregonian.
the "atmosphere" of the African

The

and an unusually "roman-

"veldt,"

love tale threads
vincingly" through the

its

tic!"

way

"con-

situations.

a

is

the spirit

".

good picture which conveys
of the book it picturizes, but

Miss Nilsson sacrificed her beautiful
hair for the sake of art in this produc
It
tion, she made a serious mistake.
takes more than a haircut and a man s
clothes to effect a successful imitation.
if

a photoplay "not great"
nor costly, nor "masterly handled,"
but it "holds" from beginning to
end, and its "obvious flaws" are
easily forgiven, because of the
"high interest" of the story, and
the "capability" of the principal
actors^ in the opinion of the San
As to the
Francisco Examiner.

Here

.

.

.

i

This paper goes on to say:
It

.

.

is

.

.

.

.

NOVEMBER
Feature

Star

Own Horn

Blow Your

.

Crooked Alley

L W. Home

Lewis-Perdue

.

Seeling
V. Heerman

Talmadge
Eternali Flame
Bosworth-WindsorM. Neilan
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn
Not credited
Flaming Youth ........ Colleen Moore
Jack Dillon
C.

.

.

.

His Children's Children

.

Hospitality

Human

Mill,

Huritress
_
Jealous Husbands
.

.

Sam Wood

All Star

C.

.

B. O.
Universal

..6,000
5,000
Asrvsron
5,000
.First Nat'l ..6,000
Goldwyn
.6,000
F. B. O.
.6,000
First Nat'l .8,434
.

.

,

.

.

.

.

Paramount

8.3.-18

6,220
6,000

Holubar Metro

Rpynolds
1st National 7,000
.... M. Tourneur. First Nat.'l .6.000

Cast

_

Kentucky Days
Dustin Farnum
David Solmon Fox
6,000
Leavenworth Case
W. Bennett ..Vitagraph ...6,000
S-^ecial Cast
Light That Failed
All Star
Melford
Paramount ..7,013
Little Old New York
Marion Davies .. Sidney Scott .Goldwyn .. 9,000
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast .... Not credited. .Metro .... 6,000
Maytime
Soecial Cast ....Gasnier
Preferred .. 6,000
Million to Burn, A
5,000
Herbert RawlinsonWilliam Parke Universal
.

"direction"
Donald Crisp has made a good picture from material that lends itself exIt
cellently to screen form.
usually artistic and magnetic.

is

un-

.

.

.

.

her make-up— want
to cut her hair "even shorter," and
see if she too can't "dig up" a
romance or two on the "veldt."
The film as a whole
Is an example of the direct method of

mance"

left in

.

teUing a story that is beginning to peer
over the screen horizr>n after vears of
The
useless reiterations and cut-backs.
scenario has been c'everlv constructed,
and exceot for a few sad instances,
well titled.

In "background," romantic "appeal," and "type" of heroine "Ponjola" is a real "novelty," in the
belief of the Los Angeles Times.
The "bulk" of the action is laid

Rhodesia, and the "character" of
the country, the "nature" of the
dwellings, and the "customs" are
well, if "not strikingly" brought
in

very
triguingly sustained," but
out.

The

interest

is

"in-

to stretch your imaginaquite a ways to convince yournot only of the hero's regeneration,
hut of the actual romance. You havei^ t
the least reason to believe that the
^"ro was ever deeply interested in the
fair masquerader.

You have

tion
self

"While the picture lacks

in the

melodramatic dash that seems to
be expected of all movies," says
the Los Angeles Record, it "compensates" with a "life-like unaff ectedness" and even with_ a little
Another "pleasing ele"humor."
ment" in the picture is the absence
photography.
"pretty"
of
"Straight," clear stui¥, without the
"optically
it

was.

soft-focus
"direct" and "definite"

sentimental"

As

as the photography
Crisp's "direction."

was Donald

.

Monna Vanna
On Banks of Wabash
Pleasure Mad

All Star
Siecial Cast
Special Cast

Scars of Hate
Shifting Sands

Jack Livingston
Hodkinson ..6,000
Special Cast ....Granville
Not credited .. Metro .... 6.000
Viola Dana
Fox
6,000
Shirley Mason ...Oscar Atsel

Social
Social

Code, The

.

.

Code

Unseeing Eyes
Wanters, The

Metro
6,000
Dana
Apfel
Paramount ..8,434
Bt-enon
Pola Negri
.Paarmount
..5,65?
D. Fairbanks, Jr. Henaberv
Giblyn Vitagraph ..6,000
All Star Cast ...Chas.
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Harry Garson Universal .. 7,000
Metro
6,000
S-iecial Cast
Fred Niblo
Parrvmore-Owen .F. H. Griffith Goldwvn ...8.500
Special Cast
John M. Stahl First Nat'l ..6,000
.

.

Dawn
Thy Name Is Woman..

Thundering

.

.

Spanish Dancer
Stephen Steps Out

The Leavenworth Case

Eichberg
Fox
8,648
..7,000
S. Blackton Vitagraph
J.
Reg. Barker Metro
7,547
H. G. Moody Independent 5,000
.

.

South Sea Love ....

.

.

mance.

A

word of "praise" is due to
Frank Lloyd, says the
Newark (N. J.) Ledger. There

Director
are

scenes, and these as well as
the "principals" perform with a
"precision" which is "impossible"
except by "masterly"' direction. In
summarizing the production, this
paper says

For gorgeousness of costuming, massive settings, story interest, and splendid
portrayals, it stands in a class of its
own, an example of artistry seldom if
ever before displayed on the screen.

.

.

.

.

Blance Sweet ...Tom H. Ince.

Nat. .7,631
Anna Christie
Universal ...6,523
Acquittal
Brown
All Star
C.
B.
C. ...5,769
Kirkland
Barefoot Boy
All Star
Warners ...5,686
Countrv Kid
Beaudine
Barry
6.239
King Baggot. Univ
Darling of N. Y
B»bv Peggy
Asso. Ex. ..6,282
David Copperfield
5andberg
All Star
5,663
Selznick
"haudet
Defyi.ig Destiny.
All Star
Eternal City
1 aMarr-BarrymoreFitzmaurice .. First Nat. ..7,800
Asso. Ex. ..5,700
Fxtra Girl
Normand
Jones
7,300
Fashion Row
Leonard .... Metro
Murray
First Nat. ..8,000
Robertson
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess
Prin. Pic.
6,068
Thombv
Gold Madness
Post
4,375
Herb. Rawlinson .Robt. F. Hill. Univ
His Mystery Girl
6,000
Truart
Let's Go
R. Talmadge
Howard
Vitaeraph ...6.000
Loyal Lives
Special Cast ....'^V. Bennett
F. B. O. ..6,800
Mail Man
Johnson
All Star
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,100
Man From Brodneys ...Soecial Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ...7.000
Snecial Cast
Man Next Door
.'Snecial Cast
Masters of Men
David Smith y-taersTih ...6,900
VJtagraph ..7.100
r>avid Smith
'5-^ecial
Midnight Alarm
Cast
4, "60
Select
Modern Matrimony ....Moore-Lake
Heerman
..,.7,100
Goldwyn
j-astrom
/^ll
Name the Man
S^ar
..6,900
S-'ecial fast .... David Smith .Vitagraph
Ninety and Nine
..7.000
Pioneer Trails
S-^»cial Cast rT'. Dsvid Smith .Vitagraph
First Nat. ..6,500
Poniola
MPsson
.Crisp
..4,571
....Universal
Nat Ross
Pure Grit
Rny Stewart
7,742
Metro
Badger
Quincy Adams Sawyer
S't
..4,795
Universal
Red Warning
Bradley
Jack Hoxie
Rendezvous
M. Neilan ...Goldwyn ...7,800
All Star
R. Hughes ...Goldwyn ...6.600
Reno
Star
Richard the Lion HeartedReery
Woods-Euch. .Asso. Auth. 8,000
6,000
Fox
Wellman
Second Hand Love
Jones
Goldwyn ...6,500
A. Parker
Star
Second Youth
8,000
Fox
Temple of Venus
All Star
Otto
^ladvs Walton .. Herb. Blache. .Universal ...4,812
The Near Lady
Cosmopolitan 8,000
Under Red Robe
AU Star
Crosland
Schulberg ..8,010
Korman
Virginian
Star
Grand Asher 7,541
.Neill
Dexter-Harris
Wny Men Love
5.16"
Metro
Hefferon
Young
Wife's Romance
Fam. Players 6,983
Hart
Wild Bill Hickok
C. Smith
First

.

.

.

.

.

It

.

.

frankly a "melodramatic"

is

we learn from the Indianapolis News. There is "nothng sophisticated" about it, but it
is an "admirable" piece of compo'•'^mance.

sition,

Distributor Length

Director

Star

"thousands of extras" in the

.

DECEMBER
Feature

Not only Norma's most stupendous
picture, but is one of the most magnificent productions ever to have graced
It boasts of the largest inthe screen.
terior ever constructed, and other magnificent backgrounds were provided for
roits stirring drama and fascinating

.

.

picture is a "winner," believes the San Francisco Journal.
It will make every "flappei""—or
any woman with a "scrap of ro-

The

of the really "great achievein the belief
of the Pittsburgh Press, it is

ments" of the screen,

.

Jack Blystone Metro
.Alan

Moore

Special

.

.

Buster Keaton
Special Cast

The

—

.F.

Robert Hill

Cast
Williams

The stupendous ballroom of the
Louvre is a set which has seldom if
ever been equalled on the screen. There
is
an abundance of clashing swords,
slashed doublets, court beauties, swaggering horsemen but it is the moving
and heart appealing story which is preeminent.

One

Distributor Length

Director

Snecial

Cyclone Jones
Dangerous Maid, The

Although the "backgrounds" are
the "last word' in gigantic and
'picturesque" setting, not once do
they "obtrude" upon the story, according to the Seattle Times

"virile,"

quick moving, and

'calculated" to keep the spectator
on the "edge" of his seat.

All in all:

may be recommended
picture
as one of the best things seen here this
one of the most
offers
The star
fall.
brilliant performances of her career, the
chosen playwell
cast is composed of
and the director has caught some
e'-s,
Bartholomewr's
the horror of St.
of
eve, but he has not carried it to the
point of ghastliness.
The

Norma Talmadge

in this

"mag-

production rises to the
"heights" of dramatic art, disclosirsr the "inspired" flight of unfaltering "genius," in the opinion of
the Washington (D. C.) Herald.
Her "incomparable" artistry:
nificent"

Is matched only by the massiveness
the settings, the gorgeousness of
tensely
the costuming, the, thriUing.
dramatic story, and the work of the
supporting cast, which is superb.
of

It

has "unusual" dramatic possiwhich have been developed

bilities,

"convincingly,
and
"cleverly"
Portland Oregonian
thinks the
Careful "selection" of players and
"closeups" of Norma Talmadge,
"beautiful as she is," convinces one
been made
that a "real" effort has
produce something "unusual.
to

:

December

:

:

22,

'White Rose'

Is

Declared
Best

Unanimous in Prai
of Producer and Star
throughout

and rare columned

Warner Brothers' Picture
Title

Star
.

.

.

.

.

.

Much commendation

for the

word much

like the preface

way

by

in-

foreto a

from Genevieve
comes
Harris on the Chicago Post and
she goes on to say

Title

Star
Viola Dana
L. Taylor
All Star

Happiness
Cape Cod Folks

A Boy

of Flanders

..Jackie

picture, although long, is interestthroughout, an interest held solely

ing

through sympathy with the leading characters, without the aid of melodrama of
any sort. This sincerity and the delicacy with which the story is told make
"The White Rose" a truly beautiful
picture.

of Louisthe most
artistic and appealing picturization
that has been directed by this producer." It finishes its review by
declaring

Kentucky, say

"it is

.

.

.Universal

.

.

.

Laurel
Universal
.

Progress
.11th wk.
... 8th wk.
16th wk.
3rd wk.
7th wk.
.4th.wk.
3rd wk.
.Sth. .wk.
3rd wk

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2nd wk.

.

.

.

King Vidor

.

.

Producer

Progress

Metro
Metro

6th wk.
6th wk.
.Ist.wk,

.Louis Mayer

Reg. Barker

Metro

.

.... Preparing

FIRST NATIONAL
Star
Director
Producer
Progress
Norma TalmadgeF. Borzage
Jos. Schenck Sth wk.
The Swamp Angel ...Colleen Moore..?. Badger ... First National editing
Torment
All Star
Tourneur
Tourenur
editing
Flowing Gold
All Star
J. De Grasse .R. W. TuUy 3rd wk.
Galloning Fish
All Star
Del. Andews
Tom Ince ... Sth wk.
3old Fish
Storm
C. Talmadge
Schenck .... 2nd wk.
Against Rules
All Star
Ince
lohn Ray
3rd wk.
All Star
Lloyd
Sea Hawk
F. Lloyd
1st wk.
Secrets

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

WARNER BROTHERS
Director

Star

Title

Progress

Producer

.....Mae Marsh ....Wm. Seiter
Warner Brso. editing
Beau Brummel
John Barrymore.H. Beaumont .Warner Bros. 9th wk.
3rd wk.
Welcome Stranger ...All Star
Belasco
Jas. Young
How to Educate WifeAU Star
Wm. Seiter .Warner
1st wk.
All Star
Preparing
Babbitt
H. Beaumont .Warner
All Star
Preparing
Lovers Lane
W. Beaudine .Warner
Daddies

,

.

,

.

Sam Wood

All Star
All Star

Henabery

Progress
Sth wk.

Producer
.

.

.

Sam Wood

.

Henabery

.

.

.... 7th wk.

all

loud in praise

of the producer, the players, likewise come in for a generous share
of acclaim.
Mae Marsh is particularly fine
in this picture that brings her back
to the screen after a long absence.
As a seemingly immoral youngster,
who really is starving for genuine
affection, she has a very difficult
role to play. "We are made to believe implicity in her goodness, but
see,
too,
how unprotected she
would be from her emotions."
For a general concensus of opinion we quote from the Philadelphia

North American
Miss Marsh makes a
and life-like heroine, and
of

very pathetic
is never guilty
overdoing her emotional scenes.

Shadow

Arizona Express

.

.

Director
IVrchinbaud

Producer
.Fox
.Fox

Buckingham
Wellman

Not a Drum Heard
Ladies to Board
.Tom Mix
J. Blystone
Shir'ev Mason .D .S-ilomon
The Morocco Box
Broadway..
Gilbert
Mortimer
Just Off
J.
All Star
The Plunderer
Archainbaud
.

.

.

•

.

supporting

a

of such capable
as Ivon Novello, Carol
Dempster, Lucille La Verne, Neil
Hamilton,
Porter
Strong
and
Herbert Such, and with an excelcast

players

lent

excellently
directed,
could not help but please the critics
throughout the country.

of

Belasco's

All agree that so far as realism,
atmosphere and humor go, the
picture has these in plenty.
All
seem further agreed in that the
picture has been adapted from the
stage success of the same name
with the finish that stamps a product with the unmistakable mark
of Belasco.
The Tampa (Fla.) Tribune has
this to say

The stage and its chorus girls, fluffy
dressesi and costumes,
vivid make-up,
hustle and bustle of the dressing room,
and gay, night life of the gorgeously
gowned players are picturesquely portrayed in "The Gold Diggers." Throughout the entire picture the eye is constantly delighted by the stupendous sets,
big stage scenes, and the beautiful soft
atmosphere of Spanish dancers. The
picture closely follows the Belasco stage
play of the same name,

peach of a shoW" starts
the Norfolk (Va.) LedgerDispatch, and "you laugh until you
cry at the funny situations in 'The

.

.

•

3rd wk.
3rd wk.
4th wk.

Fox

Fox

1st

.Fox

.

.

.

wk.

3rd wk.

Fox

1st

wk.

GOLDWYN
Star
All Star

Title
Nellie,

Cloak Model.

Flynn

.

,

Producer
.Goldwyn

Progress
.

.

.

editing

UNITED ARTISTS
Star

Title

Producer

Director

Progress

of Bagdad ...Doug. FairbanksRaoul Walsh .. Fairbanks
Vernon Haddon HallMary Pickford .Mar. Neilan ..Lloyd ....
(Not Selected)
C. Chaplin ...Chaplin
Chaplin

Thief

. .

.25th wk.
.8th..wk.

.

.

Preparing

.

PATHE
Star

Title

The Girl Expert .... Harold Lloyd
One Ghostly Night ..All Star
Tr-fiini^

Half Back of Notre

D

All Star
ame All

.

.

...

Progress
Sth wk.
Sth wk.
6th wk.
3rd wk.

.

.

.

Erie Kenton
Star.. Del Lord

Producer
Sennett
Sennett
Schulberg
Sennett
.

Del Lord

Star
.All Star

Poisoned Paradise

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

VITAGRAPH
A

Man

Let Not

The Love Bandit

Producer
Progress
Smith. C. W. Patton 1st. wk.

Director

David

Fred'k-Tell'gen J. S. BlacktonVitagraph
Titling
..Doris Kenyon .Del HendersonC. E. Blaney Printing

Star

Title

Producer

Director

Proeress

The Deer Slayer ....Murphy Miller.. Geo. Seitz .. C. W. Patton editing
Tombstone Fred Thomson.. Al. Rogell ... H. J. Brown .5th wk.
Discontented Husb'dsjas. Kirkwood Ed. Le Saint. Waldorf .... Editing
All Star
Henderson
Gambling Wives
Ben Wilson
5th wk.
Francis Ford. Dearholt
Ed. Cobb
Rodeo Mixup
F.diting
Sage Brush Religion. Hatton-Gerber .Dick Hatton Neva Gerber 6th wk.
All Star
Bertram. Art Howard Sth wk.
Some Man
Geo. Chesebro. .Chesebro
The Wolf Man
Ryan Bros.
6th wk.
.

.

. .

.

.

.

Wm

.

.

.

.

Souvenir

The Ragged Robin
Ashes of Waste
The Fire Patrrf

.

.

.

.

.

.

All

Halberin
Siting
Madison-Rich . Madison
Sanford
3rd wk.
Leavans Hale ..Roy Hughes Hughes
Location
Stromberg ... Stromberg .... Titling
All Star
.

.

The Old Fool

Special Cast

.

.

.

heroine,

and

—

Paraphrasing Horace Greeley's
advice to find out what they say
about this play in the West, we
pick up the Denver Post and turn
to the theatre page

When we saw David

Belasco's

pre-

Avery Hopwood comedy,
"The Gold Diggers," on the stage, it
was funny, but there are more laughs
sentation of the

the reel in this picture
to an act in the play.

than there
The fun of
accentuated in the picture
and the laughs are more in number and
in Volume.
Of course, there is a touch
of spice in it, but it is good, wholesome entertainment. The girls are all
very pretty and each one is a distinctive

was
the

play

is

Venturini

The reviewer on

the San FranBulletin has potential leaning towards the social atmosphere
in the picture and the fanciful
images which the portrayal of
night life gives to a well staged
production.
He says
cisco

much humor, there are also situations full of pathos and sadness.
The
picture is just the kind of play to catch
the fancy of an audience, as it touches
in a lavish manner the private life of
those who follow the stage.
It is rich
in b'g sets, massive stage scenes and
gorgeous social events.
is

The

spirit

of

entertainment in

picture,
observed in

as

also

this

phere

HODKINSON

story,

the

.

Halperin

Star

Hampton,

It has the "behind the scenes atmosphere."
Then it has the touch of the
night life in a big city, and while there

INDEPENDENT
Sheriff of

Hope

Louise
Fazenda,
the
vamp, are a
scream, and, as for Hope Hampton as
a dancer ^why just walk up to the cashier's window and relinquish that admission fee cheerfully.
The audience laughs
out loud throughout the entire performance.
The roles are excellently por-

personality.

Producer
Progress
.David Smith 1st. wk.

Director
Gasnier ....

Star
Title
Tale of Red Roses. All Star

Digressing from

on to say:

to

Director
Taylor

PREFERRED
Title

!"

trayed.

Director
E.

Gold Diggers'

editing

.Fox

.

.

Proeress

.

Thus Mae Marsh coupled with

version

the description of the play to the
work of the performers, it goes

FOX
Star
.^U Star
.^11 Star
Chas Jones

Title
of the East

screeti,

While they are

screen

off

Director

Star

Title

The Next Corner
The Stranger

Griffith has
never, heretofore,
labored as diligently and painstakingly as
he has on his latest contribution to the

which Mr. Griffith has previously accomplished, even eclipsing his "Orphans of
the Storm" and "Way Down East."

up across the extreme West Coast,
in the cities of
San Francisco,
Portland and Seattle, critical comment seems to be at one regarding

"It's a

PARAMOUNT

Mr.

to the end that it would be as
nearly perfect
as possible.
On both
theme and treatment, the picture is said
to far surpass in excellence anything

Tampa,

with

at the extreme Southeastern coast line of the country,
and sifting across through Virginia, over to Denver, and then

"The Gold Diggers."

Director
...Geo. Baker

.

CTARTING

^ Florida,

the

Coogan .Schertzinger

.

The Courier Journal

.

.

. .

ville,

.
.

.

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal

Title

book,"

The

.

METRO
Revelations

GrifSth found out in the presentation
"Broken Blossoms,"
of that tragedy
that the movie-going public of America
does not like the kind of sad endings
he makes. So he is through with sad
endings. And the two young couples instead of dying or marrying where they
ought not to marry, all get met up and
harnessed up just the way that makes
all the endings happy endings.

.

.

A

architecture.

.

.

task made
southern mansions.
difficult because the South is fast
replacing the old grandeur with

Carl Sandburg, of the Chicago
News, asserts that many a million
dollar picture with its attempts at
the spectacular fails to get the
moving effect achieved by the
Griffith cameras in these southern
landscapes and winds up by saying:

Producer

Director

The Fast Express
Duncan-Johnson Wm. Duncan
The Signal Tower ...All Star
C. Brown ...
The Turmoil
All Star
H. Henley ..
Love Insurance
Reg. Denny
Eddie Cline
Courting Calamity ..Hoot Gibson ...Sedgwick ...
The Thrill Girl
Laura LaPIante Robt. Hill ..
The Drifter
Hoxie
Bradbury ...
The Riddle Rider
Wm. Desmond Wm. Craft
Pirates and Plunder
Priscilla Dean
W. Ruggles
Hands in Dark
Albertini
Marchant ...
.

Is

Favorably Received

UNIVERSAL

stately

Griffith "resisted moralizing,
troducing his story with a

Accord in Praise
of 'The Gold Diggers'

COMING PRODUCTIONS

the

;

modern

:

Critics

a

country
commended Griffith
for his "painstaking search of
landscapes"
massive
southern
drifts of water Hlies down the
drowsy rivers of the land the
Creole calls home; a rose entwined
gateway here, a tangled garden
there

:
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Critics

critic

:

1923

Griffith's

VERY

.

...

..

the

fidelity

reproducing atmoswithin an atmosphere, is

what catches the commendation of
Outlook

.

.

Printing

the

who

of the Seattle Times,
praised the film highly.

critic

.
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THE MODERN THEATRE

A LOBBY PROMENADE

WHERE ORIGINALLY AUTOMOBILES RAN

Structural Magic Converts Garage Into Palace
Ingenious Architect Tackles 'Community Eye-Sore and Changes
to
cry

a far
ITpumpkins
is

to

the

Photoplay Temple of Beauty and Comfort

when

days

were
changed
into
coaches and chimney girls into
princesses by the mere flick of a fairy's
wand.
Twentieth Century civilization has a
mature conception of the facts in those
Yet, despite

stories.

its

sophistication,

—

must acknowledge in the
light of fifty-story buildings and messages to Mars that there are modern
magic wielders, whose powers fairly
civilization

—

erase the accomplishments
years' magicians.

More

mind, one Eugene

York

architect,

of the Capitol
Mass., stamps

magic

is

of yester-

De

New

in behalf

Theatre of Pittsfield,
him as one to whom

an essentially modern com-

modity.

Given a garage which had outlived
usefulness and was at best an eyesore to the community, De Rosa was
asked by the prospective theatre owners
its

make

a beautiful swan from the
ugly duckling. The economic scheme
of things made it urgent that in building a theatre where the garage stood,

to

L.

SIMMONS

salvage was to play an important role.
In other words, alteration was to take
place with the least demolition of the
essential structure of the building.
There were the other usual specifications, too.
Animated by the spirit that

makes most showmen desire something
decidedly dififerent from and better
than the rest, the owners wanted just
that sort of personality in the very
marble, design and decoration of the

has in

Rosa, a

whose work

By MICHAEL

theatre.

specifically, this article

it

'pHAT

the architect's cue. And
Only, in
his magic wand got busy.
his case, the so-called wand was located
at a point known to be between the
The plans were
two human ears.
drawn. The work was done. And on
the day of the public opening of the
Capitol Theatre, the City of Pittsfield

gasped

was

in

amazement.

Where the dingy "impossible" garage had stood, was now a picture palace which in general appearance and
equipment combined

modern

all

the ideas of the

theatrical building.

Nothing

had been overlooked in providing a
house that was attractive, commodious
and complete in all its appointments.
Further than that— it had character.
And atmosphere to burn. All of
which, incidentally,

The

it

still

retains.

entrance to the
former garage presented a problem
seemingly impossible to solve without
destroying the essential structure of the
building, but Mr. De Rosa met this in
a manner which produced an artistic
and masterful effect. The problem was
solved by converting the arrangement
long,

hall-like

into a series of vestibules and lobbies.
Starting with the lobby in front of
the marquee, which covers the entire

sidewalk in front of the building, are,
succession, a vestibule, an inner

in

and a foyer.
These have a combined length of lOO
feet, and permit of unusual eflfects in

lobby,

lobby displays. The walls of the vestibule and lobby are wainscoted from
floor to cornice, the vestibule being in
a light-gray veined marble and the
lobby in warm Sienna.
In both the vestibule and lobby the
walls are paneled and in these panels

December

22,
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1923

same

are set handsome display
frames, alternating with
large mirrors made up
of small panes set up in
copper mouldings. The
floors are of terrazo, divided into panels with
strips

and

against

the

marble mosaic
finished

The

treatment.
these

lighting of
deliers
is

chandone with

three colors, which may
be used singly or in

combination,

producing

beautiful effects as they
melt from one into another.

mosaic borThe cornices and

walls with
ders.

ceiling are

The

leaf.

tion
room has been
planned to provide adeq u a t e accommodation

electric light-

done in an artistic
manner, with handsome
ceiling fixtures and floor
ing

HE

orchestra pit provides space for twenty musicians, besides the
space alloted to the organ console. The projec-

'J'

decorated in colors of ivory
and warm gray, with
ornamentation in gold
richly

is

the
picture
maspot light, and
Through glazed doors
other equipment as well
as
the
foyer is entered,
for the operators.
The apparatus is of the
from which one passes If the garage business were noted for ghosts, one might notice the lurking spirits of
chugging motors and men in overalls where now reigns pictorial beauty and) neatly
most approved type now
into the orchestra, and
uniformed ushers. The house seats 1500 people
from there up to the balinstalled in best houses.
The heating and ventilation of the
cony by means of stair cases at either
one having a width of twenty-five feet.
theatre has been planned with the same
This is the proscenium arch, providing,
end of the foyer. The auditorium is
about 150 feet long and 60 feet wide,
when the screen is raised, a stage for amount of care as the rest of the work
so that no matter what the temperawith an average height of about 35
prologue or other performances. The
ture outside may be, the conditions inSienna marble wainscot is
feet.
proscenium and other arches are hung
side shall be such as to permit the
carried around the walls of the orcheswith mulberry velour curtains, with
audience to enjoy the program in absotra and foyer and up the stair cases.
deep fringe and draped valances for
The side walls of the auditorium the side arches, and a flat valance for lute comfort.
above the wainscoting are divided into
the proscenium, with a plaqued design
This in a measure tells the story that
panels with stiles and rails in pairs
in gold.
makes the adventures of Alice in Wonwhich are filled in between with ornaAn unusual feature of the orchestra derland seem a little trite in comparifor

chines,

standards.

A

The treatmental plaster in relief.
ment of the auditorium is mainly cafeand gold. The flat surfaces of
the stiles and rails are of a cool gray
to give contrast to the warm tones of

au-lait

the cafe-au-lait.

np

HE

ornamental plaster is in polychrome with mouldings and high re-

The design of
lief work in gold leaf.
the front of the auditorium shows a
series of arches, the central and largest

a row of boxes running across the
width of the house about midway between the stage and the rear wall.
These are enclosed with a marble rail
and are supplied with armchairs handsomely upholstered in velour. The
is

other chairs of the orchestra and balcony are upholstered in red leather and
the floors are covered with a heavy
soft red carpet.

What also merits particular notice is
the balcony, which has been so constructed that there are no columns in
the orchestra to offer an obstruction to
a perfectly clear view of the stage.
The two marble stair cases in the foyer
lead up to the lounge from which access is had to the balcony and to the

son.
The story is not alone eloquent
proof of an era that out-rivals a time

when fairies, sprites and
worked wonders at will.
that in

the

like

shows
an architectural world where

the

De

tre

owner has a chance

It

Rosa's guild the scene, the theato build a

show

house than can have a construction

his-

tory as part of its attractions as well as
an unique structure at a comparatively

low

cost.

retiring rooms.

The lounge and promenade
rear of the orchestra has been

at

the

made

most attractive with carpets, furniture,
mirrors, and hangings all in the best of
taste.

Special attention has been paid

to the sight lines in both orchestra and
balcony, with the result that one has a

clear

view of the stage from any seat

in the house.

F"or the illumination of the auditori-

um, three chandeliers are hung from
the inain ceiling, one in the center and
two at the rear and brackets are placed
around the walls of both orchestra and

The center chandelier has a
eight
with lights
feet,
spread of
arranged in three tiers having a sunburst design, encrusted with gold and
The other fixtures have the
enamel.

balcony.

NO PILLARS TO OBSTRUCT VIEW

PART VIEW OF STAGE AND BOXES

•
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CURRENT FIRST RUN PROGRAMS
ATLANTA

mount's "The Light That Failed," featuring

Century

—Overture,

Capitol

Guarany" and
and Magazine,

"II

Review
in "The Tailor," Scenic
Review, Feature, Clair Windsor in "The AcTopical

"Minuet,"

Comedy, Al

John

St.

(not mentioned), Pathe
News, Second week of "Little Old New
York," with Marion Davies.

RivoLi— Overture, "The Flying Dutchman,"
Rivoli News, Aesop Film Fable, "The Five
Fifteen," Topics of the Day, Comedy, Will
Rogers in "Hustlin' Hank," Feature, First
National's "Anna Christie," starring Blanche

Sweet.

CHICAGO
McVicKERS

— Overture,

"Dance
Adolph

of

the

Zukor's
"Around the World in the Speejacks," Fea"Stephen
ture, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. in
Steps Out."
Notions,"
"Musical
Chicago Overture,
and Volga Boat Song, Weekly, Aesop Film
Fable, Feature, "Reno."

Pathe

News,

—

—

Overture, "Prince of Pilsen," DeWeekly, Comedy, (not mentioned), Fea"The Bad Man."
Riviera Overture, Selections from "Carmen" by Bizet, Scenic, Digest and Weekly,
Comedy, (not mentioned). Feature, "The Bad
Man."
"Why
in
Lloyd
Roosevelt Harold
Worry," enters second week of engagement.

TrvoLi

gest,
ture^

—

—
'WooDLAWN — Overture,

Hoffman," Pathe News, Topics of the Day, Pathe
Review, Our Gang Comedy, "Lodge Night,"
"Tales

Organ Solo, Feature, "His
dren," with Bebe Daniels.

of

Children's

Symphony

—Overture,

CINCINNATI

Walnut— Overture,
"Anna

tional's

Sweet.

Capitol

Selections

.b

Christie,"

eature. First Nastarring Blanche

—Overture,

(not mentioned), CapiFeature, Paramount's "Stephen
Steps Out," starring Doug Fairbanks, Jr.
Lyric Overture, (not mentioned). International
News, Warner Brothers' "The
Printers Devil."

tol

News,

—

DETROIT
Adams — Current Events,
the High
Children."

Spots,"

Broadway-Strand
tinued.

Scenic,

"His

Feature,

—Overture,

tioned). Feature, "Little

from

PHILADELPHIA
(not mentioned).
World Review, Pictorial Novelty, "Lumberjacks of the Maine Woods," Comedy, Charlie
Murray in "Fearless Flanagan," Feature,
George Arliss in "The Green Goddess," Next
week—D. W. Griffith's "The Birth of a Na-

—Overture,

"Tarmhauser," News,
University of Penn. Glee Club.
Scenic,
Aesop Fable Picture, "The Dark Horse,"
Feature, Independent Picture's "The Flam-

mg Passion,," from the novel, "Lucretia
bard," by Kathleen Norris.

Lom-

This fair damsel

Row."
Madison Charles Ray in person, Pathe
News, Scenic, "Rodeo Days," Associated Exhibitor's "Courtship of Myles Standish."

—

BUFFALO

—

Kid."

Switch." Fea-

News,

Orchestra

Comedy,

LOS ANGELES
Hollywood Overture, (not
Feature, Cecil De Mille's "The

mentioned).

—

Ten Commandments," world premiere.
Grauman's Million Dollar Fourth week

—

showing

of

of

"Rosita,"

Mary

— Seventh

Grauman's Rialto

ing of Harold Lloyd's

Pickford's

week show-

Mix

in

"Stepping Fast."
Lyric Overture, (not mentioned), Pathe,
Comedy, "Dogs of War," Feature, Richard
Dix and Helene Chadwick in "Quicksands."
feature,
Gladys
Princess Universal
Walton in "The Wild Party."

—

—

CITY

—

Capitol Overture,
Selections
from
"Faust," Post Pictures Scenic, "Children of
Other Lands, (Hungary),' Selections from
"The Blue Paradise," Capitol Magazine, Feature, "Slave of Desire."
Rialto Overture, "The Jolly Robbers,"
Rialto Magazine, A Will Nigh short subject,
"Among the Missing," Theodore Roberts, selections of character studies from most famous roles. Feature, Buster Keaton in "Our

—

Hospitality."

—

Overture, "La Forza Del DesRivoli
Pictorial,
Cameo Comedy,
"Film Foolish," Feature, Constance Talmadge,

RivoLi

tino,"
in

"The Dangerous Maid."

Let Not

Man

KANSAS CITY
Newman's
Overture,

—

Specially arranged number for
Newman's News and Views, Fea-

ture, First National's

ring

"Flaming Youth,"

Put Asunder

star-

Colleen Moore.

Orchestral Conductor
AND

Solo Violinist

Literary

Tom

Steadfast Heart."

Metropolitan
Overture,
News, Comedy, (not men"The Call of the Canyon,"
with Richard Dix and Lois Wilson.

READING

in Ships to See," Feature,

—

—

Grauman's

Current

—

—

Royal Screen Magazine. Feature,
Old New York," continued.
Twelfth Street Screen Pictorial, Pathe,
Comedy, (not mentioned), Feature, "The

(not mentioned),
tioned). Feature,

—Musical Prologue, "The Orient,"

"Down

Royal

"Why Worry."

Colonial

edy,

in

(not

mentioned;, feature, "Reno."

Events, Spat Family Comedy, "Heavy Seas,"
Feature, Colleen Moore in "The Huntress."

Colonial News, Feature,
Digest,
George Arliss in "The Green Goddess."
Arcadia Overture, (not mentioned), Com-

Mack

Igor,"

Singing

;Grauman's

new Will

tion."

NEW YORK

"Reno."

—

the leading lady of a

Liberty— Overture, (not mentioned). International News, Universal Comedy, "My
Pal," Feature, First National's "Her Reputa-

CLEVELAND

State Sherwood's
"Land of Oranges,"

is

Rogers comedy, Hal Roach is making. Percy Pembroke is to direct the picture.

"Little

LoEw's Overture, (not mentioned), Loew's
Minute Views of Current Events. Comedy
Film, Feature, Wesley Barry in "The Country

ture,

MARIE MOSQUINI

York," con-

—

latest.

—Overture,

men-

(not

New

Old

"Hitting
Children's

Capitol Overture, "Orpheus,"
Current
Events (Pathe), Comedy, (not mentioned).
Feature, Mae Murray in Metro's "Fashion

NEWARK

ROCHESTER
Eastman— Overture, "Oberon,"

mentioned),

(not

Pathe News, Aesop Fable,

—

—

Stanley

from the 4th

Tschaikowsky.
Capitol Snickers and Digest, Felix Cat Comedy,
"The Goat Getter,' Feature, Elinor
Glyn's "Six Days," with Corinne Griffith and

Allen Overture, "Prince
Comedy "Asleep at the

mentioned),
(not
Branford Overture,
Branford Review of Events, Topics of the
Day, Comedy, "Kidding Katie," Prologue,
"The Redemption," Feature, "Anna Christie."

tion."

"Finale

Minor,"

Sennett

"You're in Love," Loew's Pictorial News,
Stage Presentation, Feature, First National's
"Anna Christie," starring Blanche Sweet.

69th Street

F

in

Chil-

LOS ANGELES
LoEw's State

PAUL

—Overture,

Frank Mayo.

Universal.

New— Overture,

Hours,"

from

Selections

"Sweethearts," News and Magazine, Ten Minutes Revival of Mack Sennett Comedy, Feature, James Cruze's "To the Ladies."
ST.

BALTIMORE

quittal,"

—Overture,

Missouri

Logan and Percy Marmont.

Jacqueline

LOUIS

ST.

—

Howard Overture, "Raymond," Howard
News and Views, Comedy, Chester Conklin
in "Up in the Air," Prologue, Feature, Para-

desires

to

affiliate

with exhibitor

Only those who can give the

who

recognizes

fullest co-operation

real

with

musical worth.
large

orchestra

considered.

Address, Conductor, Exhibitors Trade Review, Knickerbocker BuildBroadway and 42nd St., New York, N. Y.

ing,

December

22,

1923

Page 47
department

week.

last

ing a trip over

Mr. Morgan

mak-

is

the territory.

The Elite and Cozy theatres, of Pratt,
Kansas, have been sold to C. Barron who
will be in active management of same.
John Hamrick, who has' a chain of Blue

Mouse

theatres in the Pacific Northwest, has

returned from a business trip to

New

York.

J. S. Hamilton, formerly with Select Film
Company, is now in Dayton, Ohio, territory
for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan in place of C. J.

Shinkle,

who

has resigned.

of the Newman
for New York
last week to look over some early releases
and obtain some ideas on presentation.

Frank

theatre,

L. Newman, owner
Kansas City, left

Charles Wilson will erect a new Moving
Picture House at Booneville, Ark., in the
near future.

JAMES BEATTY
Manager

two up-to-date theatres, the Liberty and
the American, at San Jose, California
of

Round Table

Claude Ezell, special representative for
Selznick, who just returned from an optimistic trip over the South, is in Kansas City,
spending a few days with
Kansas City office.

Briefs

New York

C. B. Peterson and the Texas Theatre Supply Co., are now handling the Gold King
Screen in the territory in and around

Dallas.

from Poplar Bluff, Mo.,

state

that I. W. Rodgers, Poplar Bluf¥ and Cairo
exhibitor, had swung a deal for 11,000 acres
of land in the Iron Mountain district of

Wayne

"Art" Brown has been made house manager
of the Rex, Lewiston, Idaho.
R.

Edgar Weil, who for the past few months,
has been recuperating at his home in Little
Rock, Ark., from a nervous breakdown, has
resumed management of the Strand in Syracuse.

Hal D. Neides, former manager of the
Warfield, has assumed charge of "Scaramouche," at the Capitol, San Francisco.

Gay Green has

sold the Pack
to L. B. Jackson for $100,000.

Opera Hall, has

the

contents

of

the

opened a new Grand theaand reports that business

very good.

Dayton, Wash.,
man-

New

George J. Bannister, owner of the Columbia*
Theatre, Winnipeg, has been enjoying a
splendid motor holiday through the South-

western

States,

New

visiting

Mexico,

Arizona, Southern California and elsewhere.

Richara and Leo Selkin have opened the
Bowen, Chicago.

Eddie Benson, formerly an exhibitor of
Western Canada, has completed his work in
Australia as personal representative of Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pickford and is returning to California for a short stay before proceeding to France and Germany to
conduct presentations of features of the two
stars there.

D. Fite of Kansas City has sold his
in the Holland theatre, Wichita,
Kans., to Charles Bull, and now is endeavoring To find a house to purchase in a town
of about 10,000.

George Edwards opened
at

his

New

Theatre

Booneville, Ark., recently.

Clarence Tremblay, formerly of Fort WilOntario, and Winnipeg, Manitoba, has
been appointed manager of the new Capitol
liam,

theatre, Kitchener, Ontario.
J.

Operating six

and

theatre,

C. A. Willat of the Technicolor organization left
York for the Coast.

W.

in

Hastings,

E.

HOSTETTLfiR

theaters

one

in

Lincoln,

in Fairbury,
City, Iowa

and

Nebraska,

two

in

two
Sioux

Wily McConnell has formed the Empress
Amusement Corporation at Decatur, III.,
to operate the

Empress, which he owns.

Bilt-

Michael Comerford, manager of the varithe Wilkes-Barre district
Comerford chain of 65 playhas been made assistant to M. E.

M.

sold

F. S. Horton has
tre at Hope, Ark.,

and Star

Leo A. Landau, of the Alhambra
Garden theatres, Milwaukee, is at the
more in New York.

of the
houses,

owner of the Purdin, Mo.,

interest

business associates.

ous theatres

Cassity,

house to Willard Ross.

is

A. W. Mather, of the New Princess, Honolulu, is in San Francisco to confer with his

W.

The American

office.

F. J. Hawkins, distributing manager for
the newly organized United Producers and
Distributors concern, was in Kansas City
last week, seeking a location for a branch
of the company.

County.

Theatres, Incorporated,

recently re-opened with A. F. Fleck as
ager.

George Mosher, formerly in New York
with Metro and more recently working in
Cincinnati territory, has been transferred to
the

West Coast

Los Angeles, California

of

the

John Murray is reported to have sold his
Opera House and Hippodrome in Warren,
preparatory to going South for his health.

Reports

M. A. Tanner

ADOLPH RAMISH
Treasurer, of the

of

E.

Miller Stewart, manager of the Metropolitan Theatre, Winnipeg,
formerly the
Allen, has installed a microphone in the orchestra pit for the broadcasting of a special

symphony programme each Tuesday evening
via a local concert station.

Comerford, president.
J.

William Gane, with the Nixon-Nirdlinger
for years, has been

son,

Family Theatre, owned
and run by the Loyal Order of Moose at
Mahanoy City, Pa.
He succeed Oscar

new

interests at Philadelphia

named manager of

the

is

theatre.

Jack Droy, assistant general manager of
(Canada), Limited, Toronto, has returned to the Ontario headquarters trom a business trip through Western
Canada.
While in Winnipeg he installed
Fred W. Crosbie as manager of the Winnipeg branch.

Hodkmson Films

Althoff.

Charles M. Southwell, manager in the past
few years of the Grand and the Nesbitt at

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., will take charge of the
Columbia at Berwick, Pa., just bought by

M. E. Comerford
Scranton, Pa.

the

Schultz, a newcomer in the picture
erecting a $125,000 house at WilPa.
Mike Scarlatti, will operate the

J.

game,

Amusement

Co.

of

R. V. Anderson, special representative for
News, visited the Kansas City
Universal branch last week. He is making a
tour of the various branches of the country.
International

W. H. Kaiser, of the Enterprise Film Corporation, Cincinnati, has just returned from
a road trip. He reports that business is fine.
E.

C.

Rhoden, manager of the Kansas

CiTir First National branch, was host to W.
J. Morgan of First National's distributing

Thomas Carroll is succeeded by Bill Gallagher (former manager of the Miles, Cleveland) as managing director of the New State,
Lorain, O.
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The Hunt

Theatre,

Wilmington, has been

closed temporarily, and the lease taken over
by Anthony Corleta.

The Cortelyou Amusement

Co. of

Brook-

The new Empress Theatre, Enid, Okla.,
may change its policy from pictures to vau-

lyn, has merged with the Screen Exhibition
Co., also of Brooklyn.

de^'ille

Representatives of a large Mid-west amusement company are looking over sites for two
proposed theatres at South Bend, Ind.

second attempt to blow open the safe
of the Isis, Detroit, was made last week.

new

Washington,

Tivoli, in

The R. and R. Best Theatre at Hillsboro,
Texas, has installed a style 45 Fotoplayer,

theatre at Rushville, Ind.,
Castle Theatre Co., was reweeks ago to very pleasing busiwill specialize in

the purchase being made
Wheelen Pipe Organ Co.

good

A

run pictures.

newest playhouse, will be open

The new

new Hope-Jones

through

unit

Kansas

The Empire Theatre, Nesquehoning,

in a couple
theatre cost about $300,000.

closed

for

a

time

following

D.

J.

organ has

pipe

been installed in the Benton theatre,
City, by J. W. Watson.

The McKinely, one of the finest theatres in
the Mahoning Valley and Niles, (Ohio)
weeks.

its

The Royal Theatre, Macon, Mo., has
changed hands, ihe ownership has been transferred to Mrs. Loutkowsky, of Pittsburgh,
Kan. Pictures will be the policy.

The Castle
owned by the

first

The Mission Theatre, Los Angeles, will
show "The Virginian" for the first time on
the West Coast this week.

time.

'Frisco.

The new house

The Jewel Theatre at Helena, Ark., is being remodeled and redecorated, with new organ installed and increase in seating capacity.

Criterion Theatre, Enid, Okla., will
doors December 24th, with pictures
as the policy of the new house for the present

open

A

music and

an early date.

The Pike Theatre at San Antonio, Texas,
had a fire which destroyed a reel of film
and a projector. No other damage reported.

The

is

nearing completion, construction work
being about two-thirds finished.
The house
will have a seating capacity of 2,500.
With the closing of a deal for one-half interest in two theatres and the near completion of two others, the T. and D. Jr. Circuit
has been increased to 37.
$275,000 house
is
being erected at Monterey and one in

ness.

at

front of terra cotta.

fast

opened a few

and pictures

The Gem theatre, a negro motion picture
^heatre owned by Guy Shriner, has been remodeled and redecorated, including a new

A

Crandall's

Mrs. Stevenson, mother of Mrs. Hannah
Newton, the owner, has been re-opened.

THEATRE NEWS

the

death

Fa.,
of

LOOK!
Watch

For

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT
Rates

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special

rates

on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE

The

Special

Theatre

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera Exchange.

727 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City^

E q u i pment
Numher Next

TRIMOUNT PRESS
ALBANY STREET

lis

BOSTON MASS

WELDED WIRE

Week!

REELS

WAIT!

For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7lb

Quarter

Hotel Richmond

inch
ZYa inch
3
inch

to 6

inche*

9 to 11 inches

iuchM

$60

"Snaplite Jr.," For Portable Projection Machines.

Amusement

SOLD BY ALL LEADING SUPPLY HOUSES
Send for Dtscriptive Booklet

Kollmorgen Optical Corporation
31-43 Steuben Street

Prices.

ROLL
352 N. ASHLAND AVENUt
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Brooklyn, N. Y., U.

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

/ ^

8^

$50

$25

Garage near by.

Moderate

5 to

$30
3%

Convenient location.
in the heart of the
section.

Size

2%

Between Fifth Ave. and Broadway

For motorists

Half

Size

70 West 46th Street

New York

kn.i New Y»rk

S""'

S.

A

'E

FOLDED

TICKETS

\V
best pgr the

lE^r Mo^fv

quickest delivery

coiMfctfSS guaranteed

Insist on prints on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—and

all

the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen

on the

screen.

This

means the kind of photographic reproduction that appeals to your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

PAT HE NEWS
Something

else just

as good

Ever ask for Colgate's Tooth Paste and have the
druggist hand you the Whatizzit brand with the

Or

ask

Holeproof socks and get "Our own brand,

just

motheaten statement,
for

"It's just as

good"?

A Stetson hat and be offered'the

exactly as

good"?

Dobtown

Dicer, "Not a bit inferior in any

You have

probably fought for

informed the dealer that

if

self control

It

ity.

is

and

you couldn't get what

you have asked for you'd go somewhere

The name Pathe News

way"?

else.

synonymous with qual-

has benefited from the advertising of thir-

teen years.

known wherever

It is just as

pictures.
as salt.

It is

It is

people

know

standard as sterling, as staple

something your public knows,

likes

and wants.

When
know

you give your public something

that

something

Path^picture
"It's

the

a very good hat.

I

same kind myself."

wear

is

else,

not "just as good."

they

W

THEATRE EQUIPMENT NUMBER

EXHIBITORS
CTrade

RE VI E

%e Business Paper of the Motion Jfcture Industry

'T'HE

first Hart picture in
two years is the biggest
ever
Hart money-maker
released. They've missed
Bill and they're flocking to

Thrilling, heart-

see him.

appealing

Hickok"

—

"Wild

satisfies

Bill

them. Get

it!

By IVilliam S. Hart. Directed
Scenario by
by Clifford Smith.
J. G. Haivks.

WILLIAM

S.

HART

IN

«WILD BILL

HICKOK"

\

fir tkefe ik^aites
ET

the keen judgment

of the owners of these

theatres

—

America's

four
finest

of

and

—be

your guide
in selecting the type of music you
will want to present to your patrons.
In these four houses alone,
Wurlitzer Music is charming millions annually.
Attendance records are broken again and again.
largest

For Wurlitzer Music
net for crowds.

extravagance.

is

Chicago

jP

a rare mag-

not an
an investment

Still, it is

It is

which pays large dividends in the
form of volume of patronage.
Music rules the universe, and
wherever it is finest, there the

human

family congregates.

Make

your

house the meeting place
neighboring multitudes.
Wurlitzer Music will do it.
for

the

There is a Wurlitzer Unit Organ for every type of
Motion Picture Theatre, whether large or small, and
Wurlitzer prices and terms are within the reach of all

,

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER

_i=J

CO.

121 East

Fourth Street
Cincinnati, Ohio

IS"

My house seats
people.
send catalog and descriptive literature
Unit Organ for this particular size house.

(Poupovi

Please

of

Wurlitzer
\

\^

UNIT ORGANS

Exclusive HOPE-JONES PtateKvts
C/NNATI
CHICAGO
SAN FRANC/SCO

Published weekly by
s^'second-cl'ass
s
secona-ciass

Sr.

LOUIS

Los Ancele s

Broadway and 42nd St., New York-City. Subscription $2.00
March 3 1879.

m°aUeTAuT'
matter,
2^s''1q22'-,t^'''L'°;'''L°'^"%'^"'^"'"''°i't'''
Aug. 25,
1922, at post office at East Stroudsburg^L^^"
Pa., under the act of

year,

:

Eight Pages of Remarkable Reasons for an

Week
Is a Page of Independent Productions That Have Unquestioned Merit from Every Angle That Concerns
the Enterprising Shoivman. As Shown Below Each Picture Mentioned Presents an Unusual Oppor-

Here

tunity for Tie-Ups. That Promise a Big

'RESTLESS WIVES'

Page 2

WORTHWHILE
the exploitation of

The

Ijiood.

letter

idea

can

tie-up
this

be

readily

effected

with the church

film,

in

sister-

through a circular
The copy
"Satan finds work for

could be put across

sent to the married

men

of the vicinity.

should read something like this

:

HERE

in your vicinity who
ornaments and such. Get him
'to"tie-up with you in his display by using stills and posters
of "Venus of, the South Seas" to give his showing of the

'jp

probably a merchant

is

carries statuary, boudoir

wife

in

statuary the proper atmosphere.
The same idea might be
for a display in a fish and bird store where sea
weeds and the like form part of the display. He might
advertise some special breed of bird as hailing from the
land of "Venus of the South Seas."

used

FIVE SHIPMAN BOX-OFFICE VALUES

Page 4

ere

the atmosphere of the films.

are five pictures with the breath of the great
outdoors, a wonderful variety of scenic grandeur, and
a powerful, picturesque appeal to back up the drama. The
natural line of exploitation, therefore, would be any display, ballyhoo, or ad that would further tend to emphasize

'AFTER

Page 5

HIS

We

would strongly urge that you interest your
sisterhood charitable work.
It is a sure cure for
'Restless Wives.'
It gives them something to do with
their spare time and means making the lives of the poor
that much easier.
See 'Restless Wives' now playing at
Theatre."
the
idle hands.

'VENUS OF THE SOUTH SEAS'

Page 3
_„

Return on a Small Investment

suggests a great teaser stunt.

title

Placard the

There are also

fine tie-ups
dealing in workman's
clothes, sporting goods, furs, women's riding apparel and
dozens of other commodities suggested by the text of the
to

be

arranged

pictures.

S

with

merchants

Tr.,

IX DAYS'
and plenty of others should be given

wide

distribution

Ark;";.

a week or more before the appearance of the picture.
Since the story has biblical foundation you will find the
ministry ready to co-operate with you.
It might even be
possible to get the minister to preach a sermon on the

"

subject.

I

entire

neighborhood

or

town

with

signs

reading

" 'After

Six Days' of untiring effort, Noah completed the
"'After Six Days' of privation, came relief."
'After Six Days' of terrible fighting, came peace." These

Page 6
'jp

HE

'A

title

of

this

film

alone

BRIDE FO R A KNIGHT'

the humor inhumorous exploitathat you are offering

suggests

volved, and should suggest to you a

You might

tion treatment.

Bride

,"A

who

.advertise

Knight."

";

can prove

Page

g

for

i

is

title

words,

In other

will be

"any knight

furnished with a bride."

LUE WATER"

tie-up

as

a bride.

TWO PRODUCER S SECURITY FEATURES

7

was made from Frederick Wallace's
same name. That gives you a great
with the book shop for whom you could supply

novel

This you should use as a catch advertising stunt. It will
provoke laughter and make the patrons eager to see the
picture.
You could also arrange for an interest arousing
ballyhoo by dressing a man in an old time knight armour
and having him walk through the streets with a girl dressed

of

the

You might also arrange to
have a collection of the books on display on a table in the
the posters and illustrations.

lobby of the theatre, and with them a sign advertising that
they can be bought at the book store. Ads for "The Four
Daredevils" would make fine copy for the gymnasium or
swimming school and would be an appropriate hook-up
for you.
The local Y. M. C. A. would probably be glad
to go in with you on the idea.

©OOMEB
"RESTLESS WIVES"

is

a frank, well-handied photo-

dramation of a phase of the divorce problem. A
picture teeming with interest and dramatic action
enacted by a superior Burr cast including DORIS

There was one DIVORCE to every 7.6
last
States
marriages in the United

KENYON, JAMES RENNIE, EDMUND BREEZE,
MONTAGUE LOVE, BURR MCINTOSH, NAOMI
CHILDERS, DE SACIA MOOERS, and other
silver

year,

divorce

A RARE TITLE FOR
EXPLOITATION AND A PICTURE TO BACK UP
TO THE LIMIT!

DIVORCED

IS

Distributed by the best

''State

Tlie

STATISTICS,

of

seven

married.

Right Exchange'* in your territory

Produced by
C. C.
133

survey.

which include figures from every state,
were issued without comment. 1,126,418
148,554
marriages were recorded and
DIVORCES granted, showing one pair

Screen favorites

"RESTLESS WIVES"

according to the report disclosed
marriage and

by the census bureau's

BURR

— W. 44th

St.

NewYorkCity

IN

VENUS

7i

OF THE ,
SOUTH SEAS
STORY OF
G/RL5

Qjvd

PEARLS,

LOVE c^d ADVENTURES^
mRMAIDS and WONDERS^
OF THE

SOUTH SEAS

LEE'

V

_

way to
BIGGER BOX OFFICE RETURNS
Pictures that show the
y

Here are 5 pictures with the breath of the great outdoors, the greatest variety of scenic
grandeur ever shot and a powerful, picturesque appeal to back up splendid drama.
There is the realism of the Canadian West added to—the tl^^"
touching stories of Ralph Connor.

—

Distributed by

HODKINSON

PICTURE

S

,

!

Weiss Brothers
take particular pndc
in presentiiy

^hz most astounding

—a

ynoiz

photo epic everfibnea /ow
i

A

baqqc

,

adi bnuoiG

picture thai has: ^1

brolcen every known

record in every kouse"!
Li

has been shown/

Never have you had an opportunity
to get such a picture
It's a road show proposition!
And the best ever offered on

any

market

,:,

!

Get in touch with youi: nearest ex-liBnuyib
change!
'!:inTiInquire about it!
lt's a big genuine clean-up!
You can arrange for Key City runs
'

direct.

TERRITORY SOLD
Kerman Film Exchange
729„Seventh Avenue, New York
Greater New York and Northern

New

|
j
(

Jersey
Standard Film Attractions
|
1322 Vine St., Philadelphia
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southefrt
New Jersey
Epic Film Attractions
'

''

Edward Grossman
South Wabash Ave., Chicago
Northern Illinois and Indiana
Charles Lalumiere
546 Sherurook St., East Montreal

808

Dominion
WSr

m

fi\\r^x^%y^\

WtS^^^

i

Wire

of

Canada

Write

Phone

Romance, Adventure, Thrills
ERNEST SHIPMAN'S

"BLUE WATER"
A

A

master

Circus Ro-

mance

has written a

story-teller

Color

has

been

pictured

amid

ing.

real

environment

with

that

Possibili-

A

Audience

great

acting

all-star cast.

ture

that

kles

by

A

Sure

Winner.

for

calls

Immense

Exploitation
ties.

action

Big and ThrillOffers

ing.

scenic

an

pic-

spar-

with

A

story of

irresistible

action

and

appeal,

tnrills.

//

woven

around the

//

ro-

mantic a d v e ntures of four dar-

ing gymnasts.
lure of

told in

the

The

sawdust

intensely

grip-

A

ping drama.
picture
with a box-office punch.

Your patrons demand good pictures. They want something big
and

thrilling.

Something that

holds them

spellbound and
entertained. This big, tense,
dramatic hit, with Showmanship Exploitation
is a positive draw and
will please the most

exacting

audiences

everywhere.

"THE

FOUR
DARE DEVILS
-

RELEASED THROUGH

Producers Security Corporation
516

FIFTH AVENUE,

Ad-

venture. Entertaining and Amaz-

throbbing romance that

gtirring

of Life,

and

NEW YORK

Syracuse Motion Picture Co.
presents

SCREENLAND'S GREAT FAVORITES

Henry Hull and Mary Thurman
and an incomparable

cast in

THE LAUGH THRILL OF THE SEASON

"A

Bride for a Knight"
Story and direction by Hamilton Smith

SCREAMING COMEDY HIT

POSITIVE DRAMATIC

TRIUMPH

A LAUGHING SENSATION FULL OF EXCITING EVENTS
NOTHING

IT

LIKE IT

A

DRAWS!

LAUGHTER HIGH
laugh follows another

Perfect Story

in

and

Perfect

Photography

the

hilarious comedy picture, "A Bride
for a Knight," which comes to the

(your name) .... Theatre next week.
Not only does greater laughter predominate through the awful mess
that the hero, Jimmy Poe, engaged
to marry a charming girl, Jean Hawthorne, gets into through inhaling too
much gas at the dentist's. He creates

row in the dental parlor and friends
play a mean joke on Jimmy by telling him that he is suspected of a
big jewel robbery. Jimmy flees when
a lawyer's clerk appears to appraise
him of good news. Jimmy thinks
he is a sleuth and vamooses, only to
comedy plot.
the
get deeper into
From one hole mto another he
plunges, until he is about to rob a
bank, and then he emerges as the
captor of the thieves and squares
himself with his sweetheart and her
uncle, who is president of the very
a

bank that Jimmy was planning

With

Direction

Perfect

IN THRILLING FILM
One

HAS EVER BEEN DONE ON THE STAGE

to

The

Production

Complete

Is

A

Perfect Blend of

Comedy and Drama
THE PERFECT
PICTURE
Romantic

Dramatic

Thrilling

rob.

Heading the superb cast is Henry
Jimmy, and Mary Thurman.

Hull, as

Released through the

Producers Security Corporation
516

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK CITY

EACH
ACE
WITH
Doris

a

superior

cast

screen

of

favorites

A -C

including

Kenyon, James Rennie, Montague Love, Edmund Breeze, Burr Mcintosh, Naomi Childer5~and many

tion

others.

asslireS:

A

theme

'

right.,.;,,,

Allurin.^

T*""^

'

^'

'

A

Ralph Connor's

story, set

with Pauline Garon.
a

among

'giaiit

where logs and laws

are playthings.

> :5:
Pauline Garon. A winning
title, a big name, love, the great outdoors, the age factqi|,^
"The Rapids," with Mary Astor and Harry T.' Marey.-

"The

Critical

Films,

West

44th

Street,

!'

^

^

gliding "sinuousijr.|*a|;p
a survival of the fittest
nttest aitib^Ig"^sea
altio^Ig'"^£
monsters, fishes and sharks.
^ I'
*%
Five reels of amazingly unique entertainment, gtowmg
with the gorgeous. reflection of Prizma color.
A.. picttire J'i
that is sure to tickle the palate of the most exacting

•

;

1

sea' in

;

'

n'J"

"

-

-

With Sure Box-Office Value
This-pjcfure will sweep them in.
Swift in acHon, wiith
strong current of love^
V*/ || |- /\C\
\ \
"Cameron of the Royal Mounted." The Royal Mounted
That's what tJiis ipJdtufi -ivjlilli ,d<!)J A,_l
iii^always get their man.
_
'

Age," with

to

*hc audience.
|,Crucible."

A

Western

"The

picture ajaptdd' frbiih

r orei'gfi^r," Ralph Connor's supreme literary achievement.

FtER SIX Days

BROTHERS ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION take particular pride in announcing

VV7EISS

"

133

rnEiTOaad\/creattires,

audience...

Five Shipman Pictures

pygmies.

to" the

,

York.

bottom of the

,,

like

...

Wives"

Venus—o-f -iTHE South Seas'-

Lee-Bradford Release,. Ji^t'Copiplet.ei.Of\G
^famotis Miv^ING Annette Kellerniari, the world 'faMitis
divSTARRING
ing Venus.
T?\t,frf fj, f^.
f
Something absolutely new. Not 'a re-issue.
...A story of girls and pearls.
Love and adventure, in
which art and science have combined to reveal the miraculous wonders of the marine world.

'-THE MAN FROM GLENGARY,"
— stands out from ordinary pictures

t,^-

Distributed by Mastodon

New

A

,

C. Burr Production. Since the best box-office attraca picture which contains a story full of emotional

feryor, interspersed with comedy touches, "Restless
you of that famous long line that keeps

teeming with interest and dramatic action..
From the very opening shot until the final fade-out, "Restless Wives" has all any audience wants.
.

is'

HDUAJ HHT

i,gHT

'Restless Wives'

.

King Tutankhamen

TUT/)

.;.

^

person of .Pharoali ^s'^avcjix}-,!^,^!
portant figure in hundreds of scenes.
Directed ]i35j;P|^fp ^^^.j
Produced by Armando Vay..
Antpfiio. Gariazzo.
Ttarisf efs to the screen a dignified and impressive re-Jj!j^,jj
citaljin ten reels of the greatest story ever vyritten, by .t]i^|^y,j
in

tlie

,

'

"After Six Days."

|

A

=

.

magnificent feature picturizaticn of the worM4 ^^It^'^'
est story. The Old Testament.
5
With 600 principals and 50,000 supernumerafk's''a^i3''^sc'eneDflB^ai^^^~di^l&i(Ml
after scene beyond the mere description of words.
''

:

iu!i:;i;

iiijiub

—

•

in

'}iit

wol

i

-

fill

-xn

•

)\

,

u

'A Brtde fou a Knight'

SYRACUSE MOTION PICTURES COMPANY
sents

screenland's

favorites.

Thurman and an incomparable
tion

A

Henry
cast

in

a

I'of'P

.

cO

ffiir

Five reels of laughs with a wallop, in, evierjf- r^ej.j[:. j^H;,:
unusual box-office story, written .and;; diriepjtedr.jljisf -fJajE^-fi
ilt'on Smith.
nirn
Will send audiences into frenzies of delight
YoUirimjif
patrons will laugh one moment and have a thrill the n^jct. ^.j;..-.
They will nevers tire of this one, worth seeing time andi)},,,-

pre-

Hull and Mary
laughing sensa-j

.

,

of exciting moments.
perfect story with perfect direction and perfect phofull

.-7,
tography.
This splendid comedy will give two ddlFaiE.fKci'.tiT ,.6f
real entertainment in any neighborhood.

ag£5ii|f!£mO>S

,
,

trrm

Producers
meet
TWOmovie-goerwhich
wants.

Security

Corporation

'!T vtbI''

the absolute sum-total of what
3! 013
the
Ernest Shipman's super production, "Blue Water;" is
Grip-_
a sensational drama of love, hate, and adventure.
Exciting times at sea.
ping scenes on land.
masterpiece that glorifies the rough-water hero,, witli
an all-star cast. Replete with romance, actign and thrHls.^
"The Four Dare-Devils" is all tHe natrie implies and
pictures

A

FOR

Announce

_

&OUmi

^

,;;;ni!,

-.r-.

.A licircus story that all men,' women and children
- will' -want' to
see.
pathetic drama interwoven with the adventures of
four daring gymnasts that appeal to the hearts of human
more..

_

-

A

beings.

Tremendous exploitation possibilities and a sure
'vaf' -isS^
J^ '-v^ "^Sa-Bl^ '''^•^

draw.

-

box-office

.

AN mDWpmDENT WEEK

.liar

i
WOMAN of PARIS
A DRAMA OF

FATE

eafurir^

£dna J^u rviance
^^\V!iffen

and Directed by

CHARLES CHAPLIN
''The Best Picture

Sic,

Of

seieccs Uharies vjiiapuii

_

of Paris" as the "best pict
any other month."

/'cmaiii

ihis

or

" For simplicity of treatment, for rich and
rare suggestions, it is the greatest picture

ever made.
"

'A

Woman

of Paris' is e -?r-; -^ichievemdom.
biggest milers
a beacoii in a sea of
It stands out like
film flotsam."

ment— the

NOW

Booking

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
3f oz-y Pickford
Bouglaj- Jairbanksf
y;

Charier Chaplin
D. W. Qriffith

'^ii'am Qbram.-r, Prexident

//

Bii Reception for
Drama of FLANING

New York^s Nark
Frank

Elliott, in

M.

P.

News :— "One

of the best pictures producec
grips
the
interest
at
all
times
boasting several fine punches and a climax that will pull the mosi
hard-boiled fan right up to the edge of the seat. For thrill, the big
forest fire climax has not been surpassed this year."

season.

this

A

story

that

N. Y. Evening Journal:
situations.

Good

—"The narrative, as filmed, bristles wit!

effects in the flaming

woods and raging rivers."

—

N. Y. Evening Mail: " 'Lucretia Lombard' at the Strand this
is a 'sell out.'
Exhibitors need have no fear for the box-offic(
this picture comes to their theatres."

week
when

Quinn Martin,

—

Y. World: " 'Lucretia Lombard' is a highh
sentimental, very well acted melodrama.
It is casted and mountec
nicely, and extremely effective."
in

N. Y. Times Square Daily:

—"A

'Lucretia Lom
a strong story and Jack

real box-office hit.

Stirring

Romance and

Delightful

in This Thrilling

Drama

Humor

of

**Lucretia Lombard**
By

KATHLEEN NORRIS

A HARRY RAPF PRODUCTION
Cast Includes

IRENE RICH, MONTE BLUE
Marc Mac Dermott

-

Norma Shearer

-

Alec B. Francis

is

Conway, who

directed, handled the

getting in several
touches of the sexy variety that are
sure to prove of assistance at the
tale

Flaming Passion
FROM THE CELEBRATED NOVEL

bard'

skilfully,

box-office."

'

WABNERBROC
'

Warner

Bros.
PASSION at
Strand Theatre
—

The cast is
Harriet TJnderhill in N. Y. Tribune
excellent. There is an ingenue who is the last word in
ingenues."
:

N.

Y.

Evening

Telegrams

'

'

—"Spectacular

thrills

follow each other uninterruptedly in this production.
Amid the horrors of forest fires and turbulent flood,
the drama of conflict steadily develops to a crescendo
of emotions, thence rising to a whirlwind climax."

—

N. Y. Sun and Globe: "Irene Eich, Marc MacDermott, Norma Shearer and Monte Blue give performances that are as sincere and fine as anything seen
in the films this year."

—

N. Y. Evening Post: "Queer to relate, and unusual in this day
of the obvious, the production is bound to rouse many questions. Excellently played, well staged, intelligently cast, an interesting and enjoyable story which is nver soporific."

—

Louella 0. Parsons, in N. Y. American: "The direction is particularly good in this picture.
There is a flood, a forest fire and a
number of other thrilling events. The forest fire is well done.
'

—

Dorothy Day, in A^. Y. Morning Telegram: " 'Lucretia Lombard'
is primarily a money-maker, and the Warner Brothers should be quite
pleased to add it to their list. A fine screen presentation."

Classics of the Screen

M

Divorced!

Names

in the

Paper!

Goldwyn

Broken Hearts and Bewildered Lives

presents

!

!

Now in its 2nd
clean-up week at the
California Theatre,

Los Angeles

Rupert Hughes^
Biggest Box-office Bet

daring and thrilling I

The

inside story of Divorce!
with Helene Chadwick, Lew Cody,
Carmel Myers, George Walsh

O^oldtvi/n^Joosmopolitan

To the authors whose stories have made
dramas successful:
Edgar Rice Burroughs
Ralph Connor
F. Marion Crawford

my

film

James Oliver Curwood
Capt. Joseph D. Meade
Capt. Frederick

Wm.

Wallace

To the directors who have put them over:
David M. Hartford
Henry Kolker

Henry MacRae
King Vidor

To the artists who have appeared
Mary Astor

in

them:

Ruth Renick
Baby Peggy Rice

Betty Blythe

Gladys Cobum
Frances Eldredge
Pauline Garon
Cleo Madison
Colleen Moore
Vivienne Osborne

Norma Shearer
Edna Shipman
Nell Shipman

Ann Southerland
Marion Swayne
Jane Thomas

Frank Andrews

Jimmy Harrison

Charlie Arling

Harlan Knight
Wilton Lackaye

Frank Badgley
Wallace Beery
John Bowers
David Butler
William Calhoun
Lon Chaney
William Colvin
Irving Ciimmings
l/ouis

D'Arclay

John Dillon
Fernandez
Edwin Forsberg

E. L.

Leon Gendron
Gaston Glass
Robert Haines

To thA

or^yanizations

Donald MacDonald
MacDonald
Melbourne MacDowell
Francis

Waher

Miller

Harry T. Morey
Jack Newton
Wheeler Oakman
Wellington Playter

Anders Randolph
Wallace Ray

Warner Richmond
Charles Slattery
Lewis Stone
Charles Wellesley

who

are distributing; them:

Associated First National

W. W. Hodkinson Corporation

Pictures, Inc.
Australasian Films, Ltd.

David P. Ho wells
William Vogel

And

to

my

thousands of exhibitor friends.

565

Fifth Avenue,

New York

City.

'

POLA NEGRI IN "THE SPANISH DANCER" A HERBERT BRENON PRODUCTION WITH
ANTONIO MORENO WALLACE BEERY ADOLPHE MENJOU KATHLYN WILLIAMS "HIS
CHILDREN'S CHILDREN" A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION WITH BEBE DANIELS GEORGE
FAWCETT DOROTHY MACKAILL JAMES REx^IE MARY EATON NOVEL BY ARTHUR
TRAIN A PARAMOUNT PICTURE "THE LIGHT THAT FAILED" WITH JACQUELINE LOGAN PERCY MARMONT A GEORGE MELFORD PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JR. IN "STEPHEN STEPS OUT" WITH THEODORE ROBERTS
HARRY MYERS NOAH BEERY DIRECTED BY JOSEPH HENABERY A PARAMOUNT
PICTURE WILLIAM S. HART IN "WILD P^LL HICKOK" A WILLIAM S. HART PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTl^PI^^^^
O THE LADIES" A JAMES
CRUZE PRODUCTION WITH
THEODORE ROBERTS
EDWARD HORTON
iRAMOUNT PICTURE ZANE
GREY'S "THE CALL O^^'
THE CANYON" WITH LOIS
WILSON RICHARD DIX
^NOAH BEERY MARJORIE
DAW RICARDO CORTE/,^
ITiilRECTED BY VICTOR
FLEMING A PARAMQ^^^
PICTURE ALLAN
if'
DWAN'S PRODUCTION
OF REX BEACH'S "BIG
BROTHER" WITH TOi..^
OORE EDITH ROBERTS
RAYMOND' HATTON
^-^(^\4RAM0UNT PICTURE
GLENN HUNTER m.yt\ /^/\ , /'^"VSN,
"WEST OF THE WATER
TOWER" WITH ERNEST ^^JL/^UIPfll/VR
MAY MC
PITTS A PARAMOUNT
AVOY GEORGE FAWCETT t^J^^J^^
LOVE" A WILLIAM
PICTURE "DON'T CALL J/^^^'V-S-^
AGNES AYRES JACK
DEMILLE PRODUCTIOI (X_v>A-t^iJ^
KObJLUFF ROBERT EDESON A
HOLT NITA NALDI ROl) i.aKOQuE
PARAMOUNT PICTURE GLORIA SW ANSON IN' '^'THE HUMMING BIRD" A SIDNEY
OLCOTT PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE ZAi^fE GREY'S "HERITAGE OF THE
DESERT" WITH BEBE DAM.ELS ERNEST TORR EHGE LLOY D- HUGHES NOAH BEERY'
"^"iUCTION A PARAMOUNT
AN IRVIN WILLAT Ajf^
^
a
BARRIERS" A GEORGE
PICTUR-E "FLAMING
MELFORD PRODUCTION .Tvieppy Ghpistmas! bTH JACQUELINE
^lORENO WALTER HIERS
LOGAN N T O N I O '?L
A GREAT PARAMOUNT PICTURE THOMAS MEIGHAN IN 'PIED PIPER MALONE"
BY BOOTH TARKINGTON SUPPORTED BY LOIS WILSON GEORGE FAWCETT
DIRECTED BY ALFRED E. GREEN A PARAxMOUNT PICTURE POLA NEGRI IN
"SHADOWS OF PARIS" SUPPORTED BY CHARLES DEROCHE ADOLPHE MENJOU
HUNTLY GORDON A HERBERT BRENON PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
"THE NEXT CORNER" A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION WITH DOROTHY MACKAILL
LON CHANEY CONWAY TEARLE RICARDO CORTEZ LOUISE DRESSER A PARAMOUNT PICTURE "THE STRANGER" A JOSEPH HENABERY PRODUCTION WITH
BETTY COMPSON RICHARD DIX LEWIS STONE BY JOHN GALSWORTHY A PARAMOUNT PICTURE WILLIAM S. HART IN "SINGER JIM MCKEE" SUPPORTED
BY PHYLLIS HAVER A WILLIAM S. HART PRODUCTION A PARAMOUNT PICTURE.

^

,

Cparamount

4

\r^^

fov

Director General of

Famous Players Lasky

Cor-

Producer of ''The Ten Commandments," "Triumph" and other Paramount Pictures
bearing his name.

poration.

Cecil B.

De

Mille

THE NEW YEAR WILL SURPASS THE PAST!

:

PHOTOGRAPH OF A TALMADGE STUDIO "PROP" CHAIR
Th? Man

in the Chair

is

the Exhibitor

s

Photodramatist

WILLIAM DUDLEY PELLEY
Better

Who

known

to the trade as plain "Bill" Pelley

Writes Screen Plots Juicy with Showmans' Exploitation Possibilities!

Meet "Bill" Pelley! He is the man who wrote "The Light in the Dark," "The Shock," "Her Fatal
Millions," "The Fog" and eight other photoplays this year, FIVE OF WHICH ARE NOW IN PRODUCTION. What other Dramatist can point to five of his screen plays all being "shot" at the same
time? Tom Mix is making a Pelley story right now; so is MauriceTourneur; so is Hoot Gibson; so is
the U. S. Department of Justice. Richard Thomas has just acquired the rights to a new Pelley story:

"What Women Love."

$100,000

OF PHOTOPLAY PLOTS

the figure Pelley's sales force and exploitation staff have before them for a goal in the year ahead.
operates a printing plant, art department and group of professional exploitation men to wring
his plays dry of exploitation possibilities for both producer and exhibitor. He also will start the publication of a house organ, "THE SCREEN SHOWMAN," on January 1st.
This is to be sent free to
every showman running Pelley's screen plays.
is

He

A STORY WITH A WALLOP EVERY TWO WEEKS FOR 1924. ASK YOUR PRODUCER TO SEND
YOU HIS PELLEY PLAYS Fox, Universal, Metro, First National, Film Booking Offices have them

—

and you can buy them right because Pelley sold them right

—they

will please

your patrons!

A Continuous

Line

TO SEE

A

Greed picture
Deautifully Directed

Acted
^/A Greei Ca^si

Der|ectly

^

|
!

Unknown PunPLK
ACevrlos Production
l^oland

West and Carlyle

d/rectet^ by f^oland

Moore

Wzsi

photographed by Oliver

T March

mm B.WALTUALL
ALICE LAKt

STUART H0LMC5
WELEN FCDGUSOH
ETUEL GPEY TERPY
BftlNSLEY

mm

5WAW

'

ARTHUR
FRANKIE LEE

JAMES MORRISON
PICMARD

WAYNE

Mmt OONLm
/nthe

cl/si/r?(^ujs/7ed

<Jruart Wifms-

Cast

FRANCW(SED ON THE
INDEPENDENT MARKEY BY

coppomrm
TmAnTFiLM
M.H. HOFPMAN
VICE onesioEHT

1540 5R0ADWAY

N

Y.

CITY

!

Romance!

The

—

!

Adventure!

man FROM BRODNEYS
Adapted from the Famous Novel by

GEORGE 6ARR McCUTCHEON

A

A Superb Cast
J.

RICH,

WARREN KERRIGAN

A YOUNG American

MISS DuPONT

PAT O'MALLEY
KATHLEEN KEY

against

put to the supreme

save the

girl

A STRANGE

hand battle
overwhelming odds ever
hand

tangled in court

intrigue,

to

will

bequeathing millions,

menace to the happiness of
those who would benefit.

sinister

screened

i

ii^ii||l|l|MiiimMii)[ifi((||fii|MniMiliilllllllllll(n|Wll

A

1

1„.

I'lilinllliMMiiiiiiii.'Mn^

David Smith Production
ALBERT

E.

4

test to

he loves— a princess of

royal blood

Scenes of Splendor
thrilling

of India Seas

the Orient—mysterious, inexplicable i

CALHOUN
WANDA HAWLEY
ALICE

'pHE most

warm romance

breathing the pungent fragrance of

SMITH

poesident

y

Anticipating by several months the necessity for lower

production costs, the $800,000 improvement program of
the United Studios in Hollywood has been completed.

With these improvements

finished, this plant offers the

independent producer economy in production through

new

facilities

and

efficiency

methods designed with

this

end in view.

Keeping pace with the progress of the industry the
United Studios has not only retained
PE^Ei^IDElJNpr

its

leadership as

the largest and most efficient leasing plant in the world,

but has increased

its

own facilities a hundred percent.

The Home

of

Independent

Producers

EveiytMng
ill

For

Use

-

For

Thoge

—

Who Produde

The Tremendous Response
Proves That No Picture Is Too

B ig

for the Progressive Exhibitor

The deluge of

letters

and telegrams from exhibitors

in every part of the country in response to the above

statement

convincing proof that Universal is
leading the industry in policy as well as pictures.
You can depend on Universal!
is

Thomas Meighan
wishes you a

Merry Christmas
and a

Prosperous

New Year

Recent Thomas Meighan Paramount Productions
"Back Home and Broke"
By George Ade

"Woman-Proof"
By George Ade

Directed by Alfred E. Green

"The Ne'er Do Well"
By Rex Beach
Directed by Alfred E. Green

Directed by Alfred E. Green

Now in Preparation
(Released February 4, 1924)
"Pied Piper Malone"
By Booth Tarkington

"Homeward Bound"
By Peter B. Kyne
Directed by Ralph Ince

Directed by Alfred E. Green

pERFECT lighting
stage set

Holiday Greetings

with a

to

All

is

effect in

assured

if

your

equipped

MATTHEWS PLANT

from

Matthews Engineering Company

Marie Prevost

Sandusky, Ohio

Buy Preferred Pictures
at these exchan§fes
NEW ORLEANS,

ALBANY,

Bobby North.
Bond Photoplay Corp.
676

Broadway.

ATLANTA,

E. V. Richards.
Preferred Pictures Corp.
106

Walton

Asher.

BUFFALO,

Bobby North.
Bond Photoplay Corp.
265 Franklin St.

CHICAGO,

/. L. Friedman.
Celebrated Players Film Corp.
810 South Wabash Ave.

CINCINNATI, Harry

Charnas.
Standard Film Service Co.
B'way and Pioneer.

Harry Charnas.

Standard Film Service Co.
201 Film Building.

DALLAS,

E. V. Richards.
Preferred Pictures Corp.
308 South Harwood St.

DENVER,

Harry T. Nolan.
First National Exhibitors Corp.
2108 Broadway.

DES MOINES,

A. H. Blank.
Blank Enterprises

303 Second St.

DETROIT, Harry

NEW

YORK, Sam

Zierler.

Commonwealth Film

Corp.

729 Seventh Ave.

American Feature Film Co.
37 Piedmont St.

A. H.

15

St.

BOSTON, Harry

CLEVELAND,

The Preferred

E. V. Richards.
Preferred Pictures Corp.
1401 Tulane Ave.

Charnas.

Standard Film Service Co.
Elizabeth and John R. Sts.

MAYTIME
THE VIRQINIAN

OMAHA,

MOTHERS-IN-LAW

PHILADELPHIA, Ben

APRIL SHOWERS

THE BROKEN WINQ
POISONED PARADISE

THE BREATH OF SCANDAL
THE TRIFLERS
THE FIRST YEAR
THE BOOMERANQ
WHEN A WOMAN
REACHES FORTY
WHITE MAN

MY

A. H. Blank.

A. H. Blank Enterprises
1511 Chicago St.

Amsterdam.

Masterpiece Film Attractions
1329 Vine St.

PITTSBURGH, Harry

Charnas.

Federated Film Exchange
1018 Forbes St.

PORTLAND,

ME., Harry Asher.
American Feature Film Co.
85 Market St.

SALT LAKE CITY,

George L. Mayne.
Preferred Pictures Exchange
Exchange Place

52

SAN FRANCISCO,

Louis Hyman.

All Star Feature Distributors, Inc.
209 Golden Gate Ave.

SEATTLE, Al

Rosenberg.

De Luxe Feature Film

Co.

2016 Third Ave.

LADY'S LIPS

FAINT PERFUME

THE MANSION OF
ACHINQ HEARTS

ST. LOUIS, 5"/'3'ro^ Skouras
St. Louis Film Exchange
3319 Locust St.

WASHINGTON,

D. C, Joseph L. Y.oung.
Preferred Pictures Corp.
926 New Jersey Ave., N. W.

INDIANAPOLIS,

/. L. Friedman.
Celebrated Players
I
Film Corp.

144

West Ve
Vermont

KANSAS CITY
Preferred Pictures Exchange
115

West 17th

St.

LOS ANGELES,

Louis Hyman.
All Star Feature Distributors, Inc.
915 South Olive St.

MILWAUKEE,

/.

5-.

Grauman.

Celebrated Players Film Corp.
713

Wells

St.

INNEAPCLIS, Ben

Friedman.

Friedman Film Corp.
16 North Fourth St.

EW HAVEN, Harry

Asher.

American Feature Film Co.

134

Meadow

EW JERSEY,

CANADA,
CALGARY

St.

St.

H. F. Jans.

Jans Film Service
729 Seventh Ave., New York

The

Preferred 8

/. /.

Allen

Canadian Nat'l Films Corp.
3

Princess Bldg.

MONTREAL

DAUQHTERS OF THE RICH
THE QIRL WHO CAME BACK
ARE YOU A FAILURE?
POOR MEN'S WIVES
THE HERO
THORNS AND
ORANQE BLOSSOMS
RICH MEN'S WIVES

Dominion Films,
12

Mayor

Ltd.

St.

TORONTO
Dominion Films, Ltd.
21 Dundas St., East.

VANCOUVER
Canadian Nat'l Films Corp.
Allen Theatre Bldg.

WINNIPEG
Canadian Nat'l Films Corp.
302 Film Exchange Bldg.

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS
Export and Import Film Co.,
729 Seventh Ave., New York

Inc.
City.

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP'N.
l650BROADWAy

B.P.Schulberg' 'Pres-

NEW YORK crni

J.G.Bachinann-rrfaf-

w

Best wishes

and

Season's Greeting
to all

LON CHANEY
Alfred A. Grasso
Business

Manager

3459 Plata Street
Phone Drexel 2745
Los Angeles, Cal.

Heart? Ci)rifitmas ®reettngs
antj e\)evp (gooti

for

tl)e

Coming: igean
iiobert (g. l^ignola

TJtie^

Greatest Story

of*^AIl/

MASSIVE DRAMA

The struggles of
of the beginning of the America that you know.
It is the story of Her
a few that became the romance of one hundred miUion people.
whom you love more than any other ... of Her for whom you would shed your blood
Her for whom you would sacrifice all the first great story of America.
of

A'

.

—

.

.

of the American Revolution wanted a complete, accurate and
dramatic version of America's greatest of all stories, the Revolutionary War,
They informed Will H. Hays of
told with a true mastery upon the screen.
And Mr. Hays discussed the idea with
their wishes.

The Daughters

D.WaPIFFITH

To do so he and his staff of players
it.
practically every shrine of American Liberty, taking
scenes of the drama upon the actual ground where they occurred
in the Revolution.
Helping Griffith to make this story more accurate than any story
of this period has ever been, are: The Daughters of the American
Revolution, The Sons of the Revolution. President Edwin Worthen of the Lexington Historical Society, the Boston Historical Society, the Mount Vernon Historical Society, the Smithsonian Institute, the New York Public Library.
Robert W. Chambers, accepted as one of the best informed historians on Revolutionary matters, has written the story selected.
John L. E. Pell is making the historical arrangement.
The name selected for this tremendous production is
and he agreed to make

visited

NEIL HAMILTON

CAROL DEMPSTER
The

cast being chosen

intended that a famous
hundreds of persons have

recommended by appearance and

ability alone.
It is not
character shall be altered to fit a famous actor.
Literally
been tested out that these characters shall be real in appearance.

is

NEW YEAR

IS

ABOUT TO START

that is sure to mean much, for good or
the motion picture industry.

Cwhat will the year bring?

Will

it

ill,

to

find the industry

permitting the Ego of some selfish directors to go
on padding features into unwarranted, tiresome lengths,
or will it see a return to the feature of normal length,
that will permit an exhibitor to build up a REAL
SHOW, a program of diversified entertainment such as
built up the tremendous popularity of motion pictures?
still

CLit is largely up to you, Mr. Exhibitor, to bring about
this needed reform. If you raise your voice loud enough,
it will be heard and heeded.
And unless features come
to a saner length, all the best wishes for a prosperous
New Year for you will be in vain, for, as Danny says
in Film Daily, "the public is willing and anxious to pay
for real entertainment
diversified entertainment
and
sooner or later will refuse to pay for *Ego'."

—

—

work

earnestly for this reform, so that the
a prosperous year, which is
whole industry
Educational' s sincere wish.

CL^et's

all

may have

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,
Prcsiden?

Inc.

Progress

8C

Achievement

"Anna

Christie" reaches the theatres for Christmas.
It should contribute materially toward exhibitor prosperity in 1924.

The newspaper and magazine

critics

call

"Anna

Christie" the greatest picture I have ever produced, and
declare it to be an outstanding production of a season
in which many fine pictures have been released.

The test engagements have established "Anna

Christie"

as a highly successful box-oflftce attraction.

For a great many years I have been producing pictures
that have made money in the theatres, and I intend tr
continue to do so for a great many years to come. I
refuse to be stampeded by the hysterics of the industry
into policies which violate good business judgment.
Ours is an industry of progress. We have gone forward
more than even we realize during the twelve months
of 1923, and I pledge myself, my resources and my organization toward greater progress in 1924, toward
finer pictures and higher standards.

wonderful

Its

POSTERS, ADS
and
EXPIOITATWN

an

F. B. O.
Picture

put over

JOHNNIE WALKER

Something New!!
—

Give your patrons something brand new and fresh right
hot off the griddle
we've got the stuff all ready
to help you tell
the world you've got JOHNNIE WALKER in "FASHIONABLE

—

—

FAKERS."

—

—

Loads of exploitation easy to put over
accessories and everything all set.
Get a press sheet

—

make some dough with

and sure in

see what we've got for you, then
this clever picture.

it's

results

book and

DISTRIBUTED BY
723 Seventh Ave., New York N. Y.

F. B. 0.

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE
26-27

SALES OFFICE UNITED KINGDOM
R-C PICTURES CORPORATION
D-ARBLAY STREET, WARDOUR ST.,

LONDON, W.

I.,

ENGLAND
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RUTH CLIFFORD
T

N

Gasnier's

"Daughters

of

the

Ruth Cliflord augments
charms
has
natural
nature

Rich"

the
already given her, with this stunning
tea gown of taupe velvet trimmed

with chinchilla and wide bands of
embroidery.
But
one
of
many
gowns, designed for the petite star,
to achieve the utmost perfection.

1

ETHEL SHANNON
'THIS

dainty negligee of pink, chifwrith pale blue pink,
word in feminine finery
enhances the star's charm, indeed.

fon

the

edged

last

one of Ethel Shannon's
in Louis Gasnier's
successful production for Preferred
Pictures, "Daughters of the Rich."
It

is

just

many costumes

Exhibitors Trade Review

At Yuletide

snugly by the Yule fires of our comfort.
our hearts, O Lord, the warmth of charity.
Sanctify the bread ive break with friends.
Nourish our souls with privation, according to our pride,
Enable us, at last, to meet the searching eyes of childrent
Then shall Thy will have been done.
Let us not

sit

But kindle

in

—COLLEEN MOORE.
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A

Merry Christmas

"ERRY CHRISTlNiAS to the men and women
And this
the motion picture industry!
greeting goes to the ol' timers and to the new
comers and to the great throng of in-betweens,
those whose active participation in the doings and
in the development of this marvelous institution
of the early twentieth century covers a period of
of

a dozen or fifteen years.
Those who formerly foUoAved the unthinking
crowd in referring to the "infant motion picture
industry"
an expression which now is greeted
with
merely
a derisive smile may have failed to
realize the screen has passed its quarter-century.
are not referring to the days of laboratory
experimentation.
are talking of the days of
exhibition before paid houses. Readers of the issue
of December 15 of this journal were reminded
that motion pictures were being shown in 1898.
The year was that of the Spanish- American War
and the pictures were largely of events connected
with that brief conflict.
So it may be reiterated that the motion picture
really has "growed up."
There have been many and crowding evidences

—

—

We

We

of the truth of this statement, of just that number
of reasons why this present annual festival should
be an occasion of merriment on the part of the
members of the great industry.
Among those who may on the whole participate
with a will are the exhibitors, who have not only
built more great amusement palaces but have
"absorbed" many of the big pictures.
Croakers to the contrary notwithstanding, there
has been a distinct advance in the quality of screen
entertainment.
recall no year in which there
have been so many pretentious pictures which also

We

good pictures.
While it would be far from the truth to say
there can be no good pictures unless they also are
pretentious and elaborate pictures, it is a fact that
Avere

as a rule the great story
lavish settings.

is

usually reserved for

As the exception sometimes proves the rule it
may be noted that a subject quite commonly
credited with being one of the best of 1923 Avas
made at a negative cost of perhaps twenty or
twenty-five thousand dollars.

The advancement
stricted to

in picture-making

an enhanced quality.

One

is

not

re-

of the lessons

of experience that has been given much consideration during the year has been the evil resulting
from indulgence in publicitj^ regarding large sums
of money spent on individual productions or
groups of productions or on individuals.

Announcements on this phase of picture-making are becoming scarcer. The public's reaction
following the fcAV that have slipped through has
been disadvantageous to the industry as a Avhole
and has served as encouragement to those revenue
seeking legislators who have come to look upon
the screen as a symbol of uncountable wealth.
Another of the developments of the year is the
groAving recognition of the importance of exploitation that is Avholesome, of improved advertising
that Avill square Avith the unquestioned improvement in the quality of pictures as a Avhole.
Errors have been made, offenses against good
taste have been committed.
For any share Ave
may have had in these Ave express keen regret.
There have been brought to the side of the motion picture in the past year great bodies of publicspirited men and Avomen, bodies the officers and
members of Avhich in other years had been either
indifferent or openly antagxjnistic to the motion
picture, and organizations Avhose influence and respect the industry must command if it deserves to
survive.

Any action that tends to decrease this influence
or to lessen this respect does harm to the industry.
But on the Avhole it should be a Merry Christmas, in
tributor

and in fact, for Exhibitor, for Dis^
and for Producer.

spirit

For the Exhibitor, because of his success in giving better and higher class entertainment to the
millions, a large proportion of which know no
paid amusement other than that found within his
house.
For the Distributor, because of his success in
facing great business problems, due to the fact
that owing to increased production he has been
compelled to find means of making tAvo blades of
grass to grow where but one grew before.
For the Producer, because of his success not
only in selecting stories that appealed to the multitude but also in so adorning them that they have
instructed as Avell as entertained the peoples of

many

We

lands.
reiterate:

A

Merry Christmas!
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Who's

Who Among

the Motion Picture

Leaders in the Year 1923
Here Are Some of the Men to Whom the Trade Is Inde hted for the Remarkable Record of Achievement During the Past Twelve Months and to Whom with Supreme Confidence It Hands on the Great Things to Be
Accomplished in the Days of 1924, a Period of Great Importance to the Whole Industry

Elmer Pearson

J.

the
AStention

distributor in 1923 to call atto the mounting production cost
meet Elmer Pearson, watcher over the desIt
tinies of the American house of Pathe.
was last summer, midsummer to be exact,
when Mr. Pearson made the declaration that
what he had seen on the coast led him to
believe production costs for the year were
equaling exchange receipts of any preceding

Holiday Greetings

first

twelvemonth.

was just the ripple that follows
The announcement was discounted
It

the calm.
in

some

but aroused interest in all.
indicative of the Pathe
executives bent for looking ahead as well
as for examining the signs of the present.
It is common knowledge that under his leadership his company has had an unusually
successful year which is a pretty good way
to determine the direction of the signboard
for 1924:
Straight ahead.

quarters,

The statement was

—

A

Richard A. Rowland
now meet the man who in

ND

the

fall

the

:

of the difficulties of

the distributor

has been and is an increasing recognition, on the
part of those who make pictures
and those who show them, of the
importance of the film and the
screen in the everyday life of the
is

an

in-

creasing appreciation, on the people's part, of the finer type of pic-

which we are trying wholeheartedly to produce and display
for them.
Such genuine efforts
for service, with such encouragement, cannot fail of success, with
the
accompanying rewards of

tures

success.

year as he saw the ripple expanding into a breeze added his testimony to
the expressions of growing concern over production costs
Richard Rowland.
Mr. Rowland batted the bail right over the
centre field fence when he discussed the possibilities
of sitting down with the sheriff
unless there should prove to be on the part
of producers a clearer understanding of some
of

HERE

American people.
There has been and

in

dis-

posing of product at a profit to three departments.
It was only the other day the First National executive remarked that the public was
concerned only in entertainment and did not
care whether a picture cost $75,000 or |975,so long as it was entertained.
Which
sounds like the new production spirit, the
spirit of 1924, the spirit which so far capitalizes the experiences of 1923 as to profit
by the opportunities for improvement.

This is the record of 1923.
Ninteen hundred and twenty-four

must and

shall bring

endeavor and

To

still

still further
greater success.

those men and women
of the industry who are giving
their best in this great service I
extend the fullest gratitude, with
all

the wish that their Christmas

H.

HAYS.

000,

Adolph Zukor

TP7E

have noted

how

grew into
a breeze. Who other than Adolph Zukor
should recognize the arrival of the moment
when it should be expedient to trim sail, to

"

that ripple

harbor and wait for the storm to
of Famous Players has been
the centre about which so many trade whirlwinds have swept that instinctively he senses
the approach of anything resembling such a
disturbance, and when he feels another one
is on the way he dons his sou'wester and
slip

into

abate?

The head

gets into action.
The closing down order of a few weeks
ago, a lid-dropping the reverberations of
which still may be heard, is believed to be
Hearing its end.
All signs indicate a renewal of activity.
By the way, there are hints from the outside that the sessions of the Federal Board
of Trade when resumed for the taking of testimony for the defense will be unexpectedly
interesting.
It is reported that the sou'wester
reserved for that particular squall conceals

a very sharp

stick.

Harry Schwalbe
'T'HE

only remark ever credited to that
Sphinx boy over in Egypt was a grumble

to the effect that he was getting tired waiting to hear the voice of Harry Schwalbe.

He confided the fact that while he had heard
and could recognize the voice of all the other
executives in picturedom he had not the
faintest idea of the quality of sound produced
by the treasurer of First National when he
talked to the public. And no wonder!
Mr. SchwaUje easily holds the long-distance
record for silence so far as the trade genis concerned and also as the long-distance commuter.
He is a resident of Philadelphia. » When he does talk he is inclined
to say it with figures
cold turkey.
He is
a bear for figures.
erally

—

Bobby North
''P those

attend some function we
*other day in the list of names of
noted among others that of Robert North.
Right away came the question:
"Who the
mischief is that?" Another second's thought
and we recognized our friend of 1600 Broadway, exchangeman and producer.
Here's hoping that in 1924 the lines that
are laid out for Bobby North will fall in
pleasant places.

HE

slated

to

that up at Fifty-first street and
the smiles that never have been
lacking are now growing a bit broader, as
word comes in as to what "The Virginian"
and some of its contemporaries are doing and
what "The First Year" is expected to do in
the New Year.

So it is
Broadway

W.

E. Shallenberger

LET'S

drop in on one of the independent
boys for a minute and greet W. E.
Shallenberger, an executive who possesses
one of the best rested swivel chairs in the
The "Doc" is a great fellow for
industry.
stirring about the country. Like the old fashioned congressmen he dearly loves to look
after his fences, to keep the sheep in and the
goats out.
Just now the "Doc" is busy getting set
for a big campaign on a subject which he believes is his best to date and which he is
convinced will make a real noise among the
good ones of 1924 "Gambling Wives."

—

Arthur

S.

Friend

the man who made
FROM
producer with the remarkably

his

bow
fine

as a
"Dis-

we had a right to expect much. The
succeeding Arliss pictures have confirmed the impression. Arthur Friend is one
of those producers who banks heavily on
preparation a term which with him has two
distinct phases:
raeli"

satisfaction.

WILL

of the hard fighters of the crucial
year of 1923 here goes a handshake with
Jack Bachmann. Like other financial executives of distributing companies he has had
his troubles for the year, but while he said
nothing publicly about the way matters in
general seemed to be tending nevertheless he
confided to his intimates he did not propose
that his company should be caught napping.

may

be a happy one, and the hope that
the New Year may bring to them
the amplest measure of attain-

ment and

Bachmann

G.

A S one

two

—

toil in the making ready of the
for the director and then after that
functionary has ceased or presumably ceased
his labors to endeavor to make as nearly as
possible to 100 per cent the completed story
for the exhibitor.

That of

story

It is

a policy that has

worked out

to large

advantage.

And now comes

the story that Mr. Friend

to be one of the principals in the erection of a large studio for housing the production of pictures to be made within gunYork to lessen the pressure
shot of
is

—

New

on the

facilities

of Los Angeles.

Thomas H. Ince
'T'HE maker

of "Anna Christie" has reason to contemplate his turkey and plum
pudding with a large degree of satisfaction,
with a consciousness of a hard job well done.

"Tom"
ful

Ince was perhaps the first successMany have tried
supervising director.
assume that role, but with varying and

to
indifferent results.
So just as before

we may

for something worthwhile
dio.

continue to look
the Ince stu-

from

—
December

29,
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Marcus Loew

his cheery

'PHE

head of the Marcus Loew EnterJ- prises and the Metro Pictures
Corporation
is another of the top-notchers who has sHpped
out

voice and the spirit of good huwhich it breathes is "listened for"
every Sunday evening as the harbinger of
the greatest entertainment that goes out on
the air during the week. Radio and "Roxy"
have put the Capitol Theatre most unmistakably upon the map upon the map of a

the coast to look things over.
If
of¥ers you a bet that M. L. can
keep a straight face when you mention anything about four horses even as he does when
you talk about four aces don't be afraid to
commit yourself. Take him on; you won't

great

lose.

/"iNE

to

any one

"The Four Horsemen" is a pleasant subject
M. L. And "Scaramcuche" is another
name that is forcing itself into the category
for

of things that sound pleasant to the producing ear.
don't know, but we have a hunch the
present western trip is for the purpose of discovering if there is anything in the works
And
that looks like a big winner for 1925.
also if there is a golfer on the west coast
who looks like a sufficiently soft antas-^'^'^ist.

We

Arthur

SIMPLY
coast

S.

Kane

because a fellow slips

when he

feels the

reason

—

many

—

cool weather is no
be overlooked in a Christmas roll call. That's
the way it is with Arthur Kane. He has been
coming along steadily during the past year,
twelve
just the same as he has in preceding

months.
j
r
He's a great picker, a picker of good picbet
safe
tures, is that Kane man, and it is a
exercise
he vnW continue in the year 1924 to
the
the same large amount of gray matter m
conduct of his business that he did in 1923
—and in the many film years preceding.
He's got a big one to start off the New
Year with— for it hardly can be said "The
quite
Courtship of Miles Standish" is yet
on its way in the majority of the cities of
•

.

the country.

it.

James Ross Grainger

COME

along and step on the gas with us
while we take a little quiet stroll with
Jimmy Grainger. The Goldwyn sales chief
has found 1923 interesting interesting because there has been a lot of work, what
with exchange managers to straighten out,

—

exhibitors to sell and to resell, and an odd
studio or two to so keep in touch with that
he will know what he is going to have to
sell a couple of months ahead.
It's a great life, that, of Jimmy Grainger's,
and there is not a chance in the world that

eastern representative of the Lesser
gone to the coast for Christmas or something it may be on business,
for men have been known to travel that far
on such errands. However, he goes at the
end of a year that has been a good one
for his company, and what is better the signs
for the coming twelvemonth are that there
interests has

—

will be even bigger doings when steam is up
and the old locomotive begins to travel.

Much
and there

—

is
is

players

Samuel Roth af el

GREETINGS

to the master broadcaster
of the new wonder of a great era, the
radio
To the man who has harnessed what
many motion picture men looked upon as simply a new form of business peril and converted
it to increasing the patrons and admirers of
his great house all honor is due.
"Roxy," as he calls himself over the air
and a name that has been employed by hi,
friends for many years, is now one of the
best-known men in the eastern half of the
United States and Canada.
The sound of
!

—

he can

if

!

So with a record
worry about 1924?
J.

T^HE

like that

1923

for

why

CLEVERNESS,
of

smiles
activity

and

—that's

a

human
"Watty"

famous because he is
a stickler for superlative printing and developing, tinting and toning, commuting between London and Los Angeles, and getting
the names on the dotted lines of large
is

still

contracts.

"Watt" has been a leader since Mary Pickford was with Biograph and will undoubtedly continue to be one long after Mary decides the fireside is more congenial than the
films.
look to him as one of the strongest of the progressives for 1924.

—

We

when the flag falls.
At the moment of writing we are waiting
for word that the dotted lines on the new
understanding between Famous Players and
Valentino

ly/TARKED

expansion has been noted in 1923

fit

to leave her.

Hal Roach

in

Califor-

The

point

is

that 1923 has seen the

So it may be taken for granted that Hal
Roach, primed with information straight from
the exhibitors which he secured in his long
swing around the circle, will be ready to give
'em what they want.

Peggy. Everyone loves her, and
been such a good little girl, Santa
Although he does look as though h»
wished this Principal Picture starlet had a little bigger
It is hard, even for him, to get an automobile truck
foot.
into a sock that is hardly big enough for his little finger.
Peggy won't care what he does with her toys,
Baby
But
And she is such a
provided, of course, she gets them.
without any of the grown-up ideas that
baby,
little
dear
you would exoect of such a precocious youngster, that
she will be delighted with anything that Santa Claus
sees

will

development of the series into a regular box
office draw.

ONLY A BABY AFTER ALL

because she has
has remembered her.

That

New

or not.

War may be pardoned if he is not
seen along Film Row as frequently as formerely.
Being within the sound of the waves of the
Atlantic John M. naturally has a fondness for
the Pacific, a fondness accentuated in some
measure by the frequency with which he is
reminded of it as he sits on the managerial
lid during the absence of President Albert E.
Smith in California.

Baby

in.

and that represents a whole team in itself.
Another is the "Our Gang" series. As to
the latter we don't care whether the debut
of the bunch preceded the first of the year

American

IS

filled

product has been brought forth,
and we will mention but two of the notables
that have been added to the roster of the
organization.
One of these is Will Rogers,

NOW

little

been

Hal Roach

John M. Quinn

SHE

have

big things for J. D., as it will mean
the eventual release of his star to make productions for Ritz.
spell

that he is formally registered as a
resident of that far-away Brooklyn, for
one reason so that he may be in closer touch
with Vitagraph's executive offices at the studio in Flatbush, the general manager of the
company that dates back to the Spanish-

"TJEAR

—

at the studios of

Watterson R. Rothacker

He

D. Williams

year 1923 has been a quiet year for
that is, it has been quiet out"J. D."
wardly.
Under the surface there has been
much doing. It has been a period of preparation, of getting ready for the start in order
that things may be done in a regular way

nia.

looked for from Baby Peggy
a youngster who does not disap-

point among the many prominent
lined up for featuring during 1924.

it

he will weaken.

Rothacker.

'T'HE

remark may be taken literally
at that.
For in a business
way, with "Driven," "Merry-Go-Round" and
"The Hunchback," he has had a trio the like
of which Universal has not before seen within
the limits of any one twelvemonth.
And we
wilMeave it to Carl Laemmle himself to deny
last

figuratively,

—

dynamo
Irving Lesser

We

We

_

Laemmle

HE

transcontinental
and
transoceanic
-*- traveler
has returned to his home and is
all set for Christmas.
have no record
of his mileage for 1923, but he has traveled
a distance.

or

Thomas Meighan

to the

approach of the
why he should

'y

That

states.

of the great and one of the consistent
"performers on the screen is Tom Meighan.
He is a splendid type of the every-day, wholesome, ordinary sort of citizen who is able
to convey that personality to the film.
He s
the sort of chap you'd like to meet, anywhere. And he has had a good year.
But and don't forget the but- we are told
that on the way for the coming year is his
best yet.
have heard similar tales before
about many players, but if this particular
one proves to be right then we know we
are in for a regular picture and we want to
see

away

Carl

mor

5

~
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name of This Santa
THE
Patsy Ruth MilClaus
is

one can deny that
an excellent substitute
She
for the familiar model.
Kris
proof that
living
is
GoldKringle is not a myth.
wyn's "Name the Man" is
ler.

she

No

is

her latest picture.

THESE

pictures

are

to

prove that there

is

a

Santa Claus.

Not the masculine kind, with his chimney-climbing ways.
But the bright-eyed cheer-spreading kind of fairy who brings
gifts,

hap'piness

and

cheer.

Patsy Ruth Miller

Popular Goldwyn Player
Substitutes for Kris Kringle
in California Style

A ND

Christmas trees! California grows the tnangulaj
kind.
But you can hang candles on them. And diamond
Only in that warm climate they don't
rings and sable coats.
use furs. They wrap Rolls Royces •roun4 thems¥lv?9 in»te«4.

December

29,

1923
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AMONG THE INDUSTRY'S LEADERS
W. W. Hodkinson
TVrO one has stood more firmlj' for inde''pendence and better sure-fire profit pictures
during the last twelve months than W. W.
Hodkinson. As the year goes out you naturally have the recent successes fresh in
mind.
The new year will not soon forget,
however, such pictures as "Down to the Sea
in Ships" and "The Drivin' Fool." They were
made for Mr. Exhibitor as money-making
product.

And now you may
Glenn

Hunter

expect "Grit," another

and "The Hoosier
Schoolmaster," a Whitman Bennett production.
To say nothing of the new Lila LeeJimmie Kirkwood series, starting with "The
Inner Sight" and "The Painted Woman," and
the

vehicle,

new Harry Carey

which

series,

the

settle down of an evening in that sunparlor of his away up on the southwest corner
of the Loew Building and fill a flock of
cylinders full of letters and instructions for
the morrow.
M. H. is a good bet for 1924.

to

first

of

"The Night Hawk." Yes, we
expect much from "W. W." during 1924 and
will be

the best part is that he will undoubtedly surpass our expectations.

Frank

TTERE'S

a

J. Godsol
Happy New Year

who makes

offices.
F. J. comes to the bat so
seldom with a story under his own name that
when he does the bunch sits up and listens.
Yessir, the cap I on the Godsol personal
typewriter is in a hundred per cent state of

repair.

reason you may look for C. C.
doing a "lead" part in the next twelve
months is because he has been doing quite a
lot of planning of late.
And when C. C. is
quiet, there is sure to be happenings later
on.
Undoubtedly that will mean bigger
things for the independents, for there is a
concerted movement among the state righters
to keep the name of "Burr" in the ranks of
independent producers.
If our opinion is worth much, Charley
Burr may be one of those to lead the independent franchise holders of state right pictures out of the wilderness before another
year has rolled by and you will hear of
"Organized Independents."
Anyway, keep
your eye on C. C.

Winfield R. Sheehan
talk about Fox Film you think
of "Winny" Sheehan as the big chief of
division of Fox enterprises.
It has been

TJT'HEN you

a busy season for the general manager of the
company. He has turned out some winners.
already have mentioned two of the serious productions, one that has proved to be
a winner and one we believe will prove to be.
But just in this connection we are going
to refer to a laugh-maker
"Soft Boiled."
It was a whale of a comedy, with Tom Mix
in the electric lights, and it will hold its
end up among the best of the mirthful ones
of the year.
If Mr. Sheehan will arrange to dig up a
couple more of these in the course of 1924
he will bring joy to the heart of the ex-

We

—

hibitor.

Oscar Price

/^VEK

Tristone Pictures several moot
^questii-ns have been settled during 1923.
One of these is that the public is interested
in good pictures and wiU not be turned away
from them even if they happen to have been
made in other years. This attitude has demonstrated a belief of Oscar Price, who at
the formation of Tristone said he was satisfied the public had a peculiar interest in the
earlier screen work of players who later had
come to great prominence.
at

M. H. Hoffman

'T'RUART

getting settled into its bearfinds the comoany
well on its way as a film organization. With
its present line-up of stars the company looks
forward to a strong year.
In attaining this position naturally M. H.
Hoffman has had the larger share of the
work to carry, but it just happens that when
it comes to that phase of conducting a business outfit Mr. Hoffman finds himself at his
ings,

best.

is

and 1923's ending

It is

not an unusual thing for

Cummings

TO

'T'HE main

"

man

Goldwyn

Irving

Charles (C. C.) Burr

that

to the

easy for his press agent,
makes it possible for that functionary to
sleep o' nights without worrying what he will
invent on the morrow that will supply a
peg on which to hang a "Mr. John Jones
announces."
No, there is nothing like that over in the
life

M. H.

the player and director and now independent producer, former easterner and
now militant westerner, Irving Cummings,
There are circumgreetings of the season.
stances under which we can forgive a man
for turning his back on his homeland, and
that's when he does work that reflects credit
And so we forgive
on his former home.
I.
C, and wish him the best for 1924.

THE SPAT FAMILY
They
For once the Spat Family is in accord.
want the turkey to be guest of honor at
their Christmas dinner. But somehow the turkey
all

He is less appreciative
see it that way.
than most movie fans of what a treat a Pathe
feast always is.
can't

Cecil

De

Mille

'T'HAT

transplanted son of the east, Cecil
De Mille, has been much in the limelight
during the old year. There is every indication in sight that he will be very much more
so during 1924.
Is it necessary to explain?
You see, in the past year we have been given
many promises as to what De Mille was going to do.
Well Mr. Performance has made his appearance on the screen, and we are told the
result is highly satisfactory not only to the
men upon whom will fall the burden of selling "The Ten Commandments" but to that
restricted portion of the public which has been
permitted to see it.
So in the coming year
Mr. De Mille will be reading clippings telling of the success of what he did the previous year and cudgeling his brain in the
effort to build another for 1925.
You know how it is when an engine is
driving at high speed. It takes a lot of coal
to raise the revolutions just a few per cent.
So Mr. De Mifle has his work cut out for
him for 1924. More power to him!

Earle

W. Hammons

nPAKE

a walk with us down Seventh avenue, just below the Pennsylvania station,
and meet up with Earle Hammons, the prophet of the short subject. He has been driving
that subject home to exhibitors and producers
now for over eight years, hammered it from
nothing much to an overturn of better than
eight millions a year— which you will admit
is going some when it is considered that no
subject over two reels in length gets by his
door.
It may be true that there are too many too
long features. Also it may be true that these
are crowding out the shorts, to the injury
of the program's variety, but if it be true
how is it that the two companies most prominently specializing in short subjects maintain
steady increase in popularity?
incline to the view that the exhibitor

We

crowds them

somewhere.

in

William Fox
Fox in 1923 did nothing more
IF William
than produce "If Winter Comes" and "The
Shepherd King" he would be entitled to high
honors at the hands of his associates in the
motion picture industry.
The first was a faithful reproduction of a
great story and as such met the approval
of all the "liter'y fellers" who theretofore had
just insisted that no producer ever would do
it.
The second was a beautiful interpretation
of a Biblical story and a stage adaptation of
the same theme.
As to the latter tale and disagreeing with
the hard-boiled critics we venture the opinion
that no subject ever produced by Fox will
in the long run register more satisfied and
gratified patrons than will this appealing
drama of David of old, one that "age cannot
And we have not forgotten "Over
wither."
the Hill."

M.

PRESIDENT

C.

Levee

of the largest leasing studios
Some men would rather
in the world
be that than president of the United States.
Especially because the United Studios are in
Hollywood and the Capitol is in Washington.
And out there, where Doug and Mary
and scores of celebrities work and play, sits
M. C. Levee guiding the destinies of silver
sheet costs which are accumulating on scores
of stages from dawn to moonset.
It is worth while to note in another column
what M. C. predicts about 1924. In short it
"The greatest activity in history
means
among independent producers." One of the
greatest exponents of progress and the elirnination of waste is this man Levee, and to him
the industry may well look for uplifting and
upbuilding during 1924,
!

:
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AMONC THE INDUSTRTS LEADERS
Hiram Abrams

IT

no atmosphere of gloom
overspreading the U. A. floor at 729 far
from it and then further,
H. A., as the boys say, is sitting pretty.
spectacle.

There

is

—

Abe Wamer

WELCOlVrE

side of the world are
heartily.
recall other days, when

other

has been a sort of blue ribbon year up at
the offices of United Artists during 1923.
First it was "Rosita" and then along came
"A Woman of Paris," both of which according to many of the sharks fit in among
the best ten of the year.
Then of course there is for 1924 "The
Thief of Bagdad," looming up as big as the
sets which marked the backgrounds for the

back to the home

offices

Abe

Warner, who recently has been through a
siege of illness an illness which in no measure
diminished his buoyant good humor and the
volume of which is measured only by the size

—

We

New

reciprocated,

you were in
journeyed here from

York, having
South Africa not once, but several times.
There was a Screen Club in those days, and
there was a bar what?
We recall, also, how on more than one
occasion the subs refused to let you sleep
at night on shipboard and emphasized the
disturbance by sending your craft to Davey
Jones. But your lucky star guided you safely.

—

—

FEW seasons ago

there sprung up among
us the producing and releasing concern

of Grand-Asher. They engaged Heath Cobb
to bring them before the notice of state rights
exchanges and exhibitors.
And the film

world

Mr. Warner has had a good year. He has
found it "not so bad" at all selling these wise
exhibitor fellows on the company's goods.
That is not the particular occasion for his
good humor, for lie always has that. Here's
the best to him and his'n for 1924

Samuel Goldwyn

WHEN

it goes without saying that he
can be looked upon to do many more in leadership manner in the next fifty-two weeks.
Especially because Heath Cobb has two staggering armfuls of new ideas.

to list here, but

Lou Guimond
when you think of Selznick
you think of Guimond and what he has
done to consider Mr. Exhibitor from the advertising, publicity and exploitation angle.

Goldwyn.

and proved

are not informed as to what he may
have up his sleeve for the coming season,
but there is one thing certain. He will keep
right on producing.
It is in his blood, and
he admits it is.
So we may continue and
with substantial reason to "hope for the best,"
and be pretty sure we will get them.

Harry Reichenbach

HAVING

already introduced the industry's
broadcaster we will now take similar
liberties
with the industry's toastmaster.
There are a lot of really amusing things to
be said about the industry and the men who
make it great, but many of us never thought
of them until they were called to our attention by Harry Reichenbach.
May his wit continue to improve in ripeness and in mellowness and- may there be
many occasions in the coming year in which
those who sit in with him are permitted to
laugh and for the moment forget serious
business.

HATS

the sales force chief who
had the conviction and the courage to
wire his president that if any one offered
him five millions for "The Ten Commandments" to turn the offer down.
That ought to be one incident to make the
year 1923 famous in motion picture records.
But that is one prominent phase of the
If he has
character of Sidney R. Kent.
anything to say which for any reason he
thinks should be given utterance he shoots
and shoots straight. And yet perhaps he is
one of the more reticent of the more imporHe understands the psytant executives.
chological effect on the audience of a pause

between

to

talks.

Joe Fisher

New
THE
has traveled a
first

Year card

is

in—and

it

distance, all the way from
Singapore, in the Straits Settlements. That's

address of Joe Fisher and the Middle
East Films, Ltd., from whom and which the
seasonal greetings have come.
Joe Fisher, your good wishes from the
the

'

is

a

specialist at the business of tried
pictures.
Exploiting past per-

formances. And with Selznick he is in his
element because that company has plenty of
pictures with box-office records that appeal
to
to

showmen who
profits

One

a

find close figuring their
sensible business.

way

of those "you-can't-keep-a-good-man-

down" men

—

is

Lou Guimond.

Which means

that during 1924 you may expect to reap the
benefits of more of his alacrity at promoting contagious ideas.
Ideas that pull more
patrons to your theatres.
Ideas that mean

money.

A

Mr. Lasky has been in New York several
weeks now, talking over plans for the coming
year as they will be put into effect at the big
plant in Hollywood where he presides about
eleven months in the year.

The man whose name represents the other
of the Famous Players title has seen
many changes in Los Angeles, but in no es-

tablishment of an allied nature has he seen
many as in what was going on ten years
ago in a blacksmith's shop with a whole lot of
ground behind it.
so

KEEP THE XMAS POT BOILING
CTORS are the best hearted people in the
Hobart Bosworth

attired

as

a

Salvation

world.

Army

Santa Claus proves it. With his bell and his Christmas tripod he and the other Goldwyn players lent
assistance to the worthy cause in Los Angeles.

TN

Big Little Features there
are a few who fight and fight sensibly for
more business balancing of the program. One
of the foremost in the field is Gordon White,
Educational short subjects is the reason. And
between the two many an exhibitor has been
taught to know that often a two-reel picture
carries more weight than the feature itself.
White doesn't stop there, however. He is
still selling the idea that at no time is there
an iota of reason for any feature being more
important than a short subject when it comes
to selecting the numbers of the entire program
with a showmanship balance of entertainment
in mind.
And Gordon is plenty right.
Here's hoping that 1924 will mean that
there is a healthy majority on Gordon White's
side of the argument
the

land of

W.

C. J. Doolittle

JUST

a word to the man who has done a
good year's work and managed with conspicuous success to keep himself very much
in the background.
The trade at large has been compelled to
judge W. C. J. Doolittle by what he has
done, and apparently W. C. J. is perfectly
contented to let the matter rest in just that
fashion.
So we may look forward to the coming
year in the full belief that further progress
will be made along the very definite lines laid
cut by the organization headed by Mr. Doolittle.

Joe Brandt

—

ONCE

an independent always an no, it
is not always true, but in the case of
Joe Brandt he certainly does stand by his
guns and talk independent stuff so long as
the opposition survives.
Now the plan is to

Sidney R. Kent
off

MOWADAYS

Lou

is distributed
is Jesse Lasky, who is remaining in the East
just long enough to see "The Ten Commandments" safely off on its long journey.

Gordon White

Behold, Heath
Did It with
Being a dynamo of doggeda Vengeance
ness and alertness, he just couldn't help it.
Too many general things had been accomplished by this purveyor of important doings

a producer brings to us but two
pictures during the year and those are
of the size of "Potash and Perlmutter" and
"The Eternal City" it may be set down without equivocation that he has done a good
year's work.
And so we say of Samuel

We

'-'to the coast as this journal

at large.

And Lo and
!

of his big frame.

Lasky

on his toes ready to start back

half

Heath Cobb

A

Jesse

C TANDING

form an organization
which may develop into one of national scope,
and Joe is one of the busy; bees that are hard
at work on that problem.
If there is a necessity
for such an organization and that
"wise" crew wouldn't be dallying with it if
there were not you may set it down for a
fact that something concrete will come out of
the general discussion before it is dropped by

—

—

the

man who

put the bee in C. B. C.

Pete Smith

OF

course, the average reader has no knowledge as to the identity of the person behind
It has been a part of our subtliis caption.
ject's business for quite a number of years
unless of
to keep his name out of sight
course there were stronger reasons for tipping
you off on the activities of some one of his
many cilents and also of course unless you

—

happened to be blind.
Pete Smith certainly is not slow. He does
not even have to go to San Francisco in order
to accumulate "ginger" like so many of the

—

Angelenos.
When his hair gets whiter if
there happens to be any left his friends plan
to call him the H. R. of L. A.

—

—

!
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the theatre ring with both feet, and
the report is true it certainly is good news.
For if he is continuing in the exhibition side
he is sure to be a delegate at the next annual, and that's another reason why that
event is very likely to be interesting, even
if there be no mint juleps to temper the heat.
into

George Eastman

THE
on"

if

of Rochester has "carried
he has been doing these
many years always on the alert for some
factor that will give added pleasure to those
who make up the hosts of motion picture
patrons.
During the year he has extended his efforts
on behalf of the exhibiting side of the business by maintaining in the highest degrees
of efficiency the palatial theatre for motion
pictures and music which he erected in his
first citizen

in 1923 just as

—

—

O. D. Cloakey
Ottawa there is a theatre which
has become famous through exceptional
management and exploitation. The credit for

UP

—

of which belongs to O. D. Cloakey.
As
a matter of fact the word "exceptional"
hardly describes the type of showmanship
shown by this energetic exhibitor. He stops
at nothing, even to the point of attempting

all

home city.
The best wishes of the industry will go
to the man who has succeeded far beyond
the dreams of the average mortal but who
sticks to his task

still

with

all

the enthusiasm

"break into" jail to stir up interest.
His remarkable accomplishments with the
world premieres of "If Winter Comes" and
"Richard the Lion Hearted" are but two of a
long list of campaigns that fairly reek with
originality,
careful
campaign preparedijess
and individuality.
Nineteen hundred and twenty-four will
have a hard time getting by without elevating
the name of "Cloakey" to the pinnacle of
showmanship mayhaps to the undisputed
to

of younger men.

David W.

JUST

Griffith

a reminder to the great public
that his directing hand had not lost its
cunning nor that his fertile brain had not
lost its grasp on the art of reaching the
heart of the great multitude the creator of
"The Birth of a Nation" this last year gave
us "The White Rose," a moving and an appealing as it was a beautiful subject.
What he is to give us in the coming year
is only vaguely outlined
it hardly as yet has
But as
reached the dignity of a promise.
always we have a right to judge the future
as

—

—

by the past especially in the case of individuals and so we may look forward with
keen anticipation to what the great director
will provide for us in his historical romance
of "America."

—

Carl Anderson
past
THE
portance

year has been one of large imWhen a man
to Carl Anderson.
is
making extensive preparations for distributing pictures he has plenty of things on
his mind that have no relation to a day off.
Now he is to open the ball with "After the
That old
Ball" just following New Year's.
song of Charles K. Harris' ought to make a
good starter, one that will roll pretty well

on

its

own

at that, too.

Ricord Gradwell
sayings of 1923 was
of the best
ONE
that of Ricord Gradwell, who declared that
little

A

national advertising of pictures was the fact
that it gave notice to the residents of small
towns that their exhibitors were showing
That
pictures that were six months old.
was that
And Mr. Gradwell has several of those
sayings under his belt when he loosens up.
He has ideas on distribution and some good
ones.
He has been a little quiet in the past few
months, but the indications are that the lull
was only the preliminary to a burst of speed.

out to Oakland, on the Big
IT'S
Bay, but C. C. Griffin is one of the men
who keep acquainted with things_ and other
men in the East. He is an exhibitor who is
not isolated, who thinks in terms of the whole
country when it comes to problems that are
running through the minds of theatre owners

way

everywhere.
C.

C.

is

a progressive

who always

is

alert

Ethel Shannon, Preferred Pictures player, acts the
part of the good fairy and fills the stocking of one
of her co-workers at the Schulberg Studio.

him, as he had been offered for the property
he devotes to his theatre a larger sum per
annum than he takes down from the showing
of films. With him it is a matter of public
spirit, the creation of an entertainment that
will help to keep the young men and women
on the ranches and away from the lure of the
bigger towns.
This surely enough is the real Christmas
spirit for every day in the year, one that a
lot of us may try more or less feebly to
emulate.
Mr. Vyne is one of those who has felt
the depressing influence of a multiplicity of
taxes on a business which for the ordinary
reasons of a reasonably prudent man he would
but he has found
like to see return a profit
Come on and join us
it just can't be "done.
in sending a handshake to a chap vvho is a
long way from a railroad but keeps in touch
with the world in spite of that.

—

Henry B. Vamer

STEP

across the wide country and meet
Henry B. Varner, of Lexington, N. C,
the state that to some is known as the Tar
Heel.
It's a pretty good state and it raises
some pretty good men.
Those who have been privileged to visit
it, especially when there was in full swing a
session of the Theatre Owners, have got a
mighty favorable view of it and a parallel
opinion of its citizens whether they come
from the mountains or the pine covered plains
or down by the sea.
arner has during the past year exColonel
tended his theatre holdings, among the acquisitions being his fine new theatre in his
_

—

organization man,
further the in-

to

fellows.
terests of
When the roll is called of the delegates for
the 1924 convention our friend from the West
Coast is pretty sure to be in the hall.

factor in the stirring
events of the coming year is not a matter
There never was a similar
of guesswork.
situation since he was old enough to vote
The tax elimithat he didn't jump into.
And
nation controversy is the opportunity.
he knows that situation backward.

That he

"

HILE we

N. A. Vyne
West

are in the

let's

look in

on N. A. Vyne, an exhibitor of Camp
Verde, Arizona, who in one of the smallest
cattle and farming communities in the state
conducts a motion picture theatre once a week.
Mr Vyne admits he does not continue this
business

for

the

money

there

is

in

it

for

WHILE

will

be a

Ernest H. Horstmann
we are on tour visiting exhibitors

jump up to Massachusetts with us and
ring the bell of "Ernie" Horstmann, a warhorse who knows the exhibition side from the
projection booth, the box office, or the chair
of the president of the state organization
or for that matter from the office of treasurer of the national organization.
Mr. Horstmann hasn't been sighted around
the New York Town for some time now.
heard not so long ago he had got back

We

Who

knows ?

W.

E. Atkinson

ONE

of the more interesting executives in
the industry is W. E. Atkinson and also
when there are two of you separated by that
broad table of his, most communicative as to
conditions in the industry.
He is slow to
speak for publication, seeming to feel at
times that just what he has in mind is not just
the sort of plain speaking you would care to
print.
Once in a while, however, he loosens
up, and you know you have something.
Mr. Atkinson has seen the successful
fruition of large plans during 1923.
"Scaramouche" is one of these, just one of them.
Nevertheless that one is sizeable enough to
satisfy your ordinary producing company.
Also it is a good augury for 1924, a standing example of what we may expect in the
way of accomplishment.

—

Earl

J.

Hudson

TTAIL

to the chap who upsets all of the
theorists by stepping out of the maligned
swivel chair on to the lot and putting over
two humdingers out of his first four productions
That's what Earl Hudson did, and
without any preliminary fuss or ruffling of
feathers.
He is the fellow to watch during the coming year, as with growing experience in his
new work he carries out the policies of a
great organization that of care in preparation and economy in execution.
That he will
win out his friends are certain for he is a
hound for detail and a horse for work. That's
the combination or a part of it anyway that
in five years lifted him from a publicity
desk to his present post.
!

—

—

home town.

his

TV7

leadership of the eastern hemisphere.

V

C. C. Griffin

one

—

NEW FANGLED SANTA CLAUS

a handicapping influence connected with the

a long

in

JUST

Robert H. Cochrane
know of any one

don't

to

whom

we may more fittingly refer in the closing
of this necessarily incomplete summary of
the men who do things in the motion picture
business than Robert H. Cochrane, who occupies the Universal office on the Broadway
side connecting with Carl

Laemmle, and who

has been doing big things for many years.
The news from the exhibitors during the
closing year must have sounded like catchy
music to "R. H.", especially as he got the
returns from "Merry-Go-Round," which, unlike "Hunchback" as yet, has had its fling
in the e-xchanges.
The latter, it may be remarked, already has been signed up by a
dozen houses on the $1.65 top and two-a-day
basis.

The Universal
his

office

vice-president has dolled up

— severely

plain,

however

—

all

for 1924.
And the little old typewriter
has its place of honor.

set
still
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A
interesting.
story
THE
loves a
butterfly society
is

girl

He

is too prein the
occupied with
slums to pay her any attention.

famous author.

his

work

She dresses like an underworld
character and goes out in search
of

She finds them, and
For she
girl than
he had realized.

thrills.

the author finds her.
proves to be a better

COMEHOW

Viola

A

ND

Dana

strange
is
so
for
more
natural
much
her to be kicking up
her heels and tripping
the light fantastic. But
in

looks
It
repose.

no one

ter,

is

and

part of
is small
thrills

can deny that

The man's
Warner Baxhe

plays the
author. It
wonder that he
the

her.

What

girl

wouldn't be delighted to
get such a charming
gentleman for a Christ-

she looks very beautiful
cuddling
up to her
affectionate

here ends Viola's

search.

name

mas present?

monkey.

'THE

beginning of the
Viola dissearch.
covers something that
It
gives her a thrill.
the
across
right
is
court. And she vdshes
Christmas.
Merry
it
But Viola is impartial
She
wishes.
with her
them broadcast
sends
everyeveryone
to
where.

—

Metro's 'In Search of a Thrill' Is Holiday Greeting Feature
Viola

Danas Newest Vehicle

Offers

Wide Opportunity

for Stars Versatility and.

Incidentally, Plenty of Showmanship on Exhibitors' Part

:

December

29,

—

:

:
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Great Studio in Queens Is Planned hj
Arthur Friend and Associates
ANNOUNCEMENT
from the

was made

last

week

of Arthur S. Friend,
president of Distinctive Pictures Corporation, that he and a group of associates
were planning to build in the Borough of
Queens a multiple-unit studio which would be
the largest picture production plant in the
world.

The

enterprise, in

MR. DOOLITTLE ISSUES

A STATEMENT
'T'AKING

cognizance of reports indicating there were pending changes
in the policy and personnel of the Selznick Distributing Corporation W. C. J.

which Henry M. Hobart,

formerly vice-president of International Pictures Corporation, and Charles S. Hervey,
formerly a New York Public Service Commissioner, are interested, calls for the erection of a nine-stage studio on a tract of
approximately forty acres situated within
twenty minutes of the Times Square district.
Actual organization work on the project
was preceded by months of study. This preliminary survey, conducted by William O.
Hurst, convinced those interested in the enterprise of the following
1. That
studio rentals in the New York
area must be brought below prevailing rates
in order to meet the industry's demand for
economic production.
2. That such rental reductions are impossible in most existing plants because of high
land values and high cost of maintenance.
4. That the Borough of Queens had adequate land facilities within a few minutes
of the heart of the city on which can be
constructed a multiple-unit studio of sufficient
dimensions to permit of large productions
at a minimum of expenses.

New York

the Center

These conclusions are predicated on an absolute belief of Mr. Friend, Mr. Hobart,
Mr. Hervey and Mr. Hurst that Eastern pro-

Doolittle,

To Eliminate Confusion
"The multiple-unit idea will permit of the
occupancy of one stage by one director at
a time
there will not be the confusion engendered by two companies attempting to
shoot at once.
We are determined to eliminate this.
Also, we are determined to
eliminate the custom of building sets on a
;

stage while a director is shooting.
"The practice of this has brought into the
studio vocabulary that most expensive of all
words
'Quiet.'
When a director calls out
that word all hands cease, not only entailing
a direct loss of time but necessitating the accumulation of overtime for the mechanical
:

staffs.

mind certain innovations
studio construction which will permit us
overcome in a decidedly efifective manner
loss of titne and motion.
have

in

in
to
all

issued

president

arrangement.

a

Henry M._ Hobart had
new enterprise

producers.

"Any rumors 'r the contrary are
absolutely witho'.t foundation," declares
Mr.

to

say of the

"The major

parts of motion pictures are
studios entirely with artificial light.
In fact, daylight in a studio is
a detriment, except for the carpenters and
other mechanics in erecting the sets.
Such
exterior photography as is required is generally of a special kind.

now produced

Doolittle.

"These savings in actual production costs
together with our lower rentals will certainly
justify the construction of this new produc-

in

"The ordinary

practice of production units
seek their scenery in the South or in
the North, according to the nature of the production.
Besides, for six months of the year
the sunlight around little old New York is
pretty good motion
picture
sunlight,
and
there is no place in the world where more
beautiful motion picture material
can
be
found than on Long Island and in the Westchester hills."
to

is

tion center.

"We have devoted one solid year to the
study of the studio situation in its entirety.
have not overlooked an angle and we
are thoroughly convinced that a producing
plant such as we have outlined is a great
necessity which will meet the requirements
not only of today but of many years to come."

We

To Push

this

"We in the industry are all convinced that
great motion pictures of the future will be
produced in the East. The time has gone by
when sunlight or seasonal conditions have any
bearing on successful production.

same basis under which a'' of its
agreements are made with it'dependent

industry.

Following the original announcement of
plans for the new studio, Mr. Hurst, who is
known as a specialist in studios, issued the
following statement
"The contemplated multiple-unit studio in
the Borough of Queens will not only permit
of the building of stages of huge size without
excessive rentals, but through efficient arrangement of carpenter shops in relation to
stages will permit of tremendous savings in
the matter of lost time and lost motion
vital factors in production costs.
"When carpenter shops are far removed
from stages or when their smallness restricts
the size of building operations it is evident
that the consequent loss is considerable.
As
the plans are being formulated for the new
studio the elimination of lost motion and of
idle time on the part of carpenters, painters
and electricians will be carefully worked out.
These two things now stand the industry
many millions a year in production cost.

of their pictures.
At the present time these
test runs prove costly to producers and this
expense would be eliminated under the new

of the company,
statement declaring the
company never has seriously discussed
with any producer any proposition other
than the handling of product upon the

has

duction of photoplays is logical, because in
New York is centered the control of the

"We

The plans for the new studio include the
erection of a motion picture theatre on the
property. The theatre will have a novel use,
so far as the industry is concerned.
In it
may be shown all the products made in the
studios.
The theatre will thereby provide
for producers an opportunity for test runs

offices

Sale of Revell

Book

Advertisers and Theatrical Press Agents to Aid in

Work

of Distributing

ONE
ever

of the most remarkable luncheons
seen in the amusement centers of
Times Square was held at a joint meeting
of the Motion Pictures Advertisers, Inc., and
the Theatrical Press Representatives Association at the Cafe Boulevard, December 13,
when plans were consummated for the distribution and sale of Nellie Revell's book
"Right Off the Chest."

Notable people 'in the industry took part,
the principal speaker being Irvin Cobb, who
traveled 2,200 miles to be at the luncheon.
As the person popularly credited with having given the bedridden press agent the inspiration for having written the book and
the courage of continuing her fight to regain
health. Mr. Cobb deserted a hunting party
in the middle of its trip to make the journey to New York in time for the meeting.
Mr. Cobb's speech was a sterling tribute to
Miss Revell's gameness, to her pioneer work
in blazing the trail for women press agents
and to her indomitable standards of honesty

and

integrity.

He told of the many efforts of assistance
that had been volunteered, from the initial
offer of George H. Doran to publish and market the book through his regular channels
without profit, to the work of_ Sol Bloomer,
who assumed the entire distribution of the
de luxe edition.

The most crying need, Mr. Cobb declared,
was for coherence and centralization in the
the several committees
boost the sale of the book.

work of

trying

to

"That book," he concluded, "is responsible
for God's miracle, the gradual return to health

Remarkable Story
the

of
It

is

bravest

human being

in

the

more than a resume of years

world.
in

the

theatrical profession, however.
Miss Revell
has a real message to deliver a message of
hope and optimism to the entire world, and
it is upon that basis that she wants the book
to be bought."

—

The immediate problems of organization
were met through the offer of J. P. Mueller
of the Mueller Advertising Agency, placing
his offices at the committee's disposal for
meetings and necessary work. Harry Reichenbach offered to pay for the services of a
publicity man to start and follow through
the campaign to popularize the book throughout;

the country.

The book

in question,
"Right Off the
Chest," has already realized a considerable
sale, but further efforts are necessary, it was
stated, to achieve the objects of its publication.

As soon

as the book is available a special
will be staged in
York to
start the initial sales in this city.

New

campaign

The

author, Miss Nellie Revell, has a naamusement circles as the
first woman press agent.
About four years
ago she broke several vertebrae in her back
and has been a bed ridden patient until almost recently, when her invincible courage
and unfailing optimism won results.
To completely restore her health a further
operation is necessary and it is to gain the
necessary funds for this that the drive for
the sale of books is being accomplished. Every bit of work in connection with the campaign is being contributed voluntarily.
tional reputation in

;
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EXHIBITORS GUESTS OF

TRADE BOARD
Indianapolis Branch Entertains at

Meeting and Banquet

THHE

general get-to-gether meeting
and banquet of the
Indianapolis
Film
Board of Trade was held in the Rainbow
Room of the Severin Hotel in Indianapolis
on Friday evening, December 14.
C. C. Pettijohn, general
counsel
of
the
Film Boards of Trade, of New York, was
the principal speaker of the evening.
short
address was made by H. C. Dressendorfer,
president of the Indianapolis Film Board of
Trade, followed by a brief talk by Floyd
Brown of the Indianapolis branch of Associated First National.
Short addresses also were given by William Riley, Republican district chairman of
Indiana W. A. Kiser, president of the Cincinnati Film Board of Trade Ed Silverman,
president of the Chicago Board of Trade
and manager of Warner Brothers Exchange
Ellert
in Chicago
Slack,
former United
States District Attorney, and the following
exhibitors
Billy Connors, of the Lunalite Theatre,
Kokomo, Frank Heller, Kokomo and N.
N. Bernstein, members of the joint arbitration committee and J. Frank Rembusch of

A

;

;

;

Indianapolis.
In all there were eight-five guests present,
and the meeting and banquet were entirely
successful.
The Indianapolis Film Board of
Trade and the joint arbitration committee
both were warmly praised.
fine spirit was reported as prevailing
among the exhibitors and distributors in this

A

district.

The

officers of the Indianapolis

Film Board

Trade are, H. C. Dressendorfer, presiCharles Regan, vice-president. Educational
Dudley Williston,
Famous-Players
dent,
treasurer, Selznick; Miss Helen Brown, recording secretary.
It is planned to have these meetings as frequently as possible during the year, in order
of

;

;

to establish a more friendly feeling and a
perfect understanding between the exhibitors
and distributors in Indiana.

MINNEAPOLIS FILM BOARD
ELECTS OFFICERS
The Minneapolis Film Board of Trade on
December 4 held an election of officers at its
quarters in the Builders Exchange Building

The following
Minneapolis.
committees were chosen

in

;

Sullivan, treasurer.
The foregoing constitute the board of directors
Committees Finance, F. H. Knisper, J. F.
Cubberley and F. Strief publicity, G. Ralph
:

first

officers

and

MAURICE TOURNEUR
Successful director who calls for shorter and
dramatic features in the coming year.

more

PRINTED STORY IS BEST
FOR THE SCREEN

A. H. Fisher, president; L. O. Kukan, viceJ. F. Cubberley, second vice-president; G. Ralph Branton, secretary; J. J.

presidenj;

—

;

Branton, E. Rosen and R. D. Stewart; legislative, Ben Friedman, J. F. Cubberley and
J.

W.

E. O'Toole; arbitration, F. Strief, C.
Fisher.

Stombaugh and A. H.

DISCUSS NATIONAL

BODY

FOR STATE RIGHTERS
Many

Irtdependent Men Appoint Committee to Develop Plans

independent distributors
THE
right operators took

and

definite steps in

state

New

York last week toward the formation of a
new association, which may eventually develop into a strong national body, to include
all individuals, co-partnerships and corporations engaged in the independent motion picture field.
This action was taken at a meeting held
at the Hotel Astor December 13, preceded
by a luncheon tendered by Charles B. Hoy
of the Hoy Reporting Service, which was
presided over by Frederick H. Elliott, now associated with Mr. Hoy and formerly executive secretary of the National Association
of the Motion Picture Industry.
The meeting was representative of the independent market, a large majority of the
important distributors being in attendance.
Several letters were read from executives
icgretting their inability to be present, but
heartily approving of the announced purposes
of the gathering to consider the formation
of an association to guide constructively the
destiny of the market by the further rehabilitation of the states rights distributors
in the eyes of the exhibitors.
It was the opinion of those present that the
independent market was in urgent need of
a strong organization to function actively
Addresses in support of this
in its interests.
contention were made by I. E. Chadwick of
Chadwick Pictures, Joe Brandt of C. B. C.
Film Sales, and Dr. W. E. Shallenberger
of Arrow, as well as several others, strongly
advocating the idea, and volunteering to assist in the development of plans with the
view to perfecting a national body of influence and prestige representing the independent field.
An organization committee was appointed
to formulate plans to carry out the suggesThe
tions incorporated in the discussion.
committee consists of I. E. Chadwick, W. E.
Shallenberger, Joe Brandt, and Bobby North
of Weber and North, treasurer.
This committee met again on Monday to
decide upon the functions of the new organ-

—

_

ization.

Present

at

the

luncheon

were Jack Cohn of C. B.
of Export and Import,
of Hepworth, Andrew J.
gram, Harry Rathner of

conference

also

C, Louis Auerbach
Joseph Di Lorenzo
Callaghan of MonoPrincipal, Oscar A.

Price of Tri-Stone. Sam Schwartzman
Preferred. Frank R. Wilson, president
Motion Picture Finance Corporation.

of
of

'WHAT THREE MEN WANTED' TO
BE ISSUED BY GOLDBURG
Jesse J. Goldburg, President of the Independent Pictures Corporation, announces that
he has closed a contract for the world's rights

"What Three Men Wanted,"
The picture is a
Miss Dupont.
drama.
for

starring

mystery

It is the intention of Independent to release
the subject on the independent market early

January with an unusual campaign.
story is t>pically American, and tells
of a girl being pursued by three adventurers,
two of them crooks and Lhe other pretending
in

The

to be one.

That's Belief of C. B.

C. Producer,

Who Deplores Too Long Feature
TTARRY cohn, producer of the features for C. B. C.
tion,

came

to

New York

West Coast production
The object of the

Film Sales Corporathis week from the

center.
trip was

to

discuss

with Joe Brandt and Jack Cohn production
plans for the New Year, and also to line
up with them certain ideas for production
for next Fall, for which a much more ambitious program already is being outlined.
For next year, Mr. Cohn says, he already
has under consideration several stories and
scripts which he has brought East with him.
He says the company will continue its policy
of stories of present day problems.
Speaking of stories, Sir. Cohn says he
believes the greatest screen possibilities lie in
adapted from stories that already have

tales

appeared in published form. Not only have
they added publicity value, he says, because
of the attention they have already attracted,
but they seem to have a closer continuity
of thought. A majority of Mr. Cohn's productions for C. B. C. next year will be
of this type with, however, some original
screen stories also, for high-light and variety.
Mr. Cohn said that he believes the salvation of the industry is the "feature of aver-

age length but more than average

interest.','

Mr. Cohn does not

believe in "star" picThe story is the the main
as such.
and, after that, the player who is
These, of course,
to the various parts.
be players whose names have interest
public and mean money to the box

tures,
thing,

suited

should
to

the

office.

RUPERT HUGHES ON LONG
TOUR COMMITS SUICIDE

MRS.

Adelaide Manola Hughes, thirty-nine, wife
Rupert Hughes, committed suicide at
Haiphon, Indo-China, December 14, according to cable received by Mr. Hughes.
Mrs. Hughes went to the Orient last August on the advice of her physician who prescribed a long ocean voyage, following a nervous breakdown and also a major operation
performed eight months ago. Mrs. Hughes
was on her way to Paris, where her husband was to meet her in the spring.
She ended her life in a fit of despondency.
Her body will be brought to San Francisco
and buried in Kensico Cemetery in Westchester County, New York.
of

N;ED
Newly appointed
Manager

MARIN

assistant to Al
of Sales for

Lichtman, General
Universal.

December

ISSUE

29,
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BOOKLET ON TAX

SECURES TN HIS STEPS'
FOR THE SCREEN

ELIMINATION
Handy Volume

Be Sent

to 10,000

Carl Anderson to Release Adaptation
of Golden Rule Story

special committee of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners acting in cooperation with the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors have compiled "A
Book of Facts," telling "Why the Unjust

Mr. Charles M. Sheldon has finally consented to the picturization of his book,
"In His Steps," states Carl Anderson. It
has been estimated that 22,000,000 copies
of this work have been issued to date, in
nineteen languages.
"In His Steps" tells the story of the ap-

to

Theatre Owners

'PHE
J-

.

Admission Tax Should Be jkepealed."

The booklet is in twelve pages, four by
nine inches, and is handy for the pocket,
sets forth the recommen'i'he third page
dations of President Coolidge and Secretary Mellon on tax elimination and then
in a dozen pithy paragraphs tells why the
recommendations should be carried out.
Following are four pages of additional
facts bearmg on the motion picture indusparagraph is devoted to the lifting
try.
by Congress at the last session of the tax
on ten cent admissions, but says there are
so few motion picture houses which can
live at that figure that the relief was not
enough to reach a large number of ex-

plication of the Golden Rule in a community that decided to live strictly according
to the injunction "Do unto others as ye

would they should do unto you."

A

hibitors.

Ihree pages are given over to reproducing editorials from the Detroit Free Press,
the Evening Mail of New York and the
Mobile Register, all favoring tax elimination.
It is

intended to send out booklets to ten
thousand exhibitors.
"I seriously question whether it is advisable for exhibitors to use their screen to
further the campaign for tax elimination,"
the
of
the representatives
said one of
special committee of theatre owners this
"It seems to me a far better
last week.
way would be for each exhibitor to go to
ten men, say, whom he knows are personal
friends of his Congressman and ask them
either to write or personally interview that
representative.
"The point is that

if

The President of Ritz Pictures, J. D. Williams,
and his inspiration, Mrs. Williams, on their return
from a seven weeks' tour of England and the
continent.

WAINTRUP ENJOINED BY

the exhibitor uses

his screen he may unwittingly give offense
to some of his patrons who are strong for
action by Congress that will increase taxes

rather than reduce them.
Then again the
Congressman will give far more heed to
those whom he personally knows than he
will to just constituents.
"Then again it might be a good idea for
the exhibitor to take his books right to his

Congressman and show him

just what he
up against. As it is the holiday season
the great majority of Congressmen the
country over will be at home for a week
or two during the adjournment, and there
will be an excellent opportunity for theatre owners to get in direct touch with their
is

Representatives."

TRI-STONE PICTURES
'T'RI-STONE

The Georgia

Legislature adjourned Decemits passing there ended also
any possibility of putting through an attempted increase in the tax on exchanges.
When the general tax act, which originated
in the House, came to the Senate there was
an amendment offered to the effect that the
tax on exchanges should be raised from the
usual $100 to $1,000.
The measure failed through the prompt action on the part of the memDers of the Film
Board of Trade, who, through their chairman, George R. Allison of the Fox Company,
held an emergency meeting and got in touch
with their home offices and exhibitors and
legislators, with the view of explaining the
confiscatory nature of the proposed legislation so far as concerned some of the smaller
exchanges.
The measure gave considerable concern to
the exchangemen by reason of the fact that
the state seemed to be "tax crazy," but they
were able to convince the legislators of the
injustice of the proposed measure.

ber

IS,

and with

PICTURES,

INC.,

of

York, has been granted an injunction against the State Film Service and
J. D. Waintrup, of Indianapolis, restraining them from distributing four Triangle
pictures in the Indiana territory, the rights
to which Tri-Stone controls.
This successful action was instituted in the Marion
County Circuit Court by Tri-Stone.
attaches

interest

to

this

case

inasmuch as the unauthorized distribution
of pictures of numerous brands had reached
high-water mark

a

in

The Judge who

the

Indiana territried this case with-

out sohcitation on the part
directed it also to prepare
ages for assessment against
Waintrup's defense was

of the plaintiff
a bill of damthe defendants.

that he had a
from some unknown person of
laboratory for the prints, but the judge
_

bill

of sale

ruled against

admission,

stating the
well-known fact that a bill of sale for a
motion picture print does not carry with
it any distribution
rights therein.
its

EMERSON AND LOOS TO COMPLETE 'ETERNAL CITY'

_

John Emerson and Anita Loos have been
engaged by Samuel Goldwyn to put George
Fitzmaurice's production "The Eternal City"
its final shape.
"The Eternal City" is a
current First National release.
Emerson and Loos, as final editors of the
films, round out the list of big names which
have co-operated in the production of "The
Eternal City."
Its director is George Fitzmaurice, and its author Sir Hall Caine.
new note in motion picture still art is
introduced by Alfred Cheney Johnston, who
photographed the most lavish scenes.
in

A

it

is

pointed out,

fundamental of honest

living,

the strict application of which would entirely revolutionize standards of life the
world over.
"It is doubtful," said Mr. Anderson, "if
any other single phrase in the literature
of the world ever meant more in its application than the Golden Rule."
The book was first published in the
Advance, a weekly, in 1896. Dr. Sheldon
tried to place it with several publishers
following its serial publication, but they
feared to issue it as a book.
He finally
persuaded the Advance to print an edition
of 100,000 copies in paper covers.
Its success was startling.
Since the first
edition sixteen different pubhshing houses
in this country have issued more than 10,000,000 copies, ranging in price from ten
cents to $2.50 each.
The latest estimate
places the number of copies circulated in
the British Isles at 10,000,000, or about
equal to its American sales.
Howard Estabrook, who finally obtained
Mr. Sheldon's consent to place "In His
Steps" on the screen, is at present in Topeka, Kansas, going over the final details
of production with the author, who is preparing his own picture version.

Production starts next month, and Mr.

New

Peculiar

the

Anderson plans

Indiana Judge Directs Plaintiff to
Prepare Bill for Damages

tory.

GEORGIA LEGISLATORS LEAVE
TAX SCHEDULE ALONE

simple precept,

'Ihis

forms

to announce
early spring releases.

it

among

his

HOFFMAN GOES WEST TO LOOK
OVER PRODUCTION
M. H. Hoffman,

vice-president and genmanager of Truart Film Corporation,
left this week for an extended trip to the
Coast.
While there he will go actively into

eral

the Truart production schedule for the year.
It is anticipated that by the end of this month,

under Mr. Hoffman's supervision, all of the
five units of Truart will be under way on

new

productions.

Richard Talmadge has almost completed his
second production.
Elaine Hammerstein is
preparing to start work on No. 3 of her series.
Roland West, having completed "The
Unknown Purple" for Carlos Productions,
IS getting the script in shape for "The
Monster."

Larry Semon has preparations completed
"The Girl in the Limousine" from the
A. H. Woods stage success.
for

.

TEXAS EXHIBITORS RAISE FUND
OF $15,000 FOR SERVICE
At

the semi-annual convention of the MoOwners of Texas, held

tion Picture Theatre

Dallas December 4 and 5, it was reported
membership of the organization
js
160.
Delegates greeted with enthusiasm
the announcement that $15,000 had been raised
for the purpose of inaugurating a public service department.
in

the present

In the

course of the convention the ex-

changemen entertained the exhibitors at a
luncheon, and the latter at their banquet returned the compliment by inviting the distributors to be their guests.
The next meeting will be held in the
city in

May.

same
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FIRST NATIONAL NAMES

JANUARY FOR DRIVE
Eschmann

Calls Meetings in Forty
Exchanges to State Terms

SALES

in
meetings
every
exchange
throughout the United States and Canada on the morning of December 15 gave
the final impetus to the First National
month drive in January and launched the
biggest contest, with corresponding prize
awards, ever to be held by First National.
E. A. Eschmann took his sales organization completely by surprise in unexpectedly
calling forty meetings in
many exas
changes and explaining the details of a
sales competition which will result in the
most powerful concentrated sales effort in:

the history of the big distributing organization.
exceeding any
In addition to
similar drive in First National's existence
it is expected to rival anything ever accomplished by the industry.
As spontaneous as the meetings themselves was the enthusiasm of the sales

Mr.

force.

Eschmann's

surprise

crowded

determination already generated by the
productions themselves. The five pictures
to be issued during First National month
represent
the
attainment
First
of
the
National ideal of consistent, big-time entertainment,
and their quality coupled
with the stimulant created by the contest,
makes it highly probable that the exchange
winning the first prize will set up a new
record in played and paid business in its
the

territory.

The

offerings for the

month

Oxen," featuring Corinne

way Tearle; "The Song

Norma

Talmadge

of

"The

;

are: "Black

Griffith

and Con-

Love," starring
Eternal
City,"

the Samuel Goldwyn-George Fitzmaurice
production
"Painted People," with Colleen
Moore; and "Boy of Mine," J. K. McDonald's picturization of Booth Tarking;

ton's story.

JUDGE ELECTED DIRECTOR OF
ENGLISH BRANCH
Horace Judge, director of advertising and
and Percy Phillipson, general sales
manager of Associated First National Pictures, Inc., London branch, have accepted positions on the Board of Directors to fill the
publicity,

made by the retirement of Sir
Harold De Courcy Moore and Charles Cohen,
vacancies

who

resigned at the completion of their terms

RALPH BLOCK
Production

authority,

who

his

is

own."

about

to

start

"on

of office.
The new appointments have met
with favor at the American home office, and
ft is expected that with sales and publicity

represented on the directorate the resultant
closer relationship will prove a great factor.
Mr. Judge, who originally hails from Not-

tinghamshire, England, and is a graduate of
the London University, was appointed to the
post of director of advertising and publicity
of the British home office in April last, having been assigned to this position from the
New York office of First National.

VITAGRAPH GOING AHEAD
DECLARES SMITH
No

Single Force at Fault for High
Costs Actors Will Play Fair

—

'y HE

arrival of Albert E. Smith, president
of Vitagraph, at the studios in Hollywood
last week marked renewed production energy.
President Smith telegraphed to the Vitagraph
executive offices in New York, after a conference with his Western organization that
he had found many of the published rumors
concerning the industry in Hollywood to be
wildly exaggerated.
He sees as do the heads of other producing
companies a need for more effort against unnecessary
extravagance
and
safeguards
against waste in production, but exhibitors
need have no fear, in his opinion, of a shortage in pictures of fine box office value.
Mr. Smith holds no single force in the
production of pictures to blame for the high
costs.
The director and actor are worth a
fair and reasonable compensation, he believes,/
and both will play fair with the producer.
"We have no intention of curtailing our
production plans," the statement said.
"On
the contrary Director Smith will go from'
Red Roses' to 'Borrowed Husbands' and J.
Stuart Blackton will come West to make his
new story as soon as he finishes supervising
the cutting and editing of 'Let Not Man Put
Asunder.'
"By the time these two directors have finished their stories we will be ready to begin
Rafael
production
of
'Captain
Blood,'
Sabatmi's famous romance. I see no reason
for any idle time at the Hollywood Studios and I have no intention of ordering a

shut-down.

"There are always between pictures two or
three weeks which our organization devotes
Those will be the only
to preparations.
days in which there will be no active shootBy the arrangeing on the Vitagraph lot.
ment of our production schedule the two units
of Director Blackton and Director Smith
probably will overlap and avoid even this
short idleness."

CAPTAIN VARGES

IS

HONORED

BY ASSOCIATES ON RETURN
In honor of Captain Ariel \^arges, star news
cameraman, the International News Reel Corporation gave a dinner and reception at the
Friars Club the evening of Tuesday, DecemEdgar B. Hatrick, the "big chief"
ber 18.
of the news reel forces, was master of ceremonies, and Harry Hershfield, creator of
Abie Kabibble, was toastmaster.
Sharing the speakers' table with the captain
were his fellows of the company's camera
forces, and they led the hundred diners in
honoring the return of a rover who in the
last four years has traveled approximately
250,000 miles and has photographed some of
the leading world events in that period.
The captain, in responding to a toast, said
the element of luck always was_ present in
the ordering of the cameraman's life. In the
course of his talk he outlined the number
of times the fickle goddess had been on his
including his nearness to the recent
side,

Japanese disaster.
Other speakers included Emmanuel Cohen,
editor of Pathe News, and William Brandt.
There was an entertainment provided by a

number of Broadway

top-liners.

SAYS FOREIGN LOCALES
WOULD SPLIT COST
Internationalizing Pictures

Would

Save Much, Says Williams

TN

a further talk on the
inspired motion picture

question of

_

D.

J.

president of the Ritz Pictures,

the

Williams,

who

is

just

back from an extended European trip, during which he made a careful survey of
conditions, adds another chapter to the
subject of inspiration as the real solution
of picture production problems.

Mr. Williams has reached the conviction
that the

demands

of the public for great

entertainment will be fully and completely
met at approximately half the present cost
of big pictures

and that the inspired

pic-

do it. He added
"Inspiration comes to the creative artist
as a result of contact with the extraordinary, the unusual and the essentially dramatic.
We can in countries centuries older
than our own draw from the vast treasure
houses of the world securing situations,
ideas, plots, incidents, things of beauty, of
humor, of romance, of dramatic intensity,
of charm, of love, mystery, motive and
desire, and utilize the best in the great and
the small things of human history and
achievement.
ture, internationalized, will

"If thus inspired, it will be possible for
the creator of pictures to contrive mosaics
for the screen that will be composed of
varied elements, some great and compelling, others small and exquisite, fitted and
joined into a sum total of human accomplishment and providing for the motion
picture the final and the tremendous entertainment.

"With so vast an amount
draw from, I believe that

of material to
directors,

fifty

under this inspiration, could well be working at one and the same time in varied
places, instead of a mere handful, to provide the adequate amounts of exalted and
compelling entertainment now demanded
by the public and essential to the future.
"I have reached the important and definite conclusion that the demands of the
public for great entertainment in motion
pictures will be fully and completely met
at approximately half the present cost of
big pictures, and that the inspired picture,
internationalized, will do it."

CHARLES
Manager,

Detroit

A.

MEADE

Selznick
Corporation.
office

Distributing

December
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METRO ANNOUNCES NEW
Features

CECIL DE MILLE COMES TO

C EVERAL

new additions to Metro's
1923-24 schedule of major productions have
made necessary important changes in its releasing schedule, according to an announcement from
E. Atkinson, General Manager of Metro Pictures Corpoiation. The following new schedule is effective between
January and April of 1924:

*^

W

There

be three releases in January.
be "Half-a-Dollar Bill," which
Graf recently completed on the Coast.
Q. Nilsson heads the cast of this picwill

first will

Max
Anna
ture.

Then

will follow Viola

Dana's

Metro

newest

picture,
"The
Good Bad Girl."
January will also see
one other release, either

starring

the
new
production,

Fred

FOR VETERANS
Many

Make Change

in Schedule Necessary

The

FILM STAR GIVES BALL

other of her great stage successes, "One Night
in Rome" also written by J. Hartley Manners.

RELEASING LIST
Many Added

Notable among them will be a new Jackie
picture and Laurette Taylor in an-

Coogan

NEW

YORK FOR OPENING
With the world premiere of his production, "The Ten Commandments," at /jrauman's Hollywood Egyptian Theatre now a
matter of history, Cecil B. De Mille left
Los Angeles for New York, to attend the
Manhattan opening at the George M. Cohan
Theatre on Friday, December 21.
Mr. De Mille was accompanied by Mrs.
De Mille and his three children, Cecilia,
Katherine and John.
Jeanie Macpherson and her mother, Mrs.

Dance

Plaza Hotel

for the
of the Marion Davies' Christmas
for Disabled Veterans was held in the
Grand Ballroom of the Plaza Hotel on Friday evening, December 14.
benefit

Fund

The

foremost

figures

production

in

ac-

on Broadway, as well as all the leading players, were behind the affair, and gave
it their whole hearted support.
In addition to Marion Davies, scores of
other stars were in attendance.
The list included Anita Stewart, John Charles Thomas,
Alma Rubens, Harrison
Ford,
Lyn
Harding,
Conrad
Nagle,
Billie
Burke, Gloria Swanson,
Thomas Heighan, Alice
Joyce,
Otto Kruger,
tivities

Lois
Wilson,
Lionel
Barrymore, Nita Naldi,
Irene
Fenwick,
John
Emerson,
Anita
Loos,
Theresa Maxwell, Holbrook
Blinn,
Mary
Kennedy, and Richard

Niblo

"Thy Name
Woman," a MetroLouis B. Mayer attrac"The

or

at

•yHE COSMOPOLITAN BALL

Is

tion

Players Attend Marion Davies

Fool's
the Metro
picturization of William
Locke's novel, "The
J.
Tale of Triona," which

Awakening,"

completing on the coast.

Barthelmess.
General
Frank
T.
Hines,
General Robert
Lee Bullard, and Major
W. F. Lent represented

Narhe Is Woman," which may be re-

the U.
reau.

Shaw

Harold

now

is

"Thy

leased

either

late

Burnside, fordirector
of
the
Hippodrome productions,
was master
of
cerernonies, and with the assistance of many promi-

merly

or
early
in
February, has the following cast
Ramon No:

La Marr,
Wallace McDonald, Robert Edeson, William V.

varro, Barbara

nent
Broadway
stars
created
an
excellent
entertainment.
Four well known or-

Mac-

Claire

Dowell and Edith Roberts.

The

Veterans Bu-

H.

R.

in

January

Mong,

S.

Uninvited
Guest"
and
"Happiness,"
Laurette

were
repreincluding Victor
Herbert's, Paul Whiteman's,
Vincent Lopez',

Taylor's

and

other

February

releases

be

will

chestras

in

"The

sented,

picturization
for Metro of her great
stage success.

which

"Happiness,"

gram

will follow "The Uninvited Guest" in the order
of release for February,
is

already

lions

in

known

prominent
Victor
Herbert
playing the cello, Paul

Whiteman
and

length

will

be a new
feature
as
yet
another

untitled
will be a

new Reginald
Barker production, while

the

violin,

Lopez

the
the trio rendered
Victor
Herbert's
own
composition, "A Kiss in
the Dark."
Among the stars who
appeared on the bill were
Hal Forde and Gitz

Manners, who wrote it.
There will be three
releases in March.
One

Keaton
comedy
and

Vincent

piano,

well as that of her author-husband, J. Hartley

these

instruthe
leaders.

by

With

one of her greatest
personal
triumphs
as

of

the
selection

three

to mil-

It is

Buster

Jazzarimba

was

mental

country.

this

Yerkes

Orchestra.
One of the most popular numbers on the pro-

HELENE CHADWICK TRIMS THE CHRISTMAS TREE

Rice in songs and patter,
Fannie
Brice
in
her
popular
Russian number,
and
Frank Fay

This Goldwyn star knows more about films than toy guns. If she isn't careful this one may go
The public would much prefer that Helene shot a lot of new
ofl and shoot dimples in her cheek.
imitating John
a third will be a new
Charles
If she does, they won't ask for anotlier Christmas present.
pictures instead.
Thomas singing "At the
Jackie Coogan picture to
Strutters Ball."
follow "Long Live the
are
O'Neill,
members of the
Oscar Shaw and Louise Groody were very
King," which was recently released.
Clare
These
E.
well received in their song and dance hit from
Miss Macpherson is busy adapting
will be further announcements forthcoming
party.
"One Kiss." Florence Moore gave her huon the March productions.
"Triumph," by May Edginton, which Mr.
morous imitation of an English music hall
Metro will release four pictures in April.
De Mille will place in production shortly after
singer, John Steel sang a popular number
Mae Murray will have a new starring picture
the first of the year.
from the Music Box Revue, and the Little
under the title of "Mademoiselle Midnight."
Mr. De Mille has been elected vice-presiJessie James girls were very well received
There will be a new picture starring Viola
dent of the Commercial National Bank, one
in their dancing skit.
Dana, the last of her series of five on the
of the largest financial institutions in Los
The honorary committee included Major1924-25 schedule, and a new Rex Ingram
Angeles.
General Robert Lee Bullard, Major-General
production for which the noted director is
The producer has been a director of the
Frank T. Hines, Major W. F. Lent, Louella
now in Europe gathering important data.
Commercial National Bank and Bank of Italy
Parsons, Jane Dixon, Martin Quigley, MessSeveral other productions will be released
for several months as well as vice-president
more Kendall, William A. Brady, Walter
after April, but these will be announced at
of the Federal Trust and Savings Bank of
Hampden, Al Lewis, and A. H. Woods.
a later date.
Hollywood.
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'THE
the

plot

of

story

is

A

excellent.
girl
marries a man of
an inferior social
taste, in order to

save her brother
imprison-

from

ment

for

theft.

Because she is
"blue
blooded"
she cannot apthe
p r e c ia t e
value
of
"red

blood.''
in the
realizes

husband
real

But

end

she
that her
is

a

man.

nORIS
^ YON KENplays
the

part

young

of the
aristocrat,

Amy Van

Clay-

ton. Victor Suth-

erland

has

name

fiery

"Jim

the
of

Blazes."

And Madge
Dempsey

is

none

other than our
old friend Cecil
Spooner, fresher

and younger than
ever.

A

STORY

woods, of the open air.
story of a
are men.
that she is no better than

of the

men who
who realizes

of
girl

A

her "roughneck" husband, and who comes
to love him, because he is a real man.
A
story of love, and intrigue, and of life.
A
picture full of

punch and pep.

excitement

'The Love
New

Bandit'j^ is

Big in

are

Thrills

and

plentiful.

Theme and

Brilliant in Cast

Vitagraph Production Featuring Doris Kenyan and Victor Sutherland
Proves That Red Blood Is Better Than Blue

:

December
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The
To

Increase

Through

Rentals

As

a result of the meeting of the Executive
Board of M. P. T. O. of the Northwest,
held December 10th, by unanimous vote the
Board directed that formal request be made
of the Minneapolis Film Board of Trade that
the organization reconsider its recently announced plan.
The plan was to insist on individual contracts for the playing time of product in each
theatre contracted for, from theatre owners
who operate more than one house.
In taking this stand they express themselves
".
.as fully cognizant of and in sympathy with distributor's intention to eliminate
film bicycling, in which efforts they themselves
.

to

Gain Favor

the influence of exhibitors of Gil-

lett, Arkansas, an "Educational Movie Club"
has been organized.
membership card entitles the holder to
a reserved seat and is issued upon the signing
of the contract, which provides that the holder
shall pay for the card at a designated time and

A

rate.

The

plan has worked so successfully
being extended to Dewitt, Almyra
Persons heretofore
other nearby towns.
posed to motion pictures are catered to,
most of them have been "won over."
it

that

is

Managers

New Year Bonus

and
op-

and

Plan

.

played no small part. They are prompted by
a desire to protect members against automatic
increases of film rentals which must follow
carrying out of the individual contact policy."
They point out that the individual contract
plan, ".
if adopted would bring about
an inevitable increase in film rentals, due to
the admitted practice of distributors insisting
on a fixed minimum price for their product.
Any proposed or attempted increase is unjust
at this time, with theatre owners, especially
the ones who would be seriously afifected by
the adoption of the individual contract policy,
finding it difficult to keep their theatres open."
However, they do not attempt to tell distributors that they should distribute their product at a loss, but do believe that they should
shoulder their portion of the burden in aiding
theatre owners to withstand the effects of temporary conditions.
They go on to say, "It is not on the product
of exceptional quality that the fixed minimum
works a hardship to theatre owners. It is on
the program and mediocre pictures that the
fixed mi.nimum will prove disastrous to theatre owners."
.

.

New House
W.

New Method

Members Against

Protect

Round Table

Exhibitors'

J.

Harvey

for Florida

in conjunction

with a num-

ber of local merchants, will build a six story
theatre and ofiice building in Pensacola. Work
will start early in the new year and the house
No exwill have a seating capacity of 1,500.
pense to be spared to make it a model of
theatre construction.

The new year

will bring with

it

an excel-

bonus plan for managers of the Famous
Players theatres in the diflFerent territories
throughout the country.
lent

Harold B. Franklin, director of theatres for

Famous

Players, in "Personal Talks," a colthe house organ, "The Close Up,"
announced the bonus plan.
It calls for a substantial cash bonus, to be
introduced at the beginning of the New Year,
and will be given to the managers where business is increased and expenses reduced.

umn

Another Milwaukee Theatre
Nearly Completed
When

the Wisconsin theatre, wonder house
Milwaukee, is completed some time in
February, John I. Beggs, millionaire traction magnate who with Oscar Brachman, real
estate man, erected the building ho^ng the
Wisconsin theatre, will anxiously await the

of

opening.
He says he has been so busy for the past
fifteen years that he has not had time to
attend the movies, but is very much interested in everything appertaining to them.
Despite his seventy odd years and his
numerous other duties, he has taken an active
interest in everything connected with the new

showhouse and when asked whether he would
attend the opening performance, said
"I feel that to miss visiting the Wisconsin
when it opens will be to neglect to keep step
with progress, so I will certainly be on hand."

in

Model Ventilation System
& Katz have been asked by

Balaban

the
public health officials of Chicago, to furnish
them with the plan of ventilation used in the
It will then be pretheatres they operate.
sented, at government expense, to theatre
builders as a model of perfection, which if
carried out will offer the maximum safety
to the health of those who annually attend

Novel Development Predicted
Hugo Riesenfeld, manager of the Rialto,

New York, declares that one of the next big
developments of the industry will be the sending of news films by wire. Within a few year.s
he believes important events m Europe will
he seen on the screens in this country the following day.
The sending of films by wire will merely
involve a number of im-provempr:*^" and speeding up on the process now ir. use, whereby
photographs are transmitted. Such an invention is to be looked forward to as one of the
marvels of the age.

theatres.

E.
tre,

Check-Up System on Bicycling
The Film Board of Trade

is

Better Pictures List
Council of Better Motion
recommended the following
George Arliss in "The Green God"Slave of
"The Marriage Maker"
dess"
Desire"; "The Steadfast Heart"; "the Virginian"; "Going Up" "Held to Answer";
"Paddy"; "The Next Best Thing"; "Why
Elephants Leave Home."

The

P:enty of Thrills
who operates the Gem Thea-

Bregger,

Crystal Falls, Mich., can't complain of a

monotonous

endeavoring
to eliminate bicycling anil has ordered its
members to supply all salesmen with form
post-cards upon which they will record the
various pictures of theatres in towns they
Thus it is hoped a check-up system
visit.
will be provided.

Cincinnati

pictures
films

J.

life, at any rate.
While enroute
Minneapolis, his car turned turtle near
Ladysmith, but he is reported recovering from

to

his injuries

and here's hoping

he'll

suffer

no

after effects.

Big Attendance Increase
Amusement taxes collected in Southern
California show an increase of 5,764,700 in
attendance, over 1922.
In other words, a
gain of 23%.

has

:

;

;

Form New Theatre Chain

A
son,

local business men of HenderNorth Carolina, have formed The Capitol

group of

Theatre Corporation, to operate a chain of
ten cent theatres in

The

officers are

:

North Carolina.
J.

D. Cooper,

Jr.,

dent; R. P. Rosser, vice-president;
Stevenson, secretary and treasurer.

Revenue

Office

presiS.

S.

Gets Busy

A. L. Hess, owner of the Hess at Yankton, South Dakota, has been placed under arrest by a United States marshall on an indictment, returned by the grand jury, charged
with failure to account for admission taxes
to the Internal

Revenue

office,

over a period

of two years.

Northwestern Chain Expanding
chain, controlling some of the
largest houses in Wisconsin and Illinois, have

The Fischer

W.
Popular
Beach,

manager
Calif.,

the

J.

of

JOHNSON

the

Palace

playground

of

Theatre,
the

at

West

Long
Coast.

broken ground

at

Fond du Lac, Wisconsin

for a 1600,000 theatre to seat over 2,000.

OTTO WELLS
General manager of Wells Amusement Co., with
four theatres in Norfolk, and two in Richmond, Va,
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ROUND TABLE BRIEFS
has bought
WB. SHUGARS
and
PoTTSViLLE,
at
180,000 in

named

the

American

spending
He has re-

Pa.,
improving the place.

•

is

"The Hollywood."

it

Harry Brouse, proprietor of the Imperial
Ottawa, reports the new six piece

Robert Cotton, formerly manager of the
in Cleveland and President
of the Film Board of Trade of that city,
has been appointed manager of the Educational Film Exchange of Texas. He succeeds
Mr. A. H. Tomes, resigned.

Fox Exchange

Theatre,

orches'tra

is

being received most cordially.

It was a packed house at Frank L. Newman's Royal Theatre in Kansas City the
other morning, to see "Little Old New York."
The performance was given esepcially for
children and received wide publicity in the
newspapers.

John Dimcan of Chicago, assistant general
manager of Vitagraph, spent several days of
the first week in December at Winnipeg,
Manitoba, for a conference with local of-

A

deal

P.

McCarthy

has been

completed whereby the
production, "Out of the Dust,"
will be distributed in Kansas and Western
Missouri by the A. H. Blank Enterprises, according to E. C. Rhoden, branch manager.
J.

The new Alma Theatre at Bowerson,
Ohio, has changed hands, having been purchased by Messrs. Craig and Forbes.

of the company.

ficials

Tom Herrity owner
and manager of the
Theatre
at
Lotus

Henry
member

Allentown,

mission,

various

now

improvements
claim

lays

to

nicest

houses

in

>

Harry

Queen

the

Bowmans town.

Pa.,

have

Grammes Dance Hall
at Newside and will
motion

run

pictures

twice a week.

Augustin

W.

mas.
Colonel W. S. Butof the Bijou
Theatrical Enterprises
terfield,

Car-

Creek, Mich., was

ager of Omaha, has
been elected treasurer
of

F.

the

L.

I.

New York

John H. Thornton,
of the Thornton Thea-

PettiC.
Charles
john attended the dinner of the F. I. L. M.
Board of Trade in
visit

HARRY ARTHUR

tre,

the
West Coast Theatres,
General Manager of
Incorporated, at Los Angeles, California.

He will
York.
Chicago before returning to his home.

Manager Logan of
LoNnoN, Ontario, has

Allen

the

minute recitals at the theatre every Monday night, the first being conducted under the
direction of A. D. Jordan.

key centers came M. A.
Levy, Kansas City branch manager for Fox,
and S. L. Haldeman, Metro branch manager,
the

assertions

"Bones"
Street,
Harriet

Smith,

that

"business

is

H. T. Reynolds

a

proud

in

I.,

will

new house on
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Louis

St.

Midwest

is now manager of the
operating in Rockford, Be-

Pierre,

circuit,

LOiT and Decatur.

Earl Miller has recently purchased the
ditorium Theatre at Laurel, Neb.

father.

Art Jacobson and Joe Rosenberg, who have

Au-

Mr. Poole has opened up a new first class
motion picture theatre at Wewoka, Okla.,
pictures as the policy of the

manager of the Tenth

Kansas City, is
Ann is her name.

Riverpoint, R.

dead.

Theatre,

instituted a series of

15

with confident
looking up."

is

soon start construction on a

Michigan Avenue,

Back from

in

recently.

Stopped at the Astor.

M.

Board of Trade.

New

Battle

Company,

man-

Selznick

rick,

will
Ritz,

which is being rushed
through so that it will
be ready by Christ-

r

the

leased

new

of Pittsburgh, construction
work
on

and Werley,

of

Davis

operate the

City.

Krum

Com-

succeeds

M. P. T. O.

one of the
neighborhood

having

Staab,
Mil-

Walter F. Baumann,
as executive secretary
of
the
Wisconsin

work

Company

the
P.

waukee M.

Pa., af-

having Gangwere

ter

and

A.
of

new

house.

William E. Benton, opened

his new theathe Capitol, in Whitehall, N. Y., recently, with exhibitors and film men present
from Albany and elsewhere.

tre,

Hodkin-

L. Pilliod has sold to J. Nofus the Photoplay Theatre at Grand Rapids, Ohio, according to recent announcements.

Proctor entertained the orphans of
Troy, N. Y., at the Griswold Theatre when
Jackie Coogan in "Circus Days" was the

Sympathy is extended to Walter Hays,
of Buffalo, vice-president of the Strand
chain of theatres, in the recent loss of his
mother.

been

Universal

selling

Kansas City

territory

product

joined,

the

in

the

son sales force last week.
F.

F.

feature.

open his new Criterion Theatre at Enid, Okla., about Janu-

Manager Mayterry

rary

1st.,

will

1924.

L. Stevens, of Threece, Kansas, has purchased the Gaitey at Richer, Okla. Motion
pictures will be the policy.

President Underwood of
Specialty
Film
Co., of Dallas, Texas is in New York City,
combining business with pleasure.

Manager J. E. HufTord of the Princess
Theatre at Collinsville, Texas, has taken
over the Ace Theatre at Whitesboro, and
will operate both theatres.
J. Alifer has taken over the management
of the American at Enid, Okla., and will
present pictures and stock for the winter

season.

Roy

Bettis

has

taken

over

the

ment of the Hippodrome Theatre
gee,

Oklahoma.

at

manage-

Okmul-

December

29,
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Round About the Studios
ROACH STUDIOS MOVING
AT LIGHTNING PACE
Feature

Company and Five Comedy
Units Actively Engaged

^?7ITH

one feature company and five comedy units engaged on nev/ subjects at the
Hal Roach Studios in Culver City, production
activities at this important producing center
are moving along at a fast pace, it is learned
in a statement issued this week from the Pathe

home office.
Camera work on Hal Roach's new feature,
"Somewhere in Missouri," is now well under
way. Hal Roach is directing this subject, assisted by Roy Clements and Clyde E. Hopkins.
The interiors are being filmed at the Roach
studio and the exteriors at Hal Roach's big
ranch located at Santa Monica. The cast inGlenn Tryon, Blanche Mehaffey,
Emma Tanzey, John Gavin, Leo Willis, Bob
Richard
and
Kortman,

cludes

The story
Daniels.
man-interest

is

drama

built

around

a

small

politics

in

Frank

P.

Donovan,

producer

Exhibitors'

has
Chicago.

tor,

left

with a production

is

LOWE GETS LEAD ROLE
IN FOX'S 'THE FOOL'

for
Another director also is to join
the company in a few weeks as well as a
staff

playwright and scenario writer who is now
with a New York producing company.

NAME DATE FOR OPENING OF
ANNUAL SALES DRIVE
The month of January has been set aside
by E. A. Achman, general manager of distribution for First National, for the annual
sales drive.
Preparations for the campaign
which, it is hoped will result in the biggest,
volume of business ever secured, have been
on foot for many weeks and special accessories including slides, banners and one sheets

now ready.
The drive will

are

Millarde Already Started on the
Preliminary Work
A

FTER

considering twenty different actors
of the screen and stage in search of the
right one to essay the leading role of Daniel
Gilchrist in the screen version of Channing
Pollock's great play "The Fool," William Fox
announced this week that he has selected Edmund Lowe for the part.
Mr. Lowe, whose characterization of Captain Richard Decatur in "The Silent Command" was his most recent cinematic triumph,
arrived here from Hollywood during the week
and set about preparations to begin work in
the Fox version of the sensational Selwyn
success.

Edmund Goulding
be marked by the release

nario for

has completed the sce-

"The Fool" and, while four stage
companies

are spreading the
of the production to
capacity
houses
throughout
the country, Harry Millarde,
who has been assigned to direct the motion picture version is rounding out the preliminary work for his crea-

fame

a hu-

into the circle of white shirt
fronts and tuxedos in "Un-

Rogers

Asso-

"Silas

town of the Middle West.
Having made a brief essay

censored

of

Marner" and a
former Vitagraph, Pathe and World direcciated

Will
Movies,"
back to the he-man

tion.

Mr. Millarde, by his direcof "If Winter Comes"
and "Over the Hill," two of
the Fox organization's most

togs of the plains in his two
comedies for Pathe.
latest
The second of these, which
was started this week, introduces Rogers as a delegate to

tion

productions, won the
right to make this play that
ran for 400 performances on

notable

Convention.
Cattleman's
a band of crooks attempts operations in one of

a

When

the hotels, Rogers and his
friends start a counter-offensive that evolves into some
rapid-fire action and highly
laughable incident. The sub-

Broadway

and

reached

sixteenth

its

has

already

week

in

Chicago,.

The

scrupulous care which

this director gives to his work
characterize his preliminary

preparations and it will probably be another fortnight before the balance of the screen
cast of "The Fool" can be announced. Mr. Millarde is set
upon making a screen production that will possess all the
power, drama, suspense and
finesse
of Frank Reicher's
productions, enhanced by the
removal of the limitations of

completed shows
what amusing results may be
effected when an "efficiency
man" tries to reorganize the
and
methods
time-honored
customs of a ranch. In both

ject already

Mosthese subjects Marie
Sighting the enemy?
No.
Just King Vidor and his company of players making a
quini appears opposite the star.
screen version of Joseph Hergesheimer's 'Wild Oranges.'
Bob McGowan and the
"Our Gang" players are busy
of five new pictures, "Boy of Mine" from
the theatre.
on a new two-reel comedy in which the kids
Booth Tarkington's story; "Black Oxen,"
are involved in a series of highly laughable
Considering
the
elaborate
preparations
Gertrude Atherton's novel
"The Song of
adventures, with a touch of the fantasy, as
which are being made for the screen version
Norma
Love,"
the
new
Talmadge
producpart.
Farina's
on
cream
result
of
bad
the
of "The Fool," it should prove equal, if not
tion
"The Eternal City," Samuel Goldwyn's
superior, to the stage production.
The new two-reel comedy just started by
independently
produced
film
of
Hall
Caine's
Stan Laurel promises to be one of the funniest
book
and
"The
Swamp
Angel"
featuring
of his series for Pathe. The story has to do
R. W.
IRISH
Colleen Moore.
with the recovery of some letters which
The productiveness of this activity in the
Laurel inadvertently mails without stamps.
He follows them down post-office shoots, in First National organization is characterized
R. William Neill's search for an actor to
by the wide comment and interest it has profast mail trucks, and speeding U. S. mail
play the role of Brian Delaney in "Rose of
voked in showman circles.
at their destrains, and finally lands them
the Ghetto" which he will produce for GrandWord from the offices proclaims that play Asher release has been rewarded by the chance
tination.
James Finlayson and Ena Gregory
dates on all five pictures are pouring in and
appear in support of Laurel.
discovery that Dana Collins was in Los Anit is probable, they believe, that each of the
geles and available.
five will set unusual records in the number of
In Dublin, Ireland, some years ago, Neill
simultaneous play dates.
met young Collins while the latter was playing with one of the Irish dramatic companies.
IN
The noted director, who himself is of Irish
Chicago again will take its place in the
born, though of Spanish parentage, took a
world of motion pictures if the intentions
fancy to Collins, who is a handsome chap
and plans of the Popular Motion Picture
with the Irish characteristics of good humor
is
Callahan
F.
which
L.
Corporation, of
and keen wit. They grew quite chummy.
Mr. Callahan
president, are carried out.
in
considering a cast for "Rose of the
prohas engaged two directors to start
Ghetto" which Oliver Morosco produced as a
duction activities early in December at
play, with success, in New York, he found
the company studios, 744 South Michigan
an Irish role which was highly important.
avenue, and popular players will be used
He remembered Collins and to his satisfaction
in the leading roles.
managed to sign up the young Irishman.
;

;

NEILL FINDS
ACTOR
FOR NEW PRODUCTION

;

—

POPULAR PICTURES TO PRODUCE
CHICAGO
FILMS

Hetilotiitan
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GARON

IS STAR IN BURR'S
'AVERAGE WOMAN'

Principals Unusually Well Placed
in De Jagers Story

pAULINE GARON,

who

recently

made

-t

such a big hit in "The Marriage Maker"
is playing the leading feminine part in C. C.
Burr's latest production, "The Average Woman" which was placed in production at the
Glendale Studios this week.
Miss Garon is
ideally cast in the part of Prudence Whipple
as she possesses the charm, grace and manner
necessary to give a proper portrayal of this
difficult

role.

Miss Garon has only been on the stage
and screen a comparatively short time but has
already scaled the topmost rung on the ladder
of success.
Just about two years ago Miss

A DIFFERENT ANNA CHRISTIE
Wrecjted in soul and body, weary, dissolute, hard
Blanche Sweet as the principal in First National's
"Anna Christie" scores a signal success in charac-

—

.

ter

interpretation.

NIGHSMITH EFFECTS NEW
SCHEDULE OF FILMS
Twelve Miniatures Planned for the
Coming Year's Schedule

WITH
bany

the incorporation this week in Alof Nighsmith Pictures by Will
Nigh, well known motion picture director and
E. L. Smith, formerly production director for
Inspiration Pictures, a new producing organization has entered the independent field.
They celebrated their arrival with the appearance of their first picture, a miniature feature drama, "Among the Missing," at the
Rialto Theatre.
This beautiful, motion picture gem is the
first of a series of Will Nigh Miniatures,
twelve of which are to appear, one each
month. It was booked within three days after
completion and already exhibitors are trying
to tie-up the series.
"Among the Missing" tells the story of
an old French mother, who has watched three
of her sons die for France during the war
and waits in an agony of suspense for news
from the front of her last and youngest son.
The boy appears at the ruins of his home and
his mother, at first overjoyed to see him,
gradually realizes that he has deserted un-

When

a squad of his comrades
come seeking the lad, she kills him rather
than besmirch the family honor and have him
face a firing squad.
Will Nigh plays excellently as the coward
son, while Lucile La Verne, star in "Sun
Up," which has had such a long and impressive run in New York plays the old mother.
der

fire.

'MITZr

PLAYED BY PHILBIN

Universal has bought the film rights to
"Mitzi" which, as a musical comedy, had an
extended run on Broadway, after which it
toured for a long time. In the screen version
Mary Philbin will play the leading woman
The story is of an orphan, Mitzi, the
part.
secret of whose birth involves the proudest
families in France.

^ut Ssiunbcr

Garon was offered her first part in pictures
and she immediately attracted attention and
from playing small parts to getting the leading feminine role in some of the biggest productions made in the past two years is a record to be proud of.
"I think the part I have in 'The Average
Woman' is the best I ever had in pictures,"
said Miss Garon. "It affords me a fine chance
to show what I can do and Director William
Christy Cabanne surely is permitting me to
take every advantage.
All my associates at
the Glendale Studios where 'The Average
Woman' is being filmed are splendid and we
are one happy family."
In the special all-star production made by
Universal, "The Turmoil," Miss Garon was
given a very fine part and later she appeared
with Johnny Walker in "Children of Dust."
Pauline Garon achieved a large measure of
success in the Paramount Production, "Adam's
Rib."
"The Average Woman" is a picturization
of the Saturday Evening Post story, by Dorothy De Jagers. The scenario is by Raymond
The picture is being directed by
S. Harris.
William Christy Cabanne.
The story deals
with a phase of modern day life and problems
of the present that are of interest alike to
young and old. Besides Pauline Garon in the
cast of "The Average Woman" are Harrison
Ford, David Powell, De Sacia Mooers, Burr
Mcintosh, Coit Albertson, William Tucker.

LIONEL BARRYMORE TO STAR
IN GRIFFITH'S 'AMERICA'
Lionel Barrymore, in addition to his successful starring venture with David Belasco,
has been engaged to play the part of Walter
Butler in the forthcoming D. W. Griffith
production "America."

Mr. Barrymore comes back

to

Mr.

Griffith

after an absence of many years. It was some
ten years ago in the old Biograph days that
Lionel Barrymore became a member of the
stock company organized by Griffith, thus beginning his screen career under the Griffith
direction.
He continued his screen work for
several years, when he returned to the stage.
The part for which he has been elected in
"America" is one demanding great versatility
and force. He will do his screen work daytime and Sundays, keeping his night and matinee engagements at the theatre.

OLGA PRINTZLAU CONTINUES
WITH PREFERRED
Olga Printzlau has renewed her contract
with B. P. Schulberg to write screen adaptations exclusively for Preferred Pictures. She
is now working on Edwin's Balmer's story,
"The Breath of Scandal" and will later do
the script for several of the biggest stories
on Preferred's program. Miss Printzlau has
held a place of prominence among the best
known screen writers since her first affiliation with William De Mille whose productions she adapted for several years. Her latest task for the Schulberg organization has
been the screen version of Rida Johnson

Young's play, "Maytime."

'
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UP AND DOWN MAIN STREET
March

'THE COURTSHIP' GIVEN

GENEROUS PRAISE
OF MILES STANDNew York

its

run

at

A

the Central Theatre Sunday, December 30.
contract just closed with Sam and Lee Shubert, gives the house over to Associated Exhibitors, the producers, for eight weeks, and
plans are being made for a gala opening.
Meanwhile in pre-release showings outside
of New York, the feature has been playing to capacity houses and establishing an
enviable reputation for itself.
In Detroit it
smashed the attendance record at the Madison
Theatre and its run at the President Thea-

Washington was marked by unusually
and distinguished crowds.
During the first week of its run in Washington, Charles Ray. himself appeared at the
tre in

large

theatre but the picture contiriued to draw capacity audiences even after he left.
Besides the more than enthusiastic newspaper reviews, Mr. Ray carried away many
official
endorsements, including letters of
praise and commmendation
from Senator
Arthur Capper, Admiral E. W. Eberle and
Mrs. Faber Stevenson, chairman of the committee on motion pictures of the District of
Columbia Federation of Women's Clubs.
"It is a mighty drama, with
tremendous force and appeal,"
wrote Mrs. Stevenson.
"Every
American should see it."
" 'The
Courtship
Miles
of
Standish'
is
historically
accurate in every detail," said Admiral Eberle. "It is a marvelous
production."

Senator Capper wrote

—

:

"It

VARIETY OF SHORTS ON
RELEASE PROGRAM

probably bring forth the sec-

as well.

Washington Officials Unanimous in
Approval of Historic Film

COURTSHIP
THE
ISH" will start

will

ond Kirkwood-Lee picture, "Painted Women,"
and probably the second Harry Carey picture
This is a character comedy drama based
on the Eggleston story of Indiana in 1853.
Henry Hull who has received much attention
as a legitimate stage star and who firmly
established his screen reputation in the Griffith production, "One Exciting Night,
is cast
in the title role of the Bennett feature with
Jane Thomas playing the principal feminine
'

part.

NOTABLES ATTEND OPENING OF
'THE VIRGINIAN'

A

typical

Los Angeles

"first

night" with

marked the premiere of the Preferred picture, "The Virginian" at the Mission Theatre.
It was found necessary to

admission

$5,

rope off the block on which the Mission is
situated, while the crowd of society folk
and movie celebrities who attended, assembled.
The principals of the cast were all present
with the exception of Kenneth Harlan who
arrived back from a series of personal appearances in the East, just twenty-four hours
too late for the opening.
The Los Angeles critics all had praise for
the film stamping the production as one above
the average and not to be missed by persons
seeking real cinema entertainment.

Comedy and Adventure on Pat he
Schedule for Coming Week

ATHE
P cember

have announced

for release Deprogram of short
Prominent on the sched-

23, a diversified

subjects, eight in all.
ule are a two-reel comedy,

"Mother's Joy"
which Stan Laurel is starred, and another "Dippy Doo Dads," a single reel subject featuring Hal Roach's animal players.
In "Mother's Joy," Laurel plays the part
of a young heir who has suddenly been raised
from the lowly station of a cab driver to the
exalted position of master of a rich home
which is presided over by a sprightly grandfather who conceives some ambitious plans
of 3 social nature, for the young scion.
in

The

youth's first venture into society's exset leads to some intensly amusing
developments.
Grandfather's plans for the
young man receive a horrible jolt but he eventually succeeds in arranging for the marriage
of his grandson to a wealthy debutante.
However, this scheme, like all his other plans,
is upset by a series of unexpected complicaclusive

tions.

The forthcoming "Dippy Doo Dads"

re-

"Lovey

Dove," is reputed to
be one of the cleverest animal comedies ever
presented on the screen and is expected to set
a new pace for this type of
laugh provoker. The story is eslease,

titled

sentially of the "thrillocomedy"
type in which the animal players
are called upon to operate high
speed motors
and aeroplanes.
Rapid fire action, adapt impersonations of human characters,
abundant incident and highly
laughable titles, serve to make
this the most entertaining number of this series issued so far.
"The Five Orphans of the

is

wonderful picture a truly
a
epic work.
Not only is it historically true but it is a film of
Storm," the Aesop Fable Numf.xceptional entertainment value
ber,
is
admirably suited to a
It marks a new era in
as well.
Christmas program, being a burscreen history."
lesque conception of "Orphans of
Mr. Ray attended the matinee
the Storm" and featuring Santa
on the opening Sunday and also
Claus and his reindeers, the
was the host of the evening. Behanging of the stocking, the
fore the showings he made brief
great Christmas feast and genaddresses from the stage, and
'IN UNRESTRAINED PLEASURE FREE'
eral jollification proper to the
later,
as the audiences passed
A view of the May day party in which five hundred children participated. The
season.
stood in the lobby, disout,
party was staged in Central Park by Sam Wood for scenes in "His Children's
"The Desert of Death" which
Children," a Paramount picture which is being shown at the present time in
tributing souvenirs and receiving
several parts of the country.
is the eleventh episode of Ruth
congratulations.
The crowds
Roland's "Ruth of the Range,"
were among the largest ever atfaces the heroine with the alternative of ceastending picture performances in Washington.
ing her efforts to market feulite or courting
The high water mark was reached, though,
certain death.
S o grave is the menace that
on Thanksgiving Day, when the throngs were
?",
Right
"Is Conan Doyle
Pathe's expose
even her friends refuse to finance her enterso great that thousands, it was estimated, were
of fraudulent mediums, added further to its
prise in an effort to swerve her from her
turned away in the afternoon and evening.
list
of successful showings by playing to
purpose.
Developments prove that their
In the morning there was a special showing
heavy business at the Majestic Theatre, Chifears are wholly justified, as Ruth, persisting
for newsboys, and after the performance the
cago, where it opened last week. This bookin her course, is confronted with perils more
star was photographed on the sidewalk in
ing is looked upon as another endorsement of
thrilling than ever before.
the center of a cheering mob of "newsies."
this production which, at the time of its reIn
making their selection Pathe have
lease was praised by the trade paper critics
striven to get subjects which will not only
as a short length feature with distinctive
serve as fillers on a feature program but
showmianship values.
which will be features in themselves even
Since its initial launching by the Keith Cirthough they are only one or two reelers.
series of stellar productions now in the
York, it has since been booked
cuit in
With this objective in view they are spendcourse of production are included in the proby leading circuits and theatres in various
ing every effort toward getting real subjects,
gram of feature distribution by Hodkinson
sections of the country.
and condensing them by using the most poigfor the first quarter of the new year.
nant of the material and weaving it into an
For January release the program calls for
airtight story that will go over with a bang.
the distribution of "Grit," starring Glenn
SIX
Hunter, as well as Whitman Bennet's pro-

FURTHER ENDORSEMENT FOR
'CONAN DOYLE' FILM

NEW FEATURES INCLUDED

IN

RELEASE SCHEDULE

A

New

MONOGRAM WESTERNS FOR

Edward Eggleston's mid-western
"The Hoosier Schoolmaster."

DALLAS FILM

duction of
story,

The February

release chart will include the
of the James Kirkwood-Lila Lee co-star
productions, "The Inner Sight," produced under the direction of Bruce Mitchell.
In the
same month Harry Carey will make his film
debut under the Hodkinson banner in "The
Night Hawk," the first of the series of six
far west stories made by Hunt Stromberg.

first

CO.

W.

G. Underwood, President of the Specialty Film Company, Dallas Texas, closed
a deal with Monogram Pictures in person
for the Fred Thomson series of six Westerns for Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas.

Mr. Underwood made

a

special

trip

from

Dallas to secure this product which is making big strides in the independent market and
rights are selling rapidly.

Exhibitors Trade Review

Watch

Half

A

BUSY WORKERS
Tabulating letters submitted in the Watterson Rothacker print slogan contest to be passed on later by
James R. Quirk, WUliam A. Johnston and Martini J.' Quigley. January 1
has been set as the closing date of the contest.

the committee consisting of

'LOVING LIES' AND 'NO MORE
WIVES' TO PLAY NEW YORK
"Loving Lies," a Thompson Buchanan production

for

Associated

Authors,

starring

Evelyn Brent and Monte Blue, and "No More
Wives," Elmer Harris' production featuring
Matt Moore and Madge Bellamy, have been
booked through Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation to play the twenty-three
Keith, Moss and Proctor theatres in Greater

New

Dollar

Bill

York.
"Loving Lies"

is a film adaptation of the
popular Peter Kyne novel, "The Harbor
Bar," and is a melodrama of the sea, full
of action, with a highly dramatic rescue scene
during- a storm at sea, and a very realistic
shipwreck of a heavily laden passenger vessel.
Through it there runs an intensely interest-

ing love story of a young husband who tells
loving lies to his young bride to keep her from
worrying about the hazards of his \vork as
pilot of a wrecking tug.
"No More Women" is an original screen
story by Elmer Harris, and is a comedy

drama in which Matt Moore and Madge
Bellamy do some of the best work for their
respective careers.
It sparkles with laughs
as it tells the story of a youth who, when
jilted
by his sweetheart in favor of a
wealthier suitor, registers a "never again"

vow which he

Grow
into a
Bankroll

is not long in breaking when
"the other girl" comes along and decides he
will make a good husband.

'THE FIRE PATROL'

IS

NEW

SCREEN MELODRAMA
"The Fire Patrol" which is the first of
the six big stage melodramas to be screened
by Chadwick Pictures Corporation, is almost
ready for reviewing by the trade. It is understood that Hunt Stromberg has made a
very fine production of the Harkins and Barber melodrama and this coupled with the
splendid cast, has created a great deal of
favorable comment on "the coast" where the
picture is being made.
The cast includes Madge Bellamy, Helen
Jerome Eddy, Mary .\lden. Bull Montana
and a number of others.
The highly colorful story, dealing with the
intrepid fortitude of the heroic men who
battle daily with the elements of storm to
rescue unfortunates at sea, has given Mr.
Stromberg excellent material with which to
work.

The photographic work was done by Silvane Valbeni who proved his ability in "Don't
Marry for Money," "The Acquittal" and
other productions of note.
The sets were
designed by Walter Hansen who did the exteriors for "Scaramouche" and "Long Live
the King."

'WOMAN TO WOMAN' GIVES
STAR NEW ROLE
Betty

Compson Role Different From
Any She Has Played

WOMAN
"

TO WOMAN,"

which is scheduled for January release by Selznick, is
reported by those who have seen it, to be
a most unusual and compelling photodrama.
In it Betty Compson, well known for her
many skillful delineations, has the role of
Deloryse and while it requires more from
her than any part she has previously essayed,
it is said that she carries it through with a
naturalness
and
conviction
which
mark
her as a true artist.
The male lead is played by Clive Brook,
an excellent foil for the dainty Miss Compson.
It is prophesied thkt Mr. Brook, whose
virility is refreshing after the lounge lizard
type which has prevailed for so long, will
go far in the film world.
The story which was adapted from Michael
Morton's successful play, deals with the sacrifices a little French dancer makes for the man
of her heart and their son. Honor and duty
snatches the man away from his promised
bride on the eve of their wedding and a blow
on the head robs him of his memory.
Others in the cast are Josephine Earle,
Marie Ault, and the juvenile actor, M.
Peter.
The scenes are laid in Paris and
London and the setting of the Moulin Rouge
is
an exact duplication of the notorious
Parisian cafe.
,

TAKES DISTRIBUTION RIGHTS
TO C. B. C. FEATURES
Renown Pictures of Buffalo have just closed
a contract whereby they take over the distribution rights for upper New York State,
Included in the
to five C. B. C. features.
list are "Yesterday's Wife," featuring Irene
Rich and Eileen Percy; "Forgive and Forget," with Pauline Garon, Estelle Taylor,
and Wyndham Standing; "The Marriage
Market," in which appear Jack Mulhall, Alice
Lake and Pauline Garon; Anna Q. Nilsson's new starring vehicle, "Innocence," and
"Discontented Husband," with James Kirkwood and Cleo Madison.
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FEATURE PREVIEWS -n
men of
Many

'The Shepherd King'
Released by Fox. Produced and Directed by
A. J. Gordon Edimrds. Adapted from the
Stage Play by Wright Larimer and Arnold
Reeves. Length, 9,000 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
David, the Shepherd King

Princess Michal
Jonathan, Son of Saul
Jesse, Father of David

Mesereau

Violet

Ferruchio Biancinini
Ernesto Tranquili
His Wife
Isabella De Liaso
Adora, David's Adopted Sister ..Virginia Lucchetti
BRIEF: Saul, King of Israel, harassed by the
Philistines, is saved from attack from the terrible
Goliath when David slays the giant with a stone.
Later, Saul, in fear of loss of his crown, conspires
to kill David, but is thwarted and finally killed in an
attack by the Philistines.
David turns the tide of
battle and fulfills the Prophet Samuel's prediction
by becoming King of Israel.

By Michael

IT

L.

Simmons

every great
tremendous novel had
is

said

somewhere down the

and every

play
its

ages.

origin in life
truth of

is splendidly demonstrated in William
Fox's "The Shepherd King."
familiar
the
to
In selecting a story
minds of almost all civilized people the
have seciired
producers of this film
a
range of selling power unlimited in patronage possibilities. The fact that its
very name is an interest-creator endows
the picture with a pulling power which has
universal
flavor.
In
other
words,
a
main street, Broadway, Squedunk, Europe,
in fact, wherever visual entertainment is

—

comprehended
there
market of patronage

To
from

treat the
a
critical

lies

for

picture

more

specifically

the

—

—

reading societies, moralist
groups, in fact, a variety of exploitation
contacts, too numerous to mention.
schools,

The production rises to impressive
heights when David slays the giant Goliath
and spares those who would be his enemies.
A truly gorgeous spectacle is achieved
here, scintillating with the weird mystery
of the desert and the emotions of fearful,
wavering

a fertile store of publicity contacts, where
publicity actually means added patronage.
And, as a picture story, it has all the elements of artistic, stirring entertainment.

'Lucretia

A

souls.

Massive sets and impressive mob scenes
add to the spectacular beauty of the picThe fight
ture with unusual frequency.
outside King Saul's Palace is a masterpiece
master
of stirring action and realism.
hand at production is seen throughout the
presentation, to which the portraying of
the player's parts are more or less subordinate.
Yet, the story remains clear,

A

coherent and satisfying.
Since the subject of this film

is

Lombard'

Warner Brothers "Classic" Produced by
Harry Raph, Adapted from Kathleen Morris Novel of the Same Name. Directed by
Jack Conzvay.

Length, 7,500 Feet.

CAST & SYNOPSIS
Lombard

Lucretia

Irene

Stephen Winship

Rich

Monte Blue
Marc McDermott

Lombard
(Mary Warren) Mimi

Sir Allen

Norma

Judge Winship
Fred Winship
Mrs. Winship

Alec B.

Shearer
Francis

John Roche

Lucy Beaumont
Otto Hoffman

Sandy

BRIEF:

Lucretia enters a loveless marriage and
pays the penalty by taking care of an old man. He
dies of an overdose of sleeping powders.
She is
under suspicion momentarily but the district attorney believes her innocent and falls in love --vith her.
His engagement with another nirl is the conflicting
element and the climax is the hand of fate in sim'plifying the problem of hearts.

By Eddy Eckels

cured by having the camera click at the
base of Egypt's Pyramids in fact, right
in the very face of the sardonic Sphinx.
The story of David, the shepherd boy who
finally became king, is achieved with all
the romance and pathos of great drama.
From a point of class appeal "The Shepherd King" has a unique quality.
It is
not sectarian. It is a biblical story to be
sure; yet it has been adapted in a manner
which includes all the devices of dramatic
appeal while deviating hardly a wit from
biblical and legendary fact.
This offers
immeasurable opportunities for tie-ups with
bible
clubs all creeds— Sunday schools,
public

In simple
summary: "The Shepherd
King" has unusual title interest. If offers

film.

former Brady
been reproduced with
Realism has been se-

angle,

stage success has
impressive results.

potential

a

the

for

the newspapers
Such material is often the
subject matter of feature supplements.

of such

pertinent interest to preachers, the exhibitor should experience very little trouble in
getting them to make mention of the film
in their Sunday sermons.
Or better still,
an advance morning showing, with the
clergymen as guests, offers opportunities
with obvious advantages to the showman.
There is no question but. that the gentle-

'T'HIS

A

is

the

"Lucretia

picture that has two titles,
Lombard" and "Flaming Pas-

The

exhibitor may take his choice.
paper and general advertising for
both.
But what the "Passions" title has to
do with the picture will ever remain a mystery with this reviewer.
By all means use the real title. Therein
also lies the main and only real important
exploitation tie-up of consistent value.
The
title of the book.
The picture is good
sions."

_

There

is

_

pleasing,

human and

replete with thrills.

You

needn't be afraid of it from any angle.
The Norris novel has had wide circulation.
That, together with the names of Monte Blue
and_ Irene Rich, are the main items of
straightaway pulling power.
The elements of satisfaction are plentiful.
Age and youth alike will follow the story
with keen interest. In fact, there is no particular class, sect, nor organization to which

you may directly

The outstanding

cater.

features

are

the

forest

and flood thrills, and the notable portrayals of Blue and Miss Rich.
The handling of suspense threads through the thrilling
situations reveals clever direction and careful
campaigning. Play them up strongly. There
have been few fires to equal it.
Dignified advertising and a well planned
mail campaign is the best way to handle
Whatever you do. however,
"Lombard."
keep within the lines of cautiousness and
forget the optional title and anything to do
fire

with "Passioi.J."
The only passion in the nicture is true
love on every one's part with the possible
exception of the old man who originally
married Lucretia, and the only proof against
Resort to the
that is his neglect of her.
popularity of the book and emphasize the
name of Kathleen Norris the author, who
is a favorite in many a home.
It is a good picture for Saturday or Sunday when you get the crowds without much
effort
and when you want to be sure you
have a pleasing picture that is sure to satisfy

—

a vast majority.

Author,
Photoplay.
Director,
Burnett.
Length, 8,640 Feet.

Universal Siiper-Jezvcl

Hodgson

Frances

Hobarf Henley.

CAST & SYNOPSIS

The

more prominent could be interviewed

The

this

'A Lady of Quality'

This opens up wide possibilities for starting discussion, and debate among members
of societies interested in the subject.

Nerio Bernadi
Guido Trento
Edy Darclea

King of Israel
Princess Merab
Saul,

the church will like the film.
parts
of
the
architecture
and
scenic effects were modeled from original
structures, columns, arches
and figures.

Virginia

Clorinda Wildairs
Clorinda (aged six)
Sir Goeffrey Wildairs
Lady Daphne Wildairs
Annie Wildairs

Mertoun, Duke
Sir

Peggy

Margaret Seddon
Patterson Dial
Milton Sills
Earle Foxe

Osraonde

of

John Oxen

Mistress

Valli

Cartwright

Lionel Belmore

Dorothea Wolbert

Wimpole

BRIEF:

Reared as a boy, in the Seventeenth Century, Clorinda, daughter of Sit Goeffrey Wildairs,
grows up and decides to become a lady. Through
parental neglect she is involved with an adventurer,
The advenbut falls in love with an honest suitor.
turer endeavors to compromise her and :-iic kills
him. About to renounce her lover as a consequence
of the tragedy, he refuses to accept the sacrifice
and they find happiness together.

By George

"DOTH

T.

Pardy

from

a photographic and 'dramatic
•-'standpoint "A Lady of Quality" takes
lank among the season's best costume plays.
This type of picture not infrequently suffers
from directorial insistance upon sheer spectacular lure and gorgeous settings, with the

human touch

But
left out.
Henley has not erred in
this respect.
He has framed a sympathetic
story with beautiful backgrounds and a wealth
very necessary
director

Hobart

of colorful detail, yet never does the warm
personal note fail to dominate its surroundings.
It

is

a

production

of

exceptional

merit

which cannot be judged by ordinary standards.
Despite its length, the action never
falters throughout the entire nine reels, a
fact which renders it an acceptable drawing
card for the smaller theatres, as well as
the best houses.
a feature combines
artistic beauty with speed and human interest, as in this case, there isn't much chance
for a "flop" so far as box office value is

When

concerned.
quite a simple yarn, this, of the little
is suddenly seized with the determination to overcome the effects of her
early mis-training and blossom forth as a
beautiful flower in the society to which she
rightfully belongs, and in its very simplicity
lies much of its strength of appeal.
With the continuity preserved intact and
the action centered upon the fascinating figure
of Clorinda, one's sympathy goes out to and
is held by the heroine up to the impressive
It's

tomboy who

climax.
There are no tangling complications
to detract from the main theme.
As to atmosphere, over all there broods the
quiet beauty of the English landscape.
The
exterior scenes are positively charming and
the interiors models of luxury and splendor.
The court ceremonies of the days of Queen
Anne, the brilliant costumes, pomp and
pageantry, are reproduced with extraordinary
accuracy of detail and superb effect.
Virginia Valli, exquisitely gowned, an appealing vision of youth and loveliness, plays
the part Clorinda with sparkling vivacity
and marked emotional ability. The support
is well selected, and not the least of the pictures good qualities is the fact that the
players, one and all, wear their seventeenth
century garments as though they naturally
belonged in them and look like genuine types
of that age.
Milton Sills, as the lover, and
Earl Foxe as the unscrupulous adventurer, Sir
John Oxen, share dramatic honor with the
star.

Both author and director should receive
prominent mention in your exploitation campaign.
A tie-up with book stores on Mrs.
Burnett's

novel

from which the picture

is

adapted might be arranged.
Literary clubs
can be approached on the strength of the

where practical,
costume prologue should be staged.

story's historical value, and,

a
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
'Thundergate'

'The Miracle Makers'

Director, Joseph
First National Photoplay.
De Grassp. Author, Sidney Herchell Small.
Length, 6,565 Feet.

Associated Exhibitors Photoplay.
Director,
W. S. V an Dyke. Cameraman, Andreiw
Barlatier. Length, 5,834 Feet.

CAST & SYNOPSIS

CAST & SYNOPSIS
Owen Moore

Robert Wells (Kong Sue)
Ellen Ainsmith

Virginia

Alberta Hayward
Ray Williams
Jim Davis

Suen Tung, Lord

Brown

Faire
Edwin Booth Tilton
Sylvia Breamer

James Sanderson

its

(Continued)

Robert McKim
Richard Cummings
Thundergate ..TuUy Marshall

of

BRIEF: Robert Wells goes to the Orient to build
The foreman
a bridge for the Chmese authorities.
Kong
accepts a bribe, Robert is knocked senseless.
Sue, son of the Lord of Thundergate, who has a
white girl in his power, changes garments with the
unconscious man to hide his identity.
Robert becomes Lord of Thundergate when Kong's father
dies, exposes the scheme to delay the bridge-work,
defeats his enemies and weds the white girl.
George T.

from
every
angle
"Thundergate" registers as an attracttion possessed of sure-fire box office value.
It is well directed, offers many unusual
angles, moves swiftly from start to finish,
is rich in surprises and vibrant thrills and
develops the element of suspense to the
highest degree.
The melodramatic sweep of the film is
undeniable and, staged as it is in .the mysterious atmosphere of the far East, situations which might seem far-fetched if laid
amid more prosaic surroundings, appear

One
convincing under an Oriental light.
that most anything can happen in
China, and so it follows that the adventures of the young American hero are
accepted with enthusiasm, unadulterated
by doubt as to the possibility of such
happenings.
There is a decided punch to the picture's
title, suggesting as
it
does
something
stormily melodramatic, although it fails to
convey a sense of location. But when the
feels

advertising campaign makes it clear that
the story deals with Chinese intrigue and
incidents of deadly peril, the curiosity of
patrons will probably be aroused with
profitable results for the exhibitor.
Tales
of Oriental mystery, liberally spiced with
lively action as in the present instance, are
generally good drawing cards.

From the beginning the film appeals strongly to the imagination and delights the eye with its vivid coloring, its
quaint glimpses of China of the past and
present.
The love romance develops
naturally and holds the attention right up
to its pleasing climax.
The work of the
cast is
excellent, Owen Moore's portrayal
of the hero in his
different
phases
of
society, as engineer, outcast and powerful
mandarin, is as clean-cut and impressive as
could be desired.
Tully Marshall accomplishes the difficult feat for a white man
of looking like a Chinaman to the very
life, in his performance as the old Lord of
Thundergate. Virginia Brown Faire, as
Ellen Ainsmith, Sylvia Breamer, as Alberta Hayward, and Robert McKim, as the
villain, are extremely effective in their respective roles.
The film has what is generally known as
a
popular appeal. Among the scenes
which may be depended upon to hit the
entertainment bullseye are those in which
is

Leah

Mansfield

Fred Norton
Mrs. Emma Norton
Captain Joe Mansfield
Mrs. Martha Mansfield

The Boy
Bill

Bruce

BRIEF:
Doris

Fred Norton,
Mansfield are sweethearts.

Her

father

Lord

of

united.

By

!,George

T. Pardy

of the lurid order reigns
supreme in this picture. It is not adapted
to the needs of the higher class theatres, but
ought to do fairly well as a program attraction for the smaller houses.
The action
breezes along at a fast clip and never drags,
and an unusual situation develops right at the
start when the villain successfully kidnaps
and forcibly weds the heroine.
This departure from the beaten track of
melodramatic plots has all the charm of
novelty and adds considerably to the suspense,
for one finds it hard to guess how the girl,
later handicapped by a baby's arrival, is
going to extricate herself from the net Fate

has woven around her.

Her problem

solved when, after an abthe child's father dies
by falling down a convenient well. The finish is a bit obvious, but inasmuch as it brings
the lovers together, winds matters up satissence of

five

is

years,

factorily.

The title is misleading. We are given to
understand that "The Miracle Makers" refers
to the mothers of the East and West, but the
average movie fan who does not know in
advance what the story is about is likely
to guess at most anything except a tale with
Chinese smuggling, fistic combats and love
romance as its principal
However, once seated

ingredients.
in a theatre the spec-

will be given his or her fill of wild
adventure, with the U. S. Air Patrol speeding after law offenders, the heroine's struggle
to prevent the unfortunate human cargo from
being thrown overboard, her abduction and
the raid by the police on the opium den where
All dynamic stuff, well
she is confined.
photographed, with elaborate Chinatown settings and action that gallops all the way.
Leah Baird plays the part of the much
Mansfield
with
pleasing
Doris
abused
emotional power and is in every way a peShe is well supculiarly fascinating figure.
ported, George Walsh scoring a decided hit
as the dashing young government aviator,
Mitchell Lewis, throwing plenty of ginger in-'
to his characterization of the ruffianly Bill
Bruce who experiences a change of heart
just before he is eliminated, and George
Nichols showing to excellent advantage as
old Captain Nichols.
Make it clear in exploiting the feature what
the film actually presents, so that your patrons will come prepared to witness a stirring melodrama, as the title rather suggests
something in the faith-healing line. There is
a good chance for lobby displays with Oriental atmosphere.

tator

Thunder-

gate and that in which he springs a surprise upon and exposes the plotting of the
unscrupulous Ray Williams.
Where feasible a Chinese prologue
should be presented, Oriental atmosphere
should predominate in lobby displays, with
swinging lanterns, burnt incense and other
Exploit the strength
suggestive touches.
of cast and story, elaborate settings and
beautiful photography.

joins

Bruce in an expedition to smuggle Chinese
into the U. S.
Bruce seizes and compels the girl
to wed him.
She is rescued by her father and
breaks with Fred. A baby is born.
Bruce returns,
is killed in
an accident and Doris and Fred are
Bill

transformed from his low-

ly condition to that of

Baird

George Walsh
Edith Yorke
George Nichols
Edythe Chapman
Dickie Headrick
Mitchell Lewis
Government aviator, and

ll/TELODRAMA

Pardy

CONSIDERED

Robert Wells

Doris

Hct^otiWan
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FEATURE PREVIEWS
Samuel V. Grand Photoplay.
Distributing
Grand-Asher

Mobray makes

Released by

Author, Evelyn Campbell.
Wilson. Length, 5,317 Feet.

Corporation.
Director, Ben

CAST & SYNOPSIS
Bryant Washburn
Mabel Forrest
Wheeler Oakman

Victor Olney
Constance Rives

Mobray
Carmen Joy

Clint

Charlotte

BRIEF:

Stevens

Laura La Varnie
Francis Ford

Mrs. Joy
Jack Deering
Mrs. Deering

Edith

At Victor Olney's bachelor dinner

Stayart
party,

given prior to his marriage with Constance Rives, a
young wire performer. Carmen Joy, in love with the
After marriage Olney
host, falls and is badly hurt.
grows intensely jealous of Mobray. a former suitor.
She
Constance goes away.
The Olneys quarrel.
encounters the invalid Carmen and is convinced that
her suspicions of Victor's infidehty are unfounded.

Husband and

wife are reconciled.

By George

T.

Pardy

film offers fair entertainment and
registers as a good program attraction.
It should bring satisfactory box office results in the second class and neighborhood

THIS

houses.
Jealousy is the theme on which
the mutual distrust of
the plot pivots,
husband and wife causing a variety of complications which are straightened out at
the finish, the moral being that it doesn't
pay to make hasty conclusions regarding
marital

fidelity.

The

picture possesses considerable heart
Its
interest and has a popular appeal.
fault lies in a tendency to overdo matters
of detail, which slows up the action to
some extent. But it is handsomely photographed, with fine settings and artistic atmosphere, terminates happily and is, on the
whole, a compelling study of domestic
troubles in high life.
The thrill element is well represented by
several situations which are ingeniously
handled. Among these may be mentioned
the accident which befalls tne girl performan aviation meet in
ing on the tight rope
which a spectacular airplane crash occurs
an exciting train versus auto race and the
hero's wild horseback ride through a rain;

storm.

Some

pleasing

performer,

rope

'Mine to Keep'

comedy

relief

is

provided by those three talented juvenile
players, Peaches Jackson, Mickey and Pat

Moore.

The misunderstood wife comes

in

for a

large degree of sympathy, but the hero hus-

band rather exasperates the onlooker by

his

bullheaded determination always to adopt
a suspicious view of things. His is a case
of jealousy gone mad, so to speak, and his
eternal prowling around in search of evidence likely to smash up his domestic happiness furnishes cause enough for the most
forbearing woman to abandon him.
The wife, in her turn, suspects the husband, and there follows a series of emotional mishaps which threatens misery for
all
concerned.
However, the tangled
thread of events is finally unwound, the
hero admits his shortcomings and a reconciliation takes place.

Bryant Washburn gives a clean-cut,
forceful performance in the not altogether
agreeable role of Victor Olney.
Mabel
Forrest is charming as the wife, Charlotte
Stevens a pathetic figure as the little tight-

(Continued)
and

Wheeler

Oakman

as

favorable impression.
unique feature of the plot is that there
no villam portrayed by any of the cast.
is
The character of Mobray, is responsible
for much of the trouble, but this gentleman is merely unfortunate and the victim
of circumstances.
Feature the thrill stufiF in exploiting the
film, calling attention to the auto-train race,
and aeroplane wreck, dwell upon the domestic tangle in the story, the good work
of the cast and play up the principal members of the cast, with Bryant Washburn's
a

A

name prominently mentioned.

'The Lady of Monsoreau'
French Film from Alexander Dumas' Novel.
Produced by Vandal and Delac. Directed
by Rene le Somptier.
L. Klein Company.

Released by Edward
Length about 5,500

Fee^t.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Diane de Meridor
De Bussy

Genevieve

RoUa-Norman

Chicot

Henri III

Monsoreau

Due d'Anjou
Due de Guise
BRIEF: The Due

Jean d'Yd
Raoul Praxy
Victor Vina
Philippe Richard

La Grange

d'Anjou, brother of Henry III,
appoints Monsor'eau to mtercede in his behalf, and
press his suit for the hand of Diane de Meridor.
But the treacherous Monsoreau kidnaps her for
himself, effects a secret marriage and pres'ents her
at court in Paris.
The intrigues at court, with
the Due d'Anjou plotting for the throne and Diane's
love for De Bussy, occupy the major portion of this
film.

By Marguerite A. Brumell

HEN

cut and retitled for the American
presentation, as is proposed, this film
should furnish entertainment quite up to any
of the many historical films now being shown.
There are numerous sword encounters and the
actors, with their flourishing, gallant mannerisms, while quite different players, are effective to say the least.
It is the reviewer's opinion that these historical films containing marked heart interest
will continue to draw the crowds, for while
authentic in theme they supply the rorhance
and glamour which must certainly appeal to

"

audiences who live in an everyday and sometimes humdrum life.
The picture is first presented in color
sort of prologue but as it gets into the story
it
switches to black and white. The greens
are particularly good, and as most of the
prologue is of the outdoors the result is very
And by the way, many beautiful
pleasing.
and historical mansions are used.
Genevieve Felix, who plays Diane is typically French, that is, the blond, statuesque
Frenchwoman. Slie is possibly a bit stilted
and automatic in her actions, but forms an

—

—

excellent foil for Rolla-Norman (De Bussy)
is as romantic a figure and as good as
any seen to date.
From the showmanship angle and that of
exploitation the film is replete with possiThe first is the fact that
bilities for tie-ups.
Alexander Dumas is the author of the story
There are few bookshops that do not
used.
carry all of Dumas' works, and few individuals who have not, at some time or other,
read a good many Dumas novels.
Then there is the costume angle to exploit
the film with ideas suggested for decorating
The literary clubs, students and
the lobby.
lovers of Old World romances may be ap-

who

—

Heti^otiWan

Por

Fe!ix

pealed to through your mail campaign.
Interest might also be stimulated in the film
by staging amateur fencing matches, with
Or following
the winner receiving a prize.
swordsmanship gag, have a person
the
dressed up in the cnaracter of one of the
principals as a ballyhoo in front of your
theatre

the
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The 'Bic^ Little Feattire
Mysterious Banana Shortage
Solved by Colonel
'T'HE

mysterious banana famine of 1923,
which has been so celebrated in song, on
stage, radio and talking machines, is explained at last by the intrepid little pen and
ink advertiser of the Bray Studios,

Heeza

Colonel

Liar.

Facts about the banana, which science never
knew and will probably never hear of again,
are brought to light in the picturization of
the Colonel's amazing narrative, entitled "Forbidden Fruit."

"Forbidden Fruit,"

is

the

first

of the series

Bray cartoons contracted for by the Standard Cinema Corporation, of which; L. J. Darmour is president, and is said to bring new
elements of comedy to the motion picture
of

raids on

plants.

lowed, the action evolves into some highly
ludicrous incidents and situations. Right in the
middle of the ceremonials the police arrive
on a hunt for an escaped lunatic, and to increase the confusion, the servants, disgusted
at the invasion of the kitchen by the homebrew amateurs, desert their posts. One of
the servants, regretful that he has left so
abruptly, returns at the dead of night, makes
his entry through a window and the family
trio are thrown into a panic of fright at the
thought that the midnight prowler may be
the escaped madman for whom the police
are looking. The comedy ends in a veritable
riot of fun and action.

'Girls

screen.

seems that the trouble is due to the wonderful agility of the wild African banana, its
slipperiness when captured and its ability to
change its form at will.
It

Colonel

Heeza Liar takes

ship

why

to find out for himself just

to

Africa

they had no

bananas.
He meets the King and gets permission to take just one banana for himself.
But the fruit will not be picked. It wiggles
away from him and leads him a wild chase
through the jungle.
At last he sneaks up
on it when it is apparently asleep with one
end sticking out of the ground, but alas, this
is a grievous error
for it turns out to be
the tip of the horn of a snoozing rhinoceros.
Then there is another chase, this time with
the Colonel in the lead. He saves the Jungle
Queen but leaves the love-smitten damsel to
return to his beloved New York with a goodly
supply of bananas.
"Forbidden Fruit" has just been released
and it will be followed shortly by the second film of the series, "The Strike-Breaker."

'The Darkest
Funny with

fast

action

2

series,

reels

which prewife, and

the English husband, his
wifey's overbearing brother in a series of
amusing incidents and laughable situations.
Brother announces that he is going to try his

sents

hand

at

brewing

his

own.

Husband and wife

object as they have just been reading of police
Billy

Sullivan,

Reginald

and Records'

—Pathe

Girl of today vs. mi^s of yesterday

1

reel

Here's a number which ought to go unusually well with the ladies although its appeal is by no means limited to the female
There is plenty of action and touches
sex.
of sly humor in the contrast of the girl
of yesterday, demure and dainty, with her
robust, athletic sister of today. The titles are
well written and sustain the action. It is the
second issue of Grantland Rice's sport pictures, known as "Sportlights."
Such wellknown women champions as Miss Helen Wills
of tennis fame. Miss Collett on the links, and
Miss Aileen Riggin, the Olympic diving chamIf you are after somepion are presented.
thing in the way of a distinctive novelty onereeler, "Girls and Records" will very likely
meet the demands.

'Don't Hesitate'
Short and

The

—Educational

snappy

sheriff

1

made

the

town

so

reel

good, they

'Flying Finance'

—Educational

Very good

2

reels

That familiar but ever funny gag of the
father who refuses to take an accident policy,
until he sees his prodigal son involved in
and signs on the dotted line before the
can get to the window to see it, opens

one

man
this

comedy.
Neely Edwards, as the rich son "with not
a brain cell working" and a weakness for
watermelons, is excellent. He does his comedy tricks as well as any of our foremost
comedians.
He's exceedingly funny where he forgets
to take off the safety guard on the front
wheel of his car and is stopped, as a thief,
by a policeman. His frantic search for the
keys he lost when stopping for his beloved
watermelons, convinces the policeman, so off
he goes to court, accompanied by the police
holding the enormous melon in his lap. The
car skids and knocks over a vegetable cart
and 'tis then the father witnesses the scene
The skid may be a
and signs the policy.
camera trick but it's the most realistic thing
witnessed in pictures, to date (makes one
dizzy, watching it) and is a sample of the
excellent workmanship used by Jack White
Sure to get a
in developing this comedy.
big laugh everywhere and by everyone.

—Century

'Hansel and Gretel'Top notch

2 reels

Baby Peggy alone would be an attraction,
but when Universal combines Baby Peggy
and an old fairy tale favorite, nothing more
could be asked for.
Stern Brothers have followed the original
story so closely that it can be played as a

And what tale is more
straight fairy tale.
fascinating than this, of two little waifs who
The
find themselves befriended by a witch.
boy who plays "foolish Hans" is excellently
cast and, if a newcomer, ought to go far on
the strength of this characterization.
The camera performs the miracles the
witch of legend was supposed to have per-

decided to dispense with the sheriff.
But
little Willie is not to be discarded and does
some deep dark plotting. The unexpected
that is unexpected only to the sheriff, and
not to the audience happens, for while holding a rehearsal of a fake hold-up, he is overheard by real hold-up men. You may know
he makes a poor showing of bravery when
he arrives and attempts to cow the robbers.
This scene gets a big laugh, as do many
of the other funny situations in this snappy

miss, as ever.
It is a worthy subject to conclude a year
of fame for the little starlet and Universal
is busy booking it for Christmas and New
Year showings, for which the picture is par-

comedv.

ticularly apt.

—

Hour'— Pathe

Another "Spat Family"

homes suspected of concealing home-

Brother insists. As each member of the trio has distinct and deep-rooted
convictions on the proper procedure to be fol-

brew

—

formed, achieving some unusual effects and
is as dear and as pert a little

Baby Peggy

He succeeds
leading man of Universal's new "Leather Pushers" series, has just added another knockout to his creditable list of victories.
in the fourth of these series.
Do you note a resemblance of the star's name to a world famous fisticuffs gladiator? It so happens he IS
a kinsman of the celebrated John L. and worthy of bearing the name.

Denny

—
;;;
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'Daniel

— PatKe

Boone

Colorful drama

This

•;
;

'

^

reels

3

another of the "Chronicles of
America" series being made by the Yale University Press.
The action depicts the highlights of the career of Daniel Boone during
the Transylvania expedition of 1775 and the
settlement of Boonesboro.
It is not a stale
recitation of dry, uninteresting facts, but as
thrilling and colorful a chapter as could be
conceived by an author writing with all the
license and privileges of a fictlonist.
Elmer
Grandin as the lanky Boone of thoughtful
mien and agile body is especially good. There
is

is action and punch embodied in this number
and towards the close an element of genuine
suspense that would .do credit to a serial
thriller.
Boonesboro, is besieged by a band

of Shawnee Indians acting under the direction
of De Quindre, a French officer in the service of the British. Unable to take the stockaded, post by open attack, the Indians resort
to pick and shovel with the object of tunneling their way in. Here is a number that will
not only entertain but instruct as well.
The
prestige of any house showing a number
of this kind, will be advanced in the esteem
of its audience.

'Rustlin' Buster'
Good western

—Universal
2

reels

As Westerns

go, this is quite up to any of
where the audience is favorably in-

them and
clined toward such two-reel thrillers it is
well worth recommending.
Jack Mower and Lola Todd contribute good
work towards the making of a logical, human
In brief, it concerns the ringof the rustlers, masquerading as an
honest rancher paying court to Mower's best
girl
trying to pin the rustlin's on Mower and
then the end where true love triumphs and
the villain is worsted at his own game.
Plenty of action and a strong climax.
interest story.

leader

;

;

'Inbad the

Sailor'-

—Pathe

Liberal share of gags

Mack Sennett comedy in which four seafaring men are brought into violent conflict
over the love of a girl, played by Madeline
Hulock. Harry Gribbon and Billy Bevan are
the sailors, Fred Spencer the rough, hardhearted sea captain, Kella Pasha the lighthouse keeper. Much of the action takes place
in and about a lighthouse, a rather novel setting for a comedy.
The subject starts oi¥ at
a fast pace and a rapid succession of amusing
incidents keeps the action going merrily
throughout.
The gags staged in the lighthouse sequences are particularly laughable,

and as there

is a liberal measure of them the
not allowed to lag for a moment.
There are some original twists and surprise
elements injected into the action, too, which
adds to the entertainment qualities of the
is

—

game

at
Eton,
England Oberammergau
passion players arrive in New York Republican National Committee gathers for session
Harvard's
hockey
team Princess
Marchabelli here to play same part in "The

—
—

—

—

that

Lady Diana Manners

re-

is

hearsing Tex O'Rourke in England to develop material for challenger to Dempsey
Dempsey in New York on business says
"Bring 'em on!" Daring cameraman in

—

New

York.

holds political

pow-wow

—West

P.

Point, N. Y.

America welcomes Poland's war

—Army horseback riding
—American food station

Joseph Haller
Fort Meyer, Va.

eral
at
in

Berlin—'Million

at

Pittsburgh,

—

lightning harnessed
Pa.
pictures by courtesy of
Passion Players arrive here
volt

;

Westinghouse
exquisite wood-carvings they brought Tigers
from jungle, trained for movies by Car-

—

Satisfying
in

2

reels

dreams and comedies do such hectic

—

things happen but dreams and comedies are
funny so why not?
Here a dollar bill takes wing and flies
through the window of a gambling den. Our
erstwhile tramp friend, Bert Roach follows it.
But not for hirn, are the riches of this world.
The best he can do in the end is hang on to
the original dollar and he and his boon companion Neely Edwards are the happier for a
plate of beans.
The action is fast and the
comedy gags well worked out.

—

—

.

—

—
—
—

—

:

—

by De la Huerta.
Pathe No. 102 Washington, D.

led

Wreck

of

"Twen-

scholarships

from President

at

Washington

form as Mark continues to
— Bread
— Science does stunts with man-made
Fort Meyer, Va. — Engineers
ning — Cavalry
of Japanese Army restores bridge — San Francisco debs take up chorus dancing; Jack Holinstructor — Mary Pickford addresses
land,
lines

fall

light-

at

crowd at Los Angeles "Doug" there too
warns mothers to keep screen-struck young;

home.

sters at

as legislators
and Croll (Penn.)
!

;

;

Representaweight-machine;
J. A. Taylor (W. Va.) in the Muscle Dance;
"National Christmas Tree" for President
Coolidge from native state and will be
erected near White House another shipment
Fitzgerald of Ohio

;

at

—

;

to

New York — Over

in
in

Bergamo,

encircle

globe

—

—

600

persons

Italy flood
Army 'planes
Filipinos urge recall of

Governor General Wood
mission calls at
White House, urging independence Manuel
Roxas, Speaker of Phillippine House of Republican heads mission Rapid progress on
water-power project at Muscle Shoals, Ala.
President Coolidge recommends "that this
property be sold" Views of Wilson Dam,
being built across Muscle Shoals over 800,000 horsepower will be generated Miass, Si;

;

—

—

;

—

—

fire squad
New York City as Yulesweeps throng into shops swarm of humanity on busiest corner of world's biggest
metropolis
fairyland for the youngsters
automaton display reproducing the Last Supper of Christ: intricate clothes models invented; thousands of evergreens reach New

beria,
tide

;

;

International No. 101
New rebellion in
Mexico chief of new revolt, la Huerta
:

;

Rail giant and 58 year older

—
—

in

York

City for Yuletide festivities.

queer race

Chicago Fascisti legions march for King
Alphonso Irene Castle, and husband McLaughlin at Seattle, bound for Orient Mary
Pickford addresses crowd at Los Angeles
^Mrs. Coolidge starts pigeons on way to
show in Cleveland ^Roosevelt talks to Boy

at

well

Cummings

tive

drown

KiNOGRAMS No. 2310:

AthC.
Congressmen

:

as

letes

arrives

rosella.

—

—Universal

:

Gen-

chief.

tieth

'Chasing Wealth'

Pathe No. 101
Redman and Paleface
root at Canine Derby, Manitoba, Canada
Cleveland, named by Republicans, chosen as
Hard times
seat of Presidential nomination
drive Berlin women to manual labor
Belfast,
Ireland, Queen's University students honor
visit
New Zealand Premier Santiago,
to
Chile, society volunteer firemen
Wonderful
care taken of children at New York Nursery
and Childs Hospital Oberammergau actors
arrive in United States
Impersonators of
Biblical characters in Passion Play to hold
exhibit for benefit of starving children of
Germany Mexican Government threatened
with upheaval President Obregon backed by
National Army ready to face rebel forces
;

International No. 102: National G. O.

Century Limited," at Forsyth, N. Y.
Ship stuck in bridge ties up rail traffic of
Lehigh Valley R. R. Stage children get

number.

(5fi'ly

—

Miracle''
2 reels

A

interest

KiNOGRAMs No. 2311: Polish Army Commander, during the war; Joseph Haller is
received at City Hall Revival of ancient

—

—

—

—

Scouts talented children visit White House
Prize
receive scholarships from President
babies of West African revel at Johannesburg, Africa Steel furnaces at Pittsburg.

—
—

—

Hit Mot

Mm
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SHOWMANSHIP
The

Good Showmanship

Essential Qualities of

Program Building and Theatre Atmosphere
Analyzed by a Successful Exhibitor

Exploitation,

AN

By

Exhibitor is a Merchant selling
Amusement, and must keep foremost in

his mind, that the quality of his Entertainment must be of the highest standard, in
order to please his customers.

Observing the comments and criticisms
of his patrons will aid him in improving his
The theatre attaches should also be
show.
instructed to report any criticisms from the
patrons to the management in order that
he might improve his presentation.
If the Exhibitor would place himself
in the position of the spectator and study
every item that he intends to exhibit, and
pick his program with the idea of pre-

CLOAKEY

O. D.

by invitation often bring good results.
Mailing lists, house organs, advance trailers,
tie-ups with merchants, novelty window discitizens

plays,

hand painted window

cards,

heralds,

house to house distribution, street car hangers
inside, street car banners, door-knob hangers

and other novelties are regular methods that
can be used on almost every picture, but watch

senting only that which will please the
masses, nine times out of ten he will arrange a program that will in most cases
go over, and if the Exhibitor can sit

through his own show and feel it is good
entertainment, he is almost sure that his
patrons will enjoy it.
Atmosphere coupled with courtesy, refinement and service is another item thai
entertainment and
will help sell your
please your patrons.
few minutes every week devoted to
a little "Service" talk to the staff will do
wonders, and will result in their taking
a greater interest in their work, and in

A

A

Four Pertinent Questions
When Mr. Cloakey was asked

patrons

know about

it,

and then back

What poUcy do you

1.

attempting to please
patrons?

And now

as

to

exploitation.

Space

not
permit
the
many details
does
connected with proper exploitation, but
do not try to ballyhoo every picture. Some
productions lend themselves to sensational exploitation, but to ballyhoo certain pictures would only tend to detract
from and ridicule them.
Study the picture and the advertising
angles
carefully
before
your move.
If it lends itself to sensational stuff, give
it some thought.
Lots of good ideas can be
elaborated from the press books to suit your
particular case.
Original ideas may seem to
be scarce but if you screen your picture in
advance you may get an idea from it which
may prove very valuable. Avoid over-advertising an attraction that you know is not up
to the standard.
Do not break faith with
your patrons, and when you do step out on
some picture they will not put it down as

"BUNK."
Floats, sandwich men, etc., have their place,
and are effective when used properly. Don't
be afraid to copy a good stunt from a brother
exhibitor when you read of his success in
the trade journals.
Many a good idea has
worked time and time again, and every week
the trade magazines are full of them.
Use
them if they are adaptable to your case and
"cash in on the other fellow's idea" as it
were. If he did not want anyone to use his
stunt he would not take the trouble of send-

ing

it

in to the journals.
screenings to

Private

a

few

prominent

to

3.

in

classes of

be the

music and your showmanship will work

tion?
Just how do you go about balancing your program with short subjects?

out

believe

your

is

against

the

to

worst

general

grievance

distributing

methods of today?

how

these

questions
are
of the foremost
showmen of the business is of urgent
import to every exhibitor in the trade.
Just

answered by one

your opportunity for large gatherings, conventions or public meetings, and if you have
something you want to get before them for a
flash, prepare some exploitation stunt and
shoot

patrons.

most valuable method of exploita-

What

4.

pursue

all

have got your show all set, sit out in
front the first performance and try and
pick it to pieces. If you can improve
on it do so at once, but if you feel you
have a well balanced program you are
almost sure that it will go over with your
Screen your short subjects for your
orchestra leader and organist and get
their suggestions.
Their knowledge of

What do you

2.

it

up.

poor comedy or uninteresting short
subject slows up your show, and is a
bore.
Screen everything if possible and
cut out the "apple sauce," and when you

write an article on Showmanship, a
request was made that he keep in
mind these four questions:

many

instances the exhibitor will secure
very valuable suggestions. The main
idea is the co-operation of your several
departments and a constructive talk to the
heads of these different departments
every week will get you that co-operation.
Make your slogan 100% service in addition to your entertainment, let your

not over-advertise. Let your public know you
tell the truth and when you make a splash
they will believe it.
Short subjects are really the program
builders.
The exhibitor who does not handpick his short subjects is overlooking a good
bet in selling his entertainment.
All short subjects are program builders and
not merely "fillers" and every item should be
screened, selecting only the best that will fit
in
with the program you are going to
present.
Eliminate news items and other
subjects that are of the "tape-worm"
variety.
Do not run anything that is not
entertaining.
Use only the cream of the
weeklies, and edit the items so it starts
off with a bang and from then on to the
finish build it up to a climax.
MaTce it
a feature of your entertainment.

it

across.

many

tion of

valuable ideas in the presenta-

your programs.

"Program Builders" are to a performance what sauce is to the pudding.
In selling entertainment it
means
something more than just a picture on
the screen, it means efficient employees
in every department, the lighting of your
theatre, a clean house, courtesy, artistic
lobby displays, high class appointments,
ventilation, projection, music, stape nov-

and so on.
These are the things that put the finishing touches on your show, and have
an important part to play in selling your
elties

entertainment.
not try to prologue every picture, but
give your patrons a musical or dancing novelty
something with pep and entertainment

Do

—

value.

Descriptive overtures with lighting effects

Newspaper ad displays are the shopping
windows of the theatre. Make them attractive

draw big applause and put the audience in
good humor to receive your program. Have

so they will stand out and be read.
Don't tell
too much, it's what you don't say that gets

your orchestra play the news, (not at it),
cueing every item. A novelty organ solo is
always an attraction, or an orchestral specialty
where you can use house lighting on dimmers, changing the colors to suit the music.
Avoid delays in your programs. Keep the

them

A

interested.

good window dresser does not

clutter up
a lot of junk. He will arrange his articles in an attractive manner with
a special background, lighting effects, etc. The
public will stop and look.
He gives them a
flash at a glance, the same applies to newspaper copy. Give them something in a glance
that will secure their attention or a snappy
catch-line that they will remember.
Study the
other fellow's ideas, improve on them and
benefit by your mistakes.

his

window with

Exploitation and advertising go hand in
hand; they both help sell your show, but do

audience interested from start to finish, in
other words put your show over with a bang.
Give every item your personal attention as
far as possible.
loose running show reflects back on the management and the patrons
soon become wise to the fact. . Look for novelties in presentation,
put something over
every week a little different, keep your patrons
guessing what you are going to do next. It
brings them back week after week, and shows
you are progressive and a real Showman.

A
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EXTENSIVE PUBLICITY
GIVEN TONJOLA'

HEATED DEBATE CREATES

IS

INTEREST IN 'RENO'

Hook-Up Includes Merchants, Schools

Hughes' Speech on Divorce Featured
in

and Football Spectators

TT

is estimated that the opening of First
National's "Ponjola" at the Olympia Theatre, Boston, Mass., was known to more people
in advance than any picture previously shown
This is on the word of Jack Pegler,
there.
First National's Boston exploitation agent,
who avers that in several years' experience
in exploiting pictures in Boston he does not
believe that an attraction has been called to
It is estimated
the attention of more people.
that several hundred thousand had the coming attraction forcibly put into their visionary
horizon.
banner 30 feet
The method was simple.
long, carried by four boys, was born around
the Braves field between halves of the BrownDartmouth football game where 35,000 people
were gathered. Another crowd watching the
Boston game at the Red Sox field saw a simiThe next day, Sunday, a banlar banner.
ner was carried between the halves of the

A

game. One hundred
thousand people were estimated to have seen
the "Ponjola" sign at these two games.
At the same time the accessories order consisted of 50 twenty-four sheets, 500 one sheets
and 500 two sheets. Seven hundred and fifty

Weymouth-Marquette

window cards were tacked.
For the especial benefit of motorists 20,000
"All
traffic maps were distributed reading
Roads Lead to 'Ponjola' at Gordon's Washington Street Olympia." The map, printed in
:

black on green, covered the part of the city
leading to the Olympia theatre which was
designated on the squares.
"Ponjola" started with a capacity opening
which must, in large measure, be credited to
the advance work done on it.
Three days in advance a "Wanters Club"
was organized amc"^; the different schools,
each member being given a button "R. U. A.
'Wanter.' " The idea of the club was to protie-up
mote happiness and allay discontent.
with Nathan's Fur Shop, the first time the
store has co-operated with a picture theatre,

A

was

also effected.

From

every standpoint the campaign must
have been a success because "The Wanters"
beat the box-office record of "The Dangerous
Age" and was second to only one other picture, "The Kid," in receipts piled up at the
Garden Theatre.

THE SPANISH DANCER

IS

Newspaper Columns

GOLDWYN'S

new Rupert Hughes picture,
"Reno," had its first showing at the California Theatre in San Francisco. This is a
picture dealing with the divorce situation in
this country and the ill effects upon divorced
people of the forty-eight different sets of
divorce laws in our forty-eight states. Be.

fore the picture opened, Mr. Hughes made
a speech on the divorce question in San Francisco, in which he advocated uiiiform and less
harsh divorce laws.
The San Francisco Examiner took up his
speech and assigned Annie Laurie, one of the
most noted newspaper women of the country,

answer his plea. Her first article attacking
Mr. Hughes' speech appeared in the Examiner several days before the picture opened. Mr.
Hughes was invited to respond to her article,
which he did, in a long letter addressed to
Mrs. Laurie, which letter was printed on the
first page of the Examiner, Monday, November 26th, in two column measure, under a
two column head reading "Rupert Hughes
Upholds Easy Divorce Laws in Reply to
Annie Laurie." The issue of the next day
carried a two-column article by Mrs. Laurie
replying to Major Hughes' letter. "Annie
Laurie Assails Easy Divorce in Hot Answer
to Novelist" was the heading used over her
article.
This publicity got the whole town
talking over "Reno" and the interest aroused
to

:

caused the public to flock to the California
Theatre.
Such a newspaper campaign on a motion
picture had never before been seen in San
Francisco. It is one that exhibitors in other
cities will be able to adapt for local newspapers.

BARTHELMESS AGAIN ASSUMES
MODERN CHARACTER
"Twenty One" will be released by
on December 10.
In this
Richard Barthelmess returns to modern

First
film
roles
and fans who have been clamoring to see
him throw off his ancient and foreign costumes and return once more to the type of
parts through which he won his fame, will
probably hail the news with gladness.
The rest of the cast includes Dorothy

National

Mackaill,

Dorothy Gumming and Joe King.

A 'WALK-OVER' IN TENNESSEE

F. J. DowUng, Manager of The Tivoli of Chattanooga, was quick to see the catch line in a
tie-up with the Walk-Over window display, when Paramounfs "Spanish Dancer" played his
theatre.
This is merely one of an infinite variety of ways, that window displasre lend themselves
And don't
Cultivate the friendship of the store owner.
to a tie-up in expecting a picture.
It will do you both no end of good.
hesitate to play ball with him.

December

29,
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YOU CAN

\

HAVE A HOLIDAY
EVERr DAY

This window display was one point of contact in a program of thirty-three stunts exploiting "Merry.
Go-Round," playing at the Regent Theatre of Ottawa, Canada.

Sticking to Publicity

Guns Will Bring the

Combination-Exploitation Habit
PICTURES

come and go

—and

so do ex-

ploitation stunts.
For this reason some
exhibitors are prone to think that the ceaseless demands made on the field of exploitation restrict and finally exhaust the available
ideas and material.
Nothing could be farther from the truth.
Frequent usage of the publicity form in its
various shapes and guises has the same effect
on a man's creative sense as gymnasium work

.

has on the boxer's muscles. In other words,
it not only begets a fine habit, but molds and
builds the mind up to think creatively along
such lines.
One stunt suggests another. Quite often,
the chap who at the start has to depend entirely on the suggestions circulated by the publicity experts of the producing companies becomes from sheer practice in these stunts,
adept in thinking up his own schemes.
The steady use of publicity campaigns
brings the showman a fundamental coiiception of those processes that best appeal to the
He gets
public love of variety and surprise.
the knack of creating stunts, and the proHe beficiency necessary to put them over.
comes an object of interest to the theatre-goAll this with consequent advaning public.
tages to his business.
There are, of course, sdrtie folks who seem
endowed at the very outset with that rare
quality which made P. T. Barnum's name
one to be bandied with on every continent
in the world.
Such a man, for example, is
O. D. Cloakey, Manager of the Regent Theatre of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
alone "The
Merry-GoIn one
picture
Round" Mr. Cloakey pulled no less than
thirty-three stunts in whetting the public's
This
appetite to see the picture at his house.
diligent disciple of the Barnum creed never
does things by halves, and when he booked

—

—

"The Merry-Go-Round" his mind had already
formed over two dozen contacts in connection
with exploiting the picture.
The mention of only a few of the stunts
will serve perhaps to show not only Cloakey's
personal genius as a publicity wizard, but
more essentially to bear out the theory that
the constant and frequent use of exploitation
creates new and fertile ideas instead of exhausting the supply.
private screening for prominent citizens
and a letter of recommendation from the Mayor

A

endorsing the picture, was Cloakey's first
stunt.
Excerpts from this letter were used
in a special herald sent out on a mailing list.

made with merchants

Several tie-ups were

for window displays, with cards and photographs.
The one shown in the photo is a
striking example of the quality of the displays.
mirror merry-go-round was arranged on the top of .the theatre marquee.
Guide signs were placed at all corners of
roads leading into Ottawa, with arrows
pointing to the city and reading, "All Roads
Lead to the 'Merry-Go-Round' at the Regent."

A

Space will not permit the description of
that were
used, but one stunt in particular deserves
mention. This was an arrangement made with
A. J. Friedman, Ltd., a merchandise concern,
to have their Santa Claus come down a
special chimney built on top of theatre.
The
concern advertised this in connection with
their current campaign.
These are but a few of a whole bag-full
of tricks that Cloakey has at his disposal.
You could do worse than imitating Cloakey.
But you needn't do that if you don't want to.
Keep yourself abreast of news in the exploita-

some of the more ingenious devices

tion

field.

And

you'll

soon get

the

habit.

PELLEY ORGANIZES FOR
EXTENSIVE BUSINESS

'BILL'
With

Busk

photoplays now nearing completion in various studios as 1923 closes, William
Dudley Pelley, intends to sell two stories a
month to producers in 1924. William A.
Pause, formerly of Paramount and Goldwyn
art departments, will get up the press books
and sketches for Pelley hereafter.
Charles
E. Wagner, formerly of Pathe, will attend
to the editing of Pelley's house organ for
proudcers and exhibitors. The Screen Showman, to be issued weekly commencing January 1st.
five

JOHN
Sowers

Pelley is now engaged in getting out a
24-page press book showing the showman's
exploitation
as

"Woman

in his first novel,
retitled for the screen

possibilities

"The Greater Glory,"

Glorious."

Pelley has forty-five plays in preparation,
which have stood "shooting" tests and broke
exploitation possibilities.

CBC. FILM^ALES G>'p.
^

1600 BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
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WARNER BROTHERS

ISSUE

UNIQUE PRESS BOOKS
Suggestions for Showmen on
Publicity and Displays

EXHIBITORS

need never fear a dearth of
unique devices for informing them how
to stimulate interest in the productions they
handle.
Not with such firms as Warner
Brothers on the job.

The latest from this concern is a group of
books furnished to exchange managers and
prominent exhibitors in conjunction with each
production.
Each book contains a complete
cast, synopsis, billing matter, and a liberal assortment of beautifully tinted photographs arranged in continuity sequence to briefly tell
the story.

Each book tells, also, in a glance all the
exhibitor wants to know about the highlights
of each production.
Many exhibitors have
used these books with fine efifect by placing
them ifi theatre lobbies in advance of showing
where patrons could seasily see them.
This was done at the Capitol Theatre in
New York. The books were designed in a
harmonious color scheme, appropriate to the
general theme of the picture.
The books
were all originated, designed and laid out
by Lon Young of the Warner Brothers stafif.

posters, the oil paintings
is in four colors.

In conjunction with the release of the first
Richard Talmadge production, "Let's Go !",
the exploitation department of the Truart
Film Corporation has issued a very complete
and attractive campaign book.
The book is in sixteen pages and the various accessories issued with the picture are all
reproduced, full pages being devoted to the
of these Warner press books contains a comcast, synopsis, billing matter, and a liberal
assortment of tinted photographs arranged in continuity sequence to briefly tell the story.

Each
plete

FQ
bV

The

posters are the creation of Hal Phyfe,
well-known poster artist and they make a
punchy line of paper, teeming with action,
carrying the suggestion of the thrilling character of the story.
These posters are executed in five, six and seven colors.
number of exploitation suggestions are
carried in the text of the book. All of these
are very simple to put into operation and
They are adaptable
extremely inexpensive.
The title itself, "Let's
to almost any theatre.
Go !" is used as the basis of some of these
stunts and it lends itself readily to attractive, inexpensive exploitation.

DEMAND

4ti!

WEEK

STARTS

OCT.

13

A

A

departure by the Truart advertising deis represented in the type of adverThe
tising cuts furnished with "Let's Go!"
advertisements are so arranged that the
lower or upper portions of the display can be
used individually or together.

partment

FIRST NATIONAL POSTERS WIN

FAVORABLE COMMENT
One

of the most widely featured First

Na-

tional posters to date has been the twenty-four

"Anna Christie" noted for its strong,
simple lines and absence of clotting copy. The
face of Blanche Sweet as Anna Christie was
but it has stood
all the art work in the picture
out as one of the strongest examples of poster
sheet on

;

work

TRUART ISSUES SNAPPY PRESS
BOOK FOR 'LET'S GO!'

and the lobby display,

which

this fall.

have been subject to favorable discussion have been the
sheets on "Black Oxen." Those have aroused
The three
talk by their bold, sharp lines.
sheet, twenty-four sheet and one sheet have
evolved around the figure of the reall
juvenated woman, her arms outstretched in

Another

set of posters that

striking pose.

This was taken fro:n t':e figure that has
already become naticnally known through its
use on the book covers, but it has been
amplified and vivified in the posters
through the mingling of colors.

Strippers as
The importance
show business is

Advance Ads

of the advance man to the
a well known feature of

theatre advertising.

Why

the stripper be your advance
economic but effective means
you herald to the public your coming attraction.
Folks naturally stop off^ to look at
an attractive poster. That helps to sell the
current attraction.
The stripper gets in its
subtle work by impressing the coming picture

man?

not

By

let

this

on their minds.
Or, as in the case of this "Why Worry"
by the simple means of a stripper,
you can exploit another part of your program
with obvious advantage.
poster,

Warner Brothers' new group of press books are so
arranged and compiled as to give the exhibitor, in
each instance, all he wants to know about the
highlights of each production

December

29,
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Newspaper

Serial

Hook-Up

To exploit "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" at the Cox Theatre in Cincinnati, a
serial in six installments has been arranged
to appear in the Cincinnati Times-Star. The
newspaper has distributed special tickets to
all of the schools, which may be redeemed at
the box-oftice at reduced rate.
Tickets calling for special rates have also been given to
all members of French Clubs in the nearby
high schools and colleges.

Huge Book

Float on Parade

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS IN BRIEF
running diagonally

down

across his chest to

was a broad sash, carrying the
announcement of the showing of the race film
at Loew's Theatre.
In his hand was a long
staff to which was fastened a pennant, whereon was hand-lettered the following copy "Zev
Wins See the Race Foot by Foot at Loew's
the

waist

:

!

Now

!"

Hodkinson Pictures took advantage of the
exploitation possibilities offered by the
Moving Pictures Day Parade in New York
City by contributing floats on eleven pictures.

Palace,

Besides a general float on the current features and comedies there was a float constructed in the form of a huge book representing the production of "Michael O'Halloran," and one with four gnomes representing "Fun from the Press," the smallest, big
laugh maker.

novel tie-up the first of its kind ever
effected was put across by C. D. Hill, Branch
Manager of the Hodkinson exchange at St.
Louis, Missouri.
On the side of the Gray
Building on the Lindell cut-off, was erected
a board with a twenty-four sheet showing a
scene from "The Drivin' Fool.
Underneath
was the caption " 'The Drivin' Fool' Can
Use a Gray Car. It stands up."

Style Show Gets Attention
Old Alfred, Lord Tennyson, once wrote a
poem "A Dream of Fair Women." It was
fully reahzed when "Bluebeard's 8th Wife"
played the Palace Theatre, Dallas.
Bruce
Fowler sold Messrs. Neiman and Marcus,
costumers to the fair sex, on the proposition of putting on a style show.
It was
more than just a style show. It was a well
staged production, and was treated as such in
the presentation.
For Manikins, there was a
competitive selection from Dallas' prettiest.
Twenty girls were chosen, and over a hundred
thousand dollars worth of clothes exhibited.

fine

Dulcy's

Doorknob Don'ts

Dulcy's Doorknob "Don'ts" made their
appearance in Chicago during the rim of the
First National attraction at the Chicago
Theatre and subsequently in the neighborhood
houses.
The accessory, managed by Irvin
Mack & Co., of Chicago, and put out at a
very reasonable cost, were about four inches
wide and a foot long.
circular cut-out,
two inches in diameter, was in the top of
the hanger, to be slipped over the doorknob.
The don'ts were: "Don't open sardine cans
with your husband's razor."
"Don't search
for a gas leak with a candle."
"Don't believe anyone who tells you general delivery
is an Army Officer."
"In other words don't
be a Dulcy."

A

Popular Song Boosts Film
One of the very effective exploitation tieups that has been made for "The Barefoot
Boy" the all-star feature which C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation is distributing for the
Mission Film Corporation is that with the
Forster Music Publishing Company of Chicago, which has issued a song called "The
Barefoot Boy." The song is extremely popular as a cabaret and vaudeville number.
Excellent window tie-ups with music stores in
cities in which the picture "The Barefoot
Boy" plays, are being effected.

—

Lobby Play on

Star's

Debut

Manager W. H. Bickert capitalized the
fact that Andree Lafayette was a new star
and that she was playing her first American
picture when he ran First National's "Trilby"
at the Isis Theatre, Houston, Tex. The two
entrances were in the nature of a starry
canopy, except that the "sky" consisted of
It
painted and stenciled cardboard paper.
made an arresting display, especially at night
time when the stars sparkled and the illumination from the lobby beyond gave a night time
reflection to the celestial firmament.

Silk

Hose Given

to

Ladies

By means

of a tie-up with the Outlook, a
shop of Greenville, S. C,
Manager H. B. Clarke was able to give
away twenty pairs of silk stockings and
arouse a great deal of interest in "The French
Doll" featuring Mae Murray. The stockings
were given to the first twenty ladies entering the theatre whose hose-size corresponded
with that of the star.
ladies'

specialty

Jockey Stunt Wins Notice
The

presentation of Pathe's Zev-Papyrus
horse-race special has been made the occasion
of a number of effective exploitation stunts.
An instance in point is the street ballyhoo
arranged by Loew's Palace Theatre, Memphis,
Tenn.
man was dressed in the costume
of a jockey, bearing the colors of the American mount. Across the jockey's shoulder and

A

Company

Live Tie-Up With Auto

A

—

—

"

Shows Prologues in Advance
Manager

Bill Raynor of Reade's HippoCleveland, has conceived a rather
novel idea ^presenting prologues to his photoplay attractions off^ the stage and a week in
advance of the showing of the feature picture.

drome,

—

For "Cameo Kirby," he arranged a

set,

representing the end of a levee on the banks
of the Mississippi river, on which a negro
quartette, with banjo and guitar played and
sang old Southern melodies which held the
attention of the patrons as they passed
through the foyer to the exits.

C.

C.

and effective lobby display for
Metro's "The French Doll" was arranged by

Edward M.

Theatre, Los Angeles, constructed a novel
ballyhoo for the second run of Douglas MacLean in "Going Up," released by Associated
Exhibitors, which fairly flew through the
principal streets of moviedom and surrounding
suburbs. It was a combination of an airplane
with imitation wings of a monoplane, the
whole thing attached to a Lincoln motor
chassis and operated by the roaring power
of the propeller. More than that, he inveigled
Douglas MacLean himself to sit in and hop
off after donning his flying togs used in the
"Going Up" Picture. It attracted overflow
crowds to the Alhambra throughout the week.

Costume Designing Contest
Another popular Mae Murray costume designing contest was run several weeks ago,
this one in Wilmington, Delaware, to time
with the engagement there of Miss Murray's
newest Metro starring picture, "The French
Doll" at the Queen Theatre. The cash prizes
that were offered to the winners brought forth

traction played
lobby paintings

this

'

~%

Presents to Longest Married
Theatre, in the Bronx, New
upon a brand new idea in conjunction witli the showing there of "Yesterday's
Wife," the C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation
feature with Irene Rich and Eileen Percy.

The Empire
hit

In conjunction with the run of the picture the
is giving away a rocking chair
to the couple in the neighborhood which has
been married the greatest number of years.

management

there.

Placards Earn Attention
Manager J. Clifton Lang, of the Family
Theatre, Hazleton, Pa., put over good stuff
in telling the world that "Loyal Lives," the
postman's film, was to be shown at the Family.
One morning a stick, with an announcement
concerning the show, was tied to every postoffice box in the city of Hazleton and whereever anyone went, the placards won attention.

The

film

drew

heavily.

Ray Plays Host

to

was stimulated

in

Newsboys
the

showing of
it

played the President Theatre, by Charles Ray
appearing as the host ot the newsboys of the
The little
city on Thanksgiving morning.
newsies almost mobbed Ray as he was about
to enter the theatre, a fact which was not
lost on the newspaper reporters, with consequent profit that publicity always renders to a

showman.

Couple Married from Stage

When

"Deserted at the Altar" played
Loew's Hippodrome in Baltimore, a publicity
genius was on the job with a vengeance. A
young couple contemplating marriage were secured to be married from the stage of the
theatre.
Leading merchants took a full page
combination ad, each using a bride and groom

Wedding rings attached to tags
reading, "This is no good to me because I
was deserted at the altar. See it at the Hippodrome," were distributed to the public, and
needless to say, the house was jammed during
the showing of the film.
catchline.

English Using U.

S.

Methods

A

constant stream of reports from the other
side indicate that English exhibitors are rapidly picking up the ways of their American
For "The
cousins in exploitation methods.
Hottentot" a prominent saddlery, in the heart
of London, co-operated by arranging a special window display of the placard showing
the cap, wreath, spurs, whip and costume, associated with Douglas MacLean in the making
display of stills on the
of the picture.
picture was placed in stores throughout London's West Side.

A

Life Size Cut-Outs Please
Arthur Swanke returns to the exploitation
fold with a simple but effective theatre front
on First National's "Potash and Perlmutter"
at the Rialto. one of the houses he handles
He introduced a real
in El Dorado, Ark.
novelty of display, in the two life size cutouts of the Jewish leads at either side of
These were hand painted in
the entrance.
black and white and Mr. Swanke affirms that
the stunt was very productive of patronage.

at-

Besides several fine
and three sheets prominently
displayed out front Mr. Foley had rigged
up a miniature doll on a circular stand which
he connected with a motor and caused to turn
around constantly. This created a good deal
of curiosity and brought many people to the
theatre to view the picture.

a great deal of competition.

York,

manager of the Academy

Foley,

Theatre at Haverhill, Mass., when

"The Courtship of Miles Standish" when

Smith of the Alhambra

"

attractive

Interest

Novel Airplane Ballyhoo
Manager

Motor Runs Doll in Lobby

An

Snappy Press Sheet Praised
Warner Brothers

are receiving congratula-

from exhibitors on the snappy press
issued for their latest release, "Conductor 1492," the hilarious comedy built
around a trolley, and starring Johnny Hines.
tions
sheet

The newspaper

is
very good, a
with comic cartoons carrying out the comedy tliemes of the picture with

number of

material

line cuts

strength and appeal.
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Goldwyn's Choice Offerings Greet the
Filmdom Makes Every Year Better Than

New Year

With the Ushering in of 1924 Goldwyns Program Looms Up as a
the Last.
Unprecedented Quality of E ntertainment. Looking Over the Varied Group One
The Names of the Players Suggest Fanciful Images
Sees Stories from the Pens of Leading Authors.
Undoubtedly, a Bright Promise Lies in the Vista the Coming Year
of Drama and Emotion.

Potent Contributor to

An

December
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29,
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Plenty of Booking-Urge in

New

Features

Great Variety of Exploitation Ideas Designed to Help Put Latest
Pictures Over to Record-Breaking Business
working

in conjunction with a newspaper,
offer prizes for the person who can identify the largest number when they are published.
"Boy of Mine" offers a limited number
of exploitation angles; but they are all
substantial ones.
The prime thing to remember is that heart interest is the dominating idea in the picture.
By concentrating on this you will get the audience
that will approve and send others.
Ben Alexander, incidentally, has become
well-known as Penrod; and the dealer of
Penrod clothes in any locality will welcome
an opportunity to tie-up and help boost

'Boy of Mine'
Released by First National
BRIEF: Story of home life
ander,

December
featuring

31

Ben Alex-

and directed by Clarence Beaudine.
J. K. MacDonald.

Pro-

duced by

THIS

should go down

motion

picture
picture history as one of the elements
of proved exploitation in father and son
father
and son
has the
pictures.
It
Ben Alexander who,
idea and features
through his portrayal of the Penrod in
"Penrod and Sam," has won a name for
himself as the ideal American boy of the
screen.
"Boy of Mine" is not a kid picture in
the ordinary sense. A boy is featured and
there is intense humorous relief; but the
underlying theme is one of serious heart
interest.
It is a human story of American
family life; and the appeal should be made
directly to the family.
One good exploitation angle is to reverse
the ordinary procedure and ask the boys
to take their fathers to see this pictureWhere two-in-ones are in favor, a good
plan would be a special Father and Son
matinee, offering any boy who buys a
ticket free admission for his father if the
in

Ben

in

whatever picture he appears.

'The Satin Girl'
Released by Grand-Asher

BRIEF:

A

THIS

mystery

November

12

mystery play starring Mabel Forrest
with Norman Kerry. Story by Adam Shirk, adapted
by Arthur Statter and George Plympton. Directed
by Arthur Rossom.

parts that are the highlights of the

film,

and should be short enough

to arouse the
interest but not satisfy it.
There will
probably be a gratifying number of people
who will come to the theatre to find out

what it's all about.
"The Satin Girl" commits all the thefts
of which she is guilty while under the
hypnotic influence of a clever thief. This
theme gives the cue for starting some sort
of a public debate on the power of hypnotism, from a practical and scientific stand
point.
As this subject is always interesting, you should find little difficulty in selling the idea to some newspaper, of letting
you start the debate, which will undoubtedly be immediately taken up and carried

on by the readers.
Then_ tie-up with the discussion, in your
ads which should appear on the same page
if possible.
Moreover, you should link-up
the two in poster and billboard advertising,
urging the public to see "The Satin Girl"
which is a concrete example of the power

play, which is at the
a society drama, in content
and in its title, presents excellent material
Some
for a variety of exploitation angles.

of hypnosis.

latter

ambitious silk merchant might perhaps be
able to secure the rights to use Miss For-

Released by Metro

himself and Jack Blystone.
Natalie Talmadge and
Buster Keaton, Jr., are features of the cast.

"Boy of Mine?" How many galwater can an elephant drink? Who
is recognized as America's pioneer circus
man? Who made "Penrod and Sam?"
How old were you when you spoke your
What were they? Did you
first words?
ever "smash" your way into a circus and
how? How old is Ben Alexander? What

rest's picture as a trade mark for his special
This would permit a
brand of satin.
national tie-up with all merchants handling
the satin.
But you can arrange with the department store or piece goods merchant for
a local tie-uo that would be valuable to
happens that satin is very
It
both.
fashionable this year so it would be wise
for him to arrange a window advertising
Large posters and stills of
this material.
Mabel Forrest, with the name, "The Satin
Girl" under her picture will immediately
give the impression that dresses of satin
are being worn by this star, and also will
create a desire among the women to see
just what her dresses are like.
You might employ the teaser stunt, by
posting snatches of the story in conspicuYou should pick out those
ous places.

same time

accompanies him.
Quite a bit of footage is given to a
circus scene in which "Ben" wins admisOne of
sion by watering the elephants.
the strongest ways of arousing public discussion would be through a "Boy of Mine"
questionnaire, asking such questions as:
What day is Father's day? Who is the
star of
lons of

was

the

name

of the

boy

star

who

first

played with Charlie Chaplin?
OfTer some award for the best answers.
Another angle is a local "Famous Boys"

photo contest.
celebrities

Get photographs of

when they were

children

local

and,

'Our Hospitality'
BRIEF:

TN

A new

November

19

Buster Keaton comedy directed by

"Our

Hospitality," Metro has attained
tremendous heights in producing a
comedy picture of the finest order. There
could scarcely be anything funnier than
-•-to

the unsmiling Buster, as the object of a
furious family feud.
The situations are
ludicrously funny, and no one who sees
Buston Keaton can deny that he is a
master in producing laughter without ever
so much as smiling himself.
All of which means that the picture is
_

one which you should have no difficulty
at all in selling to your audiences if you
go about it with the proper expenditure of
energy.
Your posters, window cards,
lobbys, and stills should be chosen with
an eye to laying as much emphasis as
possible on the funniest situations in the
film.
As these are plentiful you should

have no

difficulty at all in

making

a

worth

while selection.
For small town or even large city advertising, you might use the title of the
picture to advantage in this manner. Have
posters made reading: "We are anxious to
have you sample 'Our Hospitality.' Let us
show you how we have provided for your
entertainment while you are in town. Come
to the
Theatre this evening.
will be waiting to welcome you."
These should be placed at points where
out-of-towners are most likely to see them.

We

You might also use the same idea
You might arthrouerh a mail campaign.
range for a letter carrying the message tn
be given to every newcomer at the local
hotel where notices of "Our Hospitality"
should be conspicuously displayed.
Contrast posters, showing

New York

in

as compared to New York today,
make interesting reading and would probablv catch many an interested eye.
18-^0

THEY'RE STILL COMING
Crowds

like

Ages," are

which jammed the Rivoli
again making their appearance
these,

funniest

comedy,

in
in

to see Buster Keaton, in "Three
his newest and
to see Buster
Hospitality."

New York
an

"Our

effort

m

If you feel a street bally would fit your
nurno'ses you might arrange for a very
amu=;in<T and interesting one, by dressine a
man about Keaton's build in a costume like
the one he wears, secure for him an old
fashioned bicycle, and let him ride through
If he w^on't attract' attention
the streets.
nothing can.
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'Twenty-One'
December 20

Released by First National

again resumes the
role of a modern young man, in a romantic advenDorothy
Robertson.
ture story. Directed by John S.
Mackaill plays the part of the lovely little factory

BRIEF:

Richard

Barthlemess

girl.

the past few pictures, Richard
FOR
Barthlemess has assumed characters

which forced him to appear in period costumes, and though he carried the parts
charmingly, the "fans" have been anxiously
awaiting his return to the character of
the young American for which they all
This new pictures makes
idoHzed him.
"Dick" a young boy who, from the time
he was very young, has known the unhappy
father who did not love each other and
who were decidedly uncongenial.
In this part he has an opportunity to
do some charming love scenes, and at the
same time demonstrate his powers as a
pugilist and gratify his love of adventure.
All this, of course, makes splendid exploitation material of which you should
take full advantage.
In the first place you should feature the
name of Richard Barthlemess because the

name

a

is

box-office

attraction

and you

valuable in drawing the crowds.
Then emphasize the spirit of the picture
by a lavish use of posters and cards which
picture the scenes that are most interesting and attractive.
It would be interesting to the readers
will find

newspaper run a

series of articles

on how times
written by contributors
have changed from the time the older men
were twenty-one, using their own experiPresent this idea to
ences as examples.
your newspaper and arrange
to appear in these issues. This

run copy
copy should

to

be something like this: "Remember when
you were twenty-one, the first kiss, the
You can live them over again
first love?
realistically

as

you

them then,
wishing lamp to

lived

and you don't need a
Just go to the
carry you back.
Theatre any night this week and see
Richard Barthlemess in 'Twenty-one.'
When Richard runs away from home
he goes to New York and takes a job as
Posters using his picture as
he appears in a taxi-driver's uniform would
be great to hang on all taxi cabs and it
would be a simple matter for you to get
the permission of the companies to put one
on every car, since it reflects advantageously on the high calibre of taxi drivers.

a taxi-driver.

'Three O'clock in the Morning'
Released by Mastodon

November

16

BRIEF:

Story of a modern girl portrayed by ConStory by Mann Page; scenario by
stance Binney.
Directed by Kenneth Webb.
Gerald C. Dufly.

PORTRAYING

the part of the modern
girl and her love of all night parties, her

independence and her indiscretions,

Con-

makes a winsome heroine in
this fast moving film whose name was
suggested by the popular song hit, "Three

stance Binney

Naturally the
O'clock in the Morning."
first thought to exploitation would be in
this

connection.

Arrangements have been made with Leo
Feist

Inc.,

publishers of the

linking

up the picture with a

The music has
sale of the song.
been popular for many months now but
is one of the few pieces of current music
which still persists. There are still many
customers for the sheet music as well as
for the phonograph records and music
rolls, all of which can be combined to make
a very advantageous display.
Take the "Three O'clock in the Morning" proposition to the all-night restaurant
and give him this suggestion: In his win-

dow

he could display a large sign reading:
'Three O'clock in the Morning' as
well as any other time in the day or night,
we are prepared to give you the finest of
After the
food and the best of service.
theatre stop here for a midnight supper.
See 'Three O'clock in the Morning" now
Theatre."
playing at the
The name of the production can be
graphically impressed on the passerby and
your regular patrons, by virtually covering
every space in your lobby with large cardboard clock dials with the hands set at
These might be plain or
three o'clo.ck.
fittingly decorated with sketches which tieup with the subject matter of the produc-

"At

song,

for

a

nationwide campaign to back up the showing of the film with displays of the music
and it will be a simple matter for you
to arrange with the local music shop for

shop or department store handhng women's clothes as well as one with the
sporting goods store on a display of camping outfits, hiking clothes, rifles and such.
The lobby of your theatre can readily be
made to reflect the spirit of the story by
arranging a log cabin in one corner and
decorating the entire thing with rough
skins, rifles, hatchets and other out-ofdoors equipment.
This will not only attract the curious but will make your
theatre decorative and inviting.
The title of the picture may well be
used in a tie-up with the railroad company.
They might advertise a special rate trip,
or possibly the full rate trip, making the
This
prospects as inviting as possible.
advertising should read: "Do you feel the
'Call of the Canyon?'
By all means go and
see the wonders of nature.
Know your
own country.
special catalogue has been
arranged which will gladly be given you by
application at the office."

A

Showmen

Attention

tion.

it

to have a

as

window

renewed

'The

Unknown

Purple'

Released by Tniart

A

BRIEF:
Paul
name.

December

picturization by Roland
Schofield of the stage success of

IS

West
the

and

same

Directed by Roland West.

THE

screen version of this picture,
permitted of greater scenic efiPects
better lighting than the play version,
for this reason has finer exploitation

has

and
and
pos-

sibilities.

All advertising should stress the mystery
element with which the film is invested,
aiming to arouse the interest by catch lines
which will give hints but telling nothing
definite.

ALBERTINA

There

is a splendid opportunity for rethe atmosphere of the picture in
vour lobby by the use of purple electric
bulbs in all sockets except those which announce the name of the production. This
will convey the impression of the "Unknown Purple" and at the same time get
the audience into the mystery mood.
You might get some silk merchant in
vour vicinity to display a window of purple
silks, naming the color,
"The Unknown
Purple." This would be an unusual name
for a color and would probably cause conversation which would help to impress the
n?me of your picture on the minds of all
'•"ho heard the discussion or saw the win-

flecting

RASCH
World Celebrated Dancer
has opened for Your Service the
best organized

DANCE STUDIO

dow.

would be decidediv advantageous

to
store or electrical shop handli'n<? v'nlet rav machines, the id'^a of using
the ti'tl" of the nfcture and the film posters
for a displav.
He mipht advertise the fart
that the picture is based on the early
discoverv of the violet ray, and connect
that with its nresent day usefulness as an
agent for killing pain.
Thp lavish scenes and beautiful costumes
of which there are plenty in th° film,
would make excellent material for clothing
store and furniture store tie-ups.
Tt

at

c^ll thf" drusr

'The Call of the Canyon'
Paramount
December 16
Zane Grey "western" featuring Richard
Dix, Lois Wilson and Marjorie Daw.
Directed by
Released

by

Tel. Endicott 7589.

—

DIRECTORS

:_

nPHE CALL OF THE CANYON"

is

a

western in the sense that the locale is
an Arizona ranch, but the hero and heroine
are both Easterners, she a New York
society girl and he, a New York millionson who returns from the war, a
physical wreck and is ordered out west by

aire's

his physician.

The

exploitation possibilities from the
point of view of subject matter are, therefore, large.
For instance, you could arrange a tie-up with the local specialty

St.

Miss Rasch will stage Dance Novelprovide you
ties in Your Theatres
with Dancers or arrange numbers
with your local talent. We have in
readiness, Dancers trained in various
numbers to form an act or prologue
to fit your program. Your guarantee
is the fact that Miss Rasch teaches
and stages everything personally.

BRIEF A

Victor Fleming.

344 West 72nd
New York City

We

can furnish you groups or Solo
Dancers to suit the requirements of
your scenario.
Prospective Dancers send for
Catalogue of the School.

Address all communications to
LEO de VALERY, Gen Mgr.
Albertina Rasch, Inc.

:

December

29,
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^ried and Proved Pictures
What Mr. Movie Goer Wants
MOVIE GOER— he who typi-

The Editor's Invitation

MR.
—

the great movie-going public
is best described in this manner.
Having a hmited budget set aside for
entertainment, he thinks twice before
he slaps down his admission fee. He
speculates, first, on the question of the
best return for his investment.
fies

Being

interested

in

pictures,

The

exploiting
Tried and
Pictures still holds.

is

now

in

town

at

Mr.

nominal prices," and

so forth.

In other words, Mr. Movie Goer has
mind a "Tried and Proved" Picture.
Don't you think it pays to give Mr.
Goer what he wants?

on the right side of the ledger.
What is your problem? Ask
any question you wish.
We're always ready for you.
it now.

Do

Pioneer Days

BRIEF:

Released by Hodkinson

The

story of the Union Pacific trail blazers and the hardships they endur!ed, is the subject
Picturesque
of this Zane Grey novel, picturized.
sets, true to type, hardy pioneers of rugged character, carry the audiences back to the days before the

west was what

it

is

now.

TP HE

tone of this picture which is directly
in line with the newer pictures telling of
pioneer days, is the most important thing to

emphasize when you book

this picture.

The

type of the story will nicely allow it to fit
in with the demand at the present time for
films telling the story of the history making
days of the early west.
In order to majce prominent the atmosphere
of the film you should give a great deal of
attention to the lobby, aiming to give it a
rugged, wood cabin aspect that will be different and will attract the eye. You might arrange to have the cabin at the back of the
lobby and leading up to it have what appears
Have wires running along
to be a crude path.
either side of the path and on the wire hang
dark"Follow the 'U. P. Trail.' "
signs
ened lighting ef¥ect will greatly add to the
effectiveness of this display.
You might arrange with the hardware man
for a display of modern engineering hand
tools and on the other side of the window
have a showing of tools of the type used in
the days of the blazing of the "U. P. Trail."
:

A

circulation.

You might also arrange a tie-up with some
automobile agency. Get the best looking car
you can and get a pretty girl, well dressed,
to ride with the driver who should be a good
looking young fellow. The brighter the color
of the car, the more attention it will attract.
On the windshield should be a neatly lettered sign reading
"This is the car 'The
:

wanted. Do you blame her?"
This car driving through the main streets
will surely arouse interest and will serve to
impress the name of the production on the
Flirt'

minds of

all

A

good teaser stunt would be to placard
town with signs on which are printed
in large black letters:
"Follow 'The U. P.
Trail.' "
Under it should be an arrow pointing in the direction of the theatre.
These
should be placed as near one another as possible and care should be taken that they all
indicate the proper direction.
It might also
be wise to distribute handbills carrying the
same message. The idea is sure to awaken
curiosity.

The contrast between the two could be emphasized by a neatly lettered sign reading
"Notice the tools that were used by the blazers
of the 'U. P. Trail.'
How out-of-date and
inefficient they are now.
Our line of tools
include every new device of value that is
on the market today. We invite you to come
in and inspect our line.
We also advise you
Theatre this evening
to go to the
and see 'The U. P. Trail.'"

'The

Flirt'

Flapper Life
Released by Universal
BRIEF: The pretty, pampered daughter of a rich
business man who has no time for his family, is interested only in her own pleasure.
When financial
disaster descends upon the family she can do nothing
to help until the near tragedy of a prison sentence
for her father brings her to a realization of what
she has done and serves to make her a level headed
woman who finds happiness with the man who has
always loved her.

TN

portraying the life of a frivolous girl
has never been made to shoulder any
responsibility, Booth Tarkington has again
shown his intimate knowledge of youth and
his appreciation for their emotions and shortcomings.
And he has done it so well that
he has succeeded in making a motion picture
with tremendous drawing power out of "The

see

it.

'A Lady's Name'
Released by Selsnick

A

BRIEF:

the

who

Farce Comedy

bored young authoress trying to get
a story advertises for a husband, is
wooed by a butler who answers the ad and invites
her to his master's home for tea, and finally ends by
marrying
a very eligible young millionaire, master
of the house.
material

in

'The U. P. Trail'

Proved

Don't hesitate to send in your
Don't let such an opportunity pass. Experts are continually engaged to dig up ideas
and put them to work for you
so that your box-office record
will show the proper inflation

is

parts of the country.
As already stated, being cautious, and
possessed of the justifiable desire to get
the best for his money, Mr. Movie Goer
takes no chances on the great unknown.
He plays a sure thing. He not only has
himself to please, but, more often, his
family as well.
Thus, when friend Movie Goer requests his wife and kiddies to get
their wraps and prepare for a pleasant
two hours of movie entertainment, it's
ten chances to one, he has selected a
house which is running "that picture
which knocked them dead for so long
a time on Broadway" or "that film
which cost so much to see while it
played the expensive houses, but which

Editor's
you in

inquiry.

conversant with those
attractions that have aroused interest.
By hearsay, by reading advertisements,
by noting the comments of critics in the
newspapers, he has more than a passing
knowledge of those pictures which have
already pleased the pubHc in various

Movie Goer

Showmanship

offer to co-operate with

the name of Buddy Messanger who takes "ihe
part of the "kid brother" who is always "listening in." If you can arrange it you might
get small buttons with Buddy Messanger's
picture on them and distribute them to the
kids.
You may be sure they will get wide

for

'T'HIS

fine,

clean, straight

forward comedy

featuring Norma Talmadge as the vivacious but bored authoress, makes excellent entertainment and should crowd your house if
you play up the humorous titles, and amusing
situations in posters and cards
There suggests itself in connection with the
title of the picture an arrangement with the
stationer or engraver.
This idea is especially adaptable at this time when people are
having their Christmas cards made. In a window in which he displays the various types
of calling cards, Christmas greeting cards and
" 'A
the like, he should have a sign reading
Woman's Name' is her most precious possession.
are making a special offer of personal calling cards, for the discriminating woman who is anxious that her cards should reflect her taste."
Under this notice should be a poster announcing the coming of the production "A
Woman's Name," to all passersby.
You might also arrange for a display of
clothes with which should appear pictures of
:

We

Norma Talmadge and

an announcement which

says
"Clothes reflect personality just as
Shop
surely as does 'A Woman's Name.'
Norma
here and be assured of distinction.
Talmadge as she appears in these pictures
will be glad to receive you any evening this
Theatre."
week at the
:

who

Flirt!"

The picture might almost be said to have
a universal appeal which has manifested itself
in the reception it has received from audiences
Houses that had planned
all over the country.
only a three days run, found that public demand compelled them to run it for two or
three weeks. The Columbia Theatre in Seattle
and the Randolph in Chicago did a record
business on the picture for practically every
performance of the three weeks run. That's
pretty good evidence of its powers of attraction, don't you think?
When you are planning for exploitation first
consider the value of playing up Booth
Tarkington's name. In conjunction with this
you should arrange for the sale of the special
motion picture edition of the book, using
scenes from the picture to put the sale across.
To interest the kids in the film, play up
_

'A Man's Home'
Society

Drama

Released by Selsnick

BRIEF: The acquisition of sudden wealth by a
happy family, goes to the heads of both man and
wife who become so absorbed in spending their
n;wly found wealth, that they almost kill their love
But a sudden turn of events brings
with neglect.
them to a realization of their folly and the situation

IS

saved before

it

is

too

late.

the
WITH
another

Christmas

Stores all trying to outdo one
in window displays to attract the
shopper, you should find it very

simple to arrange for a showing in which
you can make good use of the title of this
picture.
In a display of almost anything
either for the household or for a man's personal use, things like smoking stands, books,
card and chip sets and dozens of other things
you could nicely link up the name of your
" 'A Man's
picture with a sign reading
:

Home'

not complete without a good set of
Shakespeare's works (or whatever article the
merchant wishes to advertise).
have a
special stock from which to make your Christmas selections. Come in and look them over."
You might use the same idea for a furniis

We
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ture window display, employing stills of the
lovely interior sets, to make the connection
more graphic. Their advertising copy could
" 'A Man's Home' is not really home
read
without a nice soft couch and a big fireside
Make that your Christmas present
chair.
:

to
"

your home."
'A Man's Home'

is his castle" would be
for the real estate agent to adIn this
vertise the sale or rental of homes.
connection he could also advise his clients
to go to your theatre and see how attractive they can make these homes and see for
themselves how much a man's homef can
mean to him.
In selecting the lobby cards for your theatre pick those which you think will particularly appeal to your audience and then place
them artistically so that they catch the eye
of the casual passerby as well as of the lobby
shopper.

a good

way

'Brass'
Marriage Drama

BRIEF:

Released by Warner

The hopelessness

of marriage as Charles
Norris sees it in his famous novel "Brass" makes
interesting subject matter for this absorbing play of
modern marriage and divorce.
Monte Blue plays
the part of the husband who cannot find happiness
in married life though he has been married to several different types of women.

'T'HE most

important tie-up in the exploitation of this picture is with the neighboring book stores on a renewed sales campaign
of the novel which was one of the most popular in the country for a whole season.
Arrange with them for an attractive window display, using in addition to numerous copies
of the book, a large brass wedding ring
mounted on a black velvet cushion, surrounded
by pictures of scenes taken from the photoplay.
very interesting exhibit could thus
be provided for to attract the eye of every
passerby.

A

Antique brass home decorations such as
book-ends, dinner gongs, paper cutters, desk
sets,
candle sticks and the like are very
fashionable at the present time and there is
a big market for them everywhere. Arrange
with the merchant in your vicinity who handles
this sort of stuff, to dress up his window
with posters and pictures which you will
supply to him, and his most interesting brass
pieces.
If he surrounds these in a dark background, perhaps placing them on the pieces
of furniture on which they are ordinarily
used, he will have great crowds stopping to
look at his display.
Of course, your advertisements cannot under such circumstances go
unnoticed and you will probably get to
your theatre a number of persons who might
otherwise not have taken notice of your showing.

This is an especially good time for interesting window displays as there are any number of people who go through the streets
"window shopping" for Christmas sugges-

Main Street, with Florence Vidor
and Monte Blue. This is one of the
most satisfactory pictures I have had.
Hats off to Warner Bros. My patrons

tions.

Best second night since
H. Moulton, Bijcu
Beach, N. D.

'Love

well pleased.

The

an Awful Thing'

Love Farce
BRIEF: The young

—

—

Hughes, Liberty

Theatre,

happily married.

Heavener,

Okla.

A

Heroes of the
Barry.

Star,

Street.

Moore comedy that has not only
advantages of this actor's splendid
performance, but is rich in amusing situations
of a real high caliber, is sure to find public
favor.
That is why you will find it profitable to run "Love Is an Awful Thing."

—

Boost it. Had fine attendance. Guy
C. Sawyer, Town Hall, Chester, Vermont.

Give as much publicity as you can to Ovven
Moore's name and to the fact that the picture is a real farce with laughs galore and
suspense as well.
Advertise widely through
lobby cards, posters, hand bills and heralds.
On all these you should just use the catch
line "Love Is an Awful Thing" on the outside
and perhaps something like this inside the
folder, or on the back, "What, you don't think
'Love Is an Awful Thing'?
Well, come
to the
Theatre this evening and see
for yourself."
This is sure to awaken
curiosity and will undoubtedly start people

The Little Church Around the CorThis is one of
ner, with a special cast.
the best pictures that I have run.
patrons did not hesitate to tell me so.

— C.

H. Lawrence,
Dundee, Iowa.

Plaza

My

Theatre,

The Beautiful and Damned, with
Marie Prevost. Much better than I
It's a good picexpected.
Play it.
ture.
Mrs. R. D. Lemmon, Colonial
Theatre, Constantine, Mich.

—

—

Rags

|

starring Wesley]
Barry.
If we had more pictures like
this one, we would not, at times, feel
It's one
like locking up our house.
of the best shows we have had this
year.
M. E. Kremer, Opera House,
to

Riches,

j

I

—

Sykeston,

N Owen
the

Wesley

A one hundred percent picWill satisfy all classes and ages.

—

Released by Selzntck

fiance of a wealthy girl is
threatened with a breach of promise suit, on the eve
of his _ wedding, which threatens to ruin his life.
But things suddenly take a turn and it is discovered
that it was all a well laid plan of blackmail whereupon the situation is cleared up and the two are

Brass, with Monte Blue. One of the
best pictures ever on our screen, and
everybody went home pleased. WarD.
series.
G.
first
Brothers
ner

\

N. D.

chatting.

Make use of the fact that several children
appear in the picture. Use stills of them in
your lobby display and in window displays
People are so often attracted
of all kinds.
by a pretty child, and most every one likes
to see a picture in which children play a
Moreover this phase will help give the
part.
impression that it is a picture in which the
children will be interested, which will probably result in getting a great

'
Ill

HdirA-

Sheik.— C.

Theatre,

ture.

Is

need

Classics of the

Screen^
ilB

many

children
Whenever it is possible to
to your theatre.
interest the youngsters you should make the
most of it, as they are great talkers and are
the means of getting the older folks to the
theatre.

Dollar
Bill
will
soon
be
drcalated

—

December
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29,

Love and Riches

styles are

Released by Hodkinson

BRIEF:

The story of a pampered daughter of a
wealthy girl who is used to having every wish fulfilled.
Her father disapproves of the man she wants
to marry but she finally gets her_ w?y when the
young man, by putting over a big deal for the
father, unknown to that gentleman, wins the millionesteem and the undying devotion of the

aire's

Our
on our styles by cheaper shops.
far too exclusive and different to
permit of copying. We make only one model
of each gown."
Be sure that Irene Castle's name and the
name of the production appear prominently
on all the illustrations used in this display.
Secure permission to put "No Trespassing"
posters announcing the date of your showing,
on all property where trespassing is prohibited,
both on private estates and public parks. If
in your neighborhood they should happen to
be repairing the roads tack up posters leading to the street, which should read "Street
Closed.
'No Trespassing.' Take next street
Theatre and see Irene Castle in
to
'No Tresprassing.' "
ing'

'No Trespassing'

girl.

T^HE

clothes note is the thing to stress
-*in the showing of an Irene Castle picture.
You might use a somewhat different idea in

connection with this film, bringing out the
style note and the name oif the picture at the
same time. It is in the nature of a merchant
Get the most exclusive dressmaking
tie-up.
establishment or specialty shop in your vicinity, to arrange for a display of clothes of
very extreme fashion. With th_ese have them
show stills of Irene Castle in her most elaborate costumes. Then have a neatly lettered
"There can be 'No Trespasssign reading:

:

'The Beautiful and Damned'
Youth and Money
After much

BRIEF:
aire,

Jr.

— Doug

Fairbanks,

a real boy and "Stephen Steps Out" is a
c'ean, wholesome, lively story of boyhood.
Doug Jr. is not a rival of his famous father,
but he is a fine, cheery, splendid typ? of Amerilove
can boyhood, playing a likeable part.
is

real

No

not
without sentiment and
is
it
Theodore Roberts and his cigar are
immense and furnish plenty of laughs. Harry
Myers also good. It's a fine show and did big
Six reels.
business at ten and thirty cents.
Geo. Rea, Colonial theatre, Washington C. H.,
but

theme,

oathos.

— General

Ohio.

patronage:

Zaza

—

with Gloria Swanson. A very fine picture that
Gloria at her
nleased 90 per cent, of patrons.

Anderson &
—Minn.
— Gen-

Seven ree's, good condition.
Anderson, State theatre, Detroit,

best.

eral patronage.

Woman

Proof

.

— A "sure-fire"
played
Thanksgiving

Thomas Meighan.

with

was a

real

I

picture.

hit.

It

it

They went out well pleased.
Oh, boy
and boost it. Wm. A. O'Malley, Kozy
^Neighborhood patrontheatre, Chatsworth, 111.

night.

G;t

— —

!

it

age.

to

with Pola Negri.-

— 100

per cent, picture. Ran

O'Malley,
—Wm. —A.Neighborhood

Chatsworth,

111.

Leatrice

class,

Joy;

especially

nolds theatre.
natronage.

the

ropes

one on which

Find out

should be two arrows, the

printed
"the prizefighter"
pointing in his direction, while "the socieity
gentleman'' arrow points to him. You might
also arrange to have a gong on the floor
of the cart and by foot pressure the gong will
ring making the prize fight idea more realistic and at the same time attracting attention by its sound.
is

:

marries

long as the flapper continues to attract
the attention of the older folks, as long
as she is a subject of popular discussion, flapper stories on the screen will continue to hold
the public interested.
That is, provided they
are good flapper stories.
This film of F. Scott Fitzgerald, being probably the foremost of its type, will probably
continue for a long time to hold sway over
large audiences including not only those who
have not yet seen it, but those who are witnessing the film for the second and perhaps
the third time.

Speaking of

Proven
Box-Office

Values

probably be of interest to the entire
neighborhood and will undoubtedly give you
good publicity, to arrange a special "flapper
Either by hand bills or perperformance."
It will

If you stage prologues, you might arrange
one featuring song and dance numbers by
neighborhood celebrities of the younger set.
Or you might arrange a flapper chorus and
have them sing the popular college and camp
on
the
accompanying themselves
songs

?•

?•

sonal letters invite all the flappers, male and
female, to come to the theatre on such and
Explain that the perforsuch an evening.
mance is planned specially for them and they
win probably meet all their friends therd.
They liked to be played .up to and will probably respond readily.

?•

?•

V•

HOW ABOUT

Talmadge

Kozy

theatre,

patronage.

the way, the "uke" being the special musical hobby of the flapper, it would
be just in line to arrange for an interesting
display of these instruments by the music
store, and tie-up the showing with pictures

9

film.

Good.
—
women. — A.

Union

'The Abysmal Brute'

should please
Cox, Rey-

It

City,,.

L.

Tenn.

— Small

town

Bntte

Love
An

Released

by

Universal

uncouth, brute of a prize fighter, is
finally brought to a realization of an appreciation for
the finer thinprs. by the force of a girl's love. He wins
her esteem and puts the final clamps on her love
when he forcefully carries her off.

liRTEF:

The Cheat

—

with Pola Negri. Here is a production you
can make all kinds of promises to your patrons
and not have tc sneak away wheii they come
out of the theatre, both as to acting and a wonderful story.
"The Cheat" is the best Pola
Negri has done. Better than "The Spanish
Dancer." Eight reels.- Alex Steel, Princess and
Strand theatres, Farmington, 111.
General patronage.

—

—

Racing Hearts
with Agnes
racing freat.

— Pleased

everyone. Auto
the admission price within
average.
itself.
Business on an
Roy L. Dowling, Ozark theatre, Ozark, Ala.
Neighborhood
patronage,
Ayres.

Worth

——

'T'HE

record which this picture has made
J- for itself should be the determining factor
in deciding you to rebook the film, or run it
now for the first time if you have not done so
Many of those who booked the picalready.
ture for a three day run were forced to hold
it
over for a week, and even two weeks
as in the case of the Randolph Theatre in
fine

Chicago and the Pastime

Youngstown. Every exhibitor who ran the picture announced
in

splendid b;isiness.

A

opinions are from Exhibitor's Herald's
the Picture Did for Me" and are here
by special permission.)

(These

"What
used

On

'The Abysmal Brute'?
Theatre."

Silent Partner

with

any

is

life.

from the

The

"Which
at the

And by

two nights and asked my patrons how they
"They said, "Give us more like it. Some

liked it.
picture."

Theatre."

;

the

ukeleles.

The Spanish Dancer
it

.

A S

Town

with Douglas Fairbanks,

flapper

much

married

Stephen Steps Out
Jr.,

.

If you want a street bally that will attract
attention get a small horse drawn cart and
rope the inside off like a fighting ring. Inside the ring have two men, one dressed like
a fighter ready for the encounter, the other,
carefully attired in evening clothes and a
silk hat.
Between the two have a sign:

flirting

wife starts out immediately on her merry pleasure
chase taking him along.
Things suddenly take a
turn, however, and they both settle down to a happy

The Best Show

the.

the lighthearted, capthe grandson of a milliondelight of his grandfather, who
thinks this step will tame the young man.
But the

tivating

in

Released by Warner

worn by 'The Abysmal Brute' who has won
some real big fights.
See him tonight at

sporting goods tie-up would make splenexploitation for this film, the hero of
which is a prizefighter. While the display
would include all sorts of sporting goods, the
attention could be centered on a large boxing
glove hung from the top of the window- On
it could be a sign "This is one of the gloves
did

We

have a

cludes

many

series

which

in-

of her greatest

successes.

Brand new
and re-edited.

And

the

prints--re-titled

price

—you'd be

surprised.

Ask our nearest Branch.
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'A Dangerous Adventure'
BRIEF:

by

Released

Story

Jungle

Accompanied by

their uncle,

Warner

two one-time

voyag.e into the wilds of Africa to
In their search they
retrieve a hidden treasure.
encounter wild animals, fierce storms, and terrible
When destruction seems imminent, they
natives.
are rescued by the sweethearts of the two girls
who, growmg anxious about their welfare, arrive
on the scene just in time to effect their rescue.

wealthy

girls

PICTURES

which smack of adventure in
the African jungle, always

the wilds of

Your best bet
to find ready audiences.
this side of this
picture in all your advertising. Use as large
seem

come from playing up

will

and as many lobby cards as you possibly can
These should be picin your lobby display.
tures of animals, running wild or being
Not only will
trapped by the adventurers.
these attract the eye of the grown-ups but
the youngsters will find them intensely interesting and will undoubtedly insist on going

the picture, after which they will act as
a mouth to mouth advertising medium for
to

you.
It
might be wise to arrange a special
matinee for the youngsters allowing them cut
price admission.
The reduced price should
apply only to the kids, not to the adults who
bring them.
You might be able to work with the real
estate agent in the utilizing of some of his
empty lots for the purpose of burying a treasure box in which will be hidden two tickets
of admission to the theatre. You should get
permission to have anyone who desires to
do so, take a pick and shovel and dig for the

buried treasure.
In return for the use of his property you
will give him free advertising in this way.
In your ad columns and in special announcements, make it known that there is buried
in lots located at such and such an address
and
which property is owned by
may be rented or purchased through
a strong box containing a rare treasure. The
public at large is invited to dig for the box.
You will find you will soon have a large
crowd gathered at the spot and you will be
gaining good publicity for "A Dangerous
Adventure," the showing of which will be
advertised by posters hung all about the lot.
,

THESEPROVEN
SUCCESSES
New

Are

to

—

Your Patrons

If

You Haven't

PLAY THEM NOW!
with

T/lP
Sitnrm,
ni
/ ne JiUr

'Bulldog

Virginia Valli and
House Peters
universal Jewel

Peter, Minn.
Directed by Reginald Barker

both audience and box office."
Columbia Theatre, Columbia City, Ind.
"Broke the season record !" Arcadia Theatre,
Savannah, Ga.
"Broke all box-office records since February,
1920."
Tudor Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.
Universal Super Jewel

Universal Jewel

Honor

"Biggest money getter of the year!" Brooklyn
Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
"Business was big." Temple Theatre, Bellaire, O.
this one.
Will make you money."
Paulick Theatre, Muscoda, Wis.
Directed by Harry Pollard

"Grab

with an all star cast
Unrversal Jewel
Opera House Theatre, For-

171'

ne t lirt»

1

"Went over
est

City,

"Beats

big."
III.

million

dollar

— Orpheum

specials

at

BRIEF: Finding life tedious after the
tain Drummond decides to investigate

war. Capthe horror
cries which arise from the house next door to the
one in which lives his sweetheart and her uncle. He
uiiea/ihs a torturj room in what is supposed to be
a sanitarium, kills the man who is running the place,
frees the victim and marries his sweetheart.

good old fashioned melodrama with all
its horrors and its thrills, still makes
As a
excellent entertainment for many.
play it was decidedly popular and in its
screen form it has duplicated its former

^

"Satisfied

riTi

Released by Hodkinson

A

Foolish Wives

Trifling with

box-office."

Theatre, Harrisburg, III.
"We hung up a record." Blue Bird Theatre,
St. Paul, Minn.

A Hobart Henley Production

The Abysmal Brute Reginald
DENNY
"Truly
Went over

a
special.
big."
Rex
Theatre, Wahoo, Neb.
"Week's excellent business." Rivoli Theatre,
St. Louis, Mo.
"Excellent business." Merrill
Theatre, Milwaukee, Wis.

success.
In exploiting the film you should try to
get as much of the mystery atmosphere
To do
across to the public as possible.
this it is a good idea to use the prepared
teasers, "Get Bulldog Drummond, Dead or
Alive." These placed in every conceivable
place where they will attract attention will
certainly serve to arouse the curiosity.
The stills and posters used should also
be selected with the idea of creating an air
Some of these are especially
of mystery.
graphic and are sure to serve well their

purpose.
Since an electric
purposes of torture
to have rigged uo in
tric battery with an
out sparks. Beside

"Best business
Hobart, Ind.

the lobby, a small elec-

attachment that gives
this place a sign read-

"Bulldog Drummond." Near it you
might place one of the posters showing
the doctor using the "thumbscrew" on his

ing:

victim.

The sporting goods store handling rifles
and firearms, would probably be interested
in a tie-up for which you would supplv
no'^tprs showini? scenes in which there is
a

great deal of gunplay.

year

Gem

!"

Theatre,
!

—

Milwaukee, Wis.
Universal Jewel

Hunting Big Game

in

Africa

per cent, picture." Elysian Theatre,
Elysian, Minn.
"Business way above normal." Strand Thea100

tre,

Dunsmuir,

Calif.

"Had

big attendance."
toona. Pa.

Advertised in

the

'The Flame of Life'

LON CHANEY

starring
this

"Smashed every record in history of house
Liberty Theatre, Long Beach, Calif.
"Broke all past records !"—"Empire Theatre,

"A

lines

might read

:

"

'The

Life' is sustained by heat. Be comfortable this winter.
Have your home properly heated."
In the window you should
see to it that there are plenty of posters advertising the showing of the picture at your
theatre.

Flame of

Strand

Sat.

Theatre,

Al-

Evening Post

Universal Pictures Corp.,
CARL LAEMMLE,

President

Mine Tragedy
BRIEF: Fighting

'The Road of Ambition'
Rise of Youth

BRIEF:
tration,

nition

Released by Selznick
work and consistent concenan ambitious mill hand finally gets recog-

for

By

his

diligent

valuable

invention,

gaining

Released by Universal

and
her environment,
seeking to place herself on a higher plane, the delicately sensitive girl who labors daily in the coal
mine finds life almost unbearable. She proves a
real heroine, however, when she succeeds in saving
the life of the mine overseer whom she loves and
finally marries.
against

nPHE

title suggests a splendid tie-up with
correspondence schools and business schools
where it could serve admirably as a slogan
to enlist new pupils. The idea should be put
across with copy suggestive of the advantages
to be gained from education.
Incidents from
the picture might be used to illustrate the
strides which one may make if he is interested
in better educating himself.
This could be
supplemented with lines like this
"You cannot hope to travel 'The Road of Ambition'
without being properly equipped educationally.
will prepare you for any course in which
:

We

you are interested in a stated length of time.
If you require proof of the advantages to be
gained from our courses go to the
Theatre this evening and see 'The Road of
"

Ambition.'
The scenes in the mill show the workers

working togs. These pictures would
excellent background for a tie-up display of workman's clothes by the local army
and navy store. The people who patronize
these stores are largely convinced by actual
evidence and pictures showing workmen wearing these things will immediately interest
them.
Moreover it will get the idea across
to them that the picture is one which concerns their co-workers.
This will sell them
the idea of seeing the film.
You will find a ready tie-up, very probably,
with the Y. M. C. A., since they aim to
help young men better themselves physically
and mentally. They might make use of the
title of the picture in conjunction with the
advertising of the gymnasium, in this way
"To successfully travel 'The Road of Ambition,' you must be fortified with a healthy
body. Work by yourself or under the guidance of competent instructors, in our gym
and get the right kind of exercise. Others
have done it and are better for the experiSee Conway Tearle in 'The Road of
ence.
Theatre."
Ambition' now playing at the

make

THIS

Story was designed with an eye to
providing a real thrill, a satisfying love
theme, and a heartfelt pathos and it has not
fallen short of its aim in any instance. Time
has proven that the film is one with a wide
appeal and satisfying interest, and that it
And it
has by no means exhausted itself.
still continues to present new ideas for exploitation.

Just around this time when everyone feels
the holiday spirit and charitable organiza-

thereby

fame and money. He is then in a position to marry
the girl he loves who, incidentally, belongs to the
monied class.

in their

machine is used for
it might not be amiss

A Hobart Henley Production

The Shock

These

display.

Drummond'

Mystery Drama

"Advertise it strong. Chaney a real star."
Palm Theatre, Mound City, III.
ParaFine paper."
"M-ighty good feature.
mount Theatre, Star City, Ind.
"Wonderful audience picture !" Ludcke TheaSt.

:

Them

Played

tre,

tions are making drives for provisions for
the poor, you should be able to arrange fine
tie-ups irt which the title of the picture would
serve the purposes of the other fellow and
at the same time help to impress the name
on prospective patrons.
You could give these organizations ideas
" 'The Flame of Life' is
for ads like this
a precious thing.
Help us sustain it for
those unfortunates who are finding life almost too hard to bear."
The electrician or local store selling Christmas tree lamps might also use the title as a
slogan.
With a display of these lamps he
could use a sign reading.
"Life is valuable.
Do not hazard it. by the use of candles on
your Christmas tree. Do not let a tragedy ruin
your holiday. Equip your tree with electric
"
lamps and safeguard 'The Flame of Life.'
The store handling radiators, furnaces, electric heaters and the like will also find the
title of value in selling their equipment.
They
could use catch lines in connection with a

ietilotiHan

:

December

.
.

:

:

:

. .....

1923

29,
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

King'
Fine Spectacle

'In Palace of

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

Goldwyn Special Has Poor
Cast But Sets Attractive
of the King" is a
the "annals of sixteenth century Spain," we are told
by the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
Philip II. was probably "not so
bad" as the picture paints him, but
in this and "most other respects,"
the Palace
INchapter
from

the photoplay

not

is

National Praise Given

Is

"overaccur-

'Thundering Dawn'
Critics

AUGUST
Distributor Length
.6,336
Fox
Millarde
11,250
Legally Deai
Universal ...5,000
Milton Sills
Parke
Little Old New York .. Marion Davies
Olcott
Gold. -Cos.
.10336
Love Brand
Roy Stewart .... Paton
Universal ...5,000
Loyal Lives
Special Cast ... Chas.
Giblyn Vitagraph ..6,000
Man Who Won, The ...Dustin Farnum ..Not credited.. Fox
5,000
Miracle Baby, The
Harry Carey
Not credited. F. B. O.
.5,624
Out of Luck
Universal
Hoot Gibson
Sedgwick ....
.6,000
Purple Highway, he .... Kennedy-Blue
Paramount .6,574
Kolker
Salomy Jane
Paramount .6,270
Logan-Flynn
Melford
.Scarlet Lily, The
Shertzinger
First Nat'l 16,000
K. McDonald
Second Hand Love
Chas. Jones
Not credited. Fox
5,000
Shadows of North
Wm. Desmond ...Not credited.. Universal ...5,000
Soft Boiled
Tom Mix
Blystone
Fox
7,054
Spoilers, The
Special Cast
Hillyer
Goldwyn ....8,928
Tea With a Kick
Special Cast
Vic Halpern Asso. Exhib. 5.000
Three Wise Fools
Vidor
Goldwyn ....6,946
Special Cast
ripped Off
Special Cast
Not Credited .Playgoers ...5,000
Yesterday's Wife
Rich-Percy-Dayton LeSaint
C. B. C. ...5,800

Feature
Huntress
If Winter Comes

Accord in Commend-

New

ing

Director

Star
Colleen
oore
Special Cast

M

.

.

.

.

Reynolds

.

.First Nat*l

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Universal Picture

'T'HUNDERING

DAWN"

J- big,

Union Record.
With
audacity" the author has
forces of nature "to his
with them brought home
ful

lesson."

It

has

.

ate, historically."

.

.

.

The moviegoer

is

However,

if

things.

surfeited with such
one has seen not a

it,
there is still sufromantic
old
in
these
enough
there
attaches
glamor to the doings of kings and
nobles to make the picture entertaining.

dozen others

like

ficient appeal

and

themes,

"Where will these movies stop
when it comes to spectacular grandeur?" asks the Baltimore Sun.

It

mounas into the blue like some
of "Dunsany's mediaeval fancies."
many shots

.

.

Are taken from dizzy heights looking
the crowd that appear so
many pygmies walking about below.
Steps run up the side of the castle.

They

are

just

as

real

as

the

steps

in

Washington monument, for people,
nay crowds, run up and down them. It
is a least for the eyes and a rich one at
the

that.

SEPTEMBER
Feature

Age

Distributor Length
Director
Frank BorzageFirst Nat'l ..5,174

Star
Select Cast
All Star

of Desire

Barefoot

Boy

C. B. C. ..5,800
Kirkland
Hoot Gibson ....Not credited. Universal ...6,000
Bluebeard's Eighth Wife, Gloria Swanson .. S. Wood ....Paramount ..5,960
Bright Lights of Br'dway. All Star
Campbell ....Principal ...6,765
E. Hammerstein
Broadway Gold
Truart
6,814
Dillon
Call of the Wild, The.. Buck
8,000
Fred Jackson .Pathe
Chapter in Her Life, A .All Star
Lois Wilson .Universal ...6,330
Cheat, The
Negri-Holt
Fitzmaurice ..Paramount ..7,413
H. Rawlinson ... Parke
Universal ...5,000
Clean Up, The
Covered Wagon, The
Soecial Cast
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount .10,000
Derelys Perdue ..Not credited. F. B. O. ...6,0.'il
Daytime Wives
Enemies of Women
L. Barrymore .... Crosland ....Goldwyn ..10,501
Eternal Three, The
Special Cast
M. Neilan ...3oldwyn ...6,84.';
Exiles. The
Doug MacLean ..Not credited. Goldwjm ...10,000
All Star
Fair Cheat. The
F. E. O. ...6,000
King

Blinky

.

Be

that as

The

.

.

.

.

After about an "hour and a
half" of acting, "sub-titles," and
various "other effects" to put the
story across, the audience was
"convinced" that in the 'Palace of
the King' could have been told
in about "one-half the time," according to the Boston Transcript.
plot

is

a

series

of

intrigues,

love-making, and
attempted
murders,
with a few big scenes thrown in. There
is some connection between the events
but it is almost lost in the welter of

which

sub-titles,

picture.
to move

practically wreck the
as the action begins
in goes a sub-title.

As soon

—bang,

Mae Murray

7,000
Leonard Metro
Ingraham ....Asso. Exhib. 6.051
Beaumont ...Warners ....7,500
Principal ...6,000
Thornby
Soecial Cast
9,100
Sidney Olcott, Goldwyn
William Farnum .Not credited. Fox
5.000

French Doll, The
Going Up
Gold Diggers, The
Gold Madness
Green Goddess, The

Gun

Fighter.

The

Haldane of the
Hole

Sec.

R. Z.

Hope Hampton
Guy B. Post

The

story in picturized form is
"halting and vague," and "fails"
to carry the spectators' attention,
in the belief of the New York
Times.
In one spot the "tragic"
leans
toward the
"ridiculous."
Where only a few moments are

supposed to elapse, "it
be hours." Nevertheless

seems

to

.

..

.

Serv.Houdini

Houdini

Not

Chas. Jones
Special Cast

Hell's

Her Reputation
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney

F. B. O. ...5,000
Fox
^5.000
....First Nat'l ..6,56fi
12.000
Universal
Worsley
credited.

.

Wray

J.

W.

.

.

.

.

Gray-Naldi-Nagle. Allan Dwan ..Paramount .5.50'
6.000
Tom Mix
Not cedited. Fox
Blue- Vidor
Beaumont ...Warner's ...8,000
Main Street
Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille .Paramount ..6,20.';
Marriage Maker, "The
Philbin-Kerry
R. Julian ....Universal ..lO.OOn
Merry Go Round
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,000
The Midnight Alarm ...Special Cast
8.000
Lee Parrv
Eichberg ....Fox
Monna Vanna
Preferred ...6.72.";
York-ClifFord-GlassGasnier
Mothers-In-Law
First Nat'l ..7,000
Bernard-Carr
Badger
Potash-Perlmutter
Hodkinson ..6.600
Tuttle
Glenn Hunter
Puritan Passions
Special Cast
C. Badger ...Goldwyn ....6,841
Red Lights

Lawful Larceny
Lone Star Ranger

may

it

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

OCTOBER
Distributor Length

Director

Star

Feature

Tom Sorman Preferred
...Norma Talmadge .Frank Lloyd First Nat'l
Edm. Carew First Nat'l
Holbrook Blinn
Wm. WellmanFox
Charles Jones
.Jack Ford
Fox
John Gilbert
The Special Cast ... .Wm. P. Earle.F. B. O..
Harlan C. Moore

.6.000
10.000
7.000
Bad Man, The
5,934
Big Dan
7,000
Cameo Kirby
.6.000
Dancer of the Nile,
Browning
Special Cast
6,000
. .Goldwyn
Day of Faith, The
Harry Garson Metro
7,000
Soecial Cast
Hesire
Hope Hampton •Charles Horan Fox
7,000
"""^e' It Pay?
Lewis King Arrow
.5.000
All Star
Devil's Dooryard
Tod BrowningUniversal
7,000
Priscilla Dean
T~irifting
Franklin
Talmadge
S.
1st
Natonal
7,000
...
Dulcy
Special Cast . . lEdw. Sloman .Metro .... 7,000
Eagle's Feather, The .
Reg. Barker Metro
8.000
Special Cast
F.ternal Struggle, The
F..
Mortimer .Fox
6.000
John Gilbert
^xiles. The
.Frank
Cast
Crane
Asso.
Ex
.6.000
Special
""onliih
Parents
.6.000
"•-.vprnor's Lady, The ..Special Cast ... .Harry Millard Fox
Campbell .... Fox
Dustin Farnum
5.000
"-rail.
The
6.000
Special Cast ... .Harold Shaw Metro
TeM to Answer
.Emmett Flynn Goldwyn
9.000
Special Cast
In the Palace of King
F. B. O.
6.000
Ruth Stonehouse Panpell
Lights Out
5.000
Sunset
one Fighter, The
J. B. Warner .. Not Credited
^ntr Live the King ...Jackie Coogan .. ichertizenger
Metro
9.364
De MilleParamount .6,2"5
All Star
Marriage Maker
Eddie Kline
First Nat'l .5.000
Meanest Man in World Special Cast
Geo. Marshall. Universal
Jack Hoxie
5,000
Men in the Raw
.,
Cast
Van
Special
Dyke
Asso.
Ex.
6.000
Miracle Makers
Mo Mother to Guide Her Genevieve Tobin Horan
Fox
7.000
Special Cast ..
David Smith .Vitagraph
Pioneer Trails
.7,000
Special Cast ... Donald Crist .First Nat'l .7,000
Ponjola
Dinky
Albert Austin Selznick
Prince of a King. A
6,000
Wm. Baudine Warner's
Printer's Devil, The .... Wesley Barry
6,000

Showers
Ashes of Vengeance
A.Dril

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

mammoth

costumes
sets with impressive walls and

remarkable

architecture this is a prize
production.
The only pity is that the
story and the characterization a'e not
more in keeping with the spectacle side
of this

feature.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Aside from the "prologue and
the photography," the story

.

it

appeared on the screen is "extremely dull." in the belief of the
New York Tribune. The picture
"lacks" all romance and "suspense"
and the characters are "dead."
None of the actors seemed "real"
in the least, so whether thev "lived
fictitious lives" or died "fictitious
deaths" made "no difference" to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

us.

.

.

.

as

and

will,"

a "powera brilliant

:

With J. Warren Kerrigan and Anna
g. Nilsson as stars.
Edward Bums is
another noted film player in the
cast
and Kichard Kean, the eminent Shakespearean actor, makes his bow to the nic*^

tures.

.

.

.

It is one of those "virile
tales"
depicting a stalwart young American in a "terrific fight against" the
"double drug" of a tropical climate
and narcotics, we read in the Los

Angeles Express.
nique

As

to the tech-

:

There are several good shots of specflood and storm scenes.
Miss

tacular

Nilsson never looked prettier nor
acted
better than she does in this picture
The
several high spots calUng for an
exhibition of the tensest emotions
are nicely reached by this actress.

One of the "best" photoplays of
"many months," believes the San
Francisco Call and Post.
The
play

is "replete" with "interesting"
dramatic situations, and "entertainmg" because of the "realistic" contrasts it offers.
This paper goes
on to say

The most impressive scene in the
drama occurs when a typhoon tears

across the port out of the sea.
With it
comes a tidal wave, and what the wind
*°
water washes away.
Ihis scene is one of the most gripping
ever staged for a photoplay.

Here
mance"

a

"melodramatic rowith "color" and
"speed," says Polly Wood in the
Chicago Herald Examiner.
It is
"red-blooded" entertainment, and
the picture has been "well cast"
is

done

and "well directed."

Its plot

may

be "questioned" here and there, but
he who "dissects" melodrama or
romance is "searching for" disillusion, not "thrills." The director:

.

.

.

For scenery, photography,

cast

"dramatic
"bent" the

,

.

down upon

is

"colorful" and "daring in
concept," according to the Seattle

.

.

Has kept

too

much swashbuckling

out

of the Java episodes.
The outcasts and
evil folks are quite real, and the
local
color is laid in just the right thickness.
Ihe camera effects are unusual throughout, and all in all it is an above
the

average program feature.

an "appealing production,"
opinion of the Chicago Post,
rnd "affords" good "entertainment."
"Adapted to the screen" from a
It

is

in the

story by John Blackwood, it finds
the director and "a capable cast
"doing very well" with a rather

"far-fetched" plot.
"Most of the
scenes"
are
exceedingly
"well
done."
The interest is well "sustained," and there is "plenty" of
action leading up to the "real
thrill"
of the production,
"the
typhoon."
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'Long Live the King'

Is

Current Productions

'Exciting', Press States

(Continued)

Lavishly Staged
But

of 'Acquittal'

on Merits

Critics Differ

New Metro Picture
LONG LIVE THE KING"
of

is

Jackie Coogan's "best picture,"
we read in the St. Louis Despatch.
In it the "wonder" boy of the
screen fairly "outdoes" himself in
the "most picturesque" role ever
"assigned
He is surto him.
'

rounded by "gorgeous" and truly
"kingly" sittings. Although
Jackie

not at

is

all

times the dignified

There are lapses into the
playboy mood, when his antics have the
princeling.

comedy

flavor

a

in

of

some

of

his

earlier

His ride on the roller coaster
and there is rich comedy

pictures.
is

thriller,

into

initiation

his

mysteries

the

of

marbles.

In this picture Jackie "accomplishes" a "transition" from rags
to royal raiment. In addition to the
"gorgeous
settings,"
says
the
Washington (D. C.) Herald, there
are
boy's kidnapping by conspirators, his rescue by a
loyal and brave retainer, and the boy's
own splendid fortitude in the face of
danger.
The screen has never seen a
Jackie Coogan so great and so appealing as the Jackie of "Long Live the
Thrills

aplentjj

the

in

King."
It

Feature
Star
Puritan Passion
Special Cast
Ramblin' Kid, The
Hoot Gibson
Rosita
Pickford
Rouged Lips
Dana
Ruggles of Red Gap ...All Star
Shattered Faith
Special Cast
Silent Partner
Moore-Joy
Six

Days

an "excellent" production,

.

.Frank Tuttle Hodkinson
8,000
E. Sedgewick Universal
6,000
Lubitsch
.UnitedArtists 8,800
6,000
H. Shaw
Metro
.7,590
Jas. Cruze ... Paramount
6,000
J. J. Ormont, Independent

Maigne

Welsh-Adoree

Paramount

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Why Worry
Wild Party, The
Woman Proof

Lloyd
New.-Taylor
Gladys Walton ...Her. Blashe
Thcs. Meighan ..A. Green

Zaza

Gloria

Swanson

.

.

.5.000

Brabin
Goldwyn-Cos. 8,000
Universal
5,000
Nat Ross
G. V. Baker. Goldwyn
7,000
Sheridan Hall Goldwyn
7,000

Allan

.

.

Pathe

.Universal

.

.

Dwan

.

Paramount
Paramount

.

.

5,000
7,800
6,000
.7,000
5,000
.6,000
.5,000
5,000
5,000
.5,000
6,000
5,000
7,687
7,076
.

.

NOVEMBER
Feature

Director

Star

Own Horn

Blow Your

Lewis-Perdue
Special Cast
Williams

Distributor Length

W. Home

B. O.
Universal

.F.

..6,000
5,000
5,000
C. Talmadge ....V. Heerman .First Nat'l ..6,000
Bosworth-WindsorM. Neilan ....Goldvyyn ....6,000
Eddie Hearn
Not credited.. F. B. O. ..6.000
Colleen Moore ...Jack Dillon
First Nat'l ..8,434
All Star
Sam Wood ..Paramount ..8,338
Hospitality
Buster Keaton ...Jack Blystone Metro
6,220
Human Mill, The
Special Cast ....Alan Holubar Metro
6,000
Huntress
C. Moore
Reynolds
1st National 7,000
Jealous Husbands ....
Special Cast
M. Tourneur. First Nat.'l .6.000
Kentucky Dajrs
Dustin Farnum
.David Solmon Fox
6,000
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast
W. Bennett ..Vitagraph ...6,000
Light That Failed
All Star
Melford
Paramount ..7,013
Little Old New York
Marion Davies .. Sidney Scott .Goldwyn .. 9,000
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast .... Not credited. .Metro
6,000
Maytime
Special Cast
.Gasnier
Preferred
6,000
Million to Burn, A
Herbert RawlinsonWilliam Parke Universal .. 5,000
Monna Vanna
All Star
Eichberg
Fox
8,648
On Banks of Wabash
Special Cast
S. BlacktonVitagraph
..7,000
J.
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Reg. Barker .Metro
7,547
Scars of Hate
H. G. Moody Independent 5.000
Jack Livingston
Shifting Sands
Special Cast ....Granville
Hodkinson ..6,000
South Sea Love ....
Viola Dana
Not credited .. Metro .... 6,000
Social Code, The
Shirley Mason ...Oscar Atsel
Fox
6,000
Social Code
Metro
Dana
Apfel
6,000
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri
Brenon
Paramount ..8,434
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. Henabery
Paarmount ..5,652
The Leavenworth Case All Star Cast ...Chas. Giblyn Vitagraph ..6,000
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Harry Garson Universal .. 7.000
Thy Name Is Woman.. Special Cast
Fred Niblo ..Metro
6,000
Unseeing Eyes ....
Barrymore-Owen .E. H. Griffith Goldwryn ...8,500
Wanters, The
Special Cast
John M. Stahl First Nat'l ..6,000

Crooked Alley
Cyclone Jones
Dangerous Maid, The
Eternal Flame
Flaming Waters
Flaming Youth
His Children's Children

.

.

J.

Robert Hill

.

Seeling

.

.

Asrwon

.

.

.

.

in the opinion of the

Indianapolis

News, that has for its star "one
of the most remarkable actors" on
the "screen." Jackie's performance

He

"is excellent."

is

in

no sense

word a "stage child." He
seems to know "what he is doing."
of the

And

child though he
formance "is always
It is one of the year's

be,

his per-

intelligent."
"finest" pro-

of
is worthy
It is a point of
screen history that this little fellow is
the first chi'd to be starred in a picture
But the reon such a 'avish scale.
sponsibility is not too great for him, for
he gives a demonstration of acting

proves

Jackie

such a

fine

words

without

that

he

picture.

that

is

almost

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

DECEMBER

without

"magnificently"
staged,
thinks the Cleveland Plain Dealer.
The "pessimists" may tell you that
"sometimes" the story "drags" a
little, but "don't listen" to them.
Such a story as this is "exceedingly
and (fternally active." Jackie

.

.

parallel.

It

.

Feature

is

Anna

Sweet

...Tom H. Ince.

Brown

Barefoot B.>y

All Star
All Star

Countrv Kid
Dancer of Nile

Barry
C. Myers

Acquittal

Distributor Length

Director

Star

Blance

Christie

Kirkland
Beaudine
Earle

Nat.
Universal
C. B. C.

First

.7.631
.6,523
.5,769
.5.686

Warners

of the "excitement" must
in the "shufHe,"
according to the Los Angeles
Times, because it is a "rather"
long time before anything really
"dramatic" begins to "happen."
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:

Has opportunity

to display his emotional wares.
When the bells announce
the death of the old monarch, Jackie
gives a toast from his heart and shows
that he is every inch a king.

Some

have "gotten lost"

to

The

the

sets
only dismajring things are some

of the artistic results, for the settings
are so heavy and garish and inefFectively lighted at times that you can hardly
One can hardly
see the characters.
blame the inhabitants for an uprising,

when

tlieir

monarch showed such bad

taste.

It is one of those "jolly and interesting" productions, believes the
New York Times, that "bring a
tear or two" between smiles and
"hearty laughter."
It
is
"fantastic," of course, but produced so
"splendidly" that it would be "very
difficult" to find "fault" with it.

The

star is "remarkable," and "except" for one or two scenes in the
"earlier part" of the picture when
he seems "a little on the precocious
side," he "suits" the role he plays
"just as well" as his uniform-
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Distributor Length
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TJTT^HO murdered Andrew Pren" tiss?" asks the Kansas City
Star.
That is the question that
"forms" the basis of the "plot"
of the "Acquittal." It is the question which is "disturbing" each of
the principles when the play opens,

and

No time is lost in this prod'.iction in
rousing the spectator's interest and curand having him

iosity,

edge
ing

of

how

who

sitting

chair so to speak,

his

on the
wonder-

going to come out, and
really did commit the murder.
is

it

all

It not only "creates" all the "impressions" of the spoken play, but
"magnifies"
them to the "nth
power," according to the Washington (D. C.) Herald. It has taken
one of the stage's "best mystery
dramas" and literally "put it under
"gripping, ina microscope."
tense mystery," it is told in scene
after scene of action "so dramatic"
it holds the spectator "spellbound."
\\'hether

A

:

leading man is the hero or
lain remains a sinister question to

The

very

last,

when one

vilth';

another of
play have been

after

the characters in the
picked, almost with certainty,
wanted criminals, a dramatic
mystery collapsing
sends the
house of cards.

as

the

climax
like

a

The "thrills" of melodrama"
"holds" the audience, states the
San Francisco Call and Post. The
author, Rita Weiman, is a "splendid writer" of stories and plays of
"most every sort." But she is not
"overly" familiar with courtroom
"procedure." The district attorney
"overlooked" too many "bets," but
that only "added" to the mystery,
and since the "mystification" of the
audience is the "prime" purpose of
the play, perhaps it is "all the better" for it. And
It

certainly does keep one
the
guesses

What between

thrills of the episodes

guessing.

and the
which bring about

the guessing, the viewer is kept in one
The manconstant state of excitement.
ner of treatment keeps one absolutely in
the dark as to the real murderer when
the man on trial confesses his guilt.

bears "so little resemblance"
the successful play that "it is
doubtful" if even the author will
be able to "recognize" this photoplav in the belief of the New York
Telegraph.
Not that it "isn't an
interesting feature," because an interesting photoplay it "undoubtedly
is."
It is a "mystery story" in
most respects "cleverly told." The
interest is well sustained "until the
end, and it is for the most part
As to Norman
"well
acted."
It

to

Kerry
There is little that can be said of his
work. As the young brother-in-law. he
Not that he isn't
fails to convince.
earnest

most

enough

painful,

his earnestness is albut he simply never hits
;

the right note. He is uncertain it would
seem of his attack. But this is probably due to lack of proper direction.

Claire Windsor, who plays the
leading role, is a "somewhat listless" heroine, accordins to the Los
She "looks
Express.
Angeles
tired" and at "no time" during the
"dramatic i^roceedings" does she
"strike fire." However the play as
a whole is "interesting," and since
contains a "wealth of detail,"
it
Ray Schrock deserves credit for a
"well-knit" scenario.

:

:

:

. .

December
'Little

Good

New

York'

COMING PRODUCTIONS

a

"delightful picture," according to the Kansas City Star.
It is a twelve-reel feature which
"seems" just "half its length," and
when it "ends" the spectator is
"sorry" that it does so. As to the
settings

There is a
charming
atmosphere
about the scenes, and no expense evidently has been spared in their staging.
The lovely old garden, shaded doorways

and quaint streets breathe heavily of
romance. The picture offers every kind
of entertainment one
might ask for,
even to a prize fight.
"splendid," and
it
is
a "real" film "beautifully"
presented, we are told by the Indianapolis Star.
It is a "masterpiece" of the studios, "in advance
and above the mine-run" variety
of pictures.
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Director
...Geo. Baker
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L. Taylor
All Star

Revelations

Flanders

.Jackie

.

.
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.

King Vidor
Reg. Barker

,

Coogan .Schertzinger

how anyone

could have done either
as she is as Pat,
are certain she is even more bewitching at Patricia in the ample skirts,
the ruffles and flounces of the feminine
attire of the period.
Here is a fine bit

all."

Everything

The

picture

it-

A spectacular, colorful picture, with
most of the scenes laid along the luxurious tents in the camp of Richard the
Lion-Hearted.
Wallace Beery has here
been given his chance at starring, and
he rises to the occasion in
a
most
creditable manner.
A clever vein of
comedy runs through his dignified portrayal of Richard.

Louis Mayer
.... Preparing

.

.

IFARNER BROTHERS

Has been mounted with

Star

Title

Director

Wm.

Mae Marsh

Beau Brummel

John Barrymore.H. Beaumont

....

Star
Belasco
Jas. Young
Star ..... .Wm. Seiter
Warner
All Star
H. Beaumont .Warner
All Star
W. Beaudine .Warner

Babbitt

Lovers Lane

hand

"intimacy

with

history"

which the picture brings is "captivating," we learn from the Portland Oregonian. "A knowledge of
modern New York would no doubt

make even more

interesting

the

3rd wk.

.

1st wk.
Preparing
Preparing

.

Star

Title
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Henabery

Progress

Producer

Director

Sam Wood

All Star
All Star
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Sam Wood
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As

depicting
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work of

PATHE

the lead:

Marion Davies has been starred

Star

Title
for

One Ghostly Night

abilities.

Poisoned Paradise

finds

it.

But beyond
things" which

Tr-fiinn

Half Back of N. D..A11

a moral or endeavors to correct a social
evU.
It may be a theme which brings
that introspection which is good for the
soul.
Or it may have a patriotic motif.
It is this last which has made it an
outstanding piece of photoplay entertainment.
_

The production
done,"

Post

York"

is

according

to
Intelligencer.
is

"pictured"

have "always imagined

"beautifully
the Seattle

it."

as

we

.

Star

.

.

.
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Progress
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Director
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HODKINSON
The Old Fool

"thou

shalt

office.

"Reminiscenes of 'Robin Hood,'
of the "pictured" splendor of old
England are brought to the screen,
in "Richard the Lion Hearted," a
remarkably "picturesque" and "entertaining"
cinema
drama and
"spectacle," in the opinion of the
Brooklyn Times.
As revealed
upon the silver sheet, it is such

an "impressive" and "worth while"
picture that it is a "wonder" no
producer thought of it "before

However

just as well, for had it been
done sooner Wallace Beery probably not
have been King Richard, and that
would have been regrettable. His part
gives one a wholesome regard for one
whom some historians and novelists
have called the "most popular king in
It

is

history."

The "popularity" which is attending the "costume play," and especially the stories of the "free
drinking days" of Merrie England
marks it as another "big success,"

we

learn

from

(Ore.) Telegram.

the

Portland

Wallace Beery

an "effective king" for
those medieval times "gruff," a
bit "uncouth," and like his fellows
"inclined," with the imperfection"
of civilization, to "give freedom"
to primitive "instincts."
As to the
technique
'The battle scenes of the picture are
exceedingly well done, and most reaUstic.
King Richard dismounted, fighting

—

howling,
frantic,
almost
ineffectual
Saracens, raises many a thrill in the
hearts of those who like to read of the
days when knights were bold.

.

.

.

—

—

with his back to a rock, a score or so

INDEPENDENT
Title

to say

Either "The
TaUsman" which
I
have never read hasn't in it the makings of a mighty movie, or else the
movie itself was hampered by a number

makes

Director
Gasnier

Star
Star

Title
Star
Tale of Red Roses. All Star

New

"Old
just

.

PREFERRED
Title

this

come "those
by
chance or by intent" give a definite "reason" for the picture having been produced, and which make
it
"stand out boldly" from even
the "one hundred percenters."
It
may be
The type of photoplay which points

Producer
Sennett ..
Del Lord ....Sennett
Erie Kenton
Schulberg
Del Lord
Sennett

..All Star
All Star

"One hundred percent entertainment," the San Francisco Call, and
Post

Director
.Taylor

The Girl Expert ....Harold Lloyd

long time, but never until she appeared in "Little Old New York" has
she really justified her stardom.
There
is
nothing startling about her.
Her
work is smoothly done, and becomes
impressive by such subtle degrees that
it is difficult to be specific about her
a

Tribune goes on

.

.

Bowling Green,
Gramercy Pond and the Hudson."
scenes

"plot" as portrayed upon the
is
"not" particularly "interesting."
The "women" in the
cast make their part of the af?air
seem like "amateur boarding school
theatricals."
The men "haven't"
much chance. Of the story, Mae
Tinee in writing for the Chicago

this."

Director

Star
Nellie, Cloak Model.. All Star

The

screen

of "thou
shalts,"
and
nots" from the business

PARAMOUNT

.

lavish'

Progress

Warner Brso. editing
Warner Bros. 9th wk.

Seiter

Welcome Stranger ...All
How to Educate WifeAU

Title

The

Producer

Daddies

Arizona

and gives elaboration to the original
play that were never dreamed of. Marion Davies makes the part of Pat very
appealing.
She is quite at home as an
Irish cut-up, and makes the part as
saucy as it deserves. It is easily the
best thing she has done.

.

.

.

.

Shadow

of the dramatic encounters, and the fidelity

.

and

else is there,

in "abundance."
self

—

many

scenes,

battle

6th wk.
6th wk.
.Ist.wk,

Star
Director
Progress
Producer
Norma TalmadgeF. Borzage
Jos. Schenck 5th wk.
The Swamp Angel ...Colleen Moore..";. Badger ... First National editing
Torment
All Star
Tourneur ... .Tourenur
editing
Flowing Gold
All Star
J. De Grasse .R. W. Tully 3rd wk.
Galloping Fish
All Star
Del. Andews .Tom Ince
.8th wk.
3old Fish
C. TaUtiadge
Storm
Schenck .... 2nd wk.
Against Rules
All Star
3rd wk.
John Ray ... .Ince
Sea Hawk
All Star
1st wk.
F. Lloyd
Lloyd

As beguiling

The whole picture is a "de luxe
version" of the old "Chauncey Olcott plays" with the "Irish harp,"
green-thatched cottage, "minxish
heroine," and other "usual trimmings" revealed with full regard
for their "sentimental charm," in
the opinion of the Baltimore Sun.
"We miss the rogue, but that is

compare

to

"Richard
the
Lion-Hearted"
with "Robin Hood," we are told
by the Chicago Post, because it
makes "no pretense" of being such
"although in its"
a big production

Progress

FIRST NATIONAL

we

of acting.

for Settings

fair

Producer

Title

Secrets

hardly

Metro
Metro
Metro

.

is

of the atmosphere "of the period,"
it justly earns the title of "one of
the big productions." It is

.

.

.

METRO
Star

Title

TT

.2nd wk.

.

.

better.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is

Of Pat and Patricia seems made to
order for Marion Davies.
We do not

Say Critics

'Fair'

Associated Authors' Feature

NEW YORK"

T ITTLE OLD

see

:

'Richard Lion-Hearted'

Adaptatioij

The production

:

Page 45

Cosmopolitan Picture Better
Than Play, Say Critics
is

:

:

1923

29,

Old

.

Special Cast

.

.

.

Venturini

.

Outlook

.

Printing

"If you have a taste for the
stock materials of romantic adventure skillfully done into a movie by
all means see "Richard," states the
New York Evening Sun. Beautiful maidens are saved in the "nick
of time," and villainous "foreigners" are slain in wholesale lots
while you "pant" in suspense.
It
is a "colorful tale" of the Third
Crusade laid in the Holy Land,
with an unusually fine cast.

•
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WARNER

through his forcefulness and his sincerity he
"R
secured the motion picture rights to the great screen subject
through the
of its day— "My Four Years in Germany"; because
exercise of the same talent in ability to convince the other fellow
he is a
because
Belasco;
he negotiated an alliance with David
keen judge of box-ofBce value and with large success has adhered
to subjects that appealed.

^ ECAUSE

December

Page 47

1923

29,

How

Harry M. Warner Sold Firm's Personality
Was Given Motion

James W, Gerard Without Deposit of a

ONE

of the

more

strikingly

look

into the negotiations
the securing by Warner
Brothers of the motion picture rights
to James W. Gerard's story of "My

leading

to

Germany" and examine
made by the completed

Four Years

in

the record
production.

The bookings were practically of
size, when it is considered that

dram-

happenings in the history of
the motion picture is uncovered
atic

when we

Germany' by
Penny

Picture Rights of ""My Four Years in

record

a comparatively few months the
armistice was declared and the popular
interest in the picture consequently
shortened.
The picture brought in over three
quarters of a million dollars. In England, B. Nichols made a fortune on the
in

rights.

As

of that tirne

was

"Peril of the Plains,"

Dot Farley and
produced by George P. Hamilton.
In 1914, owing to differences as to
policy with others who had obtained
control of the company, the Warners
retired and formed the United Film
in five reels, featuring

Service.

^FTER

a short trial of the old order
of one and two reel subjects it was
quickly decided to go back to three

In reviewing those negotiations, too,
we obtain a vivid insight into the

Mr. Gerard, who had taken
the word of the Warners, he received

personality of Harry M. Warner, of
his forcefulness and persistence and
of his remarkable ability in "selling"
his organization.
In the face of stiJff competition from
other producers, some of them offering
what at the time appeared to be fabulous sums and in cash for the motion
picture rights of the popular book,
Harry Warner secured them for his
firm without the deposit of a penny.

royalties that totaled nearly six figures.

reels,

Incidentally in the intei^ening years he
has been one of the Warners' staunch-

was increased to five parts.
was demonstrated that an exhibitor
preferred to pay $50 for a feature he

Out in Los Angeles Sam and Jack
Warner read the story which was being syndicated in newspapers and saw
the

possibilities

of

the tale

if

trans-

lated to the screen.

They immediately wired Mr. Gerard
in

Washington asking if the rights were
There came a quick re-

available.

sponse
"Yes.
:

What

is

your proposition?"

The brothers without
relayed the telegrams to
in

New

train for

York.
The
Washington.

loss

of

time

Harry Warner
latter

took the

est

to

friends.

JJARRY

M-.

and educated

The

in

was born
Youngstown, Ohio.

venture of the family in the
film business was in 1903, when Abe
Warner opened the Cascade Theatre
in Newcastle, Pa.
first

Just a bit later Harry Warner, who
been a worker in the family
general store in Youngstown, went to
Pittsburgh and started the Duquesne

had

Amusement

Supply Company, with
quarters in the Bakewell Building.
There were four other exchanges in
the city at the time, conducted by

Rowland & Clark, the Wonderland
T^'lm Company, Charles
Reilly and
Frank Hatch.
The Duquesne distributed among
other product that of the Edison and
Gaumont studios in fact, of practi-

—

companies that later were
known as the General Film group. In
1910, the exchange was sold to General
cally all the

'pHE

result of the conference was
Mr. Warner came back to New
York and began the preparation of a

that

All he possessed
of security that he was not

script of the story.
in the

way

wasting his time was a note from Mr.

Gerard to the effect that if the Warners
would show him a script he considered
interesting enough for him to okeh he
would enter into a contract for its
production.
All Mr. Gerard possessed was a belief in the integrity of Mr. Warner and
in his ability to produce a picture according to the version roughly and
verbally sketched to him.
Mr. Gerard in those days was a busy
man. When the script was completed
the diplomat was in San Francisco.

Harry Warner wired he was on his
way and met the author in the Bay
City.
He accompanied Mr. Gerard on
the train to Los Angeles, and when
Los Angeles was reached the script

Mr. Warner rested in Youngstown
few months. Then, in 191 1, with
Harry Lande, who by the way still is
in the exchange business in Pittsburgh,
for a

started

the

Pittsburgh

Photoplay

Company, with offices in Ferry Street.
The nrodnct handled was independent,
of that of the Sales Company.
Then came the split in the latter
organization and the resulting formaThe
tion of Mutual and Universal.
exchange was sold to Rowland & Clark
and the Warners came on to New
York.
Warners' Features opened
145

two
and
was

offices ai

Forty-fifth Street. The first
features issued were "Redemption"
"The Glass Coffin." The business
expanded to three three-reel feat-

West

ures a week.

One

of the

more successful subjects

make

a splurge

on than

to play

his short stuff uninterruptedly.

Mr. Warner was not particularly
active at the time he started negotiations for "My Four Years in Germany," but he has been ever since. It
may have been forgotten that this subject was distributed by First National,
being one of the first successes of that
organization and going far to introduce

company to exhibitors.
The more recent activities of the
company have included the building of
a great studio in Los Angeles.
This
was erected under the supervision of
Sam Warner, and from his own genthe

eral plan as well.

Jack Warner's bent is in the line
of the technical side of production, in
which he is widely experienced.
Abe Warner gives much of his ?ttention to sellinq: problems, although it

mav

be said that there really is no
arbitrary division of the duties of the
organization between the four brothers.

JJARRY WARNER,

who heretofore
resided in the East, is now
bu'lding a home in the Wilshire district
in Los Angeles, and it is probable he
h-'s

devote an increasing amount of
time to production matters.
One of the achievements of which

will

his

Vr. Warner
is

the

is

alliance

said really to be

with

proud

David

Belasco
under which Warner Brothers secured
several of the famous producer's best

known subjects for adaptation.
From small beginnings the Warners
have progressed to a position of eminence in the field of independent producers. The program of their company
for the current year embraces a group
of eighteen productions, the quality of

which judged by those which have been
issued have been recognized by the

But

trade at large.
The plans of the brothers for the
future are described as in every way
consistent with their advance in the

made.

past.

had been read and accepted as

satis-

factory.

Then came
the money.
picture was

Film.

he

It

could

WARNER

and shortly after the length of

releases

the question of finding
it was found and the
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[HE coming of 1924

Our Own
Yuletide

Greetings

brings with

it

that

feeling of eager ex-

pectations

and
the motion

for

bigger

better things in

picture industry.

To You
of the

Industry

Mainly because 1923 has
been so good to every
branch of this industry of

^^^^

ours.

And we

that

feel

it

has

been especially good to the
Exhibitors Trade Review.
Mainly because of you and
you and you.

Accordingly
and

Editors

staff

of

Managers

is

its

11

highly appreciative of this

opportunity to express their
appreciation

operation

of

by

your co-

wishing

the

entire industry

HEALTH, WEALTH
and

HAPPINESS

i

December
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THEATRE EQUIPMENT DIRECTORY
Keeping Abreast of the Equipment Market
Will Educate the Exhibitor to the Newest and Best Devices for

Building a Modern Theatre and Pleasing Patrons

THE

standing of a motion picture
house in the community is determined by the quaHty of its pictures,
and quality in pictures means to an audience the finished product as delivered on
the

screen.

The producer

is

responsible for the pic-

on the film, but unless the projection
equipment is right in every detail and is
operated intelligently, a good picture will
be marred and the audience will not get
what it wants and expects.
To treat the subject from a more specific
angle the best operator in the world with
the finest projection machine and screen
will not show a picture to the best advanture

—

light is poor.
Engineers
given the subject of light
a specialized study in relation to motion pictures aver that light is the
basis of the whole
show, and the
better the film the worse is the crime
of a poor light, and, of course, the
greater is the resentment of the au-

tage

if

By MICHAEL

L.

What is rationally meant, is a house to
which patrons are attracted by reason of

SIMMONS

'

comforts, its up-to-dateness, its atmosphere of restfulness and relaxation.
The
public will invariably prefer to patronize
the modern theatre in which the optical
and physical comforts have been looked
its

The

desirability of comfortably lighting the
is at once apparent provided it can be
done without loss of quality in the picture.
The difficulty encountered by persons entering the theatre in finding their way to un-

theatre

after.

occupied seats, is one which can most often
be assuaged by the proper arrangement of

subdued lights.
In a poorly lighted theatre

it

is

Folks will fill the up-to-date house to
capacity and at good prices even when
another theatre,
where the surroundings
are not pleasant, is showing the same picture for less money. People may be easily
attracted to a theatre for the first time by
a good picture.
They will come again if
they viewed the picture in comfort.

quite im-

for the management to supervise
adequately the conduct of individuals, whether
patrons or employees.
More serious than
this is the tax placed upon the eyes when
viewing a bright screen in a dark theatre.
possible

Thus far the question of attractiveness and comfort as a theatre's potential
assets has been confined wholly to the
inside of the house.
The word "attractiveness" is an essential part of the exhibitor's dictionary and is well to remember as a derivation of the word "attract."
"Attract" is verily his byword. It infers the intelligent, and most often the
subtle use of a physic magnet on which
his box-office receipts depend.
All the
devices and ingenious schemes of exploitation in connection with the showing
of his films are motivated by the desire

the

who have

dience.

^Whether these stipulations are the
most important consideration in the
running of a show is a matter of speculation for the exhibitor, but the fact
remains that light is very important.
And the motion picture man should

know

that the best light is the
one that for a given candle power is:
also,

The whitest
The steadiest
The easiest to control
The easiest to change over

1.

2.
3.

4.

The

subject of light in all its phases
too lengthy and exhaustive to be
treated in this short article.
But it

is

important enough to be stressed,
and the fact emphasized to the exhibitor that
it will pay him to keep
abreast of the various improvements
originated from time to time, so that
he can judge for hirnself whether anything new will help to raise the high
standard already set in the other deis

tails of his theatre and in the excellence of the screen offering.
In the early days of the motion picture
theatre, it was customary to present the pictures in a room containing practically no
illurnination except what resulted from re_

flertion

This
to

at

the

screen.

may have been justified
at the time, because the light

procedure

some extent

used for projecting the picture was very
weak, making it necessary to exclude practhe light from the room in order
that the screen might appear of satisfactory
•
brightness.
tically all

With improvements in the projection apparatus and in the quality of the photographic
materials, the brightness of the picture itself
has been incerased until it is of relatively
high intensity. Following this there has been
some increase in the illumination of the interior of the theatre.
The higher screen
brightness naturally permits more interior
illumination without seriously interfering with
the picture.

What Makes
Y OLKS will

a

Modern Theatre ?

the up-to-date house
at good prices even
when another theatre is showing the
same theatre for less money.
Why? Because the one is modern
in all the essentials of facility, comfort, atmosphere and show excellence.
fill

to capacity

and

_

to attract.

Since

Show

excellence is mentioned last
not because it is the least important,
but because the quality of the picture
rests with the producer.
The quality of the screening depends on the equipment used. Also,
on a great many other things, which
are treated in the accompanying arIf you are interested in some vital
facts pertinent to the growth and wellbeing of your theatre, it will pay you

your attention.

That

leads to the important subject of allThat the motion picture
comfort.
theatre did not spring at once into popularity,.

round

_

'

was

due, in part, to the fact that little attento the comfort of the audience.
In the early days the pictures were usually
exhibited in a stuffy, improvised hall and in
tion

was given

total darkness.

After the arrival of the motion picture
house with its more pleasing and comfortable surroundings, the number of persons
attending the theatre increased enormously.
In the modern theatre every detail of decoration, ventilation and temperature regulation has been most carefully worked out.
Now, the point is have you a modern

are dealing here, not with the
intangible methods of
creating interest known to the trade, but
with material things, coming under the
classification of equipment, it is well
worth the showman's while to give attention to the various appliances, such as
electric signs, radio broadcasters, lobby
dress, scenic effects, and the like, with
which to first burn the indelible impression of interest into the eye or mind of
the passerby.
Passersby are potential
patrons. Anything which will cause them
to pause, admire or speculate, may defer
a well meant errand elsewhere, for the
irresistible
lure
of
good, wholesome
entertainment.
Such things and many others, mean
that the showman should be alert to the
many appliances, appurtenances, and
equipment which are continually appearing on the_ market, and which can be
utilized by him with purely box-office advan-'
tages.
By this is_T.not^ meant that the exhibit
tor should arm himself with a catalogue anta roll of bills that a Boston bag couldn't hold
;and then trip merrily from one shop to
another in a wild orgy of spending.
The good showman is invariably a good
business man.
He, better than Anyone else,
\Vill know where to draw the line as to what
is
pertinent to his need and what is not.
But he can only know this after he has
acquainted himself with what the market
offers for his inspection.
_

ticle.

to give this article

_

—

theatre? By this, is not necessarily meant
a collosal structure, all caked over with
prtentious artifices, dotted with numebrless
chandeliers,
priceless
Rembrandts hung

from every wall, and a lobby which would
put to shame the Athenian Ampitheatre of
the Greek era.

we

infinite variety of

Special Roll Tickets

The

'

National

Ticket

Company

of

Shamokin, Pa., specialize in prompt shipments of any colored admission, prize
coupon, or reserved seat tickets, if sample
conforming to Government regulation is
_

sent

with

established

price

of

admission.
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UNDERWRITERS REPORT
ON SAFETY DEVICE
Projection Appliance Stands
to

Up

Laboratory Tests

Fyre-Gard was invented by Charles R.
THE
Carlson, a
abouc four years
projectionist,

ALBERTINA RASCH IN A PROLOGUE SCENE TO CARMEN
The various entertainment novelties presented by the Rasch Service are adaptable to exploitation,
in a manner which does not detract from the artistic effect of the performance.

CLASSIC EQUIPMENT IN NOVEL SERVICE
Bureau

Equipped to Furnish Prologue Tabloids and
Innovations with Showmanship Angle

Is

THERE

are various forms of service
which bid for the exhibitor's and the showman's favor in equipping him with the necesOptical companies
sities of his profession.
will take care of eleventh hour orders on
Exchanges will co-operate to rush
lenses.
films in answer to a hurried order. These are
but scratching the surface where the field
of moving picture equipment is concerned.
Now comes a new service, for meeting the
exigencies of the moment for the exhibitor.
It is not only unique, but undoubtedly will
receive a welcome reception at the hands
of the man in the trade who is alert for the
latest and best innovations of practical value
to his business.

The

mind is that of the Albertina
Studios School, which, at short
notice, will provide the exhibitor with any
kind of tableau, prologue or act to fit and
Rasch,

service in
Inc.,

enhance his program.
the studios, just a few doors away
the famous Charles G. Schwab residence
overlooking the rolling Hudson, is the Rasch
Studios, conducted by Miss Rasch in person,
and under the management of Leo de Valery.

At
from

a clearing house for the invariety of entertainment suited to upto-date programs of the better theatres. Figure groups in interpretive and ballet dancing,
folk dancing all the dances that come under
the category of classic, refined entertainijient,
combined with novel and unique effects, are
created in this Exhibitors Service Bureau, as
it is also called, and
"framed up" to meet
the particular requirements of any special
theatre, atmosphere or audience.
It is veritably

finite

—

That every creation is completed under the
expert eyes of Miss Rasch herself lends a
guarantee of the unquestionable stamp of
merit to the various entertainment units.
Marionette numbers, with the figures simulating humans gyrating up and down in midair on elastic strings, are part of the many
features offered by this concern in this new
brand of equipment service. Another scheme
in this strange but stimulating school of entertainment, is an agreement to stage prologues or acts for an exhibitor, with solely
local talent in the performance.
The significance of this, from an exploitation angle, is
too apparent to need further emphasis.
Invariably, when staging a tableau, where
rich gowns, or attire of any magnificence is
worn, the service bureau arranges for a tie-

up with one or more gown shops in town,
for a window display or for some other form
of publicity, to add to the interest and novelty
of the show.

Miss Rasch herself needs very little identiShe has beeh known
for years as a celebrated dancer on both continents and carries into her work as supervisor and teacher, all the natural and expert
knowledge of the professional.
fication in these columns.

Albertina Rasch, Inc., is the result of a
study of what the pertinent needs are in the
dance world and in Motion Picture Theatre
presentations.
Leo de Valery, the general
manager of the corporation, is a showman
of wide experience and knows not only what
the public wants in classic dancing, but also
how to mold a program to a theatre and

make

it

pay.

ago, after he had the first film fire, in his
ten years' experience as projectionist.
Right
^.then and there Carlson decided he would not
have another film fire, not if he could do anything about it, and he did.
He invented and
perfected the Fyre-Gard and now claims it is
next to impossible for a film fire to originate
from within the projector.
The Fyre-Gard was tested for three years,
10 hours per day, Mr. Carlson says, at the
Fox theatre, Aurora, 111., without even as
much as a scorched film in that period. The
device is marketed by the Fyre-Gard Manufacturing Company, an Illinois corporation.
The Fyre-Gard has been approved by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters, also
by the Electrical Department of the City of
Chicago, after a^ thorough test.
This device is intended for attachment to a
standard Simplex motion picture machine, and
is designed to interpose a shutter between the
lamp house and the film and to stop the driving motor should be film become broken at
any point above or below the aperture plate
or the lower reel fail to pick up, or the
mechanism of projector jam or break. The
same protection is given in the event that the
lower loop is lost or that sprocket holes are
stripped from film.
An examination was made of the construction details of a sample of this device furnished by the manufacturer, and the information thus derived has been given in the descriptive section of this report.

Operating tests were also made with the
device installed on a machine in actual service,
as described below.

A sample furnished by the manufacturers
and constructed as described in this report
was used for

The

device

(a)

The

this test.

was installed as intended on a
standard Simplex Motion Picture machine in
the booth of a motion picture theatre at
Aurora, 111. In this series of tests a number
of repeated observations were jnade with the
film caused to fail in the following manner
film

(b) The film
while in motion.

was broken on the upper reel.
was cut at aperture plate

(c) The film loop
stripped holes.

was shortened, due

to

(a) As soon as break was reached the device immediately dropped shutter and stopped

motor.
(b) Device operated as in (a), almost instantaneously and before more than 8 or 9
inch film had accumulated in the housing due
to inertia of parts.
(c) Device operated immediately to cut off
of light and stop motor.

beam

is based on the results of
operating tests described in this report,
which showed that when installed and operated as intended the busaking of film, or
slackening of film loop causes cut-off of the
light beam and stoppage of motor as intended.

This conclusion

the

PAINTED WINDOW POSTERS
ATTRACT ATTENTION
Just as minted window cards attract the
attention of the passerby to the picture being
advertised, Rialto window cards, are attracting the notice of exhibitors to this method
of putting over any desired picture.

ALBERTINA RASCH IN VARIOUS DIVERTING POSES

The cards are brightly colored oil paintings whose color is unfading and durable
And in
against the rigors of the weather.
addition to their durability, they are really
artistically gotten up, making them useful at
the same time that they are serving the purposes of decoration.

:

:

December

29,

1923
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ceeded in producing depth on the screen. But
in order to accomplish this they have been
forced to use a number of expensive and complicated devices.
The Prism Screen creates
an illusion of depth and perspective, and
while the depth does not nearly approximate
the depth in real life, nevertheless there is
a considerable amount of depth in the picture
which makes the figures look more lifelike

and natural.

The Prism Screen creates the impression
of a third dimension, because it actually ~has
three measurements.
Each individual prism
set in the surface has length, width and depth.
At this point optical illusion again steps in.
Each individual prism is producing a third
dimension in itself but when the observer
views the result as a whole unit the pictures
appear natural and lifelike, figures rounded,
objects solid, having length, width and depth,
background in the background, foregrcund in
the foreground.
The same picture viewed
on a flat screen must appear only flat.

Eye Strain
In the high intensities of light that are
used to project pictures, a certain amount of

A

graphic demonstration of the comparative distortion of a picture shown on an ordinary screen
and the same picture on the Eureka Prism Screen.
Not that the picture on the left is much
more rounded and natural looking than the other.

New

Style Screen Effects Projection Improvement

—

Hexagonal Construction Gives Depth to Surface of Screen Making
Pictures Appear RounHed, Lifelike and Natural

TO give

the theatre better projection, manufacturers of film, projectors, lenses, arc
and incandescent lamps, have made many
improvements and radical changes in the past
ten years, but in all this time the screen, upon
which the public sees the movies, has remained
almost unchanged and is little better today
than it was years ago.
Motion pictures were first projected on
muslin, a flat dead surface. From that time
until today the only improvement is a change
in the type of coating on a flat surface.
It
is,
therefore, obvious that certain disadvantages must be overcome before the screen
can match in quality, the other equipment.
These are
1. Distortion.
2. Front seat eye strain.
3. Lack of depth and perspective.
true color values.
4. Lack of
distribution of light.
5. Unequal
6. Short life of screen.
In an effort to overcome these objectionable features, there has been designed the
Eureka Prism Screen, made along scientific
lines, featuring a radical change from the
flat surface and incorporating a distinct improvement in projecting equipment.
In order to make certain that its design

was
been

flawless,
used in

it

has

certain
theatres for two years,
and is as good today
as on the day of instalperfect
lation giving
projection.
It is proving for itself that it is capable
of fulfiling its purpose,
namely,
to
overcome
disa^antages
the
six
tabulated
previously.

—

These taken one by one
are

Distortion

A

object will appear to the eye to be as
wide as the angle of
vision at the nearest
point to the eye. The
diagram on the bottom
of the page illustrates
flat

this point.

A

spectator

Diagram showing
the line
front of

of

the

seated in the center of the house, or in other
at the point A, will see the object
at its full width, but spectator B,
seated at the side of the house will see
at an angle, the vision line of which is decidedly narrower than the vision line of A.
Consequently the objects on the screen will
appear narrower which is precisely what is

words situated

XY

XY

meant by distortion.
There are two methods of overcoming

The second method

of overcoming distorby use of the third dimension depth.
These tiny hexagons which compose the sur-

—

is

face of the screen are pressed into the fabric giving depth to the surface, and thereby
overcoming
the
rule

the difference in the length of
vision of the spectator directly in
screen and of an observer at the
side of the house.

of optics which governs the distortion of
flat objects.
In
stage plays although the
spectator
may view the play
from a box at a great
angle to the center of
the stage, he will see
the actors just as truly
as though he were sitting directly in front
of th<^m because the
actors nave a third dimension.
Thus it becomes apparent that if
the third dimension can
be transported to the
screen, distortion from
the side seats will vanish entirely.

Many
tried

and

people

Distribution of Light

this

seat disadvantage.
One of these is to
swing parts of the picture around so that they
will appear at right angles to the eye, in
other words, so that they are in the same
position to B that they are to A. The Prism
Screen instead of being a flat surface, is a
surface made of hundreds of tiny hexagons whose sides are always at right angles to
every spectator, no matter what his position
in the theatre.
All these tiny parts of the picture blend
together perfectly and produce the illusion
of the entire picture facing the observer at
right angles.
side

tion

ultra violet rays are present which are injurious to the eye.
These rays travel to the
screen and are reflected back into the eyes
of the front seat spectator, because they cannot pass through the screen which is generally opaque.
The Prism Screen is purposely constructed
of a semi-translucent material to permit the
ultra violet rays to pass through it, thereby
eliminating front seat ey£ strain.
The construction of the fabric also prevents "short haze" and helation the fogging
of the picture even when it is perfectly focused.
Thus the picture stands out brilliant,
clear cut and sharp.
The fabric is moreover, extremely strong
and will last indefinitely. The surface of the
screen will not crack or discolor under any
conditions.
It is washable but its surface is
so sheer and smooth that dust will not stick
to it.
It will be found that its brilliancy
will not diminish with use.

have

partially suc-

The

prismatic construction of the screen
compels perfectly even distribution of light
throughout the house.
The picture is as
bright from the side seats as from the front.
The screen is of the reflective-diffusive type
and the prisms are so constructed as to
throw back an equal amount of light to any
angle within seventy degrees from the front,
on either side, or up and down.
Moreover, the construction of the screen
prevents the clouding of the fine delicate
shadings of photography and produces faithfully all of the beautiful detail and high and
low lights present in the natural scene, instead
of merely showing harsh blacks and whites.
'

PROPER LENS IMPORTANT IN
GOOD PROJECTION
these days of keenest rivalry among
picture theatre no detail which will
make for a better show can afford to be overlooked by the enterprising exhibitor.
So much depends on the proper projection
of the picture that a great deal of attention
should be given to the selection of the proper
lens in order to get the best possible effect
out of every picture.
Very often a beautifully photographed picture, excellent in shadings and scenic effects, is virtually ruined by
poor projection.
Realizing the importance of having as
nearly perfect a lens as it is possible to get,
Bausch and Lomb have concentrated a great
deal of time and attention on securing the
The results of this
best possible product.
research work is the production of the Cine-

In

moving

fulfill

Lenses which have been designed to
the four big requisites of lens perfec-

tion

definition,

phor

and

:

maximum

white.

flatness of field, illumination

contrast

between

black

and
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THE MODERN THEATRE

ATTRACTIVE LATTICE WORK SCREENS

THE PIPE ORGAN

Alteration Achieves Delightful Effect
Changes Wrought by Architect,

D ecorators

and Furnishers Produce

Up'to-Date Showhouse from Old Theatre

THE New Family

Theatre, Batavia,

N. Y., is one of the most beautiful
houses in western New York. It
has just been opened by Genesee Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., of which N.
Dipson is president, Edward A. Washburn, vice president, and John R. Osborne, treasurer and manager. The
photographs will give some idea of the
beauty wrought by the decorators, furnishers, electricians, and various artisans in rebuilding and remodeling this
Another case of rubbing Aladtheatre.

By CHARLES

B.

TAYLOR

showing

photoIn the

colored frames
graphs of coming attractions.
center of the lobby ceiling is suspended
a magnificent crystal chandelier which
formerly occupied a place in the dining
room of the celebrated Hotel Iroquois
for

in Buffalo.

entrance doors.

The

furniture.
The ladies' rest room is
directly off the mezzanine.
Soft, subfloor.

All loge seats are reserved.
The chairs
in the balcony and the auditorium were
manufactured by the American Seating
Company. They are wide and comfortable and there is a lot of room between the rows so that one can pass in
and out without disturbing the others
in the row.

HE

located at the right and are framed in
gold woodwork and leaded glass win-

dows.

A wonderful mural painting surmounts the eight leaded glass and oak
the left are the gold

first floor

mezzanine floor is attractively furnished
as a lounging promenade with wicker

There are 500 seats in the balcony
and in the front the loges are separated
from the rear seats by brass railings.

In rebuilding the Family, Mr. Dipson's first thought was for the comfort
Everywhere one looks
of his patrons.
there is evidence of the greatest care
to make the patron feel at home and
The magnificent lobby is the
cozy.
first view that catches the eye on entering the house. The ticket booths are

At

of the

dued carpets cover the

din's lamp.

entrance doors.

NTERING

the theatre, one gets a
view of a most artistically decorated and lighted auditorium. Stairs lead
to the mezzanine floor from each side

J]

STAGE VIEW OF THE AUDITORIUM

Bigelow-Hartf ord Company of
Hartford, Conn., suppHed the carpets for the house.
The Astoria pattern is used throughout.
Over 1000
yards are used. The projection booth
is located at the rear of the balcony and

December
is

29,

large, airy
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and completely equipped

modem

device for the perof motion pictures.
Three machines are installed. Two are
used and a third held in readiness for

with every

projection

fect

an emergency.

'J'HE theme of the auditorium decoration is old gold, rose and blue. The

A

large
rebuilding has been complete.
occupies the center of the ceiling
from which a soft light is thrown on
This central
the surrounding walls.
dome is supplemented by eight smaller
Beneath
crystal and gold chandeliers.
the balcony are nine lighting bowls.
The stage is large and commodious,

dome

the opening being 32 by 28 feet. An asbestos curtain separates the stage from
the auditorium. The curtain rises and
descends in steel slots. Beautiful mural
paintings, executed by the Brand Company artists in Chicago, surmount the
stage and the organ pipe gratings at
each side of the stage. There is a Wurlitzer organ console in the orchestra pit
at the left, at which presides Dusty
Rhodes, the eccentric organist. The
house scenery for the theatre was
painted by the Lusk studios of RochesThe screen is of the latest and
ter.
best type and is set in a velvet frame.

PVERY

factor for the safety of the
patron has been built into the house.
The exits lead to alleys which surround
the Family Theatre on three sides. The
doors open outward, automatically.,
Leon H. Lempert & Son of Rochester
were the architects of the house. All
frames used in the lobby and in front
of the house were furnished by the
Stanley Frame Company of New York.
F. L,, Heughes & Co., Inc., of Rochester,
furnished all the structural steel, plates

and reinforcing material.
The Wurlitzer organ cost $16,000 and

was

especially built for the Family. Girl

ARTISTICALLY DESIGNED TICKET BOOTH
ushers are used, all being well known
Batavia belles. They are in the charge
The Westingof George W. Fotch.

house Electric Manufacturing Company of East Pittsburgh, furnished
practically all the electric equipment,
including generators, switchboards and
transformers.

—

a garage a veritable community eyesore and converted it into a beautiful
photoplay palace which combined the
latest ideas and innovations of the modern theatre. What makes the stunt
particularly interesting from a theatreowner's point of view is that the job

—

was done with a comparative

slight

demolition of the essential structure of

'pmS

business of altering old theatres

has very often the effect of giving
new patronage to an old house. Anything new has alv/ays a drawing inter-

man on

the street as well as
the confirmed theatre goer.
Whar is at first merely a curious
ticket-buyer becomes often a steady
patron by virtue of the pleasing first
est for the

impression of comfort, facility and atmosphere.
In Pittsfield, Massachusetts, not so
long ago, an ingenious architect, tackled

the original edifice.

Of

course this does not infer that

any ramshackle barn, chicken house or
hut offers a potential possibility as a
nucleus for building a theatre. But it
is surprising, what can be actually done
in this respect, and at a cost which will
amaze the inquirer.
In anticipating a building proposition
of this kind, or for that matter, a new
virgin structure on an empty site, one
should keep this pertinent piece of adGo' to an architect of
vice in mind.
standing and reliability. In this age of
hustle and bustle and the unqualified
demand to get everything at the lowest
possible cost, even the good business
man might try to save a few dollars
where he thinks it will hurt his product
least.

HAT,

of course, would be a fatal
error where a building project i'^
concerned. The building is actually
erected bv mechanics and craftsmen of
various kinds, and it would seem that
the intrinsic merit of the finished product lay in the masonry, the girders, the
raroentry and so on. Quite true. But
if the theatre owner is motivated bv the

'J'

spirit that

makes

all

showmen

desire

something different from and better
than the rest, he will want some reliable

designer to incorporate this spirit

into the nlans of the structure.
The Editor of the Modern

Theatre

Department of The Exhibitors Trade
Review will consider it a pleasure to
inform all interested persons where

WICKER FURNITURE GIVES COZY EFFECT TO THE LOUNGE

these specialists can be reached.
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yHE

projection lens is really basic in considering the entire operation of projection.

Bausch and Lomb

of

Rochester recommend

this Series 1 Cinephor lens for producing
screen images of satisfactory definition and

medium

size.

Novelties Company of New York have originated
many artistic effects in stage dress and curtain devices. The unique coordination of design in arches, columns, and drapery in this set is typical
of the concern's- products.

'T'HE Studio Scenic

'T'HIS

is

the Gonio-Photometer, which was designed and built by the Kodak
for the purpose of measuring the reflection characteristics of motion picture screens.

' Research Laboratory

WHERE

others

failed,

H. O. Carlton, Presiof the Duplex Mo-

dent

A

FLASHING

an angle of
exploitation which more than often vindicates its expense.
This is a sample of
what Kliegel Brothers of New York feature
electric

sign

is

tion

Picture
Industry,
succeeded in pro-

ducmg

a
machine that
the
problem
o;
Technicolor,

solves

for 1924.

is also an exhibit showing equipment.
Classical equipment to be
and gotten up by the Rasch Studios, Inc., of New York, as part
a service to showmen, in which prologues, acts, and other theatrical
innovations are furnished to fit in with the rest of the program.
Local
talent is used if desired.

"T'HIS

sure,

of

Accessories that Help Put the
The Producer

is

Show Over

Responsible for the Quality of the Film, but

Over Depends on the Equipment Used.

How

the Film Goes

December

29,
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Better Lens You Hoped For
The Bausch & Lomb Cinephor lens

fea-

tures, critical definition, flatness of field,
brilliant illumination, and maximum cona combinatrast between black and white
tion of everything to be expected of the
Upon the selection of the
perfect lens.
right focal length depends the size of the
image on the screen and it is best to confor a table
sult your booklet to be sure

—

—

for just that use is supplied.
list
so that there may be

Also a price
no delay in

correspondence.

Fire-Proof Film Rewinder

Your projectionist will appreciate the
Miller automatic reease in which the
is
cast in one
It
winder is operated.
piece, there are no joints to rattle, no sheet
metal to warp out of shape and no troublesome braces in the way. The cutout arm
counterbalanced so that the roller rests
is
very lightly on the film and the motor will
stop immediately, should the film break.

The Question

of Lenses

selection of the correct lens may be
a ticklish proposition and it is best to go
into the matter thoroughly before deciding. With the object in view of presenting
all manner of uses of different lenses, a
booklet showing different types of_ work
and listing specifications and prices is gotLom.b Optical Co.,
ten out by Bausch
of New York City.

The

&

Powers' Vest Pocket Hints
For the novice and for the old-timer.
Power's "Hints to Projectionists" is well
worth getting and keeping. It contains a
brief article on the principles of optical
projection and a table for film and stereIts instructions for the
opticon projection.
care and adjustment of the Cameragraph
mechanism is replete with information that
may well serve any projectionist. There
is a table of Electrical Units and things to
remember. Also an extract from Statue
concerning laws governing licenses and
examination and superregulations for
vision.

Carbon Saver Worth While
There's a device on the market designed
save your carbons, made of a metal
that will stand a great amount of heat, will
not corrode and sells for a very nominal
sum.
The Miller adapter holds all sizes
to

of Silver-Tips and
sold for a nominal

Hold-Arcs and is also
sum on a money-back

guarantee.

Side Line to Aid Profits
you are looking about, with the idea
of utilizing space and making your profits
larger it would be worth your while to
get the advertising literature of the Holcomb & Hoke Manufacturing Co., IndianThey manufacture the "Butapolis, Ind.
ter-Kist," corn popping machine and adIf

.

vantages of use in a theatre lobby
obvious, as people like sweets of some
while

attending

the

are
sort,

performance.

Novelty with Special Appeal
Orgologues

are quite the thing these
days.
They are clever slides with music
score for the organ introduced by Geis &
Benedict,
organists,
and are being used
by a number of theatres throughout the

country and in New York City.
These
orgologue novelties are mostly humorous,
in which a complete story is told by artistic slides of from 20 to 30 to each individual set and music score.
To introduce them, the Standard Slide Corporation have arranged to send the first lot at
a figure very much below the actual rent,

ing price.

EQUIPMENT

projection machine and screen
will
not
show a picture to best advantage if the
light is poor is well known to all motion
picture men, so nothing more need be said
of the advantages of well chosen lightings.

IDEAS IN BRIEF
Screens for Every Purpose
For the larger theatre operating
powerful generators rather than on
Foto-Screen

current the Brenlin

White

is

made by

the

on
city

Satin
Co., of

in

Breneman

for
houses where less
electric current is required, a Foto-Screen
in Silver Tone is aluminum finished of
Thus
rougher surface than Satin White.
the light from the projector is utilized most
completely to give a sharp, clear image.

Cincinnati.

While

Gold Fibre

a

Minusa Cine Screen

make what they

call,

Purpose," which

is

Work

of Art

Co., of St. Louis, Mo.,

"The Screen

requirements, whether a cozy neighborhood
house or a screen temple of today.

Perfected Projection Work
well to bear in mind that the pro-

It is

is quite as important as the picture.
Precision Machine Co., of New York,
carries various hand-driven
and motordriven machines which are being perfected
and revised right along, to produce the utmost in projection work. The machine has
an exclusive shutter-setting device and
sprockets cut on specially designed precision tooth-cutting machines. Also a centrifugal fire shutter, approved by National
Board of Fire Underwriters and all State
and Municipal Licensing Bureaus.

jector

The

Catalogue Very Informative
The Universal Electric Stage Lighting
Company of Nw York puts out a catalogue
which besides giving

and

specifications,

is

also mentioned.

Special Illuminating Ideas
Kliegel Brothers of New York offer the
exhibitors a varied assortment of electric sign
devices, either in suspension effect from a
marquee, or built into a wall.
They also
have a service for co-operating with architects

when

theatre projects are intended.

The

concern has a department devoted wholly to
soecial illuminating effects, with which all
theatre
managers,
motion
picture
directors

and prospective

are

clients

invited

to

consult.

Stage Lighting in Detail

Lamp Works have a bulletin of
lighting data concerning stage lighting that
covers the field
in
every detail, from
switchboard and wiring, "effect" apparatus,
production
or
colored
light,
footlights,
border lights, bunch or flood lamps, spot
lamps, to the effect of color on appearance
of objects. To make your atmospheric prologues a complete success it would be well
to read what they have to say concerning
Edison

colors best reflecting
to use for said colors.

light

and

lights

best

Correct Lighting Advantages
Electric Company, of

The Wagner
Louis,

advertise

a

projection

light

Machine Com-

There are numerous photographs and

drawings, with a view to facilitate
matters in thus graphically describing information which you will frequently require.
Also to save mistakes and time
otherwise required to
read
descriptions,
were illustrations not used.

Dependable Electric Current
projection which will not cause
eye-strain or fatigue is to be desired above
all things.
The Universal Motor Company of Oshkosh, made a four cyhnder
electric lighting plant that may be installed
in the basement, in the booth, or outside
of the building.
It takes care of any variation in load automotically, so that it is not
necessary to have anyone look after it during the show.
It is compact, light and
easy to move and install and lays claim to
that big essential, generating direct cur-

Clear

rent.

Low Operating Cost Featured
The Matthews Engineering Company

that

St.
is

the whitest, steadiest, easiest to control and
easiest to change over.
The fact that the
best operator in the world with the finest

of

Sandusky, feature the low operating cost
of the Model JR generator.
Their engineers carry on continuous operation tests
to insure keeping their products up to the
minute in all the latest details.
Other
models and electrical appliances are advertised and explained in great detail in their
recent

catalogue.

Press Sheet for Novelties

of

can be used for suggesting atmosphere in
stage effects, as also on the proper use
of jnost lighting accessories with which a
projectionist
should be
familiar.
Apparatus for hire

ing.
line

descrip-

the merchandise it
handles, throws an eddifying light on the
various implements and appliances which
prices

Electric and

pany, of Detroit, use the bull dog as a
trademark, with the slogan "the switch
with powerful jaws." Their catalogue incorporates prices and data in simple form,
eliminating details which might be confus-

for the

built to specifications,
specializing the color and color tones in
accord with the internal and operating conTheir aim is to proditions of the theatre.
duce the screen best suited to your individual

tion

Symbol of Switch Strength
The Mutual

The Weshner-Davidson

New

Company

of

York, which has as its business slogan, "The Novelty Clearing House for the
Aiotion Picture Industry," issues a press
sheet somewhat similar to those published
by the press departments of the producing companies. The sheet is called a Novelty Exploitation Bulletin and contains descriptions and cuts of the various nicknacks handled by the concern.
One accustomed to perusing regular motion picture
press sheets will find a striking similarity
in the way this one is gotten up, though
adapted to the requirements of exploiting
novelties instead of exploiting pictures.

Illumination and Screen
The Eastman Kodak Company of RochN. Y., comes to the fore with a
booklet on "The Motion Picture Theatre.
Its Interior Illumination and the Selection
of the Screen" which is as incisive and
edifying a document as one could conceive
on the subject. The book has been written
for
Motion Theatre Owners and Managers, and it were a pity for any executive
in the trade not to avail himself of the
opportunity to obtain this little pamphlet.
ester,

White Light Converting
Another valuable pamphlet, handsomely
arranged, is the brochure on Light for Motion Picture Projection published by The
Wagner Electric Manufacturing Company
of Saint Louis.
It is called Bulletin number 130 and gives pertinent facts and suggestions regarding all phases of interior
lighting,
current variations, white light
converters and other points. Diagrams and
photographs of equipment accompany the
descriptions.
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NEW INVENTION SHOWS
VACANT SEATS

'BUTTER KIST' MACHINES
WIDELY ADVERTISED

Light System Does Away with
Aimless Wandering

Pop-Corn Devices Sold on
Liberal Service Plan

indicator for vacant theatre seats has
ANbeen
invented by Wilfred L. Guerin of

New

Orleans, La.
general practice in motion picture
theatres for ushers to hold back waiting patrons at the back of aisles while another usher
walks down the aisle and looks for vacant
seats, and then walks part way back up the
aisle until he reaches a point near enough to
the usher at the rear so that he can see his
frantic waving of hands and fingers indicating
the number of seats vacant.
To do away with this slow and cumbersome
system the indicator was devised. It consists
of a box containing an electric battery wired
to a number of small electric bulbs set in
slots in the front face or side of the box.
On top of the box are switches which the
operator presses to illuminate as many lights
as there are vacant seats.
The usher does not need to waste time in
walking back and forth in the aisle as the
ushers at the rear can readily see how many
patrons can be seated by noting the number
of lights illuminated in the indicator carried
by the seat-searching usher.
It is the

METALLIC DOORS AND TRIM
FOR FILM EXCHANGES
The Dahlstrom
the dark if this new
TV O more
seat indicator acquires universal usage.
usher
light system tells the
at the head of the
aisle just how many seats are vacant, and he
in turn informs the waiting patrons.

groping

in

A

EFFECTIVE FILM SPLICER
An

inexpensive, but very useful film splicer
that has caught the attention of professional
and amateur projectionists is that called
Model Number 3, handled by the General
Machine Company of New York City.
The device has a patented film locating system that prevents inaccurate splices. It is
of very simple construction, with an easy
operating facility to correspond.

c

LASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT
Rates

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion

and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
Portable lights for sale and for rent.
of your wants.
Ruby Camera Ex727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

Picture

and exchanged.

"When

Building Fireproof ?" The
message and the treatment
of the subject which follows, is undoubtedly
of urgent interest to concerns that have the
keeping of such highly inflammable material
asks,

importance of

Such considerations and the implications
suggested by the treatment of the subject in
question, offer those who are concerned with
the safe keeping of films, serious food for
reflection.

N. Y.

WE DO
Stills

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
Till

theatre owners, how the showman may augment the theatre's profits by the installation
of pop corn machines.

Butter-Kist

name of

the

Packages is the copyrighted
pop corn which the machine

produces and during the past thirty years
the concern has spent thirty billions of dollars in advertising and promotion work
to
brmg the commodity to the notice of the public.

Machines

for merchandising peanuts are
among the devices manufactured and sold
by the Holcomb and Hoke Company.
In
these machines the peanuts are roasted, and
also toasted by a curious accessory, all in
full view of the bystander.
It is this merchandising under glass which stimulates the
passerby's interest in the corn or peanuts,
whichever it may be, with the consequent
increase of patronage and profit.
In selling any of the machines the manufacturers make the buyer a part of a commercial campaign which not only identifies
him with the huge advertising done in connection with the merchandise, but ofl!^ers him

also

a service that is continuously at his disposal
for working up interest among his local trade.
Many exploitation angles are offered the
exhibitor in connection with lobby stunts on
the machines.
The firm says: "People are
brought together in one place in a holiday
mood, namely a spending mood. They buy
Dop com to eat at once, and also to take
home with them. Therefore, the bigger the
attendance, the bigger the profit."

SIGNS COMBINING UTILITY

AND DECORATION
What
ushers is
by the
Chicago.

purports to cost less but act like
a series of electric signs marketed
Frank E. Plowman Company of.

The

signs are conceived to designate aisles,
rooms, lavatories, balconies and other
departments of a theatre concerning which
patrons are likely to be interested in.
When lighted the sign has the effect of
softly glowing embossed lettering on a deep
black background. It conveys the information
rest

fire-proof

walls,

floors

and

m

i

The question of protection for the
expensive but highly combustible material of which films are composed has
long been a problem to the men in
the trade who occasionally have to
keep on hand more reels of stock
than can be accommodated by safes

|

or vaults.

— Enlarging — Copying

740

Holcomb and Hoke Manufacturing
Company, of Indianapolis, have launched
an mtensive campaign to call to the attention of motion picture house managers
and

In urging metal doors and trim for equipin the up-to-date, well protected office
in a dignified, harmonious and efficient manor stockroom, the Dahlstrom concern goes
ner. For this reason the device can be decorto show that hollow metal doors and trim
ative as well as informative.
are built to make the door opening fireproof
as well as the walls, ceiling and floors.
One of the many imiovating designs in stage and curtain dress
There is no combustible material
achieved by the Scenic Novelty Studios of New York.
in them, it is explained, and it rethe
melt
to
quires a fire hot enough
metal itself to permit a fire to pass
Ihem where used in a building with

ment

strictly

St.,

this

proof."

ceilings.

Watkins 5482. 37 W. 20th

Is a

as celluloid films in their custody.
Or is it_ a
"Is your exchange fireproof?
building of steel and masonry filled with
inflammable materials? If a fire should start
in any one room could it be confined there
without the use of extinguisher? If it could,
If the
then you have a fireproof building.
doors and trim are wood, then it is not fire-

change.

Inc,

Door Company of

Jamestown, New York, in an advertising
message directed principally to exchanges,

Keep us advised

Tayson Laboratories,

Metallic

T'HE

Ave.,

Ntw

York

loss'^ilit'- of <;o equinniiia: a
that it will offer a maximum
resistance to the onslaught of flames
is one which even to the most skeptical must be worthy of deep consider-

The
room

j

j

i

I

ation and attention.

The

insurance
of
compensation
coverage, can be of very negligible
importance indeed when the licking
flames gain access to valuable documents and records, which are often
the very basis on which the firm can
expect to continue to do business.

1?^
j

j

i

I

_t^^

^-
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LLOYD
The photo on the left shows a scientifically and
accurately constructed instrument which shows the
speed with which the projector is operating and the
film footage passing through the machine at a given
time.
The right hand photo shows a Harold Lloyd
hat made by the Weschner Davidson Agency, who
make a specialty of novelties especially designed to
the picture they are intended to exploit.
fit

NOVELTIES STIMULATE
FILM INTEREST

ADVERTISING BY MEANS
OF RADIO SLIDES
Quick

Advertisments on Film Novelties
Get Wide Circulation

EVERY

exhibitor

must have,

at

some

found that there is great publicityvalue to be gained from the use of novelties which directly or indirectly exploit the
Every exfilm he is showing at the time.
hibitor who has given an eye to observing
through what medium his advertising retime,

ceives most attention, must have noticed
that whereas the ads on handbills, heralds
and the like, are often read, they are
thrown away immediately after. Not so
with novelties. Give any man, woman or
child some little novelty, either useful, or-

namental, or merely
notice he will pocket

you

amusing,
it,

show

it

will

to others

and often make it the subject of conversation, remarking on its uniqueness or its
cleverness.

Consequently,

exploitation through the
medium of novelties has become very general which in turn has created a demand
for things that are unusual and interest
arousing. The Weshner Davidson Agency
who manufacture novelties of all kinds
have gotten out some remarkably successful things that have done much to bring
patrons to see the pictures advertised.

And

Way To Get
To The Public

VERY

clever and efficient slide service
attracting a great deal of notice,
is being distributed for Radio Mat Slide Co.,
by Sidney Cohen. In conjunction with the
that

is

Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America,
the postal authorities have arranged for the
use of the slides to put over their "shop early,
mail your packages early^' campaign.
This advertising method has been adopted
for this purpose because of its speed and

The service
established that any desired message
will be sent out in slide form within twentyfour hours after they are ordered.

efficiency in reaching everybody.
is

Policy Gives Protection
If Crowds Stay Home

Efficient

Messages

A

INSURANCE COMPENSATES
FOR RAIN LOSSES

so

This great speed and the simplicity of the
arrangement (the slides are just ordinary
strips with the message typewritten)
suggests the possibility of a wide field of advertising through this medium.
Any exhibitor,
town officials, or any merchant who wishes
to give a message to the neighborhood can
readily arrange with the exhibitor who will
charge him a plausable fee for the service.
From this angle it would appear that the

VU HEN

the showman thinks of equipment
most prone by the very nature of
the word to think of something material, or,
more explicitly, something tangible.
There are, however, things that come within
the field of equipmer* which aren't exactly
material, but which have a great bearing on

he

is

the profitable functioning of all the material
contained in a show lock, stock and barrel.
good after-thought, after all equipment

—

A

necessary to running
tained, is insurance.

a show has been ob-

Most insurance companies

will insure the
of a theatre.
But it has been
Hartford Insurance of Hartford,
Connecticut, to declare a policy on insurance
that prevents losses when the crowd stays

real effects
left to the

home.
In other words, the exhibitor has a big
feature to put over on which he has spent
more for advertising than usual. He puts
on a special display and does everything possible to guarantee a crowd.
Then it rains
and the film is shown to a small house.

The Hartford Insurance Company issues a
policy to compensate for such losses.
More
concretely, it is called The Hartford Rain
slide service has splendid possibilities.
Policy, concerning the particulars
Insurance
Anything that will bring you in closer conFor instance, the exploitation of Harold
of which the firm invites all theatre managers
tact with fellow merchants is worth considLloyd in "Dr. Jack," by means of Dr.
interested in the problem to send for the
ering, and it would be a good idea to arrange
Jack stove pipe hats made a great stir.
descriptive booklet issued on the subject.
The kids went wild over these very inex- for an advertising outlet of this kind so as
Rain insurance, commonplace as it sounds,
pensive trifles which they wore in
to establish your theatre not only as a place
the
is
by no means an absolutely new thing.
Thus the name of the of amusement but as an integral part of the
streets for days.
Such coverage' by American insurance compicture was constantly before the public
community.
panies is relatively new as compared to its
eye.
usage in other countries, most
Another hat novelty for
notable among these being the
Stars, Milkjrway, Big Dipper and Evening Star Effects Produced by 'the use of
which the same company
celebarted Lloyds of England.
Sciopticon Lights.
Only one of the innumerable realistic effects that can be achieved
was responsible, was a powith Kliegel Lights.
The fact that domestic inon
which
appeared
lice cap
surance companies offer this
an F. B. O. seal which apform of protection gives the
proximated the seal on a
careful and far-seeing theatre
policeman's cap, and also an
manager a good opportunity
ad for "In the name of the
to investigate a matter which
law."
The kids grabbed at
may prove a boon in an unexthese, too, and spread the
pected hour of trial.
advertising message which
In the field of sports, rain
the hat bore.
insurance has been no uncom:

Always with the idea in
mind to create a novelty
which would indicate or
elaborate the theme of the
picture, the novelty concern

has

manufactured pins,
shopping bags, paper dolls,
pennants
stick
pins,
felt
Harold
cardboard horns,
Lloyd spectacles, thermometers,

a variety of
novelties,
and

purses,

celluloid

hundreds of other unusual
and pertinent articles which
have found a ready market
and have brought in returns.

mon

thing.
air pugilistic

The

great openshows, principal
among these being the Dempsey-Carpentier fight, the Willard-Firpo bout, and the Leonard-Tendler battle, were all
covered by rain insurance.
Indoor moving picture
shows are not as vitally affected
by the threatening
power of rain as outdoor presentations, but there is (•»'»sibly just enough pro and can
on the subject to justity tne
careful consideration of the
cautious.
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Selected List of

Equipment Advertisers

W^e have recorded below the names and products of the advertisers in this issue, in order that you may have
in convenient form the manufacturers of the best products in the field. Should you wish additional information, refer to their advertisements, as indicated by the page numbers opposite the names.

Co., 352 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago,
Roll, folded, reserved coupon tickets.

Arcus Ticket

Arco Electric

111.

42d St., N. Y. City
intensity. Sole importers.

Co., 110 "W.

High

Bio Carbons.

American-Film-Safe Corp., Baltimore, Md.
Protection and perfection for filing motion

Amusement Supply Compamy,
Detroit, Mich.

2105

John

R

72

Felder, M. G. Sales Co., 1540 Broadway, N. Y. City
Bio-Distributors dollar for dollar,

Page

69

Page

77

Page

64

Fally Markus Agency, 1547 Broadway, N. Y. City
Page 79
Standard vaudeville for motion picture theatres.
Fyre-Gard Manufacturing Co., Fox Theatre Bldg.,
Page 89
Aurora, 111. Fyre-Gard prevents film fires. Prevents films from packing.
Film Laboratories, Inc., 251 West 19th St., N. Y. City Page 81
Illustrated titles Louis Meyer, craftsman.

films.

Street

Page

Page

Theatre Supplies.

Automatic Devices Co., Allentown, Pa.
Automatic Curtain Control.

Page

88

Architectural Plastering Co., 624 First Ave., N. Y. C.
Experts in the use of plastic materials.

Page

92

—

78

—

General Machine Co., 359 East 155th St., N. Y. City
Page 84
Motion picture apparatus, film splicer, prevents
inaccurate splicing.

B

Page 67
Co., 120 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Tickets of all description, quick shipments, inventory numbered tickets.
Grosset and Dunlap, 1140 Broadway, N. Y. City
Page 87
Publishers of books from which great pictures
are made.
Globe Ticket

Page 70
Sardine & Co., Inc., 723 7th Ave., N. Y. City
Casting, plays and stories, clubs and entertainment, artist publicity.

Birkholm and De Hart, 111 West 42nd St., N. Y. City. Page 101
Biard Motion picture projectors.
Urandt Manufacturing Co., Department U, Water- Page 74
town, Wis., Brandt Universo selects, computes and
makes change correctly.
Page 105
Brenkert Ijiglit Projection Co., Detroit, Mich.
Brenopticon improved double dissolver.
Page 75
Blaisdell Pencil Co., Phila., Pa.
Pencils for emergency slides and announcements.
Page 76
Brookins Co., 7141 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio.
Brookins Aislelite protect your patrons.
Bennett, George H., Argentine Station, Kansas City, Page 81
Coue your films with Bennett Film
Kansas.
Renovator.
Becker Theatre Supply Co., 416 Pearl St., Buffalo, N. Y. Page 90
Projectors transverters and all supplies.

H
Hall Organ Co., New Haven, Conn.
Page 73
No two Hall organs are alike, They conform to
taste of theatre.
N. Y. City.

Welded Wire

Indianapolis,
Polish.

Page

69

Page

70

81

Developing, printing, trailers, foreign

and domestic titles.
Hotel Richmond, 70 West 46th St., N. Y. City
Page 75
Moderate rates, garage nearby, convenient location.
Howells Cine Equipment Co., 740 7th Ave., N. Y. City Page 111
reels

—theatre

International Metal Polish
Capital Merchandise Co., 534 S. Dearborn St., Chicago
Theatre Equipment, booth, screen, chairs, lighting

Page

Hirlagraph Motion Picture Corp., 723 7th Ave.,

Ind.

equipment.

Co.,, Inc.,

Blue

Quill Street.

Ribbon

Cream

Page

106

Metal

efl:ects.

Crown Coloring and Chemical
N. Y. City.
not fade.

Lamp

Co., 327

Columbus

Ave.,

coloring in all colors that will

Jones and Hewitt Optical
30,

Page 65
Couch, S. H. Company, Inc., Norfolk Downs, Mass.
Intertelephone system Selective ringing service.

of lenses,
lenses.
—specialMfrs.

—

Page 93
Clark. Peter, Inc.. 534 West 30th St., N. Y. City
Theatrical iron work, steel and asbestos curtains.

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
C-H Theatre Dimmers.

Page

108

Gordon

Page
Page

82

St.,

Page

Boston,

78

prisms parallel mir-

K
Kausalite Mfg, Co., 6143 Evans Avenue, Chicago,

111.

Page

107

Aisle lights of the better kind.

Page

91

Kliegel Bros. 321 West 50th St., N. Y. City
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Company.

Page

79

Kingery Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Popcorn poppers and peanut roasting machines.

Page

95

Kilgen, Geo. and Son, 3817 Laclede Ave.,
All types of unit and pipe organs.

D
Uahlstrom Metallic Door Co., 431 Buffalo St.,
Jamestown, N. Y, Dahlstrom Metal Doors and
trim protect your house from fire.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries. Inc., 316 75th St.,

Co., 2

Mass.

rors

St.

Louis, Mo.

61

Brooklyn, N. Y. Producers, Laboratory, Distributors Theatre Equipment.

Page

75

Page
Lamp Works, Harrison, New Jersey
Lamps for Projection, Stereoptlcon, Sign Lighting,

59

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester, N.
Eastman Film Cement makes

Y.

the splice secure

ation and advice free.

against break.

Edison

Interior Lighting, Decorative Lighting.

Ed-ward Manufacturing Co., 411 East 5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sheet metal marquees or canopies.

Page

94

Elliott Ticket Co., 101 Varick St., N. Y. City
Accurate tickets, roll, machine folded, reserved
seat tickets.

Pag«

84

Page 79
Erkers, 608 Olive St., St. Louis, Mo.
Projectors, generators, cameras, frames, screens,
fans, carbons.
Exhibitors Supply Co., 149 East Elizabeth St., Detroit,
Mich. Equipment of all descriptions.

Page 71
Lloyds Film Storage Corp., 126 West 46th St.,
N. Y. City.
New film storage plant, insurance
rate 30 cents per hundred.
Page 75
Lewis Theatre Brokers, 1002 Mutual Life Bldg.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Buying, selling, leasing, consult-

Page

90

M
Page 67
Major, »I. & Co., 303 Fourth Ave., N. Y. City
Hytensity Condensers, Guaranteed Non-breakable.
Page 64
Massee Company, 115 Broad Street, N. Y. City
Insurance
Page 102
Menger & Ring, 729 7th Avenue, N. Y. City
Manufacturers of lobby display frames.
Minusa Cine Screen Co., Morgan at Bomont Streets, Page 100
Minusa Deluxe Special Screen.
St.- Louis, Mo.
Page 103
Mutual Electric and Machine Co., Detroit, Mich.
Bulldog stage switch boards.

December
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EDISON
MAZDA LAMPS
S

'*There is a Right Edison

o
D

o

M azda "Lamp

o
D

o

for Every Lighting Need

o

o
D

1.

o

Projection

D

o

Edison Mazda Motion Picture lamps and G. E, apparatus give
better pictures at savings in current bills of from 30 to 70
per cent.

o

2.

D
o

Stereopticon

For

slide projection

and

spotlights.

n

o

All types and sizes from

250 to 1000 watts.
3.

Sign Lighting
Clear, colored,

D

and daylight lamps

in all sizes

;

vacuum and

gas-filled types.

o
4.

Interior Lighting

All types and sizes.

o
D

5.

Decorative Lighting

o
Frosted and white Mazda lamps in round and straight side

n

o

bulbs.

o
D

o

Edison Mazda Lamps represent the highest quality obtainable.
Thousands of dollars are spent yearly in checking their life,
candle-power and efficiency. Edison Mazda Lamps are dependable.
Whenever you order lamps whether for projection, for interior, or
sign lighting, be sure to specify ''Edison Mazda."

o
D

o

o
n

The leading supply

o

Lamps

Lamp
D

o
n
o

You can
you do not know

exclusively.

service.

If

dealers handle Edison
rely

MAZDA

o
The Edison MAZDA
Motion Picture Lamp,

on quick and accurate

the nearest Edison

900

MAZDA

watts,

D.

A.

C.

n

o

or

C.

dealer write

EDISON LAMP WORKS

o
D

o

OF GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
HARRISON, N.

J.

o

o
D
tOB<iO
,

aoi

lOE

lOOI
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Exhibitors Trade Review

SELECTED LIST OF EQUIPMENT ADVERTISERS
Scmon Bache

N
63

Page

97

Carbon

Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio;

National Electric Ticket Reg^ister Co>,
Simplex registers.
National Power Co., 90 Gold

&

Greenwich and Morton

Co.,

N. Y. City.

San Fran- Page
Cisco, Calif. Columbia Silvertip Combination carbons. Columbia "White Flame A. C. Special Carbons. Columbia Projection Carbons.

IVational

St.

Louis, Mo.

Page

N. Y. City

St.,

112

Novelty Scenic Studios, 220 West 46th St N. T. City
Page 72
Stage settings, scenery, velvet and velour curtains.
St.,

Chicago,

Page

111.

Streets.

Page

68

Page

72

Maltese brand condensing lenses, all
diameters and focal.
Service Theatre Supply Co., 137 East Elizabeth St.,
Page 69
Detroit, Mich. Powers projectors, Transverters,
General Theatre Supplies.
Stanley Frame Co., 729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City
Page 102
Manufacturers of lobby display frames.
Swaah, I,ewis M. & Son, 1325 Vine St., Phila., Pa.
Page 67
Motion Picture equipment, projectors, generators,
screen and carbon.
Scott, John Duer, 106 52nd St., N. Y. City.
Page 76
Hand colors motion picture films.

Powers Projectors.

Northwestern Electric Co., S. Hoyne
Martin rotary converters.

(Contnued)

94

Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange, 137 South Fifth
St., Phila., Pa.
Saves theatre owners thousands
of dollars.

Pearlman, Victor

S.

and Company, 533

S.

Wabash

Ave. Page 104

Chicago, 111. Specialists in unusual lighting
tures for theatres.

&

Trlmount Press, 115 Albany
Roll and coupon theatre

fix-

St.,

Boston Mass.

tickets.

u

^

N. Y. City.
Watchman's clocks, time detectors, interior telephones, calling systems.

Page

67

V.

Co., Box 861,
Silver, gold fibre screens.
placed on rollers.

Page

79

United Theatre Equipment Co., 26 Piedmont St.,
Page 84
Boston, Mass.
Everything for the theatre but
the show.

Philadelphia Theatre Equipment Co., 262 N. 13th St.,
Phila., Pa.
Better motion picture equipment.

Page

90

Philadelphia Sign Co., 338 North Randolph St.
Philadelphia, Pa. Interchangeable letter
marquees, displays.

Page

99

Pettes

Randall

Co., 150

Nassau

Premier Screen

St.,

Roanoke, Va.

Can be washed and

Theatre Equipment Co„ Inc., 17 West 60th St., Page 80
Eureka Prism Screen will increase box oflSce re-

S.

ceipts.

VitroUte Company, 113 West Washington St., Chicago. 111. VitroUte slabs and sanitary supplies.

signs,

83

Page

69

w

R

Weshner-Davldson Agency,

Runcy, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Motion Picture Producer.

Page

Page

117

W.

46th

St.,

N. Y.

Souvenir novelties to advertise the pict^ure.
Warren Products Co., 265 Canal St, N. Y. City.
Page 75
Hilios Reflector Lamp with automatic arc con-

64

trol.

Wittenmeier Machinery
Seel, Louis, Inc., 220

West 42nd

Animated leader service

Y. City
—monthlyN. leader
service.
St.,

Sussfeld, Lorach

<& Schimmel, 153 West 23rd St., N. Y.
Five Point French Condensing! Lenses.

City.

Seymour, James M., Lawrence Street, Newark, N.
Ventilating equipment, patent fans.

J.

Page

Chicago,

85

111.

Co., 850 N. Spaulding Ave.,
Page 86
Builders of air cooling systems for

theatres.

Page

66

Page

98

Wertaner, C. S. and Son, 211 N. 13th St., Phila., Pa.
Super Lite Screens for perfect projection.
Westinghouse Motion Picture Theatre Equipment
Westinghouse motor generators.

MOST ECONOMICAL VENTILATING EQUIPMENT MADE
Exhibitors Save in First Cost and Maintenance

o
rnce
.

SPECIAL

AEROPLANE

,

.

AUDITORIUM

Iwin Fan

inch

$90.00

30 inch

120.00

65.00

36

inch

42

inch

48

inch

125.00

54

inch

150.00

275.00

60

inch

175.00

325.00

72

inch

225.00
275.00

84

inch

96

85.00
100.00

inch

120

inch

225.0t)

400.00
500.00

600.00

325.00
400.00
475.00

750.00

900.00

Send

AUDITORIUM FANS
120" to

160.00
190.00

inch

108

Operation

FANS

$50.00
Single Fan
24

Efficient

SEYMOUR PATENT FANS

,

List

BLADE

—

are

for

Bulletins

made

in all sizes

from

,36" to

any square opening, no matter what size. For
example: Should you order a 63^^" fan the price will be
that of a 72" or the next larger size on the list.
Furnished with suitable pulley or coupling for direct
fit

connection.

TWIN FANS

include shafting and center bearing.

Rigrid

Square FrameSj

all

steel-conical

or straight casing

JAMES M. SEYMOUR
Lawrence

Street,

Newark, New Jersey
ESTABLISHED

Reliable distributors

wanted

1888
^write

—

in every locality

for particulars

—Dept.

R.

Page

88

Page

96

FROM FILH TO SCREEN
WITH
millDMCyT CIIDDCIJC

DUPlfX HOTION PICTURE INDUSTRIES

INC.

KEW YORK
FACTORY
316-318

75th

STREET

BROOKLYN,

NY.

OFFICES S- SHOWROOMS
1819 BROADW/^^ -ROOM 1612

NEW YORK

CITY

4
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Exhibitors Trade Review

A

Film,
Film,

Accessory Dealers

*)6

Acoustics, Theatre

66

Adapters, Carbon

66

Adapters, Electric

Lamp

INDEX

66

Adapters, Mazda Projection

..

Addressing- Machines

66

Advertising- Novelties
Advertising Projectors
Advertising, Theatre
Aislelites, Theatre

66

LISTINGS

66
66

Rope and Fittings
Ammeters, "Volt
Animals, Toy

66

66
66
'

Annunciators, Electric

66

Arc Feeds, Automatic
Arcs, High Intensity
Arc Lamps
Arc Lamps, Portable
Arc Lamps, Reflecting
Art Titles
Artists' Representatives.

66

66
66
66
.66
'.66
...

.

.67

.

Date Strips
Daylight Camera Loaders.

Cameraman's Schools
Cameraman's Text Books

70

Decorations, Flower
Decorations, Theatre

Canopies, Bronze

70

Decorators, Theatre Interior 78

70

Drinking Fountains
Deodorants, Theatre
Developing, Film

Attractions, Vaudeville

67

Canopies, Sidewalk

Autochromes
Automatic Curtains
Automatic Non-Re-winds

67

Cans, Film

70

67

Caps, Color and Shade

70

67

Carbide, Calcium

70

Carbon Savers
Carbons, Arc Lamp

70
72

Cardboard, Sign

B
Balconies

67

Card Index, Systems
Cards, Photoplayers
Carnival Goods
Carpet Cleaning Compound.
Carpet Lining
Carpets and Rugs
,

Balloons,

Toy

67

Ballyhoo Stunts
Bands, Reel
Banners, Announcement
Baskets, Decorative

67
67

....67
67

Batteries, Electric Light.

.

.

.67

.

Cases, Reel Carrying

Belt Cutters

68

Belting Leathers
Benches, Cement

68

Cash Boxes
Cashiers, Automatic
Casting Agencies

Bird Baths, Lobby

68

Bolts

68

Booking Offices
Bookkeeping Machines

68
68

Booths, Projection

..68

Booths, Tickets
Boxes, Ticket

68
68

Emergency.

72

81

72

Dolls

bl

72

72

Doors, Fireproof
81
Doors, Rolling Steel ........ 81
Doors, Safety
81

72

Dowsers

82

Draperies
Drops, Velvet Stage
Dyes, Film

82

.72

72

Willow
Change Makers
Checks, Door and Spring
Checks, Hat and Coat

7*

74
74
74

74

Chemicals, Air
74
Chemicals, Photographic ....74

Gum Remover

74
74

Clasps, Film

74

69

Cleaners, Metal

Bubblers, Fountain

69

Cleaners,

Buttons, Advertising
Buzzers, Electric

69

Clip Sheets

76

69

Clips,

Film

76

Vacuum

:

74
74
74

Clips, Test

76

Clocks

76

Cloth, Poster

Cabinets,

Switchboard

70

Towel

70

Cable, Asbestos

..70

Cabinets,

Cables, Motion Picture
Cable,

Wire Asbestos

70
70

Coin Bags
Color Films, Natural
Colored Lamps, Etched
Coloring,
Coloring,

Cut-Outs

Hand Film
Lamps

86

Fixtures, Plastic

86

Fixtures, Store

86

,

86

Flame Shields

86

Flanges
Flashers

86

86

Flashlights

86

Floor Lights
Floor Coverings
Floor Scrubbing Machines.

86
86
.

.

.86

Flooring, Cork

86

Flooring, Mosaic

88

Flowers, Artificial

88

Footlights

88

Forwarders, Film
Fountains
Fountains, Drinking

88

Fountains, Soda

88

88
88

Foyers

88

Frames and Wheels

88

Frames, Picture
Frames, Poster
Fronts
Furniture

88
88
88
88

82

Lamps

82
82

Engines, Gas and Gasoline ... 82
Engineers, Stage
82
Engineers, Studio
82
Engineers, Theatre
82
Engravers, Theatre
82

.90

Gelatines

90

Generators, Motor

90

Globes
Goggles
Graphite

90

Graphite, Powdered

90

90
90

Greases

90

Grilles

30

Grilles,

Brass
Labels

90

Gummed

90

Envelopes
82
Exhausters and Blowers ....82

Exhaust Fans
Exitlight Boxes

H

....84
84

Exit lights
Exit Signs
Exporters
Exposure Meters
Extinguishers, Fire
Exploitation

84

Halftone Cuts
Hardware, Stage
Hat Racks, Brass
Heaters, Foot

84

Heaters, Booth

92

84

Heating, Theatre

92

Heating Systems

92'

Heralds, Novelty

92

84

84
84

90
90

92
92

High Intensity Arc Lamps... 92

P

.76

Clusters, Wireless Fixture... 76

Cabinets, Sanitary Device.... 70

86

Fixtures, Lighting

Gazing Balls

Picture

72

Bulletin Boards

69

Brass,

iEmergency Lighting Systems

Cleaners, Film

.

Easels,

Electric

;

Brushes, Dynamo, Generators 69

.

E

72
72

72

69

86

Fixtures

G

Chair Covers, Theatre
Chairs, Foyer, Balcony
Chairs, Folding
Chairs, Rattan, Reed and

Brushes, Bill Posters

84

Equipment

.72

82

Choppers, Ticket

84

Fire Guards

84

..82

82

Chewing

.

Dynamos, Electric

Economizers, Current

68

84

82

Editors, Film

68

.

82

72

Brokers, Theatre
Bronze and Iron Work

Cabinets, Safety Reel

81

72

68

C

81

84

84

Fire Doors

72

Cement, Film

Breakers, Circuit
Brokers, Play

.

81

Chairs, Theatre

68

68

.

81

Displays

.72

Ceiling, Metallic

Box Office Statements
Brass Fixtures

68

.

78

72

Cases, Film Shipping ........ 72

Cases, Medical

78

81

72

68

78

81

72

67

... 78

Diffusers

Cartoons, Film

Bells and Buzzers

Blowers and Exhausters ....68
68
Blo-svers, Organ Po-wer

.

78

Dimmers, Electric Light
Dimmers, Portable
Disinfectants and Sprays

Cartoons, Advertising

Bells, Mvjsical Electric

68

D

84

84

Flags

Call Systems, Automatic ....70
Cameras, Motion Picture
70
Cameras, Studio, Still
70
Cameras, Ultra Speed
.70
70

84

84

Financers, Theatre
Fire Alarms

First Aid

66

Aisle

84

Water

Filters,

TO

66

Negative
Positive

Film Splicers
Film Shippers and Forw'rd'rs
Film Storage
Filters, Lens

66

Adapters, Lens

Raw
Raw

7«G

76
76
76

Fan Brackets, Electric
Fans, Advertising
Fans, Electric
Film Cabinets

84

Inductors

92

Film Packers

84

Industrial Films

92

Film,

Raw

76

Film Cleaners

78

Film, Colored

84
84

;

Raw

'

I

84

.

.84

Inks, Slide

92

84

Inserts, Colored

92

84

Instruments, Circuit Testing. 92

..
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The

THE

Recommendations
Columbia

Silvertip

Proper Size to Use

Carbons

— Direct Current Only

table has been worked out to show the best
combinations for various operating conditions:

The following

you take out of your house depend upon the highlights you put into
your pictures. After all, you have but the one
profits

thing to

Carbon Diameter

Amperes

of your house

profits

pictures in light

sell

Inferior lighting

%xi2" Columbia Cored Upper

25 to

50

50 to

65,.

65 to

70.

70 to

85

.

j^x 6"

.

\

.

85 to 100

f

I

100 to 120

.

120 to 140

.

Silvertip Solid Lower
Kxi^" Columbia Cored Upper
^^x 6" Silvertip Solid Lower
!^xi2" Columbia Cored Upper
^^x 6" Silvertip Solid Lower
ysxi2" Columbia Cored Upper
%x 6" Silvertip Solid or Cored
Lower
2" Columbia Cored Upper
I XI
xjX 6" Silvertip Cored Lower
I X12" Columbia Cored Upper
j\x 6" Special W-5 Silvertip
Cored Lower
15X12" Columbia Cored Upper
JAx 6" Special W-5 Silvertip
Cored Lower

Combinations for higher currents can be furnished upon
request. Carbons must be clamped firmly in both the
Adaptor ana .loldet
special adaptor and the holder.
should be clean. Set carbons in line with lower slightly
ahead of upper.

than mediocrity; an ordinary good
duces to a

patrojis for their
interest, to

—

Proper Size to Use Alternating Current Only
The following table shows the proper combinations to be
used with the various current requirements

Carbon Diameter
%" Combination
" Combination
Combination

M

9m/mxi8" Columbia H.

I.

50

55x9" Columbia Silvertip Cored

give your

provide to

amuse, to educate, to thrill—

And

they won't keep

The

to bright, brilliantly highlighted

dired road

pidures

is

—

Columbia Projedor Carbons.

On Dired: Current: Columbia Silvertip CombinaCarbons present richer color values ; and the

narrow diameter of the

White Flame Projector

it re-

coming back to see dark pictures. Poor lighting makes every pidure poor, and will work
more to keep people out of a theater than any

High
Amperes

—

get through their eyes!

tion

Intensity Trims
For G. E. Lamps
Proper Size to Use
Carbon Diameter

reel,

The most you
money what you

fizzle.

other factor in the industry.

Columbia White Flame AC Carbons
Special Combinations

Amperes
40 or less than 60
60 or less than 75
75 or less than 100

degrades the best pidure in the world to worse

permits

it

arc steady

to

silvertip negative

bum to a sharp

and

lower

point, holding the

also keeping the

shadow off the

I

t

f

Projector

iim/mxi8" Columbia H.
White Flame

75

%x9" Columbia Silvertip Cored
L

r

100 to 120

I.

J
I

L

Projector

I3.6m/mxi8" Columbia H. L
White Flame Projeaor
TS^P" Special W-5 Columbia
Silvertip Cored Projector

For Sunlight Arc (Sperry) Lamps
Proper Size to Use
Amperes
Carbon Diameter
f

On

Columbia White Flame
A. C. Special Carbons yield a sharp and pureAlternating Current:

white

light, steady, briEiant, absolutely silent.

Use Columbia Projedor Carbons

Projector

iim/mxi8" Columbia H.

enjoyment of what you are showing and keep the
profits

of your house up to where they belong.

I.

White Flame Projector
i^x6" Columbia Silvertip Cored
Projector, or

-jgxp"

Columbia Projedor Carbons are the most satisfactory source of motion pidture light in the world

Columbia Silvertip Cored

Projector

100 to 120

to double the

Projector, or

j^xg" Columbia Silvertip Cored

75

and screen.

pm/mxiS" Columbia H. L
j\x6" Columbia Silvertip Cored

50

lens

Projector

I3.6m/mxi8" Columbia H. L
White Flame Projector
%x6" Columbia Silvertip Cored
Projector, or

%x9" Columbia Silvertip Cored
Projeaor

Write for information

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY, Inc.
Cleveland,

Ohio

San Francisco, Cal.
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INDEX TO LISTINGS

Instruments, Sound Effect...
Instruments, Musical
Insurance, Rain
Insurance, Fire, Liability ...
Iron Works

92
92
92
92
92

J
Janitors' Supplies

92
93

Jazz Morns

K
Kick Plates

93
li

Labels, Film Caution
Laboratories, Film

93
93
93
93
93
93
94
94
94
94

Laboratory Engineers
Laboratory Supplies
Lamp Dips
Lamps, Arc
Lamps, Colored
Lamps, Decorative Electric.
Lamps, Floor
Lamps, Gas Filled
Lamps, General Lighting ....94
Lamps, Incandescent, Mazda.. 94
94
Lamps, Miniature
94
Lamp Lacquer
94
Lamps, Reflecting Arc
94
Lamps, Sign
Lanterns, Slide
Lights, Orchestra

94
97
97
97
97
97

Lights, Strip
Lights, Spot

Lithographers
Lobby Displays
Lobby Display Pedestals ....97

Lobby Walls

97
97

Lubricant

M
Machines,
Machines,
Machines,
Machines,

Vending

97

Sanitary Device... 97

Change Making
Coin Counting

...97
97

Machines,
Machines,
Machines,
Machines,
Machines,
Machines,
Machines,
Machines,
Machines,
Marquees,

Film Measuring ...
Film Renovating.
Film Splicing

97
97
97
Coin Dispensing. .. 97
Coin Sorting
97
Film Waxing
97
Peanut Toasting ... 97
Slide Making
.97
Ticket Vending. .. 97
Theatre
97
Mats and Matting, Cocoa
98
Mats and Runners
98
Mats, Slide
98
Motors, Electric
98
Musical Instruments
98
Music Stands
98
.

Punchers, Tickets
Publications
Publishers

98

O
Oil

Burning Equipment

99
99
99
99
99

Orchestrions

Organs
Ornaments
Outfits

P
Paints, Screen

99
99
100
100

Panel Boards, Lighting
Parts, Projector Repair
Peanut Toasters
Pencils

Photos and Portraits
Pianos
Plastering
Portable Fountains
Power Plants
Press Books
Printing, Theatre
Program Clocks
Program Covers
Program Printers
Projectors, Advertising
Projectors, Portable
Projectors, Standard
Publications

ERNEST

MAX RUBEN

H.

,

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
....100
100
101
101

R
Racks

Rope Rails
Radio Outfits
Reels
Reflectors

Reseating Service

Rewinds
Rewinders
Rheostats
Roofing
S

Safety Devices
Safes
Savers, Carbon
Screens

Scenery
Seating Engineers

.

.

Shades
Sharpeners
Shears
Showcard Stands
Show Cards
Shutters, Iris
Shutters, Metal Fire
Shutters, Ticket Office
Seat Indicators

Signals
Signs, Program
Signs, Parking
Signs, Magnetic
Signs, Electric
Slide Ink

Stamps, Time
Stage Effects
Statements, Box Office
Statuary
Stair Treads
Storage, Film

Stands, Music
Stereopticons

106
106
106
106
106
106
106

:

Switchboards
Switches,
Switches,
Systems,
Systems,

Time
Canopy
Accounting
Theatre

T
Telephones
Terra Cotta
Ticket Chopper
Ticket Holders
.

.

.106
.

Keeping Equipment

Tirne

Tins
Titles
Toilet

Compartments

Transformers
Treads
Turnstiles

106
107
107
... 107
107
107
.107
107
107
107

V
"Vacuum Cleaners

Vacuum Lamps
"Valances
Valves, Fittings, Pipes

Vases
Vaults
Vending Machines
Ventilating System
,

Ventilators

Vignetting Devices
Vines, Artificial
Violins,

Automatic

Volt Meters

107
107
107
....107
107
107
107
107
107
109
109
109
109

\V
109
Metal
"Warmers, Electric Foot ....109
109
"Watchman's Clocks
"Walls,

"Water Softeners

"Wax Figures
"Wax, Film
Wickets
"Wire Enclosures
"Wire Mesh "Work

"Wrenches

FORBES

MA5SC£

Simplex Projectors, Westinghouse Generators
National Carbons and Theatre Supplies
115

Most

.

102
102
102
102
102
102
102
102
102
102
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
104
106
106
106
106
106
106
106

Seats

DISTRIBUTORS OF

Profits

101
101
101
101
101
101
102
102
102
102
102

Rails

Amusement Supply Company

"He

101
101
101
101

Purifiers

N
Novelties
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KOMPANY.N,

BROAD

NEW YORK

STREET

Who

U.S.A.

Serves Best"

2105

OFFICE AND SALESROOM
JOHN R STREET FILM BUILDING
CADILLAC

Specialists in the

forwarding and insuring of

2447

films

DETROIT

and accessories

to all parts of the world

since the start of the industry.

RUNEY
OHIO
MOTION PI CTURE PRODUCER

We

have

efficient

agents

and

correspond-

ents in all principal cities of the world.

It

pays to use our service.

CINCINNATI,

INDUSTRIAI^EDUCATIONAL
BIG FACTORY PRODUCTIONS A SPECIALTY

PATHE

— AKELEY — BELL — HOWELL

SUN-LIGHT ARC EQUIPMENTS
Plays, Pageants, Home-comings, Celebrations,
WE OCCUPY OUR OWN FIVE STORY BUILDING
Local

Photo

etc.

Telephones
5676
5677
5678

:

Cables:

Masseco,
y

Bowling Green

New York

109
109
109
109
109
109
109

December
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ESSENTIAL EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR THEATRE

COUCH
INTERTELEPHONE SYSTEM
The illustration depicts several of our standard types of
telephones and the wiring for our System B-12
a system
which has been installed in many Motion Picture Theatres
throughout the country.

—

SELECTIVE RINGING, SELECTIVE TALKING
SERVICE
Any station may call any other by pressing the proper button and
only the desired station will ring.
The operation of calling automatically connects for talking so that
when the receiver is removed from the called station conversation may
proceed.
Any number of pairs of stations in the system may converse at a
time.

Telephones are furnished

in

10,

and 20 button

16

sizes.

WIRING TABLE
Buttons on
Telephone

Station

Wire* in
Table
15

Capacity
11

10
16

21
25

17
21
20
All wires to be branched to each station.

BATTERIES
Use

2 dry cells for talking battery regardless of the

number

of sta-

tions.

Use 3 to 5 dry cells for ringing battery. Place batteries
dry location at a convenient point near the center of wiring

S.

H.

COUCH

in a clean,

CO., Inc.

Norfolk Downs, Mass.

Complete description of
system is contained in
our Bulletin No. 74.

this

] f

BInging Battery
Write to our nearest ofor sales agency for a
copy of the bulletin, and
fice

for prices.

We can arrange with
your regular electrical contracting firm for the installation of this system or we
can furnish your own electrician the necessary installation data.

Nq.42

BOSTON OFFICE
170 PURCHASE ST.

S H,

COUCH COMPANY, Inc

FACTORY AND
MAIN OFFICE

CHICAGO OFFICE
W. MADISON ST.

337

NORFOLK DOWNS, MASS.
SALES AGENCIES

SIERRA ELECTRIC CO., San Francisco, Los Angeles,
GRIFFITH & GRAZE, Cleveland
CADILLAC METAL PRODUCTS CO., Detroit

Seattle

G. L.
G. H.

Mac GILLIVRAY &

JOHN

STEINHANS,
R.

St.

CO., LTD., Montreal
Louis

HOLLINGSWORTH,

Philadelphia
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ACOUSTICS, Theatre

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29Paul St., Rochester,
39 St.

-

Hamlin, Irving, 716 University
Place, Evanston, 111.

White Mfg. Co., J. H., Ill N.
Third St.. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Co.,
Insulation
International
Minneapolis, Minn. "Insulite."
Union Acoustical Co., 104 S.
17th St., St. Louis, Mo.

ADAPTERS,

ADAPTERS,

Newton, Chas.

Carboii

St.,

331

W.

18th

Best Devices,

Powers

Krker

Precision Machine Co., Inc., 379
E. 34th St., N. Y. City.

Cleveland, Ohio.
"Best."
Bros. Optical Co., 608
Ulive St., St. Louis, Mo. (See

Adv.)
Exhibitors Supply

St.,

Co.,

Franklin Electric Products
Prospect Ave., S.
750

Nicholas, 90 Gold

N. Y. City.

ADAPTERS, Mazda

Co.,

Pro-

Cleveland, Ohio.

Fulco Reg-ular Carbon Adapters
See E. E. Fulton.
Fulco Super Carbon Adapters

See
Incandescent
Adapters.)

—

See E. E. Fulton.
Fulton, E. E., 3206 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago, 111. "Regular," "Su-

Independent Movie Supply Co.,
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Leland Theatre Supply Co., 97
St..

Electric

Lamp

(See also Incandescent Projection Adapters)
Benjamin Electric Mfg. Co., 128
S.

Sangamon

Bryant

St.,

Electric

& Fixture Co.,
107 W. 13th St., N. T. City.
Enterprise Optical Co., 564 Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Electric
St.,

Co.,

82

L.,

Boston, Mass.

Franklin Electric Products Co.,
750 Prospect Ave., S. E. Cleveland, Ohio.
General Electric.
N. Y.

Co.,

Automatic Adding Machine

Co.,

Mass.
Multipost Co., 51 Centre St.,
Rochester, N. Y.
New Writerpress Co., Hull &
Wharf Sts., Shelton, Conn.
Pollard-Alling Mfg. Co., 312 E.
23rd St., New York City.

Dale Lighting

Sudbury

dressograph."
Auto - Mailing Machinery
Pitchburg, Mass.

148 Duane St., New York City.
Elliott Addressing Machine Co.,
143 Albany St., Cambridge,

Chicago. 111.
BridgeCo.,

port, Conn.

Erickson

Rapid Addressing Machine
46 W.
City.

Schenectady,

& Hegeman, Hartford,
Conn.
National Electric Lamp Works,
Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Stewart, F. H., 37 N. 7th St.,
Phila, Pa.
E^lectrlc

Co., E. Pittsbargrh,

&

Pa.

Main

23rd

St.,

New York

at Goodell, Buffalo, N. Y.

Stickney & Montague, Chattanooga, Tenn.

Wallace Addressing Mach.
116 W.
City.

14th

St.,

Mtg,

Co.,

New York
& Mfg.

Co.,

The, 1741 Euclid

Ave., Cleveland, O. (See Adv.)
Elect. Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.

Chicago

Electrical -Products Corp., 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles.

Exhibitors Supply Co., Chicago.
Frink, Inc., 1. P., 24th St. & 10th
Kausalite Mfg. Co., 6134 Evans
.Ave., Chicago, 111., "Kaus-a.

llte."

Co.,

At-

lanta, Ga.

Major Equipment Co., 2518 Cullom Ave., Chicago.

AISLE ROPE and

Fittings

D. C. Humphreys Co., 909 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Novelty
Scenic
Studios,
220
West 46th St., New York City.

Volt

1221 Arch
Philadelphia, Pa.

Biddle,

James

G.,

Broadway, N. Y.

General

ARC FEEDS,

525

ARCS, High

Intensity Projection
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. "G-E."
Howells-Cine Equipment Co.,
Inc., 748

34th

Electrical

Walnut

(See

Lamps, Arc).

ARC LAMPS,

Portable

(See Lamps, Arc).

ARC LAMPS,

W.

Projector
(See Lamps,

Reflecting

Reflecting,

Projector)

Chicago,

ART TITLES

111.

Co.,

N. Y. City.

ARC LAMPS
St.,

Instrument
St.,

St.,

& DeHart, 111 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City, "Sum
Light Arc." (See Adv.)
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Birkholm

land, Ohio.
Co., 1648

7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Povrer Company, Nicholas, 90
Gold St., N Y. City.
Precision Machine Co., 319 B.

Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Hlckok Elect. Inst. Co., CleveJewell

Automatic

(See Controls, Arc)

Co., 755 BoylBoston, Mass.
Electric Co., Schenec-

Co.,

City.

"(Guarantee."
& Patterson, 23 Murray St.. N. Y. City.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.

St.,

tady, N. Y.
Harvard Electric

Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Westinghouse

(See Titles, Film)

FRENCH CONDENSING LENSES

F

V

I

E* P OT N T

Trade Mark Reg. U.

S.

Patent Office

PLANO CONVEX-DOUBLE CONVEX-MENISCUS
All

Point" Condensers Etched with the-^
Genuine "Five
and Every Wrapper and Label Bears the Trade Mark

POINT"

"FIVE

AND FOCAL LENGTHS

ALL REGULAR DLVMETERS
273" Diam. for Stereo
31/^"

Work.

5

&

6" Diam. for Spotlights

8-9

Diam. for Baby Spots.

Diam. for
rStudio Work

I

10

414" Diam. for Projection.

12

&

14'

Obtmnable from Leading Supply Houses

SUSSFELD, LORSCH
153 West 23rd

St.

& SCHIMMEL

Sole importers

162

Stanley

Burton-Rogers
ston

Co.,

Pettes & Randall, 150 Nassau
(See Adv.)
St., N. Y. City
Partrick & Wilkins Co., 51 N.
Pa.
Philadelphia,
7th
St.,

(See Adv.)

AMMETERS,

Appliance

Holtzer-Cabot Co., 125 Armory
St., Boston, Mass.
Ostrander & Co., W. R., 371

Ave., N. Y. City.

Lucas Theatre Supply

Conn.

Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.
Edwards & Co., 140th & Exterior Sts., N. Y. City.

Theatre

Davidson,

AISLELITES, Theatre

Co., E. Pittsburg, Pa.

Writerpress
Lettergraph
Shelton, Conn.

(See

nia.

1608
Times Bldg., N. Y. City (See
Adv.)

Westinghouse Electric

Adv.)

&

Weshner

Co.,

"Belknap System."
Smart Addressing Mach. Corp.

Hart

Westlngboase

ADVERTISING,

Exploitation
Beers-Keeler-Bowman Co., Inc.,
Norwalk, Conn.
ANNUNCIATORS, Electric
Ansonia Electrical Co., AnsoAutomatic

Advertising)

Projectors,

"Chicago."

Addressing Machine Co,. 859
Niagara St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Addressograph Co., 901 Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111. "Ad-

Montpelier, Vt.

ADAPTERS,

Projection

ADDRESSING AND MAILING MACHINES

per."

State

(See

Brookins

jection

E.

&

Exploitation

See Novelties,
Advertising.

Chicago,

Co.,

111.

ANIMALS, Toy

TIES

ADVERTISING PROJECTORS

Lens

L,
N. Y. City.

NOVEL-

ADVERTISING

N. Y.

New York

Arc,

December
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29,

ARTISTS' REPRESENTA-

TIVES

BANNERS, Announcement

(See Casting Agencies).

ATTRACTIONS, Vaudeville
Bohler's

Attractions, Charles,
Bldg., Chicago, III. (See Adv.)
The Fally Marhrus Agency, 1547

Woods Theatre

New York

Broadway,

(See Adv.)
Morris, Wm.,
N. Y. City.

Shea

-

City.

Broadway,

1499

McCallum Booking Of-

fices, 318 Erie
land, Ohio.

Cleve-

Bldg.,

Kraft
way, N. T. City.
Attraction,

Broad-

1476

AUTOCHROMES
Fitzsimons, R.

5th Ave.,

75

J.,

N. T. City.

AUTOMATIC CURTAINS
Curtain Operators,

(See

Elec-

tric).

N O N-R E-

A UTOMATIC

WINDS
16

Co.,

46th

"W.

N. T. City.

BALCONIES
ISdwards Mtg. Co., 411-451 East
Fifth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(See Adv.)

BALLOONS, Toy
ing
Barr Rubber

Advertis-

Products

Co.,

Lorain, Ohio.
Faultless Rubber Co., Ashland,
Ohio.

Howe Baumann

Balloon

Co.,

187 Murray St., Newark, N. J.
Mohican Rubber Co., 250 Miller

Ashland, Ohio.
Novelty
Rubber
Sales
St.,

Co.,

Akron, Ohio.

Reed Rubber

Co., 1156

Dorr

BALLYHOO STUNTS,

&

Decorating

Wabash

Ave.,

Co.,

Chi-

111.

way, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hennegan, & Co., 311 Genesee
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Co., D. C, 909 FilSt., Philadelphia, Pa.
Markendorff, S., 159 W. 23d St.,
N. Y. City.
National Poster Co., 518 Mailers Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Playhouse Advertising Co., 49th
St. & 7th Ave., N. Y. City.
St.,

Humphreys
bert

BASKETS,

Decorative

Gudeman & Co., 30 Irving PI.,
N. Y. City
D. C. Humpheys Co., 909 Filbert

No

Philadelphia, Pa.
Netschert, Frank, 61 Barclay
St., N. Y. City
Randall, A. L. Co., 180 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago.

Ex-

you need some first class rush
service, order Globe Tickets.

Ohio.

Advertising)

Inventory

Adv.)

— See National Carbon
Co.
Eveready— See .American Ever
Ready Works.
Hot Shot— See National Carbon
Co.
Columbia

you won't
you use our

Numbered

Tickets.

Try them in your Theatre.

Long Island

Ave.,

City, N. Y.

if

They keep an accurate record
of your stock on hand.

Howell Cine Equipment Co.
Carbon
Co.,
303
National

Thompson

make quick shipments

necessary, but

need rush orders

"Eveready." (See

City, N. Y.

can

when

Long Island

Ave.,

"Columbia," "Hot

(See Adv.)
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29
Paul St., Rochester,
39
St.
Shot."

N. Y.

GLOBE TICKET COMPANY

BELLS AND BUZZERS
Co.
—See Ansonia Electric
Ansonia,
Ansonla Electric

120 N. 12th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Los

Angeles

-

New York

-

San

Francisco

Co.,

Eureka,"

"Acme,"

"Wizard"
Automatic Appliance

Co., 162
Ave., Boston, Mass.
Co., 125 Armory
"Berlin,"
Boston, Mass.

Columbus

Holtzer-Cabot

BANDS, Reel

St.,

Pubg.
A., 52

We

light and Flashlight
American Ever Ready Works
of National Carbon Co., 303

Thompson

your Ticket supply has run

If

lower than you intended, and

Schroeder Artificial Flower Co.,
6023 Superior Ave., Cleveland,

Conn.

ploitation

Guessing

St.,

Acme

(See Novelties, Exploitation and

Oreene, P.

S.

EnkeboU Art Co., Omaha, Neb.
Hayden & Co., Inc., 106 Broad-

St.,

Toledo, Ohio.
Shure,
Co.,
N.,
Madison
Franklin Sts., Chicago, 111.

Bargains

1345
cago,

BATTERIES, Electric

Feaster Mfg.
St.,

&

Chicago Flag

Co.,

Essex,

Rumford

Ave..

Waltham, Mass.
Tension Envelope Co., 87 34th
St, Bush Terminal, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

"Hub Dome"
Hub Dome —See Holtzer-Cabot
Co.

Keil & Son, Francis, 401 B.
"Reli163d St., N. Y. City.
ance."
^
Co.
Lungen See Edwards &

—

CONDENSER INSURANCE
Guaranteed Non-Breakable

HYNTENSITY
CONDENSERS
No Spherical Aberration
One-Piece Condenser
Increases light and gives sharper definition
Non-Pitting Device included
See your dealer or write Department

MAJOR &

Are Distributors of High Grade

Motion Picture Equipment, Simplex Projectors, General ElectricMotorGenerators, Superlite
Screens,
Columbia
(National) Electra and
Bio Carbons, Auto
matic Arc Controls

Mazda Equipments, Cinephor and

"Patent Applied For"

303 Fourth Ate.

We

CO.

W
N^^^erk

Gundlach Lenses, Vallen Automatic Curtain Machines, Brenkert Spotlights, Beacon Portable Projectors and All
Superior Supplies for Motion Picture Theatres

Satisfactory Service Guaranteed
Where we install our specialties
Cleveland Magneto WJitj:hman's Clocks
American Watchman's Time Detectors
Supervisory Watchman's Systems
Electric Time System (Master Clock and
Secondary Clocks)
Auto-phone Systems Interior Telephone Sytems
Portable

Watchman's Clocks

OUR SERVICE

IS

UNEXCELLED.

LEWIS M. SWAAB

& SON

1325 and 1327 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Automatic Calling Systems Employees' Clocks
Supplies for

all

recording clocks, etc.
in exchange.

Old Systems taken

PETTES & RANDALL COMPANY
150 NASSAU STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

The House, Twenty Years Old and Known
from Coast

to Coast.
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AND BUZZARS

BELLS

—Continued

Manhattan Electrical Supply
Co., 17 Park PI.. N. T. City.
Ostrander & Co., W. R., 371
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Pettes & Randall, ISO Nassau
(See Adv.)

N. V. City.

St.,

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. T.

BELLS, Musical
Deag-an,

C,

J,

Electric
Berteau

1758

Ave., Chicago,

111.

Federal Sign System
cago,

Chi-

Co.,

111.

Mayland & Son, Rowland
54 "Wllloughby
N. T.

H.,

W.,

Haven,
(for

Mass.

BENCHES, Cement
National Plastic Relief

Elm

St.,

Co., 416-

Cincinnati, Ohio.

National Plastic Relief

Elm

St.,

Co., 416-

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Co.,

Buffalo,

N.

Y.

Carrier Engineering Co.,
arli, N. J. (See Adv.)

Clarage

Fan

Co.,

New-

Kalamazoo,

Mich.

Fulton

Co.,

Rus-

Kinetic Engineering Co., 6161
Baltimore Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Organ Power Co., The, Hartford, Conn.
"Orgoblo."

BOLTS, Panic
&

Conn.

E. E., 3298 Carroll

Ave., Chicago.
Electric Ventilating Co., Chi"Universal."
cago, 111.
Seymour, James M., Ijawrence
St.. Newark, N. J.
Stnrtevant Co., B.
Parle, Mass.

ware

(See Adv.)
F.,

Hyde

Mattison Co., Dept.
"Century."
H. R., 232 Jay
St., Rochester. N. Y.
Leland Theatre Supply Co,
N, Ambler, Pa.
Co.,

97 State

New

Britain,

& Erwin Mfg. Co., New
"Columbia."
Metal Window Hard81

Co.,

St., Montpeller,
J. E., Mfg., 32

JefCerson

Chicago,

St.,

Milwaukee

Corrugating
Co.,
Burnham St., Milwau-

&

36th

Vt.

North
111.

kee, Wis.
Moeschi -Edwards Corrugating
Co., Covington, Ky.
Newman Mfg. Co. 416-418 Elm
St.,

O.

Cincinnati, Ohio.

K. Metal Box Co., 209 Greenwich St., N. Y. City.

Riverside Mfg. Co., 162 River-

F.,

Clay

St.,

New-

J.

Vonnegut Hardware Co., Indianapolis, Ind. "Von Duprin."

side Ave., Newark, N. J".
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42d
St.,

New York

City.

Souther Iron Co., E. E., 2206
N. Second St., St. Louis, Mo.
Standard Iron & Wire Works,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
S. & S. Film & Supply Co., 414

Penn

Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Browne & Earle, Inc.,
St., Philadelphia,

Williams,

918 Chestnut
Pa.

(See Attractions, Vaudeville)

BOOTHS,

Ticket

BOOKKEEPING
MACHINES

Flour City Orn. Iron Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Markendorff, S., 159 W. 234 St.,

Dalton Adding Machine Sales
Co., 254 Beech St.. Norwood,

Menger, Ring

BOOTHS,

Projection
A. G. Mfg. Co., Seattle, Wash.
Anchor Corrugating Construction Co., 140 Washington St.,
N. Y. City.

Atlas Metal Works, 2601

BLOWERS AND
EXHAUSTERS
Bufealo Forge

Co., 1400
Detroit, Mich.

sell Ave.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

BIRD BATHS, Lobby
418

American Blower

BOOKING OFFICES

Projectors)
The Graton & Knight Mfg. Co.,
356 Franklin Street, "Worces-

418

BLOWERS, Organ Power

Russell

&

Keasbey

Langslow
McAuley,

ark, N.

New

BELTING LEATHER,
ter,

39th

N. Y.

Smith

Trans-

mission
Co.,

W.

Britain, Conn.

BELT CUTTERS,
Scholhorn
Conn.

345

Co.,

N. Y. City.

St.,

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,

Corbin, P.

Brooklyn,

St.,

Typhoon Fan

Alamo

St., Dallas, Tex.
Bennett, Chas. H., 224 North
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. lionis. Mo. (See
Adv.)
Fulton, E. E., 3208 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Goldberg Bros., 1431 Lawrence
St.,

Denver, Col.

Harry Steel Co., O. K., 2333
Papin Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7th Ave.. N. Y. City.
Johns-Manville
H.
Co.,
W.,
Madison Ave. & 41st St., N.
Y.

City.

"J.

M"

N. Y. City.

W. 42d
St.,

&

Welnsteln, 306

N. Y. City.
Co., 416-418
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Newman

St.,

Mfg.

BOXES,

Elm

Co., SS2 N. Ashland Ave., CbicaKO, 111. (See
Adv.)
Caille Bros. Co., Detroit, Mich.

"Caille."
Bros.,

Olive
Adv.)
Stanley

St.,

Optical Co., 608
St. Lonis, Mo.
(See

Frame

Co., 727 7th Ave.,

N. Y. City.

BOX OFFICE STATEMENTS
A., 52 Rumford
Waltham, Mass.

Green, P.

Ave.,

Seymour

Mfg.

Co.,

Seymour,

Conn.

Ulmer Circuit Breaker Co., 434
E. Market St., Louisville, Ky.

BROKERS,

Play

Celebrated Authors Society, Ltd.
723 Seventh Ave.. N. Y. City.
Forrest, Mary, 220 West 42d St.,
N. Y. City.

Wall, Margaret

V., 80

Longacre

Bldg., N. Y. City.

BROKERS,

Theatre

Broadway, New
City.
Room 308 Times Bldg.,
New York City.
Cross & Brown, 18 E. 41st St.,

Alsuse,

1457

York

Blake,

N. Y. City.
Elvin,
R.
C, 852 Plymouth
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Krawitz, M. M., 1735 Welton
St., Denver, Col.
Kriger & Aarons, 1482 Broadway, New York City.
Lazarus, Harry, 37 Ten Eyck
Bldg., Albany, N. Y.
Lewis, Theatre Brokers, 1002
Mntnal Life Bids., Buffalo,
N. Y. (See Adv.)
Manhattan Realty Co., 1482
Broadway, New York City.

W.

J.,

427

Good Black,

Des Moines, Iowa.
Motion Picture Adv.

Co.,

New York

City.

A., 1493 Broadway
N. Y. City.
Theatre Sales Co., 414 S. 13th

Sofferman,
St.,

Omaha, Neb.

Theatre Service Co., 341 Loeb
Arcade, Minneapolis, Minn.
Theatre Trading Exchange, 67

Church St., Boston, Mass.
United Theatre Exchange, PaBldg.,
San Francisco,
cific
Cal.

Poster Frames; Frames,
Lobby; Railings, Brass.)

Reinhardt Mfg. Co., 326 East
Second St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

CONDENSING LENSES
BRAND
MALTESE
«»t^|°^

PLANO CONVEX— BI-CONVEX— MENISCUS
MADE FROM

ALL DIAMETERS AND FOCAL LENGTHS
THE HIGHEST G R A D E F R E N C H O P T I C A L G L A
OPTICALLY GROUND AND HIGHLY POLISHED

S S

GUARANTEED AGAINST DETRIMENTAL DISCOLORATION
KNOW TO OPERATORS THE COUNTRY OVER
INQUIRIES SOLICITED FOR SPECIAL SIZES
IF

YOUR DEALER DOES NOT CARRY THEM

AND SHAPES

—WRITE US

SEMON BACHE & COMPANY
GREENWICH AND MORTON STREETS

261

N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Smith, Wm. J., 1457 Broadway,

BRONZE & IRON WORK

BRASS FIXTURES
(See

Circuit

(See also Cut-Outs, Automatic,
and Safety Devices Projector)
Roller-Smith Co., 233 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Miller,

Ticket

Arena Ticket

Erker

BREAKERS,

NEW YORK

CITY

I

December

BRUSHES,
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29,

Walsh

Bill Posters

&

Elder

Jenks, 415 Vine St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Brker Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. lionis, Mo. (See
Adv.)

BRUSHES, Dynamo, GenMotor

erator,

American

&

Carbon

Co., E. St. Louis,

Battery

111.

Barkelew Electrical Mfg.

Co.,

Middletown, Ohio.
Baylis Co., Bloomfield, N. J.
Becker Bros., 25 N. Jefferson
St., Chicago, Illl "Perfection."
Corliss Carbon Co., Bradford,
Pa.

Crown Woven

"Wire Brush Co.,

Salem, Mass.
Dixon Crucible

Co.,

Wayne & Monmouth
sey City, N.

Eureka

Joseph,
Sts., Jer-

tady, N. Y.

&

Hart

Co.,

Fostorla,

"Langleben."
Hertner Electric

Ohio.

Cleveland,

Co.,

Ohio.

Holmes Fibre Graphite Co.,
(Germantown) Philadelphia,
,

Pa.

Howells Cine Equipment

Co., 740

Le

—
"Valley "Vitae

Carbon Brush

Co., 521 W. 23d St.. N. T. City.
Mor8:a.nlte Brush Co., Inc., 519
"W. 88th St., N. Y. City.

—

(See MorBrush Co.).
Carbon Co., Madison

Morg-anlte Brushes
g-anite

National

&

Cleveland, Ohio.

117th St.,
(See Adv.)

Carbon

Battery

Ave.,

N.

Nungesser
Co.,

27

W.,

King

&

St.,

Cleveland,

Ohio.
Electric Specialty Mfg.
"Perfection."
Co., Troy, Ohio.
Perfection Supply Co., 98 Park
PI.. N. Y. City.
Stafford Co., N., 67 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.
Thompson-Bonney Co., 45 York
"Acme."
St. Brooklyn, N. Y.
United States Graphite Co., 1430
Holland Ave., Saginaw, Mich.

Ohio

"In the

Powers

Clark Mfg. Co., R. W., 1774 Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.
Davis Bulletin Board Co., Buf-

Devices

Power Projectors
Hertner Transverters

W.

416

St.,

Film Building"
Transverters General

—

Theatre

Supplies

DETROIT, MICH.

111.

Minusa Screens
National

&

Monroe

— Hertner

Co., 160

Co.,

JL-arned St., Detroit, Mich.
Co., Inc., Chas.

Liorenzen
521 W.

Projector

Michigan Distributors

falo, N. T.

Efficiency

Pres.

EAST ELIZABETH STREET

137

Changeable, Etc.

Davenport Taylor Mfg.
N. Wells St., Chicago,

Rogers,

SERVICE THEATRE SUPPLY CO.

BOARDS,

Simplex

F.,

Chicago,

Breniiert

(Columbia) Carbon
Machines and Tickets
Lighting Apparatus

Ticltet

111.

Multiform

Sales Co., 1926 S.
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Co., 416 Elm St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

We

Wabash

Newman

have the finest equipped repair shop, in the Central West, including
machinery properly tooled and in charge of experienced and
mechanics Prompt repair service on all makes of machines.

power

Mfg.

—

capable

& Ticket Co., The, 1001
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Tablet
U.

"De Luxe," "Easel,".
S. Changeable Sign Co.,

"SERVICE"— ALL-WAYS—ALWAYS
'Remember we

19 E.

are

as

close

to

you

as

your nearest

telephone"

New York City.
Viking Sign Co., Inc., 422 W.
42nd St., New York City.
24th

St.,

BUBBLERS,

Fountain

Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleve"Qulckool."
"Protectajet" See
Brass Mfg. Co.
"Quickool" See Central

Mfg. Co.

St.,

SAVING

Brass

Advertising

134 Clinton

L.,

IS

THEATRE OWNERS

Central

—

BUTTONS,
Kraus,

THIS EXCHANGE

"Protectajet,"

Ohio.

land,

—

7th Ave., N. T. City.
Lang-leben See Hart & Co.

Geo. A.

CadiUac 5711

,

Schenec-

Co.,

Pittsfield;

F.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Co., E.

North East, Pa.

Co.,

J.

BULLETIN

J.

General Electric

Co.,

Mass. "K. & W."
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Thousands of Dollars Yearly

N. Y.

City.

Philadelphia

Market

St.,

BUZZERS,

Badge

942
Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

in Insurance

Electric

Write for Information

(See Bells and Buzzers.)

CABINETS, Safety Reel
American Film Safe Co., 604 W.
Pratt St., Baltimore, Md. (See
Adv.)

Columbia Metal Box
144th

St.,

Costs

Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange
PhUadelphia, Pa.

137 South Fifth Street

Co., 226 E.

N. Y. City.

A CLEARING HOUSE FOR CHEAP SOUVENIR.

NOVELTIES
^

*BIO"
is

TO ADVERTISE THE PICTURE.
SPECIALISTS IN NOVELTY

EXPLOITATION

known wherever

The

most complete facilities for origination, production and shipping of advertising novelties in the
motion picture industry.
A continuous flow of ideas from over 200 novelty

Pictures are shown

High

factories here and abroad pass through this office
to motion picture distributors and exchanges.
thoroughly equipped art and copy department produces our own ideas as well.
Novelties are the greatest form of exploitation Ordi-

A

Intensity

—

nary printed matter is throwm away.
a "twenty-four sheet" in every home!

The novelty

is

WESHNER'DAVIDSON
117

W 46 ST NYC

AGENCY

BCLYANT, 4177

Theatre Equipment
GUARANTEED BY SATISFACTION
Established 20 Years

Carbons
Arco Electric Company
Sole Importers

110-114 W. 42nd

St.,

New York

WE KNOW HOW
Booth Outfitted Completely
Screen

—

Stage Lighting Effects
Chairs, Supplies, etc.
Write Us Your Needs

CAPITAL MERCHANDISE
534-538 South Dearborn

St.

CO.

Chicago, Illinois

Exhibitors Trade Review

I
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CABINETS SAFETY
REEL —Continued

AT LAST!
—

quick-drying non-fading
incandescent lamps.

Comes

in over-sized cans
directly in can.

Large assortment of

—

so

lamp coloring for
can

bulb

that

be

dipped

New York

CABINETS,

New York

City

Co., 606 Cherry
Philadelphia, Pa.
Electric & Machine
Mutual
Co., Detroit, Mich. "Bulldog."
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29
Paul St., Rochester,
39
St.

Large-Dall Mtg.
St.,

1988

Y.

N.

"Autostop."

Yorlt City.

Draw-Down Towel Service Co.,
Inc.,
540 W. 58th St., New
York

Chemical

Hillyard
9th

"Draw Down."

City.

Co.,

801

S.

Joseph, Mo.

St., St.

Holcomb Mfg.

I.,

In-

Independent Towel Supply

Co.,

Co.,

J.

dianapolis, Ind.

1822 Central Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Paper

National

Products

Montgomery
1789
Francisco, Cal.
Inc.,

San

St.,

Towel Cabinet Co.,
252 Greenwich St., New

York City.
Re-Be Soap
16th

St.,

Co.,

New

108

Inc.,

York

N.

St.,

producer,

artist,

That

aggressiveness.

— coupled

and director
is

with

the policy of this organi-

zation.

And

furthermore we have proven that it pays, as
evidenced by our greatly increased business and

necessity of

moving into larger

Our organization

offices.

provide material for
every form of entertainment quickly expeditiously
from the biggest box office stars to the standard
is

built

to

—

—

players.

&

Individual Towel
ice

CABLE,

Cab. Serv-

Cottage Grove Ave.,

Co.,

Chicago,

111.

&

Rockbestos Products Corp.,
Haven, Conn.

CABLES,

Motion

New

Picture

BARDINE

Mrs.

&

GEO.

Stories

BRONSON

HOWARD

Clubs & Entertainment
Miss

DOROTHY
DAHL

Motion Picture Service

Co., 313

West 44th St., N. Y. City.
Major Equipment Co., 2519 Cullom St., Chicago, 111.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co.,
39 St. Paul St., Rochester,

29

N

CABLE, Wire

Asbestos In-

Artist Publicity

JANICE GILBERT

Washington

E.

Co.,
Lios

St,

Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal.

Motion Picture Apparatus

W.

44th
Brie"

St.,

N.

Co.,

Y.

City.

W.

44th

N. Y. City.

St.,

Seiden, 835 8th Ave., N. T. City.
"Sept." Gotham Bank Building,
New York City.

—

—

—

James.
Universal See Burke
Victor Ammatograph Co., 627
W. 4th St., Davenport, Iowa.

Widescope Camera Corp., 1321
Union Ave., Kansas City,
Kan.
Wilart Camera Co., New Rochelle, N. Y.

CAMERAS,

Studio, Still

Eastman Kodak

Co.,

Rochester,

(See Adv.)

CAMERAS,
Bell

Ultra Speed

& Howell

Co., 103 LarchAve., Chicago, 111.

Institute of Photog-

raphy, 141 W. 36th St., N. T.
City also Chicago and Brook-

CAMERAMAN'S TEXT
BOOKS
Falk

Publishing
St.,

145

Co.,

New York

W.

City.

CANOPIES, Bronze
Bonnard Bronze Co., Henry, 20
Exchange Place, New York
City.

Newman Mfg. Co., Cincinnati, O.
& Atwood Mfg. Co.,

Plume

Waterbury, Conn.
Republic Structural Iron Works
Co., 5300 Lakeside Ave., Cleve-

CANOPIES, Sidewalk
CANS, Film

Automatic
Electric Co., Chicago, 111. "Pax."
Fettes & Randolph Co., 150 Nassau St., IV. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Russell Electric Co., Danbury,

Conn.
Universal Electric Stage EquipCo. (Kleigle Bros.), 50th
City.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29
39

New York

(See Marquees.)

CALL SYSTEMS,

St.,

CAMERAMEN'S SCHOOLS

land, O.

sulated

ment

Miss

215

Angeles, Cal. "Angelua."
Mitchell
Camera Co..
80S5,

36th

Lighting

Automatic

Plays

740 7th Ave., N. Y, City.

"HowelUte."
Los Angeles Motion Picture

lyn, N. Y.

Y.

Motion

Picture Casting

MABEL

& Huesgen, 18 B. 42d
New York City. "Sept."
"Krupp-Ernemann."
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
St.,

Asbestos

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29
39 St. Paul St., Rochester, N

Dramatic

Co., 317

N. Y. City.

Herbert

mont

J.

Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
170 W. Randolph St., Chicago,

Y.

Please note that we have on our books several new
types that are veritable "finds." Give us a ring and
let us be your "Go-Getter."

St.,

S.

111.

Militant Honesty

5th Ave.,

75

J.,

N. Y. City.

E.

City.

Sanifect Co., The, 419 Plane

Newark,

(See Adv.)

N. Y.

Pitzsimons R.

N. Y.

"ReBe."

U.

San FranRochester,

Co.,

Co.,

Pullclean

O

Co., 985 Market St.,
cisco, Cal.

Eastman Kodak

"De

Towel Cabinet Co.,
342 Madison Ave., New

44th

& James, 240 E. Ontario
Chicago, 111. "Universal."
Motion Picture Mfg.

Russell Camera, Inc., 19

Autostop
Inc.,

W.

Duhem

118

CABINETS, Towel

'TP

St.,

Inc.,

327 Columbus Ave.

"B.

111.

N. Y. City.

St.,

Burke

E. 34th

matic Sanitary Device)

CO.

Larch-

Co., 1803

Ave., Chicago,
H."
Bettina Syndicate, 17

Goerz American Optical

CABINETS, Switchboard

CROWN COLORING & CHEMICAL
Endicott

City.

Stern Metal Works, 1006 Vine
St., Philadelphia. Pa.

Sanitary Device
Vending Machines. Auto-

WRITE TODAY

Telephone

^

(See

All coloring guaranteed.

colors.

Bros. Optical Co., AOS
Mo. (See
AdT.)
Fulton, E. E., 3208 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago, 111. "Fulco."
Peterson Co., C. J., 723 Fulton
St., Chicago, 111.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42d
OllT^e St., St. lionia.

St.,

^brilliant

& Howell

mont

&

Brker

A LAMP COLORING IN ALL
COLORS THAT WILL NOT FADE
A

Bell

New York

St.

Paul

St.,

Rochester,

N

(See Tins, Film)

CAPS, Color and Shade
(See also Hoods, Colored Lamp)
Betts & Betts Corp., 151 W. 42d
St.,

N. Y. City.

Federal Sign System Co., 640
W. Lake Ct., Chicago, 111.
Reynolds Electric Co., 432 S.
Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.

Y.

BARDINE & COMPANY, Inc.
Mabel Bardine, President

New York
— 3661 — 3662

723 7th Avenue,
Tel.

Bryant 3660

CAMERAS,

Motion Picture

and Camera Supplies
(Professional,

News,

Tropical,

A.IT13it6Ur ^

Advice Machine & Mfg. Co., 352
S. Los Angeles, Cal.
Akeley Camera Co., 250 W. 49th
St.,

N. Y. City.

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

CARBIDE, Calcium
American Carbolite Sales

Co.,

301 S. 55th Ave., W., Duluth,
Minn. "Carbolite."
Union Carbide Sales Co., 122 S.
Michigan Blvd., Chicago, 111.

CARBON SAVERS
Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Best Devices

December

29,

1923
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THE NEW HLM STORAGE PLANT
JUST ERECTED BY

LLOYDS FILM STORAGE
CORPORATION

IS

DECLARED BY EXPERTS TO BE

THE MOST THOROUGHLY FIRE-PROOF
WAREHOUSE ^
IN THE WORLD
i

'

"

-

-LO/DS4-1-

rn

ARCHITECTS, PARKER AND SHAFFER,

I

r irrn

NEW YORK

THE OPENING OF THIS MAGNIFICENT PLANT SIGNALIZES THE BEGINNING OF
A NEW ERA FOR THE FILM INDUSTRY
INSURANCE, INDISPENSABLE IN CONNECTION WITH VALUABLE NEGATIVES
WAS OBTAINABLE HERETOFORE ONLY AT PROHIBITIVE RATES

GREAT NEGATIVE VALUES
CAN
NOW BE FULLY COVERED AT AN

INSURANCE RATE
OF

30

CENTS

PER HUNDRED

LLOYDS

'SAVE

THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS ON PREMIUMS EVERY YEAR BY STORING WITH

JOSEPH

OFFICE
126-132 W. 46th

St.,

N. Y. C.

PRESIDENT
TELEPHONE

R. MILES,

Bryant 5600

WAREHOUSE

161-179 Harris Ave.,

L.

I.

Oty
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CARBONS, Arc Lamp

Chemical Co., 656 W.
Austin
Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
"Spee-Dee."
Triangle Products Co., 150 Nassau
St.,
New York City.
"Cyclone Cleaner."

Arco Electric

CARPET LINING

CARBONS
M.

Felder,

States

1540

Sales Co.,
Broadway, N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
G.

110-114 VV.
"Bio."
City.

Co.,

42d St., Af. Y.
(See Adv.)
Bennett, Cbas. H.,
latli

224 North
Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

(See Adv.)

—

Columbia See National
bon Co. (See Adv.)

Car-

Felder Sales Co., M. O., State
Theatre, N. Y. City. (See Adv)
National Carbon Co., lUaaisuu
Ave., N. W., & W. 117th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
"National,"
"Sllvertip," "Columbia." (See

Adv.)
National See National Carbon
Co. (See Adv.)
Philadelphia Theatre
Equipment Co., 252 North 13th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. (See Adv.)
Silvertip
See National Carbon
Co. (See Adv.)

—

—

Swaab &

Son. Lewis M.,
St.,
Philadelphia,

Vine

Iif27
I'a.

(See Adv.)

Warren Products
St., New York

Canal

Co., 265

City. "Plania"

(See Adv.)

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
T.

Caldwell Paper

Sign

Co.,

Lafa-

244

Doty & Serimg-Quer Sales Co.,
30 Reade St., N. Y. City.
Hoerauf & Co., Arthur F., 525
"Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Hurlock Bros. Co., Inc., 3436
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.
National Card, Mat & Board Co.,
Carroll

4318

Ave.,

Chicago,

"Nat-Mat."

111.

CARD INDEX,

Systems

Rand

Tonawanda,

Co.,
N. Y.

CARDS,

N.

Inc.,

CARNIVAL GOODS
Albert Pick

Randolph

&

Co., 208-224

Chicago,

St.,

West
111.

CLEANING

CARPET

COMPOUND

Rug & Carpet Champoo
"Alad-

Scarsdale, N. Y.

Co.,

din."

West

Co., 208-224

Chicago,

St.,

111.

CARPETS & RUGS
&

Albert Pick

Randolph

Chicago,

St.,

111.

Advertising

Voorhees, H. F., 953 Roscoe
Chicago, 111.

CARTOONS, Film
"vTInn.

White Studios, Eddie,
45th

St.,

160

Jewel Mfg.

Co.,

Lansing, Mich.

"Jewel."

Lac-Mar

Co.,

Canton,

Ohio.

Co., 541 N.

Capi-

"Lac-Mar."

Murr Chemical
Ave.,

Indianapolis, Ind.

St.,

New York

W.

N. Y. City.

Bainbridge & Co., Henry, 99
William St., New York City.
Corbin Cabinet Lock Co., Park
St., New Britain, Conn.
Estes & Sons, E. B., 364 Fifth

New York

St.

Wis.
Halls Safe Co., P. O.

Lawrence

1431

St.,

Products

W. 45th

521-25

Co.,

St.,

Parts

N. Y.
Co.,

S. W. cor. 16th & Wood Sts.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Niess - Waner Co., Blackstone
Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Russakov Can Co., 936 W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111. "Bull
Dog."
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42d

St.,

N. Y. City.

CASES, Medical Emergency
Accident Cabinet Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
"Kalamazoo."
Bauer & Black, 104 E. 25th St.,

Burroughs-Wellcome
41st

St.,

Co.,

18 E.

N. Y. City.

Johnson
&
Johnson.
New
Brunswick. N. J.
Sharp & Smith, 155 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

CASES, Reel Carrying
Ajax Film Accessories Co., 30
Church St., N. Y.
American Can Co., N. Y. City.
Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608
Adv.)
Fulton

St., St.

Co.,

Louis, Mo.

E. E.

3208

(See

Carroll

Ave., Chicago ,111.
Goldberg Bros., 1431 Lawrence
St., Denver, Col.
Indestructible Metal Products
Co., 521-25

W.

45th

St.,

N. Y.

"Impco."
City.
Leatheroid Mfg. Co., 45 W. 16th
St.,

N. Y. City.

Larch-

Co., 1801

Box

N. Y.

(See Adv.)
Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. (See
Adv.)
Exhibitors'
Supply
Co.,
67
Church
St.,
Boston, Mass.
"Exhibitors." (See Adv.)
Exhibitors Supply Co., Mailers
Bldg., Chicago, 111.

Erker

846,

Griswold Machine Works, Port
Projection Apparatus Co., 41
Lafayette St., N. Y. City.
Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc.,
918
Chestnut St., Philadel-

New

ing Co., 411 Fifth Ave.,

York City.
Penn Art Steel Works,
"Diamond Line."
Metal

Tecumseh

Erie, Pa.

Ware

Republic

Adv.)

& Howell

Herring-Hall-Marvin Safe Co.,
Hamilton, O.
Kreamer, Inc., A., 307 Kent
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
National Enameling & Stamp-

Rice & Sons, T.
Ave. & Mifflin

Bros.,

City.

& Frey Co.,
Paul Ave., Milwaukee,

Geuder, Paeschke
1303

CEMENT, Film
Bell

mont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,

CASH BOXES

CASES, Film Shipping

Denver, Colo.
Indestructible Metal

Chi-

City.

Ajax Film Accessories Co., 30
Church St., N. Y.
Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo, (See
Goldberg

W.

Co., 936

cago Ave., Chicago, 111.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42d

Cincinnati, O.
St.,

Lochren Film & Slide Co., Wm.
A., 706 Film "^Jxchange Bldg.,
Minneapolis,

Russakov Can

Ave.,

West

Co., 208-224

CARTOONS,

Olive

Claire Mfg. Co., 6742 Yale Ave.,
Chicago, 111. "Jinx."
Hueller, Harry J., 296 Rutland
Rd., Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Kyro."

tol

&

N. Y. City.

Photoplayers, Post

(See Postcards, Photoplayers.

Aladdin

Randolph

"Impco."
International Auto

N. Y. City.

St.,

Albert Pick

City.

CARDBOARD,
yette

Trade Review

b...\}iihilors

60

Co.,

BufEalo,

St.,

N.

Y.

B.,

Delaware

St.,

Philadel-

phia, Pa.

Smith Mfg.

Co.,

town, Conn.

Standard Paper Goods Co., 26
Southbridge St., Worcester,
Mass.
Standard Stamping Co., Huntington, W. Va.
"Standard."
Vanderman Mfg. Co., Willimantic,

Conn.

Western Stamping
2nd

Co.,

214

S.

Louis, Mo.

St., St.

York Safe & Lock

Co.,

phia.

Fulton

Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.
"Fulco."

Hakilu Mfg. Co., Atlanta, Ga.
Hornbeck, Harley H., Monticello,

York, Pa.

Mtg.

Co.,

Independent Movie Supply
729 7th
"Imsco."

Watertown,

"Hoeffer."

Loeb

Y.

Arcade,

City.

301

Co.,

Minneapolis,

CHAIR COVERS,

Theatre

Baldwin

Bros., 16 W. 46th St..
N. Y. City.
Dubltex, 14 E. Jackson Boul.,

Chicago, 111.
Greater N. Y.

Export House,

CHAIRS, Theatre
American Seating Co., 14 E.
Jackson Boulevard, Chicago,
111.

Alton Maxine, Inc., 1482 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Clark, Geo., 145

New York

West

45th

City.

West

J., 3

47th

St.,

Co., A. H., 107 S.

Wa-

bash St., Chicago, 111.
Becker Theatre Supply Co., 416
Pearl St., Buffalo, New York.
(See Adv.)

St.,

New

Family Opera Chair Co., 313 N.
Tenth St., St. Louis, Mo.
"Foco."

City.

Motion Picture Players' Association,

N.

Minn.

Andrews

CASTING AGENCIES

York

Ave.,

Weldon Film Cement

Co.,

N. Y. City.

Wis. "Brandt." (See Adv.)
Hoeffer Change Maker Co., 3700
E. 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Crosby.

Co.,

740 7th Ave., N. Y. City.

CASHIERS, Automatic
Brandt

"H. H. H."

Ind.

Howells Cine. Equipment.

Middle-

O.,

J.

Jefferson, N. Y.

Inc.,

1614

Cahuenga

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Small, Edward, 1493 Broadway,

New York City.
West 44th St.,
New York City.
Walton. C, 248 West 47th St.,
New York City.
Weiss, Ben, 124 West 46th St.,
New York City.
Wentworth,
1493
Broadway,
New York City.
CEILING, MetaUic
Smith, Jess, 112

Edwards Mfg.

Co., 411-461 East
5th St., Cincinnati, Ohio. (See
Adv.)
Pro Bert Sheet Metal Co., 21
W. 8th St., Covington. Ky.
(See Adv.)

Heywood-Wakefield Co., 415 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, IILt
and 209' Washington St., Boston, Mass.
(See Adv.)
Midland Chair & Seating Co.,
Michigan City, Ind.
Monarch Theat. Supply Co., 228
Union Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Peabody School Furniture Co.,
N. Manchester, Ind.
Peter & Volz Go., Arlington

Heights,

Readsboro

111.

Chair

Co.,

Reads-

boro, Vt.
Stafford Mfg. Co.. B. H., 218 S.
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Steel Furniture Co., 1479 Buchanan Ave., S. W., Grand

Rapids, Mich.
Co.,
Steel Furniture
Ave., N. Y. City.

727

7th

Designers of More Than
200 Theatres
C.

HOWARD

ELMER GEORGE
Detroit

CRANE,

Architect

Associates

KIEHLER

Cleveland

CYRIL

E.

SCHLEY

Windsor, Ont.

Chicago

WE MANUFACTURE

TRIMOUNT PRESS
115

STAGE SETTINGS

—

SCENERY

Velvet and Valour Curtains

ALBANY STREET

BOSTON MASS

Jgntj^ltp g>cenlc ^tutiins
"STAGE SETTINGS OF DISTINOTIOIT'
New Yoik

220 West 46tli Street

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

TWENTY-SIX YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR

i'lX!^)
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

BEST PGR THE LEAiT MONfY

S':

Otty

'E

FOLDED

QUICKEST DtUVtRY

^

CQiOSmklSS GUARANTEED

December

29,

1923
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England's Great Showman
Indorses the Hall

Organ
No

two theatres are

alike;

no

two HALL

ORGANS are aUke. Every
HALL ORGAN conforms to the individual
requirements of each
theatre.

ORGANISTS

Get the

Best out of a

HALL

ORGAN

not

because

they must but

because

they enjoy

it.

The Hall

Installation in Pali's Bridgeport Theatre

HALL ORGAN CO.

New Haven,

Conn.

Exhibitors Trade Review
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Natl. Aniline & Chemical Co.,
21 Burling Slip, N. Y. City.

CHAIRS,

Foyer, Lounge
Box, Balcony

Heywood

101

1415

S.

Bros. & Wakefield Co.,
Mich. Ave., Chicago.

Co.,

The,

Inc.,

342

Madison Ave., Nev? York

City,

"Stakniore."

DAYS

Crocker Chair
Wis.

&

Cross

Lake

Co.,

Sheboygan,

James

Co.,

Chicago,

St.,

30

H.,

W.

111.

Dillingham Mfg. Co., Sheboygan, Wis.
EJllerbrake Furniture Co., 14th
Locust Sts., St. Louis, Mo.
Gold Medal Camp Furniture Co.,
Racine, Wis.
Hettrick Mfg. Co., Summit &
Magnolia Sts., Toledo, O.
Hincher Mfg. Co. of Indiana,
Washington,
Ind.
"GoodForm."

FREE
TRIAL

& Schilling Co., The,
879 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
Kalamazoo Sled Co., Kalamazoo,
Joesting
Mich.

McKinnon Dash

Co., Buffalo, N,

"McKinnoru"
Y.
Phoenix Chair Co., Sheboygan,
Wis.
Pick &

A Few of the Many
$85.00
Easy Terms

Princess Theatre,

Hartford, Conn.
Middlesex Theatre,
Middletown, Conn.
The Strand Theatre,
Stamford, Conn.

The

Circle

The Marlborough
The afire,

and Faultless

Fastc-

Service at

Box

niture Co., 368 Congress
Boston, Mass.

Your

like

Office

errors

in

making

Mass.
Lloyd Mfg.

ier.

Reischmann Company, The, 229
W. 36th St., New York City.

CHANGE MAKERS
(See Machines,

head

Brandt
Wis.

Minn.

Newark, N.

New York

The

City

Tivoli Theatre

New York

City

The Empire Theatre
Rochester, N. Y.

The Durham Amusement
Co.

Durham, N. Car.
The Amuzu Theatre
Winston Salem, N. C.
The Adelphi Theatre

Lake

The Hippodrome Theatre
Parkersburg,

W.

Va.

—

sary.

"Eclipse."

Put a Universo in your box
"make good" basis try it

—

office

ten

111.

112 N. 12th
Pa.
(See
Adv.)
Mollet Service Co., Hotel Commodore, New York City.
Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Stafford Co., N., 69 Fulton St.,

See for yourself how much quickit handles your cash, how
easily it handles a crowd without errors.
If you decide to keep it after a trial, pay
cash or easy installments.

and better

Co.,

Philadelphia,

St.,

free.

er

Chicago,

Globe Ticket

on a
days

New York

City.

Waterbury Button & Mfg. Co.,
837 S. Main St., Waterbury,
Conn.

Wilcox Mfg.
Randolph

\

Co.,

W. W..

St.,

Chicago,

CHEMICALS,

USE THE FREE TRIAL COUPON tODA^
Brandt Manufacturing Company,
Department U,
Watertown, Wisconsin.
Without obligation or expense of any kind, you may send
day's free trial a new Universo Coin Paying Machine.

Address

Newman

Mfg.

cago,

Elm

416-418

Co.,

St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Spratler, Jos., 12 B. 8th

Chi-

St.,

111.

CLASPS, Fihn
Film

Clasp

Tacoma

810

Co.,

Bldg., Chicago,

111.

CLEANERS, Film
Geo. H. Bennett, ArsrentlBe station, Kansas City, Kan. «Flexit."
(See Adv.)
St.,

316

Co.,

76th

Brooklyn, N. Y.

&

Hewes

Laboratories, N. 13th
Berry Sts., Brooklyn, N. Y.

State

97

Co.,

Montpelier, Vt.
Co., Freeport,

St.,

Mortimer Cleaner
Me.

Twin

Renovating
Minneapo-

Film

City

Co., 100

Temple

Minn.
Bennett Film

St.,

564

W.

111.

Air Purify,

ing
Disinfectant

(See
I

ten

I

|

Burke
St.,

Co.,

CLEANERS,

Metal

(See Metal Polish.)

CLEANERS, Vacuum
Air

Way

Appliance

Electrical

Corp., The, Toledo, O. "Airway
Electric," "Airway Junior."
Apex Electrical Distributing
Co., 1067 E. 152nd St., Cleveland), Ohio.

Vacuum Ma-

Atwood-Stewa.rt

chine Co., 45z5 Ravenswood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Beaudette & Graham Co., 128

Federal

Electric

Clinton
"Bee."

12

Co.,

S.

Chicago,

St.,

Brookins
18th

Boston, Mass.

St.,

Blrtman

111.

&

Euclid Ave.
Cleveland, Ohio.

Co.,

St.,

Mfg.
Marlborough
Clayton
Rochester, N. Y.
Fulton
Co.,
609
Mfg.
Clements
St., Chicago, 111.
Domestic Labor Saving Corporation, The, 104

New York

W.

City.

44th

St.,

"The Bis-

sell."

Domestic Vacuum Cleaner Co,,
Torrington, Conn.
Pneumatic Sweeper
Duntley
Co., 82 W. Broadway, N. T.
Elison Electric Appliance Co.,
5660 Taylor St., Chicago, 111.
Electric Vacuum Cleaner Co.,
Inc., Euclid Ave. & Ivanhoe
"Frantz
Rd., Cleveland, O.
Premier."
Federal Electric Co., Inc., 8700
State St., Chicago, 111.
S.
"Federal."
Frantz Premier Co., The, Plate
& Ivanhoe Road, Cleveland,
Ohio.

&

General Compressed Air

cuum

Machinery

Pine St.,
man."

St.

Hamilton

Beach

Wis.

Hoover

New

Va-

1915
Co.,
Louis, Mo. "ThurCo.,

Racine,

Sweeper

Suction

Berlin, Ohio.

Hurley Machine

Co.,

Jack-

Co., 28 E.

111. "Thor."
Cleaner
Vacuum
Dover, Ohio.
Point
Co.,
Mfg.
Invincible
Power Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Jewell Electric Co., 4757 Broad"Jewell"
way, Chicago, 111.
and "Quaker."
Kent Vacuum Cleaner Co., 545

son Blvd., Chicago,

Invincible

Mfg.

Sprays)

CHEMICALS, Photographic
for

Renovator

City, Kan. «Bennett.»
(See Adv.)
Williams, Brown & Earle, 918
Chestnut St, Philadelphia, Pa.

Kansas

City.

American Purchasing Corp., 25
W. 45 th St., New York City.
American Tag Co., 6143 State

Free Trial at Our Risk

torium
Milwaukee, Wis.

Indimdual

W.

90

St.,

Co.,

CHECKS, Hat & Coat

The Milwaukee Audi-

Name

Britain,

Co.,

Chicago, 111.
Oscar C, 015 S. Jefferson St., Chicago, 111.
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., New
Britain, Conn.
"Russwin."
Sargent & Co., Water & Wallace St., New Haven, Conn.

Rixon

St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
The M. E. Comerford
Amusement Co.
Scranton, Pa.
The Majestic Theatre
Danville, Va.

New

F..

St.,

Conn.

Norton Door Check

Theatre
Philadelphia, Pa.

&

Corbin, P.

selects, computes and pays the correct
change instantly with absolute mechanMakes change in seconds,
ical accuracy.
which means pleased customers.
Pays
any amount from one cent to one dolr
lar by simple key selection
no picking
up coins, counting or checking neces-

Philadelphia, Pa.
The Walnut Street

The Verdi Theatre

Spring

Caldwell Mfg. Co., 8 Jones
Rochester, N. Y. "Dime."

Theatre,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Strand Theatre
Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Forum Theatre

Change Making)
Co., Watertown

CHECKS, Door and

Brandt Universo

J.

The Keeney's

Mtg.

(See Adv.)
Hoeffer Change Maker Co., 3700
E. 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.

The State Theatre,

The Branford Theatre,

Menominee,

Co.,

Mich.

chanj^e.

Ontonagon,

old

St.,

Heywood-Wakefielcl Co., 1415 So.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kelly Bros., Logan St., Gardner,

Kespect the patronage of your customers
by giving up-to-date, rapid, accurate
service at your box ofifice.
The public
does not like to stand in line, neither

do ;hev

Reed &

Rattan,

American Reed i Willow Fur-

The Rex Theatre,
"f'nneapolis,

St.,

Princeton, Ind.

Co.,

Willow

and hand method
every ticket mear^s a head and hand computaiion that tires and worries the cash-

Mich.

7th

W.

16th St., Los Angeles. "Bpoo."
Projection Apparatus Co., 41
Lafayette St., N. T. City.

Leland Theatre Supply

CHAIRS,

Wi;n the

Marlboro, Mass.

Ticket

lis,

The Howard

Theatre,
Atlanta, Georgia
The Rialto Theatre,
Atlanta, Georgia
The Diamond Theatre,
'fowling Green, Ky.
The Garden Theatre,
Baltimore, Md.
The Pimlico Motion
Picture Theatre,
Baltimore, Md.
The Eagle Theatre,
Boston, Mass.

CHOPPERS,

Caille BroSv Detroit, Mich.
Electrical Products Co., 1122

dolph St., Chicago. 111.
Steel
Furniture Co., 727

Taylor Mfg.

Theatre,

Theatre,

411 6th

Co.,

Ave., N. Y. City.

Duplex Machine

Ave., New York City.
Steinfeld Bros., 116 W. 43nd
New York City.

Washington, D. C.
The Chevy Chase
Washington, D. C.

West

208

N. Y.

West Disinfecting

Randolp St., Chicago, 111.
Reischmanri Company, The, 229

W. 36th St., New York City.
Sam Products Co., 309 W. Ran-

Theatres Using
Universos
The

Albert,

Co.,

RE-

MOVER

General Disinfectant Co., 143
Clermont
Ave.,
Brooklyn,

CHAIRS, Folding
Bufflngton

CHEWING GUM

&

James, 240 B. Ontario

Chicago,

111.

Gastman Kodak

Co.,

Rochester,

N. Y. (See Adv.)
Fuller & Co., Ralph L., 81 Fulton St., N. Y. City.
Hewes Laboratories, N. 13th &

Berry
Marden,
Corp.,
City.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Orth
& Hastings

Sts.,

136 Liberty

St,

N.

Y.

Co.,

Dominick
Vacuna."

St.,

Rome,

N.

Y.

'

Landers, Frary & Clark, New
Britain, Conn. "Universal."
Lindstrom, Smith & Co., 3220
Lake St., Chicago, 111.

McAnerney
W., 45th

Co.,
St.,

Joseph

62
City.

A.,

New York

December

29,
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tuevo'eijcV cTkdecr

HELIOSREFLECTORLAMP
FOR BETTER PROJECTION
D. C.

OE

A. C.

CimRENT

^/aisde//
Slide Pencils
!No. 16$.

Blue

No. »69

Red

JJo. 173

Black

Made
6 other

An

in
colors.

inexpensive

method ofmakin^
slides,

WITH AUTOMATIC ARC
CONTROL

neat pencil layouts

^nd
decorative effects,

in colors.

You Save

3. Pull
the strip

one thickness/

between
first

straight

away.

two

perforations

PENCIL COMPANY
^/?J^^'€^/i^//
yxJyC&lOWif// PHILADELPHIA
U.S.A.

—

LEWIS

1896

CURRENT

70% in CARBONS
CONDENSERS
OBTAIN SHARPER DEFINITION TO THE PICTURE
MAKING THE OBJECTS STAND OUT
MORE CLEARLY
DEALERS write for our proposition

AND

l.Cuttfirougk

70-80% in

100%

j:N

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

WARREN PRODUCTS CO.
NEW YORK

265 CANAL ST.

1923

THEATRE BROKERS
The

we have 'rendered to the profession has been
appreciated by thousands of our clients.

intelligent service

The same

BUYING

you in

service will be given to

SELLING
We

Are

LEASING

The

film

cement

makes

that

Obtainable

the

oz.

splice

in

bottle

i

with

camel's hair
brush, and in pint
or gallon can.

secure
against break or
buckle.

Specialists

Consultations and Advice Free

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS
Offices,

1002 Mutual Life Bldg.

BUFFALO,

N. Y.

EASTMAN FILM CEMENT

Hotel Richmond

^ UT

where you will,
Cement and for all

splice

with Eastman Film

practical purposes the reel's

original resistance to strain, both in projection

70 West 46th Street

Between Fifth Ave. and Broadway

wind,

is

and

re-

restored.

Only Eastman Film Cement may be used successfully with either regular or Safety Film.

New York
Convenient location.

For motorists

in the heart of the
section.

Garage near by.

Moderate Prices.

Amusement

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Motion Picture Film Department

ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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CLEANERS, VACUUM

—Continued

Morrow

The,

Co.,

Waukegan,

"Morrow."

111.

National Sweeper Div. of Torrington, Conn.
Perfection Vacuum Cleaner Co.,
25 N. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Pettingell-Andrews
Co.,
Pearl St. & Atlantic
Boston, Mass.

Pneuvac

Ramey

Cor.
Ave.,

Fremont

164

Co.,

Columbus,

Co.,

Ohio.

"Rayval."

Rumsey

N. Y. City.

Electric Co., 1231 Arch
Philadelphia, Pa.
"Torrington."
Santo Electric Appliance Co.,
820 Sixth Ave., N. Y. City.
St.,

Santo Vacuum Cleaner Co., 820
6th Ave., New York City.
Scott & Fetzer, W. 114th St. &
Locust Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

Spencer Turbine Co., Hartford,
Conn. "Spencer."
Sturtevant Co., B. P., Damon St.,
Hyde Park, Mass.
Suction System Cleaning Co.,
B. P., Sidney, G.

"Princess."

Thurman Vacuum Cleaner

Co.,

St. Louis Mo.
Torrington
Co.,
Torrington,
Conn. "Miss Don," "Torring-

ton."

Electric

Canton.

Co.,

COLORING, Hand Fihn

Eisenhower, Elmer C, 223 W.
Center St.. Shenandoah. Pa.

Scott,

CLIPS, Test

CLOCKS,

Advertising and

Ohio.

Vacuum Cleaner Construction
Fifth Ave., N. Y. Citv.
Vital Mfg. Co., 7500 Quincy
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Western Electric Co., 195 BroadCo.. 417

way, New York City.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co.,
39 St. Paul St., Rochester,

29

N

Chicago,

St.,

111.

and Randall Co.,
Nassau St., N. Y. City.

150

W.

40th

Publicity Clock Co., 110
N. Y. City.

CLOTH,

Poster

& Cotton Mills, Atlanta, Ga.
Willis
& Co., 44 LeonGrinnell,
ard St., N. Y. City.
Turner-Halsey Co., 62 Leonard
St., N. Y. City.

CLUSTERS,

Wireless Fix-

ture
Benjam'.n Electric Mfg.: Co., 128
S. Sangamon St., Chicago, 111.
Dale Lighting Fixture Co., 108
St.,

N. Y. City.

General Electric

Co.,

Schenec-

tady, N. Y.

Harvey.

Hubbell,
Conn.

Bridgeport,

Wheeler-Green Electric Co.,
39 St. Paul St., Rochester,

29

N

West

54th

Ohio.

Federal Bag Co., 325 W. 32nd
St. Chicago, 111.
Fultcn Bag & Cotton Mills, Atlanta, Ga.

COLOR FILMS, NATURAL
Inc., 220

W. 42nd

St.

N.

39th

St..

Etched

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa. rSee
Adv.)

Co.,

250

N. Y. City.
318 West
N. Y. City.
St.,

Inc.,

&

Belts, 646
City.

New York

W.

43rd St.,
(See adv)

Reynolds Electric Co., 2660 W.
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
(See

Edison liamp Works, Harrison,
New Jersey. (See Adv.)
National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.

Don't Wait Until the Lawyer

Serves You with the

Damage
Protect

by

Suit

&

Co.,

J.

A.,

Fleishman

Construction

229 10th Ave.,
]V. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Fuller Co., Geo. A., 175 7th Ave.,
Co.,

N. Y.

Jardin

I.

P.,

City.

The,

Co.,

507

5th Ave.,

N. Y. City.

&

Hopper

Sons, Isaac A., 15 E.
N. Y. City.
Co., 52 Vanderbilt Ave., N. Y. City.
Margolies, Edward, 19 E. 33d
St., N. Y. City.
McClintic Marshall Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stewart & Co., Inc., James, 30
Church St., N. Y. City.
Theatre Reconstruction Studio,

40th

St.,

Lippe Contracting

Thompson-Starrett

Frames, Color)

Ave.. N.

Y.

St.,

Chicago.
660 1st

Co.,

City.

CONVERTERS,

Electric
Bell Electric Motor Co., Garwood, N. J.
Electric Products Co., 1067 E.

Current)

Projector

(See Lenses, Condensing)

St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Co., W. 114th
Cleveland, Ohio. "Hertner."
(See Adv.)
Martin See Northwestern Elec-

152d

CONDUITS

Hertner Electric

—

St.,

Adapti Boxes See Adapti Co.
Adapti Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.

—

CONFETTI
(See Decorations, Carnival.)
CONTROLS, Arc
Chicago Electric Sign

Co.,

tric Co.

Northwestern Electric
S.

'Hoyne

St.,

Co.,

412

Chicago,

111.

"Martin."

Northwestern

Chi-

cago, 111.
Pulton, E. E., 3208 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago, 111. "Pulco Speedco."
Hovirells Cine Equipment Co.,
Inc., 740 7th Ave., N. Y. City.
Hub Elec. Co., 2219
Grand
St., Chicago, 111.

W

480
Co.,
Mfg.
Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Wagner Electric Mfg. Co., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

CONVERTERS,
Northwestern

Hayne

St.,

Rotary

Electric

Co.,

Chicago, IlL

IMPROVE YOUR
MOTION PICTURE
FILM

Your Patrons

Installing the

by
,

B R O O K

I

N

S

Having Them Hand Colored

AISLELITE

By

Prevents Stumbling, Trip-

Experts
••••
••••

ping, and Makes
Aisles Safe

Emphasize Important
Scenes With Color

JOHN DUER SCOTT
THE
1741

Euclid Avenue

io6

WITHOUT THEM
BROOKINS CO.

NO LEADING THEATRE

IS

Cleveland,

Ohio

Co.,

531 7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Frink

212 E. Superior
(See Adv.)

Current

Market

923

N. Y. City.
& Co., R. C, 852 Plymouth
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.

(See Adv.)

COMPENSATORS,

N. Y. City.

Elvin

COLOR WHEELS
(See Transformers, Alternating

COLORED LAMPS,
Times Square Printing

COLOR HOODS

Theatre
Dominick

Wilmington, Del.
Chapman, Paul, 1482 Broadway,

Works,

N.
Y.
City.
"Red
Devil."
Univer.sal Electric Stage Ligliving Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City.
(Sec adv.)
Waldman, J. J., 136 Liberty St.
N. Y. City.

Co., Inc., 1

St.,

—

CONDENSERS,

Y. City.

Beacon Press,

St.,

Bader

Signaloid See Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.
Technical Color & Chemical

Betts

&

Almitall

N. Y. City.

Cleveland Akron Bag Co., 40th
& Perkins Ave., Cleveland,

Prizma,

CONSTRUCTION,

& Cliemical Co.,
327 Columbus Ave., NevF Tork
City.
(See Adv.)
Erlter Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. (See
Adv.)
Pyramid Color Co., 326 Canal

COIN BAGS

Y.

CLIP SHEETS

Incandescent

Bausch & Liomb Optical Co., St.
Paul & Smith Sts., Rochester,

St.,

Fulton Bag

W. 13th

N. Y.. City.'

COLORING,
Lamp
Crown Coloring

Ply-

329

Co.,

Pettes
St.,

J. E., Mfg. Co., 32 N.
Jefferson
Chicago, 111.
St.,
"Peerless."
National Electric Controller Co.,
154 Whiting St., Chicago, 111.
Projectograph Co., 2573 E. 55th
St., Cleveland, Ohio
"Teco."

N. Y.

Screen
mouth

McAuley,

John Duer, 106 W. 5:2nd
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Silvera, G. R., 590 West 17Sth
St.,

Morse, Frank, 289 Congress St.,
Boston, Mass.
Mueller & Co., R. S., 432 High
Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio.

St.,

Rex Vacuum Cleaner Co., 429
Kent Ave., Brooklyn, N. 'Y.
Richmond Radiator Co., 1430
Broadway,

CLIPS, Film

Kineto Machine

"Sweeper

Mass.

Worcester,
Vac."

United

Trade Review

Exhibitors,

West 52nd

New York
Tel. Circle

7872

St.
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S.
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SYNO^fYMOUS WITH

PROTECTION - PERFECTION
UNIT

VENT TO
OUTER AIR.

HOOD

HUMIDIFYING PROPERTIES
OF
CONDITIONS, PRESERVES AND

THERMONON

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE.

GREATLY PROLONGS LIFE
OF FILM.

CONTINUOUS FLUE TO
OUTER AIR.

ASBESTOS WIRE CLOTH
FIRE SEAL COMPLETELY
AROUND DOORS.

EACH COMPARTMENT IS
INSULATED FROM ADJACENT COMPARTMENTS AND
SEPARATELY VENTED TO
OUTER AIR.

UNIT CONSTRUCTION EASILY
IN HEIGHT AND
WIDTH.

EXPANDED

AUTOMATIC LATCH POSITIVELY HOLDS DOORS

EACH REEL IS MAINTAINED
IN SEPARATE COMPART-

CLOSED.

MENT.

LABEL HOLDERS FOR
PROPER INDEXING.

THERMONON
GREATEST HEAT RETARD
ANT OF THE AGE.

1-1

DOORS CLOSE AUTOMATICALLY WITH OR WITHOUT

MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTION
OF

FILM.

THERMONON

COMPLETELY

SURROUNDS

EACH REEL.
BUILT OF STEEL
DURABLE, EVERLASTING
AND BEAUTIFULLY

UNIT BASE

THE ONLY POSITIVE METHOD OF FILING MOTION PICTURE FILM WITH ASSURANCE
OF FIRE PROTECTION. EACH REEL IS IN
SEPARATE, SECURELY CLOSED, FIREPROOF COMPARTMENT, LOCKED IF DESIRED,
VENTED TaTHE OUTER AIR. FILM-SAFES CONDITION FILM AND PRESERVE IT INDEFINITELY.

THE FILM-SAFE

A

FINISHED.

IS

PATENTED ALL OVER THE WORLD

American Film-Safe Corporation
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,
j-n^nTTTj:r[TIIjTTjXLTlJjTTrrj]^^

U. S. A.
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COOLING SYSTEMS,
atre

Rus-

American Blower

Co., 6004
sell St., Detroit, Mich.
Co.,
1810
Blizzard Sales

merce

Dallas, Tex.
Sturlevant Co., B. F., Hyde

Com-

St.,

Park

Boston, Mass.

Typhoon Cooling System
39th

COSTUMES,
St.,

W.
Wm.,

&

Sons

Co.,

1115

Brooks, Thea. Costume Co., 142

W.

40th

St.,

N. Y. City.

Costume Works,

Chicago

Franklin

120 N,

116-

Chicago,

St.,

24

W. Washington

Ave., N. Y. City.

Eaves Costume

Co., 110

N. Y. City.
Fisher, J. C, 255

562

W.

7th
46th

St.,

Philadelphia,
N.

Y.

Xinth

St.,

56

W.

45th

St.,

City.

Lake

Hazel-Rene State
Chicago,

Kampmann
237
Ohio.
Lester,

S

I'a.

Hayden, Frank,

S.

Works,
Costume
High St., Columbus,

612

Chicago,

Bldg.

111.

State

Liake
Co.,

S.

11th

COSTUMES

Holyoke, Mass.

Co.,

Fourth

450

CUPS, Sanitary Individual
American Paper Goods Co., 171
Duane St., N T. City.
Boston Drinking Cup Co., 1000
Wash. St., Boston, Mass.
Individual Drinking Cup Co.,
220 W. 19th
Kniglit, Allen

High

St.,

&

Clarke,
177
Boston, Mass.

Street.,

"Tulip."
Lily See Public Service Cup Co.
Public Service Cup Co., Bush
Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Lily."

—

Co.,

Roch-

ester, N. Y.

9th

St.,

Co.,

137 N.
Ave., Chicago. ±11.
Co., 729 7th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
1600
Russell
Uniform
Co.,
Bway, N. Y. City.
Tams, Arthur W., 1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.
421
Decorating
Co.,
United
Washington St., Hoboken, N.

Wabash

J.

Wnlnut

Fireproof

(See Also Scenery).
Novelty Scenic Studio, 220 W.
46th St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Rothe <& Trichner, Irving Place,

N Y. City. (See Adv)
Studio, John, 226 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.
Gerhardt, H. L., 433 W. 42d St.,
N. Y. City.

111.

Parmer
49th

Studios, Inc.,
N. Y. City.

&

Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio. (See
Adv.)
Story Scenic Co., O. L., 21 Tufts
St., Somerville
Sta.,
Boston,
Mass.

CURTAIN MACHINES
(See Curtain Operators,

CURTAIN

Elec-

OPERATORS,

Electric
Automatic Devices Co., Allentown, Pa. "A. D. C."
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219

W. Grand

Chicago,

Ave.,

Gillmore, Millard, 429

Oak Park,

Ave.,
rora,

111.

Taylor

S.

111.

Co.,

Au-

Canal

St.,

Co.,

Paul, Minn.

St.

Dollar

CUSPIDORS,
McKenna

S.

Times Square Printing
46th

St.,

N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

DATE STRIPS
Hennegan

The, 311-321
Co.,
Genesee, Cincinnati, Ohio.

CAMERA

DAYLIGHT
LOADERS

Burke & James,
St.,

Inc.,

Bros. Brass Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

CUTTING ROOMS,

Public

Film

DECORATIONS,

Artificial

Flower
(See Flowers, Artificial)

DECORATIONS,
(See

Theatre

Flowers,

also

Artificial,

and Decorators, Theatre Interior)

DECORATORS,

Co., 37 W. 38th St., N. Y. City.
Miles, Jos. R., 136 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Porter. B. F., 729 7th Ave., N.
Y. City.
Simplex Studios. 220 W. 42d St.,
NT. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

CUT-OUTS,

Novelty

Ex-

and Advertis-

Inc.,
318 West
39th St., N. Y. City.
Circle Press, Inc., 238 W. 53d
St., N. Y. City.
Hennegan Co., The, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Lens

to Solve

See Us

...

Theatre

Architectural Decorating Co.,
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

Baumgarten &
St.,

Co.,

238 E. 34th

N. Y. City.

Brand & Co., Gustave A., 1428
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Brunton Studios, John, 226 W.
41st

St.,

N. Y. City.

Decorators Supply Co., Chicago.
Doty Scrimgeour Sales Co., 30

Reade St., N. Y. City.
Duchemin, Geo. W., 37 Wainwright St., Newark, N. J.
Gen. Flower & Decorating Co.,

W.

49th St., N. Y. City.
Studios, Louis, 291 Sth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Harmer Studios, Inc., 201 W.
49th St., N. Y. City.
Stulen & Son, J., 101 Market
St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Tiffany Studios, 46 W. 23d St.,
N. Y. City.
Voigt Co., 1743 N. 12th St.,
228

Kuhn

Philadelphia, Pa.

Special

Your Problem,

We Make Them

Expert

Work

Workmen

High Quality Work

22 Years' Experience
Highest Grade Imported Optical

M. G. FELDER SALES CO.
DISTRIBUTORS
N. Y.

E.
"In-

Bass Camera Co., 109 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Glass Used

JONES & HEWETT OPTICAL CO.
Manufacturers of

New York,

240

Chicago.

gento."

Developing and Experimental
Optical and Mechanical

CARBONS
1540 Broadway

Co., 250

Lighting and Optical Problems
Solved

m

St..

Interior

Brass

r

DoHar

50th

West 54th St., N. Y. City.
Weshner & Davidson, 117 W.

When You Need a
f«

West

111.

Vallen Co., E. J., 85
Akron, Ohio.

pit
loitation

,

Seipel, Louis, 301
N. Y. City.

Ontario

tric).

ing
Beacon Press,

Co.,

Y. City.
"J. M."
.Toy & Cannon Scenic

C, Metropolitan

Co.,

D. C, 909 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Johns-Manville
Co,,
H.
W.,
Madison Ave. & 41st St., N.

zoo, Mich.

Humphreys

W.

201

St.,

Sheck

Kalama-

Co.,

Curtain
Chicago,

Co., 2437 Sheffield St.,

(See Storage Film)
Film Storage and Forwarding

Fireproof

Henderson-Ames

McVickers

11 E.

N. Y. City.

CURTAINS,

& Mattison Co., Dept.
Stadio, liOnis, 293 Sth
Ave., N. Y. City, (See Adv.)
Lash Studios, Lee, Longacre
Bldg., N. Y. City.
Keasbey

Kuhn

Richards-Wilcox Mfg..

N. Y. City.

Brunton

Orange Mfg.

Son, 919

Co.,

Ave., N. Y. City.

Theatre,

(Cont'd)
York Costume Co.,

Vnn Horn &

Utley

Royal Drinking Cup

111.

Miller-Costumier, 236
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

New

311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Kleine Poster Co., 1423 Vine
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Co.,

W.

47th St., N. Y. City.
Maybelle, Mile., Inc., American
Bond & Mortgage Bldg., Chicago,

&

Bldg.,

243

&

Erie Lithographing Co., 8th
Perry Sts., Erie, Pa.

Rochester Germicide

111.

Mahieu & Halaire

COVERS, Program

Co.,

Chi-

St.,

cago, 111.
Chrisdie & Co., Chas.,

Tally

Mfg. Co., Milwaukee
Wis.
International Register Co., 15
Throop St., Chicago, 111.
New York Standard Watch Co.,
Jersey City, N. J.
Schaeffer & Budenberg Mfg.
Co., 338 Berry St., Brooklyn,

Water Color

111.

Chicago Theatrical Costume

(See

Durant

Henefan

Cincinnati, Ohio.

St.,

Pa.

N. Y.

48th

118

N. Y. City.

Vine

COUNTERS,

Theatrical

Arlington, Paul,

Beck

345 "W.

N. Y. City.

St.,

St..
rhlladclphia.
Adv.)

The-

LENSES, PRISMS, PARALLEL MIRRORS
HIGHEST GRADE OPTICS AND GLASS WORK
FOR SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENT MAKERS
2-4 GORDON STREET
BOSTON 30, MASS.

December

29,
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We

are distributors of the best of everything in the
Motion Picture Line.

SIMPLEX MOTION PICTURE PROJECTORS
ELECTRIC MOTOR GENERATORS
UNIVERSAL MOTION PICTURE CAMERAS
BILT-RITE LOBBY DISPLAY FRAMES
MINUSA GOLD FIBRE SCREENS
EMERSON ELECTRIC FANS
NATIONAL CARBONS

GENERAL

All recognized brands, the best that can be had and the cheapest in
the long run.

608 Olive
St.

Louis,

St.

Mo.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

SPOT AND FLOOD LIGHTS
25-50-70-100 and 200

9R

Fig.

illustrates

PREMIER
PERFECT SCREENS

Amperes

our new 70 am-

pere Spot and Flood lamp, the most
generally used in the Theatres and

SILVER
GOLD FIBRE
CAN BE WASHED

Studios.

(Tomplete information covering our
numerous products will be sent

upon

request.

Studio Arc

Connectors

Arc Lamps

Lilliput

Baby Spots
Foot-

AUTOMATICALLY

Exit Signs

Car

Borderlights

Disappearing

CAN BE PLACED ON ROLLERS

Stage Pockets

Lights

Klieglight

Calls

TIGHTENS ITSELF

Act Announcers
Aisle Lights

lights

Write for Catalog

DOES NOT REQUIRE A
PATENT FRAME

KE

PREMIER SCREEN CO.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting

Company,

p. O.

Inc.

BOX

861

ROANOKE, VA.

"THEY SELL FOR LESS"
Deaders: Write for Liberal Sales

321 West SOlh

Street,

New York

City.

Stage Lighting Engineers—Designers and Builders
Everything Electrical for the Stage and Theatre.

Offer

and Samples

of

STANDARD VAUDEVILLE
FOR

Motion Picture Theatres
THE FALLY MARKUS AGENCY
Chickerir
\

f^H

1547

BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY,

N. Y.
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"
From photograph showing

Increase

actual

size

of

eornigations.

Your ^ox

Office

Receipts

With Your
No distortion from

No

I

Picture Showing:
side seats.

front seat eye strain.

Depth, perspective and realism in the picture.

Even

light distribution.

g|

True color values.
Sharpness.

Eureka ^rism Screen
mill do it for you
U. S.
17

West

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

60th Street

'igigigigiigigigigiBBg|g|giBigii^giBiiagigiiag]giBgiiiiaBB^

gl

CO.,

Inc.

New York

City

December

29,

1923
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DRINKING FOUNTAINS

Newton,

New York

St.,

Vernon, N. Y.

Chicago,

Portable
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. "C-H."
(Sec

Adv.)
Universal Klectric Stage Llgliting Co., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

111.

Ebinger Sanitary Mfg. Co., D.
A., 184 Lucas St., Columbus,

Wheeler-Green
39
St.
Paul

Ohio.

Hyland Mfg.

Co.,

W.

J.,

field, Mass.
Imperial Brass Mfg.
1236 W. Harrison

cago,

Loeber

H.

G.,

St.,

(See also Purifiers, Air)

Accident Cabinet Co., Kalamazoo, Mich.
"Cresoltol."
American Oil & Disinfectant

136 Federal

Boston, Mass. "Meeco."
Mueller Mfg. Co., Decatur, 111.
Murdock Mfg. & Supply Co.,
The. 426 Plum St., Cincinnati,
O., "Out-Door," "Lily-White."
National Filter Co., 1364 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Nelson Mfg. Co., N. O., 10th &
St.,

Chestnut

St.

Sts.,

Co.. 196

American

Plum

Standard

Sanitary

Bessemer

Bldg.,

St.,

St.

1121 Jackson
neapolis, Minn.

DIFFUSERS,

St.,

17

7th

Main

S.

Louis, Mo.

St.

Drug & Chemical

371
Wythe
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Ave.,

1946 Fulton
PL, Cleveland, Ohio.

Fil-Trim Mfg.

The,

Min-

Co.,

Frank Disinfecting

Co.,

P.

M.,

BleecKer St., N. Y.
Fulton Co., 3208 Carroll Ave.,
Chicago, 111. "Fulco."
Garnet & Co., Ge^o. H., Allentown, Pa.
General Disinfectant Co., 143
Brooklyn,
Clermont
Ave.,
91

Ceiling Light

Hewes

Electric Light
Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. "C-H."
Display Stage Lighting Co., Inc.,

and

Berry

Brooklyn,

Sts.,

N. Y.

Hillyard
9th

W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Major Equipment Co., 2518 Cullom Ave., Chicago, 111.
314

(Perfumed sprays.)
Laboratories, N.
13th

N. Y.

Y.

DIMMERS,

St.,

Houchin

'

N. Y.

Co.,

Works,

Frink, Inc., I. P., 24th St. and
10th Ave., N. Y. City.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N.

S.

Louis, Mo.

Continental

Brass

Co.,
St., N. E.,

417

Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Cremolin Mfg.

Mfg. Co.,
Pittsburgh,

Twentieth
Century
Works, Belleville, 111.

Erie, Pa.

Sts.,

Chemical Supply Co., 1565 Merwin Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Cleaner Mfg. Co., 2842 Olive St.,

Pa.

Waterman Waterbury

St.,

"Sanicube."

Pa.

Mass.

"Puro."

N. Y. City.
Sterilizer Co., 12th &

Chemical Mfg.

Louis, Mo.

Haydenville,

Co.,

Water

Automatic Disinfectant Co., Box
252, Memphis, Tenn.
Chamberlin
Co.,
Pittsburgh,

O'Donnell-McCormack Co., 80
Adams Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain

AND

SPRAYS, Theatre

&

Equipment
Co.,

Rochester,

St.,

DISINFECTANTS

151 E. 126th
City.
"Sani-

tor."

Manufacturing
Engineering

Electric Co., 29-

N. Y.

The,
Chi-

111.

Co.,

New York

St.,

Spring-

Co.,

"Vitrohm."

DIMMERS,

Michigan Ave.,

Co., 836 S.

12th St.,
cano."

OFFICE

Chemical

Co.,

801

S.

Joseph, Mo.
Thos. W., 36 E,
New York City. "Vol-

St.

Co.,

STUDIO & LABS.

723 7th Ave.

Fort Lee, N.

Bryant 5450-5451

&

Houghton
Somerset

N. Y.

Century."

Crane

18th

Co., Mt.

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,

"XXth

City.

W.

331

L,

Clias.

St., New York City.
Ward Leonard Electric

Allen Filter Co., 25 S. Claire St.,
Toledo, Ohio.
Associated Manufacturers' Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Casey-Hedges Co., The, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Cordley & Hayes, 21 Leonard

J.

Fort Lee 166-67-68

Hydro-Pneu

TRAILERS

Mfg.

Co.,

burg. Pa.
Ideal Desinfectant Co., 35th St
& 9th Ave., New York City
"Idfco."
Indianapolis Chemical Co., 1440
Madison Ave., Indianapolis,

Keystone Fire Door Co., 1231
Irwin Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Kinnear Mfg. Co., Columbus,

Ind.

International Metal Polish Co
Quill St. & Belt R. R., Indianapolis, Ind.

Interstate Sanitation Co., The
215 N. Court St., Cincinnati,'
Ohio.
Phinoias
Chemical
Co.,
237

Front St., N. Y. City.
Purozone See Fulton Co.
Pyn-Air See Sanitas Disinfec-

——
tant Co.

Rath Mfg.

mond

Hedley & Rich-

Co.,

Sts., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Rathola."
Rathola See Rath Mfg. Co

—

Rochester

Dowling

Germicide
Place,

Co.,

16

Rochester

N. Y.

Sanitas

Disinfectant
Co.,
33
St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y
"Pyn-Air," "Sixco."
Sanitation & Supply Co., 70 E

Keap
45th

N. Y. City.
Busc'h,

St.,

Shoemaker &

511

Street,

Arch

Philadelphia,
Pa.
"Airsweet."
U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp
170 W. Randolph St., Chicago,

West Disinfecting
Ave., N. Y. City.

Co.,

411

5th

White Tar

Co., 2 Cliff St., N.
"Creolol "

City.

Y

WolfC Laboratories, 230 Green-

wich

St.,

N. Y. City.

Sign

Island City, N. Y.

Ohio.

Leonard Sheet Metal Works,
219 Grant St., Hoboken, N. J.
Lupton's Sons Co., David, Allegheny Ave. & Tulip St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

McFarland-Hyde

New

2701

301 West -50th
York City.

DOORS,

Fireproof
Coburn Trolley Track Mfg.

Co.,

Holyoke, Mass.
Consolidated Sheet Metal Wks.,
661 Hubbard St., Milwaukee,
Wis.

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co.,
Jamestown. N. T. (See Adv.)

Washington

Philadel-

Ave.,

phia. Pa.

Moeschl-Edwards

Corrugating
Covington, Ky.

Co.,

Peelle Co., 123 Liberty

St.,

N. Y.

City.

Pro-Bert Sheet Metal Co., Covington, Ky.
Reliance Fireproof Door Co., 47
Milton St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Saino Fire Door & Shutter Co.,
2025 Elston Ave., Chicago, lU.
Solar Metal Products Co., 470
E. Starr Ave., Columbus, Ohio.
Stowell Mfg. & Foundry Co., S.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Thorp Fireproof Door Co., 1600
Central
Minn.

Van

Co.,

Ave.,

Minneapolis,

Kannel Revolving Door
250 W. 54th St., N. Y. City.

Variety Mfg. Co., 2958 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Voigtmann & Co., Chicago, 111.
Weson Mfg. Co., Jas. G., N. Y.
City.

DOORS,

Fifth St.,
(See Adv.)

Cincinnati,

Ohio.

DRAPERIES
Humphreys Co., D. C, 909 Filbert St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Kuhn Studio, Louis, 293 Eighth

New York

Ave.,

Sity.

Novelty

West
Pick

&

Scenic
Studios,
220
46th St., New York City.
Co., Albert, 208-224 West

Randolph

St.,

Chicago,

111.'

COUE YOUR FILMS
BENNETT FILW RFNOVATOR
Every

in

Makes Them

BETTER.

Way

BETTER

Floor space only 18x31 inches.
No sprocket wheels, no buffing
wheels, no revolving dryers, only

two
belts.
Automatic
speed
change each foot of film gets the
same treatment. No adjustments
needed.
Simple to operate and
cheap to maintain.

Send

for

Free Booklet

IN

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC TITLES
"Specialists to the

VISIT

Film industry"

OUR TITLE SHOP
at 723

7th Ave.

ILLUSTRATED

TITLES
MEYER
CRAFTSMEN

LOUIS

Film Laboratories, Incorporated

251 West 19th Street
Walkins 7620—7461

GEORGE

H.

3ENNETT

FACTORY, MORRIS, KAN.
Gen.

Office:

S.

111.

Wm. T., 3209 Harrison St., Chicago, 111.
Merchant & Evans Co., 2019

Krafters,

St.,

Co.,

Fifth Ave., Chicago,

McFarland,

Rolling, Steel
Bdwardsi Mfg. Co., 411-451 East

DISPLAYS

SPECIALIZING
,

20

Trinity Ave., Atlanta, Ga.
Grace, 673 Bergen

Hermann &

St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Howell, Field & Goddard, Long

and

PRINTING

Dowman-Dozier

Co.,

Disinfecting

221 Mercer St., N. Y. City.
Hygienic Specialty Co., Greens-

Every Day

DEVELOPING

240

F.,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

It

Motion Picture Corp.

E.

Co.,
St.,

Argentine Station,

KANSAS

CITY, KAN,
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"DO NOT PLAY WITH FIRE"
Fire, controlled, is a benefactor.

Uncontrolled

it is

a malefactor and destroyer.
When you protect your building by usingDahlstrom
Doors and Trim you assure yourself, your patrons and
your artists that fire shall be relegated to its position as
friend and benefactor.

When your doorways

are not adequately protected
A KFW Rl CENT DAHLSTROM
A1.LATIONS
POLE'S THEATRE
Bridgeport, Conn.
MAJESTIC THEATRE
Dallas, Texas.
GOODWILL THEATRE
Johnson City, N. Y.
PALACE THEATRE
Jamestown, N. Y.
PENN STEITZ THEATRE
Lebanon, Penna.
LAFAYETTE SQ. THEATRE
Buffalo, N. Y.
WILSON THEATRE
Baltimore. Md.
BEACON THEATRE
Boston, Mass.
KEITH THEATRE
Cincinnati, Ohio.
ALHAMBRA THEATRE
Des Moines, li.wa.
NEWMAN THEATRE

and destroyer, to visit
your building, j^our patrons, your artists. Follow the
trend of the times and equip your building Avith
Dahlstrom Metal Doors and Trim.

you

invite fire, the malefactor

DAHLSTROM METALLIC DOOR COMPANY
431

NEW YORK
25

Jamestown,

Buffalo Street,

New

CHICAGO

DETROIT

Broadway

Dime Bank

1331

York.

Bldg.,

19 So.

La

Salle Str.

Representatives in All Principal Cities.

Kansas

DROPS,

Velvet Stage

Novelty Scenic Stadlos, 220 W.
46th St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Beaumont Velvet Scenery Stu-

W.

245

H.,
N. Y. City.
dios,

J.

46th

St..

Cleveland Decorative Works,
1120 Prospect Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Hallberg, J. H., 440 Riverside
Drive, N. Y. City.
Co., Troy, Ohio.

Hobart Bros.

Holtzer-Cabot
Ohio.

fieiri.

Studios, Louis, 291 8th
Ave., N. Y. City.
Lash Studios, Lee, Longacre
^ Bldg., N. Y. City.
McHug-h & Son, Jos. P., 9 W.
42d St.. N. Y. City.

Story Scenic Co., O. L., 21 Tufts
St.,
Somerville Sta., Boston,
,

Twin

City Scenic Co.,
2819
Nicollet
Ave.,
Minneapolis,

Co.,

412

Chicago,

III.

Northwestern Electric

Boyne

S.

St.,

(See Adv.)
Peerless Electric Co., Warren,

Dynamo

Ridgway

& Engine

Co., Ridgway, Pa.
Sprague Electric Works, 527 W.

34th

St.,

N. Y. City.

Western Electric

Co.,

57

une St., N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric

Beth-

&

Mfg.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Co., E.

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
T.

EASELS,

American Aniline Products,

Brass, Picture
Commercial Mfg. Co., 13th
80

Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

&

Burroughs, Wellcome
E. 41st

St.,

Co., 18

N. Y. City.

Continental Drug and Chemical

371
Wythe Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Empire Chemical Co., 230 Morgan Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Geisenheimer & Co., 130 Cedar
St., N. Y. City.
Heller, Merz Co., 503 Hudson

Works,

St., N. Y. City.

Hemingway,

F.,

115

Broadway,

N. Y. City.

Hewes
and

Laboratories,

Berry

Sts.,

N.

13th

Brooklyn,

N. Y.

61
Marden, Orth &
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Clark
Metz & Co., H. A., 317 N.

Hastings,

St., Chicago, 111.
Special Materials Co., 140 Liv-

ingston

St.,

DYNAMOS,

Brooklyn, N. T.

Electric
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Diehl Mfg. Co., Elizabeth, N. J.
Dilg Mfg. & Trading Co., 401 E.
163d St., N. Y. City. "Acme."
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Gasoline

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Y.

Sturtevant Co.,
Park, Mass.

ENGINEERS,

R.

Hyde

F.,

Stage

Capitol Theatre Equipment Co.,
626 10th Ave., N. Y. City.
Clarke, Peter, 534 W. 30th St.,
N, Y. City. (See Adv.)
Major Equipment Co., 2518 Cullom Ave., Chicago, 111.

& Co., O., Metropolitan
Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.

Sheck

McKenna Brass &

Mfg. Co., 1st
Ave. and Ross St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Menger, Ring
42d

Newman

St.,

&

Weinstein, 306

N. Y. City.

Mfg.

Co., 416-418

Ohio.

Cincinnati,

St.,

Elm
(See

Adv.)

ENGINEERS,

Theatre

F. 720 Commerce
Erie, Pa.
(Illumina-

Bodamer, H.
Bldg.,
tion).

Eichenlaub,

G.

E.,

720

Com-

merce Bldg., Erie, Pa.

720 Commerce
Pa.
(Heating).
720 Commerce
Bldg., Erie, Pa.
(Electrical).
Stevens, R. C, 720 Commerce
Bldg., Erie, Pa. (Ventilating).

Horton,

Bldg.,

O.

D.,

Erie,

Rickards, A.

E.,

EDITORS, Film

ENGRAVERS, Theatre,

Photoplay Title Co., 5828 Broadway, Chicago, 111.
Alynlu Studios, 251 W. 42nd St.,

Baker Bros. Engraving Co., 1122
Harney St., Omaha. Neb.
Lange Eng. Co., 160 N. Wells

N. Y. City.

Buckheister, Oscar, 835 8th Av.,
N. Y. City.

Meyer, Louis, 251

W.

N. Y. City.

Chandlee,
St.,

Dixon

Harry, 130

19th

W.

St.,

46th

N. Y. City.
-

McNitt

Seward

-

Schneider, 959

Ave., Hollywood, Cal.

EMERGENCY LIGHTING
SYSTEMS
Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122 W.
16th St., Loa Angeles. "Epco."

EXIT LIGHTS
Erker Bros.
Olive

St., St.

Adv.)

Optical Co., 608
Loais, Mo. (See

Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122

W.

16th St., Los Angeles, "Epco."
Sunlight Reflector Co., 226 Pacific St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Y.

&

Appleton Sts., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Electrical Products Corp., 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles, CaL

W.

ENGINES, Gas &

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester. N.

Minn.

DYES, Film

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

N. Y.

Armory

125

Boston, Mass.
Idela Electric & Mfg. Co., MansSt.,

Ohio.

Kuhn

Co.,

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,

Mo.

City,

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

Wood

Electric Co.,

Broadway, N.

EXIT SIGNS,
Newman

C.

D.,

441

Y. City.

Theatre

416-418 Elm
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Inc., I. P., 24th St. and
Tenth Ave., N. Y. City.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29-

Mfg.

Co.,

St..

Frlnk,

39 St.
N. Y.

Paul

Rochester,

St.,

EXPORTERS, Film
Export & Import Co., 729 7th
Ave., New York City

Klein Co., Edward L., 152 West
42nd St., New York City.

Vogel,
St.,

Wm. M.,
New York

130

West

City.

D. P. Howells, 729 7th Ave.,

York
Massec

46th

New

City.

& Co., Inc., 115 Broad St..
New York City. (See Adv.)

23rd

EXTINGUISHERS, Fire
American La France Fire Ap-

The-

Badger Chemical Mfg. Co., Milwaukee. Wis. "Mitchell."
Boyce Motometer Co., Long

Buettner, Chas., 247 W. 47th St.,
N. Y. City. "Bee."
Erlcer Bros. Optical Co., 608
OHve St., St. Lonls, Mo. (See
Adv.)
Newman Mte. Co., 416-418 Sim
Ohio.
(See
St.,
Cincinnati,
Adv.)

Bovd & Bro., James. 25th &
Wharton Sts., Philadelphia.

St..

Chicago,

Til.

RuefC, Jos. A., Inc., 152
St., New York City.

W.

EXITLIGHT BOXES,

pliance Co., Elmira, N. Y.

atre

Island City, N. Y.

"Keystone,"
Pa.
"Marvello."

Foamite Firefoam

"Paragon,"
Co.,

151 Bth

"Firefoam."
Ave.. N. Y. City.
General Fire Extinguisher Co.,
Providence, R. I.

December

Page
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29,

construoti^

,

Company,

Detroit. Michigan.

Gentlemen:

sir.

»tpr of May firs<-

,

s'n"s.3^i^r..s
-as h^'il'^^'tbe result.

^r«ork

.uc. plea
'^^f

:SCiLna

desire,
infor^atioD you
ib the
Trurtins tbie
1

am,

^oura very truly,
C. HO'

Pe

l^itrolite in Detroit's
When
Laboratory

tests

show

Vitrolite possesses

that

an un-

matched range of qualifications for wall and ceilii^g
surfacing. Non-porous.

Stainproof
cleaned.

Looks

Instantly

new

a lifetime of service.

after

Seven

times harder than marble.

Wears

like

the Pyramids.

C.

Howard Crane

designed

Finest Theatre
the

luxurious $1,500,000

Capitol Square Theatre, Detroit, authorities recognized that a
masterpiece of exquisitely balanced beauty and permanence had
been created. Every material specified was a leader in its class.
And where service requirements were heaviest in the washrooms
snowy, lustrous Vitrolite slabs were used liberally for partitions
and wainscoting because Vitrolite marks the farthest advance
in the quest for an interior structural slab material that combines
beauty, sanitation and performance.

—

—

—

THE VITROLITE COMPANY
Dept. F13, 133

West Washington

Street,

Service Organizations in 'Principal Cities of America

Chicago

and Overseas
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EXTINGUISHERS,

N. Y, "Eastmau.'>

Fire

Johns-Manvllle Co., H. W., Madison Ave. & 41st St., N. Y.

"J-M Success."

City.

Stamping &
National Metal
Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J. "Ac"Marten,"
"Peerless."
curate,"
"Newark."
Northern Fire Apparatus
2422 University Ave.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

S.

Co.,
E.,

Co., 52 Vanderbilt
Ave., N. Y. City.

Hewes

St.,

Warren

Co., 35

N. Y. City.

FAN BRACKETS,

Electric

Voigt

12th

1743 N.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Co.,

St.,

The, Union City,

Co.,

Ind.

&

Lauxman

1133

Ohio,

Co.,

Broadway, N.

Y. City.
Toledo Calendar, Inc., 1415 W.
Delaware Ave., Toledo, Ohio.
Warshaw Press, Inc., 175 Wooster St., N. Y. City.

FANS,

Electric
Eck Dynamo & Motor

Co., Belle-

ville, N. J.

Ideal Heating Co., 915
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
National* Stamping &

Wks., Chicago, 111.
Sturtevant Co., B.
Park, Mass.

FILM SPLICERS, Machine
Machine

General
155th
Adv.)

Hyde

&

Mfg.

Binghampton, N. Y.
.Tames, 240 E. Ontario
Co.,

"Rexo."
Rochester,

New York

National Plastic Relief Co., 416

Elm

St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Alexalite

432

&

Co.,

Los

728 So. Olive

J.,

Angeles,

Co.,

1011 Chestntit St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Aquapura Filter Mfg. Co., 1045
Park Ave., N. Y. City.
.

Filtration

Inc.,

Co.,

Cutler Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.
International Filter Co., 38 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
National Filter Co., 1364 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Rundle-Spence Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

non,

Leba-

Co.,

Pa.

Automatic Electric

Co.,

Chicago,

Co.,

200 5th

"Pax."

Foamite Firefoam
Ave.. N. Y.

& En-

Fire Equipment Mfg.
gineering .Corp., 330

W.

New York City.
Hospital Supply Co., 155
St., New York City.

58th

St.,

E. 23rd

LaPrance

Fire EnElmira, N. Y.
American White Cross Laboratories, 80 Bronx St., Mt. Vergine Co.,

E.

Inc.,

23d

St.,

S.

Avondale Chandelier Co., 2842
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, 111.
Bailey-Reynolds Chandelier
Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Baldinger & Kauferman Mfg.
Co., 59 Harrison Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Bayley & Sons, 105 Vanderveer
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Beardslee Chandelier Mfg. Co.,
216

Jefferson

S.

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Black

&

Boyd, 17 E. 47th

&

& Hubbard Mfg. Co.,
Meriden, Conn.
Co.,
Euclid Ave. &
18th St., Cleveland, Ohio. (See
Adv.)
Day Co., Thos., 725 Mission St.,
San Francisco, Cal.
Decorators Supply Co., Archer
Ave. &
St., Chicago, 111.
Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608

—

St., St.

Louis, Mo.

(See

1.

P.,

24th

St.

and

10th Ave., N. Y. City. "Frink."
Adv.)
Luminous Unit Co., 2609 Washington Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
"Brascolite."
- Evans
Glass Co.,
Chamber of Commerce " Bldg.,

Macbeth

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29St.,

39
St.
N. Y.

St.,

&

Decorating

Wabash

S.

Cincin-

Co.,

Co.,

Chi-

Ave.,

111.

Chicago Canvas & Flag Co., 127
N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

&

Co.,

Oaks,

Jno.,

Inc.,

Pa.

Humphreys

Co., D. C, 909 Filbert Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FLAME SHIELDS, Arc
Lamp
Blue Seal Products Corp., 27
Brooklyn.
Lafayette
Ave.,
N.

Y.

FLANGES,

Brass RaiUng
Nevrman Mfg. Co., 416-418 Elm
Ohio.

Cincinnati,

St.,

FLASHERS,
A.

Paul

St.,

Rochester,

Sign

Electric
Cleveland. Ohio.

&

Betts
42d

St.,

Betts

Corp.,
N. Y. City.

511

it

cannot get out

"The Clearing House

its

is

as simple as

construction.

United

patented film locating
system prevents inaccurate

Theatre

cago,

Kelley

111.

&

Boule-

3193

Kelley,

Jersey

N.

City,

up.

work

It

is

made

not flashed
to do the

Norden Electric Sign Co.,
W. 40th St., N. Y. City.

S.

us postpaid for $5.00.

York

—City.

Tic-Tac See Kelley
Valentine Electric
Atlantic City, N.

&

Kelley.

Sign

Cusack Co., Thos., Chicago,
"De Luxe."

for

Equipment Ideas"

Equipment

Co.

CIFRE, MGR.

Everything For The Theatre But The Show

Exclusive

MOTION PICTURE APPARATUS

New York

City

Distributors

Your Ddllars
ACCURATE

TICKETS
The

is

latest

machinery in our new factory

the best protection for your

Roll—Machine Folded

box

office

—Reserved

ELLIOTT TICKET CO.
.NEW

St.

YORK

1619-21 Sansom

and PHILADELPHIA

Carry All Equipment Listed In This
Directory

M. P. Screens
M. P. Machines
Automatic Ticket Selling Machines
Mazda Projection Equipment
Motor-Generator Sets
Stage and Display Lighting Signs
Booth Equipment
Lobby Display Frames
Chairs

Portable Projectors

Seat

Tickets

101-103 Varick

Planning, Engineering and Designing

We

Can only be insured bv

Automatic Curtain Machines
Ticket Choppers
Carbons
Asbestos M. P. Booths
X-Ray Stage Lighting
Asbestos Curtains

St.

SEE US BEFORE BUYING
26-28 Piedmont

St.,

Co.,

J.

GENERAL MACHINE COMPANY
359-363 East 155th Street

311

Novelty Electric Sign Co., 165
Eddv St.. San Francisco. Cal.
Reynolds Electric Co., 2651 W.
Congress St. "Reco."
Straus Seyer Co., 42nd St., New

right for professional

and amateur alike.
Get it from your dealer or
frorri

JOSEPH

J.

"Thermon-Blink," "Tio-Tac."

Its

splices.
It is not fancy,

W.

"Vacu.-

of order.
Its operation

Co.,

"Thermo Wynk" "New York."
Federal Sign System Co., Chi-

FILM SPLICER
So simple

(See

Electric Sign

& W.

vard,
Inc.,

Sons

Adv.)

Brookins

Adv.)
Frink,

Fulton

99

Co.,

nati, Ohio.

St.,

Bradley

Olive

208-224 West
Chicago, 111.

N. Y. City.

Wm. Beck &

N. Y. City.

Elm

Model No. 3

St.,

FLAGS

Lorimer

PittsDurgh, Pa. "Alba
National Plastic Relief Co., 416

non, N. Y.

Randolph

Dettra

Alter Light Co., 827
St.,
Chicago, 111.

FILTERS, Water

General

Co.,

Store

Co., Albert,

1315
cago,

N. Y. City.

Cal.

&

Pick

Chicago Flag

Slipper
St.,

FIXTURES,

Annin

City.

Lighting

American

Co.,

St.,

FIXTURES,

FIRST AID EQUIPMENT

(See Storage, Film)

111.

(See

City.

Aseptic Products Co., Long Island City, N. Y.
Bauer & Black, 2500 So. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Johnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J.
Kny-Scheerer Corp., 56 W. 23rd

Griswold Machine Works, Port
Jefferson, New York.

111.

FILM, Raw
Oastnian Kodak

Y.

E.

American Chemical

FILM PACKERS

Chicago,

N.

St.,

359

Co.,

Gates

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Y. (See Adv.)

St.,

13th

Elect.

Co., E.

Ansco

No.

Brooklyn,

Sts.,

FIRE ALARMS, Automatic

F.,

Westinghouse Electric

Hurke &

Berry

N. Y.

American Water Softener

FANS, Advertising
Harrison

Laboratories,

and

Pyrene Mtg.

Woodhouse Mtg.

(See Adv.)

Powers Film Proaucts, 160«
Broadway. N. Y. City.
FILM CLEANERS, Fluid

Boston, Mass.

111.

December

29,
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EXHIBITORS
APPROVE
iOF
ANIMATED LEADER

SERVICE

SINCE LOUIS SEEL,

years ago, conceived the idea to impress upon the exhibitor the necessity to
program right, to individuaUze as well as advertise his house by using an animated house leader,
these program openers have gained popularity with the exhibitors throughout the country. They form an
start his

individual part of his program.

You Change Your

—

Pictures

Why Not Your Leader ?

In order to enable you to change your leader from time to time, to avoid that a leader may get tiresome to your patrons, and to make this change at a reasonable cost, yet enjoying the privilege to get the
best, latest and most novel of animated leaders which can be produced, we have inaugurated a

MONTHLY

Meeting With the Approval of Exhibitors
the Country

LEADER

we shall furnish you with a new animated leader.
Every month we shall produce two new leaders with novel animation
Every month

SERVICE

and novel

A

effects.

photo of each will be sent to you to

MAKE YOUR OWN SELECTION
You may

also choose

from our catalog.

YOU PAY WHEN SATISFIED
THE ARTISTIC LEADERS AS SHOWN BELOW WILL START OUR -SERVICE.
Five classical dancers

in

animation.
to fade in.

perfect
Title

Very

artistic.

Two

girls dressed
bellhops open
revealing
doors
Effective
title.

as

opener

We

Both represent the best we have produced and we shall make them better
shall send it free of charge. If it pleases you contract for our service.

Our charges
If

are $25,

—payable

yet.

Choose the one you

every three months.

our service does not please you, you

may withdraw

at

any time.

LOUIS SEEL, INC.
220
The most

WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK CITY

successful artists, supplying the world with animated films.

like.
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Exhibitors Trade Reviciv

Wittenmeier Machinery Company
Engineers and Builders of
Air Cooling Systems For Theatres

General Office and Works 850 N. Spaulding Ave., Chicago,

HI,

Branch

This machine
right

is

many

the

il-

Engineering Co.
St., N. Y.

on the
one of

lustrated

nished

30 Church

The Hibbard Co.
Euclid Ave. at 65th,
Cleveland, Ohio.

fur-

for

Orpheum

the

Circuit

H.

Theatres.

We

Offices.

Lapham-Perkins

KeUy,

J.

Louisiana Building,
New Orleans, La.

Cor-

invite

Carbonic
Engineering Co.

respondence.

Boyd

401

St.,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

Make Your House Comfortable
and a
FIRE PREVENTION and
ELECTRICAL APPA-

RATUS

Marbleoid

Aurora,

III.

(See Batteries also)

&

Battery
Louis, Mo.

Co., East St.
American Ever Ready Works,
Long Island City, N. Y.
"Ever Ready," "Daylo."
Ang-lo - American Co., Crystal

Theatre Bld&., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Beacon Miniature Electric Co.,

Dean

108

N. Y. City.

St.,

—

"Daylo" See
Ready.

American

Ever

Electro Importing Co., 235 Fulton St., N. Y. City.
Interstate Electric Novelty Co.,

Park

29

PI.,

N. Y. City.

Carbon

National

Madison

Co.,

W., W. 117th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
(See Adv.)
Shepherd Dry Battery Co.. S.
S.. Boston, Mass.
Universal Novelty Co.,
1193
Ave.,

N.

Broadway, N. Y. City.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.

Y.
C. D.

Wood

Electric

Broadway. N.

Co.,

441

Y. City.

FLOOR SCRUBBING MACHINES

Ave., N.

Y.

lith."

&

Armstrong Cork
Co.,

Madison

"Asbesto-

City.

Pittsburgk,

Insulation
Pa.
"Lino-

tile."

Certain-teed Products,
Mo.

Cook
N.

Linoleum

St.

Louis,

Trenton,

Co.,

J.

Economart Floor
41st

St.,

Co.,

229

E.

Washin^on

St.,

St.,

York City.
Kent Vacuum Cleaner Co., Inc.,
545 Dominick St., Rome, N. Y.
"Utility."

Louis Janitor's Supply Co.,
116 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Mo.
"Kelley."

St.

Co.,

Boston

200
9,

Mass.
Russelloid Co., Harrisburg, Pa.
"Russelloid."
"Keystone
Brand."

W.

238

Co.,

49th

Beaver
St.,

Tile,

New York

W. 42nd

440

Inc.,

City.

Cork Floor Products
Stark

Co.,

23rd

E.

388

Portland. Ore.

St.,

Dreadnought Flooring
115

St.,

City.

United Cork Co. of
Lyndhurst, N. J.

Co., Inc.,

New York
New York,

FLOORING, Mosaic
Dawson
St.,

Bros.,

Chicago,

523

N.

Halsted

111.

Hardwood

Interior

1605
Talbott Ave., N., Indianapolis,
Co.,

Chemical Co., 656 W.
Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Velvetile Floor Co., 231 S. Wells
St., Chicago, 111.

FLOWERS,

Artificial
Art Flower & Plant Co., 356
W. Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111.

Baumann &

Co.,

L.,

357

W.

Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111.
Borgenski,- J. S., 62 N. 13th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Botanical Decorating Co., 208
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
28

S.

Artificial

Flower

Fifth Ave., Chicago,

Decorative

Plant

Ave., N. Y. City.

Co.,

230

Co.,
111.

6th

& Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
Reade St., N. Y. City.
General Flower & Decorating:

Doty
30

Y.

N.

St.,

City. (See Adv.)
Studios, Lee,
Bldg., N. Y. City.

Longacre

McCallum

Co., The, 137 7th St.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
National Decorating Co., 35 6th

Ave., N. Y. City.
Pick & Co., Albert, 208-224

Randolph

Randall

St..

Co., A.

Wabash

Schneider,

Ave.,
L., 6

West

Chicago,
L.,

Lake

Chicago,

Second

St.,

111.

&

St.
111.

N. Y.

City.

Schroeder

Flower

Artificial

6023
Superior
Cleveland, Ohio.

Ave.,

Mfrs.,

Flower & Decorating
238 W. 48th St., N. Y.

United
Co.,
City.

FORIVARDERS, Film

FLOORING, Cork

Chicago

N. Y. City.

Heywood-Wakefleld

Co.,

Chicago, 111.
Herr Mfg. Co., John, 44 N. 4th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
International
Floor
Machine
Co.,
220 W. 19th St., New
Clinton

S.

Ind.

Theatre
1

Ave.

States

FLOOR COVERINGS,
Asbestolith Mfg. Co.,

8th

N. Y. City.

Lash

32

and Lantern
Carbon

St.,

American Scrubbing Equip.

FLASHLIGHTS, Pocket
American

The,

Co.,

and 34th

Fyre-Gard Mtg. Co. Fox Theatre
Bid.,

Year Around

Profit Producer All the

Massce
St..

&

Co.,

New York

Inc..

115 Broad

City, N. V.

FOUNTAINS,

Decorative

& Co., R., 601 W.
Washington Block, Chicago.

Williamson
111.

FOUNTAINS, Sanitary
Drinking
Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleve-

Clow & Sons,

Jas.

B.,

N.
111.

544

S.

Franklin St., Chicago, 111.
"Hygiene."
Douglas Co John, 906 Poplar
,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

836 Michigan Ave.,
Chicago, III. (See Adv.)
Co.,

Edwardsville

Brass

Co..

Ed-

111.

Glauber Brass

Mfg. Co., 4917
Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Kohler Co., Kohler, Wis. "Delevan," "Elkhorn," "Monona."
Maddock's Sons Co., T., Trenton, N. J.

118

Beekman

Y. City.

Cincinnati,
Ohio.
(See Adv.)
Puro Sanitary Drinking Fountain Co., Haydenville, Mass.
Rundle-Spence Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Trenton Potteries Co., Trenton,
St.,

N. J

Twentieth Century Brass Wks.,
Belleville,

Watrous

111.

524

Co.,

Chicago,
Wolff Mfg.
Chicago.

Racine,

S.

111.

Co., L., 601

Lake

St.,

111.

FOYERS
Scenic
St.,

220

Studios,

New York

City.

(See Adv.)

FRAMES AND WHEELS,
Color
Brenkert Light Projection

Co.,

Detroit, Mich.

Chicago Stage Lighting
N. LaSalle

Grker

Co., 112

Chicago, 111.
Optical Co., 60S
Louis, Mo. (See

St.,

Bros.

Olive
Adv.)

St., St.

Major Epuipment Co., 2518 Cullom Ave., Chicago. IlL
Mestrum, Henry, 641 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.

New York

land, Ohio.

Chicago Faucet Co., 2712
Crawford Ave., Chicago,
"Chi-Fau-Co."

wardsville.

Kim

West 46th

Architectural Decorating Co.,
1600-1608 So. Jefferson St.,
Chicago. 111.
Botanical Decorating Co., 208 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Decorators' Supply Co., Archer
Ave & Leo St., Chicago, 111.

St.,

N.

St..

71

Co.,

National Plastic Relief Co., 414

Novelty

(See Adv.)

Crane

Iron Works, J. L.,
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

Mott

Nason Mfg.

451

W.

Calcium Light

53(1 St.,

Co.,

N. Y. City.

Universal Electric Stage Llghtine Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. r.
City.
(See Adv.)

FRAMES,

Poster and Lob-

by Display
Becker Theatre Supply
Pearl

Chicago

St.,

Co., 416

Buffalo. N. Y.

Metal

Covering

Co.,

2833 W. Lake St., Chicago, 111.
Commercial Mfg. Co., 13th &

Appletree
Pa.

Sts.,

Philadelphia,

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co..
Jamestovm, N. Y. (See Adv.)
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I(ead the Books from which
Great Pictures haVe been made
THE COVERED WAGON
Emerson Hough
THE WAY OF A MAN
Emerson Hough
SCARAMOUCHE
Rafael Sabatini
A. S. M. Hutchinson
IF WINTER COMES
Homer Croy
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER
F. Marion Crawford
THE WHITE SISTER
TO THE LAST MAN
Zane Grey
Frances Hodgson Burnett
A LADY OF QUALITY
F. Marion Crawford
IN THE PALACE OF THE KING
THE SPANISH DANCER
Victor Hugo
Rida Johnson Young
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
Sinclair Lewis
MAIN STREET
Hall Caine
THE ETERNAL CITY
OwenWister
THE VIRGINIAN
POTASH 8e PERLMUTTER
Montague Glass
Robert W. Chambers
THE COMMON LAW
Stanley J. Weyman
UNDER THE RED ROBE
THE LONE STAR RANGER
Zane Grey
DESERT
Zane Grey
THE HERITAGE OF THE
Turnbull-Holman
THE CHEAT
Booth Tarkington
THE TURMOIL
Booth Tarkington
ALICE ADAMS
KID
Earl
Way land Bowman
THE RAMBLIN'
PENROD AND SAM
Booth Tarkington
PENROD
Booth Tarkington
GAP
RED
Harry
RUGGLES OF
Leon Wilson
HENTZAU
Anthony Hope
RUPERT OF
OF
ZENDA
PRISONER
Anthony
THE
Hope
LET NOT MAN PUT ASUNDER
Basil King
Gene Stratton-Porter
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN
Morgan Robertson
MASTERS OF MEN
Augusta Evans
ST. ELMO
THE CALL OF THE WILD
Jack London
FIGHTING BLOOD
H. C. Witwer
PUSHERS
LEATHER
.H.
THE
C. Witwer
ROBIN HOOD
/. Walker McSpadden
WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER... Charles Major
THE RUSTLE OF SILK
Cosmo Hamilton
Booth Tarkington
THE FLIRT
Hall Caine
THE CHRISTIAN
•

,

.

.

titles comprise only a few cf the fascinsting books published
Popular Priced Edition. For a complete list look on the inside of
book wrapper.

The above
in the

any

GROSSET & DUNLAP

only

AVhen you book your book pictures think of the book
work with you in a first class tieup. A million and a half of

as being published by Grosset & Dunlap.
Your local bookseller will
circulars like this page will be released to booksellers eversrwhere right
after Christmas with suggestions from us to distribute through you.
This and other plans will be of mutual benefit. If you can't get
action, write or wire Grosset & Dunlap, the world's largest publishers of Photoplay Titles, 1140 Broadway, New York City.
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Brker Bros.

Optical

Co.,

Mo.

Oli-Fe St., St. lionis.

608
(See

Adv.)
Flour City Ornamental Iron Co.,
27th Ave. & 27th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Fulton Co., E. B., 3208 Carroll
"Fulco."
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Galindo Mfg. Co., 26 W. Broadway, N. T. City.
,

Illinois

Moulding

Co.,

W.

2411

23d St., Chicago, 111.
Kettler Brass Mfg. Co., Houston, Tex.
Keystone Picture Frame Co.,
629 Fifth Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
MoKenna Brass & Mfg. Co.,
Pittsburgh. Pa.
National Picture Frame & Art
947 61st St., Brooklyn,
Co.,
N. Y.

Newtaan Mfg. Co., 416-418 Elm
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
E. G. Reinhardt Mfg Co., 326
East 2nd St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(See Adv.)
Russell Studios,

726 8th Ave..
N. Y. City.
Reuben Studios, 812 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Stanley Frame Co., 729 7th
Ave., N. Y. City,
United States Frame & Picture
Co., 46 Vesey St., N. Y. City.

FRONTS

Ornamental

Metal
Canton Metal Ceiling Co., 1957
Harrison Ave., Canton. Ohio.
Edwards Mfg. Co., 411-451 East
5th St., Cincinnati, Oliio. (See
Adv.)

Friedly-Voshardt Co., 7 35
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee
Corrugating
Ave. and Burnham
Milwaukee, Wis.
Newman Mfg. Co., 416-418

S.

Co.,

36th
St.,

Elm

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Pro Bert Sheet Metal
ington, Ky.
Scott Roofing

Culvert

St..

Co.,

Cov-

Boston, Mass.

Basket

Bailie

Sudbury

82

Co.,

Boston, Mass.

St,.

Barker Bros., 724 S. Broadway,
Los Angeles, Cal. "Quality."
Burdett Chair Mfg.

Co.,

Keene,

N. H.

Burrowes
Free

The, E.
Portland, Me.

Co.,

St.,

70

T.,

Buzzini Corp., John S., 224 E.
42nd St., New York City.
Cross & Co., James H., 30 W.
Lake ^t., Chicago, 111.
Derby & Co., Inc., P., Gardner,

Dickerman

Co., inc., J. A.,

ner, Mass.

Dunn

Co.,

John

58

A.,

Chair Co.,
Mass.
St., Gardner, Mass.

Reed

Cincinnati,

Co.,

Hey^vood-Wakefield

Washington

Main

Gardner,

Eastern
Ficks,
Ohio.

Gard-

209

Co.,

Boston

St.,

9,

Mass.

FUSES, Electric
Commercial Enclosed Fuse Co.,
1317 Willow Ave., Hoboken,
N.

J.

American Chair

Mfg.

Fibre-Reed
Co., 913 N. 11th

Sheboygan, Wis.

American Purcliasing

25

Mich. "Kaltex."
Minneapolis Baby Carriage
Minneapolis, Minn.

Chicago,

111.

New England Reed
Ind.

ville,

Omaha

Hartshorn, Chas. H., Gardner,
Mass.
Hey^TOod Brothers & Wakefleld
Co., 209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Joesting & Schilling Co., The,
379

Sibley

St.

St.,

Minn.
Kelly Bros., Logan

St.,

Paul,

Lee, Peter

Gardner,

C, 218 E. 37th

St.,

New York
Lennon Furniture Co., 153 W.
23rd St., New York City.
Long Beach Reed & Willow
Furniture Co., 136 E. 41st St.,
New York City.
City.

Furniture

Co.,

Waukesha. Wis.

DRESS YOITR SCREENS WITH
A CURTAIN
EQUIP YOUR CURTAINS WITH

The,

A.

Pick

Rattan

Randolph

Chicago,

St.,

Co.,

W.

208-224

Albert,

Co.,

Howells Cine Equipment Co.
Mechanical Appliance Co., 133
Stewart St.. Milwaukee. Wis.
Northwestern Electric Co., 412

Hoyne St., Chicago, HI.
S.
(See Adv.)
Philadelphia Theatre Equipment
Co., 25 North 13th St., Philadelphia, Fa. (See Adv.)

Uynamo & Engine
Co., Ridgway, Pa.
Robbins & Myers Co., Spring-

Ridgway

Ohio.

field,

&

Reed
Omaha, Neb.

Robinson-Walker

WaNew

Reischmann Company, The, 229
W. 36th St., New York City.
Ruder Bros., 18 E. 48th St., New
York City.
Sons-Cunningham Reed & Rat-

Co., Ltd,,

Artis Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Ross, G. M., 255 Greenwich

N

111.

Randall Co., A. L., 180 N.
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Rattan Mfg Co., The,
Haven, Conn.

Y. City.

Sturtevant Co.,
Park, Boston,

B.

Mass.

<& Son. Lewis M.,
Philadelphia,
St.,

gwaab

Pa.
(See Adv.)
Electric Mfg. Co., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electrical Co.. 195

Vine

Wagner

Thwaite Furniture Co., Island &
Grand Rapids,
Ionia
Sts.,

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.

157 E. 32nd

City.

"Fibre-Kraft."

Mich.

Whitney Reed

GRILLES, Brass

GENERATORS, Motor
Mfg.

Electrif

144

Co.,

Hamilton Ave., Cleveland,

"Acme Ra

O.

Lite."

American Blower

Mil-

Co.,

Co., 6004

Rus-

Mich.

sell St., Detroit,

Becker Theatre Snpply Co., 416
.Pearl St., BaAalo, New York.
"Transvertor." (Sec Adv.)
Cinema Sales Co., 4538-40 Holly-

wood

Blvd.,

Hollywood,

Cal.

"Creco."

Crocker-Wheeler
N.

Co.,

J.

Holtzer-Cabot

125

Co.,

Buffalo Wire Works Co., 320
Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.
Kettler Brass Mfg. Co., Houston, Tex.
McKenna Brass Co., First Ave.
& Ross St., Pittsburgh! Pa.

Armory

Art Bronze

Michaels

230

Co.,

Covington, Ky.
Midland Metal Co., 1427 CathScott

St.,

erine St

Newman

Philadelphia. Pa.
Co., 416-418 Elm
(See
Ohio.

Mfg.

Cincinnati,

St.,

Adv.)
pjLL

composite

Wm.

Ampere,

Electric Products Corp., 1122 W.
16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Fulton Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.
"Pulco."
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hertner Electric Co., W. 114th
St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Hobart Bros. Co., 113 W. Water
St., Troy, Ohio.
"H. B."
St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

(See Adv.)

Y.

Leomin-

Corp.,

Mass.

ster,

Co., E.

R., 219

W.

^
Works,
,

Iron
26th

St.,

N. Y.

City.

Pittsburgh Brass Mfg. Co., 32d
St. & Penn Ave., Pittsburgh,

Pa

& Iron Works, F.
W. Lake St., Chicago,

Smith Wire
P.,

56

ill.

GAZING BALLS, Lobby
Architectural Decorating Co.,
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,

Boston, Mass.

111.

Super

-

Lite

Screens

MOTION PICTURE FIELD

For Perfect Projection

CASH IN ON OUR
VERY PROFITABLE
Ask your supply house or write

Exclusive Distributor Franchise
SOINIE

DESIRABLE TERRITORIES
STILL OPEN

C. S.

WERTSNER & SON
Manufacturers,

Quick Action Necessary

AUTOMATIC DEVICES CO
ALLENTOWN,

PA.

St.,

Hyde

F.,

Broadway, N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Inc.,

Automatic Curtain Control
THE FASTEST SELLING
EQUIPMENT IN THE

High Class Dealers

705

St.,

tan Co.,

New York

FLOWERS,

Artificial

11

Co.,

Green St., Boston, Mass.
Old Hickory Chair Co., Martins-

Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
waukee, Wis.

Greenspan & Son, Wolf, 686'
Grand St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Co.,

Montgomery, Ward & Co., Chicago, Ave. & Larabee St.,

Acme

Luxfibre
Corp.,

Mavs Rattan Works, 3347 N.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.
Michigan Seating Co., Jackson,

Electric Co., 8700 So.
State St., Chicago, 111.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, IV.
Y. (See Adv.)

Federal

]M£LSS

&
Co., 420
Cincinnati. Ohio.

FURNITURE,
St.,

St.,

W. 45th St., New York City.
American Reed & Willow Furniture Co., 368 Congress St.,

211-221 North 13th

Street,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA.

—

December

29,
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THE FyRE-GArD costs YOU NOTHING
We mean

what we

exactly

Your reduction on your

say.

the cost, every year, besides

it

fire

insurance will more than pay

affords additional protection to your patrons, operator and

investment as

90^0

OF FILM FIRES START

IN

THE PROJECTORS

However, every
Perhaps you have never had a real film fire, we hope you never will.
"PLUGGED" film may have been a serious film fire and—There is always a "FIRST TIME"
in everything. Therefore, it's up to you to do everything possible to prevent a fire in your
theatre, you owe it to your patrons, your operator and to yourself to equip your projectors
with the best fire prevention device on the market, and that's just exactly what we have in the

TRADE-MARK

F yre-garD
"PREVENTS FILM FIRES"
Film breaks at any point above or
below aperture plate.

Lower reel
Mechanism

pick up.

fails to

of projector binds or

breaks.

Lowfer loop is lost.
Sprocket holes are stripped from
film.

from Packing
in Machine from Any Cause

Positively Prevents Film

Cuts Off Light and Motor

at

End

of

Picture
Equipped with the Famous

Absolute Con-Tac-Tor Mercury Switch.
"BETTER BE SAFE THEN SORRY"
very small fire in your projection booth may cause a panic
and give your Theatre a "BLACK EYE" which may take years «
Many $10.00 fires have cost theatre owners a
to overcome.
thousand times more in lost attendance.

A

—

IMPORTANT— READ BELOW

ILLINOIS INSPECTION

BUREAU

APPROVED BY THE NATIONAL BOARD OF FIRE UNDERWRITERS & THE ELECTRICAL DEPT., CITY OF CHICAGO

Fire Insurance Estimates

Fire Protection Engineering

37

So.

MADE ONLY FOR

Wabash Ave.

SIMPLEX PROJECTORS

CHICAGO, ILL.
Fyregard Manufacturing Company,
Fox Theatre Building,

CAN BE APPLIED IN

Aurora, IlHnois.

Gentlemen

Your favor of the 9th inst. received relative to
credit allowed for this appliance and beg to state that
we find that this has been approved by the Underwriters'
Laboratories and our method of handling is as follows.
Without a device of this sort attached to the
moving picture machine a charge is made. If this device,
or one similar to it which is approved, is attached to the
machine the charge is not made and
taken care of in our schedule.

FRANK

consequently

it

Yours truly,
H. JONES,

is

15

MINUTES BY YOUR OPERATOR

PRICE

:

IF

$35

EACH

YOUR SUPPLY HOUSE CANNOT FILL YOUR ORDER WE
WILL SHIP DIRECT

C. O. D.

EXPRESS PREPAID.

FYRE-GARD MANUFACTURING CO.
FOX THEATRE BLDG.

Publisher.
I

30

AURORA,

DAYS FREE TRIAL

^1

ILL.
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GELATINES
Major Equipment Co., 2518 Cullom Ave., Chicago. 111.
Newton, C. I., 331 W. 18th St.,

BETTER EQUIPMENT

N. T. City.

Erker

Sold and Installed
by Experts

Optical Co.,
Louis, Mo.

St., St.

608
(See

Gealatene
Products
Brooklyn, N. Y.

POWER'S PROJECTORS
SUPERLITE SCREENS
A. D. C. CURTAIN CONTROLS

GLOBES,

AUTOMATICKET REGISTER
GUNDLACH & SNAPLITE LENSES
NATIONAL CARBONS

MAZDA LAMP EQUIPMENT
TICKET CHOPPERS

MOTOR GENERATOR SETS

Electric

GRAPHITE,

Lubricating

(See Lubricant, Projector)
United States Graphite Co., 1430
Holland Ave., Saginaw, Mich.
"USG No. 40"—See U. S. GraphCo.

Dixon

Crucible

Joseph,
Jer-

Co.,

Wayne & Monmouth

Sts.,

sey City, N. J.
United
States
Graphite
Saginaw, Mich.
"Wisconsin Graphite Co.,
vens Point, Wis.

Co.,

31 B. 27th

A.,

Co.. C. P., 278 N.

.Elm
Voigt

Ash-

111.

Son,

P.,

W.

9

Co., 416

Co.,

St.,

S.

Clancy, J. R.. Syracuse, N. Y.
Clark, Peter, 534 W. 30tli St.,
N. Y. City, (See Adv,)
Channon Mfg. Co., Jas. H., 227
W. Erie St.. Chicago, 111.
Electric Products Corp., 1122 W.
16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Co.,

Metropolitan

O.,

Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
Story Scenic Co., O. L., 21 Tufts
St.,
Somerville Sta., Boston,
Mass.

HAT RACKS,
Crystal Bead Screens
Raven Screens
Westinghouse Generators
Stanley Frames
Theatre Chairs

St.,

Mfg. Co., 416-418
Cincinnati, Ohio.

416 Pearl Street

BUFFALO,

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

HEATING SYSTEMS
Co., 836 South
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Sturtevant Co., B.
Park, Boston, Mass.

Albert Becker, Pres.

—

/

—

—

Gundlach-Manhattan Lenses
Simplex Ticket Machines
Simplex Tickets

Oil

St.,

(See

N. Y. City.

Novelty

New

York

City.

311-321
Genesee,
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Tanney Printing & PublishingCo., American Theatre Bldg.,
42nd St., bet. 7th &. 8th Aves.,
Co.,

The,

New York City.
Times Square Printing Co., 250
West 54th St., New York City.

INDUSTRIAL FILMS,

Makes

Repair All

of Projectors

G.

D.

149 East Elizabeth

BRADY,

St.

Mgr.
Detroit, Michigan

"Service for All Theatres"

Chas. M., 271
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Litholia Color Co., 75 W. 23d
St.,

Co.,

N. Y. City.

Supply Co.,
Theatre
Rxalto
Minneapolis, Minn.
Stafford Co., N., 67 Pulton St.,
N. Y. City.
Slide Corp.,
48th St., N. Y. City.

W.

209

Beacon Press, Inc., 318 West
39th St., New York City.
Times Square Printing Co., 250
West 54th St.. New York City.

INSURANCE, Rain
Brown, Clark

John

55

T.,

St..

N. Y. City.

Eagle Star & British Dom. Insurance Co., 123 William St.,
N. Y. City.
Hartford Fire Ins. Co., Hartford, Conn.

INSURANCE,

Theatre Fire

and Liabihty
J. S., 4624 Sheridan Rd.,
Chicago, 111.
Theatre Inter - Insurance Exchange, Philadelphia, Pa. (See
Adv<)

American

Motion Picture
Louisville, Ky.
Associated Screen News,

Co.,
Inc.,

W. 41st St., N. Y. City.
Atlas Educational Film Co.,
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

63

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Bird Film Service, 355 Washington St., Newark, N. J.
Bray Pictures Corp., The, 23 B,
26th St., N. Y. City.
Carlisle, Ellis, 71 W.
N. Y. City.

Carter

Cinema

IRON WORKS,

23d

Company,

St.,

30th

(See Adv.)
416-418

Elm

W. 42d St, N. Y. City
Cincinnati Motion Picture Co.
(Pathe News Studio), 1434
.

Newman

Mfg.

Co.,

Ohio.

Cincinnati,

St.,

Pro Bert Sheet Metal Co., Covington, Ky.
Reinhardt, E. G. Mfg. Co., 426
E. 2nd St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

JANITORS' SUPPLIES
Walker

Altschul, A. H., 50

New York City.
American Purchasing
45th St., New York

St.,

Co., 25

W.

City.

American Standard Mfg. Co.,
2268 Archer Ave., Chicago, 111.
Barnett & Brown, 193 Pearl St.,
New York City.
Barry & Co., D. J., 83 Barclay
St., New York City.
Barth & Son, L., 32 Cooper Sq.,
New York City.
Beck Co., Arthur, 4743 Bernard
Chicago,

111.

Machine Works, Peter,

122 N. Curtis
Buzzini Corp.,

42nd

St.,

Chicago,
S.,

224

W.

111.

E.

City.

Exterminating

Inc., 373 A.,

York

St.,

John

New York

California

125th

St.,

Co.,

New

City.

Clarke Chemical Co., The, 1441
Wazee St., Denver, Col.
Cordley & Hayes, 21 Leonard
St.,

New York

City.

Costello & Son Brush Co., J. S.,
1108 Pine St., St. Louis, Mo.
Fowl, Julius, 207 W. 18th St.,

New York

General
N. Y.

Gross

City.

Disinfecting

Clermont
220

Architec-

Ornamental
Peter, Inc., 534 W.

tural or

St.,

Bosworth DeFrenes and Felton,

THE EXHIBITORS SUPPLY COMPANY

W.

Slide, 209

N. Y. City.

&

Higgins
Ninth

Boiler

Producers of

129

We

—
New York

St.,

Clark,
St., N. Y. City.

(See Printers, Theatre)
Beacon Press, Inc., 318 West
39th St., New York City.
Circle Press, Inc., 238 West 53rd
St.,

Motiograph Projectors DaLite Screens
National Carbons Caille Ticket Choppers
Brenkert Lighting Apparatus Snaplite Lenses

Hyde

Adv.)

Hennegan

"KNOWN BY OUR PRODUCTS —THE BEST"

F.,

Simplex Oil Burning System, 30

HERALDS,
Phone Tupper 8710

Michigan

HEATING SYSTEMS,
Church

N. Y.

Elm

Ticket Booth

Crane

Becker Theatre Supply Co

Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111. ••Fulco."
Glassine See Davids Co.

Kemper,

HEATERS,
Co.,

AND A COMPLETE LINE OF SUPPLIES

Brass

Newman

Mo.

St., St. Liouis,

INSERTS. Colored

HARDWARE,

Stage
Armbruster & Sons, M., 249
Front St., Columbus, Ohio.

60S
(See

Co.,

Standard

St.,

&

"Glas-

City.

Y.

Optical

Bros.

Olive

48th

National Plastic Relief

Automatic Ticket Machines

Erker

Greater

N. Y. City.

N.

St.,

GRILLES, Wood and Composition
Daunt Co., Wm.

Drug & Chemical
Wythe Ave.,

371

sine."

Adv.)
Fulton

Sheck

Simplex Projectors
Hertner Transverters

Dam

Ste-

Jos.
42d St., N. Y. City.

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.

Inc.,

INKS, SHde
Works,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
1753 N. 12th
Philadelphia, Pa.

262 N. 13th

Service,

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Davids Co.. Thaddeus, 95 Van.

land Ave., Chicago,

Harry Blumberg, Prop.

(iinma

Tilford Cinema Studios, 332 W.
44th St., N. Y. City.
Venar Studio, The, Orpheum
Theatre Building, Peoria, 111.
Victor Safety Film Corp., 71»
First National Bank Bldg.,
Chicago, 111.
White Studios, Eddie, 160 W.
45th St.. N. Y. City.
Worcester Film Corp., 145 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.

GRAPHITE, Powdered

McHugh &

CO.

City.

3 D. 61st St., N. Y. City.

Continental

St.,

PHILADELPHIA
THEATRE EQUIPMENT

York

Staulcup

Dixon Treplute Co.

Lorenzen

PARAMOUNT CONDENSERS

Co.,

(See Lamps, Electric)

ite

G-E

Bros.

Olive
Adv.)

Vine Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Carlyle, 71 W. 23d St.,
N. Y. City.
Non Theatrical M. P. Corp.,
Straus Bldg., 5th Ave., New

Ellis,

Ave.,

Co.,

Hardware & Supply

Philip, 21() Third
kee, Wis,

143

Brooklyn,
St.,

Co.,

Milwau-

December

Pag.
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When

Selecting an

Them for
Help You to Success

Which Has
72 Years

A

Kilgen

Organ

is

installed in

Organ Let a Firm

Built

the beautiful Majestic Theatre, Houston,

Texas

—Architect

John Eberson

All Types of Unit and Orchestral Pipe Organs
Straight or Circular

Ranging

in Price

Keyboard

from $4,000 up

Established 1851

GEO. KILGEN

& SON

3817-3829 LACLEDE AVE.
Under the same family management 72 years

ST. LOUIS,

MO.
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Hainesworth Supply
6th

Co., 2411 N.
Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

Hanover

One

Supply Co., 2bU "W.
11th St., New York City.
Janitors' Supply Co., 3U1 Mar-

of the Sections Executed by

Us

ket

Pittsburgh, Pa.

St.,

Joesting- & Schilling Co., The,
379 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
Keppler Bros., 7th Ave. & 24th
St., New York City.
Lewis, Samuel, 73 Barclay St.,
New York City.

in the

EASTMAN THEATRE

Ludwig Wilson Brush & Supply
Clark

Co., 439 S.

Chicago,

St.,

111.

ROCHESTER,

Pick

N. Y,

W.

208-224

Albert,

Co,,

Randolph

St., Chicago, 111.
Louis Janitor's Supply Co.,
116 N. 9th St., St. Louis, Mo.
Schuman, Sam, 942 W. Madison
St., Chicago, Ilk
Standard Supply Co., 158 W.

St.

Broadway, New York City.
Stella Soap & Chemical Co., The,
2052 Halsted Sk, Chicago, 111.
"Stella."
U. S. Chemical Co., Greenville,
Ohio.
U. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
170 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.

West Disinfecting Co.,
Ave., New York City.
Zabel & Co., W. C, 223
eral

Youngstown,

St.,

JAZZ HORNS,
&

Fishelov

mac

Co., 416
N. Y. City.
industries, Ltd..

111.

City, Cal.

Film Development Corp., Hoboken, N.

J.

Laboratory, Hudson

Film

Heights, N. J.
Film Storage & Forwarding
Corp.,
Harris & Van Alst
Aves., Long Island City, N. Y.
W.,
Laboratory,
Griffith,
D.

Mamaroneck,

N. Y.

Motion
Picture
Hirlagraph
Corp., Fort Lee, New Jersey.
Wm..
Horsley
Laboratories.
6060 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, Calif.

Howe,

Lyman,

Laboratories,

Wilkesbarre, Pa.

Jerome Film

Corp., 761 Jackson Ave., Bronx, N. Y. City.
Nicholas, Laboratory,
Kessel,
Fort Lee, N. J.
Kineto Company Laboratory, 71

West

23d

N. Y. City.

St.,

Knickerbocker Film Laboratory, Fort Lee, N. J.
L'Star Laboratory, 111 Westchester

Sq., N. Y. City.

Film

Laboratories

West

244-259

York

49th

Guards &

Prizma,

W.

110

Inc.,

S.

The,
Chi-

St.,

"Imperial."
Kettler Brass Mfg. Co., Houston, Tex.
Bros. Brass Co., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
Mfg.

Elm

416-418
Cincinnati, Ohio.

St.,

Co.,

Pittsburgh Brass Mrg. Co., 32d
St. & Penn Ave., Pittsburgh,
Structural

Iron

Works Div., 5300 Lake
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.

&

Revolving Door

W.

556

27th

Side

Fixture

Co.,

New York
New Britain,

St..

City.

Works,

Stanley
Conn.

- Allers
Laboratory,
Melrose Ave., Los An-

Rothacker Film Laboratory, Diversey Parkway, Chicago, 111.
Standard
Film
Laboratories,
Seward & Romaine Sts., Hollywood, Calif.
Standard Motion Picture Co.,
Mailers

1005

Bldg.,

Dennison Mfg.

1944

Jerome Ave., N.

LABORATORY

SUP-

PLIES, Film
Capitol Motion Picture
Co., 142 W. 46th St.,

John

15

Co.,

Stafford Co., N.,

St.,

Y.

67

Fulton

St.,

City.

Adams-Bagnall
Piatt Ave.,

S.

Electric
Co.,
Cleveland,

E.,

"A. B.," "Jandus."

Co.. 6227

way, Chicago,

St.,

Co.,

Chicago,

63

F.

DUJAT,

Pres.

St.,

E.

111.

medium

of

Architectural

and

Decorative Expression in
the simplest or most
intricate

Corporation, Providence, R.

624-26 FIRST AVE.

I.

Chenowith Film Co., 1306 Farnam St., Omaha, Neb.
Claremont
Film
Laboratory,
Inc., 430 Claremont Pkwy., N.
City.

Clune's Laboratory, 5356 Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Craftsman Film Laboratory, 251
W. 19th St., N. Y. City.
Crandall & Stevens Film Laboratory, 1761 Alessandro Ave.,

Hollywood,

Cal.

Cromlow Film Laboratory,
West 42d St., N. Y. City.

6463

1511

NEW YORK

Cahuenga

wood,

Cal.

Santa
wood,

Cal.

Downing

Ave.,

Laboratory,

Monica

Blvd.,

Eclipse Laboratory,
23d St., N. Y. City.

523

Kala-

Co.,

"Lea," "North-

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.,
820 S. Tripp .St., Chicago, Til.
Display Stage Lighting Co., 314

W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Electrical Products Corp., 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.

"Epco."
Gelb Co., Joseph, 512 W.
St.,

220

Crosby Film Laboratory, 5813
Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood, Cal.
Grouse - Davidge Laboratories,

form

TEL.— MURRAY HILL

E. 175th

N. Y. City.

Burton Holmes Laboratory, 7510
N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, lU.
Burnbaum, H. L., Coronet Film

Y.

Experts in the use of Plastic Materials as a

St.,

W.
Adams

N. Y. City.

Film

St.,

JOSEPH

Broad-

Artfilms Studio, Ontario
Cleveland, O.
Associated Screen News, 120
41st

Mich.

all."

111.

Biograph Company, 807

ARCHITECTURAL
PLASTERING COMPANY

mazoo,

LABORATORIES, Fihn

Atlas

Y.

(See Coloring, Lamps.

Ohio.

American Film

GORDON & KAELBER
MEAD & WHITE

pplv

W.

LAMPS, Arc
American Arc Lamp

McKlM,

S'

City.

"Epco."

N. Y. City.

ARCHTECTS

Y. City.

LAMP DIPS

Ever-Ready Roll Label Co., 203
W. 40th St., N. Y. City.
Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.

-

Chicago,

111.

Sunset Laboratory, 6060 Sunset
Blvd.. Hollywood. Cal.
Tremont Film Laboratories Inc.

Electrical Products Corp., 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.

LABELS, Film Caution

N.

128

geles, Cal.

Pa.

Republic

Inc.,

J.

5515

111.

Co.,

Harrison

Newman

St.,

W. 52d St.. N. Y. City.
Rex Laboratory, Inc., Cliffside,
N.

Clinton St., Chicago,
Imperial Brass Mfg.

MoKenna

40th

Rothacker

Baldwin Brass Works, 411
1236 W.
oago, in.

New

St.,

City.

N. Y. City.

Door

Pulls,

39

St.,
West Toronto,
Can.
Filmcraft Laboratories. Culver

Queen

Republic Laboratories,

KICK PLATES,

W.

land, Ohio,

"Jazzooks."

nati, Ohio.

St.,

v^raxi

Malcolm

2717 Poto-

Rudloph, Cincin-

Co.,

216th

Lustig Film Laboratory, Sam,
2147 Prospect Ave.. Cleve-

O.

Novelty

H.,

Co.,

Ave., Chicago,

Wurlltzer

411 5th
E. Fed-

Evans Film Mfg.
Piiju

Holly6363

Holly-

West

N. Y. City.

36th

"Spectro."

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y. "Luminous."
Goerz American Optical Co., 317
E.

34th

St.,

N.

Y.

City.

Hadaway. Tom, Montgomery,
"Panchroma Twin."
N. Y.
Imperial Electric

Murray

Mfg.

Co..

4

N. Y. City.
Morelite Intensified Corp. 600
West 5 7th St., New York City.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Newton, Chas L, 331 W. 18th
St., N. Y. City.
Toerring Co.. C. J.. 2119 Toronto St., Philadelphia, Pa.
St.,

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City.

Warner Lamp

Co.,

Davenport,

Iowa.
Electric
Co.,
Western
Broadway, N. Y. City.

195

Westinffl»«nse Electric «ft Mtg.
(Sec
Co.. E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Adv.)

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

December

1923

29,
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LAMPS,

Colored, Etched
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsbnrgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

Lamp Works, Harrison,
N. J. (See Adv.)
National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
(See
Adv.)

Edison

LAMPS,

Floor

Heywood-Wakefleld

WasMngton

209

Co.,

Boston

St.,

9,

Mass..

National Plastic Relief

Co., 416
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29-

Elm

39

St.,

Paul

St.

Rochester,

St.,

N. X.

jection
(Mazda Projection Lamps)
Edison Lamp Works of G. E.
Co., Harison, N. J. (Edison
Mazda) (See Adv.)
Nela Specialties Division of National
Lamp Works, Nela
Park,

Cleveland,
O.
Westinshonse Electric Mfg. Co.,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa. "Westlnghonse" (See Adv.)

LAMPS,

Incandescent

Gem

Mazda,

and Carbon
American Electric Lamp Wks.,

Central Falls, R. L
Banner Electric Works, 646
Market St., Youngstown, Ohio.
Brilliant Electric Works, Electric Bldg-., Cleveland, Ohio.

Bryan-March
Falls, R. L

Works,

Central

Capitol

Electric Co., Denver,
Col.
"Hall."
Colonial
Electric
Division,
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Columbia Incandescent Lamp
Works, Equitable Bldg., St.
Louis, Mo.

Consolidated
Electric
Lamp
Co., Danvers,
Mass. "Champion."

Economical Electric Lamp Division, 25 W. Broadway, N. Y.
"Hylo."

City.

Lamp Works of General Electric, Harrison, N. J.
(See Adv.)

Federal
St.,

Central Falls, R.

Banner Electric
Market
St.,

Lamp Works,

N.

6

E. 39th

Incandescent

Lamp

Y.

Fostoria

City.

Works, Fostoria, Ohio.

Franklin

Eiectric

Conn.

Hartford,

Mfg.

Co.,

"Femco,"

Lamp

Incandescent

Works, Electric

Bldg., Cleve-

land, Ohio.

Hygrade

Lamp'

Salem,

Co.,

Mass.

Independent Lamp & Wire Co.,
1733 Broadway, N. Y. City.

Kentucky

,

Electrical

Co.,

Owensboro, Ky.

Co., 131 Hudson
St., N. Y. City.
Lux Mfg. Co., Terminal Bldg^

Laco-Philips

Hoboken, N.
M.

& W.

J.

Electric Co., Spring,
Mass.
Munder Electrical Works, Cen>
field,

Falls. R. L
Speialties Division National Lamp Works of General Electric Co., Nela Par,
Cleveland, Ohio.
New York Electric Lamp Co., 38
Park Row, N. Y. City. "Best,"
tral

Nela

"Regent."

North American Electric Lamp
Co.. St. Louis. Mo.
Novelty Incandescent Lamp Co.,

Emporium, Pa.
Packard Lamp Works,

War-

ren, Ohio.

Roberts
4th

& Hamilton

St.,

Co., 413 So.

Minneapolis, Minn.

Rooney Lamp Co., F. X, 1317
Willow Ave., Hoboken, N. J.
Shelby Lamp Works, Shelby,
Ohio.
Sterling Electric
Warren, Ohio.

Sunbeam

Lamp Works,

Incandescent

Division, Natl. Lamp
of General Electric,
Clinton St., Chicago,

U.

S.

St.

Lamp
Works
500
111.

Lamp
Lamp Co.,

Incandescent

S.

Louis, Mo.

Domestic Tungsten Lamp Mfg.

West New York,

Co.,

Lamp Works

Edison

Co.,

N.
of

J.

Broa«lTvay, N. Y. City.

Lamps."

(See Adv.)

165

"Mazda

Work

Iron

Weight

Counter

Systems

Gen-

eral Electric, Harrison, N. J.

(See Adv.)

Elux

Lamp Works,
Lamp

Miniature

E. 39th

St.,

N. Y. City.

Incandestcent

Works, Fostoria, Ohio.
General Electric

Co.,

Stage Curtain Rigging

Schenec-

tady, N. Y.

Howard Miniature Lamp
Orange

487

Jaeger
N.

St.,

H.

Co.,

Co.,

Newark, N. J.
J.,
Hoboken,

J.

Lux Mfg.

Terminal Bldg.,
Hoboken, N. J.
McCandless & Co., H. W., 67
Park Place, N. Y. City.
Mannweller Co., A. C, 2719
Broadway, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Nela Specialties Division, National Lamp Works of General Electric Co., Nela Park,
Co.,

and Asbestos

Steel

URTAINS

^

Cleveland, Ohio.

Rooney Lamp Co., F. J., 1317
Willow Ave., Hoboken, N. J.
Shelby Lamp Works, Shelby,
Ohio.

Sterling Electric

Lamp

Tipless
Pa.

Information

on

Rigging

Stage

and

Lamp Works,

Warren, Ohio.
Co.,

Emporium,

Construction Will Be Gladly Furnished

Vosburgh Miniature Lamp Co.,
W. Orange, N. J.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Pittsburgh. Pa.

Co., E.

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Y.

(See Adv.)

LAMPS,

Projector
American Reflecting Arc Corp.,
43 Winchester Street, Boston,
Mass.

Cine Equipment Co.,
7th Ave., N. Y. City,
(See Adv.)
Warren Products Co., 265 Canal
"Helios.' (See
St., N. Y. City.
Adv.)

Howells
740

"3Iorlite."

LANTERNS,

Slide

(See Stereopticons)

Bausch & Lomb Optical
Paul St., Rochester,

Co., Ct.

N.

Y.

"Balopticon"

Brenkert Light & Projection
Co.,
Cortland Ave., Detroit,
Perfection Slide and Pictures
Corp., 79 5th Ave., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Standard Slide Corp., 209
(See
48th St., N. Y. City.
Adv).

W

LAVATORY FIXTURES
standard

Mfg.

Sanitary
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Co..

LATF BOOKS, (On Theatre
Law)
& Co.. 45 John
New York City.
LEADERS. Film
Neu, O. F.. 249 W. 47th St., N. Y.
Baker-Voorhis
Street,

(See Adv.)

City.

LEDGERS,

Your inspection of our work in any of the
following theatres

Arc,

Reflecting,

Theatre

(See also Accounting Systems.
Theatre.)
Erker Bros. Optical Co., 60S
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. (See

Adv.)
Exhibitors Trade Review,
W. 42d St., IV. Y. City.

152

is

invited

APOLLO THEATRE, NEW YORK
CAPITOL THEATRE, NEW YORK
KEITH'S FORDHAM, NEW YORK
KEITH'S PALACE, NEW YORK
LIBERTY THEATRE, NEW YORK
METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE, NEW YORK
HENRY MILLER THEATRE, NEW YORK
MUSIC BOX THEATRE, NEW YORK
NEW AMSTERDAM THEATRE, NEW YORK
NEW YORK HIPPODROME, NEW YORK
SELWYN THEATRE, NEW YORK
TIMES SQUARE THEATRE, NEW YORK
WINTER GARDEN, NEW YORK
KEITH'S PROSPECT THEATRE, BROOKLYN
LOEWS PALACE THEATRE, BROOKLYN
PROCTOR'S NEWARK THEATRE, NEW JERSEY
NATIONAL OPERA HOUSE, CUBA
ALBISO THEATRE, HAVANA
KEITH'S SYRACUSE THEATRE, NEW YORK
KEITH'S CLEVELAND THEATRE, OHIO
KEITH'S DAYTON THEATRE, OHIO
KEITH'S PROVIDENCE THEATRE, R.
APOLLO THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL.
I,

CHICAGO THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL.
HARRIS THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL.
M'VICKER'S THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL.
SELWYN THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL
STATE THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL.
TIVOLl THEATRE, CHICAGO, ILL.
ORPHEUM THEATRE, KANSAS CITY, MO.
ORPHEUM THEATRE, MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
ORPHEUM THEATRE, SOUTH BEND IND.
ORPHEUM THEATRE, LOS ANGELES, CAL
ORPHEUM THEATRE, SAN FRANCISCO
GRAUMANN'S THEATRE, LOS ANGELES
GRAUMANN'S THEATRE, HOLLYWOOD

CURK,

PETER

Inc.

LENS CLEANING FLUID
Paramount
Fulton

Lens

St.,

Corp.,
N. Y. City.

2059

LENS GRINDING

Louis, Mo.

Westinghouse

Theatrical

Columbia Incandescent Lamp
Works, Equitable Bldg.. St.

"Novi."'

General

I.

Works, 646
Youngstown,

Ohio.
Brilliant Electric Works, Electric Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio.

Fostoria

Incandescent Pro-

Miniature Incan-

descent
American Electric Lamp Wks.,

6

LAMPS,

Edison

LAMPS,

Jones

<&

Hemitt

2-4 Gordon
(See Adv.)

St.,

Optical

Co.,

Boston, Mass.

West 30th
NEW YORK CITY

534-536-538

Street
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Exhibitors Trade Review

ment Co., 252 North 13th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. (See Adv.)

LENSES, Condensing
Bache Co., Semon, Morton <&
GreenwicU Sts., New York.
(See Adv.)

635 St.
N. Y.

Paul

St., Chicagro, 111.
Electrical Prods. Corp., H22 W.
16th St., N. Y. City "Epco".
(See Adv.)

Treatre

Philadelphia

Co., 252

EanipNorth 13th St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Adv.)
Sassfeld, i^orsch & Scliiminel,
1.53 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
"Five Point."
(See Adv.)
.

Semon Bache &

Co., Greenwich
and Morton Sts., N. Y. C.
and Randall Co., 150
Nassau St., N. Y. City.

Fettes

Major, M. & Co., 303 4th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Universal Elect. Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City.
(See Adv.)

WoUensack
ester,

Optical
N. Y.

LENSES, Made

to

Roch-

Order

Lomb

Bausch &
635 St.
N. Y.

Co.,

Paul

Optical Co.,
Rochester,
St.,

Manhattan

Gundlach

Rochester, N. Y.
Adv.)
Co.,

Optical
(See

Jones & Hewitt Optical Co., 34
Gordon St., Boston 30, Mass.
(See Adv.)

Bausch &
635 St.
N. Y.

Bell

•&

mont

Lomb
Paul

Optical Co.,
Rochester,
St.,

Howell

Co., 1801 LarchAve., Chicago, IIU

Bennett, Chas. H.. 224 North
Philadelphia, Pa.
13th
St.,
(See Adv.)
Gundlach - Manhattan Optical
So.
Co.,
761 Clinton Ave.
Rochester, N. Y. "Ullrastigmat." F. 1.9 (See Adv.)
Theatre EquipPhiladelphia

—

Cincinnati,

W. 42d

St.,

N. Y. City.

LIGHTING,

Bausch <& Lomb Optical Co., 635
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.

"Cinephor."

(See Adv.)

Brenkert Light Projection

(See Adv.)
Burke & James, 240 E. Ontario
St., Chicago, 111. "Voightlander," "Dallmeyer,"
"Ingento,"

"Taylor-Hobson."
Electrical Products Corp., 1122
W. liith St., Los Angeles, Cal.
"Epco."
Goerz American Optical Co., 317
K. 34th

Gundlach

N.

St..

Y.

City.

Manhattan Optical
Clinton Ave. S. Rochester, N. Y.
"Radient." (See
Adv.)
Johnson Co., Geo. S., 4101 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, 111.
Jones & Hewitt Optical Co.,
2-4 Gordon Street, Boston 30,
Mass. (See Adv.)
Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 35
Steuben St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
"Snaplite." (See Adv.)
Projection Apparatus Co., 41-45
Lafayette St., N. Y. City.
Projection Optics Co., 293 State
St., Rochester, N. Y.
"Projex" (See Adv.)
Service Theatre Supply Co., 137
E. Eliz St., Detroit, 3Iich.
-

Co., 761

Spencer Lens
St.,

442 Niagara

Co.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

&

Son, Lewis M., 1327
St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

(See Adv.)

"Taylor-Hobson"
James.

—See

Burke &

LIBRARIES, Fihn

(See Adv.)

LIGHTING APPLIANCES,
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Cortland Ave.. Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)

Pearlman, Victor, & Co.,
East Aden St., Chicago,

75
111.

(See Adv.)

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Y.

(See Adv.)

LIGHTING, Acetylene
Capital Mdse. Co., 525 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III, "Perfecto." (See Adv.)
Pearlman, Victor & Co., 75
East Aden St., Chicago, III.
(See Adv.)

LIGHTING PLANTS,

In-

dividual
Adkins, Young & Allen, 561 W.
"Washington St., Chicago, 111.
Allls-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Cushman Motor Works, Lincoln, Neb.
Matthew^s Eng. Co., Sandusky,
Ohio.

Pearlman, Victor & Co.,
East Aden St., Chicago,

75
111.

(See Adv.)

Roberts-Hamilton Co., 413 So.
Fourth St„ Minneapolis, Minn.
Universal Motor Co., Oshkosh,
Wis.

American Motion Picture Co.,
Louisville, Ky.
Jawitz Motion Picture Library,
729 7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Krippendorf-Holley Mercantile
Library
Bldg.,
Cincinnati,
Ohio. (See Adv.)
Miles, Joseph R., 130 W. 46th
St.,

(See Adv.)
Y.

Co.,

Detroit, Mich.

N. Y. City.

Romell Motion Picture

Co.,

115

Venn Severin Machine
cago,

Co.,

Chi-

111.

(See Adv.)

LIGHTS, Bunch and

Strip

American Reflector & Lighting
Co.,
517 W. 'Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago,

Newbury-

Kansas City, Mo.
Major Equipment Co., 2518 Cullom Ave., Chicago, 111.

Menkes

Electric

Broadway, N.
Newton, Chas.
St.,

J.,

853

W.

18th

Co.,

Y. City.

331

I.,

N. Y. City.

Sun-Light Arc Corporation, 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
United Electric Mfg. Co., New
Orleans, La.

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W, 50th St„ N. Y.
City. "KUegl."
(See Adv.)
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,
New York City. (See Adv.)

LIGHTS, Foot
American Reflector & Lighting
Co.,
517 W. Jackson Blvd.,
Chicago, 111.
Bailey Reflector Co., 619 Second
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)
Capitol Theatre Equipment Co.,
626 10th Ave., N. Y. City.
Display Stage Lighting Co., 314
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Kansas City Scenic
24th

Kansas

&

Co.,

N.

Harrison

City, Mo.

United Electric Mfg.

Co.,

New

Orleans, La.

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester. N.
(See Adv.)

NEW "MARTIN" GOES INTO
STATE THEATRE, CHICAGO
This improved Twin Set Martin A.C.

to

D. C. Rotary

Converter was

in-

stalled because

produces
pictures

the

sun

—

it

lit

the kind

appre-

public

ciates.

Simple to

Connect
and Start
Durable
and

EDWARDS SHEET METAL
MARQUEES or CANOPIES

Efficient

Low Maintenance
Cost

For use over entrances to theatres, hotels, cafes, store buildings, etc.
of art and they have the massive and ornamental appearance
of cast iron, at but a fraction of the cost.
Furnished complete, easy to
erect
Made of galvanized iron or copper in any style or size desired.
Shipped in largest convenient sections, with glass packed separately.
Our large catalog showing complete line Marquises or Canopies, Balconies, Cornices, Theatre Fronts, Signs, Skylights, Metal Roofing, Metal
Ceihngs and walls, etc., sent free on request.

A work
Superior
to

Motor

Generation
Sets of

Arc
Rectifiers

In Single
and Twin

—

The Edwards Manufacturing

Co.

Units

411-451 East Fifth

NORTHWESTERN
ELECTRIC COMPANY
So.

Hoyne

Street

and Tilden, Chicago,

The

111

St.

E.

Sts.,

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City. «KliegL"
(See Adv.)
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Y.

111.

Co.,

port, Mass.
CapLtol Theatre Equipment Co.,
626 10th Ave., N. Y. City.
Display Stage Lighting Co., 314
W. 44th St., N. Y. Citv.
Frink, Inc., I. P., 24th St. & 10th
Ave., N. Y. City.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Kansas City Scenic Co., N. E.
Cor. 24th & Harrison Sts.,

Cor.

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Y.

Bailey Reflector Co., 619 Second
Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Brenkert Light Projection Co„
Cortland Ave„ Detroit, Mich.

Chase-Shawmut

Cornice

LENSES, Projection

Vine

Picture

St.,

Pearlman, Victor, & Co., 75
East Aden St., Chicago, lU.

Swaab

LENSES, Motion
Camera

Sixth

Ohio.
•

(See Lenses, Camera.)

Optical Co.,
Rochester,
St.,

Bennett, Chas. H., 224 North
13th
»t.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Adv.)
Burke <& James, 240 E. Ontario

ment

LENSES, Photographic

Lomb

Bausch &

East

Simplex Projection Studios, 220

Cincinnati,

Ohio

World's Largest Manufacturers of Metal Roofing
Metal Shingles, Metal Spanish Tile, Metal Ceilings,
Metal
Garages,
Portable
Buildings,
Rolling
Steel Doors, Partitions, etc.

:

December
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Popcorn Poppers and Peanut
Roasting Machines
KINGERY Pile Up Profits
and dimes soon grow
The
—and 70%
on

Let a

For You!

into

nickels

every
with
profit
dollar there's plenty of reason for installing a Kingery popcorn and peanut
dollars

machine.

No

—

additional space is required costs practically nothing for upkeep these machines do double duty their
attractiveness brings additional patrons to you their
sturdy, scientific construction enables you to install a
Kingery and give the minimum of attention.

—

Kingery No. 993

Kingery No. 990
This is a most popuKingery Combination
a continuous corn popper
and butter koter, uniform peanut roaster, transparent
Capacity, 40 quarts an hour.

lar

;

display case.

Space required, 29x30 inches.

The corn popper can be operated independently

of

You

can season each bag as sold.
The hopper holds twelve pounds of corn; the popone
of
popped corn butter tank,
bushel
corn case,
the butter koter.

;

one-half pound;

com

popper,

per hour; peanut roaster,
warmer, one bushel.

sixteen
one-half

—
—

to forty

quarts

bushel;

peanut

A popcorn Popper with Peanut Warmer which is
is
The
peanut
roaster
operated
electricity.
by
omitted, but the warmer will keep roasted peanuts
hot at all times. The corn is popped and butter
koted by electric heat. Machine consumes 1% kilowatts per hour.
The machine is attractively constructed so as to
lend beauty to its surroundings; case is made of
nickeled silver show case moulding with double-strength
top and back, popper
nickeled copper hood
glass
cylinder and base are nickeled silver.
Space required: 21^4 inches long, 30 inches deep,
46 inches to top of hopper.
Uses 110 to lis volts, alternating or direct current.
;

;

Read What a Satis-

Write for Illustrated Catalog, Terms

fied User Says:

and Prices To-day
Ky.

Flemingsburg,
April

2,

1923

Kingery Mfg. Co.
Cmcinnati, O.
Gentlemen
Yours received in regard to the new machine
I bought of you.

Want to say it is still a money-getter. I
the lobby of a theatre, which not
it in
only brings patrons to the show to buy corn
or peanuts, but while doing so they see the
photos of the show, and in many instances after
buying their corn and seeing the pictures, they
go to the show, and vice versa. They come to
the movies and the odor from corn and peanuts
makes them buy the popcorn and peanuts.
Sometimes the
Business is growing each year.
machine of mine has cleared more money than
sell
during the
the show.
I
have boys to

KINGERY

run

•

intermission.

Thanking you

MFG. CO.

for past favors,

I

Yours

(Signed)

EDWARD

Last Monday
P. S.
A. M. to 8:30 P. M.

I

did

F.

Theatre Equipment Dept.

am.
truly,

BREEZE.

$36.70

from

10

CINCINNATI, OHIO
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Keconunendations

Westinghouse
Distributors

—

New

York
City
Howells
Cine Equipment Co., 740
7th Ave.
Philadelphia,
Williams,
Pa.
Brown & Earle Co., 918
Chestnut St.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Becker The-

—

—
Pa. — The
& Supply

Supply

atre

Franklin

184

Co.,

St.

Pittsburgh,

S.

&

Film
Co.,
S.
Forbes St.
Denver,
Col.
'the
Denver
Theatre Supply Co.
Omaha, Neb.— Cole Theatre
Supply Co.
Kansas City,
Mo.
Cole
Theatre Supply Co.
Dallas, Texas
Lucas Theatre Supply Co.
Los Angeies,
Cal.
Pacific
Amusement Supply Co.
Portland, Ore.
Service Film
& Supply Co., 78 West
Park St.
Seattle, Wash.
The Theatre
'

—

—

—
—
—
Equipment Co.
Atlanta, Ga. —^Lucas Theatre
Supply Co.
Auburn, N. Y. — Auburn Film
Co.
—

Minneapolis,
Minn.
Rialto Co.
Cleveland,
Ohio Art

—

Studios.

The
Film

—

San Francisco, Cal.- Theatre
Equipment Supply Co.
Boston, Mass.
Eastern Theatre
Equipment Co., 43
Winchester St.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Salt
Lake Theatre Supply Co.

—

—
—
Amusement
2105 John R
— Amusement

Mich.

Detroit,

Supply Co.,
St.

Chicago,

Supnly

III.

Co.,

746

South

Wabash Ave.
These distributors are dealers
equipment for the motion

in

oictiire

theatre.

W W MOTION

PICTURE

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

December

29,
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LIGHTS, Orchestra
Eastern Theatre Equipment Co..
41-43 Winchester St., Boston,

W.

Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122
16th St., Los Angeles.
Flagg-,

33

J.,

I.

Cambridge,

Norris St., No.
Mass.
"Light-

right."

Motion Picture Service

West 44th

Standard
48tli

St.,

New York

Slide

City.

209 W.
City
(See

Corp.,

N.

St.,

Co., 313

Y.

Adv.)
Universal Electric Stage Llgliting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City. "Kliegl."- (See Adv.)
Welsh, J. H., 270 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
"Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. T.

LIGHTS,

Moise-Klinkejr Co., 369 Market
St., San Francisco, Cal.
Murray, F. R., 1633 Forbes St.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
National Picture Frame & Art
Co., 947 61st St., Brooklyn,
St.,

Onken

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rialto Studios, 1314 Walnut St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Russell Studios, 726 8th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Stanley Frame Co., 7'i9 7th
Ave., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
St.,

LOBBY DISPLAY PEDESTALS

W.

(See Lights, Bunch)

LINOLEUM
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Blabon Co., Geo. W., 21st St. &
Hunting Park Ave., PhiladelCo.,

Pa.

Congoleum Co., Phila., Pa.
Cook's Linoleum Co., Trenton,
J.

&

Co., J. D., 579 McAllister St., San Francisco, Cal.
Harmon
Co., F. S., 1938 Pa-

&
cific St., Tacoma, Wash.
Joesting & Schilling Co.,

The,

379 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
Ave., Chicago, 111.
McCulloch, H. v., 206 Boston

Block, Minneapolis, Minn.
Nairn Linoleum Co., 179 Belgrove Drive, Kearny, N. J.
"Lin-Rhuber."
Potter, Sons & Co., Thomas,
Second St.;& Erie Ave., Philadelphia. Pa.

Rnssellold Co., The, Harrlshnre,
Pa. "Keystone Brand."
Taylor Carpet Co., Indianapolis,
Ind.

836

Fifth

Sts.,

&

8th

Co.,

Erie, Pa.

&

Ptg. Co.,
10 W. 4th St., Erie, Pa.
Goes Lithographing Co., 175 W.

Jackson
Greenwich

Blvd., Chicago,

111.

Lithographing

Co.,

W. 31st St.. N. Y. Citv.
Hennegan Co., The, 311-321
Genesee, Cincinnati, O.
Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleve406

land, Ohio.
Otis Lithographic
land, Ohio.

Penn Shovr Print

Cleve-

Co.,

Co., 1120

Vine

St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia Show Print Co.,
N. Second St., Philadelphia,
3^1^

Ritchey Litho
St.,

Co.,

W.

406

31st

N. Y. City.

Schmidt

Lithograph

Co.,

San

Francisco. Cal.
Strobridge Lithographing Co.,
108 W. Canal St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

United States Printing & Lithographing Co., 701 7th Ave.,
N. Y. City.

LOBBY DISPLAYS
Arkay Display Service, 409 Film
Exchange Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Barbean, Frank, Oswego, N. Y.
Brown An Co., 5U4 i^eonard

&

ferson Ave.,
"Jorgensen."

Bldg., N. Y. City.
Bulletin Co. Inc., 6-10
Lock St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122 W.

Davis

16th

St.,

Los Angeles.

Kraus Mfg.

Co., 220

St.,

Ohio.

St.,

St.,

Co., 1801 LarohAve., Chicago, 111.
Duplex Machine Co., 316 75th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

St., N.

Bros.

Olive
Adv.)

St., St.

Making

Slide

Elliot Fish Co., Mass.
Co.. 165

N. Y. City.
Slide Corp.,
34th St., N. Y. City.

W.

48th

209

W.

MACHINES,

Ticket Vend-

ing
Arcn.s Ticket Co., 352. N.<;^shland Ave., Chicago, Jlj; (See
-

American

Ruess & Wetter, 212 Broadway,
"Movoline."
N. Y. City.

Reno-

Automatic
Sanitary Device

Film

Cleaner

Co.,

1104 Prospect Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Pennett Film

Renovator, Box

Kansas

127,

Kan. (See

City,

Film Renovating Machine Co.
of America, 729 7th Ave.
Rex Film Renovator Mfg. Co.,
272 N. Third St., Columbus,

Cellucotton Products Co., 208 S.
La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

— See Cellucotton ProdMACHINES, Automatic
"Kotex"

Vending
Ad

Lee Novelty Co., 185 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

Holcomb

Adv.)
Globe Ticket

Ohio.

&

Howell

Splicing

1803 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
General Machine Co., N. Y.
City.
(See Adv.)
Co.,

Griswold Machine Works,

I'ort

"Griswold."

Jefferson, N. Y.

&

(See Adv.)

Pa.

Broadway,

ter Co., 1511 N.

MARQUEES,
St.,

Bell

Philadelphia,

St.

Louis, Mo. (See Adv.)
Simplex Ticket Co., Chicago, HI.
(See Adv.)
World Ticket & Supply Co., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City. "Simplex."
(See Adv.)

Dow

MACHINES, Fihn

=;

Co., 112-16 N. 12th

(See
Adv.)
National Electric Ticket RegisSt.,

Adv.)

MACHINES,

Theatre
Buchanan

The, 201 N.
Louisville, Ky.

Co.,

Edwards Mfg. Co., 411-451 East
Fifth St. (See Adv.)
Flour City Ornamental Iron Co.,
27th Ave. & 27th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
McFarland, Wm. T., 3209 Harrison St., Chicago, 111.
New;rtian Mfg. Co., 416-418 Elm
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio

Hoke.

Colonial Metal Products Co.,
Syracuse, N. Y.
Exhibitors Supply Co., 509 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

NATIONAL ELECTRIC TICKET REGISTER CO.

Hadden Messinger Corp., 42
Lorimer St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Hecht, Nielsen, 1322 Congress
Chicago,

LOUIS MISSOURI

ST.

NEW DROP KEY MODEL

-

/

111.

& Hoke, 2046 Van
St., Indianapolis, Ind.
"Butterkist."
International Register Co., 15
Throop

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Gum Vending Corp.,
338 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Mills Novelty Co., 221 S. Green
Millards

Chicago, 111.
^
Coin Operated

St.,

New York

chine Co., 96 Spring

St.,

„
Ma-

N. Y.

City.

Surburg Chocolate Corp., 204
Broadway, N. Y. City. "Ecla
Jr."

MACHINES, Change Making
American

Coin Register Co.,
Emeryville, Cal.
Enterprises, Inc., 21st
and Pavne Ave., Cleveland, O.

Argus

Brandt

Mfg.

Co..

Wis. (See Adv.)
Coin Machine M£g.
17th

Watertown,

Ho£fer Change Maker

SIMPLEX REGISTER

984 E.

Co.,

Portland, Ore.

St.,

Co., 3700

E. 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.
McGill Metal Products Co., 1640
111.
Walnut St., Chicago,
"McGill
Cul2518
Co.,
Equipment
Major
lom Ave., Chicago, 111.
Smith, E. J., 1960 E. 116th St.,
Cleveland, O., "Liberty."
Co.,
Electric
Wheeler-Green
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,

Embodies every demand of the Exhibitor. It registers every ticket issiie/d,
and lays them right dovm in front of the Patron, and without the cashier
touching them and does it quickly and accurately.
IT

MACHINES,
& Wales

Ave.,

St.,

ferson Ave.,
"Jorgensen."

306

Co., 124

N. Y.

W.

Detroit,

Standard-Johnson Co.,
Anable Ave., Long
("itv.

143rd

Co.,

New York

City.

W.

23d

Coin Counting

Abbott Coin Counter
St.

WORKS

COSTS SO LITTLE, YET DOES SO

IT

The investment
is

NEVER FORGETS. MAKES NO MISTAKE,
AND PROTECTS YOUR MONEY

FAST.

is

MUCH

nothing compared with the knowledge that your Theatre

up to date from the

"SHEET

to the

STREET."

machines carry a higher guarantee than any similar machine on
the market, ana a prompt service for years to come, a confidence the makers
have that this machine will perform aU the functions ordained for it and in
a satisfactory manner.

These

N. Y.

Jorgenson Mfg

Y. City.

Hoke Mfg.

Radio Mat Slide

Optical Co., 608
Louis, Mo. (See

111.

vating

St.,

New York City.
Menger Ring & Welnstein,
W. 42d

—Co.See

Butterkist"
<&

Standard

& Howell

Optical Co., 608
(See
St. Louis, Mo.

— See

Holcomb

Island

mont

Intermittent

"Butterkist"

Adv.)
"Universal

10

Measur-

MACHINES, Film

LUBRICANT,

Ave., Cincinnati,

St.,

Erker

Chicago,

Kingcry

ing

West Wash-

133

Co.,

ington

W. 42d

N. Y. Citv.

Markendorft, C, 159

Inc.,

"Universal Butterkist."
Mfg. Co., 555 Pearl
Ohio.
(See

Ind.

MACHINES,

MACHINES, Fihn
Bell

Elm

Co., 416

Flatiron

Co.,

JefMich.,

Detroit,

& Hoke Mfg. Co., 2046
Van Buren St., Indianapolis,

Ilolcomb

143rd

W.

Co., 124

Standard-Johnson Co.,
Anable Ave., Long

Weinstein, 306

Bldg., Indianapolis, Ind.

Art

Co.,

New York

City.

Jorgensen Mfg:

'

Campbell

Ave.,

Toast-

ing

Holcomb
Buren

LITHOGRAPHERS
Erie Lithographing

& Wales

Co., Rochester,
(See Adv.)
Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. (See
Adv.)

N. Y.

MACHINES, Peanut

Coin Sorting

Abbott Coin Counter

N. Y. City.

Mfg.

Vitrolite

St.,

Erie Lithographing

(See Adv.)

MACHINES,
St.

III.

Eastman Kodak

Watertown,

Co.,

-

Wild, Joseph & Co.,
Ave.. N. Y. City.

Perry

St.,

Mfg. Co., 3d
Council Bluffs,

LOBBY WALLS

Olive
Adv.)

Chicago,

Ave.,

Mfg.

&

Erker Bros.

Armstrong Cork & Insulating

N.

St.,

Cincinnnati,

Chas. H., 224 North
13th
St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Brenlfcrt Light Projection Co.,
Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)
Capitol
Theatre Equip. Co.,
10th Ave., IV. Y. C. (See Adv.)

Fabris

42d

Newman

Bennett,

Wabash

(See Adv.)

Brandt
Wis.

City, N. Y.

Sprague Foundry
Menger, Ring

LIGHTS, Spot

phia,

Co., 41«-ilS Elm
Cincinnati, O.
Co., Oscar, 8872 Fourth

Mfg.

Ave. & 11th
Iowa.

Strip

Coin Dispensing
Brandt Cashier Company, 1132

N. Y.

Newman

MACHINES, Fihn Waxing

MACHINES,

Jef-

Made

in five sizes,

Registers from

1

from

Magazines hold 4000

to S

1

to 99,999

units.

and repeats automatically.

tickets

of

each price.

Mich.

Inc.,

10

Island

Chicago Office:
Simplex Ticket Co.
1801 Berenice Ave.

New York

Office:

Phila.

Office:

World Ticket & S. Co. David F. Rieman
1600 Broadway
Hotel Lorraine
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MARQUEES, THEATRE—

MATS, MATTING
NERS, Rubber

{Con.'d)

Works,

Composite

Pitt

Wm.

R.,

Iron
219 W. 26th

Acme Rubber

N. Y.

St.,

St.,

Sheet

W.

Metal

21

Co.,

8th St., Covlngrton, Ky.
(See Adv.)
Schreck & Waelty, 27 Hague
St., Jersey City, N. J.
Tyler Co., W. S., 3618 St. Clair
ii^^e., N. E., Cleveland, Ohio.

York
Barnard Rubber
257

4th

S.

Theo.

Co.,

Chicago,

Co., 127

Holcomb

Duane

JAfg.

St.,

910 So. Michigan
cago, 111.
Co.,

Inc.,

167

New' York City.

Paber

Wooster
"X-L-O"

& Winship Co.,
New York City.

Co.,

In-

J.

Quaker City Rubber Co., 629
Market St., Philadelphia, Pa.

MATS,

New York

City.

Slide

.Slide Co., 209 W. 48th
N. Y. City.
Radio Mat-Slide Co., 121 W. 42d
St., IV. Y. City.
Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St., N. T. City. (See Adv.)

Novelty

Co.,

St.,

Chi-

Ave.,

Leather

Ken-

Republic Rubber Corp., Youngstown, O.
United States Rubber Co., 1790

Leather

Excello-Grimes

240

City.

Broadway,

Carpet

New York

dianapolis, Ind.

"Wild's."

Rug &

St.,

Co.,

Joesting & Schilling Co., The,
379 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.
Joseph Sanitary Rug Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Kroder, John & Henry Reubel,
107 E. 17th St., New York

MATS & RUNNERS,
American

Akron,

sington Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.

New York City.
Pick & Co., Albert, 208 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Wild & Co., 366 5th Ave., New
City.

Co.,

City.

Hewitt Rubber

dianapolis, Ind.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., 25
Ma<JiBpn Ave., New York City.
Joestlnsr & Schilling Co., the,
373 Sibley St., St. Paul, Minn.

York

"Mar-

111.

Ohio.

&

Samuel, 73 Barclay

Philadelphia,

St.,

Goodyear Rubber

Wakefield
Co., 209 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
(See Adv.)
Holcomb Mfg. Co., J. I., In-

Lewijs,

H.,

Goodrich Co., B. F., S. Main St.,
Akron, Ohio.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg.

H., 67 Irving
City.

Bros.

New

Wm.

Co.,

not."

Cocoa

New York

Place,

Corp.,

St.,

wood St., Boston, Mass.
Getman Leather Co., 721 Waldo

Manufacturers Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Clarke Linen Co., 30 E. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.

Heywood

J.

45th

Pa.

Associated

Gary

Co., E. State

Boston Beltine: Corp., 80 Elm-,
Place,

MATS & MATTING,

Power

Purchasing

25 W.
City.

Ltd.,

Mat
St.,

45 E. 17th

&

INCANDESCENT PROJECTION ADAPTERS

Wear-Proof Mat.

Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave, Cleveland. "Best."
Edison Lamp Works, Harrison.
N. J. (See Adv.)
General Electric Co., Schnec-

St.,

Hayden

Clemons, Inc., Brockton, Mass.
Leathersteel Products Co., 73
Long Wharf, Boston, Mass.
Nairn Linoleum Co., Kearny,
N.

J.

Pulton
Winship,

mer

Co.,

Edward

W.
Sum-

2156

Chicago, 111.
Inc., W. W., 71
St., Boston, Mass.
St.,

tady, N. Y.

L. Klein

National Lamp Works,
Park, Cleveland, Ohio
Co.,

Nicholas,

Nela

Stecker

Gold

Sturtevant

Co.,

90

N. Y. City.

St.,

Mfg.

Trenton, N.

American

City.

Pro-Bert

& RUN-

Precision Machine Co., 314 E.
34th St., N. Y. City.
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg.
So., E. Plttsbnrgrta, Pa.
(See
Adv.)
Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,

mont

Co., E.

Mil-

111.

Electric Motor Co., Garwood, N. J.
Century Electric Co., 19th &
•Pine Sts., St. Louis, Mo.
Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.,
820 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago. 111.
Crocker-Wheeler Co., Ampere,
J.

Dlehl Mfg. Co., Elizabeth, N. J.
Dllg Mfg. & Trading Co., 401
E. 163d St., N. Y. C. "Acme."
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co., St.
Louis, Mo.
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster, Pa.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Holtzer-Cabot Co., 125 Amory
St..

MUSICAL
MENTS,

Larch-

Bell

N.

Pittsbnrsh, Pa.

INSTRU-

Orchestra

Wnrlitzer

Co., Rndolph, Cincinnati, Ohio.
(See Adv.)

MUSICAL

INSTRU-

MENTS, Automatic
liTon

&

Healy, S7-89

JacbMm

Blvd.,
Chlcaso, HI.
«Empress."
Marr & Colton, Warsaw, N. Y.

"New
"New

(See Adv.)

Era.»»

Era."

—

"Robert Morton" See American Photoplayer Co.
Smith Unit Orsan Co.. 413-19
W. Erie St., Chicago, 111. (See
Adv.l
Wnrlitzer

Co., Rudolph, Cincinnati, Ohio.
(See Adv.)

Boston. Mass.

Kimble Electric Co., 634 N.
Western Ave., Chicago, 111.
Langstadt-Meyer Co., Apple-

MUSIC STANDS,

Master

Chicago Cinema Equipment
820 S. Tripp St., Chicago,

ton, Wis.

Electric

Co.,

Dayton,

Ohio.

Mechanical Appliance Co., 133
Stewart St.. Milwaukee, Wis.
Menominee Electric Mfg. Co.,
Menominee, Mich.
Northwestern Mfg. Co.,
480
Clinton St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Power Co., Nicholas, 90 Gold
St.,

N. Y. City.

Reco— See

Reynolds

Electric

Co.

Reynolds Electric Co., 2651
Congress St„ Chicago,
"Reco."

W.
111.

(See Adv.)

Bobbins & Myers

Co.,

Capitol
Theatre
10th Ave.

Orchestra

Equip.

NOVELTIES,

Exploitation

and Advertising
Adams Co., S. S., Plainfield.
N. J.
American Rule & Block Co.,

527

Argus Mfg.

Co., 128

Chicago, 111.
Bastian Bros. Co.,
St.,

Honore
150

N. Y. City.

Coloring of

Motion

Picture

Films

IMPORTERS

THE BEST FOREIGN FILMS
CONSULT US REGARDING
FOREIGN DISTRIBUTION

Why Not Have
Your

Titles

G. R.
Edward

25 West 43d
Telephones
Vanderbilt 2522-2523

Company

L. Klein

NFW YORIC
V/rVIV

I'fl-iVV

X

St.

New York

TELEPHONE—WADSWORTH

St.,
C^t"!^

Colored

SILVERO

590 West 178th

Address

"Kleinway-New York"

9366

St.,

Nassau

OF

OF

Co.,
111.

Smith, E. J., 1916 E. 116th St.,
Cleveland, O. "Liberty."
Universal Stage liightlng Co.,
321 W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

EXPORTERS
HIGH CLASS AMERICAN
MOTION PICTURES

Co.,

Menominee, Mich.

Spring-

Ohio.
Sprague Electric Works,
W. 34th St., N. Y. City.
field,

Company

(See

N. Y.

Co.,

Co., 1801

Ave., Chicago,

Damon

Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,

Electric

& Howell

Machine

Western
Electric
Co.,
195
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Westinshonse Electric & Mtg,
Adv.)

MOTORS,
Bell

Electric
&
Detroit, Mich.
Co., B. F.,

St., Hyde Park, Mass.
Victor Electric Co., Jackson
Blvd. & Robey St., Chicago,

N. Y.

Allis-Chalmers Mfg.
waukee, Wis.
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PATENTED

WHAT YOU HAVE

JUST
A

BEEN LOOKING FOR!

high grade interchangeable letter feature sign made expressly for
know your needs and have dethe Motion Picture Exhibitors.
veloped this standardized sign to meet your every requirement. The
Send for illustrated folder with detailed
cost is surprisingly low.
description and prices.

We

Are you interested in Marquise, Flashing Signs,
Spectacular Displays, Roof Electrics?
Write

PHILADELPHIA SIGN
338-40 N. Randolph

CO.

St.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NOVELTIES — EXPLOITATION AND ADVER.
TISING-,— Continued
(

St.,

Co.,

Elkton,

Md.

Weshner-Davidson Agency, 117

W.

46th

St.,

Co.,

5

E.

N. Y. City.

Beacon Press,

BURNING

OIL

MENT

Adv.)
Gerber, M., 727 South
adelphia, Pa.

ORCHESTRIONS, Mechan-

Grand Lake

Co., Inc., 280

Phil-

Madi-

son Ave., N. Y. City.

Hahn,

Ed., 358

Chicago,

W. Madison

& Co., 311
Cincinnati, Oliio.

Hennegran
St.,

St.,

111.

Genesee

Kraft Attractions, 1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Laurence Radlo-Electrlc Co.,
852
Locust St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Lewald

Franklin

Co., 330 S.

Chicago,

Lord &

St.,

111.

Co.,

C.

C, Long Beach,

Cal.

Messmore Herbert, 1540 Bdwy,

(See Adv.)

Philadelphia, Pa.

ical

American Photo Player Co., 109
Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco,

Cal.

(See Adv.)

Hope-Jones

—

"Poto-Players."

Wurlitzer

See

N. Y. City.

"W. 40th St., N. T. City.

Robber

Novelty

Sales

Co.,

Akrorf,, Ohio.
.

Mfg. Co., 212 Van
Buren St., Chicago. 111.
Pacific Pennant & Advertising

Old

Glory

Co.,

244

New High

Angeles, Cal.
Sterling Metal

Los

St..

Noveltv

Mfg.

Co.. 174 Worth St., N. Y. Cltv.
Selpel. lioals, 301
50th St., 7i.

W.

Yi City.
SIsm Krafters, 301
N. Y. City.

W.

50th

St.,

Times Snnare Printing Co., 250
West 54th St., New York City.
Tlpo

Novelty

City, Ohio.

Co.,

Tippecanoe

Hughes &

Fourth St., Cincinnati.
"Hope- Jones." (See Adv.)

Ohio.

ORGANS,

Theatre

Adler Mfg.

Co., Louisville, Ky.,

"Adler."

Austin Organ Co., Hartford.
Conn.
Berni Organ Co., 216 "W. 20th
St.,

N. Y. City.

Berry-Wood Piano Player Co.,
Market St., San
Inc.,
973
Francisco, Cal.
Bilhorn Bros., 136 W. Lake St.,
Chicago,

111.

Clough & Warren Co., 1448
Broadway, Detroit, Mich.
Cole, Jas., 60 Upham St., Melrose, Mass.

Coburn Organ Co., 220 N. Washtenaw Ave., Chicago, 111.
Cremona See Marquette Piano

—

Co.

Estey Organ
Vt.

Eifert

Long

&

Wurlitzer

Son, Piano Mfg. Co.,

Link

Piano

Kramer Organ

Co., 1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Kilgen & Sons, Geo., 3825 Laclede St., St. Louis, Mo, (See

Adv.)

Co.,

Brattleboro,

Stoehr, 920 2nd
Island City, N. Y.

St.,

Wa-

Kimball Co., W. W., 300 S.
bash Ave., Chicago, 111.

&
"Smith
Marr &
Lyon

Healy,

Chicago,

Packard Piano

HI.

Co.,

Fort Wayne,

Ind.

Mt. Penn, Pa.
Pilchers Sons, Henry, 914
E.,

Ma-

son Ave., Louisville, Kv.

Reed & Son, Geo. W., W. Boyleston, Mass.
Schuelke Organ Co., Max, 522
16th Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Smith Organ Co., N. Tonawanda,

N. Y.

Skinner
Ave,.

Organ

677-

Co.,

New York

Smith Unit Organ

— 5th

City.
Co..

419

W.

Erie St., Chicago, 111.
(See
Adv.)
Southern Piano & Organ Co.,
Houston,
Texas,
"Reedophone."
Stevens Piano & Organ Co., Marietta, O.

Swan &

Sons,

S.

N.,

Freeport,

111.

U.

S.

Pipe Organ Mfg.

Tinicum

Ave.,

Co., 8105
Philadelphia,

Pa.

Wurlitzer

Plaster

National Plastic Relief Co., 416
Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio. (See
Adv.)

OUTFITS,

Slide

Making

W. 42d
St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Simplex Slide Co., 1012 Michigan Ave., Sheboygan, Wis.
Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Radio Mat-Slide

Co., 121

PAINTS, Screen

Vnit."

Colton Co., Warsaw,
N. Y. "New Era." (See Adv.)
Mason & Hamlin, 313 Fifth

Palm, E.

ORNAMENTS,

Binghamton,

Co.,

N. Y.

Ave., N. Y. City.

Healy, 57-89 Jackson
"EmChicago, 111.
(See Adv.)
Smith-Unit Organ Co., Erie St.,
Chicago, 111. (See Adv.)
Wnrlitzer Co., Rudolph, 121 E.
•&

Blvd.,
press."

,

Metal Cast Products Co., 1696
Boston Rd., N. Y. City.
Mink Novelty Corp., Ellicott
Square Bldp:., Buffalo. N. Y.
Morgan Bryan Art Studios, 110

Co.,

"Hope-Jones"
Co., Rudolph.

Co.

Lyon

Howard,

Foxcroft, Me.

Simplex Oil Heating Corp., 30
Church Street, New York
City and 588 Drexel Bldg.,

St.,

Emmons Organ

— See

EQUIP-

Inc., 318 W. 39th
N. Y. City.
Berg-er Co., L. D., 58 N. 2d St.,
Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. (See
St.,

(Me-

Adolf, Darby, Pa.
chanical.)

Eifler,

Westfield, Mass.

N. Y. City.

)

Bayer & Pretzfelder
17th

Sparkler

Victor

Co.,

Rudolph, 121 E.

Fourth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Westinghouse Electric Mfg. Co.,
195 Broadway, N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122 W.
16th St., Los Angeles.
Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. (See

Erker

Adv.)
Golden Co., Not
Harrison St.,

Inc., 1913 W.
Chicago, 111.
"Crystal
Glitter,"
"Kurtaln Koat."
Hakila Mfg. Co., Atlanta, Ga.

"Silvo,"

Leland Theatre Supply
State

St.,

Co.,

97

Montpelier. Vt.

Sonneborn Bros.,

L.,

262 Pearl

N. Y. City.

St.,

Strand Screen Coating Co., 441
Jefferson Ave., Brooklyn, N.
Y.

Thomas, A.

G., Crystal Theatre,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
"Sateen."
Velco Screen Co., Not Inc., 1635
S. RIdgewav Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Wertsner & Son, C. S., 221 No.

13th

St.,

Wilhelm

Philadelphia, Pa.

&

Co.,

A.,

Reading,

Pa.

PANEL BOARDS,
Lighting
(See

also

Switchboards,

The-

atre)

Adam Electric Co., Frank, St.
Louis. Mo.
Hub Electric Co., Chicago, 111.
Major Equipment Co., 2518 Cullom Ave., Chicago, 111.
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PARTS,

Projector Repair

(See Projectors, Standard Moalso
Supply
Picture;
tion

Chickering Bros., Chicago.
Doll Co., Jacob, 118 Cypress

Bennett, Chas. H., 224 Nortb
Philadelphia. Pa.
St.,
13th
(See Adv.)

Ave., N. Y. City.

Kimball Co., W. W., 300 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. (See

—See

Link

Holcomb

(See Adv.)
Kingery Mfg. Co... 555 Pearl
Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Canal

Ind. "Butterklst."

W. Erie

(For Lobby Display)

N. Y. City.

St.,

Vine

W.

E.

St.,

W. 42d

N. Y. City.

McChristie,

Co.,

Fifth

Chicago,

111.

Architec-

235

W.

Court St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
MarkendorfC, S., 159 W. 23d St..
N. Y. City.
Photo Roto, Inc., 106 First Ave.,
N. Y. City.

Plastering Co.,
Architectural
624 First Ave., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

PLASTIC MATERIALS

POWER PLANTS,

PROGRAM COVERS

O.

E.-J.

Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Story Scenic Co., O. L., 21 Tufts
St., Somerville Sta., Boston.

PRESS BOOKS
Beacon Press,

Inc.,
318
39th St., N. Y. City.
Circle Press, Inc., 238 W.

West
53rd

St., New York City.
Times Square Printing Co., 250
West 54th St., New York City.
Tanney Printing & Publishing
Co., American Theatre Bldg.,

42nd

St.,

&

bet. 7th

8th Aves.

Co.,

port, Ky.
Green, P. A., 52

Rumford
Waltham, Mass.
Co.,

New-

Young &

St.,

Allen, 561

W.

Chicago,

111.

Program

St.,

N. Y. City.
7

27

Seventh Ave., N. Y.

City.

Star

Program

St..

Co.,

W.

201

42nd

St.,

&

8th Aves.,
bet. 7th
City. (See Adv.)

New York

Theatre Program

Journal

Co.,

Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Co., 450
Ave., N. Y. City.

Fourth

Water Color

The, Cincinnati,

tute Place, Chicago,

Keystone Press, 19th
dotte

Sts.,

Kansas

111.

& Wyan-

City,

Pa
Penii Paster Co., 224 No. 13
Philadelphia, Pa.

Quigley Lithograph Co., Kansas
City, Mo.
Printing Co., Philadelphia, Pa.

&

Pub.

Co., 729

7th Ave., N. Y. City.

Tanney Printing & Publishing
Co., American Theatre Bldg.,
42nd

St.,

bet. 7th

&

8th Aves.,

New York City.
Waters-Barnhart Printing Co.,
414 So. 13th St., Omaha, Neb.

*'The Proof of the Pudding
and therefore we want every exhibitor

PROJECTORS,

Advertising
American Moto-Sign Co., 218
Post Sq., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Perfection Slide & Picture Corp.,
79 5th Ave., N. Y. City.
Slide Corp., 211 W.
St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Standard
48th

PROJECTORS,

M. P. Projecting Co., 1134
W. Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.

The Drophead Projector, FonDu-Lac, Wisconsin.
Newton, C. L, 331 W. 18th St.,
N. Y. City.

American Projecting
Broadway, Chicago,

in the

is

to get a generous

Portable

Acme

Co.,
111.

Eating"

sample of a

MINUSA DeLUXE SPECIAL SCREEN
meet the projection conditions of

especially built to

practical demonstration.

his

own

theatre to test out under light for a

Get yours by clipping out and sending us the coupon below.

MINUSA CINE SCREEN COMPANY
Morgan

at

Bomont

Saint Louis,

Mo.

Minusa Screens have no competitors; only a few imitators

MINUSA CINE SCREEN

CO.

Saint Louis, Missouri
"We want to test your Minusa
the following specifications:

Picture Surface

Throw

—Length

Name

of Theatre

Angle

—

De Luxe

Special Screen.

Lenffth of theatre, inside
Width of theatre, inside

49th

N. Y. City.

Tanney Printing & Publishing
Co., American Theatre Bldg.,

Ave.,

Jordan Show Print, 229 Insti-

Savoy Printing

Washington

Erie, Pa.

Sts.,

Ohio.

POLISHERS

Adklns,

Perry

Exhibitors'

Cole Pub. Co., Cleveland, Ohio.

Donaldson Lithograph

International Metal Polish Co.,
St.,
Indianapolis,
Inc., Quill
Ind.
(See Adv.)

Kohler of Kohler, Kohler, Wis.

'

CahlU-Igoe, 119 W. Harrison
St., Chicago, 111.
Erie Lithographing Co., 8th &

Reeland,

Window Cards,
Heralds, Throwaways).
Printing Co., 224 E. 4th
St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Berkshire Poster Co., 136 W.
52d St., N. Y. City.
Chronicle Printing Co., Logans-

Rialto

Electric

PROGRAM PRINTERS

(Programs,

PRINTING, Theatre

St.,

POWER PLANTS,

N. Y. City.

St.,

Forbes

National Plastic Relief Co., 416
Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

The, 311-321
Co.,
Genesee,
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
(See Adv.)
Star Program Co., 201 W. 49th

Alles

City.

PORTABLE ELECTRIC
FOUNTAINS
Elm

Hennegan

Co., 1006
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hennegan & Co., 1311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Krauss Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42d St.,

New York

Mo.
Liberty Show Print, Pittsburgh,

(See Adv.)

Reliance Reproduction Co., 340
W. 42d St., N. Y. City.
Russell Studios, 726 8th Ave., N.
Y. City.
Reuben Studios, 812 Prospect

Studio

Electric Installation Co.,
33d St., N. Y. City.

W.

Hennegan

Plastering
Co.,
Architectural
624 First Ave., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

PROGRAM CLOCKS

Universal Motor Co., Oshkosh,
Wis. "Universal."

Sandusky,

Co.,

port. Ind.

tural

.

220

St.,

PLASTERING,

Artfilm Studios, Inc., 1212 Ontario St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Barbeau, Frank, Oswego, N. Y.
Garraway Photo Sales Co..
Rutherford, N. J.
Kassel Studios, 220 "W. 42d St
Co., 1423

313

Wnrlitzer Co., Rudolph, 121 B.
Fourth St., Cincinnati. Ohio.
(See Adv.)

AND POR-

Co.,

& Hamlin,

ola."
rlicca
& Son, 99 Southern
Blvd., N. Y. City.
Seeburg Piano Co., J. P., 419

TRAITS

Mfg.

111.

Ave., N. Y. City.

Blaisdell Pencil Co., Philadelphia, Pa. (See Adv.)

Philadelphia, Pa.

Chicago,

St.,

Mason

Advertising

Kraus

Binghamton,

Co.,

Operators Piano Co., 16 S. Peoria St., Chicago, 111.
"Coln-

PENCILS, Souvenir

Kleine Poster

Piano

Wash-

Pettes and Randall Co., 150 IVassau St., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Standard SUde Co., 200 W. 48th
St., W. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

221

N. Y.
I.yon & Healy, 57-89 Jackson
III.
"EmBlvd., Chicago,
press." (See Adv.)
Marquette
Co.,
1608
Piano

&

Holcomb & Hoke Mtg. Co., 204G
Van Buren St., Indianapolis,

PHOTOS

Co., 735
ington, Appleton, Wis.

Adv.)

PEANUT TOASTERS
Hoke.

Langstadt-Meyer

Matthews Eng.

Francisco, Cal.

Houses

"Butterltist"

PIANOS, Automatic
Berry-Wood Piano Player Co.,
Inc.,
973
Market St., San

Send us a 16"x20" sample

Current, A.G. or D.C

Arc or Mazda
Address

light

built in accordance with
Is Screen to fly

With or vnthout frame

6225

December

29,

1923
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PORT-

PROJECTORS,

BUILT
FOR THOSE
WHO WANT THE BEST

ABLE— (Continued)

Atlas Educational Film Co., 63

East Adams
& Howell

mont

Ctiicago,

St.,

Bell

Co., 1801

Ave., Chicago,

111.

Larch-

N. Y.
Corp.,

Marianna

1250

Chicago, 111.
Gennert, G., 24 E. 13th
St.,

N.

St.,

&

Herbert

Huesgen,

N. Y. Ciiy.

St.,

Projector Co.,

111,

Pathescope

Co.,

18, E. 42nd
"Kinopticon."
Aeolian Bldg.,

N. Y. City.

RairD

Safety Projector & Film Co.,
Duluth, Minn. "Zenith."
Victor Animatograph Co., Davenport, la.

PROJECTORS,

Standard,

Motion Picture
Bardy Projector

Co., 416
Pearl St., Buffalo, New York.
(See Adv.)
Birckholm & De Hart, 111 A\'.
42d St.. N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Continental Sales Co., WllkesBarre, Pa. "Burwood."
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564

W. Randnlnh St.. Chiraero. 111.
Herbert & Huesgen, 18 E. 43nd

"Ememann."
(See Adv.)
Paramount Mfg. Co., Dept. ER,
City.

N. Y.

18 Benford St., Boston, Mass.
(See Adv.)
Power Co., Nicholas, 90 Gold St.,
"Powers CamN. Y. City.
eragraph." (See Adv.)
Powers See Power Co., Nich-

—
olas.

Precision Machine Co., Inc., 319
E. 34th St.. N. V. City. "Sim(See Adv.)
plex."
Band Projector, ink w ark, N. J.
Precision Machine
Sec
Simplex
Co.
„T
Superior Projector, Inc., 17 W.
60th St., N. Y, City. (See Adv.)

—

Motion Picture

PROJECTORS
CINEPHOR
MOTION PICTURE

CINEPHOR
PARABOLIC
CONDENSERS

LENSES

PROJECTORS,
&

Howell

mont

Ave., Chicago.

111.

& Film

Corp.,

Motion

PUBLICATIONS,

Picture Trade
Exhibitors' Trade Review, 42d
St. & Broadway. N. Y. City.

Exhibitors' Herald, 203 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Film Daily, 17 West 44th St..
N. Y. City.
„
Motion Picture News, 729 Seven'th Ave., N. Y. City
5tn
516
World,
Moving Picture
Ave., N. Y. City.

Projec

PUBLICATIONS,
tion

Handbook,

Cinema

Scientific

American, Woolworth Bids-,

N. Y. City.

^
Co., Inc.,

Falk Publishing
625, 145 W.
Projection."

COMPLETE STOCK SPERRY
HIGH INTENSITY SUNLIGHT
ARC LAMP PARTS

Hallberg,

36th

J. H.,

25

^
Dept^

"M. P.
^ ^
45th St.,

St.

,

W.

^ „
Richardson's Handbook, F. H.,
N. Y. City.
516 Fifth

,

A-i'e..

^T.

Y. City.

PUNCHERS,
Kautz &

Co.,

Chicago,

Ticket
2633 W. Lake

111.

Lock Stub Check

Co.,

3

Bush

Will

Show You

New York

or Write

St.

Crosset

way,

&

J.

W.,

Co., D.

C, 909 Filbert

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

Ketler Brass Mfg.
Tex.

Houston,

Co.,

Kuhn Studio, l,onis, 293 Eighth
Ave., New York City.
McKenna Brass Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Michaels
Scott

Art Bronze Co., 23»
Covington. Ky.
Co., 1427 Cath-

St.,

Midland Metal

Newman

Mfg.

Co..

416-418

Elm

St. Cincinnati,, Ohio.
Pittshiireh Brass Mfg. Co.. 32d
St. & Penn Ave., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Reinhardt Mfg. Co., E. G., 326
East 2nd St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Standard Iron & Wire Works,
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Taylor & Dean, Fenn Ave. &
25th St., Pittsburgh, Pa..
We.stern Brass
Mfg. Works,
2007 Marshall Flv=l., Chicago,
111

ROPE RAILS
Newman

Mfg.

Co.,

Cincinnati,

St.,

Adv.)

416-418 Elm
Ohio.
(See

&

Betts
N.

Betts, 646

Y.

Theatre

W.

43rd

St.,

City.

Howells

Cine Equipment Co.,
Inc., 740 7th Ave., N, Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Dyradian Sales Co., Mishawaka,
Ind. "Lyradian."

Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 29S9 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Y.

REELS, Film, Shipping
and Projection
Ajax Film Accessories Co., 30
Church St., N. Y. City.
American Can Co., N. Y. City.
Bell & Howell Co., 1803 L,archmont

H."
Fulton

Chicago, HI.

Ave.,

"B-

E. E.,

3208 Carro_.
Ave., Chicago, 111. "Fulco."
Geometric Stamping Co., 221 E.
131st St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Co.,

& Stamping

Globe Machine

Cleveland, Ohio.

Co.,

."Globe."

Goldberg Bros.. 1431 Lawrence
St., Denver, Col.
Howells Cine Equip. Co. Inc.,
740 7th Ave., N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)
Indestructible Metal Products
Co., 521-25 W. 45th St., N. Y.

Mossberg, Frank Co., Attleboro.
Mass.
Neu, O F., 249 W. 47t\ St., N.
Y.

City.

Niess-Waner

Blackstone

Co.,

Bldg.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Perfection Reel

&

.Can Co., 807
W. Lake St., Chicaeo. 111.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St.,

N. Y. City.
N.

Co..

St.

Paul

Rochester. N. T.
Universal Electric Welding Co.,
132 W. 42d St., N. Y. City.
St..

City.

(Sec

PURIFIERS; Mechanical

"Lachmann Wire

New York

Reels."

Detroit,

Mich.

Adv.)

J,

P.,

Light

24th 2St.

&

10th

Ave., N. Y. City.
Co.,

American Chemical Co., 113
North 9th St., Lebanon, Pa.
"Deo-Gem."
Westinghonse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E.

REFLECTORS,
Frink,

Air
American Blower

56

N. Y. City.

PI.,

Flour City Ornamental Iron Co.,
27th Ave. & 27th St., Minneapolis, Minn.
Gilbert & Sons Brass Foundry
Co.,
A.,
4015
Forest Park
Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Howell-Melville Co., 1223 Spring

Tavlor-Shantz

Dnnlap, 1140 Broad-

New York

Works,

Iron

Park

Adv.)

BIRKHOLM & DE HART
West 42nd

St.,

City.

PUBLISHERS

Direct to

111

143 N. Dear-

born St., Chicago, 111.
Moss, Samuel H., 36 E. 23rd

Our Dealers

Louisvillie, Ky.

St.,

Fiske

City.
St.,

Terminal, Brooklyn, N. Y.
McGill Metal Products Co., 1640
Walnut St., Chicago, 111.

Meyer & Wenthe,

Buchanan

RADIO OUTFITS,
Larch-

Co., 1801

Safety Projector
Duluth, Minn.

Cedar

Co.,

The, 201 N.

Co.,

Semi-Pro-

fessional
Bell

Brass
Iowa.

Rapids,

Dow

7th

Becker Theatre Supply

S.

Clinton St., Chicago, 111.
Buffalo
Wire Works Co., 320
Terrace, Buffalo, N. Y.

Humphrey
729

Co.,

Ave., N. Y. City.

St.,

RAILS, Brass
Baldwin Brass Works, 411

Dearborn

Y. City.

Hohmes Portable
Chicago,

Ticket

Ticket Co., 154-166 E.
St., Chicago, 111.
Arcus Ticket Co., 352 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.

111.

Buffalo Projector & Film Corp.,
Niagara Life Bldg., Buffalo,

De Vry

RACKS,
Ansell
Erie

Pittsburgh, Pa.

(See

Pittsburgh Reflector & 111. Co.,
3d Ave. & Ross St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Sunlight Reflector Co.. 226 Pacific St.. Brooklvn. N. Y.

Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-,'^9 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
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REFLECTORS,

and

Sign

Bulletin
Frink,

Inc.,

P.,

I.

24th

&

St.

10th

Ave., N. Y. City.
National x-Ray Reflector

Chicago,

Co.,

111.

Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N.

Y_.

RESEATING SERVICE
American Seating
Blvd., Chicagro,

Jackson

Co.,
111.

Hey^ood Wakefield

Co.,

(See Adv.)
Stafford Mfg. Co., 218
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Alass.

Boston,

Wabash

S.

REWINDS, NONFeaster Mfg.

Co., 16

W.

46th

St.,

N. Y. City.

Worman

Theatre

Supply

Co.,

Alhambra Bldg., Ogden, Utah
"Worman."

REWINDERS, Film
A-Utomatic Film Rewinder, Harrisburg, Pa.
Bell & Howell Co., 1803 Larchmont Ave., Chicag^o, 111.
Bennett, Chas. H., 224 North
13th
St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Capital Mdse. Co., 5Z5 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.,
820 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex Machine Co., 316 75th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122

16th

Emory

St.,

Los Angeles.

Co., R.

& Runyon

Sherman Ave.
Newark, N. J.

J.,

St.,

Feaster Mfg.

W.

Co., 16

W.

46th

Brenkert Light Projection

Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.,
820 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago, 111.
Butler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wise. "Simplicity."
Duplex Machine Ct>., 316 75th
Brookly.M, N. Y.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hoffman & Sons, N. Y. City.
Leonard Electric Mfg. Co., 3907
Perkins Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Newton, Chas. L, 331 W. 18th
St., N. Y. City.
Power Co., Nicholas, 90 Gold
St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City. "Kliegl." (See Adv.)
Ward Leonard Electric Co., Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.
Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
St.,

ROOFING, Metal
Edwards Mfg.

City.

"Power."

plex."

Stern Metal Works, 1006 Vine
Adv.)

Williar.s, r?r (wn & Earle, Inc.,
918 Chestnut St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Street, Cincinnati, Ohio.

SAFETY DEVICES,

mont

Howell
Ave.,

Pro-

jector Fire
Eastern
Theatre
Equipment
Corp., Winchester St., Boston.
"Coda."

Fyre-Gard Mfg.

Co.,

tre Bldg., Aurora,

Fox Thea"Fyre-

111.

Chicago,

New Ulmer

111.

Circuit Breaker Co.,
434 E. Market St., Louisville,

Ky.
Pagenhardt,
Md.

Protectall Co., The, Dallas, Tex.,
Chicago, 111. "Protectall."

SAFES
Carey Safe

&

Safe

Scott

Broadway
Broadway,

N. Y. City.

Herring-Hall-Marvln Safe Co.
400 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Mosler Safe Co., 373 Broadway,
N.

Y.

City.

York Safe & Lock

Co., 55

Maid-

en Lane, N. Y. City.

SAVERS, Carbon
Best Devices

Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, O.
Projection Apparatus Co., 4145 Lafayette St., N. Y. City.
Electrical Prods. Corp., 1122 W.
16th St., Los Angeles.
Erker Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. (See
Adv.)
Fulco Super See Fulton, E. E.
Fulton Co., E. E., 3208 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111. "Fulco Su-

—

per."

National Carbon Co., Cleveland,
Ohio. (See Adv.)

SCREENS, Motion

Picture

Acme Screen Co., New Washington, Ohio.
American Lux ProdiMSts Co., 36
W. 44th St.. New York City.
Capital Mdse. Co., 525 Dearborn
St., Chicago, 111.
"Crystal Bead" See Jacobsson

—

Mfg. Co.
Da-Lite Scenic

Monroe

St.,

West

922

Co.,

Chicago,

"Da-

111.

Llte."
Electt-ical Prods. Corp., 1122

18th

Los Angeles.

St.,

Erker Bros.
Olive

St.,

Optical Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Eureka Cinema

Corp., 193

Cnon.

West

1021

G.,

W
608

Trum-

Hartford,

Street,

"Prism."
Gardiner, L.

Goodale
"Haftone"

Columbus, Ohio.
See Raven Screen

St.,

—

(See Adv.)

Chicago Ave.

Co.,

St.,

Corp., Bal-

Buffalo, N. Y.

Howells Cine Equip.

Inc.,

Co.,

740 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
(See
Adv.)
Jacobsson Mfg. Co., 3718 Woodland Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Kansas City Scenic Co., N. E.
cor.
24th & Harrison Sts.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Longacre

Lash

Studios, Lee,
Bldg., N. Y. City.

Ludcke Screen

Co., 150
Peter, Minn.

Ave.. St.

MInusa Cline Screen

& Morgan

mont

Minn.

Co.,

Bo-

Sts.,

St.

Louis, Mo. (See Adv.)
Philadelphia Theatre Equipment
Co.,
"superlite," 252 North
13th
St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Adv.)
Premier Screen Co., P. O. Box
861, Roanoke, Va., "Premier."
(See Adv.)
"Radia-Beat"
Radiant
See
Screen & Dec. Co.
Radiant Screen & Dec Co, 812
Finance Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Raven Screen Co., 165 Broadway, N. Y. City. "Haftone."
(See Adv.)
Rembusch Screen Co., Shelby-

—

vllle, Ind.

U.

S.

Theatre Equip Co.

Inc..

New York

17 West 60th St.,
City. (See Adv.)
Son, C.

&

Wertsner

221 No.
13th
St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
"Superlite." (See Adv.)

SCENERY,
Acme
36

Scenic

S.,

Stage

Scenic

St.,

Studios,

Chicago,

Co.,

Atlanta,

Ga.

snipes.

Center opening French plate mirror mitre cut.

STANLEY FRAME
729 7th

Ave.,

N. Y. City.

&

Sons

Co.,

The,

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Bradley Studios, Wm.,
43d St., N. Y. City.

CO.,

and

MENGER &

Baker & Lockwood Mfg. Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Beaumont Velvet Scenery Studios, J. H., 225 W. 46th St.,
Beck

Wm.,

318

W.

Wm., 1540 Broadway,
New York City.
Dramart Studios, 46th St., N. Y.
Caniph,

RING,

New York

City.

Telephone Bryant 9684

Manufacturers of Lobby Display Frames
Wall Cases
Ticket Booths
'
Framed Mirrors
Ticket Boxes
N on-choppers)
Easel and Pedestal Frames
(

Designs in all periods
Let us know your requirements or let us
Sketches and prices on request.

Davis, Geo., Scenic Studio. Arch
St. Theatre. Philadelphia. Pa.
Enkeboll Art Co., 5313 N. 27th
St., Omaha, Neb.
Excelsior Studios & Theatre

Supply

W. Vine

St.,

St.,
St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
Scenic Studio, 643
42d St.. N. Y. City.
Glover, Susan Stubbs, 66 B. 22nd
St.. Chicago, 111. "Calkins Stu-

Fredericks
you.

816

Kalaniazoo, Mich.
Fabric Studios, 177 N. State
Chicago, III.
Fetters & Fisher, 432 N. 3rd

W.

tell

Co.,

dios.

N. Y. City.

St.,

Kansas City Scenic

E.

N.

Co.,

& Harrison

24th

cor.

Sts,,,

Kansas City, Mo.
King Scenic Co., 311 S. Harwood St., Dallas, Tex.
La Touche, J. B., Clearfield,
Iowa.

Lash

Longacre

Law Scenic ^tudioa,
38th St., N. Y. City.
McHugh & Son, Jos.

P.,

Studios, Lee,
Bldg., N. Y. City.

42d

W.
W.

502
9

N. Y. City.

St.,

Manhattan Scenic Studios, 324

W. 35th St.. N. Y. City.
Murray Hill Scenic Studios,

488
6th Ave., N. Y. City.
& Co., Theo., 625 E.
15th St., N. Y. City.
Schells Scenic Studio, 581 S.
High St., Columbus, Ohio.
Servas, Jno. A., Rochester. N. Y.

Reising

&

Sheck

Co.,

Metropolitan

D.,

Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
Star Scenic Studio, Inc., Omaha,
Neb.
Story Scenic Co., O. L., 21 Tufta
St.,
Somerville Sta., Boston,

Allan

Turner',

266

J.,

W.

41st

N. Y. City.

St.,

Twin

City Scenic Co.. 2819
Nicolet
Minneapolis,
Ave.,

Minn.

Unique Papier Mache

W. 44th
Universal

Co.,

331

N. Y. City.

St.,

Scenic Artist Studios, 190 N. State St., Chicago,

111.

Werbe Scenic Studio, 1713 Central Ave., Kansas City, Kan.
Young Bros., 536 W. 29th St.,
N.

City.

Y.

SEATING ENGINEERS
American Seating
Chicago.

Co.,

Jackson

(See Adv.)
Wakefleldi
(See Adv.)

Blvd., Chicago,
Bros.,

Heywood

111.

111.

&

SEAT INDICATORS, Vacant
Service Film Co., Inc..
551 Sallna St., Syracuse, N. Y.

Better

Guerin Theatre Seating System,
Inc., 903 New Hibernia Bldg.,

New Orleans, La.
SEATS, Outdoor Theatre

Architectural Decorating
Chicago, 111.

& Emrich

Flvnn

Hallidav

Co..

N.

305

Co.,

Baltimore. Md.

St..

Heywood-Wakefield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston, 9,
Mass.

(See Adv.)

Stafford Mfg. Co., E. H., 103
40th St.. N. Y. City.

SHADES,

Orchestra

W.

Lamp

Chicago Cinema Equipment Co.,
820 S. Tripp Ave., Chicago, 111.
Eastern Theatre Equipment Co.,
41-43 Winchester St., Boston.
1VI3.SS.

III.

The above Combination Case accommodates 6-11x14 photos and

Co., D. C, 909 FilPhiladelphia, Pa.
Scenic Studio,
432 N. Third St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Knhn Studios, Louis, 291 8th
Ave., N. Y. City. (See Adv.)
Novelty
Scenic
Studios,
220
West 46th St., New York City.
(See Adv.)
Rothe & Teichner, Irving Place
Theatre, N., Y. City.
Kahn & Bowman, 155 W. 29th
St.,

& Sparks

Irwin

Flagg,

Artists'

W. Randolph

Atlanta

Humphreys
bert

388

Co.,

Co.

C, Westernport,

L.

timore, Md.

Co., 1803 LarchChicago, 111.

Co., 393

N. Y. City.

Hall

bull

Hulett, E. W., 3119 Argyle St,

American Film-Safe

RHEOSTATS
&

Ohio.

Cincinnati,

Hall-Marvin

Gard."

Precision Machine Co., Inc., 319
E. 14th St., N. Y. City. "Sim-

Bell

Bast

(Rope Rails)
Mfg. Co., 416-41S Blm

Newman

N. Y. City.

New York

Co., 411-451

Fifth St.,
(See Adv.)

St.,

Lang Mfg. Works, Olean, N. Y.
Power Co., Nicholas, 99 Gold
St.,

Co.,

Detroit, Mich.
Capital Mdse. Co., 525 ri. Dearborn St., Chicago, '.1.

I.

J.,

33

Cambridge,

NoTis

Mass.

St.. No.
"Light-

right."

Rialto Electric Stage Lighting
Co., 304 W. 42d St., N. Y. City.
"Gallagher."
Co.,
Electric
Wheeler-Green
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
Y.
N.

SHADES, Arc Lamp
Gill

&

son

E.

Co.,

York & Thomp-

Philadelphia, Pa.

Sts.,

Royal Enameling
326 W. Madison

&
St.,

Mfg. Co..
Chicago.

111.

Vogel & Bros., Wm., 37 South
Ninth St., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Co.,
Electric
Wheeler-Green
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

Wheeler Reflector
St.,

Co., 156

Pearl

Boston, Mass.

SHARPENERS, Carbon
Erker Bros.
Olive
Adv.)

St..

St.

Optical Co., «08
Louis, Mo. (See

SHEARS, Film Mending
Blue Seal Products Corp., 27
Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, N.
Y.

December

29,
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UTUAL ELEC
D

E

TRO

THE BEST
EQUIPPED THEATRES
HAVE BULL DOG STAGE
SWITCH BOARDS
ASK THEM WHY!
John Herbert Phillips High School, Birmingham, Ala.
Masonic Temple, Birmingham, Ala.
Allen Theatre, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
Princess Theatre, Toronto, Ont., Canada.
Walkerville Theatre, Walkerville, Ont., Canada.
Scottish Rite Cathedral, Hamilton. Ont.. Canada.

Champaign Theatre, Champaign, Illinois.
Roosevelt Theatre, Chicago, Illinois.
Lawndale Theatre, Chicago, Illinois.
Cadick Theatre, Evansville, Ind.
Masonic Temple, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Loew's Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind.
Palace Theatre, South Bend, Ind.
National Theatre, Mexico City, Mexico.
Macomb Theatre, Mt. Clemens, Mich.
Theatres of the Kumsky Enterprises, Detroit, Mich.
Fox-Washington Theatre, Detroit, Michigan.
Orpheum Theatre, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Joplin,

Brownsville Theatre, Brownsville, Penna.
Theatre, Philadelphia, Penna.
Harris Theatre, Pittsburgh, Penna.
Hippodrome, Youngstown, Penna.

Fox

Tivoli Theatre, Washington, D. C.

Masonic Temple,

Temple Theatre, Bellaire, Ohio.
Allen Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
James Theatre, Columbus, Ohio.
South Side High School, Columbus, Ohio.
Regent Theatre, Toledo, Ohio.
Rivoli Theatre, Toledo, Ohio.

Cummiford Amusement Company
Loew's Theatre, Dallas, Texas.

Kearse Theatre, Charleston, West Va.
Masonic Temple, Charleston, West Va.
Rex Theatre, Wheeling, West Va.
Virginia Theatre, Charleston, West Va.
Scottish Rite Cathedral, Wheeling, West Va.

Ascher Theatre, Manitowoc, Wise.

Mo.

World Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
National Theatre, New York.
Loew's 83rd St. Theatre, New York City.

In course of construction:
New National Theatre, Richmond, Va.
The Forum, Los Angeles, Calif.

The above represents a few of
the hundreds of Auditoriums and
Theatre Lighting Control Switchboard Equipments which we have
furnished in the past few years.

Our Engineers will assist you in
determining your requirements.
Illustrated Catalogs sent
quest.
-sat--.

Enterprises,

on

re-

Pa.
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Sign Krafters, 301 West 50th

SHOWCARD STANDS
St.,

Victor S.

Pearlman

Specialists of

N. T.

Sign Krafters, 301 West 50th

New York

(See

City.

Adv.)

& Co,

SHUTTERS,
Broadway, N.

T. City.

Fire

Bolles Iron & "Wire Worlts, J.
E., Detroit, Mich.
Brier Hill Steel Co., 521 W. 23cl
St.,

N. T. City, N. T.

Dahlstrom Metallic Door Co.,
Jamestown, N. Y. (See Adv.)
Dimond, Thomas, 139 W. 32d
St.,

N. T. City.

Edwards Mfg.

Eggles-

Co., 724

ton Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio.
General Fireprooflng Co.,
Youngstown, Ohio.
Hanke Iron & Wire Works, N.

& W.

Albany

Chicago,

Chicago Aves.,

111.

Harbaugh, Smedley & Co., 140
W. Fifth St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Harris

Co.,

H.

S.

Ave., Chicago,

Kinnear

Mfg.

Grand

3323

111.

Columbus,

Co.,

Ohio.

Landon Iron & Wire Works,
R.,

166

N.

May

E.

Chicago,

St.,

111.

adelphia,

Pa

Co.,

F.

J.,

Hamil-

ton, Ohio.

Missonri Fire Door Co., 907

2nd

St., St.

Letr."

S.'

Cincinnati, Ohio.
Co.. 160 N. Fifth

St.,

Nu-Flex Mfg.

Ave., Chicago,

111.

Pettes & Randall, 150 Nassau
St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Standard Slide Corp.. 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City.
(See
Adv.)
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City. (See Adv.)

Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

SIGNS, Wire
Newman Mfg. Co..

Louis, Mo.

416-418
Cincinnati, Ohio.

St.,

Riester & Thesmacher Co., 1514
W. 25th St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Schreiber & Sons Co., L. (Norwood), Cincinnati, Ohio.
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F.
P., 56 W. Lake St., Chicago,

St.,

Perfection Reel & Can Co., 807
(See Ticket Choppers.)
(See Lights, Exit)
Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
K-H Sign Mfg. Co., 530 Fernando St., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Major Equipment Co., 2518 Galium Ave., Chicago, 111.
Newman Mfg. Co., 416-418 Elm

Lupton's Sons Co., David, Allegheny Ave. & Tulip St., Phil-

Meyers Mfg.

W. Har-

Co., 567

Chicago, 111.
American Sign Co., Willard &
Cooley Sts., Kalamazoo. Mich.
Atlas Electric Sign Corp., 510
W. 45th St., N. Y. City.
Federal Electric Sign Co., 8700
S. State St., Chicago, 111.
Plovrman Co., Frank E., 400 N.
Mich. Ave., Chicago. "Glorison

SHUTTERS, Metal

Fixtures, for Theatres

SIGNS, lUuminated
Program
Advance Sign

Iris

Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
Cortland Ave., Detroit, IHich.
Sun-Light Arc Corporation, 1600

Unusual Lighting

(See

City.

Adv.)

Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,

SHOW CARDS
St.,

New York

St.,

Co., 8872 Fourth
Cincinnati, Ohio.

Oscar Onken

I

SIGNS, Parking
Newman Mfg. Co..

416-418
Cincinnati, Ohio.

St.,

Elm

Elm

111.

Variety Mfg. Co., 2958 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Vulcan Co.. Clarkston. Mich.

Room

(Illumi-

nated )

SHUTTERS,

Ticket Office

E:rker Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Louis, Mo. (See

Just a fetv of our Theatre

SIGNS, Rest

Adv.)

Voight

Co., 1743 N. 12th
Philadelphia, Pa.

Plowman. Frank
Mich.

Ave.,

St.,

N.

400 N.
Chicago. "GIoCo.,

E!.

Letr."

Installations

SHUTTERS,

:

Projector

Flicker
Chicago Theater
Tivoli Theater

Chicago,

Chicago, Illinois

Theater

Riviera

Selwyn Theater
Harris
Tivoli

Theater

Rialto

Theater
Theater

World Theater
Parthenon Theater

You

Illinois

Chicago,

Illinois

Tenn.

Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City, Mo.
St. Paul, Minn.
Omaha, Nebraska
Omaha, Nebraska

Theater

Royal Theater
Capitol

Chicago,

Chattanooga,

Theater

Newman

Illinois

Chicago, Illinois

Hammond,

Indiana

our service of great value in consulting us with your lighting
problem, from both an artistic and scientific standpoint.
will find

(See also Projectors, Standard
Motion Picture)

Perfect Projection Shutter Co.
Iroquois
Bldg.,
Louisville,
Ky.
Power Co., Nicholas. 00 Gold
St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Precision Machine Co., 319 E.
34th St., N. Y. City.

SIGNALS, Change Over

to

help

Write for booklet of
recent installations.

you.

SIGNALS, Reel End
(See also Safety Devices, Projector Fire)
Behlen See C. C. Rush Enter-

—

prises.
C.

Rush

ville. So.

PEARLMAN
& COMPANY
S.

Designers and Makers of Exclusive Lighting
Fixtures

Enterprises, GreenCarolina. "Behlen."

Bevelchanopal
Sign Co.
Brilliant Mfg.

— See
Co.,

American

1QZ5

St.,

San

Francisco,

Wabash

Ave., Chicago

W.
A.

Co.,

1439 Niag-

ara

Buffalo, N. Y.
428
Ave., N. T. City.
St.,

Fricker,

Frederick,

11th

Greenwood

Advertising
Co.,
Knoxville. Tenn.
Haller Consolidated Co., 213 W.
Austin Ave.. Chicago. Ill
K-H Sign Mfg. Co., 350 Fernando St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Munn

Electric

Co.,

Tex

Amarlllo,

416-418 Elm
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Philadelphia Sign Co., 338 North
Randolph St., Philadelphia,
Pa. (See Adv.)

Newman

Mfg.

Co.,

Co..

W.

L.,

5

Beekman

N. Y. City.

Electrical Products Corp., 1122
W. 16th St., Los Angeles, Cal.
Federal Electric Sign Co., 8700
S. State St., Chicago. 111.
Flexlume Sign Co., 1439 Niagara
St.,

Buffalo. N. Y.

K-H Sign Mfg. Co.. 530 Fernando St.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
Newman Mfg. Co., 416-418 Elm
St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Novelty Electric Sign Co., 165
Eddy St., San Francisco, Cal.

Rawson & Evans
Washington

St.,

711

W.

Chicago,

111.

Co.,

SIGNS, Electric Illuminated

Cal.

Flei'ume Sign

Langever Service. J. J., 288 W.
11th St., Fort Worth, Tex.

533 South

Electric Sign Corp., 510
45th St., N. Y. City.
& W. Electric Sign Co.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Atlas

Ridge

Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
Brilliant Sign Co., 3531 Washington St.. St. Louis. Mo.
Brumfield Electric Sign Co., 18

Seventh

VICTOR

and

Mag-

American Sign Co., Willard &
Coolev Sts.. Kalamazoo, Mich.

St.,

(See Signals, Reel End
Safety Devices. Projector)

Changeable

netic

Clark

C.

Our designing and engineering departments are ready

SIGNS,

A.

(Changeable Letters)
& W. Electric Sign

Co.,

Cleveland, Ohio.
Corporation,
247
W.
47th St., N. Y. City.
Advance Sign Co., 567 W. Harrison St., Chicago. 111.
American Beauty See Ameri-

Adsign

can Sign Co.

—

—

American Interchangeable See
American Sign Co.
American Sign Co., Willard &
Cooley St., Kalamazoo, Mich.
Electric Sign Corp., 510
45th St., N. Y. City.
Co., 3264 W. 25th
St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Streus Sign Co., 46th Street.
Moran, F. & Co., 268 Pearl St.,

Atlas

W.

Bauer Sign

.

New York

City.

December

29,
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BRENKERT "F" BRENOPTICON

Improve Whenever Possible

That's the "Brenkert Slogan"
"F"

Brenkert

Brenoptic^n

An Improved Double

Is
THE

"F"

Brenkert

simultaneous

"F"
and

Brenkert
attractive

Brenopticon

projection.

Brenopticon

projects

lantern

add

ioo%

to

the

Program.

slides

and

or

stage

effects

in

dissovling

OVERTURE FEATURES

PICTURE PRESENTATIONS

or

with the
that are

fascinating.

BRENKERT

Is

either

ANIMATED PROLOGUES

Dissolver

An Improved

"C 3"

SPOTLIGHT

S pot-Flood

Lamp

The Brenkert "C3"

The new
spotlight renders brilhant flood lighting with a crispy white spot at any distance.
framing and dowser shutter, roller insulator cable release, new type 100 ampere arc lamp with
all adjustments and a substantial construction throughout gives the operator all that is desired tor 100% efficient
spot and flood service with a convenient and easy means of operation.
features

of built-in

Other Brenkert Products
There

spotlight for every requirement and all have the latest designs and rugged construction.
From 25 ampere to 100 ampere arc lamp equipments, 1000 watt Mazda lamp. Baby spots, pin or head spots,
Olivettes, Iris, Shutters, Dimmers, color wheels and slides, etc., etc.
y

is

a

Brenkert

See Your Nearest Dealer or Write Direct

Brenkert Light Projection Company

Detroit, Michigan

"Pioneer Manufacturers Long Distance Projection Equipment"

lOr,

106
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STATUARY, Ornamental

SIGNS,

Electric Illuminated
(Changeable Letters)

Bronze
Bonnard Bronze

Superior Slide Co., 812 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Uroy Slide & Sign Co., Troy,

Bureau Bros., 23d & Westmoreland Sts., Philadelphia,

Ohio.
Victor Animatograph Co., Davenport, Iowa. "Viopticon."

X-L

Slide

Pa.

Church Art Works Co., 523
S. Seventh Ave., Mt. Vernon,

Film Exchange

Co.,

N. Y.

Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Williams, Brown & Earle, 918
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

De

SLIDE INK

Gorham

Erker

Bros.

Optical

Olive St., St. liOtUs, Mo.
Adv.)
Stanilard Slide Corp., 209
48th St., N. Y. City.

cisco, Cal.

608
(See

W.

Madison

W.

E. Randolph St., Chicago. 111.
Mestrum, Henry, 817 6th Ave.,
New York City. "Kleine."
Moore, Hubble & Co., Masonic
Temple Bldg., Chicago. 111.
Newton. Chas. L. 331 W. 18th

—

Brown &

Lilglit Projection Co.,
Cortland Ave., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)
CIarl£, Inc., Peter, 534 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Major Equipment Co., 2519 Cullom Ave., Chicago. 111.
SheclE & Co.. O., Metropolitan
Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
Univernal Klect. Stage Liehtin^

Capitol

Co.,

ilton, Ohio.
Erlter Bros. Optical Co., 60S
Olive St., St. Lonls, Mo. (See

Adv.)
Smith, E. J., 1960 E. 116th
Cleveland, O. "Liberty."

St.,

STEREOPTICONS

STATEMENTS, Box Office

—

See
Bausch &
Lomb Optical Co.
Bennett, Chas. H., 224 North
Philadelphia, Pa.
13th
St.,
(See Adv.)
Bansch & Lomb Optical Co., St.
Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
(See Adv.)

Balopticon

Adv.)
7th Ave., N. Y. City.
Adv.)

Equip.

Krauth & Benninghofen, Ham-

Eriier Bros. Optloal Co., 608
Olive St., St. LoniB, Mo. (See

740
(See

Auto-

matic
Beseler

Co., Chas., 131 E. 23d
N. Y. City.
Slide
& Pictures
Corp., 79 5th Ave., N. Y. City.

St.,

Perfection

Perfectiscope."

Corp., 209 W.
N. Y. City. «Slide-0-

Slide

47th St.,
Graf." (See Adv.)

N. Y. C.

N. Y. City.

Co.,

Theatre

Earle, 918
Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

STEREOPTICONS,

STANDS, Music

Brenkert

Mfg.

Theatre
Wash.

Co., Seattle,

Adam

Electric Co., Frank, 3650
Windsor PI., St. Loals, Mo.
"Bulldog" See Mutual Electric
<& Machine Co.
Cleveland Switchboard Co., 202b
E. 70th^ St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Cutler - Hammer Mfg. Co., Milveaukee. Wis. (See Adv.)

—

Dearborn

25 Kinzle

Elect. Co.,

St., Chicago, 111.
Display Stage Lighting Co., 314

Picture

Theatres

Stanciard in

Motion

and EveryAvhere

127

S.

Green St., Chicago, 111.
General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.
Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago. 111.
Industrial Controller Co., Mil-

Electri-

Island Citv.

Mutual Electric & Machine
Detroit. Mich (See Adv.)

Co.,

Seventh

St.,

Camden, N.

Electric

J.

Mfg.

Co.,

Co.,

Nev/

Orleans, La.

Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

Wurdack

Electric
Mfg. Co.,
Wm., 21 S. 11th St., St. Louis,

Mo.

SWITCHES, Automatic
Time
Albert & J.
M., 289 A St., Boston, Mass.
Automatic Electric Mfg. Co.,
Mankato. Minn.
Automatic Electric Time Switch
Co., Derby, Conn.
Betts & Betts Corp., 511 W. 42d
St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Dorland, Leslie C, Poughkeep-

Anderson Mfg.

Price-list.

sie,

International Metal Polish Co., Inc.
Quill Street and Belt Railway,
Indianapolis, Indiana.
N. Y. Office, 335 Broadway, N. Y. City.

SYSTEMS, Accounting
Erker

Bros.

Olive

St., St.

Adv.)
Exhibitors

Optical Co., 60S
Louis, Mo. (See

Trade

Review,
St.,

N.

V.

(See Adv.)

SYSTEMS, Tneatre
Bookkeeping

Trade

Exhibitors

Broadway & 42d

Review,
St.,

N.

Y.

(See Adv.)

City.

TELEPHONES^

Inter-

communicating
Automatic

Electric
"Pax."

111.

Telephone

Chi-

Co.,

&

Co., 310 N. 11th St.,

Electric
St. Louis.

Mo.
H. Norfolk Downs,

Co., S.

Mass.

De Veau

Tel.

Mfg.

Co., 23

Mur-

ray St., N. Y. City.
Dictaphone Products Corp., 1819
Broadway. N. Y. City.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.

Western Electric Co., 195 Broadway. N. Y. City.

Universal

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y.
City. "Kliegl." (See Adv.)
Westinghouse Electric «& Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa. (See
Adv.)

Write Us for Catalog and

Clock

(See Switches, Automatic Time)
Adam Electric Co., Frank, 904
Pine St., 'St. Louis, Mo.
Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co..
East Ave. & 14th St., Long

— See

Plainville, Conn.
United Electric Mfg.

Requires Less Polish and Less Effort, but Produces
Lasting Lustre and Mirror-like Brilliancy.

SWITCHES,

cal Stage Lighting Co.
Co.. H., 160 Seventh St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Kliegl

Trumbull

Leaves

Y.

Partrlck & Williams Co., 51 N.
Seventh St.. Philadelphia. Pa.
Pettes & Randall Co., 150 Nassau SI., X. Y. City.
Stromberg Carlson Co., Roch-

waukee, Wis.

S.

Polish for All Metals That
Stains on Patrons' Gloves or Clothing.

39 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rochester, N.

Cal.

Electric Apparatus Co.,

Pringle Electric Mfg. Co., 1906
N. Sixth St., Philadelphia, I'a.
Sterling Switchboard Co., 537

No

Cutler-Hammer Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis. (See Adv.)

Couch

44th St.. N. Y. City.
Drendell Electrical & Mfg. Co.,
169 Erie St., San Francisco,

I

The Standard

Co.,

SWITCHES, Canopy

W.

Krantz Mfg.

Blue Ribbon Cream Metal Polish

PI.,

116
St.
Clair St., Toledo, Ohio.
Waldman, P. J.. 136 Liberty St..
N. Y. City.
Wheeler-Green
Electric
Co.,
29-39 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.

cago,
Central

Hub

The Recognized

Dunham

18

P..

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Toledo Electric

Broadway & 42d

SWITCHBOARDS,
J.

111.

South Bend,

Co.,

Ind.

City.
A.

Chicago,

N. Y. Cjty.

Perfection Slide & Picture Corp.,
79 5th Ave.. N. Y. City.
Standard Slide Corp., 209 W.
48th St., N. Y. City.
TTnlversal Elect. Stage Lighting
Co., 321 W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Victor Animatograph Co., Davenport, Iowa. "Viopticon."
Viopticon See Victor Animato-

St..

Ka-

4Ui2

Co.,

Ave.,

Sorensen,

Standard

STAGE EFFECTS

Equip.

39th

—

N. Y. City.

St.,

W.

N. Y. City.
Miles. Joseph R.. 130 W. 46th
St.. New York City. "Lloyds."
"Lloyds" See Miles. Joseph R.
Simplex Studios, 220 West 42d
Porter, B. F., 729 7th Ave., N.
Y. City.
37

venswood

Adv.)
Kineto Machine Co., 329 Plymouth St., Chicago. 111.
Mcintosh Stereopticon Co.. 30

Chestnut

(With Public Projection Rooms,
Cutting and Editing Rooms)
Film Storage & Forwarding Co.,

City.

Premier Electric
"Martin."
Russell Mfg.

Williams,

STORAGE, Film

Pettes
& Randall Co., 150
Nassap, N. Y. City. (See Adv.)

Ericer Bros. Optical Co., 608
Olive St., St. Lonls, Mo. (See

St.,

1

Co.,

Detroit,, Mich.

graph Co.

Erie St., Chicago, 111.
"Cosmos," "Eclipse."
Pettes & Randall. 1.50 Nassau
St„ N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)
Kastens, Henry, 419% W. 27th

Cine

3Gth

Ave.

Russelloid Co., Harrisbur^, Pa.,
"Keystone.''

9-

Co.,

Joslln Mfg. Co.. A. D., 223-25

Howell

&

Ave., N. Y. City.

Time Recording
W. Broadway, N. Y.

50th

Fifth Ave.

STAIR TREADS

N. T. City.

W.

Co.,

N. Y. City.

Tiffany Studios, Madison
& 45th St., N. Y. City.

Asbestolith Mfg. Co.,

Follett

Co., 331

Fran-

Mausoleum Equipment
Works. Detroit, Mich.

Automatic Time Stamp Co., 160
Congress St., Boston, Mass.
Calculagraph Co., 30 Church St.,

St..

San

Louis.

Detroit

STAMPS, Time

11

Rome,

St.,

Co.,

Henry, Mt.

Co.,

Vernon. N. Y.

Brenkert Light Projection

Chicago Transparency Co., 143
N. Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.

Co.,

N. Y.

General Electric

Schenec-

Co.,

tady. N. Y.

Hansen
Ind.

Mfg. Co.,
"Simplex."

Princeton,

Hartford Time Switch

Co.,

101

Warren St., N. Y. City.
Kennedy-Webster Co.. 538 S.
Clark St., Chicago, 111. "Commonsense."

ester, N. Y.

TERRA COTTA,
Architectural
American Terra cotta
ic

Co.,

2010

&

Ceram-

Peoples

Bldg., Chicago.

Gos.

Ill

Terra Cotta Co., 350
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Denny-Renlon Clav & Coal Co..

Atlantic
1007

Hoge

Bldg.,

Wash.
Denver Terra Cotta
Ave.

&

Umatilla

Seattle.

Co.,
St.,

W.

1st

Denver,

Col.

Federal

Terra

Broadway, N.

Cotta

Co.,

Ill

Y. City.

Galoway Terra Cotta Co., 3210
Walnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Gladding, McBean & Co., Rial to Bldg. San Francisco, Cal
Indianapolis Terra Cotta Co..
Indianapolis. Ind.
Kansas City-Terra Cotta &
Faience Co.. 19th & Manchester Aves., Kansas City, Mo.
Maryland Terra Cotta Co., North
Ave. & Oak St., Baltimore,

Md.
Midland Terra Cotta Co., 128
North Wells St., Chicago, UI.
New Jersey Terra Cotta Co..
Singer Bldg., N. Y. Citv.
Architectural Terra
Cotta Co.. 401 Vernon Ave..
Long Island Citv, N. Y.
Northwestern Terra Cotta Co..
2525 Clybonrn Ave., Chicago,

New York

111.

South Amboy Terra Cotta Co.,
South Amboy, N. J.
St. Louis Terra Cotta Co.. 5801
Manchester Ave.. St. Louis,
Mo.
Washington Brick & Lime Mfsr,
Co., Washington St. & Pacific
Ave., Spokane. Wash.
Winkle Terra Cotta Co.. Cen-

tury Bldg.,

St.

Louis, Mb.

—
December

29, 1923

THEATRE EQUIPMENT

United Theatre Equipment Co.,
26
Piedmont
St.,
Boston,
Mass. (See Adv.)

TICKET CHOPPERS
&

City, N. T.

Capitol Merchandise Co., 534

Dearborn

Chicai^o,

St..

S.

III.

(See Adv.)

Second Ave.,

Caille Bros., 1300
Detroit, Mich.

Duplex Motion Picture Indus316 75th St. Brooklyn,
New York. (See Adv.)
Erkers, 608 Oliver St., St. Louis,
Mo. (See Adv.)
Exhibitors Supply Co., 149 E.
Elizabeth St., Detroit, Mich.
(See Adv.)
Lang-slow Co., H. R., 232 Jay
St., Rochester. N. Y.
Meng-er, Ring & Weinstein, 306
W. 42d St., N. Y. City.
Newman Mfg. Co., 416-418 Elm
tries,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

St.,

St., St.

Adv.)
Fulton

Louis, Mo.

(See

3208 Carroll
"Falso."
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Globe Ticket Co., 112 N. 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa. (See Adv.)
Standard Ticket Co., 150 W.
10th St., N. Y. City.
Williams, Brown & Earle, 918
Philadelphia,
Chestnut St.,
Pa.
E. E.

Co.,

Reserved

Seat,

Coupon,

Roll and Machine
Automatic Ticket, 723 7th

Ave.,

Ticket Co., 154-166 E.
Chicago.
Co., 352 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Elliott Ticket Co., 1619 Sansome St., Philadelphia, Pa.
(See Adv.)
Empire Ticket Co., 16 Beach St.,
Boston, Mass. (See Adv.)
Erker Bros., Optical Co., 60S
Olive St.. St. Louis. Mo.
Globe Ticket Co., 112 N. 12th
Philadelphia, Pa.
(See
St.,
Adv.)
Simplex Ticket Co., Chicago,
III.
(See Adv.)
Swaab, Lewis M. & Son, 1327
Ansell
Erie

St.,

Arcus Ticket

Vine

St.,

Philadelphia,

Pa.

(See Adv.)

Trimount Press, 113-121 Albany
Boston, Mass. (See Adv.)
World Ticket & Supply Co., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City. (See
Adv.)
St.,

Philadelphia Theatre Equipment
Co., 252 North 13th St., Philadelphia, Pa. (See Adv.)
Projection Apparatus Co., 41
Lafayette St., New York City.
,

SchafCer,
Eig-hth

E.,

S.

&

24-26 E.
Chicag-o,
111.

St.,

Co.,

"Badger."

Swaab &

Son, Lewis M., 1327
St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

Vine

(See Adv.)

United Theatre Equipment Co.,
26 Piedmont St., Boston, Mass.
(See Adv.)
Wisconsin Theatre Supply Co.,
174 Second St., Milwaukee,
Wis.

TICKET HOLDERS
Arcns Ticket

Co..

land Ave., Chicago,
Adv.)

Erker

Bros.

TV.

Ash-

111.

(See

.152

Optical

608

Co.,

TICKET REGISTERS
St.

Louis, Mo.

(See

Adv.)

TIME KEEPING

EQUIPMENT
N. Y. City.

(See Adv.)

TINS, Film, Shipping,
Packing, Vault and Waste
American Can Co., N. Y. City.
Continental Can Co., 616 W.
4

3d

St.,

St.,

—

Ohio.

Gueder, Paeschke & Frey Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Humidor See DeVry Corp.
Le Comte & Co., 174 Seventh
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Radio-Mat-Slide Co.. 121 W. 42d
(See Adv.)
St., N. Y. City.
Manufacturers' Can Co., Newark, N.

Niess

J.

Waner

-

Blackstone

Co.,

Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Broda, M.

220

F.,

New York

W.

42d

W. 42nd

St.,

251

Inc.,

N. Y. City.

St.,

City.

Buchheister, Oscar, 130 West
46th St., New York City.
Chandlee, Harry, 130 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Dixon - McNitt - Schneider, 959

Seward St., Hollywood, Cal.
Film Laboratory, Inc., 251 W.
19th

N. Y. C,
Jos. W., 220
St., N. Y. City.
St.,

Farnham,

Motion

Hirlagraph

N. Y. City.

Kausalite Aisle Lights

W.

42d

Picture

Corp., 723 Seventh Ave.,

York City and Fort

Lee,

New
New

Film LaboraKnickerbocker
tory, Port Lee, New Jersey.
Meyer, Louis, Craftsmen Film

West

New York

St.,

19th
(See

City.

Adv.)

Photoplay Title Co., 5828 Broadway, Chicas^o. III.
Prizma, Inc., 110 W. 40th St., N.
Y. City.

Broadway, N.

1658

Co.,

Y. City.

Silvera, G. R., 540 West 178th
St.. New York City.
Simplex Studios, 220 W. 42d St.,
.N Y. City.
Slobev, John, 727 7th Ave., N. Y.
City.
Stern. Ernest, 413 W. 41st St.,
N. Y. City.
Weil, Arthur, 220 W. 42-id St.,
N. Y. City.
White Studios, Eddie, 160 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.

Co., 988 E.

Cleveland,

St.,

Ohio.

St.,

133 West WashChicago, III. (See

Alter-

nating Current
Bell & Howell Co., 1803 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III. (See
Electric
Co.,
West
Cleveland, Ohio.
114th
St.,
"Transverter." (See Adv.)
Northwestern
Electric
Co.,
Hoyne Ave., Chicago, III
"Martin," (See Adv.)
Hertner
"Transverter"
See
Electric Co.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
(See
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Adv.)
Wheeler-Green Electric Co., 2939 St. Paul St., Rocheste*, N.

Hertner

—

the

Y.

Box

Stair
American Abrasive Metals

Is your theater afflicted
with
glaring,
ineffective
aisle lighting—do you have
to use overhead lighting so
that patrons can find their

way to their
Or do you use
as

do the

whose

know

seats?

Kausalite?

finest

theaters,

successful managers
the value of patron-

W

rite

age that is satisfied in
every detail and therefore

comes back!
Kausalite gives a diffused
light that is ample for convenience and does not interfere with the screen. It
does the work perfectly
its

the

efficiency is reflected at

box

office.

for booklet

50

Church

6143 Evans Avenue,

Company
Chicago,

Illinois.

St.,

New York

American, Brass
bury, Conn.

Co.,

1790
City.

"Usco."

Universal

Tread

Safety

Waltham, Mass.
Rubber Co.,

Co.,

Springfield,

Voorhees Rubber Mfg.

Co., Jer-

sey City, N. J.
Winship, Inc., W. W., 71 Summer St., Boston, Mass.
Woonsocket Machine & Press

Woonsocket, R.

Co.,

TURNSTILES,

I.

Registering

Coin Machine Mfg. Co., 984 E.
17th St., Portland, Ore. "Potter."

Damon-Chapman

Co.,

234

Mill

Rochester. N. Y.
Mfg. Co., 416-418 Elm
St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
(See
Adv.)
Potter See Coin Machine Mfg.
St..

Newman

—

VACUUM CLEANERS
Vacuum)

(See Cleaners.

VACUUM LAMPS,
Incandescent
(See

Lamps, Electric Incan-

descent)

VALANCES, Box
Kuhn
Ave.,

293 8th

Studios, Louis,
N. Y. City.

National Plastic Relief Co., 416
Elm St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(See Adv.)
Scenic
Studios,
220
Novelty
West 46th St., New York City.

VALVES,

and

Fittings

Pipes
Crane

Co., 836

South Michigan

Ave., Chicago,

111.

Co.,

Co., Lowell. Mass.
Asbestolith Mfg. Co.,
St.,

Co.,

City.

Water-

1

Madison

N. Y. City.

Manufacturers' Co.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Concrete Steel Co., 32 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Flexotile Floor Co., The, 719
Race St., Rockford, 111.
Goodrich Co.. B. F., Akron, O.
Goodyear
Rubber
787
Co.,
Broadway, New York City.
Gutta Percha & Rubber Mfg.
Associated

Duane

St.,

New York

City.

Mechanical
bon Rd.,

Rubber
S.

E.,

Ohio.

Newman

Mfg.

Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Norton

111.

VAUDEVILLE
Markus

Fally

Agency,

1347

New York City.
VAULTS, Public Film

Co.,

(See Storage, Film)

VENDING MACHINES,
Automatic
Automatic

Machines,

(See

Vending)

VENDING MACHINES.
Automatic Sanitary
Device
Automatic
Machines,
Sanitary Device)

(See

VENTILATING SYSTEM,
Theatre

New

Worester, Mass.

LisCleveland.
Co.,

416 Elm St.,
(See Adv.)

Bond

Detroit,

Co.,

Mich.

American Mason Safety Tread

Co., 127

Kausalite Mfg.

Greenville,

New York

Broadway,

American Blower

TREADS,

Office

Co.,

Broadway,

Adv.)

at

Chemical

S.

Ohio.

United States Rubber

Architectural Decorating Co.,
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,

64th

TRANSFORMERS,

Reflected

U.

and Partitions
Sanymetal Products
ington
Adv.)

is

D., Buffalo, N. Y.
Co., Youngstown,

Ohio.

VASES, Stone Lobby

"Sanymetal."

Lighting

ton, N. J.

Taylor Co., H.
Truscon Steel

TOILET COMPARTMENTS

Vitrolite Co.,

Poor Aisle

Ave., Cleveland, O.
Russelloid
Company, Harrisburg, Pa. "Keystone Brand.'*
Slatington Slate Co., Slatington, Pa.
Stokes Rubber Co., J., Tren-

Co.

Jersey.

251

Republic Rubber Corp., Youngstown, O.
Iron
Structural
Republic
Works Co., 5300 Lakeside

Victor
Ohio.

TITLES, Film
Alynlu Studios,

Quality Film Titling

Stromberg Electric Co., 830
McKinlock Bldg., Chicaero, 111.
Pettes & Randall, 150 Nassan
St.,

Marianna

Corp., 1250

Corporation-

National Electric Ticket Register Co.,

DeVry

Chicago, 111. "Humidor."
Exhibitors Supply Co., Mailers
Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Pulco See Fulton Co.
Fulton Co., E. E., 3298 Carroll
Ave., Chicago, 111. "Fulco."
Globe Machine & Stamping Co.,
1250 W. 76th St., Cleveland,

—

TICKETS, Admission

N. Y. City.

Long Island

Co.,

Page 107

Olive

Capitol Merchandise Co., 534 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago,
III.
(See Adv.)
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 316 75th St., Brooklyn,
N. Y. (See Adv.)
Grkers, 608 OUver St., St. Louis,
Mo.
(See Adv.)
E^xhibitors Supply Co., 149 E.
Elizabeth St., Detroit, Mich.,
(See Adv.)

Brewster

—

St.,

American Foundry & Furnace
Co., Bloomington, 111.
Carrier Engineering Corp., 750
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,
N. J.

(See Adv.)

Johnson Service
St.,

Co., 118 E.

28th

N. Y. City.

Reynolds & Co., B. F., 412 N.
Dearborn St., Chicago, HI.
Robert Gordon, Inc., 1357 W.

Washington

Chicago,

St.,

111.

Roberts-Hamilton Co., 413 S.
Fourth St.. Minneapolis, Minn.
Seymour, James M., Lawrence
St.,

Newark, N.

J.

Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde
Park. Boston, Mass.
Typhoon Cooling System, 345

W.

39th

St..

N. Y. City.

Westinghouse Elec.
Pittsburgh,
Adv.)
E.

VENTILATORS,

&

Mfg.

Pa.

Co.,

(See

Stage

Fordham Cornice Works, Inc.,
2009 Monterey Avenue, New
York City. (See Adv.)

Exhibitors Trade Review
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For New or Remodeled
Theatre Buildings
The wonderful lighting effects produced by C-H Theatre
add to box office receipts out of all proportion to their cost.
C-H Dimmers

made

are

in types espe-

adapted to the continuous long-hour

cially

duty required by the moving picture theatre
today.

They

by an engineer-

are designed

ing force specializing

in

dating back to the time

when

electrical

the old carbon

filament electric lamps superseded

gas foot-lights.

By

far,

control

the

old

the majority of

theatres are

equipped with Cutler-Hammer

Dimmers.
If you are planning a new theatre or the
remodeling of an existing building
make
provision for adequate C-H Dimmer Equipment to produce the pleasing effects that

—

make audiences happy and keep
office

MILWAUKEE
Offices

and Agents

the ticket

busy.

THE CUTLER-HAMMER MFG.
JVorks:

Dimmer Equipment

and

CO.

NEW YORK

in Principal Cities

Make a
write for

note to

a copy of

publication

445

Northern Electric Co. .Ltd., Can.

QtU

CUTLER=HAMM6R

THEATRE DIMMERS

December

29,
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1923

RADlOiV;^:

Tremont

;-MAT

'S.

%
o
•

r

1
60 RADIO-MiTS

o

^—

fHITS, AMBEB or 6BBBI.

Film Laboratories Corp.
1944 JEROME AVENUE

%

HOW
«1.50
At your Sealer.-

HARRY GLICKMAN, Pres.
EDWARD HORN, Treasurer

TYPE
Bingham

RADIO-MATS

0970-71

DAILY

Specializing in Negatives
Box

Developing-FirstPositive

of

50

—$1.50

Amber, Green or White
Write us or ask your dealer for a folder which
will show a score of uses for Radio-Mats which
will make money for you as they have for

Printing

others

Ask Your Dealer

RADIO-MAT SLIDE CO.

ASK THE INDEPENDENT PRODUCER

167 West 48th

New York

St.

J

VIGNETTING DEVICES,
Camera
Ave., Chicago,

111.

St.,

Inc., 240 E.

Chicago,

Co., 703

Engineering & Electric
San Francisco, Cal.

On-

General Electric

111.

Finance Bldg.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

Butte
Co.,

Co.,

Schenec-

tady, N. Y.

General
145

W.

Electric Utilities Co.,
45th St., N. Y. City.

VINES,

Rochester Stamping

VIOLINS, Automatic

Simplex Electric Heating Co.,
Cambridge, Mass.
Westlnghonse Klectric & Mfg.

Artificial
(See Flowers, Artificial)

Mills Novelty Co., 221

Chicago,
St.,
Virtuoso."

Violano-Virtuoso
Novelty Co.

111.

—

S.

Green

"ViolanoSee

Mills

VOLT METERS
(See also Ammeters, Volt)

WARMERS,

Electric Foot
American Beauty See American Electrical Heater Co.

—

Co.,

Roch-

ester, N. Y.

Co., E.

WAX FIGURES
E.

L.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

(See

Adv.)

WATCHMAN'S CLOCKS
Chicago
Watchman's
Clock
Works, 1526 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Pettes & RandaU, 150 Nassan.
St., N. Y. City.
(See Adv.)

WATER SOFTENERS,

Wax

Gates

East

can Beauty."

Baldwin

(See

Adv.)

Burke & James,
tario

"Ameri-

Ave., Detroit, Mich.

Bass Camera Co., 100 N. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
Bell <& Howell Co., 1801 Larch-

mont

American Electrical Heater Co.,
Burroughs St. & Woouwara

10th

St.,

Studio,

Los Angeles,

Cal.

Magic Film Protector
E. Willard

Michaels
Scott

Western
Electric
Co.,
195
Broadway, N. Y. City
Wizard See Ansonia Electric
Co.

—

WRENCHES,

WAX, Film
St.,

Co.,

Art Bronze Co.,
Covington, Ky.

111.

613

Refer

111.

230

St.,

WIRE MESH WORK
Reinhardt Mfg. Co., 326 East
Second St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
(See Adv.)
Partrick & Wilkins Co., 51 N
7th
St.,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
"Giant," "Champion."
Recti See Edwards & Co.
ReMance See Keil & Son
Stanley & Patterson, 23 Murray
St.,
N. Y. City.
"Faraday,"
"Competition"
Stuart - Howland Co., Boston,
Mass.
Vigilant See Edwards & Co.

——

Carbon

Pierce, Carl, Morris,

Muncie,

—

Laboratory
American Water Softener

105

the Selected List of

to

which appears on
pages 50 and 60 of this issue.
The flames and addresses, as well
as a brief description of the products
zvhich
these
companies
manufacture, are given in alphabetical order.
You cannot afford to overlook these names
Advertisers,

zvhen
yon are ordering new
equipment,
both
because
they
represent
the
best
obtainable,
and also because they have many
new products which will go a
long way towards creating efficiaicy.

Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

The

front of your theatre
your show witidow. An
ornamental marquee over
the entrance is an indica-

is

tion of the
the inside.

distinction

erectors.

Send for catalogue

Pro-Bert Sheet
Metal Co.
17

West

8th Street,

Covington, Ky.

was selected for

VIRGINIA'S

of

V^e are designers, manufacturers and

RAVEN "HAFTONE" SCREEN

Latest

and most up-to-date theatre

NEW NATIONAL
RICHMOND

RAVEN SCREEN CORPORATION
165 Broadway

New York

City
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BEWARE, EXHIBITORS
The Voice

of the

Box

Office Shouts:

AIR CONDITIONING
BUT be sure you know what

meant by "Air Conditioning."

means the uniform distribution thruout your theatre of cleansed air that is heated and humidified (moistened) in winter; cooled and dehumidified (excess moisture removed) in summer, the distribution being accomplished without drafts and the conditions being
is

It

maintained automatically regardless of outdoor weather.
Since the notably successful installation of Carrier Air Conditioning Equipment in
the

now famous Grauman's

many

Metropolitan, Los Angeles,

Exhibitors have rushed

plans to "cool" their theatres, such "cooling" being considered the quickest and cheapest

method

of kidding the public into the

Whereupon many vendors
ings, trading upon your natural
requires refrigeration but

it

what

is

the refrigeration,

You owe

it

it's

Box

Office.

of refrigerating machines have fallen

lack of engineering information.

upon

fat pick-

Air conditioning

cannot be accomplished with refrigeration alone.

done with the cooled

to yourself,

Mr. Exhibitor,

It isn't

air that counts!

to investigate this important subject fully.

We'll be glad to send you a booklet which gives the unvarnished

facts, or to

arrange an

interview so that one of our Engineers can show you some mighty interesting figures.

now demanding the
will be made by those

The public
mediate future

is

conditioned theatre and the big
Exhibitors

who

listen to the

money

of the im-

Voice of the Box

Office.

farrier Fngineering (brporation
Manufactured Weather to make "Every day a good day"

750 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N.
Boston

Buffalo

Los Angeles

Chicago

J.

New York
San Francisco

Philadelphia

December

29,

1923

NO
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SHARP EDGES
WOBBLING
TEARING EDGES OF FILM
DANGER TO OPERATOR
SPRING TO COME OUT
RUST
ENAMEL TO CHIP OFF

Something You Can Swear

BY
10 INCH
FEET
REEL

1000

but Not

AT
15 INCH
FEET
PROJECTION REEL
2000

Welded
Wire Re
ELECTRICALLY WELDED
GALVANIZED
RIGID
LIGHT WEIGHT

HOWELLS CINE EQUIPMENT
740-7th Avenue,

New York

City

THE HOUSE OF GOOD SERVICE
JOE HORNSTEIN, Gen. Mgr.

CO.
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POWER'S
INSTALLED IN THE

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
o^sAnother of x/o
America's Representative

Motion Picture Houses
Equipped with

POWER'
BetterPrqjection Pays
Nicholas jtower company
^i^W

NiwcTY Colo St. New Yore.N.Y.

I

Insist on prints on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—and

all

the quality that was secured in the

negative will be seen on the screen.

This

means the kind of photographic reproduction that appeals to your audiences.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

PATHE REVIEW
The Magazine of the Screen
Once a week

Just

what the doctor ordered
When

grinding routine of

the

daily life has

worn down

to the point

where everything

a person
is

and unprofitable, the
doctor takes one look and orders a

dull, stale, flat

change.

When you show the same old routine of super

long feature with no

variety or contrast

audiences
so

good

as

you wonder why

yawn and
it

business

is

not

used to be.

Give them contrast, variety show
the Pathe Review with its wonder;

fully beautiful

of interest

and

instructive items

from everywhere with
;

its

incomparable Pathecolor; its little
trips around the world to strange
places and people.
It's just

what the doctor ordered,

—for your house.
After
Before

*

SOLD.

The

riBhi

1

Pathepicture
^^"^
MARIC

TRADE

^^^1^

EXHIBITORS
REVIEW
9Ae Business Taper of the Motion Ticturelndustr^
January

y

ART'S
first

years

—

is

Western
fighting
love in a

latest

picture

by

—
in

5,

1924

his

two

far his best.
riding,

thrills,

All

that

they

Hart hit, and
more No wonder they're
flocking to "Wild Bill
Hickok."
No wonder
Hart is a far greater box!

office bet

than ever!
By William S. Hart

Directed by Clifford Smith
Scenario by J. G. Hawks

d C/>arainountQ>icturp

WILLIAM S.HART 1
IN
il

Wild

Billl

icKoKl
WILLIAM

%^

S.

HART

PRODUCTION

^

m
m
TANDING

on the threshold of the new
year we view in retrospect the year passed
and look ahead to the year just unfolding
before us.

In spite of the criticism levelled at the motion picture busi-

some of which has been well founded but much of
which has been directed by well intentioned persons with
mistaken ideas this great industry has established a record
of progress and achievement during the past year, of which
ness,

—

all

may

of us

We

well be proud.
that

believe

the

new

year

greater and finer accomplishment.
in the

motion picture business and

joy to the

even
That everyone engaged
will

bring

forth

its allied lines

may

en-

fullest a share in contributing to the progress

of the industry during the coming year, with a generous

meed

of the prosperity which

progress,

is

the earnest

and

is

bound

to

attend such

sincere wish of Standard

Film

Laboratories.

A

Happy New Year

^ JoIjnM.MGkoIans

to

All

SJ^JdmpMiis
Seward and Romaine^ jStreefs
Nolli/ 4366
^

Ifolli/woocl^ Cali/brnice^

]ffai}cfco
Punished weekly hv ExHiBixnRS Review Publishing Corporation.

Executive,

Editoritl

Entered as second-class matter. Aug. 25, 1922, at post

Offices Knickerbocker Bldg.,
at East Stroudsburg Pa.,

office

Broadway and 42nd St.,
under tbe act of March

New York
3.

1879.

City.

Subscriction S2.00 ve.r.
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Principal

Corporation

Pictures
SOL LESSER,

President

To Make 1924 a Prosperous Year
WE TAKE PLEASURE TO
ANNOUNCE THE FOLLOWING PRODUCT
The most widely read author

in the world.

1,268,000

HAROLD BELL

copies the average circulation of each of 9 stories controlled by this organization.
MAN'S

WRIGHT STORIES

MAN"

"WHEN A

(2,300,000 circulation)

February 4th by Associated

BABY PEGGY

now

Firs,t

completed.

A

Released

National Pictures,"Inc.

The most widely publicized an'd popular baby girl in
motion pictures. Will be starred in five super-productions.
First picture now in production, "Captain January," by Laura E. Richards.
Book in 53rd edition with
over 600,000 circulation.

Louis

H.

Tolhurst's

marvelous

dealing with the life of the insect.

"SECRETS OF LIFE"

THE MEANEST

M4N

in the

WORLD

microscopic

A

pictures

series of twelve to

be made, with 6 completed. Regarded as educational and
entertainment classics. Distributed by Educational Film
Exchange.

George M. Cohan's famous stage production starring
Bert Lytell, Blanche Sweet, Bryant Washburn and a host
of others.
Now being distributed by Associated First
National Pictures, Inc.

Boasting all-star casts and well-known directors among
which are John Cort's famous stage success, "Listen

WELL KNOWN STAGE
AND BOOK SUCCESSES

Lester,"

Owen

Davis' stage success, "Fools of Fortune"

and others, with players of note including Bebe Daniels,
Norman Kerry, Walter Hiers, Lee Moran, Joe Butterworth,

Edward

Mary Jane
F.

Cline,

Irving, and directors which include
William Beaudine and William Seiter.

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION
SOL LESSER

IRVING M. LESSER

President

Vice-President

STUDIOS
Hollywood, Cal.
7200 Santa Monica Blvd.

M.

ROSENBERG
Secretary

OFFICES OF DISTRIBUTION

New York

City, N. Y.

1540 Broadway

0OH auT
ARE COMlfIC
OX OFFIC
RECORDS
LO

The

Sihi.sti all

previoiLS

Important

hitherto

impossible has
been accomplished

r

first

and Only

|.hti^rely

Release

Picture Produced.

in

Alaslca

_

—

announcement SOON.

A thousand people have been, taken into

theiVKCTiC RBGIOMS iatHedead.
of winter to produce this spectacalar

:2^LASKA]SL ADOMDBa PIGTlIRB
Orippiiig

-

Tra.gio^I

beautiful

soMEfHrnamw-umERtHBsuA
^heAla.sKa, Moving PictxLre Corporation
c>iiicliorage,s>ila.6k3L

,

MACK SKiNNETTS
Latest and Greatest

Comedy Find

HARRY LANGDON
'

and the

/

f

\

\

\

1924

BATHING BEAUTIES
m

"PICKING PEACHES
DISTRIBUTED BY

PATHE EXCHANGES

\

f
^

Ilead the Books from which
Great Pictures haVe been made
THE COVERED WAGON
Emerson Hough
THE WAY OF A MAN
Emerson Hough
SCARAMOUCHE
Rafael Saba tini
IF WINTER COMES
A. S. M. Hutchinson
WEST OF THE WATER TOWER.
.Homer Croy
THE WHITE SISTER
F. Marion Crawford
TO THE LAST MAN
Zane Grey
A LADY OF QUALITY
Frances Hodgson Burnett
IN THE PALACE OF THE KING
F. Marion Crawford
THE SPANISH DANCER
Victor Hugo
LITTLE OLD NEW YORK
Rida Johnson Young
MAIN STREET
Sinclair Lewis
THE ETERNAL CITY
Hall Caine
THE VIRGINIAN
Owen Wister
POTASH 8s PERLMUTTER
Montague Glass
THE COMMON LAW
Robert W. Chambers
UNDER THE RED ROBE
Stanley J. Weyman
THE LONE STAR RANGER
Zane Grey
THE HERITAGE OF THE DESERT.
Zane Grey
THE CHEAT
.... Turnbull-Holman
THE TURMOIL
.Booth Tarkington
.Booth Tarkington
ALICE ADAMS
.Earl Wayland Bowman
THE RAMBLIN' KID
PENROD AND SAM
Booth Tarkington
PENROD
Booth Tarkington
Harry Leon Wilson
RUGGLES OF RED GAP
RUPERT OF HENTZAU
Anthony Hope
THE PRISONER OF ZENDA
Anthony Hope
Basil King
LET NOT MAN PUT ASUNDER
Gene Stratton-Porter
MICHAEL O'HALLORAN
Morgan Robertson
MASTERS OF MEN
Augusta Evans
ST. ELMO
THE CALL OF THE WILD
Jack London
H. C. Witwer
FIGHTING BLOOD
H. C. Witwer
THE LEATHER PUSHERS
ROBIN HOOD
/. Walker McSpadden
WHEN KNIGHTHOOD WAS IN FLOWER. Charles Major
THE RUSTLE OF SILK
Cosmo Hamilton
Booth Tarkington
THE FLIRT
Hall Caine
THE CHRISTIAN.
.

.

.

.

.

.

The above

titles

.

pi

Hi

comprise only a few of the fascinating books published
For a complete list look on the inside of
book wrapper.

the Popular Priced Edition.

Lin
any

GROSSET & DUNLAP

only
a co|»y
When

you book your book pictures think

of the book as being published by Grosset & Dunlap.
Your local bookseller will
million and a half of circulars like this page will be released to booksellers everjrwhere right
after Christmas with suggestions from us to distribute through you.
This and other plans will be of mutual benefit. If you can't get
action, write or wire Grosset & Dunlap, the world's largest publishers of Photoplay Titles, 1140 Broadway, New York City.

work with you

in a first class tieup.

A

Best Wishes
for the

New

Year

from

William Duncan
and

Edith Johnson

Trial

Fm

ihc

Balance Sheel

penod mlini

Dcbu

w

Brings

You
A

Complete and

Concise

Ledger

System

Created

Especially
Exhibitot's

for

Who

Need a Simpler
Business Base.

It

Was Created As

Prak Im

the

Pcnod

A

Time Saving System for Showmen
many showmen who
WHEN
Review
the staff of the Exhibitors

Trade

designed and built this simplified system of accounting for the practical every-day needs of exhibitors, they had uppermost in their minds the thought of Service.

The time has passed when

the hit-and-

miss methods are possible in the management
of a theatre. Hundreds have recognized the
necessity for a special systematic layout that
would solve the problem.

The

special offer of $2.95 for the complete

system, including binder and
sibly last long.

That amount

only the cost of the cover,
packing and handling.

all,

cannot pos-

practically covers

the

assembling,

If you pass this opportunity by even for a
day you may be too late. The offer is made on
the basis of "While They Last" and that won't
l)e long.

That's a sure-fire tip to

showmen!

have
There are too
asked us to go forward on this movement for
us not to urgently warn you to get your order
in quickly.

Especially if you believe in soimd business
really desire a simplified and easily understood system of charging and crediting under
such headings as:

and

The Daily Cash Record, General Assets
All Transactions, Bookings,
Exploitation, Depreciation, Inventories—and how to arrive at the Balance

and

Liabilities,

Advertising,

Sheet—

Profits

and Loss.

Every one of these "systems" sold at $2.95
is a loss to us in actual money, but we feel that
your appreciation will many times over make

up for the

difference.

Address your

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, Broadway,

at

42d

letters or

Street,

wires to

New York

City

Jos^h M. Schenc\

presents

Constance
Tdlmadge
in

^^^^^

her romantic drama

"THE DANGEROUS MAID"
—

Dangerous? that's putting it lightly! Anything from
escaping jail to horsewhipping the King's officers or fighting his whole army was right in her line and when she
wanted the heart of his handsomest captain well just
come along and see this bit of wildfire femininity do her

—

stufiF.

The tale of a madcap maid in days of old when
knights were bold
you'll learn a thing or two
from this flapper of 1662.

—

Directed by Victor Heerman
Continuity by C. Gardner Sullivan
from the novel by Elizabeth Ellis

"You sneaking

spy!
run you through
with a smile."
I'll

She could have
had any officer
in

the

army

—but king's
she

wanted

this

one.

"Now

behave
!"

you'll

your-

self

A First National Picture

MEET A WANTER!
One

of

the

many

in

this -great

wanted luxury, but with

it

drama.

She

she got an empty

happiness.

The world is full of wanters. Some. want gold,
some love, some a baby's kiss, some a mother's
caress.

John M. Stahl pictures us all in a drama
sketched boldly—truthfully—sympathetically.
Story by Leila Burton Wells—adapted by Paul
Bern and J. G. Hawks.

You never knew

a picture to hit as close!

Louis B.Mayer presents the
When

you

John M. Stahl

hitch

to
go-cart
the moon be sure

your

production

the string is pretor havi
ty strong
a parachufi.

—

ever
"I've given you everything you've
wanted; clothes, jewels, social position, but
still you're unhappy."
But he never realized there was still more to

When your blue-blood, son introduces
your former maid servant as wife.

A 3tr>6t national Picture

!

January

5,

!

Page
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9if Business Taper of the Motion 'Picture Industry

GEORGE BLAISDELL, Editor
EDDY ECKELS, Managing Editor
GEORGE T. PARDY, Reviews Editor

CONTENTS
January

5,

1924

EDITORIAL FEATURES
New Hodkinson President

Munroe Is
China a Great

3

Field for American Development,

6

—

ACTION!
you
IFwhat

7
8

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS

asked to describe
taking place in the
above scene from Universal's
"Ghost City," and use only one
word while doing it, what
word would it be? Look at the
head of . this column.
'igere
is

The choice isn't
Perhaps you can think of a better
word. It serves, though, to introduce the subject action!
Action simmers down lo two
There's impulsive actypes.
tion.
And premeditated action.
Only a genius can rely on all
of his impulsive actions being
right.
For us other mortals
prescription.
Let
there's
a
thought slip in ahead of action.
final.

—

you were brimful of enabout your bill and
yet stood outside of your theatre and watched them go by,
what would be your impulse?
To drag them in by the collar.
If

Independents Form New National Organization
North Carolina to Fight Tax
'Ten
Commandments' Has Brilliant Broadway

9
9

Opening

Lasky Studio to Open January Seventh
Famous and Valentino Again at Peace
Cochrane Reviews Life of Laemmle
Production Center to Remain in West
Three Releases Named by Distinctive

holding

11

tense moment.
ing now ?

—

ful

analysis.

By knowledge

of

what has worked before.

And

that

is

the part of

Ex-

hibitors Trade Review.
great clearing house
for ideas in the film business.
It is the busy thought foundry
where ideas are produced.
In "Showmanship" the staff
on thinking caps and
puts
evolves the ideas that are necessary for you before you can
It is the

Before you
successfully.
can act safely
That is the Trade Review's
idea of one service it renders.
In the approval of exhibitors
it has reason to feel that it is
act

the right idea.

a

com-

of The Big Little
this is in its brev-

ity.

13

attention
is
aroused. Interest is worked up.
There are laughs, thrills, sus-

In

minutes the story

ten

The

told.

is

pense. Then
ing climax

2

smash The thrilland the denoue!

makes a high

It

14

program.

28

dinner.

29
30
30

Favor

31

Happiness Money Attracts Patrons

31

Newspaper Advertising Sells 'Why Worry'
United Cigar Stores and Coupon Books Linked to
Theatre

31

Exploitation Ideas in Brief
Advertising Aids
Tried and Proved Pictures

33

32

35

36

spot on the
cocktail before
sherry with the

A
Or

It's

not mere

filler.

It's

an essential part of the evening's
entertainment
in
the

show house.
short
THE
a familiar

subject has been

theme in Exhibitors Trade Review.
But has
it become a
hackneyed theme?
Has it become outworn? Far
from it.
Exhibitors Trade Review
feels that it has just begun the
good work. It aims to tell you
more than ever about this im-

19

portant phase of your business.
And it will do so with greater
cheer than ever before.
Because it has planted seeds that

Round About the Studios
Up and Down Main Street

IS

have borne

17

ing

Box Office Reviews

21

to the importance
Little Feature.

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS

town.

Action ?v Yes!
but action
backed up by thought. By care-

What's

12

SHOWMANSHIP

Metro's Keaton Feature

Review

It's

Feature like

meat.

But,

Trade

The punch

now

is

ment.

it

combined with your power
That is the big force
to act!
at your command for getting
them in without giving way to
that impulse to drag them in
when you know they should be
there watching the best bill in

City,"
it
its
breath.

12

17

The Zero Hour of Best Wishes
'Day of Faith' Depicts Dramatic Story
'Merry-Go-Round' Lobbyology Offers Smart Dress....

'Frisco

and the

has gone
along as far as this with "The

10

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS

Wins

MORRISON

girl at bay
If your audience

Ghost

13

Solving the More and Better Business Problem
Well Aimed Publicity Campaign Hits Bull's Eye....
Keiths Book 'Judgment of the Storm'

EXHIBITORS

p ETE

10

thusiasm

as in the above picture,
might be resented. No good
would come of it.

CORNERED!

11

Film 'Fables' Gets Hippodrome Distinction
'New Year Will Be Best Yet/ Says Lesser
'Great White Way' Is New York Film

Frontispiece

E

5

Mingling Melodies With Movies
Leaders All Al Christie
Editorial Page

Exhibitors'

'

Round Table

fruit.
It is awakenmore and more exhibitors

We Know

25

And

Big Little Feature

26

profited.

Production Chart and Press Opinions
Modern Theatre

42

Players

First

39

Run Programs

46
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;

;

;
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exhibitors

these

Big
have

Program making
Balanced
programs
These are phases
that have acquired a new importance. And where once they
were phrases and just that,
they now constitute a formula
!

for
the
practise
of
theatre
magic. They change ideas into
dollars.

What

.

;

the

!

Copyright 1923 by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation.
Geo.

of

lect?

them
are

view

short

subjects -to

And what
when
questions

to

do

se-

with

selected?
These
the Trade Re-

is
prepared to answer,
with a thought to your benefit.

JHE NEW YEAR

With its promise of bigger
is here.
Of pictures that give the people what they
want. Of increased incomes resulting from greater public
demand. And of a steadily growing prosperity for every-

*

The Zero Hour of
Best Wishes

things.

one connected with the greatest industry in the world.
This diminutive Distinctive Star appearing in "Second
Youth" heralds the virgin year, and symbolizes the perfection which the industry as a whole hopes to achieve.

:

©
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:

:

B605579

m
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Munroe Is New Hodkinson President
Mooney and Flinn Join
Company

to

Compete for Best of Product

as Part of

Plan

for Business Expansion
picture
MOTION
were much

trade

circles

interested last week
at the announcement of a realignment of the heads of the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation and the bring-

executives from other
the offices of the company it was stated that the move meant
a comprehensive expansion of business
activity, with the aim in view of intrenching the -organization as one of the
leaders of the industry.
Munroe became president,
F. C.
Raymond Pawley first vice-president
as well as treasurer, which latter office he held previously, and Paul C.
Mooney and John C. Flinn, the newcomers, became vice-presidents.
special meeting of the stockholders
of the company was held December 20,
ing in of two

companies.

At

A

home

which the following board of directors was elected
W. W. Hodkinson, F. C. Munroe,
Raymond Pawley, Oscar M. Bate and
Harry A. Richards.
at the

office,

at.

vice-president.
He is a native of
Salem, Massachusetts, and a graduate

At a meeting of the board held immediately following these officers were

as

elected

of Harvard University.
ber of years he was an

W. W.

Hodkinson, chairman of the
board; F. C. Munroe, president; Raymond Pawley, first vice-president and
treasurer; Paul C. Mooney, vice-president; John C. Flinn, vice-president;
Harry A. Richards, secretary; Mary
A. Bell, assistant secretary.

Mr. Mooney will be in charge of
and Mr. Flinn will be in charge
of advertising, publicity and exploitation.
They will enter upon their new
duties on January i. Mr. Bate, elected
sales

one of the board of directors, will continue as counsel of the company.

New
At

Hodkinson

said

"Our

recent additions of product
such as the Kirkwood-Lee pictures and
the Harry Carey pictures and the fact
that other fine products are becomingavailable from day to day has convinced me that the time for expansion
of our business has come so as to
provide the best possible outlet for all
of- the fine independent products ready
to come into the market.
"To market these productions efficiently and to enable us to gather together enough fine products from various independent sources -we are bringing into our organization the best distribution executives available and expect to greatly increase our distribution

the outbreak of the

World War,

tion's affairs abroad.

Mr. Munroe issued this statement:
Feature Comedies Secured
"The poHcy of the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation is simply stated. It is
secure and distribute pictures that
will meet the wishes of the exhibitor
and furnish entertainment value to the
public.
The corporation has already
announced its preliminary program for
to

efficiency.

"This move will permit me to devote my time exclusively to the broader
poHcies of our company, get better
acquainted in the trade generally, and
concentrate on the development of personal plans that I have not had time to
go into heretofore."

Mr. Munroe, the new
F. C.

MUNROE

president, has

been with the company since July, 1921,

of the

England Telephone Company.

Mr. Munroe joined the American Red
Following several months of
Cross.
active work in Boston he was sent to
Washington as assistant to the general
manager of the organization. Later he
became general manager and in that
In the interim
office served two years.
he spent five months in Europe aiding
in the rearrangement of the organiza-

To Expand Business
In -commenting on the changes and
the several addition to the personnel
of the Hodkinson Corporation-, - Mr.

For a numofficial

RAYMOND PAWLEY
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which includes the release of

1924,

six

Harry Carey pictures and four pictures
featuring James Kirkwood and Lila
Lee.

"In addition,

we

will

distribute

in

January a Film Guild production, entitled 'Grit,' starring Glenn Hunter, and
'The Hoosier Schoolmaster,' featuring
Henry Hull and Jane Thomas. We are

now

closing a contract with the
Christie Brothers for a series of featAside from this, the
ure comedies.

also

corporation has no further production
announcement to make at this time, but
shortly after the first of the year further important announcements will be

made.
"In securing the services of Paul
C. Mooney and John C. Flinn as vicepresidents the Hodkinson Corporation
feels that it is giving sufficient evidence
of its intention of carrying out a conconstructive businesslike policy.

We

sider ourselves very fortunate in having
them with us."

Pawley Continues

as

Treasurer

Raymond Pawley, who becomes

first

vice-president of the Hodkinson Corporation under the reorganization plan,
and who continues as treasurer, has

been identified with

W. W. Hodkinson
came to New York

ever since the latter
to enter the motion picture field.
Mr. Pawley, with Mr. Hodkinson,
was one of the active organizers of
Paramount Pictures Corporation, and
was the first treasurer of that company. Six years ago, when Mr. Hodkinson organized the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation, Mr. Pawley was his first
lieutenant, and became the corporation's
treasurer, a position he has held to the
present day.
Because of the very nature of his
duties, Mr. Pawley, although one of the
most important factors of the Hodkin-

son organization,

is

perhaps the least

known to outsiders in the industry.
Mooney Long With Mayer
Mr. Mooney, who for four years has
been general manager for Louis B.
Mayer, went to work on a Cleveland

newspaper after leaving school, and
from his knowledge gained through this
connection was appointed director of
Luna Park, in that city.
At the expiration of this engagement,
publicity of

work

had accomplished at Luna, he was appointed
manager of the Hiawatha Park and
Theatre at Mount Vernon, Ohio.
By this time, Mr. Mooney had become an authority on park matters. He
was engaged as manager of White City
due

to

the

that he

Park, Cleveland.
His next assignment was as manager
of the Alamo Park, Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, after which he became part
owner and manager of the Star
Theatre, Council Blufifs, Iowa.
At the time this theatre was acquired,
the leading legitimate theatrical factions
were at odds with each other.
In some way or other this was over-

come by Mr. Mooney, much to the surprise of the older theatre magnates, he
being furnished attractions through
both offices.
Shortly after his termination with the
carnival company he was again called
back to Cleveland, where he took over

management of the AlhamGlobe and Olympia Theatres. It

the active
bra,

was only a short time

after his association with these theatres that he resigned to be appointed motion picture
editor of the Cleveland Leader and

News.

Mr. Flinn last year was president of
Associated Motion Picture Advertisers,
elected to the place by his associates as
recognition for the unusual national
campaign which he conducted for "The

Covered Wagon."
Mr. Flinn was born in Evanston, 111.,
and served an apprenticeship on the
Chicago Journal before coming to New
York to go on the staff of the New
York Herald. His newspaper experience was a varied one.

New York

the friendship of

many prominent

Serves as District

Manager

When Fox

decided to open an exchange in Cleveland, Mr. Mooney was
given the position of manager. He remained in this capacity only six months,
when he was given jurisdiction of the
territory embracing Cleveland, Cincinnati, St. Louis, Detroit and Indianapo-

Flinn

Prominent Advertising

It is significant that

work

as

was

a

promoter

Mooney's health seemed

C.

MOONEY

first

pic-

in connection

with Cecil B.
DeMille productions, and his last important effort for the Famous Players
Corporation was in connection with the
New York launching of DeMille's
tures

greatest picture,

"The Ten Command-

ments," which opened last week at the
George M. Cohan Theatre.

Mr. Flinn was

first of the advertisstudied and successfully
used national advertising mediums such
as the Saturday Evening Post, Ladies'
Home Journal and the newspapers for
exploitation of the Paramount trade-

ing

men who

mark.
tion with the

new

associa-

Hodkinson Corporation,

Mr. Flinn said that he believed a great
opportunity was opening. He is leaving Famous Players with the friendship
and good will of all the executives
including Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.
Lasky, with both of whom he has been
intimately associated of late years.

fail and
Mr. Fox

West Coast

of Seattle, San
Francisco and Los Angeles, and Mr.
Mooney accepted.
It was while in this position that he
met Louis B. Mayer, who had just
entered the production field, and Mr.
Mayer convinced him that he would be
better off in the metropolitan city as his
general manager.
John C. Flinn, who is resigning from
an important executive position in
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
with which he has been connected for
nearly ten years, to take a vice-presidency in the Hodkinson Corporation,
has played an important part in the
development of advertising and exploitation of motion pictures in the past
decade.
\
territory

PAUL

to

per-

Man

Mr. Flinn's
in motion

lis.

he was forced to resign.
suggested that he take the

he gained

sons and officials.
For more than a
year he was on the Ship News statf and
was in the Washington office as an under correspondent for a short time.
His last four years in newspaper work
were devoted to the theatre, and he
gained a reputation as a reviewer who
was sympathetic to plays and players.

In connection with his

'

Starting as a

police reporter in

consisting

JOHN

C.

FLINN

^
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China a Great Field for American
Film Development
Effort Being

THE world

at large

knows

of

Made

Operate Houses in the Interior

to

By Horace

China

T.

ing the film, owing to the fact that one
print is used for a territory larger
than the United States, coupled with
the fact that railroad facilities are
poor, there being no railroad connecting
Northern China with Southern China.
The exhibitor in China shows most-

Clarke

as a country of large dimensions
and enormous population, popular-

ly figured in the

neighborhood of four

few know or
even realize the future potentialities of
China as a field for the development
of the American motion picture.
There are today less than seventy
moving picture theatres good, bad and
indifferent
that cater to the needs of
the infinitesimal proportion of China's
hundred

million, but very

ly

countless millions, and these are located

mainly in the treaty ports and large
Chinese cities.
The Carlton Theatre in Shanghai
and the Empire Theatre in Tientsin are
particularly fine houses which have
been completed within the past twelve
months. Both show to foreign and
high-class Chinese audiences.
Several attempts have formerly been
made to build and operate picture
houses in the interior of China, but
with little or no success until quite
recently.
Previous efforts in this connection were not backed by the proper
support from the Peking government
and provincial officials, with the result

frequently

soldiers

who

force

An

their

hundred

for the purpose of
against possible bandit

soldiers

protecting
outrages.

us

To Remedy

Interior Conditions

out of Tsinanfu the soldiers had
off the heads of a number of
these bandits and had strung them up
between a couple of trees in the vicinity of the railroad as a warning against
any further attempts to derail trains
and molest travelers in this section of
the country.
Just

chopped

This will give an idea as to how
impossible it has been in the past to
carry on business enterprises in many
of the provinces 'of China without
proper support and protection from the
Chinese government and its officials.
.

A

serious f fort is now being made
to build and operate a number of pic-

custom which

at

is

number of

the
the

Five years ago China used nothing
but second-hand prints, sorne of which
were in very poor condition, but today that situation is almost a thing of
the past, for now mostly new prints are
imported for release there.
It is quite the usual thing to see many
of the well-to-do Chinese arriving at
the theatre in their high-priced automobiles.
J

argument by armed

necessary.
During the writer's first visit to
China, about six years ago, the bandits
at that time had been very active in
the vicinity of the Pukow-Tientsin
Railroad, and the train on which we
traveled was guarded by about two

annoying

better class houses in China is
showing of advertisements between
each reel of film.
This, of course, would not be tolerated by the average American audience.

interfered with by
on free admission

when

English sub-titles.

present prevalent in a

insisted

and backed up

full

Show Ads Between Films

that the parties interested in these enterprises found it impossible to build
theatres or even operate them, for they

were

with

of the largest distributors has recently changed this order of things by
inserting Chinese-English title in the
prints on their arrival in Shanghai.
American posters and photographs
are used in advertising American pictures, and heralds and throw-aways
also are printed locally with a synopsis
of the story in English and Chinese.

—

—

prints

One

.

Horace T. Clark, Oriental Representative Associated
National

First

Pictures,

Serials Greatly in

Inc.

ture houses throughout the interior of
China in which Chinese-made motion

and carefully selected American-made motion pictures will be
shown.
This enterprise should add considerably to the rental values of American
pictures released in China in the future.
The main film distributing centers in
China are Tientsin, Shanghai and
Hongkong. In Northern China an attempt has been made to ship and rent
pictures

films as far north as Vladisvostok, but
this

effort

to

date has proved rather

unprofitable.

Distribution Facilities Restricted

One

of the difficulties in film distribution lies in the fact that the ex-

changes are so widely separated from
each other. When a film is sent from
Tientsin to Shanghai and then to

Hongkong

for distribution
point it means that there
considerable delay before

from
is

that

quite

a

Hongkong

audiences have an opportunity of see-

Demand

Heretofore serials have been greatly
in demand, this being a common situation throughout the entire Orient, but
since very few serials are now being
made the feature has an added rental
and exhibition value.
Slapstick comedies also are very popular.
The type of feature which is
most successful with Chinese audiences
is one in which the story is clean-cut
and not too involved and with plenty of

action throughout.
So-called "triangle" dramas are right
over the heads of the average Chinese
"movie fan."
The average picture house in China
plays to two shows, evenings only, with
mat'nees on Saturday and Sunday, the
latter being patronized, mainly by children and their guardians.
Dny by dav in many ways the peoples
of the world are being drawing closer
together, and the American motion picture is playing an enormous part in
making this possible and bringing about
a better international understanding.
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Mingling Melodies With Movies and Playing
the Picture With Skill
above were
among
By JOSEPH FOXconcensus
THEmany
and
be
seems
tioned
music,

of opinion

that
to
leaders
playing the picture is the art
of choosing a number of musical compositions that are in harmony with
the various moods portrayed on the
screen.

Now

this is perfectly proper so far

as it goes; the trouble is that the
definition does not go half deep
enough into the subject. It is as, well
to say that the way to make a suit
of clothes, is to get enough cloth,
buttons, thread, etc., and sew them
One proposition is as sentogether.
sible as the other.
This incomplete sensing of the
manner in which pictures should be
played always results i^i the terrible
efforts that are to be heard in most
of our picture houses today.
Leaders will not give their chosen
work the study and time that it demands. They grab this, and that

composition, and run them together
regardless of the fact that they have
at least a dozen other pieces lying
on the s,helves of their library that
would fit that particular scene ten
times closer.

But that means

work, and that,
according to some musicians is the
one thing they will do anything else

W

HERE RIGHT NOW. We

on the wav.

chosen, and properly
played musical score for a picture,
should run as smoo'thly as a wellwritten story. There should be no
sudden, and discordant stops, except
when such abrupt changes are deliberately planned.

well

other words
the
musical accompaniment should at all times

JN

follow the story in the same manner
that the professional pianist accompanies the singer.
Without the piano in this case we
would yet have the sweet notes of the
singer, but how greatly the voice is,
enhanced in combination with the aid
of the piano.
So it should be with
the moving picture.
The music that accompanies any
pictures should be so arranged, and
played that the veriest novice can
sense the musical fitness, for the various themes that are introduced.
This is picture playing. The picture playing that we are gradually
coming to. It will be but a^ few

years at most now,
until we will look

back at the earlier
of musicians
to fit pictures, and
smile, one of those
eflforts,

indulgent

smiles,

and wonder

Heck the

how

in

old timers

two

heard

'"E

discussing

a

,

orchestra leaders
score for a

certain

current production up at headquarters, the other day, and we listened
in, for we know them both.
One of these men was not so long
ago one of the type who used to razz
anyone, and everything that had to
do with the screen. He was a vaudeville man, and pictures, meant a little
less than nothing in his not-too-

young
But

and theatre managers
and perforce this fellow found himself sans
money, and sans job. Lo, and behold
out of the darkness of unemployment,
came an affluent picture house owner,
hunting himself a real orchestra leadtimes,

of passing on,

who

could play pictures.
Mr. Vaudeville Leader
with a loud, and sonorous "That's
me.", and his bluff was called pronto.
say bluff advisedly, for he
lasted just two weeks. The manager
couldn't get around the union rule that
compelled him to give two weeks notice, or our friend would have gotten
his after the first show.
But this fellow, strange as it may
sound, had a modicum of good sound
common horse-sense. He hied himself to another city, and got a job,
under a regular picture house leader,
and he STUDIED.
He finally got wise to some of the
qualities that go to make a picture
leader, and then came his opportunity
to try it over again.
This time he
made good.

Up jumped

We

gUT

oh what a change in Harry.
He no longer pooh-pooh's the
idea that picture music is mighty necessary to a picture.
I should say
not.

He

He

discussing picture
one time vaudeville

made this statement
"Well they can talk as they like
about playing vaudeville, and pictures.
I have played them both, but I am
leader

right here to say that playing vaudekid stuff alongside of getting
together a (real picture score that
means something," and I heartily endorse this s,tatement.
The smoothness that is so necessary to the finished picture orchestra
is the one place that so many leaders
They play along fine
fall hard on.
while they are in the middle of a number, and then when a sudden change
of scene comes, they seem to scramble all over themselves trying to
adjust to the next piece.
There is no finished manner of execution. The sudden transition grates
on ones nerves, making him keenly
conscious of the fact that there is

ville is

music butting

in,

when he wants

mind

life.

have a way

er

but.

The

ever got by with the stuff they used
to dish out to an easy-going, and tolerant public.
e are coming tO' this development
And
just as sure as you read this.
the day of the real musical interpretation is
have heard s.eyeEai scores lately that
came mighty near being the last word
in musical suggestion, and more are

the

the opposite.
and the other musician

free to concentrate
tunes of Beautiful Nell

his,

on the forthe Gold

Diggin' Fool.

"Y^HEN
right

a picture
sort

of

is

fitted

music,

with the

there

is

no

insistent clamoring of music to distract your attention. Rather does the
rnisic seem to make the s.cenes before
3'ou seem as natural as life itself. But
when the music is ill-chosen, badly
played and the transition from organ,
to orchestra, or vice versa, is badly
blatant, the magic of music, becomes
a muddle of so'und, and the sense of
fitness is lost beyond recall.
It is. so easy to look after these important details.
Instead of the organist stepping on everything in the
organ loft, to let the audience know,
that he is on the job from now on,
how much nicer it is to be able to
keep your attention riveted on the

and only be aware

of the music
that we know there
is salt in our bread, conscious of its
pres.ence because we would immediately detect its absence.

play,

in the

same way

E know of picture houses that
are
famed for their wonderful
orchestras, but they all follow the
same general rule-i. e., they play the

PICTURE

while the picture is being
when they are in the
spot-light, it is the ORCHESTRA,

screened, and

is jus.t

men-

for there is no picture to distract attention.
This business of
leaving a big drama
just at the moment
is
it
to

about

"dram," let me say
is the "bunk."

—
January

5,
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LEADERS ALL— Al

Christie, First

Hollywood Director
WHEN

work

in the theatrical line was
as stage carpenter at the London Opera Hou?e, later bc;
coming stage manager.

the full history
the motion pic-

of

ture's beginnings and
expansion is written there
will be a special place in it for
the first producer of pictures
suburb
that
in Hollywood
of Los Angeles the fame of
which has extended to the
the
of
furthermost parts
earth Al Christie.
It was something over a
dozen years ago that a Los
Angeles real estate agent

Then he went on

the read

in a similar capacity, serving

—

with several companies. Then
he came to New York to t.?Ke
a position with Liebler &

Company.

He

joined the Nestor Comowned as stated by
David Horsley, with sturlios
New Jerst:y and Staten IsThe facilities were not
land.
elaborate, and *]ie pictures

:

pany,

m

a humble representative
of that vast army of pushful
and voluble "realtors" of tojust

mo-

were produced caused no
complaints as to "overhead,"

tion picture producer, around
and about the spreading sub-

nor was much said as wc rev"j.ll about "high
cost of pro-

—drove

day

his client, a

that

"
ductior
Late in 19 il the company
wrnt into winter quarters in
Hollywood, as previously re-

urbs of the City of the
Angels.
High-priced lots he showed
the prospective customer until
he ran out of water and
stopped at the corner of Sun-

lated.

The company

1915,

slipped out of the car to
stretch his legs and incidentally to give the once over to a series of
shacks on the corner.
pleasant faced woman informed
the director that he could rent the

A

premises for $30 a month. It happened
the sum came within the means of the
little Nestor Company, of which David
Horsley, away back in the East, v/as

moved over on
LEADERS ALL—AL CHRISTIE
;

censors

next day, October 27, 1911, the
"studio" in Hollywood began

first

business.

A

forty-foot stage

was

laid

out and offices were installed in the
dwelling houses on the property. Dressing rooms, as that term since has come
to be interpreted, were just not.
At the starting hour on the second
morning the late Russell Bassett, a gentleman of the old school and a player
who will be most kindly remember as
later a member of the Famous Players
stock company, approached the director.

"Mr. Christie," he said in tones thinly veiling the indignation swelling with-

my

time on the stage
T have lived in some filthy boarding
houses I have made up in leaky dressing rooms in tanktown theatres I've
had my share of 'opry house' atrocities,
but this is the first time I ever have

in his breast, "in

;

because

he

has

;

;

played

the

game

straight

and with an indomitable upstanding courage.

been called upon to dress in the stabl'i
!"
with the horses
There were many of the annoyances
of the pioneers that

closed.

p.nd

Because he was the first director of motion pictures
because frotn the
to open a studio in Hollywood
first he has been an advocate of wholesome comedy
for the whole family, his own fireside acting as

and

•THE

when Universal

City

was opened, the company was

tie

was

by

in the

studio at Sunsec c'ud Gower
after Nestor had been taken
over by Universal. In March,

While the agent was giving
his radiator a drink Al Chris-

the boss, and the deal

directed

Mr. Christie contmued

set and Gower streets in Hollywood, a point at that time
affording a view of not much
of anything but just lots.

fell

to

Al Christie

co-workers in those early days.
New York was far away, and it was
not customary at that period to use the
telegraph in sending money for the pay
roll or other just as vitally essential
purposes. To be frank, money looked
very good when delivered by Uncle
Sam, even if a few days late owing to
his

the uncertainties of distribution.

^T

one time Mr. Christie's mother
took it as a matter of routine to
come down stairs in the morning and
discover half or more of her furniture
missing.
She knew, of course, Al had
taken it over to Sunset and Gower for
"sets."

Nevertheless,

it

did

make

housekeeping rather uncertain.
"We might just as well move over to
your lot and eat and sleep," she suggested to her hustling son one day.
Mr. Christie was born at London,
Ontario, October 23, 1883. His first

the parent lot

Mr. Christie became head

of Universal's comedy department.
It was but a year later, however,
when the comedy director broke away

from his new affiliation and with his
brother as partner moved ly.ici^ on the
Charles H. Chnstie became
old lot.
manager.

HE

cash capital was $6,000. Later
-in 1916 a corporation was formed,
capitalization
of
$100,000.
with a
Since then the Christies gradually have
acquired the property on which stands
the present Christie studio and which
extends a city block along Sunset
Boulevard.
It is a complete motion
picture plant.

TP

Mr. Christie has made over 600
comedies as well as several feature
length productions.
Recently the announcement has
been made that new and larger
studios will be built on a tract of land
which has been purchased in Westwood and that the company will enter upon the production of features, as
well as standard two-part comedies.
The new location is the nearest to
Hollywood available, being only four
miles distant from the older studio.

{Continued on page 10)
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Carl Laemmle: Seventeen Years
UNIVERSAL COMPANY announces that Feb-

THE

ruary will be Carl Laemmle month. The celebration
marks two events the seventeenth anniversary of
Mr. Laemmle's connection with the motion picture industry and the fortieth anniversary of his arrival in the United
States, "the greenest kind of a green immigrant," to quote
from an appreciation of the Universal president written by
the latter's long time friend and business associate, Robert
H. Cochrane.
The industry owes much to Mr. Laemmle. The persistence with which ten or a dozen years ago he fought in
court for the removal of restrictions on the producer and
the exhibitor, and at a time when such expenses loomed to
him much higher and more importantly than they would
today, entitle him to the regard of those who profited by

—

and finished.
For many years Mr. Laemmle more than any other producer kept in close touch with the owner of the small
theatre.
Until more recently he left the "big stuff" to the

the litigation he started

other fellow, being perfectly content to see his product
the bulk of the country's screens.
That the last year or more has witnessed the release of
some topnotchers under the Universal brand does not necessarily indicate any change of heart, but rather an expansion in order to keep pace with the procession.

shown on

Mr. Laemmle has consistently maintained
men who show his pictures if he
has had any "jams" we do not recall them and he has
done a lot of plain talking, too.
It is

good

a fact that

relations with the

—

all

We

desire to record Exhibitors Trade Review's feliciright here and to express the hope that to Mr.
Laemmle and to his the coming years will be continuingly
generous.
tations

Los Angeles and

The stage does not ''make" a star in ten minutes andrarely in ten years.
The player in the theatre may be
acclaimed locally as the result of ten minutes' wQrk, but
never internationally.
Too many of the stage notables who have "finally consented" to make their appearance before the camera have
done so in a spirit of condescension.

The unknown

New York

THE summing up by

B. P. Schulberg of Los Angeles'
superiority as a production centre, which
remarks will be found in full on another page, is
thoughtful and will make good reading, even by those
whose preferences incline them to the side of New York.
Mr. Schulberg maintains that climate is the chief consideration among the many factors that must be taken into
account in the selection of a place to produce pictures, and
he makes the declaration that the amiable disposition of
the weather man in Southern California constitutes that
section's most perfect argument.

claims to

aspirant for screen honors approaches a

—

camera with no glorious past

to distract him
he is afire
with ambition for the future.
But, as Mr. Schulberg says, 90 per cent, of the trained,

screen workers have their permanent residences in Los
Angeles.
suspect his figures are high, if for no other
reason than the fact that he has lived in Los Angeles for
over two years, a period sufiiciently extended automatically
to cause one to see things and events through the rose colored and magnifying glasses of the native.
Mr. Schulberg makes a good case for Los Angeles, which
by every one who has felt its charm will be admitted is a
great town.
recall, however, a talk by Sol Lesser a few weeks
ago to a west coast audience in which he remarked- that
while the players were comfortably settled out there they
quite naturally would gravitate to that point where the
best employment was to be found.

We

We

—

truth it may be said he has been a square shooter.
On both anniversaries the head of Universal is bound
to receive a host of deserved congratulations.

In

Mary Pickford, saying the latter was responsible for the
making of many times more money than were the former.

The News Cameraman

THE
News

reception and dinner given by the International
Reel Corporation to Captain Ariel L. Varges
at the Friars Club, December 18, was an occasion
out of the ordinary in film annals. It was a recognition
and a deserved recognition of a man and of a body of
men who contribute in a mighty way to the entertainment and instruction of the public. For the dinner in a
measure was to the associates of Captain Varges, his
fellow-cameramen, and they flanked the guest of honor
at the long speakers' table.
among the greatest of the crusaders, of old would
not have been silenced and humbled could he have heard
a recital of the adventures of this king of the, camera,
and all encountered within the space of four yea.rs and'
in the ccurse of journeys approximating a quarter of a,
million miles?
Just roughly let us summarize some of the rnen and,
things Captain Varges "shot": The Versailles peace
conference. Mount Vesuvius in eruption, the Berlin rev-,
olution of 1920, the Russian famine and the Japanese
earthquake, as well as the great car of Juggernaut.
The captain photographed the kings of Italy, Greece,England, Fgvpt and Siam the presidents of Germany
and China, the Pope, Lenin and Trctzsky. the V-icerov
of India, the Maharajah of Gwalior, and Mme. Gandhi.
He was aboard the Bodensee
its initial flight over
Europe and he sailed over the Pyramids in an aeroplane..
There is a spirit of camaraderie prevailing among..
these men of the camera that is notable. In their company when they are "cutting up" there is the atmosphere
of the rest camp
of being in the presence of men who
do and dare.
In their countenances one sees indications of that in-domitable courage which know^s not failure.
The industry and the public owe much to the news,
cameraman. The attitude of the exhibitor was finely
expressed at the dinner by William Brandt; who said that
more and more theatre owners are leaning on their news
weeklies as a substantial part of their day's program.
^

Who

.

;

Possibly to the more or less innocent bystander, to the
neutral who has no money down on either number, Mr.
Schulberg scores most heavily when he cites the millions
of dollars invested in studio equipment in Los Angeles
and the fact that a shift in production centre will entail the
investment of an equivalent sum to parallel these facilities.
He scores again if less weightily when he declares he is
at greatest odds with the partisans for the East in the availability of stage stars.

"With no

reflection

on those who have distinguished

themselves in the theatre pictures do not need them," Mr.
Schulberg says, and adds "The most successful screen
stars are those who have been developed by film work, not
by stage experience."
:

To demonstrate his point he cites the results observed
by Famous Players with prominent stage actors and with

m

—

>

.

:

January

;

:

.
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Men Form

Independent Film

National

Organization
of the most constructive steps ever
ONE
taken by independent film men was that of

Thursday,- December 20, at the Hotel Astor

New

York, when the Independent Producers and Distributors Association was ofificially launched, with I. E. Chadwick, Chadwick Pictures Corporation, as president.
Charles B. Hoy of the Hoy Reporting Serin

was appointed executive

vice,

The

other officers are

:

secretary.

First vice president,

Tri-Stone Pictures, Inc.
second vice president, Joseph Brandt, C. B. C.
Film Sales treasurer, Robert North, Weber
& North.

Trails, Whitman Bennett,
port and Lee-Bradford.

Export and Im-

The following membership committee was
elected

Hoy

Charles B.

Jack Cohn and

I.

(chairman), Nathan Hirsh,
E. Chadwick, ex-officio.

The

charter committee includes Joe Brandt
(chairman), Whitman Bennett, W. E. Shallenberger, Oscar A. Price and Agnes Egan

Cobb,

ex-officio.

Oscar A. Price,
;

W.

Executive Committee, Dr.
Arrow (chairman)

berger.

bach,

Export

and

Import

;

;

E. Shallen-

Louis
Louis

CHADWICK TO RELEASE PRODUCT OF STOCK COMPANY
Formation

company on

Baum,

was awarded

officially this

tures

wick, ex-officio.

special

:

The meeting was most

enthusiastic, all the

concerns

being
represented,
with
word from others not present that they would

Stromberg,
letter

Organization of the I. M. P. P. D. A.
means the following
Stabilization of the independent market.
Establishment of a national headquarters
in executive charge of Charles B. Hoy at 1650
Broadway, New York.
Representation in every key city in the

Service.

Maintenance of headquarters for all independent producers, distributors, exchangemen

and exhibitors.
Establishment of a uniform territorial percentage table.
Campaign to encourage entry into the independent field of new blood.
Establishment of state rights exchanges
and owner managed exchanges in various key
cities where such exchanges are now insufficient or inadequate for the purpose of rendering adeauate service to independent producers
and exhibitors.
News of the formation of the I. M. P. P.
D. A. came as a welcome Christmas gift to
independents. Immediately after perfection of
the organization various committees to put
operation

certain

plans

were adopted.

Frederick H. Elliott, formerly executive
secretary of the National Association of the
Motion Picture Industry, now associated with
Hoy Reporting Services, and Mr. Hoy received compliments from all sides for their

months of untiring

efforts in bringinf^ the independents into an organization that bids fair
to eliminate the following menaces:

operatives."

"kiting"

methods

of

exchange

"contract-jumpers" and professional promoters in all bran'-hes nf the independent market where stock-selHng schemes
are auestionable ?nd cast reflection upon the
market in general.
The following companies signed membership card= and in addition President Chsdwick
announced that enough other comT^a"ies have
ap-t-eed to ioin the organization so that thpre
will be at least twenty-five companies enrolled
as charter members
Charlwick, Enuitv. Arrow, Avwon, Agnes
:

Egan Cobb, Weber'Sr North,

C. B.

C, Blazed

I.

producer,

of the leading stars and principals

in

a

who

will

pictures.
So far as is
known this is the first step of its kind taken
by an independent producer to protect himself as regards stars' services for forthcoming release.
The general practice within the

Stromberg

in

turn to player conditions that prevailed prior
to the brief shutdown on the coast.

Following the completion of his first production of the Chadwick "Super Six," which
will be distributed in the independent market
ori a franchise basis. Producer Stromberg discovered that the only means at his command
to assure himself of the services of the proper
players for his next five releases was to band
those players together into one organization
and hold them under contract. Consequently,
he formed his stock organization. The personnel will not be fully announced until the
first of next month.

The negative of "The Fire Patrol," based
on the old melodrama of the same title, will
be shipped from Los Angeles on January 10
and will be available to independent exchanges
for general release on January 25.
The other releases of the series are, in
the order of their release, "Sunshine of Paradise
Alley,"
"Romance of an Actress,"
"Driven from Home," "The Coast Guard"
and "The Shamrock and the Rose."

North Carolina to Fight Tax
At Mid-Winter Session of Theatre Owners It Is Voted
Send Committee of Three to VTashington

NORTH

CAROLINA put itself squarely
behind the movement for the abolition
of the admission and seating taxes at the
semi-annual mid-winter convention of the
North Carolina Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, held at the Robert E. Lee hotel,
Winstone Salem, Wednesday, December 19.
well attended, owing
to the central location of the convention city,
and officials of the organization were pleased
with the accomplishments of the session,
which was purely business in nature, without any entertainment features whatever and
with no noted visitors or guests.

The convention was

President Henry B. Varner, elected to suc'
ceed Percy W. Wells last Summer, presided over his first convention as ^ts head,
and to his energy, optimistic spirit and "pep"
is due to a large extent the great success of
the convention and the large number of important matters handled within a short space
of time.
James A. Estridge, of Gastonia, the new
secretary-treasurer, made the most flattering
financial report that has 'ever been read before

the

North Carolina body, and members paid

high

tribute

his

to

efficiency

months that he has held the
Settle with

Fly-by-night and irresponsible "shoe-string

maintenance,

independent

the
E.

pro-

West Coast
week when Hunt
the

based on successful stage plays, stated that
he had conntracted for the services of a score

country.

Compilation of essential and informative
data concerning independent distribution.
Closer co-operation between producer and
distributor, distributor and exchanges, exchanges and exhibitors.
Establishment and perfection of a credit
bureau affiliated with the Hoy Reporting

independent

Chadwick of Chadwick PicCorporation, which will release six
productions made by the former and

to

appear

also join.

into

first

stock

;

leading

the

ducers'

Equity Whitman Bennett, Whitman Bennett Productions
Jack Cohn, C. B. C. Robert North, Oscar A. Price, and I. E. Chad;

of

Auer-

production market has been to
engage free-lance players or those being
"farmed out" to them by national producers
who have them under contract.
Mr. Stromberg, however, anticipates a re-

independent

Official

report

for

the

six

office.

Composers

was made of the settlement

effected in Charlotte thirty days ago with
the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers for all theatres in North Carolina, and the convention approved this action

the secretary to confirm and
settlement with the Society on the
basis agreed upon effective as of December
1 to continue for one year and to be renewable
at the option of the theatre owners for an

and

ordered

effect

a

additional year.

The

reciprocal insurance for
theatres was gone into thoroughly by the Insurance Committee and a favorable report

matter

of

to

submitted, the convention going on record as
in favor of the plan as operated by the
Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange. The secretary will take up this matter in detail and
call a later meeting of the Board of Directors for definite action.

President Henry B. Varner and attorney
A. F. Sams, with one other member to be
narned by Colonel Varner, were appointed a
legislative committee to go to Washington
and offer their aid in the interest of the
repeal of the admission and seating taxes.
These men will be at the call of the national
organization effected through the Hays organization, of which Colonel Varner is also a
member, and will at the expense of the North
Carolina Theatre Oowners do their bit in
Washington toward the effecting of a settlement of these matters.

Pledge Support to Hays
_A

resolution was adopted expressing appreciation for the great constructive work done
by Will H. Hays on behalf of all branches
of the industry and pledging to him the united
and undivided support of the organization.
Another, resolution pledged every member
of the organization to bring at least one additional member in, and a consistent and energetic campaign will immediately be inaugurated through the office of Secretary James
A. Estridge to enroll every theatre owner in
the State as a memBer of the organization.
theatre owner can pay his annual dues
to the North Carolina organization either
through the tender of a check for $50 or by
running a slide on his screen every dav.
This was the first convention held in Winston-Salem, and the whole city seemed to
want to show its oppreciation. The Mayor
welcomed the exhibitors to the city and other

A

city officials mingled with them.
It
was
voted to held the regular annual convention
next summer at Morehead City, another new
convention city for the organization.
,
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'Ten Commandments' Has
liant

A

FIRST-NIGHT

New York Opening
audience

which

in

point of enthusiasm and brilHancy of
personnel has seldom been equalled in the
theatrical history of New York attended
the opening of Cecil B. De Mille's Paramount production, "The Ten Commandments," at the George M. Cohan Theatre,

December 21.
It was indeed

a proud occasion for the
Macpherson, who
producer, for
Jeanie
for Adolph Zukor
wrote the film story;
and Jesse L. Lasky, who sponsored the
production in the name of Paramount, and
for Hugo Riesenfeld, who planned the
faultless presentation, wrote the musical ac-

companiment and conducted the orchestra.
For hours preceding the start of the
performance crowds eager to obtain seats
had jammed the lobby of the theatre and
overflowed out into the street so that

was

difficult for

it

those fortunate enough to

to, make their
to the doors.
It was shortly after 8:30 when the huge
backscenic
the
tablets which formed
ground for the presentation slowly opened
outward and the introductory title was revealed on the screen. From that moment
until the end, two and a half hours later,
there was not a moment's abatement of
interest, while the applause at times was
without precedent in local picture history.
Waves of handclapping swept over the
theatre with the pursuit of the children
of Israel by the Egyptian charioteers, the
opening and closing of the sea, the pronouncement of the commandments and
with the amazing climax of the modern
story, and at the conclusion the calls from
all parts of the house for the producer
were not to be denied.

have secured reservations

way

Among those seen in the audience were
Will H. Hays, Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.
Lasky, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil B. De Mille, S.
R. Kent, E. J. Ludvigh, Jeanie Macpherson, Richard Dix, Rod LaRocque, Lewis
Stone, Thomas Meighan, Gloria Swanson,
Dorothy Dalton, Richard Barthelmess,
Lois Wilson, J. E. Brulatour, Hope Hampton, Richard Cortez, Mr. and Mrs. William Randolph Hearst, Ben Ames WilHiram Abrams, John McCormack,
Allan Dwan, Sidney Olcott, Bert Levy,

liams,

Daniel

Frohman,

George

Fitzmaurice,

De Mille, Rita Weiman, Clara
Beranger, Anne Morgan, Otto H. Kahn,

William

Felix Kahn, Job Hedges, Gilbert Miller,
Dr. A. H. Giannini, Elmer Pearson, L. J.
Selznick, J. D. Williams, Joseph Plunkett,
Jules Mastbaum, Courtlandt Smith, Mischa
Elman, Conrad Nagel, Wyndham Standing,
William Brandt, Herbert Brenon, Arthur
Train.

DE MILLE GIVES CREDIT

ATancethe

close of the opening performof "The Ten Commandments" at
the Cohan Theatre there were insistent
calls for a speech from Cecil De Mille. In
response Mr. De Mille went to the stage,
speaking in part as follows:
"It would be impossible for me to tell
you what this reception means to us.
are very humbly grateful that this motion
picture may be the means of reawakening
the world's interest in the greatest book the
world has.
"It would be very difficult for me to tell

We

you whose work it is, because from Mr.
Zukor and Mr. Lasky and Mr. RiesenfeW's splendid presentation; from the inspired pen of Miss Macpherson; from the

—to

—

Bril-

my mind ^very wonderful cast, that
has worked night and day, day and night,

day after day. week after week, month
month, uncomplainingly; from the
many, many departments of the existence
nothing; from the
of which you know
camel drivers and the cameramen; from
those poor devils, sweating and freezing,
toiling in the blistering heat with the sand
sweeping from the desert, doing the heavy
work that you have seen portrayed, and
doing it joyfully; from the long-pointed
pencils of the many draughtsmen working
over the myriad lines of the endless plans
all these and all the others have worked
after

—

with the light of a great purpose, each of
whom believed he was helping to forge a
link in the chain of civilization; each of
whom believed that there was his chance
to do his bit along the lines toward which

we

are

working

—a

closer

feeling

toward

each other, which wise people term the
brotherhood of man.
"From your reception here tonight I feel
they have not worked in vain.
I
thank
you."

LASKY STUDIO TO OPEN
JANUARY 7
Company Says Twelve Companies
Be at Work East and West

of production experts, who are able to
eliminate unnecessary scenes and suggest
changes for the improvement of stories, besides
accurately estimating their costs
"Several changes have been made in the
the personnel of the production department.
Robert T. Kane will continue in charge of
general production activities, with E. C.
King as studio manager of the Long Island plant. Ralph Block, formerly supervising editor of our more important producing units at the Lasky studio, has been
appointed managing editor of the story department, which supplies all of the plays,
novels and other literary material for our
productions.
Mr. Block, because of his
wide experience as dramatic critic, publicity and advertising man as well as production editor, is eminently fitted for this
position.

who has formerly made
headquarters in the Home Office,
hereafter will be chief title writer at the
Long Island studios. Henry Salisbury has
been added to the production department
in an executive capacity, and Charles Eyton will continue as studio manager at the
"Julian Johnson,

his

Lasky studio.
"Another change which will be effective
with the reopening of the studio will be the
resumption by Cecil B. De Mille of his
duties as
this

director-general.

change

bring

Not only

to
our
De Mille's

will

productions

the benefits of Mr.
wide knowledge and experience, but the technical departments of the studio will be particularly
affected."

LEADERS ALL—AL CHRISTIE

Will

{Continued from Page 7)

studio in Hollywood will be
reopened January 7th when Cecil B.
De Mille will begin production of "Triumph," according to Jesse L. Lasky, first
the
Famous Playersof
president
vice

The property contains 239 acres. Plans
are being drawn for the new building.

Lasky Corporation, who returned to Los
Angeles, December 22 after having completed the reorganization of the Paramount
production department. Complete resumption of Paramount producing activities,

bull and Scottish terriers.
Christie Brothers also have large
real
estate
interets,
which are looked
after by Charles. The Christie Realty Corporation was organized in 1922 with a capitalization of $100,000, which this year was
increased to $1,000,000.
The business of the company is dealing

'T'HE Lasky

with twelve companies at work, will be accomplished in both the Hollywood and
Long Island studios before February 1,

Mr. Lasky stated.
Expressing unbounded optimism over the
future of picture production, Mr. Lasky
declared

that

the

temporary closing of the

Lasky studio had brought about the rea system and mental attisults expected

—

tude insuring the production of better picHe outlined the
tures with less waste.
changes which he has accomplished in the
producing forces and told just how the
new production policy is to be executed.
"More authority will be given the man-

agements of our studios,"
"and in the future no

said Mr. Lasky,
picture will be

started until every item has been estimated.
During the brief temporary closing of the
Lasky studio our directors and scenario
writers have been carefully going over the
scripts of future productions.
"Each of these scenarios has been carefully studied with a view to the elimination
expense;
casts
have
of all imnecessary
been carefully chosen, and more time and
study have been placed on every step of
production from the original selection of
material up to the final approval before
actual photography.
"In the formulation of this policy we
have had the most enthusiastic support of
directors and scenario writers; in fact, the
most heartening development has been the
attitude of helpfulness and willingness of
everybody in the studio.
"One of the moves we have made is
the strengthening of the estimating department in each studio. The purpose of these
departments is to go over each script and
estimate the cost of every scene in the
picture before any photographing is done
at all.
These departments are composed

Mr. Christie

is a resident of Hollywood.
brother he is much interested in
specializing in wire-haired
fox ter-

With

his

dogs,
riers

and

The

Los Angeles and Hollywood properacreage and in general operation.
A dozen years in Hollywood has not
lessened Al Christie's sense of humor.
"Every time about this time we hear
in

ties,

that the motion picture industry is going
to the dogs," he said recently.
"If the
dogs have eaten up all that has been sunk
in the last ten years in fly-by-night concerns the canines certainly have been well
fed.

"The movies are in Hollywood to stay,
and don't let any one tell you differently."
Since 1916 the company has made 196
one-reel Christie Comedies, 19 Vanity and
42 Gayety Comedies, 90 two-reel Christie
Comedies, 116 single-reel Strand Comedies,
28 single-reel Supreme Comedies, and a
feature production, all of which have been
marketed in every country of the world.
During the present season the Christies
are
concentrating on twenty two-part

comedies.

THOMAS TO TAKE CHARGE OF
CINEMA COMMERCIAL
After

five

years as general manager of the

Thomas H. Ince studios- in Culver City Clark
W. Thomas has resigned to assume full
charge of the Cinema Mercantile Company.
The Cinema Mercantile is one of the important
industrial
developments
centering
around the production of motion pictures in
Los Angeles. It is owned and co-operatively
administered by all the principal studios on
the West Coast, buying all the materials used
in picturemaking and furnishing most of the
"props."
It is thought the company plans
enlarged activities beginning with the first
of the year.

:

January

5,

:

:

;
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We

purpose giving Mr. Valentino the finest
productions possible from the best the industry affords, and I am sure that, with all
of us working in harmony, his coming pictures wil be the greatest in which he has
ever appeared."
J. D. Williams, president of the Ritz Pictures Company, which has the star under
contract to make five pictures following the
expiration of his agreerhent with Famous
Players, also expressed his satisfaction at the
happy conclusion of the negotiations, and
said

"We are all, naturally, very pleased at the
four-square outcome and believe that it is
eminently fair to all concerned.
The whole
difficulty
arose through
misunderstanding,
which need not be gone into now, and we
are satisfied that henceforth all concerned
will work in harmony, co-operation and business friendship."

GOLDWYN AWARDED MEDALS
ON TWO PRODUCTIONS

J.

Sales

M.

MULLIN

manager Grand-Asher Distributing Corporation

FAMOUS AND VALENTINO
AGAIN AT PEACE
Player Will Appear in

and Then Go

Two

to Ritz

pUDOLPH VALENTINO
return

to

Corporation

the

Famous

immediately

and resume the making of

Pictures

after

has agreed to

Players-Lasky
the

holidays

pictures, according

to a joint statement issued yesterday

by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, Max D.
Steuer, representing the film star, and the
Ritz Pictures Company which also has the
star under a contract that will begin upon

the completion of his contract with Famous
Players.
Mr. Valentino's first picture on his return
to the Paramount fold will be Booth Tarkington's' story and play, "Monsieur Beaucaire," which will be directed by Sidney 01cott, producer of "Little Old New York" and

"The Green Goddess."
The scenario has been written by Forrest

A

Halsey.
strong cast of well known players
is being assembled to support the star in his
first production.
According to the terms of the agreement
the player will appear in two productions,
which are to be completed before the end of
Mr. Valentino then will be at liberty
June.
to enter upon his contract with Ritz Pictures,
which calls tor five productions.
By the terms of the settlement all litigation between Mr. Valentino and Famous
Players will be dropped, upon completion of
his contract.

In the negotiations for the settlement, Mrs.
Valentino, as attorney-in-fact for her husband, played an important part. Before sailing for Europe last week, after she had
affixed her signature to the contract, Mrs.
Valentino said:
"It is gratifying to reach a satisfactory
conclusion and to see Rudolph again in a
position to pursue his career undei satisfactory
Some sample tests were made
conditions.
while we were abroad and the results demonstrate conclusively the character development
and artistic advance made by him ;ince he
previously appeared on the screen. In all respects he is fit and ready for his new tasks."
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation said
"i think the signing of this contract is an
excellent Christmas present to the motion
While this company has at
picture public.
all times' been ready to reach an amicable adjustment of its differences with Mr. Valentino
those difficulties are now a thing of the past.

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation is in receipt
of two gold medals and the diplomas awarded
to it by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of Turin, Italy, at the International
Exhibition of Optical and Cinematographical
Photography. Two Goldwyn productions won
the highest awards, the grand gold medal and
the gold medal, at that exhibition last fall.
The grand gold medal was awarded to the
picture, "Lost and Found ;" second prize, the
gold medal, to "The Christian."
An interesting fact in connection with the
awarding of these medals is that they were
both given for pictures, the exteriors of
which were filmed in their natural settings.
"The Christian" was made on the Isle of
Man, in London, and the Epsom Downs
"Lost and Found" was filmed in the Island
of Tahiti, where Carey Wilson, the author of
the film, located the action.

BUFFALO EXCHANGEMEN AID
IN TAX REPEAL
Sydney Samson, president of the Film
Board of Trade of Buffalo, and the members
of that organization, are assisting the Motion

Owners organization of New
The Board of Trade has donated the

Teddy

rehearsed by

is

Anna Q.

in "Innocence," a C.

Nilsson for a scene
B. C. Film Sales feature.

COCHRANE REVIEWS LIFE
OF LAEMMLE
In Appreciation He Outlines High
Spots of Associate's Career

pOBERT

H.

COCHRANE,

vice president

of Universal, has written an appreciation of Carl Laemmle for the Universal
Weekly in connection with the announcement
the company will make Februaary a
Laemmle month. The statement is self-ex-

that

planatory.

It

says in part

By

R. H.

Cochrane

rule I am opposed to anniversaries,
'weeks' and drives of all sorts, but

"As a

Picture Theatre

special

York.

there is an anniversary coming which I consider of vital significance to every moving
picture man, woman and child in the United
States.
I refer to the anniversary of Carl
Laemmle's landing in the United States forty
years ago next February.

use of its offices and staff to the exhibitor
committee, of which Jules Michaels of the
Regent Theatre, Buffalo, is chairman.
They are also distributing in their exchange
mails announcement cards that are supplied
These cards are
by the Theatre Owners.
changed every week, and carry a message to
every Theatre Owner in the state, to get in
on the work and help put over the repeal of
the admission tax.

IRVING GREENE JOINS YALE
UNIVERSITY PRESS
Yale University Press, producing "The
Chronicles of America," has announced the
appointment of J. Irving Greene in an important executive capacity. He is working in
close co-operation with Pathe Exchange, Inc.,
distributors of the Chronicles, as producer's
representative and also ish andling special
publicity for the Yale Press enterprise.
Mr. Greene was for two years a member
of the Pathe exploitation staff and subsequently director of advertising and publicity
for Associated Exhibitors. He has had much
experience in promotion work and is well
qualified to take charge of the important
duties assigned to him in connection with
"The Chronicles of America" series.

SELZNICK PROMOTES MEADE
Charles A. Meade has been made manager
of the Selznick office in Detroit, Michigan.
Mr. Meade is widely acquainted thoughout
the industry, and is especially well known in
Detroit, which was in his territory when he
was district manager for Vitagraph with
headquarters at Cleveland.

"As one who has been actively associated
with Mr. Laemmle during the seventeen years
he has been in the moving picture business,
as a partner in his various

moving picture en-

know, probably better than anyone else, what he and his influence and his
policies have meant to the industry.
"I_ know, for example, that but for his indomitable fighting spirit, there would be no
such thing as a free and open market todav.
terprises,

I

On the contrary, the chances are the business would be controlled by a trust and every
exhibitor would be paying tribute to that
trust if permitted to

have a theatre at all!
years and up to the
present day Mr. Laemmle's policy has never

"Through

varied.

all

these

It has been a nolicy of square dealfrank and open fearlessness.
"That, to my notion, is a rare record. It
is
the record of a man who landed here
fortv_ years ago next February as the greenest kind of a green immigrant.
By absorbing American ideals and American customs
and -then applying them to this gjeat business,
he has been an outstanding influence for
good and for orosoerity.
"Therefore in asTcing the exhibitors of the
United States to celebrate 'The Americanization of Carl Laemmle' during the month
of February. I believe it will not be considered that I am asking a favor but rather
that I am extending a privilege in which
every one of you will delight to indulge

ing,

yourselves.
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PRODUCTION CENTRE TO
REMAIN IN WEST
That

developed by film work, not by stage experience.

"The stage
defined

Is Belief of B. P. Schulherg,

Who Outlines Reasons Why
DESPITE the announcement that construcon additional studios in the east is
spon to be started B. P. Schulberg of Pretion

ferred Pictures states that he does not think
the day is yet here when the centre of production will shift from Los Angeles to New

place

stars'

once and

for

When Adolph Zukor

in

many

all

was

pictures

years

ago.

and Daniel Frohman

"A

general migration to the east," says
Mr. Schulberg, "has often been contemplated,
but in the end the project has been abandoned
in deference to the advantages offered by
California which first took producers there.
"No other spot in America affords better
climatic conditions than Los Angeles.
This
has, of course, been its defense for a long
time, but I repeat it as the most perfect argument in favor of California as a permanent
production centre.
Climate is a consideration far outweighing any other in importance.
"Those producers who have already built
studios in the east know this
that as soon
as the cold weather sets in the cost of maintaining these production plants becomes exorbitant and they are forced either to abandon
work or move to some spot where milder
weather conditions prevail.

—

"Moreover, Los Angeles is so situated that
gives producers a wider variety of 'locations' than any spot in the world.
Where
but in California could one find such perfect
tropical backgrounds and yet reach snow
covered mountains in the course of only a few
hours ?
"Then there is an economic reason why
production must continue in the west.
Milit

of dollars are invested there in studio
equipment.
It would take years of building
and the investment of additional fortunes to
parallel the facilities that are now in existence in the California studios.
Today when
economy is the lox-.des, cry in the industry,
why make a tremendous outlay of capita!
merely to duplicate equipment that now meets
every possible requirement ?
"But the producers who are boosting New
York point to it as a solution to the problem of reducing the salaries of the screen
players by using the stars of the legitimate
theatres on Broadway. This is exactly where
I am at greatest odds with tliem.
"Any one who attempts to give the screen
over to stage artists makes tlie gravest kind
of mistake. With no reflection on those who
have distinguished themselves in the theatre,
pictures do not need them.
The most successful screen stars are those who have been

lions

Goldwyns 'The Rendezvous' Goes
Capitol Next

embarked upon the adventure of pro-

first

ducing five reel pictures they took out success
Sarah Bernhardt,
insurance by featuring

James K. Hackett and other

celebrities

of

the theatre.

"And it was found that a little girl named
Mary Pickford, who had received practically
her training before the camera, made
times more money for them than those
players who had built their reputations in
another medium.
Since then this has been
confirmed over and over again by the numerous stage stars who have had their Hing
in pictures for a brief time and who hai e
been failures except in a very few instances.
all

York.

THREE RELEASES NAMED
BY DISTINCTIVE

many

"Ninety per cent of the train screen
workers have their permanent residence in
Los Angeles. A phone call to one of the
local Service Bureaus will bring thousands
of experienced actors and actresses to a producer's lot within a

few hours.

"Climate, situation, existing facilities and
plenty of experienced help these four considerations so vital to successful production
New
are all to be found in Los Angeles.
York has none of them."

—

'WHITE SISTER' WILL BE

RELEASED BY METRO
Marcus Loeiv Announces Subject Goes
to Exhibitors at Once

LOEW.

TITARCUS
I'-*-

Metro Pictures

announcing that
Corporation
will
rein

lease "Tlie White Sister," the Inspiration picture produced by Henry King, states that
the famous film production, acclaimed as one
of the greatest pictures of the year, will be
given to exhibitors at once, in order that they
may benefit from the national publicity gained
for "The White Sister" by its long Broadway run and extended engagements in the

leading key

"In

cities.

releasing
'The White
everywhere, Metro feels
has accomplished a coup that will be

immediately

Sister' to exhibitors

that

it

the trade," said Mr.
consider this the most beautiful
production ever made. Miss Lillian Gish
gives one of the most remarkable performances I have seen undoubtedly the finest of
her career and I have the deepest admirati'^n for Henry King's directorial genius and
for Charles H. Duell, Jr., whose vision made
'The White Sister' possible. I know that the
picture will be a big moneymaker for exhibitors.
It has proved tliat by its phenomenal success at advanced admission prices."

eagerly

Loew.

welcomed by

"I

—

T)ISTINCTIVE
^

Pictures Corporation anannounces three new productions to be released early in the new year through Goldwyn Cosmopolitan.
"Second Youth," an
adaptation of the novel by Allen Updegraf?,
will be ready for exhibitors on January 15.
Albert Parker directed this farce comedy in
which will be seen Alfred Lunt, Mimi Palmeri, Walter Catlett, Jobyna Rowland, Lynn
Fontanne, Herbert Corthell and Faire Binney.
Another George Arliss production entitled
"The Adopted Father" will be ready February 15. Harmon Weight directed this photoplay.
Edith Roberts, Taylor Holmes and
Ronald Colman are in the supporting cast.
"Blood and Gold," which is now in production by Distinctive, starring Conrad Nagel,
Alma Rubens and Wyndham Standing, will

March 15.
"The Rendezvous," a dramatic and thrilling Goldwyn story of Siberia under the red
be released

regime, will be next week's attraction at

Advance reports indicate that this is one of
Mr. Neilan's finest pictures and that it contains photography of an unusual character.
It is the first photoplay with an entirely foreign locale which Mr. Neilan has made, and
he is said to have been successful in giving
to it a correct Siberian atmosphere, despite
the fact that it was made here.

MOELLER TO LAUNCH THEATRE
SERVICE IN NEW YORK
The

contract

Moeller

with

General Manager A. J.
Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America will terminate January
1, and on that date Mr. Moeller will launch
of

the

Moeller Theatre Service, Inc., with ofin the Bethelhem Engineering Building,
1650 Broadway, New York.
The Moeller Theatre Service will seek to
render a comprehensive service to Theatre
Owners in a general sense, and through this
svstem to put into operation lines of action
which should be of advantage to all Theatre

the

fices

Owners

participating.

More

nouncement in this relation
shortly by Mr. Moeller.

definite
anwill be made

—

COSMOPOLITAN
George B. Van Cleve has resumed the vicepresidency and General managership of CosFollowing complemopolitan Productions.
tion of important studio construction work on
the same site which suffered fire loss some

time ago, extensive plans will be put into opcation, likely in January.
It was said Mr. Van Cleve will not sever
his connection with the Morning Telegraph
before the middle of Jaiiuary.
will

shortly

announce

the

names of productions which are to follow
"Janice Meredith," Miss Marion Davies' next
starring vehicle, and it is known that elabo-

The imrate pictures are being considered.
portant exteriors for "Janice Meredith" have
been completed, and work on interior sets is
progressing rapidly at the Jackson studios.
Mr. Van Cleve has previously proved
M.
President

C.

LEV EE

United

Studios

ability

for

sumed

at

the

importarit

Cosmopolitan

well and favorably

his

he has asProductions and is

known

duties

in the industry.

New

York's Capitol.

VAN CLEVE AGAIN MANAGER AT

Cosmopolitan

to

Week

O.

D. CLOAKEY
Canadian Exhibitor

Successful

January

5,
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A SMALL TOWN MOVIE

\

Pari 10

1

THE STORY ENDS
|

By George

Rice

i

AS

an aid to exhibitors, it might be well
to tell of one or two stunts which we
pulled rather effectively in putting over
our theatres. For instances, we gave out
containing several questions to perThese cards
entering the theatres.
collected on leaving, or sent in by
later.
The question included:

cards
sons

were
mail

"What special
now being

picture of the large picexhibited in the greater
towns would you like to

tures

and

cities

'

see?"
to pay an
creased price of admission to see it?"

"What

sort of

"Would you
of our

JR.

the
the

title

of

the

program,

only

which

Storm"

was

film number on
marked the in-

an outburst of applause attested its
complete success as a distinctive screen

I
!

1

MILTON SILLS

1

from thirty famous film stars, Miltun
Sills is to have the title role in the First National
production, "The Sea Hawk," written by Rafael
Sabatini, author of the story, "Scaramouche."

Chosen

|

make

as

several

of

|

I

'new year will be best
yet; says lesser

i
|
!

J

President of Principal Pictures
Predicts Big Production

your favorite

FLING
little

attention

events following the giving away of 1,000,000,000 Russian rubles as souvenirs.
The
receiver usually glanced at the ruble and
noting its likeness to currency, would retain it instead of crumbling it.

!
!

with vim.

"Every available
ground and studio

foot
of
square
space within the
seventeen acres of our Hollywood plant
will be utilized throughout the forthcoming season," says Lesser.

f
s

"And when one stops to
programme mapped out for

children asked for ^n additional
Older persons had, as a rule, never
seen a ruble, and so were glad of the
chance to examine one to see what it
looked like.

This ruble
days.

Our

"Baby Peggy has already commenced
the

theatres received the credit for
mystery of the

|

1

We

theatres.^
I

We

i

the patronage of the theater going-public.
I

The

I

f

ceeded

!

money

I

1
I

f
1
I

daily receipts almost always exthe daily expenses.
If we lost
one day we usually made it up the

next.

At the end
to draw out

of each

well
Chief

week we were

able
sufficient funds for our personal expenses, and in addition add a few
dollars to a savings account which each of

ous

and
of
will

us had started.

novelty.

The presentation of the "Fi-ve Orphans
of the Storm" was accompanied by an
especially arranged music score, which
further enhanced the seasonal appeal
and comedy touches of the Fable. The
cartoon was also introduced with an

appropriate and timely atmospheric setting.

The bank balance

j

our checking account for our theaters was always large

!

enough

!

ahead.

I

we

I

j

of

to assure us that

we were

getting

All bills were pa'd promptly and
had every reason to be contented.

(The

End)

"Captain

is

brought to its close.
series of microscopic pictures, will also
be in full operation.
Twelve of these
educational and amusement pictures are
scheduled.
"In addition to the above, there will
be m.ade a series of films adapted from

were on good terms with our comWe were getting our share of

petitors.

I

her super-features.

the title of the story.
It
will be in full feature length and will be
but one of a series of four for the first
year.
Edward F. Cline is in charge of
the direction of this series.
"The second Harold Bell Wright productions.
"The Winning of Barbara
Worth" is another big production to be
given the screen during the coming year.
This and two more Wri^-ht pictures will.be made before the new season is
" 'Secrets of Life,' the Louis Tolhurst

nearly defunct Russian money.
Here is where our story ends. Howe
and I had had our falling out and reconciliation.
had paid up practically all
of the outstanding liabilities of our two

j

first of

January"

affair was mentioned in the
and talked about for several

initiating the people in the

realize the
the Princi-

pal output next year, is it any reason
that this statement not be correct.

Many

ruble.

local press,

wide the gates!
seems to be the

slogan of
the Principal Pictures plant and studios
on the West Coast. With the recent
slump in production drawing to a close,
Principal
Pictures studios were
the
among the first to re-open activities

"This

|

agement

ist,

to

always remember the interesting

shall

I

auguration of the largest theatre in the

merriment on the part of the capacitj'
audience which filled the Hippodrome
on the opening night; and one point
where an especially funny bit of comedy business is staged by the cartoon-

|

of these cards, there were always enough
brought in to give us an idea of what
the people liked and we always tried to
please our patrons by ibomplying with their
requests.

world as a Keith variety house.
This Film Fable tells the story of an
orphan puppy whose courage and kindliness bring Christmas cheer and happiness to his sad, neglected companions
of the orphan asylum.
The action embodies some highly
laughable incidents and amusing situations, as well as reflecting the spirit and
atmosphere of the Yuletide season.
Its selection for the opening program
of the Hippodrome followed a wide
search on the part of the Keith manfor a film novelty of distinctive
entertainment qualities.
Pathe officials were jubilant over the
engagement of this Fable, as the heads
of the B. F. Keith Circuit have announced it to be their stringent policy
to book only the best of vaudeville and
screen entertainment for their Hippodrome programs.
The pr6gress of the action was followed by unmistakable evidences of

[

!

j

"Do you like comedies?"
While many persons paid

j

the

!

stars."

i

screen entertainment appearing at the
gala opening of the New York Hippodrome on Monday evening, December
17th, under the B. F. Keith manageof

name

"Please

by Fables Pictures, Inc., and distributed by Pathe, were given the unique
honor of supplying the only form of

Orphans

\

|

I

care for an announcement
attractions mailed to you

logues, educational subjects, or scenics?"

J-

"The

1

j

to the service we give, such as the efficiency of our ushers, the comfort of our
seats, the ventiliation of our auditorium,
our organ solos, vaudeville numbers, pro-

ONLY FILM AT
HIPPODROME

ment.

in-

music do you prefer?"

"Have you any suggestions

'FABLES'

Pathe Cartoon Has Unique Honor
at Initial Performance
fy HE "Aesop's Film Fable," produced

coming

willing

weekly free of charge?"

"Buster" Collier, son of the famous_ actor, is
playing opposite Mary Philbin, well known for
her work in "Merry Go Round,"' in a new
Universal production, "My Mamie Rose."

s

I

"Would you be

WILLIAM COLLIER,

j

f
1
|

j

I

known books and stage plays.
among these are John Cort's fammusical
success
'Listen
Lester'
Davis' footlight hit 'Fools

Owen

Fortune.'

The

best

known

players
these
of the best

be engaged to participate

in

offerings and the services
available directors will be utilized.
"For 1924," says Sol Lesser, "I can
see an epoch of Westerns.
By this I
naturally mean Westerns of the highest
class in every sense of the word.
They
will take the place of the costume plays
that have been on the screen for the
past two years or more."
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'The Day of Faith'
Released by Goldwyn

Has been adapted by Tod Browning from
book by Arthur Somers Roche. It is
a picture with an ideal.

One

makes you think. A
story of life, which every-

that

one can understand.

YRONE POWER,

as Michael Anstell, whose
son (Wallace McDonald) is in love with Jane,
of Faith" may be made
"Day
the
that
money
so
gives

When it is discovered that he
possible to the world.
the reaction
is doing it to further his own interests,
Through the efforts of a
the mob is terrible.
the mob
Griffith),
(Raymond
Barnett
reporter named
together.
is appeased, and Jane and he find happiness

of

'The Day of Faith' Depicts Dramatic Story of Daily Life

:

January

5,
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Round About the Studios
MACK SENNETT STUDIOS
HAVE SAVING PLAN

FEMININE TOUCH TO BE
APPLIED TO FILMS
Producer Considers Women's Point
of View Indispensible

Declare Last Year Was Busiest
and Most Prosperous

A T

nections

vi^ith

'T'

uct as the

in

has

Mack

Sennett prod-

vehicles, the
Sennett, Comedies.
Concerning the recent readjustments made
the producing field Mr. Sennett has the

following to say

A

bers in the scenario, title-writing, and "gag

men" departments.
Under a plan of

action worked out in detail by F. Richard Jones, production manager
of the Mack Sennett Studio, a great saving
in time and cost will be effected during the
coming year.

pTHEL SHANNON,

Preferred Star, apparently
so bad for Christmas, judging by the
bestows on Sam Jaffe, General Manager
and kindly Mentor of the Schulberg Studiosi.

didn't do

look

she

REALISM AND VERVE KEYNOTES
IN 'THE
Sidney

IN

MONOGRAM PICTURE

Here's a new one and it fell to the lot
of Fred Thomson during the making of his
"Sheriff of
Tombstone."
Fred Thomson
wanted a character to fit a situation that
called for him to be thrown through a window during a free-for-all fight.
Thomson
believes in making these fights as realistic
as possible so he picked out his man for the
part but was amazed when he learned that
the "ruffian" had a glass eye, and that he
would not go on with the realistic scrap
unless Thomson insured his eye.
There was
no one else for the part so Thomson wired
an insurance firm that insures anything and
received a reply stating the issuance of the
policy covering loss of the insured one's eye.
Thomson convinced Leeper, took out the
insurance, put on the fight, threw the oneeyed man out of the window and satisfaction spread all over the lot.

HetJ^otiWan

But Sgunber

Olcott,

HUMMING
who

is

BIRD'

directing

Gloria

Swanson in her current Paramount picture,
"The Humming Bird," at the Long Island
declares that the screen version of
Maude Fulton's play is altogether the most
interesting production he ever made and that
he firmly believes it will be his best, even
studio,

surpassing "The Green Goddess" and "Little
Old New York." Rushes of the picture have
been seen by Paramount home executives
and are said to bear out the producer's pre-

Schulberg

with the continuity writer, the art director,
the costuming department, the director and
the chief cutter.
"When one considers," says Mr. Schulberg, "that more than 75 percent of the
motion picture public is composed of women,
such a post is perfectly logical.
Indeed in
my opinion it is absolutely essential and
should be inaugurated in every studio.
The
woman to whom the position is given, must
of course, have an understanding of the problems of production and at the same time a
diversity of interests in order to warrant her
representing the tastes of the many women
who will eventually see the picture.

O'MALLEY RETURNS TO METRO
Pat O'Malley started work at the Metro
Studio last week as Laurette Taylor's leading man in the picturization of J. Hartley
Manners' celebrated stage success, "Happiness." Old-timers at the Metro Studio wel-

comed Pat back to the fold.
Not for five
years has Pat performed on the Metro lot.

diction.

feature of "The Humming
said to be its intense realism.
of the biggest scenes in the picture

The outstanding
Bird"

THOMSON INSURES GLASS EYE

Mr.

studio.

Miss Brennan, who was formerly head of
Theatre Movement in San Francisco, is an artist, author, costume designer
and stage director. Because of her experience in these several branches of work, she
is,
Mr. Schulberg thinks, an ideal choice to
supply the feminine viewpoint which the producer believes is indispensable in making motion pictures.
She will work in conjunction

Ben Turpin comedy

"The economic wave which recently passed
over the industry and caught many of the
producers on its crest is one of the best
things which could have happened. The temporary closing down of those studios which
could take advantage of the condition without serious efifect to their schedules will
greatly benefit them and their fellow producers.
It offers splendid opportunity for
reflection.
Consideration of the evils which
have made 'profits from production' an almost unheard of thing will lend itself admirably to a plan of reorganization which
will eventually lead to a solution of that hackneyed slogan, 'Bigger and Better Pictures.' "
careful survey of the year just drawing
to a close has been made the basis for the
1924 plans now being perfected. One of the
preparations for 1924 already accomplished
is the recent engagement of new staff mem-

West Coast

signed

the Little

Mack

m

his

a contract with Ruth Brennan
to act in an advisory capacity in the production of Preferred Pictures.

the Pathe organization, which

has been releasing such

HE

well known "feminine touch" will
hereafter be applied toward the improvement of film production as a result of a
recent innovation made by B. P. Schulberg

the close of one of the busiest and most
prosperous years of his career in the
production field, Mack Sennett, the Pathe
comedy producer, and his associates at the
West Coast producing plant are rapidly perfectmg plans designed to make 1924 even
more successful than any year heretofore.
In a statement received this week from the
Coast, the comedy producer in a brief retrospect of the closing year took occasion to
single out for special mention his great satisfaction and pleasure over his distribution con-

'^

is

One

one in which Miss Swanson does an apache
Miss Swanson's partner is Aurelio
Coccia who, for the last ten years has been
doing this dance on variety stages throughout the United States.
is

dance.

When

—

—

movie stars can't go to the football game, they have the game brought to them by radio and
Percy Marmont, Gertrude Short and Ralph E. Bushman, hear the whole game while on location with
Metro's "The Man Life Passed By. By the looks of things the right team must be winning
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BEST YEAR COMING SAYS
UNITED STUDIOS HEAD
Expects

New

Year

to

Mark

Best

year will see the

activities in the history

of the independents is the prediction of M. C.
Levee, president of the United Studios, the
largest leasing plant in Hollywood and the
world.
Mr. Levee is in close touch with proposed
activities of independent producers and for
years has housed the bulk of this branch of
the industry at the United Studios.
"The production of tremendous picturizations involving large outlays on the part of
the big organizations put the
majority of independents in a
position where they could not
compete with the product being offered the first run theatres," said Mr. Levee.
"The
current
season has clearly
demonstrated that these exnot
pensive
pictures
do
necessarily bring profits commensurate with costs. 1 believe that the trend the comipg year will be toward less
expensive
productions,
pictyres that' are strong in story
values rather than in tremen-

dous
,

sets

and

that have caused
of production.

and not the rule.
"Maurice Tourneur, who during the past

tion

year has consistently complied with exhibitor
footage, recently said that
any story could be told in six reels. With a
few exceptions, there is no excuse for going
beyond this length. Producers have finally
come to realize that excessive length of pro-

demands

Activities in History
the forthcoming
THAT
greatest producing

by their absence next year. Films that run
over seven reels in length will be the excep-

duction

as

is

to

not of urgent moment.

CHADWICK IS MADE OFFER TO
BECOME SERIAL QUEEN
Leaded down with heavy chaps, a big sorna thick woolen shirt, a 44, and big

brero,

bo3ts

This

is

the

new

type of role said to have

ASSOCIATED TO PICTURE
BIG CHICAGO FIRE
Historic Conflagration to Be Subject
of Beck's Special Production

"O

ECENT

he was in conference with
Arthur F. Beck, who, for several
weeks past, has been
supervising the necessary research work in that city.
The tragedy which, according to popular legend, resulted from the kicking over
a

the

investitures
high costs

carrying

of

a

of the Chicago HisSociety, the Chicago
Field
the
Library,
Public
Museum and several smaller
ficials

libraries,

again been demonstrated in
no incomprehensible or uncertain manner.
"From all indications the big costume play
merely because it has been overdone.
is done
It will return again in time but for the coming year the general trend will be toward

—

pictures that are box-office attractions, of a
footage desired by exhibitors and offering
stories that are worth while.
"This situation will again give the smaller
independent producer an opportunity to compete with the larger organizations in the pro-

Theatre owners have had
field.
enough of pictures that are 'big' in physical
They want real entertainproportions only.
The
ment and good box-office material.
large expenditure of money on a film will
ducing

in past

to

play

pictures in the bigger theatres, will
now be able to take heart. The fact that
they do not spend a half a million on a picture will not indicate that that picture is not
eligible to play better theatres.

their

Hollywood, from all indications, are about to start one of the greatest waves of independent producing that the

been offered Helene Chadwick, charming film
Acstar, by C. W. Patton, serial producer.
cording to report, the producer's aim is to

make Miss Chadwick

will be in a position to compete more effectively with the product of the bigger companies, than ever before.

"Another encouraging sign resulting from
the product of the past three months, espeas far as the exhibitor is concerned,
the definite indication that the productions
of nine and more reels will be conspicuous

the best

known

serial

motion pictures.
While no confirmation could be secured
from Miss Chadwick, due possibly to the
fact that she is still under contract with

queen

in

said that the offer
the star's exceptional
ability as a horsewoman, her present vogue
with picture goers, and her versatility.

Goldwvn Pictures,
came as a result

It
first

is

it

is

of

also recalled that Miss

part

Chadwick's

in pictures was as the lead in
feature, which was followed by

a

a
productions in which she
displayed the talent that has brought her film
fame. Patton, it is understood, is due shortly
for
to begin production of a western serial

western

number of

serial

Pathe release.

PICKFORD SELECTS ESTELLE

TAYLOR FOR NEW FILM

in

The feeling
picture business has ever seen.
on their part that 'oh what's the use I don't
have a million to spend on a picture' has
They are facing the future_ with new
gone.
courage and with the proper technical assistance in the production of their pictures, they

is

"s

torical

financial
pelled
draw
to
could
before
they
breath,
The fact that 'the
continue.
story is the thing' has once

cially

O'Leary

Mrs.

to fact and make of
the production an important
historical document. The picture promises also to be one
of the most thrilling spectacles ever seen on the screen.
With the assistance of of-

overhead through periods, of many months, brought
about the past lull in producing circles and caused a halt
on producers who were com-

"Producers,

by

fidelity

large

no longer 'sell' them.
"I am convinced that producers who
months have not had an opportunity

lamp

cow, and which was followed
by the building of a metropolis on the site of a secondrate city, was one of the important events of American
history in the last half of the
nineteenth century. Mr. Beck
determined to picture this
is
conflagration with scrupulous

"The rush to produce costumes plays of ancient times
with towering sets and necessitating

announcement of Arthur Beck's

decision to produce a pictured version of
the great Chicago fire of 1871 as the first
of his 1924 Specials for Associated Exhibitors created, a considerable sensation, which
is likely to be heightened now that more has
become known of the gigantic proportions
which the production will assume.
J. S. Woody, General Manager of Associated Exhibitors, returning from the West
recently, brought information respecting the
preliminary work incident to the completion
In Chicago
of the scenario.

Following her remarkable success in "The
Ten Commandments," Estelle Taylor started

Mary, Queen of Scots, m
"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" at the

her portrayal of

Pickford studio yesterday.
Selected by Mary Pickford and Marshall
Neilan as the ideal Queen in this celebrated
story. Miss Taylor has been awarded one
of the most important supporting characters
in the play.

Miss Taylor's appearance before the camera
Pickford studio yesterday marked her
performance in several weeks owing
first
She has now fully recovered and
to illness.
the rest has proved highly beneficial.
at the

Mr.

Beck and

his

helpers have unearthed an immense amount of valuable
Many chardata concerning the great fire.
acters conspicuous in contemporary American
history play prominent parts in the true story
as it has been evolved, and all these are to
be played by screen celebrities whose names
are familiar to audiences through their work
Among a score of well known
in other roles.
persons who will be represented are Marshall
Field, John D. Rockefeller, P. T. Barnum,
General U. S. Grant, General Phil Sheridan,
Mr. and
S. B. Armour, Levi Z. Leiter and

Mrs. Potter Palmer.
Mr. Beck advised Mr. Woody_ that the
next ten days will see the completion of the
preliminary work in connection with the story

With the finishing of
and the continuity.
work
this and of the scenario actual camera
A great part of this will be done
will begin.
Arrangements already have
in California.
been made for a run of the production m
Chicago in the early Spring.

FILM OF NAPOLEONIC PERIOD

REACHES NEW YORK
A

print of

"The Agony of

the Eagles," said

has arrived
to be a big historical production,
York, according to an announcement
in

New

from the offices of the Edward L. Klein Company, which organization in association with
Robert H. Kinsman of London, is negotiating
of
for its release in America and a number
foreign territories.
-cThe picture was sponsored by the f-rencli
producers
the
loaned
government, which
the
original costumes, banners and regalia of
the
period, including those of Napoleon, and
film was "shot" in original locations.
This governmetal co-operation more_ than
the
infers a distinctive element of realism
picturization of "The Agony of the Eagles.
,

,

i

m

It

shocks the attention in the very

first

to the enthralling series of exciting adven-

romance, the happy

chapter like a thunderclap out of a clear sky.

tures,

From then

blending of the vivid and the picturesque.

to the very finish there

is

no let-up

the delightful

Pafhe serial
TRAOE f

tiK^Bk I MARK.

A

A

truly mammoth production,
super-feature in chapter form.
with crowds of Indians and soldiers, and a splendidly efficient cast
headed by Allene Ray, Harold Miller, Bud Osborne, Whitehorse and
others.

Pafh^picture
TRADE

/

MARK,

The day
serial

of the bigger

and better

has arrived.

From a

story fully equal to

In proof of the

dently offer the
ainy

Emerson Hough ever wrote,
has been produced a picture that in
the great

everything but length is the full equivalent of any big feature of the day.

"The

Way

of a

above we

feature

confi-

version

Man," produced

of
si-

multaneously with the serial, to the
big first run houses of the nation, as
an attraction not of the better but the
best type of modern feature.

eserial

:

January

5,

1924
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'THE GREAT WHITE WAY'
IS

NEW YORK

FILM

Night Life on Broadway Is Theme
of Cosmopolitan Film

JSJEW YEAR'S EVE
-'-

''at

will see the opening
the Cosmopolitan Theatre of the world's

premiere

Way"

showing

"The

of

woven
The film

a picture

in

Great

White

and around

on

life

Broadway.
is
a picturization of
H. C. Witwer's story, "Cain and Mabel"
which was originally proposed as the title.
The picture is intended to accurately draw
a graphic illustration of the world's most
famous thoroughfare and those people intimately connected with it. Scores of Broadway celebrities whose fame in sports, theatricals, arts, literature and other lines of
endeavor has become world wide also appear
Included among these are Tex
the cast.
Rickard, well known fight promotor
Irvin
S. Cobb, writer
H. C. Witwer, story writer
"Bugs" Baer, humorist Windsor McCay, Hal

in

;

;

;

CofTman and

W. McGurk,

J.

artists

;

Harry

Hershfield, well known cartoonist, Damon
Runyon, sports writer Earle Sands, world
famous jockey; Johnny Gallagher, referee of
the Dempsey-Firpo fight Joe Humphries, famous announcer Ned Wayburn and the entire Ziegfield chorus.
The picture is a fast moving vehicle carrying swiftly from the offices of Tex Rickard
at Madison Square Garden through the midnight gleam of Broadway, l-o Futurity Day
at Belmont Park and a world's championship
fight.
The picture also includes a musical
comedy production with the Ziegfeld Follies
beauties as background.
E. Mason Hopper directed "The Great
White Way" and the cast includes Anita
Stewart, T. Roy Barnes, and Tom Lewis.
;

;

;

Down Main

an

;

'DRUMS OF JEOPARDY' WILL BE
RELEASED SOON
Early in January there will be released
Elaine Haramerstein's second production for
Truart, "Drums of Jeopardy." The story is
Harold MacGrath's and has been published
in book form as well as a magazine serial.
Supporting Miss Hammerstein are Wallace Beery as Karlov, the agent of the Rus-

Portrait, made by Jean Hersholt,
as he appears to the artist in his
of McTeague, the principal in the

showing

i;ians who comes to New
ifork for the life
of the prince who stole the famous emeralds,
tlie drums of jeopardy, from the government.
Jack Mulhall, as the prince, plays the lead
opposite Miss Hammerstein.
The role of

Cutty is played by David Torrence who makes
an outstanding figure of the delightful newspaper correspondent and soldier of fortune,
Maude George is the Russian girl who loves
Karlov.
The Russian settings in the prologue of the
story are very impressive and the story comes
quickly to New York where its mystery theme
unfolds itself with interest.

'BY DIVINE RIGHT' FILM

APPEAR SHORTLY
The

distribution of

"By Divine Right,"

the

Grand-Asher production starring Elliot
Dexter and Mildred Harris, will be assumed
by the Film Booking Offices.
The picture was made in the Grand-Asher
studios in Hollywood under the direction of
William Neal, and when it was first shown
for preview was titled "The Way Men Love."
first

The story has been adapted to the screen
by Florence Hein from Adam Hull Shirk's
novel, "The Way Men Love." It is the story
of a man whose faith in human nature lead
him to conduct a house of refuge and retreat
for poor immigrants.
This same faith later
served him to save the life of a young girl
who was being trampled by an influential politician.

'THE

MAN

LIFE PASSED BY' SET

FOR EARLY RELEASE
Dana's latest starring vehicle and has been
adapted from Kate Jordan's story "The Spirit
of the Road."
"The Man J.'.fe Passed By" is an original
story written directly for the screen by VicIt is
tor Schertzinger and Winifred Dunn.
said to be unusual from the point of view of
theme and treatment and also in the types
of characters

The

cast

is

reveals.
truly all-star including

it

Hobart

Bosworth, Cullen Landis, Eva Novak, Percy
Marmont, Jane Novak and others.

Gibson
of
feature,

GEORGE WALSH TO PLAY
PART OF BEN HUR
Speculation as to Selection Cut
Short by Announcement

'THE

secret as to who is to play the
title
role
Goldwyn's picturization of General Lew Wallace's "Ben-Hur"
has been set
at rest by a wire from F.
J. Godsol, president of the Goldwyn Company, to the
home
ofhce that George Walsh had been
assigned
to play the part.

m

There has been a great deal of speculation
throughout the industry ever since the first
report of the million dollar contract by
which
Goldwyn and A. L. Erlanger became associated m this big picture deal.
Nearly every
screen star and leading man of importance
has been mentioned as a possible selection
for the part. Walsh himself has been named
in frequent rumors.
Mr. Godsol's telegram announced two other
players for the cast in addition to Mr. Walsh.
Gertrude Olmsted will play Esther, the leading feminine role, and Kathleen Key, a mei;nber of the Goldwyn acting organization, has
been cast for the part of Tizarah, sister of

Ben-Hur.

No

recent

Hur."

in
motion pictures has
discussion as that of "Bentests were given during the

role

much
Camera

caused so

past several months by Jiane Mathis, editorial
director for Goldwyn, to scores of candidates
among the leading players of both screen and
stage.
Walsh was the only one who satisfied Miss

Mathis, Mr. Godsol, Mr. Lehr and other ex-

"The Man Life Passed By" and "In Search
of a Thrill" are on the Metro release chart
for the coming month.
The latter is Viola

interpretation

Goldwyn

TO

Street

ecutives of the Goldwyn Company, not only
as to his ability as an actor, but also as to his
physical development. An unusually powerful

frame

is

an

absolute

requirement

for

Miss

Mathis

and other members of the

cast to be announced by Mr. Godsol later
will sail for Europe within a short time to
join there Edward J. Bowes, vice-president
of Goldwyn, and Charles J. Brabin, the director in charge, who have been abroad with a
large technical staff preparing for the photo-

play of "Ben-Hur" on a tremendous scale in
authentic settings in Italy, the Mediterranean

and Palestine.

AS THE ARTIST SEES

THEM

Gowland

The painter himself (Jean Hersholt) who is also taking one
of the leads in "Greed," putting the finishing touches on the
portrait of Erich Von Stroheim who is directing the production.

the

part

"Greed."

the

part.
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MARK STRAND INTERIOR
UNDERGOES CHANGE
Large Expenditure Transforms
Motion Picture Palace

REMARKABLE

^A

ijeen

New

in

The

made

in

the

transformation

has

Mark Strand Theatre

York, remarkable

in

two

respects.

is the extent of the change in its
and the second lies in the fact that
the changes were made without a single interruption of service the changes being concealed from the eye of the curious by long:
satin and velvet draperies. Noisy destruction
was performed from midnight to mid-day, the
noiseless work being arranged for the performance hours.
Thus it was that no one
suspected that radical changes in the interior
of the house were in the process of beingwrought.
For that reason, the transformation was a
tremendous surprise to all those who entered
the theatre for the Alonday performances,
since no word of the changes had gone out.
It might well have seemed to these folks
that Aladdin, imbued with the holiday spirit,
had stealthily entered and by the use of his
famous wishing lamp, wrought the changes.
But if that is their guess, they are entirely wrong, for none others are responsible

first

interior,

STRONGHEART,

the handsome Belgian
whose picture appears above.
Avill be seen after February 18, in his third
First National feature picture, "The Love

pohce dog,

The picture has been produced
^^laster."
under the direction of Laurence Trimble and
Jane Murfin who were also responsible for
his two former successes, "The Silent Call,"
and "Brawrt of the North." The first of these
won a most phenomenal success and virtually
over night the name of Strongheart became
almost as powerful a factor at the box office as the names of many of tlie popular

human

stars.

"The Love Master" was made

at

Banf¥

in

the Canadian Rockies, and is the story of a
One of the features
lonely fur-trading post.
of the picture is a thrilling dog team race of
the type that are so popular in this particular
region.

The

scenic backgrounds are reputed

be exceptionally fine and some even go
so far as to say that they are the most beautito

GENTLE JULIA

IS

ful

snow

the

stage.

Prominent
a

beautiful

For

the holiday week.

Fox

have

in the

story, also,

white

dog

ever
is

reached

Lady

Jule.

who

plays opposite
herself as fine an

.

PLAYED BY

FOURTEEN KEITH HOUSES
PLAY 'COPPERFIELD'
following a three weeks run
where "David Copperfield"
unmitigated praise of the critics,

Immediatelx'

will liead their

schedule witli "Gentle Julia," the
screen version of the popular Booth TarkingWhile the
ton novel of the same name.
main feature in the release of the film is its
authorship, the appearance of Bessie Love in
the title role should add considerably to its
It brings Aliss Love back to tlie
interest.
screen in a part that perfectly fits all her
individiaal talents, and is figured to be one
of the best accomplishments of her career.
The storj- is one of youth, very much
The loakin to "Seventeen" and "Penrod."
cale is one of those small towns which Tarkington seems to know and understand so
It tells the tale of a pretty and prewell.
cocious young flapper who finds herself surrounded by more beaux than she can use.
They flit about her all the way from the
ages of sixteen to sixty.
But Julia finds a way out that gives the
story an interesting twist and a fine finish.
Playing with Bessie Love is Harold Good^vin, a juvenile player who does notable work.

whicli

Strongheart, and who is
actor as the distinguished star.
The two
dogs together do some very remarkable work
that reflects a superior intelligence that is
really astounding.
The remarkable situations and the intricacies of the plot make it seem almost impossible to believe that the performers are
dogs.
One would scarcely be willing to believe that animals should show such emotional symapthy, and human intelligence as
these two dogs are called upon to exhibit in
their portrayal of their difficult parts.
It is
not difficult to understand, therefore, why
Strongheart is such a decidedly strong boxoffice attraction.
He not only entertains but
iie astounds
by the immensity of his feats.
And in his new picture he even outdoes him.self which is a decided accomplishment.

BESSIE LOVE
release

scenes

on

Broadway,

won

the

comes the announcement that B. F. Keitli
Exhibitors'
have
booked the
Associated
adaptation of the Charles Dicken's masterfor the entire circuit of theatres in
Greater New York.
It is not very often that the Keith offices
br-ok for a wide showing, a picture which
has already had a run of several weeks on
Broadway, but it is still more unusual for
them to sign up a feature to run for the
entire circuit, within a very few weeks after
The present engagement
the original run.
is in the nature of an encore, being prompted
by what almost amounted to popular demand.
Mark Luescher, director of publicity for
Keith, is making the most of the opportunity
and carried on an exploitation which has
helped to crowd all fourteen theatres at every
showing.
One matinee the public school
teachers were invited to attend, each one going
to the theatre nearest her school.

piece,

for the transformation than Moe Alark, president of the theatre, and Joseph Plunkett, the
manager. Armed with a bank roll of ?150,000. and a staff of architects, decorators,
scenic artists, builders and acoustic experts, it
took these two, three months to effect the remarkable change.
In the almost ten years since the establishment of the Mark Strand, the directors
have learned many things both scientific and
artistic, that contribute toward the success of
a real first class motion picture theatre.
The
knowledge thus gained has been put to good
use in the theatre renovation.
The orchestra platform has been lowered
and enlarged to hold fifty-five musicians,
necessitating the relocation of the organ console.
An improvised semi-pit was specially
built to clear the view to the screen and
stage proper. The roomy stage will not permit the amplifications of the ballets.
An entirely new stage set, designed by
Plunkett,
Joseph
painted
by Gates and
Alorange and constructed by the \"ail Company, was substituted.
It is built flexibly to
accommodate the proposed presentation of all
artistic things which such a large and modern stage must enfold. Metal cloth has been
used in the set and will afford a greater
display of effects with the aid of immense
reflecting spot lights.
Louis X\" retiring room for the accommodation of women patrons, is another
one of the nev^' features.
Also there has
been constructed, a new studio atop the building which is for the use of the Strand artists.
It is equipped with a miniature stage,
piano, gymnasium paraphernalia, and broadcasting studio.
Highly resplendent decorations for the auditorium create an air of refinement and newSilk damask wall covness in the theatre.
ering and draperies, bejewelled with magnificent crystal chandeliers and fixtures, have
been used prodigiously yet with distinct ar-

A

tistic

taste.

The

been to give the
being reborn and
prepared to add anotlier decade of glorious
achievements to its career in the field of the
world's most popular form i)t entertainment.
theatre

effect of all this has

the

impression

of

ietilotiMan

^utSsunber

January

5,
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Exhibitors'

To Close Awaiting New

Substitute Bill Proposed

CONCERTED

action by the film exchange
managers of Atlanta, aided by Jack Connelly, of the M. P. D. A., it is believed will
result in killing the proposed bill in the
Georgia Legislature raising the license tax
on film exchanges from $100 to $1,000 per
annum.
substitute bill, taxing upon a sliding scale of from $50 to $1,000, based upon
the gross receipts of exchanges has been offered which meets with the approval of the
exchange managers and it is believed will
be accepted. The proposed tax, it is declared
would have been prohibitive to any except
the very largest exchanges and would have
automatically driven out all competition in
the film exchange field of the Southeastern

A

states.

Sees Opportunity and Takes

It

J. Allen Glenn, well known exhibitor of
Ihe Princess, Hendersonville, N. C, recently
secured for National Motion Picture Day,
Ihe services of Professor Nathanael W.
Stephenson, editor of Yale University Press
lo address his audience on the educational
Aalue of the screen.
The Professor was in the mountains near
J-Iendersonville
shooting
scenes
for
the
"Chronicles of America" series. Arthur Vin-ton, playing George Washington also made a
personal appearance, selling out the house all
day.

^ estern

Round Table

Carolina

Skidmore Music Co. Brings Suit
The Skidmore Music Company of New
York has brought suit against Otto L.
Meister, owner of one of the neighborhood
houses of Milwaukee, charging Meister with
rendering the song "Last Night on the Back
Porch," without paying the tax.

Missouri Convention

to

in

the

eastern

part

of

the

state

become acquainted with the organization,
them the time and expense of the

sparing
trip to

Seattle.

care

Many
W.

Manager

Theatres,

'Standing

A.

HARMS

Apollo and Mueller
Omaha, Nebraska.

the

of

Room

Only' at Royal

Newman's Royal Theatre had
the "S. R. O." sign out at 9 :45 o'clock Monday morning when a special program was
Frank

L.

Innovations Planned

Lytle announces that he will build
dollar theatre at San Antonio,
Texa.s, in near future which will seat over
3000.
It will be without staircases as incline walks will take persons to the balcony and a children's theatre and roof
playground.
The entire basement will be
used as an automobile parking space, with
room for 100 cars, which will be a free service to patrons.
It will be entirely fireproof and its balcony arch will be more
than 100 feet in width and without support except at the ends.
This mechanical
feat will be made possible through the cana

J.

million

tilever

method of construction.

given for children.

"Columbus," a historical film, was shown
conjunction with "I^ittle Old New York."

Each child was given a souvenir toy in the
theatre's play room during or following the
show.

For Harding Memorial Fund
Charles Weigel, manager of the new Madison Theatre, Cincinnati, has set aside a Harding Remembrance Night when news pictures
The entire rewill be shown of Harding.
ceipts of this evening will be donated to the

Harding Memorial Fund.

No More

Charity Showings Also Taxed
E. J. Sparks owning and operating anextensive chain of theatres in various Florida towns has had enacted by the Arcadia
city commissioners, a special act which
levies the usual
privilege
tax upon
all
travelling carnival and tented attractions.
Heretofore the tax was escaped when the
attractions rame in under the subterfuge of
a benefit for some local charity and even
at the risk of antagonizing these organizations Mr. Sparks appeared before the city
council to get the fathers to enact suitable
legislation.

Children Amateurs

will be no more appearances on
the part of children in amateur affairs for
prizes in Watertown, N. Y.; the judge of

Gain Laid

There

^ut Ssunber

Kingston

ford interests in their enterprise.

in

exhibitors

at

of the same number of patrons.
and Thomas Marines and Thomas
Alexander are associated with the Comer-

E.

meeting of the Exhibitors of
Eastern Washington, was held in Spokane by
officers of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Washington.
President Howard S.
Clemmer, presided.
Twenty-five exhibitors
are affiliated with the organization.
The
-meeting was an effort to make it easier for

in the state.
present there is a slide advertising deal
pending between the Kansas City exhibitors
and a large department store which, when
completed, will assure the Kansas City organization of sufficient revenue to more than
pay the expenses of operating and maintaining headquarters.
This, combined with dues
from exhibitors in Western Missouri, would
constitute an organization of unusual financial
strength, the presidents of both bodies believe.
The repeal of the federal admission tax,
the music tax and adverse legislation are other
questions which will be brought before the
convention.

At

Louis

December Slump Overcome

special

by exhibitors out

take

—

Eastern Washington Meeting

will be the consolida-

Western Missouri and Kansas
City organizations.
It is planned to merge
the two bodies, according to A. M. Eisner,
president of the Kansas City organization,
providing sufficient co-operation is promised
tion of the

Keen competition in the motion picture
develop
business at Kingston, Pa., will
from the plans of Thomas E. Husband, of
who has engaged
Pa.,
Edwardsville,
Horace G. Cooke, Wilkes-Barre architect
theatre,
80x200, on
to draw plans for a
Wyoming avenue, Kingston, opposite the
new playhouse that the M. E. Comerford
Amusement Co., of Scranton, Pa., is erecting.
The new playhouse will seat 1700
The Comerford enterprise will
persons.

convention of the M. P. T. O. Western
Missouri, to be held in Kansas City this
•jTionth, according to President Charles Sears,
promises to mark a figurative revival of the
dead or inactive, as it might better be
termed.
Since the division of the Missouri
organization into an eastern and western half,
-the latter section of the state has been comparatively inactive, due to the strong growth
of the Kansas City Division of the M. P.
T. O. A., which has fought the battles of
texhibitors.
The date will be announced later.

A

OF

Organizations Merge

much importance

Keen Competition

A

"Pat" Patterson, of the Metropolitan, Atlanta, has solved the problem of the usual
December slump in admissions by putting out
six dollars worth of tickets in a book selling
for five dollars.
By a tie-up with the Hearst
iiewspapers in Atlanta these books are offered on clubs of subscriptions, and the first
order from the newspaper office called for
•two thousands books, netting considerable
Christmas cash for "Pat." He also tied them
up with the United Cigar Stores of Atlanta.

Two

Bill

theatres in many of the
smaller towns face extinction on January 1st
when the tax commission attempts collection
of the additional state tax of ten percent
on admissions. The law was passed a year
ago but through efforts of theatre owners
been held in abeyance until January
it has
It is hoped to get a new bill be1st, 1924.
fore the next session of the South Carolina Legislature abolishing the tax as affectMany theatre
ing motion picture theatres.
owners declare they will close awaiting action
on the new bill.

South

that city having discharged the seven children, charged with a violation of the law,
and then warning the theatre managers
that they would be arrested in case of
a repetition of such affairs.

to Livestock

Trade

John H. Rich. Federal Reserve agent in
Minneapolis, in his monthly report, stated
that general business increased ten per
cent during October and showed an im-

provement in the credit situation throughIt is believed this is
out the northwest.
due

to

the

heavy movement of livestock.
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'J. F. Howard has opened his new Peoples
Theatre in Lenoir City, Tenn., seating 300
and modern in every respect.

Mrs.

Phelps

Sasseen,

Lyric, Easley, S.

C,

until

who
it

operated

was

Armistead, has taken over the

the
sold to Mr.
new theatre

Belton, S. C, and will operate it in addition to the hotel in the same building.

at

President William K. Jenkins of the EnterDistributing Corporation at Dallas,

prise

Texas,

is

home

the

visiting

in

New York

Cit}-,

also

office.

The National Theatre, Toronto, sufltered
damage by fire to the extent of $7,000 recently, the outbreak occurring when there
was no one in the building.
a large territory that R. Ricketson.
exploiteer, has to cover.
He is in
K.\NSAS City helping exhibitors, but the extensiveness of his "circuit" and the short
period of time allotted keeps him on tiie hop
all the time.
It

is

district

EDWARD
Managing Director

of

L.

HYMAN

Mark

the

Brooklyn,

Strand
York.

New

Round Table
Jim Clemmer

back

is

Frank B. Rogers, of Brooklyn, temporary
manager of the Vitagraph exchange in Albany, N. Y., received a telegram from the
New York Police department, informing him
that they had recovered his car, '-tolen SDmc

He

he

545,000.

no

Mrs. Willingham Wood, of \\'ashington,
Ga., is planning to reopen the Strand which
closed November 1st upon expiration of a
lease to outside parties, and intends to operate
the house herself.

Announcement is made of the incorporaMotion Picture Theatre Owners
of Canada under a company charter with
The
headquarters at Montreal, Quebec.
tion of the

Canadian association, of course, is affiliated
M. P. T. O. of the United States.

with the

Easley, owner of the Princess in
Indiana, has just bought the K.

\\'alster

Cornelius Hall, has sold his interest in the
Franklin, Fort Valley, Ga., to his partner.

Humer.

Alfred

in-

is

it

is

of the Liberty Theatre,
Spokane, Washington.

Assurance of a paying program guarantees
construction of a new theatre by E.
Robertson at Fayetteville, Ark., to cost

only for a vacation, and states that
longer in the industry.
He is
closely identified with the pioneer days of the
picture business on the Pacific Northwest.
sists

RAY GROMBACHER
Owner and Manager

time ago.

the

Briefs

Seattle.

in

Theatre,

Rushville,
of P. Theatre in Greexsburg.

E. J. Sparks, former Florida Supervisor
for Southern Enterprises, now controlls a
circuit of fourteen theatres in Florida and
has just opened permanent Atlanta offices
in charge of E. T. Brown, also of Southern
Enterprise, for handling the booking of pictures and legitimate attractions for the chain.

David Levy, of
covering northern

New York
New York

is

the

now
Uni-

exchanges out of Albany.

versal

P. R. Isley' of the

Oklahoma

H.

Midwest Film Exchange

City,

Cagel

Albana, Alabama,

Allen has been appointed managing

director of Sterling Theatres, Limited, which
operates the Allen at Windsor, Ontario, the

Walkerville
at
Ontario houses.

Walkerville.

purchased

new model

and

other

Major Charles E. Kerr has taken over the
management of the Jewel at Rusk, Texas,
succeeding E. C. Welding.

at

has

purchased

Austin, Texas, from

J.

J.

the

Heg-

man.

Leo G. Garner is now manager of the remodeled Columbia Theatre, Bristol, Tenn.

The Metropolitan, Atlanta, declared

its

third dividend within the year of two percent.
"Pat" Patterson is to be congratulated.

Brault,

Joe

Max

has

Mary Hamilton

Miss

Queen

has

sold his theatres in
to Tony Sudekin and is
in Atlanta looking for a new town in which
to start business.
B.

Boyett

Powers projectors for his Lyric at BrownwooD, Texas, representing an investment of
about §2000.

Okla., has opened a
branch at Dallas, Texas, with John Jackson as resident manager, and w|ll have a
large assortment of new pictures ^or sale.
of

E.

C.

City,
for

formerly

Montreal, Quebec,

is

with

now with

Vitagraph in
the Montreal

office of the Fox Film Corporation, taking
the place of Roy Mitchell who has gone to
Dominion Films, Limited.

S. S. Stevenson, owner and manager of
the Princess, Henderson, N. Car., is at the
head of a newly chartered corporation to
start an intensive chain of "ten cent theatres."

A. Meade,

who

has been Western CanaUnited Artists witk
office at Winnepeg
during the past year,
has been transferred to the Toronto headC.

dian

representative

for

quarters.

operating the Royal at
Danville, Indiana, has taken over the management of the Art Theatre.

Thomas

Barnett,

at

White, of Jefferson, Tenn., has
over the Gay, at Newport, Tenn.,

Walter
taken

from W.

Henry Morton now owns four moving

one

Cook

S.

C.

Smith, of

exhibitor
in

his

Newman,

who was
oil

turned from the

He

Ralph DeBruler, formerly of Graver's
Broadway, Charlotte, is manager of the
new State at Raleigh, N. Car., which opened

Georgia, was

fleeced

swindle.

by

has

Doctor
just

Christmas Daj'.

re-

trial.

The Wolfville at Wolfville, N. S., has
been re-opened by J. Evans, the building having been remodeled from pit to dome.

A. B. Johnson is manager of the Market
at Seattle, which is the re-created Flag.

H. C. Dudley is reopening the Opera
House, Americus, Ga., closed since July 1st.
Mr. Dudley has been in the game twenty-

LET NOTi
IMAN PUT!
I

three years.
'

W. M. Hayes

is

building a house in Le-

noir City, to open January

Bob Savini ran
pictures at

1st.

Dempsey-Firpo
the Vaudette, Atlanta.
the

fight

pic-

ture theatres in Winnepeg, Manitoba, having recently purchased the Arlington.

Carter.
Mr. Carter will continue to operate the Liberty, Greenville, Tenn.
C.

Manager Louise Hassee is rejoicing over
phenomenal run of "The Covered Wagon"
the Atlanta, Atlanta, Ga.

the

E. R.

Manager

HORNBY

of the Empress, Kamloops, one of a string
through the Okanagan Valley, Vancouver, B. C.
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
'TEN COMMANDMENTS'

upon the attention and

POWERFUL PICTURE

IS

Remarkably Impressive
and Makes a Stirring Setting

Prologue

Is

for

A

Succeeding Story

Paramount Production. Produced by Cecil
B. De Millc from a Story by Jeanie Macpherson.
Art Director, Paul I rite. Technical Director, J. F. Westerberg.
Assisting Director, Cullen Tate.
Photographers,
Bert Glennon, Peverell Marley and Archibold Stout.
Length, 12,000 Feet Plus.

THE CAST
Part
the

Mosfis,

Theodore Roberts

the Magnificent
.... Charles De Roche
Miriam, the Sister of Moses
Estelle Taylor
The Wife of Pharaoh
Julia Faye

Ratneses,

The Son

of Pharaoh
Aaron, Brother of Moses
Bathan, the Discontented
The Taskmaster
The Bronze Man

Part

Terrence Moore

John

Dan McTavish,
Mary Leigh

James

Neill

Lawson

Butt

Clarence Burton

Noble Johnson

Two
Edythe Chapman
Richard Dix

her Son

Rod La Roque
Leatrice Joy
Nita Naldi

Lung, a Eurasian
Keddmg, an Inspector

SalJy_

Robert

Edeson
Charles Ogle
Agnes Ayres

The. Outcast

THE

By George Bl.msdell
New York public had its

first

view

widely heralded "The Ten Commandments," at the George M. Cohan Theatre.
It was a distinguished house that greeted the
production created by Cecil B. De Mille, the
fame of which had preceded it.
The story is in two parts, a Biblical prologue of approximately 4,500 feet and a modern story.
Plainly the greater effort has been expended on the prologue and with impressive
result.
The effect upon the spectator at the

of

the first half is that he has witnessed a portrayal so stirring, so magnificent
and so appealing that he is prepared to see
in the second half, which he knows is t© be
a tale of modern life, a drama which in its
broad scope will fail to match the opening.

And that was exactly the reaction of this
reviewer.
This is said in no manner of
«ierogation as to the dramatic quality of the
second

period.

Standing

by

itself

it

will

make

a

powerful picture before any house.

It

a

splendid

is

in bearing.

The remainder of
inent among
which
Miriam,

production,

the

sister

the cast, the more promis
Estelle
Taylor as
of Moses, is uniformly

strong.

The

action crowds fast.
So rapidly do
the scenes and sequences follow upon each
other that the sixty-five or seventy minutes
consumed in tho showing of the prologue are
quickly covered— a fact which in itself is
interest-compelling
the
abundant proof of

well

"Slave-driving" and the "lash" have

new significance.
The towering

structures that

make up

the

Rameses impose deep impress upon
the mind and the eye. They demonstrate how
from a spectacular viewpoint the new screencraft has submerged the older stagecraft
city

conceived

and in harmony with the great theme developed in the prologue, and feelingly acted by
players carefully selected as to indicated per-

of

—

scenes of the exodus of the Israelites,
the confusion and the turmoil, pale into nothingness as a spectacle when later we see the
scores of two-horse chariots, with their plunging animals, preparing for the eleventh-hour
pursuit of the freed captives.

The portrayal in colors of the long lines of
strikingly garbed Israelites and the many animals that accr.mpanied them on their long
journey across the desert was tlie occasion
of a distinct stir in the house and also sponIt formed a rare spectaneous applause.

—

tacle.

figure of Moses on the mount pounding out with a stone the Ten Commandments
as in "letters of fire" they are revealed to
him is highly dram,itic. The showing of the

The

sequence was punctuated by the applause of a house that of course was sympathetic, but also it may be added was cameraentire

wise.

From the public's viewpoint the partmg
of the waters of the Red Sea, the passing
over of the Israelites and the drowning of
their pursuers undoubtedly will be declared
the greater achievement of the production.
Laboratory stuff—as of necessity; but to the
muitittide convincingly done.

A

Moses Dominates Prologue

nP HE

prologue briefly is the story of the
captivity of the Children of Israel in
Egypt, of their final release following the
tenth visitation of plague, the determination
ui Pharaoh to pursue and destroy the depart»i>g Jews and the overwhelming of the Egyptian hosts when the waters of the Red Sea
closed over them.

Standing out throughout the first part of
the picture is Theodore Roberts in the role
of Moses the lawgiver.
It is his entrance
on the scene which provides the initial thrill,
tlie first of many by the way in the course
of the thirteen reels.
It is a new Roberts to whom we are introduced. Absent is the cigar and missing also
are the well-known mannerisms.
Forceful,
majestic, authoritative, the
popular
player
creates an illusion that is at once complete

and absolute.
Another character that also imposes

itself

THE
have

Edythe Chapman is the mother, the woman
at the end is told by John that her only
mistake was in teaching her sons to fear God
instead of loving Him which we are justified in assuming is one of the morals of the

who

—

story.

For there

denying that "The
a tale with a moral
several of them, in fact.
Yet, so masterful
is the presentation, so skillfully is the story
told, from first to last, that the preachment
is submerged while the morality and the humanity of it all is clearly revealed.
is

no use

Story of 'Just Folks'

stirring historical

panorama which we

eral figures bulk big.

There is a family of three, a mother and
two sons. The mother is a God-fearing woman of a type more frequently found in rural
places.
Her Bible is the breath of life to
her.
One of her sons is a steadygoing, mild
dispositioned and straight thinking carpenter.

other

scoffer at

—

The producer

in

in

is

his

brief

curtain

speech

remarked that those who made the subject
would be humbly grateful if as a result there
should be reawakened an interest "in the
greatest book the world has." Undoubtedly it
arouse that interest.

will

To Richard Dix

is given one of the finest
of the noblest characters it has
fallen to a screen player to portray.
His interpretation is all that the most critical would
ask and that of course is much.

and

one

Edythe Chapman as the mother, Rod La
Roque as Dan, the scoffing son
Leatrice
Joy as the wife and Nita Naldi as the mixture of French and Chinese leprous vampire
who ensnares Dan, all have prominent roles
and all acquit themselves with credit.
The settings, of this modern story are
;

simple, in large part surroundings such as
those to which workers are accustomed, and
by reason of the preceding Pharaonic magnificence all the stronger by contrast.

Of course, there is an exception in the studiolike home of Dan, but of this we see only
a corner.
never get out of the realm of
"just folks."

We

There are many dramatic moments in this
story of a mother and her two differing sons,
too many for enumeration here, but those
which show John and his sister-in-law at the
top of the church structure and the final
scenes of Dan and Sally Lung in which the
Oriental is killed are among the strongest.

Will Exploit Itself
the exploitation of "The Ten ComASmandments"
that
a matter which largeto

is

ly will take care of itself.

It is

unlikely the

will be released before the fall of
By that time the photoplay1924 if then.
going public as well as the remainder of the
population will know much about the spec-

subject

seen unrolled and the dramatic and
picturesque quality of which we have located
at in the foregoing serves as the background
for a story of today, a story in which sev-

The

tion.

—

The

sonality.

boss carpenter the better to conceal his rascality in the cement mixture.
When the
south wall falls it is Mother McTavish who
is caught and killed in the wreck.
That is just a rough outline of a few of
the incidents in the tale of a San Francisco
family.
Added verity is given to the story
by the use of a cathedral in process of erec-

Ten Commandments"

It is no simple matter after a single viewing of the picture to try to outline the liigh
spots.
For the millions of twentieth century men
who toil with their hands and for the millions
of others who think they toil with their heads
the portrayal of the ways in which the ancients employed manpower will have vivid

Colossus to a pigmy.

on the evening of December 21 of the

close

and

appeal.

McTavish
^F^^
McTavish, her Son

¥1^-

by Charles De Roche. Mr. De Roche is an
impressive Pharaoh, in physique, in features

story.

One

Lawgiver

later, upon the sympathy, as he holds in his arms the body of
his first born, is that of Rameses, interpreted

is

carefree, pleasure loving

the Bible and

its

and a

Ten Command-

ments.
Into the home, seeking shelter from the rain
comes Mary Leigh, a girl of the streets.
Dan, the unmoral son, wins
She stavs on.
her against John his brother.
Dan succeeds as a contractor, John just
plugs along. When the former secures a contract to build a church he takes on John as

tacle.

As great as is the picture as a whole it is
one that only dignified advertising will serve.
Employ newspaper space to let the people
know you have it and brief screen trailers
sliowing the magnificence of the settings and
one or two of the more dramatic situations
as well as a lobby well filled with still pictures, and the rest should be easy.
Lest there be any misunderstanding, the
subject is a theatrical as distinguished from
a non-theatrical production, if by the latter
term is implied one that may be acceptable
as a whole in a church to churchmen and

churchwomen who have pronounced views on
the

generous

uncovering of shapely

female

figures.

When thirteen reels oass with the swiftness
of seven you may set it down you have seen
And "The Ten Commanda great picture.
ments" does do that and it is that.
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Rex Beach.
Length, 7,000 Feet.

Atithor,

Director, Allan Divan.

THE CAST
Tom Moore
Joe King
Mickey Bennett

Donovan
Ben Murray
Midge Murray

Jim

Edith

Kitty Costello
Cokey Joe

Charles

Mike Navarro
Father

BRIEF:

Hammond

Paul Panzer

Dan

Charles

Henderson

Donovan, New York gang leader,
protects Midge Murray when the latter's brother
is slain.
Jim decides to reform and bring Midge
up decently. But the court takes possession of
Midge. Jim, disgusted, plans a raid, but abandons
the idea.
His gang commit a robbery. Jim and
Jim

girl, Kitty, are accused.
He escapes,
the loot and Midge and wins Kitty.

his

Released by Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation Through Anderson Pictures Corporation.
A Renco Production. Directed
by Dallas Fitzgerald.
Song and story
by Charles K. Harris. Length 7,000 Feet.

THE CAST

Roberts

Raymond Hatton

The Judge

recovers

Arthur Trevelyan
Lorraine Trevelyan
Mark Trevelyan
District Attorney
Arthur's Wife
The Crook

BRIEF:

A

GOOD

T. Pardy

warranted to win the
sympathies of any audience and serve as
picture,

a valuable box-office asset for all classes of
Dealing with the regeneration of
theatres.
an East Side gangster through the love of a
little lad, the story moves swiftly through its
stormy scenes of slum warfare, offers some
wonderful realistic characterizations by the
leading players, vivid, colorful atmosphere
pleasing photography and ends on a happy
note.
It is a type of film which, when handled
by a director who knows his business, seldom

gain public favor. And in the present
instance. Director Allan Dwan has lived up
to his well deserved reputation as a matter
of screen craft.
"Big Brother" registers as
a credit to all concerned in its making.
fails to

The

opens with a view of an
headquarters, and right
away you get the impression that everything
shown is true to life. With this foundation
to build upon, interest in the tale and its
characters gather at once and increase steadily
up to the climax. The thugs look like the
real thing and act the part.
They're gorillas,
sure enough, but mighty natural, humanity in
the rough, bred in the dark spots of a great
first

reel

East Side gang

in its

city.

The affection of Jim Donovan for Midge
Murray, the little lad given by a dying brother
to the gang chieftan's care, sways most of
the action.
Even his love for the heroine,
Kitty, although developed into a very effective
romance, looms up as a side issue compared
with Jim's exertions in behalf of the waif.
It's straight, honest sentiment, too. with nothing sloppy about it.
Jim's scenes with the
child are affecting enough to bring tears to
the eyes of the most hardened cynic.
As for thrills, there are plenty of them,
such as the attack by a rival gang on the
dance hall, which terminates in the death of
Jim's pal, and the next to the final episode,
when Jim is shot down as he recovers the
stolen money.
The film is packed with
trenchant—dramatic punches, a -feast of fine
melodrama neatly balanced by sentimental
urge.
Moore's genial personality is reflected
in the role of Jim Donovan, whom he portrays as a very likeable chap, despite his readiness to use gun or fists as occasion requires.
He is at all times intensely natural. There's

Tom

genuine humanity in his make-up, this erstMoore and little
while tough East-sider.
Mickey Bennett carry off the dramatic honors, the juvenile giving as touching and sincere a performance as he has ever been
filmed.
Edith Roberts is a charming heroine
and the support is excellent.
The Big Brother Movement, a national organization of business men formed to aid
youthful slum dwellers, ought to be of help
in exploiting this picture.
Get into touch with
the nearest branch, appeal to clubs, enlist the
Boy Scout forces and try to arrange bookseller tie-ups on the Rex Beach novel from

which the

plot

is

taken.

Gaston Glass
Miriam Cooper

Thomas Guise
Robert Frazer

Edna Murphy
Eddie Gribbon

Trevelyan, the dissolute son of
put out of his home when he
who.m his father disapproves.
Through the press of circumstances he is forced to
change clothes with a crook, who is later shot,
a

girl

the newspapers

The

is

of

reportmg that it is Arthur who is
Arthur is jailed for the crime.

By Helen V. Swenson

T3ECAUSE

interesting, well

It moves swiftly to a gripping climax, with
the suspense gradually increasing until the
end, when the denouement clears the name
of the hero, and makes it possible for him
to return to his family.

Although

it
contains practically no comnot by any means a sordid picture,
but on the contrary is full of human touches,
which cannot help make it interesting. The
story is full of new twists and unlocked for
turns, so that one tense situation is hardly
cleared up before another is started.
The cast is unusually fine, with Gaston
Glass at his best in the leading role, and
Miriam Cooper in the support. As a matter
of fact, all of the players are good, but
probably the greatest praise is due the writer
and the director for putting on a story which
never fails to keep the audience interested.
Especially praiseworthy was the work of
Thomas Guise in the role of Mark Trevelyan,
the father.
His handling of a difficult role
it

is

was remarkably

The

Ben Alexander
RockHffe Fellows
B. Walthall
Irene Rich
Dot Farley

BRIEF:

Young

Henry

Lawrence Licalzi

Latimer wrecks his father's
His father doesn't^
nerves through boyish pranks.
rightly understand the lad, punishes him for unwitting disobedience and Bill runs away. -He is
brought back by Dr. Mason, who saves him from
The
kidnappers.
Bill's mother leaves with her boy.
separation makes her husband realize his mistakes
and an all-around reconciliation follows.
Bill

fine.

the scenario was written
by the author of the song "After the Ball
Is Over" will go a long way toward adfact

By George
A

REAL

jewel

T.

Pardy

of

a picture, one of the
season's best in point of sterling entertainment values
It should prove a stunning
box-office success. Booth Tarkington's stories
of boy life are irresistibly charming because
of their intense human flavor and here is one
which in screen form compares favorably
with the immensely popular "Penrod and
Sam," by the same author.
"Boy of Mine" appeal can safely be listed
as universal.
Folks with children of their
own ill respond to its delightful psychology,
its intimate view of the "kid" mind, others
recall the scenes of their childhood and sympathize heartily with the pranks and troubles
of little Bill Latimer, and juvenile patrons
hail his impish doings as a slice out of their
present experiences.
Here then, is a picture which c-vers the
entire audience field, something for everybody
There's humor, pathos, a well conto relish.
structed narrative with perfect continuity, excellent acting and flawless direction.
You
can't go far wrong in booking such an attractive combination, which fills the bill for all
classes of theatres.
The story is as strong as it is simple. From
the very outset the spectator feels that genuine atmosphere confronts him, maybe homelike is the better descriptive word, for e'verj-thing seems so delightfully natural. The boy
in church, at the dinner table, is real boy
all the time, he excites your mirth and wins
your sympathy at the same time, there is
laughing gas of irresistable power dispensed
in these and many other humorous situations.
And the heart interest is there in huge
quantities, nothing forced or too sentimental,
but pervading the entire picture with quiet
insistence.
Of course the main theme lies
in the bringing out of that side of life seen
only through a boy's eyes, but the fortunes
of the young married couple are woven so
dexterously into the course of events that,
what comes perilously near being a domestic
tragedy looms up as one of the film's most
appealing assets.
As to the players, too much praise cannot
be given young Ben Alexander for his artistically perfect performance as Bill Latimer.
Rocklifife Fellowes as the youngster's good
pal, Irene Rich, as the mother, contribute
heavily to the feature's dramatic excellence,
nor must Henry B. Walthall's remarkably
fine portrayal of the father "who doesn't
Good
understand his boy," be forgotten.
photography distinguishes the attraction from
!

this picture is

and well directed, there seems little
doubt that it will be popular with audiences
all over the country.
The story is logical,
swift moving, and tense. Every incident, and
there are many which intertwine themselves
through the picture in a way to keep the interest high, is logical and reasonable.
cast,

edy,

THE CAST
Latimer
Dr. Robert Mason
WiUiam Latimer
Ruth Lawnrence
Mrs. Pettis
Junior Pettis

real

Later he escapes, returns to find that he has a five
year old baby, the real culprit confesses to the
crime, and Arthur is exonerated.

^

Authors, Booth
National Photoplay.
Tarkington. Scenario by Hope Loring and
Director, William BcauLouis Lighten.
Length,
dinc.

First

Bill

Arthur

Mark Trevelyan

marries

killed.

By George

'Boy of Mine'

'After the Ball'

'Big Brother'
Paramount Photoplay.

(Connnuedj

that

vertising the picture.
The name itself will,
therefore, put the picture over, since it is
familiar to practically everyone in the counIt is also to be pointed out that there is
nothing cheap about the picture, nor is there
any tawdry sentimentalism.
It is a cleancut story, moving logically forward, without
any artificial attempt to play on the sentiments
of the audience.
There may be some who feel that because
of the name it is a picture which will appeal
only to those who read dime novels, but as
a matter of fact it will appeal to everyone,
because it is a thoroughly human story with
plenty of reality and punch.
The techniaue is good, but there is no
special stress laid on lavish sets or spectacular costuming.
On the other hand the setlings are entirely appropriate, and merely
form a background to a good, swift moving
story.
The acting and the direction are the
highlights, and thev are more than satisfying.
There is no doubt the picture should be exploited from the standpoint of the song, "After the Ball Is Over." explaining carefully
that the story was written by the author of
this song.
It is tied in very nicely with the
picture, so that you cannot go wrong in playing it UT).
In addition you might say that
the cast is unusually good, and that the story
is alive, vivid and thoroughly modern.

start to finish.

In exploiting the picture, play up Booth
Tarkington as today's foremost author in the
depiction of bov life. Also, make it clear that
it is guaranteed to please old and young alike.
If there, are any mother's clubs in your vicinity, see that their officials are aware of the
coming of "Boy of Mine." Go as far as
you like in praising the story's heart interest, its delicious humor, and feature the names
of Ben Alexander. Miss Rich, Messrs. Fellowes and Walthall.

January
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The Old Fool'
Melodrama by J. C.
Berg and Kahlcrt.
E. D.

fabbrini.

Produced bv

Under the Direction of
Released by Hodkinson.

Vcntiirini.

Footage 6,147 Feet.

THE CAST
Granddad

Steele
Steele
Henry Steele
John Steele
Dora Steele

James

Peter

Barbara Tenant
Betty Francisco

Mary Manners
Pete Harkms
Dolores Murphy

BRIEF:

An

hard

very

Ben Hendricks,

Jr.

Louise Fazenda

old

with

Barrows

Henry Hunt
Jimmy Mason
Lloyd Hughes

war veteran

civil

son

his

who

feels

finding- life
that his father
finally finds a
is

an unnecessary burden.
But he
happy refuge with his grandson, John, who takes
his granddad to live with him after he has struck
out for himself and made good.
IS

By Henriette Sloane

TTNDENIABLY

"The Old Fool" is a
splendid picture with real box-office power.
It neither preaches nor moralizes, yet it conveys a real message which has been snugly

away beneath a labyrinth of entertaining incidents which are splendidly knit together, making a wholly charming story that
touches everyone and will be of interest to
old and young alike
tucked

The old folks will be pleased because essentially the story hinges on the status of an
war veteran, but it has sold the young
folks on the fact that they are not portrayed
as a pleasure-loving crowd with no time for
the serious things in life or folks who have

concentrate their efforts toward its success.
Then there are the numerous opportunities
which the title presents.
Any number of
street ballys could be arranged, one for instance being a shabbily dressed, disagreeable
looking man who would walk through the
streets grumbling and shuffling, thus attracting attention.
On him he could wear a sign
reading:
"'The Old Fool,' if he had any
sense he'd be at the....
Theatre now
instead of walking along like this.
Profit
by his foolishness and go to the
this evening."
If there is a coal merchant in your vicinity
you might arrange for a window display in
which he would use posters showing Granddad
sitting in his uninviting attic room.
With this
"If 'The Old Fool' had
should be a sign
made arrangements for his coal before the
cold weather set in he wouldn't be so unhappy now. Don't you make the same mis:

but as a sweet, sympathetic and
understanding group.
The grandson adores the old man and always thinks to consider him first. It is refreshing to get this angle on the younger
l^eneration.
The usual treatment of the rismg generation is anything but flattering, but
at last there has come some one who can
see the other side.
The story has pathos, humor aplenty and
a splendid cast to helpj carry it to success and
with this there is coupled a sweet simplicity
which somehow gets under your skin and
makes you feel that you have stepped
into someone's back porch and are looking in on the episodes of their lives.
The_ love theme, though not the dominant
old,

•

_

_

note,

compelling and

is

and lightness that
ture

is

told with a charm
delightful.
And the picis

saturated with humorous
situations which are heightened by the brilliant interpretation of Louise Fazenda and the
keen appreciation of James Barrows as he relives the part he played in the winning of
the great Civil War.
As a matter of fact.
Barrows has interwoven the comedy with the
pathos so delicately that the audiences will
probably be surprised to find they are crying
almost at the moment they are laughing most
virtually

is

heartily.

In short the picture is one with a genuinely
universal appeal.
Those who like the story
with a heart throb will find plenty of food
for tears, those whose enjoyment is to be

found

amusing

situations will find soon
after the film begins to unwind that there is
humor galore to be found here. For young,
for old, for rich, for poor, the picture will

make

in

appeal felt, for it has incorporated
within itself too essential elements it is human, it is plausable.
The story might be
yours, mine, the-man-next-doors'.
And in addition to all these fine qualities
which should make the picture sell itself,
there is splendid opportunity for exploitation.
Such organizations as the Sons of the
Revolution and Daughters of the Revolution
will undoubtedly jump at the opportunity of
pushing a real American nicture whose story
is
that of so many civil war veterans of
whom there are not too many still surviving.
its

Moreover

—

American Legion will undoubtfilm one well worthv of its
endorsement and backing and they will readily
edlv

find

the
the

Also make
Thea-

Order your coal today.
arrangements to go to the
"
tre and see 'The Old Fool.'
take.

'The Steadfast Heart'
Distinctive Pictures Corporation.

Photoplay
Released by Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
Author, Clarence Buddington Kelland. Director, Sheridan Hall.
Length, 7,012 Feet.

THE CAST
Martha
Lydia
Lydia

THE CAST
Herbert Rawlinson
Ruth Dwyer
Margaret Campbell
Jere Austin
Ralph F. McCullough
woman-hating, serious
his gay roommate to

Gloria Bliss
Laurette Slingsby

Ben

Bliss

Dick Reynolds
BRIEF: Kerry Reynolds,
young man, is advised by

He does so,
a doctor about his health.
sees and is fascinated by a sad-faced damsel, finds
her handbag, is chased by detectives, reaches a
lonely house at night and is compelled to whip ten
men. Later, it transpires that his friends have
hoaxed him, but Kerry gets the girl and all ends
consult

well.

By George

T.

Pardy

NOTHING

better than an ordinary pro"His Mystery Girl,"
gram attraction
which consists principally of a medley of farcical situations huddled around a supposed
plot against a helpless maiden, which turns
out to be a practical joke on the part of
the hero's friends, is not without its amusing
!

But comedy of any sort, whether
of the straight, farcical, or burlesque order,
must possess a slight seasoning of suspense,
if expected to hold an audience's attention
moments.

through

five reels.

The

chief fault of Herbert Rawlinson's
latest vehicle is that it fails in this respect.
You are made fully aware from the beginning that the leading character is the victim
Therefore the girl mystery is
of a jest.
really no mystery at all and whatever happens in the way of wild adventure suffers
from lack of realism. The redeeming features of the production are its zippy, lively
action and the ginger the performers throw
into their work. It may get by in the cheaper
class of theatres.
There is a distinctly

funny touch in the
transformation of Kerry Reynolds
from a sober-minded, prosaic young business
man with a rooted dislike of the feminine
sex, to a chap urged by the spirit of romance
to the performance of valorous deeds.
If it wasn't for the fact that the spectator
knows everything is "fixed" in advance there
would be plenty of thrill in Kerry's escapes
from the law and fiery scrapping against
As it is, his adventures are
heavy odds.
amusing, without being convincing.
The photogranhy throughout is artistic and
pleasing, including a number of well-filmed
sudden

some pretty exteriors and effective
Herbert Rawlinson's name can be
lighting.
played up as giving a bright and forceful
portrayal of Kerry Revnolds, Gloria Bliss,
as the heroine, is appealing and the work of
interiors,

the

cast

as

worth while.

a

whole,

can

be

exploited

as

a

child)

Miriam Battista

Canfield

Marguerite Courtot
Jerry Devine

(later)

Hugh Huntley
William B. Mack
Mario Majeroni

BRIEF: When a boy Angus Burke shoots and
a sherifif who is about to arrest his father.
His mother dies, he is tried for murder, acquitted,
works on the local paper, but prejudice forces him
to leave town.
Twelve years later he returns,
kills

acquires possession of the paper, exposes a plot to
is vindicated and weds his child-

rob the citizens,

hood sweetheart.

By George

FAIRLY

T.

Pardy

good audience

picture.

The

dealing with the juvenile elefar more entertaining than its later
stages, although the idea of so young a lad
being tried for murder seems a trifle farfetched. But up to a certain point, when little
Angus Burke is driven away from town
and his job by the force of antagonistic
public opinion, the story grips and holds the
spectators' attention and interest without a
slack moment.
first

Kerry Reynolds

(as

(later)

Malcolm Crane
Malcolm Crane (later)
Father Malcolm Crane
Dave Wilkins

ment

Author, Marion Orth.
Universal Photoplay.
Director, Robert F. Hill. Scenario by William Wing. Length, 4,487 Feet.

Mary Alden
Joseph Depew
Joseph Striker

Burke

Angus Burke
Angus Burke

A

'His Mystery Girl'

old

grown

(Connnued)

half,

is

After which it isn't quite so convincing
and serves up a lot of conventional melodrama, it being perfectly obvious that the returned hero will play hob with his enemies,
gain social recognition and win the girl he
loves.

However, Angus Burke as a boy sways the
audience's sympathy to such an extent that
the impression thus made persists to some
degree after he appears in the role of a man.
And there is something alluring about a story
of the fight of an underdog against heavy
odds which seldom fails to please on the
screen.
So that, taken on the whole, "The
Steadfast Heart," despite its rather uneven
balance of values, will probably bring satisfactory box-office results in the neighborhood
and smaller houses.
There is too much footage. The film could
be compressed into six instead of seven reels
without interfering with the continuity, and
the action, which drags a bit in the last half,
speeded up considerably thereby.
It is only
fair to state that events crowd into a lively
climax, the auto chase with which the picture terminates being staged with fine effect.

The work of the juvenile actors deserves
the highest praise.
Master Joseph Depew is
particularly good as young Angus, and the
scene in which, goaded by his mother's fears,
he shoots the sheriff, registers the biggest
Mary Alden, as the
thrill in the feature.
mother does some really wonderful acting in
this phase.
The storming of the newspaper
office by an infuriated mob is another strong
situation.

every
is a huge cast in evidence,
of which does well. In fact the excellent acting throughout goes far toward
Joseph
keeping the picture's interest alive.
Striker is( effective in the role of Angus, later
Marguerite Courtot registers exin life.
tremely well as the heroine, Lydia Canfield,
and Mario Majeroni plays the part of the
editor, Dave Wilkins, a good dramatic char-

There

member

acterization.

You can go the limit in praising the smalltown atmosphere. Stress the appeal the story
for the family circle, the admirable
photography, the melodramatic thrills and exploit the strength of the cast, with Marv Alden and Joseph Depew and ""^arprc ite
Courtot as the most important names.

holds
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
'The

Man Life Passed By'

Released and Produced by Metro.
Written
and Directed bv
Victor
S'chertsinger.
Length, 6,308 Feet.

THE CAST
Hope Moore

Jane Novak
Percy Marmont

John Turbin
Joy Moore
Harold Trevis
John's Mother
"Iron Man" Moore

Eva Novak
CuIIen Landis

Lydia Knott
Hobart Bosworth

Paula

Gertrude Short
Ralph E. Bushman

J«"y

HKIEF: Jolm Turbin is robbed oi his invention
Iron Man" Moore.
His mother dies, and his
only friend is Miss Hope, who, unknown to Turbin, is one of Moore's daughters.
Because of her
influence he saves the other daughter, Joy.
Mr
Moore is so grateful that he does the right thing by
Turbin, and the daughter, Hope, and he expresses
by

their

love.

By Helen

TT

Swenson

V.

a well cast, well directed picture. The
J- story, however, will appeal
more to audiences which enjoy the solving of social probkms than to those who like fast movement,
action and thrills.
The acting of Percy Marmont alone should
carry the picture, which is never dull or
uninteresting.
Yet there are many motion
picture goers who will find it on a whole a
little heavy, a trifle too tense.
In playing up the name of Percy Marmont
for exploitation, mention might also be made
of the faet that the star won great praise for
his work in "If Winter Comes."
Such questions as "Should not the law protect inventors?" would attract the interest of political
organizations and the like.
The most pleasing element of the picture
is
the acting.
The more tensely dramatic
work of Percy Marmont is relieved by Eva
Novak's
bright
personality.
Settlement
workers will be pleased to see the good influence exercised by the Mission House in
the slums.
The best exploitation lies in the name of
the star.
In addition it might be well to
symbolize "life" as a beautiful woman, and
to play her up in large photographs and cutis

outs.

The result is a picture which
the Canyon."
does not scale above the average in entertainment values. Whatever drawing power it
may develop must be attributed solely to its
spectacular lure, scenic beauty and luxurious interiors, showing wild jazz parties, with
a display of feminine gowns in the latest fashions, which ought to please the women folks.
But the story is a weak factor. It travels
along a well-worn groove, with only a few
spurts of originality to redeem its obvious
trend.
If it wasn't for the speedy action,
as materialized in the social festivities, where
flappers dance madly and nobody ever seems
to go to bed, and the rough stuff staged in
Arizona, the feature would bore nine out
of ten spectators.

As it is, the production just about manOne of the bright spots,
ages to "get by."
from a melodramatic viewpoint, is the savage, walloping, go-as-you-please scrap between Richard Dix, as the hero, and Noah
Beery, the tough guy of the narrative, with
This
a terrific sandstorm for background.
is a genuinely realistic situation and speeds
matters up considerably at a juncture when
the action is slowing a little.
Richard Dix gives a well balanced, forcible
performance as Glenn Kilbourne and Lois
Wilson, always charming, is an exceedingly
Marjorie Daw is parfascinating heroine.
ticularly good in the role of the ranch girl,
Flo Hutter and the support is adequate.
You can exploit this as half Western, half
society entertainment, lavishly produced, beautifully photographed.

'South Sea Love'
Photoplay.
Faiinv Hatton.

Fo.r

Director,
Feet.

THE CAST
Dolores Med'na
Gerald Wilton
Manuel Salarna

Richard Dix
Lois Wilson
Mariorie Daw

Noah Beery

Larry

Morrison
Hutter
Mrs. Hutter

Ricardo

Tom

Aunt Mary

Huntley
Leighton

Helen

Glenn Kilbourne comes back
World War. His fiancee, Carlfv Burrh

m

Cortex

Fred
Lillian

BRIEF:

social gaiety.
Carley visits him,
and returns to the

He

goes

but

finds

city.

West

for

the

West

Glenn

is

Dunbar

from

the

ahso'-Kp
health.
I

his

rough
nursed back to
too

health by Flo Hutter, a ranch girl.
Out of gratitude he proposes marriage. On the wedding day
Carley reappears.
Flo realizes that
Glenn still
loves Carley, leaves the church and jciins a former
suitor.
Carley and Glenn are left free to wed.

By George

T.

Pardy

TTIGHLY

ornamental settings and artistic
photography distinguish this production,
which ofi^ers a study m contrasts between East
and West, very much to the credit of the latter

locale.

Whenever

Shirley
J.

Captain

.

Inn Keeper
Stubbs

.

('ai)taiii

British
dies,

Mason

Frank Glendon

Francis

Maria

Medina

THE CAST
Carley Burch
Flo Hutter
Haze Ruff

Frederick and
David Solomon.

McDonald

Lillian Nicholson
Charles A. Sellon
Kred Lancaster
Robert Conville

Medina's daughter, Dolores, meets
.iboard

trader,

Wilton having

her

father's
ship.
n'omised to take care

Dolores.
Learning that Wilton is married, the
girl runs away and becomes a dancer in a tropical
His wife's death leaves Wilton free to rejoin
cafe.
Dolores.
He finds her, is repulsed, but when her
father's friends combine to hang him, Dolores saves
his life and they are reconciled.

of

Photoplay.
Author, Zane Gray.
Victor Fleming.
Length, 6,890

Glenn Kilbourne

.Authors,
Director,

4,168 Feet.

Lciir/lh.

Wilton,

Pammount

a

director starts in
to handle this sort of plot material, it is a
foregone conclusion that he will play up sections of the U. S. popularity known as "the
great open spaces," or sometimes, "God's
country,'' at the expense of the poor old "big
city" neighborhood, where vice stalks ram-

pant and virtue is given the worst of it by
the canny scenario experts.
This is a familiar formula and it has been
faithfully followed in filming "The Call of

'Her Temporary Husband'
First National Photoplay.
Author, F. McGreiv Willis. Director, John F. Mc Derrnott.
Length, 6,723 Feet.

THE CAST
Owen Moore

Thomas Burton
Judd
Blanche Ingram
John Ing am
Clarence Topping
Conrad Jcsjer
Hector
Larry

Sidney Chaplin

Breamer

Sylvia

TuUy Marshall
Charles Gerrard
George Cooper
Chuck Reisner
John Patrick

BRIEF: Blanche Ingram must marry within
twenty -four hours or lose a fortune. She arranges
to wed an old man who cannot live long.
Wealthy
Tom Burton, in love with Blanche, disguises himself
as the elderly invalid and marries her.
The real old
man's secretary, with the aid of underworld thugs,
plans to kill him.
Burton's valet, Judd, disguised
as his master, sends a radio call for help to the
army, navy, police. Elks and other organizations.
They all respond, the gang is captured and Burton
accepted as a permanent instead of temporary husband.

By George
A S

a

T.

Pardy

sure-fire laugh producer

porary Husband" belongs

"Her Tem-

the 100 per
rollicking
mixture of
farce comedy and slapstick, as funny as they
make 'em, the sort of thing which will drive
away the blues and keep any audience in good
humor. Owners of big and little theatres
can book this filin and have perfect confidence in its ability to amuse patrons and
swell their box-office receipts.
cent,

class.

Right
gives

a

It's

from

fruitful

in

its opening stage the picture
promise of the merriment to

come, putting the spectators

BRIEF:

'The Call of the Canyon'

(Continued)

By George T. Pardy
/^UT.SIDE of the pretty star's
'-'ing and

clever act-

photographic excellence "South
Sea Love" has little to otter m the line of
entertainment values. It may get by as a program attraction, but excepting in localities
where Shirley Mason is a pronounced favorite its box office value seems a bit doubtful.

Pictorially

it

pleasing.
There are
shots, fine close-ups and

is

glowing tropical backgrounds, all of which
have a strong atmospheric appeal.
But so many South Sea romances, good, bad
and indifferent, have been utilized in the past
for screen purposes that nowadays one with
an original slant seldom makes its appearance.
Yet the title is not without drawing possibilities,

carrying as

romance and

tropical

it

The odd thing about the picture is that although the plot is wildly absurd it carries a
sense of conviction.
You know in your heart
the

story

away from

does a suggestion of
The best scene

color.

in the picture is the storm at sea, which is
depicted with startling effect by the camera,
and stands out as an exceptionally fine bit
of realism.
It is Old Ocean in a rare fit
of fury, tossing the helpless vessel about on
the crests of angry, sweeping waves, a conflict of the elements which leaves a lasting
impression en the spectator. The star shines
forth as the one best bet in exploiting the feature.
Play up Shirley Mason, dwell on the
scenic beauty of the film, but do not promise
wonders as regards the story.

is

the

impossible,
but
feeling that it

get
actually

can't
is

That's because "Her Temporary
to a degree seldom found in productions of this type, due
to skilled direction and the fine work of an

happening.

Husband" develops suspense

excellent cast.

Owen Moore and

Sidney

Chaplin

carry

the former making a ten-strike score in the part of Thomas
Burton, while Chaplin's powers as an expert
master of clever pantomime have never been
displayed to such good advantage as in his
portrayal of the valet, with a penchant for
strong liquors, who has an active hand in all
Blanche Ingram, as
the mischief going on.
played by Sylvia Breamer, is a pleasing characterization and Tully Marshall contributes
generally to the fun as old John Ingram.
The subtitles are terse, witty, and aid
greatly in developing the jovial atmosphere
Among the best of the many
of the film.
side-splitting situations is the radio call for
help which brings the police, army, navy.
Elks, mailmen and other uniformed bodies
rushing to the hero and heroine's assistance.
There is some effective trick photography,
many pleasing exteriors and interiors are in
evidence and clear, distinct lighting governs
the entire production.
The title possesses good drawing possioff the chief

its

some colorful marine

in a mirthfully
receptive mood.
And, what is still better', it
gives full value for admission money
bv
keeping them in that frame of mind afl
through the seven reels. Many a farce starts
off hilariously and slumps badly before
it
has gone the distance. This doesn't. It's a
comic scream from beginning to end, ablaze
with action and firing off red-hot humorous
Ihots that hit the mark every time.

comedy honors,

A

street ballyhoo might be arranged
with an elderly, bearded man sitting in a wheel
chair, bearing the inscription "I'm the 'Temporary Husband' just married at the B
Theatre." Play up Sidney Chaplin and Owen
bilities.

Moore in the advertising and bill the picture
as one of the most amusing farces in screen
Because of the call for help by
history.
radio, a tie-up with radio shops is suggested.
•

—

!
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B

Thomas Meighan

Barrymore has been engaged

LroNEL

to

^lay the part of Walter Butler in the forthcoming D. W. Griffith production. "America."
It was some ten years ago in the old Biograph days that he became a member of the
stock company organized by Griffith, thus
beginning his screen career.
Perer Burke plays the young and handsome leading man, opposite Jane Novak in
"The Lullabv."

C

Mary
"On

who

Carr,

plays the leading role in

Banks of the Wabash," the Vita-

the

,^raph special, has purchased a home in Hollywood, and wath her six children and Father

Carr will

there.

live

Dana

Collins who will play
ing role in "Rose of the Ghetto,"
Neill Production released by
a
Grand-Asher. was boxing instructor at the Colorado University, at
•ne time. In the picture is an exciting fight

lead-

a

cabled

Henry King

(di-

recting a picture in Italy) "Your son made
screen debut doubling for me."
The baby
appears in "Pied Piper Malone," as young
Jack Malone, the role which Meighan has in
the story.
Booth Tarkington is in the East
taking an active part in editing and retitling

Kate Price

has been added to the cast of
Sheriff of Tombstone" the third picture of the Fred Thomson series of Westerns
that Monogram Pictures Corporation is releasing on the State Right basis.
AiLEEN Pringle, Goldwyn film beauty, will
bring the Tiger Skin into prominence again as

"The

'The Lady'

his story.

May McAvoy

girl.

the Keith Circuit.

Kathryn

McQiTiRE
Buster Keaton in "The
ceeds

"Our

R
is

S
Gloria Swaxso.v does an apache dance

play

"opposito
Misfit," which sucHospitality."
Marion Harlan,
will

Her partner, Aurelio
Studios.
Coccia, introduced the dance in
this country and for the last ten
years has been dancing it on the
variety stage.
Blanche Sweet scored such a
success in "Anna Christie," that
Ince lost no time in signing her
for another special, "Those Who
Dance." Lambert Hillyer is directing her in this.
Milton Sills, playing opposite
Anna Q. Nilsson, in Richard
Richard Walton Tully's "Flowing
Gold," resigned a fellowship in
nhilosophy to go on the stage.
Joseph Schildkraut will be
seen as a French spy in Norma
Talmadge's next vehicle entitled
"The Song of Love."
Gustav Seyffertitz will be seen
shortly in an important role with

,

"On

Time."
original

the
legitimate,

Dulcy of the

is

going

into the movies, and with her, go
her arms like the Venus de Milo's.

Pauline Frederick, who plays
lead in "Let Not Man Put

the

Asunder,"

is

become a

to

director.

G
Pauline Garon
leading
Burr's

n®w

feminine

"The

play

will

part

in

Average

the
C.

C.

Woman,"

Marion

in production.

H
with Richard Talmadge.

It is be-

"On Time."
JoyCi:

other
legitimate
luminary
threatens to invade the screen.

branches

an-

is

who

Kenvon

featured

which

recently,
film

regular

Great White
Cosmopolitan will

T

in

James

Rennie,
Montagu Love,

Constance

Edmund

Breese,
Naomi
Childers,
Burr
Mcintosh,
and
»ither
favorites also play.
She
will not appear in another picture
for some time to come as she is
appearing in a stage play "The
Gift."

Hazel Keener, Fred Thomson's

\y

i

1

Marjorie Rambeau starred on the

NOT A FISH STORY!
Even though Viola Dana has

a skeptical look on her face she is only being
given a bit of motherly advice by her faithful maid
Mrs. Van. Metro's tiny
star has just completed "The Social Code," adapted for the sere en from Rita
Weiman's story "To
It May Concern."

Whom

L
Bert Lytell and Montagu Love are

to be

They

are on location in Biskra, Algeria, and will soon go to beloved Paris, where
work on "A Son of Sahara" will continue,
under the direction of Edwin Carewe.
Josephine Lovett who wrote the scenario
for "The Enchanted Cottage," adaptation of
Sir Arthur Pinero's play, and who in private life is Mrs. John S. Robertson says that
Mr, Robertson has enjoyed the making of
this picture with Richard Barthlemess and
May McAvoy more than any other production he has made since "Sentimental Tommy."

M
ilAHY Beth Milford has left Irvin Berlirt's "Music Box
Revue" flat and gone out
to the Coast to star for F. B. O.

Talmadge

again have Jack Muihall as leading man in her I'.ew starring vehicle "The Goldfish." an adaptation from a French play, in which

leading lady in his western series
bearing the Menogram imprint, declined to
rqjresent Los Angeles in the National beauty
She had an
contest held in New York City.
excellent alibi-work.

envied

a

soon present.
is

C. C. Burr's "Restless Wives," in

which

as

"The

in

satellite

Way,"

K
Doris

match

International
out

J

Peggy Hopkins

"Yolande,"

in

"go
is no longer necessary t©
it
West."
Earl Sande, America's premier
jockey who brought Zev home a
winner over Papyrus in the great

playing in a thrill-drama

ing produced by Truart, under the
title

Davies

filmed in the East, which proves
that young man's contention, that

Stuart Holmes, our erstwhile
villain, is

in

"The Humming Bird," now being filmed at
the Famous Players Long Island

D

F
Lynn Foxtanne,

But not to
associated with

usually

role

reported that Theodore Roberts is
seriously ill at Pittsburgh, where he has been
playing during a vaudeville engagement on
It

scene.

in his thrill-drama,

"Three Weeks."

the vamp
tiger skins

play

BiLLiE Dove, recent bride, plays
the feminine lead with Richard

Talmadge

in

and Dick Barthelmess are
at present experimenting with grease paint
to appear sufficiently ugly and drab for their
parts in "The Enchanted Cottage."
Dick
plays the part of a crippled war veteran, and
May that of a plain, unhandsome English

speaking stage.

Norma Talmadge's
been

former leading
in

woman

Hollywood

due

is

to

confined to her home
a serious attack of

tonsilitis.

N
Nita Naldi's

latest starring vehicle,

"Don't

Call It Love," an adaptation of Street's novel
and stage success, "Rita Coventry," has its
premiere at the Rivoli, New York, December
23rd.

Pat O'Malley was selected by Laurette
Taylor as her leading man in "Happiness,"
now in production. His most recent characterization

in

"The

\'irginian"

will

long

be remembered.

P
Baby Peggy

to be supported by no less
a star than Hobart Bosworth in her new picIrene Rich will
ture, "Captain January."
play her aunt, Harry T. Morey the heavy
and Lincoln Stedman also plays with her.

next First

which will be
released sometime in January has
picture,

National

definitely

titled

"The Song

Love" instead of "Dust of Desire."
William Tilden, world's tennis champion,
recommended himself to Rupert Hughes for
appearance in his next picture, as very good
of

at

raising

a

racquet.

V
Alberta \'aughn, of Mack Sennett Com-

edv fame, has been selected
play the lead in the

.by

new Witwer

F. B. O. to
series,

"The

Telephone Girl," based on the stories appearing in Cosmopolitan Magazine.

W

Windsor

on location in
still
Biskra, Algeria, where exteriors of "A Son
of the Sahara," are being shot. From there
the whole cast goes to Paris where the Eclair
studio will be used.

Claire

is

Rover

— "Do
—

you

is

know

anybody

has a horse for sale?"
Drover I reckon Hank Betters has.
sold him one vesterday. Film Fan.

who
I

The ^Big^ Little Feattire
Lee Moran

to Direct

New

Cameo Comedies
Lee Moran, one of the best known comeof the screen, has been signed by

dians

Cameo Comedies

as director for that popular brand of single reel comedies. His engagement as director closely follows his

appearance in two Educational Mermaid
"The Busher" and "Uncle
Comedies,
Sam." Mr. Moran has previously directed
comedies, but always in make-up, when he
directed and acted the comedy lead at the
same time. The first comedy he will
direct, in which he does not play the leading part, will be "Here and There," with
Cliff Bowes, Virginia Vance and Sid Smith
the leading roles.

in

Get Christie Comedies
of the well known theatre circuits
of the United States have booked the newest series of Christie Comedies beginning
with "Navy Blues," according to Educational Film Exchanges, distributing these
comedies for the United States and Cana-

Most

da.

Among

the big circuits in the list are
Company of America for
the Stanley
Philadelphia; Loew's New York Theatres;
Loew's Ohio Theatres for Cleveland: Balaban and Katz for Chicago; A. H. Blank
Enterprises for certain cities in the midWest; the Rothschild interests in San
Francisco; Jensen and von Herberg in the

Northwest; Saenger Amusement Company
New Orleans and vicinity, and Famous
Players Canadian Corporation for leading
cities in Canada.
for

Fox

Special Educational

The Fox Film Corporation is putting out
a new novelty film entitled "Frogland." It
be

released

educational
the
Russian Art Society of Paris and purchased by Fox for distribution. The story
is based on one of La Fontaine's fables;
the actors are all frogs made of clay and
they perform through the animated clay
idea— effectively manipulated.
will

on January

20.

as

It

a

special

was produced by

'Two Wagons

— Both

Covered'

—Pathe

Funny travesty
2 reels
This is a screen burlesque of "The Covered

Wagon."

Much

of the highlights of the ac-

and atmosphere of the original is retained in this parody version.
Will Rogers
is the star, appearing in the dual role of Joe
Jackson and Bill Bunion. In both of these
parts, Rogers renders a highly amusing burlesque characterization of the roles played by
Ernest Torrence and J. Warren Kerrigan in
tion

As

the
uncouth, hardy,
"tobacco chawing" scout Rogers is particuThere are some original
effective.
larly
twists given to the incident of the original.
For example, in "The Covered Wagon" the
youngster who is given the privilege of start!"
ing the great convoy on its "Westward Ho
march is an adept banjo player; in the trathe original story.

vesty version, the banjo is replaced by an upto-date saxophone. The parody is chock full
of incidents and amusing situations, which
in most cases get their start from certain
phases of action in the original. The fording of the river by horses and wagons with
Rojers in a bathing suit astride a horse is
one of the funniest bits in the whole piece.
This ought to furnish plenty of entertainment to any type of audience.

'My Friend'

—Educational

Excellent

2

Educational of Hamilton's.
in this new
From the opening scene when he starts
to look for work to the last fadeout, one
ludicrous siuation follows the other in rapid
succession and they are made more hum6i-ous by Hamilton's particular technique.
The major part of the film is taken up
by a ballroom scene where Hamilton as
a war hero is asked to a birthday party
He finds great
by his former officer.
difficulty in controlling the "soup and fish"
accouterments. And again when he takes
pity on a stray dog and is swamped by an
avalanche of dogs descended upon him
hoping for the same kind treatment the
All
of which
comedy touch is good.

There's thrilling action aplenty in "Wild and Wooly," the first of a series of Grantland Rice
Sportlight pictures, released by Pathe.
Nothing faked here, just everyday routine of the
West that is still wild and wooly.

is

a

— Universal

different

1

reel

A

subject that has a sincere heart interest,
and not the usual boy-and-girl romance make this an interesting picture to
watch. It concerns an outlaw who returns
to his home town in time to rescue his
daughter from a tragic marriage to the
local bootlegger.
His daughter does not
know him thinks her father either dead
or jailed somewhere and resents his interference.
It is done in a simple manner
without any mad dashes or gunplay, nor
too much dwelling upon the villain's part.

—

'The Reverse of the Medal'

—Klein

Dramatic

reels

2

That

English topic, the love of
father and son but the stronger sense of
duty to one's country is the theme of this
quality play produced by Gaumont Co.,
typical

and distributed

Ltd.,

in

by E.

the- States

Klein Co. It is interesting in that it depicts
the inside workings of the war office.
Clive Brook is a suave, competent actor
and very handsome, which will appeal to
the feminine contingent.
You know best

whether a

film treating of the

war would

be well received by your audience and
so, this can be recommended as good.

'At

r;els

Lloyd Hamilton has made a name for
himself that is well deserved. His comedy
That knowledge of human nais delicious.
ture that Chaplin knows so well is evidenl

doesn't sound funny in the telling but
one-hundred percent laugh-getter.

'The Last Outlaw'
Something

A

new

Sight'— Pathe

First

star

I

"At First Sight" introduces a
Charley Chase.

if

We

new

rec!

star,

understand from Pathe

that he will be featured in a series of onereelers from the Hal Roach studios.
In his
current vehicle he certainly makes an auspicious start.
He has a pleasing screen personality, is a dapper dresser in cutaway coat
and top hat, and in addition shows every evidence of possessing genuine comedy talent.

Blanche Mehaffey appears opposite Chase
as his sweetheart.
Another loving couple
are played by Lyle Tayo and Westcott
B.
Clarke.
Charley's boss suspects there is a
love affair between his fiancee and his handsome young assistant. As a matter of fact
Charley is really in love with Blanche, who
happens to be "French maid" to the boss'
fiancee.
Circumstances confirm the boss' suspicions and events move steadily towards a
tragic end when a twist of affairs resolves
the situation into its true light.

'The Spider'

—Educational
3 reels

ilicroscopic subject

Much

has been said concerning these
miscrocopic subjects, the method of photoIt ha*^
graphing which Tolhurst invented.
been previously noted in these columns
that a magazine devoted to new inventions

gave the subject a two page write-up, lauding the inventor and the quality entertain-

ment

The Town Hall

supplied.

in

New

York, where the select pictures of the
month are run before a chosen few, picked
this short subject to run at the time of

Need
showing of "Anna Christie."
more be said? Suffice to say that eacli
new subject is given the same entertainthe

treatment

given

to the first of the
especially interestinghighlight is a magnified reel upon which
Mrs. Spider has spun 280 feet of unbroken

ing

series

"The Ant."

silk in less

An

than two minutes.

ILttMotMm
^ut^sunbcr

—

—
January

1924

5,
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'Ten Dollars or Ten Days'
Turpin

— Pathe

good vehicle

in

2 reels

"Ten Dollars or Ten Days" is just the
type of comedy in which Turpin gets over
best
a maze of trouble in which a pretty
:

very much involved and Turpin wantvery much to play the gallant, despite
his cross-orbed features, officiating as the
hero who is ready to sacrifice all to save the
girl he loves.
The villain, in the person of
Harry Gribbon, steals the firm's money
and allows the girl to be arrested for the
crime.
But Turpin is on the job and
promptly pays the girl's fine.
There is
plenty of laughable incidents and amusing
girl is

ing

around

situations built

this story,

and some

decidedly original touches are incorporated
in the action.
Irene Lentz appears as the
beautiful cashier of the plot. Jack Richardson and Budd Ross also play prominent
parts in the supporting cast.
Altogether
a lively comedy with a generous measure
of laughs and a type of role that fits Turpin to a nicety.

'That Kid From Madrid'—Universal
2 reels
New Witwer
Judging from this new "Leather Pusher"

SOFT MUSIC PROFESSOR

be as popular as the preof these new tales,
ceding
Billy Sullivan, combines a likeable screen
series they will

personality, good looks, and an excellent
ring.
His glove work
carriage in the
before the camera has the ear-marks of an
honest-to-goodness prize fighter. He is like
lightning on his feet, and the blocks, feints,
and punches are all there. It starts with
the anneuncement that Reginald Denny, as
Kid Roberts, has retired from the ring and
.then the subsequent discovery of a cham.pion is revealed, in the person of a young
kid from a lumber camp, who knocks out
a restaurant bouncer in a fight. The only
girl appearing in the film is not featured
and is shown for but a moment when a
contender for the title is knocked through
the ropes and prefers resting in her lap to
getting back in the ring.

'The Stickleback'—Edw. L. Klein
Nature study

1

This film

reel

made through

the auspices
of the British National Museum and concerns the life of the male "tiddler," or
more properly, the stickleback. When the
is

photography

mean

that

is

that

recommended we do not
is all to recommend
we

—

mention

it simply because of the difficulty
natural to photographing through water.
The stickleback is shown building the
nest, enticing the females to lay their eggs
there, hatching them himself, and then
carefully guarding the young ones till they
are able to take care of themselves. So

now we know why

Lots

of

they say "poor

'Em Cowboy'

'Ride

fish."

—Educational

action

2

The opening

title,

"Way

reels

West in
man's a man

out

the vast open spaces where a
and the women are better than that," tells
the story.
Bobby Vernon is something

new
does
Ford.

and

the

in
all

his

—

his

And

For hound-dawgs cannot enter gilded mansions, so dog and master must bid each other a sad farewellFrom the Educational-Juvenile Comedy, "Over the Fence," directed by Earl Montgomery.

The hero

series.

way

of a western hero as he
fighting from an armoured

overpowers the villain
murderous gang by giving them
finally

gas and then more gas till they must
needs abandon their stronghold and Gatlin' gun.
Whereupon our hero rescues the
heroine and returns her to her father.

NEWS REELS TOLD
—

FOX

Filipino arrives to
Vol. 5 No. 23
claim Oklahoma inheritance Girl's rifle
Mrs. and
five
practice in Oakland, Gal.
little chows at Indianapolis
Sydney, Australia Zoo
Battleships scrapped at Ports-

—

—
—

—

—

mouth, Eng. Trained field mice
France sends cruiser Jeanne

hai

—

Panama
tieth

ton,

— Tabby

at
of

anniversary
D. G.

FOX

Vol.

d'

ShangArc to

—

Youngstown TwenAviation at Washing-

22— Republican

Nat'l

in

flyer

S.

in

Hershey,

who gave

$60,000,000 to orphan

school.

INTERNATIONAL

No. 1— President's
family spend Christmas aboard Mayflower;
John Coolidge, son, hears "inside dope";
Secretary of Labor Davis plays Santa to
Orphans Arcadia, Gal. college boys build
and fly new glider America's Olympic
Skating Team Harvard huskies getting
ready for the Pi Eta's annual show Los
Angeles method of getting rid of used
cars
Pure white turkeys allowed to live
Racing at Tia Juana, Mexico -Coast Guard
of Boston
capture Christmas "rum-runners" Fort Sheridan, Indianapolis, Master
Sergeant Woodfill, mustered out after 22
years of service Leviathan aground
on
reef; Justice Johnson aboard, also Hughey
Jennings and John McGraw.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

PATHE No. 103— Barcelona, SpainSpanish King given reception on return;
Los Angeles, Gal. Child acrobat Athens,
Greece King George ordered to leave
Greece; New York City Former Mrs.
Enrico Caruso returns from honeymoon;
New York City Four years in bed with
broken back, Nellie Revell writes book;
Cleveland, Ohio Cleveland to have first
Presidential Convention since 1864; Rome,
Italy
Disastrous floods A decade of reel
history, presents a graphic record of the

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

decade's greatest events.

PATHE

No.

—

—

pion prepares for Olympic Games.

KINOGRAMS,

104— Columbia University

Sophs and Freshies battle in stiff annual
class rush; Leviathan runs onto mud bank
in thick fog; Stockton, Cal.
Novel "sub-

—

No. 2313— Dayton,

O

aeronautics gather to honor first
flight of Wright Brothers, 20 years agor

— Passion Players arrive N.
Y. G. — Polish Gen. Haller reviews West
Point
cadets — Pres.
Obregon mobilizes
army — Former U.
runs pig farm
France— Caterpillar tractor cuts way
through forests — Display of furs — Junior
yachtsmen race — Cat
acrobatics — Milton
Committee

home and

'

—

Leaders
No.

5

at

IN BRIEF

Happj^
marine" gun-tractor exhibited;
Holidays; Atlanta, Ga. Dare-devil JohnnyReynolds performs stunts atop skyscraper;
unique
Indies Unusual and
Java, East
pictures as Tribal chiefs gather for the
Annual Festival of the Seasons; Pittsfield,
Mass. Charles Jewstraw ice-skating cham-

in

Athens— King and Queen go

New York — Side

of

Gaynor, torn out
Society

gathers

—

into
boat.

ferry

in collision;

charity

for
of

exile;

Mayor

New York
Mah Jongg;

Widow
Caruso marries Capt.
Ingram; New York Felines gather at
Waldorf; Newark—$50,000 worth of holiday cheer is poured out; Oxford, Eng.
London

—

Crews begin training

for

—

spring

races;

Cambridge, Mass. Test pep of school
girls;
Sacramento, Cal. Bear barbecue
brings back memories of '49.
KINOGRAMS No. 2314— New York—
harbor
in
S. S. Leviathan goes aground
mud, celebrities on board; Washington
President Coolidge looks over plans for
Lincoln memorial bridge; Petaluma, Cal.
Santa Claus visits egg farm; New York
Santa visits Wall street; Southampton,
Eng. Party for children aboard Steamer
Leviathan; New York Frank B. Kellogg,
ambassador to England, sails; Los An-

—

—

—

—
—
—

Used autos sent to bonfire; Juarez,
Mex. Federal troops to resist rebels;
American skaters in Olympic tryout;
Boston Old style horse drawn fire equipment; Newark, N. J. Last fire horse gives

geles

—

sad farewell.

INTERNATIONAL

104

—

King

deposed and exited
Baltimore Zoo presented with cubs Lawrence Sperry lost in channel flight Rome,
Last of
Italy, menaced by record floods

George

of Greece

—
—
—

quit Rhine— Mustapha Kemal reTurkey to power Lloyd George's
America reviewed World of
visit
to
Sport, Jack Dempsey; Helen Wills, 17 yr.
old Tennis Queen; Zev Aeronautics, ZR
Shenandoah In Memoriam,
1, now the
Sarah Bernhardt joins Immortals; America
mourns President Harding; Coolidge

Yanks
stores

—

—

—
—

Year's Calamities, Biggest fire at Berkeley,
Calif.; Vesuvius again spreads terror; Mt.
Etna's erruption; Locust plague in South
Tokyo iij
earthquake;
Africa; Japanese
flames and disaster.
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Merry-Go-Eound Lobby ology

Offers Smart Dress

Inviting theatre dress on the outside of the house is the first impression the passerby gets that there
ivorth while show going on inside.
Universal' s popular feature lends itself ably to a lobby display
that makes the curious onlooker want to see what all the shooting's about

is

a

January

5,

29
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SHOWMANSHIP
Problem

Business
Solvino;
o the More-and-Better
The Presentation s the Thing, Not Only in the Show, But
House Appearance, Advertising and Spirit

WAY
spare

back

when

Bill

few

like
inconveniences
hard wooden benches, a leaky roof or no
They believea with Bill that "The
heat.
and that nothing else
the thing"
play's
But those days have gone
mattered.
forever and today it's not so much the

didn't

mind

a

the presentation.
For instance. Years ago, large and
small banking institutions all over
America conceived the idea that the
impression to convey in their dealings
with the public should be one of
grandeur, power and substantiality.
So, they built huge temples, great
play as

if

is

marble structures and spei-it enormous
sums to create about themselves an
atmosphere of aloofness. They thought
that to the poor mere mortal who
ventured through the great iron gates
come some realization of
would
tremendous
resources
and
the mere mortal was
supposed to fall prostrate at the desk
of the forty-second assistant vice-president and beg him to accept his earnings of a life time.
This was all very well. The public
did begin to look upon the bank with
the largest and most imposing building as the strongest bank. The banks
soon found that the average man
would just as soon, if not rather, put
his money in a bank just a little less
strong but a good deal more friendly.
And so, in th'e end, the banks tried to
create a spirit of friendliness between
themselves and their clientele. Every
effort was made to convince the pubHe that behind the bars, sitting in
little
iron cages, were men whose
anxiety to help the public was wonderful.
It was
soon found that a
campaign of friendship instead of
impressiveness, was vastly important
and successful.
What the banks
finally built for themselves was good
will, the greatest asset any company
can have.
This same condition has arisen in every
large industry.
For instance, at the time
of the automobile slump when practically
all of the manufacturers ceased advertising, the Dodge Brothers Company cut out
all but bill board advertising.
And, because of the fact that they concentrated
the public's attention on one and only one
idea at i time, they found that in spite
of the decreased appropriation, their business increased.'
Their billboards were
simple, containing, as a usual thing only
two or three words as "A good name."
It is now time for every exhibitor to
ccmsider with the utmost care, not only
the g-eneral business policy he will adopt
but also the details of showmanship that
hare come to be so important.
good
policy doesn't grow on every other tree;
it
isn't a blind guess.
It is a scientific
sf>l«tion
of a business problem and is

boundless
strength.

By

Shakespeare

was "knocking 'em dead" and a
good sized barn was used during its
moments for a theatre, the audiences

Then

A

F.

HEATH COBB

based entirely upon what has happened in
the motion picture field and in other sucis

so large that

one exhibitor cannot even attempt to understand or solve the problems which
arise.
He cannot hope to profit by the
experience of others unless

him by

a

body

of

seemed
in

the

in

to

now

city

president

the

of

Angellus

the

Marshmallow Company and has

industries.
scope of the thing

The

find was the
where the most people
have the most time. This man

words, what he wanted to
place

cessful

in

it

is

retailed to

competent men.

Thus,

a controlling interest in Crackerjack.
Suppose this
man had used the same plan in establishing a motion picture house. Would it Mst
have been just as sound?
Another. The Truly W"arner hat stores
are among the best known in America.
Yet a few years ago, they were just
as many, as big and as attractive and

—

were

they

comparatively

unknown.

They gained

their popularity through
the foresightedhess of a man who made
each store identical with the others.

Each

had the same Stratford
same displays and the same
design.
What owner of a string of
theatres could not profit by this exstore

front, the

Conditions That Lead to
Success or Failure

J^VERY

ample?

When the Sullivan and Considine
Vaudeville Circuit was in the height of
its
power, there was a man in the
organization who had a peculiar geniAlthough he didn't know all of
us.

industry has a condition
condition that
peculiar to itself.
leads to success. Or a condition that

means

A

the technicalities of the

failure.

The motion

picture industry

is

exception to this rule. Or more expUcitly, the field of theatre ownership

theatre in their circuit
his business to increase the
business of every one of them.
This
is how he did it in one case.

show^man's
incisive

problem.

If

and comprehen-

analysis of the elements that
influence the success of your business,
read Mr. Cobb's expert treatment of
this important subject.

sive

many

of the principles valuable to banking,
etc., may easily be just as
valuable to the showman, yet until now he
has had no access to them.

manufacturing,

THE

Exhibitors Trade Review has a
men,

who

will

staff

analyze his

business,
discover his mistakes and point the way to
greater success and more satisfactory business,
of

constructive methods.
These men have at their finger tips, not
only their own experience but the accumulated experience of others who have in
their
success left mileposts which will
point the way to the same end for others.
For example. There is a man, a Greek,
who came to the United States with very
also,

little

but

to

money. He bought a peanut wagon,
most peanut vendors, he first

unlike

went about the streets to discover the
place or corner by which the most people
passed

at

the

slowest

pace.

In

other

it

was

In Kansas City there was a house
which was well built, stood on the
busiest street in the city and played
good shows. Yet the business it did
was not in proportion to its position
The man
and natural advantages.
looked at it and noticed that although
it had an attractive lobby, it could not
be seen from the street because the
entrance was much more narrow than
Also, there were three
the interior.
steps which led into the lobby frowi

things responsible for the success or
failure of various enterprises.
Each instance is a case in point
that can be pertinently applied to each

you want an

business,

every

visiting

and

and management.
In the accompanying article, Mr.
Cobb has gone right to the heart of

individual

show

he knew a great deal that was closely
allied to it.
This man was used by
S. and C. to travel about the countr>^

no

the street.

The man substituted a gradual slope
steps and widened tiic
for the three
entrance so that it equalled the greatFrom that time on,
est width of the lobby.
this house has played to capacity.
In Chicago there is a theatre on Clark
Street, called George M. Cohan's Grand.
It is a most unattractive place, old and
Yet the best shows played
poorly built.
Its success was
there with great success.
entirely due to a doorman who had kept
his position there for thirty or forty years.
made it his business to make everyone

He

as

happy and as comfortable

He engaged

as possible.

conversation
and told them how much they were goConsequently, they
ing to like the show.
When the old
did and they came again.
man died, they tried to make other shows
go, but all failed and now they are going
to tear down the house and perhaps erect
the

patrons

in

—

a

new

one.

Such things build good will for a theatre.
Even though a show may be l)ad, it w3l
not effect the next one.
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KEITH S BOOK 'JUDGMENT
OF THE STORM'
Big Campaign Back of Film Brings

Home

the

Bacon
STORM,"

JUDGMENT OF THE

the
Palmer Photoplay Corporation production
being distributed by F. B. O., has been booked
for the entire Keith circuit, which embraces
the B. S. Moss and Proctor houses in
New

A SELLING LOBBY DISPLAY FEATURING POSTERS AND CUT-OUTS

Weil-Aimed Publicity Campaign Hits

Bull's

Eye

Put ^Strangers of the Night' Across in Bay State
it

in

the

Night,"

New

England

territory, has found its fame running
iast before it, with the moving picture goang public ready to eat it alive by the time
nt arrived.
It is admittedly a fine picture,
containing all the elements of success, but
that alone would never put even a miracle
-over.

Exploitation did the trick, just as it would
properly handled, with the veriest
""lemon" ever released. All manner of things
-were done, from the most simple of heralds
unwitting co-operation of newspaper
-to the
editors who gave a mysterious K. K. K.
.agitation front page space with a vengeance.
Most of this campaign originated in the
Leon J. Rubenstein, who
fertile brain of
manages the busy and ambitious exploitation
Metro's Boston exchange.
.department of
AVhere he thinks them up, even under his
hat, I don't profess to explain, but let
;7-)'4
Let's
it
be said that the stuff gets over.
start with the simple stuff and work up.
Up in Haverhill at the Academy Theatre,
"Strangers of the Night" was booked. The
.same startling float that paraded Boston
tstreets during the local showing was sent up
-there, depicting the side of a pirate galleon,
A plank projecting amidships, and some banliave,

daged and silken clad plutocrat walking the
in cut-out form for conbugler
greater lifelikeness.
mounted with the pilot of the chariot served
to keep the pedestrian public's eyes on the

the

-plank,

trast

latter

A

and

affair.

M. Foley is manager of the
and at "Ruby's" suggestion, not
-without misgivings, he went around inter\iewing bank presidents in his home town.
Six bank window tie-ups that
The result
"knocked them for a goal. Ruby got a letter
from Edward Foley expressing his heartfelt
thanks, and, incidentally, the news that his
Inouse had done the biggest business in its
Edward

Academy,

:

liistory.

are two samples of what the HaverThey are suffibank windows said.
hill
cient, for, given the incentive, you or your
You will find he
"banker can dig up more.
-thinks it a great game, and will be tickled
stiff over any of which he is the author

Here

•"Protect Your Valuables
gers of the Night' by

from 'StranUsing Our

Safety Deposit Vaults."

" 'Strangers

of the

Night' Will Steal

Your Cash Don't Keep It at Home
Open That Savings Account
!

!

Now !"
A

Another thing that made a big hit.
pamphlet tie-up was arranged with the Traveler's
Aid Society during the Boston run, and did

good work

at subsequent bookings.
Beneath
the society seal on the front page was a
caution to travelers against the advances of
strangers of the night.
The reverse gave
sound advice on how to avoid such advances,
and what the society could do for the

traveler.
The really

big stunt, however, came with
the runs of the film in Worcester, Mass., and
Hartford, Conn.
Go-betweens were selected
of just the right caliber, looking neither as
bright or as dumb as a P. A., in an editor's
lights, might took, and these gentlemen in
excited manner slipped the tip to said editors
to the effect that they had overheard plans
for a Ku Klux Klan gathering that night.
In Worcester the Hotel Bancroft was selected as the goat at that end.

The editor had a scribe on hand to cover,
or rather uncover the gathering, and he
found, in snooping about the hotel as reporters will, little innocent slips of paper giving floor and room numbers, and signed
K. K. K. When he had, following his nose
for news, ferreted out the rooms, projecting by a corner merely from under the door
of one was another paper. It read in a matter
of fact way
" 'Strangers of the Night' shall
be brothers under the cross of fire and none
shall rend asunder.
K. K."
All was silence within the room, and the scribe, deducting that the Klan was klanning elsewhere,
searched in vain and then went back to the
city room and pounded off stuff about the
mysterious Klavern which hit the first page
with a bang, with reproductions of the mesDon't
sages, on the day the picture opened.
let your editor see this beforehand.
Ruby was so inspired by the double success of his Klan stunt that he tried it again
with Buster Keaton's "Three Ages," only on
a smaller scale, and with less danger of having to dodge irate editors. Hand cards were
worked up and loosened on the city in goodly
number. As you saw it lying on the sidewalk, on your porch, automobile seat, under
the office door, in the street car, and a hun-

—

draw patrons to the box-ofiice.
During a period of over five years the
Palmer Corporation have built up a vast student body of 281,000 ambitious screen writers, which means that in practically every
community keenly interested and enthusiastic
group of men and women are telling their
friends, their acquaintances and their relatives about "Judgment of the Storm."
It
signed to

String of Exploitation Contacts Effected by Live-Wire Workers

"Strangers of
METRO'S
w herever
has played

York.
Charles Rosenzweig, manager of F. B. O.'s
New York exchange, who closed the deal
with Keith's said
"An unusual tribute is accorded 'Judgment
of the Storm' in the closing of the contract
with Keith's for they are known as shrewd
and careful judges of what the public wants.
•However, all who have seen 'Judgment of the
Storm' acclaim it the greatest of all photoplays and well worthy of all the confidence
the Keith people have placed in it."
"Keith's as well as other exhibitors booking 'Judgment of the Storm' will cash in
on national advertising reaching twenty-million readers as the Palmer Corporation will
carry newspaper advertising in every kev
city in the United States, backed by a direct
mail campaign on the picture to theatre patrons. They also will have fifty-two exploitation men in the field working on a campaign
which will include a newspaper contest de-

needs little imagination to appreciate the
cumulative effect of this audience buildingcampaign, itensified by the fact that the
Palmer corporation is fanning the enthusiasm
of this fast student body by instructing them
directly by mail as part of their course to
witness the accomplishment of their fellov^'
student,
Mrs. Ethel Styles Middleton, a
humble little working woman of Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.
"Judgment of the Storm" is scheduled by
F. B. O. for January release.

CONTEST PROVES A MAGNET
"The Common Law,"
was brought to the

starring
Corrine
attention of theatre goers at Allentown, Pa., by the Lyric
Theatre, which conducted a beauty contest.
Any girl who thought she was endowed with
her shaje of good looks was allowed to roister and all were used in an impromptu prelude to the showing of the film.
Prizes
totaling $100 were handed out to the winners of the popularity-beauty competition.
The stunt won plenty of space in the newspapers and was a powerful magnet in winning business for the showing of the feature
film and good will for the house.
Griffith,

dred other places all that was visible at first
glance was
in huge, heavy face black
type.
Closer inspection, however, brought
out the fact that each
went on to spell

KKK

K

Keaton

in tiny letters,

and also to

tell

some-

thing about each of the three ages.
Another stunt on the same picture was seasonal.
It was a window poster that was
It
eagerly taken by the small merchants.
fairly shreiked
at the passerby
in large red letters, and he saw football pictures too, good action ones, even though they
were stills from the film. By the time he
got really interested a score of others were
with him, learning more about "Three Ages."
In one Massachusetts town the police made
the storekeepers take the posters down beIf it will
cause the crowds blocked traffic.
do that in Massachusetts what could be
sweeter ?

FOOTBALL

—

January

5,
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METRO'S FEATURE FILM
WINS FRISCO FAVOR
Comprehensive Exploitation Gets
Across on West Coast

"DUSTHR KKATON'S

second Metro featurt
comedy, "Our Hospitality" was
i>iven a tremendous send-off in ban Franciso recently on the occasion of its highlypopular engagement at the Warfield Theatre.
'

The

exploitation campaign

executed by
publicity
ductions.

for

was arranged and

Harry Brand who handles the
the Joseph M. Schenck pro-

The first phase of the campaign started by
spread-eagling the words "Our Hospitality"
over 24-sheets with the added information
beneath
"San Francisco Knows How."
:

to what "Our Hospitality" referred to but the impression was
Jeft that San Francisco planned some sort
of a hospitality campaign for itself.
The
public began to think that their enterprising
Chamber of Commerce has started a new

There was no hint as

"Boost Our City" stunt.
The next splash which gave even more reason for rheir believing so were 24-sheets
that read in huge type
"Our Hospitality"
Week, and in smaller type November 3rd:

:

11th,

The next was
Euster

a big splash announcing that
comedy "Our Hospitalit.v"
to the Warfield.

Keaton's

was coming

Tlien began a series of catch lines on onegiving hints of the big situations and
"They wouldn't
the Comic ones. They read
shoot
Buster in the house because that
So thc\'
wasn't true Southern Hospitality.
took him out in the back yard."
ishcets,

:

Incidentally
since
Natalie
Talmadge,
Xeaton's wife, played opposite him in "Our
Flospitality"
this
fact
was
broadcasted
throughout San Francisco because the name
•of Talmadge is very popular there.
Also the
fact was stressed that Buster Keaton's 14-

—

anonths old son was in the picture as well
.as
Joseph Keaton, Buster's father.
These
three generations of Keatons aroused the interest of the population as a whole and the
fact that Natalie and lier little son were
5n it also brought in a tremendous amount
of women patrons.
In fact three times as
many women attended the Warfield during
the showing of "Our Hospitality" than at
.any other time.

Tie-ups with railroads that terminate in
San Francisco were effected on the strength
of the fact that Buster has in "Our Hospitality" the first train that was ever built
or seen the Rocket.
Photographs of it
^vere placed in the terminals and the railroad
advertising departments played in strong with
the theatre, calling attention to the way ser-

—

vice had improved since 1830.
The newspapers ran photographs of Buster's train
with interesting stories about how people

traveled then and so forth.

Attracts

Patrons to Lobby
'T'HREE

Merchants Help JVith Catch Line

the stunts employed by
^ Manager H. P. Kingsmore, of the
Howard, Atlanta, for the exploitation of
"His Children's Children" stand out in his
campaign.
One of the cards he played
during the run of the picture was a Stutz
automobile filled with pretty young girls
and an old man dressed up and made up
to resemble George Fawcett in the picture.
On the back of the automobile was
a sign reading, "His Children s Children
on Their
to the Howard to See 'His
Every important
Children's Children.' "
street in Atlanta was visited by the car,
which was furnished for the stunt by the
local Stutz dealer.
Then Kingsmore made the banks a
That is, it
present of a lot of money.
looked like money until one took a second
glance.
On each bill was the inscription,
"United States Bank of Happiness His
Howard Theatre Is
Children's Children
the Whole World Worshipping at the
Shrine of the Money God?" On the lower
margin of the bill, in bold face type, was
the motto, "Money Saved Is the Solution
of Happiness " This was the line that sold

—
—

—

stunt

to

every

savings

and

interest-

paying bank in the city, and the receiving
tellers handed them out to every customer.
At his weekly inside advance exploitation stunt, Kingsmore set up in his foyer a
pedestal representing a huge pile of money
On it
the "Shrine of the Money God.'
sat a costumed Mephisto who handed out
the "Happiness" money to patrons as they

—

passed by.

Anything that even bears a faint resemblance to money has a peculiar power.
Folks will pick up a greenback, and
whether it is bona fide legal tender or not,
mspect it with interest.
Imitation money offers the practical
joker a joyful medium for working his

pranks

on

his

friends.

They,

in

connection with the engagement of "Why
Worry," Pathe's feature-length comedy,
starring Harold Lloyd, at the Imperial Thea-

IN
tre,

Gadsden, Ala., Manager Snell augmented

the

theatre's

More

usual

efforts

program by putting on a
advertising campaign and

in

behalf

of

its

special newspaper
a simple but very

ballyhoo stunt.
In organizing his campaign for the Pathe
feature comedy Manager Snell made use of

effective

the merchants in his locality as his first line
attack.
Acting in co-operation with the
Gadsden Evening Journal, the Imperial's
manager succeeded in selling the idea of a
double-truck co-operative display to the proprietors of the local establishments in the
various lines of trade.
Each of the advertising units in the display was built around
the title of the picture and carried the words
"Why Worry" in display type at the top
of the copy.
The display was given a preferred position and was accompanied by a
publicity story in the same issues, giving the
details of the showing and calling attention
to the double-page advertising display.
clever street stunt also served to direct
attention to the picture at the Imperial. Small
signs bearing the title of the production were
During the night these
placed on stakes.
were placed in conspicuous spots along the
As a consesidewalks or on the doorsteps.
quence, nearly every resident in the town
upon setting forth from his home in the morning found himself face to face with the message announcing the local showing of "Wh\Worry." Manager Snell was careful in placing the signs not to interfere with persons
walking along the streets or entering or
leaving the houses.

of

A

GREAT TIE-UP ON 'BAREFOOT
BOY' IN PHILADELPHIA

turn,

they discover the nature of the
specie, get even by working the thing off
on .someone else.

when

Ads and Striking Stunts

of

Way

the

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING
SELLS 'WHY WORRY'

Eli Orowitz put over a great exploitation
tie-up on "The Barefoot Boy" for iJe Luxe
Film Company of Philadelphia, which has
territorial franchise rights to the all star feature.
C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation is
distributing the production for Mission Film

Corporation.

A

was made with Radio

Station
Brothers, Philadelphia, for a
private showing of the picture on baturday,
December 22nd, for Uncle Wip's Kiddie Club.
From the Forster Music Company of Chicago, which is publishing the song "The Barefoot Boy," one thousand professional copies
of the song were secured to be given away
to the youngsters at this special showing.
In addition, a candy manufacturer gave a
half-pound box of candy to be given to each
tie-up

WIP, Gimbel

kiddie.

The

All the folks over 85 years of age in San
Francisco were canvassed for stories of train
travel 75 and 80 years ago and the newspapers
played these stories up also.
This feature
of the campaign was topped when an old
Tnan over 100 years old was brought down
to the city from the Sierra Nevadas and in-

troduced to the reporters.

Happiness Money

picture opened at a large Philadelphia
Christmas Week, and, starting on

Theatre
the

15th,

made over

announcement
the radio.

to

this

effect

was

On Monday, December

17th, special mention was made of Whittier's
Birthday, which comes on that day, and Uncle
Wip sang the song "The Barefoot Boy" over

the radio.

publicity'

for the old man wagged his long white
"whiskers and told the reporters that Buster
liad really made the old-time traveling scenes
iten times as funny as they actually had been.

llEti^otilflan

FURNITURE STORE HOOK-UP
Manager William Epstein of

the

Royal

Theatre, Laredo, Tex., got a tie-up by thinking up a good catch line when he played
First National's "The Primitive Lover."
The G. A. Stowers Furniture Company was
putting in a window display of a brand new
line of suitcases and Epstein came to them
with the sign card: "These are not for "The
It gave the added inforPrimitive Lover.' "

mation that the leather goods on display were

^ut Ss^un^ler

up-to-date lovers but that the
primitive lover in Laredo was at the
Royal Theatre and that her name was Constance Talmadge.
for

only

strictly
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SMALL TOWN PUBLICITY
PROVES SUCCESS
Rockaway House Breaks Records
Test of Press Book Value

in

rjNDER

Carl Laemmle's orders to give
first big
picture,
"The
Darling of New York," a severe, small-city
audience test and also to prove the practicability or impossibility of the exploitation

^

Baby Peggy's

stunts outlined for the big campaign book
on this unusual production, the picture was
booked for a special showing at the Columbia Theatre, Far Rockaway, Manager
The booking
Howard McCoy, last week.
was made seven days in advance of the showing and Joe Weil, Big U exploiteer, was instructed to use nothing but stock material and
actual press-book ideas during the campaign.
There had been no advance notices about
the metropolitan territory on the picture; no
posters had appeared anywhere; and to all
intents and purposes the picture had received

An interior view of one of the United Cigar Stores in Atlanta showing the placard
the sale of Metropolitan Theatre discount books, an idea that reached 5,000 people daily
showing of several First National attractions at the house.

announcing
during the

United Cigar Store Coupons Exploit Theatre

not a line of publicity outside of the special
press dispatches which have been appearing
in all the papers throughout the country on
the phenomenal rise to stardom of this baby

movie favorite.

The

Pull-Together Exploitation Stunt Interests Atlanta Motion Picture

Theatre Goers and Brings
AJf

ANAGER

Willard C. Patterson of the
Metropolitan Theatre,
First
National's
first
run house in Atlanta, Ga., scored a
dean scoop that turned December into a Metropolitan with his coupon Christmas book.
The plan, which was worked out by Sig Samuels and Mr. Paterson consisted in the printing of two kinds of coupon books for admissions at the Metropolitan.
One contained
three dollars admission for $2.50 and the
other six dollars worth for five dollars.
A week before the books were acceptable at
the door more than 200 had been sold.

The best part of it all is that the theatre
did not have to rely on its own efforts to
get these books over.
tie-up was made for
all
the United Cigar Stores to put them
on sale and advertise them prominently in
the windows and on the stands.
The tie-up
was arranged through J. A. Davis, southeastern representative for the United Stores.
The cards put in the stores were arranged so
that they not only advertised the books but
arranged for a changeable space to carry the
title of the current attraction at the Metropolitan.
The United Stores sold the books
to their customers at cost, five dollars but in
return for this courtesy every advertisement
run by the Metropolitan Theatre carried the
line that the coupon books were on sale at
This was also used on
the United Stores.
the screen and on the program.

A

;

•

It

gave the stores good publicity and more

than compensated the theatre by bringing the
books prominently to the attention of the
5 000 or more customers who pass through the

Them

'RED LIGHTS' POSTERS

MAKE

LOBBY ATTRACTIVE
Managers Finkelstein & Ruben of the Astor
Theatre, St. Paul, Minn., made a very attractive theatre front display on Goldwyn's mystery picture "Red Lights" through the liberal
use of the posters.
Above the marquee were placed two cutin
the
six-sheet
outs of the four figures
poster.
Below these cut-outs was the title
of the film in large letters. The title was repeated above the cut-outs four times in the
misty red-light type used on the six-sheet
poster.
The title was repeated in red lights
under the marquee over the doors leading
into the lobby.
three-sheet cut-out showing the rear of
the train projecting beyond a high cliff, was
used on one side of the lobby and a cut-out
of three figures from the six-sheet poster
was used on the other side. On the sidewalk
was placed a lantern with red glass, which
triangular sign which read:
lighted up a
"Watch for 'Red Lights,' the mystery that
"
'out-bats' 'The Bat.'
This display attracted a great deal of attention through the management's use of cutouts and of the red light which flooded the
front of the theatre.

KEATON HAT

IS

MAGNET

A

big tie-up was effected on Buster KeatMetro comedy,
length
first
feature
"Three Ages," recently shown at 'V\'ells TheaThe tie-up which
tre in Norfolk, Virgini-a.
campaign pivoted
city-wide
resulted in a
arSund the now famous Buster Keaton hat,

on's

themselves were offered inpush the campaign. A season
pass was given to the five on whose routes
the largest percentage of subscriptions were
The next ten received twenty-five
reported.
tickets each, the next twenty received fifteen,
the next thirtv got ten and the next thirty

S. Ansley, Metro
The Norfolk
Exploiteer in that territory.
Ledger-Dispatch, with which the tie-up was
effected, printed coupons which enabled the
city's children to secure the. Buster Keaton
hat and several days after other coupons,
which, if presented while wearing a Keaton
hat, entitled each one to a free pass to the
Wells to see "Three Ages." Nearly the en-:tire boy and girl population of Norfolk participated. Naturally the curiosity of the elders
was excited and this is the reason why Manager J. J. Madden of the Wells Theatre is
now congratulating himself on his wonderful

flTC.

"Three Ages" engagement.

campaign.

They were given announcement

cards from the Georgian's manager, telling
This offered a book
about the proposition.
to every reader who secured four new six
Subscription blanks
months' subscriptions.
were enclosed with the advertising matter.

The

carriers

ducements

to

was given a
results

logical small city

were astounding..

Playing against one of the strongest competing pictures of the screen. "The Darling
of New York" hung up new week-day records for matinees and evenings at the ColIt quadrupled the average matinee
umbia.
It
business for the previous three weeks.
brought the whole town to the theatre and the
opposition
the
overflow crowds helped fill
Money was actually being refunded
house.
to patrons who gave up all hope of getting
seats at the second evening shows

TRUMPETERS WIN ATTENTION
When Goldwyn's spectacular Emmett Flynn
production of Marion Crawford's "In the
Palace of the King" was shown at the Rialto
Theatre in Newark, N. J., Manager Fernkause took a hint from the opening feet of

and placed two boys, dressed in oldcostumes, in the lobby of the theatre
and had them blow on trumpets just as the
pages do in the opening pages of the picture
He also used the two trumpeters in
itself.
the presentation, in which a number of singers
the film

time

were also used.

A

An

culation to rely upon, the journals were able
Each
to further the distribution immensely.
one of their 268 carriers were enlisted in the

Show House

It is important to note that before going
through with his plan, Manager Patterson
submitted it to the income tax collector. The
admission problem was solved by the ruling
that coupons covered by the discount were
regarded as "Complimentaries."

stores daily.

even far more reaching tie-up was effected with the Atlanta Georgian and the
American. The three dollars book featured
this campaign and 2,000 books were sold to
the paper for $2.40 each. With a 23,000 cir-

to

picture

campaign and the

and was arranged by H.

If

never

you

walking
boxcombined,
office
take a good look

saw

a

poster and

at

this

one,

which was conceived
by the

manager

of the
Majestic Theatre
of

Kalamazoo.

this
of
Inside
booth
vehicular
is
a man, who
sells

tickets

through
by-hole

a cublocated

on the other side
of

the

device.

:

January

5,
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Gets Aid of Post Office
Frank Edwards of the Winter Garden got
the entire Seattle Post Office stafif of 300 employees back of
him for "Loyal Lives."
Eighty mail wagons were placarded with
one-sheets well in advance of the showings.
50,000 heralds were delivered by the letter
carriers.
In spite of heavy competition and
bad weather, they lined 'em up all day long
on opening day. Shows were run from 9 :00
A. M. to midnight, to capacity business.

Guessing the Guilty One
Manager Robert W. Bender, of the

Lobby

in

Roland & Clark's State Theatre in Pittsburgh gave Goldwyn's "Three Wise Fools,"
an unusually attractive lobby display.
The
main features of this display were cut-outs
of three large owls sitting on the branch of
a tree, above the entrance to the lobby. The
eyes of these cut-out owls were transparent
and illuminated from behind with a flasher
which gave the effect of winking. The display space above the entrance into the theatre
was divided into three panels, the owls occupying the right hand panel. In the center
panel was a picture of a flapper showing a
generous length of stocking and the left hand
panel contained

pictures

of

three

elderly

Is

Divorce Charge

"Radio-Mania," the Hodkinson release dealing with the latest scientific invention, has
been named in a divorce action. The New
York World of December 2nd, under the
headline of "Radio Mania Basis of Divorce
Action," tells of a Minneapolis man who was
even a more incorrigible radio-maniac than
the one portrayed by Grant Mitchell in the
picture— which is goin* some.

'Found $50. Apply Within!'
George Schade of the Sandusky playhouse
bearing his name gave away
fifty
dollars
when he showed First National's "Potash and
Perlmutter." There is a story to the manner
in which he advertised the fact and still was

A

able to keep his copy in the newspaper.

would have meant immediate banishment from the mail, so Schade used a two
"Found $50.
inch column ad daily reading
Inquire Schade Theatre." Schade's report is
letter

:

that hundreds of people applied at the theatre
for the mythical money. It built up attendance for the night when the money was to
be given away, and to all practical purposes,
He had found
fulfilled legal requirements.
•!

HetiEotiWan

^ut ^sunber

$50,
ity

found it in his own jeans and the curiosof the crowds gave him the chance to ex-

ploit his

show

in

a new manner.

Dangling Legs in Display

A small theatre front should be no drawback to creating striking displays. The Savoy Theatre, Philadelphia, operated by the
Stanley Company of America, is almost lost
in the maze of business buildings which surround it, but when they have an attraction
that warrants it they make a display that at-

off

When First National's "Tnlby" was
presented at the Savoy, cut-outs of beautiful
feminine legs were hung from the canopy
which entends over the pavement and in such

at
the
Liberty
Theatre,
Mont., largely through the influential

a manner as to make them in motion at all
times, the wind fanning them doing the trick.

tracts.

School Head Praises 'Penrod'
First National's "Penrod and Sam" got

Butte,
aid of W. D. Sweetland, superintendent of
schools, who urged attendance on the part of
all school teachers and pupils.
The part of
his circular that is worth perpetuating reads
"It is estimated that fifty million people attend some performance of a motion picture
every week in the year.
This number is
staggering enough to suggest that we, as
teachers, ought to use our influence in getting
children to select only those things in the
movie world that seem worth while."

Rogers'

Column

to

Aid Film

Arrangements have been effected with the
handling Will Rogers' newspaper
column, "Slipping the Lariat Over," which
is expected to prove of immense value in pubsyndicate

comedian's two-reel series of
laugh-provokers for distribution by Pathe.
"Slipping the Lariat Over" is a weekly collicizing the

umn

of humorous quibs and witty allusions
and events in the public limelight,
contributed by the screen comedian and written in
his
quaint,
inimitable
style.
The
column has a nationwide body of readers,
being syndicated in over fifty leading newspapers throughout the country.
to persons

French Dancer Exploits Film
Mile. Francine Reed, well known imitator
of mechanical figures, lent her art to the exploitation of Metro's latest Mae Murray feature, "The
French Doll," last week and
helped to put over the picture which was
playing at George Schade's theatre in Sandusky, Ohio.
In the large show window of
the Scheuer-Frankel Company, Mile. Reed
appeared several time daily and never failed
to draw a large crowd.
The impersonator
displayed many of the striking costumes worn
by Miss Murray in "The French Doll." The
demonstration was also given in the readyto-wear department. Manager Schade, in cooperation with C. C. Deardourff, Metro's exploitation man, also obtained tie-ups with several prominent lingerie shops where photographs of Miss Murray were tastefully displayed together with stills from "The French

Doll."

Sport Goods Dealer Helps 'Dulcy'
Being fortunate enough to sell a local dealhardware and sporting goods the idea
of a tie-up on
First
National's
"Dulcy,"
Manager Charles Morrison of the Imperial
Theatre, Jacksonville, Fla., arranged a window display which centered around this title
card "Only a Dulcy (dumb-bell) would neglect his physical fitness and sing into the long
er in

men, to represent the "three wise fools."

'Radio-Mania'

IDEAS IN BRIEF

to a flying start

Columbia Theatre, Seattle, invited all the prosecuting attorneys and county officials, as well
as fifteen law students from the University
of Washington, to a special preview of "The
Acquittal."
Before the screening he passed
around printed ballots headed "Judging from
the plot of 'The Acquittal' I believe the guilty
"
The seven possible names
one is
were listed below, with a square marked for
checking.
At the bottom of the slip was a
line for the name, one for the signer's official
title (as, Lieut, of Police), and finally a line
headed:
"This reminds me of the famous
The picture was screened
case."
to the point where Robert Armstrong draws
the picture of the blind Justice. Then a slide
was run, calling for the votes to be marked
and passed in and the screening finished. Four
out of 137 guessed correctly who the murderer was.

Winking Owls

EXPLOITATION

line of unhealthy office slaves."
In another
corner of the window a card suggested: "A
small outlay of money for a set of dumb-bells
will fit you with the essentials for perfect
health and consequent happiness. Exercise befero going to bed and after arising." In addi-

tion there were stills from the picture, completing the tie-up with the picture and theatre.

Spelling Stunt

Works Again

Because he took dust to be synonymous
with land, George Schade of the Sandusky
Theatre bearing his name used the real estate
classified columns of the Sandusky Register
to exploit First National's "Children of Dust."

The

mis-spelled
the extent of

word

idea

was

capitalized

seven passes issued to the
smart eyed spellers who scented the boners.
The announcement of the stunt was carried
for three successive days on the front page
of the Register and Schade declares this angle
got him more advertising than all the space
he bought.
to

Prize Drawing Contest Pulls
A Mae Murray drawing contest was h.eld
in Cincinnati to exploit "The French Deli."
Prizes of $25 for the best costume 'lesign,
$15 for the second best, and $10 for the third
Nearly 1000 movie fans,
best were offered.
dressmakers took j;art.
artists and clever
Fifty of the best designs, including the three
prize winners, were placed on display in the
lobby of the Walnut Theatre.
'

Truck Ballyhoo Effective

A

huge beaver-board ball, painted to represent the world and carrying on each side
the legend:
"The whole world will laugh
at Buster Keaton's new photoplay 'Three
Ages' " was mounted on an automobile truck
and ballyhooed up and down the streets of
York, Pa., for the Jackson Theatre where
Keaton's first feature length Metro comedy
played recently. "Three Ages" went over to
a tremendous business.

Mail

Men Do

Publicity

That the mail workers of the West coast
are completely "sold" on Emory Johnson's big
postal drama, "The Mailman" was amp.'y
proven by the energetic co-operation given
the West Coast Theatres by /'he mail men
of Hollywood when "The Maiiman" opened
its engagement at the new Hollywood Theatre

recently.

For perhaps the

time on record, letter
to house cards
which advertised tlie production and at the
same time carried a line asking the citizens
to do what they could to advance the cause
of the mail workers.
carriers distributed

'Yes,

We

first
f

rom house

Have Ponjolas'

"Ponjola" was the name of a drink. Consciously or otherwise a soda store in Jacksonville, Fla., used the same idea, crowned
it
with the popular adaptation,
"Yes, we
have some Ponjolas" and then used it as an
exploitation tie-up for the First National attraction at the Imperial Theatre. The special
connection was
advertised
at
three
soda
fountains
a
week before the opening.
Straight exploitation methods marked the
campaign given the picture. Three days before

the opening the cashier called up ladies listed
telephone book and outlined the fact that
the picture dealt with a heroine who cut her
hair and passed as a man.
She asked prospective customers to see the picture for themselves and decide -whether the impersonation
in the

was

plausible.

Heti^otiWan
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Lobby Display That Drew

Novel Lobby Displays
Rowland & Clarke have been concentrating

A

lobby display that put Metro's "Three
Ages" over the top for the Hamilton Theatre
at Lancaster, Pennsylvania, was arranged on
the following lines by Mr. and Mrs. George
M. Kraupa, manager of the Hamilton.
very simple frame of beaver board painted
was divided into three sections, and each section hung with a backdrop of black material.
Into each of the sections was put a cut-out,
an accessory which is carried in the "Three
Ages" press book descriptive of one of the
Ages which Keaton burlesques with such
great fun through his first feature length

their exploitation to quite an extent, on lobby
displays for their various attractions of late.
Their main displays are made above the ticket
booth, just over the entrance into the auditorium. For the showing of Goldwyn's Jesse
D. Hampton picture, "The Spoilers," the central portion of this display space was devoted
to a map of Alaska with a cut-out picture
of Milton Sills superimposed on the map.
Sills' name was printed across the map in
large white type.
On each side of the cutout of the player were painted cut-out playing
cards with scenes from the picture painted
on them. Underneath this display was the
title of the picture on beaver board.
The
black dots outlining the title were holes bored
through the beaver board and illuminated
from behind with a steady light;.

Wee Carnival Draws Kiddies
As advance exploitation on his showing

A

—

Metro comedy. Thus the First Age shows
Keaton as the cave-man dragging his woman
the second shows Keaton in the
to his cave
;

Roman Age

"Merry-Go-Round," the big Universal Jewel
that

on the main

large enough to stage a
little circus, had a merry-go-round big enough
to rid about six kiddies, and a couple of other
little

street

rides.

Twenty-four, six, three and one sheets
formed the background and lent the desired
Mr. Meininger
atmosphere of the circus.
All toalso had a small organ on the job.
gether he attracted considerable comment and
the kiddies

came

in

droves.

Indorses Film to Schools
Manager Willard Patterson of the Metropolitan Theatre, Atlanta, Ga., knows his picWhen he saw
'tures and his film committees.
First

National's
the

knew what

"Ashes of Vengeance" he
committee would feel and

Over the
invited them to see the picture.
endorsment of Mrs. E. H. Goodhart, chair-

man

of reviews, the picture was recommended
Special stress was laid
to all school children.
upon its historical accuracy and the fidelity
with which it reflected the customs and settings of that period. The entertainment value
was also featured in the endorsement, which
was a wonderful business builder for the pic-

ture's subsequent

run at the Metropolitan.

Pearls to Most Popular
There was a string of Lichtenstein's Norma
pearls that had to be given to some one when
First National's "Ashes of Vengeance" played
the Regent Theatre, Grand Rapids, Mich., and
Manager Sid Lawrence found himself facing
the problem of how to dispose of the pearls

wound

of

a

lion

is

Free Kiddie Shdw^
More than 1,000 boys and girls flocked 'to
the Dyckman Theatre in West 207th Street,
the Inwood section of New York City, as the

of

is doing well all over the country, A. J.
Meininger,
manager of Ascher's Capitol
Theatre at Manitowoc, Wis., arranged a
miniature carnival.
The alert showman secured an empty lot

dressing the

supposed to make short work of him;
and the third age he is shown at the wheel
of a Ford which is lying in parts about him.

who

IN FAR OFF AUSTRALIA
Exploitation

The manager
of

methods
of

are

The

no

different

Princess Theatre

from
of

ours.
the City
at his

Bendigo staged a Jackie Coogan contest
house with highly profitable results.

A

with the greatest benefit to the theatre.
popularity competition provided the answer.
So great was the response, 'nowever, that the
house finally bought two smaller strings of
The tie-up
pearls as "consolation" awards.
was made with the Friedman-Spring department store and helped advertise the pearls,
of which they had bought 1,000 strings.

guests of the Inwood News, recently, to
what was termed "Free Kiddie Show." They
saw Harold Lloyd in "Grandma's Boy." While
the movie event was under the auspices of the
Inwood News and David Guiran, the new
manager of the Dyckman Theatre, donated
the theatre. Associated Exhibitors via its general manager John S. Woody made it possible
for the Inwood children to see the Lloyd
Not a single penny was charged.
picture.
The Mother's Club of Inwood acted as chaperons, the Inwood Boy Scout troop, Harry
Bickart, scoutmaster, was there in uniform
and special music was furnished under the

supervision of Mrs. Robert S. Levy.

Strong Publisher Co-operation
Doubleday, Page and Company, publishers
of "Sea-Tracks of the Speejacks 'Round the
World," by Dale Collins, one of the co-voyagers of Commodore A. Y. Gowen on his
round-the-world motor boat cruise, have written all their dealers advising them to co-operate with all exhibitors showing the Paramount picture, "Around the World in the
Speejacks," in joint exploitation of the book

and

film.

"The film has made an
letter says
excellent impression and has created a lot
of interest everywhere it has been shown. It
will be shown in your city in the very near
future and it is probable your local exhibitor
will approach you with a scheme to tie-up
the advertising of the book and the picture."
The matter of the joint exploitation of book
and picture has been taken up with all the
Paramount exchanges by C. E. McCarthy,
Paramount's publicity manager, and exhibitors
are being advised on booking of the advan-

The

:

tages of the tie-up.

Unique Posters
The

posters

for

for Truart's

Mystery
"The Unknown

Purple" have been designed so as to bring
out forcibly the wierd, mystifying element of
the story, the strange purple ray which predominates the entire theme. This ray, which
has the power of making a human being invisible appears in each piece of paper throwing into the background one portion of the
poster by means of the haze it puts over the
subject, and contrasting it with the figures
which appear in the foreground. The posters,
which were executed by Hal Phyfe, are made
so as to adapt themselves to cut-out purposes
and present possibilities for various combinations taken from the different pieces, for use
at theatre front or as marquee decoration.

New

Publicity Director

Miles Goldberg, director of Advertising and
Publicity for C. C. Burr, recently published
his first press and campaign sheet for that
"Three O'clock in the Morning,"_ feafirm.
turing Constance Binney, served to introduce Mr. Goldberg to the motion picture industry in this part of the country. For sev-

Mr. Goldberg was connected with
newspapers in the middle west and for Iv/clve
years he was motion picture editor of the
At present press and
Buffalo Commercial.
campaign sheets on "Restless Wives," featuring Doris Kenyon, and "The New School
Teacher" featuring Charles "Chic" Sale, are
being compiled at the C. C. Burr office. These
sheets will be released in the immediate fueral years

ture.

Striking Educational Posters

A

decidedly unusual step in the exploitation o£_twQ. reel comedies is provided in the
twenty-four sheet posters issued by Education

Film Exchanges on their Mermaid and HamThese stands make a good
Comedies.

ilton

"flash" as they are printed in full color, and,
while carrying the comedy idea, are decidedly
Educational Exchanges are furnishartistic.

They
ing these posters free to exhibitors.
are already on display in prominent locations
in many of the big cities of the country.

—
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live wire exhibitors have learned the
value of exploitation as a builder of boxoffice receipts and good will for their houses.
Long ago they learned the value of advertising or they would not be live wires.
But
many are passing up the valuable possibilities
in- putting these closely related offices together.

Fred Miller who watches over the destinies
of Miller's Theatre out in Los Angeles, arranged a series of four two-cloumn ads on
"White Tiger" the Universal Jewel, starring
Priscilla Dean, that were different inasmuch
as they were written chiefly from an exploitation angle. Addressed to Carl Laemmle, Chief
of Los Angeles Police, Vollmer and to "Mr.
and Mrs. Public" and the last in the form of
an announcement, they ran for four days.
The first addressed to Carl Laemmle, was run
two days prior to the opening and read, in
part as follows
"Mr. Carl Laemmle ^You
know your stuff
I have just come from the
cold projection room where I viewed your

—

:

!

Dean

production,
'White
Tiger.' Mr. Laemmle, there isn't going to be
much work for me to do during the engagement of this cinema achievement at Miller's
theatre as this picture is going to succeed by
mouth to mouth advertising." In the rest of
the copy Mr. Miller mentions something about
each one of the players in the picture and
signs it, "Most cordially yours, The Adverlatest

tising

Priscilla

Man."

The second

of the series, run the day beengagement opened, was addressed
to Chief of Police Vollmer and read as follows "You have some job
Criminals certainly keep you on the jump, but you and
your wonderful police force are surely running them down.
Chief Vollmer, don't you
think a lot of crime and vice is lead to by
dime novels which inculcate juvenile minds
with the wise-cracking philosopher's idea, who
'pulled'
'there is honor even among thieves,'
and the stories which give an idea there is rofore the
:

!

—

mance among

The

thieves ?"

number speaks of the production and of the situations which shows
that the above mentioned philosopher was not
quite accurate in his statement.
It was also
signed, "Most cordially yours. The Advertising Man."
rest of this

The day

following the premier showing, all
carried the cast of the series.
This was headed, "A praise that will echo
throughout the world"
and is, we believe,
worthy of being quoted in full. An explan"Time All day
atory head read as follows
the

papers

;

:

^iV

—

ADVERTISING
AIDS
Place Miller's Theatre. Event
World premiere presentation of Priscilla
Dean in 'White Tiger.' " The body of the
copy follows: "A crowded theatre! A brilliant opening!
Ladies in their smartest!

—

and city officials, journalists,
movie celebrities in fact people from all
walks of life on a tip-toe of joyous expectancy.
A melody from the orchestra pit by
police

Critics,

Santaella's

—

'Different'

Then

orchestra.

the

still

others but its size and form are interesting,
not only because it is 14x22 inches and the
front cover can be detached for lobby display use, but because it also combines advance agents press matter that can be clipped
for the dailies.
The posters lean strongly
toward the artistic in treatment but have the
melodrama touch in the subject matter. In
fact, the demand of the exhibitor for stoplook-and-buy results in all the lobby display
is immediately apparent.

unfolding of a great drama!"

The

effect

on the Los Angeles public of

unusual series of ads was electrifying.
Because it was absolutely different from the
general run of theatrical advertisements appearing in the daily press of the country it
commanded immediate attention, and once
read had the effect of arousing the reader's
interest to a point where he was going to
this

see

that

picture

or

"bust."
advertising.
It was
exploitation.
It exploited the picture, and
the theatre.
It exploited the chief of police
and the public. It used the exploitation angles
of the production and put them into the advertising.
Of course the proof of all exploitation and advertising is in the box-office
and Miller's theatre, at the time this is written, has been enjoying three weeks of prosperity with "White Tiger."
* * *

But

it

was not only

TTNUSUAL

interest in the announcement
the advertising matter for "After
the Ball" has been completed is promised by
Theatre Owners Distributing Corporation because Anderson Pictures, through which the
picture is distributed, has called upon the exhibitors themselves to suggest the exploitation ideas that go into the posters, press book
and lobby display as well as the different
styles of advertising accessories best suited
to their requirements.
That the size and style of press books has
been a matter of interesting discussion for
a long time is proven by the number of prominent exhibitors who have addressed the
meetings of the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers on the subject during the last
two or three years. Just what the average
theatre needs in this line, to give a picture

that

ECONOMIC SUGGESTION FOR THEATRE DRESS

- tl^en/ Societif^ most
amazinff love drama

/Biraculous Smntain

cd^covei-ed-

Corinne Griffith- OjnWayTearle

it must have to do real business,
a moot question and the press book
the exhibitors themselves furnish with their
first picture, "After the Ball," is bound
to
cause a stir in the ranks of motion picture
press men. It is a two color book like many

is

—

yesterday.

Advertising is commonly confused in the minds of the timid
with the inference of enormous expenditure.
Yet, there
are ways and means of using highly productive advertising
mediums at very slight cost. One of these is poster display. Given
a poster, a pair of shears and an inexpensive piece of compo
board, one can achieve unusually distinctive effects ihat actually
attract folks to the lobby.
At the right is an example of a
cut-out taken, from the poster below, which, set up in front of
the box-office, will catch more than one passerby's curious eye.

of youth

the send-off

TiatioiLQl ?tc

Frank Lloyd

,

^

^

^

'T'HAT

the "After the Ball" accessories are
in line with his original policies is recalled by Carl Anderson
"When announcement was made last fall that the Theatre
Owners Distributing Corporation was organized to supply 'Independent pictures of actual
exploitation value, with exploitation provided
with the pictures,' as quoted by me so frequently, we realized that exhibitors would
have to take our statements by faith until
the advertising matter for our first picture
made its appearance.
"When 'After the Ball' was first announced,
the exploitation possibilities of the famous
title with the song tie-up was a strong hint
of what we are trying to accomplish.
that the posters and other accessories are
ready, after unusual preparation in which the
ideas of many leading exhibitors were carefully worked out, we feel that the real exploitation possibilities of 'After the Ball'
will be recognized by all.
are trying to
deliver exploitation value in keeping with the
full meaning of this much abused expression."
* * *
;

Now

We

IV/fETRO'S posters on its forthcoming release, "The Man Life Passed By" are
executed in several striking colors and are
unusually attractive.
Striking scenes from
the production have been utilized for the pictorial effects, and these are highly expressive
of action and drama.
In the twenty-four
sheet the words
"The Man Life Passed
By" are outlined against the mass color of
the background while the cast is listed below
in big heavy letters easily seen from a distance.
At either side are two related scenes
which picture the moods of the story.
:
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^ried and Proved Pictures
New

Ideas for a

New Year

'Rich Men's Wives'

Shortage of Films!

ever see a picture that was
a "flop" with you, go over big with
some other exhibitor? You've wondered why
Possibly you attributed it
to the difference in the taste of the
audiences, but probably the reason was
one which you never suspected he
happened to hit on just the exploita-

J^ID you

That the industry will

tion stunt that sold the picture.

Now if you could get the "dope" on
what idea the other fellow used and the
results he obtained, you would consider
The Tried And Proved Department
of the Exhibitors Trade Review is
the clearing house for this information.
When a picture goes big with you write
Other exhibiin and tell us about it.
tors will be doing the same thing on
other pictures. This information will
then appear in the editorial columns
of the Tried and Proved Pictures department and you are at liberty to use
it

as

you

see

.

are better than one."
The saying holds true in the show busiFor the one idea you might give
ness.
the next fellow, you will get ten in return from this new co-operative plan.
Tell the next fellow what you think of

"Tried and Proved Pictures," through
our editorial columns, and you will find
him ready to return the service.

BRIEF:

An

Austrian

falls

in

love

with a

but his position forces him to marry
a countess.
Then comes the war.
Nobility disappears, the countess dies, and fate again throws
the lovers together.
Now it is possible for them
to marry and they both find happiness together.

'T'HE

picturesque scenes showing court hfe
before the war, the squalid environment
of the Austrian peasantry, and a pure love
which recognizes neither of these, make of
this story one of unusual intensity and effectiveness.
Moreover, its text suggests splendid
--

of exploitation.
If it is possible get a small truck and rigup a merry-go-round on it. Then have several men and women dressed in colorful peasant costumes, ride along on the truck. Provide them with tambourines, or if you can
get it, a hurdy-gurdy, and let them go
through the streets singing and laughing. The
sides of the truck should be well placarded
with advertisements for the showing at your
theatre.
The stunt is sure to attract attention and at the same time will create a desire
to see the picture.
young hunchback is a prominent figure
in the story.
You might sign up with some
c-ganization who does charitable work for
cripples, to tie-up with you in a campaign
to get funds for their work.
You might
be able to arrange for benefit performances
for which they will sell a quantity of the
tickets for which you will allow them a certain
bonus.
Posters
which play up the
scenes in which the cripple appears will make
splendid advertising for their purposes.
The lobby and marquee of your theatre
should be colorfully decorated in. ribbons and
banners, and perhaps a papier mache merry-

A

sufficient

the

is

Loew,

who

by

parents

and

her

LJOUSE PETERS

-'--'-starred

supply

to

The Best Show

much

be ready

Town

in

which will soon begin
there will be a shortage of new
films from February until April,
for the new productions cannot
activity

Back Home and Broke

—

before that date.

Thomas Meighan. Good picture.
with
Played on Thanksgiving Day and did some
This star is a sure bet.
on this.
Most of our audience stayed to see this
Hudiciit
twice.
»e «
Georfre J. K-e=s
son theatre, Rochester, N. Y. Neighborbusiness

found

A

this

number of exhibitors have
method of exploitation extremely

—

I

—

hood patronage.

valuable.

The Impossible Mrs. Bellew

If you use prologues, it would perhaps be
interesting to arrange one featuring Austrian
peasant songs and dances with original costumes. You might even elaborate on the
idea and work up one of the street scenes
which appear in the picture, into a stage set.
It would certainly be efifective and would do
much toward providing a very fitting introduction to the film.

—A

suitable Sunday
with Gloria Swanson.
It is one of Swanson's best picpicture.
tures.
Those that saw it here liked it.
Has beautiful settings and Miss Swanson has
many beautiful gowns. It is a society drama,
Town
but yet very true to life, I think.
of 450.
John Aden, Rialto theatre, Terril,

Iowa.

——General

Romantic Love
PR'i"I~:

Richard

with

legally

success.

ance

It

the

with

100
paper.

of

usual
cent.

the

good
Par-

High Seas

Dorothy

Dalton.

— Had

many

favor-

A real good sea
comments on this.
Storm scene very good. Good prints
Six reels.
always on Paramount pictures.
C. L. Brown, Paramount theatre, Ehzabeth,
La. Small community patronage.
able

story.

story has become so
famous through book and legitimate stage
little

attractive

young

On

married.

needs

ticularly

for the
C.
ones.

—

an

'T'HIS James Barrie
it

his

per

Pleased

A good lesson
and won't hurt the older
theatre,
Cresbard
Niemeyer,
F.
Cresbard, S. D. General patronage.

English niagislrate
disguises herself as a gypsy and brings aid to the
po.r >,
In nn outbreak between the village
e".
folks and the nobiUty, she is accused of being a
io protect herself she begs. The Little Minspy.
ister, to pretend she is his wife.
In Scotland this
constitutes marriage and so when things clear up
the two, who really love each other, find they are
of

— One

Barthelmess.-

Dick gives

pictures.

finest

Released by Paramoii::r

The daugbte"

patronage.

Experience
performance.

peasant

fields

picture,

'The Little Minister

Released by Universal
noble

new

later

the demands of exhibitors. The
surplus of completed pictures
now in the vaults will be exhausted by early spring and, in
spite of the revival of production

'Merry-Go-Round'
Story of Nobilky

by wealthy

first

and Claire Windsor,
together in this drama of society
life, make of the picture a very absorbing
and plausible one, shading their action so
that the small scene^ are almost as absorbing
as the tense climax.
Posters and cards,
which picture some of these scenes make

go-round.

fit.

"Two minds

Released by Preferred

Neglected

"The unsettled condition of
the industry will result in an
acute shortage of new pictures
and many theatres will have to
re-run photoplays already shown.
"Production has not for many
weeks been

information,
valuable
wouldn't you? Well, it can be gotten.
pretty

that

BRIEF:

says:

shortage of

—

suffer a

millionaire husband who is occupied
with business, a gay young woman who loves
pleasure,
takes to flirting and almost ruins her
own life and that of her husband. But she finally
gets the opportunity to prove herself and happiness
is restored.

opinion of Marcus

!

Drama

Society

advertising to

make

has been since

many months

ago.

And

its
it

it

first
is

—

the screen

Blood and Sand

appear-

still

—

Best Valentino
with Rodolph Valentino.
Star does some real
picture shown here.
acting.
Had a good attendance and many
Ladies all like Valenfavorable comments.
tino.
The price was reasonable and made
C. F. Niemeyer.
t,ig:h
reMs.
r'-.,e mnnev.

splen-

did as a box-office drawing card. With some
concentrated exploitation behind it the picture
can easily duplicate on its second run, the
success it had when it was first shown.

—

Cresbard theatre,
patronage.

The most widespreading angle of exploitation lies in the book tie-ups.
The book mer-

The

chant will find it profitable to hook-up with
you not only on "The Little Minister" but on
all Barrie's works.
Any number of attractive window displays could be arranged using
the posters and window cards together with

from the picture.
Moreover you might arrange for a

Cresbard,

S.

D.

— General

Little Minister

—

with Betty Compson. Just about the best
we ever ran here. Pleased every man, wo-

Even I
man, boy and girl in the house.
would claim it to have rung the bell and
We want more
b own the horn for lietty.
Six reels.
ke this and more of Betty.
Emoe, Y. M. C. A. theatre, Hitchins,
T. J.
ky. Small community patronage.

stills

1

—

table in

the lobby with a selection of Barrie books
for the inspection of patrons.
sign on
the table would acquaint them with the fact
that any or all of these are for sale at such
a bookstore.
If you are interested in arranging a good
street bally you might dress a girl in a gypsy

costume and a boy like "The Little Minister"
and have them go through the streets together.
Perhaps you might have the young
man play a hand organ while the gypsy dances
and shakes a tambourine.

Woman With Four Faces
Betty Gompson. — 100 per cent
Seven
ture that pleased very good business.
Grand
Vaughan,
George
—
patronage.
General
Can.
—
Dunnville, Ont.,

The

A

pic-

with

•

theatre,

reels.

(These opinions are from Exhibitor's Herald's
"What the Picture Did for Me" and are here
used by special permission.)
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TRIED AND PROVED PICTURES
splendid advertisement and you should place

them wherever

You

can

possible.
often interest

through

people

you might try this sort of mail
campaign.
Get a list of residents in your
vicinity and solicit them by a seemingly
flattery

so

personal invitation to come to a special performance of "Rich Men's Wives," which you
are staging for their benefit since you realize
that they are the people who will be most
interested.

You might

also try a street bally of this
Get six or eight pretty young girls
and have them dress in rather extreme fashion so that they will make people stop and
look at them. Get a large open touring car
and have them drive through the streets
stopping and getting out every few blocks.
On the car should be a sign reading "This
earful of 'Rich Men's Wives' are on their
type.

:

way

Theatre. They will be
week. We advise you to go their
and see how they act."
If you use prologues at all you would
have splendid material in the text of the
picture for a fashion show which you could
arrange for with the local department store
or women's specialty shop.
The announcement of the fact that the models were
supplied by such and such a company, would
more than compensate the advertiser for any
expense involved in producing the prologue.
You might also try posting notices in pubto the

there

all

places to the effect that someone is wanted
to adopt the little son whose mother, one of
the "Rich Men's Wives" has run away and
lic

left

him unprovided

for.

Applicants should
time

the
Theatre any
between the hours of one to eleven.

apply

to

'Burning Sands'
Sheik Story

BRIEF

Released by Paramount

A

kindly old sheik is being deceived by
his villainous son who seeks to destroy his father
by uniting with the enemy tribe. But the plan is
foiled by a young English philosopher who lives
lives alone
the oasis.
In the ensuing battle the
villain is killed, leaving the way clear for the happy
marriage of the philosopher and the girl he loves.
:

m

WTHILE

the public is still
terested in sheik pictures,

intensely inthe logical

is

time to show them. They need not be new,
experience is proving that the old one can

draw tremendous

audiences. That means
that there is still plenty of business to be
had on these older bookings of which you
would be foolish to take advantage. In this
film the action is rapid and intense especially
the great battle in the open desert.
You should play this scene up especially
big_ in your lobby cards
and the literature
still

which you send
stimulate

out.

interest.

It

Also

will do much to
inculcate into your

lobby the desert atmosphere.
This can best
be done by rigging up a tent in one corner,
decorating the walls in bright colors and
dressing your attendants in sheik costumes.
Have plenty of incense burning in oriental
looking burners. This will also help attract
attention.
If you

have

have a capable carpenter you might

a large papier mache time glass
using
isinglass instead of real glass.
This
should stand three or four feet high and
should be partially filled with sand. The idea
is to have patrons guess how long it will take
for all of the sand to pass from the upper
compartment to the lower. Offer prizes of
admission tickets for the correct answers.
You will be delighted at the interest you
will awaken in the picture through this stunt.
Also make use of the picturesqueness of
the story to arrange a street bally that would
built

attract

notice.

approved

Dress

a

man

in

the

latest

and have him ride a
spirited horse through the streets.
People
will surely stop to look, and will notice the
advertisements which should be conspicuously
displayed either on the man or the horse.
sheik

style

To make the stunt even more interest
arousing, you might have a girl on the horse
with a man, which will give the impression
It might be a
that she is being kidnapped.
good idea to have boys or men handing out
throwaways to the people who have stopped
to look at the "sheik."

'The Critical Age'
Love Drama
BRIEF: The

'Pawned'
Gambler's Story

Released by Sehnick

BRIEF:

who

A

young man

is

working as

possible.

Released bv Hodkinson

town's good-for-nothing proves he
not deserving of the name when he outwits his
city rival for the hand of the girl he loves, saves
her life when she is plunged into the rapids by
the disappointed lover, and succeeds in bringing
happiness to the father of the girl and the entire
is

community.

YOU

might solicit your patrons with a
which purports to give advice on the
selection of the type of entertainment which
they should encourage in their children who
having arrived at the "The Critical Age"
need more guidance in this matter than at
any other time. Then you can suggest that
the pictures shown at your theatre are se-

pAPIER MACHE

pawn shop symbols
profusion all about the lobby will
certainly serve to attract attention and arouse
hung

in

curiosity.
But in addition to these you might
also distribute small paper pawn symbols to
patrons in the vicinity.
This are sure to
get wide distribution and reach people who
might not chance to pass the theatre.

letter

lected with
in mind.
You might also arrange for a merchant
tie-up with a store handling clothes for
juniors.
In their ads and displays they
should stress the fact that they have made a
study of clothes for children between the
ages of twelve and eighteen, "The Critical
Age," and they are prepared to outfit them
from shoes to hats with clothes specially
difficulties
of
designed to overcome the
finding the proper clothes for these "Critical
Age" children. Someone might even be interested in adopting as a trade name for this
type of clothes, "Critical Age Clothes."
The lobby might attract attention by a
decoration of toy bears and dogs attractively
This would also be pertinent
arranged.
since both a dog and a bear play important
You might even be able
parts in the story.
to arrange to get a paper hat in a bear or
dog form and distribute them widely among
the children.
The ads on these hats would

They got the Money

this

surely

'A

receive

attention

in

that

way.

Woman of No Importance'

Flouted Conventions

Released by Selsivick

BRIEF: A young society girl is betrayed by a
worthless philanderer.
Later when her son grows
and^ becomes a lawy.er he secures a position
with his father, none of the three knowing of
their relationship.
When the fact become known
the father offers to marry the boy's mother but
she refuses to accept his offer.
up

They

GET

11

this is a story of Oscar Wilde's one
of the most popular of English playwrights,
you should arrange for as many bookstore
tie-ups as possible, using not only this play,
but all his other works as well. You might
even arrange for a display of these works
on a table in your lobby and allow the public the privilege of looking through them.
sign near the books should announce to the
public that these books can be purchased at
the following stores.

A

also

make some arrangement

the

Money

"Reported Missing"

"One Week
"Love

of Love"

an Awful

is

Thing"

"Pawned"

and

SINCE

You might

The
Talmadge
Revivals

with the book store whereby a free admission ticket will be issued with each copy
The
of an Oscar Wilde book that is sold.
understanding should be that the shopkeeper
will

pay half the price of the

You might

ticket.

use a mail campaign addressing your letter to more or less prominent
men in the vicinity. This letter should read
in this fashion.
"If you think your wife is
'A Woman of No Importance,' come to the
also

Theatre any day
you'll

find

this

week and

out."

might also be possible to interest the
newspaper in running "A Woman of No
Importance" in serial form, perhaps at the
It

same

time

featuring

a

discussion

the

tool of a prominent gambler, is injured by some
gangsters while trying to protect a girl who is
being abused by them. He is taken by the girl to
the hotne of her father who is a pawn broker.
He
comes in time to love the girl and circumstances
right themselves so that their marriage is at last

as

to

whether or not the conventions have changed
radically since Oscar Wilde wrote his famous play, and whether English conventions
are more rigid than American or visa versa.

Book any

them
assure you

or all of

prices that

real profit.

at

a
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You might also arrange with some automobile agency to allow several of their cars
to stand in different sections, near the theatre,
with signs on them saying merely "Pawned."
:

Also

distribute plenty of literature which
plays up the name of the picture.
People
seeing tht cars will talk about them, and
shortly you will find the cars and the literature are being linked together.
If there is a pawn shop in your vicinity
you can fix up a great hook-up with him
on all sorts of displays and advertising stunts.
Approach him and see how many suggestions
he has to ofTer.
man walking through the streets in his
shirt sleeves on these rather chilly days will
certainly attract attention. You might arrange
with several men (they can be warmly dressed
underneath so as not to catch cold) to have

A

THESE PROVEN
New

to

—

Your Patrons
Played

Them

PLAY THEM NOW!
he

1

"Play

with Virginia Valli and
House Peters
Universal Jewel
full
house on bad night."

!:itOrm
Had

it.

Paramount Theatre, Star City,
make money
for
any

Will

Indiana

Theatre, Bloomington,
box-office value this season I"
Theatre, Hillsboro, O.
Directed by Reginald Barker

Forum

any sort of a story could easily be originated

would be very

effective.

'Blood and Sand'
Spanish Love

BRIEF:

Released by Paramount

A

young Spaniard achieves fame as a
bullfigliter and marries a girl whom he sincerely
loves.
His popularity brings him to the notice of
a noble lady who sets her cap for him and wins
him through flattery. But the experience loses him
his wife, who finally comes to him again when h;
is wounded in the fight that decides him in quitting
arena.

'Experience'

picturization of Ibanez's widely read
-- novel not only depends on the popularity
of the author but carries along on the strength
of its strong cast included in which are Rudolph Valentino, Lila Lee and Nita Naldi.
There is no sidestepping the popularity of
Valentino and it is natural, therefore, to suppose that the most lucretive avenue of exploitation would be the wide publicity of this

The play

is

Spanish but

rt'i\a"st^"

"Packed
David

the
house !" Community
Theatre
City, Neb.
"Fine show. Good crowd." Strand Theatre
Dunsmuir, Calif.
"Biggest money-getter of the year !"— Broot/vn
Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
Directed by Harry Pollard
'

^''^ ^" 3"
star cast
Untversal Jewel

"Grab

this.
Will
make
you
money "
Pauline Theatre, Muscoda, Wise.
up a record !" Blue Bird Theatre
St. Paul, Minn.
"Business was big!" Temple Theatre, Bellaire, O.
A Hobart Henley Production

"We hung

'

The Abysmal Brute reginaLd
DENNY
A corker! „,
Pleased eterybody."—
..A

,

,

Town Hall

Theatre, Chester, Vt.

"Extra

good. Pleased 100 per cent."—
JVejv
Opera House, Dexter, Kans.
"B^g attendance !"—5<rand Theatre, Altoona,

A Hobart Henley

The Shock

LON CHANEY

Hunting Big Game
results I"

story

the

stead in stagthe theme for

These might

There is big tie-up opportunity with the
drug stores and beauty shops handling Mineralava since Valentino recently conducted a
beauty contest sponsored by these people
which received a phenominal amount of
newspaper publicity. There is really no good
reason why you should not ring in on this

Palace

in

Africa

& Orton

Madison, Wise.
"Record-breaking business!"
Theatre, Newark, O.
"Broke the season record I"
Savannah, Ga.
Advertised in the Sat.

—

Theatres,

Auditorium

Arcadia Theatre,

Evening Post

'The

the subject

is

still

Kingdom Within'

Inspiring

Love

BRIEF:

Just at the

Released by Hodkinson

moment when

the poor cripple
his father, who hates
-being worsted in a physical
encounter with the attackers of the g-irl he loves
a miracle restores the use of his withered arm and
he saves her life.

who has been disowned by
him

for his deformity,

is

locale of the picture being a lumber
camp, there is splendid material for merchant tie-ups along this line. You could arrange with the army-navy store for a showing of heavy boots, course gloves, sweaters
and all such bits of apparel and link them
up with fitting posters showing scenes from

the picture.
If your theatre happens to be in a mining
or lumber town you might solicit the patrons
with a personal letter.
If you put this in
the form of a seemingly personal invitation
you will probably touch -their vanity and
they will respond. You might even arrange
for a special cut rate admission fee for all
miners and lumbermen who come to the thea-

President

Released by Paramount

Morality Play

BRIEF

Youth

:

leaves

home

for the city

You might

to

meet

He encounters pleasure in the city
Ew^ri^iice.
and falls prey to Fashion, Wealth and Intoxication.
He descends lower and lower, till he takes to drugs
and crime. Then he hears singing in a church,
repents and goes back to home and love.

THIS

morality play which scored such a
on the legitimate stage and was so
warmly received by screen frequenters when
hit

was first released, is the sort of a picture
which never loses its popularity and will
probably do as much on this repeated run as
it

it

did at

first.

Richard Barthelmess who is
tremendously popular, is the star of the picture, should show its effect at the box-office
Supportif you give it plenty of publicity.
ing him is Marjorie Daw, another drawing
Play her up big, too.
card.
The lavish settings and rich display of
clothes that play an important part in the

The

fact that

film will make splendid exploitation material
Especially elaborate are
in merchant tie-ups.
the quantities of furs used. These stills will
make finei background for a rare fur display.
Get the most prominent furrier to go in

with you on this idea..
"Experience" has been published in book
form and has been widely read. Tie-up with
the shop keeper who sells books and get him
to feature a revival sale of this popular story.
You might do well to have signs printed
which you will placard in every possible place.
" 'Experience' has taught
These should read
me that when I want real movie enjoyment,
....Theatre."
the place to get it is the
This notice should say nothing else, but
near it should be another announcement card
proclaiming the coming of "Experience" to
your theatre.
An original prologue which works right
It
into the film would also be worth trying.
might be a scene showing Youth in his home
town before he decided to leave for the city,
or it might be an elaboration of some little
Any such thing
incident in his early life.
would be pertinent and worthwhile.
:

WHEN YOUR
FEATURE FAILS,
WHAT THEN ?

and can show

their employment cards.
also effect a tie-up with the
Their copy
store handling religious books.
"Are you
could read something like this:

ter

Universal Pictures Corp.,
CARL LAEMMLE,

when

one of popular conversation.
Displays of the advertised product together
with stills and posters of Valentino will make
Go ahead and
splendid advertising for you.
make the most of a real opportunity.

'"PHE

Production

starring

"Picture
you can raise price on." Palm
Theatre, Mound City, III.
"Very
good
business."
Belmont
Theatre,
Philadelphia, Pa.
"Broke all past records I" Empire Theatre,
Milwaukee, Wise.
Universal Jewel

"Amazing

is

costume play.
by the bull-

be dance numbers, vocal selections or a small
sketch which would be appropriate to the

publicity at a time

rFliTt
liri

it

modern Spain and is not a
However, the costumes worn
fighters will serve you in good
ing street ballys and gives you
any number of fine prologues.

subject.

with Honor

care of the cripples. You might
arrange with them for a benefit performance
which they will get behind and push in every
Of¥er them a large share of
possible way.
the profits from this special performance if
they will get behind the sale of tickets not
only for this showing but during the entire
In this way you will get
run of the film.
publicity through them which you might not
otherwise have been able to secure.

itself in the

of

Universal Jewel

1.

way

the tie-up with the picture in this

a'^d

on the screen.

"Best business this year!" Gem Theatre,
Hobart, Ind.
"Biggest box-office receipts of any!" Dream
Theatre, Viborg, S. D.
"Smashed every record !" Liberty Theatre,
Long Beach, Calif.
Universal Super Jewel

Tho
lie

Theatre,

it

All sorts of Valentino publicity including
his beauty contests and the dancing stunts
in which he has been engaging recently will
all serve to reawaken interest in the actor
and will arouse a renewed desire to see him

Foolish Wives

Triflinfi

admission to the

was well worth the price. Go there
this evening and you'll find out why; I did it."
As an interesting prologue you might arrange for a little pawnshop sketch. Almost

but

star.

Ind.
exhibitor."
Ind.

"Best

price of

Have you
heeding 'The Kingdom Within'?
ever stopped to consider how much consolation and peace is contained in religious books.
Come in and look over our stock. Also arTheatre and see
range to go to the
"
'The Kingdom Within.'
Since the hero of the picture is a cripple,
you have good basis for enlisting the aid
of the charitable organization which interests

TP HIS

You Haven't

If

:

the

SUCCESSES
Are

them walk through the neighborhood wearing
signs reading
"I pawned my coat to get the

THE

SPICE

OF

1

HE PROGRAM"

.. .

January

:

1924

5,

Page
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

Laughs and Thrills in
'Going Up'

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

Associated Exhibitors Picture

SEPTEMBER

Wins Audiences

Feature

Enemies

rjqUGLAS MACLEAN

"at
-'-'his
funniest and best" in
"Going Up," according to the
Los Angeles Express. The picture itself, says this reviewer, is
"packed with the salt of healthy,
hearty laughs sufficient to keep
any plot refreshingly entertaining for any period," and goes on
to say:
is

The

.

.

one

those

of

stage
concoctions that are improved by transference to the screen.
Where the performers in the narrow picture frame
of a playhouse
report
by word of
mouth, the camera can follow the hero
in his airy flight in truly Munchausen
fashion.
It is excruiatingly funny and
a bit exciting.
is

.

.

The Philadelphia North Amer"MacLean is
the
young
author whose books on flying
have given him an enviable reputation,"
and summarizes the
film in the following terse yet
illuminating sentence:
Hilariously funny, and yet death defying, airplane stunts
unusually snappy
and clever sub-titles,
and
Douglas
MacLean are all crowded into "Goine
;

Up."

In the mind of the Portland
Oregonian, "there is no doubt
about the success of Douglas

MacLean's screen

Mac-

vehicles."

Lean's

success can be laid to
the fact that he "depends upon

judgment of

stories";

this,

together with "his own engaging
personality" of the picture itself:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

OCTOBER
Distributor Length
Preferred .... 6,000
Ashes of Vengeance ...Norma Talraadge. Frank Lloyd First Nat'l 10,000
Holbroc* Blinn
Edm. Carew .First Nat'l
Bad Man, The
7,000
Wm. WellmanFox
Big Dan
Charles Jones
5,934
7,000
Jack Ford ..Fox
Cameo Kirby
John Gilbert
Wm. P. Earle.F. B.
6,000
Dancer of the Nile, The Special Cast
Goldw3m
6,000
Day of Faith, The .... Special Cast .... Browning
Harry Garson Metro .... 7,000
Special Cast
Desire
Does It Pay?
Hope Hampton ..Charles Horan Fox
7,000
5.000
Lewis King.. Arrow
Devil's Dooryard
All Star
Drifting
Priscilla Dean
..Tod BrowningUniversal .. 7,000
Talmadge
Dulcy
S. Franklin. .. 1st Natonal. 7,000
.Edw. Sloman .Metro
7,000
Cast .
Eagle's Feather, The
. Special
8,000
Barker Metro
. Reg.
Eternal Struggle, The . . Special Cast
6,000
.E. Mortimer .Fox
^.xiles. The
John Gilbert
. .6,000
.Frank Crane Asso. Ex^
Special Cast .
'''oolish
Parents
6,000
.Harry Millard Fox
Special Cast
Governor's Lady, The
Famum
Fox
5.000
Dustin
Campbell
....
Grail, The
.Harold Shaw Metro .... 6,000
Special Cast
'Te'd to Answer
Goldwyn
9,000
Emmett Fl3mn
In the Palace of King . . Special Cast
F. B. O. .. 6,000
Ruth Stonehouse.Fanpell
Lights Out
Sunset
5.000
'^.one Fighter, The
J. B. Warner ...Not Credited
Schertzinger .Metro
9,364
one Live the King ...Jackie Coogan
De MilleParamount ..6,295
All Star
Marriage Maker
Eddie Kline
First Nat'l .5,000
Meanest Man in World .Special Cast
Geo. Marshall. Universal .. 5,000
Jack Hoxie
Men in the Raw
Ex.
6.000
Special
Cast
.
Van
Dyke
Asso.
Miracle Makers
Fox
7,000
No Mother to Guide Her Genevieve Tobin Horan
..
.Vitagraph
..7,000
Special Cast
..David Smith
Pioneer Trails
Donald Crist .First Nat'l .7,000
Special Cast
Ponjola
Albert Austin Selznick
6,000
Prince of a King, A ....Dinky
Wm. Baudine. Warner's .. 6,000
Printer's Devil, "The ....Wesley Barry
8,000
Puritan Passion
Frank Tuttle Hodkinson
Special Cast
Ramblin' Kid. The
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgewick. Universal .. 6.000
United Artists 8,800
Rosita
Lubitsch
Pickford
Rouged Lips
Dana
Metro
6,000
H. Shaw
Ruggles of Red Gap ...All Star
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount ..7,590
Shattered Faith
Snecial Cast ....J. J. Ormont Independent 6,000
Silent Partner
Paramount ..5,000
Maigne
Moore-Joy
Six Dajrs
Brabin
Goldwyn-Cos.8,000
Griffith
Six-Fifty, The
Welsh-Adoree
Nat Ross ... Universal .. 5,000
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
G. V. Baker. Goldwyn .. 7,000
Steadfast Heart, The ...Special Cast
Sheridan Hall Goldwyn .. 7,000
Sting of the Scorpion ..Edmund Cobb
Rich. Hatton .Arrow
5,000
Strangers of Night
Moore-Bennett ...Niblo
Metro
7,800
Three Ages
B. Keaton
Keaton-Cline .Metro
,
6,000
Thundergate
Grasse First Nat'l
.7,000
Snecial Cast
J. De
Times Have Changed ...William Russell .James Flood -Fox
5,000
To the Last Man
Fleming ....Paramount ..6,000
All Star
Untameable
Blache
Sunset .... 5,000
All Star
Way of Transgressor. .. .All Star
Craft
Universal ...5,000
What Love Wfll Do ...Kenneth McDonaldNot Credited .Independent 5,000
Where Is West
Marshall
Hoxie
Universal ...5,000
Why Worry
Lloyd
New.-Taylor
Pathe
6,000
Wild Party, The
Gladys Walton ...Her. Blashe ..Universal
5,000
Woman Proof
Thos. Meighan ..A. Green ...Paramount ..7,687
Zaza
Gloria Swanson ..Allan Dwan .Paramount ..7,076

Feature

Director

Star

Tom Sorman

Harlan C. Moore

April Showers

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm

.

"Going Up"
of
MacLean's

but another example
sparkling comedy, re-

is

splendent
with
action
and liberally
sprinkled with suspense, to the point that

one wonders

if

anything

else

included to keep you rolling
forth in your seat.

could be

back and

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The
out

Louis Dispatch points
that; "those familiar with
St.

MacLean's comedy methods

will

appreciate the possibilities of a
situation like this under his deft

handhng." Several critics beside
this one agree that the subtitles
are "exceptionally clever" and
that the limit in "camera ingenuity" was used to film the air
The hero unwittingly does

all

of the

stunts ever attempted by flyers
and
some that not even the greatest airplane
acrobat would have the hardihood to

The
humor in
try.

.

.

.

.

.

.

scenes.

combination
the

flying

of

and

thrill

episodes

is

a

re-

markable achievement.

_A triumph for MacLean, the
Cincinnati Enquirer believes, for
he "establishes more firmly than
ever his reputation as a refined
comedian." Anybody who likes

"good comedy that doesn't leave
a bad taste in the mouth" will
be "doing himself a favor" by
seeing "Going Up."

is one of those films
(very few and far between)
that merit the unlimited use of
adjectives," says the Indianapo-

Here, for in(Ind.) Star.
lis,
stance, in one picture the spectaHttle
"loveliest
the
has
tor
woman that ever flitted across
the screen," a beautiful Spanish
mob
"stirring
and
romance
scenes," directed as only "Ernest
Lubitsch, the German producer,
knows how." It is a costume
picture, on a scale which entitles

it:

To

a place vrith the best of the seaThe director underson's spectacles.
stands the handling of mobs as no one
else does, and has given it an elegant
production with interiors that stand out
cuite nrominently despite the high-powered dramatics that are waged on all
sides.

It is a "stirring drama," according to the Cleveland Plain

Dealer, a little "slender in drama
times," but always artistic,
and too, it has several "genuinely
The sets are
comic reliefs."
"magnificent and plenteous." It
recommended unhesitatingly.
is
As to the star:
at

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

ROSITA"

.

.

.

ican
writes than
capitally
cast
as

.

.

.

"Going up"

his

Distributor Length

Women

L. Barry more .... Crosland .. .Goldwyn ..10,501
joldwyn ...6,845
Special Cast
M. Neilan
Exiles, The
Doug MacLean ..Not credited.. Goldwyn
.10,000
Fair Cheat, The
All Star
.F.
B. O.
.6,000
King
French Doll, The
Mae Murray
7,000
R. Z. Leonard .Metro
Going Up
.Asso.
Exhib.
Ingraham
6.053
Gold Diggers, The
Hope Hampton
.Warners
Beaumont
7,500
Gold Madness
Guy B. Post
Thornby .... Principal ...6,000
Green Goddess, The .... Special Cast
Sidney Olcott. Goldvsryn
9,100
William Farnum .Not credited.. Fox
Gun Fighter, The
5,000
Haldane of the Sec. Serv.Houdini
F. B. O.
Houdini
.5,000
Chas. Jones
Hell's Hole
Not credited.. Fox
5,000
Her Reputation
Special Cast
.6,566
J. Wray ... .First Nat'l
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney
W. Worsley Universal .12,000
Lawful Larceny
Gray-Naldi-Nagle. Allan Dwan .Paramount .5,503
Lone Star Ranger
Tom Mix
6,000
Not credited.. Fox
Main Street
Blue-Vidor
Beaumont ... Warner's
8,000
Marriage Maker, The
Ayres-Holt
Wm. deMille Paramount ..6,295
Philbin-Kerry
10,000
Merry Go Round
R. Julian .... Universal
The Midnight Alarm . Special Cast
7,000
David Smith Vitagraph
Fox
8,000
Lee Parry
Monna Vanna
Eichberg
Preferred ...6,725
York-Clifford-Glass Gasnier
Mothers-In-Law
First Nat'l
.7,000
Bernard-Carr .... Badger
Potash- Perlmutter
Hodkinson .6,600
Puritan Passions
Glenn Hunter
Tuttle
Goldwyn
.6,841
Special Cast
Red Lights
C. Badger
of

Eternal Three,

Costume

Play, Says Press
Critics Unite in Commending
United Artist Film

Director

Star

'Rosita' Finest

The "new" Mary is a
made so by the story.

different

one,

Here is an
self-reliant,
but
independent heroine,
never surrendering to complete abandonShe is tne sort of heroine all love but
is never quite found except in stories,
which all of us love, too.

—

The

picture has an "exception-

background" as a production,
we learn from the Los Angeles
Times. It is captivating to watch
the play of "light and shade in
al

the scenes of the pictures." There"
is
plenty of evidence of the
"subtle Lubitsch technique," as
it

has been made known through
foremost plays. "Alluring al-

his

so is the art quality" of the
film that shows the skill "not
only of the director, but of the
photographer as well":
The

scenes
Of the

have an impulse, a
a_
vitality that is excepbig
mob sequences. In
flashes, the carnival comes near being
the wildest affair that has been seen at
any time. A regular operatic entrance
has been prepared for Mary herself.
Real excitement is worked up through
having people in all ends of tbe Spanish street shriek the name of Rosita
until finally with a guitar slung over
her shoulder she comes tripping into
carnival

rythm

and

tional

in

the scene.

.

NOVEMBER
Feature

Blow Your

Own Horn

Star
..Lewis-Perdue
Special Cast

Distributor Length

Director
J.

W. Horne

.F.

B.

O.

..6,000
5,000
5,000

Crooked Alley
Robert Hill
Universal ..
Cyclone Jones
Seeling
Williams
Asrwon
Dangerous Maid, The ..C. Talmadge
V. Heerman .First Nat'l
Eternal Flame B osworth- Windsor M. Neilan
Goldwyn
.

.7,337
6,000

It

is

the

first

production

in

which Mary emerges from the
"ingenious graces of youth" into
the "maturer beauties of womanhood," we are
told
by theBrooklyn
Standard
Union,
revealing a "formidable histrionic
talent, "and proving herself to
be an emotional actress to be
reckoned with."
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'Anna

Christie' Perfect

Current Productions

'Where North Begins'

(Continued)

Wins Wide Praise

NNA

A

CHRISTIE"

marks

which

greatest
forward
step
the movies have made

since

Griffith

the

produced

his

epochal "The Birth of a Nation,"
says the Baltimore (Md.) Sun.
"Unless we are greatly mistaken,
films five years
it will take the
or more to catch up with this

The

picture."

director:

Flaming Waters
Flaming Youth
His Children's Children

Eddie Hearn

Not

credited.. F. B. O.
...Jack Dillon . First Nat'l

.6,000
Colleen Moore
. .8,434
.All Star
Sam Wood ..Paramount . .8,338
Hospitality
Buster Keaton ...Jack Blystone Metro
.6,220
Human Mill, The
Special Cast ....Alan Holubar Metro
.6,000
Huntress
C. Moore
Reynolds
1st National 7,000
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
M. Tourneur . First Nat.'l .6.000
Kentucky Days
Dustin Farnum ..David Solmon Fox
6,000
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast .... W. Bennett . . Vitagraph . .6,000
Light That Failed
All Star
Melford
Paramount . .7,013
Marion Davies . . Sidney Scott . Goldwyn .
Little Old New York
9,000
6,000
Man, Woman, TemptationSpecial Cast ....Not credited .. Metro
Maytime
Special Cast ....Gasnier
Preferred .. 6,000
Million to Burn,
...Herbert KawlinsonWilliam Parke Universal .. 5,000
.8,648
Fox
Monna Vanna
All Star
Eichberg
. .7,000
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast
J. S. BlacktonVitagraph
7,547
Barker
Metro
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Reg.
.
Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston . H. G. Moody. Independent 5,000
.6,000
Hodkinson .
Shifting Sands
Special Cast ....Granville
Viola Dana
Not credited .. Metro .... 6,000
South Sea Love
6.000
Social Code, The
Shirley Mason ...Oscar Atsel . Fox
.6,000
Metro
Social Code
Dana
Apfel
Paramount .8,434
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri
Brenon
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr. .Henabery . . .Paarmount . .5,652
The Leavenworth Case .All Star Cast ...Chas. Giblyn Vitagraph . .6,000
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Harry Garson Universal .. 7,000
6.000
Thy Name Is Woman Special Cast .... Fred Niblo . Metro
Unseeing Eyes
Barrymore-Owen .E. H. Griffith Goldwyn .. .8,500
Wanters, The
Special Cast
John M. Stahl First Nat'l .6,000
.

defy the slightest criticism.
If you have
never been satisfied with any adaptation
of a book or play that you have seen,
by all means see this picture, and note
what one man has done.

A

.

a film that will "hold
your rapt attention" from the
outset, in the opinion of the
Like
Cincinnati (Ohio) Post.
the play, it represents a "drab
side of human life" in all its
"stark ugliness," and pleads for
a chance for the "victim of ciris

However, it is
compare a movie with

cumstances."

unfair to
a stage play, because:

The human
it

voice,

wondrous

thing

is,

screen interpretation of the role as could

be desired.

One of the "really talented
actresses" in the films, Blanche
Sweet
the

is

title

Newark

convincing" in
according to the

"finely
role,

(N.

J.)

News.

George

who created old Chris
the original production, gives
such "a portrayal of the repentant father" as is "hard to match
in current plays," and:
Marion,

in

.

.

William Kussell so admirably denotes
Matt's traits that his share in the perdi3.tinction.
is

masterly.

from its realism,"
the picture would perhaps be a
"sordid and depressing play,"
believes the Los Angeles Times.
Much has, of course, been done
"Divorced

to "lighten the film version," so
that it "might have a broader,
popular appeal," and while perhaps something of the power of
the sea "has been lost," there is

"vigorous
and
crude
strength" behind the development. The treatment:
still

Is about as daring as anything that
yet been shown.
Those cutbacks
the early life of Anna, reach the
outposts of realism.
Much is left to the
imagination, but what happens is sufficiently vivid to allow the mind to fill
in the rest.

has
of

.

weep," this paper
goes on to say "Although Miss
Sweet's performance did stand
out,
competition
was keen."
George Marion as her old and
bibulous father, "was almost too
real."
stale

One

could actually "smell

booze and coal dust on
him,"
and Eugenie
Besserer
was gorgeous as Marthy."

north woods its glamadventure and risks
"live unforgetably and beautifully

'Where the North Begins',"
are told by the Paterson (N.
Call.
Not an inch of the

in

we

J.)
film,

but

that

are

"packed with

is

different
as night

as

ones

usual

thrills"

from the
from day.

—

the "genuine article"
"love romance of the
far north," where men come to
It

is

gripping

measure their own "brawn and
cunning against other men,"
where "might is right," and nature
v/eak."

"relentless
Rin-tin-tin

against

the

The

clever

dog plays in the
uncanny in the

police

His acting

picture.

is

nth degree.

DECEMBER
Feature

Blanche

Christie
Acquittal

Barefoot

Boy

Countrv

Kid

All
All

Sweet

Star
Star

Barry
Dix-Wilson
C. Myers
.Babv Peggy

Canyon

Distributor Length

.Tom H.
Brown

Ince. First Nat.
Universal
Kirkland
C. B. C.

.7,631

6,523
.5,769
.5.686

.
.

Warners
Paramount

Beaudine

.

.6993
.5787
Darling
Y.
6,239
....King Baggot. Univ
David Copperfield
~
All Star".".'
Asso. Ex. ..6,282
5andberg".".
Day of Faith
.6557
All Star
Gold-Cos.
Browning
Defyi.i? Destiny
.5,663
All Star
Selznick
Chaudet
Eternal City
.7,800
LaMarr-BarrymoreFitzraaurice .. First Nat.
Extra Girl
5.70O
Normand
Asso. Ex.
Jones
Fashion Row
7,300
Murray
Metro
Leonard
Fashionable Fakers
All Star
Worthington F. B. O. ...4869
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess
First Nat. ..8,000
Robertson
Gold Madness
Post
Prin. Pic. ..6.068
Thombv
Halt a Dollar Bill
5,700
Nilsson
Van Dyke ..Metro
Her Temp'y Husband ..AH Star
McDerraott .First Nat. ..6723
His Mystery Girl
4.375
Herb. Rawlinson .Robt. F. Hill. Univ
In Palace of King
..7453
Sweet
Gold.-Cos.
Flvnn
Lady of Quality
8,000
Valli-Sills
Universal
Sedgwick
Let's Go
R. Talmadge
6,000
Truart
Howard
Loyal Lives
Snecial Cast
W. Bennett ..Vitaeraph ...6.000
Mail Man
All Star
Johnson
F. B. O. ..6,800
Man From Brodnevs ...Snerial Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7.100
Man Life Passed By. All Star
6208
Schertzinger .Metro
Man Next Door
Snecial Cast
David Smith .v^itagraph ...7,000
Masters of Men
Siecial Cast
.David Smith .Vitagraph ...6.900
Maytime
7500
Ford-Shanno
Preferred
Gasnier
Midnight Alarm
Siecial Cast
..David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,100
Modern Matrimony .... Moore-Lake
4,960
..Heerman
Select
Name the Man
7.100
All Star
jpastrom
Goldwyn
Near Lady
All Star
Blache
Universal ...4812
fJmetv and Nine
Snecial Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ..6,900
Our Hospitality
..6,220
Keaton
Keaton
Metro ..
..
Pioneer Trails
Snecial Cast
David Smith .Vitagraoh ..7.000
Poniola
Nilsson
Crisp
.First Nat. ..6,500
Pure Grit
..4,571
Roy Stewart
Nat Ross
Universal
Qmncy Adams Sawyer .AU Star
7,742
Badger
Metro
Red Warning
..4,795
Jack Hoxie
Bradley
Universal
Red Warning
Hoxie
Bradley
Universal ...4795
J.
Rendezvous
All Star
M. Neilan ...Goldwyn ...7,800
Reno
All Star
R. Hughes ... Goldwyn ...6.600
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery
Woods-Buch. Asso. Auth. 8,000
Second Hand Love
6,000
Jones
Wellman
Fox
Second Youth
All Star
A. Parker
Goldwyn ...6,500
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
7000
Clifton
Fox
Temple of Venus
All Star
8,000
Otto
^Fox
The Near Lady
^ladvs Walton .. Hrrb. Blache. .Universal ...4.812
This Freedom
All Star
7.000
CUft
Fox
Thundergate
O. Moore
De Grasse ... First Nat. ...6565
Twenty-One
Barthelmess
Robertson ...First Nat. ...6560
Under Red Robe
All Star
Cosmooolitan 8,000
CrosJand
Unknown Purple
All Star
Robertson ...First Nat. ..6560
Virginian
M! Star
Forman
Schulberg ..8,010
Call of

of Nile
of N.

Fleming

F. B. O.

Earle

.

"

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

W,->v Men Love
Whipping Boss
White Tiger

Dexter-Harris
All Star

Dean

Romance

Wife's

Hlckok

Bill

It is unbelievable the manner in which he registers throughout the
a princ6 of dogs.
All lovers of
animals and good pictures will not miss
this
rare opportunity to see both a
strong drama and unexcelled animal

story,

Director

Star

Anna

acting.
is a production "possessed
every element making the
popular brand," and it "registered decidedly" at all performances, according to the Trenton
(N. J.) Times. It is a story of
the North woods, featuring the
"marvelous" trained dog, who is
so clever that one feels a "man's
brain must be lodged in his
skull."
As to the atmosphere,
this paper adds:

It

of

The setting in the far north is a fitting background for the tense drama unfolded before the handful of mortals living and struggling in one of the outposts and fringes of civilization, a remote Hudson Bay trading post.

A melodrama that keeps you
on the very "edge of your seat,"
"thrilled through and through,"
in the opinion of the Huntington
(W. Va.) Herald Dispatch. The
story:
Is set in the land where snow and
cold,
brawny men and courageous
women, good and bad, Uve and love and
battle for the right to exist. The work
of Rin-tin-tin, the remarkable dog, places
him in the same class with Strongheart.

It is a picture which can be
"praised
without reservation,"
believes the Bloomington (111.)

Bulletin.

The reason

Browning

Young

HefFeron

Hart

C.

Smith

"bigness,

rich

drama

courses through
it
like
"healthy blood through a strong

man."
To

McGowan ...Monogram

.5,800
...Universal ..7,177
5.169
Metro
Fam. Players 6,983

the

that

Grand Asher 7,541

...Neill

lies in its

sincerity,"

its

It

is

a

little

say what are

ducive
this

to the thrill of
picture produces.

tempted to ascribe

difficult:

elements con-

the

pleasure which
Sometimes one

to the almost
of the police dg, whose
histrionic
talent is nothing short of
genius.
Sometimes it seems as if the
story itself has the stuff that produced
the thrills, and then it looks again as if
is

it

uncanny acting

"Never has Miss Sweet done
anything to approach this char-

women must

our,

.

Wild

acterization of the weak daughter
of Sweden," we learn from the
New York Tribune. "We did
not enjoy the end of the picture
with its touches of comedy and
its
final bringing home of the
truth that men must work and

HE

-•

.

.

formance helps to give it
In fact the acting of the trio

—

'p

.

Dancer

cannot be replaced by anything else.
Blanche Sweet as Anna
Christie hasn't Pauline Lord's opportunities, because Anna's voice is not
Yet Miss Sweet gives as fine a
there.
that

Marvelous

Is

Warner Production

in

.

.

It

Rin-Tin-Tin

.

.

Has taken Eugene O' Neil's play, and
handled it in such a way as almost to

Drama

Excellent

Screen Adaptation
First National Production

JANUARY
Feature

Star

After the Ball

Boy

Mine
Broadway Broke
of

.

Black Oxen
Hook and Ladder

.

Man
Mine

.

.

Keep

of

You

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Even.

Name

Can't Get

Anderson

.... First

.

Love

Whispered

.

.

Shepherd King
Swamp Angel

Song

.

.

.

Satin Girl

Thrill Chaser
To the Ladies
When Odds are

Beaudine

.

.

from Wyoming.
to

.... Fitzgerald

.

.

Lady of Monsoreau
Love Pirate
Marriage Market
.

.

Distributor Length

Director

.7000
6000
Nat.
.6000
Selznick
All Star
Dawley
.6600
First Nat.
C. Griffith
F. Lloyd
.6000
Universal
H. Gibson
Sedgwick
All Star
Le Somptier .Vad. & Del. 5500
.4750
Thomas
All Star
F. B. O.
All Star
Le Saint
C. B. C. ... 6297
..5,000
...Universal
Bradbury
Hoxie
T.
"Washburn
Ben Wilson Grand-Asher 5317
Grand-Asher 5591
All Star
Rosson
8000
Fox
Edwards
All Star
6000
Nat.
First
Moore
Badger
C.
Franklin ....First Nat. ..6000
N. Talmadge
...5196
...Universal
Hoot Gibson ....Sedgwick
6268
Paramount
AU Star
Cruze
4284
Fox
Russell
Yost
5000
Universal
All Star
Baggot
6052
Marmont
R. V. Lee .. Fox

Glass-Cooper
Alexander

.

.

.

Away.

.

.

.

it

might be the wonderful

cast.

the sort of 'movie' worth
going out of one's way, if necessary, to see, and for that reason
it
is
strongly recommended,"
says the Winston Salem (N. C.)
"It

is

Sentinel.
To overlook it is to
"miss a picture with a fine plot,

perfect acting, and a wonderful
three
things
photoplay" the
necessary to the real movie fan's
enjoyment, and in addition there
north,
of
the
is the scenery
forming a background of unusual strength and beauty.

—

..

.. .

,

January
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.
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Why Not Improve Upon
the Adaptation?
"Picture Not as Good as
Book" Says Press
TTIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN," dealing as it does

Good

COMING PRODUCTIONS

it"

A

rather

"fascinating

story

m

The Fast Express
Duncan-Johnson Wm. Duncan
The Signal Tower ... All Star
C. Brown
The Turmoil
All Star
H. Henley ..
Love Insurance
Reg. Denny
Eddie Cline
Courting Calamity ..Hoot Gibson ...Sedgwick ...
The Thrill Girl
Laura LaPlante Robt. Hill
The Drifter
Hoxie
Bradbury ...
.

.

.

.

which were

points

"most impressive"

the story
are "sadly lacking or colorless"
in the picture.
However, there
is
"one favorite" in whom you
will
"fiot
be
disappointed."

Gdorge Fawcett

in

:

Is just as you visualized this grand
old man, and he scores another
big
success in this role.
In the climax
where this player has an opportunity for
some very dramatic scenes, he lifts the
picture out of the mediocre class by
his splendid characterization.

you

like these all-star casts

and are only a little particular
about stories, you will like "His
Children's Children,"

we

been a success "as a book," but
on the screen "it's just another
picture."
An entertainment of
this kind:
to

.

.

.

.

.

.

.12th wk.
9th wk.
17th wk.

.

.

4th wk.

.

8th
5th
3rd
.4th

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

wk.
wk.

wk.
wk.
4th wk.
3rd wk.

METRO
Star
Viola Dana
L. Taylor
All Star

Revelations

Happiness
Cape Cod Folks

A Boy

of Flinders ..Jackie

Producer

Director
...Geo. Baker

.

King Vidor

.

,

.

Reg. Barker

.

Coogan .Schertzinger

.

Metro
Metro

Progress
7th wk.

.

7th wk.
Louis Mayer 2nd wk.
Metro .... Preparing

FIRST NATIONAL
Star

Title

Producer
Progress
Jos. Schenck 6th wk.
The Swamp Angel ...Colleen Moore.."!;. Badger ... First National editing
Torment
All Star
Tourneur ... .Tourenur
editing
Flowing Gold
All Star
J. De Grasse .R. W. TuUy 4th wk.
GalloDing Fish
All Star
Del. Andews
Tom Ince
9th wk.
jold Fish
C. Talmadge
Storm
Schenck
3rd wk.
Against Rules
All Star
lohn Ray ... .Ince
4th wk.
All Star
Sea Hawk
F. Lloyd
.Lloyd
2nd wk.
Director

Norma TalmadgeF. Borzage

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Star

Title

Director

.

Producer

Daddies

Mae Marsh ....Wm.

Beau Brummel
Welcome Stranger

John Barrymore.H. Beaumont .Warner

...All
to Educate WifeAll
All
Babbitt
Lovers Lane
All

How

Star
Star
Star
Star

Jas.

Wm.

Seiter

.

Young

.

.

.

Warner
Eelasco

.Warner

Seiter

Progress
Brso. editing
10th wk.
2th wk.
.

....

H. Beaumont .Warner

..

W.

..

Beaudine .Warner

.

2nd wk.
Preparing
Preparing

PARAMOUNT
Star

The Next Corner
The Stranger

Producer

Director

Progress

Sam Wood ...Sam Wood

All Star
All Star

Henabery

....

Henabery

.

.

..9th wk.
8th wk.

FOX
Title
of the East

Shadow

Star
.Ml Star
.AH Star
.Chas Jones

Director

Producer

Progress

f^rchinbaud ..Fox
Buckingham ..Fox
.Wellman
Not a Drum Heard
Fox
Ladies to Board
.Tom Mix
D. Solomon ..Fox
The Morocco Box
.Shirley Mason .J. Blystone ..Fox
Just Off Broadway.
Mortimer
Fox
J. Oybert

Arizona Express

. .

.

editing

4th wk.
4th wk.

.

.

5th wk.
2nd wk.
4th wk.
2nd wk.

.

Archainbaud ..Fox

.All Star

GOLDWYN
Director

Star

Title
Nellie,

E. Flynn

Cloak Model.. All Star

Producer

Progress

.Goldwyn

..

.

.

.editing

UNITED ARTISTS
Star
Director
Producer
Progress
...Doug. FairbanksRaoul Walsh .. Fairbanks
.26th wk.
Vernon Haddon HallMary Pickford .Mar. Neilan ..Lloyd ...
9th wk.
C. Chaplin ...Chaplin
Chaplin
..Preparing
V Not Selected)
Title

Thief of Bagdad

.

.

PATHE
Star

Title

The Girl Expert .... Harold Lloyd
One Ghostly Night ..All Star

.

Half Back of N. D..A11

Producer

Director
Taylor

Del Lord
Erie Kenton
Del Lord

All Star

Trifling

Star

.

Sennett
Sennett
Schulberg
Sennett ..
.

.

the

She assumes the unsympathetic role
stem, primitive type of
a cold,
cannot be bothered with
romance.
Finally, when she does un-

woman who

dergo a transformation,
rather late.
It's a one

James

but

out,

The
"much

proves to be

it

character

through-

story

Kirkwood
his

does expart in spite

Baltimore
Sun
is very fine"

finds

the
including "that blessed element of novelty of which we
hear so much and see so little."
Again there is praise for Mary
that

in

film,

Alden:
Dominating the production is
Alden as Delila Jamieson. The

Mary
role

is

unusual
one.
The character, if
an
"psyched" by a certain psychoanalyst,
would probably reveal a few things
that the screen could never reveal. But
the current film nicely avoids tjnese hazards and manages to keep a pretty clean
bill of morals.

Praise is freely bestowed upon
the production by the St. Louis
Times reviewer who calls it "a
strong story not
straining at
credulity" and "a film well worth
seeing."
"Nowhere," says this
critic in comparing the production with the old type of Westerns, "is the progress of the
film better portrayed than in the
picturization" of this film. As to
the story, it "is wholesome and
moves rapidly." He calls it "a
tale of life and love with a Western ranch as background."
It ends happily for
one pair, but
there is an undertone of tragedy for
It
the main character in the tragedy.
-luld not have been otherwise, and an
intelligent director did not do violence
to the plot by attempting a sloppily
happy ending for all. For which we
offer thanks.

It

and

is "filled with fine incident
vital action" says the Wash-

.

.

Poisoned Paradise

.AH

Producer

Director
Gasnier

Star
Star

A

Man

Let Not

Progress

Mr. Sloman has produced the screen
arrangement of the novel with rare taste
and judgment, bringing to it a sense of
discrimination, a splendid cast and a

David Smith 2nd wk.

The Love Bandit

Producer
Smith Vitagraph

Progress
Titling

.

Fred'k-Tell'gen J. S. BlacktonC. E. Blaney Printing
..Doris Kenyon .Del HendersonC. W. Patton 2nd wk.

INDEPENDENT
Producer

Director

Star

Title

Progress

Murphy Miller.. Geo. Seitz
.C. W. Patton editing
The Deer Slayer
H. J. Brown 6th wk.
Tombstone Fred Thomson.. Al. Rogell
Discontented Husb'dsjas. Kirkwood Ed. Le Saint .Waldorf .... Editing
Henderson
Ben V/ilson 6th wk.
Gambling Wives ... AH Star
Francis Ford .Dearholt ... Editing
Rodeo Mixup
Ed. Cobb
Sage Brush Religion. Hatton-Gerber .Dick Hatton .Neva Gerber 7th wV.
Bertram .Art Howard th wk.
Some Man
All Star
Ryan Bros. 7th wk.
The Wolf Man
Geo. Chesebro. .Chesebro
Sheriff of

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm

.

Halperin .... Halberin
The Ragged Robin ..Madison-Rich ..Madison .... Sanf ord

Souvenir

All

Star

.

.

Ashes of Waste

The Fire Patrol

derer."

man
:

truly genuine

atmosphere.

The

Director

David

the love of a war wanPraise for Edward Slowho directed the film fol-

alities for

lows

.

VITAGRAPH
Title
Star
Tale of Red Roses. All Star

The story conington Herald.
cerns itself with the "strange
clash of two feminine person-

Progress
9th wk.
.9th wk.
7th wk.
4 th wk.

PREFERRED
Title

says

dren's children."
"Some fans
are going to rejoice to see Warner Oland named in the cast.
Remember how excellent he was
in 'East is West' with Connie

on

actresses

character

.

Of the

ing," no doubt, not only in regard to the "example" they set
their children, but "their chil-

goes on to say that "it's
entertainment,
too."
Mary Alden is proclaimed "one
most promising young
of the
critic

splendid

.

.

WARNER BROTHERS

story:

"The climax is a strong one,"
the
Kansas City Star.
While the film isn't a "preachy
one," it will make "mothers and
fathers do some earnest think-

the ver-

is

Pub"The
Eagle's Feather" and the same

well with
of this fact

The

thrill-seeking daughters and a
lonely father run in a parallel and hazardous course, but turn in a happier
direction at the cHmax, in keeping with
the fairly interesting character of the
production.
But the lives of these
people are depicted in such detail that
the picture has greater length than the
story would seem to warrant.

unusual movie"

dict of the Philadelphia
reviewing
lic Ledger
in

ceptionally

The Plunderer

and Mary Eaton.

AN

of

be

portrayals of the "more
prominent characters" in the
cast lend "much interest" to the
developments, in the opinion of
the Newark News.
There are
"such capable players" as Bebe
Daniels, George Fawcett, James
Rennie, Hale Hamilton, Warner

Talmadge?"

.

Progress

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Laurel
Universal

screen."

"ome

The

Oland,

.

.

.

Producer

.

looked upon as the
one
harping
on the
question that has almost become obsolete because it is so common. Rather
a paradoxical situation. Yet the snappiest thing about it is the ending, because when the story has gone far
enough, all right about face in a hurry,
and they clip it short.
Is apt
result of

.

.

The Riddle Rider ...Wm. Desmond .Wm. Craft
Pirates and Plunder .Priscilla Dean
W. Ruggles
Hands in Dark
Albertini
Marchant ..

are told

by the Los Angeles Times. The
novel by Arthur Train may have

.

.

.

Title

"If

.

.

The

Post.

Director

Star

Secrets

'has been' spoiled
the adaptation," according to the Chicago

Drama Well
Received by Daily Press

UNIVERSAL
Title

Tide

The story exposes the falsities of
sophisticated society.
It is in no sense
a preachment, but a beautiful story
packed with
dramatic
situations
of
great power, with a climax that will
thrill
every spectator.
It will drive
home in every human heart the truth
of the saying, "Except the Lord build
the house, they labor in vain that build

in 'Eagle's Feather'
Metro's Love

.

with
"every
woman's husband,
her home," and the "happiness
of her children,
will
exert
a
powerful appeal," we learn from
the Buffalo Times.
It is "not
often" that the screen world is
"enabled" to see a cast of players "of the prominence that distinguishes the cast" chosen for
this great production.
While:

Story and Acting

editing

4th wk.

Leavans Hale ..Roy Hughes .Hughes
Location
Stromberg
All Star
Stromberg .... TitUng
.

.

production, according to
the Pittsburgh Sun, gratifies the
"public appetite" which in recent months "seems to have demanded presentation on the silver screen of large slices of American life as it is lived in the
West." In line with this tendency, "there have been numerous
Westerns of late." This reviewer also praises the adaptation of
Katherine Newlin Burt's book
with the remark that "the film
version is an interesting one."
"Some remarkable scenes taken
at the foothills of the Sierra

Nevada

mountains"

is

feature of the picture
tracted this reviewer.

another
that

at-
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THE MODERN THEATRE

LOOKING FROM THE STAGE OF STOCKHOLM'S PALLADIUM THEATRE

Theatre Designs Lean to
New Houses Show Old World
T)

ECAUSE

motion
prone
are

/

America

foremost

picture

some

the
folks

to

fact

that

is

industry,
the
overlook

in

other nations are achieving fine things in this
As a matter of fact, there are infield.
stances where the Europeans are several
strides ahead of us. The most noteworthy of
these is the architectural construction of their

Surrounded as they are by the richest and
traditions,
architectural
in
elegant
most
handed down to them from the ancient
Greeks and Romans, the Europeans seem to
have imbibed the atmosphere which is again
Each one of those
reflected in the theatres.
that are really noteworthy is a monument
not only to the advance in motion picture
theatre design but in the architectural
struction that makes any edifice a mark of distinction to
the community.

con-

Influence

peace and tranquility as pervades a place of
worship.
Its beauty is warmth-giving and
satisfying and it is possible to imagine an
audience settling back in their seats with a
feeling of real contentment and antcipatory
enjoyment. This naturally, is the ideal mood
from the showman's point of view.

TP,

theatres.

Classics

architecture can procertainly something
to strive for, and certainly worthy of most
serious consideration.
then,

duce

type

of

effect,

it

a

this

is

There are of course, a number of American
showmen who have been conscious of the
this factor and have shown
their appreciation of its value in the theatres which they have constructed, with the
result that this country can boast of some

importance of

of the finest play houses. But much of their
fame comes from the tremendous proportions
in the seating capacity, rather than from their
superiority of design.
No country can compare with America in the size of its motion
picture houses and European nations are fast
coming to realize that this is a huge feature.

reason the future theatres
FOR
Sweden are being designed
accommodate
this

in

to

larger audiences, according to Knut Husberg, head of the purchasing department of
the Svenska Filmindustri.
Houses will continue to be built in imitation of the age-old
museums, cathedrals and castles, but their
seating capacity will, at the same time, receive adequate attention.

The theatre that is finally built incorporating both these assets will unquestionably be
a model that will set the future pace in
universal
theatre
construction.
America
knows well the advantages of size, and with
some concentrated study of the more stately
and
ly

historic edifices it should be comparativesimple to construct the ideal theatre to incorporate true art and maxi-

mum

utility.

The more

The above photograph,

alert

architects,

for
example, shows the interior of
one of the theatres owned by
Filmindustri,
the
SVenka
known in America as the
Swedish Biograph, and is a
glowing example of the fine
specimens
Scandinavia
proThe house in its conduces.
struction gives the impression
of
an
ancient
and stately
cathedral of the Roman type
which is delicately lighted and
expertly shaded in a manner to
further convey the ancestral
impression.

However, even the smaller
houses, though lacking in the
elaborate details which mark
being
edifice,
are
the huge
modeled on pictu-esque lines of
beauty and elegance.
Theatre owners and builders
are co-operating more closely

The effect of such construction is to produce on the spectator the same air of reverence.

than ever to attain a type of
house ideal in every possible
respect and detail.

both American and foreign, are
concentrating their efforts in

Of course, fine
architectuarl
of
splendor will be possible only
in the larger cities, where suf-

this

direction.

monuments

ficient

sate

VIEW FROM REAR OF ORCHESTRA

patronage will compen-

for

their

pretentiousness.
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Current First

Run Programs

ATLANTA

—

Howard Overture, "Dance
Howard News and Views,

of the Hours,"

Felix the Cat
Comedy, "Felix Fills the Shortage," Prologue. "Mile. Modiste," Feature, "The Com-

mon Law."

BALTIMORE

New — Overture,

(not mentioned).

Pathe

Lyman H. Howe's "Hodge Podge."

News.

Barrym.ore

Lionel

Feature,
Eyes."

in

"Unseeing

—

Metropolitan Overture, "Southern Rhapsody" by Hosmer, Pathe Color, Fun from the
Press, Educational's "Sing Them Again,"
Metropolitan Topical Review, Feature, Warner Brothers' "Lucretia Lombard," with an
all-star cast.

RivoLi

—Overture,

Nelly

"Little

Kelly,"

News, Aesop Film Fable, "The Cat
Came Back," Comedy, Mack Sennett's "Flip
Rivoli

Flops." Topics of the Day, Feature,
National's "Jealous Husbands."

First

BROOKLYN
Mark Strand— Symphonized

Jazz OverTopical Review. Prologue and ballet.
Feature, "Anna Christie."

ture.

CINCINNATI

Capitol

—Overture,

(not mentioned), Cap-

News, Grantland Rice's Sport Review.
Feature, "The Light That Failed."
Strand Overture, (not mentioned), Pathe
News,_ Mermaid Comedy, "Runnin' Wild,"
itol

LOCAL TALENT USED IN LIVING CHANDELIER STUNT

—

Tableau Scores Decided Hit With Audience
Symbolic Prologue Reflecting Holiday

Spirit,

Models, Enthusiastically Received

'T'HE

prologue was one of the

earliest

adjunct to

devices to establish
the modern theatre.

first

itself

of the
as an

With

the march and progress of motion
picture presentation, theatre managers conceived very naturally that anything in a show,
or supplementary to a show, which would
enhance the general atmosphere or illusion
of the theme, would make for a more tolerant
and comprehensive reaction on the part of
the spectators.

That

was

no

mere

theory,

adequately borne out in the tremendous favor
with which prologues are invarir.bly received
by the movie-going public.
But of course,
there are prologues and prologues.
There are prologues that purport to be
nothing more or less than an extension of the
program, a little prize in the bag of candy
so to speak.
These are often entertaining
and received with gusto by the audience. But
a prologue has a more artistic and logical
function to perform than to be merely an
extra portion of program in fact a prologue
can identify a theatre with an individuality
that nothing else in the modern theatre can
this

is

—

achieve.

Prologues can be staged for the sole subtle

the occasion around Christmas, or
time.
In such an instance, a prologue properly staged in keeping with the
spirit of the holiday era, reflects an exchange
of hearty prosits on the part of the theatre
owners, which is appreciated by and puts the
theatre's patrons in a good-will mood, and

such as

New

is

Year

which will have an obvious effect regarding
their future relations with the theatre.

A

specific case of

what constitutes an ap-

propriate theme for a holiday prologue, is
instanced in the one staged during the Thanksgiving holiday in the Howard Theatre of AtAt the rise of the curtain a huge horn
lanta.
of plenty in which was seated a beautifully
gowned singer rendering, "Love's Melody," was
drawn across the stage by a simulated turkey.
The background for this was a pretty peacock
drop.
The second scene of the tableau opened up
on a group of horns of plenty around which
played a series of sparkling red, blue and
white lights. The edges of the horns were
As the lights flooded
lined with wax fruit.
the stage into a broad, full white, the alluring figures of living girl models were accentuated against the sleek, black background,
the central theme being a living chandelier.

purpose

of
putting the audience
in
the

mind

of

The
was

startling

and

beautiful

third

The

scene
was
Continuation
the
second

By

principle,

this

a

justifies

presentation.

its

But

it

this

and

It

a
of
in

can do
more.
can for an-

flitting

other thing reflect the
spirit
of a season or

The

holiday,

a
scored

models.
prologue

whole

as

a

tre-

particular

mo-

mendous
h t
and put the audience in good

rn e n t

the

humor

which

public

at

is

wrapped

in

i

that

all

ut

HORN OF PLENTY HARNESSED TO A TURKEY

to

rerest

ceive
the
of
the
show.

last

Case."

CLEVELAND
Allen

— Overture,

Comedy,

"Perfect

"Caprice

Espagnole,"

Feature,

36,"

"Big

Brother."
Orchestra,
Singing
Estate Sherwood's
Comedy, "Kidding Katie," Feature, Bill Hart

—

in

"Wild

Bill

Hickok."

CHICAGO

—Harold Lloyd "Why Worry"
continues run.
Trovatore," WeekChicago— Overture,
Roosevelt

in

"II

Digest, Scenic, "Good Spirit," Cornedy,
"Over the Fence," Feature, "Boy of Mine."
TivoLi Overture, "Rigoletto," Scenic, Digest, Felix the Cat Cartoon, Feature, "Pleasly

—

ure Mad."

—

Riviera Overture, "Cavalleria Rusticana,"
Weekly, Cartoon, Feature, "Pleasure

Scenic,

Mad."

—

McVicKERS O V
Fun from

e r t

groise,"

u

the

r e,

"Scenes

Hun-

Press, Pathe News,
Fable, Feature, Mae

Musical Interlude, Aesop
Murray in "Fashion Row."

WooDLAWN— Overture,

"The Rise of Rosie
News, Topics of the Day,
Comedy, Ben Turpin in "The Pitfalls of a
Big City," Feature, "The Light That Failed.".
O'Reilly," Pathe

INDIANAPOLIS

— Overture,

"Picque Dame," CirNews, Comedy, "Black and Blue,"
Jimmie Adams, Feature, Thomas
Meighan in "Woman-Proof."
Circle

of
featuring

clette

with

the presentation
made
variable
by the different
poses and positions
of
the

pro-

alone,

logue

—"The week).
Leavenworth

and

Gift's

meas-

sympathy the
whole rest of
the program.
doing

(fifth

ure.

for

with

viewing

ef¥ect

beyond

frame

proper

Feature, "Mothers-in-Law."
mentioned),
(not
Walnut Overture,
Pathe News, Aesop's Fable, Topics of the
Day, Feature, Mae Murray in "T?he French
Doll."
Cox— "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"

—

With Eight Living

LOS ANGELES

—Overture,

"Cavalleria RusNews, Scenic, Felix the Cat
Cartoon, "Felix Goes A-Hunting," Feature,
Metro's "The Man Life Passed By."

Loew's State

ticana," Pictorial

—

NEW YORK

RivoLi Overture, "Morning, Noon and
Night in Vienna," Rivoli Pictorial, Max
Fleischer's Out-of-the-Inkwell Cartoon, "Contest," Feature, Paramount's "Big Brother."

Rialto
Rialto

"Never

— Overture,

Magazine,

Weaken,"

from "Faust,"
Lloyd revival,
William De
Feature,

Selections

Harold

Mille's production, "Don't Call It Love."
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INVENTS MACHINE FOR
TECHNICOLORING
Film Mechanics Field

Pioneer in

Devises Unique Press

AFTER

several months of research and experiment on the part of a number of experts in the film mechanics field, there has
finally been devised by O. H. Carleton of the
Duplex Company of New York, a printing

machine which", it is thought, will solve
the problem of technicolor.
Mr. Carleton is one of the pioneers in
film mechanics and has been producing the
highest type of laboratory equipment for

many

Some

of the most recent dethe Carletons to belaboratory
lieve
that a really modern
equipped with the latest labor saving devices, and located in close proximity to
Broadway, will be a profitable addition.
The new factory and laboratory, therefore, will be located in Long Island City
and will be a thoroughly equipped arid
modern workroom where film, prints will
be produced in a shorter length of time,
at less cost, and better in quality than has
been done heretofore.
specially designed building with a floor
space of 50,000 feet will be completed, it is
hoped, by next summer, and will be the
new quarters of the Duplex Company.
The announcement of the designing of the
new printing machine which is expected to
have a very marked effect on the film business
will provide a powerful start for the new
years.

velopments

have

led

A

NEW CABRILLO THEATRE
OPENS ITS DOORS
Enthusiastic Ceremony Marks West
Coast House Affair

CAN

PEDRO,

CAL.-All

San

A

'"'reached the peak of enthusiasm when the
Cabrillo_ Theatre, considered one of the
handsomest in the country and constructed
as part of the chain of West Coast Theatres,
Inc., First National Franchise Holders, was
opened there.
Bands turned out, fireworks
were burned, the officials of West Coast Theatres, Inc., who attended, were lauded and the
enthusiasm was probably greater than that
displayed at any motion picture theatre opening.

Pilot devoted an entire edition to the affair and under an eightcolumn headline said

"The opening of a theatre is generally considered an event, but the opening of the new
Gabrillo Theatre is a great deal more than
_

that.

"Constructed along original lines by the
executive board of the West Coast Theatre,
Inc., who have supervised every step of the
work, the result may be safely termed one of
the most scientifically and the most thoroughly
equipped playhouses in Southern California,
the entire structure being an example of pure

showmanship."
Harry C. Arthur Jr., General Manager of
West Coast Theatres, Inc., will have supervision over the new playhouse, which will be
under the personal supervision of Frank L.
Browne, division manager of the West Coast
chain.

The Cabrillo has two huge lobbies. These
as well as the interior, are handsomely decoThe balcony is reached by inclines.
has a seating capacity of 1,800, with 1,000

rated.

on the main floor.
C. S. (Doc) Crews will be the

local

man-

ager of the theatre.

A
of

theatre policy identical with the caliber
service and entertainment for which the

West Coast Chain

of Theatres

new

Cabrillo

—

is

noted will

and guide the destinies of the new
Taking the enthusiasm with which
the new project has been received by potential San Pedro patrons as a basis of judgment one can not but anticipate a bright future of success and prosperity that will be
prevail
house.

in keeping with the high attainments of those
behind the enterprise.

plant.

This new device of Mr. Carleton's is only
one of the many film equipment inventions
which have marked his long years of service

SUPERIORITY OF STEEL
DEVICE OVER WOOD
Shown

in Comparison of Metal
and Wooden Equipment

ORTY
office

inated by

endeavor. In the many years
been in business he has had a
opportunities to originate con-

in this field of

that he has

years ago the appearance of metal
equipment in a field hitherto dom-

wood

indicated a contest of

supe-

between the two.
Time, the greatest judge of

riority

The San Pedro Daily

It

the opening of the

Pedro

new

_

TTENDING

were, from left to right, top row: A. L.
Gore, Secretary, Adolph Ramisch, Treasurer, and
Sol Lesser, Vice-President.
Bottom row: Harry C. Arthur, Gen. Mgr.,
M. Gore, President, Dave Bershon, Booking
Manager all of the West Coast Chain Theatres.

all, not only
has decided in favor of steel, but has qualified
steel furniture as a development necessitated
by the march of progress.
Its supremacy as a model of utility would
in itself have given the steel product a preference over the wood. But metal craftsmanship
and ingenuity have gone still further.
Compactness
has
been achieved.
That
means economy of floor space to the user.
Facility, and ease of handling
such as the
pulling of drawers, the absence of the sticky,
stubborn quality of resistance that often distinguishes wooden furniture in damp weather
and that means nervousness, attacks of
spleen and such like indispositions relegated
to a dead past.
Last, but not least, there is that all important consideration of fire protection, which
is so serious and obviously superior in the advantages of steel equipment over wood, as to
need very little emphasis on the point here.
The final attainment of steel equipment
which has won over the last doubting exponent of the wood era is the manner in
which steel devices are finished to meet the
aesthetic tastes of the most critical.
By remarkable finishing processes, the metal desk,
partition, file or film safe can be finished in
an exact reproduction of the rich alluring
California redgrain of wood any wood.
wood, rich walnut, conservative mahogany,
quartered oak the grains of all these and
more are stimulated with an exactitude and
realism as to defy the scrutiny of a connois-

number of
trivances which have aided materially in the
furthering of better and finer motion pictures.
Not only content with making the best in
equipment which was already in use, Mr.
Carleton's organization has been continually
on the lookout to devise some new machine
which would' further the industry.
This new invention is calculated to do much
It is so important to the
in this direction.
industry that it has been the subject of ardent
experiment on the part of experts all over
the country. In view of this fact, Mr. Carleton's invention is hailed as an even greater
achievement and it is sincerely hoped that its
utility is as marked as is contemplated.

—

—

—
—

seuer.

By reason of a remarkable patented baking
process the surface is made more lasting than
the hardest of finest wood polishes.

The unique print press which Mr. O. D. Carleton
contrived for the purpose of solving the intricate
process of technicolor. The building of this machine
stands as a monument to the tireless labors of the
man who, though others had failed, refused to
desist until he had accomplished what in the minds
of experts purported to be an impossible goal.

.
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THEATRE NEWS

7

A

second fire has again
The Midlanik, at Syracuse, seems fated.
'caused a good deal of damage, and this, just after rebuildmg from
'

a previous

fire

was completed.

J

Freeland, Pa., is to be enlarged so that vaudeville can be added to motion pictures any time the management
decides to add to the programs.

The Timony,

at

In Schenectady, N. Y.,
dren for ten cents.

The

now

the theatres are

first class

Can you afford
he without the optical projection system which will give your
pictures that touch of clearness and
to

recently been

motion picture theatre.

The Spokane Hippodrome

will

any keener

competition than in the motion

picture industry?

admitting chil-

Garden City, Kansas, has

Electric Theatre, at

remodeled into a

all

anywhere,

S there,

superiority that

change at once from an all-week

vaudeville and pictures policy, to three days straight pictures and
Mr. Oppenheimer is manager.
the balance vaudeville.

means full seats at
As your first

every performance?

toward increased profits, ask
you dealer or write to us about
step

The Grand, oldest house in Keokuk, Ia., owned by the BakerDodge organization, is a loss, due to fire.
Workmen engaged in putting down foundations for the new

the

theatre, costing |S00,000, at Tamaqua, Pa., struck
the old bed of the Schuylkill river and a gush of water started to
Higgins has given the contract for
flow that tied up operations.
special water proofing walls in the section where the old stream

George Higgins

BAUSCH & LOME

was unearthed.

The New Family, formerly the Bijou, at Albion, Mich.,
as a result of a fire that started during a performance.
The Dixie Theatre at Gushing, Okla.,
When a fire of unknown origin started

is

Cinephor Condenser System

closed

Cinephor Projection Lens

being remodelled.

is

in

the Strand at

Stam-

Cinephor Condenser

were forced to vacate.
The new $250,000 Panther Creek Valley Theatre Company playhouse at Lansiord, Pa., is finished and opened Christmas Day.
The new Criterion Theatre, Enid, Okla., opens its doors Januford, Conn., tenants of the theatre building

ary

first.

The R. and R. motion picture
was completely destroyed by fire
an early date.
A new house

theatre at
recently.

BAUSCH & LOMB

Sweetwater, Texas,
It

may

be

rebuilt

at

OPTICAL COMPANY

Colton, Wash., opened about January first.
It will be called the Mraz, after the owner Francis J. Mraz.
The Everett, only legitimate house in Everett, Wash., was totally
destroyed by fire recently.
in

635
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NEW MUSIC

Hoftman, whenever a show mysteriso is necessary,
and water scenes, also for love and friendship.
BALLARD (American Music Pub. Co.) Lon-

ROMANTIC— (Chappel-Harms,

Inc.)

Win-

"If

by Tennent for optimistic veins
"Roses of Picardy" by Wood for birth of love
sequence; "The Sunrise" by Seitz for love scenes.
LIVELY— (Chappel-Harms, Inc.) "Mill by the
Sea" by Adams for cheerful bits; "Danse Lithuanienne" by Rimsky-Korsakow (Carl Fischer) for
the Russian dance, also as light, hurry (minor).
FOX
(American
Music
Pub.
Co.)
"Edna" by Jerre De Graff for comedy scenes; "Tonight" by Art Conrad for a cheerful vein; "I Don't
Believe
You" by Art Conrad for sentimental
scenes; "Say It With a Ukulele" by Art Conrad

ORIENTAL—

love

I-'ur

Sale,

cents

8

Rates
word.

per

Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

oriental.

MARCH —

(Chappel-Harms, Inc.) "Colonel Bogey"
by Alford, for scenes depicting a martial air.
(Chappel-Harms, Inc.) "On Miami
Shores" by Jacobi for sentimental scenes.

MELODIC—

TROT—

for

DEPARTMENT

donderry Air, "My
Heart's More Than
Your
Gold Can Buy" by Emma Rennie, when a melancholic scene is shown.
(American Music Pub. Co.) "Oriental Dream" by J. Leonard
Ivory
for
scenes

Comes"

ter

CLASSIFIED AD

—

FOR PHOTOPLAYS

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera Ex-

WELDED WIRE

scenes.

PATHETIC— (Chappel-Harms,

change.

REELS

Inc.) "Been" by
Noyello for anything in a meditative strain; "Miss
Me" by Darewski for registering sympathy.
(Chappel-Harms, Inc.) "Christ in
Flanders" by Ward-Stephens for after a battle;
"Phantom Legions" by Ward-Stephens for showing
of victorious troops.
Chappel-Harms, Inc.) "Because" by
d'Hardelot for emotional love scenes
(Chappel-Harms, Inc.) "Mon Co-

DRAMATIC—

727 Seventh Ave.,

New York

City.

AT LIBERTY

For Sale by

First class organist, has fine large library, twelve
Will go any
experience playing pictures.
years'
Box D. C, Exhibitors Trade
part of country.

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

STRONG^(

Review.

FLOWING—

by Du Pare for picturesque scenes; (Carl
Fischer)
"Spring Zephirs", waltz intermezzo by
O. Vessella to register joy and for exhibition dances

STUNTS

!,>?'

Get Jordan's "Pay Day" stunt

and waterfalls.

MYSTERIOUS— (Carl
Blue Sky
part

till

"Land

Fischer)
suite II by

Symphonic
Poco piu lente from

(4)

the

A
the

of

Sea,

first

from Tales

of

for.

shows.

picture

winner.
Made Lyric
Nebraska $1300.00 net in 1923.

Send

instructions and sample copy of
509
postpaid.
G. E. Jordan,

North

sure

Omaha,

Theatre,

for complete

advertising,

16th

$1.00
St.,

Omaha, Nebraska.

THE BIG SUMMER HIT
SAY IT WITH A UKULELE
FOX
—

TROT

Full

FILM FOR SALE

HAWAIIAN MELODY

the
in
feat
film of an unparalleled
Wfi-ld's history.
The Poet-Soldier D'Annunzio, in
defiance to all powers, even that of his own government, captures and occupies Fiume, the pivotal city
Complete views of
in the World's peace and war.
For State rights
all incidents and actual conflicts.
1)1East 72nd St.,
outright purc'iiase, write 250
ew VorK City, or phone Butterfield 9451.

Remarkable

Orchestration 2Sc

SPECIAL OFFER—9 Late Orchestrations,
Including "SAY IT WITH A UKULELE"
for $1.00

American

— ORDER NOW

Mu'-ic Pub.
Co.
Dept. W.
N. Y. C.

1658 B'way.

Have You Heard Our
Three Latest Hits?
The World

—

is

If

Waiting for the Sunrise
Winter Comes

SUN-LIGHT ARCS

ROSES OF PICARDY
Orchestra

Catalogue

CHAPPELL
41

on

STUDIO

Request

— HARMS, INC.

East 34th Street. N. Y. C.

AND

PROJECTION

LAMPS

The World's Largest Residence for Men
1000 Outside Rooms With Bath

HARMER,

HOTEL CLAMAN

209

West

INC..

48th St.

Bryant 6366

43d Street

West of

B roadway

Hotel Richmond

TIMES SQUARE

NEW YORK
A

CITY

MAGNIFICENT,
exceptionally

proof

hotel.

sional

men

atmosphere

fire-

The premier

dence for business

70 West 46th Street

15-story

located,

and

Between Fifth Ave. and Broadway

resi-

profes-

in
the city,
with
of a club, combined

New York

with

the privileges and conveniences of a modern hotel.

Convenient location.
Maximum

coinfort

at

minimum

having a distinctive air of
refinement with the most modern
equipment for the best service
cost,

For motorists

in the heart of the
section.

Amusement

obtainable.

Garage near by.
$2.50-$3.50
Rates $12-$ 18

Daily

Weekly

All

Rooms with

Moderate

Shower Bath

TWENTY- EI6HT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

VV^LL
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Prices.

V

COUPON

/

TICKETS
BEST fOR THf LEASE

MONEY

QUICkfir (XLIVLKV

CORRECTNESS GUAR4NTffD

January

5,
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The
is

producer's care

pleased

is

justified; the

—when the print

is

audience

on

EASTMAN
^POSITIVE FILM
—rbecause

it

carries quality

through to the

screen.

Look

for

"Eastman" and "Kodak"

—stenciled

in Black letters in the transparent margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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You Are

About Tone
When Selecting an Organ, Let a Firm
Which Has Built Them for
72 Years Help You to Success
If

Particular

ALL PASSES ART ALONE ENDURES
Famed

Nationally

Or-

ganists Play the Kilgen

ALFRED

G.

ROLYN,

264 Riverside Drive.
New York Premier Organist

LUCIEN BECKER,
Portland, Ore,

PIETRO YON,
Concert Organist
Master of the King of
Instruments
Carnegie Hall, New York.

JACK KEITH,
Lyric Theatre,
St.

Louis.

ARTHUR LUTT,
New Grand
St.

Central,

Louis.

LEO TERRY,

.

4121 Sheridan Road,
Chicago.
L.

LUGH,

Capitol Theatre,
St.

Paul, Minn.

SCOTT BRADLEY,
New

Majestic Theatre,

Houston, Texas

The Console on

the

$50,000.00 Kilgen Unit Organ
Theatre,

St.

at the

New Grand

Central

Louis

PROCLAIMED AMERICANS FINEST THEATRE ORGAN
Announcing our new policy
for you, making
from $4,000.00 up.
ber's profit

to Sell Direct to the theatres, eliminating the
possible for us to sell you a Unit Organ

it

Music Store and Job-

Chamber

Insallation

Established 1851

GEO. KILGEN
212 East Superior

& SON

Street,

CHICAGO
Under the same family management 72 years

3825 Laclede Avenue,
ST. LOUIS, MO.

B^ter

Projection

Westinghouse
Distributors

New York

City

Howells Cine Equipiment Co.
740 Seventh Ave.

Philadelphia, Pa.
Williams, Brown
918 Chestnut St.

Buffalo,

N.

&

Earle Co.

Y.

Becker Theatre Supply Co.
184 Franklin St.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
The S. & S. Film & Supply
Co.

Forbes

Kansas

St.

Mo.

City,

Cole Theatre

Supply Co.

Dallas, Tex.
Lucas Theatre Supply Co.

Los Angeles,
Pacific

Cal.

Amusement Supply

Co.

Portland, Ore.
Service Film & Supply
78 W. Park St.

Co.

Seattle, Wash.
The Theatre Equipment Co.

Atlanta, Ga.
Lucas Theatre Supply Co.

Auburn, N. Y.

The

Minn.

Cal.
Theatre Equipment Supply Co.

Cleveland, O.
The Art Film Studios

Boston, Mass.
Eastern Theatre Equipment Co.
43 Winchester St.

Salt

Lake

City, Utah
Lake Theatre Supply Co.

Mich.
Amusement Supply

Detroit,

2105 John R.

Every dollar wisely expended in the purchase of equipment for the very best
possible screen results, is an investment
The public is willing to
in "quality."
pay for such quality.
The direct current arc is unequalled in

motion picture projection. The money
invested in equipment for direct current
arc projection is an outstanding asset in
the motion picture theatre business one
that pays the theatre owner because it
salisfies his patrons.

Rialto Co.

San Francisco,

Salt

Paying Investment

;

Auburn Film Co.

Minneapolis,

A

Co.

St.

Chicago, 111.
Amusement Supply Co.
746 S. Wabash Ave.

In no case can the theatre owner afford
to sacrifice results on the screen for the
slight saving made in the use of inade-

quate projection equipment.
Write Our Nearest Distribufnr for Furflier Information

Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company
Pennsylvania

East Pittsburgh

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of the United States

and Foreign Countries

Westinghouse

Hal Roach

presents

The Spat Family
Two part

comedies
count because there was no one

Another reason to be grateful for 1923,the Spat Family Comedies, introduced

around

within the

Meet Mrs.

last six

months.

didn

't

to hear

it.

Spat; she will be recognized

by every married man.
Real people doing really funny things
in a really

^deet Mr.
sap.

He

human

way.

Tewksbury

Meet Ambrose;
he'll tell

Spat, the prize

once had an

idea,

but

it

them
be some

Invite
It'll

you

MARK

Ambrose;

to your house in 1924.
reception!

Pafh6comedy
TRADE

clever boy,

so himself.

INCREASE YOUR PATRONAGE WITH WURLITZER MUSIC

M
WKM.

i

In America's Finest Theatres
remarkable number the names of

Pictured above is an interior view of
the new handsome Lafayette Theatre,
Buffalo, (one of America's finest)
showing to advantage the Console of
the Wurlitzer Unit Organ installed.
This is just another instance of Wurlitzer Supremacy in the art of organ
building. It has been our aim, from
the beginning, to build an organ for
those exhibitors who appreciate the
value of good music as a power of
attraction for the multitudes.
The
roster of exhibitors now using AVurlitzer music tells us how impressively
we have succeeded, for it contains in

Exclusive
Clip and Mail this coupon, or write to-

day for name of theatre in your city
where you can hear the Wurlitzer
Unit Organ.

men

distinguished in the theatrical life of
the nation. Wurlitzer music charms
millions. It is not an extravagance,
but an investment which pays large
dividends in the form of volume of
patronage. For music rules the universe, and wherever it is finest, there
the human family congregates. Wurlitzer music attracts millions of paand this spells ei ontrons annually
It enaoles
om}^ for the exhibitor.
him to make the minimum charge 7or
the highest class of
the finest music
entertainment.

—

—

HOPE-JONES
Despite

Patents

reputation enjoyed bv the
for its beautiful tonal
quality and enduring construction
it is available at
prices and terms which place it within easy reach of
the smallest theatres demanding the best in music.
in your theatre places it in
the same class with the nation's best.
enviable

the

WURLITZER UNIT ORGAN

—

A

WURLITZER ORGAN

WURLITZER
121

E. 4th

Cincinnati,

St.,

O.

Please send catalog of

Wurlitzer Unit Organs
and tell me nearest theatre
in which I can hear one.

Name

Stores in All Principal Cities

NEW YORK
120

Theaire
City

Published weekly by

W.

42nd

St.

CHICAGO
329

S.

Wabash

4f

CINCINNATI
121

E. 4th

St.

SAN FRANCISCO
250 Stockton

Exhibitorc Revifw Publishing CnRpoBATiOM
Executive, Editorial Ofiicec Knicker*-ocker Bide.. Broadway and 42nd St..
Entered as second-class mntter, Aug. 25. 1922. at post office
at East Sfrnudsburg Pa., under t' e act of March

St.

New York
3.

1879.

City.

SMbacriptioii $2.00 year.

**Byfar the best thing ^ojchie has eOer done
mtmm

ON
His Biggest Money-Maker
Here's Jackie Coogan's greatest triumph
ten

terrific reels

—and

audi-

sets,

such

littlest

ing profits!

Jackie

mammoth

is

sure-fire

anywhere.

away
stand them

production, that walks

from all he has ever done, will
up in every theatre in the land.

thrills, spectacle,

riot

massive

monster mobs, a sterling cast with
names as Rosemary Thehy, Alan
Hale, and Alan Forrest, a real story, read
by millions, by America's most popular
authoress
and such a Jackie Coogan as

biggest box-

the

play that will send you crashing into smashThis

Everything that means a box-office

heart interest,

card of the industry in a mighty photo-

ence appeal
cffice

crammed with punchy

—

you've never seen
It's your opportunity of
a lifetime to get in on the biggest "bet" of
!

the year.

(korv ^tyiperial Pictures {id.
I ^tlusi-0e2)i3trihu.tors thru,
i Or eat Th^itain. Sir
k

nayrijunj, Mcmaqii^ 'Xlvr.

If

You Kiiowr%ur Book-Bookit Todac

inlONG

THE
r-oM

ihe

>TlON
ICTURE"

NEWS

"Long Live

the

King"

Jackie Coosan'. Fir.t for
Metro I. a Big
Spectacular and Unu.ually
Entertaining
Picture
Reviewed by C. S. Senell

LorigLive the

K^'

ba^edoj^M^^

^—

"
ore spectacular Picture
_extreiliely
rich
partros and Ituinan Miierest
^.^^^ with
^^,^1
deliKhl fu
c'uinedy to uches."" wh.'rh' ^ tl^
pari.^l'^ i^
rhealre.
grown- ups and prov e a
^
[dgM ht tor the kTTHies
'

my

Wa^^h^

V"""8

""'h |he story of a

g;,
In
has been produced on

^here'':"'^-^"'fi"",'
'iof
tot
an I
enormous castle,

om

little

pnn-e

a lavish scale with
set

i eriors

If

^~

—

'^^8^
mobs
of the exterior

and

gorgeous

in-

befitting the type of Itofy
the standpoint of
production and au-

Bmh

rfof"h1J.L!^ iLi^2n£^lUhe.iig_pic_tures

^Roberts

Rinehart's

story

provi
I,
[an
excellent vehicle for httle
Jackie as
ipoor little orphan prince
bereft of L mothers love and so surrounded
ma lity and precedent that he isby courrfordeprived of
childish ,oys, the
companionship of other
children or even a puppy
being denied him
He IS a pathetic httle figure and
your he™t
goes out to him and when
he dudes the
palace guards and meets
a typical Ameri-

"''^

hts

'pt"asur°e''
.

The adventures

of

the

little

brief

pr-ince

are
mterestmg and the melodramatic
intrigue fo
J'"'" ^^""ding the throTlnd
fhnrh
bus bring about a revolution
will hold your
attention.
This is enhanced by
the irulv
fine acting of httle
Jackie and an excellem

supporting
h,
h.s

cast

Jackie's

handling

^" bodyTHovements
facial

of
as well

expression are convincingly
nat
ural and register with a
bang. <L^n
As fn acto
^
_he__again prnvp« hi

LIVE

KMG

GOLDWYN
presents

Victor Seastrom's
production

Name

the

from "The Master of

Man/
Man"

by

Sir Hall Caine
With a great cast including
Conrad Nagel.MaeBusch,
Patsy Ruth Miller, Hobart
Bosworth, Aileen Pringle,
Creighton Hale.
Screen Adaptation by Paul Bern

JUNE MATHIS,

Editorial Director

A picture the
years will not forget

Here's

The

of the

Biggest Money-Getter

Year— Critics Say

—

"MOVES SWIFTLY TO GRIPPING CLIMAX" "FVLL
OF HUMAN TOUCHES" "ONE TENSE SITUATION
AFTER ANOTHER" "FULL OF NEW TWISTS"

—

The

Picture

is

—

There 100%—

Everybody Knows the Subject—Take Your Coat Off
and Go After It!
Why Are You Single
Why Live Alone ?

?

Have You No Babies

Have You No Home

8,000,000

Copies

Charles K. Harris'

?
?

of
Great

Song-Story Have Implanted
Its

Pathos in the Hearts of
the World!

A Renco

Production

DIRECTED BY

DALLAS FITZGERALD
WITH

Gaston Glass
By Arrangement With

SCHULBERG
Miriam Cooper
Edna Murphy
B. P.

Robert Frazier

Anderson Pictures Corporation
723 Seventh Ave.,

New York

Theatre Owners Distributing Corp. Presentation

—^ALL
Foreign Distributors—ANDERSON

PICTURES,

F. B. O.

Ltd., 89

EXCHANGES

Wardour St, London, England
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EDITORIAL FEATURES
PrksbyteRians to Discuss Screen in National

SIMPLICITY!
1 THAT'S

the keynote of the
posters.
Just

Convention
LoEW Right When

driving scene linked to the title,
The highlight of a
poster.
That's all.
The advantage of this comThe picposition is obvious.
torial effect and the caption is
absorbed simultaneously at a
glance.
You don't have to
plant yourself in front of these
sheets to read them, to study

They flash themselves
them.
onto your mind in an instant.
They are true posters in the
sense that they grip you right
off the bat.

You

don't have to

grip at them.
Simplicity has, been the keynote in poster design for more
than a generation among the
great poster artists of Europe.
One thing played up artistically

hammered home

and

with

He Talked

What

Is

4

Film Industry's 'Greatest Need?

When

—a

of everything and nothing that matters.
little

TRADE

EXHIBITORS
REVIEW

is

upon

simplicity.

also

based

Not only in
make-up and

the
utility
as
and
plicity
business paper of the industry,
the one paper that reads itself,
that can be absorbed quickly
and completely with the ease of
a conversation.
have a lot of new plans
As we go
on tap for 1924.
along we shall add idea upon
idea with the single object in
mind to be of practical service
and use to the exhibitor. His
problems are our problems.
Our idea of solving them is to
look at them through his eyes
exhibitors
the
first
get
to
viewpoint ^before we shall presume on our ability to be of
use to him.

We

— —

9
10

How

composing

a

of

design

this type, what not to do is the
main thing. Consider the eliminations made to compel atten-

tion

plast-

14

ered onto the sheet only to rob
the main idea of its attention
snap. There are contract agree-

14

ments

in

make

this

13

2
16

20
28

many

studios

that

process of eliminacourse,
of
unthinkable,
tion
but when no such obstacles exist it is good business to follow
the pace here set by Metro.
After all, the public cant be
expected to remember more
than it can easily absorb in
poster that blazes
passing.
the title of a new picture onto
the public mind so it stays has

A

29

Manager's Enterprise Wins Advertising.....
'Marriage Market' Club Fully Organized
'Mail Man' Exploited by Post Office
Front Page Newspaper Space for 'Flaming Youth'.

30

30
31

32
...

32
33
35

l

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors Round Table
Up and Down Main Street

We Know

PL.A.YERS

scatter
You don't
your ammunition.
get it when you try to tell a
whole story on one sheet as
most posters do.

names would have been

12

Use Advance Advertising
Free German Marks Used Effectively

Box

You

one time.

when you

13

11

to

Exploitation Ideas
Advertising Aids

at
it

12

11

SHOWMANSHIP
and

one. thing
don't get

Here is
for this design.
pretty Jane Novak nestling into
the embrace of her "iron man"
father, played by Hobart Bosworth, in a production directed
for
Schertzinger
by Victor
Ordinarily all these
Metro.

10

Three o'Clock in the Morning is in Tune with the
tfkEs
Lobbyology That Says Stop, Look and Buy

contents but in
general accessibility.

It is our
purpose to steadily improve every department in each issue
until we reach the acme of sim-

:.

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS

ers is that the boss insists on
so much lettering going on the
sheet that the poster is lost
in a sort of "illustrated pro-

this

it

In
9

Sherry Restaurant in Distinctive Film
'Sherlock Junior' ,to be Keaton's Newest.

Photo Splendor in Pathe's 'Weeping Waters'
'Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing'

effect

7
8

Independents Perfect Organization
Economic Wave a Boom, Says Sennett
Friend Resumes Law Practice
Bromberg Secures More Material
Maud Adams to Guide 'Aladdin Film'
Seek Sunday Opening in Maryland
Universal Seeks Hero for 'Throwback'
'Shooting Dan McGrew' Gets Under Way

has been the decisive
element in all the great poster
Metro has
creations overseas.
seized upon something here that
is out of the beaten path and
as such is sure to command attention in a big way.
The trouble with most post-

gram"

6

—

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
Pathe Will Visualize Bok Peace Award
Smith Urges Repeal of Censorship

a

caption

5

,

Old Lady Astor.
Leaders All Louis B. Mayer
Editorial The Twentieth Amendment?

—

ATTENTION!
poster
—as
get
You
— when you focus on
gets
it

of Independents'

Chance

new Metro

one thing, one theme, on each

3

its

And

work.

why

synchronize
not
poster with advertising design?
have often wondered why
that is not being done as a matUse the same
ter of policy.
designs in advertising and exploitation matter as in the posters and you will triple the atWhen you see
tention urge.

We

you

immediately

15

one

17

mind the

19
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Reviews
Big Little Feature
Tried and Proved Pictures
Production Chart and Press Opinions
First Run Programs

21

Modern Theatre

43

Office!

done

25

36
39

42

call

to

other.

is

TRADE
getting

its

We

realize
share of attention.
that modern business enterprise
would soon die of dry rot were
for the "attention comit not
pelling" effort of the publicity
and exploitation men the coun-

try over.
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The very fact that every
healthy business is making a
determined effort on this_ score
compels us to be explicit ''n our
appeal for the same commodity
Each and every
attention.
department in our magazine is
wrought to meet and help solve
a problem that is with the exhibitor every day of the year.

—
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Photo Splendor in Pathe's
'Weeping Waters'
Recent Issue of Pathe Scenic Reveals Camera Studies De
Luxe and Appears as Achievement of "Pictorial
Beauty on the Screem" a Short Creation

Worthy

of Best

Programs

TT

takes an Indian to appreciate natural beauties.
cities for him, with their
turmoil, their dust, and their
grime. What of it if his
morning bath is icy cold?
What of it if he has no gas
nor electricity? Does not the
song of the insects put him
Is not his ceiling
to sleep?
dotted with stars? And does
he not awaken with the
whispers of the dawn? Real
Indians in their real wigwams
are used in this Pathe scenic,
and from them the white
man may well learn how to
get the most out of life.

No

Punch Bow, one of the many beautiful
Flanked
scenes in Pathe's "Weeping Waters.
by great high walls of sweet smelhng earth, fanned
could
by soft breezes, and shaded by cool pmes,
any setting be better than this for a gurghng
sunlight,
brook to play in? It dances in the
throwing up a cool spray in order that the green
moss may stay moist and verdant. It cools the
great roots of the pines, which grow along its
And it tickles the toes of the shrubs and
shores.
bushes that try to encroach upon its territory.

THE

:
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PresbyteriaBS to Discuss Screen in

National Convention
Believed Result Will Be Indorsement of Measure Seeking
Federal Control of Pictures
be held
THERE
on February 13 and

Washington

Conference on Social Work, Florence

i4 a meeting
of representatives of churches and
welfare organizations at which it is
fully expected there will be drafted for
presentation to Congress a bill for Federal control of motion pictures.
On the dates named there will be
in session in Washington the national
convention of the Presbyterian Church,
and that denomination has taken the
leadership in the movement for legis-

Missions,
the
National
Crittenden
League of Women Voters, the Red
Cross, the Y. W. C. A., the National
Motion Picture League, recreational
associations, boards of home and foreign missions, men's brotherhoods and
many other organizations also will be

in

will

lation

aimed

at the screen.

Baptists— Dr. S. Z. Batten, Philadel-

—Rev.
Lutherans — Dr.

Milo Smith, Indian-

apolis.

E. P. Peattelcher,
Reading, Pa.
Methodists -Dr. Clarence True Wilson, Washington, D. C.
Reformed Church Dr. Rufus W.

—

—

Miller, Philadelphia.

—

Episcopalians Dr.
Chase, Brooklyn.
W. C. T. U.— Miss

William

Sheafe

May

Include Stage

censorship of motion
and possibly also of the stage,
one of the aims of those behind the

is

Congress.

William Sheafe Chase, a minister of
Brooklyn, is quoted as authority for the
statement that already a bill has been
drawn for presentation to Congress
which will create a Motion Picture

Commission.
It is planned that this body shall be
composed of the Commissioner of Education and six commissioners to be
under the Secretary of the Interior.

The salaries of these officials is put at
$9,000, with $1,000 additional for the
chairman.
The prospectus sets forth that these
officials shall hold office during good
behavior and shall be removed at the

The commission
have supervision and control, with
the power to fix prices, over all
branches of the motion picture industi-y
similar to that over the meat and poultry business in the Packer Act enacted
by Congress and sustained by the
will of the President.

Anna A. Gordon,

Evanston, 111.
Anti-Saloon League Dr. Ernest H.
Cherrington, Westerville, Ohio.
World Prohibition and Reform Federation
Charles H. Randall, Washing-

—

—

ton.

National Temperance Society— Miss
Annie E. Oldrey, New York.

The Salvation Army, the Volunteers
of America, various young people's soincluding the Young People's
Society of Christian Endeavor, Sunday
Schools, philanthropic societies, penal
and correctional institutions, social hygiene associations, soldiers' and sailors'
organizations, rescue missions. Knights
of Columbus, the Y. M. C. A. organizations of colored people, the National
cieties,

Bill

It is stated that

pictures,

Dr. Charles Scanlon, secretary of
the moral welfare department of the
Presbyterian Board of Christian Education, is in active charge of the preliminary work of the convention called
for February 13, and has extended invitations to the following
phia.
Disciples

represented.
The memberships represented will aggregate many millions.

shall

Supreme Court.
The bill does not provide for censorship nor for a compulsory investigation before films are permitted tn go
Upon a
into inter-state commerce.
written description and a statement
showing there is nothing contained in
the picture that is contrary to law the
commission may issue a permit allowing the subject to go into general
circulation.

In the event a film shall have been
inspected and approved the commis-

sion will issue a seal, which shall be
displayed when the film is shown, and
a license.
If a permitted picture is the subject
of complaint by any court or district
inspected and approved, the commission shall revoke the permit, following
which action the picture may be submitted for inspection and licensing if
approved by the commission.
The stipulated fee for both Hcense
and permit is $10 a reel for the first
film and $5 for all copies.
No charge
is made for scientific, religious, educational or non-standard films.

Seeks $1,000,000 Profit
After the board has been in opera-

months it shall revise the fees
so as only to collect an amount sufficient to pay the expenses of the body
in addition to $1,000,000 for the work
of the United States Bureau of Education in visual instruction.
The bill provides for rights of review and appeal to the courts. In addition to its other powers the board is
given control over posters and advertion six

tisements in inter-state commerce.
The commission also is given power
to examine and approve scenarios. The
measure provides for inspection and official criticising of scenarios and working scripts by the commission.
The board also is empowered to send

representatives to supervise the manufacture of a film.
Dr. Scanlon announced he has issued
invitations to film executives to be
present at the congress in February and
confer with the delegates as to the best
means of "bettering the screen."
One of the factors of the censorship
movement ascribed to the Presbyterian
authorities is the elimination of state
boards and the placing of the entire
power in the hands of the Federal
government.
One of the advantages
claimed is that through examination of
scripts matter objectionable to censors
would be eliminated in the first place
and producers would be saved expense.
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Loew Was Right When He Talked

of

Independents' Chance
So Says Ray Johnston,

WHEN

Maixus Loew declared in
Los Angeles prior to starting for

the East recently that the easing up in production would be in a
sense a good thing for the industry as
a whole he spoke more truly than he
realized at the time.
Mr. Loew had prophesied a shortage
of new pictures extending from late

February until April. Then it was he
remarked the shortage would be a good
thing, because it would mean that
organizations will have to buy or handle the
product of the smaller independents
who have not had releasing channels
arranged for. This will liquidate the

"some

of

distributing

the

frozen capital

now

tied

up

in independ-

ent productions."

W. Ray

Johnston, vice-president of
Arrow, made the flat declaration on
Thursday that he believed the boom
in independents already had started, in
it had begun a month ago.
Mr. Johnston told of several sections
in the country where there were evi-

fact that

dences out of the ordinary to indicate
that exhibitors right

now

are and for
been carrying

the past month have
more open time than in many months.

Another factor in the present market to which Mr. Johnston called attention was the shortage in one and two
He made the point that
reel product.
outside of Arrow none of the independent companies had been paying
any particular attention to short stuff
and that among the national companies
there were but three which specialized
in the briefer films,l with the result that
there

was.now a brisk demand.

T'HE

scarcity in short material

mentioned

by

Joe

Brandt

when

Mr.
the morning.
Brandt declared that although he was
not dealing in the shorter length subjects at the same time he believed exseen

earlier

in

hibitors would be better off if they
should give the preference to pictures
that were but six or seven reels in
length and thereby give a chance to
the short stuff with its accompanying

quality of variety and "balance."
Others who were briefly talked with

on the subject of Mr. Loew's remarks
were J. G. Bachmann, treasurer of
Preferred; F. C. Munroe, president of
Hodkinson Company, and Al
the
Lichtman, sales manager of Universal.
But just in case you may not have
"caught" the interview with Mr. Loew
it may be said that he referred to the
unsettled condition which w:ill result in
an acute shortage and declared many

Tells of Broadening

theatres will have to return to photoplays already shown or feature reprints
of other year's successes.

HE

producer said production had
not been sufficient for many weeks
to supply the demands of exhibitors
and that the surplus of completed pic-

'J^

now

in the vaults in Los Anand New York would be exhausted by early spring. As a result,

tures
geles

in spite of the

resumption of

activities

week in January, the
age would occur as pointed out
the

first

shortin the

second paragraph.

"Though I am not yet ready to announce Metro's 1924 production plans
in detail," continued Mr. Loew, "I am

Market

As

to "The Hunchback" Mr. Lichtsaid that result of the new booking policy had demonstrated the public
didn't care so much about a theatre's
policy as it did about a picture.
Mr. Brandt said he did not think
there would be any shortage at the
time indicated, along in March, because
the season was slow in getting started
anyway by reason of the large number
of dates that had been pushed back in
the fall.

man

"My

opinion is that the independent
started a month ago," said Mr.
Johnston. "I base that conviction on
the manner in which drives have resulted.
These were not in one or two
places, but in several.

boom

free to say that I think the time of
an end. The public no longer cares about lavish productions for their lavishness, and there
is even no advertising value in the fact
that a given picture cost $1,000,000 or

"For instance, one was in the Middle
West, one in the South and another
in the Northwest, particularly in the
latter, where independents have had
rough sledding. The results in these

more to make.
"That is why,

proved the exhibitors must have open
time on their books.

which cost $1,000,000."
"There has been no change

"One of the notable incidents of recent weeks is the revival of interest in
One regional distributor
westerns.
has bought twenty of these out of this
office where a year ago we could not
sell him one.
Of course partly responsible in this shift of sentiment has
been the hit of 'The Covered Wagon'
and 'The Virginian,' pictures not of the
shooting gallery type but the big tsuff.

'big pictures' is at

collectively, the producers will make more pictures in Los
Angeles in 1924 than in any previous
year.
Five $200,000 pictures mean
better business and better art than one

in the
of Preferred as outlined
earlier in the season," said Mr. Bachmann. "I am inclined to agree with
Mr. Loew when he says five $200,000
pictures mean better business than one
at $1,000,000," continued the distributor with a smile. "I would go so far as
to say that ten pictures at the same

schedule

would mean better business.
course, no one starts out to make

total

was

Who

"Of

It happens
a million-dollar picture.
sometimes when the department of production gets out of touch with the business office, when the former ignores the
carefully prepared budget, knowing
is no certain penalty for the acand that there is a chance of mak-

there
tion

I am firmly convinced
ing a whale.
the time for the five and six reeler
is here absolutely and that the demands
for that length must be obeyed for the
benefit of all."

LICHTMAN

said Universal
ly/lR.
was well situated for the spring
"The Hunchback," he debusiness.
clared, is doing a remarkable business
in the picture theatres, with every rea-

would continue to. The
company is relasing two large subjects
in February and the March schedule
was up to the usual.
son that

it

territories

A S an

alone

in

illustration,

the

past

on our

month

last

two

of westerns, we have sold
our territories except 8 per cent, and
within sixty days, which any exchangeman knows is out of the ordinary. On
our serial we have done better than
in three years."
series

At the Hodkinson offices Mr. Munroe said there would be no letdown in
program during the spring, in fact if
anything there would be an expansion.
During the next eight months plans
had been well perfected for eighteen
or nineteen pictures, as to the particulars of which they were "pretty well
set."

"There is a tremendous inflow of
requests to make pictures for release
from men of standing and reputation,"
"The attitude and
said Mr. Munroe.
are not only
independents
tone of the
They are optimistic.
cheerful.

We

expect to experience no difficulty in
getting contracts for product to which
we may look forward with keen satisfaction."

January

12,

—

!

:

—
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What

Is

the Film Industry's Greatest Need

During the Year 1924?
motion picture
than anything
else right now, and all next year,
and for several years to come.
proeverybody
Gather round,
ducers, actors, distributors and theatre
owners gather round and listen
It needs intelligent co-operation
tell you what the
I'LL
industry needs more

—

—

The

lack of intelligent co-operation
the greatest source, of trouble for

is

everybody engaged in every department
of the industry, from producer to the
girl in the ticket booth.

Motion pictures are made

to sell and
they are not being sold today they're
being auctioned peddled to the high-

—

from actor

IV O

The company

royalties.

everybody's doing

Victor policies of manufacturing,
paying artists and distributing the prod-

it,

to usher.

In a great many respects the motion
picture theatre resembles the modern
store.
It is the retail outlet for the
It has its
film producer's product.
regular customers people who reside
in the neighborhood of that theatre and

13 OLAND COLE

is

forced to wonder. To him
our industry appears to disregard all precedent. He

theatre of his own.

prophesies that in time

time is coming when the man
who produces motion pictures, the
manufacturer, the actor, the distributor
and the theatre owner, will recognize
that their interests are one, namely, to
sell pictures at a profit to the public.

must not.

or

the theatre owner. They will help him
perfect his service, systematize and
stabilize his business, and show him

how to make money.
One commercial enterprise
its

now

JMAGINE

—

admit his analysis
mighty interesting reading.

will

public.

And

have made for
manufacturing costs.
uct

stabilization

of

Everybody,

in-

sure of steady employment throughout the year.

cluding the

artist, is

reflect,

ye

who have

at heart

management and operation most

what could happen in this tremendous
industry should a producing company,
operating on a sound, business-like
policy, similar to that followed by Victor, enter the field?

and dealers, not selling
goods but making suggestions. They
spend time in dealers' stores showing
them how to organize their business,
and sell goods more efficiently. They
show them how to find new prospects
and make them permanent customers.

One

of the reasons the Victor Company has achieved its leadership is because the remuneration of the artist is
based upon the sale of records. Under
the contract the artist receives a royalty of ten per cent on every record

He

therefore, takes
as well as the company.
sold.

a

chance

imagine educational classes held
in Rochester

Eastman offices
or Hollywood where
at the

Now

distributors

educational crew of
traveling the coun-

try
as a Kodak crew now travels
calling on theatres, bringing them ideas
on better building construction, ventilation, operation, and service to the

the best interests of motion pictures,

Company.
For many years a crew of Victor
.representatives has called regularly on

an

Eastman experts

it

that in

nearly resembles the motion picture
business is the Victor Talking Machine

—

but operating on an exclusive
agency contract to handle nothing but
Eastman pictures and to exhibit them
at uniform admission prices.

Whether you
agree with him or not, you

'FHE

Producer and distributor will spend
time and money to educate and develop

—

is

manager is a resident
of the town, and has his friends and
Without that theatre
acquaintances.
the producer would have no market in
the town or would have to build a

The owner

Imagine what would occur if a great
big company, ably managed by business
men of long experience, with great
financial resources behind it, like
well, say like the Eastman Kodak Company should decide to produce picImagine a string of "Eastman Theatres" all over this country not necessarily owned by the company, for Eastman Kodak stores are not so owned

He
He

has no ax to grind.
simply analyzes and

it.

pear.

tures.

not of

the film industry.

years, if at all
this waste could be
prevented.
National advertising would be localized so that it would appear not when
the picture is made but when it is ready
for showing in a town, as Victor records are announced now.
Dirty and unsanitary theatres, gouging and speculating, the evils of censorship, the cutting of films and programs
during rush hours, incivility and discourtesy, would most certainly disap-

—

All Outside Slant

—

patronize

no

sales,

does not carry the whole responsibility.
Should the records of an artist
fail to sell, it is presumptive evidence
that the public does not care to pay
for that artist's work.
Why should not the motion picture
actor be willing to leave the verdict
with the public in the same way? Is
it fair to make the producer pay an
exorbitant price in advance for something that may not be marketable ?

;

—

And

est bidder.

—

By ROLAND COLE

Actors would be paid for their work
in a picture on the basis of what happens at the box-office. Costs would be
stabilized throughout the year.
Steady
employment for actors, for employees,
for distributors and exhibitors,

would

be a fact and not a beautiful theory.

—

gers, ticket

selling price to the

consumer

the price of seats to see the show
could be adjusted on a continuing
basis.
The enormous waste in national
advertising the waste that occurs in
advertising a picture which people in
scattered communities can not see in
their local theatres for months and

—

theatre manaushers, orchestra

leaders, stage employees, machine operators and electricians are coached
and trained in better methods, more
efficient service and courtesy to the

theatre-going public.

George Eastman has just organized
a great philharmonic orchestra and last
year built a magnificent theatre in
Rochester. What if I should turn out
to be a prophet

A

— 1924—

and
^is upon us
announcements of great shut-downs
have been stirring the industry from

new year

This spell of setop-side to bottom.
renity may not last long. What a chance
for quiet thinking and a few New
Year's resolutions.
Better

HE

sellers,

conditions

can

only

come

from the producing end.

What

producer does next year

determine

will

the

own ultimate success and the ultimate success of the actor, the distributor and the exhibitor.

his

Ring

out.

Ring out the
Glad Bells
new, and may the new

old, ring in the

mean only

the best.

!
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Old/hdy^^stcr^qys
GOLDWYN
SAM
are only about
Says

returns East with startling news.
thirty-three good actors and
there
"When
actresses in the entire Hollywood film colony.
you close the studios, you throw them all out of work,"
he says, "and when you begin production again, every one
again wants these same actors"—which hands him a good
laugh from the angle of forcing a reduction of star's salarWonder if he will list the thirty-three for the benefit
ies.

of

all

\.LKING about making more pictures

in the East brings
that the almost universal selection of 1923's
best ten productions includes at least two not made in
Hollywood, "Little Old
York" and "The Green GodAnd that also brings to mind that Sidney Olcott
dess."
made both of them
And in addition we now hear he has
just completed a "hummer" in Gloria Swanson's "The

to

New

!

Humming

Bird" for Famous.

And

(one must use "ands"

discusses Mr. Olcott) now he's busy, very, very
busy, setting the script and stage for Valentino's temporary
return to the Paramount fold in "Monsieur Beaucaire."
Keep your weather eye on the Eastern Director, Mr. Sidney
Olcott.

when one

concerned?

'THERE

comes to our desk a copy of "Pictorial
Beauty on the Screen," fresh from the presses of the
It is by Victor O. Freeburg,
and heavy compfliments are in order. It is helpful,
informative, and interesting.
Best of all it is written

MacMiUan Company.

Exhibitors who crave the artistic,
in simple language.
directors who attempt the achievement of harmony in
grouping, and the actor who seeks learning of the
force of pictorial motion ^would all do well to read

r)ANIEL CARSON GOODMAN

picks up the production regions with the New Year for William
Randolph Hearst. Dr. Goodman knows how to make
good pictures cheaper, having proved it with Equity
benefit
should
by his
Productions. Cosmopolitan
knowledge of playing with lean pocketbooks, even
though that of Mr. Hearst has never been looked
upon in any lean light.

—

"Pictorial

mind

Beauty on the Screen."

'HEN W.

K. JENKINS of the Enterprise Distributing
Corporation of Atlanta, decided that admission tax returns for 1923 as published by the Government was a good
formula for adjusting the territorial percentage ratio for
independent distributors and producers, he surely decided
something. As a table, it offers subject matter for all
kinds of controversies not only because the changes are
radical, but because they are apparently so unquestionable.
New York and New Jersey jump to over twenty-two percent.
Texas, Oklahoma and Arkansas drop to three and
a half. Uncle Sam ought to know. Jenkins believes he

"Ti

"

OR
is

the

first

time in his screen

to portray the villain.

Metro

life

Francis X. Bushmjan

The former Essanay and

star is to interpret the role of

Messala

in

later

Goldwyn's

He was selected partly bepicturization of "Ben-Hur."
cause of his figure, which is a little matter that always received much attention from Francis X.
He never permitted his weight to go beyond a certain point. An extra
pound meant

does.

action.

'THERE'S

r'OSMOPOLITAN'S

a company called the Picturola Corporabrings to light a salesman's projector,
broad daylight, and runs "without any
attention." It carries the real screen message of facts,
which should be forceful enough to make the lives
Wouldn't be surof salesmen rather easy going.
prised if Picturola might become a parcel post favorite.
tion, which
[t operates in

newest innovation. "The Great

White Way," opened yesterday at the Columbus
Circle showhouse, and the audience was jammed with
Also
scribes, scribes' friends and scribes' relatives.
a few thousand Broadway sun dodgers— all of whom
Quite a novelty to see
are in the picture as extras.
Arthur Brisbane and Bugs Baer as supporting background for a lens attraction.

gOB DEXTER

^ ILLIAM DUDLEY PELLEY,

prolific

dramatist of the

thirty-third degree, is concentrating on an excellent
He is writing stories for the screen yes, but writing
idea.
them primarily to suit the showman who wants big exploitation angles.
And "Bill," as he democratically desires to be
known, now wants all producers to co-operate with him to
keep the footage within six reels. Sounds like Pelley grew
up in the exhibitors' ranks. He has several stories under
production, with First National, Fox, Universal, et al. If

—

he k^eps up what he has
being a Pelley year.

FEBRUARY

started,

graciously steps out of the advertising
and Mark Kellogg, of Burroughs
Adding Machine fame steps auspiciously in with the New
Year. And a precendent is set. Kellogg with an outside
slant may give the film industry just what it needs.
It's
a big leap from one subject a year to approximately one a
role at First National

1924

will

come

week.

XTAMOUS

will

make

sixty

productions

during

the

coming year. That doesn't sound like any posshutdowns in that direction for at least another
In the list is Wallace Irwin's "Tofour seasons.
morrow's Bread," which Cecil B. De Mille -bought

sible

in New York last week, after reading the story in
galley form before it reached the publisher's presses.

close to

JJARRY MILLER,

who made three houses famous on
Madison Street in Chicago's loop a few seasons ago
for Harry Moir, the Morrison Hotel president, has joined
the Fitzpatrick and McElroy forces in the Windy City.
F. and M. and Harry Miller are all to be complimented.

on the way—with Mary Pickford and
^ Doug Fairbanks and "The Thief of Bagdad"
and Valentine Day^ and "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall." Mary and Doug will come East to see
that "Dorothy" and "The Thief" are properly introduced to Broadway. Abe Lincoln and George Washington will have much to be thankful for on their

—
—

Fine hook-tip.

birthdays.
I

A

RTHUR FRIEND

resigns

Distinctive president.
Thats' not such good news. It is the industry's good
fortune, however, that he remains on the directorate of
the company. He has been anxious for some time to return
to hip law practice, and the
Year brought a definite
decision.
His resignation does not affect either his holdings 'the largest in the company or the activities already
planned. Here'si hoping his legal attention will be in close
contact with the film industry—the business which ver\'

New

—

much needs

—

him.

KUNSKY, who helped Henry Ford make
Detroit famous, is visiting Times Square. This
time for two weeks as a member of the rotating comMr.
mittee of Associated First National Pictures.
Kunsky's visit on this occasion will materially benefit producer and exhibitors alike.

JOHN

as

QOVERNOR SMITH
is

T.

urges repeal of the New York
State Motion Picture Commission. Tells legislature it
no longer necessary. Meanwhile the New York M. P.

O. watches

Sam Berman

all

will

details

from headquarters at Albany.
the ground until Spring.

remain on

That's real organization.

January

12,

1924
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LEADERS ALL
Louis B. Mayer, Pioneer Exhibitor
LOUIS
neer

MAYER,

B.
exhibitor

pio-

be successful that he parted
with his theatre holdings and
formally entered the ranks of
the producers.
His first venture was the
formation of the Anita Stewart company, of which the
player named was to be the
star.
At the time her contract
with Vitagraph had a considerable period to run, but Mr.
Mayer eventually negotiated
an amicable settlement with

and ex-

changeman and veteran
producer, although still youngin years has had a long and
active business life.
In fact,
in 1899, when but fourteen
years of age, he was the director of the marine wreckirjg
firm of J.. Mayer & Son of
St. John's, X. B.
His company attracted international attention when un
der the supervision of the
youngster it raised the famous
passenger ships City of St.
-

that

best index as to the
success of Mr. Mayer as a
producer in the intervening
years is found in the rank of
the three men who now are
directing pictures under the
Mayer banner: Fred Niblo,
Regiijald Barker and John M.

John and Alpha.
Mr. Mayer's first motion
picture venture was as the
owner of the Orpheum Theatre of Haverhill, Mass., with
a seating capacity of 300.
The young theatre man
quickly realized that with this
limitation he would not be
able to give his patrons the
quality of entertainment he
had in mind for them and as
a result the size of his house
was appreciably increased.
The idea of the proprietor
of the Orpheum was to book
some of the larger traveling

Stahl.

Under
these

Boston, there being a feeling their
would sustain a loss.

To prove
Mayer

he was right and incidentgive his patrons a treat Mr.
went to Boston and secured the

Boston Opera company, guaranteeing

company against
Then came "The

the

loss.

Littlest

Rebel,"

with the Farnums, and "Peter Pan,"
with Maude Adams, and then others of
like calibre.
The views in the booking
offices were changed.

ACQUISITION

of five motion picture theatres in the New England
territory followed.
Mr. Mayer was
now one of the dominant exhibitors in
the section.
The word of his success

had reached New York, and producers
were glad to have his opinions on what
was what in the way of production.
While engaged in the exhibition of
pictures Mr. Mayer naturally made the
acquaintance of Nathan Gordon, who
was then even as he is today one of
_

the country's leading theatre owners.

The Gordon & Mayer Film Exchange was formed for the

is

making

pictures is "Cape Cod Folks,"
an epic of deep-sea New Eng-

LEADERS ALL— LOUIS
TJECAUSE as a showman he

B.

MAYER

upset the pet beliefs of the booking o£Bces by proving that his
theatre and his town would support first-class attractions; because as an exchangeman he demonstrated that his territory would absorb "The Birth
of a Nation" at a high figure; because as a producer he has qualified with distinction.

clients

to

the
guidance of
the Louis B. Mayer

Productions, Inc.,

which for good
and sufficient reasons up to that time
had not appeared in Haverhill.
Mr. Mayer's ambitions aroused no
particular interest in the booking offices

ally

men

an average each of four special productions each year.
One of Mr. Mayer's coming

attractions,

in

company.

The

sale of pro-

ductions in New England. The enterwas so successful that Mr. Mayer,
in conjunction with leading exhibitors
formed what later became Metro Pictures Corporation, of which Mr. Mayer

land fishermen, one in which
by the way the producer by
reason of his early affiliations
with the men who "go down to the sea
in ships" was deeply interested.

The

subject

was

Mr. Barker, who

carefully directed by
reported went to

it is

sea in search of a storm

was through obtained
the

way

of

all

and before he
he wanted in

thrills.

prise

became

vice president.

of the important incidents in
the business career of Mr. Mayer was
the purchase at a high figure of the
New England rights of D. W. Griffith's "Birth of a Nation."
Although
the production had had a long and successful run in the Tremont Temple in
Boston the hard-boiled exchangemen
shied at it as a state rights offering.

Mr. Mayer accepted the implied
challenge and put into the distribution
of the subject his best efforts, exploiting it so successfully that the refusal of
many succeeding "big fellows" was offered to him as a result.

HE

creative side of the industry

MAYER has been a keen search-

er for the best

among motion

pic-

ture stories, whether plays or novels.

"The Famous Mrs. Fair" was one of

One

'J'

jyj^R.

al

ways had possessed a lure for Mr.
Mayer. So strong a hold had this side
of the industry on his imagination and
so certain was he that in it he would

were also the
adaptations of "Captain Applejack" and
"The Lawbringers," issued as "The
Eternal Struggle."
It is announced that Metro executives at the coast recently were so impressed by the size of "Thy Name Is
Woman," directed by Mr. Niblo, that
they decided the subject should have an
adequate presentation on Broadway.
Mr. Mayer's productions are made
in his company's studios in Los Angeles,
where he personally supervises the important details.
His career furnishes another example
of the success in producing achieved by
men of exhibiting and exchange experience when to that training and the
native ability required to capitalize it is
given the added impulse of determination and of integrity.
his recent productions, as

Exhibitors Trade Review
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The Twentieth Amendment?
THE

motion picture industry is to be examined
under the highpower microscopes of a congress
of churches and welfare organizations in Washington on February 13 and 14. The advance an-

nouncement

states that as a result of the deliberations it is expected there will be drafted for presentation to Congress a bill providing for Federal control of motion pictures.
Dr. Charles Scanlon, secretary of the moral welfare department of the Presbyterian Board of Christian Education, who sponsors the statement, declines to indicate whether the proposed bill will
aim at a Federal censorship.
That matter. Dr. Scanlon said, was for the delegates at the Interchurch Congress to decide. These
delegates,, he added, would be invited to assemble
with "open minds," the policy of the congress not
being predetermined, with a view to considering the
"evils" (the quotation marks are ours) with fairness
and a determination to correct them.
It is possible that behind the move is an ambition
to launch the Twentieth Amendment, one that will
throw back the twentieth century to the seventeenth
an attempt to impose a Puritanical addition to the
Constitution that will close on Sunday all places of

—

-

amusements?
nothing illogical in the suggestion, and
precedent actions of some of those invited to attend the sessions justifies it.
Among the remarks ascribed to Dr. Scanlon is a
declaration to the effect that "We intend to have
every religious, civic, patriotic and educational interest adequately represented in a thorough consideration of the film industry with a view to taking
immediate and decisive steps in the interest of the
moral welfare of the American people."
That is a most laudable objective, as pretty nearly
esvery one will agree. But why should a moral welfare board, having assembled so representative a
body of churchmen and professional prohibitionists,
limit activities to consideration of the motion
picture?
Reference is made here to prohibitionists because
it is noted among the organizations invited to send
delegates are the W. C. T. U., Anti-Saloon League,
World Prohibition and Reform Federation, and Na-

Temperance Society.
would seem there must be many real evils in
the life of today which would be deserving of at-

tional
It

tention from a gathering representing indirectly
millions of Americans.
will not

attempt to enumerate these

many

evils,

but

would seem that among them might be the fatalities and hospital cases as an outcome of the consumption of poisonous liquor during the holidays.
If it proves to be that the delegates really do apit

proach a discussion of the motion picture of today
with "open minds" much good may flow from the
sessions.
If

Obviously if the pictures really are to entertain
the multitude they cannot any more than could
stage plays be restricted to those subjects that
might with entire propriety be shown in churches.
are speaking now from the viewpoint of the
or perstrict churchman, not that of the liberal
haps from that of the minister of a church who
would not care to put upon a screen in his edifice
any picture that would cause adverse comment
from even one of the most rigid of his parishioners.
Of productions that meet these limitations there
have been many, but on the average they are bound
to be rare, again as in the case of the stage play.
If all plays and all pictures were compelled to
meet these limitations the stage and the screen

We

;

would be

there be skepticisrn as to the preliminary at-

colorless.

They would portray only one

that personally perhaps is
experienced by a fortunate few, but not that of the
side of

There's

We

titude of the delegates it may be caused by the
among the names of those invited of that of
William Sheafe Chase of Brooklyn, who for many
years has been an ardent advocate of measures restricting the pleasures of many of his fellow-citizens.
One of the questions the delegates should consider
is that of the dilemma of the producers in selecting
subjects that will wholesomely entertain the millions
of men and women and children.

presence

life,

the

side

man and woman.
The man of the world and the woman of the
world know that the drama cannot always meet
everyday

the exactions that would be placed upon it by the
narrow and the straitlaced.
It must possess
It must reflect life on the whole.
It must be given the right to caricature
variety.
humbug, to expose rascality, to throw the fierce
light of publicity on social wrongs.
In doinp: these things among others equally necessary and equally laudable there must be times
when it is essential to surround the character of a
rascal with the mantle of an official or even of a
churchman who for his own evil purposes has chosen to adopt it as a disguise.
Yet the average censor board assumes for screen
purposes that all officials even down to constables
and all churchmen are 100 per cent, perfect and
eliminate any scene which intimates to the contrary.
Such action, of course, is silly. It is of a piece
of the many things done by censorship boards which
have brought ridicule upon the whole crowd.
Surely within the preceding two years there
must have been some pictures that will merit the
approval of the men who will gather in Washington.
These men will not have met in vain if during
their discussions they appoint a committee that shall
name those subjects which meet their views as to
what a motion picture should be.

This will be constructive and will give the producers an opportunity of learning what kind of a
mark at which the ultra-reformers would have them
shoot.

:

January

12,

:

:

:
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Pathe News Will Visualize Bok
Peace Award

A MOVEMENT

nation-wide in its scope
launched by Pathe News,
which is destined to advance the prestige of the screen as a mirror of public opin-

has

been

ion and to promote the influence of the individual exhibitor as a leader of thought and
action in his community.
By arrangements entered into between Edward W. Bok, donor of the |100,000 American Peace Award, and Emanuel Cohen, editor
of Pathe Nevv's, the Pathe News will conduct
a national referendum, designed to register
the reaction of the millions of motion-picture
patrons throughout the nation toward the
peace plan, adjudged winner of the Bok

On

each ballot will appear a small box,

marked "Yes" and another, marked "No."
The patron by simply making an "X" within
the enclosure can conveniently record his
sentiment regarding the prize-winning plan.
These ballots have been printed in huge
quantities by Pathe News and have been
shipped to Pathe's thirty-five branch-ofiices
for immediate distribution to the theatres.
After being collected from the patrons the
ballots will be returned to the Pathe exchanges
and immediately shipped to the headquarters
of the American Peace Award Committee in
New York for tabulation.

ing international interest for the past several
months and have been made the subject of
extensive news and editorial comment in over
newspapers throughout the United
6,500
States and Canada as well as in the leading
dailies of Europe and the Orient.
Consequently, as is pointed out in the statement issued tins week, Pathe News in conducting this national referendum in cooperation jv'ith the theatres of the country is, for
the iirsr time in the history of the industry,
allying tlie screen and its theatres with a
movement of world-wide import.

Resume

of the Plan

Following is a brief resume of the Bok
Peace Award Movement
The purpose of the plan is best described
by the New York Times in its issue of July
2 "One hundred thousand dollars awaits the
American who can conceive the most practicable plan by which the United States may
co-operate with other nations to achieve and
preserve world peace."
Under the arrangements adopted, the con:

testants

submitted in essay form their ideas

on the question of how best to preserve peace
between nations.
The author of that plan
adjudged best by the Jury of Award is to
be made the recipient of the $100,000 prize,
which will be awarded in two parts.
The first $50,000 will be paid upon the selection of the winner by the Jury of Award.
The second |50,000 is to be paid when the
_

practicability of- the idea is demonstrated.
This latter condition will be fulfilled if the
winning plan is substantially adopted by the
United States, or if an adequate degree of

popular support

is

registered in favor of the

winning plan.
Within the duration pf.^the contest, which
opened on July 2 and closed at midnight of
November 15, 22,000 plans were submitted
for the consideration and judgment of the
Jury of Award.
The name of the winner
will be published in the press all over the
world' on the morning of Monday, January 7.
Simultaneously with the announcement of
the winning plan Pathe News will launch
its nation-wide referendum.
The plan of
action is briefly described as follows

Pathe to Issue Ballots
Beginning January 7 Pathe News ^yill carry
a concise, graphic visualization of the prizewinning peace plan.
Small simply designed
ballots, requesting
or her opinion for
as visualized, will
on their entry into

patron to record his
or against the peace plan
be handed to the patrons
the theatre.
the

lowing members

W. Davis, former Ambassador to
Britain and now President of the
American Bar Association; Learned Hand,
Judge of the United States Court for the
Southern District of New York; William H.
Johnston, president of the International Association of Machinists and executive officer of
the Conference for Progressive Political Action Esther Everett Lape, member in charge,
and writer Nathan L. Miller, former Governor of New York State; Mrs. Gififord Pinchot, active in political and social welfare
movements Mrs. Ogden Reid, vice president
of the New York Tribune, Inc. Mrs. Franklin D. Roosevelt, vice chairman of the New
York League of Women Voters Henry L.
Stimson, former Secretary of War Melville
E. Stone, counsellor of the Associated Press;
Mrs. Frank A. Vanderlip, regional director
of the New York League of Women Voters
and Cornelius N. Bliss, Jr., treasurer.
John

Great

;

Prestige for the Screen

Award.
Acting with the approval of Mr. Bok and
his committee, Pathe News will present a
visualization of the peace plan on the screen
and then conduct a ballot to ascertain public
sentiment regarding the prize winning plan.
The activities of Mr. Bok in organizing
the American Peace Award Committee and
donating |1 00,000 for the best plan submitted
to insure World Peace have been command-

ment that will lend increased dignity and
prestige to the screen's co-operation, is evident from a perusal of the committees allied
with the Bok Peace Award.
The Policy Committee consists of the fol-

In this

way

it

is

;

planned to ascertain defin-

itely through the co-operation of the thousands of motion picture theatres throughout
the country the actual response of millions of
America's citizens to the prize-winning proposal for the achievement 'and maintenance of
peace between nations.

That the movement is one sponsored by
individuals prominent in the affairs of the
world and the nation, and, therefore, a move-

;

;

;

;

Urges Repeal of Censorship
New York in Message Takes Strong
Ground Against Present Statute

Governor Smith of

NEW YORK

state will once more be the
battleground of attempted censorship
repeal.
In his annual message to the
Legislature of that state Governor Alfred E.
Smith on Wednesday, January 2, declared
in no uncertain terms that the operation of
the censorship commission in that state had

shown there was absolutely no

necessity for
further continuance. Governor Smith recommended that the present censorship law in
the Empire State be repealed.
In his address to the lawmaking body assembled for the first time this year Governor
Smith declared himself as against censorship
of motion pictures in the following words
"Censorship out of harmony with our institutions should not be encouraged.
"I renew my recommendation that the law
creating the commission for the Regulation
of Motion Pictures be repealed.
"The Criminal Law punishes the publication
of indecent and obscene literature and the
commission of indecent or obscene acts.
"State interference with literary or artistic productions beyond this prohibition of the
Criminal Law is contrary to the fundamental
principles of democratic government.
"Censorship cannot exist without censors,
and no purely administrative body should have
the right to impose its opinion of what should
or should not be published or exhibited, upon
any citizen whose conduct does not transgress the law of the land.
its

Governor Fires
"The power

in

First Shot

one group of

men

to pre-

ability the stiffest fight which will be waged
the legislative halls of the state capitol dur-

m

ing the session just opened.
Politically, the Senate and the Assembly
remain practically the same as a year ago,
when the bill calling for the repeal of censorship passed in the Democratic senate and
during the closing hours was defeated in the
Republican assembly.
It is generally conceded that the fight for
the repeal of the present law will be led in
the Senate once more by James J. Walker,
of New York city, majority leader, and one
of the cleverest legislators in the entire state.
There remains no question as to the outcome
of the measure in the Upper House.

Bill

May Be

Non-Partisan

In the Assembly, or Lower House, more
strongly Republican than a year ago, Charles
Donohue, of New York city, is no longer
niinprity leader, having been elevated to the
Supreme Court at the last election.
Year after year, Mr. Donohue could be
depended upon in his opposition to censorship, -but in his place this year as minority
leader, there will come Maurice Bloch, of
New York, fully as able, and even more
determined that the state shall throw off the
shackles of censorship.
It will probably be
up to Mr. Bloch to introduce the bill.
There is another encouraging angle, however this year, which played no part in the
And that is
fight that took place last year.
that there is a possibility that the bill seeking
a repeal of the censorship law may be introduced as a non-partisan measure and depend

vent the publication or exhibition of anything which does not transgress the law is
a power which of necessity destroys initiative
and shackles freedom of expression.
"In operation there has been shown no
necessity whatever for the continuance of this
commission of censors, and I earnestly invite
the attention of your honorable bodies to a
careful consideration of this recommendation

upon its merits.
During the last few months nearly every
assemblyman in New York state has received
a visit from some one of those who have enlisted their support and aid to bring about
These assemblymen
the repeal of the law.
have had explained to them just what censorship means and have been asked to vote, not

for

according to their

its

abolition."

Thus the Governor fires
what is generally predicted

entirely

shot in

their beliefs,

to be in all prob-

non-partisan

the

first

politics,

but according to

the measure is presented along
lir.es.
And so the fight is on.

if
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INDEPENDENTS PERFECT
ORGANIZATION
Adopt Constitution and Appoint
Contract Committee

a

HAT

good progress has been made during the past week in perfecting the organization of the Independent Motion Picture Producers & Distributors Association
was proved by the reports of various
special committees, presented at a meeting
of the Association held at the Hotel As'T'

tor,

Thursday, December

27,

which

was

presided over by President I. E. Chadwick.
special committee consisting of Joseph
Brandt, Whitman Bennett, Dr. W. E.
Shallenberger, Oscar A. Price, and President Chadwick filed a report recommending the constitution and by-laws as drafted
by the committee and which, with a few
minor additions, were unan i
o u s 1 y
adopted with the thanks of the Associa-

A

m

tion.

tions.

chairman,
Cohn,
Nathan Hirsh,
Jack
and Executive Secretary Charles B. Hoy,
comprising the membership committee, reported that fifteen companies have signiintention to join the association
requested application blanks be sent to

fied their

them.
This committee plans an immediate drive
for new members and expects to increase
the membership to fifty companies during
the month of January.
Harry Cohn of
the C. B. C. Films Sales, who attended the
meeting, promised to send in at least a
dozen applications upon his return to the
coast within a fortnight.
President Chadwick asked for the unanimous consent of the association to add to
the charter membership list the Tri-Stone
Pictures,

Inc.,

and

Monogram

Company

was

designated as the depository for the asso-

tributors,

THEATRES TO HAVE PREFERENCE ON 'CHRONICLES'
An
home

A

committee on standard uniform contract was appointed by President Chadwick
composed of the following:

cently

has

Preferred Pictures,
completed the adaptation of
Paradise"
staff

statement

official

week

this

office

from the
assures

Pathe

exhibitors

everywhere that "no arrangements have
been consummated for the non-theatrical
distribution of 'The Chronicles of Amer"

of

who

Rumors

circulated

in

sections

certain

have conveyed the impression that these
subjects would shortly be made available
through independent exchanges to nontheatrical institutions.
The Pathe statements give emphatic denial to these reports
and shows how the demand for the subjects among non-theatrical accounts is actually being turned into increased box-ofThe
fice
patronage for the exhibitor.
statement,
quoting
Arthur
H.
Pathe
Brook for Yale University Press, follows
"Certain independent exchanges in various localities are implying to non-theatrical
accounts that they wul snortly be handling
the Yale University Press series of
productions.
There is absolutely no basis
of truth in any such assertion.
Yale University Press definitely reassures all exhibitors showing the Chronicles that nontheatrical distribution will not i>e permitted
to interfere to the slightest degree w th the
success of the theatrical exhib'tion of these

absorbing historical dramas.

ABRAHAM LINCOLN TO HAVE
NEW YORK PREMIERE
title

of

the

life

their
of

twelve reel picturization of
Lincoln will be

Abraham

changed from "The Dramatic Life of Abthe former

re-

"Poison

Producer and Manager Looks for Big
Business New Year

HE

economic wave which recently passed
over the industry and caught many of the
producers on its crest, is one of the best
things which could have happened," says Mack
Sennett.
"The temporary closing down of
those studios which could take advantage
of the condition without serious effect to
'T'

opportunity for reflection.
Consideration of
the evils which have made 'profits from production' almost an unheard of thing, will lend
itself admirably to a plan of reorganization
which will eventually lead to a solution of
that hackneyed slogan 'Bigger and Better
Pictures.'

With

"Abraham

to

Lincoln,"

being too cumbersome for
use in advertisements and electric lights.
The use of the former title during production of the picture was for the purpose
of preventing confusion in the public mind
of the motion picture with the stage play
"Abraham Lincoln" produced by the English
playwright,
John Drinkwater, and which
toured the United States during the period
of production of the Rockett work.
title

Ihe Rockett's further announce that
"Abraham Lincoln" will in all probability
be given

world premiere

its

in

a

legiti-

New York City in January
and that after the metropolitan run is es-

mate theatre
tablished
as a road

it

in

be sent into the country
to exhibit in legitimate theatres.

will

show

*

DEXTER

IS

*

*

FIRST NATIONAL'S

GUEST AT LUNCHEON
Bob Dexter, former advertising manager
of First National, was
ushered out of
office with the aid of a luncheon given him
by his First National associates on December 28. When the last speech was
spoken it was generally conceded to have
been the most successful of a long line of
First National parties.
H. O. Schwalbe, R. A. Rowland, and
all the department heads were among those
who assembled to bid Dexter good-bye
and wish him well in the field of fiction
writing.

E.

Bruce Johnson presided.

"

Richard

Jones, his production
Sennett has been reviewing
the list of the year's releases, studying the
public's taste for screen entertainment, and
perfecting plans for further aiding the exhibitor.
One of the big features of the present Sennett comedy organization, is the recent addition made to the staff of story and

manager,

raham Lincoln"

WALDEMAR YOUNG
editorial

ECONOMIC WAVE A BOOM
SAYS SENNETT

their schedules, will greatly benefit them and
their fellow producers.
It offers splendid

country.

Al and Ray Rockett announces that the

ciation's funds.

On

disfor
general foreign
(a)
(b) for distribution in a specific

follows:

Pictures,

Inc.

The Commercial Trust

Bobby

Russell,

ers and primary distributors, contract between distributors and foreign buyers as

ica.'

Treasurer Bobby North, chairman of the
finance committee, reported that all of the
companies which had originally subscribed
to the membership roll had paid their dues
and had thereby so far as known established a precedent among film organiza-

and

Chairmen John Lowell

North, Joseph Brandt, Andrew J. Callaghan, Nathan Hirsh, and the Association's
President ex-officio.
This committee will meet during the
week to consider the following suggestions
relative to a standard form of contract for
the independent market:
Contract between distribution and state
right exchanges, contract between produc-

F.

Mack

writers, also gag men.
That the famous comedy lot in Los Angeles will be a mighty hive of industry during the twelve months beginning after the
title

holiday season, is the obvious intention of
Mack Sennett.
Several new faces have been added to the
staff of writers, and, in fact every department
has been strengthened so as to function without extra strain.
Harry Langdon, new comedy star recently
signed, is already under way, having completed his second picture, "Picking Peaches,"
with Alberta Vaughn as his leading woman.
Langdon is proving all the claims made for
his versatility by his excellent performances.
That he is one of the greatest finds for the
screen in many a month, promises to be the
universal opinion when his pictures are unfolded for review.
The bathing girls, more beautiful and more
charmingly alluring than ever in their dainty
little costumes of advanced beach style, will
fascinate with irresistible force those who
will witness their screen endeavors.
All the Sennett favorites who have been
identified in featured and leading parts, including Billy Bevan, Harry Gribbon, Dot
Farley, Jack Cooper, Billy Armstrong, Kewpie Morgan and Andy Clyde, will continue
to be prominently cast in future comedies.

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER
artistry was so prominently displayed in the
direction of Jackie Coogan in "Long Live the King"
for Metro

Whose

:

January

12,
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Law

Friend Resumes

Practice

Bromberg Takes Over Independents

President Resigns His Office, But Will
Continue as Member of Directorate

Distinctive

s

of Virginia First National

LAST

week saw the closing of one of the
largest deals in the South among the film
industry for some time, when Arthur C.
Bromberg, president of Progress Pictures,

DISTINCTIVE PICTURES CORPORATION

announces

that

Arthur

S.

Friend, for the last year its president,
has retired as active executive head of the
corporation in order to devote his full time
to his

law practice.

A

Mr. Friend became its president, although up to that time he had held no office
tivities,

It will be noted that
the organization.
his present action he does not dispose
of his holdings in the company or retire from
the board of directors.
Mr. Friend has a wide acquaintance in the

in
in

industry, both among its men and its instiHis
tutions and in all of its departments.
legal advice has been so widely sought in
more recent months that he has found it
impossible to give his attention to all his
clients, so he has decided to return to the

profession which he always has found most
congenial and profitable as well.
More recently Mr. Friend has been actively associated with the project for the construction of a great studio in Long Island,
at his office it was stated that his interest in this enterprise would be maintained.
When the retiring Distinctive executive was
asked if he had anything to say in reply to

and

statement that Los Angeles would continue to be the center of production he declared the subject as a whole was controversial and one on which he did not care to

a

comment

to

any extent.

He

did say, however, he believed the real
center of the industry would continue to be
that point where were stationed the managing and financing and sales heads of the companies.

That

continue to be

point,

New

he was
York.

certain,

would

"The important considerations," said Mr.
Friend, "are the conditions surrounding the

serving eleven southern states, took conproduct of R. D. Craver
in Associated First National Exhibitors Film
Exchange of Virginia with the exclusive
rights of all independent product released by
this organization, for North and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, and Alabama, the first
two mentioned states being served from the
Progress Charlotte branch and the latter
states from the Atlanta branch.
There are about seventeen feature subjects,
three or four serials, several two-reel westerns, and ten or twelve one-reel comedies
included in the rights.
Reol Productions, which are exclusively
colored subjects, consisting of five and seven
reel features, also have been secured for all of
These pictures are in dethe eleven states.
mand in the south.
Atlanta is to have a new film building with
Conaccommodations for two exchanges.
It is being fistruction is now under way.
nanced by Mr. Bromberg and the Maseil
Realty Company. This move was necessary
owing to the Bromberg expansion. The structure will have a 53 foot frontage and extend through to Nassau Street where the
footage will be 26 feet, with two floors and
basement.
The building represents an investment of
abuot $80,000 and is expected to be ready
for occupancy by March 1. The home office
branch of Progress Pictures, Inc., will occupy part and Educational Film Exchanges
of Atlanta, of which Mr. Bromberg is president, will occupy the remainder.
Inc.,

trol of the individual

Mr. Friend, who

is the largest individual
stockholder in Distinctive, will retain his holdings and will remain as a member of the
board of directors, co-operating with the officers of the company in the development of
Mr. Friend's resignaits policies and plans.
tion went into effect with the new year.
In addition to the announcement of Distinctive Pictures, Mr. Friend issued the following statement
"When I assumed the presidency of Distinctive Pictures Corporation a little more
than a year ago I believed that I would be
able adequately to handle the affairs of my
law firm, in adition to my duties as a motion
I have found, however,
picture executive.
that the demands on my time prohibited this,
and as the law is my chosen profession I
have decided that I must now devote a greater
degree of my efforts to continuation and expansion of my practice.
"I will retain my stock holdings in Distinctive Pictures and as a member of the
board of directors will continue to co-operate
with the executive officers in all ways possiFor the time being I shall retain my
ble.
offices at my present address."
The decision of Mr. Friend to retire from
active participation in the conduct of the
company which from its beginning has been
closely identified with his name will be a
matter of regret in the industry.
Mr. Friend has been associated with motion picture companies for about ten years,
having begun with the formation of the Lasky
Company as its treasurer and becoming' treasurer of Famous Players on the amalgamation
He held this latter
of the two concerns.
position for several years, taking up his law
practice where he previously had laid it down
to work with the pictures.
He was not content to lose contact with
the picture industry, however, and soon afteryear
ward organized Distinctive Pictures.
ago, upon the enlargement of Distinctive's ac-

SECURES MORE MATERIAL
FOR FIVE STATES

ARTHUR

S.

FRIEND

particular enterprise in which a man or group
of men are interested. Being near the home
office is a matter of vital importance and
surely a great convenience."
*

*

*

THEATRE OWNERS ENTERTAIN
DURING HOLIDAYS
Theatre owners in Albany and Schenectady,
N. Y., did themselves proud during the recent
Christmas holidays in the entertainment of
children in their respective cities.
In Schenectady William Shirley, manager of two of
the leading theatres, staged a Christmas
party for the children which resulted in over
250 baskets being filled with vegetables and
fruit for the Salvation Army.
Any child was admitted who

came bearing

an orange, or two apples or four potatoes,
or two carrots and two turnips, while one tiny
miss, presenting a huge head of cabbage, asked
if she might not be given a loge
seat.
The
Fox Film exchange in Albany furnished without expense the pictures which were used
at the show.
Frank Breymaier, manager of the Barcli,
in Schenectady, also gave a free entertainment to the children, which was so well at;

tended that in many instances a single seat
served for two occupants.

ALTMAN SUCCEEDS MOONEY
Immediately on his return from the Coast
J. Robert Rubin, general counsel of Louis B.
Mayer Productions, after a consultation with
Mr. Mayer, appointed Al Altman, who has
been identified with the company almost since
as general eastern representasucceeding Paul C. Mooney, who has
resigned to accept a vice-presidency v/ith the
its

inception,

tive,

Hodkinson Company.
*

*

*

ELIZABETH SCHILLER ENGAGED
Schiller, 600 West
Sixteenth Street, announce
the engagement of their daughter, Elizabeth
Mae, to J. Bryon Akins, of Atlanta, Ga.
The wedding will take place in New York in
the early Spring. Miss Schiller is a student
of Columbia University. Her father is general representative of Loew's Incorporated.

Mr. and Mrs. E. A.

One Hundred and

CROOKER IS NOW AFFILIATED
WITH PELLEY COMPANY
William Dudley Pelley announces that
Herbert Crooker, well known publicity and
advertising man, joined the Pelley organization beginning January 1.
Mr. Crooker has been identified with the
industry for the past eight years, during
which time he has exploited and publicized
some of the film's best products. He began
his

career as a special writer for the

York Globe, but
a member of the

left that position to

New

become

publicity department of Tri-

angle.

He
War.

joined the navy during the recent

World

Afterward he became

publicity representative for Charles Dillingham and also
He joined Pathe, spethe Globe Theatre.
cializing in fiction and syndicate material, a
position which he held for four years.
Mr. Crooker will act, not only as a personal
representative of Mr. Pelley, but also will
aid in the promulgation of exploitation, advertising and publicity ideas incorporated in
Pelley's plan for the New Year.

MARK KELLOGG TAKES UP
TIES

DU-

AT FIRST NATIONAL

Mark Kellogg assumed his duties as the advertising and publicity director of Associated
First National Pictures, Inc., on WednesMr. Kellogg succeeds Bob
day, January 2.
Dexter, who has occupied the post since the
resignation of Mr. Yearsley on September 1.
Mr. Dexter is leaving First National to return to the field of fiction writing, having
accepted a contract to contribute regularly
to a group of magazines.
Mr. Kellogg comes to New York and First
National from Detroit and the Burroughs
Adding Machine Company, where he served
as advertising manager.
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MAUDE ADAMS TO GUIDE

SEEK SUNDAY OPENING

'ALADDIN' FILM
Guild

Made

IN

Pictures, Inc., Secures

Co-operation of Star
Tl/riSS

MAUDE ADAMS

has

tertainment

in

pictures.

*

*

TEXAS TO PRODUCE CENTENNIAL CELEBRATION FILM
The romantic and

stirring story of Texas
be put into motion pictures, as a part
of the Centennial Celebration of the State.
The first suggestion came from Theodore
Price, editor -of Commerce and Finance, who
in making a series of speeches in Texas cities
celebrating their golden or diamond jubilee,
said that as a part of the State's Centennial
in 1924 the record which is Texas history
should be given to the World.
The idea struck instant response. Governor Neff and many prominent persons all
over the State immediately indorsed the suggestion.
As a result a picture of the history
and development of Texas financed and producd by Texans will be a. part of the Texas
Centennial Celebration.
is

to

Gus

take action.
At present the blue laws of the State pro-

motion pictures on Sunday in Baltimore
and elsewhere in Maryland.
President Bryant has written to the mayors
of a number of large cities where Sunday
movies are permitted and by this means exhibit

pects to get detailed information in regard
to the results, such as whether they lead to

any disorder or are the cause of any other

Henry Ginsberg, newly appointed head
Preferred

of

by
from a

sales

who has just returned
tour of Preferred Exchanges

Pictures,

unsatisfactory conditions.
It has been suggested that a bill be offered
in the Maryland General Assembly, which
convenes in January, under the provisions of
which each city in the state would be permitted to decide the question for itself through
its Mayor and City Council.
By this plan
the General Assembly could put the subject

up

to each

community.

MIDWEST THEATRES BUY INTO
EXHIBITORS NAME ADVISERS TO

MAJESTIC COMPA^IY

CENSOR BOARD

The Midwest

Theatres, Inc., an Illinois
corporation operating a chain of more than
thirty theatres in Aurora, Rockford, Joliet,
Decatur, Bloomington, Galesburg, Elgin, DeKalb, 111., and La Crosse and Beloit, Wis.,
has purchased a substantial stock interest in
the Majestic Amusement Company of Kankakee, 111. The company operates the Majestic,

La

Petite

and Court Theatres

Kan-

in

kakee.
*

Each

Advocates of Sunday moving picture performances wall watch with a great deal of
interest a step which has been taken by
Howard Bryant, President of the City Council of Baltimore, and which may lead to an
eff^ort to have the Maryland General Assembly

become a

member

of Guild Made Pictures, Inc.,
and her future activities in motion picture
production will be identified partly with this
organization.
"The schedule of the Maude Adams Productions is not announced at this time," says
the Guild.
"The first picture under her own
supervision will probably be 'Aladdin' in
color, on the scenario of which Miss Adams
has collaborated.
The star will co-operate
with the Guild in the preparation of all its
pictures, including some of the Yale University series of the 'Chonricles of America.'
"Miss Adams' association with the Guild
not does interfere with her plans for the
independent production of 'Kim,' the picture
rights to which she recently acquired from
Rudyard Kipling."
The public may now look forward to an
early view of the results of the research work
in lighting and color which Miss Adams has
been prosecuting in the laboratories of the
General Electric Company in Schenectady
and at the Eastman Kodak Company.
The co-operative group with which Miss
Adams has allied herself had its inception in
1921 when Fred Waller, technical expert for
Famous Players, left that organization, and
proceeded to gather about him a company of
artists whom he deemed the most capable in
their respective fields.
Mr. Waller and Frank Tuttle, director and
continuity writer, started out together to
create a group the activities of which would
be based purely on intelligent co-operation
toward the ideal of building up unusual en-

MARYLAND

Effort to Obtain Rights for
City to Settle Question

William H. Cadoret retains his position as
manager of the MajesEarnest Schmidt will act as local mantic.
ager of the theatres, and all film contracts
will be negotiated through the Chicago office
of Midwest Theatres, Inc.
president and general

HUNTER PROMOTED BY PATHE
H. E. Hunter has been appointed
serial

for Pathe,
in a statement

representative

it

special
is

an-

from the
nounced this week
Mr. Hunter will first
Pathe Home Office.
cover the Eastern territory, starting active
work in Boston on January 7.
Mr. Hunter for the past three years has
been a Pathe salesman operating from the
His success in
Washington branch office.
the handling of the Patheserial in the southern territory was responsible for his promotion to the newly established position.

Schlesinger, foreign manager of Warner Brothers, is the guest of honor at the annual convention and
luncheon held by F. B. O. of London, at the Trocadero. Mr. Schlesinger, seated third from left in front,
has just completed negotiations with the London firm for distribution of Warner product;

The names

of Jules E. Mastbaum, president
of the Stanley Company of America Senator
John Harris of Pittsburgh, and M. E. Comerford of Scranton will be submitted to Governor Pinchot of Pennsylvania by the Motion Picture Board of Trade of Pennsylvania to serve as advisory members of the
State Board of Censors. The advisory members will have no vote in determining on the
admissability or rejection of a picture, but
will be in a position to reason and debate
with the board on its merits or demerits.
The creation of the new committee was the
outgrowth of an appeal made by the Pennsylvania exhibitors to the governor against
the wholesale slaughtering of pictures by the
censors during the past several months.
Although the names have not yet been approved by the governor it is assumed that
This is the
they will be agreeable to him.
forward step Pennsylvania has taken
first
against arbitrary censorship since its inception.
;

'WELCOME STRANGER' READY
FOR DISTRIBUTION
Word has just been received from the West
Coast that the task of turning Aaron Hoflfman's "Welcome Stranger" into a film is
ended, and nothing now remains but to turn
Isidor Solomon loose on the country's screens.
Reports have it that Edward Belasco, under
whose auspices the picture was made, has
turned out a fine production. The reproduction of a
ticular is

New

England

street scene in par-

regarded as one of Hollywood's
atmospheric marvels of the year.
The story is interpreted by Florence Vidor,
Virginia Brown Faire, Noah Beery, Dore
Davidson, Otis Harlan, Robert Edeson, Lloyd
Hughes, William V. Mong, and Fred Butler.
As a play the subject was considered one
of the box-office hits of Broadway, and later
duplicating in Chicago its New York success.
:|c

:1s

HAIN TO SELL INDEPENDENTLY
Frank W. Hain, the well-known owner of
large chain drug stores, makes his entrance
into the motion picture field with a seven reel
mystery drama entitled "Forbidden Souls."
The production is said to contain thrills, with
an element of suspense and mystery and an
out-of-the-ordinary love theme.
The picture is to be placed on the state
rights' market by James Serpico, sales manager, of 116 Clinton Street, Newark, N. J.
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'SHOOTING DAN McGREW
GETS UNDER WAY

UNIVERSAL SEEKS HERO
FOR 'THROWBACK'

Metro Expects Service's Poem

to Make
One of Season s Best Dramas
A CCORDING to an announcement from

Prize Script Which Won Scholarship
Prize Ready to Shoot

T^HE THROWBACK,"

the

psychological

Metro offices, actual "shooting" on
long-heralded production of Robert W.
Service s famous poem of the Yukon, "The
Shooting of Dan McGrew" begins Thursday
December 27th at the Metro Hollywood Stuthe

adventure drama written by William Elwell Oliver, University of California student, which won the Carl Laemmle scholarship prize in an inter-collegiate competition,
will be produced by the Universal Pictures
Corporation within the next few weeks.
The story will be prepared for screening
under the supervision of Raymond L. Schrock,
scenario editor of Universal five-reel attractions,

and the right sort of a man

to

the

dios.

Thus

play

the peculiar leading role of the story is now
being sought by Fred Datig, casting director
at Universal City. Other preparations will be
rushed.
"The Throwback" was judged the best of
the thousands of scenarios entered in the
Laemmle Scholarship Contest, which was
held for the purpose of interesting the universities and colleges of the country in the
motion picture industry.
That these educational forces were interested was shown by the hearty response from
college students all over the United States and
the world.
Besides this evidence of undergraduate approval, Mr. Laemmle received many letters
of commendation from college presidents who
almost to a man declared the scholarship idea
a step forward both in educational and motion picture development.
It is definitely known, that as a result of
the Laemmle contest, certain colleges and
universities will add courses in the technique
of motion pictures to their present curriculum.
Out of the many manuscripts submitted,
the contest judges narrowed their choice down
to 17 scenarios, three of which were bought
for production and the other 14 were declared worthy of honorable mention.
Of the three purchased, "The Throwback"
by Oliver was considered the best as judged
from every screen angle and the scholarship
prize of |1000, together with $500 for the
screen rights of the story, was presented to
the winner by Mr. Laemmle at a special
meeting of the University of California student body.
At the same time the University was presented with a $1000 for the endowment of a
chair for the study of motion pictures.
Oliver's story of business and adventure,
laid in California and the Orient, was inspired by a trip to China where he actually
lived certain of the dramatic scenes which
will appear in the finished picture.
The hero of the "Throwback" is a young
man who is required to demonstrate that the
sturdy blood which enabled his father to
achieve success against great obstacles has
not been lost in the second generation.

after

planning

FITS
Colleen
scene

WELL AROUND THE NECK

Moore cuddling up
from

First

to

National's

Milton

"Flaming

Sills

in

a

Youth"

BIG SIGN FOR 'THE TEN

COMMANDMENTS'
"Ten Commandments" sign on the
of the Putnam Building, Broadway

Streets,
Forty-third and Forty- fourth
erected by the Norden Electric Sign Company, is the largest theatrical electric sign
ever erected and in the amount of current
consumed exceeds any other electric sign

at

m

the world.
The sign runs the full breadth of the buildfeet deep,
ing, 200 feet, with the main part 18
with wings at each end 28 feet deep. It is
250lighted by 4,600 50-watt lamps and 350
watt flood lights. The floods are thrown by
350 imported Mangin mirrors.
Twenty-seven miles of electric wire were
used in the construction of the sign, which
motors of 150
is dimmed and accelerated by
This dimming equiphorsepower capacity.
ment is equivalent to three times that of the
largest theatrical stage and causes the illumination to completely disappear every twenty
light.
seconds, gradually coming back to full
The sign cost about $45,000 to erect and
at $1,500.
its weekly expense is etimated
Among the film fraternity it is freely admitted that the prestige given the industry
thanks
the big sign deserves a vote of

by

for

Famous

Players.

and a careful
are to enact the

north where few white men have ventured
and where nature is said to be of unsurpassed
nobility and grandeur.

The selection of Barbara La Marr to portray the big role of "The Lady Known as
Lou" is now a matter of record as she was
decided on for that part almost as soon as
hard to
It
is
the picture was projected.
conceive of a better selection for this role.
Miss La Marr has all the fire and great emotional powers that are required to make "The
Lady Known as Lou" a living reality on the
,

Will Light Up Broadway With Flash
200 Feet Long and 18 Deep

THE
face

who

leading roles, work has started on what it
the
is confidently predicted will be one of
In addigreat stirring dramas of the year.
tion to the vivid power inherent in the poem
itself it will probably be the greatest picture
produced from the viewpoint of out-door
scenes, since these will be filmed way up

screen.

of Dan McGrew" was
the screen by Winifred Dunn.
During the past months when production plans
for this picture were under consideration,
several experts travelled up and down the
West Coast in search of locations. It has
been finally decided that the opening sequences will be filmed at Catalina Island

"The

adapted

Shooting

to

which is only a few hours off shore from
Los Angeles but which offers picturesque locations.

"The Shooting of Dan McGrew" will be
It is exreleased by Metro late in April.
pected that production will take fully until
that time.
"The Shooting of Dan McGrew" is a SawIt is beyer-Lubin production for Metro.
ing produced under the direction of Clarence
Badger who has selected Charles Hunt to assist

him and Rudolph Berquist as

eraman.

chief

cam-

All technical direction has been in-

trusted to the

HALPERINS FINISH 'SOUYENIR'
AN ASSOCIATED RELEASE
Associated Exhibitors received word yesterday from Halperin Productions that the
"shooting" of scenes for "Souvenir," the second Halperin feature for Associated distribution, has been completed, and the staff at

Hollywood studios is now engaged in the
work of cutting, editing and titling.
With Agnes Ayres playing the leading woman role, opposite Percy Marmont, a cast
of peculiar excellence was recruited for this
production, every player in a list of twelve
being well and favorably known.

3^ut SsiunDer

long

selection of the players

HOBART BOSWORTH

Metro studio

staff.
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SHERRY RESTAURANT IN

'WASTELAND' TO BE FIRST
ALL-COLOR FILM

DISTINCTIVE FILM

New Zane Grey

and GohT Also Enhanced by
Real French Line Steamship

Story of Desert Announced Ready for Paramount
'T'HE first full length Paramount picture

''Blood

production, "Blood and
Pictures Gorporation is
One of the
^oing in for real life "sets."
"most costly and magnificent sets" already
used was the famous Sherry restaurant in

new
making
INGold,"
Distinctive
its

to be done completely in color was announced yesterday by Jesse L. Lasky, first
vice-president in charge of production of the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
It is Zane Grey's story, "Wanderer of the
Wasteland," and it will be produced in its
original locale, the deserts of Arizona, by

Park Avenue, New York Gity, which was
turned over from gilt-edged doorman to
Gonrad Nagel and Alma
white-hatted chef.
Rubens did a bit, aided by about one hundred
extras, recruited from stage and society. Lenora Hughes, the dancer, appeared in a group
of Long Island society girls and young men.

Irvin Willat.

A set to be used in the coming week cost
This is the
about fifteen million dollars.
steamship Paris, of the French Line, which
Henry M. Hobart "borrowed" for the occacomparatively simple "set" on which
sion.

A

Miss Rubens worked last week was a Hudson River ferryboat, which was loaned to Distinctive for a day.

The cast for this production, which is being directed by Albert Parker, was further
augmented last week by the signing of Betty
Jewel and a newcomer named Antonio
D'Algy.
Miss Jewel began her career with D.

W.
Omaha

She was a society girl of
York. For two and a half years
she studied with Griffith, working in the reShe finally behearsals for Lillian Gish.
came known as the "Third Orphan of the
Storm." Recently Miss Jewel has appeared
She takes the
in "The Silent Command."
part of an incorrigible girl in "Blood and

^Griffith.

New

and

Gold."

Goldwyn Pictures Corpcration for production of "The Christian." The award was made
by the Chamber of Commerce and Industry of
Turin, Italy, wih dignity and sincerity.

Wyndham

Standing, son of Herbert Standing who died last week on the Goast, is in
Distinctive's "Blood and Gold."
Sheridan Hall, who directed Distinctive's
"The Steadfast Heart," left last week for
Ihe wildest part of the Canadian wilds, hoping to find a suitable location for "Blood and
exteriors.

Said to Be Screamingly Funny Story
of Motion Picture Operator

CHERLOCK,

JR.," has been definitely deas the title of Buster Keaton's
third and next Afetro feature length comedy

^cided on

according

Metro

an

to

annnouncement

from

*

*

*

"Merton of the Movies," George Kaufman
and Marc Connolly's sensational comedy
success in which Glenn Hunter has been starring on the stage for the last two years, is
lo be produced as a Paramount picture by
James Cruze with Mr. Hunter in the title

offices.

their ability in comedy and in serious plays.
With this new feature picture Keaton again

enters

virgin

Buster has chosen the

fields.

possibilities of the projectionist's trade

as his underlying theme and on that he is
said to have built a story that is great not
only in comic values but in heart interest

and

in

numberless real

thrills.

With "Three Ages" and "Our Hospitalit^"
as samples of what Keaton has set out to do
in his feature length Metro comedies, "Sherlock, Jr.," showing life in an operator's booth,
should be about the funniest thing imaginable.

As

how Keaton

decided to dramatize
interesting to note that it
stems directly from a personal eccentricity.
Keaton always attends the premieres of his
to

jole.

the operator

will be made in Holly%vood,
will start after the close of the
play's present run in Chicago.
"Because the tremendous publicity given to
•'Merton of the Movies,' " said Mr. Lasky,

comedies in the small towns around
geles in order to find out for himself
public likes them.

The picture
and production

"we expect this to be one of the most popuWith its
lar successes we have ever made.
;production on the New York stage. 'Merton'
immediately became a part of the American
language as typifying the screen-struck youth
•of

the

Several striking titles have been under consideration these last several months, but they
have been discarded for "Sherlock, Jr.," which
is said to be satirically descriptive of the text
of Keaton's new picture.
Keaton has been busy right along organizing his producing forces and rounding out
the complete story with his three famous gag
men, Jean Havez, Joe Mitchell and Clyde
Bruckman, and will probably begin active proQuciion shortly.
As announced some time ago Keaton has
selected Kathryn McGuire to be his leading
woman in this new picture. The process of
selecting the remaining members of the cast
is now under way and it is reported will comprise well known players, recognized alike for

comic

CRUZE TO DIRECT HUNTER IN
'MERTON OF MOVIES'

America."

"We

are particularly fortunate in having

Mr. Hunter under contract to play this role,
as his name has become indissolubly linked
_

it

In that case
erator's booth

is

Los An-

how

the

he always heads for the op-

from which vantage point he

looks through the peep hole at the screen
and at the audience below. And having a
projection room in^ his own home Buster well
knows the troubles and the difficulties that
beset an operator from his own personal experiences.
Buster of course, impersonates the
operator.

sure that on the screen he will more than dup-

In
the
meantime
"Our
Hospitality,"
Keaton's second Metro feature length comedy is one of the truly great successes of the
current season.
The critics have reported it
screamingly funny, it is built around a story

licate his stage success.

which

with the

title

of the play.

His portrayal of the boy in the play has
teen one of the best pieces of acting seen
on the stage in a number of years, and I am

remarkable setting.
"In this picture we shall use the Technicolor process the same process which has
proved such a sensational success in the Biblical part of Cecil B. De Mille's 'The Ten
Commandments.' To achieve the results we
expect, we are going to considerable expense
story's

'SHERLOCK JR.' TITLE OF
KEATON'S NEWEST

_

D'Algy came to this country only seven
months ago. After thirty days he got a job
as a moving picttu-e extra, then got a bit
and now he has a full-fledged comedy role in
support of Gonrad Nagel. D'Algy was born
in Madrid and, after establishing a reputation
there, he went to South American countries
and played in scores of musical and legitimate
comedies in the Argentine, in Brazil and in
Ghile.
He is a brother of Helen D'Algy,
the famous Follies beauty.

Cold"

GOLD MEDAL
Awarded

Jack Holt as the featured player will head
a strong cast which Mr. Willat is now assembling at the Lasky studio in Hollywood,
and production will start next month, shortly
after the re-opening of the studio.
" 'The Wanderer of the
Wasteland,' " said
Mr. Lasky, "is Zane Grey's favorite story and
is the most popular of all the books which
he has given to the American public.
Because the scenes are laid in the desert, Mr.
Grey stipulated in his contract that the picture should be done in colors, as that was
the only way to get the full value of the

is

historically

correct.

—

and trouble, so that the coloring of the
picture will be as nearly perfect as possible.
special camera stafiF organized by the
Technicolor Company will be sent from Boston. This staff will take with it into the desert
all of the intricate paraphernalia necessary
to the photographing of color pictures, and
as practically all of the picture will be photographed in the desert, the company will spend
several weeks in camp.
"Not only because of the color photography but also because of the dramatic story
which Zane Grey has written, we expect 'The
Wanderer of the Wasteland' to be one of
the outstanding pictures of the year."

A

BLANCHE SWEET SIGNS NEW
CONTRACT WITH INCE
Blanche Sweet's success in "Anna Christie"
has brought her a new contract with Thomas
H. Ince to appear in his next production,
"Those Who Dance," on which work has already quietly started.
Critics declare that
Miss Sweet has earned a place in the front
ranks of the outstanding emotional actresses
of the silversheet through her portrayal in
the O'Neill story.
"Those Who Dance" is announced as the
"surprise picture" of the year by Thomas
H. Ince. Lambert Hillyer is directing and
for the first time in the history of the Ince
Studios, production is being carried on in
It is
closed stages and on barricaded sets.
understood that no announcement of the unusual theme will be made until the feature is
ready for release.
At the Ince studio it was stated that "Those
Who Dance" by George Kibbe Turner, is
With
the foundation for the production.
it has been combined another story that_ is
the "surprise" which the producer is planning
to spring. Through the combination of these
two stories, Ince believes that he has hit upon
a theme which will offer a real sensation.

Heti^otitlan
.

^ut Ssunber

,
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The
Music Tax Proposition

The music tax proposition seems settled
in North Carolina, following a series of
conferences between officers of the North
CaroHna M. P. T. O. and officials of the
American Society of Authors, Composers
and Pubhshers. President Varner has just
mailed to all theatre owners in the State
a complete compilation of all theatres and
the compromise license fee agree upon at
a recent conference held in Charlotte which
averages less than one-half the former deThis agreement,
mands of the Society.
however, is contingent upon all theatre
owners accepting the compromise and taking out a license according to its terms
and President Varner is now busy lining
up the different theatre owners to pledge
-themselves to abide by the compromise.
The Society agrees to withdraw the fortyone suits now pending against theatre
owners in the State for infringement.

presentation ideas in all of his houses. He
is at present negotiating to bring over a
number of American theatre managers and
has offered a post to WilHam Fait, Jr., at
present managing director of the Eastman
Theatre at Rochester.

Buchanan Bought for $10,000
Sam Brown now has two theatres

Austin, Texas, Sunday movie war
Miss Mary Hamilton, new
has ended.
owner of the Queen Theatre, having assured the Austin Ministerial Alliance that
under her management no attempt will be
made to operate the theatre on Sunday.
J. J. Hegman, former owner of the Queen,
had for nearly a year waged war for Sunday movies. Two score or more of comagainst him in both
filed
were
plaints

The

and county

Schenectady,
for Universal

Second Runs Money Makers

A

a veritable gold
mine is the Fern Theatre, Ottawa, a neighborhood house in the Canadian Capital
little

theatre that

is

which has been specializing in good second
Tun features and frequently a first run
attraction.
Week in and week out, this
theatre, which has about 400 seats, packs
them in. Herb. C. Benson is the proprietor.

Negotiate for American Managers
Sir Oswald Stoll, head of one of the

most important
as

theatre circuits in England,

considering the introduction of American

iletiaotillan

owned

chain

West

in

Virginia

by the

Allegheny Theatre Company.
*

*

Sparrow Theatres on Market
G. B. Sparrow, who recently resigned
as
president of the M. P. T. O., of
Montreal
IS going out of business.
The two Sparrow theatres have been offered for
sale
to
up the estate of J. B. Sparrow,
ihey are. His Majesty's and the
Theatre

wmd

House Managers

*

-brancais.

Better Pictures, Inc., Chartered
Sacramento, Calif.— Better Pictures, Inc
of San Francisco, has been
chartered with
a

Construction Starts February 1st.
Construction on the newest of the

capital

of $200,000.

^^thiefsen,

^^A^'iRti. A. Fitzpatrick.

Pensacola, Florida, will

at

The new house

1st.

The Journal Building,
ready for the Fall.
*

and

will

*

*

The incorporators
M. P. Kitchen and
*

will

be

*

*

Reduced Group Tickets
In a recent speech at Peking, IlHnois,
the president of the State Federation of
Women's Clubs uged one night a week
to be set aside by theater owners as fatnily
If
night with a special family program.
several members of one family attend, it
is suggested that a reduced group ticket
be offered by the manager.

Laddonia Theatre Closes
Laddonia, Mo.-The lay-off of
the coal
workers through the local coal
belt has
caused the Empire to close
up

on Jan.

until further notice.

Two Houses

for South

soon have two

new

theatres.

1

'

Bend?

Reliable reports state that South

A

Bend

will

group of

operate a chain in the

^<l^fl,^^^\r^^'''

Middle-West have had representatives
here

looking for a

ifiW

seat

site.
They intend erecting a
house which will have a picture-

vaudeville policy.

Hervey Sold Out

to

Hart

change in ownership of the
Unique, El Paso, comes the announcement
that for the first time the house will have
a first-run policy. T. M. Hervey, "has sold
out to J. M. Edgar Hart.

With

A

the

Brentlinger Fully Recovered
recent visitor to Indianapolis was Mr.

Bretlinger, formerly of the BrentF.
He has
linger chain of houses in Indiana.
completely recovered from his serious illness.
^ ^ ^

A.

Another new house would have straight
vaudeville.

Protest Showing Again

A

delegation representing the various colored organizations, waited on the censor commissioners with an appeal that they take
action to prevent the showing of "The Birth
of a Nation," in Kansas City.
If, after reviewing the picture, the commissioners failed
to prohibit its showing, an injunction would
be sought to restrain local exhibitors -from
presenting it.
*

Pickford Revival Shown
More than 17,00 Kansas City children,
guests at the annual Christmas party given
by the mayor, saw Mary Pickford in

"Daddy Long Legs" at Convention Hall.
The film was obtained for the performance
by Frank L. Newman, owner of the Newman and Royal theatres, Kansas City.

New

Theatre

at

Scranton

—

^ut^gunber

theatre

a

Paul HoUen, for several years manager
of the Oakford, Richwood,, West Virginia,
has been transferred to the Lyric, Beckley,
the newest and seventh addition to the

Seek Opinion on Sunday Films
Howard Bryant, president of the City
Council, Baltimore, has mailed out questionnaires to the Mayors of the cities
throughout the country where films are
permitted on Sunday, seeking their opinion on the matter. It may lead to a bill
heing introduced into the state legislature
Te-opening theatres on the Sabbath.

a

of
State,

the

London.

in

face

ing of Dr. Francis Holley who died recently after a long illness at Dr. Mayo's
Sanitarium at Rochester, Minn.

—A

new thing in the Mid-West
co-operative community theatre, an
outgrowth of the co-operatively-owned
apartment houses, of which there are many
in Chicago.
The first in this city, will be
erected in the west side, at the end of the
Grand Ave. car line. It will be a 1,200
seat house to cost $100,000.
Residents in
the vicinity will finance the project, subscribing to 7 per cent bonds.
Each stock
holder will receive 400 admission tickets,
good when accompanied by a paid admission, and will share in the profits,
in proportion to his bond holdings.

is

manager

now managing

is

*

Dies After Long Illness
Picture Theatre Owners of
Motion
The
America, through Sydney S. Cohen, president, announced with deep regret the pass-

*

E. O. Weinberg, formerly
Syracuse and
Strand,
the

Saenger chain
start February

*

*

*

To Build Co-operative Theatre
Chicago

Manages London Universal

courts.

*

in

Detroit, having bought out the Buchanan
He also
on the West Side for $10,000.
owns the Astor on Hamilton Boulevard.

Shift of

Simday Movie War Ended

city

Round Table

Exhibitors'

Scranton,
Pa. The
Comerf ords will
build a new theatre in the Green Ridge
section, an exclusive
residential
district.
The house will be located at Sanderson

Ave. and East Market

St.

*

New Granada Owners Buy Hub
Woodland,

Calif.— The

National

Theatre

Syndicate, recent purchasers of the Granada,,
from S. Webster, has taken over the Atkinsin Marysville, effective Jan. 1.

Hctjaotitlan
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TAWRENCE
Paddy that she

tells

is

the

he loves.
She has
always been so concerned with the affairs
of her sister and her
girl

father that love has not
as yet entered her heart,

BO she sends him away
in a fit of anger.

'Paddy-the-Next-Best-Thing'
Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation Picture

Features the Captivating

Mae Marsh

January

12,
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UP AND DOWN MAIN STREET
SELZNICK JO INCREASE
1924

PRODUCTION
Be Released

Several Features to

First Quarter of

in

AS

appreciable increase
Corporation plans
rather than a decrease, in the amount of
product to be released by this organization
during the first quarter of 1924.
As if to substantiate this announcement
it is stated that four features are already on
the list either as completed products readj
for release or as starting in production.
In one of these, "Prison Born" Betty
Compson is to have the leading role. The
contract for the services of this actress has
just been closed with the Oakland Film Corporation of Oakland, Cal., and they will
immediately start work on the picture.
The scenario is to be based on a story
by Jack Boyle which appeared in the Red

an

According

to

BIG BROTHER' PREMIERE
AT N. Y. RIVOLI

Speaking for his organization, the president
" 'Cupid's Fireman' is an excellent
portrayal of a fireman's life both at home and
at company quarters, and in the realistic
scenes of alarm, of a building ablaze and
in collapse, and in a rescue thrillingly presented, you have made a powerful appeal in
behalf of our courage, good morals and honest

Rex Beach Story Features Fine Cast

said

Year

somewhat of a shock comes the announcement that Selznick Distributing

Book magazine.

they registered was that the fire apparatus
bore the mark, L. A. F. D. and they maintain it should have born the New York fireman's insignia.

stories

intentions that should make the attraction of
interest to the public in general and to the
firemen and their families in particular."

zest

in

which

IS

*

The

THE
Myles
of

decision

"The Courtship

release

to

the
to
directly
Standish"
as
exhibitor instead of being roadshowed
producthe usual procedure with long run
is

was announced recently by J. S. Woody,
general manager of Associated Exhibitors.
The only exceptions in the enforcement of
tions,

be in the cases of New York,
cenChicago, Boston and a few other great
departure
ters where local conditions make a
Elsewhere, throughout
virtuaUy obligatory.
picture exthe country, the regular motion
of
hibitor will be given the opportunity
early
deriving the benefits to be gained from
this rule, will

shov«ngs.

T.XT
A
Commenting on the decision Mr. Woody
"By every law of justice and fair
said:
reap the
dealing, the exhibitor is entitled to
like
harvest of big returns from a picture
yet
'The Courtship' while the attraction is
roadfresh and the benefits are assured. To
production in the beginning, pass.

show the
cream
ing it over to the exhibitor after the
would be
has been skimmed off, as it were,
due the man
to deny what is rightfully
who plays a very vital part in the life of
our industry.
*

*

*

NEW YORK FIREMEN APPROVE
'CUPID'S

FIREMAN'

firemen have put their stamp
Fox
of approval on "Cupid's Fireman," the
Davis
screen version of Richard Harding

New York

"Andy McGee's Chorus Girl," at a recent
preview by their representatives at the Fox
studio.

.

,

.

.

to the president of the assohighly graticiation, the representatives are
the picture
fied by the battering reflection
The only objection
casts on the firefighters.

According

like a veteran.

The

rapidity

story ran originally as a magazine
seis the life of a gangster
in New

Yorks East

Side,

with a gang leader bebrother of a slain girl
plays the big brother role and
Raymond Hatter appears as a dope fiend.
The fact that "Big Brother" proves itself
a picture with a soul is due in no small
measure to the manner of its adaptation
by Paul
bloane who wrote "Over the Hill."
the

little

Tom Moore

The

was recently previewed by the execucommittee of the International Big
Brother Movement and the organization
is
ready to put the entire weight of its
influence, through the thousands of
affiliated local
picture
tive

*

FOR 'THE COURTSHIP'

work

and

friending

interest

NEW RELEASE PLAN ADOPTED

said to

rial

to the film.
*

With only two years' experience
comparatively insignificant child parts he

with which he seems to grasp the
requirements of his role, is truly amazing.

is

and

Moore, Raymond Hatton and

is

sensation.

also
known as

give

situations

Tom

Roberts

who play the feature roles
the little seven year old, Mickey
Bennet, who does some remarkable
work It is
predicted that the youngster will
prove a

—

thf.

opening of the "Big

York

Rivoli wheri
In the opinion of
the Paramount executives, this
Rex Beach
story is probably the best crook
drama they
have ever produced.
This they attribute to
the fact that the story boasts
humor, pathos
love interest, fast action and a
theme of regeneration all of which added together
make
the picture one of the highlights
of the
release schedule.

there

a problem of
scheduled for early release. It is
"The Flaming Sign" and centers about two
one a wealthy man, the
girls who marry
other a hardworking, unimaginative mechanic.
Both wives are unhappy in the restrictions
of marriage and go out recklessly in an effort to satisfy their desires for gayety and
The complications which arise
pleasure.

from

'-'Brother
at the New
IS having Its premiere.

It

Besides

A

matrimony,

C UNDAY witnessed the

iidith

are circulated in this direction, Miss Compson is afforded extraordinary opportunity to
display her flair for the dramatic and vibrant emotional power.
film which will devote its energies to
the much discussed modern youth and involves

tangled

Including Juvenile

:

organizations, behind the exploitation of
the

HEDDA HOPPER
and her Russian Wolf Hound as they appear
Arrow production 'Gambling Wives.'

MARY PHILBIN

in

the

STAR OF
'FOOL'S HIGHWAY'

pOOL'S HIGHWAY,"

film.

SEVERAL BIG SHOWINGS FOR
'WOMAN TO WOMAN'

IS

to be the title
of the first Universal starring vehicle of
Mary Philbin who sprang to fame by her
work in "The Merry-Go-Round." The picture is an adaptation of Owen Kildare's rois

mance of the Bowery, "My Mamie Rose,"
recognized as an actual biographical novel,
with the hero, Mike Kildare, a prototype of
Owen Kildare himself.
Made under the successive titles of "My
Mamie Rose," and "Morality," "Fool's Highway" has now been completed and has been
received in New York.
It will be released
under the name which has been last selected
for it.
The selection of Mary Philbin as the star
of the production, is being justified by her
splendid characterization of the little Bowery
orphan intensely in love with the hardest
hitting slugger of the famous Bowery of a
century ago.
She is said to be absolutely

and real in the part.
There are even some, of those who saw
her work in "The Merry-Go-Round," who
sincere

declare her a second Mary Pickford, predicting a very promising future for her.
She
has also become very popular in England and
on the Continent.
The film pictures the old Bowery with the
steam "L" trains, the high, old-fashioned bicycles, the first horseless carriages, and the
famous saloons of the day, among them Steve
Brody's and Biss Flynn's. The activities and
personalities of the old style Bowery toughs
with their fist fights and political brawls, are
shown in colorful sequence, while all through
the roughness^ and squalor of the life, runs a
sweet, touching love story.

Somewhat unusual circumstances attended
the showing of "Woman lo Woman,"
the
Selznick picture starring Betty Compson, at
the Rialto Theatre in Washington, D. C.
pririt of the picture had been sent
to the
canitol to be shown for copyright purposes
and Tom Moore, owner of the Rialto, happened to be present.

A

Apparently the picture appealed to him for
he was moved to immediate action. He got
in touch with the Selznick offices and ordered
a print.
The following Sunday the picture
opened at his theatre.
*

*

*

AUTHOR PRAISES SCENARIO
OF 'CAMEO KIRBY'
Producers swell their chests and strut pompously when an author praises the film that
has been adapted from his own novel. "The
reason?
Merely that it is not a usual occurrence.

Much more common

is

it

for the

temperamental author to find fault than to
praise.

Therefore, Fox consider they have added
a feather to their hat since they have received from Booth Tarkington who, in conjunction with Harry Wilson, wrote "Cameo
Kirby," his wholehearted approval of the
manner in which the story has been handled.
Not only did he mention the splendid continuity of the piece and its fine presentation, but also the intelligence with which the
text was followed,
Mr. Tarkington even
went so far as to express the opinion that
the details could not have been better handled
satisfaction
picture himself.
to

his

if

he

had

dj-ecteni

•

th^,;
'
•

-
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published in practically every language and
sold all over the world.
The picture has been written by the author
of the song, Charles K. Harris, the scenario having been prepared by James Colwell.
The production was directed by Dallas
Fitzgerald and features Gaston Glass, Miriam
Cooper, Edna Murphy and Robert Frazier, in
the cast.
The film will be ready for distribution
through the F. B. O. Exchanges, early in
January.

Series of Wilderness Tales

Educational Films will soon begin release
of the third series of Robert C. Bruce Wilderness Tales which will consist of eight single
reel subjects.
The first release will be "Jean
of Heceta Head," scheduled to appear early
in January.

Bruce has completed his cutting and editing
of the material secured this summer and is
delighted with the finished pictures.
"More drama has been incorporated in these
subjects than in any of the previous Wilderness Tales" said Bruce.
"This has been
done without sacrificing any of the scenic
beauty which the northwest country affords.
Each story has been chosen to fit the loca-

Famiim

filmed under the working title, "The Swamp
Angel" which is the name of the Collier's
Weekly story by Richard Connell from which
the feature was adapted.

The new

picture

is

a

comedy drama with

Miss Moore cast as a tomboy of the poorer
section of
an industrial town.
Clarence
Badger directed the film and the cast include,
in addition to Colleen Moore, Ben Lyon, Mary
Carr, Mary Alden, Anna Q. Nilsson, June
Elvidge and others of note.

'Restless Wives' to

Appear Soon

A

number of first run bookings have already been reported by C. C. Burr on his latest picture, "Restless Wives."
Some of the
largest houses in the country have booked this
society melodrama based on a story by Izola
Forrester, which appears in the Christmas
A large number
issue of Ainslee's magazine.
of first run theatres in Ohio and Kentucky
also in Boston, have arranged early play
dates for this new film which features Doris

Kenyon

AU REVOIR BUT NOT GOOD-BYE

Hoosiers

Make Home Town

Picture

Gerson Pictures Corporation are at present
concentrating all their efforts on what they
consider a particularly strong and unusual
It is in
photoplay, "Three Days to Live."
some sense a mystery play but it does not
depend wholly on this element for its interest
note of

Oriental

lure,

for

instance,

is

it

for production to

Whitman

Bennett,

who

made the film for Hodkinson.
The idea sounded good to Mr. Bennett and
he decided to use it. He embellished it with
all the advantages of a fitting setting in the
very spot where the story is laid and assembled a good cast to help him put it over.
Consequently Henry Hull will carry the title
role, and Jane Thomas will play opposite
him.

The

peculiar coincidence is that both Mr.
Miss Thomas are from Hoosier
families.
The former's father and the latter's mother taught school in the Hoosier

Hull and

country and

The

director,

bred Hoosier.

Miss Thomas was born there.
Oliver Sellers, is a born and

How's

that

for

local

color

?

Tom Mix in
Tom Mix as a

Andrew

'Eyes of the Forest'

painfully hurt.
Work on the picture was
held up until Mix was again able to go ahead

with

it.

film which
said to contain thrills aplenty of the typical
Mixian variety. Numbering among these are
no only his regular line which he piills in
conjunction with his pal "Tony," but others
that have been accomplished in an airplane.

Lambert Hillyer directed the

is

'After the Ball'

Carl Anderson has announced as his first
release for the Theatre Owners Distributing
Corporation, "After the Ball" founded on
the world famous ballad of a generation ago.

The song has enjoyed an unusual

popularity
over a long period of years having first been
sung thirty years ago on the concert stage
by J. Aldrich Libbey. Since then it has been

Campaign Backs 'Unknown Purple'
For the purpose of putting over a special
exploitation campaign that will make folks
look up and take notice. Arthur Hoerl. director of publicity for Truart, will go to
Chicago to personally supervise the initial
showing of "The Unknown Purple" at the
Randolph Theatre. The
showing is booked for
the latter part of January for an extended
run which is to be
backed by an intense
exploitation campaign.
number of very
novel stunts are planned
and an effect will be

story concerns a

and a man whose
are

Wright,

'

daring forest ranger will
appear the week of December 30 in "Eyes
of the Forest" according to the Fox release
This is the picture at which Mix
chart.
was at work when he was caught in the premature explosion of a dynamite blast and

picture.

parents

V.

In line with his announced plan to make
series of pictures "different" from the
usual run of Westerns, Jesse J. Goldburg,
who is in Hollywood, personally supervised
the productions.
In addition to the Franklyn Farnum series,
it is the intention of the Independent Pictures
Corporation to produce at least four special
productions for release on the independent
market.

most attractive one
and decidedly dominant
in this great mystery

The

Mack

Waldron and Harold Austin have outstanding
roles in support of Mr. Farnum.

a

girl

'Baffled'

this

It was Tarkington Baker, cousin of Booth
Tarkington and a member of the famous
Tarkington family of Indiana who saw the
possibilities in "The Hoosier Schoolmaster,"
Edward Eggleston's novel, and recommended

Composer Writes

The

McGowan,

Marshall Neilan in a touching scene in "The Rendevous" a Goldwyn Cosmopolitan production.

in the leading role.

'Three Days to Live' Mystery Film

Work on

the West Coast Studios
of Independent Pictures that production ha*
been finished on "Baffled" the first of a series
of eight westerns, starring Franklyn Farnum.
It is an original story written by Agnes Parsons and was directed by J. P. McGowan,
and is scheduled for January.
Alyce Mills is the feminine lead and J. P.

""""I f mm

Colleen Moore in 'Painted People'

The new First National picture featuring
Colleen Moore will be released under the
title
"Painted People."
The picture was

Finishes

News comes from

tion in which it was filmed and many of the
locations discovered and used during this past
summer have never been seen before in pictures."

threatened

A

by a mysterious Hindoo who seems to exercise a peculiar influence
over them.
The pressure of this influence

made

drives the father of the
young man to suicide,
and to save her father
from the same fate
the
girl
decides
to
get !at the root of the
evil and see what it's
all about.

world premiere engagein
Providence,
ment
R. I., and its subsequent
engagement at the California Theatre in Los

Her adventures

over

way

Angeles.

The
ture

in the

atmosphere of Oriental
craft and cruelity leads
to a spectacular climax
which is at the same
time highly dramatic.

to put the picture
in the same big
that it was at its

—a

style of the pic-

mystery play—

suggests a variety
exploitation
ideas

itself

of

which
Curdy

THREE BEN HUE STARS
Gertrude Olmstead, George Walsh, Kathleen

Key who appear

in the

Goldwyn production.

Manager

Mc-

already working preparatory to the
co-operation of Truart.
is

!

January

12,

You
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word-of -mouth
Here is
you?
some newsy meat that rolls off
the tongue easily. Spice your program
believe

publicity,

in

don't

-with these little conversation starters.
The patrons of your theatre love to

gossip about their favorite stars. And
they will thank you for starting them
^oing.
Clip these little squibs week
Nothing will so stimulate
by week.
the theatre-going habit of your patrons.
This is one of the little things that
count in the aggregate. Your programs
They
Avill not be thrown on the floor.
will be taken home and read and disThey will bring others and
cussed.
make them regular patrons.

know

of

no reason
one better

George's histroinic bent there is
why he should not go the author

G
W.

Griffith, as you know, has been
made a Kentucky colonel, a title which has
been shorn somewhat of its erstwhile prisWe won't flick
tine aroma since Prohibition.
an eyelash if somebody makes D. W. an admiral, but we would cheerfully execute a
double somersault in case the great day should

D.

ever

when

arrive

the

perpetrator

of

the

Clansmen's Ride would be nominated a
Double-Dyed Grand Kleagle of the K. K. K.
Lillian Gish is probably, after all, the
only star we may rely on to put the muchdiscussed part of Juliet on the screen now
that Norma Talmadge has relinquished the
Lillian is right plumb in the atmosidea.

about finished with his

just

picture

at

Gasnier's production "Poisoned Paradise."
Betty Blythe writes from Paris (where
nnteriors of Goldwyn's "The Recoil" are being made) that American publications are
liard to get and that she would appreciate
any forwarded by a kindly friend.
Kitty Bradbury, remembered for her work
nn Chaplin's "The Pilgrim" and in the "Midnight Alarm," has got a real job now. The
Universal has engaged the aristocratic Kitty
for the significant part of Mrs. Vertress in
"'The Turmoil," a forthcoming Hobart Henley production.

C
his

Mitchell Lewis is mourning the loss of
a fine head of hair, sacrificed for the character he plays in "Three Weeks."

M
Mae Murray
France where her

company, making

exteriors in San Antonio for "The Warrens
of Virginia," declare that "southern hospitality" is a truism and not merely "rep."

soon frou-frou it to
scintillating personality has

will

been cast for "Circe," the new Ibanez story
which the famous Spanish author has written
directly for the screen, the first time this has
been done by him.
hope Paris can make
inspired costume fast enough to keep up with
Mae's sartorial appetite, which is going to be
fully appeased in this production if such a

We

thing

is

is

possible.

Thomas Meighan

the

following her appearance

nn "Yolanda-," will star in a Cosmopolitan
picturization of "Janice Meredith" the rights
of which have just been secured for her.

E
Mary Eaton, who climbed to fame in the
Ziegfeld Follies, has been initiated to the
screen at the Long Island studios of the
Mary has made the important
Paramount.
discovery that she is a real discovery, at
least as far as screening capacity will carry.
The Paramount camera

enthusiastic
about the young lady, and predict great doings for her in her forthcoming vehicle "His
Children's Children,"' by Arthur Train in
-which she takes the part of her former self
a Follies girlie.
staff

is

—

Pauline Frederick,
made up her mind

—

so
to

the rumor goes,
become a motion

or should we say directress ?
prefer
stop posing before the lens.
not to believe it. There are quite a number
•of competent directors, but there are precious
-few dramatic stars of adequate caliber.
George Fitzmaurice has just returned to
the studio with a fresh coat of tan imported

-picture director

—and

We

from fiavana, Cuba, whence he went
•of

special

exteriors

for

his

in search

next

picture

"Cytherea," founded on the Hergesheimer
story of the same name. Samuel GoJdwyn is
-producing this attraction for the independent
•market.
It has been aptly said that in this
remarkable story Hergesheimer has amused
From what we
himself "dressing a doll."

while

being slipped into the cans for distribuIn this production the little star, who
is
just now honeymooning with the hero
of her choice, dominates a cast of sure-enough
players including Anna Q. Nilsson, Mary
Carr, Mary Alden, Ben Lyon, Charlie Murray, Russell Simpson, Sam De Grasse, Charlotte Merriam, June Elvidge, Bull Montana,
is

tion.

DINKY DEAN, STAR, CHOOSES HIS

COMPANY WELL
Dinky Dean,

and Joseph Striker.

"A

Prince of a King," chooses
his companions well
for here he's with no less a
person than Charlie Chaplin.
star of

—

phere of Shakespeare's immortal love drama
being now on location in Italy.
The Inspiration people don't have to worry overmuch about a proper Romeo with Richard
Barthelmess on the pay "roll.

Jack Holt breezed

Baby Peggy and her supporting cast in
"Captain January" are on location at Laguna
Beach where the exteriors of a lighthouse are
being filmed. The cast includes Hobart Bosworth, Irene Rich, Lincoln Stedman, Harry
T. Morey, Barbara Tennant and Emmett
King.

R
New

into
York for a
holiday vacation between pictures. The popular Paramount star is scheduled to start on

a new picture "Wanderer of the Wasteland"
early in February.
This is interesting for
two reasons
The production, based on Zane
Grey's story, is in the hands of Irvin Willat,
and now hold your breath it will be the
first
Paramount feature done entirely in
natural color. The State of Arizona will be
the location lot.
Mahlon Hamilton is poorer by $100 per
week, we learn, by way of a New Year
greeting handed to him by a divorce court
This is the sum which this hero of
judge.
many memorable love scenes has agreed to
pay to the charming lady with whom he used
to eat breakfast
Now somebody spills the
beans, just as we are going to press, and
tells us 'taint a divorce at all, only a separation.
That's sensible. Only paupers and millionaires can afford the thrill of absolute divorce with the dollar sticking around thirty
:

—

cents.

Harry Hershfield,

creator of "Abie, the

Agent," will be a regular film actor in "The
Great White Way," a picturization of H. C.
Witwer's fight story.

When

Theodore Roberts

is reported rather seriously ill in Pittsburgh.
trust it won't
be long before the grand old man of the
screen can sit up again and reach out for
one of those long, black weeds he made famous, and of which he was so rudely deprived in making his masterly creation of

We

Moses

in

!

!

Tias

company,

Colleen Moore's new picture "The Swamp
Angel" has just left the cutters shears and

H
Marion Davies,

and

filming exteriors for "Pied Piper Malone" in
the little village of Georgetown, S. C, appeared in the Town Hall for a benefit.

London studios of Gaumont. He is expected
tack in this country sometime in January/.
Clara Bow who appears in both "Maytime" and "Black Oxen," is now working in

Elmer Clifton and

will be "The Girl
This production is almost finished
and constitutes the second of his two pictures
for 1924.
And there Won't be "no more,"
says Harold.
Two's 'nuf¥.

Colleen Moore, star of "April Showers,"
and "Flaming Youth," is still on a honeymoon trip with her husband John McCormick.

B
Nigel Barrie, the pleasant mannered,

Harold Lloyd's next

Expert."

George Hackathorne first tried to
break into pictures, it was to Mary Pickford
he applied. He was given a part in "Amarilly
of Clothesline. Alley," with Douglas Fairbanks in "Wild and Wooly," and with Jack
Pickford in "Tom Sa-wyer." Now he is to
play with Mary Pickford again in "Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall."

"The Ten Commandments."

Nothing phases the cameraman
Through
a clever double exposure Ethel Shannon
as the twelve-year-old child put her head in
the lap of Ethel as the grandmother, in
"Maytime."
Her next starring vehicle for
Preferred will be "The Boomerang."
!

Mack

Sennett's outfit of bathing beauty
whose curly locks no amount of salt
water can dampen, will soon be seen again
on the screen in a two-reel Pathe comedy
entitled "Trifling."
A mere man, Harry
Langdon, will be starred, and his supporting
dolls,

cast will comprise a sprightly

galaxy of fun-

makers
including
Farley,
Alberta
Dot
Vaughn, Jack Cooper, Irene Lentze, and
Vernon Dent.

W
Ganna Walska's

bonnet is in the ring,
boys. The Polish opera diva, who has demonstrated to a gaping world that there is money
in taming mere man, is going to tackle the
Kliegs and show us something, we hope something new.
"The Minstrel Boy" is the title
of the vehicle.
Sounds like pants, but that
is a lot more than some productions can boast.
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Mastodon Picture

Drama

of

is

Up-To-Date

Modern

Life

m
As

a

dancer at the Cafe Grotesque, Constance Binney
puts over the scene with a punch.

TT

^

pL I Z A B E

T H

WINTHROP,

' '

"The

jazz

The

pic-

Bam-

from
Wildflower"
girls

appear

played by Constance
Binney, leaves home
because her parents
object to her wild

in the cabaret scene, and add
spice and beauty to
while
picture,
the

Hugo Von

Constance makes it
complete with a solo
dance of her own.

friends.

Strohm secures her
position

a

dancer

York

as

a

New
in
a
cabaret.

ATER

Strohm
makes advances

T

Clayton

her.

to

TJUT

added to the
atmosphere
of

is

and wildness is
dramatic
element,
excellently
handled
by Mary
Carr and Edmund
Breese as Mr. Win-

jazz

put in prison for an
automobile accident
which she is responsible for, but when

he
.

a

is

ture.

balina

is

released,

the

she

goes to him and ex-

throp,

presses her love.

The

of

Mary Carr

teaches a lesson as well; that parents should
allow their children the freedom that they desir4.

picture

'Three O'clock in the Morning'

r.

is

in

the
father
Elizabeth.

as the mother is the real sufferer,: when the father
to restrict tJie daughter's Ufe.

attempts

;
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
'THE WANTERS' LOOKS
LIKE A REAL WINNER
Stahl Has Deftly Handled Story of
Elevation of Maid to Position
of Social Prominence

"The Wanters," a First National Photoplay.
Adapted from the Novel by Leila Burton
Wells. Director, John M. Stahl. Length
6,871 Fee f.

THE CAST
Myra Hastings

Marie Prevost
Robert Ellis
Gertrude Astor
Huntley Gordon
Richard Headrick

Worthington

Elliott

Mrs. Van Pelt
Theodore Van Pelt

Sonny„;
Mrs.

Worthington

LiUian Langdon

™3ry

;

Loiiise

.

Star Boarder

Fazenda

Hank Mann

Elliott Worthington
falls
weds Myra Hastings, maid to
.

love

in
his

with

and

wealthy

sister, Mrs
'^"''I'y
received
in
society.
hypocrisy and infidelities of the

o.?", J V
Shocked
by the
men and women she encounters, she leaves
Her
husband, who is really in love with her,
follows
and saves her from death on a railroad crossing
Ihey are reconciled and face a happy
future

together.

T.

A

distinction

always has a

popular appeal when it is deftly handled.
Director John M. Stahl, assisted by a
thoroughly competent and clever cast of
players, has certainly done all that keen judgment and long screen experience could sug-

And

"The Wanters"

delightful enter-

The moral of the picture is that the things
we desire the most are not always productive
of happiness when attained, and this idea is
put across, without the slightest suggestion of
sermonizing, in a story full of heart interest, sympathetic lure, relieved with efficient,
timely comedy and terminating in a melodramatically effective, but happy climax.
The tale is well told, in fact it is its skilled
treatment rather than its originality that gets
a hold on the spectator's sympathies from the
beginning and leads him or her to follow
the fortunes of the pretty servant girl with
unflagging interest througriout her elevation
to a higher sphere of society./ The title provokes curiosity and it's a cinch that a fan

once drawn by

it inside a theatre will emerge
conviction that "The Wanters" is
-worthwhile boosting to other speculative pa-

a

\yith

trons.

.

-

You

are allowed glimpses of some remarkably beautiful interiors, the luxurious
life af the Upper Ten is depicted in all its
splendor,_ the generous display of- the latest
fashion in women's wear is especially warranted to catch the fancy of the feminine
contingent and better photography could not be
desired.
But when all is said and done,
it's the transition of the humble grub into
-the gorgeous butterfly, as exemplified by the
sudden change in Myra Hasting's circumstances, her love romance, disillusion, grief
and subsequent happiness that supplies the
-

real

satisfaction.

For

director Stahl hasrft allowed the spectacular element to predominate over the human lure, rich as his settings and decorations
are.
Marie Prevost, both as maid and
fine lady, is refreshingly natural, dramatically
perfect and good to look upon, whethef clad
in poor or glittering attire.
Robert 'EJlis
plays the lover well and Hank Mann, as' the
irrepressible star 'boarder, lightens the gravity
o^'''the atmosphere- with vibrant flashes of
humor. The rescue scene; where Myra, crossing a railroad track, has her foot caught
in a switch and aces vvhat seems- to be cer*
-

.

;.f

^

^

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Richard Talmadge
Helen Rosson

Bruce Randall
Mrs.

Randall

P. Lockney
Pred Stanton
David Kirby

Todd

Ray Does Excellent Work in
Rather Modern Adaptation of

Charles

Longfellow's

Poem

"Courtship of Myles Standish."
Produced
Adapted from
by ^Associated Exhibitors.
Longfelloiv's Poem.
Directed by Frederic Sullivan.
Length, 9,000 Feet.
John Alden

...Charles

Priscilla Mullins

Capt.

Myles

StandisK

John Howland
Elder Brewster
William John Carver
Capt. Jones
Fallon

(Rebellious

Pirate)

E.

Ray

Enid Bennett
Alyn Warren

....William Sullivan
Joseph DowUng
Sam De Grasse
Stanton Heck
..Tom Wilson

..J.

Mortimer

Mahoney

Bruce Randall fights with Mortimer, when the
tries to rob his home, is hurt and wanders
away, losing all memory of his past. He is reported
dead and falls into the hands of two unscrupulous
They induce him to impersonate Bruce
lawyers.
Randall, in order to obtain certain pearls.
Mrs.
Randall believes him to be her husband. His memory
is finally restored, the swindlers are discomfitted and
latter

In the winter of 1620 the Mayflower carried a
small group of Puritans in search of religious freedom to the shores of New England. After a year
terrible hardships they succeed in establishing
Myles Standish and John Alden are both
a colony.
love with Priscilla Mullins, but Standish, not
knowing of Alden's love, asks John to propose for
Priscilla is indignant, and Standish believes
him.
that John has betrayed him.
Word is brought that
of

in

Sandish has been killed in battle, John and Priscilla
marry, but when Standish returns he gives John

and

T.

Priscilla

where speedy action, a bit of a
mystery twist and spectacular scraps are
always welcome amusement items on the
regular bill. It should meet with a favorable
reception in many of the neighborhood and
in localities

smaller houses, being well directed, full of
ginger and ably presented by a competent cast.
The story won't stand critical analyzing,
but this doesn't matter greatly, as its melodramatic force and thrills are the main thing

and Richard Talmadge's athletic powers and
amazing agility combine to make the role of
Bruce Randall, the chap who loses his memory and ends up by impersonating himself,
quite the most flashily entertaining contribution he has yet made to the screen.
The unlikely note in the story is the identification and burial of a stranger as the hero,
nor is the later incident of Bruce Randall
acting as his own substitute, particularly convincing.
But, for all -that the adventures of
that energetic gentleman fasten an early grip
on one's fancy and you derive much of the
same enjoyment from the yarn as in following the excfting plrases of a fast-moving
serial within a limited space of footage.
When Talmadge makes his daring getaway
from the Italian gang, there's a succession
of dynamic scenes warranted to make .any
red-blooded person sit up and take notice.
The fighting stuff is fiercely realistic and the
star's ability to indulge in seemingly neckbreaking falls without sustaining injury is
something marvelous. These acrobatic stunts
are the big thrills of the film and "get across"
-

effect.

,

Besides displaying his extraordinary physical activity the star gives a highly creditable
dramatic performance in tlie role of Bruce
Randall.
His work is entirely free from
over-acting and pleasingly sincere. "The support includes a couple of fine character
sketches provided by David Kirby and J. P.
Lockney, in their respective parts of Mahoney
and Todd. Helen Rosson is a pretty, appealing figure as Mrs. Randall and Fred Stanton
plays the villainous Mortimer effectively.

The

picture is well photographed throughIt is best exploited as a mystery meloout.
drarna, alive with thrills, and full of action.

Richard Talmadge has

built up a good reputation as a daring stunt actor and it is safe
to advertise "Danger Ahead," as a film
crammed with devil-may-care feats by the
star.
The title fits the story neatly
possesses considerable; dra;wing povver.
-

his

blessing.

By Helen V. Swenson

Pardy

'T'HIS is a program picture which ought to
-bring fairly satisfactory box office results

with telling

COURTSHIP OF MYLES
STANDISH' PLEASES

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

"Danger Ahead." Goldstone Photoplay. AuDirector, William
thor, Keene Thompson.
K. Howard. Length, 5,000 Feet.

By George

looks as though First National has'
a
sure box-office winner here.
story where
the heroine occupies a humble position in
life
and finds herself unexpectedly raised to un-

gest to make
tainment.

^

'Danger Ahead' Has Speed

Pardy

JT

social

finish.

husband and wife reunited.

By George

dreamed-of

death in her husband's embrace, gives
the picture a thrill fillip which winds it up
with great effect.
The title will help in exploiting the feature. Go strong on the story's dramatic power,
its human appeal, its contrasts between rich
and poor. Play up Marie Prevost and her
excellent cast, don't forget the fashion angle
and lay particular stress upon the exciting
tain

and

'T'HE

"Courtship of Myles Standish" is a
which will appeal more
to those who have never read the story than
to anyone familiar with Longfellow's poem.
It is not quite the simple, sincere, realistic
picture which history would lead one to expect.
On the contrary it is the moving picture of today filled with fighting, excitement

•

box

office picture,

—

and

thrills.

Instead of the deeply religious people which
most believe the Puritans to have been, this
picture shows them arrayed in silks and satins,
fighting,
dancing, and living an exciting,
wordly life.
Instead of Priscilla bemg indignant at the proposal of Standish through
the mouth of John Alden, she is fairly
amused.

And instead of Plymouth Rock being located on a bleak and rock-bound shore, it is
immediately beside a protecting arm of land,
which makes its use quite modern and fictional.

On

the basis of the name and the fact that
uses the story of Priscilla and John Alden
as a background there is every indication that
It will apit will attract crowded houses.
peal to school children, because they are familial- with the -poem, to churches because of
the religious aspect, and to most audiences because it is typical of a new generation.
The work of Charles Ray is, of course,
commendable. This is by far the -most ambitious part which he has ever played, and
while. at times he seems a. little, too boyish
for such a forceful part his acting is characterised by that admirable restraint which
has always placed him among the better class
of moving picture players.
Enid Bennett makes a very appealing Priscilla, winning the audience by her sweet womanliness, despite the fact that she wears
her
ribbons, where Priscilla wore homespun
hair is arranged in curls, while, the original
heroine used a very severe headdress, and
she seemed too frail to care for the weak
and nurse the sick through the terrible New
,
England winter.
The supporting east is large and capable.
story that is as familiar as^ "The Courtship of Myles Standish' would, not stem to
need a very great deal of exploitation. All
school children, teachers and most adults
know the story, sa that the name alone will
All advertising,
be sufficient to draw them.
In
of course, will be based on the poerri.
,this connection it would be well to use widebrimmed hats, large buckled shoes, and all
Puritanical tie-Ups.
it

;

.

A
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'RENDEZVOUS'

IS

ARTISTIC

Neilan Produces Thrilling Romantic

Melodrama
"The Rendesvoiis."
Photoplay.
Director,
Feet.

for

Goldwyn

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitaii

Vera
Prince Tamiroff
Varvara Korenieva

Juan Godunoff
Winkie Harrington
Czar
Mrs. Stanford

Conrad Nagel
Lucille Ricksen
Richard Travers
Kathleen Kay

Elmo Lincoln
Sydney Chaplin
R.

O. Pennell

Kate Lester

Prince Tamiroff and his wife are exiled to Siberia
His wife dies, her baby g'irl is left
in a friend's care by the father.
In later years Cossacks raid the country.
Walter Stanford, American
officer, rescues the g-irl, Vera from a Cossack chief,
The latter forces Vera to wed him but
in a shrine.

by the Czar.

Vera and Stratford are united

By George

T. P.\rdy

'T'HIS

latest Marshall Neilan production is
something of a novelty in the line of
romantic melodrama. It offers a story with
a Russian setting, ranging from the court
royal of the Czar to the frozen steppes of
Siberia, in which a young American army
officer is the hero and the heroine an exiled

princess
there are thrills galore, flashing
action and love interest which develops into
full bloom in an unusual and exciting climax.
Certainly, "The Rendezvous" should have a
wide, popular appeal.
Artistically, the picture registers one hundred percent. It is beautifully photographed,
the camera has caught the very spirit of the
narrative and the result is compelling atmosphere and an accuracy of detail which will
delight critical audiences.
So that, with its
combination of melodramatic force and technical beauty, the film can safely be listed as
.fit to' fill the bill of the high class theatre
Or the smaller house, with every chance of
scoring heavily on the box office target. Nor
has the comedy element been neglected, although the feature's trend is decidedly serious.
As events progress the suspense tightens
and one's attention is held steadily from the
beginning.
Mr. Neilan is particularly fortunate in his settings, which give the impression of being the real thing, there is a
quaint foreign flavor to everything that makes
you feel as though you had been temporarily
transported to a strange clime.
This is
realism sharpened to a razor edge and it
cuts deep into the imagination. That the hero
hails from the good old U. S. is, of course,
an important factor in winning an American
audience's favor.
Both in the world of art and in the daily
press there is constant reference to what has
happened and what is happening in Russia,
;

.

*

*

An Old-Time

Thriller

and "The Rendezvous" consequently

strikes

a popular note, not the least interesting of its
situations being those dealing with the Czar
at the height of his power, and cast down
from his high estate. In this latter connection mention should be made of R. O. Pennell's very clever character sketch of the unfortunate monarch.
Conrad Nagel, as the hero, and Lucille
Ricksen, as Vera, give excellent performances.

Nagel registers as a likeable, clean-cut speciof the American officer and Miss Rick-

men

sen's fine emotional work augurs well for her
Sydney Chaplin's comfuture screen career.
edy is immense, Elmo Lincoln figures as the

brutal Cossack villain, and plays the role with
such vicious intensity of purpose, that it
comes as a distinct relief when he is trapped
in the shrine and left to die, a peculiarly
impressive scene, by the way.

In houses where it is feasible, a prologue
with Russian color, perhaps introducing one
or more folk dances of that country, might
be staged. For the rest, the co-operation of

E. Blaney and Norman Houston. Director,
Dell Henderson. Length, 5,800 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jim Blazes
Frederick

Amy Van

Victor Sutherland

Van Clayton

Gardner James
Doris Kenyon
Miss Valentine
Cecil Spooner
Christian Frank
Jules Cowles
Mary Walters

Clayton

French Annie

Madge Dempsey
Buck Ramsdell
Henri Baribeau
Maggie McGuire

Amy Van

Claytoni is saved from drowning by
whom she meets in a lumber camp. In
she finds her brother in danger of jail for
robbing his employer, who turns out to be Jim
Blazes.
Amy marries Jim to save her brother. Jim,
feeling she does not love him, goes back to the camp.

Jim Blazes

New York

There he is wounded in a gang fight. Amy, after
being kidnapped and rescued, finds happiness with
her husband.

By George

REAL

T.

Pardy

melodrama,

genuine

an
old-time
stage thriller of the days when the gallery
gods whooped it up for the hero and heroine
and rejoiced when the dastardly villain got
what was coming to him, "The Love Bandit"
retains in screen form all the standby, hokum
elements which made it popular long ago,
with the additional lure of spectacular detail
and scenic effect contributed by the camera.
It isn't the type of picture likely to appeal
favorably to all classes of film fans, the plot
being a bit too obvious and far-fetched for
severely critical audiences.
But there are
many theatres where it is pretty sure to be
given a warm reception and register satisfactory box office results.
Even those who refuse to take the feature
seriously will doubtless find much amusement
in viewing it from the mock heroic angle, or
setting aside its seeming impossibilties, rejoice
in its wild hurly-burly action and time-honored stage thrills. And there are plenty of
folks who will enter into the spirit of its
romantic urge and exciting situations.

The

first reel

slips at

once into high speed,

featuring the awe-inspiring dive made by Jim
Blazes from a bridge into the foaming currents to rescue the girl who afterwards becomes his wife. There are many other such
colorful incidents, including the kidnapping of
Amy, the dash of the burlesque queen to her
aid, the episode where the girl is snatched
from sure death at the teeth of the revolving
saw in the mill all presented with praiseworthy vim and energy by the players and
vividly outlined by the camera.
Victor Sutherland registers as a likeable
hero of the true fighting brand, Doris Kenyon is physically attractive and dramatically
impressive as the girl in the case. Christian
Frank stands forth as a repulsive villain of
the deepest dye, and the worlc of Cecil Spooner, the resourceful burlesque lady, deserves
recognition for unlimited ginger and astonishing makeup.
Make your patrons understand that you are
offering them a straight, fast-moving "melo,"
alive with thrills, color and swift action. Play
up the revolving saw incident, the big fight
with the gang that tries to "get" the hero,
The
the bridge dive, the kidnapping, etc.
names of Victor Sutherland, Doris Kenyon
and Cecil Spooner are worth featuring in the
exploitation campaign.
Appeal to the attractive power of the

—

"great

though

Remember, tlia^ almelodrama of the 'gallery

outdoors."
it

is

gods' type, after all the real majority of
the public are lovers of thrills, heroes and
heroines and "Thie Love Bandit" has those
qualifications.

'GRIT' IS

STRONG DRAMA

Story of Underworld

Is

One

of Really-

Gripping Interest
by the W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation. Produced by the Film Guild.
Directed by Frank Tuttle.
Written by F.
Scott Fitsgerald. Length, 5800 Feet.

"Grit." Released

*

"The Love Bandit."
Vitagraph PhotoplayAdapted From the Stage Play by Charles

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

meets death.

ex-service men's organizations or that of the
American Legion should be sought, attention
can be called to the story's originality and
strength, the excellence of the cast and names
of principal players.

Madeline Ruthven.
Author',
Marshall Neilan.
Length, 6500

Walter Stanford

icor^unued)

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Glenn Hunter
Helenka Adamowska
Roland Young

"Kid" Hart
Annie Hart
Houdini Hart

Osgood Perkins
Townsend Martin

Boris Giovanni Smith
Flashy Joe

Orchid McGonigle

Clara Bo\w
Dore Davidson
Martin Broder

Pop Finkel
Bennie Finkel

His father a reformed grunman killed by the gang,
"Kid" Hart is born with fear in his heart and
brought up in the gang.
Inspired by his love of
Orchid, another member determined to reform, he
overcomes his fear at the critical moment, saves the
day and marries the girl.

By Joseph Schrank
'T'HE Film Guild has produced

a

highlj-

dramatic story of gripping interest and
given it a cast of actors who know how to
interpret it. The life of the underworld seemsto be an inexhaustible fount of interest and
the Guild has given the theme distinctive treatment. There are many striking outdoor shots
of the East Side and old New York.
And
the characterization

is

splendid.

Hart, the scared youngster who
was "born with fear in his eyes," Glenn
Hunter displays a fine, sympathetic understanding of the role and plays it with excellent consistency.
It is all character work.
Rivaling his performance, Osgood Perkins. as
the two-knife leader of the gang leaves
nothing to be desired, while Dore Davidson
does notable work with the part of Pop
Finkel, the kind hearted and chuc'Kle provok-

As "Kid"

Helenka Adaming antique furniture dealer.
as the girl of the story does well.
The name of F. Scott Fitzgerald undoubtedly has drawing power, and once the patron
is inside the theatre his attention will be held
by the story, which by the way was drastically cut to get the film down to its present
length.
The highlights of the picture, however, are
the character acting and the outdoor shots.
The picture will appeal to almost anyone who
likes a straight story, well acted and without

owska

cost, a comforting little moral.
Several ideas as exploitation possibilities
suggest themselves. An effective tie-up can be
made with the hardware dealers and lockwindow-card tie-up as
smiths in town.
follows is suggested:
"Here's One Lock 'Kid' Hart Couldn't Pick t
but any other kind
Well, just Watch him in 'Grit' at
Also, the bookstores in town will doubtless
be glad to cooperate in order to push F.
Scott Fitzgerald, who has become a great
favorite, especially with the younger generaHis book, "This Side of Paradise" had
tion.
an enormous circulation and his short stories
which have been appearing in The Saturday
Evening Post have made his name well known
wherever people read and go to the picture
house. In the window cards the point can be
emphasized that this picture is the only form
in which the story can be enjoyed as it has
Your theatre then will
not been published.
be a magnet for lovers of Fitzgerald's work.
It will be a good opportunity for the book
store to make a display of all of this author's
works.
good stunt to work, suggesting a scene
in the picture, is to secure the services of
some local Houdini and stage a demonstration of getting free from handcuffs or some
demonstration of this
other confinement.
sort can be worked to the limit in your ad-

any extra

A

A

A

vertising.

The handcuff paraphernalia can then
nicely tied up, as a lobby display,
,

,

be
•

January

12,
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GIBSON SHEDS COWBOY OUTFIT

GOOD BOX OFFICE ATTRACTION
in

Mounts a Bucking Motor
"Hook and Ladder."

Universal Photoplay.

Authors, Edivard S'edgu'ick and
Director,
L. S'chrock.
Length, 5,568 Feet.

Raymond

Edivard Sedgivick.

Hoot Gibson
Mildred June

Smoky Drennan

Rtank

Beal

to the city and joins-^
department having fallen in love with Sally,
daughter of Captain Smoky Joe Drennan. He meets
with opposition from Gus Henshaw, ward heeler,
who is curbed by the political boss, Tim O'Rourke.
Henshaw plans to get even with O'Rourke and
lures Sally to the boss's residence.
When the house
catches fire Ace and his mates respond to the call.
Ace fights his way through the flames, saves and
wins Sally.
fire

By George

nPHIS

is

"Hook and Ladder" looms up rich with
entertainment values,
Director
Edward Sedgwick, who also
shares responsibility for the authorship of
the tale, deserves credit for the skill with
which he has mingled mirth and melodrama,
balancing the big thrill situatiens, of which
there are many, with timely comedy relief,
while at the same time preserving the love
interest
and providing a background of
tion,

Most

political intrigue.
stories of this type

run

a certain
well-worn groove out of which they seldom
emerge before the finish is reached. But Gibson's latest vehicle has all the charm of
variety, there's a little of everything in it,
slapstick and straight comedy, heroic punch
and tenderness all packed into six reels of
swift action— it gets going with a bang from
the start and whirls into a breathless climax.
The average citizen will like this picture,
fire department stuff can usually be depended
upon to attract a large percentage of movie
patrons and win their favor, when it offers
such colorful atmosphere and peppy acting
Ace
as distinguishes "Hook and Ladder."
Cooper's experiences when he first joins the
department as a rookie vary between grave
and gay, much of the time his mishaps keep
his mates in merry mood, but the hint of
danger is always there, and deadly peril comes
with a vengeance in the big scene where he
leaps into the burning house to rescue Sally.
Hoot Gibson plays Ace with his usual dash
and agility, his comedy gets across with pungent effect, but he is none the less effective
in the more serious phases of the role.
Mildred June is a cute,
fascinating
Sally
and efficient support is furnished by other
in

—

members of the

cast.

companies and municipal organizations can be called upon to help exploit the
feature.
A special Firemen's Night or Matinee could be arranged. Make it plain that this
is a new i'ole for Hoot Gibson in which he
scores a decisive hit and go as far as you
Local

Charles Jones

Agnes Evans

Marian Nixon
Brooks Benedict
Eileen O'Malley

Bill

Elizabeth

Stevens

Mother
Fire

Lucy Beaumont

Chief

fire

in stressing the story's exciting action
side-splitting comedy.
The picture goes especially well with the
unSophistibated type of audience, in neigh-

like

and

borhoods where wOrkingmen
ences of kids.
However, the appeal to
such a primitive orie that
appeal also as a change of
ence that relishes the social
.

'

live,

the

with audiemotions

is

picture may
diet to the audi-

the

problem

picture.

Freemont

Al
Charles

McHugh

Mary Warren

Andy McGee,
after

fireman, adopts a little orphan girl
mother's death.
He falls in love with
Evans, chorus girl, who has a brutal hus-

his

Agnes

band.
The house where Agnes lives catches fire
department responds.
Andy saves Agnes,
attempts to rescue her husband, but the latter ~dies.

The

Andy and Agnes

'A Prince of a Kin\g

Appeal

are united.

George T. Pardy
a capital program attraction which

HPHIS
ought

is

to

bring

office results in the

highly satisfactory boxneighborhood and smaller

The story is a trifle too obvious to
insure a favorable reception by sophisticated
audiences, but pictures dealing with the activities of
the fire department, alive with
thrills, sentimental interest and quick action,
theatres.

have proved good money-makers before now
and there is every reason to suppose that
"Cupid's Fireman" will score as heavily as
its predecessors.
The men of the fire brigade are, in a
sense, part of everyone's life, any citizen,
old or young, feels his blood respond to the
whirl and clangor of the flame-fighters' apparatus answering a call. So it follows that
films with plots built around these everyday
heroes possess what may be termed unusual
"local pulling power," in all sections of the
country.
Even in large cities, outside of
the more pretentious theatres, such features
are much in demand and win widespread
popularity.
The picture starts off at a moderate pace,
gathering speed as the tale develops, working up its heart interest with wistful touches
depicting the hero's affection for his mother
and the child he adopts, the love romance
grows steadily and a cracking climax is
reached in the final rescue scene.
It is all
familiar matter but uncommonly well done,
the direction is excellent and fine photography
distinguishes the production from start to

at

Will Particularly

Matinees

"A Prince

of a King." Selznick Photo'play.
Front Abbie Farivelt Brown's
Director,
Novel, "John of the Woods."
Albert Austin. Length, 6,000 Feet.

Adapted

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dinky Dean

Prince Gigi
Queen Claudia

Virginia Pearson
Eric Mayrne
John Sainpolis

King Lorenzo
Mario
Urbane
Andrea
Duke Roberto

Swickard
Lewis

Joseph

Mitchell

Sam De

Grasse

A

revolutionist who covets King Lorenzo's throne,
attempts to get rid of the heir, little Prince Gigi.
Acrobats find the prince hidden in a basket. He falls
into the hands of d gypsy chief who brings him up
Finally his identity is discovered,
as his own bjy.
he wins his throne and the conspirators are punished.

By George

531

-

T. Pardy

a lively comedy drama in which
-- Hoot Gibson sheds his cowboy outfit in
favor of a fire laddie's uniform, rides a highpowered motor instead of a prancing bronco
and leads a strenuous life as a department
recruit.
It ought to prove a good box office
proposition, for a blend of melodrama, fun
and romance is exactly suited to the popular
taste and considered as a program attrac-

crooked

Andy McGee

EdwarJPSia**-' Old Man Turner
Philo McCuIlough
Molly Turner

Cowboy Ace Cooper comes

the

•iiv}i/o40ijj xoj
^/umiiDMj ^,P}<lnj,,
Richard Harding Davis. Director, Williani
Wellman. Length, 4,200 Feet.

Miipiy

SELZNICK PICTURE HAS CHARM

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ace Cooper
Sally Drennan
Frank Beale
Captain Drennan
Big Tim O'Rourke
Gus Henshaw

Fireman Should Be Strong
Neighborhood Houses

^Cupid's

Puts on Fire Laddie's Uniform and

{Continued)

T. Pardy

CONSIDERED

as a straight juvenile attraction this picture can be marked down
It is lavas holding its own with the best.
ishly produced, has a sort of fairyland atmosphere which cannot fail to delight the little
folks, a strong romantic appeal and smoothflowing plot. The costumes are ancient English, quaint and pleasing to the eye, handsome
interiors
abound and charming landscape

views add to the film's artistic lure.
For matinee purposes an exhibitor could
hardly desire a better drawing card, if he
Mariy
caters largely to the juvenile trade.
feminine patrons will also enjoy the adventures of little Prince Gigi, but the feature
cannot be listed as thoroughly satisfactory
entertainment for audiences consisting mostly
{i

of

The showman must

adults.

box

value

office

according

to

estimate

its

class

of

his

patrons.

From the outset interest centers on the
personality of Dinky Dean, the tiny star.
Originally introduced to the screen by Charley Chaplin, in "The Kid," Dinky gained a
host of admirers by his clever work in that
very successful film and those who watch his
performance in "A Prince of a King" will
leave well satisfied that the youngster is living
up to the glowing prophecies of the critics
on his behalf when he made his movie debut.
In

mythical-kingdom-fairy

this

narrative

Dinky Dean contributes some acrobatic stunts
which are wonders in their way, considering

And
diminutive size of the perforrrier.
he gets your sympathy because he manages
to convey a sense of realism, a mute appeal
for fellow-feeling in dexterous, natural panthe

finish.

The big scene is undoubtedly that
Andy McGee makes his desperate

in

which

effort

to

save the girl he loves and her worthless husCharles
band from the devouring flames.
Jones puts an amazing amount of dash and
vigor into this well filmed rescue stunt, his
struggle with the drunken Evans and the
"shot" where the floor collapses underneath
them are the very acme of realism and sure
to hit the popular taste.
Marian Nixon shares dramatic honors with
the star.
She possesses a very pleasing personality, dances gracefully and acts with
charm and sincerity. The work of that talented juvenile, little Eileen O'Malley, as
Elizabeth Stevens, deserves unlimited praise
and the support is adequate.
The exhibitor will naturally turn to his
local fire department for help in exploiting
the film.
Special matinees for the fire boys
might be arranged and the co-operation of
clubs or organizations interested in municipal
welfare secured. The fact that the story_ is
by Richard Harding Davis is worth noticing
and the n^me of the star can be featured
as fighting in the most sympathetic and thrilling picture of his career.
Every city, town and hamlet has its fire
department--:and every fire department has a
Needless to say, every fund
Benefit Fund.
needs more money and this is your cue for
effecting a tie-up with your local department.

—

No child,
that there is no resisting.
for instance, can fail to welcome Dinky as
one of its own kind, for he is first of all,
a perfectly natural kid.
tomime

,

Brutus, the dog, is a member of the cast
who should not be overlooked when the distribution of dramatic honors is in order.
great canine actor this, who disports himself
with amazing zeal and agility during some of
The
the picture's most exciting sessions.
comedy element is clean, bright and wholesome, suspense is not lacking and the action
moves briskly to a satisfactory climax.

A

Virginia Pearson returns to the screen after
a long absence, appearing in the role of Queen
Claudia and giving a portrayal of the royal
lady which recalls some of her best work in
Mitchell Lewis makes a prothe past.
nounced hit as the giant, Andrea; John Sain-

Eric Mayrne, Joseph Swickard and
Grasse are excellent in their respec-

polis,

Sam De
tive

roles.

The

aid of mothers clubs can be solicited
picture, play up the little

in exploiting the
star, refer to his

work with Chaplin in "The
Kid," feature the support; really an all-star
cast, and stress the
and fairy atmosphere.

beatitiful

ijhotograpliy
i
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EXCITEMENT AND FUN

same time

Madge Kennedy Through Her Light
Comedy Acting Makes Winner
of Bootlegger Story

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Madge Kennedy
Harrison Ford

Marc MacDermott
Ivan Linow

"Smoothy" Smith
"Highbrow" Higgins

Walter Lewis

M. \V. Rale
.....Joseph Henderson

Dandy

Mrs Ormsby Townsend

By Helen

V.

Swenson

HREE MILES OUT"
like.
it

is

It

is

a picture

may

not

that

be an

an interesting one.

It

may

not be spectacular, but it has in Madge
Kennedy one of the most beautiful and talented stars on the screen. And although the
thrills may at times seem almost too gripping,
at the end even school teachers will have to
admit that it is a logical story.
There is nothing unusual about the plot.
Without Madge Kenendy it would be a very
ordinary drama, with nothing especially to
commend it except its excitement and thrills.
It has nothing startling in the way of scenery.
There are no lavish costumes.
There is

nothing fantastic nor poetical about it. But
it is an entertaining picture.
One that grips
you, that keeps you interested. And one that
is so far from dull as to seem at times just
a little too exciting. However, even this criticism is explained at the end by the fact that
the latter part is only a dream.
Audiences of all ages will like it. The love
element, the thrills, the excitement will cap-

younger people.
And the story,
the comedy and the star will appeal to the
older members.
The plot has absolutely
nothing about it which will be offensive. And
care has been taken to keep it entirely above
tivate

To

the

Elmer

As a matter of fact, anything connected
with boats or with bootlegging could be used
effectively

in

Length, 7,000 Feet.

Clifton.

THE CAST
Gilbert

Sterling

Ernest Truex
Florence Eldridge

Marilyn SterUng
Richard Burton

Donald Meek
Maude Hill
Anne McKittrick

Geraldine Biu-ton

Burton
Marguerite Roger
Bertram Rogers
Phyllis

Marjorie Milton

Thomas

WiUiam Donroy

attract attention.

advertising the picture.

*

'

*

*

George

Mitchell

Ralph Sipperly
Berton Churchill

Stapleton

The Gilbert Sterling, newly weds, make their
home m a pleasant suburb.
The young wife
wants an auto badly. Her husband mortgages their
home to buy a machine. They get in with a fast
Gilbert embezzles money, his employer discovers
theft, but accepts his promise to work hard,
atone.
Gilbert gets rid of all his
sponging acquaintances, moves to the city, keeps

set,

'Governor's Lady'

the

Good

make good and

"Governor's Lady." Fox Photoplay.
From
the Belasco Play. Adapted by Alice BradDirected by Harry Millarde. Length,
lev.
7,669 Feet.

THE CAST
Robert T. Haines
Jane Grey
Ann Luther
Frazer Coulter
Leslie Austen

Daniel Slade
Mary Slade
Katherine Strickland
George Strickland
Robert Hayes
Daniel

Slade,

through

miner,

an

energetic
careful
real

and

home-loving

estate
ventures,
amasses a fortune. When he decides to splurge and
run for Governor his wife carmot revert from the
petty cares of leaner days. The triangle develops
through Katherine Strickland's desire for the power
and wealth Slade could give her, if free. However,
she has a last-minute change of heart, and although

the divorce goes through
and Daniel are reunited.

it

is

not long before

Mary

By Marguerite A. Brummell

'pHIS

picture has plenty of heart interest
and so-called audience appeal and Jane
Grey makes the part as realistic as possible.
There seemed to be a good deal of dwelling
on her inability to keep away from the mop
and broom, but it gives her an opportunity
to register an especially appealing nature in
the person of Mary Slade.
The home scenes in the little miner's cottage are beautiful in their homely atmosphere
with Jane Grey as Mary Slade busying herself about her home to make it a warm,
cozy place for her man when he returns from
his labors at the mine.
There is a strong dramatic moment when
Mary hears that there has been an accident
at the mine and rushes to the scene and faints
when her Dan is brought up safe and sound.

Another

dramatic passage comes when
has left the town house and gone back

There are many stars who are as pretty,
as clever and as "cute" as Madge Kennedy,
but there is no one with her flair for light
comedy acting.
It takes unique talent to
handle situations as she does. Ability above

to their little home alone.
Katherine Strickland, "the other woman," (for her own selfish
purposes) comes to advise her to leave that
part of the country so that there may be no
scandal attached to Daniel Slade while run-

the ordinary is necessary to keep the audience
chuckling and laughing as they do with her.
And only the most intelligent of actresses
could portray the subtleties of character which
she conveys.

ning for

Mary

office.

agrees at

first,

but

when

realization

comes that she is being put aside for a
young woman she shows her first bit of spirit
and with scathing, bitter words says she will
give him up but wants the other woman to
have his picture and to know that she has
missed the youthful Daniel Slade and all
this not knowing that Katherine Strickland is

—

woman.
The sympathetic

the

characterization

Grey can be counted on

of

Jane

to send your audience
away with that satisfied feeling that they
have seen a picture of real life.
The marriage problem and triangle in the
story suggests all sorts of catch lines and
the fact that "The Governor's Lady," was one

—

Belasco's big stage successes should be
strongly.
As a Child's Restaurant is the setting for their final reunion, it
might be a.good idea to tie-up with the Child's
of

played up

in

your

locality.

.

his

word and

all

ends

well.

By George

THIS

Mary

Besides the cast, there is something new
and unusual about the picture. It isn't often
that you see a gripping drama with so much
comedy to relieve it. The spectacle of a
beautiful young girl handling a crew of bad
men purely through her wits, is something
oijt of the ordinary.
But the most unique
feature of all is the ending.
It comes as a
complete surprise, since there is nothing to
indicate that the latter part of the picture is
only a dream. But this device helps to keep
the audience excited and puzzled, and at the

IN HIS STAGE SUCCESS

"Six Cylinder Love." Fox Photoplay. Author, William Anthony McGuire.
Director,

up the lobby with rope and a
couple of life savers would not cost a great
deal of money.
If you added to this a display of empty liquor cases, beer barrels and
bottles of all descriptions, which should be
easy to get and cost very little, you would
have a lobby display which could not fail to

reproach.

The praise, however, must not be confined
to the star.
Harrison Ford as the lover does
excellent work. Marc MacDermott as the villain has an unusual role for him, and Ivan
Linow as the bully does remarkably well.

TRUEX

Screen Version Every Bit as Good
as Legitimate Production

dress

Marie R. Burke

Molly Townsend on the eve of her marriage to
Luis Riccardi, a steamship man who is secretly a
bootlegger, follows John Locke, whom she really
loves, onto a steamship boimd for Rio. He is thrown
overboard, and she is at the mercy of a crew of bad
men. She is very nearly their victim when rescued
by John and her mother.
When the police come
aboard the leader of the band reveals the true character of Riccardi, and Molly and John are happy together.

artistic story, but

real.

suggests bootlegging, and since this ties in with the story,
all exploitation should be on this basis.
Ships,
liquor cases, launches, revenue agents, life
savers, empty beer bottles, sailors and rum
runners, all of these may be used in adver-

Edna Morton

Susie

everyone will

and

logical

tising the picture.

"Three Miles' Out." Released by Kemna, Produced by Irvin Willat.
Written by John
Emerson and Anita Loos. Based on a short
Story by Neysa McMein. Henry Cronjager
Cameraman. Length, 5700 Feet.

Luis Riccardi
"Bull" Jordan

makes the story

The name "Three Miles Out"

IN 'THREE MILES OUT'

Molly Townsend
John Locke

it

(Continued)

is

T.

Pardy

one of the most promising produc-

tions from a box-office standpoint that has
come from the Fox studios. As a stage play
"Six Cylinder Love" made a tremendous hit.
As a motion picture it registers 100 per cent
entertainment.
It is bully good comedy in-

termingled with deftly turned bits of pathos,
diverting and appealing, alive with sparkling
action, seven reels of vitally human stuff,
well directed and splendidly acted by a superb
cast.

Also,

there's

a

significant

moral derived,

a solar plexus punch at the folly of living
beyond one's income, and no preaching handicap to mar the amusement values either. It's
a feature warranted to suit all tastes and the
needs of big and little theatres.
There is scant change in the original plot,
which runs true to the stage form, excepting
for the additional detail furnished by the
camera, even the dialogue being in greater part
preserved and served out in witty subtitles
which hit the mark every time.
This comedy drama gets clear away from
old, familiar pathos.
It impresses one as a
bit of actual life in which humor and seriousness struggle for the masterv with telling effect.

The ups-and-downs of the newly-weds, the
purchase of the fatal car which leads to
fresh extravagances, the parasites who flock
to help the Sterlings spend all their spare
cash and something more, Gilbert's false step
when he "borrows" from his employers funds,
his fright on detection and manful climbback to social position via the rough trail
of hard work, are all set forth with such
clever technical skill and artistic power that
the interest never lags.
Looking at this film you catch yourself unconsciously muttering "why that might happen to me!"
Tense human stuff, the kind
the screen needs more of.
It is worth while mentioning that three of
the players besides the star, who appeared in
the "legitimate" attraction are in the cast.
They are Berton Churchill, who impersonRalph Sipperly, as
ates Gilbert's employer
Donroy, the crafty auto salesman, and Donald
Meek, as Richard Burton. That their work
is thoroughly effective goes without saying,
and Ernest Truex's character sketch of the
well-meaning but misguided hubby "gets
across" with all of the power which made
it
such a Broadway drawing card for two
years.
tie-up with auto-dealers is suggested in
The success of the play on
exploiting.
Broadway and on the road should be promiDwell on the picture's
nently advertised.
unbridled fun, its compelling heart interest
and don't forget to feature Ernest Truex and
his principal support.

—

;

A

HAL ROACH
presents

STAN
LAUREL
in two reel comedies

You know a '*c<
him or her, donCTffl
Didn't you prffi^
greatness of

prac^g
BRBT

of the screen
say

to

t

yourself

them, even thoi^
heralded, *'So

ai

BIG, some day?'

NOTICE

BEWARE OF FILM PIRATES
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ii*^

T.^}ti. ^Ji^!'-^^
NEVER
SOLD

The

»"

P«t«rtj' af Pith*
right (o uie luch print, can be leiaUf
< Uni«d States of
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MARK

Yale University Press

dramatic

and......

authentic romance,
of the pioneers.,
of old Kentucky

Truth

is

even more dramatic than

There was

much

fiction.

was stirring and sensational in the
settlement of Kentucky by the whites, that if it were all put
into a novel people would smile at the author's imagination.
so

"Daniel Boone"

True

is

that

stirring, sensational;

in story, detail

and

and atmosphere. That's

it is

also true.

why

it is

such

excellent entertainment.

See the great pioneer carve out a big empire by sheer grit;
by stubborn determination to be driven out by no force however big, Indian or British. See him battle with both,

and win

The Chronicles of America

Series

;

January
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The ^Bi^ Little Feaiture
NEW INDIAN FRONTIER

STANDARD ANNOUNCES
NEW SHORT SUBJECTS
OUR

ization,

series of

field.

Not only the reviews but
the news.

announces.

The Standard Cinema

Corporation, physical

of

What

the brains of the short
subject think about it.

How

with such comedians as Chester Conklin, Alice
Howells and Victor Potel
twelve Jimmy
Aubrey comedies and twelve Bruce Barton

What
What

;

one-reel editorials.

It's

In addition, Mr. Darmour stated, the organization is arranging to handle two-reel
single-reel

all

Not only what's being done
but most everything that's going
to be done.

distribution
of
whose releases are made
through Selznick, is only a few months old,
but its development has been rapid.
The Standard will release a series of
thirteen
Bray "Heeza Liar" cartoons, a
combination olE natural action and cartoons
thirteen
Hollywood Comedies, two-reelers

dramas and

SERIES FOR

Everything in the short suhject

short subjects are on the
releasing schedule of the Standard Cinema
Corporation for the first part of the newyear, L. J. Darmour, president of the organ-

^

All Here!

It's

to use
it

it

all

has
will

most effectively.
done for others.
do for you.
it

Coast, under the technical supervision of Joe
Rock, according to word received by the

the

Further production
activities in Standard products are going on
full blast.
The latest of the "Heeza Liar"
cartoons to be made ready for release has
been titled "The Nature Faker."
Because of the increase in activities of the
Standard organization, two additions have
been made to its staff.
Mr. Darmour announced that B. J. Brandon has been .appointed salesman for the New Jersey territory, and L. Weinstein for New York.
* * *
here.

CENTURY'S JANUARY BIG
LITTLE FEATURES
OR the month of January, Universal is
going to release five audience appealing
Century Comedies nationally.
Each picture stars a different comedian
or group of comedians such as Century Follies Girls, etc.
Further, five capable directors, such as Al. Herman, Bob Kerr, Noel
Smith, Arvid Gillstrom and Charles Lamont,
are responsible for the making of these sub-

—

3.

In a statement issued this week from the
Pathe home office, it is pointed out that these
pictures while embodying all the thrills and
fast action of the screen Western are a distinct novelty in their manner of presentation.

picture, according to the Pathe statedepicts an actual happening, authenticated by the signature of the Indian Chief
around whom the action centers.

FINLAYSON COMING EAST

officials

for release on February

ment,

new Jimmy Aubrey comedy, called "A
Fishy Tale," is now in production at the
Standard

has acquired for distribution a
new series of two-reel subjects to be released under the general title of the "Indian Frontier Series."
There will be six
pictures in the group to be made available
at the rate of one every other week.
The first of the series, titled "The Man
Who Would Not Die," has been scheduled

Each

here!

novelties.

A

PATHE

ATHE
P>

Finlayson, one of the best known of
Hal Roach comedians, is taking a temporary leave of absence from the Hal Roach
The respite is in the
lot at Culver City.

The series took their rise from the conviction that among the Indian Chiefs now
living on government reservations were to
be found tales of actual experiences surpassing in dramatic interest and suspense anything
conceived in the realms of fiction.

nature of a vacation, during which Mr. Finlayson will visit Canada and New York.
Jimmy Finlayson has been appearing in
the current series of Stan Laurel comedies
for Pathe release, usually playing the vil-

interviews conducted
Chiefs substantiated the
theory,
and a producing organization to
transfer these authentic stories of Indian life
to the screen was immediately formed.

Jimmy

lain

roles

in

the star's

support.

ISSUE SPECIAL PIANO

ROLLS
the convenience of exhibitors whose
theatres include machine operated pianos playing from rolls, the Film Music Company of
Los Angeles has issued rolls on the first
three of the "Sing Them Again" series of
song-novelty pictures distributed by Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.

For

work and

Research

among

Indian

the

The pictures of this series
the assistance of Colonel T.

were made with

McCoy, wellknown ranchman and recognized as an authority on Indian history

J.

and customs.

Through his co-operation the services of
large number of full-blooded Indians from

a
the reservations were secured for the staging
of the productions, including several Arapahoe
Chiefs Painted Bear, Powerful Eagle, Little

—

Ant, Painted

Wolf and Old

Eagle.

All of these are veterans of the frontier

warfare waged between the Red Men and
Whites for the possession of the West.
Painted Bear was one of the leaders of the
attacking forces at the battle which culminated in the massacre of General Custer
and his handful of gallant cavalrymen.

the

.

jects.

They are, "Obey the Law" with Jack
Earle, the seven foot giant-comedy star "The
Rich Pup" with Pal the dog, which, incidently, was listed as one of the "exceptionally"
good pictures for December by the National
Board of Review "The Caddy," with Buddy
Messinger in the role of that necessary golfevil, the caddy
"Own a Lot" with the fascinating Century Follies Girls and Harry
Sweet; and a Baby Peggy short subject,
namely "Such Is Life."
The first release of the five is ready Janu-

HARRY McCOY SIGNED FOR

;

CENTURY COMEDIES
Julius and

;

New York

;

ary

1st.

*

Societies

*

*

Endorse Shorts

for Children
The first three of the series .of "Secrets
of Life" subjects produced by Principal Pictures Corporation and distributed by EducaFilm Exchanges, Inc., "The Ant," "The
Bee" and "The Spider," are listed in the
bulletin circulated by the Chicago Woman's
Aid Better Films Committee as endorsed and
especially recornmended for the child, adolescent and family group.
tional

"Flving Finance," the current Mermaid
Comedv, distributed by Educational is recommended bv the National Motion Picture

Leaeue.

,

TRAINING FOK LATER LIFE

their

long term contract
has been entered into

that a

with Harry McCoy
by their West Coast representatives.
This, the Century Comedy officials claim,
is one
of the most important signatures to
be added to their list of comedians for the
new year. McCoy had been appearing with
Jack Earle in several of the giant's pictures,
under a short term contract, but his work
was considered of such a high standard that
Stern Brothers instituted long-distance telephonic negotiations with McCoy and several
days later Century studio representatives reported contracts had been signed assuring McCoy's appearance in. this organization's tworeelers for some time to come.
McCoy wiir continue to appear as the
"short" of the Earle-McCoy team for awhile,
although plans for producing suitable Century
Comedies with him as featured comedian are
now taking form. His last pictures with
Earle were "Obey the Law," "Keep Going"
His latest, in which he
and- "Sons^ihLaw."
is now working, has not been named as yet.
.

Stan Laurel in "Mother's Joy" occupying. a throne
who have launched daring
that's known to all
attacks on the pie and coffee counter.

Abe Stern announce, from
office,

Exhibitors Trade Review
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RICH JANUARY PROGRAM

'One Night

FOR EDUCATIONAL
lyi Y FRIEND," the first picture made by
Lloyd Hamilton since his return from
New York where he worked in the Griffith
Studios

in

the

black-face

feature

comedy,

will be the outstanding picture on Educational's January program.
In addition there
will be released during the month fourteen
reels,

Interesting

1924—At

the

Christie.

comprising four other two-reel subjects

and six single
a week news

and also the twice
Kinograms.

reel pictures'
reel,

Diversity distinguishes the releases for this
month. There will be two Christie Comedies
of widely differing types.
"Ride 'Em Cowboy," released the second week of the month,
is a fast action comedy of the West, with
the rapid action comedy bordering at times on
the slapstick.
Bobby Vernon, supported by
Charlotte Stevens, will be starred.
"Stay Single," starring Dorothy Devore,
will be the second Christie Comedy.
It is
a comedy of married life, with the inimitable
Miss Devore in the role of a girl who tries
to play two wives at the same time.
Jimmie
Harrison and Felix Valle will be seen in
her support.
It will be released during the
week of January 27.
The Mermaid for the month will be one
of Jack White's best "Flying Finance," which
features a cyclone said to be the most realistic comedy storm scene ever put on the
screen.
Neeley Edwards and Lillian Hackett
will have the leading roles.
Mack Swain,
of "Ambrose" fame, also has a prominent
place in the cast.
This Mermaid will be the
first two-reel comedy released during the year,
being on the program for the week of Janu-

ary

All of the predictioris now being made by the iario^s leaders
of our industry point the wUy to
the greater ascendancy of the
short subject during the year of

6.

The Tuxedo Comedy for the month will be
"One Night It Rained" with the two vaudeville stars, Harry Tighe and Ned Sparks,
in the leading roles.
This is a comedy of
the polite type, with a mystery element somewhat out of the ordinary.
The single reel subjects will be led by
"Jean of Heceta Head," the first release of a
new series of Wilderness Tales by Robert
This is the first of the subjects
C. Bruce.
secured by Mr. Bruce during the past summer's expedition into the wilds of northern
Oregon and Washington. "Don't Hesitate,"
a Cameo Comedy will be the second single
reel subject for the week.
Cliff Bowes, Earl
Montgomery and Virginia Vance have the
leading roles.
Dtaring the week of January 13, "The
Spider," the third of the Louis H. Tolhurst
"Secrets of Life" subjects produced by Principal Pictures Corporation, will be the single
reel subject.
This subject was recently shown
at Town Hall by the National Board of Review as an exceptional picture.
The second Cameo Comedy for the month
will be the single reel release for the week
It is "Paris Lights," and
of January 20.
will present in addition to Clif¥ Bowes and
Virginia Vance, Sid Smith, lately acquired
Sid
by' the Cameo Comedy for leading parts.
Smith will be remembered as one of the
Hallroom Boys in a series of comedies of the
same name. The comedy shown the funny
side of the adventures of two Yankees in
Paris.
Forget" and the Lyman H.
"Let
Howe's Hodge-Podge, as yet untitled, will
complete the single reel subjects for the
"Let
Forget" is the fifth of
month.
the "Sing Them Again" series introducingthe old favorite songs for audience singing.

'Midshipman Cruise' Produced

by Navy Department
The Capitol Theatre, New York, this week
presented, by special arrangement with the
United States Navy, a one-reel film entitled
While the purpose
"Midshipman Cruise."
of this short subject is of course to stimulate
recruiting, it is a picture of great interest
and if presented with the special musical arrangement used at the Capitol will without
doubt contribute to the attractiveness of any
program.
The picture shows not only life
on shipboard but scenes in the countries
visited.

The

picture will have a nation-wide release.
has not yet been decided whether the distribution will be through the branch recruiting offices of the Navy or one of the regular
It

distributors.
*

*

Christie Gets

who

has been active for years in the field of
comedy both as a writer and as a director,
and Earl Rodney have been signed by the
Christie organization in the capacity of gagFrank Conklin, Robert Hall and
men.
Walter Graham, veteran Christie writers,
have long been working overtime in prepar-

writers are

now

There are laughs all alongsame time
and yet a serious story is told.
The comedy is produced by the facial expressions of Harry Tighe and Ned Sparks
and the titles. The sort of stuff that will
make them chuckle rather than laugh.
!

The picture will make a strong appeal_ esIt is a
pecially to young married couples.
comedy treatment of the old triangle theme
and your advertising should have a light,
peppy style. You can get them to come in
especially

to

see

this

picture.

*

*

*

Pup'—Universal

'The Rich

Reels

2

Lots of Action

Pal, the Century Dog makes his usual appeal to animal lovers and plays like an exBaby
perienced actor all through this one.
Dawn O'Day adds to the appeal and attracThere is a story too,
tiveness of the film.
a miniature triangle, in which the villain is
finally worsted with the help of Pal and the
There is plenty of action, a few
Baby.
The appeal
thrills and a good many laughs.
of this picture is so universal (all punning

*

Al Christie has added two new members
prolific scenario staff.
Archie Mayo,

welcomed

Reels

2

Effects of eating lobster at night and husband's jealousy are the ingredients of this
What makes it notable is the origindish.
You don't know
ality of the treatment.
whether it's comedy or serious. Ifs both at

Gag Men

ing Christie Comedies and the

— Educational

aside) that it may be considered "safe" booking in any class of house anywhere.

*

to his

were

Rained'

It

new members

The
arms.
with
open
preparing stories in which

Bobby Vernon and Jimmie Adams

will

star.

*

'The Call of the
An

*

Game'— Pathe

Entertaining "Sportlight"

1

1

Reel

another of Grantland Rice's series
of screen "Sportlights." The theme of the
story is briefly that man shows his taste for

This

is

of sport as well as in
the same time the variety
of action and atmosphere worked into_ the
picture! makes it very adaptable for the diverThe producer has taken tense
sified program.
moments from the various sports and
The picture starts
entertaining contrasts.
with views of the wild excitement that prevails in the baseball stadium at a crucial
moment in the World Series. Action shots
from the game itself are interspersed. Then
there is a switch to the silence and solitude
of the mountain forest where the hunter stalks
The background and
in prusuit of his prey.
the atmosphere are different but the thrill
Back again to
of sport remains the same.
boisterous enthusiasm of the thousands of
football rooters shrieking their cries of encouragement to the battling teams on the
And while
field of the great Yale Bowl.
the thrill of the gridiron struggle is still
with you, the picture brings you again to
the peace and quiet of the shady stream and
Action, variety, pleasing backthe angler.
grounds these go to make "The Call of the
Game" a subject of real merit for the divariety

in

everything

the

else.

field

At

—

versified

program.
*

'Tire
Good Comedy

*

*

Trouble'— Pathe
2

Reels

resort to mechanical effects
to win a laugh; some depend on straight
"gags" and ludicrous situations others pack
most of their fun into tbe sub-titles. "Tire
Trouble" puts its laughs over by making use
motor
of every one of these methods.
vehicle of the "Gang's" own original design
and construction is a marvel of ingenuity
and is made the basis of some good laughs.
There are some very clever and at the same
time amusing mechanical effects. The story
depicts the adventures of the kids" at Emerald
Beach, a pleasure resort, and the youngsters
employ some of the park's amusement conOn
trivances to get over some good gags.
top of that there is the situation of the

Some comedies

We

;

A

We

WHAT'S WRONG HERE?
"Check your hat outside."
is,
afl Educational-Tuxedo Comedy,
"Poodles" Hanneford

The answer probably
from "No Loiifing,"
featuring

,

"Gang" playing host to J. William McAl"known to be the richest and supposed

lister,

After the
be the sickest man in town."
kids treat J. William Mc to a ride on their

to

^

—

!

January

1924-

12,

wagon and

speed

Page 27

on his playing leader
at the Amusement Park,
he comes forth from the adventure well in
mind and body. The titles take the laugh
up where the action leaves it off.
"Tire
Trouble" comes up to the "Our Gang'' standard of fun in every respect which we answer it is good comedy.
in

insist

their diversions

^

^

A'

'The Leather Pushers'
Great

—Universal
2

I

Reels

This is No. 2 in the fourth series of
the Leather Pushers, and it fully upholds
the reputation these pictures have established as being among the best ever released

There

the

in

short

of

field

usbjects.

everything here to grasp the
imagination, to fascinate. A gripping story,
a

is

dandy

fight,

love.

TOASTED TOOTSIES!

Letters That

A

bunch

of

Be Bought

Can't

them

huntress at his

in

side.

"Scorching Sandsf trying to seduce Stan Laurel away from the successful
Stan Laurel in these Pathe's series of travesties on popular feature pictures, is
extremely funny.

NEWS REELS TOLD
2—

NUMBER ONE
(Original in

Circulation

Dept.)

ELITE THEATRE
W. H. and W.
Kamsack,

A.

Popham

Sask., Dec. 21, 1923

Exhibitors Trade Rcvieiv,

Ne\w York,
Dear Sirs
:

Am

enclosing $2.00 for subscripto Reviezv for year 1924.

tion

/ find

the

Trade Reviezv a won-

derful help to vie in selecting pictures, and it also keeps me in touch
with the rest of the movie world.
I have been in this business 13
years and am finding out every day
through your paper that I know very
little about it,
or in other words
learning something nezv every day.
Wishing you a prosperous 1924,
/

remain
Yours truly,

W.

We
The

A.

POPHAM.

like this letter!
first

sentence convinces us

that we're right.

But what follows is also interesting.
For W. A. Popham is
no novice at the game.
A letter like this and hundreds
of others like it that we have received encourages us.
It makes
us go ahead with the good work.

And always with the thought
of how we can serve the exhibitor best.

That

is

our

business in

fir.st

and foremost

life

INTERNATIONAL NEWS No.
Graveyard of Pacific claims another vicFoxes shipped west
tim; Big Bear Cal
to start new colony; Timely Snapshots
from the News of the Day, Hollywood,
who
Lucus
Perry
Introducing
Cal.
claims the six month's old acrobatic championship of the world; Tokio, Japan Latest picture of Prince Hirohito, Regent of

—

—

—

Japan,

who

bullet;

Groesback,

an

escaped

barely

—

—

—

;

Los Angeles Harbor from

France;

Bridgeport,
Conn.
greatest golfer
18

—

Brest,
Here's the
months old

—

—
Conn. — Raises

Martan Leighton; Shanghai, China Mah
Jong craze keeps army of Chinese children

busy;
Bridgeport,
Bengal Tigers in her back-yard; Toulton,
France Another dirigible tragedy. French
airship Dixmunde, vanishes with crew of

—

^

—

—

Ore.

—Wrecked

craft

blown up as menace to shipping; New
York City Roosters trained as stage performers;
Lake Placid, N. Y.— U. S.
Olympic skaters hold final tryouts; New

—

;York City— Looping-the-loop over Manhattan skyscrapers; W^ashington, D. C.
Ex-President Wilson honored on 67th
birthday; Washington, D. C. The American Reparation Commissioners, headed by
General Dawes call at the White House

TRADE REVIEW

before

sailing

to

adjust
*

KINOGRAMS,

—As
mit,

America;

—

Coney

Island Little drops of
grains of sand; Long Beach,
Cal.
Flandcufifed
and tied, dives from
bridge.
water,

little

—

*

*

*

No.

Europe's

troubles.

*

2315— New

—

York
Sum-

Babson sees the New Year
N. J., Uncle Sam's Warriors prepare

2316— Washington

Wilson with auto on

meeting

to

New

—

York

former

present

president
birthday;

his

— Rotarians
who

discover

is

67th

have

baldest;

Washington Gen. Charles G. Dawes, calls
at White House to accept reparations job;
Chicago Fire leaves Dunning state insane
asylum in ruins with 18 dead; New York

—

— Alfred

who helped Lieut.
fortune
in
specula-

T. Moore,
win $800,000

Wood

—

poses; New York Girls from famLondon revue dance on New York

tions,

ous

stage to radio music from Chicago; New
Arthur Train, famous author, in
screen
interview
tells
why Americans
break the laws;
New York Roosters
after twenty-three years education by M.
Trochat do stunts almost human; Athens,
Greece First pictures of Greek revolution
with
crowds demanding overthrow of

York

—

—

—

King George; Boston

— Boston

only

— Boy

scouts hold meeting on U. S. training ship

Nantucket.

3—

—

EXHIBITORS

the
door bell; New
Beaverbrook here; San FranMogul diamond brought to

^

No.

Yokohama, Japan Water rationed in Japan as famine threatens; Dunning, 111.
Appaling tragedy as state asylum burns;
Washington, D. C. Capital statesmen in
real milking contest; Weehawken, N. J.
All the dogs in this town must be vacAstoria,

— Lord
cisco — Great
York

^-

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

cinated;

Theatre

— Teaching

electricity to ring

assassin's

—

world's

New

name; Schenectady

its

— Express train
pasKINOGRAMS No.
wreck, but
friends
York City— Bald- —Anonymous

all
in spectacular
sengers escape; New
headed delegates hold their last convention
of 1923 to wish each other a "Happy New
Year"; New York City Mayor Hylan and
Mrs. William Randolph Hearst, famous
civic worker, aid in the distribution of the
new
American's
Christmas
cheer
to
Washington, D. C. Mrs.
York's poor;
Coolidge helps the Salvation Army distribute cheer to the Capital's poor; San Francisco, Cal.
Here's the smallest pistol ever
made, used by criminals to blind intended
victims
San
Pedro,
Cal.
The French
cruiser
non-stop
Jeanne d'Arc makes

to

given

is

Texas

smashed

trip

IN BRIEF
for battle — New York, Bang;

^

—

PATHE

Francci^No.
105
Toulton,
pictures taken just before its
disastrous flight also a film
record
of
other dirigible tragedies; Apizaco, Mexico
Pathe News exclusive pictures of Federal troops leaving for front; Indianapolis.
Ind.
Sgt.
Woodfill, greatest of World

Dixmunde

—

—

—

War

heroes
officially
mustered out;
Brooklyn, N. Y. U. S. fleet prepares for
winter cruise in the South; St. MoritzT
Switzerland
The Bernina Railway
equipped with powerful engine, to plow
snow; San Francisco, Cal. Pathe cameraman rides on "world's crookedest road'
In the Limelight
Universal homage paid
Mme. Curie, discoverer of radium; Athens.
Greece Elentherios,
former
Greek
Premier recalled to organize
new government; New York City— "Uncle Robert"

—

—

—

—

:

—

takes
crippled
children
a-busing;
San
Francisco,
Cal.
Great
Mogul diamond
brought to Arnerica; Maucfi .Chunk
Pa.
Fire wrecks car barn.

—
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"Picking Peaches," featuring Harry Langexploits arid^
don, is the picture this lobby display
Indeed,
Peaches,
"Picking
one is almost forced to say,
well asas
display
the
choice
the
of
to
with a thought
with a
merry-go-round,
The device is a,
the picture.
at^ a
awhirl
wheel
the
sendswhich
spindle attached
the world of dis,:^
slight push of the finger. It suggests
house-.
plays available for luring the passerby into the

PATHE'S

Lobby oIogy

-T

That Says

" Stop, Loot, and
'

Buy

Picking PeacHes

9 ??

!
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SHOWMANSHIP
When

and

How

Use Advance Advertising

to

The Birth of the Proper Campaign Leads to a Long
Life of Patronage for Your House
By

every business there has been one
FOR
man whose genius and abihty has

made him its leader. Thus, at the
mention of oil, the name Rockefeller is instantly brought to mind finance, J. P.
Morgan—motor cars, Henry Ford. And
although he lias long been dead, 1;he name
P.

T.

Barnum

still

for what is
showmanship the

stands

—

There

opportunity

^

:ic

One

of the finest legacies

left to posterity

Barnum

and Showmen

in par-

one

"There's

ticular, is the phrase,

born every minute."
The world-famous showman might
just as well have been referring to
advertising campaigns.
There are campaigns and campaigns
Some of them born even
twice a minute. But do they hit the
mark? If not, what a waste of time
and expense
To create advertising campaigns
that go over the top, effectively, pro-

That

ductively.

is

the thing.

Not a

miss proposition. But a transaction that aims for sure returns.

hit or

.

These are the considerations Mr.
Cobb treats in the accompanying ar-

And

ticle.

>IIS thing can be done by every
cxiiibitor.
He need not spend so
much time and money advertising the
show when it comes.
It would be
better spent advertising his next show
to those who are satisfied with the
show they are seeing or have just seen.
The back wall of the theatre for instance,
would be an ideal place for a twenty-four
sheet of the next attraction. If a twentyfour sheet is too big, use a three sheet.
As Barnum found in the wonderful exploitation of his shows, it is not necessary
at once to set down every detail of an
advertising campaign. All that is really
essential is a formulated policy on which
to base those
innovations and novelties
which will be the outstanding features of
a campaign. The exhibitor must decide in
a_ general
way how he intends to advertise and when.
He m,ust.,know in advance
those tools with which he will work and
those mediums he will employ.
Thus, if he decides to use his house exclusively, he need only, think ift. terma of
his house and if he wishes to us©; his local
newspapers, he must plan advertisements
attention

and :their dishave a much

to satisfy those
to your theatre and consequently draw more through the word
of mouth, advertising
your pictures
will inevitably receive.

terially increased.

draw the utmost

tastes, their preferences
likes.
In this way you

greater

—

will

keep in constant touch with their changing

who come

"Barnum and Bailey."
probably no grown man who

circus
is

the plays produced.
Announcements of this sort delivered
from the stage are particularly suited to
the smaller neighborhood houses catering
to a less transient clientele.
It is often an important thing to come
into ^ some kind of personal contact with
your aiidiences for from them you can

.

does not feel the same attraction for
the circus as he felt when a child. It
has not been accidental that this nation-wide feeling has arisen. It is the
result of almost unbearably hard work|
From the time when Barnum started
his first show in 1835— he was only
twenty-five years old at the time this
perseverance made for him not only
tremendous wealth but fame..
He
was not one of those men who were
favored by providence, his luck was
consistently bad, yet he did his best
in every reverse of his career to turn
what seemed to be ill-luck to profit.
For instance, five times his entire circus was totally destroyed by fire and
five times he collected a new one, each
an improvement on the last.
In this he discovered one fact which
was of vital importance to him and
should be to every showman. He
found that one show must be built
upon another that by advertising his
next show to the audiences attending
the preceding one, his
business ma-

which

and foremost, he should

first

that unless he is very careful
he will pay for a lot of advertising that
does him little or rio good. To advertise
a show which is so far away that the advertisement will be forgotten before the
show arrives, is obviously bad business yet
it is an error that exhibitors frequently fall
into.
And advertising devoted to a show

what memories are conP. T. Barnum
nected with that name! I doubt that
there is an American child today who
has not seen that survival of Barnum's
last

certain romance connected with the speaker which may be entirely dissociated from

remember

—

probably the greatest
world has ever seen.

But

theni.

HEATH COBB

F.

in

to

these

whose run

it

is

will

nearly over must be largely

wasted.

The
gin

right

moment

for a

campaign

must be decided before

and mechanical

details are
^
^
^

its

to be-

composition

developed.

N

idea which
Barnum found very
A
•'•profitable but which has since grown
into disuse is that of making personal
talks to his audiences, telling them in a
few clever words why they should see the
next attraction. 'Such a talk given in an
intermission serves better than the usual
advertising for a number of reasons. One
is that one's .attention is for those few
moments" entirely directed toward the
speaker' and naturally the thoughts which
he'expre«se9 are certain to be remembered
for a greatec length of time than they
^

woul4.if

.the

s^me thoughts were expressed

a - newspaper
Another is that
in

alone,
advertising agencies,
service
agencies, etc., are able to..help them
very considerably.
And the largest
advertising accounts in the world are
left in the hands of men who know
that field alone.
Many a said experience has befallen ' the
manufacturer
who thought he could advertise his
own business better than anyone else
just because he knew
tibetter.
-

The Exhibitors Trade Review wants
do for the exhibitor just what advertismg
agencies
have
done for
manufacturers.
A special department
has been organized and
men thorto

oughly trained in advertising are
ready to devote their time to the advertising problems of exhibitors. They
will tell you when to advertise, how
to advertise an dmore than that, they
will write for you the type of advertisement which time has proven the
most successful.

are the important

pay every exhibitor
read and remember.

things that

or other printed page.
it
adds to the theatre a

sjc

lyr EN in other business have found
^^^ that men trained in advertising

*

COME

alert

recognized

*

*

exhibitors,
who have
the value of a service

which incorporates the knowledge and
wide experience of a group of highly
trained specialists, have already written m and availed themselves of the
service.
Judging by their acknowledgements, they seem to have been well repaid
for their trouble.
^The inquiries and acknowledgments of
this sort simply add to and further
broaden the experience of the men devoted to
formulating the ideas and suggestions offereed for the exhibitor's disposal.
This
means that when you write in to avail
yourself of the invitation extended,

you
get not only an idea or a suggestion,
but
one identified with a current history
'jo
-to speak.
Or, in other words, an idea

or a suggestion, or a piece of advertising
Qopy, or a form of letter to be
used in
direct-by-mair advertising,
that
perhaps'
has lately been sent to some other
showman, ^ who irt turn used it "and found it
effective' and t)roductive in every
respect
Get in touch with this department and
let It help you pack your
house just
•

.

Barnum packed

a';

his tents.
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FREE GERMAN MARKS ARE
USED EFFECTIVELY

MANAGER'S ENTERPRISE
WINS ADVERTISING

Manager Also Uses Local Talent With

Showman Helps School Function With

Excellent Results

Benefit to His Theatre

\ VERY

lyrANAGER McMURRAY

unique exploitation plan has been
put across by Ralph W. Peckham, branch
manager of the Hodkinson Detroit office,
for lining up the key towns of Michigan for

"The Old
One of
Peckham's

of the Star
Montebello, Gal., used something really new to get his showing of "Merry
Go Round," the Universal super-Jewel production, featuring Mary Philbin and Norman
Kerry, publicity in the local papers.
Montebello is building a new high school
and with elaborate ceremonies and the help
of the local Masons they laid the cornerstone
the other day.
McMurray heard about it
of course and also learned that they intended
to put several documents in the cornerstone to
be removed in 2023.
He had sold the local
paper the idea of using the special rotogravure herald for "Merry Go Round" as
a supplement to their regular edition, and
thought that it would be a good idea to include a copy in the cornerstone.
The result was a nice story about "Merry
Go Round" going into the cornerstone of the
new high school so' as to afford an interesting
comparison to the movies as they will be
made one hundred years hence."
One needs very little imagination to visual-l-T-*-

Fool."
the first exhibitors to put Mr.
plan into operation was Mr. Wehle

A

for the Isis Theatre at Grand Rapids.
prologue was staged with a local celebrity.
This old man is the one whom Henry Ford
took to Thomas Edison's studio to make records of his violin playing, and wno secured
much newspaper publicity at the time that

Mr. Ford sent his private car to take the
old fellow from Paris, Michigan, to the Edison

studio

in

New

Jersey.

As "The Old

Fool" has an old man for the hero, the
prologue was a most apt as well as interesting one.

Another novel stunt was the flying of a
large balloon on top of a building at a line
from three to four hundred feet. The balloon was silverized and carried a huge banner advertising the picture.
It was illuminated with a spotlight from the top of the
balloon and was seen from all parts of the
of

German marks

as

advertising

matter was also very effective. The marks
were purchased at a nominal sum and the
theatre name printed on the back. When distributed, they proved to be a fine advertising

That theatre dress, of a kind that pleases
patrons, is not confined wholly to the lobby
or marquee or the inside of the house is
the opinion of Manager Raymond Willie of
the Dallas Palace Theatre, who has just outfitted his girl ushers in neat uniforms.
Mr. Willie states that the innovation of
nattily clothing his ushers was immediately
noticed by the' first folks to enter the house,
and that right then and for some time after
he was the recipient of laudatory remarks
relative to the occasion.
This business of clothing employees, particularly ushers, in neat uniform attire undoubtedly has a marked psychologic effect' upon patrons who immediately feel that a cleanliness and wholesomeness emanate not only
from the particular usher but from the house
as a whole.
There is an agreeable quality
to it that leaves in the patron's mind an afterthought most beneficial to the theatre in the
future relations between the management and
patron.
In Mr. Willie's case, word of mouth advertising played no small part in bringing folks
who had been lagging in patronage, to see the
efifect of the new uniform innovation.

medium.
The Hodkinson offices have arranged for
a special exploitation man to help put across
these stunts.
They are meeting with the
approval of exhibitors in all the key cities
and wherever used have brought in big returns.
*

*

the surprise and speculations the folks
a century later will indulge themselves
when they dig up what will then be a historic document of unusual research value.
ize

NEATLY UNIFORMED USHERS
PLEASE PATRONS

city.

The use

Theatre,

*

*THE HOOSIER SCHOOLMASTER'

HAS NOVEL LOBBY STUNT
A

unique lobby display has been prepared
for "The Hoosier Schoolmaster," the screen
version of Edward Eggleston's famous novel.
blackboard is represented with various
misspellings of the word "daguerreotype."
Around the board are pasted weirdly cut
scenes of the picture by which the most striking effect is achieved.
It is calculated that
when on display the idea will attract lots
of people who will attempt to decipher the
proper spelling, with obvious advantages to
the treasurer's department of the house.

A

of

4 LETTER THAT CAME
IN THE MORNING'S

MAIL
Queens Theatre, McAllen, Texas.

December
Showmanship Department,
Exhibitors Trade Review,

New

Knickerbocker Bldg.,

21, 1923.

York, N. Y.

Gentlemen
I am interested in the article I have
just finished reading on page 31 of the
Review for December 22nd with reference to building a larger patronage with

a

weekly mailing

list.

have strong competition just across
street from my theatre, and although I have all the best pictures on
the
market lined up, have a well
I

the

equipped show as my competitor, yet he
gets enough of my business to hurt me
a great deal.
I am like a number of
other exhibitors, don't have a great
amount of capital and with everything
else to do around the show have very
little time to get up a programme each

week.

Any

from your show-

suggestions

manship department

will be greatly ap-

preciated.

am

a subscriber to the Review and
it to be the best trade journal
that I get.
It has helped me a great
deal and I wouldn't be without it.
I

consider

Yours very
J.

truly,

MASON,
Queen Theatre.

LJM.s.

Needless to Say Mr. Mason Gets
All the Facts and Figures for

Which
This attractive lobby display in connection with the screening of First National's "Within the -Law"
otice the effective cut-out at. he foot of the stairs.
stimulated the ticket-buying urge in passersby.
of the stairs.

N

He

Asks.

They

Yours, Too, for the Asking.

Are

—
January

12,
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and Sunday
MARRIAGE MARKET CLUB —forwithtwoSaturday
votes.
Much advance publicity was
FULLY ORGANIZED
the theatre and the stunt was so

tickets

Newly Launched Club Plan
Leap Year Innovation
'T'HE machinery has already been

Is

put in
operation for the formation of a club
which shall have far-reaching results
namely, a Marriage Market Club. It was
to be formally instituted on the first of
the New Year. This, according to C. B.
Film Sales Corporation, is an especially
fitting time, for 1924 is Leap Year, and
therefore of special interest to marriageable ladies.
The object of The Marriage Market
Club will be similar to that of the famous
Green Ribbon Club in Paris namely the
furthering of honorable matrimony among
people who are ready and willing to marry,
but who, because of the fact that they are
strangers in their locality, or for other
reasons, do not have an opportunity to
meet people they would like to make their

C

—

The Green Ribbon Club
them to get acquainted and become
launching numerous picnics,
friends by
dances, and other mediums for social in-

life-partners.
"helps

tercourse.

The Marriage Market Club has the same
object in view and according to plans already outlined will cover every town and
city in the country.
It will have as its
local organizers and backers in each locality the various franchise holders of C. B.
G.'s production "The
Marriage Market"
and

have as its honorary head Miss
Pauline Garon featured in that production.
Miss Garon who is now in New
York, is enthusiastic over the plaii and has
will

good

gained at

enthusiasentered into by the public that it
grabbed a very decent share of newspaper
tically

space.
The local editors gave an average
of half a column daily to the progress of
the contest and in many cases printed pictures of the entrants. The net result of the
conest was a high attendance average sustained during the entire run of the picture.
*

BEVERAGE

CO.

'TO
There

*

*

HOOKS-UP WITH

THE LADIES"

a made-to-order tie-up lying on
the shelf for all exhibitors in the Atlanta
territory who book "To the Ladies."
The
idea originated with Kenneth Renaud of the
Paramount exploitation staff, and Raymond
Jones, director of publicity of the Howard
Theatre in Atlanta, Georgia.
The hook-up
includes the Nu Grape Company of America.
The Howard was the first theatre to cash
in on the plan, when "To the Ladies" was
playing there during Christmas week. Three
thousand window cards, suitable also for outside placarding, were placed throughout the
is

The

city.

illustration

showed a man

offer-

ing a toast, "To the Ladies." Underneath was
the Nu Grape trade mark and slogan
"A
Flavor You Can't Forget."
All this occupied only the top third of the
card. The rest of the space carried a straight
" 'To
ad of the picture reading as follows
Paramount picture you won't
the Ladies'
forget."
In addition to these a complete street car
card campaign was used, and the Nu Company placed big advertising banners on all
:

:

—A

their

trucks.

announced

her intention of assisting in
the club's organization and the furthering
of the idea.
In answer to inquiries, "Marriage Market" franchise
holders
have
expressed
themselves as ready to get behind the
plan one hundred percent, and have sub-

mitted ideas on

it.
Headquarters will be
opened shortly in the key cities, which will
be in the nature of social centres for the
community where men and women maycome to become acquainted.
There will be a slight membership fee
ioT members which will go toward the

social activities

of the organization.

NOVEL CONTEST RESULTS IN
LARGE PATRONAGE

AUTHORITIES AID IN FILM
EXPLOITATION DRIVE
New York

needs a new post
office and the inhabitants have been agitating
Consequently, when
for one for some time.

Newburgh,

"The Mailman" came to the Park Theatre
and Postmaster Brundage was approached on
the subject of getting behind the picture, he
saw a good opportunity to try to further the
campaign for the new building.

He therefore consented to the placing of
three-sheet signs on the principal downtown
corners as well as on the post office steps,
thanking the public for their co-operation in
mailing their packages early. The signs, of
course, also called attention to the showing of
the

"Mailman.'

NEWSPAPERS HOLD JACK
COOGAN CONTESTS
Similarity Contests Increase Business
for Showmen
you should ask Marcus
IFyou
that there was one

Loew, he'd tell
and only one
Jackie Coogan. But the Washington Herald
and the] Washington Times would have a dif-

Through a referent version of the story.
cent experience they have discovered that
there are about 10,000 Jackies in the national
capitol alone.
Here's how it happened.
When "Long Live the King" was playing
at the Columbia in Washington, the Herald
and the Times ran a "Jackie Coogan SimiDaily coupons appeared in
liarity Contest."
the papers and each one entitled the girl or
boy who clipped it, to membership in the
"Jackie Coogan Club" and the official button.
Sixteen of these entitled the holders to free admission to the special performance of "Long
Live the King" held for club members.
The contest almost resulted in a riot. The
stunt was to split $100 in gold among the
thirteen girls and boys who looked most
The judges soon found themlike Jackie.
selves swamped with young "doubles," and
the dailies found circulation mounting steadily.
The final result was wonderful business for
the papers and record breaking attendance at
the Columbia all during the showing of the
film.

Apparently, however, the Washington dailies
aren't the only ones that see advertising value
The Evansville Press of
in Jackie's name.
Evansville, Indiana, saw in the young star
an excellent circulation builder so it announced a circulation contest open to all the

boys of Evansville.
To the three boys

who secured the most
subscriptions to the press, it offered as a first
prize, a Jackie Coogan suit, as second prize,
a Coogan overcoat, and as third prize, a
Coogan cap.
The object was

to increase business for the
Evansville Press but incidentally the Evansville exhibitors will profit by the scheme. The
advance publicity on Jackie is going to mean
a great deal when "Long Live the King"
comes to Evansville.
In Tulsa, Oklahoma, the Tulsa Daily World
also added its support by running a "misspelled word contest" in conjunction with
several of the leading merchants who supplied an entire page of advertising.
The Criterion Theatre of Oklahoma chose
a different angle, and secured a co-operative
page in the Daily Oklahoman, in which the
merchants tied up their advertising with the
"Long Live the King" title.

not too often that mothers-in-law
go over big, but Maurice Oppenheim,
manager of the Hippodrome, in. Seattle,
Washington, recently put them across with
a bang.
It all happened this way.
In
connection with the showing of the Preferred picture, "Mothers-in-Law" he conceived the idea of a contest for the most
popular of the species.
Two weeks preceding the picture's run,
It

is

Mr. Oppenheim announced through the
local newspaper, that on the day the picture opened prizes would be awarded as
follows $100 to the most popular motherin-law in Seattle, $25 to the oldest motherin-law and $15 to the youngest mother-

—

in-law.

Ballot boxes

each

ticket

two weeks

were

entitling

its

up

in the lobby,
the intervening
holder to one vote

set

purchased

in

^ut^gunbcr

'LITTLE

JOHNNY JONES' HORSESHOES

of the Rialto Theatre in Wenatchee, Washington, found that beaverboard horseshoes
helped to create a great lobby display for the Warner Bros, race picture

The management
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'MAILMAN' IS EXPLOITED
BY POSTOFFICE
Postmaster Leads Co-operation in
Putting Film Over

ly/TANAGER NAT HOLT

of

the

State

^^^ Theatre, Oakland, California, decided to
do something really worthwhile in the line of
exploitation when he ran F. B. O.'s "Mailman" and he went ahead and did it. The
first step was to arrange a conference with
Postmaster Rosborough.
At the appointed
hour the ambitious manager arrived and ex-

plained at length the merits of the picture
and its value to the post office department
since it was dedicated to the government employees.

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF MY KELLY
Goldwyn notables smilingly

?

exhibit their spoils of war accrued! from ther national ad
Stetson Hat Company, for whom they will pose.

tie-up

with

;the

Front Page Newspaper Space for 'Flaming Youth'
Wide Spread Exploitation Campaign Takes New Haven by Storm and
Breaks Attendance Record at Olympic Theatre

STEALING

the front page of an aftercajoling the chief of police into
helping the campaign, appropriating windows of the city's best department stores and
the roof of a large five and ten cent emporium and getting a new exploitation angle
by a co-operative campaign with a theatre in
a city an hour's ride distant
All these were, features of the campaign
that Manager Tod Browning conducted on
First National's "Flaming Youth" at the
Olympia Theatre, New Haven, Conn., and
that established new marks for exploitation
not only in New Haven but throughout New
daily,

England.

The picture was given advance exploitation
through the Olympia's Circulating library at
Three days before the
Judd's book store.
opening (which had been duly advertised)
the store ran out of all copies of "Flaming
Youth" and had to send in a rush order for
more, so great was the demand.
The

chief of police

made

a point of a pre-

view examination of the picture and Manager
Browning accorded him every co-operation
without trying to publicize it but when the
guardian's of the town's morals objected because a wax model was "immodestly undressed" he found justification in profiting by
;

the ruling.

A tie-up had been made with Mendal and
Harris department store that showed a "Flaming
Youth" window with youth herself
garbed in a filmsy spring costume. This was
the model that aroused official indignation and
naturally, of course, a heavier draping was
supplied after objections had been entered.
By the time the drapings were completed,
however, ample publicity had been given the
protest, its reply and the official decision.
Manager Browning stole the issue of the
New Haven Times-Leader the afternoon of
the Yale-Princeton football game when the
town was crowded with visitors and almost
every one read a paper. Across the top of
the front page in red, he persuaded the pub"See 'Flaming
lisher to insert the line:
At
Youth.'
First Showing in the County.
the Olympia, New Haven, Week of NovemMore than 10,000 copies of this
ber 18th."

were sold.
Another startling novelty was the hoisting
of a piano to the roof of Kresge's five and
ten cent store from which a pianist and two
song pluggers entertained large and changing
edition

crowds with "Just a Girl That Men Forget"
and "I'll Take You Back Old Pal of Mine,"
songs that were tied up with "Flaming Youth"

A

large sign alongside that adfor the run.
vertising the songs .outside the building, announced the opening of "Flaming Youth."
The old capsule announcement was made.
branch of the circulating library was set
up in the theatre lobby during the run. One
thousand copies of the book were sold by
Mendel and Harris during the week. In all
respects the engagement was a "knockout."'
Manager Browning announcing 5,200 patrons
for the opening day, a new record for the
house, and predicting a record breaking week.

A

MERCHANT

TIE-UP ON 'THE
PRINTER'S DEVIL'

The

possibilities

inherent

in

a

legitimate

hook-up between a nationally distributed specialty, a local movie house and a local dealer,
were recently splendidly demonstrated. Sixteen hundred boys lined up in parade formation and marched to, the Minneapolis Strand
part of a tie-up effected be& R. Film Exchange, the Ingersoll Redipoint Company and the Farnum
Printing and Stationery Company. The purpose of the hook-up was to exploit the showing of the "The Printer's Devil."
The kidS) lined up early, formed a line four
blocks along, and marched through the heart
of the city headed by a band and police escort.
The occasion ended with a special
matinee for the kids at the Strand. At this
performance prizes were awarded the five

Theatre,

as

tween the F.

boys most closely resembling Wesley Barry,
the five handsomest, the five homeliest, the

The
thinnest and the five fatest kids.
audience acted as judge.
The kids were made eligible to admission
by presenting ten pencil stubs at the door of
the Farnum Printing Company whose window
display showed Wesley Barry and the IngersoU pencil. The affair was announced several days in advance and was held Saturday
morning so as not to interfere with the regular performance or with school hours.
The novelty of the idea created comment
in the newspapers in the amusement, school
and juvenile columns and later was the subThe general public was
ject of news photos.
very keenly interested in the event.
five

The postmaster agreed to place seventy-five
banners on the mail wagons and also secured
a permit from the city allowing the State
Theatre to place 1-sheets on all the principal
downtown corners and distribute four hundred others about the city.
Cards were
printed and tied around three sides of the
mail boxes.
Others were carried by mailcarriers and placed in store windows.
This
resulted in six Oakland banks accepting theatre advertising in their -windows, a heretofore,
unaccomplished stunt.
At the same time a tie-up was effected
with the Oakland Evening Tribune for an
essay contest.
"How much does the Mailman mean to our community?" was the subThe theatre offered cash
ject of the contest.
and free tickets to contestants. The
winners received cash while everyone who
submitted an essay was sent a pair of adThe judges were the postmission tickets.
prizes

master, superintendent of schools and the
editor of the Tribune.
The net result for the State was a noticeably increased volume of business, the cooperation of the entire post office department
and a valuable share of newspaper space in
the news columns.
.

*

ij:

*

ALICE TERRY SENDS KISSES
VIA POSTCARDS
There's not much chance of a istar keeping her correspondence schemes secret when
Recentlj'
there are exploitation men around.
Alice Terry conceived the idea of highly
rouging her lips, then pressing them firmly on
cards.
The imprint is then sent as a perThe
sonal greeting to her closest friends.
message is decidedly novel and different.
But Miss Terry soon found that the Metro
exploitation department was close on her
heels (or should we rather say on her lips?)
and there are now available t'nousands of
On
cards each carrying Miss Terry's kiss.
both sides of the card the title "Scaramouche"
is made to stand out clearly, and these are being used in the exploitation of the film. The
idea however, can be used with equal effect
for any Alice Terry picture.
*

*

*

CALLING CARDS TO EXPLOIT
'LUCRETIA LOMBARD'
A simple calling card, on which was printed
"Lucretia Lombard" with the theatre name
the lower left hand corner, and on the
other side in hand writing, "called but you
were not in Lucretia," proved a fine exploitation stunt during the showing of "Lucretia
Lombard," the Warner Brothers version of
the Kathleen Norris novel, at the Seattle
(Wash.) Strand.
in

—

.
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Essay Contest for Kids
Burr is planning a big publicity campaign on "The New School Teacher," the
photoplay in which Charles "Chic" Sale is
In all communities where this feafeatured.
ture is being shown a number of cash prizes
C. C.

will be ofifered to the school children of variI
ous grades for the best essay on

"Why

Like Our New School Teacher."
A committee composed of one newspaper
writer, a school principal and someone selected by the exhibitor will be appointed to
judge the essays and the prize winners will
be announced in the local newspapers a few

advance of the opening of the photowill be made with the
exhibitor to send to each child who
has sent in an essay a pass to see Charles
"Chic" Sale in "The New School Teacher."

days

the name of the theatre and the play dates as
well as the name of the picture in bold heavy
type and the cast.
Within, where ordinarily
the quaint and legal phraseology of the court
gives the pro and con of the matter, Abrams
worked in the name of the picture ingeniously.

Hunt Misspelled Word

Seventeen merchants of Duluth helped to
Metro's "Strangers of the Night" over
to a popular and record engagement at the
Under the
Garrick Theatre there recently.
auspices of the Duluth Herald, these merchants got out a co-operative advertising page,
centering around a Garrick Theatre display
of great attractiveness. Each ad on the cooperative page carried one misspelled word.
Those who were successful in finding the misspelled word and sent that information in to
the Herald were given two free tickets to
Within twenty-four hours the
the Garrick.
Herald received over 1,000 letters from readThen
ers who had found a misspelled word.
P. F. Schwie, who manages the Garrick for
the Finkelstein and Ruben interests, wrote
to the Herald congratulating the paper on
its tremendous "pulling power." The Herald
displayed Mr. Schwie's letter in a big ad well
sprayed with heavy, bold type and with a
cut of a desk on which was a huge stock
put

letters

—the

"misspelled

word"

contest

letters.

Striking

Xmas

Bill Sticker

Motion picture exhibitors all over the country are putting in big orders for the little
bell sticker gotten out by the publicity department of Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.,
on "The Little Church Around the Corner."
This sticker is unusually appropriate for the
holidays, and exhibitors are making a big
hit with it, by furnishing the sticker gratis
to stores in their neighborhood and using them
on their own holiday mail. The sticker represents a church bell covered with holly berries and tied at the top with a red_ ribbon.

a very catchy accessory, and
the year.

is

Calling Cards Bring Results

Arrangements

1,000

It

IDEAS

in

play.
local

of

EXPLOITATION

is

R. C. Charles, manager of the Columbia
Theatre, at Portland, Oregon, used a calling
card reading "A Lady of Quality" in exploiting
the Universal Jewel picture of the same name
starring Virginia Valli.
He had a young
man leave them under the doors of the houses
in the best residential districts of the city.
On the reverse side is written "So sorry you
were not at home when I called. Phone me
at Broadway 7106.
L. I."
The cashier at
the theatre was instructed to answer any calls
from this card by saying, "Yes, the 'Lady of
Quality' is Virginia Valli appearing at the
Columbia Theatre, etc., etc. The stunt created
quite a bit of interest in the showing and
brought out many people who would otherwise have stayed at home.
:

Bogus Sideshow Gets the Crowds
Exhibitors are
original

ideas

.

still

for

the

thinking up new and
exploitation of First

ISfational's "Circus Days." Out in Waterloo,
Iowa, Manager Arthur Weld of the Strand
got the happy idea of staging a side show in
the lobby.
Passersby were astonished to see
the lobby transformed into a large tent that
sheltered a live wild man nearly seven feet
tall, two frisky clowns, a fat woman and a
dwarf.

Special attention was given the bunko
menagerie which included a Mexican Chinchilla (a bowl of Chili Sauce), a Grecian
Groundhog (hamburger sandwich), an Irish
Red Bat (brick), Antedeluvian Cooties (rats)
and a Caucasian Whutizit (mirror to reflect
face of patron) the box containing it bearing
the label:
"Don't get too near; it's almost

human."

The patrons took it good naturedly and
apparently enjoyed the joke, judging from the

very effective commercial tie-up has been

for "Restless Wives," the latest C. C.
Burr release in which Doris Kenyon is being
featured.
It is with the Ingram Milkweed
Cream. This concern will get out a large number of showcase cards with a picture of Doris
Kenyon and these will be distributed throughout the country, to all drug and general
stores handling the Inerram urodnct.

Wheel Revolves
H.

for 'Six Days'

manager of the Garing TheaC, and a local jeweler put
their heads together one day and this is what
resulted
Four days in advance of the opening of Goldwyn's "Six Days" at the Garing
B. Clarke,

tre, Greenville,

S.

:

the jeweler dressed his window with a large
revolving wheel as the centerpiece.
card
announced that the wheel would be in continuous motion for six days and that the one
coming the nearest to guessing the number
of revolutions made in that time would receive
a gold watch.
Tremendous crowds gathered to watch the
Naturally they noticed the wares
wheel.
which the jeweler had displayed as well as
the publicity for the picture which was given
generous space in the window.

A

Man

'A

of Action' Cut-Outs Helpful

Cut-outs make inexpensive but very effective lobby decoration.
Any numbers of
exhibitors who have used them will attest
to this

fact.

Clarke

of

Only recently Manager H. B.
the

Casino

Theatre,

Greenville,

C, again demonstrated this when he used
this means of exploiting First National's "A
S.

Man

of Action."

MacLean and his leading lady
faced each other up in the air.
They were
planted above the huge sign, half the width
of the lobby, that announced the attraction.
Below a smaller cut-out group balanced the
display and gave the entire lobby an harmonious appearance.
Douglas

Invite Attendance

you want the crowds to come to you,
you have to go after them. Le Roy Johnson of the Liberty Theatre, Seattle, Wash.,
has learned that and he's not letting the
grass under his feet.
He has announced
If

COME ONE!
COME ALL!

A

"When Romance Wakes" which will be
published as the theme song of "Black Oxen."
Walter Douglas, for the music publishers, is
arranging a sheet edition that will feature
Corinne Griffith on the front cover. For
"Boy of Mine," J. K. McDonald's latest picarranging a song
ture. First National
is
edition of "Dear Little Boy of Mine" with
Witmark Publishing Company and Ben Alexander's photograph will adorn the cover.
on

Amateur Acts

a ten

made

edition of "Black Oxen"
First National's forthcoming release will be
issued' by A. L. Burt and Company, who have
purchased the reprint rights on the book. Illustrations will be
made from production
stills.
At the same time a tie-up has been
effected with Waterson, Berlin and Snyder

box-office receipts.

strike for this season of

Tie-Up With Milkweed Cream

Song Publishers Tie-up
The photoplay

And

try your
free
for
i s s i
o n
tickets to see
Jackie Coogan

luck
a d

m

New

(AfcAa Com at
J3c/tr/e:s

I

/

:.j

\\

Crown.

.

Th^o coins falling
into tneCfoir/? In

\

,

Isuccession entitles
'

•

file

skillful

Pee

one to a

Ticket to

that at his special
Year's Eve midnight
performance there would be a series of three
minute acts provided by amateurs.
These
would be representative of all of the several
districts of the city, there being one representative from each community.
The contestants could do anything they desired.
The announcement aroused civic pride
and each district was aroused to produce the
best amateur they could secure.

mtness

Gets 'Em With Summons
"Held to Answer" recently played

a very
successful engagement at the Lyric Theatre
in Duluth, Minn., and it was the occasion for
a unique bit of exploitation, worked out by
Morris Abrams, Metro's exploitation representative in that territory.
Abrams printed

a summons leaflet which in form and appearance in the main wording closely follows that
of any court summons a sight that is instantly familiar everywhere and arouses immediate attention. On the back page was printed

—

fyerj/

Coin^es

to

tk
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Boosts Showing of 'Blinky'

Distributes

got the Army Intelligence Department and Recruiting Service to co-operate on his exploitation scheme is the personal secret of Manager George C. Marrow
of the Bunny Theatre in New York, but he
certainly pulled a wise one when he did it.
The Universal production, BLINKY, was
scheduled for showing and patrons noticed
the lobby was chock full of interesting looking machine guns, rifles, helmets, grenades,
Easled
shells and other war paraphernalia.
posters informed patrons that these were war
trophies loaned to the theatre by the government, and also invited men to join the

he

THE FOOL'S

AWAKENING
A MMmo PICTURE

An official of the Recruiting Bureau helped
put over what Marrow termed "a darn good
similar arrangement can
patron puller."
b0 made by any exhibitor with the Army Recruiting and Information Service in any part
of the country for the exploitation of this
dim.

Amateur Acts

the

city,

come to you,
Le Roy Johnson

one representative

from each community.

The

contestants could do anything they desired.
The announcement aroused civic pride
and each district was aroused to produce the
Moreover
best amateur they could secure.
each district strove to outdo the other in attendance in order to give the entrant the best
possible backing.
The rivalry didn't do Manager Johnson
any harm either, judging from the results
His advice to other manat the box-office.
agers is to give the stunt a trial.
^

%

ON THE SHORES OF WAKIKI
One

of the

many

inviting posters

the

Capitol

Theatre

in

Hartford Conn.,

Clancy, with the aid of Sam
offices, put over
a fine advertising tie-up with the automobile
two page
accessory dealers of the city.
spread of ads in the Hartford Daily Times
called attention to the fact that the accessories
mentioned would prevent those who used them

Manager

J.

C.

Friedman of the Hodkinson

A

The ad
from becoming DRIVIN' FOOLS.
proved to be a source of profit to the dealer
and a business getter for the Capitol.

which are

attract-

ing crowds to the witnessing of the showing of the
"Fool's Awakening."

Links Up With Salvation Army
The Rialto Theatre in Tulsa, Oklahoma,
and M. G. Bishop, Metro exploiteer, engineered a very successful tie-up with the Salvation Army in putting over Jackie Coogan's
latest

KING.

LONG LIVE THE

Metro picture,
Four Jackie

Coogan booths were

erected at important business and social centers of the city.
In each booth was a crown
which rested on a tambourine. Anyone who
succeeded in pitching two coins in succession
into the crown received a pass to see the
picture.
All the money collected in this way
was turned over to the Salvation Army which,
together with the police force lent its hearty
support to the plan.
*

Merchant Tie-Up for 'Drivin' Fool'
When the Hodkinson speed-picture, THE
DRIVIN' FOOL was given a four day run
at

genuine entertainment."
*

to

He

being

there

STEPS OUT

is

Invite Attendance

feet.

STEPHEN

*

*

Chicago Has 'Big Brother' Party

announced that
at his special New Year's Eve midnight performance there would be a series of three
these
minute acts provided by amateurs.
would represent all of the several districts
of

in big denominations was overprinted and
distributed to exploit a picture. In Charlotte
they had never seen real German marks, so
Brown gave them a treat something they are
still talking about.
Thousands of Reichbank notes were distributed in denominations of from ten thousand to fifty thousand marks, and across the
face of each note was printed: "This is real
German money. Try to spend it
ihen
see Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., in
at the Imperial Theatre.
It

In

of the Liberty Theatre, Seattle, Wash., has
learned that and he's not letting the grass
his

he

STEPHEN STEPS OUT

would have had to sell his
theatre, watch, doorman and himself in order
to hold his deficit to a billion dollars.
For the first time in history real money

*

If you want the crowds
you have to go after them.

grow under

recently used for
ten years ago, he

Im-

!

A

*

Recklessly

—

army.

*

Money

If Manager George E. Brown, of the
perial,
Charlotte, had pulled the stunt

Goldwyn

*

*

Effects Stetson Tie-Up

Goldwyn Studios and

the Stetson

Hat Com-

pany are both celebrating the completion of
a national advertising campaign which both
parties are confident will prove well worthThe arrangement was engineered by
while.
Joseph Jackson and Tom Reed, publicity men
The adverof Goldwyn's West Coast Staff.
tising will include billboard, newspaper and
window card media, and stars of the picture company will pose as models for the
hat concern, receiving in return name and

company

conjunction

with

their

annual

Christ-

mas "Goodfellow Campaign," The Chicago
Tribune gave business at the McVickers Theatre a mighty shove.
The Paramount production BIG BROTHER was booked at the
McVickers for the holiday week.
"Make this a 'Big Brother' Christmas" was
the slogan of the campaign and was used as
a catchline on a huge banner which floated
on the top of the newspaper building. Moreover, five hundred music stores in Chicago
carried the window streamer announcement
of the catchline calling attention to the showing of the picture and the song called, BIG

BROTHER.

On Christmas day several hundred poor and
unfortunate children attended the movie as
guests of the Chicago Tribune.
*

*

*

Effective Bally for 'Innocence'
In the campaign book for C. B. C. film
a number of real snappy exploitation ideas are suggested that are attention arresting without involving a great deal
of expense.
One suggestion, for instance, is
to get a pretty girl and a goodlookinj man
and dress the girl in white with a sign on
her reading INNOCENCE. The man should
be entirely dressed in black with a black mask
over his eyes and a card on him reading
"Guilt."
He should also carry a fishnet the
implication being that he is trying to enmesh
someone. On the net should be a sign
"The
web of circumstantial evidence." They should
walk along together, the girl glancing back
occasionally to give the impression of being
very much frightened.

INNOCENCE

•

^

credit.

Steamboat Exploits 'Wabash'

He

built and mounted on a truck, a steamboat such as the one used in the climax of
the story. That was the mode of street bally
used by Charles Blaine, manager of the Morgan Theatre, Henryetta, Oklahoma, to exploit J. Stuart Blackton's

ON THE BANKS

OF THE WABASH.

The truck also carried a banner giving the
name of the picture, and was paraded for several

days

before

showing of the

the

film.

results were startling.
But still more
startling was the almost negligible cost of
the ballyhoo.
Mr. Blaine built the novelty
for exactly $12.50. Can you beat it?

The

*

*

*

Boys Aid in 'Long Live the King'
During the showing of LONG LIVE THE
in Asheville, N. C, the Imperial Theatre ran a "King of the Newsboys Contest"
for the furthering of which the Asheville
Citizen donated a large amount of space in
their news columns together with a front
page cartoon. Newsboys wore cards on their
lapels telling their number in the contest and

KING

WHICH
Several

IS

MARY PICKFORD?

masked Spanish dancers in and arcmnd the Reo car which was used in the
campaign launched for the showing of Paramount'a "Spanish Dancer"

exploitation

asking for votes.

January

12,

brains
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now

has decided that the one way in
impress the public, exhibitor, and
the producer of the value of his stories is
to present them with the facts, and then sit
back and let them judge for themselves. Following along this line of thought he has devised this unique press book which presents
facts and nothing more.
to

This press book has been designed with
the expressed purpose of being an aid both to
the man who produces a Pelley picture and
also the exhibitor who screens one in bis
For the producer, Mr. Pelley has
theatre.
taken the story and has boiled it down to
He has itemized the sets
the actual facts.
that would be required to properly film this
He has computed figures and costs.
story.
He has outlined the characterizations, giving
the producer first hand information of the
author's conception of the various characters
Following this he has squeezed
in the story.
the story bare of all advertising possibilities
showing the wonderful chances for the injection of real showmanship, both from the
Pelley
exhibitor and the producer angle.
feels that a keen perusal of this press book
will convince anyone of the unusual entertainment value found in "Woman Glorious."

THREE THOUSAND

teaser
"Sweetheart" letters mailed to the leading citizens of Milwaukee, set the whole town talking about the Preferred Picture, "Maytime"
and helped send up the box-office receipts
when this Gasnier production played Leo A.
Landau's Alhambra Theatre there last week.

Journal and Milwaukee
added to the publicity by carrying
stories about the letters which are devised
to shock the reader at first, but which on

Milwaukee

Sentinel

second glance
advertisement.

—turn

—

out to be a "Maytime"

The concern makes

ADVERTISING
AIDS

of

Pelley

The

;

1924

the entire Pelley organcentralized in creating
one of the most unique and unusual press
books ever seen in the trade on 'Woman
Glorious," Pelley's novel now placed before
T nis new idea
the industry for approval.
in press books is called a "shooting book,''
giving the story from the original idea in
the author's brain to the musical prologue
in the theatre.

which

:

:

;

The letter, reproducing a woman's handwriting and enclosing an imitation diamond
ring, reads on the first page as follows
"Dearest
"I am returning your ring and we must
never see each other again.
My eyes are
filled with tears and I am trying so hard

you why it is best that we part forever but I can't.
The words won't come.
"All I can say is that you will understand
to tell

—

"

if you will just
Here the first page ends and turning over

all

the notepaper one reads on the other side
"
see that wondertul picture 'Maytime.'
ft tells, oh so well, just what is in my heart.
The love story of Harrison Ford, Ethel
Shannon and Clara Bow is just like my own.
It is a wonderful picture.
See it and you

—

will

why though my

understand

breaking,

I

am

still

heart

is

your
Sweetheart."

''pHE department

that prepared ideas and
for C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation advertising and exploitation ideas,
sees to it that the exhibitor can put them
over cheaply.
All ideas, before they go into the various
campaign books which are issued in connection with C. B. C. features, is tested out practically, with a view to seeing that exhibitors
can use them with a gross expenditure of
"Too
not more than five or ten dollars.
many so-called 'aid books' are just written
to fill up space," according to the C. B. C.
"But when it comes
advertising department.
to working out the stunts, they're not pracThis
tical, or cost a great deal of money.
is
the thing we want specially to guard
against."
Posters are always made so they can be
used as ''cut-out" material for lobby display.
This has been especially effective in the case
of "Forgive and Forget" the twenty-four
sheet having two big central figures which
All
can easily be cut out and mounted.
twenty-four sheets are planned with this idea
in mind, by C. B. C.
stunts

—

HIGH POWER ADVERTISING
side panels are reproducions of the shirt boards that the

TTHE two

Northwest Laundry of Winnipeg
used in the tie-up effected by the
Garrick Theatre when it played the
center
The
picture.
Vitagraph
spread shows the lobby dress of the
Mission Theatre of Wichita Falls,
Both stunts suggest pubTexas.
icity of a high order.

it a policy to see that
advertising and layout accessories on its
features are in the hands of franchise holders
well in advance of the actual picture so that
they may have sufficient time to think the
picture over and gauge carefully its possi-

all

Announcement

bilities.

lobby

is

and

made

that posters,

are already
completed on "Discontented Husbands,' the
newest C. B. C. Columbia Picture.
displays,

oils

slides,

HAWKINS, of the Capitol Theatre,
JW.
New Bedford, Mass., put over some excellent advertising on the C. B. C. — Columbia
•

Pictures

when

production

Wife,"

"Yesterday's

the feature played there.

They

started
the campaign about a week before the showing, with a picture of Irene Rich, and the
line "She was 'Yesterday's Wife.'"
Nothing
more than that. The next day came a picture
of Eileen Percy, in exactly the same location on the same page, with the line beneath
it "She was today's Wife."
The following
day, in the same space, was the question, in
type "Would you rather be Yesterday's Wife,
or the Wife of Today?" and, in the woman's
page, a special "sob-story" on divorce and
remarriage.
The next day, the regular production ads began to appear in the same space,
and, so high was public curiosity, that they
attracted an enormous lot of attention.

When

the picture played there
against big competition,
fine newspaper reviews.

business

TJODKINSON

it

did fine

and

won

has prepared a broadside of
exploitation stunts which will be sent
to ten thousand exhibitors. The latest and one
of the greatest advertising stunts for the
picture IS a feature story which will be run
by seven hundred newspapers throughout the
country. Under the head "Is Woman Man's
Mental Equal,'.' Gene Stratton-Porter gives
her viewpoint of the war of the sexes. Ample
mention is made of her picture "Michael
O'Halloran."
Because of the multitude of
people it will reach, this is calculated to be
of untold advertising value to exhibitors, and
will rival the Kiwanis tie-up in making seatselling

an easy task.

•••
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^ried and Proved Pictures
'The Shock'

Talking About Marriage

jy[ARRIAGE
moon

begins

when

This Page and Your Bank

the honey-

There's no telUng about husbands until they've been tried and proved

With

They have a

pictures

it's

with the added experience and
knowledge of the first run behind him,
the exhibitor ought to be aDie to make
it go over bigger than before.
Book Tried and Proved Pictures.

public always wants something
That's true. But they'll like the
new things better if you give them diAnd they'll
version, once in a while.
sit down to see that sure fire picture
with confidence and a pleasant anticipation.

*

Auto Picture
Released by Paramount
BRIEF: Virginia Kent believes that her father's
automobile concern needs publicity to save it from
ruin.
She tricks him into consenting to have a
special car built and when Claxton, the traitor manager of the concern who has been bribed by a rival
concern to throw the grand prize race, tries to quit
just before
drives the

owner,
race

is

the event, Virginia
car to victory.

A

and

Virginia

Roddy,

who

drives one
cleverly woven

son

of

of

his

takes his place and
love afifair between
the rival concern's
father's cars in the

in.

C PEED the keynote of this
^ and speed what they love
is

is

Cupid and
with love and

of

cars.

A

entire picture

a comedy
good story seasoned
!

It's

lap thrills.
the auto as customary
as the bath tub this type of picture is sure
to go well any place from Broadway to the
tiniest village.
The record of this picture
verifies the nationwide interest in autos and
It rode over to success on the gasospeed.
linemania wave. And it's the kind of picture
they'll come to see again because they can
get the same thrill and satisfaction out of it.
Plenty of tie-ups and exploitation stunts
are possible. Dress up a racing car with the
legend, "This is the car that won the Grand
Prize Race.
See it at the
Theatre
in 'Racing Hearts.' "
Cadillac car is also
used in the picture.
Tie-up with Cadillac
dealers.
Try to get hold of photographs of
famous races for a good lobby display. Your

Since

Henry

last

F.

made

A

local newspaper or automobile agencies may
have them.
For novel advertising, a motor car corporation in the picture hitches one of its machines to a large balloon and sails it over

the city, attracting the attention of thousands.
This suggests the idea of having a balloon
ascension of your own.
Secure a good sized
balloon and on it arrange a trapeze-like apparatus.
On this can be hung a large banner that can be read for miles around. The
wording should be to the effect that this
is a
miniature of the balloon used in the
Paramount picture "Racing Hearts' starring
Agnes Ayres and showing at the Blank Theatre next

Monday.

—

Thriller

BRIEF

together.

COMBINED
ment of a

with the thrills and excite-

story is the splendid
of Lon Chancy and Virginia Valli,
which does much to make even a greater
attraction of this fine picture.
Its success
stirring

acting

They got the Money

Released by

Paramount

Returning from the
Orient,
the
ship
catches fire and Leone Deveraux is rescued by Jim
Dorn and Joe Polak, stokers, the three casting off

in

small

a

They'D

GET

the

:

boat.

After

three

days,

they

sight

a

plague

ship derelict, throw the corpses overboard
and make themselves at home. Polak desires Leone
and in a storm one night attacks her, but she is
rescued by Dorn with whom she falls in love.
Polak is killed by a falling mast. The two lovers
are rescued by a battleship and taken home. Leone
is engaged to be married and she loses trace of
Dorn until, on her way to church she is abducted
by a masked man who turns out to be Dorn. It

then revealed that

tion

'Racing Hearts'

you

'On the High Seas'
Sea

is

*

*

If

consulting
by using it,

department
there's a hitch somewhere.
Try this on your Thinkola:
read this department and give it
fifteen minutes thought. Have it
at your elbow when writing out
your schedule of future bookings.
It means money to you!
this

young wife

The

worried

it.

make money by

can't

And

new.

a beautiful young girl, is ultimately the means of
saving her life. She is being attacked by gangsters
when he enters, but his crippled body is no match
for their healthy ones and he is being overpowered
when the California earthquake breaks, destroying
the gang and leaving these two to find happiness

and impor-

Were

about your missin^g

Perhaps the exhibitor has got to produce a few new tricks from his think
box in order to make it go. But sd has

Book the new ones too but don't be
The bulk of
afraid of the old ones.
them are more than good.

close

tant connection!

If
the same.
they've come through once, they'll come
through again.

the

Underworld Life
Released by Universal
.BRIEF: A poor cripple, who worships from afar

Roll

ends.

Dorn

is

really a

man

of posiplace.

and wealth, and the usual ending takes

Money

"Reported Missing"

T IKE

most pictures that present a good
story well told, "On the High Seas" has
established a reputation for being a "safe"
picture.
Since its only purpose is to entertain, its appeal has been universal.
The
sea is connected in the minds of everybody
with adventure and romance.
play on this
idea in laying out your exploitation plans
will put the picture across as big as it has
gone over in the past.
The entrance to your theatre can be appropriately dressed with nautical designs for
this picture.
coil of rope here, a lifebuoy

A

A

an anchor somewhere else; this should
be the procedure.
If your lobby is wide
enough, and you can secure it, procure a
rather battered boat and label it to the effect
that in just such a boat as this, two men and
a young woman were cast adrift in midPacific and only rescued after a series of thrilling adventures, all of which will be depicted
in "On the High Seas."
Compasses, a sextant, marline spikes, blocks and tackle and
other articles common to a ship, can also
add to the lobby display.
There is the possibility of a slogan in the
title of this picture, one to be used along

there,

the lines of a business boost. For instance,
there is such a slogan as "This Town is
'On the High Seas' of Prosperity.
Buy
Now! !" This is an idea for local business
men to adopt, and your suggestions will undoubtedly be of great value to them.
There are exceptional possibilities for shop
tie-ups, especially if you happen to be in a
shipping town.
In such places the majority of stores carry some line or another of
marine supplies and you can immediately link
the fact of these articles being used on the
high seas, with the picture.
Should there be
a particular display of compasses and sextants, you might have a card prepared, with
a neat diagram tracing the way from this
particular store to your theatre.
The card
can be so worded that the compasses can be
shown as the director of man's path "On the
High Seas," while the diagram can be referred to as showing the way for anybody
to "On the High Seas."

"One Week
"Love

of Love"

an Awful

is

Thing"

"Pawned"

and

The
Talmadge
Revivals

!

Book any

them
assure you

or all of

prices that

real profit.

at

a

;

January
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Theatre
Shock'

Milwaukee, Wis.,

in
is

best

its

is

a

testimonial.

manager of

riot.

Business

the
says

Merrill
"

:

'The

For

immense.

unusual, thrilling and exciting entertainment
Wonderful advertisthis takes the berries.
ing possibilities. Any exhibitor can clean up
"
on 'The Shock.'
Which means that all you have to do to
duplicate his experience is to get behind your
exploitation campaign. The story offers sevPictures of the California
eral possibilities.
earthquake together with posters from the
picture will make great display material for
With these, you might also use
the lobby.
an electrically wired barrel in the front of
the lobby. It can be so arranged that sparks
will radiate from it, and it will respond immediately to the touch. This will surely attract attention.
You might also arrange for a tie-up with
the drug store handling vibrators and violet

These could be display with
" 'The Shock'
posters and signs reading
It will do
tones up the nervous system.
you and your family a world of good."
*
ray machines.

:

5jf

BRIEF Barton Baynes got a prophesy of four
and a rosy future from the Silent Woman,
while Amos Grimshaw, the son of Ben, who was
the tightfisted power over the farmers, received
one of death and the gallows. One night Bart met
The Stranger. There was another traveller on the
lonely road and it happened that the three came
together.
Bart saw the flash of a gun and The
Stranger drop to the road. He saw the assailant
come up and bend over the body. He hurled a
stone which struck the assailant in the temple and
The body turned
hurried off to spread the news.
She fell
out to be the son of the Silent Woman.
Amos is finally convicted of
prostrated with grief.
the crime and old Ben falls dead with the Silent
Woman's bony fingers pointing at him. Barton's
future is bright with the smiles of Sally and success.
:

perils

'T'HE

story which was written by Irving
Bacheller is one of charm besides holding the attention and interest.
The following of the events in the lives of the
striking characters to their endings, some
tragic and some happy, is as effective in
the film as it was in the book and readers
of Bacheller will be well pleased.
"The Light in the Clearing" is one of
Bacheller's most popular books.
Many
thousands of copies have been sold since
it was first published in 1917, and there is
room for the sale of many thousands more.
Go to the book stores in your town or
neighborhood and arrange for displays and
special sales on the book.
You can well afford to provide the necessary advertising posters for the displays,

and

in addition

might reciprocate by show-

ing a slide urging patrons to read the book
after they have seen the picture, giving
the name of the book stores where the
novel is for sale.

Don't overlook the great opportunity
is
provided by tying up with your

that

company.

local

lighting

your

electric bill for
entitles you to

The amount

of

the past year cera small favor from
the company.
Every electric light company advertises to a certain extent, and
in view of your friendly relations with the
company in your town, you will probably
be able to get them to word their advertainly

tisements something like the
"The power provided by the

Edison

Company

supplies

This will give you catchwhich you can tie up
Also, you may be
able to obtain permission to snipe a number of electric light poles with the follow-

Theatre on

copy:

"This is 'A Light
See the picture at the
(date)."

Released by Universal

Cassie Cook, in the opium selling game,
becomes remorseful, wishes to save her chum from
the habit and leave China.
She wins the confidence
of a white man in Hang Chow, who tells her he
is there to fight the evil.
Cassie feels like a cheat
and turns against her comrades.
battle takes
olace
between the two factions out of which
Cassie comes cleansed and with a clean and honorable love.

A

'T'HIS

is an "atmosphere" story with an
exceptionally good cast.
Priscilla Dean
pulls as strongly as she usually does.
The
life of the Orient is a never failing source
of interest and people who have missed seeing this picture before will come to see it
along with those who have already seen it.
The exploitation possibilities in connection
with this picture are particularly rich.
street ballyhoo in the form, of a jinrikisha,
the Japanese carriage can be used.
Your
local blacksmith can construct the jinrikisha
for you by making use of two old carriage
wheels and a compo-board backing for the
seat.
Any large Japanese or Chinese unbrella will complete the outfit.
The girl
in the carriage is to be dressed as an American.
pair of pajamas and a Chinese hat
will turn any man into a "Chink."
Several weeks in advance of your showing
of "Drifting," flash a radio slide on your
screen worded
"How many words can you
spell from the letters of 'D-r-i-f-t-i-n-g,' the
big Universal- Jewel coming here (date).
season pass will be given to the person turning in the greatest number at the box ofiice."
Ask the druggist to make a display of incense burners and illustrate the display with
stills
and a card nothing that this is the
incense being used at the Capitol for the
presentation of "Drifting," etc.
number of our biggest new'spapers have
launched very successful circulation building
campaigns of interest to the amateur reporter.
There are a great many people in your city
who are "Drifting" in life, and have had
some very interesting experiences.
Tie-up with your leading newspaper on a
"Drifting" reporter stunt. Arrange to offer
daily cash prizes for the three best "Drifting"

'

A

A

:

A

A

stories sent in

by readers.

New York
The Light in

the Clearing."

ing poster
Clearing.'

Drama

BRIEF:

These

stories

following:

line advertising with
in your own space.

in

the

Blank

I

lished.

You can advertise the newspaper contest
on your screen in return for the newspaper
The newspaper
publicity you will receive.
editor is not giving you something for nothing.
He will be getting the advantage of a
very interesting feature in his daily columns.
An effective tie-up can be arranged with
the Victor dealers in town, there being two
songs in the Victor catalogue with the title
"Drifting."
They were not specially written for the picture but will be just as effective in helping the Victor dealer sell these

The Best Show

Town

in

'Drifting'
opium,

Released by Hodkinson

How I became a drifter; (b)
regained my foothold upon success
(c) the turning point in my drifting career.
In addition to the cash prizes, offer a pair
of tickets for "Drifting" for each letter pub(a)

tell:

how

.

5jS

'The Light in the Clearing'
Rural Life

Here is another suggestion that you may
If there is a vacant
be able to work out.
building lot, centrally located and near
your theatre, get permission from the owners to place a lighted lantern in the lot at
night.
Set the lantern on an ordinary box
and place near it a sign reading: This is
The Light in the Clearing. See the picture next week at the blank theatre.
It will also be possible for you to effect
tie-ups with the stores in your town which
lamps and other
sell floor lamps, table
lighting fixtures.
Another exploitation angle that you may
be able to work out is an essay contest
among the pupils in the advanced grammar
Irving Bacheller's books
school grades.
are generally read in the upper classes and
you might offer a prize of $5, or free
tickets, for the best essay on "The Light
By appointing the ediin the Clearing."
tor of your leading newspaper judge of
the contest, and offering the prize through
his paper you will pave the way for a
really valuable amount of publicity

Utt Mot

Mm

^ut Ssiunbcr

must

Cheat
Splendid
Star, Pola Xegri.
(6,323 feet).
picture; patrons liked it, and it was all right
in every way. Miss Negri is becoming AmCTiMoral tone okay and is suitable for
canized.

Draw fanuly
7,7dO
AdE. Alford, Jacob's Theatre

Sunday. Had good attendance.
and railroad class in town of
mission 10-28.
(1,100

seats),

J.

McComb,

Mississippi.

Exciters
AnStar, Bebe Daniels.
(5,939 feet).
other swell picture with just lots of clean
If you can't put
action and thrills galore.
this one over better fill the show shop with
hay. Has good moral tone and is suitable for
Had good attendance. Draw
any old day.
Ned Pedigo, Polbest class in town of 7,000.
lard Theatre (800 seats), Guthrie, Oklahoma.

Great Impersonation
(6,658 feet). Star cast. Very good picture.
Will please nearly one hundred per cent. Had
H. W. Mathers, Morns
good attendance.
Run Theatre, Morris Run, Pennsylvania.

Grumpy
Star, Theodore Roberts. This
(5,621 feet).
one pleased ninety-nine per cent, for us. Robwork was great and he made many
erts'
There are some fine
friends in our audience.
touches of comedy in ths one. Had good attendance. Draw better class in town of 4,500.
A. Anglemire, "Y
C.
Admission 10-15.
Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvama.
'

Hollywood
Star cast. Eight reels. Some(8,100 feet).
thing different in motion pictures. Wonderful
box office attraction. No mistake can be made
William Noble,
in booking "Hollywood."
Rialto Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Homeward Bound
(7,000

feet).

hundred
pleased them
one

A

Star, Thomas Meighan.
that
production
cent.

per

all
and received manv comPleased as well as "Back Horne

ments.
Broke."

and

Moral

tone

okay

and

is

suitable for Sunday. Had very good attendance. Draw better class in town of 800. Admission 10-20. Frank G. Leal, Leal Theatre
(246 seats), Irvington, California.

Prodigal Daughters
(6,216) feet). Star, Gloria Swanson. This
the best Gloria has given us in a long
time. Drew well and pleased one hundred per
cent. Has good moral tone and is suitable for
Sunday. Had above average attendance. Draw
all classes in city of 14,000. Admission 10-25.
E. W. Collins, Grand and Liberty Theatres
(750-600 seats), Jonesboro, Arkansas.
is

Experience
(7 reels). Star, Richard Barthelmess. An
old one for us, but it pleased them all.
received an A-1 print which helped a great

We

deal to satisfy. Barthelmess was good in this
one. Had good attendance. Draw better class
in town of 4,500. Admission 10-15. C. A.
Angelmire, "Y" Theatre (400 seats), Nazareth, Pennsylvania.

(These opinions are from Moving Picture
World's "Straight from the Shoulder Reports")
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records and at the same time help you.

A

"See 'Drifting'
window card might suggest
Hear 'Drifting' on
at the Blank Theatre

—

the

:

Record."

going back to his wife. Consumed with jealousy,
Rosita informs on him and he is returned to jail,
but when she sees the baby, she relents and has

him

'y
--

'Thorns and Orange Blossoms'
Preferred

Love Triangle
BRIEF: Alan Randolph and

Spain's idol, a singer,
But reminded
in love while Alan is in Spain.
Rosita
of his fiancee in Louisiana, he goes back.
They meet
follows to make an American tour.
again and Alan, realizing the danger, marries Violet
Rosita, infuriated, threatens to
at once in secret.
kill him with a revolver and in the scuffle she is
wounded. Determined not to let anyone else have
him, she has him sent to jail for five years.
Rosita
outlines a plan of escape to Alan, but he refuses.
However, when he receives word from Violet of the
birth of his baby, he accepts the plan and escapes.
fall

freed.

—

tried-and-proven
attraction you cannot afford
Play it once
to pass up.
and you'll be glad to
play it again

sure-fire,

NOW—

"Broke all records. So
good that I shall play it
again."
Adam

Flohr,

Toledo,

O.

"Sold

HART THEATRE,

every night.
Have booked return enout

gagement."
C.

Barrett,
TRE, Shider,
S.

PALACE THEAOkla.

"I would be very glad if
coidd secure this picture again."
E. W. Weaver, OSAGE THEA-

I

TRE,

Shidltr,

Okla.

"Many ask me if we can
get 'Merry Go Round'
again."
Leon B

Ramsdell,

PLACE THEATRE,
Moline,

Mgr.

NEW

Moline, HI.

111.

CARL LAEMMLE
Presents

MERRY
GO
ROUND

AND ORANGE

HORNS
SOMS"

really

the

visits

picture

Philbin - Norman Kerry
Directed by Rupert Julian

Advertised in The Sat. Eve. Post

Universal Super Jewel

the book
probably

numbers

a display possible.

If it has not, however, it doubtless will
be glad to obtain them from the nearest
jobber if you show them that your advertising of the title will arouse a demand
for the book.

artistic

You might

provide some of your best
pictures, with portraits of the players
who have visualized the characters for the
production.
Such a display of portraits,
production stills and books is bound to
arouse interest of the very class of people
you want to patronize your theatre.
still

theatre.

When

Gasner made "Thorns and Orange Blossoms" he paid particular care
to the radio scenes, one of which shows
Estelle Taylor broadcasting and another,
Kenneth Harlan listening to her voice
over the wire.
intense

interest

evidenced

in

the

'Reported Missing'

development of the radio can be capitalized by the exhibitor.
One manner of
doing this is described below:
Hire a small covered automobile or a
horse-drawn vehicle.
Have the horn
mounted on top with a tube connecting

BRIEF:

with the inside of the vehicle, making it
possible for the man manipulating it to be
heard but not seen.
The point to bring out, of course, is
that the radio has been put to a new and
novel use in "Thorns and Orange Blossoms."
By a careful routing of your
neighborhood or town, you will reach not
only your regular clientele but some the
fellow down the street has been getting

Boyd, a habitual idler is disinterested
matter until Pauline Dunn makes him
to business and save the ships for
America.
Oman kidnaps both on a ship
which puts out to sea. The ship is stranded.
Boyd's uncle demands that Oman return
them. Oman makes the girl captive on his
ship while Boyd, rescued by a battleship,
pursues in a Navy hydroplane. Oman wins
the race, but Boyd goes to his house and
rescues the girl, the Oriental being killed in

Comedy Melodrama

Oman, a scheming; Oriental shipping magnate.
in the

get

GREAT

A

Story, full of action, interest,
These, briefly are
the reasons why this picture has taken its

humor and mystery.

place

R-E-P-O-R-T-E-D M-I-S-S-I-N-G.
these

to

of

,

course,

been

One

of

be omitted

announcement

could
In this advertisement there
reported missing.
To the
first ten (or twenty, or fifty) persons identifying this letter by correctly spelling the two
words to which it belongs will be issued two
complimentary tickets to the forthcoming performance of the picture by that name at the
:

just one letter

Blank Theatre next week.

have

the speaker make a little talk of the value
and future of the radio and then talk of
the picture.
The biggest book store in your citv
doubtless will be glad to arrange a tie-up

HetiSotiWan

would,

read as follows

radio, the production, etc.

might be more advantageous

letters

and the accompanying
is

receiv-

have

You might offer a reward for the discovery of either of the two and, of course,
they will be discovered in your theatre
on the night of the opening.
In t.ddition you might use any of the countless difrerent ways you have probably used
before to exploit a picture dealing with an
effective "teaser" or "puzzle" ad may be
used by having an artist design a display of
jumbled letters contained in the two words.

This could be made still more effective
an arrangement of the horn could be
used to carry the voice to the pedestrians
By its use attenpassing in the street.
tion could be called to the use of the

a

that

teaser campaign covering the
disappearance
of
Richard
Boyd and
Pauline Dunn can be laid out.

if

from

pictures

teresting

added interest. From your exchange get
the still showing Miss Taylor broadcasting and Harlan listening to "La Paloma"
which the former really sings in the picture and then display them prominently.

comes

the

A

Secure not only
for an effective display.
a receiving but a broadcasting one as well.
Describe the parts with properly labeled
cards and have a lot of technical paraphernalia scattered around to give the display

sion that the voice
ing station.

with

tried and that have proved themselves to
be real money makers.
good idea in exploiting this picture is
the use of novelty goggles made of paper
peep holes for the eyes and a nose flap
giving the title and the theatre.
An in-

dealer or electrician for a radio display
and see that he gives you plenty of window space. If you go in for this, be quite
sure you use an authentic set and not one
There is a real chance here
that is faked.

It

down

the tight.

This radio stunt should be doubly effective in the event j^ou have the man in the
automobile announce that the Spanish
opera singer will appear "at the Blank
Theatre on Wednesday evening."
Arrange with some important radio

The speaker might be placed behind the
screen provided by the back of the window at the rush hour only, or during the
He
shopping period of the afternoon.
should remain unseen giving the impres-

Released by Selznick

Richard Boyd comes into possession of the Boyd Shipping- Co. by inheritance.
This company has an option on a
huge fleet of ships much sought after by

in.

with

Mary

—

fully of pictorial beauty
picture.
Gasnier has proappeal to the eye and Bertha
is

make such

to

BLOS-

vided an
Isi.
Clay who wrote the original book
makes her usual strong heart appeal.
This is a "class" production and will appeal to the highest type of audience that

The

Theatre after theatre playing "Merry Go Round" has
asked for a return engagement. Can you ask for better proof of a picture's boxofi&ce value thau that? Good
for two smashing box-office
records in a row
it's the

that will involve a big display of
in the store window.
The store
will have the book in sufficient

WHEN YOUR
FEATURE FAILS,
WHAT THEN ?

:

:
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:
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
In This Department Is Delivered to

You

Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.

in

Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

on
'Flaming Youth'

Critics Disagree

The

Indiana Star, commenting on the picture points out
that Colleen Moore "burns up just
as rapidly and makes just as much
smoke as the best of them." The
audience, he observed, seemed to
amusing
the
enjoy
thoroughly
situations of which there are a
number. And yet

Houdini .... .F. B. O.

.5,000
.5,000
.6,566
W. Worsley Universal . .12,000
Paramount .5,503
Gray-Naldi-Nagle. Allan Dwan
..6,000
Not credited. Fox
Tom Mix
Beaumont . Warner's . .8,000
Blue-Vidor
.Paramount
.6,295
Wm. deMille
. . . Ayres-Holt
Universal .10,000
Philbin- Kerry
R. Julian
.7,000
David Smith Vitagraph .
...Special Cast
..8,000
Eichberg . . .Fox
Lee Parry
.6,725
.Preferred
York-ClifFord-GlassGasnier
.7,000
.First Nat'!
Badger
Bernard-Carr
Hodkinson .6,600
Tuttle
Glenn Hunter
.6,841
.
.Goldwyn
.
Badger
C.
Special Cast

Haldane of the Sec. Serv.Houdini
Chas. Jones
Hell's Hole

Not

Special Cast
Her Reputation
Hunchback of Notre DameLon Chaney

Lawful Larceny

Lone Star Ranger
Main Street
Marriage Maker, The
Merry Go Round
The Midnight Alarm
Monna Vanna
Mothers-In-Law
Potash-Perhnutter
Puritan Passions
Red Lights

spite

of

the film a certain degree of stability.

credited.

Wray

J.

.

.

Fox

,

.First Nat'l

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

for the
picture apparently and have registered their favor in no uncertain
terms stamping the picture "one
of the best-told screen novels that
has come along." As opposed to
others who believe the book has
not been devoutly followed to the
detriment of the film, this reviewer believes the screen version handles "a rather long and
complex
rather
story,
involved
with human motives, with remarkFurthermore
able simplicity."
is all

"Flaming Youth" is one of the best
which has come
told screen novels
along.
It takes a rather long and inwith
complex
story,
rather
volved
human motives, and delivers it with
remarkable

We

simplicity.

recommend

the picture as being one of those in
the current output which is not trash,
but has a high aim and realizes far.

The

Cincinnati

Inquirer,

how-

ever, is not nearly so flattering in
The reits criticism of the film.
viewer believes that "the manners
of the present age of high living
and low thinking are rather sen-

sationally

Youth."

depicted

in

"Flaming

While admitting
"to some extent

that the
faithful

picture is
to the age" it is, in the words
of the reviewer "far from being a
faithful translation of the book
This he
on which it is based."
attributes to the fact that movie
censorship would make necessary
the elision of some of the scenes
which appear in the book.

Throughout the production,

scarcely

a single admirable character appears,
and the audience is regaled with the
antics of a lot of childish adults and
adulterated children.
Consequently, the
of the cast, though many of
talented, work against unfair
handicaps.

members
them are

.

OCTOBER

admits that since he has seen
"Flaming' Youth," he can no longer
consider that Colleen Moore does
not belong to what he classifies
as "the topnotchers."

The Times

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

says in part

Nothing much funnier has ever been
expiated upon in a picture and James
Cruze,

.

.

its

entire length.
This seems to have
been the general efTect on all the
critics who, to say the least, were
very enthusiastic about the film.

of the production,
scintilla of a chance
this sequence,
always
anything in
the
nature
of

the

director

has not missed the

Distributor Length
Harlan C. Moore Tom Sorman Preferred ....6,000
April Showers
Ashes of Vengeance ...Norma Talraadge. Frank Lloyd First Natl 10,000
7,000
Holbrook Blinn . . Edm. Carew First Nat 1
Bad Man, The
5,934
Wm. WellmanFox
.
Charles Jones
Big Dan
.Fox ...... 7,000
Jack Ford
John Gilbert
Cameo Kirby
6,000
Dancer of the Nile, TheSpecial Cast ....Wm. P. Earle.F. B.
6,000
Goldwyn
Browning
Special Cast
Day of Faith, The
Metro
Harry
Garson
Special Cast
Desire
"'i„„
7,000
Hope Hampton .Charles Horan Fox
Does It Pay?
5.000
Lewis King.. Arrow
All Star
Devil's Dooryard
.. 7,000
..Tod BrowningUmversal
Priscilla Dean
Drifting
»t-.._.
- Franklin.
...
.1st Natonal. 7,000
.S. —
^. Talmadge
Dulcy
7,000
• Edw. Sloman .Metro
Eagle's Feather, The ...Special Cast
8,000
.Reg. Barker .Metro
Eternal Struggle, The ..Special Cast
6,000
.Fox
Mortimer
Gilbert
.E.
John
Exiles, The
..6,000
.Frank Crane Asso. E»
Special Cast
Foolish Parents
6,000
_._ Fox
.Harry Millard
Governor's Lady, The ..Special Cast
s.ouu
Fox
Campbell
Dustin Famum
Grail, The
6,000
Metto
....
.
Shaw
.Harold
Special Cast
Held to Answer
9,000
.Emmett Flynn Goldwyn
In the Palace of King . Special Cast
F. B. O. .. 6,000
:...Ruth Stonehouse.FanpeU
Lights Out
5,000
....
Sunset
Warner
...Not
Credited
B.
The
Lone Fighter,
J.
9,364
Schertzmger .Metro
Long Live the King ...Jackie Coogan .
6,295
De MiUeParamount
All Star
Marriage Maker
.5,000
First Natl
Meanest Man in World .Special Cast ....Eddie Kline
Geo. Marshall. Umversal .. 5,000
Jack Hoxie
Men in the Raw
6,000
.. Van Dyke ...Asso. lix.
Special Cast
Miracle Makers
Fox ...... 7,uuu
No Mother to Guide Her Genevieve Tobin . Horan
Special Cast .. ..David Smith .Vitagraph ••7,000
Pioneer Trails
Donald Crist .First Natl .7,000
Special Cast
Poniola
6,000
Albert Austin Selznick
Dinky
Prince of a King, A
Wesley Barry
Wm. Baudine. Warner's .. 6,000
Printer's Devil, The
8,000
Frank Tuttle Hodkinson
Puritan Passion
Special Cist
Ramblin' Kid, The
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgewick Universal .. 6,000
UnitedArtists 8,800
Rosita
Pickford
Lubitsch
6,000
Metro
Rouged Lips
Dana
H. Shaw
Ruggles of Red Gap ...All Star
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount ..7,590
6,000
Shattered Faith
Snecial Cast
J. J. Ormont. Independent
Paramount ..5,000
Silent Partner
Maigne
Moore-Joy
Goldwyn-Cos.8,000
Six Days
Griffith
Brabin
Six-Fifty, The
Welsh-Adoree
Kat Ross ... Universal .. 5,000
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
G. V. Baker. Goldvyyn .. 7,000
Steadfast Heart, The ...Special Cast
..Sheridan Hall Goldwyn .. 7,000
Sting of the Scorpion
5,000
.Edmund Cobb
Rich. Hatton Arrow
Strangers of Night
7,800
Metro
Moore-Bennett
.Niblo
Three Ages
6,000
B. Keaton....
Keaton-Cline .Metro
Thundergate
7,000
Special Cast
Grasse First Nat'l
J. De
Times Have Changed ...William Russell .James Flood -Fox
5,000
To the Last Man
Fleming
Paramount ..6,000
All Star
Untameable
All Star
Sunset
5,000
Blache
Way of Transgressor
All Star
Craft
Universal ...5,000
What Love Will Do . . .Kenneth McDonaldNot Credited .Independent 5,000
Where Is West
Hoxie
Marshall
Universal ...5,000
Why Worry
Lloyd
New. -Taylor .Pathc
6,000
Wild Party, The
Gladys Walton ... Her. Blashe .. Universal
5,000
Woman Proof
Thos. Meighan ..A. Green ...Paramount ..7,687
Zaza
Gloria Swanson ..Allan Dwan .Paramount ..7,076

Director

Star

Feature

Wm

.

.

up

lead

to

avoiding

to

slapstick comedy.
AH the players were
exceptionally well cast in this most welcome picture.

The Baltimore, Md., Sun
the

picture

and

its

calls

"a

delightful satire"
and in speaking of its authors
Connelly and Kaufman speaks of
them as the coming satirists of
the stage and the screen who "take
gentle cracks at the present day

many absurd

customs."

Of

the film itself this reviewer says
The banquet scene and its denouncement is an unbeatable situation. It is
worth ten times the price of admission.
The whole film is replete with humorous gags of the homely sort that make
picture a scream.
You may think
are foolish but then, "Aren't

the
the

men

we

all?"

.

.

.

.

.

"To the Ladies" is "all champagne" according to the reviewer
of the Los Angeles Times.
He
sets himself down on record as
saying "it is one of the most delightful comedies ever screened."

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NOVEMBER
Feature

Blow Your

.Lewis-Perdue ....J. W. Horne
Robert Hill
Special Cast
Williams
Seeling
C. Talmadge
V. Heerman
Bosworth-WindsorM. Neilan
Eddie Hearn
Not credited.

.

.

:

chamnagne

(or used

to)

"To the Ladies," according to
the Philadelphia Ledger, is "almost
as adequate an expression on the
silver sheet as in its stage producThe reviewer regards
as

"a

typical

the
cross-section

of the success of the play was
brilliant shafts of dialogue
contained.
Yet the pantomimic effects of the film cast, aided by the sub-

.

.

.

.

.

is

like

of American life."

.

.

.

.

you

B. O.
Universal

.

.

If

don't miss this bubbling, good-humored
satire built on the play written by the
dads of "Dulcy." It is one of the most
delightful comedies ever screened.
That
amazingly versatile genius of a director. James Cruze. who has to his credit
such wide'v
different
picturesi,
also
directed this one.
And personally I
wish he would stick to the satirical stuff
as he has a flair for it.

Distributor Length
.F.

..6,000
5,000
A3rwon
5,000
.First Nafl .7,337
Eternal! Flame
.Goldwyn
6,000
Flaming Waters
.F. B. O. ..6,000
Flaming Youth
Colleen Moore ...Jack Dillon
First Nat'l
8,434
His Children's Children .All Star
Sam Wood ., Paramount .8,338
Hospitality
Buster Keaton ...Jack Blystone Metro
6,220
Human Mill, The ...... Special Cast . . .Alan Holubar Metro
6,000
Huntress
Reynolds
1st National 7,000
C. Moore
.
Jealous Husbands ...... Specia] Cast
M. Tourneur .First Nat.'l .6.000
Kentucky Days ....... .Dustin Farnum .David Solmon Fox
6,000
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast ....W. Bennett .. Vitagraph
.6,000
Light That Failed
Melford
All Star
Paramount .7,013
•

comment

tion."

Director

Star

Own Horn

Crooked Alley
Cyclone Jones
Dangerous Maid, The

The cast, he says, "is the big
buzz," and the picture is so well
presented that "you actually feel
as though you were viewing it
from the stage."
His further

piece

.

The New York Journal reviewer

kept him laughing throughout

.

.

.

The Chicago News

Times, "To the Ladies" is one
the few pictures which have
started the reviewer laughing and

of

.

.

.

an awkward story, Miss
Moore contributes much merriment to
the occasion and Elliott Dexter and Milton Sills lend the frontier element of

In

Distributor Length

Director

Star

Feature

of "Flaming
several of the critics
took exception to the manner in
which the characters were drawn,
some maintained that the picture
did not do the book justice, while
still others stamped the film with
their wholehearted approval.

Award Paramount
Comedy High Praise
A CCORDING to the New York
Critics

SEPTEMBER

Doubted by Reviewers
reviews

'To the Ladies' Superb
Screen Satire

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

Merits of First National Film
their
INYouth"

.

.

.

.

.

.

Much

due to the
it

bring home without loss of effect,
the amusing situations entailed.

titles,

.

Obviously, "To the Ladies" is
one of the few screen productions
which has called forth the unanimous and unmitigated praise of
the entire army of film reviewers.
Such a recommendation is certainly not to be scoffed at.
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Exhibitors Trade Review

Hart Welcomed But His

Current Productions

Tom Mix's New

(Continued)

.

Story Criticized

Interests

'Wild Bill Hickok' Follows

Old Time Methods
public seem
THE
ment
watching

to find

Little Old New York ..Marion Davies .. Sidney Scott .Goldwyn ..
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast ....Not credited .. Metro ....
Maytime
Special Cast
Gasnier
Preferred ..
Million to Burn, A ...Herbert RawlinsonWiUiam Parke Universal ..

9,000
6,000
6,090
5,000
Monna Vanna
8,648
Eichberg
Fox
All Star
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast
BlacktonVitagraph
..7,000
J. S.
Pleasure Mad
7,547
Special Cast
Reg. Barker .Metro
Scars of Hate
H. G. Moody. Independent 5,000
Jack Livingston
Shifting Sands
Hodkinson ..6,000
Special Cast ....Granville
6,000
South Sea Love
Not credited. Metro
Viola Dana
Social Code, The
6,000
Fox
Shirley Mason ...Oscar Atsel
6,000
Social Code
Metro
Dana
Apfel
Spanish Dancer
Paramount ..8,434
Brenon
Pola Negri
Stephen Steps Out
Paarmount ..5,652
D. Fairbanks, Jr. .Henabery
The Leavenworth Case .AH Star Cast ...Chas. Giblyn Vitagraph ..6,000
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Harry Garson Universal .. 7,000
6,000
Thy Name Is Woman. Special Cast ....Fred Niblo ..Metro
Unseeing Eyes
Barrymore-Owen .E. H. Griffith Goldwyn ...8,500
..6,000
Wanters, The
Nat'l
Special Cast ....John M. Stahl First
•

amuse-

the two-gun
artist, Bill Hart, and did not seem
to realize the Wild Bill Hickok
really did get his fourteen men at
But perhaps they have
a time.
The
never heard of Wild Bill.
reviewer on the Tribune, New
York, knew the history for he
says

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"And Wild

Bill was tender, too, and
and generous and noble and Bill
Hart made his upper lip tremble and
looked handsome to his heart's content."

loyal

Later he says

•

Feature

:

"Those who love Bill Hart will love
the gun play but will cry out for a
happy ending. As one woman said on

way out of the theatre, "Why
make him marry the girl?"

her

didn't they

The New York Times

the

like

others contents itself with saying
that although they are glad to
see Hart back the scenario is no
longer of the type to interest the
public.
From the Public Ledger
of Philadelphia, we quote

—

"Bill Hart is back
and for motion
picture fans that is just about the best
news of the year. And if there is anything additional needed to arouse interest it would be the news that Bill's first
picture in two years is the same type
of story that has made the two-gun star

famous."

The

St.

DECEMBER

Louis Dispatch dwells

on the subject of

his

gun

play.

They refer to the circumstances
under which he got "Back Jack"
as

Anna

Blanche

Country

Kid

Cal) of

Canyon

Dancer

Darhng

of Nile
of N.

.Tom H.

Ince P'"st Nat. .7,631
Universal .. .6,523
Brown ...
C. B. C. ...5,769
Kirkland
Warners
...5,686
Beaudine
Paramount ..6993
Fleming
FB.
O. ...5787
Earle

Sweet

AH

Star
All Star

Boy

Barefoot

'

Barry
Dix-Wilson

....

..

C. Myers
Baby Peggy

Y

of the most thrilling parts of
the picture.
six-shooter in the hands
of 'Wild Bill' acts just like a rapidfire machine gun.
Most of the fighting
is done in the dark but then the audience
can see the flashes and when the lights

A

switched

are

wounded
his

are

stands

Bill'

on again the dead and
lying in heaps and 'Wild
calmly in the center with

arms folded."

Many

are enthusiastic in
welcome and well wishes.
Chicago Post says

their

The

the same substantial, virile Bill.
sure and
quick aim is the terror of the town.
The same pinto pony. Paint, with his
almost human intelligence and great devotion to Bill
would back
Bill Hart against any actor of his type

"It

is

The same two-gun man whose

.

.

.

.

We

He showed

he understood his
audience perfectly for he has introduced
..

..

into it opportunities for all varieties of
action in which they like him best."

Out

in

Los Angeles

at Grauman's Metropolitan his first appearance was the signal for unrestrained
and thunderous applause, an unusual occurrence in a
picture house.
The Los Angeles
Express states

"Hart looks at least ten years younger
than he did at the time of his retirement and acts vrith all this old-time
vigor.
He flashes the two guns with
the dexterity of former days."
It also praises Ethel
ry's work as Calamity

girl

of the dance

Grey Ter-

hall.

Jane,

As

the

does

the Los Angeles Times.
Cleveland's welcome was much
the same as the welcome ac-

corded by Los Angeles and thie
Cleveland Plain Dealer asserts that
the new master of the screen has
been called the Western photoplay,
citing as an example the popularity of "The Covered Wagon."

Which,

all,
proves that
sure to interest the
picture public everywhere and particularly the Bill Hart fans.

all

this picture

is

in

Univ

6,239
Asso. Ex. ..6,282
Gold-Cos. ...6557
Browning
" Selznick
5,663
AH Star
'^haudet
LaMarr-BarrymoreFitzmaurice .'.'F'"* Nat. ..7,800
Extra Girl
Asso. Ex. ..5,700'
Normand
...Tones
Fashion Row
Metro
7,300
Murray
Leonard
Fashionable Fakers
All Star
Worthington F. B. O. ...4869
Fighting Blade
Fi"t
Nat.
..8,000
Barthelmess
Robertson ...
Gold Madness
P""- P'C- .-6,068
Post
Thornby
Half a Dollar Bill
^^t'""
5,700
Nilsson
Van Dyke
Her Temp'y Husband ..AH Star
First Nat. ..6723
McDermott
His Mystery Girl
Herb. Rawlinson .Robt F HIh' Univ
4,375
In Palace of King ....Sweet
Gold. -Cos.
..7453
Flynn
Lady of Quality
Universal ..8,000
Valli-Sills ..
!
Sedgvdck
Let s Go
Truart
6,000
R. Talmadge
Howard
Loyal Lives
Vitagraph ...6,000
Special Cast
Bennett
Mail Man
F- B. O. ..6,800
AH Star
Johnson
Man From Brodneys
Snecial Cast
David Smith Vitagraph ..7,100
Man Life Passed By.
Metro
6208
AH Star
Schertzinger
Man Next Door
Special Cast
David Smith Vitagraph ...7,000
Masters of Men
Soecial Cast
David Smith Vitagraph ...6,900
Maytime
Preferred ...7500
Ford-Shanno
Gasnier
Midnight Alarm
Special Cast
David Smith Vitagraph ..7,100
Modern Matrimony
Select
4,960
Moore-Lake
Heerman
Name the Man
Goldwyn
7,100
All Star
seastrom
Near Lady
Universal ...4812
All Star
Blache
Ninety and Nine
Vitagraph
..6,900
Soecial Cast
David Smith
Our Hospitality
Keaton
Metro ..
..6,220
Keaton
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast
David Smith ^ Vitagraph ..7,000
Pon.'oia
Nilsson
First Nat. ..6,500
Crisp
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart
Nat Ross ... Universal ..4,571
Quincy Adams Sawyer ..AH Star
Metro
7,742
Badger
..
Red Warning
Universal
Jack Hoxie
..4,795
Bradley
Red Warning
Universal ...4795
Hoxie
Bradley
J.
Rendezvous
AH Star
M. Neilan .. Goldwyn ...7,800
Keno
AU Star
R. Hughes ...Goldv^yn ...6,600
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery
Woods-Buch. Asso. Auth. 8,000
Second Hand Love
Fox
Jones
6,000
WeHman
Second Youth
AU Star
Goldwyn ...6,500
A. Parker ..
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Fox
7000
Clifton
Temple of Venus
Fox
AH Star
8,000
Otto
The Near Lady
.Universal
Gladys Walton ...Herb. Blache.
...4,812
This Freedom
AH Star
Fox
7,000
CUft
Thundergate
O. Moore
De Grasse ...First Nat. ...6565
Twenty-One
Barthelmess
Robertson .. .First Nat .. .6560
Under Red Robe
All Star
Cosmopolitan 8,000
Crosland
Unknown Purple
First Nat.
All Star
6560
Robertson
Virginian
AT! Star
Schulberg ..8,010
Forman
Davrid

Copperfield
Day of Faith
Defyi.i? Destiny
Eternal City

King Baggot

All Star
All Star

Characterization

.

!

!

!

.

.

.'

W

.

.

.

.

Dexter-Harris
AU Star

Whipping Boss
White Tiger
Romance
Wild Bill HlckcA
Wife-'s

.

.

.

Men Love

of Hudson Bay" is
a story of the North woods
and the chief interest lies in its
There are
scenery.
wonderful
great forests buried under heavy
snows; swift canoes gliding over
beautiful rivers; and the film has
all the characters of the north
squaws, half-breeds,
country
villains and a beautiful girl. But
Mix's debest of all is
parture from his usual type of

—

Tom

.

Grand Asher 7,541

...NeiH

McGowan

..

Monogram

Dean

Browning

..

Universal

Young

HefFeron

Hart

C.

.5,800
..7,177

Metro
5,169
Fam. Playera 6,983

Smith

Star

After the Ball

Glass-Cooper

Big Brother
Black Oxen

Tom Moore

markable."

The Chicago Post
picture.

Tom Mix

Director

F. Lloyd
Beaudine

Rawlinson
H. Gibson
John Gilbert

.

.

Lady

of Monsoreau
Love Pirate
Marriage Market

Satin Girl

Shadow
Shepherd

Song

the
King
„

East

of

Love
South Sea^Love
Steadfast Heart
Swamp Angel
of

Mortimer
Le Somptier

Fox

Thomas

F. B.
C. B.

.

.

.

.

.

Le Saint
Bradbury
Ben Wilson
Wellman
.

Vad.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.6,723
.4,487

.

.6000

.

.

6,000
Del. SSOO

&

..4750
6297

O.

C
.

.

5,000

Grand-Asher 5317

Fox
Hodkinson

Venturini

6,000
.6.147

AU

Star

Edwards

Grand-Asher 5591
Fox
8,000
8000
Fox

N. Talmadge

Franklin

First Nat.

Mason

.

.

Solomon

.

.

Moore
.

.

All Star

Marmont

Baggot
R. V. Lee

Distinctive
First Nat.

.Universal

.

.

.

.

.

.

Paramount

6000
8,000
.5196
.6268
.

Fox
Universal

Fox

.

6000

4,168
.7,012

.Fox

.

.

.

Fox

.

Badger

Buckingham
Cast
Hoot Gibson .... Sedgwick
All Star
Cruze
RusseU
Yost
Special

.

Away.

.
.

Rosson
Archainbaud

C.

To the Ladies
When Odds are Even
Whispered Name

.6600
.6000
.6000

.

.

Universal

.

.

Mary Alden ....Sheridan Hall

Thrill Chaser

Can't Get

.

.7.000

All Star
All Star

Shirley

The Arizona Express

You

Selznick
First Nat.

.

.7000

.

First Nat.
First Nat.

.

.

.

Star
All Star
All Star

Man from Wyoming
Hoxie
J.
Mine to Keep
Washburn
Not a Drum Was HeardCharles Jones
Old Fool
All Star

.

.

Robert Hill.. Universal
Sedgwick
Universal

All

.

Anderson
Paramount

.

Dawley
^
McDermott

_

His Mystery Girl
Hook and Ladder
Just 06F Broadway

in

not

is

Tony

in this

perilous riding
trigger character for

usual

his

and quick on the
it

says:

And you mustn't expect to see
Mix

cowboy you meet....

the

in the role of Michael Dane he has cast
off all his familiar trappings and retained
only his talent and daring and interestIf you want thrills
ing personality
they are here in abundance, coupled with

some very good acting and most

beauti-

ful scenes."

Here

a

is

where

film

thrills

are there for thrill's sake only.
They are many but the biggest
comes when Mix fights a pack
He takes
of wolves, unarmed.
them as they come, slugging and
kicking the weaker ones and
back into the
hurling them
No weighty or
snarling pack.
lofty theme cramps the style of

snowy melodrama. Another
comes when Mix and

this

big

thrill

another innocent one, both erroneously convicted of murder,
are sent on the "journey of death"
sent out without food, arms or

—

equipment of any kind,

to

wan-

der in the wilderness until cold
and the wolves make away with

them.

Tom Mix

.

.

4284
5000
6052

is

certainly a

dis-

type—as Will Roger's
proved in his imitation of him
in a recent comedy and as the
tinctive

Cleveland Plain Dealer says:
"He is coming on. He is getting to

be something more than a mere stunt
performer and a skilled horseback rider
and it is just now being reco^^nized that
he is one of the major attractions at the
offices."

Denver

concern
Distributor Length

Dwan

of Mine ....
Alexander
Broadway Broke
All Star
Her Temporary HusbandVIl Star

are going to miss

"You

The

.... Fitzgerald

GrifHth

C.

Boy

leaves everything behind but his

"He

talent and daring in essaying the chief
His characterization
role of this picture.
different from anything he has atis
tempted hitherto and the sang froid with
which he assumes the new type is re-

box

JANUARY
Feature

from

characterization. To quote
the Detroit Free Press:

.

.

W.^v

IVORTH

Sandbere

.

"One

Distributor Length

Director

Star

Christie

Acquittal

From Wild West

Departure

.

in

Vehicle

Many

itself

Post does not
with any criticism

Merely
play
or players.
dwells on the fact that Tom

of

Mix

the

as

bloodthirsty

hero,

wishes to kill his movie villains,
but complains that it gets tire-

keep shooting all day
anything fall.
Not much more can be said or

some

to

without

seeing

particular Fox production.
for the person inclined
to look to the motion pictures
for its thrills, it's quite enough.
Mix fans.
Not to forget the
this

However

Tom

Mix, minus

sombrero and

Mix your

audience will
Let them know this
something new in the way of

chaps

want
is

a

his

is

a

to see.

Mix

tell

picture and don't forget to
them of the beautiful snow

scenes of the far North, the daring fights with a pack of wolves
and the heart interest played by a
beautiful girl.

.

.

January

12,

Among

the

Among

Showmen

The Cameo^ owned

by Abe Devore, opened recently in Schenectady, N. Y.

"Rube" Melcher, city salesman
for the Kansas City Selznick ofon

the

recovering from
of typhoid fever.
after

R.

job

again

an

attack

Guthrie,

UNIVERSAL

of

the Progress Pictures, Inc.,
Dallas, Texas, has returned home
after a prosperous trip to Okla-

homa,
Tenn.

Arkansas, and

.

.

.

The Riddle Rider

.

.

Pirates and Plunder

Hands

in

.

.

Dark

.

Priscilla

.

.

.

Wm. Desmond Wm.

.

.

Craft

.

.

.

.

W. Ruggles
Marchant ...

Dean

.

Albertini

.

.

.12th wk.
9th wk.
17th wk.

Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Universal
Laurel
Universal

.

.

.

.

.

4th wk.
8th wk.
Sth wk.
3rd wk.
4th wk.
4th wk.
3rd wk.

METRO
Viola Dana
L. Taylor
All Star

Revelations

Happiness
Cape Cod Folks

A Boy

of Flanders

.

.Jackie

.

Reg. Barker

.

Coogan .Schertzinger

7th wk.
Metro
7th wk.
.Metro
Louis Mayer 2nd wk.
Metro .... Preparing
,

,

.

well

known

Ark.

Norma TalmadgeF. Borzage

Jos. Schenck 6th wk.
Badger ... First National editing
The Swamp Angel ...Colleen Moore.
All Star
Toumeur
.Tourenur
editing
Torment
All Star
Flowing Gold
J. De Grasse .R. W. Tully 4th wk.
Star
Gallooing Fish
All
Del. Andews .Tom Ince ..9th wk.
Storm
Schenck
3rd wk.
jold Fish
C. Talmadge
All Star
4th wk.
Against Rules
John Ray ... .Ince
All Star
F. Lloyd
Lloyd
2nd wk.
Sea Hawk

Abe

Levy of the
Waco, Texas,

Strand Theatre at
in Dallas, Texas, the past
week, making purchases for his

was

.

.

New

Mission, San Francisco,
while he was counting his receipts
for Saturday and Sunday business
and stole $5385.

Barclay Morgan has purchased
the Cozy Theatre at Henryetta,
Okla., from John Feeney, who announces that he will open a new
house in Okmulgee soon.

Harry A. Seed, manager of the
F. B. O. office in Albany, as well
as his associate employees, are
jubilant these days having received
the sum of $500 as the result of
Albany's showing in the recent

the

accessories

.

.

.

.

...All Star
to Educate WifeAll Star
All Star
Babbitt
All Star
Lovers Lane

How

.

Progress

.

Star

Title

Producer

Progress

Henabery ....Henabery

..9th wk.
8th wk.

..

Star
.Ml Star
Shadow
Arizona Express .
.^11 Star
Not a Drum Heard -Chas Jones
Ladies to Board
.Tom Mix

.

.

.

The Morocco Box
Just Off Broadway.
The Plunderer

.

.

.

Tom Mix

4th wk.
4th wk.
Sth wk.

Fox

2nd wk.
4th wk.
2nd wk.

....

J.

Blystone

.

.

.

Mortimer
Fox
Archainbaud ..Fox

GUbert

J.

editing

Buckingham
Fox
.Wellman
Fox
D. Solomon ..Fox
.

.

Progress

All Star

Progress
.

.

.

.editing

UNITED ARTISTS
Producer

Director

Star

Title

Progress

Thief of Bagdad ...Doug. FairbanksRaoul Walsh .. Fairbanks
26th wk.
9th wk.
Vernon Haddon HaUMary Pickford .Mar. Neilan ..Lloyd ...
Chaplin
.Preparing
^ Not Selected)
C. Chaplin ...Chaplin
.

,

.

.

Star

Harold Lloyd

The Girl Expert

.

One Ghostly Night ..AH

Producer

Director
Taylor

Sennett

.

.

Del Lord
Sennett
Erie Kenton .Schulberg
Del Lord
Sennett ..

Star
Trifling
All Star
Half Back of N. D..AU Star

Progress
9th wk.
.

..9th wk.

7th wk.
4th wk.

Producer
Progress
David Smith 2nd wk.

Director
Gasnier

Star

Title

Poisoned Paradise ...AH Star

Frank Bruner, manager
Pathe exchange

in

Title

A

Producer
Progress
Smith Vitagrapb
Titling
BlacktonC.
E.
Blaney
Printing
Fred'k-Tell'gen J. S.
..Doris Kenyon .Del HendersonC. W. Patton 2nd wk.
Director

Star

David

Tale of Red Roses. All Star

Let Not Man
The Love Bandit

spent the holidays in
111.

Rock

Island,

—

—

Price
Toronto, Ont. Harry
and Martin Bernet have joined the

Universal sales force.

—

Liberty, Mo. C. R. Wilson has
opened his new Liberty which replaces the Lyric, burned down
about a year ago.

Independence, Mo. Work has
begun on the new theatre on Lexington Street. A. E. Elliot
hind the project.

is

be-

—

Miss A. L. Ketchum,
St. Louis
owner of the Plaza, has taken over
the Aubert and Chippewa. The A.

Ketchum Theatre

Co.,

capital

has been chartered.

—

Mount

III.
Jimmie
Olito,
New
has opened the

Lawson

Montreal Paul R. Vincent has
joined Trans-Canada Theatres. He

INDEPENDENT

Edmonton, Alta.

—

Dallas E. C. Leeves, has taken
over Preferred's Atlanta and New
Orleans offices, in addition to the

—John

.

.

.

.

Wm

The

of

Waste

Fire Patrol

Leavana Hale
All

Star

.

Maxwell,

Jr.,

—

Chicago Louis St. Pierre has
become manager of the Midwest
operating

houses in
Decatur.

chain

a

Rockford,

Beloit

of

and

—

Lansing, Mich. Peter Hall,
manager of the Plaza, was shot
and killed by a holdup man who
entered his office and demanded
the cash box containing the evening's receipts.

Bert Ennis,

director of publifor Associated Pictures, who
has been spending the holidays
here, leaves for the Coast today.

—

Dallas R. J. Ingram, manager of the Progress exchange, has
returned from a sales trip through
see.

John H. Kunsky is in town
from Detroit serving on the rotat-

.

.

Ashes

J.

has been appointed general manager of the Border Amusement Co.
He formerly managed the New
Olympic.

Oklahoma, Arkansas and Tennes-

Director
Producer
Progress
Star
The Deer Slayer ... Murphy Miller.. Geo. Seitz ... C. W. Patton editing
Sheriff of Tombstone Fred Thomson.. Al. Rogell ... H. J. Brown 6th wk.
Editing
Discontented Husb'dsjas. Kirkwood Ed. Le Saint. Waldorf
Henderson
Ben Wilson .6th wk.
Gambling Wives . . AU Star
Francis Ford. Dearholt
Editing
Rodeo Mixup
Ed. Cobb
Sage Brush Religion. Hatton-Gerber .Dick Hatton Neva Gerber 7th wk.
Bertram, Art Howard th wk.
Some Man
AU Star
The Wolf Man
Geo. Chesebro. .Chesebro
Ryan Bros. 7th wk.
Souvenir
All Star
Halperin
Halberin
editing
The Ragged Robin .. Madison- Rich ..Madison
Sanford
4th wk.
.

New Em-

formerly managed the
pire,

.

.

.

.

,

of the

Albany, N. Y.,

here.

Liverpool,
O. George L.
McClintock has sold the Columbia
to W. B. Urling.
L.

city

VITAGRAPH

Title

Okla.

manager

tional

Corcuit,

PATHE

was closed during the

City, now is in supervision
of the Midwest Film Exchange in
Dallas, Texas, and Oklahoma City,

—

E.

Buffalo
Producer
.Goldwyn

Director
E. Flynn .

Star
Title
NelUe, Cloak Model.. All Star

summer.

Kansas

City S. W. Miller,
D. Tate, as Educa-

succeeds

company's exchange here.

GOLDWYN

PREFERRED

Phil Isley, who formerly was
with the Goldwyn exchange in

to the F. B. O. studios.

—

Director
Producer
I^rchinbaud ..Fox

Title
of the East

Paul

Horton has recently reopened
new Grand Theatre at Hope,

name

Grand.

FOX

for

R. Vincent, manager of
the New Empire Theatre, Edmonton, Alberta, for some years, has
gone to Montreal where he is now
with the head office of TransCanada Theatres, Limited.

N. Y.

Kansas

L.

Director

Albany,

in

—

Los Angeles -B. P. ("Bernie")
Fineman has been appointed general manager of the RobertsonCole studios which have changed

$30,000,

Sam Wood ...Sam Wood

All Star
All Star

Fox exchange

.

PARAMOUNT
The Next Corner
The Stranger

present

—

Producer

Director

Mae Marsh ....Wm. Seiter ..Warner Brso. editing
John Barrymore.H. Beaumont .Warner .. 10th wk.
Jas. Young
Belasco
2th wk.
.Wm. Seiter .Warner
2nd wk.
H. Beaumont .Warner .. Preparing
W. Beaudine .Warner .. Preparing

Beau Brummel
Welcome Stranger

Title

in charge of
Fox.

.

Star

sales contest.

Albert Scrogham, who formerly was with the First National
exchange in Kansas City, now is.

.

WARNER BROTHERS
Title

Mr. White opened his new Bob
White theatre in suburban Portland on New Years Day. "Circus
Days" was the opening attraction.

.

.

theatre.

Gunmen held up and robbed
Manager Winfield Wright of

.

.

Daddies

Manager

Progress

Producer

Director

Star

Title

Secrets

will

cuperating from a threatened nervous breakdown, G. A. Woodard
has returned as manager of the

their

King Vidor

and

Okla.,

run pictures as the policy.

After several weeks at the
mountains and the seashore, re-

Progress

Producer

Director
...Geo. Baker

Star

Title

-Ballard has opened his new
Theatre at Little Rock,

the
Ark., which

.

.

Grand

S.

.

FIRST NATIONAL

Frank Rembusch,

the_

.

Memphis,

Indiana exhibitor, recently took
over the ownership and management of the Rialto, a former vaudevill house, and has changed the
name of the theatre to the Lincoln
Square, and has inaugurated a
policy of vaudeville and pictures.
S.

.

Progress

Producer

Director

Star

Title

first

The Fast Express
Duncan-Johnson iVm. Duncan
The Signal Tower ...All Star
C. Brown ...
All Star
The Turmoil
H. Henley
Reg. Denny
Love Insurance
Eddie Cline
Courting Calamity ..Hoot Gibson ...Sedgwick ...
Thrill
Girl
The
Laura LaPlante Robt. HiU
The Drifter
Hoxie
Bradbury ...

Ingram, branch manager

J.

Showmen

the

A. Powel has recently purchased the Highland Theatre at

.

back

,
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Frank Cass, city salesman for
Pathe, Kansas City, has a reputation as a "quick thinker."
The
other night, it took him two minutes by a watch to determine
whether he held a straight or a

fice,

.

.

Roy Hughes
Stromberg

.

.

.

,

Hughes

Location

Stromberg ....Titling

ing committee of

First

National.

—

Louis Jim- Drake
has
leased the Gem, which he is running on 10 cent admissions.
H. E. Hunter has been apSt.

pointed a special serial representative for Pathe, covering the Eastern territory.
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Run Programs

Current First

ACROSS THE POND

SERIOUSLY SPEAKING

ATLANTA
John S. Martin has announced his resignation
from the Famous Players-Lasky organizations in Great Britain in order to establish a
special service to renters and importers of
American and foreign films, and British and
American producing organizations. Mr. Martin states that he makes this announcement
with a keen feeling of regret at the discontinuance of his long association with his
friend, J. C. Graham.
^ ^
^

While only a year ago, the world's most
famous pictures could never be screened in
Germany and some o:^ the most widely-known
international stars were still practically un-

known

to the

German public,
now coming to

big foreign probe released here
Nearly all of those

ductions are
at an increasing degree.
films are of American origin.
*

A

*

*

cinema display was given

last

week

in

the chapel of Duke Street Prison, Glasgow,
The programme, provided
to the prisoners.

by Fox Film Company and arranged by
Leonard Goldstone, consisted of "The Fighting Fool" and two short subjects. The audience showed an eager interest in the performance which was accompanied by musical
selections.
At the close the thanks of the
assembly was conveyed to the representatives
of the Fox Company by the Governor of the
Prison and one of the male prisoners.
*

*

*

Karl Grune, the German producer who made
"Trapped in the Mine," is going to set
out on a rather interesting venture next
spring; he intends to produce two pictures in
Greenland, using partly Eskimos, partly an

The expedition is schedinternational cast.
uled for one and a half years, and a ship
has been started for the purpose already
by Stern Films, Limited, the producing company.
*

*

*

Word

has floated in that Maurice Maeterlink, the French dramatist and author has
been inspired to write a story for Baby Peggy.
No hint of what the story will be had as yet
made its way here, but rumor has it that the
public can expect another "Bluebird."
*

*

*

to the statement o a British film
English film stars come to Amer-

—

Howard Overture,
"The
Southern
March," Howard News and Views, Prologue,
"The Night Before Christmas," Feature, "To
the Ladies."

BALTIMORE

—Overture,

"A Waltz Dream," RiNews, Aesop Fable, "The Best Man
Wins," Feature, "Black Oxen."
RivoLi

voli

BROOKLYN

—

Mark Strand Overture "Little Old New
York,"
Dawley
Shadowgraph
"Jimmy's
Christmas Idea," Feature, Marion Davies in
"Little Old New York."
•

—

California Overture, "Wizard of the
Nile," by Herbert, Topical Review, Aesop
Fable, "Five Orphans of the Storm," Feature, "The Rendezvous" by Marshall Neilan.

CHICAGO

—Overture,

ley.
Weekly, Scenic, Feature,
Husband," Comedy, Felix Cartoon.
TivoLi Overture, "Grand Fantasy" from
"Rigoletto" by Verdi, Weekly, Feature, "Boy
of Mine," Comedy, "On the Fence."
Riviera Overture,
"Pique
Dame" by
Suppe, Weekly, Feature, "Boy of Mine,"
Comedy, "On the Fence."
Roosevelt Harold
Lloyd
in
"Why

—

—

—
WooDLAWN — Overture,

Worry ?"

enters the sixth week.

"Musical
Greetings" by A. F. Hand, Pathe News, Topics of
the Day, Aesop Fable "May the Best Man
Win," Feature, Marj^ Pickford in "Rosita."
McVickers Overture, "Herbertiana" by
Herbert, Fun from the Press, Art Class pic-

—

"Scrooge" adapted from Charles DickFeature, Allan Dwan's "Big Brother"
by Rex Beach, Christmas Laughograph.
ture,
ens,

CLEVELAND

Allen

—Overture,

Rhapsody by

ica because they feel there is greater opportunity for them here. This he ascribes somewhat to the fact that film firms do not back
up their stars with sufficient publicity.

Hungarian
"Second
Lenore Ulrich in

Liszt, Feature,

"Tiger Rose," Comedy, "Exit Caesar."
State Sherwood's
Singing
Orchestra.
Feature, "Circus Days."

—

LOS ANGELES

—

PHILADELPHIA
Stanley

Topical

—

NEW YORK

—Overture

"William Tell" by RosFeature, Glenn HunWater Tower," Pat
Out of Luck."
RiALTO Overture "H I Were King," by
A. Adam, A Post Scenic "Vienna," Rialto
Magazine, Feature, Madge Kennedy in "Three
Lloyd
Hamilton
Comedy,
Miles
Out,"
"F. O. B."
Dame" by
Capitol Overture,
"Pique
Capitol Magazine, "A Midshipman Cruise of
United States Naval Academy" produced by
U. S. Navy. Feature, "The Rendezvous" produced by Marshall Neilan.
RivoLi

Rivoli Pictorial.
ter in "West of the
Sullivan Comic "Felix
sini.

—

—

ST.

PAUL

— Overture,

"Pique
Dame by
Suppe, Capitol Digest, Comedy, Ham Hamilton in "My Friend," Urban Movie Chats,
Feature, Booth Tarkington's "Boy of Mine."

Capitol

ST.

Missouri

LOUIS

—Overture,

"The Night

than in any other place

of
employment.
He Smiled ^and his business clients and
callers spoke well of him; and business in-

—

creased.

—

He Smiled ^and all who entered his office
door were pleased to be greeted as a friend
and

equal.

Smiled

—and

followed the smile with a
and those who were discouraged and downcast went out and took a
new grip on life and their work.
He Smiled and while the years rolled on,
he grew younger because he smiled.
Charles T. Lief.
* * *
brotherly handclasp

—

"You

"My

;

—

—

are so beautiful."
sister,

who

is

more beautiful than

I

coming for me, is much
am. Go and make love

to her."

The man turned back and saw a woman
with an ugly face, and being greatly displeased, returned and said:
"Why should you tell me a falsehood?"
The woman answered: "Neither did you
tell the truth; for if you were in love with
me, why did you look back for another
woman ?" Musical Courier.
^

^

"You

are a genius," is a compliment said
to have been paid Paderewski, after he had
exercised his art for the late Queen Victoria.
"But your Majesty," replied the great Polish
pianist, "Before I was a genius, I was a
drudge."

"You're a pessimist, Shep, and think the
world rotten." "Oh, no I know it is. And,
being an optimist, I don't give a hang."
;

Judge.
*

*

*

fighting for the right is
greatest sport in the world. Roosevelt.
^

Before

Christmas," Missouri News and Magazine,
Feature, "Big Brother," by Rex Beach, Comedy, Stan Laurel in "Save the Ship."

^

*

*

the

^

Procrastinators are often carried out
their plans are not.

—Overture

"Light Cavalry" by
Review, Feature, "To the
Ladies," Comedy, Will Rogers in "Uncensored Movies."
69th Street World Review, Topics of
the Day, Aesop's Film Fable, "Happy-GoLucky," Feature, "The Spanish Dancer."
Suppe,

in

better

Aggressive

Loew's State Overture, "Largo," Pictorial News, Comedy, "Hansel and Gretel,"
featuring Baby Peggy, Feature, "Fashion
Row," featuring Mae Murray.

According
authority,

med"Temporary

a Victor Herbert

Smiled

worked

He

CALIFORNIA

Chicago

HE SMILED

—and his home was a place of
happiness.
He Smiled—and children ran out of their
way to meet and greet him.
He Smiled—and his co-workers
business
He

—but

*

—

Don't try to reform the world until you
have mended the broken hinge on your front
door.

January

12,
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THE MODERN THEATRE

ENGLISH COTTAGE DESIGN OF SCARSDALE THEATRE, SCARSDALE,

N. Y.

Attractive Fronts for Country Theatres
How

to

Give Patrons a Good First Impression of the House

most essential importance to the
exhibitor, in planning to build a
is
districts,
the rural
in
theatre
the ornamental
the construction of
that
front be let to the concerns that make a
Only in few
specialty of such work.
cases are the local contractors in small
towns capable of arranging the work art-

OF

even economically.
It should be remembered that the appearance of the front is of most urgent
or

istically,

the exhibitor, for it is from
the patrons receive the first
is
poor
It
impression of the house.
economy to cheapen this part of the work
or to employ incompetent labor in its
construction.

moment

to

that

this

Though designs may vary according

to

and the desire to effect an harmonious theme between the theatre and its
immediate surroundings, white is almost
universally adopted as the color of the
taste

White is to be preferred not only
because it stands out in relief against the
usual dark background by which it is
surrounded but because it is cheerful and
front.

pleasing, especially at night.

Nothing

prettier than a well keot,
front, providing that the
architecture is in keeping with the simplicity of the color scheme.

clean white

is

show

White enamel brick
ial

for

construction,

is

for

a splendid materit
is brilliant at

night, easily kept clean and never requires
dark structure does not
repainting.
suggest the character of the place and is
usually passed by the transient, especially
in the day time.
While it is not necessary to have an
elaborate or highly ornamental front, it
should always be neat and attractive and
free from the gee-gaw arrangements affected by the penny arcade or shooting
Bulletin boards for the heralds
gallery.
may be placed on the side walls or on
slightly in
front of the
easels placed
Program boards show to
ticket booth.
distinctive advantage on the front edge
of the wall near the sidewalk.
Care should be exercised in arranging the
displays so that they will present a neat
appearance. Carelessly placed posters can
easily ruin the architectural effect of the
theatre.
At night the show front should be well
lighted both by incandescent ceiling lights
and by an electric sign.
In a purely
residential section
a
very simple sign is
sufficient.
In this case even a single word
in four-candle power lamps will usually be
sufficient.
But in busy towns, where the
theatre is located in a section that has
other signs to distract the eyes, a more
elaborate sigrn would be in order.
A sign
with more lights, or a fanciful design, or
perhaps one of the flashing variety, that
intermittently lights and extinguishes.

A

The flashers are the more expensive, as
they must be provided with a motor driven
switch that automatically switches the
lamps in their proper relation, but are by
all

means

the

most

attractive.

This treats in specific detail of the most
important essentials in the construction of
theatre front, suitable in
to the standard of rural
town requirements. For extreme disgressions from accepted type, when something
absolutely individual and unique is desired,
the. exhibitor must have a preconceived
plan based on a natural ingenuity of his
own and carried out by an architect to
whom he has conveyed the idea comprehensively and intelligently.
Character and atmosphere are often thus
carried out by suggestive landscapes in
keeping with the effect desired.
striking instance of individuality worked out
by a clever architect is that depicted in
the accompanying photograph, which conveys an irresistible appeal of homeyness
and beauty. Walter F. Pleuthner, of New
York, designed the house.
This theatre was fashioned after the
English cottage plan, and is obviously
suited only to a location in which rural
atmosphere plays a prominent part. However, it illustrates very aptly how disgressions may be made from the conventional
design without sacrificing any of the essential merits that a theatre should have.

the

attractive

size

and design

A
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NEW AUTOMATIC CURTAIN
CONTROL ANNOUNCED
Safety Device Is Big Feature in

Improved Machine
T)

ASED

-L*

upon the

result of long experience

and after exhaustive

tests, the Automatic
of Allentown, Pa., has recently announced the release of a new improved A. D. C. Automatic Curtain Control

Devices

Company

equipment.

Long known

as among the foremost aucurtain controls manufactured, embodying the most simple device for this purpose, the Automatic Devices Company has
constantly striven to improve their product
to conform with the requirements of modern
exhibitors.
The new improved type of machine just
announced eliminates all belts and pulleys and

tomatic

li

.1,.;

strengthened in all parts.
An automatic
clutch has been made a part of the

is

f\

H

disc

machine as a safety feature for emergency

// if

purposes.

Should any condition arise which would
impose an undue strain on any part of the
machine, the clutch will immediately function

A MUSICAL INNOVATION OF PROVEN APPEAL

ymphonized Jazz Goes Big With Patrons
Prologue of Music and Dance Numbers Rounds Out Program
arid Suits Varied Tastes of Audience

THE

importance of the prologue as a
in rounding out a show brings
to light that most showmen concede the
factor

fact.

The

And

then what ?
question leads to

an analysis which
are satisfied with
merely furnishing a prologue as an extension of the evening's entertainment, and if

infers that

many showmen

the presentation of the prologue in question
is
well staged, goes through its performance without a flaw, and receives a requisite
amount of applause, the height of satisfaction has been achieved.
Therein lies the important point at issue.
Satisfaction as the result of a merely satisfactory prologue will never develop a theatre to qualify for that very important dis-

tinction— MODERN.
As has been stated on previous occa;sions,
there are prologues and prologues.
prologue can be produced which will entertain,
and stop right there. But prologues can go
a great deal further. They can sell the rest
of the program to the audience. They can sell
good will towards all future programs. And,
most important of all, they can sell a flavor
of individuality associated with the management of the house that can produce an effect

A

equal to loads and loads of advertising.
What sort of programs are these, one asks?
Why, simply, the kind with an innovation.
The kind that shows a new twist in presentaIn content.
In style.
tion.
Folks are ever alert to innovations. Something new, something different these are the
things that make them talk about it afterward, and produce a result for which wordby-mouth advertising is noted.
case in point in an innovating prologue
that had produced no- end of comment on
the part of pleased audiences is instanced by
the one staged at the Brooklyn Mark Strand
Theatre, under the supervision of Manager

theatre has a symphony orchestra.
An orchestra that has established itself, beyond
the shadow of a doubt, within the favor of
the audiences that patronize the house.
Mr.
Hyman, might ordinarily have been satisfied
with such a tribute, and permitted the noted
orchestral assemblage to rest on its laurels.
But, with the instinct of a true showman,
Mr. Hyman studied his audiences minutely,
and concluded that though for the most part
symphonic music met with unstinted enthusiasm, there was still a tiny element whose
tastes demanded a digression from the conventional program of symphonic harmonics.
So the astute manager went about creating a new unit within, yet apart from the
larger unit of musicians, which constituted
a symphonized jazz orchestra.
In other
words, he achieved an orchestral organization well calculated to suit the various and
diverse tastes of a mixed audience.
The idea of incorporating the new music
innovation into the form of a prologue followed, when Mr. Hyman saw how pleased
his patrons were with the new arrangement.
With a few deft production touches here and
there'
such as adding a dancing stunt to the
symphonized jazz program, the house manager
formulated a prologue act which met with
instantaneous appeal and enthusiasm.

—

thereby
protecting
the
entire
equipment.
Helical gears cut from special material are
used and the entire machine is fully enclosed
to conform with all Underwriters, State and
Municipal requirements. Outlets are provided
on both sides of the machine to accommodate
either flexible or rigid conduit through which
the entrance wires are connected.
The
Roll-EZ Curtain Track was developed to permit of a free-running curtain,
free from sticking and other imperfections
in movement due to rust, dust or obstructions
in the track or on the wire.
Track is proThe runway of the
tected from dust, dirt and obstructions by
being enclosed on the two sides and at the
Wooden hangers with a roller of spetop.
cially impregnated wood on each side pass

ADC

ADC

through the slot in the runway and roll upon
the smooth tracks of best quality hard wood,
selected for all parts because of its resistance to sagging, warping and other distortions.
At the ends of the hangers are steel eyelets
for supporting the curtain.

The rollers move quietly along the track
imparting to the curtain a smooth and even
movement in keeping with the precision of
Automatic Curtain Control.

ADC

becoming increasingly evident to theaowners that steady and even operation
of screen and proscenium curtains controlled
by push buttons in the orchestra pit or projection booth, makes a distinct impression
It adds materially to the
on the audience.
proper showing of pictures by allowing the
curtains to be opened at exactly the proper
time and speed and closed at exactly the
right moment with easy facility.
It is

tre

—

A

Edward L. Hyman.
The photograph above

illustrates concretely
the picturesque effect of the setting and the
Music.
general theme of the presentation.
But not mere music. It would take not so
much of a creative mind that would think
of staging a prologue of a musical character.
But it would take a distinctive type of
showman to pounce on an idea that would
portray something absolutely brand new in the
manner and kind of music produced. And
this is what makes the Brooklyn's Mark

Strand affair
Like other

distinctive.
class

first

r-HR

S

I

week

T

MAS

exempli-

unusual
fied
the
versatility of MarProjection at
tin
the
tre

Capitol Theaof

New

York.

Mr.

Rothafel, the
Director, was not
only able to decorate
his
lobby,

auditorium,

and

proscenium

witb

Xmas

decorations,
but, with the new
invention, was able
to carry the same

atmosphere around
thefetture "Steadfast Heart."

APPROPRIATE HOLIDAY SCREENED FRAME
houses Mr. Hyman's

The

projected setting lends beauty and a third dimension to the picture.

January

12,
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Let This Machine Pay for

Itself

The convenience

of your patrons is a big item
getting "packed houses."
From coast to
coast the Brandt Universe is figuring in good
theatre management as an eccnomy to the
theatre owners and as an attraction to patrons
who appreciate good service.
in

Brandt Universe
Instead of sorting change by the cumbersome head
and hand method, the Brandt Universe pays instantly any amount from one cent to one dollar
by simple key depression makes change in seconds.
It hurries up the line, avoids errors.

—

Free Trial

at

Our Risk

Let the machine prove its worth.
Order one on
it ten days free.
Then if you are
is a time and money saver, pay in
easy installments or cash as your prefer. Satisfaction guaranteed.

free trial.
Use
satisfied that it

BRANDT MANUFACTURING

$85

LAMP COLOR SPECIALTY
BEAUTIFIES HOUSE
New

Process for Coating

Lamps Made

in Twenty-Six Shades

A NNOUNCEMENT

has just been made
by the Austin Chemical Company of New
York City that the concern has perfected a

new

lamp coloring that has stood
in many ways superior to the
various other lamp colorings on the market.
type of

all tests

and

is

A

distinctive feature of the new coloring
that it is positively waterproof and weatherproof.
The process includes shades of various colors and descriptions all of which are
devised to add attractiveness and appeal to
marquee lights, sign lights and house lights.
Keith and Moss and other leading theatres
in New York City are availing themselves of
the use of the Austin Chemical Service, and
judging by the concern's statement of reorders from these houses, the product is proving of established merit.
The transparent colors in which the commodity is manufactured are red, light blue,
violet, scarlet, deep blue, yellow, green and
amber.
The opaque colors are red, deep
green, light green, deep blue, orange, canary,
Venetian red, sunset glow, milk white, golden
glow, amber, purple, violet, flame, straw, rose,
flesh and apricot.
The concern invites those interested in the
product to send for a small-size sample salescan for trial.
^ ^ ^
is

CLEARING HOUSE FOR CHEAP
SOUVENIR NOVELTIES
What

constitutes a veritable clearing house
exploitation ideas and novelties is run
with a commendable spirit of service for
the
exhibitor
by the Weshner-Davidson

for

Agency of New York.
The concern has a most

facile organization

for origination, production and shipping of
advertising novelties pertinent to the motion
picture industry.
continuous flow of ideas
from over two hundred novelty factories in
United States and abroad pass through their
offices, to motion picture producers and exchanges and thence to exhibitors.
*
*

A

NEW INVENTIONS INSTALLED

will be
jection
is

one of the
in

Robertson of Fayetteville, Ark., announces that his new Rialto theatre, Cadem,
Ark., will be ready to open at an early date.
G. F. Miller has taken over the Armory theatre at St. Genevieve, Mo., and will present
first run pictures as the policy.

BUREAU OFFERS SERVICE FOR
STRENGTHENING SHOW
During the holiday season the- activities
of the Rasch Studios Incorporated have attracted wide attention by the manner in which
the form of service rendered by this Bureau
has added interest and beauty to programs
in various theatres.
The service is an innovation in program
building incorporating tableaus, classic dances,
pageants, human puppet shows, all supervised
by the internationally celebrated Albertina
Rasch, and presented and managed by Leo De
Valery, General Manager of the Corporation.
When so desired, the Rasch Service present
a prologue or an act with the entire cast
of
composed
talent,

local

thus

offering

many

obvious

tie-ups in an
e X p 1 oitation
way to the

manager

the

o

Power's Type "E" projectors, Hert-

MINIATURE RADIO SETS
SUGGEST TIE-UPS
Hodkinson Exploits 'Radio-Mania'
Through Purchase of Device

TN

order to help exhibitors put across "Radio-Mania," Hodkinson has arranged for
the ordering of small radio receiving sets
through the various exchanges.
These little distinctive devices made by the
National Airphone Corporation, are perfect
for both long distant and local receiving purchases and may be had at the list price of
flO.OO, unequipped or fully equipped with
-*-

bulb, ear
$21.00.

Wheneve

r

in

for

The marketing of the sets suggests tie-ups
which might be utilized to advantage by more
than one alert showman.
Exhibitors might use the set as a prize
for the best criticism of "Radio-Mania," written by a patron of the theatre or in a guessing

contest

or as a prize for " the patron
lucky number to be drawn for
on the last night of the showing.
Patrons may be given a chance to "listen
in" on the prize to be given away, by having the instrument attached to an aerial. This
plan promises to bring to the showmen taking advantage of it, not only increased receipts but new interest in his theatre.

holding the

^

%

MARQUEES SHIPPED IN EASILY
ERECTED SECTIONS
The Edwards Manufacturing Company of
Cincinnati, reputed to be the world's largest
manufacturers of metal roofing, specialize in
a sheet metal covering for marquees and
canopies.
The service rendered by this concern to
its clients consists of
shipping complete or
in easily erected sections, marquees made of
galvanized iron or copper.
These are made
in the massive, ornamental appearance of cast
iron, or in other designs as specially stipu-

NEW SPOTLIGHT IMPROVEMENT
The Brenkert Light Projection Company
has

the

equipment or
costumes used
on the stage.

Detroit have a dissolving spotlight that
been attracting considerable attention
from exhibitors interested in sopt and flood
service by easy means of operation.
The Brenkert "3 C," as it is called, can
be used for almost every requirement, and is
made in volume of from 25 to 100 amperes.
This splotlight renders brilliant flood lighting
with a crispy white spot. Its improved features are built in framing and dowser shutter.
of

gown

terest

and aerials

Balconies, cornices, theatre fronts, signs,
skylights, walls and ceilings are among other
of the many standardized products handled by
the Cincinnati firm.
*
* *

r

possible,
o

batteries

lated.

where elegant
costumes

'

phones,

f

theatre.

Two

ner Transverter and a large motor rewind
will be installed. Late style "change-over" devices, invented by Mr. Trout, and special
made shutters will be also installed. This

and largest pro-

State.

theatre.
E. C.

with
shops or concerns
having
a kindred in-

WESTERN HOUSES

this

middle West.
The equipment for this theatre was sold by
the Southern Theatre Equipment Co., as they
handle Power's machines for this State. The
Criterion will open its doors about January
1st under the management of Mr. O. N.
Mayberry. A large Hope-Jones Organ will
be installed to furnish the music.
Bell's Opera House, Hillsborough, Ohio,
will be turned into a vaudeville and motion
picture theatre.
It will be under the manOnly first class
agement of J. Hatcher.
The Opera
feature pictures will be run.
House has been remodeled into a first class

Wesley

Trout, projection engineer, will
have complete charge of installing the projection room equipment in the new Criterion
Theatre at Enid, Okla.

finest

The theatre
considered to be one of the finest in the
rooms

settings figure
in a presentation,
tie-ups
are effected

IN

CO.

Dept. U., Watertown, Wis.

Easy Terms

LEO DE VALERY

a
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THEATRE CONSTRUCTION NEWS
THE
the

Lincoln Square has been selected as

new name

Theatre

for

the

Indianapolis,

in

former Rialto
Indiana.
The

name was secured by means
first

of a contest the
winner of which received $50.

"p^OR years the Imperial Theatre

in

Ottawa,

Ontario, traveled along without an orchesaccompaniment being provided by

tra musical

Recently Harry Brouse, owner of
the theatre, installed a high class orchestra
which has considerably increased business.

an organ.

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT

T^HE

new Grand Theatre

in Hope, Ark.,
has been closed during the past
few months, has recently been reopened. The
theatre is owned and operated by S. Horton.

which

WORK
began

on a new theatre, not yet named,
in Independence, Mo., last week.
The new house which will have a seating
capacity of about seven hundred, will cost
*

*

Seventh Ave.,

New York

*

*

Theatre at Fort
Ark., has been completed and the
Southern Enterprises, Inc., have now come

CAMERA EXCHANGE

of

the

it.

Joie

As

a partial transfer,

Palace Theatre formerly operated by
Southern Enterprises, now becomes the propIt will be manerty of the Joie company.
aged by Hoyt Kirkpatrick, former manager

the

City.

*

*

!|:

NEW

A

theatre has been opened in Little
Rock, Ark., by S. Ballard. The name
has not yet been announced but probably will
be within the next few weeks.
* * *

YEAR'S Eve witnessed
NEWMr.
White's new Bob White

the opening

^

THE

^

^

Theatre has
Holdenville, Okla., with
kins as manager.

Rex

^

Theatre

"Circus Days" was

suburban Portland.
the opening attraction.
in

are well under way for the remodand overhauling of the Grand
Theatre in Oklahoma City, Okla., as well
as for the Cozy and Parisian Theatres at
The Paris has been closed
Paris, Texas.
for several months but will reopen soon.
sale

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby (%mera Ex727

*

eling

into possession of

change.

*

PLANS

THE
Smith,

Special rates on long time contracts.

of the Happyland Theatre in
Dallas, Texas, has been changed to the
Lyric.
Its policy remains the same and it
will continue to be managed by R. A. Carter.

of

$40,000.

Rates

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.

'T'HE name

^

opened
W.

O.

at
Per-

^

THE

Kansas
Theatre,
Pantage
City, is drawing packed houses as a re-

sult

of

Coogan

last week in Jackie
The judges reviewed the
contests.
selected ten of the contestants; who

screening tests

film and
appeared on the stage Thursday, the winner
being selected by the audience.

of the Joie.

GROUND

AT LIBERTY
First cTass organist, has fine large library, twelve
Will go any
experience playing pictures.
years'
part of country.
Box D. C, Exhibitors Trade

has been broken for the new
building being erected for the Paramount

Exchange

at

Dallas, Texas.

Review.
Organist, February ISth.
playing
Large repertoire.

organ essential.
Write
Ninth Ave., Tarentum,

WELDED WIRE

Experienced in picture
Best of references. Good
L. Marshall, 301 East
Penn.

W.

REELS

WANTED

For Sale by

Theatre in small town, southeast. Will purchase,
rent, buy interest
or manage.
State
population,
capacity, competition, equipment, rent, days operating.
Box JCB-W.

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7lh Are.;

N.w York

Gundlach Radiant
Projection Lenses
The world's standard
ty, light

for quali-

transmission and price.

You

can always get any size or focal length you
in a hurry by telegraphing your order to your
dealer or to us and we ship subject to approval.

need

TRIMOUNT PRESS
lis

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.

ALBANY STREET

BOSTON MASS

Rochester, N. Y.

^

A n f US lie P>
^/

TWENTY- ElCHT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

_

,

RO LL

(0

SERVICE;.

rOLDED
ET
—TICKET

'
BEST fOR THE LEAST

('coL^MCK?

MONEY

...c. DILIVERY
QUICKEST

S—

CORRECTNESS GUARANTEp

WE MANUFACTURE

HOTEL RICHMOND

STAGE SETTINGS

— SCENERY

Velvet and Velour Curtains

70 West 4:6th Street
Between Fifth Ave. and Broadway, New York
Convenient Location

For motorists
Garage near by

in the heart of the

Amusement

section

Moderate Prices

220

"STAGE SETTINGS OF DISTINCTION"
New York
46th Street

West

City

January

1924

12,

Page 47

You Are

About Tone
When Selecting an Organ, Let a Firm
Which Has Built Them for
72 Years Help You to Success
If

Particular

"ALL PASSES, ART ALONE ENDURES," Dobson
World

Famous

Or-

ganists Play the Kilgen

ALFRED

G.

ROBYN,

264 Riverside Drive.
New York Premier Organist

LUCIEN BECKER,
Portland, Ore.

PIETRO YON,
Concert Organist
Master of the King of
Instruments
Carnegie Hall, New York.

JACK KEITH,
Lyric Tlieatre,
St. Louis.

ARTHUR UTT,
New Grand
ED.

Central,

Louis.

St.

DUNSTEDER,

Theatre,
Minneapolis, Minn.
State

L.

LUGH,

Capitol Theatre,
St.

Paul, Minn.

SCOTT BRADLEY,
New

Majestic Theatre,

Houston, Texas

The Console on

the

$50,000.00 Kilgen Unit Organ
Theatre,

St.

at the

New Grand

Central

Louis

PROCLAIMED AMERICANS FINEST THEATRE ORGAN
Announcing our new policy
for you, making
from $4,000.00 up.

ber's profit

to Sell Direct to the theatres, eliminating the
possible for us to sell you a Unit Organ

it

Music Store and Job-

Chamber

Installation

Established 1851

GEO. KILGEN
212 East Superior

& SON

Street,

CHICAGO
Under the same family management 72 years

3825 Laclede Avenue,
ST. LOUIS, MO.
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SYNONYMOUS WITH

PROTECTION - PERFECTION
UNIT

VENT TO
OUTER AIR.

HOOD

HUMIDIFYING PROPERTIES
OF
CONDITIONS, PRESERVES AND

THERMONON

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE.

GREATLY PROLONGS LIFE
OF FILM.

CONTINUOUS FLUE TO
OUTER AIR.

ASBESTOS WIRE CLOTH
FIRE SEAL COMPLETELY
AROUND DOORS.

EACH COMPARTMENT IS
INSULATED FROM ADJACENT COMPARTMENTS AND
SEPARATELY VENTED TO
OUTER AIR.

UNIT CONSTRUCTION EASILY
IN HEIGHT AND
WIDTH.

EXPANDED

AUTOMATIC LATCH POSITIVELY HOLDS DOORS

EACH REEL IS MAINTAINED
IN SEPARATE COMPART-

CLOSED.

MENT.

LABEL HOLDERS FOR
PROPER INDEXING.

THERMONON

GREATEST HEAT RETARD
ANT OF THE AGE.

DOORS CLOSE AUTOMATICALLY WITH OR WITHOUT

MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTION
OF

FILM.

THERMONON

COMPLETELY

SURROUNDS

EACH REEL.
BUILT OF STEEL
DURABLE, EVERLASTING
AND BEAUTIFULLY

UNIT BASE

THE ONLY POSITIVE METHOD OF FILING MOTION PICTURE FILM WITH ASSURANCE
OF FIRE PROTECTION. EACH REEL IS IN
SEPARATE, SECURELY CLOSED, FIREPROOF COMPARTMENT, LOCKED IF DESIRED,
VENTED TO THE OUTER AIR. FILM-SAFES CONDITION FILM AND PRESERVE IT INDEFINITELY.

THE FILM-SAFE

A

FINISHED.

IS

PATENTED ALL OVER THE WORLD

American Film -Safe Corporation
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,

U.

S.

A.

The
is

producer's care

pleased

is

justified; the

—when the print

is

audience

on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—because

it

carries quality

through to the

screen.

Look

for '^Eastman"

and "Kodak''

—stenciled

in black letters in the transparent margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Hal Roach

presents

Our Gang Comedies
Two parts
They've brought you weekly, throughout the
past year the best of gifts,
good business,
happy patrons, thousands of laughs.

—

They will

greater measure,

and running

over.

BEWARE OF FILM PIRATES
Poiitlve Prinli of

NEVER SOLD

ill

Palhc ctltaio arc the p
iighx lo uit luch prini

The

— heaping

is

full

who books "Our Gang"
sure of a Happy New Year.

exhibitor

comedies

ic

you during 1924 the same,

but in even

The

c

deliver to

Path^comedy
TRADE

7

fijUj

MARK

s

EXHIBITORS
CTrade

RE VI E W
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West of

ADOLPH ZUKOR and

*\

JESSE LLASKY PRESENT

»

the

Water Tower
STARRING

Glenn Hunter
WITH

ERNEST TORRENCE, MAYM^AVOY
GEORGE FAWCETT, ZASU PITTS

u
f

dee s

1924!

Homei- Croy's novel. Adapted bj
Hubbard. Written
for
the
by Doris Schroeder. Directed
by Rollin Sturgeon.

Q>arainounl Q>icture

B^ter

Projection

Westinghouse
Distributors

New York

City

Howells Cine Equipment Co.
740 Seventh Ave.

Philadelphia, Pa.

&

Williams, Brown
918 Chestnut St.

Buffalo,

Earle Co.

N. Y.
Supply Co.

Becker Theatre
184 Franklin St.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
The S. & S. Film & Supply

A

Co.

Forbes

Kansas

St.

Mo.

City,

Cole Theatre

Supply Co.

Dallas, Tex.
Lucas Theatre Supply Co.

Los Angeles,
Pacific

Cal.

Amusement Supply

Co.

Portland, Ore.
Service Film & Supply
78 W. Park St.

Co.

Seattle, Wash.
The Theatre Equipment Co.

Atlanta, Ga.
Lucas Theatre Supply Co.

Auburn, N. Y.
Auburn Film Co.

Minneapolis,
The

Minn.

sco,

Cal.
Theatre Equipment Supply Co.

Cleveland, O.
The Art Film Studios

Boston, Mass.
Eastern Theatre Equipment Co.
43 Winchester St.

Salt
Salt

Lake

City, Utah
Lake Theatre Supply Co.

Mich.
Amusement Supply

Detroit,

2105 John R.

Every dollar wisely expended in the purchase of equipment for the very besl
possible screen results, is an investment
The public is willing to
in "quality."
pay for such quality.
The direct current arc is unequalled in

motion picture projection. The money
invested in equipment for direct current
arc projection is an outstanding asset in
the motion picture theatre business; one
that pays the theatre owner because it
salisiics his patrons.

Rialto Co.

San Franc

Paying Investment

Co.

St.

Chicago, 111.
Amusement Supply Co.
746 S. Wabash Ave.

In

no case can the

theatre

owner afford

to sacrifice results on the screen for the
slight saving made in the use of inade-

quate projection equipment.
Write Our Nearest Distributor for Further lufnniiatiou

Westinghouse Electric &
Manufacturing Company
East Pittsburgh

Pennsylvania

Sales Offices in All Principal Cities of the United States

and Foreign Countries

W^stinghous^
Published weekly by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation. Executive, Editorial Offices Knickerbocker Bldg Broadwav and 42nd St
York City Subscription $2.00 year. Entered as second-class matter, Aug, 25, 1922, at post office at E. Stroudsburg, Pa., under act of March
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New
1S79.

MAYTIME
^J^j^^

J"iom the

plaq

Hida Johnson

Youn^

5cenario

B. P.

6chuiberg'

presents

bqOlga

Printilau

a

CASNIER
PRODUCTION
WARRiSON
POf^D
ETf4EL
CLARA

BOV

SMANNON
-

\X/M.

NORR.lS^

AND HOLLYWOOD'S TWELVE MOST BEAUTIPUL GIR.LS

Maytime was loveti
when mother was a
Maytime means a^yti
in todays

mad whirl.

Maytime's S.ROtime^,
the critics all allow^

Maytime's ^et-the-doij^h
if

you

book the
picture

now!

PREFERRED PICTURES CORP'N.
l650BROADWAy

NEW YORK CITY
— EXPORT -AND IMPORT FILM CO. INC.

FOA£ICN DliTWBUTORS'

Pmi Promises Fulfitkd
For the year 1923-24, we promised to produce Eighteen Warner Bros. ^Classics
of the Screen/ We are not merely fulfilHnig that promise— we are exceeding it.
For the current year we are delivering a total of Twenty big pictures instead of the
promised Eighteen, thereby keeping faith with our Exhibitor friends and public.

A PromiseibrtheFutt/re
For the year 1924-25, Warner Bros* will produce a total of Twenty ^Classics
of the Screen/ Just as we are delivering this year's product as promised, so
shall we deliver the Twenty big pictures promised for next season.
That's
something you, Mr^ Exhibitor may bank on for the year 1924-25.

The most talked-^ about
youn^ star in America

GLENN HUNTER
WITH

DORE DAVISON.
CLARA BOW,
g^OSGOOD PERKINS
yfom

E

(he slofij by

Scott Fitzgerald

T^irecitdhij
^ciapted by

Frank Tuttle

Ashmow Creelitian

Fred

\\&ller Jk

A FILM GUILD
PRODUCTION

DISTRIBUTED BY

HODKINSON

iFts

the lid from New YorKs underwoild

ill

IBITORS
^Jmae

ivtVltW

Business Paper of the Motion lecture Industry
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SOL LESSER

p ECAUSE

Readers All

as a man of many interests in the film world he
just naturally gravitates to the medium that gives him the
real "slant" on the situation in each department of the trade
and gives it to him in a manner that is
in the quickest time
entertaining as well as right.

—

says SamKatzas he

picks Prom 30 pictures oPfered

Fitzmauriceis
George
duction
^9
ETERNAL GTY^

^

PRODUCTION OF HALL CAINE'S
EPISTLE OF PASSIONS
Adapted to the screen by OUIDA BERGERE

STAGED AT ROME, ITALY and NEW YORK
WITH A STELLAR. CAST INCLUDING

pro

PRESENTED BY

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
(NOT NOW CONNECTED WITH GOLDWYN

PICTURES)

to open January 7th
at the

BARBARA LAMARR
LIONEL BARRYMORE
RICHARD BENNETT

ROOSEVELT THEATRE

BERT LVTELLr
MONTAGU LOVE

Chicago

AND aO,000 OTHERS

A Hr/xt HaticmdL "Picture

for a minimum of
four weeks

Foielan Rights ControUed by
Ussociatld Rist National Pictures IncJ
383 Madison Avenue. New York ,

^

V

Stahl Has Deftly Handled Story of
Elevation of Maid to Position
of Social

Prominence

By George

T.

Pardy

looks as though First National has a
sure box-ofifice winner here.
story where
the heroine occupies a humble position in life
and finds herself unexpectedly raised to undreamed-of social distinction always has a
popular appeal when it is deftly handled.
And Director John M. Stahl, assisted by a
thoroughly competent and clever cast of
players, has certainly done all that keen judgment and long screen experience could suggest to make "The Wanters" delightful entertainment.
The title will help in exploiting the feature. Go strong on the story's dramatic power,
its human appeal, its contrasts between rich
and poor.
Play up Marie Prevost and her
excellent cast, don't forget the fashion angle
4nd lay particular stress upon the exciting

IT

A

finish.

—EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW.

LOUIS B. MAYER
presents

the

JOHNPRODUCTION
M. STAHL
7/te

WANTERS

From the story tv
Directed bv
Scenaiio by J. G.
Photogiiph^ly.
.

A

LEILA BURTON WELLS

.JOHN M. STAHL
HAWKS and PAUL BERN
.ERNEST G. PALMER
.

.

.

.

IxTAt national Kctture

Poreitfn Righu CoBtioUcd
.
Aiiodaud Tint Sanooal Picture*
383 NtodUon Avenue NcwKbtk

.

^

;;

«'*

EXHIBITORS
9'rade REVIEW
^

Susme$s Paper ofthe MolionJicturelnJustrj^

Warner Brothers Announce Twenty
Productions for 1924-5
Each Single Picture Will Be Offered on
BROTHERS have
WARNER
waited

for the late spring to
nounce their program for
season of 1924-5. At the end of
first week of the New Year the

play by Willard Mack, starring Lenore
Ulric, are succeeding as box office at-

not
anthe
the
an-

tractions.

So have the following:
The two
Wesley Barry pictures, "The Printer's
Devil" and "The Country Kid," both

nouncement was made that for the season beginning the coming fall the company would i-elease twenty big pro-

by Julien Josephson; "Tucretia Lombard," from the best seller by Kathleen
Norris, released under alternate titles
of "Lucretia Lombard" and "Flaming
Passion," with choice left open to exhibitors "Conductor 1492," written by
and starring Johnny Hines, and the
George M. Cohan stage success, "Little

ductions.

This means that the company will at
schedule for
the preceding or rather the present year
but that it will go it at least two picleast not only duplicate its

;

tures better.

The statement

Johnny Jones," starring Johnny Hines.
Pictures of this group not yet released include "Beau Brummel," starring John Barrymore, from the play by

will be of additional

interest to exhibitors, as

it

will be con-

firmatoiy of recent pronouncements to
the effect that the coming year would
witness the making of as many and
more pictures than had been put out
during the present season, that the motion picture industry especially in its
production department is as strong as

Clyde Fitch; the Ernst Lubitsch production, "The Marriage Circle ;" Monte

HARRY

ever.

Warner

M.

Blue and Marie Prevost co-star in "The
Marriage Circle," with a brilliant cast
made up of Florence Vidor, Harry
Myers, Adolphe Menjou and Creighton

WARNER

Brothers first came
prominently into notice during the war
when they produced James W. Gerard's
"My Four Years in Germany" with
remarkable success. They had long
been a part of the film industry and
had done many notable things, but
nothing up to that period which regis-

Mr. Warner says, "and we made good
our boast, critics of all hues, colors and
standards lauding our achievements.

tered so sensational a success.

go even farther.

The

"We
ful

said

we would have a wonder-

production year with our eighteen,"

plans entered into enable me to
say with equal confidence that our
1924-25 plans for twenty pictures will

The

"seven
books."

big' pictures

coast studios present the
delightful spectacle of a big united family.
Scenarists, directors and actors
are giving each other splendid co-operation.
They have magnificent material

with which to work."

from

seven big
This series, culminating with
"Main Street," set a hard pace.
Next they launched their eighteen
"Classics of the Screen," which included the association with David
Belasco, the acquisition of stage and
screen stars of international fame, the
association with Ernst Lubitsch and
other business strokes.

Harry M. Warner promises equally
good things to follow for the coming
year and his first statement that Warner Brothers will sponsor twenty productions would seem to bear him out.

EXHIBITORS

will be pleased to
learn that the twenty Warner classics will be available to every theatre,
regardless of size.
Each single
picture
will
be
ofi^ered
exhibitors
strictly on merits and marketing possibilities.

Two

gUBTLETY

of treatment, a penetrating insight into motives of personality and a fine feeling for eliminating
the unnecessary and repetitious in direction characterize this Lubitsch production.
a

Belasco

stage

successes,

"The Gold Diggers" from the play by
Avery Hop wood and starring Hope
Hampton, and "Tiger Rose," from the

Belasco

from the play by John

"Broadway After Dark,"

production
L.

Hobble;

Harry Rapf
production directed by Monta Bell,
from Owen Davis' melodrama "How
a

;

Educate a Wife," by Elinor Glyn;
"The Yoke," a Harry Rapf production,
from the novel of Hubert Wales; "Being Respectable," by Grace Flandrau
"The Tenth Woman," by Harriet M.
Comstock "Babbitt," from the celebrated novel by Sinclair Lewis "The
Age of Innocence," by Edith Wharton
"Lover's Lane," another Clyde Fitch
plav adaptation
"George Washington
Jr." from the George M. Cohan play.
The Twenty Classics which will include famous plays, books and original
scenarios by special staff writers, will
be announced shortly.
It represents
the most ambitious schedule ever announced by Warner Brothers.
to

;

;

;

Those of the eighteen pictures already released are enjoying a vogue
satisfactory to exhibitors and producers
alike.

Hale.

"Daddies,"

"The West

'J'tlE success of the firm has been
steady since their following remarkable hit of "Why Girls Leave Home."
This subject was followed in swift succession by "School Days" and their

Merits

Its
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Match Your Music With Your
C. L.

GRANT

CAN

a twenty or twenty-five cent
house of one thousand seats successfully suppoi't an orchestra,
and if so, how large a one?
Do orchestras in such houses really
attract a patronage sufficient to meet a
good percentage of their cost?
Can an organ alone be successfully
used in such houses ?

What
sistent

tures

is

things which jar or cause discord.

"Your overture should be some selection that fits in with your feature. For
instance, 'Rosita,' essentially a Spanish
could well have 'Fantasie Esby Hosmer, as its overture;
'Anna Christie,' a sea picture, an overture,
'Sea
Pictures,'
by Holmes
'Zaza,' 'Mignon'
'Robin Hood,' an
entirely English picture, 'Three Dances
from Henry the Eighth,' while 'Indian Love L3'-rics' could well be used
as an overture in the presentation of
'The Cheat.'
picture,

pagnole,'

;

the smallest orchestra con-

with good music and good pic-

?

Which is to be preferred, a small orchestra or an organ in theatres located
in residential sections?
Do conductors realize the immense
importance of linking up their musical
programs with the theme of the fea-

"If

to Julius Boxpresent conductor of the
Mark Strand orchestra in Albany, N.
Y., former leader of the orchestra in
the English Court, conductor for the
musical programs given by Mrs. CorMrs. Stuyvesant
Vanderbilt,
nelius
Fish and other society leaders, for three
seasons the conductor for the Shuberts,
are answered by Mr. Boxhorn in plain,
unvarnished language, easily understoo'i by the owner and manager of the
motion picture theatre, the men whose
dollars are tied up in their enterprises,
and who are most interested in ascertaining the correct relationship in dollars and cents between the picture and
the music.
"Unless a theatre can support an
orchestra of at least six pieces," said
Mr. Boxhorn, "it is far better to have
none, or to have an organ.
poor orchestra is a detriment to any picture,
good, bad or indifferent. In many instances good music can practically
make a picture.

These questions, put

best answer that perhaps,
J CAN
rather explain it, by asking

or

if you
have ever seen a picture presented with
a correct musical accompaniment, and
having enjoyed it to the fullest sense,

later decided to again see that picture
it is

a soloist,

and

I

am

the

A

as

you employ

frank in saying that I favor soloists as
they vary the program and I believe
that people like songs after a long silence, it should be borne in mind that
the selection should go with the picture.

ture ?
horn,

value.

"Remember that your orchestra and
organ should work so closely together
that the music from the one can drift
to the other without people realizing the
difference.
Let your program be a
smooth running one, free from those

Price of Admission
By

your orchestra many times can describe
a situation and add to the picture's

presented at some neighborhood

theatre with a three-piece orchestra,
setting you on edge the moment you
entered the door.

J
JULIUS

LOOO

that a 25 cent house of

seats can successfully support

an orchestra, and that even

BOXHORN

if the city
not musically inclined, that it
will later on become so through the
very efforts of the orchestra itself. I
think that such orchestras pay for
themselves.
"In residential sections, an organ is
better than a poor, or a small orches-

itself is

tented and happy frame of mind, than

when they came ?
"To bring this

about, music, soothing and correctly interpreted with the
picture, plays a most important part.
"Theatres in places of from 2.500 to
10,000 population, if they can afford it,
should have a properly conducted orchestra of not less than six pieces.
An

organ to my mind becomes inonotonous
and I believe that an organ alone will
never supplant an orchestra in a first
class house.

"The leading theatre in places of
from 25,000 up should by all means
support an orchestra. It will become
one of the real reasons
tre

is

the leader in

its

why
city

that thea-

or

com-

munity.

"But if you cannot have a good orchestra, better none at all. There is no
question but that the organ is, and
should be a part of every good motion
picture theatre.
Situations should be
intensified with the proper music.

An

orchestra possesses variety, but it is up
to the conductor to extract that which
lifts

the picture.

jyjQCH depends upon the
He and his men must

tion picture theatres at night for enjo}-ment and the quieting of jangled

conductor.
express in
music what the star and the director
wish to convey. The conductor must
know what to plav and when to play

nerves ?

it.

"Have you ever thought of the
influence that comes from a picture with
a happy ending?
Do you realize that
nine-tenths of the people attending the
motion picture theatres on an evening,
return to their homes in a far more con-

"You cannot fit high class music to
an ordinary or common situation or vice
versa.
It is an art, and a most essential one to fit music to the picture.
"You, yourself, must feel what you
wish to convey to the people. You and

"Do you realize that today thousands
of men and women are seeking the mo-

BELIEVE

'

•

tra.

"I think that the conductors today
are realizing more and more just how
much the proper presentation of a picture depends upon their selection of
the accompanying music."
week or two before a picture is
presented at the Mark Strand, in Albany, which charges an admission price
of fifty cents, Mr. Boxhorn, together
with the managing-director of the
house and the music librarian, have the
picture screened. Mr. Boxhorn and the
librarian again go over the picture, deciding upon the music to be used in the
different situations.
During the rehearsals, Mr. Boxhorn exp^.ains the
situations to the orchestra, placing particular stress on this part of the procedure.
The important part which is beingtaken by the Mark Strand orchestra in
the winter's musical program of Albany is shown in the large audiences
attracted by the symphony concerts now
given at frequent intervals by the combined orchestras of the Mark Strand
theatre of Albany, and The Troy, of
Troy, both houses being under the
management of Uly S. Hill, Mr. Boxhorn conductingf the concerts. There is
no question but that the theatres attract
added patronage at other times because
of these concerts, supported as they
are by the elite of the city.

A
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HOTEL.
^ STOR
Mark

Thursday evening, January 24.
will be the Fourth Annual
Dinner and Ball given by the Theatre Owners Chamber of Commerce. Radio broadcasting is being used
to exploit the big night, and when we tell you that
Al Jocker's Jazz Orchestra and the California Ramin

it

red.

It

blers will furnish the melodies, we have just started.
Stars and celebrities of the silver sheet will all become democrats. Among them, however, a king and
Billy
queen are to be crowned by popular ballot.
Brandt, President of the New York State M. P. T.
O. A., is chairman of activities, which explains best
just how big an affair it is really going to be. Better
reserve your tickets now. B. B. wants to be sure the
Astor is big enough to handle the crowds. The C. of
C. headquarters at 1540 Broadway control the ducats.

T
^

AMES HOOD MACFARLAND

left for

ILL H.

of

it
was exceptionally good. The exchangeman,
been in town since Monday, said he looks
steadily improving conditions during the spring.
The trade in the Milwaukee territory is looking forward to the opening of the New Wisconsin, a 3,500seat house,
probably on February 22. The New
Wisconsin, which is owned by the Saxe Amusement
Company, is rated as one of the largest and best
houses between Chicago and the West Coast.

kee

who had

for

the Coast

^NE of

Theda B.

Y^HATEVER

anyone chooses

to think of

an occa-

Hollywood mishap has nothing whatsoever

sional

do with how the public likes or dislikes pictures.
Mabel Normand in "The Extra Girl" opens in Chicago with a rousing reception, and wins unanimous
to

praise of the Windy City critics.
nal is happiest because is "brings

Post says:

AN

Thursday.

to assume new duties in the producnew Theda Bara unit. Handling the
Famous Players eastern studio for Irene

Castle and Enrico Guazzoni, the Italian Director,
places Mr. Macfarland's value in a strong production
niche which should materially aid in bringing back

The

into E. G. Tunstall, Milwaukee exchangeman,
in the office of Sam Morris at Warner Brothers
Mr. Tunstall reports good business in his
That statement
territory right up to the holidays.
applies to the neighborhood houses, and in Milwau-

"P

tion end of the
plublicity

visit.

nor any effort to avoid them."

Tuesday

last

HAYS is in Los

Angeles on his regular anpresident of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors on his arrival announced
that he intended chiefly to devote his attention to the
"elimination of waste and the establishment of sound
The only possible allusion he
business principles."
made to the recent "affair" in the players colony was
that "There has not been and there will not be on the
part of the industry any minimizing of responsibilities
Qual

The Chicago JourThe
"Mabel's audiences never forget her." The
Mabel back."

other woman on the screen has so vivid
a feeling for the comic mixed with a serious and
Without reason, withstriking personal loveliness."
out any sense of jurisprudence, without sense of
justice
just who will be the first to cast a stone ?

the most altogether pleasurable occasions in
the history of the film business was the luncheon
Tuesday given by Adolph Zukor in the interest of the
The diners enjoyed to
Harding Memorial Fund.

the full the good-natured banter between Charles M.
They abused each
Schwab and Arthur Brisbane.
other with the latitude enjoyed only by ancient friends.
It developed during the course of the two hours that
the steel manufacturer and the editor both are owners
of theatre buildings or have been.

News: "No

"pRANK REMBUSCH,

of Shelbyville. Ind., was in
New York between Monday and Thursday. Mr.
Rembusch, who is the owner of a large chain of
motion picture houses, said the theatre patrons in h s
country were not coming out to the shows the way
Asked as to the reason, Mr.
they formerly did.
Rembusch was inclined to think it was because the
features were too long, that patrons were seeking
shorter programs or at least many of them were, and
his belief five-reel pictures would do much io
it was

—

OSMOPOLITAN

now has its own theatre in little
The Britold London for at least eight weeks.
ishers will henceforth first view the Hearst photodramas at the Oxford Theatre, beginning February
Marion Davies in
15, with "Under the Red Robe."
"Yolanda" will follow.

Z^*

encourage

a

return.

shall not forget the Cosmopolitan Ball and MidIt was for the Marion
night Frolic very soon.
Davies Christmas fund, and it netted the cool sum
And among other things it brought
of $14,785.83.
seventy-four radio sets, several victrolas and oodles
of sweaters and needy things for disabled war veterans. It was just Marion's small bit in lightening the
burden of the men who gave their best to their

'W/E

y^ILLIAM DANSINGER
West Coast

He

in

Archy Reeve on the
the Paramount Publicity departjoins

be considerably missed in Cincinnati,
where he has headquarters during his exploitation activities for Famotis in and about Chicago, Indianapolis, Detroit, and Milwaukee.
He directly joins
the George Melford nnii now producing "The Dawn
ment.

of a

will

countrv.

Tomorrow."
fTEBRUARY!

Laemmle month
The industry
paying tribute to a smiling fighter.
gratefulness in this film business of
ours, let everyone put their shoulder to the wheel of
joy, and make February a tribute month for the
man who never feared antagonism, and who preeminently stands out as the bravest man of the
industry in the face of adversity.
will

outdo

Showing

jyjANY
office

of his

Carl

are advised this week by the Federal District
higher court that the Goldwyn injunction against
of "Goldwyn" is upheld unless in all cases it be followed by the words,
"Not now connected with Goldwyn Pictures." Somehow or other we half suspect Harry Reichenbach

"WZE

!

itself

there

is

co-workers in the Universal

were down

at the

pier to

Samuel Goldwyn using the name

—

home

will now invite the members of the Supreme bench
to sit in on any Times Square banquet, and hear
what a good law abiding citizen he is, and Samuel
Goldwyn is, and then sell them the idea of reversing

the

decision.

welcome Marc

Lachmann back home from London last week. The
man who put "The Hunchback" across on the English
strand returns with the confidence of England safely
tucked away in his vest pocket. Clever exploitation
sans ballyhoo is what won over the Britishers.

jQAN^E BLYTFIE adds

sixteen new salesmen to his
"More play dates make cheaper
Selznick stafi^.
prices," says Blythe, who adds that the expansion
has just started. Let no man lay claim to 1924 without first considering the new Selznick policy.
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The
THAT
who

editor of a motion picture business paper
week in the course of a rather hysterical outgiving declared that if a criminal must
last

appear when Mabel Normand makes her social calls
"surely her community will be obliged to take action"
and talked of the surgeon's knife and other hard
and sharp things might in ordinarj^ charity and most
certainly with common profit digest the altogether
sane and thoroughly judicial remarks of the Rev.
Norman Y. Sargent of the Centenary Methodist
Episcopal Church of Camden.
In accordance with his usual custom the New Jersey minister had on the evening of January 4 shown
at his children's entertainment a comedy in which it
happened Miss Normand was featured. When he was
reminded of the attempts to bar pictures in which that
player appeared, the Rev. Mr. .Sargent said
"These reels were not selected by us. We have a
contract with the film people to supply suitable reels
for children.
Under the circumstances I would not
bar Mabel Normand films. I cannot see sufficient
justification for barring them.

—

"I believe in American fair play
that
that a person is not guilty until he or she
guilty."

is
is

to say,

proved

Without in any measure minimizing the seriousness
motion picture business of the New Year's Day
incident in Hollywood, and serious chiefly because of
to the

the h)^sterical reaction in oversensitive quarters, we
see no genuine occasion for getting "het up" because
some undersized if overzealous servant not connected
with the motion picture business sees fit to drill a hole
or two in a young man who also is not connected with
the motion picture business.
The entire industry, however, may well give most
serious attention to the action of the censor boards
of New Hampshire and of Memphis in barring pictures in which Miss Normand has appeared.
The
Attorney General of Kansas has demanded similar
action in his state.
The New York commission says
it cannot act in the absence of a complaint and intimates it has authority only over pictures and not
players.

Exhibitors Trade Review is unable to see where
any censor board fits into the present situation in any

manner whatever.

To us the question appeals more
or less directly to several other groups of the com-

munity

:

The Los Angeles County

officials

upon

whom

will

devolve the duty of ascertaining the facts in the case
and outlining their subsequent action accordingly.
The two players who unfortunately are connected
with the affair and who apparently are not in anv
conceivable manner morally and most certainly not
legally responsible for the incident.

The companies which have

invested their capital

any pictures in which the two persons have appeared
and the officers and employes of which companies
certainly also are not in any manner morally or legally

in

responsible for the happening.

Rebuke

Pulpit's

The

exhibitors, especially those

who may

be called

any contracted dates on pictures in which
the persons may have appeared.
The great public, which has the right to say whether
it is sufficiently interested in the matter one way or
another to express any definite opinion about it.
The action of the censor boards of Memphis and
New Hampshire may be simply described They have

upon

to play

:

for all practical purposes confiscated capital that was
invested in good faith and the investors of which
have done no act overt or otherwise that subjects them
to penalty, whereas they cannot penalize the player,
who already has been paid in full.
When the censor board of a great city or a great
state without any hearing or any effort to learn the
facts in a given case decrees that certain pictures shall
not be shown not because of any infringement of law
that may be contained within those films but because
some one whose shadow is represented in that property
has been mentioned as being present at the commission of a possible crime we submit that the action of
that censor board constitutes purely and simply confiscation without due process of law.
also submit that from the viewpoint of a private
in the ranks of the motion picture business the situation is one for logical handling by four of the parties
we have enumerated by the Los Angeles County authorities, by the companies owning the films or their
representative, by the exhibitors and by the pubHc.
insist that the situation is not one within the
jurisdiction of any censor board in the land when the
pictures in question already have been passed and
when at the time of passing there was no doubt as

We

—

We

to their entire acceptability.

When those films were passed under those circumstances they became a vested property right, i. e., the
right to exhibit, property just the same as the ground
upon which rest the buildings housing the censor
boards of Memphis or New Hampshire.
There's a vital principle at stake in the present situation.
It is the principle of property rights, a principle as old as courts of justice.
The motion picture business is conducted under a
sufficient number of handicaps and risks today without adding to that number by running amuck in the
marketplace and giving aid and comfort to its avowed
enemies.
In the meantime let's not get too much excited until
we know what it is all about. That is the commendable example set by the Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Association in England.
Let's give due process of law a chance. When the
case comes into court, as

know what

course

it

will in

proper time,

we

best to adopt.
ma}' then know whether the chauffeur acted in
Of course there will be a cerself-defense or not.
tain portion of the more vocal part of the community
will

is

We

which

To

will

be uninterested in this

others

American

who

still

fair play

it

detail.

have some regard for everyday
will contain a lot of interest.

!
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LEADERS ALL
Carl Anderson,
COME back summer
with

us

Who

Filmed

Victoria's Jubilee
then the world's cham"the
Muldoon,
and

bett,

to

of
the early
1897, in the latter part
of June of that year to be
exact, and listen to the story
of the making of a six-reel
motion picture at that time.
If you ask us how long each
of those reels were we will
tell you they probably did not

pion,
solid

average over 100 feet
It was nearly twenty-seven
years ago that Carl Anderson,
now the head of the organization bearing his name, photographed some of the outstanding events of Queen Vic-

mount was formed and the
Lasky company became a
part of it, Mr. Anderson continuing in the same capacity

toria's Jubilee,

one, as

it

the

was the

Jesse Lasky and his
associates formed the Lasky
Company Mr. Anderson be-

came general manager. After
making of "The Squawman" and several others,
the

perhaps four or

enlarged organization.
the summer of 1918,
shortly after the outbreak of
the war, Mr. Anderson en-

diamond

tered the service of the Government as a confidential
agent of the Department of

sixtieth.

State.
It is

event
was photographed, developed, printed
and screened in the marvelous time of two weeks.
In those days there were
no controversies between producer, distributor and exhibiMr. Anderson solved
tor.
these difficulties or rather
avoided them by performing
the three functions himself.
Also laboratory costs for prints were not exactly a factor in distribution, either.
But one copy of the work was made.
And of course there was no such

an exchange to buy any

that

in 1898

Mr. Anderson made

a picture of the opening of the then

famous Kiel Canal, which the equally
famous Kaiser had caused to be constructed for the benefit of his navy.

He made a picture of the naval
parade, which was an imposing affair,
and was headed by the Kaiser and the
Czar Nicholas of Russia. These were
perhaps the first motion pictures of the
many that were later to be taken of the
ruler of Germany.
The

pictures were shown to William
and later on also to the young Queen

Wilhelmina of Holland.

There were

or six subjects in the film, each
averaging about a hundred feet in
length.
Both were "command" performances.

five

As Mr. Anderson

recalls the attitude

of the public at that time the majority
looked on the screen merely as a novelty in variety entertainment, one that
would wear off soon.
It

was not

until

producers

began

not

under

generally

known

his direction there

of 105 persons
stafif
hidden away in a downtown
New York building handling
matters of international importance. Here he remained

was a

until the signing of the armistice,

LEADERS ALL— CARL ANDERSON
T3ECAUSE

for over a quarter of a century he
has been storing up information that will equip
for the better carrying out of the work that
now lies ahead of him; because in 1897 he sensed
the value of the screen as a means of conveying
the big news of the day to the public and was one
of the first to photograph world happenings for the
benefit not only of present but future generations.

him

extra copies.

ARLY

Para-

In

The

J]

five,

in the

The subject very likely may
claim to be the original "topical" and if not that at least
the initial "multiple reeler."

institution as

man."

When

putting a stoiy behind the picture that
the public really became interested.
Then the "nickelodeons" quickly came
into existence.

Before these appeared, however, pic-

form of entertainment had been shown to the public in
tures as a distinct

the United States under canvas, under
what was known as "black tops," so
called because the tents were made of
black material to keep out the daylight.
Calcium served the purpose of illuminant.

lUR.

ANDERSON

a part of the.
business,
the

ture theatre.
assistant stage

W HEN

assignment was comMr. Anderson returned to
New York, and shortly afterward, in
1919, became general manager of Educational Film Exchanges. He remained
this

pleted,

with this company through

its

period

of great development into an international organization.

was in the spring of 1923 he resigned from Educational to start the
Anderson Pictures Corporation, a distributing company, the declared purpose of which is very simple that of
eliminating from the national sales
quota a large amount of the overhead
that is added to the actual cost of a
picture in the form of home office and
It

—

production overhead.

was

of
development
through the store show and the vaudeville phase to the regulation motion pic-

He was

when Franklin K. Lane,

Secretary of the Interior,
asked him to go to Washington and organize the visual instruction
section of the Bureau of Education.

manager of

Koster & Bial's in New York, in those
days nationally famous, at the time the
chief attraction of the big variety house
was "Around the World in Eighty
Minutes."

The main drawing card of the show
was a boxing match between Jim Cor-

Mr. Anderson believes through his
method of distribution and his alliance
with the Theatre 'Owners Distributing
Corporation he will assure the largest
possible gross sales with the lowest
selling expense.

"It is a matter of gratification to us
that the Theatre Owners' organization
is actively interested in our success and

working with us because our p'ans fit
in with the thing that they have been
planning to do for two years," said Mr.
Anderson in December.

P^g^ ^
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First National to Decentralize Production,

Says Rowland Starting West
DVOCATING

A

a

decentralization

of

production as one of the ways to
reduce excessive negative cost, Richard A. Rowland, manager of production for
First National Pictures, left for the Coast
/-Ik

on Monday, January 7.
He intends remaining there one month, during
which he will assist in carrying out production plans that up to the present time
have been disclosed to the trade only in
studios

part.

Before leaving New York, Mr.
Rowland stated that First National is all set
and ready to excel its record for 1923.

"We

stories, we have the playthe directors and we have the
organization.
First National
month is
getting a tremendous response from exhibitors.
Reports from all parts of the country show that theatres are making big
profits on 'Flaming Youth,' 'Black Oxen,'
'Anna Christie,' 'Ponjola,' 'Boy of Mine,'
Eternal
'Potash and
Perlmutter,'
'The
ers,

have the

we have

Temporary
'Thundergate,'
'Her
Husband,' all of the productions made by
Norma and Constance Talmadge, the Richard Barthelmess pictures, and others
I
might mention.
City,'

"In all my experience in the picture business I do not recall such a list of quality
box-ofSce production from one company.
But we are going to do even better this
year.

"Just at this time I am very much interested in two pictures that promise to be
outstanding features of the 1924 program,
Frank Lloyd's production of Sabatin's
great novel 'The Sea Hawk' and Richard
Walton Tully's picturization of his most
famous play, 'The Bird of Paradise.'

be on the Coast to see Lloyd
make
big scenes for which a fleet of
ships was constructed.
Mr. Tully is preparing to take his company to Hawaii for
the filming of 'The Bird of Paradise.'
"I

will
his

"Four pictures of widely contrasting
theme that promise big things for coming weeks, are Ince's 'The Galloping Fish,'
Carewe's 'Son of Sahara,' Tully's 'Flowing
Gold,' and Larry
Trimble's 'The
Love
Master.'

"The Earl Hudson

now

co-operating with Corinne Griffith Pictures on the
production of 'Lillies of the Field' in which
I expect to see Miss Griffith surpass even
her mangnificent performance
'Black
in
Oxen.' 'Lillies of the Field,' incidentally,
will be the
second picture that comes
under First National's New York's pledge
to exhibitors to supplj' four of the biggest
box-office stars on the screen.
" 'The Perfect Flapper' has been selected
as the next vehicle for Colleen Moore to
follow her sweeping success in 'Flaming
Youth' and her equally clever performance
in 'Painted People,' a picture of a quite
unit

is

type.
As soon
Marr completes work in

different

as
a

Barbara La
new Maurice

Tourneur production, 'The White

Moth,'

First National
picture under her starring contract.
"I expect to see the completion of 'Sundown,' a drama that deals with one of the
most romantic and interesting phases ot
American history, the passing of the cattle
kings' of the West.
The cattle scenes in
this film are without
parallel
on the
a
screen."
Mr. Rowland stated that while on the
Coast he expects to take action in regard
to dividing First National production between the W'est and East. He would say
nothing definite about the time such a
move might be expected, or what studio

she

will

start

in

another

arrangements First National contemplates

making

well known
that Mr. Rowland advocates a decentralization of production as one of the ways
in which excessive negative cost may be
lowered.
He maintains that a more equal
division of production between the East
and the West would make more actors
available thereby placing salaries on an
equitable basis.
"First National," said Mr. Rowland, "is
going to promote four new stars this
in the

East, but

it

is

year, in addition to those who have already
proven themselves to be the biggest boxoffice assets in the business, such as Norma

Talmadge, Contance Talmadge and Rich-

We

ard Barthelmess.

look for great things

from Barbara La Marr, Corinne Griffith,
Colleen Moore and Ben Alexander. Through
a proper selection of stories and intelligent direction

we

will

give these players

an opportunity to make the most of abilities they have displayed in recent productions."

Doolittle^Report Shows Obligations of Selznick
Distributing Cut by a Million

AN

important

statement of tlie financial
of the Selznick Distributing Corporation since its reorganization last Spring
has just been made public by W. C. J.
Doolittle, president of the company.
The statement shows that almost a million
dollars in debts which had stood as prior
liens against films and accessories of the
company at the time of the reorganization, or
in the shape of advanced payments from exhibitors for service to be rendered later, have
been paid up to December 31, from the earnings of the company.
This does not include
the amount due to holders of two year notes,
but to obligations of prior standing.
aft'airs

The exact amount of indebtedness which
has been written ofif the books of the reorganized corporation in the eleven months
is
$958,278.14, of which §700,336.64 represents payments to lien holders, and ^257,941.50 the liquidation of advance payment
from exhibitors.

This means that tlie outstanding obligations
have been reduced in average monthly payments of $87,000. This is considered all the
more remarkable by officials of the company,
because the reorganization took place just
before the summer, when business generally is
at its lowest ebb, and furthermore because
the new Selznick organization was compelled
to start out with little new material, for a
time selling only
earlier releases.

revivals

of

some of

its

Despite these handicaps, according to Mr.
Doolittle, the policy of the new company, immediately put into practice by its entering executives, of running the business of distribution on a basis of strict economy and efficiency, brought recognition from tbe start, in
exhibitor confidence and volume of business.

f

As new and

important productions were added

to the releasing schedule, the acceleration of

business became

"There

more marked.

hardly need to say that this record is unique in the industry," said Mr.
Doolittle, in his statement.
"Now that such
an auspicious start has been made, and plans
for the future look even more optimistic, a
word of what has been accomplished would
not be amiss.
"When the affairs of the old Selznick Company were taken over, it was found that practically every asset of the company which
would be needed to keep it on the map as a
going concern, was tied up. The exchanges
were in bad financial straits, and the negais

prints, the advertising and exploitaaccessories had liens on them, held
mainly by laboratories, lithographers, etc.,
for work done.

tives

and

tion

"With

the co-operation of the lien-holders,
negatives, prints and posters were released, for it was made apparent to them
that only in active business would there be
a chance of making order out of chaos.
Overhead and other costs of distribution were
cut down to a minimum.
the

"The more reasonable expenditures of diswere passed on to exhibitors in more
reasonable rentals, and the response was instantaneous and definite.
Even during the
summer slack season, business was far above

tribution

expectations.
"Our policy towards producers has also figured largely in our success, as it was a new
and welcome departure for them to find their
investments guaranteed and their share of the
revenue collected tlirough the sale of their

productions secured through our Trust

Fund

plan."

Industry Gives $10,000 to Harding Memorial

T^EN

thousand dollars was contributed by
the motion picture industry to the Harding
Memorial Fund at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel

on Tuesday, January 8. Adolph Zukor was
host at a luncheon which was attended by
representative film men, who were addressed
by Charles M. Schwab, National Director of
the fund; Arthur Brisbane, editor of the
Hearst newspapers, and Mr. Zukor.
Courtland Smith, secretary of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors, was toastmaster.

Mr. Schwab referred to the fine record of
the motion picture industry
for patriotic
work in the past and said it seemed that
kindly thought and charity were characteristic
of the theatrical and motion picture businesses.

when a man like Mr.
give his tirne 1o a cause he
must be a worthy one, and when the
Zukor

Mr.

steel

it

man had

As Mr. Zukor resumed

called

on

him

to

enlist

his

his seat

Mr. Schwab

"Gentlemen," he said, "no
quickly arose.
industry in this city has responded with such
promptness and generosity as has the moving
picture industry.
"I shall telegraph the President and Mr.
Mellon at once and tell them what you have
done and how generous you have been. It
has been characteristic of everything you
If there is anything
gentlemen undertake.
you want me to do I stand ready to do it.

said

Schwab would
felt

aid in raising the quota of the motion picture
industry for the fund he said he could not
refuse to help him.
Mr. Zukor then informed Mr. Schwab that
before the party sat down at luncheon the
sum requested $10,0130, had been pledged.

"I

shall

lend

my

efforts

to

give publicity

your action. You are an honor to yourselves, an honor to your profession and an
honor to your country."
to

^

:

January

19,
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Flaherty Filming a Story of the Sa moans Like
J. Flaherty has reached a
the production of his epic of
South Sea native life which makes him certain the finished picture will exceed his expectations is the news the Paramount production department has received from the producer of "Nanook of the North," who went
to Samoa nine months ago to film for Paramount the everyday life story of the South
Sea native along the general lines which he
followed in the filming of Nanook in the Far

Robert

_

in

North.
Flaherty writes from his headquarters at
Safune, a village in Savaii, one of the most
remote islands of the Samoan group. He describes briefly the laboratory in which he is
developing his daily "takes"
"Half a minute's walk from our cottage,
through a forest of mangoes and cocoanuts,
brings me to the laboratory which we built
deepest among the trees. The branches of one
Here is
breadfruit almost overspread it.
where we do most of our film work the dry-

—

—

Here the
the cave's deep, cold, clear water.
film developing tanks are set, their tops just
poking through the platform, so that the
cave's cold water forms a jacket around them.
"I spend hours developing in the blackness
of this cavern, and while in the feeble light
of the red lamp I note the clock tick the minutes away the songs of my two Samoan helpNatives squat
ers re-echo through the gloom.
waiting outside the cavern's door for us to
file out with our dripping racks of film.
They
peer over our shoulders as we hold the
frame up for inspection against the light of
sky.

"Above the cave, over the spot where we
work our black magic, are buried the dead
of long ago, and in and out of the cave fly
little clouds of birds. Our occupation alarmed
them and put them to confusion. The natives
were filled with wonder, for the birds are
the spirits of their dead."
Beside Flaherty's cottage a space was
cleared in a grove of cocoanuts, and one of
the first things done after the portable electric
light plant was put in working order was to
complete the equipment of the open air auditorium with a motion picture screen and
projecting machine.
Here motion picture shows are given from
time to time, to the wonderment of the natives, who come from miles around to see the
feature films, comedies and travel pictures
which Flaherty took along with him for the
joint purpose of amusing the people and winning their favor and assistance in his work.
Every showing is preceded by a long and
most formal ceremony consisting of the making of a bowl of kava (the native beverage
used on formal occasions) and its presentation to the great white benefactor and the
greetings from the assembled chieftains.
In this atmosphere of unquestioned friendsaturated with punctilious ceremony,
Flaherty found it difficult to select the leading
characters for his picture.
ship,

For the honor of being chosen leading wothere was intense competition engendered
by the rivalry of the various villages whose
chieftains were insistent that their respective

man

belles should

The

have preference.

choice of the producer finally

fell

upon

when published

drama, "The Triflers," on which Waldemar
Young now is at work. "When a Woman
Reaches Forty" is the next of the series to
go into production.
Probably the most promising of the stories
on which camera work will soon be started
IS the screen version of Frank Craven's most
successful stage play, "The First Year." Filming of this production will be delayed until
the early Spring, however, in order to take
advantage of the opportunities offered for
beautiful exterior settings for the love scenes
that mark the passage of the first milestone
of domestic life.

and the printing invariably to the accompaniment of the staring eyes of children
peeping through the doors and windows at
every little thing I do, and on the alert to
pick up any scrap of paper or waste bit of
film I throw away.
"Facing the laboratory are the great mouths
of two caves which wind underground to blind
unknown ends. Into the gloomy depths of
one mouth the villagers come now and then
The mouth of the other we have
to bathe.
boarded up and fitted with a door and laid steps
within which lead in a half-curve down to
where we have placed a large platform over
ing

world

Olga Printzlau, of the Preferred Picture
story producing department, has prepared the
film story, and the building of settings is being rushed forward in order to make possible the completion of this picture in time for
early release.
Director Gasnier, who will handle the megaphone for "The Breath of Scandal," now
is in the midst of his production of
"Poisoned Paradise," in which Clara Bow and
Kenneth Harlan play the featured roles.
Immediately following the making of this
picture the Schulberg organization, producing
Preferred Pictures, will make a picturization of Frederick Orin Bartlett's stirring

That of His Nanook
THAT
point

literary

the

in

about a year ago.

'AMERICA' TO OPEN

FEBRUARY

ON

21

Premiere of Griffith Production Set
for Eve of Holiday

/^N

" on February

Pelley

Taioa, the taupo, or village virgin, of Sasina.
One glance, Flaherty writes, was enough to
establish her beyond doubt as the logical girl
for the part.

"Something

unmistakably

patrician,"

he

says, "a finer cast of countenance, a daintiness
of figure and features rare in a primitive, and
an intelligence, a brightness, a mobility of

expression,
tive

made

us forget

all

other prospec-

models."

a leading man was comconsiderably by an unexpected shyness on the part of those approached, and it
was not until David had brought to bear
all of the persuasive eloquence at his com-

The

selection of

plicated

mand that the handsome young chieftain,
Tunanga (in English, Flying Fox), was fiThe
nally prevailed upon to play the part.
argument that was the final clincher was that
he would be doing it for the glorification of
his native land and people before countless
millions

in

far-of? countries.

With no

prospect of the completion of his
big task yet in sight, it is probable it will be
at least seven or eight months more before
Flaherty will return to New York.
*

*

*

SCHULBERG STUDIOS ARE
AGAIN HUMMING
'Breath of ScandaV Next Subject to
Be Made, with Others in Line

IV

EW

YEAR'S

celebrating took on the

new

contracts and the rushing of
big settings for forthcoming pictures at the
Schulberg Studios.

-'-^form of

eve

Washington's Birthday,
"America," the photodrama of the War of Independence being
made for the Daughters of the American
Revolution by D. W. Griffith, will have
its
public premiere at the Forty-Fourth
Street Theatre, New York.

HERBERT CROOKER
Exploitation director for William D.

the

"The Breath of Scandal" will be the next
picture on which camera work will be started,
according to word from B. P. Schulberg's
executive bungalow on the lot. The production will be an elaborate screen version of the
novel by Edwin Balmer, which, as magazine
readers will recall, created something of a

of

21,

The D. A R., anxious to celebrate the
sesqui-centennial of the beginning of the
Revolutionary War with an appropriate
screen production, requested Mr. Griffith
to film a drama which would include the
leading battles of this country's struggle
for freedom.
The story was written by
Robert W. Chambers, and the producer
and a large force of players, technicians,
and historical experts have been at work on
the film for months.
The eminent historical and patriotic authorities connected with the production recently voiced the wish that the 1924 celebration of the birthday of George Washington be celebrated by the public presentation of "America," and to accomplish
this the company redoubled its efiforts to
finish the picture.
Practically every outstanding figure of
Revolutionary days has a part in the
drama, the filming of which necessitated
the company visiting the leading shrines
of American liberty to take scenes.

BRIN REPORTS NORTHWEST
ENJOYING GOOD BUSINESS
E.

Brin, president of Kwality Picof Seattle, Portland, Denver
Butte, Mont., distributors of Warner

K.

tures,

and

IS

Inc.,

Brothers product, last week paid his semiannual visit to the Warner home office.
Mr. Brin enjoys the unique distinction
of covering more territory in area, if not
population, than any individual exchange

He distributes from
the country.
Coast, and from the Canadian border almost to the Gulf of Mexico.
Some of his bookings require five days
for shipment of a film from Seattle.
The Northwest is enjoying excellent
business, so fsr as exhibitors are concerned,
according to Mr. Brin. He has closed f"r
the entire eighteen Warner subjects with
the Jensen and Von Herberg circuit.
man

in

Denver

to the
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INDEPENDENTS APPROVE
CONTRACT FORM

GOLDWYN STIRS 'EM UP
IN HOLLYWOOD

Now Has Membership

Actors Protest His Estimate of 33
Good Ones Is All Wrong

Organization

Companies

of Fifteen

A

SAMUEL GOLDWYN

T

has stirred up a
hornet's nest with his statement in the
Los Angeles press that there are onljthirty-three good actors in Hollywood.
Prominent players located there registered indignant protest
and took issue
with the producer who is now arranging
to establish headquarters in Los Angeles.

a general meeting of the I. M. P. D.
A. held at the Hotel Astor in New
York, Thursday, January 3rd, reports were
received from the Executive Committee ana
several standing committees which have
been in sessio^^ during the past week, with
a view to drafting into workable form
some of the various aims and purposes for

which the association was organized.

"I respect Mr. Goldwyn as one of the
most powerful factors in motion pictures
today, but I cannot conceive on what basis

The executive committee's report was
accompanied by an approved form of contract with the Hoy Reporting Service, and
which was unanimously adopted by the
meeting.
Charles B. Hoy, the executive
secretary of the association, will have gen-

he

established his statement that there are
thirty-three good actors in Hollywood," said Conway Tearle at the United

only

Studios last week.
"Thousands of actors find

eral direction of all the business relations
of the members under this contract through
the Hoy headquarters at 1650 Broadway,

New

A

wood

discussion of the tentative draft of the

companies.

was decided

semi-monthly
to
hold
of the association on January 17.
gatherings at luncheon to which the trade
in general will be admitted.
President I. E. Chadwick welcomed this
suggestion from Chairman W. E. ShallenIt

meeting

berger of the executive committee, with
he will discuss the names of several

whom

prominent individuals who are in sympathy with the aims of the organization and
who should be invited to address the association.

President Chadwick

complimented the
committee members upon their good work
involving a great sacrifice of their time, and
also the members for their attendance at
the meetings. With a single exception all
of the companies were represented, the fol-

Arrow, Dr.
in attendance:
Aywon, Nathan
Shallenberger;
Blazed
Louis Weiss;
Hirsh;
Artclass,
Trails, John Russell Lowell: C. B. C,
Jack Cohn and Joe Brandt; Chadwick, I.
Baum; ExE. Chadwick; Equity, Louis
port and Import, Louis Auerbach; LeeBradford, A. J. McAllister; Principal, I"-'
Pyramid, Arthur N. Srr.rjling M. lesser
wood; Tri-Stone, Oscar A. Price; V,' .;ber
& North, Bobby North and Bennett, '//hi',
man Bennett.

lowing being

W.

E.

:

KENT CALLS CONVENTION
S. R. Kent, has called the quarterly convention of the Paramount branch and district
managers for January 17 and 18, to be held
at the

home

office in

New

York.

Discussions of coming productions and policy will occupy the day sessions of the convention.
On Thursday evening, January 17,
the delegates will attend a rerformance of
Cecil

B.

ments"

De

"The Ten CommandGeorge M. Cohan Theatre and
Mille's

at the
the evenino: of the 18th there will be a
dinner at the Commodore.
(in

Artistry a Business

work in Hollythem are grad-

were any question about that statement it
would come from Mr. Olcott himself,
which sums up one of the main reasons.
The director of "Little Old New York,"
"Green Goddess," "Humming Bird," and
the current dove of peace vehicle for Valentino and Famous Players, is modesty
and patience personified.
And behind all that is the dominant
underlying motif of deep sincerity.
There was a brush of a thought recently
luncheon.
for
that brought us together
Our question smacked of directors' crossedwires tendencies.
Was there temperament? There was not.
He quickly sensed the co-ordinating posHe voted early
sibilities we were seeking.

and often to assist in its construction.
wanted to help insisted upon helping.

—

That's the type of

man Famous

He

Players

have selected to do "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
to present Rodolph Valentino to the expectant public which has long been wondermg whether the temperament of Rodolph and the practicability of Famous
could ever be patched together again.
Yes, Sidney Olcott will do it and easily.

—

spent his own money
For the
trying to give Americans the screen beauty
temperament
of his own Ireland knows
His
und practical business equally well.
His steadkindness will reign supreme.

man who

fast

purpose will dominate alongside.
all that when you hear him
of the happy working hours he Has

You know

spent with Marion Davies, George ArUss
and Gloria Swanson. He very highly reAnd when you consider
spects them all.
the tremendous commercial success of those
stars' recent vehicles .... there is no room
left for doubt about the coming back of
Valentino.
Olcott is the master craftsman of patience, artistry

and dollars and

While all great
favorites are not great actors yet
it
is certainly safe to say that 90 per cent
of the popular players who work in Hollywood are considered good actors by the
public and that is really what counts."
"If there are only thirty-three good actors in Hollywood then it is about time
that hundreds of men who are making
their living as actors here, find other employment and make room for new talent."
said Pat O'Malley, leading man for Laurette Taylor at the Metro studio.
throughout the world.

are several reason why Sidney
1 Olcott today comes closely to being the
most important director in the film spotlight.
And it is very probable that if there

'T^'HERE

tell

^

^

of

"There can only be one way in which
the merits of an actor can be judged and
that is by his popularity with the public.
Hundreds of actors in Hollywood are
drawing millions of people to the theatres

Sidney Olcott—Who Makes

.

organization, among them Principal, Artclass Productions, Grand-Asher and Independent. The application of Pyramid, presented by Arthur N. Smallwood, president
of the corporation,
was formally voted
upon, increasing the membership to fifteen

Hundreds

uates from the spoken drama, men who established reputations as actors before thej^
entered the silent drama. If Mr. Goldwyn
is right then many producers are wrong,
for they are engaging daily hundreds of
men they consider good actors.

York.

proposed standard uniform contract, as
presented by Chairman John Lowell Russell,
occupied the undivided attention of
the members, and careful consideration was
given regarding the essential features to
be incorporated in the final draft.
Various suggestions and recommendations were offered for the guidance of the
committee.
Chairman Russell announced
that he expected to have a completed draft
of the contract ready to present at the next
meeting of the association on January 17.
Chairman Jack Cohn of the membership
committee reported that several companies
had expressed their intention of joining the

studios.

cents.

He

considers himself one of the smallest cogs
in the great wheel of system and thought
Because of that he is doing
blending.
E. E.
great things.

screen

"However, I disagree with the contention
that there are only this limited number
Angeles.
Los
in
capable
actors
of
Like in every other calling, the capabilities
I canof actors are measured by degree.
not agree with the belief that there are
only thirty-three good actors here and that
all the rest are of inferior talent.

—

"Most actors appearing in pictures and
there are hundreds of them do so beI
am concause they are capable actors.
fident that from four to six hundred could
any committee of
that
be named and
critics would declare them artists of the
first water."
"I believe that if the question were put
to the public the number of good actors
in Los Angeles would run into four times
the number prescribed by Mr. Goldwyn,"
said Lloyd Hughes, leading man.

—

"I should be interested in reading a

of

Goldwyn's thirty-three and

Mr.

submitting that

to

the public

for

its

what comprises good acting
What_ one
no easy matter to decide.

opinion.
is

list

list

then

person
poor.
actors

Just

great another considers
believe there are as many_ good
as there are on the stage, if not

considers

I

more."
s}t

5(:

:Ji

ENGLISH SUCCEEDS WHITMARSH
Tlieodore F. Whitmarsh, president of FranH. Leggett and Compan}', has_ resigned as
a member of the finance committee of the
Famous! Plavers-Lasky Cornoration. and William H. English, vice-wresident of the Empire
Trust Companv. has been elected to fill the
vacancy caused by his resignation.
Mr. Whitmarsh's retirement was due to his
inability to give the necessary time to the
committee, because of his recent election as
a dire-tor of the Federal Reserve Bank of
cis

New

York.

:

January

H. T.

19,
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KANSAS PLANS 'MEDIUM'
CONVENTION

CLARKE SAILS FOR
THE FAR EAST

First National

Many Entertainment

Representative Will

Probably Operate from Japan
interest
INthetheAmerican

M. P. T. O.
THE
have a convention

of spreading the gospel of

the Orient, Horace
T. Clarke, far eastern representative for the
Associated First National Pictures, Inc., departed aboard the Aquitania, January 5, to
reach his post by way of Europe.
On the day before his departure he was the
guest of honor at a farewell luncheon by
the officials and business associates of the
First National at which the problems of his
work were discussed. Mr. Clarke gave an
interesting outline of his purpose across the
sea, and he is carrying with him the goodwill and best wishes of his fellow-workers at
the First National home office.
film

in

Burma,

Siam, Ceylon, China, Japan, the
Philippines and the Islands off the southeastern district, including the Dutch East Indies and the Strait Settlements region.
Practically every branch of the Asiatic races will
have a chance to see First National pictures
put out under his direction.
Mr. Clarke contemplates establishing his
permanent headquarters in Kobe, Japan, after having made a complete survey of the
present situation in his territory.
It is his
intention, also, to open offices in those countries that seem inclined to barter excessively
for the American film product.
Long experience in the motion picture business in the Orient has made Mr. Clarke
ideally fitted for his new duties.
He was
for some years connected with the David P.
Howells organization, which served as agents
for the First National product before it entered that foreign field for itself.
He resigned from this firm three months ago to devote all his energies to First National.

KNOWN
with

AS

NOW

F. B. O.

general expansion of
production activities inaugurated by J. I.
Schnitzer, vice-president of Film Booking
Offices, the name of
Robertson-Cole, by
which the Hollywood production plant has
been known since the inception of the R-C
corporation, has been dropped.
In the future the studios at Melrose
Avenue and Gower Street will be known
as the studios of the Film Booking Offices.
There will be no further changes in the
management of the studios, it is announced
by Mr. Schnitzer. B. P. Fineman has
been appointed general manager in charge
of production and will work under the
direct supervision of Mr. Schnitzer and

In

line

Major H.

C.

the

S.

Thomson, now managing

director of F. B. O. in

New

York.

QUARTET OF COSMOPOLITAN
ON BROADWAY
The Cosmopolitan Corporation
four

pictures

simultaneously

have
on

Monday, January

14.

showing

Broadway, beginning
for what is believed

will

to constitute a record
for the presentation of one company's productions along the Rialto at the same time.

four productions include "The Great
White Way," with its all-star cast and long
list of
Broadway celebrities which will be
starting its third week at the Cosmopolitan
Theatre. "Through the Dark," starting its
"Under
second week at the Cameo Theatre
the Red Robe," which opens at the Capitol
on Sunday for its first popular price engagement on Broadway, and Marion Davies in
"Little Old New York," which returns to
Broadway on Monday when it opens at
Loew's State Theatre.

The

;

Kansas

planning to

is

not only will be
vastly "different" from gatherings of the
past, but one that partially will pay for itself.
The meeting, which may be in either
Topeka or Emporia, is scheduled tentatively
for the middle of April and may be a fourday affair, as an exposition in conjunction
with the convention is contemplated.
The Auditorium at Topeka or a similar
large building at Emporia, depending upon
where the convention is held, will be divided
into spaces for booth for motion picture exhibits, while the center of the arena floor will
be reserved for dancing from 1 o'clock in
the afternoon until midnight.
charge of
about ten cents admission to the building and
an additional charge of ten cents for dancing
is being planned to defray expenses of
the
convention.
All business meetings of the association,
which will begin one day after the opening
of the exposition, will be at some hotel in
the town selected for the convention.
The
acfmittance charge will apply only to persons
who are not paid up members of the organthat

A

Mr. Clarke will have under his charge virtually all the First National business in Asia.
He will handle its distribution in India,

ROBERTSON-COLE STUDIOS

Features as Well

as Exposition Outlined

JAMES
"Dean

of

A.
Orient"

the

other

business

the promoters of the Peacock
Corporation of Shanghai, which
activities is interested in producing

men, and one
Motion Picture

among

THOMAS
among American

of

Chinese subjects. The Peacock company controls a process of daylight projection which is being
York Stock Exchange for
tried out by the

short

New

use on

its

floor.

ization.

A

AUTHOR PRAISES VERSION OF
'WHEN A MAN'S A MAN'
Harold Bell Wright, noted American auwhose books, according to D. Appleton
and Company, have had a combined sale of
more than 10,000,000 copies, is lavish in his
thor,

praise of the motion picture version of his
"When a Man's a Man," pro"best seller."
duced by Principal Pictures Corporation and
released by First National. After seeing the
picture at his home in Arizona Mr. Wright
sent the following message to Sol Lesser,
president of Principal Pictures
"It is as I wrote it, and if a person has
liked the book he will like the film, for it is
The characthe novel itself on the screen.
ters shown are the characters I created- in my
story and the country shown is the Arizona
country of the novel. I who, perhaps, would
be the severest critic of a picture made from
my own story have nothing but praise for
this

achievement."

The
Man"

release
is

for

date

February

"When

a

Man's a

4.

LOEW SIGNS BORZAGE ON LONG
TERM CONTRACT
Marcus Loew, during his recent visit to
Metro studios in Hollywood, signed Frank
Borzage, noted director of "Humoresque."
under a long term contract under which he
will direct a special series of Frank Borzage
Productions for Metro for the 1924-5 season.
During the past few years Mr. Borzage
lias directed a number of outstanding successes, among them being "The Pride of
Palomar," "The Nth Commandment," "The
Valley of Silent Men," "Children of the
At the
Dust" and "The Good Provider."

the

present time he

is

completing one of

Norma

costume movie ball, a golf tournament,
a banquet and other entertainment is to be arranged.
Free motion pictures, including the
latest and old films, will be included in the exhibits of the exposition.
Prior to two years ago conventions of the
M. P. T. O. K. were too much play and not
enough work, according to the officials, but
in the last two years the gatherings have
It
changed until they are just the reverse.
therefore is planned to strike a medium between the two elements.
^

AWARD BONUSES
TO THREE EXCHANGES

As a phase of the Laemmle month
(February) to be celebrated by Universal
in commemoration of Carl Laemmle's
rival in the United States forty years

the various Universal exchanges.
special exploitation campaign is being
waged throughout the country. The acces-

A

sories department has arranged for the
threeone-sheets,
distribution of special
sheets, slides, several sizes of stickers, lobby cards, and special ad cuts.
One of the features of the contest, which
ends April fSth, is a ruling whereby the
prize monies to be distributed among the
three exchanges must be distributed among
exrespective
of
the
all the employes
changes, in proportion to the salary re-

ceived by each employe.

productions

nouncements for
Before his departure Mr. Loew said, however, that Metro would have one of the larg-

schedules in the history of
organization, and as a result other important announcements are expected during
the next few weeks.
est

the

production

This

is

expected

to make everj' exchange worker keenly interested.
Judges for the Universal Exchange contests will be Carl Laemmle, R. H. Cochrane. E. H. Goldstein, P. D. Cochrane and
Al Lichtman, the five heads of the cor-

poration.

plans outlined by Mr.
the first of the Borzage productions
will get under way at the Metro Hollywood
studios sometime this month.

zage

ar-

ago

the sales department of the corporation
will hold a contest to be participated in by

COMPLETE CAST FOR
PRODUCTION

Loew

pictures and the Borare the only definite anthe Metro 1924-5 season.

^

L^NIVERSAL TO

Talmadge's pictures.
According to the

Two Rex Ingram

^

C. B. C.

Four well known players to support the
in "Discontented Husbands" are announced this week by Harry Cohn, producer
of the Columbia Picture production which
leads

C.

B. C. will distribute.

This makes the completed cast of "Disinclude
Husbands"
contented
Kirkwood, Cleo Madison. Grace Darmond,
Vernon Steele, Arthur Rankin, Carmelita
Geraghty and "Baby" Muriel IMacCormac.

James
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HUNTER
C
^ LENN
the part of "Kid"

plays

rjRCHID

Hart,

the "Kid's" best friend
sent to the State Farm for
two years, because the "Kid"
accidentally sets off a burglar
alarm,
and she is caught.
When Orchid returns, she
determines to "go straight,"
and secures a position as waitress with Pop Finkle.

^

whose parents are killed by
Smith, the gang leader, when
they attempt to give up the
underworld life. Fear is so
strong in the "Kid's" heart
that he dares not defy their
orders, and becomes the best
lock picker in the city.

pop

comes

small

into

sum

McGONIGLE.

is

a

WHEN
^

of

money, and the gang

{

plans to rob him of it.
The "Kid" is assigned

C

Orchid

la r a

Bow)

hears the "Kid" did
the job, she calls him
yellow. He follows her
into an opium den, and

to the job. He realizes
that it will mean the
end of his friendshio

when he sees Smith
making advances to

with Orchid, but he is
so afraid of Smith that
he dares not refuse.

he suddenly conquers his terrible fear
and
shoots
Smith.

her,

'Grit' Gives

Glenn Hunter Opportunity for Crook Characterization

W. W. Hodkinson Presents the Popular Player

in the Film Guild Adaptation
of the Well-Knoivn F. Scott Fitzgerald Story

January
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Round About the Studios
MADISON AND DARMOND IN

SHINN TO DESIGN SETTINGS
FOR 'JANICE MEREDITH'

'DISCONTENTED HUSBANDS'
The two female

leads in support of

James

newest Columbia Pictures
production which C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation is distributing on its special series,
are announced this week by producer Harry

Kirkwood

in

the

Cohn.
Cleo Madison, long
patrons, has been cast
"discontented husband."
of the most dependable
is,

Mr. Cohn

says,

as

of

screen

the wife of

Miss Madison

is

the

one

screen actresses there

and

especially adapted

is

stay-at-home

Mr. Cohn says that since her great
success in a somewhat similar role in "The
Dangerous Age" some time ago, he has had
her in mind for the role she assumes in "Discontented Husbands," when production on
that should be begun.
She has also been
wife.

among

Woman"

has been engaged by the Cosmopolitan

Corporation as art director of "Janice Meredith," the

new

special film production in

Marion Davies

will

star,

which

following her ap-

pearance in "Yolanda."
favorite

a

to the role of the old-fashioned,

seen,

Everett Shinn, one of America's foremost
artists,

other pictures, in

"A Woman's

and "Ladies Must Live."

Grace Darmond has been cast in the role
of "the other woman."
She scored a big
success in "Daytime Wives," "The Midnight
Guests" and "The Song of Life" recently,
and is well suited to the social butterfly role
she plays in "Discontented Husbands."

Mr. Shinn was selected to design the setof the American Revolution story because Joseph Urban, general art director of
Cosmopolitan, is engaged upon the settings of

tings

Meredith."
Cosmopolitan Studio after a notable career as a painter and
illustrator.
A native of Woodstown, N. J.,
he studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in

a

big

picture

to

follow

Mr. Shinn comes

"Janice

to the

Philadelphia.

He started in life as a mechanical engineer
and it was the pursuit of this profession which
gave him a knowledge of practical construction that is of particular value
signing of elaborate film sets.

to

the

de-

ASSISTS IN

SEARCH FOR

MISSING DIRIGIBLE
Edwin

Carewe

and

company

of
of the
Sahara" at Biskra, Algiers, found themselves
in a position to give aid to the French government last week when word was received
that the lost dirigible Dixmunde, with fifty
persons aboard was last seen over Northern
Africa near Biskra.
The Carewe company
was working on some of its spectacular
desert scenes and had in their possession the
only racing camels in Biskra, and according
to cablegram received by First National from
the director, production was halted while the
camels were loaned to assist in the search
over the desert.
It is stated that the sand
dunes of the desert make serial observation
almost impossible and that camels were the
best means of conducting a quick search.
The Carewe company will complete its
work in Algiers in the near future and return to America.
The cast includes Bert

American

stars

producing

his

"A Son

*

'IF

Vitagraph announces the purchase of world
to "The Clean Heart," by A. S. M.
Hutchinson, author of "If Winter Comes"
and "This Freedom." The production will
be made on the West Coast by Vitagraph,
and President Smith, whose personal delight
in the story first prompted him to buy it,
Neither
will supervise its production himself.
the director nor the star has been announced.

*

*

PATSY RUTH MILLER SIGNED
FOR NEXT BRENON FILM
Patsy Ruth Miller has been signed by Parato play the leading feminine role in
the Herbert Brenon production, "The Breaking Point," according to an announcement by
Charles F. Eyton, general manager of West
Coast production activities.
Production work will start January 14 at
the Lasky studio on this adaptation of Mary
Roberts Rinehart's popular story.
Herbert Brenon is scheduled to return from
the East within a few days to supervise the
preparatory work on the production. He re-

mount

cently finished

VITAGRAPH BUYS STORY BY
WINTER COMES' AUTHOR
rights

CAREWE

In addition to this, Mr. Cohn believes that
writers of song lyrics have a "seeing mind"
—that is, they are picturing how their songs
will "go over" when sung, and how they
will act out, and it is only a few steps from
that to picturizing an idea on the screen,
and doing it swiftly and graphically.
Then too, the lyrics of many popular songs
are fine material for motion picture stories,
as has been evidenced already in the case of
several published songs around which highly
successful motion pictures have been built.

"Shadows of

Paris," starring

Pola Negri and also produced the preceding
Pola Negri picture, "The Spanish Dancer."
Edfrid Bingham is writing the continuity.
:|!

*

GERRY MEYER APPOINTED RITZ
THEATRE MANAGER
Gerry Meyer, former press representative
of the Boston Braves and recently affiliated
with Universal's Pittsburgh Exchange, is the
manager of the new Ritz Theatre in Pittsburgh, one of a chain owned by Harry Davis,
which opened Christmas week.

TULLY SHOOTING FIRE SCENES
The Richard Walton TuUy Company, producing "Flowing Gold," the Rex Beach
Texas oil country, are at present engaged upon the various fire sequences.
thriller of the

This First National picture will ofi^er a wide
range of entertainment, and will include some
spectacular

oil

fires.

Meyer
Western

is

well

film

known

circles,

with the industry for

in eastern and middle
having been associated

many

years in various

capacities.
It is expected that under the management
of Meyer, this theatre will be more popular
than ever before, since he is an expert in
getting the crowds to come to see his offerings.
Mr. Meyer received the well wishes
of many friends in the industry.

Rosemary Theby, Claire Windsor,
Montagu Love, Walter McGrail and Paul
Panzer.
The picture is being produced for

Lytell,

First

National

release.

HARRY COHN SEEKS TALENT
AMONG SONG WRITERS
In line with the preparation and seeking
of new material for motion picture stories
for next season's line-up of features, Harry
Cohn, producer of C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation productions, announces a new departure, and one that will, he thinks, be fruitful
of new and original ideas.
Mr. Cohn will, he announces, seek writers
of lyrics of popular songs, and develop them
into scenario and continuity writers whom he
will install in the regular Coast production
scenario and editorial staff.
It is his belief that lyric writers will make
excellent scenario and continuity writers for
motion pictures, because they have the gift
to say what they want, and convey the entire idea of a sequence or story, in the space
allotted to them.

GRANTLAND RICE HITS THE MARK EVERY TIME!
Shooting

is

of

two kinds the kind ycm see in the above scene taken from "The Call of the Game"
and shooting' with a camera at both of which Grantland Rice is an adept.
:
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WORK ON

'AFTER THE BALL' AUTHOR TO
GO INTO VAUDEVILLE

'THREE WEEKS' DONE

"Three Weeks," Goldwyn's picturization
of Elinor Glyn's novel, has been completed.
Eight reels of films, the result of more

After thirty years as a song writer, into
which profession he was thrust by fate and
held by a success that made him put off
time and time again his real ambition; to
become a great actor, Charles K. Harris
is about to go upon the stage.
As a banjo
player in Milwaukee, the author of "After
the Ball" stood a good chance of finally
landing behind the footlights.
But when

than three months' effort, has been given
to the studio laboratory, and workers on
the production are "at ease."
Alan Crosland, vi^ho directed "Three
eeks," has returned to New York, and
Mrs. Glyn, who went to the Goldwyn
Studios from London to assist in the filming of her novel, sailed for England, but
plans to return here to view the opening
of "Three Weeks" in New York.

W

The completed production was shown

the fatal mistake of turning the
play he wrote into the song, "After
the Ball," and the dollars rolled in so fast
and easy that he found himself a successful songwriter practically over night his
career as an actor
was postponed just
first

at

a private preview for members of the cast
at the studios, and it was predicted the
picture would rank with "the year's best."
Among those at the showing were Mrs.
Glyn,
Aileen
Pringle,
John Sainpolis,
Claire de
Lorez, Dale Fuller,
Mitchell
Lewis, Robert Cain and Nigel de Brulicr.
*

*

made

he

thirty years.

Mr. Harris, is to realize two of his original ambitions: "After the Ball" is a play
at last; for it has been made into a motion
picture, and Joe Howard is taking the
song writer as his partner in a vaudeville

*

act.

*

FRENCH POPULATION ENLISTED
FOR NEW FILM
upon

filming of

the

for

the

of

all

several

episodes

Irene Rich Makes First

in Gasnier's production of "Poisoned Paradise."
Street scenes in Paris, requiring

hundreds of

Visit to

men and women

are to be
taken with French-American players in
order that no words spoken within the
range of the camera will be in any language other than French.
"If the illusion
of a French crowd is to be carried out,
the players certainly must not be talking
English," says the director. Therefore the
most unusual care is being exercised in the
selection of not merely the principals but
of the extras and players of small bits
ordinarily called through agencies without
particular regard to personalities.

*

*

*

CAST FOR GLORIA SWANSON'S
NEW FILM ANNOUNCED
The complete

cast for Gloria Swanson's
at the Paramount Long
Island studio under the direction of Allan
Rod
Dwan includes the following players

Paramount picture

Cortez, Mrs. Ida Water-

man, Allan Simpson, Mrs.
Mrs. Catherine
Coalter,
Hughes, Wilfred Donovan,
Catherine Coleburn, Marie

Converse, Eraser
Proctor, Yvonne
Cornelius Keefe,
Shelton and Dor-

othy Stokes.

The

way

last

is

season.

A

permanent

title

for the

production has not yet been selected.
^

^

5k

START ON 'BETWEEN FRIENDS'
J.

Stuart

Blackton

upon "Between
Chambers upon

started production
Friends," by Robert W.
his

arrival

in

Hollywood

week. Lou Tellegen, who appears in
"Let Not Man Put Asunder," which Mr.
Blackton directed at the studios in Brooklyn, will have the leading role in the ChamMr. Blackton has enbers' picturization.
gaged Alice Calhoun to play the leading
This announcement was
feminine role.
made at the Vitagraph executive offices
following a dispatch from Albert E. Smith,
last

President.

|LET NOT|
IMAN PUTI
lASUNDERl
•5*

ment

our expectatidns
that fine sense of appre-

ciation which she reflects in her work is,
indeed, genuine.
She is able to infuse the

characters which she represents with
sympathy and veracity which reflects
self

because she

is

a
it-

precisely that type of

person.

From her lovely blond hair to her charming and entirely disarming smile she is a
vibrating personality.
Behind the smiling
eyes lurks a refreshing sense of humor and
a frankness which one does not hope to
find in a person whose work is constantly
with artifices and pretenses.
But apparently her nature has suffered nothing by
the characterizations she has been forced
to assume.

And what
still

to

her

is

still

more amazing, she

sufficiently naive

admit that she

is

is

vitally

thrilled

with

visit.

The idea of wanting to shop in New
York aroused our curiosity about shopping
in Hollywood whereupon Miss
Rich went into a long eulogy on New
York styles and New York women. She
believes that nowhere in the world do the

Tf*

women

dress as well or carry their clothes
with the same smartness and elegance as
the majority of women of the metropolis
do. Nor has she ever seen so many goodlooking women in one place.
Finally we got her away from the city
and started her on the subject of her work.
She didn't need to tell us that she loved it.
You could tell that from the fire in her
eyes when she spoke of it. There can be
no doubt that Miss Rich is an artist and
her desire is to some day create something
which will never be filmed. She just wants
to make it for the pleasure of doing something real, with never a thought of how

other will accept

of these quarters, which include cutting rooms, carpenter shops, and other auxiliary facilities, was made necessary owing
to the elaborate production program arranged for the filming of the remaining
photoplays of the Y'ale University Press
series for Pathe.
Pathe on December 30th released the
fourth of the series, which is titled "Daniel
Boone." The first three subjects, "Columbus," "Jamestown," and "Vincennes," are
now being shown in all parts of the country and are meeting with unusual success,
according to reports from the field. Two
other subjects, "The Frontier Woman'^ and

"Wolfe and Montcalm," have been completed, and four are now in various stages
Production is moving as
of production.
rapidly as is compatible with the exhaustive research work and flawless technique
required in the filming of these dramatic
and authentic screen stories of America's

development.

and unsophisticated

facilities

being produced from Forrest Halsey's adaptation of "The Laughing
Lady," a play by Alfred Sutro which served
Ethel Barrymore as a stage vehicle on Broadpicture

New York

more than fulfilled
SHE
That sincerity,

:

La Rocque, Ricardo

*

The Yale University Press, which is producing the "Chronicles of America" series
for distribution by Pathe, has taken over
extensive studio space at the Vitagraph
The engagStudios in Brooklyn, N. Y.

French-speaking
population of Los Angeles will be drawn
Practically

*

TAKES SPACE AT VITAGRAPH

it.

But though she enjoys her work thoroughly, she assured us it is by no means
"If anybody thinks it is fun spendeasy.
ing the entire night in an outdoor pool, or
running through a forest fire in a thin
negligee which might at any moment catch
the flame, you may bel sure she has never
participated in the filming of a picture,"
"I love my work,
said the pretty star.
but it's darn hard going."

TOURNEUR EDITING 'TORMENT'
Maurice Tourneur is placing the finishing
touches to "Torment," his newest M. C,
Levee production for Associated First
National release.
Scenes photographed in Japan especially
for the film, have just been received at the
United Studios and conclude the final
The work
"shots" for the picturization.
of editing under Mr. Tourneur's supervision will be completed within the next
week when the production will be shipped
to First National in New York for early
release.

"Torment"
tional

of all

considered the most sensaTourneur melodramas. The

is

earthquake and the Russian
jewels figure prominently in the
story and afford picturesque plot material
that is said to keep the photoplay replete
with high lights of action.
In the cast are Owen Moore, Bessie
Love, Maude George, Joseph Kilgour,

Japanese

Crown

Jean

Hersbolt,

George Cooper.

Morgan

Wallace

and

Scott R. Beall, Tourneur

production manager, assisted the director
in the picturization with Arthur L. Todd
in charge of the photography.

BLANEY WORKING ON NEW ONE
Charles E. Blaney, whose first picturization
famous stage successes, "The Love

of his

is now being booked by Vitagraph,
on the West Coast personally supervis-

Bandit"
is

ing the making of

"One Law

for the

Wom-

an" with Mildred Harris and Cecil Spooner in the leading roles.

:

January

19,
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Exhibitors'

Plan to Reduce Flood Depression
At

a meeting of the board of directors of
P. T. O. Kansas in Kansas City,
January IS, the question of extending aid to
exhibitors in the flood sections and oil fields
reof Kansas probably will be taken up.
quest has been made through the Kansas organization to the Kansas City Film Board of
Trade that lower film rental be extended to
exhibitors in these sections during the temporary period of depression, as theatre owners in many instances are in strained circumstances, due to crop failures and depressed
conditions in oil fields, which reflects in patronage of theatres.
the

M.

A

.

*

Good Cheer

RAYMOND
Newly appointed
Atlanta.

director of the
Which accounts for very good
some recent pictures.

Howard,

some of

on

booking.

runs

in

the

big

attractions

*

for prospective

*

*

management, exploitation, pres-

entation, public relations, education, extension and service were the salient points discussed at the sixth annual convention of

Saenger Amusement Company, which owns
and operates theatres in principal cities of the
states of Arkansas, Texas, Louisiana, Mississippi and Florida.
E. M. Clarke, secretary of the company,
and in charge of theatre operations, presided.
Other officials attending were Julian H.
Saenger, president E. V. Richards, vice-president and general manager and W. H. Cueringer, assistant general manager.
Julian Saenger was host at a midnight
party at the Little Club, and the Elks were

The following changes
ownership of houses
ritory are announced

in

in the

management and
Kansas City ter-

Electric theatre, Caldwell, Kans., purchased
E. Watson from C. Marshall; Strand
theatre, Osage City, Kans., purchased by W.
Best theaL. Sloop from Harry McClure
Kans., purchased by W.
tre, Independence,
D. Fite and brother from the Beldorf Amuse-

by

;

ment Company

;

Tourney

Kans., purchased by
*

W.
*

theatre,
J.

McPherson,

Gable.

*

;

hosts

at a
visiting

supper dansant at the Louisana,

managers together with the St.
Charles Theatre Players who were observing

to

their

a

first

anniversary.

This

latter

is

also

Saenger enterprise.

Chicago Lawyer Elected Chairman
J. Johnson, a Chicago lawyer, who re-

Peck Off to the Sunny South
director of the Official Moving
Picture Bureau of the Canadian Government,
Ottawa, is now in Jamaica where he has undertaken the preparation of a number of special scenics to be shown at the British Empire Exhibition to boost Jamaica and its prodWalter Carter, chief cameraman of
ucts.
the Canadian Government Bureau, is with
Mr. Peck, the two officials having been loaned
to the Jamaican Government for five weeks.

Ray Peck,

*

T.

cently was elected chairman of the Showmen's
Legislative Committee of America, addressed
the Heart of America Showmen's Club at
the Coates House, Kansas City, at a banquet

New

The legislative committee
month at the annual meetand carnival owners to weed

Year's Eve.

was organized

last

ing of circus
out objectionable features of traveling shows.
*

*

*

Iowa Divorced from Nebraska
The formation of a separate exhibitor unit
in Iowa means this state has divorced itself
from the M. P. T. O. of Nebraska. Forty
theatres are already members with about 35

No

more lined up.
affiliation with the national exhibitor body will be made, at least
until the new unit organizes thoroughly.
* * *

Augusta Prices 40 Cents; Others
The Herald, Augusta,

Ga., after conducting
a survey of admission prices in Southern
states draws the conclusion that prices in
Augusta, while recently raised, still are not
t the
level of similar first run houses in
the South.
The Modjeska's top at night has

been raised from 30 to 40 cents and the matinees to 30 cents.
The matinee at the Rialto
has been reduced to 20 cents for adults.

It's

*

*

Moving Day in Arkansas

Sale of the Joie theatre at Fort Smith,
Ark., to the Southern Interprises, Inc., has
been completed and the property transferred
to the new owners.
The Palace theatre formerly operated by the
Southern Enterprises, was given to the Joie
Company as part of the transfer. It will be
managed by Hoyt Kirkpatrick, former manager of the Joie and the Joie will be managed by J. P. Read, former manager of the
Palace.
*

*

*

Competition Arises in Albany
Local exhibitors of Albany are wondering

now

that
HarmanusBleecker Hall will show pictures the first
three days of the week and burlesque the
The theatre has been runother four days.
ning a straight burlesque program.
20
cent admission will be charged.

what

will

happen

A

*

*

New Management

*

for Pendleton

The Pendleton Theatre, Finney and Pendelton avenues, St. Louis, is under new management.
M. Chinosky is the new owner.
The house formerly was operated by Ben
Austin.

R.

Otherwise

known

E.

HICKS

"Bob." Popular manager of
the Cabrillo Theatre, San Diego, Calif., knows how
as

to put a picture across.

Kansas City Houses Change Hands

Julian Saenger Host at Party
Problems

New Year

Joe Franklin, proprietor of the Franklin
Theatre, Ottawa, is delighted with the manner
in which popularity has developed for his
downtown, house since he established himself
Mr.
in the Canadian Capital last September.
Franklin was formerly a well-known exhibHe says that if his
itor of Halifax, N. S.
success continues he will soon be a Member
Incidentally, he spent Januof Parliament.
ary 3 to 8 in New York City to look oyer

JONES

B.

publicity

*

*

for the

Popular Canadian Manager Dead
D. H. McKinney, manager of the Park
Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, for several
years, has died in the Winnipeg General
Hospital in his 30th year.
The late Mr. McKmney was an excellent pianist and served
with the American Expeditionary Force in
France.
*

*

*

Headquarters in Educational Bldg.
The Kansas City Division of the M. P.
T. O. A. last week established headquarters
at 120 West Eighteenth street, Kansas
City,
in the new Educational building.
An office
manager and details of management have not
yet been arranged.
*

*

*

Fear Ocean Park House

Is

Loss

Press

dispatches from Ocean Park, Cal.,
report the loss by fire of several theatres'
there on Sunday.
Irving M. Lesser of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., stated yesterday that,
although no word had been received he was
reasonably certain that the Dome had been
destroyed inasmuch as it was built on Pickering pier, reported lost.
The Dome had
2,000 seats and had been recently remodeled
at a cost of |140,000.
Lesser also stated he
could not see how Jim Sams' theatre, the
Rosemary, escaped the flames. West Coast
also operates La Petite in Ocean Park.

New House

for Fayetteville

Fayetteville, Ark., is to get a new $40,000
picture house during 1924. Ratliffe and Bird,
Fayetteville, Ark., architects, have been re-

tained by E. C. Robertson to
for the show house and supervise
tion.

draw plans
its

construc-
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'THIS

Vitagraph production is a stirring drama of the South Seas, replete
with color, movement, and atmosphere.
The small band of white men, headed
by J. Warren Kerrigan as the "Man from Brodney's" and Pat O'Malley, as
one of the heirs, puts up what appears to be a losing fight against the natives.

A LICE CALHOUN as a European
princess comes to the island for a rest,
and while there falls in love with Chase.

"THE
rives

attack

A

infuriated

na-

make a mass
on the whites.

T

T

glittering

a

is

romance,

struggle ensues,
with the savages steadily gaining.
When it seems impossible for the small
group of men to hold
them off any longer, a
United States destroyer comes to the rescue.
terrific

taking tale

a

breath-

of

adven-

ture.
There is beauty
in the sets
vivid atmosphere.
story of
;

A

an

American

who

his life in the
cause of justice, of a

risks

royal
gives

up

for the

man

princess

who

everything
she loves.

THE MAN FROM BRODNEY'S'
VITAGRAPH

has adapted the picture from the "best
Here is
written by George Barr McCutcheon.
the story
The law firm of Brodney and Company sends an American
by the name of Hollingsworth Chase to the Island of Japat
to represent the natives in a strange law suit.
The Island of Japat, which has jewel mines of great value,
is to go to the grandchildren of the two owners, provided
In
they marry within six months of the filing of the will.
case they fail to carry out the terms, the island is to revert
to the natives.
The natives under the leadership of the unscrupulous
Rasula, make desperate attempts to bring about the death
of the heirs.
Chase joins forces against them.
desperate struggle follows.
The whites seem about
beaten, when a United Stales destroyer comes to their aid.
Rasula is killed, and the natives consent to a compromise,
whereby the heirs agree to pay the government a fair royalty
on the output from the mincj.
The picture has an all-star cast, including J. Warren Kerrigan, Alice Calhoun, Wanda Hawley, Pat O'Malley, Miss
Du Pont, Kathleen Key and Bertram Grassby.
seller"

A

ND

when a compromise has been effected, the Princess calls the
to her, and confesses that her love for him is greater than
her love for power and that she will sacrifice her throne tor him.

American

:

January

19,
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Up and Down Main Street
DOUBLE TITLE PROVES
VERY DESIRABLE
Cities

Miniatures

and Towns Find 'Flaming
Passion' Better

Name

BOOKINGS

Warner Brothers
the
of
screen version of Kathleen Norris best
seller, "Lucretia Lombard," recently released
under alternate titles of "Lucretia Lombard"
and "Flaming Passion," reveal the fact that
fully seventy-iive per cent of exhibitors preferred to use "Flaming Passion," for the
releasing title.
One thing brought out was that the advocates of "Flaming Passion" were not in the
smaller towns or theatres, as had been anticFor instance, the Stanley Theatre
ipated.
"Flaming
of Philadelphia used the title
Passion," while the Strand of New York
City preferred the original name of the novel.
The results are particularly gratifying to
Warner Brothers, who had contended all
along that the more alluring title would not
be used by the smaller exhibitors exclusively,
nor that the larger ones would be content with
Large and small exhibitors
the book name.
have been guided solely by their own psychology and their slant on the local situation.
Twenty-four, six, three, one and half sheets
were issued on each title, so that the exhibitor is fully equipped with billboard material, regardless of his choice.
Irene Rich and Monte Blue co-star in this
Harry Rapf production which Jack Conway
directed.
*

*

*

BELASCO TO WITNESS FIRST
SHOWING OF 'DADDIES'
As a tribute to his fine judgment, David
Belasco will be accorded the privilege of
being the first to view "D'addies," which has
been filmed from his stage production by
Warner Brothers. If any changes are recommended by this stage veteran, the film will
probably be modified although the print is
now ready to go forward.
The story is of five bachelors who have
vowed perpetual

celibacy but

whose plans are

by their voluntary adoption of war
orphans who upset their plans to the point of
marriage. The cast is headed by Mae Marsh
and Harry Myers.
foiled

TO RELEASE FIRST EPISODE OF
'WAY OF A MAN'
The first chapter of the Pathe serial version of Emerson Hough's novel, "The
of a Man" will be released the week of Janugreat,, deal of attention has been
ary 20.
concentrated on the filming of this picture
and high hopes for its success are held by
Pathe.
The fact that it is a picturization
of a novel by a well-known author should aid
materially in its exploitation.
On the same release cl-a't appears
"Smithy," a two-reel Stan Laurel comedy,
and the Dippy Doo Dad offering, "The Bar
Fly."
The last installment of Ruth of the
Range" will also appear at this time.

Way

A

,

'

WEST MAKES CONTRACT
WITH TRUART

Pathe to Release

Director Producer to Make
Pictures Per Year

Announcement was made this
week that Pathe will release the
"Dramas in Miniature" being

A

extraordinary impression made by the
first of the "Nighsmith" series of
one reel dramas, "Among the
Missing" when it was presented
with special music by Hugo Riesenfeld at the Rialto less than a
The status of the
month ago.
"Big Little Feature" will accordingly be increased in prestige and
both Pathe and Nighsmith are
due congratulations.

'TEN

recalls

the

COMMANDMENTS' BREAKS
EGYPTIAN'S RECORD

Cecil B.

De

Mille's production,

"The Ten

Commandments," now showing at Grauman's Egyptian
Theatre,
Hollywood,
smashed the house record for a week's receipts the week of December 23, topping
the best previous record, made by "The
Covered Wagon," by $338.
Despite the
Christmas holiday and the fact that business is usually off during Christmas week,
the De Mille picture grossed $25,470 and
surprised even the Egyptian's management
by passing the mark which all had thought

would stand

for

N

agreement has just been signed in Los
Angeles, whereby for a term of six years
Roland West, author and director, will produce two big special productions each year

presented by E. L. Smith and directed by Will Nigh.
This an-

nouncement

many months.

On December 30 the advance
amounted to $13,500, thereby setting another
house record. Although the Egyptian has
been in operation a year and three months,

sale

Ten Commandments" is only the
there,
the
eight
picture to play
months run of "The Covered Wagon" having followed that of "Robin Hood," which
was of s'x months' duration.
"The

third

BREAKS ATTENDANCE
RECORDS AT COAST

'ROSITA'

"Rosita" the United Artist Picture in which
is starring, seems to have an
uncanny drawing power. Another attendance
record has been broken. The feature is now
in its seventh week at Grauman's Million
Dollar Theatre in Los Angeles.
This is the first time in the history of this
theatre that a picture has had such a long
run and it would probably continue indefinitely to roll up big returns were it not that
Sid Grauman is forced to let it go to make

for Truart release.
Only big stage successes
and well-known novels will be produced by
this unit and at no time during the term of

agreement, will more than the allotted
two pictures per year be made.
Mr. West is a dramatist of note and has

the

produced several successful stage plays. Another one will appear in New York in April.
He started his career when he was just a
youngster by writing and appearing in "The
Criminal," which played the Keith circuit for
twelve years.
Both Truart and Mr. West are entirely
satisfied with the newf arrangement.
Mr.
Hoffman, vice-president of the producing company in speaking of the contract said
"The consummation of this arrangement
will serve to demonstrate further that Truart is out to do big things.
We are going
to place at Mr. West's disposal, every asset
at our command."

Roland West issued the following
ment

state-

:

"This contract is the culmination of my
desires in the motion picture field.
Through
the splendid co-operation of the entire Truart organization it is made possible for me to
make the type of pictures it is every director's aim to achieve."

SHIRLEY MASON TO APPEAR
IN 'LOVE LETTERS'
The new Fox picture,
Mason and scheduled for

featuring Shirley
release early in
February is to be titled "Love Letters." The
picture has just been completed at the West
Coast Studios where it was made under the
working title of "The Morocco Box." The
picture was directed by David Solomon and
adapted from a story by Fred Jackson.
Apparently the film is t'> b^ something of a
family affair.
At least it would appear so
for it has just become known that Edna
Flugrath, sister of Shirley Mason, has an
important character part which is one of the
highlights of the film.
The story is a delightful romance of a not
uncommon type yet at the same time it about
estimates the publi*- demand.

Mary Pickford

room

other
attractions
for
already been contracted for.

which

ShswasaQamhlev
for money and a
Qambler in Hearts!
Ihis

Woman in

'Qambling,

Wives'

have

ThisAn'ow
-

4

Fight Scenes in Mattison Series

ILttMotMm

Two

the title "Mile a Minute Morgan"
there will be re'eased soon, according to
Frank Sanford of the Sanford Productions,
the series of Matty Mattison features which
they are now releasing on the state right market.
It is a story of the great timber country and includes a four round Marquis of

Under

Queensbury

fight.

wonder-picture
is one of the
sensations or
the seasons

ADELL HENDER,SON

PRODUCTION

STOIiY BY ASHLEY T, LOCKE
BEN WILSON
SCREEN VERSION BY bEOTA MORGAN

5UPER.VI5ION
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^ THE
YEAR'S

ACE
Hunt Stromberg's

"THE

BOROTHY DALTON

W oody Closes Contract

J. S.

PATROL'
AN INDEPENDENT

V.

TAYLOR

Story

Production
Money-Getter

SUPERMARVEL
WITH AN

ALL-STAR CAST
INCLUDING

MADGE BELLAMY
ANNA Q. NILSSON
HELEN JEROME EDDY
JOHNNY HARRON
FRANCES ROSS
JACK RICHARDSON
SFOTTISWOOD AITKEN
CHARLES MURRAY
BULL MONTANA
GALE HENRY
BILLY FRANEY

CHARLES CONKLIN

HANK MANN

ACT IMMEDIATELY
NOW

Chadwick Pictures Corp
729 SEVENTH AVE.,
New York City, N. Y.

JACK HOLT

after

with

S.

J.

^

the

contract

E.

had

been closed
of Asso-

Woody, general manager

Pictures for Distribution by Associated

*

confident the picture will
prove the highlight of his career which has
covered many years of big scene successes.
For the past five years he has been production adviser to D. W. Griffith in which capacity he shared wiUi that producer, some
of the most notable Griffith triumphs.
In
speaking of his new undertaking he said
"I selected the story, 'The Lone Wolf,'
for this production after weighing the merits
of a very large number of possible vehicles,
and because I concluded it held exceptional
opportunities for a picture of superior artistic, entertainment and box office value.
In
Dorothy Dalton and Jack Holt, I feel that
I have found stars peculiarly fitted for the
leading roles.
"I am gratified, too, to have been able to
contract with Associated Exhibitors for the
It is a pleasure
distribution of this picture.
for me to become thus associated with the
directors of this organization."
Mr. Woody of Associated Exhibitors also
voiced his pleasure over the new connection.
He said, "Mr. Taylor's experience, ability,
and high standing, and the reputation and
popularity of the stars he has engaged give
assurance that 'The Lone Wolf will prove
of the same high caliber as the other attractions which we are distributing."
The picture is an adaptation of Louis Joseph Vance's novel of the same name and
Dorotliy Dalton
stars
and Jack Holt who are
supported by an able
The story is one
cast.
of the best known of
author's
works
this
is

and in book form has
had a remarkable sale.

The

locale of the pic-

and
Jack
supposed

Paris

is

and

is
the
leader of a gang of incrooks.
t e r n a t i o nal
Dorothy
Dalton
appears as a secret service operative, but her
real identity is not revealed till the closing

scenes,

*

*

'DISCONTENTED HUSBANDS' TO
STAR JAMES KIRKWOOD
James Kirkwood is to have another big
opportunity to demonstrate his ability in the
new C. B. C. production, "Discontented HusMr. Kirkwood has achieved an enbands."
viable amount of screen popularity lately, a
good share of which has accrued from his
appearance as the lead in "Ponjola."
The new role is said to fit the star admiiably, since it is rumored that when Evelyn
Campbell wrote the story she had Mr. Kirkwood in mind as the hero. The names of the
members of the supporting cast have not yet
been announced, but it is understood that a
number of well known players are included.
^

B. O.

F.

^

^

WILL DISTRIBUTE

MONOGRAM PICTURES
Offices have just comthe Monogram Pictures
Corporation whereby they have acquired for
Fred Thomson
of
series
a
distribution
westerns. The contract calls for a series of

The Film Booking

pleted

a

deal

with

six.

Fred Thomson is a man of unusual stunt
He was world's champion all-round
athlete for three years and still holds the

ability.

world's record for the highest number of
This athletic
points scored by any athlete.
record offers excellent
possibiliexploitation
ties in the way of tieuris
with the Y. M.
A. and similar orThe first
ganizations.
of the series scheduled
"The
is
for
release
Mask of Lopez," which
provides plenty of material that athletic associations will be able
advantage.
to use
to
F. B. O. have expressed
in
the
their pleasure

C

new arrangement which
they feel will be to the
mutual benefit of both
concerns',
and Mono-

gram

scenes.

Wild

Wolf

fectiveness of the story.
Miss Dalton is delighted with her new role since it again gives
her an opportunity to wear dresses in every
scene.
Her most recent pictures have required a sort of semi-masculine attire and she
is grateful for the return.

ciated Exhibitors.

Holt

Big Six

E. V. pro-

The announcement was made imme-

diately

Washington

For Our

S.

to

S.

E. V. Picture

S.

Taylor Film 'The Lone

itors.

is

ture

Watch

the

S. E. V.

New

V. Taylor
be released through Associated Exhib-

Mr. Taylor

'V

With

Exhibitors of the

LONE WOLF,"
THE
duction, directed by

/

E.

Associated Exhibitors to Release

FIRE

INQUIRE

S.

are of

an

absorbing

story
all
add
toward the general ef-

love

J;

S.

WOODY

the

What

same

the
other five pictures will
be has not as yet been
announced but they will
aljjbe jrnportant features.
opinion.

chases, airplane

—
January
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Before taking up the work of the regular
cast let us say just a word as to the nonprofessionals, authors and writers and artists, who are seen in the production.

DRAMA AND COMEDY
ARE FINELY BLENDED
Cosmopolitan' s 'Great White Way'
a Tale of New York and Is
Rare Entertainment

Heading these
Is

production.

10,000 Feet plus.-

-.

,

Duke

Anita Stewart
Roy Barnes
Oscar Shaw

Tom

Sullivan

City Editor
Stubbs
Adolph Lutz

Lewis

Harry Watson
Olin Howland
Dore Davidson
Hal Forde

Brock Morton
Mr. Cain

The story gives a new insight into
the activities of these most energetic persons,
and by those who best know the tribe there
will be little disposition to say the character

Stanley Forde

a

rattling good
kind, any old

Among

Mr. Barnes
he

much deserved prominence.
Miss Stewart also

The support

New York" when

The burning

—

hall

The

exciting

and

is

and the tense scenes of
New York Fire De-

scenes

ning of the track

The

of

exhibition

its

surrounding the run-

classic.

prizefight for the "welterweight chamthe world, with its dramatic

pionship" of
surroundings.

a

concert hall with its
is the last word in
screened realism, with the New York Fire
Department doing its everyday heroic stuf¥.

A

story by H. C. Witwer, author of "The
Leather Pushers" series and you may tell
the world that there is a magnified edition of
that popular style, with all the decorations
that New York life of today can supply.

There's a horse race on one of the metrotracks, with
the
rushing
animals
shown at close advantage.
politan

—

Anita Stewart as the star, supported by
an unusual cast of stage players.
Showing the mechanical operation of a
newspaper office when there is a rush edition
in the works- even to its comedy city editor,
the well remembered Harry Watson, who is
a scream in himself.

Behind

all these spectacular incidents there
a story, of love and conflict, of move and
countermove, of high purpose and deep villainy, and in case the information has any interest for you it may be added there is a
most happy and romantic ending.
is

—

We

The

bringing,

famous men, of

—

any criticism

F. B. O.
Photoplay. Story by Ethel Stiles Middleton.
Directed by Del Andrews.
Length,
6,329 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lloyd Hughes
Lucille Ricksen
George Hackathom
Myrtle Stedtnan

John Trevor
Mary Heath
Bob Heath
Mrs. Trevor
Mrs. Heath
Martin Freeland
Dave Heath

Clare McDowell
Philo McCuUough

Bruce

into

the

Brisbane

picture

of

and

Cobb

many
and

others.

And
.

best of all there

which

is

a real story, the

maintained at top notch
all the way
with drama, with comedy and
a strong blending of pathos.
interest of

—

is

Gordon

John

Trevor,^ a wealthy college senior, loves Mary
Heath, who lives on a small, impoverished farm
near the college town.
Martin Freeland, an adventurer, also admires Mary.
The burden of supporting the Heath family rests upon sturdy Dave Mary's
elder
brother.
Bob, slightly-built, younger, and
much-petted brother, goes to college. Martin takes
Dave on a "sight-seeing" tour in the city and
John goes along to visit his mother. Dave is killed
by accident in a fashionable gambling den, secretly
-

run

by John's mother. John is mad with grief
and shame and binds himself out as a slave upon
the farm
for life
to atone.
No chance is missed
to humiliate him but during a storm it is he who
rescues most of the family from otherwise certain

—

—

death.

By Marguerite

A.

Brumell

HP HE Film Booking

Offices hail this as "a
picture with a punch," and well they may.
For while it is no radical departure, such as
Chaplin's treatment of "A Woman of Paris,"
nor yet so novel as "Hollywood" it does
embody all the elements that go to make a
ripsnorting, thrilling evening's entertainment
—where "a good time is had by all"
And
it's the type of picture that can be played
in all types of houses.

—

!

excellent throughout,
non-professionals.

panic and rescue by the
partment in a
staged
prowess.

accompanying panic which

stops
as to their convincing character.

moments

rector.

There's a redhot boxing scrap it is easier
to call it a prizefight
between an actor and
a pugilist, but it is not so easy telling one
from t'other, with a background of thousands of spectators.

effectually

the

Summarizing some of the factors which
should be stressed in exploiting the picture
there are the Follies chorus, under the di-

cision.

pmty

in

a showman's
picture.
It is one that will lend itself to
straight advertising, to a plain recital of the
many features and many large features of
The exhibitor with
which it is composed.
perfect safety may promise unusual entertainment and be sure his patrons will find it.

There are many scenes of one of the world's
great "girl" shows, that of the Follies, showing the members of the chorus undergoing
rehearsal under the direction of Ned Wayburn, and later drilling with military pre-

which

is

the

"The Great White Way"

been

came pretty near overlooking a reference to the scenes of the inside of a newspaper office which at-e among, the best we
recall having witnessed in atiy drama.
Practically all t)f these were staged "on the spot,"

appealing,

is

heavier as she is in the lighter
in the tragedy and in the comedy.

'"The Great White Way," for surely
a title not inapropbs would have been "Big
Modern New York."

in

wholesome and likeable as
and successful. He breathes

is

persistent

Mr. Shaw as
and later as the lover of the dancer softened
by her influence and his own study makes
It is
an interesting portrayal of contrasts.
a virile performance, one that will bring him

built

fire

is

that' includes

—

lively

the young man of the ring

have

JUDGMENT OF THE STORM.

the breath of life into the press agent.

picture— of the

must

interpret this

cer.

large factors entering into
the production, and they are all what may be
described as big town factors, and they show
the New York of today.

In fact,
Cosmopolitan
thinking of "Little Old

many who
there

tale

;

make him laugh?
There are many

There's a

the

are three who through
their roles and their excellent work stand
These are T. Roy Barnes, as the press
out.
agent
Oscar Shaw, as Joe Cain, the prizefighter and Miss Stewart as the Follies dan-

Witwer

audience
audience.
The
smaller the town the bigger will it go.
In
the first place there is an abundance of drama.
In the second place there is a lot of keen comedy.
To be sure, there is much of that commodity in the titles, but who is going to say
hard things about a picture because its titles

it

overdrawn.

is

By George Blaisdell
is

Earle

Ricard,

'Film with a Punch'

clients.

Jack Murray, an ambitious press agent, introduces his two clients, Mabel Vandergrift, Follies
dancer, and Joe Cain, prize figliter. They fall in
love.
When Morton, owner of the show, says he
will ring down the curtain in the middle of the
show on the opening night unless Mabel renounces
Joe, the latter, goes to the stage and announces
that in spite of his former refusal he will iight the
English champion. With the money he gets from
Tex Rickard he buys out Morton and the show
goes on.
Morton before the battle dopes Joe, but
he is brought around so as to fight and eventually
to win.
Father Cain comes east and takes Joe and
Mabel back west with him.

TTERE

Tex

;

Kid Broad and Joe Humphries.
Much of the comedy and the drama, too,
flows from the efforts of Murray, the press
agent, to further the interests of his two

T.

^

is

story picturized

of the
Sande,

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mabel Vandergrift
Jack Murray
Joe Cain

who

shown at his desk.
Other newspaper workers whose names are
familiar to a multitude are Harry Hgrshfield, Damon Runyon,
Bugs Baer, George
McManus, Nell Brinkley, Hal Coffman, J.
W. McGurk, Winsor McCay, Billy DeBeck
and Fay King.
Irvin S. Cobb is very much in the picture,
and there are also H. C. Witwer, the author

CosmoAdapted by Luther
Reed from the Story by H. C. Witwer.
Directed by E. Mason Hopper.
Length,
politan

Palmer Prize Scenario Has All the
Elements Necessary for Good

Arthur Brisbane, the fam-

is

ous Hearst editor,

THE GREAT WHITE WAY. A

'JUDGMENT OF STORM'
HAS HEART INTEREST

There's heart interest aplenty, thrills, dramatic moments and best of all a cast so well
chosen that each particular character makes
a decided impression and the director is to
bei commended for the masterly way the story
develops going from climax to climax until you forget that it's only a motion picture

—

—

—

after

all.

Ricksen,

Lucille

petite,

sixteen

year

old

some one

to rave about.
Here is a
player who can act as well as look pretty.
She is probably well known to your audiences
for as a youngster (it seems just yesterday)
she played the leading roles in Goldwyn's

star

is

Edgar Comedies.
Lloyd Hughes as John Trevor, the young,
luxuriously-inclined collegian,
is
excellent.

When he goes to New York to visit his
mother, who he thinks is independently
wealthy by inheritance, but finds she is dependent for her support upon a fashionable
gambling den, there is a very tense passage.

He
was

denounces her, but she pleads that
all

father's

he

left

Here
exploit.
sacrifice

it

for him, and tells him that his
share in the gambling den was all

them.
a good angle of the picture to
Such a line as, "Should a mother

is

everything to provide the best for
her son ?" is suggested.
Another catch line
such as, "Should punishment for the sins of
the father be visited upon the child?" can
exploit the other angle where Joha tries to
atone to Mary's family for Dave's death, by
binding himself out as a veritable slave upon
the farm, the idea being that in this case
he was condemned because of his mother's
unfortunate way of making money. And it
took a storm and a near tragedy to solve
it

all.
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emotional situations which sway the course of

'BLACK OXEN' CARRIES

events.

UNIVERSAL APPEAL

A

Faithful Portrayal of Book and
May Be Listed in Houses
Large or Small

BLACK OXEN.

First National Photoplay.
Atherton.
Director,
Author,
Gertrride
Frank Lloyd. Length, 7.937 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Madame

Zatianny
Lee Clavering
Charles Dinwiddie
Judge Trent
Janet Oglethorpe
Jane Oglethorpe
James Oglethorpe
Prince Hohenhauer
Agnes Trevor

Corinne

Griffith

Conway Tearle
Thomas Ricketts
Thomas S. Guise
Clara

Bow

Kate Lester
Harry Mestayer
Alan Hale
Claire

MacDowell

Having submitted to medical treatment which
her youth and beauty, Madame Zatianny,
formerly Mary Ogden of New York, leaves Austria
for the U. S.
Lee Clavering, young playwright and
the rejuvenated Mary fall in love.
They arrange to
wed, but a former lover. Prince Hohenhauer, arrives,
convinces her of the folly of the match.
She breaks
with Qavering and returns to Austria.

restores

By George

T.

Pardy

•pJIRECTOR FRANK LLOYD

has kept
pretty closely to the plot of the novel

"Black Oxen,"
derived,

a

fact

from which
of

significant

this

picture

is

value in esti-

mating its box-office possibilities.
For the
book had a tremendous sale, due to the rejuvenation theme it advanced, and the publicity given by the daily papers to the newly
discovered glandular treatment sponsored by
a

German

scientist,

for

the

restoration

of

youth.

That admirers of the novel will crowd
theatres where the picture is shown is a logical conclusion.
And they will not be disappointed, for the film not only diverges very
slightly from the original story but registers
as a triumph of directorial technique, fine
photography and superb acting.
It carries
a universal appeal and can be listed as O. K.
for large and small houses.
supposed to work
the miracle of transition from old age to
youth gives the picture the all important touch

That modern surgery

is

of realism which would be lacking, were
magic, for instance, set forth as the agent.
The average man or woman won't really believe that such a transformation is likely, but
the point is, they would like to believe it,
and will strengthen their fancy with the
thought that most all things are possible, if
not probable, where twentieth century science
is concerned.

The

novel's success and newspaper pubhave put the movie fans in a receptive
frame of mind for the film, which consequently starts off on the swing around the
amusement circle witVi advantages few, if any,
features have possessed.
Action
commences with a beautifully
grouped and effectively staged view of an
opening night at the theatre, where the
newly-arrived mysterious Madame Zatianny
is the center of attraction, as she calmly surveys the audience between acts through her
opera glasses, with a cool, almost insolent air.
In this scene, as in all others in which
she appears, Corinne Griffith is wonderfully
fascinating, dresses with the exquisite taste
of a well-bred woman of the world and acts
with such dignified ease and intelligence that
her performance registers as a work of art
to be long and gratefully remembered.
The episode in which she reveals her identity to friends of her girlhood, the stormy
licity

session with the old prince-lover, whose stern
advice turns back the feet that would tread
the roseleaf path of romance, and her final
intervieiw with Clavering are the most poignant and powerful of the many compelling

between widely different
is that which pits the

telling contrast

types of

It Is a

(Cor^inued)

womanhood

giddy flapper, Janet Oglethorpe, against the
perfect poise and serene beauty of the rejuvenated Mary Ogden. The advantage lies
with the latter yet, despite the devil-maycare impudence of the irrepressible Janet and
her woeful lack of good manner, she creeps
into the onlookers' good graces, and if your
sympathy goes fortl: to the sad-eyed Madame
Zatianny and her depressed lover in their
eternal parting somehow a feeling remains
that it is well tTiat the wild youngster is accorded a, chance of winning Lee Clavering,
after

all.

Neptune out of it, however, we are facing
what is, after all, a rudimentary picturization of Pat Kyne's book plot.
It is not bad,
nor can

it

be said to achieve eminence as a

big attraction.

In spite of this the picture may work to the
heart of the average fan because of its theme
the struggle between red-blooded love and
stern-faced duty which will probably endure
The "loving
as long as pictures are made.
lies" sequence in which Dan, the husband,
tries in vain to spare his young wife from
anxiety only to plunge her into despair and
jealousy, is well worked out, and it carries a
moral that should be appreciated by the fam-

—

—

circle.

ily

purely pictorial sense the locations
for this production are what will
They smack of the sea
draw the crowd.
rings true especially toward the close of the
picture where Dan snatches the heroine out
of the roaring surf. The interiors are not
very convincing, although a great deal of
pains have been taken to make the cabin of
Madge Barlow as realistic as possible. Dan
is housed in a cottage of rather luxurious
proportions for a tugboat captain.
In

a

with
alluring
dash,
sparkle and humor by Clara Bow, winds up
the proceedings by driving triumphantly away
in a taxi with the reluctant Clavering securely in her toils.
Thus, the tragic trend
of the picture is diverted and ends on a
high comedy note, a good example of accurate
directorial judgment which adds materially
to its commercial value.
Conway Tearle gives an excellent performance in the hero role of Clavering. The
work of Kate Lester, as old Janet Oglethorpe,
deserves unqualified praise, and smooth, well
balanced support is given the principals by
others in the well selected cast. The photography includes a number of elaborate inter-

chosen

some rarely beautiful lake and forest
scenes and perfect lighting effects.
Tie-ups with local book-sellers on the novel

with
connection
in
particularly
Monte's rescue of the heroine from the swaying rigging of the doomed wreck, and just
enough comedy relief to go around. We believe this feature would gain strength by lim-

portrayed

Janet,

iors,

Stress the
should bring satisfactory results.
rejuvenation theme, on the basis of the newspaper articles regarding the glandular treat-

ment for restoration of youth, and go the
limit in praising the story's strength and handling.

Don't forget the jazz parties staged by the
younger set, with their high jinks comedy,
and feature the names of the leading players,
with especial emphasis laid upon the work of
Corinne Griffith, Conway Tearle and Clara

Bow.
^

^

^

'LOVING LIES' HAS SEA PUNCH
Monte Blue Turns Tug Boat Captain
in Role of Fan Appeal

LOVING

LIES.

production

A Thompson
Associated

Buchanan

Authors,

The
and

love

was

it

lies" of

iosity

theme is well sustained, however,
a good idea to use the "loving

Dan

and

as a

new

twist in arousing curto the final outcome.
of difficult stunts in this

as

interest

There are a number
picture,

iting

it

to five reels.

There is a newcomer in the cast, Miss
Joan Lowell, playing the part of Madge
Barlow rather well for a beginner, and
Evelyn Brent acquits herself with restrained
acumen as the chief support of Monte Blue.
Andrew Wallace supplies a real tug boat
comedy character in Bill Keenan, and that
veteran villain, Charles Gerrard, conducts
himself naturally enough as Hayden with no
tendency to overacting, which is saying a lot
for a villain.

There are three things

to sell the public in

good one
"Does
Your Husband Tell Loving Lies?" and so on

this

production:

The

title

is

a

and lends

itself to teaser exploitation.

along the

line

of variation.

tributors Corporation.

Producers and DisAdaptation of Peter
B. Kyne's Book "The Harbor Bar." DiLength 6,526
rected by W. S. Van Dyke.

The fact that here is a realistic sea melodrama with red-blooded people on which Pat
Kyne. the author, collaborated with Thompson Buchanan, the producer, to provide Monte
Blue with a part entirely new to him, yet
should also compel
fitting him admirably,

Feet.

attention.

Released

for

by

Inc.,

Allied

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Craig
Captain Dan Stover

Ellen

Madge Barlow

Tom Hayden
Jack

EUir

Penny Wise
Bill Keenan
Captain

Lindstrom

Evelyn

Brent
Monte Blue
Joan Lowell
Charles Gerrard
Ralph Faulkner
Ethel

Wales

Andrew Kaldron
Tom Kennedy

sooner is Ellen Craig married to Dan Stover,
the tug boat captain, than she discovers that his
new boss, Hayden, is a former sweetheart of hers
whom she has discarded. Hayden cleverly uses his
position to arouse jealousy and misunderstanding
between Dan and Ellen, and succeeds in this by
ex|-3osing the "white lies" which Dan has told his
wife to keep her from worrying about him when
at sea.
The climax of these complications is reached
when Dan Stover is called upon to brave a big
storm in his tug and go to the rescue of a steamer
on which his wife is fleeing with Hayden, who has
finally persuaded her that her husband is infatuated
with another woman.
By a superhuman effort Dan
reaches the wreck just in time to savei his wife in a
breeches buoy as Hayden perishes in the raging

No

waters.

'T'HIS may

turn out to be a fairly decent
audience picture in localities where sea
stuff is popular and Monte Blue is a particular fan favorite. With Monte and old father
-•

The genuine sea atmosphere and the
startling rescue scene in the final sequence
are assets that every exhibitor will have a
chance to exploit fully by means of a complete line of vividly colored posters issued
by the company.

Use your lobby and theatre front for selling this attraction to the public. Decorate
the walls of your lobby with a large fishing
net and fasten your cut-outs and stills to the
meshes of the net. Build a small light-house
of compo board, put a revolving light effect
in the top, and plant the lighthouse in front
of the lobby.
Another way to make the display smack
of the sea would be to hang a few life-saving
"Loving Lies"
title
cork-rings with the
painted on them. Ushers and attendants
might be fittingly dressed in oilskin clothes
and sou'westers, and you might add armbands also heralding the title of the picture.
A breeches buoy and a life-line stretched
across the street displaying the title would,
perhaps, be practical in some localities.

.

!

January

19,
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
and many stores handling
arrange a tie-up with the

CROY STORY MAKES
ADMIRABLE PICTURE

Para-

tions of

mount Photoplay.
Author, Homer Cray.
Director, RoUin Sturgeon.
Length, 6,500

*

*

May McAvoy

Plummer
Chew
Amhalt
Cod Dugan
Adrian

Torrance
George Fawcett
Zazu Pitts

Ernest

N. Arnhalt
Mrs. Plummer

R.

Selsnick PhotoAuthor, W. W. Jacobs.
Director,
Manning Haynes. Length, 5,194 Feet.

Marie

Tom

admirable picture, strong in human inpresenting with striking fidelity
to life the small town atmosphere, with all

flags.

least touch of overacting

would

Guy Plummer and wither

spoil the role of

its

full-floweied

But Mr. Hunter is as sincere as
he is artistic and there are no flaws in his
performance.
That of Ernest Torrence, as the boy's
realism.

bigoted father, is also rich in forceful appeal, as might well be expected of this talented actor
little May McAvoy is wistfully
sweet and pathetic in the difficult part of
Guy's sweetheart, who is so nearly ship-

Montmorency

By George
/"OFFERING a plot

^

T.

Pardy

in weird atmosphere, alive with tense, melodramatic

steeped

but lacking the slightest suggestion
of romantic interest, "The Monkey's Paw"
figures as a unique production, something altogether different from the usual run of films.
Made in England, 5y British director and
players, the settings and photography are
severely simple, yet adequate, consisting only
of a cottage interior and exteriors.
The
drawing power lies absolutely in the story's
length and work of the cast, and in these
qualities it reigns supreme.
There is no denying the fine art of the
attraction.
It
will fascinate many people
with its odd, haunting sense of the mystical
thrills,

•

and unknown, its moments of pathos and
But what its commercial value in this

terror.

country may be is another question.
In order to make a satisfactory box-office

showing a picture must possess the virtue of
universal appeal.
And experience has shown
that the rank and file of American movie
fans respond most readily to the appeal generated by romantic ideals, excepting where
strictly juvenile stories are concerned.
And
even then, an adult love affair is usually developed as a side issue.
Now, "The Monkey's Paw" is a grimly
realistic bit of stuff, dramatically a gem and
fairly loaded with suspense.
And, there is
this to be said in its favor, although grewsomely tragic in spots, there is no unhappy
ending. Yet, its introduction to the American
screen must be largely considered in the light
of an experiment. It may "go big" in some
quarters and flop badly in others It is purely a matter for individual judgment on the
Every showman knows his
exhibitor's part.
patrons' tastes and should be governed accordingly. There are no slack intervals in the

;

wrecked on

rough voyage through no
fault of her own, and the work of Riley
Hatch, George Fawcett, Zazu Pitts and other
life's

members of the company deserves' hearty
recognition and praise.
There should be little trouble in exploiting
the feature. The book is still selling heavily

to

up and

built

the

reel

final

SACRIFICED FOR REALISM
William De Mille Makes Character
the Usual Type of Lover

Ault

Coventry

sand dollars.
He gets the money but his son dies.
His wife compels him to wish that her boy were
This is accomplished, but in his fright
the father wishes him dead once more.
Awaking,
he vows to have nothing to do with the magic
charm.

terest,

interest

craftily
first

ers.

Charles Ashton

George Wynne
Sergeant Morris
Johnny Butt
Stranger
A. B. Imeson
A traveler tells the White fa.mily, father, mother
and son, weird tales of a magical talisman, a monkey's paw, which has the power of granting its
possessor three wishes.
The father sleeps. In his
dreams he acquires the paw and requests two thou-

AN

Glenn Hunter's portrayal of the young hero
refreshingly natural and convincing.
The

is

porting cast.
Literary clubs ought to be easily interested
W. W. Jacobs is best known
in the picture.
as an international humorist, but on occasions
he puts out short stories of serious intent, and
singular dramatic power and "The Monkey's
Paw" belongs in the latter category. Book
sellers may consider a tie-up between the
For
film and volume containing the tale.
the rest you can exploit it as five reels of
peculiarly original matter with a vividly entertaining twist which will surprise all com-

Moore Marriott

alive again.

A

interest

from the

and too much praise cannot be awarded the
splendid character work of principals and sup-

DON'T CALL IT LOVE.

Xttjaotiltan

^ut SsiunlJer

Paramount Pho-

toplay. Adaptation by Clara Beranger from
the Novel, "Rita Coventry." Length, 6,457
Feet.

Sailor

Pardy

the village love of gossip, petty jealousies and
readiness to believe the worst of and condemn those who violate conventional rules,
set forth in generous detail
It is an achievement of which director and
players alike may well feel proud, this screen
version of Homer Croy's popular novel which
created such a sensation in the fiction world,
and there seems every reason to believe that
the film in its commercial field will duplicate
if not exceed the success of the book.
few changes made in the original plot
to meet the exigencies of the silent drama
do not weaken the story to any great degree.
Director Sturgeon had to steer clear of the
censor rocks and accomplishes, this feat with
praiseworthy dexterity by handling the subject matter with infinite care and delicacy.
So it comes that there is nothing left for the
ultra-moralists to get agitated about, and this
tender, almost tragic story of youthful love,
passion and suffering is related on the silver
sheet with sympathetic appeal and clarity.
The action moves at an even, smooth pace.
There is nothing abrupt or hurried in the
flow of events.
Melodramatic punch and
speed would be altogether out of place in
developing a tale which is largely composed
of character studies and depends on its magnetism, mental stress and conflict of emotions to draw and hold the spectators' attention.
This it does beyond question. There is
never a moment throughout the seven reels

nourished

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mr. White
Mrs. White
Herbert White
Engine Driver
Tinker

Guy Plummer, son of his hometown's orthodox,
narrow-minded clergyman, becomes involved in a
love affair with Bee Chew, daughter of a wealthy
They wed in secret, through the aid of
atheist.
Cod Dugan, poolroom keeper. When Bee is about
they are unable to obtain
to become a mother,
proof of the marriage.
She goes away and returns
with her baby. Guy tells his father. The latter
admits that he too sinned similarly in his youth and
gives up his pulpit.
In the finale Guy wins back
his neighbors' good opinion, the marriage is proved
the
and
young couple find happiness.
T.

the

action,

play.

Anne Schoeder
Gladys Feldman

By George

WEIRD

THE MONKEY'S PAW.

Riley Hatch
Charles Abbe

Tootsie

IS

English Picture Contains Tense Melodramatic Thrills

Glenn Hunter

Charles
Bessie

is

the country.
*

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

when

film.

JACOBS STORY

Feet.

Guy Plummer
Bee Chew

will be glad to

Play up the
novel, boost the story as an intimate view
of small-town life, surcharged with human
interest, tender love romance and colorful atmosphere. The names of Glenn Hunter, May
McAvoy, Ernest Torrence and George
Fawcett should be prominently displayed, as
each possesses drawing power in different sec-

'West of Water Tower' Deeply Appealing Tale of Small Town
Splendidly Portrayed

WEST OF THE WATER TOWER.

it

iCom^nued)

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
AUce

Agnes Ayres

Meldrum

Jack Holt
Richard Parrish
Nita Naldi
Rita Coventry
Theodore KoslofI
Luigi Busini
Rod La Rocque
Patrick Delaney
Robert Edeson
Henry Van Courtlandt
Julia Faye
Clara Proctor
Parrish,
is
attracted
to
Richard
Rita Coventry
wealthy New Yorker, and determines to add him
He
easily
led on,
is
to her long list of admirers.
too easily in tact.
While at Atlantic City with
him she promptly forgets his presence when a young
piano tuner plays one of his compositions to her.
She rushes back to New York to arrange a hearing
for him.
Meanwhile Alice, an unassuming young

woman, who
fatuation,

deny him

really

but
her

Parrish, hears of his inreturns to her she cannot

loves

when he
love.

By Marguerite A. Brumell
the showmanship angle
FROMeverything
recommend

this picture

has

to

it.

The

Coventry," has a tremendous
drawing power because it ran in serial form
story,

"Rita

The Saturday Evening Post, had a wide
circulation in book form and was played on
the legitimate stage under the same name.
That combined with an all-star cast, including such favorites as Agnes Ayres and Jack
Holt, not to forget any one of the remaining
cast, should be played up strongly.
Concerning the story itself and the treatment, it is our opinion that Nita Naldi has
the wrong conception of what a true vamin

pire, a charmer of all men,
manners and clothes are apt

is

like.

Her

to send the so-

audiences into gales of laughter
beside the point and William De Mille probably realized that the big
picturegoing public likes its vampires cut to
size and measure.
Likewise, the characterization of the piano
tuner is to be questioned, for in the book he
was as independent and selfish as Rita herself, while in the picture he seems much embarrassed at times and quite the simple country youth in love.
Agnes Ayres as Alice Meldrum appears
as the realization of an ideal, the perfect woman sweet, gentle and thinking only of the
comforts of the man she loves.
Julia Faye as Clara Proctor, friend of
Alice, who advises her to play Richard Parrish instead of allowing him to take her as
bit exa matter of course, plays her small
She is absolutely typical of the
cellently.
self-sufficient woman of today.
Theodore Kosloff strikes the comedy note
phisticated
but that

is

—

as the temperamental composer who is jealous of the many loves of his particular star,

Rita Coventry.
It's easy sailing for you to put this picture across and many tie-ups may be utilized.
The first, the book shops and then the gown
shops, for Nita Naldi's bizarre gowns are sure
to

attract

much

attention.
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
'THROUGH THE DARK'
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT
Picture Is Ablaze with Action and

Has Many Punches

—Should

Box Office
THROUGH THE DARK. 'OoMwyn-CosScore at

mopoHtan Photoplay. Author, Jack Boyle.
Director, George Hill. Length, 7,999 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mary McGinn
Boston

Colleen Moore
Forrest Stanley

Blackie

Mother McGinn
Ethel Grayson
Detective O'Leary

Margaret Seddon
Geraghty

Carmelita

Wade

Warden

Boteler

none on the screen.

Therefore, it would ^>e
well to boost this as the greatest adventure
of the popular ffutlaw and mention that Forrest Stanley plays the role in question.
Colleen Moore should, of course, be given a
prominent place in the publicity campaign and
you can safely promise unlimited thrills, realism and sweeping action, so far as the story
is concerned.
*

Travel

While

Edward

escaping

helped by

from

prison

GENTLE
Booth

Mary McGinn.

The

By George

T.

post.

Paedy

has become known
to countless picture patrons as a prince
of the underworld whose adventures have
thrilled them pleasantly in the past, and the
fact that he is the hero of "Through the
Dark" serves as a guarantee of pleasurable
excitement to come.
Nor will the admirers
of Jack Boyle's famous fiction character be
disappointed
in
the
latest
screening
of

Bessie

Noble Dill
Randolph Crura
John Atwater
George Atwater

There are many fine dramatic situations,
among which may be mentioned that in which
Mary is expelled from school, Blackie's effort to save her when she is involved with
a runaway horse, the slaying of her crook
brothers, Blackie brought to bay by the warden and the surprising and impressive climax.
It's a straightaway melodrama, but melodrama cunningly impregnated with heart interest to a degree that entitles the picture to
much higher rank than the average film depicting underworld activities.
And the players, one and all contribute royally to the
story's success by providing character sketches
of unusual force and clarity.
Colleen Moore
is a wonderfully
appealing Mary McGinn,
Forrest Stanley shares dramatic honors with
the star by his sincere work in the Blackie

Boston role, Hobart Bosworth is ruggedly
powerful as the warden and the Mother McGinn of Margaret Seddon a genuinely artistic and natural portrayal.
The photography includes many fine exteriors and interiors, with superb lighting ef-

There should be scant trouble

cessfully

Blackie

in sucthe picture, for Boston
so vvidely advertised and

exploiting

has

been

his name bandied about among amusement
seekers, that as a hero he stands second to

Harvey Clark

Mary Arthur

hearts

Noble

of

Richard

Jr

JuUa Atwater, the
the

Love

Harold Goodw^in
Frank Elliott
Charles K. French
Clyde Benson

Ridgely
Florence Atwater
Herbert Atwater,

the

all

Billings

belle, causes havoc in
eligible males of the town.

village

her best pupil, or worst victim, and
for love of the "Gentle
takes an awful fall when
she finds her methods used at home, not at all
effective.
She finds out that the only man who
has paid any attention to her at all has done so
because of a business deal he has' with her father.
That is the final blow that sends her back to her
Dill

scarcely
Julia."

Noble

Fox Photoplay. Author,
EXILES'.
Director, EdRichard Harding Davis.
ward Mortimer. Length, 6,100 Feet.

"DOOTH TARKINGTON'S
infinite

humor

delicate

knowledge of human nature

is apparent in every bit of business throughout this film.
And because Tarkington is
the author and Bessie Love the star we do
not hesitate to recommend this for all theatres, large and small.
The small town, because it is the very
life of a small town without belittling such
life in any way, and the metropolitan cities
because it is a true portrayal of such types
as dwell in the small towns that make up
the big portion of our United States.
Bessie Love makes the most of her opportunities and seems to relish the part allotted
her.
She plays the type we all know, the attractive girl who has a clear field, with few

any

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Henry Holcombe
Alice

Caroll

A man

•

..John Gilbert
Betty Bouton

John Webb Dillon
Fred Warren
Margaret Fielding

Alice Carroll is
escapes and
stays in a notorious
resort, in the company of fugitives known as "The
Henry Holcombe, the prosecuting attorney,
Exiles"
He follows her
discovers that Alice is innocent.
She refuses to return to America, and
to Africa.
Holcombe kidnaps her. They fall in love and she
.shot

is

arrested, charged
to Algiers,

goes

becomes

in

his

with

where

office.

murder,

the
she

wife.

his

By George

T. Pardy

rivals,

and whose

—

silly

head

is

com-

pletely turned but never vicious or mean, a
truly sweet person, to whom male adoration
proves a bit too heady.
It is good to see her in a light, comedy
role such as this rather than in such heavy,
emotional parts as some in which she has
been seen recently.
Florence Atwater, the precocious, child
sister, is very well played by Mary Arthur.
She is well cast too, for here we have no
fluffy thing, all curls, nor yet a very homely
youngster, just an everyday pleasing and nice

looking kid.
She shares

WILD

melodrama, with action as speedy
and vibrant as a buzz-saw in full whirling career
Such are "The Exile's" princi!

characteristics, sufficient to please audiences that don't go in for criticism too heav-

pal

a picture fit for program purposes but
not classy enough for the big houses.
Its
box office value depends altogether on the
locality where it is shown.
There is a demand for just this type of feature in many
theatres and money to be made in the proper
market.
Very few mystery yarns, with a murder
as the central motif, fail to interest the average film patron, unless the story is hideously
bungled by director or players, or both. It's
only when atmosphere and acting are hopelessly bad that a complete flop takes place.
Now, while "The Exiles" has its full share
of melodramatic inconsistencies, there's no
fault to be found with the acting.
It may
not convince everybody who sees it, but it
will amuse the majority.
If a trifle weak in
logic, it is strong in color
events move with
the celerity of greased lightning and hurtle
into a grand-stand romantic finish.
The Algiers scenes are remarkably well
photographed.
The sets look like the real
articles.
There are some exceptionally fine
interiors and you get the impression of particularly vicious surroundings, snakily evil
and sensuously Oriental, a place where most
anything could happen.
So that when the
hero locates the missing Alice Carroll and
schemes to get her away from the gambling
resort, one is quite prepared for lively rucThere's
tions when the hop-off time comes
a peach of a scrap then, with Alice's protector
emerging triumphant and finally persuading
her that he is a good thing to tie to for life.
Naturally the heroine gets a lot of sympathy, inasmuch as she is unjustly accused
and Betty Bouton fills this role with great
effect.
She is a prettily appealing Alice Carroll, in some moods, and vigorously defiant
ily,

By Marguerite A. Brumell

if

ISot

is

knows he's alive
But Julia's pride

Dill.

and

Where Houses Are
Too Critical

Wilhelm Von Linke
Dr: Randolph
Rose Ainsmith

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Julia

SWIFT IN ACTION

THE

Author,

Photoplay.

5,731 Feet.

Blackie's

reckless deeds.
For this picture is ablaze with action,
packed with decisive "punches," mighty good
entertainment all the way through, and has
the earmarks of a production likely to score
high at the box-office.
Eight reels seems a pretty stiff length for
a film dealing with crookdom and the doings
of they who dwell therein, but in the present instance it is safe' to state that there isn't
a foot too much or an inch of padding to
clog the action.
It starts off with a rush, with the rebellion
of the San Quentin prisoners and Blackie's
lightning getaway, the jail guards hot on
his heels, and from then on the pace never
slackens.
You are at once caught in a swirl
of sympathy for both outlaw and girl and
nerve-racked by the suspense developed as
the story progresses.
Even the high-brow
audiences will applaud this feature, because
of. its startling realism, its capable direction
and clever acting, and there isn't a shadow
of doubt as to its favorable reception by the
rank and file of movie fans.

'EXILES' IS
Will Please

Cameraman, George
Length,
Director, Rowland V. Lee.

Blackie is
latter a school girl,

•DOSTON BLACKIE

fects.

JULL4. Fox

*

*

*

Tarkington.

Boston

unaware that her brothers are crooks. She is
expelled from school.
Blackie joins his gang and
finds refuge in Mother McGinn's house, where he
again meets Mary.
She devotes herself to keeping
Blackie straight and wins her point.

lines as "See what a tragedy love
"
can be to seventeen at the
However, in our opinion it is sufficient to
promise your public a Booth Tarkington play
that is as good as either "Seventeen" or "Penrod" and stirs Bessie- Love.

and such

in Fox's Tarkington Film

Phillips

is

*

BESSIE LOVE AS 'GENTLE JULIA'
Good Comedy Role Afforded Her

Hobart Bcsworth
George Cooper

Glad Rags Kid

(Continued)

comedy honors

Goodwin, who plays Noble

with

Dill,

Harold

the adoles-

When he goes into day dreams
and imagines many heroic rescues of his Julia,
the camera actually photographs these dreams
and has done it in such a way that the comedy is highly developed.
There are many comedy touches, the best
cent suitor.

perhaps when the reading of Julia's letter,
saying she may marry Crum, is overheard by
Florence.
Florence's idea of a gentle way
of breaking the news to Dill (whom she secretly fancies) is to pass the news on to
Herbert Atwater, Jr. who promptly publishes
it on his small printing press and then issues
it
as an "extra."
And Dill's heart in the
process of breaking is a pitiful sight indeed.
As the story is of youth, very much akin
to "Seventeen" and "Penrod" it seems the
logical exploitation would be of tricks played
by the kids on their older brothers and sisters

;

.

in

others.

John Gilbert works furiously in the part of
Henry Holcombe, if it wasn't for the fact
that the whole story is ferociously melodramatic, the Gilbert hero portrayal would seem
overdrawn.

As it is, it fits
The support

in

with the

film's

adequate.
Exploit the feature simply for what it is,
"rnelo" stuff, colorful, breezily romantic and
a regular thunderstorm of flying action from
start to finish, with a murder mystery involved and some striking views of life in
Both Betty
the lower levels of Algiers.
Bouton's name and that of John Gilbert are
worth advertising.
t:e-"d

nicely.

is
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BOX OFKICE REVIEWS (Continued)
ITALIAN FILM

A SCENIC GEM

IS

STEWART PLAYS TEXAS RANGER
Universal Five-Part Subject Has a
Strong Juvenile Appeal

of the Sea' Has Artistic
and Romantic Appeal

'Toilers

TOILERS OF THE SEA.
-

Selznick Photo-

PURE

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

The

Priest

.

Horace Tesseron
Dell Cawley
Lucius Henderson

Captain Jean and his daughter HeUne live in an
Italian fishing- hamlet.
Captain Andre persuades him
to induce the villagers to invest savings in a project
to buy trading vessels.
Andre embezzles the money

and hides

in

it

the

crater

the

of

Sandro, in love with Helene,

iEtna.

mountain.

the

to

A

Mount

volcano,
trail^^

Andre

to

takes place, Andre is
the stolen money to the vilfight

Sandro returns
lagers and weds Helene.
killed,

By George

film, produced in Italy, is chiefly remarkable for its wealth of scenic grandeur, the shots of Mount Etna, wreathed in
smoke and flame, are particularly impressive,
and there are various wonderfully attractive

backgrounds.

Its appeal is mostly spectacuthe plot being of light construction, yet

lar,

interesting.

In

this

there

connection

is little if

it

must be noted that

anything, of the original Vic-

tor

Hugo

the

names of the characters

story in the six reels.

Not even

in the

novel are

therefore

decidedly

retained.

The

picture's

misleading,
to persons

cerned.

so

title

far as

is

advertising appeal

its

who have read
Hugo does not

Butj

the

book

con-

is

belong exactly

category of popular authors and
screen patrons will find satisfaction

the

artistic

in

many
the

in

beauty and romantic melodrama

of
"Toilers of the Sea" without troubling them-

selves about

its

origin.

As

a program of?er-

neighborhood and smaller houses, the
feature ought to make a good box-office show-

ing, in

ing.

The combat between Sandro, the hero, and
the absconding Captain Andre on the crater's
edge is easily the most thrilling thing in the
picture.
It isn't only the savagery of the
fight which thrills the spectator, although
they put up a vicious enough battle, but the
surroundings.
For this volcano stuff registers as the most impressive and realistic
of its kind that has ever been embodied in a
feature.
That camera man and players took
chances in plenty when these scenes were
filmed is evident.
Holmes Herbert plays the leading male role,
that of Sandro, and puts untiring energy ancl
snappy action into his work, while Dell Cawley enacts the villainous Captain Andre with
commendable vigor.
Lucy Fox is an extremely

good-looking

Stella

heroine

who

is

very

fascinating in the love scenes with her faithful suitor and the support is adequate.
In foreign communities, exhibitors booking this film should make it known that the
scenery shots are genuine, thus tempting the
curiosity of Italian residents who would naturally wish to see views of their native land.
As to tie-ups with book stores on the
strength of the title, an exploitation idea
which seems quite in order such a proceeding is not warranted.
For the Hugo novel
and "Toilers of the Sea" in film form have
nothing in common, except the name.
But
the feature can be legitimately exploited as
a scenic gem and melodrama, with considerable human interest.
The leading players are
all American, a fact worthy of mention when
advertising.

—

THE HEART BANDIT.

Jim Kemp
Frank Boiling

Buddy Clark
Bob Evans, Texas Ranger,

Verne Winter

in love with
school teacher, Stella Boiling.
She aids a wounded
stranger, who reveals himself as her long-lost brother, who had broken jail.
Buddy Clark, an orphan
cared for by Stella, rescues another wounded man,
learns from him that he is really Stella's brother
and that she has been imposed upon by the stranger.
Stella has gone with the stranger.
Bob Evans pursues, saves her from an attac*j by the imposter, who
meets with his just deserts, and wins the girl.

T^HE
-•-

T.

Pardy

heroic Texas ranger has ever been a

welcome

figure in

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Molly O'Hara
John Rand
Mrs. Rand
"Spike" Malone

Ramon

The

love

affair

between the ranger and

The big scene comes in the climax, when
Bob Evans rides to his sweetheart's rescue
in the burning cabin and wreaks vengeance
on Jim Kemp, the villain in the case. This
episode, combined with the youngster's quick
dash to save his dog, is splendidly staged
and a triumph of photographic realism.
Roy Stewart is always at his best in the
role of a gallant rider of the plains and his
performance as Bob Evans lacks nothing of
the spectacular lure which has made him a
pronounced screen favorite in "Wetserners."
Estther Ralstorv is a sweetly pretty and interesting little school-ma'am, and the support
as a whole is excellent.
The title possesses good exploitation adIt is suggestive of the pluck and
vantages.

daring of the Texas rangers,
is a matter of border history.

whose valor
Play up the

rangers, stress the love story, the melodramatic thrills and feature Roy Stewart's name
as appearing in a role guaranteed to please

Box

numerous following.

Office Reviews in Exhibitors

Trade

Review Are Up
Minute.

to

the

Cordova

Monk Hinman
Wetherbee

Silas

:

Viola Dana
Milton Sills
Gertrude Cla r
Wallace MacDonald
Bertram Grassby
DeVv/itt Jennings
Nelson MacDowell

Matthew Betts
Edward Wade

Molly's gang is double-crossed while carrying out
a "job" and she takes refuge on rthe private estate
of John Rand, leader of a powerful circle of Wall
Street manipulators.
Rand's mothe; likes and adopts
her.
Rand is about to be double-crossed by a business enemy with the aid of a South American.
The latter falls in love with Molly, she finds him
out and saves Rand from imprisonment and herself
for a straight life.

Western melodrama and

Stella Boiling begins in conventional style,
but the sudden appearance of the mysterious
stranger who passes
himself
off
the
as
heroine's brother, brews trouble and thereafter the path of romance proves a rough
one.
The weak point in the narrative lies
in her too ready acceptance of the relationship without sufficient proof, but this is a
trivial fault, atoned for by plenty of stirring
action and sympathetic touches.

that actor's

Orestes

-.

Pat O'Connell
Jenks

By Joseph Schrank

he lives up to his reputation as an entertaining factor in "Pure Grit."
The picture is
well directed, skillfully photographed, does
not drag at any stage and offers a
plot,
which, while running true to established form
for its kind of story,
is so cleverly presented by a capable cast that its interest never
flags.
As a program attraction in sections
where these swiftly-moving tales of the border as much in demand, the box office returns should prove satisfactory.
For juveniles the feature holds an especial
appeal, because of the important part played
by that talented boy actor, Verne Winter.
This kid, as Buddy Clark, the school teacher
heroine's protege, does
extremely eff^ective
work in the many emotional situations which
fall to his share and his rescue of the pet
dog from the burning cabin registers as a
stunt which cannot fail to "get across" with
any audience.

Metro Picture.

Feet.

5X100

falls

a

Directed
Story liy Fred Kennedy Myton.
Length,
(esiiniulcd)
b\
Oscar Apf'cl.

Director,

Roy Stewart
Esther Ralston
.Jere Austin
Jack Mower

Boiling

By George

'T'HIS

Au-

Tiny Star Presented in
Powerful and Gripping Story

'Metro's

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Pardy

T.

Photoplay.

Bob Evans

Lucy Fox
Holmes Herbert
.

Captain Jean
Captain Andre

Unicvrsal

thor,

of Same Title. Director, R. William Neill.
Length, 5,128 Feet.

Helene
Sandro

GRIT.

William MacLeod Raine.
Nat Ross. Length, 4,571 Feet.

Adapted from Victor Hugo's Novel

play.

VIOLA AS 'THE HEART BANDIT'

jlT

ERE

a powerful picture
a story tense with interest.

presenting
splendid
cast headed by Viola Dana and perfect settings combine to get everything out of the
story that's in it.
While Viola Dana is starred, a remarkable
feature of this picture is the fact that there
are no "minor" characters in the sense in
which that word is generally understood. Everyone in the cast stands out as a distinct
and interesting personality.
There are no
stock characters.
The people are all reaK
This, we believe, is one of the essentials of
true art.
Gertrude Clair plays the mother part with
raic charm and understanding and succeeds
in escaping the mawkish sentimentality with
which such parts are usually invested. It's
not overdone.
There are some scenes between her and Viola that are certain to touch
everybody in your audience except the hopelessly

is

A

frivolous.

Besides these scenes where Molly is being
converted into a good girl by the tender magic
of mother love there are others that will
make your audience hold its breath with
excitement.
The scene in which Molly's
gang is double crossed is a particularly thrilling-one.
The gang holds up a fast truck coming
across the Canadian border and believed to
carry a rich cargo of bootleg liquor. When
they draw alongside with a pointed gun, the
flaps of the truck go up and reveal a half
dozen detectives and policemen pointing revolvers.

A

Another

lively gun battle ensues.
thrilling scene shows Molly

with

assistance of her old crony. Spike Malone, cracking the safe in the Rand Mansion
in order to rescue the incriminating paper
which if discovered by the Federal ofificials,
who are coming after it that night will land
Rand in the penitentiary. Meantime a detective who has been after Molly for years
tracks her to the mansion the same night.
The butler, whose suspicions have been
aroused, also prowls around with a revolver,
and when these various parties meet the results are pretty lively.
The main pulling power of this picture
lies of course in the name of the star, and
most of your exploitation will be on that
basis.
Since the picture deals with crooked
financial schemes your local banks may cooperate with you to emphasize the fact that
the best way to become wealthy is by thrift
and by investments that are safe. An effective window card tie-up can be arranged on
the

this

idea.

The

thrift idea has been widely advertised
over the country and a tie-up of this kind
Many other exwill carry a punch with it.
ploitation plans can easily be worked out with
all

the

same

thrift idea as the basis.
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DIPPY DOO DAD'

TOWN

IN

MINIATURE

Hal Roach Has Built Small Scale Community for Benefit of
Four-Footed Actors in Pathe Comedy Series

THERE'S
dustry in
Theatre's

one bustling center of the InSouthern California without a

Dippy Doo Dad residents, and at the "fourfooted mimicry of life on two feet" that

Commerce

these animal players so marvelously enact.
It is doubtful, however, if many exhibitors
realize the actual extent of the community
in which these animal actors live and work,
and the tremendous amount of thought and
effort expended in constructing the proper
background and atmosphere for these fourfooted comedians to act in.

Owners Chamber

of

There are no
an F. I. L. M. Club.
weekly conferences to discuss Will Hays'
latest pronouncements, or to debate ways and
means of combating the music tax. Neither
does the "blue law" menace enter to disrupt
the serenity of this stronghold of the fifth inor

dustry.

The inhabitants may dance the clock around
with impunity, or swing by their tails in
abandon, secure from official interruption of
their monkey-shines.
This Utopian community of the trade is
the Dippy Doo Dad town, which Hal Roach
has built at Culver City and wherein are

made

the

now

edies, released

justly celebrated

under the

title

Pathe com-

of the "Dippy

Doo Dads."
Exhibitors have listened to their audiences
laugh delightedly at the droll antics of the

OF

Dippy Doo Dad-ville

a complete city built on a
Tiny stores, churches,
are
provided
for
the
inhabitants.
It
has miniature autcnobi'es, aeroplanes and fire engines. And for the conveniences
of the four-footed actors, there is telephone service,
beauty shops, a small railroad and dental parlors.
is

scale one-fourth natural size.

court

rooms

and

schools

organ, a court room and
The Dippy Doo Dads even have

pipe

billiard tables.

Everything

is

built

a school.
their own

one-fourth

natural size for the diminutive stature of
the members of this company.

course, the trade has seen many animal
comedies during the past decade, but a
year or so ago Hal Roach, the Pathe comedy
producer, evolved a new idea along this line
that of making animal comedies without
the intrusion of human actors at any time
in the action.
H. M. Walker, Roach's veteran title writer,
Len Powers was assigned
coined the name.
Since their inception, the
to the direction.

mode.

"Diippy Doo Dads" comedies have become
established single-reelers of dependable box-

For years there has been a maudlin sentiment in some circles that all animals on stage

—

office

A

quality.

tour of Dippy Doo Dadville is a truly
fascinating experience.
There are all scores
of modern conveniences, including telephones,
electric lights and street car service.
There
is even the D. D. D. railway, with specially
built locomotives, freight cars and passenger
ccaches.
Taxicabs roll about the streets of this
miniature city. There's a modern hotel with
practical elevators, there's a church with its

its

''I'

HE

Dippy Doo Dads have their own
branch of the studio wardrobe department.

All their clothes are made to order, including
a wide assortment of shoes.
Len Powers has provided his actors with
all the habiliments of the well-dressed man.
His actresses are always gowned in the latest

and screen are cruelly mistreated.

Hal Roach has issued

a standing invitation
of this belief to visit his Dippy Doo
Dads, watch them at work and see how they

to all
live.

They are better housed and fed than they
ever were before their screen debut.
They
have the constant attention of an expert
veterinary.

In
to his

Len Powers'

own

babies.

affections

they rank next

January

1924

19,

The

^
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THE SHORT SUBJECT OUTLOOK FOR

1924

With Short Subjects More Important Than Ever Before
Producers Promise Rich Choice in Neiv Year

A

SURVEY

of the plans of short subject
producers for 1924 and an inspection of
the product that awaits release during the
early months of the new year discloses an unprecedented amplitude of short subject entertainment for the disposal of the' discriminating

The announcements from the ofof feature producers and distributors
during the closing month of 1923, to the effect that shorter features will be produced
means more space in the program for the
showman.
fices

short subject during 1924.
The extensive survey of the short subject
just concluded by Exhibitors Trade
leaves no doubt that the short subject
producers have more than amply provided to

market

Review

take advantage of the increased space of the
theatres'

program.

A

continuation of Screen Snapshots, and a
new series of the popular Hallroom Boys
Comedies, constitute the short releases on
which C. B. C. Film Sales Corporation will
continue to concentrate its efforts along these
lines

during 1924.

Both these short subjects are well known
by film goers, as the Screen Snapshots
in

fifth

its

The

year.

fifth

series,

is

now
more

elaborate than ever, was started at the beTen issues
ginning of the 1923-4 season.
of this new series have already been released
and new features are in store for the remainnew series of Hallroom Boys
ing sixteen.

A

Comedies will also begun shortly.
The backbone of the Educational Pictures

program will consist of the various two-reel
comedy series. Arrangements have not been
for the

1924-5 schedule but it is
that practically all of the

completed
more than likely
two-reel comedies which have become identified with the Educational trade-mark will be
continued.
The current series of two-reel comedies
will, in practically every case, continue to or
These coirithrough the summer months.
edies include the Christie Comedies, Mermaid

Comedies and Hamilton Comedies

identified

with Educational practically since its inception as a national organization, and the new
series, placed on the program at the start
as Juvenile ComIn addition to
these Educational has recently acquired Clyde
Cook Cornedies coming soon.
The single reel releases at present comprise
the Cameo Comedies, the Bruce Wilderness
Tales, Lyman H. Howe's Hodge Podge, the
"Sing Them Again" series and the "Secrets
of Life" series. The two last named are the
first series of these subjects released through
Educational, while the Cameo Comedies and
Hodge-Podge subjects are in their second year
contract and the third series of Wilderness

of the 1923-4 season,
edies

known

and Tuxedo Comedies.

Tales has just been started.
Christie will start the year with "Ride 'Em
Cowboy" a western comedy with Bobby

Vernon.
Jack White, producer of the Mermaid Comedies, will offer "Flying Finance,' one of the
most pretentious efforts of this young producer.

Youth

is

.Girl" series,

the

keynote of "The Telephone

which Mai

St. Clair is directing

B. O. Hollywood Studios, adapted
by Darryl Zanuck from the H. C. Witwer
stories
now running in the Cosmopolitan
Magazine.
"Julius Sees Her" is the title chosen by
at the F.

H.

C.

Witwer

for the

first

two-reel episode

of this series, which will be released March
2nd.
The production of the "Fighting Blood
series will also be continued.

Pathe Exchange, Inc., which ranks as one
of the leading distributors of short-subject
productions, enters the New Year with a parshort-subject
extensive array of
ticularly
The Pathe line-up for 1924 shows
products.
seven separate brands of two-reel comedies,
three brands of one-reel comedies, the "Chronof America" series, a new "Indian
icles
one-reel
of
group
a
series,
Frontier"
sport pictures known as "Sportlights," the
Aesop's Film Fable cartoons, weekly issues
of Pathe Review and Topics of the Day, and
the semi-weekly editions of Pathe News.
glance over the short-subject programs sched-

A

uled for release up as far as March shows
provisions for the release each week of a
minimum of twelve reels; in most instances,
between thirteen to seventeen reels are arranged for release.
Pathe's comedy output for 1924 will come
Roach
as heretofore mainly from the Hal
and Mack Sennett Studios on the West Coast.
The Hal Roach production schedule for Pathe
during 1924 provides, in the two-reel class
Will
thirteen "Our Gang" comedies, thirteen

vehicles, a like number of Stan Laurel
laugh-provokers, and a group of the popular
In the one-reel
"Spat Family" comedies.
class, the Hal Roach Studios are scheduled
to provide the Pathe release program with
three Charley Chase comedy vehicles and one
"Dippy Doo Dad" single reel subject each

Rogers

month.

The Mack Sennett Studios also have a
heavy short-subject production schedule for
Pathe during the coming year. Harry Langdon was recently signed under a long term
contract by Sennett to be featured in a series
of Pathe comedies, and the first of these,
"Picking Peaches," will be released February
In addition, the Mack Sennet program
3rd.
provides for a minimum of six Ben Turpin
vehicles and thirteen two-reel Mack Sennett
Comedies, to be released by Pathe at the
rate of one every four weeks.
Pathe will continue during 1924 the distribution of the now famous "Chronicles of
Amercia" series being produced by the Yale
The release of Grantland
University Press.
Rice's group of one-reel sport pictures, known
as "Sportlights," will also be continued, these
releases being made available at the rate of

one

every

two

weeks.

Another

of which, titled "The Man Who Would Not
Die," has been set for February 3rd.
Paul Terry's popular animated cartoons,
known collectively as "Aesop's Film Fables,"
will also continue as a weekly release on the

Pathe program during 1924.

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SHORT SUBJECT
OFFERINGS FOR 1924
B.

C.

A

group

of

C.

Two Reelers
Room Boy

Hall

One

Comedies

Reelers

Screen Snapshots (released twice a month)

EDUCATIONAL
Two

Reelers

One

Reelers

50 Comedies

Novelties

75 Comedies and
104 Kinograms
F.
12

"The Telephone

B. O.
Girl" two

reelers

PATHE
Two

Reelers

Gang" Comedies
Rogers Comedies
Comedies
Laurel
131 Stan
13 Mack Sennett Comedies
Turpin Comedies
Ben
6 (at least)
A group of "Spat Family" Comedies
Langdon Comedies
Harry
A group of
13 "Our
13 Will

6 Indian Frontier Series

One
12

Reelers

Dippy-Doo-Dads

A

group of Charlie Chase Comedies
Grantland Rice "Sportlights" (one
two weeks)
52 Aesop Fita Fables
52 Pathe Review
104 Pathe News
52 Topics of the Day
Three Reelers
31 Chronicles of America
Special:

Will

Missing"

Nigh Miniature, "Among the

—

1

Reel

Two

Reelers

Westerns

Comedies
6 "The Leather Pushers"
12 Beaumont "Racing" Series

"The
"The
"The
"The

Ghost City"
Fast Express"
Riddle Man"
Free Trader"

and four high class serials.
Outstanding in the Universal list of short
subjects for 1924 is the "Fourth Leather

shorts,

Pushers" series, consisting of six more of
These two-reelers
these popular two-reelers.
are made with unusual care and are released
as Universal Jewel productions, which means
they are among Universal's super product.
Billy Sullivan is starred in the fourth series.
He took the place of Reginald Denny, former
star

in

"The Leather Pushers" who now

is

length Jewels for Universal.
Edward Laemmle is the director of the
"Fourth Leather Pushers." He directed the
third series, which have proved exceptional

making

full

The "Fourth Leather
office attractions.
Pushers" are being released fort-nightly, beginning January 1.

52 Century

One Reelers
52 Universal Comedies
News
International
104
Serials (15 episodes

Pathe Review,

a collection of interesting views on subjects
of scientific, historical, humorous, and pictorial interest: and Topics of the Day, presenting the best of the world's wit and humor
on the screen, will be continued as a feature
of Pathe's weekly schedule of releases. Pathe
News will be released as heretofore.
Universal has projected an ambitious short
subjects program for 1924. It includes an increased number of high class two-reelers,
both in comic and dramatic vein, with a continuation of the one-reel fun-films that have
found great favor in the theatres of the land.
The release schedule contemplates a regular
weekly issue of one two-reel comedy, (produced by the Century Film Corporation), one
one-reel comedy and two issues of the InIn additernational News reel, each week.
supertion, there will be several series of

box

UNIVERSAL
6

every

important

short subject series recently acquired by Pathe
for distribution in 1924 is the "Indian Fronfirst
the
two-reelers,
six
Series,"
tier

each)
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'The Caddy'
Appealing

—Universal
2

-

.'

of Dippy-Doo-Dadville and the escape of
Vic and Joe from the clutches of the law.
The characterization of these two monks on
a drunk is really remarkable. One can almost

ree's

Buddy wins our

hearts once more in this
comedy.
That's the thing
Buddy does best. He wins the sympathy of
t,he audience.- _An.d in "The Caddy" he has
been provided with a very good little story.
If there is anybody who can resist Buddy
and the clever little children he has acting
with him, we'd like to see that person.
It
is human and wholesome entertainment.
The
kind the whole family can go to see without any danger whatever of bad dreams af-

Century

latest

smell their breaths off the screen.
The domestic troubles of Pop Monk with his wife
who awaits, him armed with a rolling pin also
provide their quota of laughs.
.

'White

We

Forget'

^

—Educational
1

where the natural shyness can be overcome more easily.
sections

s|i

^

jjc

'A Sailor's Life'

— Educational

Bright Bits

This

1

a

of

sort

a

reel

scrap book.
It
contains bits of things. Tropical beauty in
Hawaii seen from a train window; types of
American Indians a funny bit with a monkey and scenes- from a sailor's life. Information painlessly administered
is

film

Hitting
of

the
the

high spots in "Flying Finance,"
Educational Mermaid Comedies.

one

job at house building and his efforts as a
carpenter combined with the other carpenters
including the cross-eyed one who has to close
his eyes in order to drive a nail in straight,
provide a continuous string of laughs.

This little feature has a real plot.
For
after encountering the hardships and weariness of the outside world. Smithy decides
only to find that he
to re-enter the army
is once more face to- face with his old sergeant and the same old trouble
*

'Smithy'
Full

of

laughs

Monks

—Pathe

The

2

reels

"Smithy," in the person of Stan Laurel gets
his discharge from the army and starts getting even with his Sergeant.
The resu ts
are laughable to say the least.
He gets a

A

ditional

like

humans

"Dippy-Doo-Dads"

comedy.
*

*

*

'The Black Sheep'— Pathe
Clever cartoons

1

reel

The

*

'The Bar-Fly'— Pathe

*

latest

Meantime Dick's
door to impersonate her.
And
boss is also coming to meet the wife.
the two bosses know each other, and meet
The result is a real comedy scene with laughs
lurking in every angle.
cute little dog provides some effective ad-

—

*

reels

2

Christie Comedy, after getting
off to a slow start leads up to the one big
Cupid
situation that provides the laughs.
Brown gets a long deferred raise in salary
on the strength of the story he tells the boss
But when the boss also
that he is married.
adds that he is coming up that evening to
meet the wife, Cupid is forced to provide
one in a hurry and takes Dick's wife next

This

!

*

—Educational

Matrimonial complications

;

*

^

'Stay Single'
reel

Another in the series of "Sing. Them
Again," the idea being to get the audience
to join in
singing the old songs again.
In this case they are "Tenting Tonight,"
"Wait Till the Sun Shines. Nelly" and
"Mother Machree." Of course if the audience sings, the picture is a great success.
There is nothing like singing together to
make everybody feel happy. This picture is
to be recommended therefore to small houses

.

reel

A

*

film

in residential

1

likes to watch the antics of aniEspecially when it comes to monkeys.
Ever watch the people at the zoo? The monkey is certainly the headliner on the bill.
Joe the Monk is the kind of a monk that
makes us wonder whether he or ourself is
couple of playful lions
the missing link.
get loose with some hair-raising results.
There are some genuine laughs." It is unfortunate that the ending is somewhat weak.
Otherwise this is certainly a fine little picture certain to hit almost everybody's organ
of tickle.

ing the street before the traffic cop said
"Stop."
This is a tip that you can use to
your advantage.

'Lest

—Universal

Everybody

"The Caddy" will appeal particularly to
The humble golf ball is made to do
some marvelous stunts. Several fine exploitation ideas can be worked out to get the eye
of those gentlemen whose vision of Paradise
consists of a well laid out golf course.
The
display of a mere golf club has been known
to make these gentlemen risk their skins cross-

Song

Wing Monkey'

mals.

golfers.

*

*

Highly entertaining

terwards.

.*

*

*

1

reel

being

up-to-date
give us in their latest, a strictly prohibition
comedy. As the title announces, "the action
starts where 'Ten Nights in a Bar-Room'
stopped."
The fun starts with a realistic
raid on a distillery by the prohibition forces

old classic theme of the black sheep
of the family and the return of the prodigal
son is given a highly laughable interpretation
in this latest Aesop Film Fable.
The cartoon
work, as usual, is very clever.
There is
plenty of action peppered and salted with
laughs.
The appeal to the eye is catching
and holds attention throughout.

In this case the "sheep" is a dog and he
brings back a very welcome plate of juicy
looking bones given him as a reward for
his deeds of valor accomplished when he was
sent away from home and forced to grapple
with the cruet, world.

Pathe Review No.
Varied

3

bits

1

reel

The highlights of Pathe Review No. 3
are: "A Secret of Asia," showing the Sacred Twelve Hun3red in the ancient AngKoc-Wat, Siam
"When Life Has No
Frills," a pictorial exposition of some of
;

the crude contraptions still employed in
certain Blue Ridge sections; "Re-creating
the Life of Five Million Years Ago," one
of the Popular Science Series of the screen
and a Pathecolor study of "The Mountain
Stream" which is a treat to the eye and
the imagination.

^ut^sunbcr
One

of the

remarkable scenes that; makes "Obey the Law," starring seven-foot Jack Earle and dapper
Harry McCoy, such an appealing Century Comedy. Released by Universal.

—
January

—

1924

19,

EDUCATIONAL TO RELEASE
CLYDE COOK COMEDIES
During the, early months of the new
year, Educational Film Exchanges, Inc.,
will release two two-reel comedies featuring Clyde Cook, one of the best known
funny men of the screen.
The pictures
.

were produced by Joseph M. Schenck,
under the direction of Clyde Cook and Alfred Austin.
The first of the two, "The
Pony Express," will be released in Feb.

ruary.

Cook is an Australian clown and was for
years a favorite in London music halls and
later featured comedian at the New York
Hippodrome. Previous to signing up with
Schenck, he was starred" by Fox Films.

He is regarded as one of ttie most promising of the rising generation of film comedians who are bidding for the honors in
the two-reel comedy field relinquished by
Charlie Chaplin, Buster Keaton and Harold
Lloyd.
Alfred Austin^ who co-directed with
Cook, was formerly associated with Charlie Chaplin and has spent seven years in
motion picture work. He came to America
from England with the act that introduced
He left VaudeChaplin to this country.
ville to assist Chaplin in making his comedies, co-directing on such big successes as
.

"Shoulder Arms" and

"A

He

Coogan

also directed Jackie

Dog's
in

Life."
pic-

two

tures.

The diminutive

Christine Francis will be

seen as Clyde Cook's leading lady.
*

*

*

Julius Stern Goes West
Julius Stern, president of Century Film
Corporation, producers of the two reel
Century Cornedies, has left New York enroute to Hollywood and his studios.
Mr. Stern had been in New York
since

the latter part of September,

when

he came East to meet his brother and associate

Abe

Stern.

While there plans were

formulated for the exploiting and distributing of "The Darling of New York" and
their two reel Centuries.
Much splendid work was handled by
President Stern while there and his returning to Hollywood is due mostly to his
wish to personally supervise the signing
of several new contracts, among them the
McCoy deal, and the preparing of the
Buster Brown series as well as the schedule for the new year.
Abe Stern will remain in New York to supervise the international distribution
other two
the
of

Baby Peggy

features.

Standards Ready
Cinema Corporation, whose

short subjects productions are physically
distributed through the Selznick Distributing Corporation, announces two more subjects ready for distribution within the next

two weeks:
"Mysterious Case," one of the Bray
toons in the "Col. Heeza Liar" series.
"Something for Nothing," next of the

car-

Bruce Barton

— An

No.

5,

editorials.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

ington, D. C.
Woodrow Wilson, at 67, receives an automobile as a birthday gift;
Tokio—Japan's annual exhibit of finest

—

chrysanthemums; Chicago, 111. There's no
good reason why a man should drive nails
with his hand but Sandy James does it;
Astoria, Ore
Salvage crew blows up derelict ship. Slink two years ago, to clear the
Columbia river channel; Arizona Uncle

—

Sam

as a sheep raiser.

^
^
No. 196— Puebla, Mexico Puebla again in government hands
President Obregon leads forces; Chicago,
^

PATHE NEWS

—
— 17

perish in State insane asylum

111.

'Secrets of Life'

Louis H. Tolhurst, producing the "Secrets

of Life" series for Principal Pictures

Corporation which are released through
Educational Film
Exchanges, Inc., has
just completed his fourth microscopic mo-

—Woodrow Wilson
ceives automobile as token of friends esteem; Cairo, Egypt— Pathe News cameraman takes wonderful films
over
Cairo; Lake Placid, N. Y. — Yale and Dartof
mouth hockey teams compete on
Oakland, Cal. — More battleships cast
re-

tion picture,

"The

Butterfly."

In this picture Tolhurst claims he has
secured for the first time motion pictures
of the metamorphosis of a caterpillar into
the chrysalis stage of a butterfly. The ugly
worm will be shown on the screen actually
changing from a caterpillar to the chrysalis from which will develop the butterfly.
The reel, Tolhurst claims, will throw light

on many interesting

facts.

flight

field

ice;

accordance with Naval DisGrosbeck,
Texas
Treaty;
Passengers rhiraculously escape death in
spectacular train wreck; In the Limelight,
Washington, D. C. C. G. Dawes and
Owen D. Young, U. S. representatives to
Reparation Board, confer with President
Nikko, Japan
before sailing abroad;
Quaint gesha maids dance and play for

on junk

pile in

armament

—

Pathe cameraman.
*

*

*

No. 4—
pay New
White House; Lake Placid,

INTERNATIONAL NEWS
Washington, D. C.
Year's

call

at

—Thousands

N. Y.

new

—Champion

barrel-jumper

invents

Colombs, France
Work progresses rapidly on huge stadium for 1924 Olympic games; 1— Los Angeles, Cal.
Al Barnes, circus king, introstunts;

ice

—

—

duces

a new
Island,

sport

—hippo-motoring;
—

2

North
San Diego, Cal. The navy's
first ambulance plane proves a success; 3

New York

City

— New
—

arrivals

at

the

Bide-a-Wee Home find a strange protector;
teeth
San Francisco,
Cal.
Real
gold
quiets

this

cat's

meow; Boston, Mass.

WNAC

Boston Elks win the

—broadcasting

Mummers
Philadelphia,
Pa.
greeting to 1924 a gorgeous spectacle; International News presents the conquest of
Mt. Whitney, highest peak in the U. ,S.
(An International Exclusive).
contest;

KINOGRAMS No. 2317— Stage comeback of the "Sport of Kings" Culver City;
Four thousand attend White House reception
Washington; "Philly" wide
awake
for one day anyway
Philadelphia; Lifting
the lid in the land of spooks
A visual interview with Father C. M. De Heredia authority on hoaxes of mediums; On day of
the fair in King Ttit's land^ Gizeh; PiU
New
grim fathers of the automobile
York; Knights of the steel blades display
speed Newburgh, N. Y.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

*

fire;

Washington, D. C.

in

Another

27—
— New

event in journalism "Old
Timers,"- veterans
of
days of Greeley,
Dana, Bennett, Pulitzer, gather at the
Newspaper Club; St. Petersburg A cold
winter in Dixie with the North enjoying
a mild season, the South has snow to
throw away; New Notables N. Y. City
U. S. sends two financial experts to help
the Allies fix German
capacity
pay;
to
Waltham, Mass. Here's a playful chap of
77 who claims he is the champion string
winder, and nobody disputes him; Seattle,
Wash. Santa Claus forgot the bears in the
city zoo, so the keeper gives them a tree
trimmed with fish; Berlin Winter sports
begin at the Potsdam Yacht Club with sail
skating the most popular pastime; Wash-

—
—

Two New
Standard

FOX NEWS, VOL.
York City

FOX NEWS

*

*

No.
storma flood
Vol.

5,

28—Tokio—

the ruined
Mummers, in
Philadelphia
of
vari-colored
cosgorgeous
array
tumes, celebrate with annual New Year
parade; Brooklyn, N. Y. -U. S. S. Wyoming
flagship of the Atlantic Fleet, weighs
anchor, departing for Panama maneuvers;
Los Angeles, Cal.— Sam Brown, 742-lb. pet
bear, acting as watchdog, brings protection
and pleasure to household; Culver CityRacing is resumed in southern California;

Torrential

rain

—

capital;

—

,

—

^Though covered with
Old Swimmin' Hole lures these
hardy New Englanders for a plunge;
Dixie
Miami Under
the
palms
of
William J. Bryan begins his winter Bible
class with a record attendance; Newburgh,
N. Y. America's Olympic team of skaters
has a final workout and speed tests beManchester, N. H.

ice,

the

—

—

fore sailing to

Europe.

Turning 'Window Shoppers' Into Movie Patrons
Window

Displays Give the Shoivman a Highly Productive
of Advertising at Little or

WHEN

Paramount's "Big Brother" clayed Loew's Palace in
Memphis, Tennessee, Manager Howard Waugh showed what it mean3
to bat 1000 per cent, when it comes
playing ball with store proprieThis window tie-up with the
Floisheim Shoe Store of Memphis
necessitated hardly any investment
to

tors.

yet it attracted as much attention
as any paid-for advertising might
Palace
have
achieved.
But
the
manager went further, as the picture on the right shows.

No

Cost to

Medium

Him

N

putting a window display across
in the Piggly Wiggly store, the
enterprising Mr.
Wauih demonstrated that not only every imaginable kind of business is a ripe
prospect for a window tie-up, but
that more than one window may be
utilized to exploit a single program.
In fact, the more the merrier. A
chain of window display tie-ups

T

-••

would
that

brand of showmanship
big league in every
pays to play ball witn
the store owner.

infer a

is

respect.

truly
It

January

19,

1924
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SHOWMANSHIP
Letters

New

That Make

This

Is

the First of a Series of Three Articles

Content of Letters
time immemorial,
FROM
They have
been blessed.

letters

What more

logical than that big business

—with keenness for discovering and
applying anything of constructive merit to
their
— should recognize
its

letters
great value as sales-making friends. And,
having conclusively proved their value
in experiment and practice, what more
consistent for big business than to
bring all its genius to bear in making
letters a medium of advertising promising the maximum of returns at a
in

minimum
There

of

no
Probably, "Impossible
policy free of charge?
one gives something tor nothing." But that's just
We give it to you free; yet we aren't really
Sounds peculiar, doesn t
giving it away for nothing.
But here's how we do it.
it?
;

it.

this

point,

statistics,

common

and other irrefutable testimony
Even
favor of the exhibitor.
laymen must be aware that by

in

portion of the Ameji-.
can buying public are potential movie
Who so blase and chroniprospects.
cally decrepit in pocketbook as never
to have the desire or the price to ansCerwer the lure of the movies.
tainly not enough folks to discourage
far

greater

the comparatively mild investment that
direct-mail requires.
The next point, and the real issue
what form of letter,
of this article, is
or various forms, if a series is being
planned should be used. To answer this
unreservedly is to infer powers which no
But there are
wise person should claim.
which the directqualifications without

stone.

While lengthy letters may
very purpose they attempt to
the commercial field, they may
than not prove diverting in the

the
achieve in
more often
house-hold,
defeat

where the atmosphere isn't so surcharged
with the speed, and save-a-moment-at-any
price element of the business office.

A
fact

shorter, more direct form letter, in
one that could be sent on a postal

card might be fashioned

in

this wise:

Dear Friend:
It is our happy privilege to assist in the
great work of providing the people with that
one thing which is so vital to their happiness
and well-being entertainment.
'At the
Theatre every effort is
made to improve the entertainment offered.
Each picture is carefully selected; each presentation represents sincere endeavor to more

Sales-Making Friends

We

know now

fully

is

Because of the many letters that have come in since the appearance of "Building More Business
With a Mailing List."
glad.

Because

it

exhibitor wants.

we

shall

fully

into

the

that

mail form can be expected to be anything
Some of these quafificabut productive.
follow;

intersocial
in
Letters, whether used
course, in business or more explicitly, in
contain
essentially
should
advertising,

No

The accompanying article is the first
of a series which will treat the subfrom the writject in all its phases
ing of the various forms, to the meth-

—

list.

Otherwise they move the reader
much as rain affects a marble
horse.
It is that quality which puts the
reader in an agreeable frame of mind and
impels him to lend a sympathetic ear to
In other words, besides
your message.
being informative your letter has to have
a drop of salt to it which will tickle the

warmth.

about as

As an illustration of this,
reader's palate.
the following letter, which purports to sell
the house as ai whole, instead of a particuNote
lar program offers a case in point.

You go to the movies. Everybody does. But
sometimes you go away disappointed. TJnsatisfied
You might even swear off movies. But the appeal
the memory of even one fascinating evening
of
makes you risk the unsatisfactory ones. What a
delight if you cjuld be insured against the disappointing ones
That is where our news comes in. We offer you
insurance.

Our long experience

what people want, our expert building

in
of

knowing
programs,

the wholesomeness, the value and, above all, the
sheer entertairunent of our programs is your protection.
All this, together, with the finest atmosphere, courteous attention and good music makes
us confident enough to say that you are investing
in a policy of entertainment insurance when you
become a regular patron of the
Theatre.
This week we especially call your attention to

Very

This

letter

may

regarded

also be covered, as too, various devices
for adding originality and atmosphere
to the mailing pieces.
Returning to the subject at hand,
in evolving principles to guide you in
writing your own direct-mail letters
it might be well to consider them from
this angle.
Judge the person you are
writing to as being a component part
of Yourself, Mr. Bystander, Henry K.
Legion, the butcher, the minister, and
your neighbor.
These are people you

have met and are still meeting in all your
affairs of life.
Don't try to be a psychologist

A

extraordinary.
letter

is

no license for indulging

in

words you wouldn't use in ordinary conversation.
Be conversational.
Be easy.
Don't consume the reader's tihie by rambling all over the continent; at the same
time a letter should be complete. It should
not, for the sake of brevity, tell your story
half way.
In direct-mail as in other things practice
Some of the people
will beget proficiency.

answer your letters. These answei"s
guide you in composing your own
form, which will be unbeatable frorh a
point of effectiveness as compared to any
model that might be offered you from

will
will

sincerely yours,

be

selling

using the

as a sales-making friend.
sooner asked than done.

that

and flavor from which

An

letter

ods of compiling a mailing

theatre.

—

we go more

subject of

this

to choose,
article will treat only with what
is
called in advertising parlance, the
institutional letter
that is, as an adjunct to the building of a reputation, or
article in next week's
good will.
issue will deal with the more familiar
form of
current proa
gram, or a specific advance program.
Methods of compiling mailing lists will
ter
this

;

always try to furnish.

Most requests ask

of

Since direct-mail advertising covers
such a broad and varied field, and in
the form and content of each letter
offers an extreme diversity of charac-

and we are
shows us what the
And what he wants,

idea has caught

the clientele

proval of our wish to give greater satisfaction.
Very truly yours,

Why?

The

please

We trust you will never regret having seen
any picture at the
Theatre and that
your continual attendance will show your ap-

the exhibitor
interested in direct-mail.
that

—

tions

weekly program, which in this case has
been added as an afterthought on the
principle of killing two birds with one

—

great fault of direct-mail by asserting
it is often a sheer waste of money because of its attempt to reach people
who are not logical prospects.
logic

SIMMONS

expense.

—

are
the

L.

List

is

Captains of industry, financial wizards,
efficiency experts and other high-caliber business executives are generally
what can
in accord with the axiom
be sold at all can be sold by mail.
To cover the question from all sides
it
must be admitted there are some
who make their bread and butter
through other mediums of publicity
and who gleefully point to the one

On

Be Used With a Mailing

the method of catching the reader's attention and heightening his interest:
Dear Friend:
We have pleasant news for you and its important
enough for us to write you a letter about it.
What would you say to receiving an insurance

no question but that directmail has achieved an enviable distinction in the broad field of salesmanship.

.

on the Form and

the

life.

itself

to

By MICHAEL

have

been

The real
true heart-to-heart talkers.
The infallible mesheralds of friendship.
sengers of comfort and solace in all the
ups and down of

Friends and Patrons

as

long.

However, it has been made long to serve
as a model which can be censored, and
various part of its culled to meet the local
requirements of
the
particular
theatre
owner. As already stated, the letter purports to sell the house, rather than the

without.
In the meantime you can create a model
from the samples that will be offe'red you
in the next issue.

Page
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REAL SHOWMANSHIP OPPORTUNITY HERE
A, Pictorial

of Why Exhibitors Should Use
Brains in Presenting 'After Six Days'

and Editorial Study

By Eddy Eckels

THE

how

Artclass production of "After Six Days,"
in reality presents itself as an outstandsubject of

to present the

ing showmanship feature.

_

their direct results
the picture.

on the theatre rather than

The

greatest thing that can be said of this
is that it is now available for every
showman and every showman should try and
find a time and place for it in his bookings.
That does not necessarily mean that it must
even be one of his regular bookings.
There will be those shrewd showmen who
will realize -that "After Six Days" might best
be presented as an added special offering at
non-theatrical hours.
But they will see to it
that it does not escape them and pass into
the hands of non-theatrical projectionists.
There isn't a theatre too big nor too small
td present it under the right conditions. There
isn't a community anywhere which will not
greet it with gratitude if the presentation is
properly heralded and handled.

production

Here you have the real screen version of
the Bible.
story of creation and the wending of biblical ways to the Songs of Solomon. And, although vividily interesting and
entertaining because it is a true picturization
of the greatest "best seller" of all times, it
is not aiiinsciiient.

A

Exhibitors who recognize that fact and are
foresighted enough to realize the real possibilities such a production oi¥ers in the way
of new treatment, new presentation and something new in showmanship apparent sacrifice
are possessed with the necessary vision
to discern the right road to community lead-

—

Own

—

ership.

Only an apprentice at theatre management
would attempt to play "After Six Days" as
a regular picture.
There is nothing about it
that lends itself to amusement ballyhoo or
exploitation.
And yet it fairly reeks with
indirect exploitation values which will reflect

SOME
all

will be wisely willing to break down
house precedent and announce to their

patrons that a certain night or nights are to
be given over to "the greatest religious treat
of the ages" and let it be known well in
advance that there will be no attempt on that
r those nights to offer any form of theatrical
1.

;.;nusement.
I hat will be real showmanship which will
iMn the plaudits of any neighborhood of the
and.
ipecial music and, if desirable, special setgs and atmosphere, will make such a pres.tation an auspicious one which cannot help
Mt have an almost everlasting effect for good
II
your house prestige.
Some other exhibitors will stick even more
tiictly to the religious calendar and make it
Sunday "Special Offering" adapting the
"rv willing assistance of various organizaI

tions in the creation of ceremonies and atfnosphere which will lend a distinctive nontheatrical and an apparently non-remunerattve air to the occasion.
For those the box-office receipts will be
even greater and a greater increase of new
patrons will be their later reward.
Whatever you do, be sure and see '.'After

Six

Days" before you begin

presentation.

It

planning its
has everything to set your

thinking cap agog and you will have many
ideas of your own as to its adaptation.

HERE

are plenty of advertising and exreasons for your making sure
ahead of your competitor, but
words fall short in describing the reasons
in your particular case.
'"p

ploitation
you get it

You may rest assured that' you need it.
You may rest assured that there is offered
you a lobby dress and a serie? of interest
arousing campaigns that is bound to draw
capacity crowds. You may rest assured that
its lacking amusement features does not detract from its being a photo epic of supreme
appeal.
All of which is merely a word picture of
aiiother door of opportunity.
But be sure
you try opening it with the right key the
showmanship of apparent sacrifice, willing
sacrifice if needs be to win the religious element of your community, so that your honest
method of exploitation will be impelling and
recognized for its full worth.

—

January

19,
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DANCING CUT-OaX PULLS
CROWD TO LOBBY
Ben Turpin Poster Cuts Comic
Capers in Cheap Stunt

W?/h^
Ihe

^^<^k
Sennett
burlesque.
Araby," featuring Ben

c?/,
Sheik

of

Turpm, was booked for
Salem,
ilfJ^'l
said he

Thomas

Ore.,

f

had

an

idea

^°

the

C.
to
to

Oregon theatre

Grindley

the pro:
Hill and
exploit the

Manager
help

''''''

^'"^

started

''Tommy"

He

took a one-sheet issued by Allied
Producers and Distributors Corporation
with this
feature length comedy and
made a cut-out
sot a big ball of twine and
made a Honolulu-sort-oT-rope costume
which
he fastened on the front of the
cut-out Then
he took a small electric motor, set
it up in
a box concealed at the base
of the cut-out
and with an eccentric shaft connected
the
motor m such way that when the current
was
turned on it gave the cross-eyed
Ben the wickedest kind of a wicked muscle-dance
wiggle
This display proved a most
exceptionally
strong attention attracter, gave
a laugh to

h

everybody who saw

it,

and cost the

insignifi-

sum of seventy-five cents. The cut-out
was made from a one-sheet which
showed
1 urpm seated. For this display he
had to
cant

have

trousers and shoes, so young
Grindley just
painted shoes and trousers on with
his own
little brush.
^
*
^
-

LOCAL CELEBRITY USED TO
EXPLOIT 'OLD FOOL'

BAM'K TIE-UP

Ralph Peckham, manager of the Hodkinson
Uetroit office, has conceived a clever
exploitation plan in the line of a
'prologue.
The
Idea is to connect up the old
man hero with
some old man m the town, thus making
the
thing intimate and therefore of
neighborhood

ON 'ENEMIES OF WOMEN'

interest.

Snappy Campaign Boosts 'Enemies of Women'
Publicity

Manager Lines

JJp All Lively Sources and Pushes
Exploitation to Successful Conclusion

is rather difficult to get
ITkind
in bank windows in

displays of any

Pittsburgh and
therefore with pride that Milton Crandall, publicity director for Pittsburgh's Rowland and Clark theatres, points to his accomplishment in getting the above display in the
it

is

Company's window.
But this feat was only one of many which
he accomplished in the exploitation campaign
to boost "Enemies of Women."
Crandall has
Pennsylvania Trust

made an

enviable record for himself on his
past performances but he determined to make
this effort even greater.
So he put his
shoulder to fhe wheel and the spokes began
to spin around.
He sold the idea to the leading laundries
to enclose a slip in each package calling attention to what are and are not "Enemies of

Women."

Numerous drug and music

ariranged catchy advertising
expense.

tie-ups

stores
at their

o^n

Moreover he secured window space

in

Jo-

seph Horn's exclusive department store where
thje idea was tied up with one of the .most
artistic of the clever window designs for
which this store is noted.
This particular
window attracted more attention than any
other that week.
•A herald in a black charger covered the
of the city for an entire week preceding the opening.
He was garbed in the
attire of the old time courier and attracted
attention in addition by blowing on a trumpet.
(Mr.'. Crandall also
launched a successful
mail campaign.
personal letter in the handwriting of James Clark of the Rowland and.
Cferk theatres was sent to thousands of residents, ^acquainting them with the fact that
a.r"retfiarkable picture' would soon be in their
midst."
The result of all this- was overflqwing business attendant upon, -the. ;.engagestreets

A

ment

Pit

both theatres.

.

;> .i-

Detroit

there resides the old man
took to Thomas Edison's

No

one seems to know just how Mr. Crandall managed to convince the directors of the
bank that the tie-up would prove valuable
to them, but presumably he used some of his
wiles which have helped him on other occasions. Many notable exploitation campaigns
have been accredited to this publicity man
whose novel stunts have always aroused in-

and managed to pull the crowds to
the two theatres.
Moreover this one caused
many persons who had otherwise passed the
bank "without ever stopping to look, to beterest

come
of

interested in"

W omen.'

"

men who

are " 'Enemies

*

*

GOT AUDIENCE TO 'ROSITA'
WITH NOVEL PROLOGUE
.

Faced by the problem of overcoming heavy
competition Manager Edgar Hart of the Palace Theatre, Pasadena, Texas, rose to the
occasion and did record breaking business.
To outdo the other exhibitors who had taken
large space in the local papers, he took even
larger space, and allowed plenty of white
border.
The effect was 'instantaneous. The
other ads sunk into oblivion.
The ad carried the announcement of the
showing of "Rosita" with, a special prologue

which a

local favorite, a Mexican,
vocal solos.
Whether it was

would

render
Mary
Pickfofd, the Mexican Or the two together
who did it, Hart is not prepared .to say but
he knows that the crowds were too large to
fit the house and he had to let the overflow
pour into his competitors' houses.
The prologue showed a Sp.anish interior
with Don Diego intent on the guitar solo
.

.

:

which Rosita. was strumming and singing..
The- scene immediately blended into, the opening scene of the picture and -the effect was
perfect.

whom Henry Ford

studio to make a
record of his violin playing which
provides

the orchestration for the home folks'
dances.
At this time the old man reecived an overwhelming amount of front page publicity in
the metropolitan papers.

Therefore when "The Old Fool" came to
Isis, the manager decided to arrange
a
prologue and feature this local celebrity. The
plan had theydesired results at the box office.
the

'

*

*

^

'UNDER THE RED ROBE' GETS
MERCHANT BOOST
Among a number of tie-ups which were
effected in San Francisco for the showing
of "Under the Red Robe" at the Imperial
theatre were the one with a furniture store
and with the women's wear department
of one of the large department stores.
The
furniture store made a display of period furniture, tapestries, etc., and used framed still's
.

=f:

in

The first one to try the plan was Manager Wehle of the Isis Theatre
at Grand
Rapids, Mich.
It happens that near

,

,

r\

.
.

.

together with a specially painted poster showing Gil de Berault on his knees to Renee
de Cocheforet, with silhouted figures of two
duelists below.
The effect was startlingly attractive.

The department store display consisted of
period costumes on .mannikins placed in the
of the most conspicious windows.
With it
was a painted poster calling attention to the
period costume displayed in "Under the Red
\

Robe."

•
:
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FLOODS TOWN WITH 'BIG
BROTH ER' MESSAGE

NEW TYPE WINDOW CARD

Every Avenue of Exploitation Used
to Get Publicity

'Gambling Wives' Posters Prepared
for High Class Shops

DECORATIVE
replace the more ordinary type of
painted window card which many merchants do not care to use because they feel
they cheapen their displays, the Arrow Film
Corporation have prepared a new type of card

'T^O

HE

certainly didn't leave a stone unturned"
what the Memphis folks are saying
of Howard Waugh and his exploitation campaign for "Big Brother." If there is any tieis

on, it's probably because he didn't have time to get around.
And if everybody in Memphis hasn't seen
"Big Brother" it isn't because they didn't

up avenue which he missed up

which

it

bread that left the stores carried a "Big
Brother" insert. All the store windows acted
In the downtown
as ad media for the film.
Variety Store they had a special wmdow
display arranged to exploit the picttife. Moreover all the paid advertising which appeared
was
in generous quantities in the papers,
Their delivery
paid for by Piggly Wiggly.
wagons and trucks carried banners announcfor
ing the production. These, too, were paid

by the grocers.

-

.

Then, too, the Florsheim Shoe Company
was talked into handing over one window as
who
also was the Houck Piano Company
plugged the display with the "Big Brother"
song.

£
with three ot
.

The Navy Recruiting

office,

,

,

its aid
the best locations in town,
by giving space to the large one sheet post-

lent

also

ers

which

show Thomas Moore
*

uniform.

*

in

sailor

s

*

PREPARE SPECIAL EDITION OF
'THE HOOSIER'
In conjunction with the photoplay, "The
Hoosier Schoolmaster," the Grosset and Dunspecial
lap publishing company are preparing a
its
photoplay edition of the book which
original form had an overwhelmingly large

m

of Edward
Eggleston's novel will be profusely illustrated
with pictures from the Whitman Bennett
production starring Henry Hull and Jane
Thomas. The book will be ready for circulais
tion just about afr the time the picture
released which wil be toward the end of the

circulation.

The

current month.

new

*

*

edition

*

DRESSES USHERS AS LITTLE

OLD NEW YORKERS

and subdued

would

it

:

Windo\y News."

SAVE ME, BIG BROTHER

Even

ject
possible.

tasteful

A

.

Special
the ministers were enlisted.
they
post cards were sent them asking that
make an announcement of the showing of
Of course the subthe film from the pulpit.
of the picture makes such a request

so

Though the posters are enlarged photographs, they do not give the ordinary photographic effect.
Rather do they appear as
lovely duo-tone portraits whose soft tints
blend with a smoothness and warmth that
is decidedly satisfying.
dull heavy stock
has been used which helps convey the impression of elegance.
Plenty of white space
forming a -plea-sing border sets: X)ff the-d^£portions of the poster.
Across the top in
hand lettering are merely the words
"The

was

playing.
know when
His first step was to tie-up with the Piggly
Wiggly Chain grocery stores. Every loaf of

or where

is

be sure to add tone to any window.

the Palace Theatre in Memphis,
Paramount
showing of the
the
feature at the Loew theatre.

Marquee used on
Tenn.,

during

Because the cards have been designed as
a decoration for displays of a higher grade,
the advertising has been cleverly subordinated so that the catch line under the picture
gives one the impression that the poster carAnyone seeing these winries straight news.
dow cards would be sure to stop as they are
different and handsome to arrest
The set of
attention of the passerby.
four which is now being circulated has been
prepared for the exploitation of Dell Henderson's "Gambling Wives," which is soon to
be released by the Arrow Film Corporation.
sufficiently

USES RADIO TO ADVERTISE
HOUSE AND FILMS

the

At the suggestion of Jean Belasco, Universal exploiteer at Kansas City, Mo., Mr.
Balsley, manager of the Liberty Theatre in
that city, arranged for the broadcasting of
his theatre program over the local broadcasting station.
This stunt, worked during the showing of
"The Acquittal" and "The Darling of New

York," Universal Jewels, attracted considerable attention not only to the picture being
shown but to the house as well. The Western

Radio Company with whom Balsley made his
arrangements, wrote him to the effect that five
or six hundred telephone calis were received
daily regarding the reception of the Liberty
Theatre Program, during the three weeks.
In addition they received many post cards

every day from listeners-in
different parts of the country.

and

letters

This stunt

in

can be pulled in an\ locality
that boasts a b/oadcasting station and at
very small expeiise.
Talent for broadcasting
purposes can be had in any quantity free of
charge so that the only expense should be
tliat incurred through arrangements with the
broadcasting station for an instrument to b;
placed on the stage.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS FOR
FILM EXPLOITATION
Selznick have conceived the happy idea of
using phonograph records for exploitation
purposes.
This is how it is done. The records which are being sent broadcast to all
exhibitors, are virtually selling talks on "Woman to Woman" and "Roulette," the two
Each is a separate record and
latest releases.
can be played on any standard make of machine.

The miniature
ing,

discs are mounted, for mailon heavy cardboard cards which are il-

lustrated in colored p'ctures taken from the
However, no printing appears on the
film.
card, all the ad copy being contained in the
record.
If
for no other reason, the exhibitor is sure to play the record out of
curiosity and the message will in this manner be sure to reach him whereas, if the
same information were printed, it might go

unread by him.

In order to attract as much attention as
possible to the screening of "Little Old New
York," the management of the BroadwayStrand, Tlieatre, Detroit, carried out the historical spirit of the film in the costumes of
They wore dresses which
the girl ushers.
were reproductions of those worn by the

Of course they aroused
in the film.
a great deal of comment on the part of the
patrons and gave the engagement no small
amount of publicity.
But that was not the only means Phil
He took
Gleichman used to get attention.
space in the dailies but instead of runnmg
the ordinary ad, he made it appear like a
formal, engraved invitation. The message was
to the effect that "the Broadway-Strand had
'been selected by the Cosmopolitan Corporation for the exclusive first Detroit showing
of Marion Davies as a gay, adorable masquerader, in the authentic, historic, romantic
and quaint story of early Manhattan 'Little
Old New York.' "
The lobby, too, was becomingly dressed
in posters with stills and photographic enlargements. It, too, did much to attract the Itrge

women

—

r

_

audiene<"s

ing the

which were the invariable

-fiet-tire's

fun

at-

the theatre.

rule idur_

j

OTTAWA FIRE EATERS
old Town Crier and Dominion, both of which were in their prime
The old fire apparatus was hauled out for a long tie-up with "Littie

Take the

hinety-fi^^ y^?,'^

OM New

York."

January
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Good- Will Means Bigger Business
Securing the goodwill of the towns folk
is T. W. McKay's method of building bigger
business.
McKay manages the Strand and
Grand theatres in Rutland, Vermont, where
a Sunday closing law. But this manager keeps open and this is how he does it.
He runs a special Sunday performance at
which local talent performs and a special
picture is shown. No tickets are sold for admissions but the patrons pay for programs.
After actual expenses have been deducted,
the rest of the money is turned over to the
Strand Santa Claus fund which provides for
the poor.
McKay has also provided a room in the
theatre where the women come every Wednesday night to sew for the poor. Where do
you suppose the husbands spend that hour or
two?
Precisely watching the picture.
there

EXPLOITATION
IDEAS

is

—

*

*

*

Bally Makes Public Take Notice
Apparently "Long Live the King" lends

it-

readily to exploitation stunts for every
exhibitor seems to find a new interest arousing scheme.
When the picture was showing
at the Pantages Theatre in Kansas City, attention was attracted by a novel street bally.
There was rigged up on a large truck, an
impressive looking throne in which was seated
self

youngster
resembling
Coogan.
Jackie
Dressed as court heralds were two men who
also rode on the truck and blew trumpets.
The slides and back of the truck bore large
signs announcing the name of the picture and

A

^

Two

+

Songs Inspired by 'Black Oxen'

When is a
tor?
When

motion picture actor not an ac-

a song- writer.
In this
category fall five of the members of the
"Black Oxen" cast. While the picture was
being filmed, the song writers were hard at
work on the sidelines composing "When Romance Wakes," a ballad to be used during
the showing' of the love theme, and "Pleading
Eyes," a fox trot dedicated to Clara Bow,
the flapper of the Lloyd-First National prohe's

duction.

*

*

Erects a Unique

*

Lobby Altar

A

unique lobby altar has been erected by
Joel Levy, manager of the Capitol Theatre,
Reading, Pa. It will serve as an announce-

*

*

*

Kids Only Can See 'Circus Days'
conceiving new ideas for
First National's "Circus
Days." Here's the stunt that was pulled at
the Liberty Theatre, Portland, Ore.
There
was staged a matinee for juveniles to which
all adults were absolutely forbidden admission unless they accompanied at least one
The performance was run under the
child.
auspices of the Better Films Committee and
the Parents-Teachers Association. The dressing of usherettes as Follies' girls, and the
conversion of the lobby into a circus grounds,
helped to create a festival atmosphere.

Exhibitors are

the

exploitation

still

of

*

*

*

N. Y. World Sponsors Special Show
Getting
a New York newspaper to cooperate on picture exploitation is a thing not
easy of accomplishment, but the New York
Strand did it during the run of First National's "Boy of Mine."
The chief reason for the publicity given
the showing was the fact that the New York
World not only sponsored a special matinee
but had a staff photographer on hand to get
pictures.
The amount of space awarded the
story broke all precedents.
More than four hundred children from all
parts of the city attended the matinee which
was urlder the direction of social and civil
The matinee was duplicated a week
leaders.
later when the picture played the Brooklyn
Strand, the World again fostering the event.

Eye the Models
The Schade Theatre, Sandusky, Ohio, pre-

sented a very unique marquee during the showing of First National's "Potash and Purlmutter."
Mr. Schade used one of the large
posters with the double life size cut-outs of
the two stars, above his lobby. Then he took
the cut-outs of two of the models from
the twenty-four sheet, and placed them on
the ends of the other display so that they
gave Abe and Mawruss coquettish glances

which were bound
*

the

*

I.

E.

Every exhibitor who books Metro's "FashRow," with Mae Murray, will have a
ready made tie-up which he can convert into
cash.
"Fashion Row," a song that is already
being widely sung in cabarets and theatres
on the West Coast, has been published by the
Sunset Music Company. Copies of the song
are being sent far and near and arrangements are now being made by the exploitation forces of the producing company for the
ion

Voorheesville, New York, determined to
stimulate business, and he did.
He conceived
the idea of giving out frankfurters and coffee
to all ticket buyers.
The coffee not only
stimulated the drmkers, it acted like a tonic
on business.
Something for nothing—especially when that something is good and hot
and the weather is cold, can certainly swell
the attendance rolls.
Ask Martin, he knows.

*

*

Successful

A

successful

*

*

Baby Peggy Contest

Baby Peggy Contest was put

East St. Louis, for the showing
of "The Darling of New York" by the united
efforts of manager Phil Cohen and Morris
Engle, Universal publicity director. The East
St. Louis Journal, a very conservative paper,
devoted considerable space to the contest.
over

The other was a display
a large colored poster of
as a background.

CHADWICK OF MERIT

MET "GAMBLING WIVES"

CHADWICK WINS!

*

in

Theatre.
with

Mae Murray

*

'Fashion Row' Song Helps Film

market,

dresses

attention.

*

Here's an exploitation idea that everyone
can use. If you can't arrange for the original
you can certainly adapt the idea to local
talent.
Jack Root, manager of the Mission
Theatre, Los Angeles, staged a midnight show
on New Year's Eve, with Mack Sennett's
new bathing beauties appearing in person.
Harry Langdon, star of "Picking Peaches"
the new Sennett offering, acted as master
of ceremony. There aren't many people who
saw that prologue who will fail to see the
feature when it is shown.

find

Crown

attract

Feeds Audiences on Hot Coffee
of the Odd Fellows Hall

merchants of Mobile, Ala.,
interest in "French Doll" material
for window displays.
One store ran a very
attractive window of Fan Tan Hosiery using
stills of Mae Murray and window cards
announcing the showing of the feature at the
of

*

Manager Martin

French Doll Tie-Ups Persist
there is a new Mae Murray picture

still

to

Bathing Beauties Appear in Person

Though
oil

^

^

use of the song in a nation wide exploitacampaign for the pic^re.

base adds to the attractiveness of the altar.
*

^

'Abe' and 'Mawruss'

tion

ment stand for coming productions, and is in
the form of a standard on which rests an
elaborately bound book inlaid with gilt. The
edges are highly polished gold leaf which
shmes brightly under the powerful light projected over it. The impression gathered from
the object is that it is a large open bible.
Each week there is displayed on the pages
the title of the coming attraction. The marble
*

m

a

Sweeping Tie-Up on 'Merry-Go-Round'
Well, how did he do it ? No one knows but

Merry-Go-Round" when it was showing at
the Palace Theatre in Memphis, Tenn. Candy,
music, drug stores, restaurants, bootblacks,
taxi services and numerous others lent their
aid.
big sandwich company supplying lunch
counters prepared a "Merry-Go-Round" sandwich; the music store sent out heralds with
their packages; the Elks Bulletin, issued the
Friday before the opening and mailed to all
members, carried an announcement of the
special Elk showing; a toy store arranged a
display of merry-go-rounds.

In
connection with the Mobile NewsItem, C. D. Haug of the Crown Theatre,
Mobile, Ala., ran a "who's the most popular
newsboy?" contest which greatly stimulated
interest in Jackie Coogan and the Metro attraction, "Long Live the King."
prize of
a $20 Jackie Coogan suit was awarded the
most popular "newsie," the next in the popularity line received $10
g'.ld while the
third was the recipient of five books of admission tickets to the Crown.
The success
of the stunt came from the publicity which
was given the contest on all the front pages
of the local papers.

A

the theatre.

he certainly got across.. All of which merely
means that Mr. McCurdy, Universal exploiteer secured twenty-four tie-ups for "The

Who's the Most Popular Newsboy?

GET 'EM HOT HERE!
Poster with Jackie Salted Peanuts and the
Jackie Coogan picture, "Long Live the King."

Tie-up

new

in
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A PIRATE TROLLEY CAR
The Orpheum Theatre

of

South Bend, Ind., used a twenty-four sheet stan d on both sides of a trolley car to exploit "Strangers
Fred Niblo production. The car going up and down the main street attracted considerable attention.

Purple Masks for 'Unknown Purple'

A

originality goes a long way in exploitation.
Something different immediately
attracts attention, especially if it is a novelty.
Truart has prepared a cut-out mask the eyes
and mouth of which have been treated chemically so that after the mask has been exposed
to the light it will give forth a purple glow
when worn at night or in a dark room.
Printed on the mask is the name of the prothe
duction,
cast and the name of the theatre at which
the picture is showing at the time. The kids
are sure to fall immediately for the mask
idea and the picture ad will undoubtedly have
a tremendous circulation.
little

THE UNKNOWN PURPLE,

*

*

Crowd With Shadow Box
When Manager Towns of the Strand Theatre, Birmingham, Ala., booked SIX DAYS,
he determined to make the patrons take nolarge
tice.
And this is how he did it.
shadow box was placed under the marquee,
carrying the nam% of the author in type a

A

foot

high,

and the

of

title

the picture in
the box was a
"A lesson in the

Under

large painted sign reading
art of love."
Above the ticket booth
:

were

two large

beaverboard on which were painted
in colors the kissing figures for the six days
of the week from the twenty-four sheet
poster.
In the center of the lobby, on an
easel, was a large painted reproduction of an
embracing couple seated on top of the world.
strips of

Manager Towns said the display attracted
more attention than any he had used before.
*

*

*

Book Tie-Up on 'The Way
The

closest co-operation
tional who is distributing

of a

Man'

between First Na-

WHEN A

MAN

MAN'S

A
and A. L. Burt and Company who
have published the motion picture edition, will
mark the advertising campaign being launched
for the exploitation of the film.
At a meeting of the sales force of the\ publishing company, Irving Lesser, vice-president
of the Principal Pictures Corporation, producers of the film, outlined the First National
plan which was under way for the wide spread
advertising campaign. The large sale of the

book up

to this time,

according to Mr.

GAMBLING WIVES

their newest feature,
sent a letter to exhibitors

and enclosed in
each a brand new penny, the purpose of which
was to provide the wherewithal! to purchase
a postage stamp for the return post card.
The card had but to be signed and mailed and
there would descend upon the exhibitor all
kinds of information regarding the picture.
*

*

*

Attract Attention by Colored Ads
For the showing of Cosmopolitan's LITTLE

OLD NEW YORK

*

Attracts

slightly smaller type.

Enclosed Penny Pays Postage
Here's the germ of a good idea.
Arrow
Film Corporation, in their exploitation of

would seem

to indicate,

Lesser, the popularity of
the story and its author, Harold Bell Wright,
and might be a fair indication of what to
expect from the picture in the line of unusual
popularity.

at the Palace Theatre in
Montreal, the management took a full page
in the Sunday newspapers.
The background
of the page was a light yellow while the type

was printed

in

black.

Two

stills

this

in

motion picture advertising.
*

*

*

Rewarding Ushers in Wise Plan
The Usher's Report System is being worked
out in the Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, with
fine results.
Every usher is required to fill
out a card on which he lists the remarks
made about the feature, comedy and the
music.
Sufficient space is left for any other
desired remarks.
On the back of the card is
a standing of¥er of one dollar for every suggestion that an usher makes that is put into
effect.
The value of the system lies in the
fact that it quickly reveals men in the usher
ranks who promise executive material.
*

*

*

*

THE ACQUITTAL

that on a certain morning
would be exhibited free, and the first ten persons to guess "who killed Prentiss," would
receive substantial prizes.
On the selected
morning six reels were shown. Fourteen persons guessed the solution. Irvin didn't notify
The
the winner until the engagement began.
small audience which witnessed the prerun
screening soon had the whole town talking.
The eft'ect of this registered at the box office
during the entire showing of the film.
The same stunt, worked with variations, to
suit the special audiences, proved just as effective in other towns.

*

*

During the showing of the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan feature, RENO, at the California
Theatre in San Francisco, the picture was
exploited on the front page of the San FranThe paper having published
cisco American.
a double column first page story attacking
Major Hughes' speech advocating saner divorce laws. Mr. Hughes was asked to reply
to this article

and

the first page as
to

his

answer was featured on

was the

staff writer's reply

it.

This helped make the subject of divorce a
discussed topic, and the showing of
"Reno," the modern divorce story of Rupert
Hughes, therefore was particularly timely.

much

*

*

*

Exhibitors Like Bright Colors
The new lavender colored campaign book
which has been prepared by C. F. C. for the

INNOCENCE,

attracting
holders and
Not only is it the material which
exhibitors.
the campaign contains which is attracting
these people but the effectiveness of the color.
Because of this, the next campaign, "Discontented Husbands," will also be printed on
a vivid color.
* * *

exploitation of

Contest Exploits 'The Acquittal'
C. W. Irvin, manager of the Imperial
Theatre, Columbus, S. C, announced recently

the

Front Page News Story for 'Reno'

The amount

by

Night,"

placed right on the stage in atmosphere settings, to play the jazz music for the number
while a quartet of ballet dancers was used
with special lighting harmonies.
The number was especially designed to connect the prologue with the picture by presenting scenes of sympathetic similarity and the
audiences denoted this by their applause when
semblance of the settings and the likenesses
The
of the dance scenes were obvious.
audiences showed this by their applause when
the dance scenes came on in the picture.

and two

Marion Davies were used on the
of comment called forth
ad showed definitely the value of color

the

Jazz Prologue for 'Flaming Youth'
Edward Hyman, managing director of the
Brooklyn Strand Theatre picked a little Symphonized Jazz Orchestra from his regular 35
piece symphony orchestra for a stage presentation number of First National's FLAMING
YOUTH. The little six piece orchestra was

portraits of

page.

of

much comment from

is

territorial

Painting Reflects Tone of Film
Painted seas against a background of
painted faces in the lobby of the Liberty
CHRISTIE a mighty
Theatre, gave
Above the enboost in Portland, Oregon.
trance hung a full width painted panel which
was designed to give a hint of the picture's
atmosphere.

ANNA

:

January

19,

Roads
ALL
cover of
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Reno" proclaims the

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's Exhibitors Service Book on Rupert Hughes'
"Reno." * "Divorced !" says the 6-column
newspaper ad reproduced on the back cover of
the booklet. These two quotations show the
special angles upon which the advertising, exploitation and publicity material for this picThe window card
ture has been prepared.
shows a man and woman, with baggage
packed, sitting on trunks on opposite sides of
waiting for trains to carry them
away from each other. This same idea, but
with different treatment, forms the basis of
the striking 24-sheet poster.
a

wall,

^

^

poster
THE 6-sheet
of the nature

also novel and indicaof the picture, which
tive
consists of the figure of a man and a woman
at each end of the title "Reno," pulling away
in Reno
from each other, so that the
is

N

has cracked.
The idea of the couples being packed, ready
to leave each other, is carried out in many
of the newspaper advertisements, all the cuts
4-column
for which are line drawings.
advertisement, with a unique angle of appeal.

A

the

ADVERTISING
AIDS

management

interest element is sugjust
this
poster with
unexplained
to make the
enough left
onlooker want to find out what the rest
in

That

of the picture is all about.

is

the

Criterion

Theatre,
is

still

going strong after an eight weeks' run, used
a multi-language ad with unusual results.
The opinions of the French, Scotch, Spanish, Italian, German, Jewish and American
critics were given under a heading which
read "The tongues of seven lands hail 'The
Designs symHunchback of Notre Dame'
bolic of the huge settings and the characters
of the story surrounded the ad which attracted considerable attention and created
much interest in the showing.
:

into all the billboard material

version of the George

on

M. Cohan

this screen

stage suc-

cess.

The twenty- four sheet shows young Wes
gazing dubiously before a portrait of the first
father of our country, and wondering how
he got through life without telling a single
whopper. The six-sheet pictures Wes in colonial garb, hatchet in hand, explaining something to a group of bathing beauties in onepiece suits.
The three show him being
choked by the mighty hands of Dick Sutherland, and also preparing to run away from
home. The ones carry on the humorous and
dramatic situation with which this Warner
Classic of the Screen is interpersed.
Two one-half sheets, measuring 14x42 are
also offered, to complement the usual array

!

*

THE

a special holiedition of twenty-four pages in which
space.
all the local merchants took generous
Mr. Wood contracted for the whole back page

of billboards.

The Times-News published

day

of the edition and used it to wish his patrons the best of the season's greetings and
a
to tell of the progress of his theatres,

HTHE

the

iMHi

i,

mm

C.

B.

C.

Poster

man

knew

what he was about when he attempted to posterize, "Can Love Be
Destroyed by Circumstantial Evidence?"
The theme suggests the thought, and
should stir an observer's curiosity.

^
S.,

prime quality of a poster and this one
very obviously has it.

*

*

Gadsden Times-News of Gadsden,
Alabama, is an enterprising newspaper and
Will B. Wood, owner of the Belle, Lyric
and Savoy theatres in the same city is an
enterprising showman.

"pHE human
gested

of

Los Angeles, where "The Hunchback"

<

mi
mi
Innocence

Can Love be destroyed by Circumstantial Evidence ?

ANNA QTnILSSON
GREAT SUPPORrfNG

Innocence

CAST,''

ANKA Q.NILSSON
a map of the United States, with the figure of a man on the Eastern coast hiding
from his wife on the Western coast who is
Across the
shaking a rolling pin at him.
map of the country is printed the following
"Is America Safe for Matrimony?"
is

^

^

page devoted
THE
a reproduction of

^

to exploitation contains

the map of the United
States, which shows the number of grounds
on which divorces may be obtained in the
forty-eight different States of the Union.
This map is suggested for use in newspaper
advertising or publicity, in the lobby and window exploitation. Many "still" tie-ups of a
valuable nature are illustrated, as well as
street, lobby and merchant exploitation.
The section devoted to newspaper stories
contains, in addition to the usual full and
valuable line of material prepared for the
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan press books, a series
of special Sunday feature stories On divorce,
written by Rupert Hughes, one of these
called, "Why Marry for a While?" and another one, "Why Divorce?"

A

SPECIALLY

attractive

has been prepared by
for their latest

set

of

THREE POSTERS THAT SELL 'INNOCENCE'
trio of posters from the advertising departof the C. B. C. offers a real visual selling talk
to the /theatre goer and passerby.
They offer, also,
various opportunities to decorate the lobby by the
scissors and compo-board method.

This

ment

AS

evidence of the world-wide interest that
being taken in Carl Laemmle's production of Victor Hugo's immortal novel,
"The Hunchback of Notre Dame," and so
that those of all nationalities might know
what their native critics said of the picture,
is

"Where

Is This West?" Herbert Rawlinson
"His Mystery Girl," and a Universal Western, "Stolen Gold" were the Universal bookin

ings.

Good will is an invaluable asset to any business and generous and judicious advertising
is a sure builder of good will.
Memphis,
INshowman
has

Tennessee, an enterprising
effected a tie-up with the local daily which gets him advertising galore
at an almost negligible expense and which
may well be used as a mode by other show-

men alert to possibilities.
Howard Waugh is his name and he has
landed on the front page of the Memphis
News-Scimitar three times in one week, with
three big ads inside, and fifteen small displays every day. Here's how he does it.

posters

Warner Brothers

Wesley Barry

picture, "George
will be released

Washington, Jr.," which
sometime in February. This is the first Barry
picture in which young "Freckles" appears
as a strapping adolescent in immaculate "tux,"
and particular pains were taken to put class

progress which he attributed to the good will
of the public.
He also took the opportunity to advise his
patrons of his Christmas week program and
it
is interesting to note that Universal productions were in the majority.
Hoot Gibson
in
"The Thrill Chaser," Jack Hoxie in

•LONG LIVE THE KING' BALLYHOO
Metro has designed

this

moving throne on wheels

for live-wire exhibitors who wish to take advantage
of a stunt that has proved effective in several cities.

Waugh furnishes the paper with fifteen
passes every day. The News scatters through
the want ad section the names of fifteen
people at random from the directory. Under
each name is a line about the theatre and the
Anyone who discovers his name
program.
in the paper is entitled to a claim pass.
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^ried and Proved Pictures
When

Opportunity Knocks

J[F you were offered a picture just off

Broadway where

it

had run for a

you would grasp the opportunity
to book it, wouldn't you?
Of course you would. Because you
would know you were getting a picture
with box office power.
"Tried and Proved Pictures" are
just such "sure bets." They have made
money all over the country and their

year,

records stand ready to prove the fact.

In this department we tell you new
ways of handling these pictures after
New exploitation
you book them.
schemes which have been suggested or
thought out since the first run of the
picture are given here in detail.
Tried and Proved Pictures are safe.
^

'Merry

^

Go Round'

War Romance

Released by

Universal

BRIEF: Count Max,
man falls in love with

the Emperor's right hand
He
a pretty organ g-rinder.
A friend
conceals his position and wins her love.
The
however, tells the girl who her lover is.
war breaks out. The Count comes to her, but she
sends him away knowing that their ditference in
But the war
position will prevent a marriage.
brushes aside all distinctions and brings the two
together in a happy marriage.

THE
long

war and

its
effects upon life will
remain a theme for writers of the

screen as well as novelists and short story
The vivid romance that forms the
writers.
basis of the story of "Merry-Go-Round" is
powerfully influenced and affected by the war

and demonstrates how completely standards
of life were changed and barriers of caste
swept away by it.
And in this case these
changes worked to bring a happy conclusion
The power of the story lies
to a romance.
Not only is it proba good deal in its logic.
able, but

it

deals with the kind of thing that

has actually happened.

Various interesting exploitation ideas suggest themselves in connection with this picture.
Everybody has heard of Coney Island and
for everybody the mere words contain a
fascination the idea of pleasure unconfined.
Many scenes in the picture are laid on the
Prater Vienna's Coney Island.
Get 1^"' =
Show views oi
idea into your lobby display.
Coney Island, cut-outs and stills of the
Prater.
You might even have a man selii.ig

—

—

pop corn and hot dogs on rolls.
There are many merry-go-rounds travelling
through the country on horse drawn wagons.
Get one of these fellows to park in front of
your theatre during the days of the run.
It will attract business both for him and
for you.
Tie it up with a streamer around
the top of his merry-go-round.
The following newspaper tie-ups are suggested in connection with the picture
Get in touch with your local editor and
arrange a "Merry-Go-Round" contest as a tieup with his paper.
Start the newspaper publicity ten days be-

fore the opening, the winners to be announced
on the opening day. If there is a camera man
handy, have a short trailer made of the pictures of the three winners.
This service is
now possible in a few hours, and with the
caption, "Winners in Morning Post-Strand
Theatre Contest," the newspaper will get an
ad on your screen. Contest No. 1. Brutality

Always Loses.
There

a brutal character in "Merry-Gothe carousel in which
gets his just deserts.
What actual cases of brutality do you know
of where the final result was the same?
is

—

Round" the owner of
Mary works but he

—

No. 2.
What Change of Mind
Must Follow the Complete Loss of Wealth
and Power?
This is a deeper subject than No. 1. Norman Kerry, as Count Hohenegg, had wealth
and power, but the end of the war left him
Contest

'The Cheat'
Love Drama
BRIEF: Carmelita.

No. 3.
What Would You Do?
you received word that a loved one
in the play it is the mother
was dying and
calling for you, yet a brute kept you from
going to that bedside, what would you consider
yourself justified in doing?
This is what
happened to Mary when her mother called

Pablo, an old Latin
New
meets and falls in love with Dudley Drake, a
York broker in Paris. Claude Mace, an art swindEast Indian Prince,
ler parading as Rao-Singh, an
elopes
hopes to marry her for her wealth. Carmelita
The Prince
disinherited.
Dudley. She is
with

lending her money, induces her to dme
with him. Dudley, meanwhile, makes a ferCarmelita and the Prince quarrel and she
tune.
Dudley, arriving on the scene, takes
shoots him.
after

alone

the

for her, yet her employer refused to let her
leave her barrel-organ.
Contest No. 4. Which Comes First Love
or Duty?
The Count loved Mary better than his
life.
He married, as a duty, a woman he
did not love.
Can his action be justified,
or should be have clung to Mary and taken
the consequences?
* * *

—

'Prodigal Daughters'
Talc of a Flapper

Released by Paramount

He is convicted.
the crime.
court and confesses, showing a

for

responsibility

goes

Carmelita

to

Why Paramount
Leads

Contest

—

beautiful South American,
stern father to Don
American whom she despises,

who has been betrothed by her

bereft of each. What would, in such a case,
be his mental attitude toward the world?
If

Released by Paramount
a

WEweekly with an

are a village of 385, playing only once
occasional raid-week show

at 10-20, no
derful for a

more and no

Nothing won-

'ess.

producer to cater

to,

but there

in this good old U.
there are many of
A. and for the benefit of other small
S.
towns I want to say that after one year's

us

with

experience

Paramount

I

am

pleased

Wonderful service, absolutely films
to relate:
in good condition, always arrive on time in
spite of very poor railroad service, so what
is the use to experiment and bargain around
when you are getting exactly what you

want? Some other producers have given us
good service in the last year, but as the pictures were few, we do not know how a long
contract would turn out.
Please do not take this as a free advertisement for Paramount, but only as a good
word for a producer who treats a small town
Manager, M. W. A. theatre, Soldier,
right.

—

Kansas.

BRIEF: "Swiftie" becomes a jazzy flapper when
her father becornes rich during the war. She lives
a life of unrestrained pleasure and is loved by Roger
Corbin, an aviator, and Garside, a wealthy gambler.
Marjorie, her sister, follows the same trail and
when their father protests, they leave home to lead
their own lives in Greenwich Village.
Forbes, the
father, in despair, leaves the business in the hands
of young Corbin.
"Swiftie" loses all in Garside's
card room and plays the cards for the cancellation
of her debts against her marriage to Garside.
She
loses and must marry Garside in sixty days. While
in the cab of a new locomotive designed at her
father's works, the thing starts, kills Garside in an
auto.
She is rescued by Corbin, who goes after
her in an aeroplane and the two marry.

The Cheat

nPHERE

picture.
Tom Moore and Edith Roberts
good. Charles Henderson and Raymond Hatton both good. When you play this pic-

is
hardly any subject in which
people are more interested at the present
time than the rising generation.
The problem of our flappers has been discussed and
written about in every newspaper in the country and seems to be a subject of inexhaustible
interest.
All sorts of people have taken up
arms against the flapper or leaped to her
defense.
By far the best method of exploitation then
for "Prodigal Daughters" lies in the newspapers.
Start a discussion going.
The subjects
are numberless.
"Are flappers immoral ?" "How does the modern girl compare
with the sweet, old fashioned kind?" "Should
girls be allowed to smoke?" Any number
of additional subjects can be presented for
purposes of the contest. Newspaper readers
eat this stuff up.
It is a marvelous circulation builder for the newspaper and it will fill
your house to overflowing.
You can get
your subjects discussed by every woman's
club, every welfare association, every parent
league in your town and incidentally your

—

picture.

Of

course a great deal of the pulling power
of the picture will lie in the name of the
star,
Gloria Swanson is now one- of the
best known and best liked of the screen stars.
In "Prodigal Daughters" she is ideally cast
and easily carries off the honors of the day.

—A

big production. One
with Pola Negri
the best this star has ever appeared in.
It
If you can buy this one right, go to it.
will get the rocks and put you on right side
Eight reels. T. W. Young, Jr.,
of ledger.
Frances theatre, Dyersburg, Tenn. General
patronage.
of

—

—

Big Brother

—

with Tom Moore.- Great. The best story
Mickey Benever set to motion pictures.
nett the best kid I have ever seen in any

ture you'll get a thrill like you liaven't had
since "The Miracle Man."
Seven reels.—
Geo. Rea, Colonial theatre, Washington C.

H.,

Ohio.

— General

patronage.

The World's Applause
with
which
bought

—

Bebe

Daniels.
This
is
a picture
please your people.
It can be
reasonable.
Seven reels. Geo.
C.

will

—

Starkey Opera House,
Y. General patronage.

—

The Top
with

of

Montour

New York
—A very

May McAvoy.

Falls,

nice

N.

little

show that

will bring out nothing but favorable
comments. It is very fitting for Christmas
time.
Put this away in your scrap book
and date it up for next December. Also
dig up "Three Live Ghosts" for next Armistice Day and "The Good Provider"
for next

Thanksgiving. Paramount
prints
will
be
good, so you don't need to fear the
old
ones.
Five reels.— Chas. Lee Hyde,
Grand
theatre, Pierre, S. Dak.—
General patronage.
(These opinions are from Exhibitor's
Herald's
What the Picture Did for Me" and
are
here used by special permission.)

January

— the
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1924

19,

all

is

Prince's
rosy.

work.

The

verdict

NEGRI has
POLApreferences
of

taken a firm hold on
film fans throughout
the
She has received an enormous
the country.
amount of publicity and her name is undoubtedly a box office magnet. It this picture she
is supported by Jack Holt, also a well known
and well liked name among lovers of the
cinema.

The

story of

"The Cheat"

is

highly dra-

matic and it has a very satisfactory happy
ending that will send the audience away from
the theatre without that somewhat acrid taste
that a strongly dramatic story sometimes
This picture is remarkable for the
leaves.

There are
it contains.
at least six of these that will hold the audience breathless.
The best tie-up presented by this picture
Grosset
in exploitation work is the book.

number of big scenes

and Dunlap, the biggest publishers of popufiction in the world, brought out "The
Cheat" as a novel simultaneously with its reThe book is a
lease as a motion picture.
regular-sized, 300-page novel and ties up
tightly with your showing of the picture.
The stunning cover is colored brilliantly
in red, gold, and purple, and fairly leaps out

lar

at the reader from the book-stand. The book
is illustrated with eight flashy stills from the
Pola Negri picture.
a price which
It sells for 75 cents a copy

—

within the reach pf everybody and
makes it a very big bargain.
Not only is there a fine chance here for
a tie-up, with your bookseller, but "The
Cheat" as a novel is on sale in drug stores,
stations
railway
and
stores,
department
throughout the country.
puts

it

Get your bookseller, druggist, and department store to stock in the novel "The Cheat."
Influence them to display a sign like this:
Triumph "The
Greatest
Negri's
Pola
Buy the Book Here and Then See
Cheat."
Theatre.
the Paramount Picture at the
Run a slide tying up book and picture.

'The Heart* of Wetona'
Released by Selsnick
Wetona, brought up as a white girl by
her white mother, is chosen by Quannah, her father,
Indian

Drama

BRIEF:

the tribe, as the vestal virgin to bring
food to the Holy Man at a Corn Dance.
She tells him she is not worthy and he demands
She admits only
to know the name of her lover.
The Indians decide to
that it is a white man.
kill him at dawn.
Wetona seeks the aid of HarQuannah
din, the reservation agent who loves her.
sees the two together and thinks Hardin is the
guilty man, Hardin marries Wetona to protect her.
Quannah discovers that Hardin is not the guilty
man and kills Tony who is. Wetona has lost her
love for her guilty lover and all her love is now
transferred to Hardin.
chief

of

sacred

]V"ORMA TALMADGE

in

one of the most

appealing roles she has ever played. The
cast also contains Thomas Meighan, a star
in his own right and Gladden James.
Added to this,
powerful box-office cast
George Scarborough wrote the story. There
is therefore little doubt that this Talmadge
revival will go over with a bang.
The lives and doings of the "original Americans" are a source of never ending interest
to the people who have built vast cities where
the Red Man's hunting grounds used to be.
Their strange dances and religious rites are
fascinating.
The whole subject has an even
stronger interest than when the picture was
•'-^

A

1

issued in view of the recent Congressional investigations of the state of the reser-

display with Indian arts and crafts.
In this work you can probably secure the
assistance of the local Girl Scout troup who
is interested in such things.

window

*

'Love
Marriage

Is

*

*

An Awful

Thing'

Released by Selsnick

Difficulties

BRIEF: Anthony is tc marry Helen after six
months probation to convince her father that he
proper young man, when Marion turns up
is^ a
with some of Anthony's old love letters. To put
her ofif Anthony assumes the role of a married
man with six^ children. Marion discovers the hoax.
Helen runs into a scene showing Anthony with
his made up family.
Complications ensue and the
marriage is likely to be wrecked when it is discovered that Marion, is married to her attorney and
the two are hatching a blackmail scheme.
This
discovery removes the difficulties and paves the
way for the happy ending.

r\WEN MOORE

at

his

best!

There

is

^nothing Moore

does quite so well as this
type of comedy involving love tangles and
marriage complications and side-splitting intrigue.
In "Love Is an Awful Thing" he
has been given a story fully worthy of his
powers and needless to say, he makes the
most of it.
The story is full of situations that kept
audiences chuckling wherever this feature was
shown.
Moore, in the person of Anthony,
is out to convince his prospective father-inlaw that he is worthy of the hand of his
daughter.
Incidentally this involves also being taken into the immensely wealthy business.
Such a combined prize is hardly ever lightly
won.
And when a former flame turns up
with a bundle of Anthony's love letters, the
fun begins.
Much to the discomfiture of
Anthony and the delight to the audience.
You can re-book this on the basis of pure
entertainment.
And promise them the limit.
Owen Moore will stand for it. His name will
be the main pulling power in getting them
to come.
The subject of love presents numerous exploitation ideas.
You can use all the old
ones and they will probably be just as effective.
The following would be an interesting
Offer a prize for the person
contest to run.
who can submit the most titles of books or
of pictures containing the word "love." And
in sending the story to the newspapers, don't
forget that the title of the present picture
summarizes all thought on the subject!
*

*

*

'Experience'

Especially when given a new
is ever new.
and striking treatment like George Fitzmaurice does in this picture.
Richard Barthelmess who takes the leading
part in the production has been steadily reenforcing his reputation as a cinema star and
now has a great following throughout the
His name can be used freely and
country.
with great advantage in all exploitation material.

The word "Experience"

A

ERTIFIED

c
SUCCESSES
E
'

R

^pr hriniance. he asks Opportunitv to wait but
the latter declines.
At the Primrose Path, Pleasure
introduces Youth to Beauty, Wealth. Fashion and
Youth's mother dies and Love wires
Intoxication.
him the news, but the telegram is intercepted bv
Temptation. Youth's money vanishes and his friends
desert him.
Chance offers Youth an opportunity
He falls
at the gaming table and Youth is ruined.
prey to Vice and Habit. He meets Crime and
He hears the
agrees to_ rob the home of Wealth.
singing in a church and repents, returns home

where he finds Love and Happiness.

'T'HIS is the great symbolical drama that
made such a great sensation when it was
It is a gripping story and
first presented.
the idea of using symbolical characters gives
And then the story of youth
it added power.
and the experiences he encounters when he
gets out into the world, while as old as life

The Poor
Simp"

The Chicken
in the

T

Youth's Experiences Relea-sed by Paramount
BRIEF: Youth leaves home for the city to meet
Experience. Love and Hope bid him a sad farewell.
Youth encounters Pleasure in the city and dazzled
'

suggests an inter-

People seem to
esting exploitation scheme.
be anxious to write about their experiences.
All they need is a little encouragement.
contest on "My Most Interesting 'Experi"
ence' " or "My Most Thrilling 'Experience'
"
'Experience'
with
Beautiful
Most
or "My
a suitable prize to the winner is sure to bring
a great response if properly advertised. The
newspapers will doubtless- be glad to print
the winning essays or they may even run the
contest in conjunction with you as it will
build circulation for them.

Case

Reported
Missing

I

F

Starring
Owen Moore

I

first

vations.
In fact a

good deal of feeling has recently

been aroused

over

the

state

of

the

Indian

and

whether or not his rights are being
violated any more than they have to be. This
can be made the basis of exploitation an
essay contest on the subject.

—

The Indian ballyhoo man while old will
always be good.
The sight of an Indian
or a group of them in their feather head
dresses, their bright blankets and beaded
moccasins will never fail to attract a crowd.
Have one smoking an Indian pipe in front
of your place.
Another good idea would be to rig out a

WHEN YOUR
FEATURE FAILS.
WHAT THEN ?

E

D

Your Print

Is

Waiting for You

?9
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these two parts are taken care of in a
ner that is above complaint.

'The Exciters'
Released by Paramount

Dramatic Thriller

Ronnie Rand, a girl who loves excitekinds, and whose watchword is speed,
to marry on a certain day or lose a
She meets Pierre Martel, member
rich inheritance.
of a band of crooks in dramatic circumstances, and
convinced he is a man's man, she marries him.
Martel's confederates seek to blackmail Ronnie and

BRIEF:
ment

is

of

all

obliged

she refuses to sign a check, attempt to kill
It then d;velMartel who is saved by the police.
ops that Martel is no crook but a United States
evidence
against the
agent
getting
Service
Secret
Ronnie, somewhat disappointed that her
crooks.

when

husband

no burglar, makes the best

is

of

and

it

both are happy.

'P'HE Story of "The Exciters" was taken
A from the play of the same name by Martin Brown and it is a comedy-drama of excitement and interest.
and Antonio Moreno

With Bebe Daniels
leading

the

in

roles.

man-

The title "The Exciters" can be counted
on to arouse a good deal of interest. What
is an "exciter"?
There is a good exploitaOffer a prize for
planation of what an exciter is
description of one that comes
to what an exciter really is as
the picture.

tion idea here.

the best exor for the
the closest
set forth in

rous? This will admit the person free
performance of "Grumpy."

"Grumpy," as is to be expected, is always
finding fault with something.
This particular morning the coffee does not suit him.
about having a local grocer tie-up this
fact with his special brand of coffee, announcing that "Grumpy" in the Paramount picture
by that name, which is to be featured at the

How

would have

Theatre next

As

the film is full of races of all sorts,
motor boat races, aquaplaning, aeroplaning,
auto racing and so on, a ballyhoo on any
one of these will be most effective. If there
happens to be any racing of this sort actually going on in your town at the time
of the showing, you have of course, the opportunity of a lifetime.
But in any case, a
man, or still better, a young woman, dressed
up as an aviator, will make an excellent
ballyhoo.

to a

fault to find with

An

no'

coffee?

lobby display could be ar-

interesting

ranged with Theodore Roberts as the theme.
Roberts is known as the "grand old man of
the screen."
As this is a crook picture, an
Mr. Roberts with his
idea suggests itself.
ever present magnifying glass and cigar, could
be placed over the entrance of your lobby,
looking as though he were examining the
people as they pass, in search of a clew to
the whereabouts of the missing gem.

Then

for a lobby display, you can gather
of famous auto or aeroplane races.
Your local newspaper may have them. People like to look at these sort of pictures
and should be a good attraction for your

photos

THESE PROVEN
SUCCESSES
New

Are

—

Your Patrons

to

Played

An

some auto

You Haven't

If

PLAY THEM NOW!
with

"Broke

all

Virginia Valli and
House Peters
Universal Jewel

NEW HARVEY THEATRE, Woodlawn, Pa.
"Greatest business in ten years!"
CHIMES THEATRE, Cedar sburg. Wise.
Directed by Reginald Barker

'Grumpy'

"Smashed every record!"
LIBERTY THEATRE, Long Beach, Calif.
"Biggest box-office receipts of any!"
DREAM THEATRE, Viborg, S. D.
Universal Super Jewel

Ernest wishes to marry the daughter of
"Grumpy" who is a retired lawyer. Ernest is entrusted with a valuable diamond to bring to his
firm m London.
Jarvis, a crook and rival for the
hand of the girl, hears of it. After much intrigue,
Jarvis gets the diamond, but by the evidence of
a gardenia, he is exposed and caught and Ernest
gets the girl after

T^HE

Trifling tvith Honor
star cast
"No better audience picture made!"

all

DIXIE THEATRE, Wynne, Ark.

"Biggest money-getter of year!"
BROOKLYN THEATRE, Detroit,

Mich.

Directed by Harry Pollard

with an all star cast
universal Jewel

rPI*
lirt
*

play

"Have not seen such

a waiting line in

three years!"

AMERICAN THEATRE, Columbus, Ga.
"S. R. O. Had to turn many away!"
OLIVE THEATRE,

St.

Joseph, Mo.

A Hobart Henley Production

The Abysmal Brute
"Made money

at

^^^^^

advanced prices."

PECK'S THEATRE, La Salle, III.
"Only paying business past sixty days!
LEGION THEATRE, Norwich, Kans.

A

Hobart Henley Production, Universal Jewel

T?,^

^hnrk

"Broke

LON CHANEY

Starring

past records!"
EMPIRE THEATRE, Milwaukee, Wise.
"Picture you can raise price on."
PALM THEATRE, Mound City, 111.
all

Universal Jewel

Hunting Big Game
"Broke

all

Advertised

in

the

Sat.

interest.

There are innumerable possibilities for tieups with local merchants. The plot of the
picture deals with the disappearance of a
valuable diamond, and the clew to its recovery is a gardenia.
These suggest some
sort of tie-up with jewelers and florists. The
former could perhaps be induced to display
unset diamonds in their windows, saying that
one of these is a gem similar to the one used
in
is

the Paramount
coming to the

a

picture,

days'

While on the

"Grumpy," which

Theatre next

run.
institute a gardenia day,
your presentation.

for

Carson

City,

Nev.

Ave.,

Exhibitors Review,

subj'ect

The
tying

of

S'ir

Wish

to apologise for the delay
part for failing to send the
necessary amount to renew my sub-

my

on

scription.

However

am

I

enclosing the two,

which entitles me to receive
your magazine for another year.
Nozv in reference to the book, I
must say that I cannot express, how
dollars,

I

appreciate

Words

it.

are

too

mere to explain if. It is very useIn fact I
ful and valuable to me.
could not think of getting along
zmthout being a subscriber.
Here's hoping your magazine enrjoys another year of prosperity and
credit, ivhich

it

Yours

deserves, I

am

truly,

EMIL NORMANDY.

speak

Subscriptions
than words

louder
i

!

could
up with

florist
it

gardenias

how

about having a young woman walk through
the principal streets near your theatre and
give a gardenia to any person she sees doing a kind deed or who is unusually chival-

Most

exhibitors say

it

with sub-

scriptions.

But

often, like

they are
marks.

moved

Emil Normandy,
add a few re-

to

To become

so useful and valuthe exhibitor that he
"would not think of getting along
without being a subscriber."
able

Heti^otiWan

to

.

Evening Post

Universal Pictures Corp.,
CARL LAEMMLE,

affords excellent op^
portunity for newspaper teaser campaigns.
It is the sort of title to arouse question and

Tex

big!"

QRAND THEATRE,

"Grumpy"

in Africa

box-ofifice records!"
LYRIC THEATRE, Manning,

"Went over

"Grumpy" produced quite a senthe New York and London runs

has lost nothing in William C. De
Mille's production of it on the screen. Both
the story and the cast are exceptionally good.
It is the kind of picture that will go well
in almost any type of house since it combines
character study with dangerous action. Theodore Roberts, May McAvoy and Conrad
Nagel head a cast that do much for the
picture and its box office power.
title

Graham

all.

it

The

423

Brooklyn, N. Y., Dec. 11

Dear

sation in

and
with an

I tie

Released by Paranwunt

Gardenia Mystery

BRIEF:

Foolish Wives

/Til

Can't Be Bought
NUMBER TWO

box-office records!"

Universal Jewel

can be arranged with
town by rigging up a

racing car and placing it in his window. The
card tie-up would be on the basis of speed,
this being the main characteristic of both the
racing auto and "The Exciters."

Them

The Storm

tie-up
dealer in

effective

That

Letters

theatre.

President

That is another way of expressing what our aim in life is.

:

:

January

19,

:

:

.

:

—

:

1924
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Production Chart and Press Opinions

\

In This Department Is Delivered to

You

Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.

in

Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

Critics

Laud Cast

of

'Slave of Desire'

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

Fine Direction Marks
'Eternal Three'

SEPTEMBER

Director Scores Success for
Goldwyn-Cosm opolitan

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan Picture Trite but Entertaining
Feature

commenting on
INsion
of Balzac's

the screen ver"Magic Skin,"
the particular point stressed by
the majority of the reviewers is
the excellence of the cast which
apparently is the highest point of
commendation. The lavishness of
the production is also pointed out
as one of its most salient features.
The Washington, D. C. Herald
speaks of the film as "a lavish
production of one of the world's
greatest
literary
masterpieces"
and then goes on a long eulogy
on the merits of the cast
Bessie

Love has the

The

part
offers
emotional opportunities.
mel Myers has the part
Countess Fedora. She
est performance of her
role.

_

feminine
her
splendid
Beautiful Carof the alluring
gives the finchief

career.'

The Reviewer of the New York
Tribune registered his disappointment in the
novel in no
parently the
too modern
this

critic's

present version of the
uncertain terms. Apstory has been given

treatment since it
opinion that "as

is
it

stands now, it is far more Harold
Bell Wright than it is Balzac."
He does not even believe that
there was good judgment shown
in the selection of the cast which
in his opinion was not onlj' inadequate but ridiculous. From his
observations
"the
people
who
filled the theatre were bewildered

when Miss Myers gave her imper-

Motma Vanna

Percy Marmont
Lee Parry

Mothers-In-Law

York-Cliff ord-GlassGasnier

Potash-Perlmutter
Puritan Passions

Glenn Hunter

Red Lights

Special Cast

If

Winter Comes

Distributor Length

Director

Star
..

Eichberg

Bemard-Carr
.

.

.

.

Badger
Tutde
C. Badger

of

a

fascinating

counttoo
ponderous and "the people in the
picture go about their tasks in a
deadly, dull and serious way." In

The performance

is

all

brief

Ona has to have the soul for it to
put such fascinating whimsicalities on
the screen and it seems as though some
heavy handed person had set out to do
everything he could to spoil "The Magic
Skin."
We do not recommend dream
stories but now that "The Magic Skin"
has been made into "Slave of Desire"
the only thing to do with it is reveal
at the end that it is a dream.

The Philadelphia Public Ledger
opinion is that Balzac stories lend
themselves admirably to screen
plays, which fact is demonstrated
by the fine treatment that has been
accorded "The Magic Skin." The
cast

splendid and act their roles
"fine understanding of their

is

with
dramatic

worth."

Furthermore

This story lends itself admirably to
screen treatment. The big appe^ of
the picture, however, lies in the human
quality of the characters and the story
in which they act out their destinies.
The principal roles are acted with fine

understanding of their dramatic worth
by George Walsh, Bessie Love and
Carmel Myers.

Other

critics

seemed

to

special-

favor the selection of the cast
which they deemed well suited to

ly

.

.

OCTOBER
Distributor Length

Director

Star

Feature

Harlan C. Moore Tom Sorman Preferred .... 6,000
...Norma Talmadge. Frank Lloyd First Nat'l 10,000
Edm. Carew .First Nat'l
Holbrook Blinn
Bad Man, The
7,000
Wm. WellmanFox
Charles Jones
Big Dan
S.934
Jack Ford .. Fox
John Gilbert
6,931
Cameo Kirby
6,000
Dancer of the Nile, TheSpecial Cast ....Wm. P. Earle.F. B.
Goldwyn ... 6,000
Day of Faith, The ....Special Cast ....Browning
Harry Garson Metro .... 7,000
Special Cast
Desire
Hope Hampton .Charles Horan Fox
Does It Pay?
7,000
All Star
Lewis King.. Arrow
5.000
Devil's Dooryard
Priscilla Dean
..Tod BrowningUniversal .. 7,000
Drifting
Talmadge
.1st Natonal. 7,000
S. Franklin
Dulcy
Special Cast
.Edw. Sloman .Metro
7,000
Eagle's Feather, The
Reg. Barker .Metro
8,000
Eternal Struggle, The ..Special Cast
John Gilbert
.E. Mortimer .Fox
Exiles, The
6,000
April

Ashes

Showers
of Vengeance

. .

. .

.

.

.

. . .

.

.

.

Parents
Governor's Lady, The

Special

Foolish

Cast

.Frank Crane

.

Asso. Ex^

picture,

well

acted,

seems to be the general opinion of the movie critics concerning "The Eternal Three." Thev
all seem to feel that the film re'flects
great credit on Marshall
Neilan.

The St. Louis Democrat says,
"Marshall
Neilan
has'
scored
again," and remarks on the accuracy of detail, the scenes having
been taken in the actual locations
called for by the storj'.
Moreover
:

The
his

veteran

director

has

taken

theme the eternal triangle

tion

with

filled

dramatic

as

a situapossibilities,

and wdth his flair for real human nature
and intense character study, Neilan has
the most of the interesting problem his story propounds.

made

Taking an ordinary situation
and making of it a stimulating
and entertaining photodrama is
what commends this film to the

Men

story

.

.

.

.

Wm

.

_

Geo. Marshall. Umversal
Asso. Ex.
Van Dyke

Jack Hoxie
Special Cast
Miracle Makers
No Mother to Guide Her Genevieve Tobin
Special Cast
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast
Ponjola
Dinky
Prince of a King, A

Raw

5.000
6.000
Fox
Horan
7,000
David Smith .Vitagraph
.7,000
Donald Crist .First Nat'l .7,000
Albert Austin Selznick
6,000
Wesley Barry
Wm. Baudine Warner's
Printer's Devil, "The
6,000
.Frank Tuttle Hodkinson
Puritan Passion
Special Cast
8,000
Ramblin' Kid, The
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgewick. Universal
6,000
Rosita
Pickford
UnitedArtists 8,800
Lubitsch
Metro
Rouged Lips
Dana
H. Shaw
6,000
Ruggles of Red Gap ...All Star
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount ..7.590
Shattered Faith
Soecial Cast ....J. J. Ormont. Independent 6.000
Silent Partner
Moore-Joy
Paramount ..5.000
Maigne
Six Da3rs
GrifBth
Brabin
Goldwyn-Cos.8,000
Six- Fifty, The
Universal
Welsh-Adoree
Nat Ross
5.000
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
G. V. Baker. Goldwyn .. 7,000
Steadfast Heart, The ...Special Cast
.Sheridan Hall Goldwyn
7,000
Sting of the Scorpion . .Edmund Cobb
.Rich. Hatton .Arrow
5,000
Strangers of Night
Moore-Bennett
Niblo
Metro
7,800
Three Ages
B. Keaton
Keaton-Cline .Metro..
.6,000
Thundergate ^
Soecial Cast
Grasse First Nat'l
.7,000
J. De
Times Have Changed ...William Russell .James Flood -Fox
5,000
To the Last Man
All Star
Fleming
Paramount ..6,000
Untameable
All Star
Blache
Sunset .... 5,000
Way of Transgressor. .. .AH Star
Craft
Universal ...5,000
What Love Will Do . . .Kenneth McDonaldNot Credited .Independent 5,000
Where Is West
Hoxie
Mar.shall
Universal ...5,000
Worry
Lloyd
New.-Taylor
Pathe
6,000
Wild Party, The
Gladys Walton
Her. Blashe ..Universal
5,000
Woman Proof
Thos. Meighan ..A. G'-een ...Paramount ..7.687
Woman of Paris
Purviance
Chaplin
United Art .7,500
Zaza
Gloria Sv^nson ..Allan Dwan .Paramount ..7,076
in the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

Why

.

.

.

.

NOVEMBER
Feature

Distributor Length
Blow Your Own Horn .Lewis-Perdue ....J. W. Horne .F. B. O. ..6.000
Crooked Alley
Special Cast
Robert Hill
Universal ..4,900
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Seeling
Aywon
5,000
Dangerous Maid, The ..C. Talmadge
V. Heerman .First Nat'l .7.337
Eternal Flame '
Bosworth-WindsorM. Neilan
.Goldwvn
.6.000
Extra Girl
Mabel Normand.F. R. Jones ..Asso. Exhib. 6,426
Plaining Waters
Eddie Hearn
Not credited.. F. B. O.
6,000
Flaming Youth
Colleen Moore
First Nat'L
.Jack Dillon
8.434
His Children's Children .All Star
Sam Wood ..Paramount
8,338
Hospitality
Buster Keaton ...Jack Blystone Metro
6,220
Human Mill, The
Special Cast ....Alan Holubar Metro
6,000
Huntress
Reynolds
1st National 7.000
C. Moore
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
M. Tourneur. First Nat.'l .6.000
Dustin Farnum ..David Solmon Fox
Kentucky Days
6,000
Leavenworth Case
Sr>ecial Cast ....W. Bennett ..Vitagraph ...6.000
Light That Failed
All Star
Meltord
Paramount ..7.013
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies .. Sidney Scott .Goldw3m .. 9.000
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast ....Not credited. .Metro .... 6.000
Special Cast
Preferred
.Gastuer
6.060
Mavtime
5.000
Million to Burn,
...Herbert RawlinsonWilliam Parke Universal
Fox
Monna Vanna
All Star
Eichberg
t<.648
..7.000
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast
J. S. Elackton Vitagraph
Special Cast
7,547
Pleasure Mad
Reg. Barker .Metro
Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston
H. G. Moody. Independent 5.000
Hodkinson
6,000
Special Cast
Granville
Shifting Sands
6,000
Viola Dana
Not credited .. Metro
South Sea Love
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cleveland

Plain Dealer. It is a
"exceptionally
well
acted
and remarkably well directed." Of
special

interest

to

this

reviewer

was the acting of Raymond Grif-

who

"plays his role with a
good deal of the vitality and pep
which characterized
the
early
work of Douglas Fairbanks." Then
he continues
fith

Marshall Neilan is one of the grand
old names of pictures.
He is of the
sturdy, first generation of the screen
a member nf the early school of olayers whose genius still persists.
It is
Neilan's directorial genius which makes

"The Eternal Three" worthwhile.

the opinion of the Louisthat Neilan bit of? a
mouthful when he undertook the
direction of "The Eternal Three"
but his results have amply justified the undertaking.
The work
of Hobart Bosworth and Claire
It

is

Times

ville

_

Windsor

is

much admired by
Of the director he

also

this reviewer.

says
Marshall

Director

Star

.

A

.

.

the parts and largely responsible
for its powers of entertainment.

.6,000

.

GOOD

A

Special Cast
Harry Millard Fox
6,000
Fox
Dustin Famum
Campbell
The
5.000
Metro
Cast
Harold
Shaw
....
6,000
Special
He'd to Answer
B. O. ..6,590
• F.
Ruth Stonehouse.Fanpell
Lights Out
Sunset
5,000
Lone Fighter, The
J. B. Warner ...Not Credited
T 'in? Live the King ...Jackie Coogan
Schertzinger .Metro
9,364
All Star
De Mille Paramount ..6,295
Marriage Maker
First Nat'l .5.000
Eddie Kline
Meanest Man in World .Special Cast
Grail,

.

sonation

ess."

Fox
8,000
Fox
8,000
Preferred ...5,725
First Nat'l ..7,000
Hodkinson ..6,600
.GoIdw3m ....6,841

Millarde

.

Neilan
undertook a big
"The Eternal Three."
He
himself as well as directing it.
He made ample allowance for many
big scenes.
But it is the story that
holds the attention spellbound.
task

in

wrote

it

What

especially
attracted the
of the Kansas City Star
reviewer was the performance of
Claire Windsor who "has appeared
in more leads this year than any
other woman in the movies." He
goes on to say that
Claire Windsor is featured as the
younff wife in the story and is immensely pleasing to look at in a number of beautiful costumes.
The film is

notice

directed

in

the

characteristic

Neilan

way.

The Philadelohia Public Ledger
remarks that the film drags somewhat at first but "it is not overlong in getting under way." All
the parts have been well cast.
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Exhibitors Trade Review

Up

'Virginian' Well

Ranks

on the Philadelphia
Public Ledger wrote

"A

critic

good

picture that stands well
up in front with leading Western pictures which seem to be returning to
favor .... The picture stars with a thrill
the rescue of Molly from the overthrown stagecoach, by the Virginian
and piles drama upon drama, situation
upon situation, working up to one of
the mightiest climaxes ever screened."

—

Here

is

but one

is

—
—

no

stinted praise
there
logical conclusion
the

critic liked

himself

it

!

And

he

is

not alone in his liking for the picture for Harriette Underbill of
the New York Tribune writes
"It has been years since we read
"The Virginian' but those parts of it
which we remember seem to have been
faithfully transferred to the screen....
This is an all-star cast which has real
stars; for Florence Vidor, Pat O'Malley,
son-

Kenneth Harlan and Russell Simpgive performances which seem to

us flawless."

once
production,
more proves that the film can
more than make up in expression,
through its wide sweep of scenic
lacks in vocal
it
action, what
tones, to quote from the Call and
Post of San Francisco. And later
they say, "When hero and villain
meet in the duel which climaxes
the story the interest rises to the
fever point.
The critic of the Plain Dealer
of Cleveland, strikes the only dissenting note. He is one of the
few who have not succumbed to
the Westerns. He says
all-star

:

bitter about 'The VirginIt is, as you know, a story of
ian.'
the West when cattle men were busting the broncho and the rustler and
the hero found time to buzz the new
exciting
school
mar'm. It
has
its
moments and its tender ones, those
filled
with love interest. .. .The story
is
episodic in arrangement, and leaps
from high spot to high spot in the love
tale, with only a bit of the 'great west'
thrown in at intervals to show that the

"I'm not

hero

is

a he-man."

But even he must admit that
" 'The Virginian' seemed to be

Social Code,
Social Code

The

To

quote

interest

in

Mason ...Oscar

Spanish Dancer
Stephen Steps Out

The Leavenworth Case

Dawn
Thy Name Is Woman.

Thundering

Unseeing Eyes
Wanters, The

Fok

6,000
6,000
Metro
Dana
Apfel
Paramount ..8,434
Brenon
Pola Negri
Paarmount ..5,652
D. Fairbanks, Jr. .Henabery
Giblyn Vitagraph ..6,000
.All Star Cast ...Chas.
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Harry Garson Universal .. 7,000
6,000
..Metro
Fred
Niblo
Special Cast
Barrjrmore-Owen .E. H. Griffith Goldvsfyn ...8,500
..6,000
Nat'l
Special Cast
John M. Stahl First
Shirley

Atsel

.

.

.

.

DECEMBER

from
film

the Newark
devotee whose

Western

melodramas

has survived the earlier days of
motion pictures and who still can
be thrilled by the rugged action
in these pictures, will find satisfy-

entertainment in Tom Forman's screen version of Owen
Wister's novel, 'The Virginian.'
And later it says:
ing

Anna

Blanche

Christie

Acquittal

Barefoot B.jy

Counttv

Barry

Call of

Dix- Wilson
Charles Jones

Kid
Canyon
Cupid's Firmean
Dancer of Nile
Darling of N.

Davnd

Day

.Tom H. Ince.^'"* Nat.
'Universal
Brown

Sweet

Star
Star

All
All

.

.

Copperfield

.

.

Wellman

...

F-

Earle

Sandberg

Browning

.

^haudet
LaMarr-Barrymor-^Fitzmaurice
Normand
Jones

.6993
4,200

B. O.

...5787

Umv

King Baggot.

All Star
All Star
All Star

Faith
Destiny.
City
Eternal
Extra Girl
Fashion Row
Fashionable Fakers
Fighting Blade
Gold Madness
Half a Dollar Bill
of

Defyi.i?

.7,631

6,523
.5,769
.5.686

.

Warners
Paramount
Fox

Fleming
.

Myers
Baby Peggy

Y

C. B. C.

Kirkland
Beaudine

C.

.

.

6,239
.6,282
.6557
5,663
7,800
.5.700
7.300

Asso. Ex.
Gold-Cos.
Selznick
F'"* Nat.
Asso. Ex.
.

.

.

Leonard .... Metro
Worthington F- B. O. ...4869

Murray
All Star

First Nat.

..8,000
•6,068
5,700
Nilsson
McDermott .First Nat. ..6723
Her Temp'y Husband ..AH Star
4,375
Herb. Rawlinson .Robt. F. Hill.Univ
His Mystery Girl
Go!d.-Cos.
..7453
Sweet
Flynn
In Palace of King
Metro
5,500
Apfel
In Search of a Thrill ...Viola Dana
Universal
8,000
Valli-Sills
Lady of Quality
Sedgwick
Truart
6,000
R. Talmadge
Howard
Let's Go
Snecial Cast
W. Bennett ..V'tagraph ...6,000
Loyal Lives
F. B. O. ..6.800
All Star
Johnson
Mail Man
...Snecial
Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7.100
Man From Brodneys
6208
AU Star
Schertzinger .Metro
Man Life Passed By.
David Smith .vitagraph ...7,000
Man Next Door
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ...6,900
Soecial Cast
Masters of Men
Preferred ...7500
Ford-Shanno
Gasnier
Maytime
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,100
Midnight Alarm
Snecial Cast
Select
4,960
Modern Matrimony .... Moore- Lake
Heerman
Goldwyn
7.100
Seastrom
All Star
Name the Man
Universal ...4812
Blache
Near Lady
All Star
Fox
6,135
G.
Net, The
Special Cast
Edwards
J.
Vitagraph
.6.900
Minetv and Nine
Special Cast ....David Smith
Metro ..
.6,220
Keaton
Our Hospitality
Keaton
.7.000
David Smith .Vitagraph
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast
First Nat.
.6,500
Ponio'a
Crisp
Nilsson
Universal
.4.571
Nat Ross
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart
Metro
7.742
Badger
Quincy Adams Sawyer ..All Star
Universal ...4795
Red Warning
Bradley
Hoxie
J.
Rendezvous
M. Neilan ...Goldwyn ...7.800
All Star
Reno
R. Hughes ...Goldwyn ...6.600
All Star
Richard the Lion HeartedReery
Woods-Buch. .Asso. Auth. 8.000
Fox
6.000
Second Hand Love
Wellman
Jones
Goldwyn ...6.500
Second Youth
All Star
A. Parker
Fox
7000
Six Cylinder Love
Clifton
Truex
Slave of Desire
Geo. Baker ..Goldwyn ...6.673
Special Cast
Fox
8,000
Temple of Venus
Otto
All Star
Th» Near Lady
Herb. Blache Universal ...4.812
^ladvs Walton
Fox
7.000
This Freedom
CHft
All Star
.First Nat.
.6565
Thunderpate
De Grasse
O. Moore
.First
Nat.
.6560
Twenty-One
Robertson
Barthelmess
Cosmopolitan 8.000
rTnder Red Robe
Star
C^osland
First Nat.
6560
Robertson
Unknown Purple
All Star
Schulberg ..8,010
»" Star
Virginian
Korman

Barthelmess
Post

Robertson

P'<:Thombv
Van Dyke ..Metro

•

legion of photoplays has been
filmed since the earlier version of 'The
Virginian' was seen.
Its developments
do not smack, however, of the cut-topattem "Western" and are more than
likely to be found fresh by the spectator.
In adhering
to
the
original
story, the production
contains
some
heroics and stilted bits no longer up-todate on the screen.
They do not mar,
however, its general effect."

And to cap this very favorable
criticism
we quote the North
American of Philadelphia, as saying, "The photography is beautiful and there are many unusual
shots of gorgeous country which
must have required a great deal of
nerve on the part of the cameraman. Kenneth Harlan in the title
role is surprisingly good."

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wr-v Men Love
Whipping Boss
White Tiger
Wife's

Wild

T>»vt»'--Harris
All Star

Romance
Rill

Hickok

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Grand Asher

...Neil'

7.541

McGowan ...Monogram

Dean

Browning

Young

Hefferon

Hart

C.

.5,800
..7.177
Metro
5.169
Fam. Players 6,983

...Universal

Smith

JANUARY
Feature

create a new star overnight
usually pretty risky business," so says the Los Angeles

'T'O
-l is

Times
"The curious would flock to the
just to see what kind of an
actor the son of his justly famous dad
would make. But there are other things
that make this picture an enjoyable
vehicle, although light and a bit slow
at times.
Not the least of these is the
story by Richard Harding Davis, and
the cast headed by Theodore Roberts,

Glass- Cooper

Big Brother
Black Oxen

C.

Tom Mnore

Boy of Mine
Broadway Broke

Griffith

.... Fitzgerald
Dwan ....
F. Lloyd

.

.

Beaudine

Alexander

Dawlev

Star
Tbas. Ray

All

.

.

.

,

Anderson
Paramount

,7.000

First Nat.
First Nat.

.6600
.6000

.7000

Selznick
6000
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
Richard "TalmadgeW. K. HowardGoldstone ..5.000
Tane Grey
Millarde
....Fox
7.659
Glenn Hunter ...Frank Tuttle Hodkinson ..5,800
Grit
Her Temporarv Husband Ml Star
McDermott .. First Nat. ..6,723
His Mystery Girl
Rawlinson
Robert Hill .Universal
.4.487
Hook and Ladder
H. Gibson
Sedgwick
Universal
6000
Tnhn Gilbert
.Tust Off Broadway
Mortimer
6.000
..Fox
Le Somptier .Vad. & Del. 5500
Lady of Monsoreau
All Star
Love Pirate
Thomas
All Star
.F. B. O. ..4750
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon
Henderson
Vitagraph
.5,800
Marriage Market
Le Saint
All Star
6297
C. B. C
Man from Wyoming.
T.
Bradbury
Hoxie
.Universal
.5,000
Mine to Keep
Ben Wilson Grand-Asher 5317
Washburn
Not a Drum Was Heard Charles Jones
Wellman
..Fox
6.000
Old Fool
AH Star
Venturini
.Hodkinson
.6.147
_
Prince of a King
Dinky Dean
Albert Austin. Selznick
.6,000
Satin Girl
Rosson
All Star
Grand-Asher 5591
Shadow of the East
All Star
Archainbaud Fox
8,000
Shepherd King
All Star
Edwards
Fox
8000
Song of Love
Franklin
First Nat. ..6000
N. Talmadge
South Sea Love
Shirley Mason ..Solomon
....Fox
4,168
Steadfast Heart ....
Marv Alden ....Sheridan Hall Distinctive ..7.012
Swamp Angel
Badger
C. Moore
First Nat.
6000
The Arizona Express
.Fox
Special Cast
.. Buckingham
8.000
Three Weeks
o-e-;pi Cast ...."Ian CroslandGodwyn ....g.nno
Three Miles Out
Madge Kennedy Irvin Willat Kenma
5.700
Thrill Chaser
Hoot Gibson .... Sedgwick
Universal
.5196
To the Ladies
All Star
Cruze
Paramount .6268
Wanters
Prevost
T. M. Stahl .. First Nat'l
.6,871
When Odds are Even.
Russell
Yost
Fox
4284
Whispered Name
All Star
Baggot
Universal ...5000
You Can't Get Away.
Marmont
6052
R. V. Lee
Fox
.

.

.

Courtship Myles Standish

.

.

F. Sullivan

.

Danger Ahead
Governor's Lady

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

is

not

"The plot is in keeping with the
lavish settings and the supporting
cast, including Theodore Roberts
as Stephen's father is excellent,"
says the reviewer of the Philadel-

He

phia Public Ledger.
to say

"The

elder

Doug

goes on

known

is

to

movie

audiences as the high priest of American 'pep' and numerous other things,
too, of course.
Doug Jr. unquestionably exhibits pep. And besides that, he

—

successfully typifies the spirit of the
100 per cent. American boy, who looks
on life as one great arena for adventure."

Mae

Tinee of the Chicago Tribeloquent and in her

waxes

une

mind

:

"If Mr. Douglas Fairbanks Sr.
a proud father he ought to be!

young

isn't

His

Douglas,
who stars in
'Stephen
Steps
Out,'
brings
to
his
first cinema venture a distinct and winning personahty. He has the triple
son,

charm of good
good looks."

breeding,

poise,

and

The reviewer for the Chicago
Post ventures the opinion that "He
reminded me of Wally Reid. And
he promises to have the same appeal to the audience that Reid
had."
Of Theodore Roberts as
his father he says "the same irrascible but doting

father role in

which we love Roberts best."
However, the critics are not agreed
on one subject.
One says, "He
seems utterly lacking in self-consciousness and not at all camera
shy;" while another says "There
a

subtle finish lacking in his
at present, but this should
disappear with his next picture or
two." According to the Cleveland
is

work

:

"It is a mistake to ascribe the movie's
merits to him .... The merits of the
picture are to be credited to production, direction and the story itself. It
is a relief to see
college scenes which
do not depend on pennants for atmo-

and

sphere,

uate

The
sort

in

which

the

undergrad-

is
not played by a star of 28.
story itself is a good one of its
from a tale by Richard Harding

Davis."

'Given a frisky American boy,
breezy newspaper man, a kidnapped Turkish Prince, and a
group of scheming revolutionists
and a lively time is a foregone
a

.

.

.

Noah Beery

sneezed at."

be

.

.

.

Harry Myers and
to

Press
Distributor Length

Director

Star

After the Ball

.

"A

Shows Promise in, Paramount' s 'Stephen. Steps Out'

theatres,

Distributor Length

Director

Star

Feature

liked pretty well."

News, "The

Given Credit

Jr.

^

.

"The Virginian," Preferred Pictures'

'Doug'

(Continued)

for First Efforts

of Westerns

All Critics Praise Work of
Preferred Productions

T^HE

Current Productions

in

.

.

.

.

conclusion," is the opinion of the
Cincinnati Inquirer and they say
that "Douglas Fairbanks Jr. in
his wholesome good nature, his
hearty appreciation of the comical,
his vivacity and agility, bears a
striking resemblance to his illustrious father."
He predicts a notable career if all future appearances are on an equal plane of excellence and speaks of Theodore
Robert's characterization as "his
usual
likable
self
^with
variations"
and also commends Harry
Myers in his pleasing comedy

—

;

.

part.

.... .

:

January

19,

.
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1924

'Pleasure

COMING PRODUCTIONS

Arouses Emotions

VIVID

of "The Silent Command,"
the
theme centering
ahout the Panama Canal, the
scenes shot aboard ship, at times
providing
raging storm,
in a

News
"with

enough thrills, dramatic content
and patriotic sentiment to meet
the approval of a varied film
The leading part, that
public."

Captain Decatur, "is wonderEdmund
by
portrayed
Lowe, his work being one of the

The Fast Express
The Signal Tower
The Turmoil
Love Insurance
Courting Calamity
.

The Thrill Girl
The Drifter
The Riddle Rider
.

Universal
All Star
Universal
C. Brown
All Star
H. Henley .. Universal
Reg. Denny
Eddie Cline
Universal
Hoot Gibson ...Sedgwick ... Universal
Laura LaPlante Robt. Hill
Universal
Hoxie
Bradbury ... Universal
Wm. Desmond .Wm. Craft
Universal
Priscilla Dean
W. Ruggles
Laurel
Albertini
Marchant ... Universal
Rawlinson
Rob't. Hill
Universal

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dark

in

.

.

There are many scenic high spots in
the filming, the photography is beautiful and thrUls are introduced tellingly,
true

this

is

the

of

action

shots aboard the battleships, the blowing up of a mine, the sinking of a ship
and a raging storm at sea.

The

critic

.

story,

he says:

The plot does not have enough melodramatic interest to stand on its own
Even more impressive than the
feet.
story, however, are the really remarkable close-ups and long shots of sea
scenes, long lines of battle ships and
over
a
swashing
breakers
cruisers,
wrrecked vessel, views of the canal and
the locks at Gatun.
"It is a naval picture from
star to finish," says the Cincinnati Enquirer, who also joins in

praise lavished upon
some of the scenes taken at the
Panama Canal. However, this
critic does not think very highly
of the story:

Happiness
Cape Cod Folks

A Boy

"The

Command"

is rather
characters are
and its storv will
scarcely arouse much suspense in the
minds of sophisticated movie patrons
who have became accostumed to the
more artistic films of the past few

ever,

Silent

melodrama.
superficially drawm,

highest kind of praise is
bestowed upon the picture by the
Cleveland Plain Dealer who says
it "gets off a bit slowly, but it
soon shifts into high gear and
then the climaxes come thick and

packed with

He

starts

thrills
off

Silent

King Vidor

.

.

.

th

wk.

5th wk.
6th wk.
6th wk.

.

Norma TalmadgeF. Borzage
All
All
All
C.
All
All

Galloping Fish
Sold Fish
Against Rules
Sea Hawk

Tourneur

Star
Star
Star

.

.

De Grasse
Del. Andews

.

Star
Star

.

Storm
John Ray
F. Lloyd

Progress

San Francisco at any rate,
comes out in unreserved praise
for the picture.
"Thousands of
San Franciscans," says the Call

9th wk.
Louis Mayer 4th wk.
3rd wk.

.

.

,

.

.

.

WARNER BROTHERS
Mae Marsh

Daddies

Producei

Director

Star

Title

.

.

.Wm.

.

Seiter

Command"

is

calculated

Waner

.

Progress
editing

Bros,

John Barrymore.H. Beaumont Warner
Beau Brummel
Belasco
Welcome Stranger ...All Star
Jas. Young
Wm. Seiter Warner
How to Educate WifeAU Star
All Star
H. Beaumont Warner
Babbitt
All Star
W. Beaudine Warner
Lovers Lane

12th wk.
4th wk.
4th wk.

....

.

of a nation."
"The somewhat
hectic story" is given a "certain
amount of realism" by the aid
of the authentic views, he con-

Post of that

Preparing
Preparing

"Pleasure Mad"
should be seen by
children who think

city,

"are glad

Upright

a
picture that
parents and all
that their parents
are old fashioned.
It drives home a
lesson that cannot be shown from the
pulpit, for it shows conditions in a way
that words
cannot portray. It is a
picture that is a pleasure to see and
to think about.
is

all

The Chicago Tribune points
out that it's been done before.
"That is," says this critic, "pictures of this kind have flooded
the market."
However, in the
succeeding remarks, the critic
qualifies

PARAMOUNT
The Next Corner
The Stranger

Mr.
Producer

Director

Star
All Star
All Star

Title

Sam Wood
Henabery

.

.

.

.

.

Progress

Sam Wood
Henabery

.

.llth wk.
10th wk.

.

..

FOX
Star
.AH Star
.AH Star
Chas Jones

Title
of the East

this

some-

criticism

Arizona Express

.

.

Producer

Director

Archainbaud

.

Progress
...editing
6th wk.
6th wk.
7th wk.

.

.

.

.

.

.

4th wk.
6th wk.
4th wk.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

GOLDWYN
Star

Title
Nellie,

Cloak Model.. All Star

E.

Director

Flynn

Goldwyn

...Doug. FairbanksEaoul Walsh.

Vernon Haddon Hal! Mary Pickford .Mar. Neilan
.Chaplin
C. Chaplin
Gold Rush
.

Progress
editing

ProduceProgress
Fairbanks ..28th wk.
llth wk.
Lloyd
Chaplin
1st wk.

.

.

.

PATHE
Star

Title

Harold Lloyd

The Girl Expert

One Ghostly Night
Half Back of N.

..All Star

AH
D..An

Star
Star

Producer
Pngrcss
Sennett ....llth wk.
Del Lord ... Sennett ....llth wk.
Erie Kenton
Schulberg .. 9th wk.
Sennett .... 6th wk.
Del Lord

Director
.Taylor

Star

Title

as
the main,

the

of

Producer
Progress
David Smith 4th wk.

Director
Gasnier

Producer
Progress
Smith Vitagraph
.Titling
Fred'k-TeU'gen J. S. BlacktonC. E. Blanev Printing
..Doris Kenyon .Del HendersonC. W. Patton 4th wk.
Director

David

.

.

"icture.

Alden
"mother"

with wholesomeness and sweetness

her

The

Cleveland Plain Dealer
completely lost his critical
calm at one scene in the picture.
When the family is about to
break up, the son says to the
father, "Well, let me tell you
there's one thing you can't buy,
critic

my love for my moth"The audience applauded!"

and

that's

er."

it

up myse''f."
TV'e cast

is

wn't-e

expensively dor'e.
If you
borne after this
ricture.

Director

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm

.

the Hill," "The Old Nest and
fVtout fftv nt>^pr*= ^ike 'em. the oroducers may as well give up
because you're
g^ing to do it now or never.

—

"Don't tell us the movies
advancing," the critic of
the Baltimore Sun starts off in

aren't
his

Murphy MiHer..Geo. Seitz ..
The Deer Slayer
Tombstone Fred Thomson.. Al. Rogell ..
Discontented Husb'dsjas. Kirkwood. .Ed. Le Saint
Henderson
Gambling Wives
All Star
Francis Ford
Rodeo Mixup
Ed. Cobb
.

Mary

managed

role

review

saw a

Producer
Progress
C. W. Patton editing
H. J. Brown 8th wk.
Waldorf .... Editing
Ben Wilson .8th wk.
Dearholt
Editing
Neva Gerber 9th wk.
Sage Brush Religion. Hatton-Gerber .Dick Hatton
Bertram Art Howard th wk.
Some Man
All Star
The Wolf Man
Geo. Chesebro. .Chesebro .... Ryon Bros ..9th wk.
Souvenir
All Star
Halnerin
.. Halberin
editing
The Ragged Robin ..Madison-Rich ..Madison .... Sanford
6th wk.
Leavans Hale ..Roy Hughes Hughes
Ashes of Waste
Location
Stromberg ... Stromberg .... Titling
The Fire Patrol
AU Star
Star

ch'efly
bef-au?e
to endow

has

.

INDEPENDENT
Title

well put on.

"Over

VITAGRAPH
Let Not Man
The Love Bandit

is

is a plot that has been used on
other occasions.
Barker's treatise
ja7z family question is a good

d-"'*-

Star
Title
Tale of Red Roses. All Star

the film

another version of an often-told tale" is what the Indianapolis Star calls it.
"It is a
capably spun story of the decline
of_ American family life."
This
critic goes on to give a great
deal of praise to Mary Alden
who took the mother part:

"And. if I recall
savs the rn't-'-.
rorrpctlv I '^'d a bit of whooping

PREFERRED
Poisoned Paradise ...All Star

Barker is a clever director, but
from me, he didn't have much

This

Director

Star

it

direct.
The acting is all excellent
you will note by the cast, and, in

to

manv
Producer

UNITED ARTISTS
Title

take

"Still

Fox
Buckingham
For
.Wellman
Fox
Not a Drum Heard
.Tom Mix
Ladies to Board
D. Solomon ..Fox
The Morocco Box
Shirley Mason .J. Blystone ..Fox
Fox
Mortimer
Just OS Broadway.
J. Gilbert
Archainbaud
All Star
Fox
The Plunderer

Shadow

Sheriff of

"J. Gordon Edwards," says the
Los
Angeles
Express,
"again
shows how the frailty of woman
may bring about the downfall

&

what:

—

blow up the Panama Canal.

they are unanimous in saying
that this sort of material has
still a long way to go before it
reaches the tiring stage. Espec-

when it is given such a
splendid cast and direction as in
the present production.

.

Producer
Progress
Jos. Schenck 8th wk.
Tourneur
editing
R. W. Tully 6th wk.
Tom Ince
11th wk.
Schenk .... 5th wk.
.Ince
6th wk.
.Lloyd
4th wk.

.

critics

-

to acclaim Mrs. Blanche
as a fellow citizen.

J.

Talmadge

most newspaper

po.nt out that hardly anything is sa.a in
pleasure Mau
that has not been said before,

ially

.

Metro

.

WHILE

Editing

.

Metro

,

Director

Star

Title

A

keep you standing on the arm of
your seat for the better part of nine
reels
alternately waving your arms in
wild hurrahs for the United States navy
and "boohing" the foreign spies who
are stopping at nothing in their attempt

cludes.

7

Producer

Reg. Barker

Secrets

review

to

to

,

.

.

.Schertzinger

Torment
Flowing Gold

and sus-

his

by saying
"The

.

FIRST NATIONAL

T'=f!inir

The

nense."

.

Its

years.

fast,

19th wk.
6th wk.
10th wk.

,

.

.

Director

L. Taylor
All Star
Jackie Coogan

.

Flanders

of

Thief of Bagdad

naive

.

METRO
Star

_

Aside from the patriotic aopeal, how-

nth wk.

.

,

.

Title

high

the

14th wk.

.

,

Boston

the

of

Transcript voices the opinion
that "every patriotic American
with pri^'e" upon
sbnuld thri'1
"Many
witnessing this picture.
continues,
he
such efforts,"
"sometimes called 'propaganda'
In this
are merely boresome.
obiection
such
case, however,
cannot honestly be "raised." Continuing in his analysis of the

.

.

Jack O' Clubs

fully

fective vampire."

.

.

.

of,

brightest spots of the film." As
to Alma Tell, who has the part
of the wife, she "has a part_excellently suited to her, and Hartha Mansfield is a pretty and ef-

.

.

Pirates and Plunder

Hands

Wm. Duncan

Duncan-Johnson

.

.

Progress

Producer

Director

Star

Title

Fine Acting

and Capable Direction

UNIVERSAL

and

fascinating
story," says the Indianapolis

m/

Critics Praise

Naval Picture With Thrills
and Intrigue Aplenty

especially

Mad' Is Old
Buf Alwavs Good

Command'

'Silent

\

'

.

.

.

.

film

of

this picture.
last night in

'We
which

the big climax centered about a
floor-wiping scrap between an
irate
father
and the young

lounge lizard who was making
unsavory advances toward his
Did the audience see
r'aughter.

They did not! The
the scrap?
room
the
into
father stepped
with his sparring partner and
then carefully shut the door on
our vision.
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DAUGHTER OF BRIDGER
SUES PARAMOUNT

Current First

ATLANTA

—Overture,

Howard

"The Red Mill," News
and Views, Prologue, "In a Toy Shop," Comedy, Felix the Cat in "Felix the Goat Getter,"

Her

Says 'Covered Wagon' Brings
Parentage in Question
believed
WHAT
charging hbel

to be the first suit
as a resuh of the exhibition of a motion picture was filed in the
Wyandotte District court in Kansas City,
Kas., last week, by Mrs. Virginia Bridger
Hahn, 1025 Minnesota avenue, Kansas
City, Kas.
It is for $1,000,000 damages as a result
of the showing of "The Covered Wagon"
The suit names
in Kansas City recently.
is

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation
and the Paramount Pictures Corporation.

the

The petition alleges that the film has
damaged Mrs. Hahn and her family in
the public mind. She is a daughter of and
sole survivor of James Bridger, who, according to the picture, was a merry
According to Mrs. Hahn he is
old soul.
depicted as a drunkard and as having lived
with two Indian squaws. When the picture opened at the Shubert theatre in Kansas City last fall, Mrs. Hahn sat on the
stage as the sole survivor of Bridger, discoverer of Great Salt Lake, famous scout
and explorer of the Yellowtone region.
Thus, declared Mrs. Hahn in her petition, her parentage is brought into question
by the film and her name is disgraced.
She asserted her father was an honorable

and upright man and never was known

Run Programs

Feature, Charles Chaplin's drama,
of Paris."

"A Woman

BALTIMORE

New—Overture,

mentioned), Pathe
News, Comedy, Col. Heeza Liar in "Strike
Breaker," Feature, "If Winter Comes," fea(not

Marmont and Ann

turing Percy

Metropolitan

—

Forest.

"Poet
and
Peasant," Pathecolor, "On the Gold Coast."
Overture,

"Old Friends," "The Dog of Yesterday," Fun
from the Press, Topical Review, Comedy,
"The Easter Bonnett," "Memories," Third of
the Educational "Sing Them Again" series.
Feature, Johnny Hines in "Conductor 1492."
RivoLi Overture, "The Caliph of Bagdad," and Concert by Waring's Pennsyl-

—

"America's

vanians,

Greatest

Syncopators,"

News, Aesop Fable, "The Good Old Days."
Topics of the Day, Comedy, "Roughing It,"
Feature, "Boy of Mine."

CHICAGO
McViCKERS

—Overture,

to

15.

T. Forest Railsback is representing Mrs.
Hahn. A mass of evidence has been obclaims of his
tained to substantiate the
client that her father was a temperate man
who led a legitimate, upright life, it is said.
Many clippings of Kansas City newsof
telling
obtained,
papers "have been
Bridger's deeds, accomplishments and exBridger is buried in Mount

plorations.

PHILADELPHIA
69th Street

World

— Overture,

the scout helped to locate the present right
of way of the road.
* * *

Cabaret,"

—

*

*

WAY

H. E. R. STUDIOS UNDER
The H. E. R. Studios, Inc., situated at
150 West Forty-sixth street, is one of the
newer concerns specializing
equipped plant

working order.
.

in

art

now

is

—

—

titles.

in

full

the minor
protested
contract.

Early

last

spring a Superior Court de-

awarded the victory to the Goldwyn
company. Miss Chadwick was served with
an injunction preventing her from working
for any other company but Goldwyn.
Miss Chadwick
Just before Christmas
filed an appeal from the Superior Court
decision. Then came overtures from Goldwyn and the final settlement.
cision

*

*

*

SCHMIDT BRINGS GOOD REPORTS ON 'THE MAILMAN'
trip to the

Western

states,

Art Schmidt, west coast supervisor of F.
B.

O.,

reports exceptional interest

showmen

in

Emory

among

Johnson's latest F. B.

O. attraction, "The Mailman."
Following the big openings on the Johnson attraction starring Ralph Lewis at
Loew's State Theatre, Los Angeles, and
at Loew's Warfield, San Francisco, a period of unusually lively booking ensued.
"Showmen throughout the West are not
complaining about business," declared Mr.
Schmidt.
"The energetic exhibitor who
applies to his business the principles of
aggressive showmanship invariably is satisfied with results at the box office.
"The Johnson attractions lend them-

National.

ge

—Overture,
Topical

—Overture,

"Aida March," Capitol
Snickers, Digest, Feature, "Little Old New
York," with Marion Davies and Directed by
Capitol

Sidney Olcott.

ROCHESTER

turing

—Overture,

"The Lohengrin PreComedy. Will Rogers

Hank," Feature, "Ponjola," fea-

Anna Q.

Nilsson.
ST.

ond

*

year.
a change in one of
provisions of her contract, she
and brought suit to break the

Excerpts
from "La
Review, Comedy, Hal
Roach's Dippy-Doo-Dads, "The Bar Fly,"
Feature, "Her Temporary Husband," a First

Strand

Traviata,"

ing

from a trip
returned
street, has
through the midwest and south, where he
found business conditions good.

coming

When Goldwyn made

showmanship.
this
style
of
to
Moreover, they embraced those sure-fire
human elements of drama that all audiences enjoy and confirm again our belief
that the majority of picture fans do not
care much about dazzling sets and gor-

in "Hustlin'

Ben Abrams of the Dura Film ProtectCompany, Inc., of 220 West Forty-sep-

in

selves

NEW YORK

Eastman

finely

mentioned),

Review, Scenic, Comedy "Kidding Capt.
Kidd," the First of Red Comedies in Color,
Feature, "Fashion Row," with Mae Murray.

ludes," Current Events,

ABRAMS BACK FROM TRIP

Its

(not

Comedy, "The Midnight
featuring Larry Semon, Feature,

Review,

_

Washington cemetery in Kansis City, Mo.,
and his grave is marked bv a monument
erected by General G. M. Dodge, the engineer of the Union Pacific railroad whom

services for the

Back from a

"The Eternal Struggle."
Stanley Overture, "Solennelle," Topical

tember 2

made

contract, executed on November 14, 1919,
provided that each year for five years the
Goldwyn company had an option on her

INDIANAPOLIS

—

Wyoming.

There were five children. The
was shown in Kansas City, Sep-

contract

November, 1922, invalidated it. Miss Chadwick contended in a suit that month. The

yon."

Circle Overture, "Dance of the Flowers,"
by Franz von Suppe, Circlette of News, Feature, "The Eternal City," with Barbara La
Marr, Bert Lytell, Lionel Barrymore and
Richard Bennett and Circle Comedy.

picture

New York immediately.
An amendment to her

"William
Tell,"
News, A New Year Laughograph,
Feature, Zane Grey's "The Call of the Can-

to

-

Goldwyn Pictures Corporation has released Helene Chadwick from her contract
and she is now a free agent. An agreement has been signed by which both parties to the five year contract, which still
had one year to run, are freed from all
liability.
Miss Chadwick plans to leave for

Pathe

The following scene in
drink to excess.
the picture is cited as evidence:
Bridger (to another character) Here's
my home and there come my squaws.
(Two Indian squaws enter the scene).
Bridger— I call that one "Blast Your
Hide" and this one "Dang Your Eyes."
Her mother, Mrs, Hahn says, was a fullblooded Ute Indian, who was married to
Tames Bridger by a Catholic priest in

—

HELENE CHADWICK RELEASED
BY GOLDWYN

LOUIS

—Overture,

"Zampa," News and
Magazine, Organ Solo, Comedy, "The Big
Idea," with Snub Pollard, Feature, "West
of the Water Tower."

Missouri

LOS ANGELES
Grauman's Hollywood Egyptian Overture, "Pharaoh," Feature, "The Ten Commandments," A Cecil B. De Mille Production.
Grauman's Million Dollar Overture,

—

a
rather preferring
costumes,
o u s
straight-from-the-shonlder story well acted,
well directed and well presented.

*

Grauman's Rialto

—

Overture, (not menWeekly, Prologue, "A Golden
Voiced Kid from the Bowery," Feature, "Big

tioned), Pathe

Brother."

Grauman's

Metropolitan

—

Overture,

"Echoes of Italy," Novelty Reel, "Out of the
Inkwell," Feature, Betty

man

to

Woman."

Compson

in

"Wo-

*

ENGLISH CHILD PLAYER COMING
TO UNITED STATES
Vivian Surtess, an English child screen
player, is expected to arrive in New York
at the end of Januarv. She will be under the
direction of H: H. Karper, who will manage the thirteen-year-old actress in the
United States.
Vivian is described as an expert swimmer, horseback rider and dancer. She was
featured in "Souls of Drifting India." a
British production, and it was her work in
this picture that decided Mr. Karper to
bring her to this country.
* * *

HADLEY WITH ANDERSON

—

Guarany," Pathe Weekly, Novelty Reel.
Atmospheric Prologue, Feature, "Ashes of
Vengeance," featuring Norma Talmadge.
"II

*

favorably known
the motion picture business, has taken
charge of the advertising and exploitation
for Anderson Pictures Corporation at the
offices of the company, 713 Seventh avenue.
Prior to joining Mr. Anderson, Mr. Hadley
had been manager of the Cosmopolitan
produced "Under the Red
unit which

Hopp Hadley, long and

in

Robe."
His first work

in his new position will be
the exploitation of "After the Ball."

January

19,

1924
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THE MODERN THEATRE

INTERIOR VIEW OF STATE THEATRE, MIDDLETOWN,

Unique Brickwork Gives House

N. Y.

Pictorial Effect

Simple Lines and Economy of Space Feature Structural Design
has been said by some very famous arthat while there is not and, one
hopes, never will be any prescribed architectural style for theatres, there is a certain family resemblance among them, particu-

ITchitects

the United States.
one mistakes a theatre for a club, a
museum or a railway station, and vary it
as he may, the architect almost without exception mus't admit that he has done only
that which has been done in and before his
larly

in

No

However, the State Theatre, situated
on North Street near Franklin Square in
Middletown, N. Y., on a plot measuring one
hundred by two hundred feet, is in some respects a departure from the stereotyped conception of architectural structures in towns
similar in size and environs to the city in
which it is located.
time.

An

earnest effort has been made to make
the State Theatre distinctive both in design
and decoration.
The house is situated on
what is for Middletown a comparatively busy
street, but the builders and architect
determined that its beauty and unity should not
be destroyed despite incorporation within its
walls of adjacent stores.
The structure is low. It is simple in every line, but by no means unadorned if one
has an appreciative 5_ense for a type of brick-

work

that is artistic and unique in every respect.
If any particular feature can be said
to lift the design of this theatre above the
commonplace it is the effect and pictorial
richness of this same brickwork.

The

building is two stories high, having two
and the lobby on the ground floor, and
The
offices for business on the second floor.
main front is composed of warm tapestry face
brick, with bases of granite which create at
once an harmonious color scheme that is not
Terra cotta
lost on even the casual observer.
pilasters and cornices add to the distinctive
finish of the front.
There are, of course,

tion of the theatre's individual needs in this

stores

very important department.

plate glass

and complete in every consideration, including a massive stage board, a bank of dimmers to control the lighting effects, and the
other devices complemental to an electric system peculiar to a theatre.
The theatre is owned by The Middletown
Theatre Corporation of New York, with of-

windows for the

stores.

The

theatre is entered from the front under
a brilliantly lighted ornamental canopy leading to a lobby which is treated with marble
floors, base and walls, with ornamental plaster
ceiling and decoration.
The chandeliers and
mirrors in this lobby are very attractive and
the best obtainable.

On leaving the lobby, one receives a view
of the auditorium, which frames in a fine
picture of the stage, side box treatment, and
marble stairs on either side leading to the
balcony.
The auditorium is treated in old
rose, ivory and gold, adorned with expensive
Beautiful crystal
silks, and velour hangings.
chandeliers throw a soft, restful light on
seats that are designed with comfort as the
especial objective.

The

fices

in

electrical installations are of the best

New York

time or expense was spared in the perfection of sight lines, and in the accomplishment of these two the theatre has successfully
achieved one of the most important elements
An up-to-date heatin theatre construction.
ing and ventilating system has been selected
and installed, after due study and considera-

It

was designed

New York

City and

seats 1400. The stage has been so constructed
as to accommodate vaudeville or legitimate

shows, should the occasion demand, and for
purpose there are also regular dressing
rooms to meet the needs of the performers.
The construction of the proscenium and
of the ceiling over the proscenium is of particular distinction.
Despite the simplicity of
lines there is such an inviting atmosphere and
artisticness about its execution that one is
immediately favorably impressed.
The arrangement, also, of the boxes is such as to
excite admiration.
Looking at the State Theatre from every
possible point of view, one must come to these
conclusions
As an edifice of utility in relation to the purpose it must serve, it meets
all the specifications of just such an institution.
Artistically, it has merit of no uncertain caliber.
And, last, but most important, as a house to which people will want
to come by reason of its sheer personality,
the State Theatre is fortunately blessed.
this

:

NO

City.

by Eugene de Rosa of

_
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Prologue That Gave the Rest of the Bill Individuality

of the gorgeous prologue ivhich Manager Edzvard L. Hyman of the Brooklyn Mark Strand Theatre staged for "Little
In the selections used were
Old New York." Beautiful color and lighting harmonies added to the effectiveness of the number.
"Little Old New York" and Victor Hugo's "Eileen" and "Do Y ou Hear Me Calling."
The presentation scored a signal success.
incident

OPERATORS WARNED TO
USE GREAT CARE

ounce of practice
let

him show rather than
*

that

an

worth a ton of theory,
*

tell

the beginner.

*

MASTERLY PROLOGUE PROGRAM
ENHANCES FILM VALUE*

HE

First National's "Anna
was
Christie"
given a masterly presentation by Manager
Director Joseph Plunkett for its Broadway
premier at the New York Strand Theatre.
Color and reality, frothy entertainment and

volves the following serious considerations.
To allow an assistant to assume control
of the machine for no better reasons than
that he knows how to thread a film and
start the motor is a grave error that is too
often committed.

That the student does not receive the
right sort of instruction is not always the
fault of the operator.
For his own sake
as well as the learner's he is usually only
too anxious to impart all the knowledge
necessary before taking any
very often he has to obey

risks.

But

instructions
so that jobs outside of

from the manager
the box may be completed.
To compel an operator to leave the
booth during a show and to leave a mere

obviously pregnant
Before the learner
can be left alone with any degree of safety
he should know perfectly every part
the machine, and what it is for. He should
be cautioned about fire, shown every
switch, and told exactly what each or
controls.
The lighting and adjusting of
carbons is also an important matter that
is too often treated too lightly.
The student should be introduced to the
repair bench very early and have explained
It
to him the value of correct cutting.
should be impressed upon him from the
very start the fact that the film he handles
has afterwards to be projected by someone
else, and be told the trouble occasioned by
learner in charge is
with serious hazards.

n

carelessness in effecting joints.
When the operator is satisfied that the
learner has grasped the details, let him
stand by while he (the learner) tries his
hand for himself.
The learner will naturally be anxious to
try his hand at actual projection, but first
let

is

Special Precautions Advised in
Cases of Learners
concensus of opinion among projectionists,
motion picture operators,
theatre managers and owners concerning
the teaching of operating to a learner in'T'

Remembering always

running.

him work the

f-ontrols

""xl

f-arbons "ntil

familiar
with them. Then
throw the parts out of adjustment and
then let him try to effect the corrections.
The orerator should have the assistant
watch him thread the machine, light and
adjust the carbons, and start the machine

he becomes

atmospheric

detail,

ensemble members and

solo bits combined to make the presentaof the Ince masterpiece one of the
tion
notable events of the fall season an event
that was applauded by the crowded houses
that attended the Sunday night opening.
Under the title of "The Miniature Re-

—

view" Mr. Plunkett prepared an arrange-

The proment of diversified oftermgs.
.sram was furnished bv the liano quartette,
Greig's
being the prelude.
the
first
"Morning" with Carl Edouarde conducting the 5 piece orchestra.
The vocal and dancing members came
First there was a silin two sections.
houette fantasy, "The Bird Cage" in which
the swinging cage was outlined throuo-h a
scrim curtain with changing lights. Mary
Berne, coloratura soprano, was the artist
for this

number.

The variation in this part of
gram was furnished by the piano

the

pro-

quartette,

which supplied popular numbers
and drew down an applause that rankerl

female,

entertainment

with the best
on the bill.

it

*

*

offerings

*

DEVICE TO CUT MOVIE COSTS
Invention of the "Hillyer One-Switch
Control," which is expected to efifect a
large cut in the cost of motion picture production, is announced by Lambert Hillyer,
who directed the screen version of Rex
Beach's novel, "The Spoilers."
Whereas a dozen or more electricians
now are necessary to adjust the lights,
only one or two will be needed with the
switch control device, says Hillyer.
The progress of the "Hillyer One-Switch
Control" will be watched with interest by
persons in the field of projection, as its
inauguration marks a new era, perhaps, in
film utility

The

and economy.

invention will
control of all

make

possible

ab-

used in th'sets from a single switch-board which can
be placed directly behind the camera.
solute

lights

REVERBERATION CAUSES
BAD ACOUSTICS
Echo Also Plays Serious Part
in Sounding Defects

C PEAKING

in
part
from a common
sense talk on acoustics and
its
intimate relation to a successful theatre building, Horace L. Smith, Jr., Theatre Engineer of C. K. Howell, Inc., Richmond,
Va., states that
in
correcting defective
acoustics in existing buildings it should
first be determined wherein the acoustics
are defective whether it is reverberation,
or echo, or both.
In the case of reverberation it is necessary to measure the volume, find the area
of floors ceilings, floor, etc., and the material of which they are composed, then
calculate the amounts of absorbent material that is needed to be added to or subtracted from the building to change the
time of reverberation to the correct value.
In the case of echo, it may be necessary
to change the entire interior shape of the
room or it may be possible to correct the
trouble by the addition of absorbent material in the right places, and if the time
of reverberation is reduced too much, it
may be possible to substitute a less absorbent material for some of the present
furnishings and equipment.
Vibrations from motors, motor generators and fans, elevators, etc., are readily
transmitted to all parts of a modern steel
and concrete building and are sometimes a
serious menace to the efficiency of those
working in the building. Vibrations, once
reaching the structural members, cannot be
The place to reduce this kind
eliminated.
of vibrations is at the source. This means
constructed
well
properly designed and
foundations.

—

*

*

*

BOOTH AND OFFICE PHONES
The Pettes and

New York

Randall

Company

of

City announce a phone system
which finds a ready field in the film trade.
Their wall phones, for example, one installed in the operator's booth and one in
the office, offer a system with obvious
advantages in case of trouble, or should
the operator require immediate relief for
any various reason.

January

19,
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'GLOBE' TICKETS HISTORY

TOLD AT BANQUET
Firm Produces Daily Twenty-Five

to

Thirty Million Tickets

QN

^

January

Company,

priately

1,

1924

the

f hiladelphia,

celebrated

Globe Ticket
very appro-

New

the birth of the

with a reception held in their facon North Twelfth Street. The occasion marked the formal opening of the
new section of their plant, which, with the
completion of some alterations to be made
in the older section, will more than triple
the size of the factory.
The history of the Globe Ticket Company is unusual in many respects. It had
about as humble an origin as might be
conceived. Literally it started with a small
hand press owned by an ambitious boy.
Walter E. Hering, the founder of the
Globe Ticket Company, and since 1894 its
President, served a very thorough apprenticeship in the printing business with one
of the then foremost printers in the city.
But even before that, he had done not a
little business with his small hand press.
After the completion of his apprenticeifear
tory,

ship Mr. Hering went actively into business, his first plant being located at the
rear of the family home on North Twelfth
Street and known as the Globe Printing
Company. The business grew from the
first inception, but only because Mr. H.ering's determination was greater than all
obstacles which were met.
The ticket printing end of the business
came as a later development in 1891, Mr.
Hering and his associates incorporated the

Globe Ticket Company whose officers
were Walter C. Rodman, President; Edward A. Menkle, Vice-President and General Manager; Mr. Hering, Treasurer; and
Harry R. Keen, Secretary. This corporation took over all the ticket printing business, sold the Globe Printing Company to

Edward Stern & Company, and moved
own quarters to 917-19 Filbert Street.
In 1900 The Constantin Hering Building,
and eight-story structure, was completed,
their

having been erected to the

memory

of

Mr.

Hering's father, a leading physician of his
day and one of the founders of Hahnemann College and Hospital in Philadelphia.
It is of more than passing interest to note
that this building stands on the site of the
Hering family homestead, the birthplace
of Walter E. Hering, at 112 North Twelfth
Street.

Into this building the Globe Ticket

—

games, where the imprint Globe
Nor
Ticket Company^ may not be seen.
this
country.
are the limits confined to
Nearly every country in the world where
movies are shown or trolleys are operated,
make use of Globe tickets and transfers.
The present officers of the company are
Walter E. Hering, President; Phillip C.
Treasurer;
and
Snow, Vice-President
Harry R. Keen, Secretary and General
Manager; William P. Snow, General Sales
Manager; George F. Fish, Assistant SecHolt, Jr., Assistant
retary, and W.
S.
Treasurer.
letic

—

*

*

*

SOMETHING NEW IN AD SIGNS
FOR THEATRE LOBBY
There is "something new under the sun"
and it is being exhibited this week at Joe
Hornstein's corner store, otherwise known
Howell's Cine Equipment Co., New

as

York.

The "Something" is an automatic poster
display machine that shows 12 one sheet
posters automatically, but only one at a
time.
As presented to view, the poster
is illuminated, thus bringing out in beautiful colors the entire lithograph.
The motion and illumination attract considerable attention but the machine does
more it causes the onlooker to stop and
wonder how the change of each poster is
made. This is done entirely out of sight
and hence lends an air of mystery to each
change.
curtain rolls into the frame of
tlie machine as each change is made, thus
hiding the view and when the change is
completed in a few seconds, the curtain
to
poster comes
disappears and a new

—

A

light.

The machine is the product of the Automatic Advertising Co., of Hagerstown, Md.,
who are establishing a local branch under
the direction of Joseph F. Coufal, who is

known in movie circles.
Arrangements are now being made to
exhibit the machine in other cities and an
well

opportunity will be

everywhere

given

to

exhibitors

view the machine and become acquainted with its practical value.
to

:;.

=K

*

NEW MOVIE MUSICAL NUMBERS
Edward

Schuberth and Company of
announces the publication
of several musical numbers.

New York
Among

City,

these

are,

"Dawn,"

"Petals,"

"For You Alone," and "Dream Chimes."

Com-

pany moved in 1900, occupying three
Presently,
another.
of
floors and part
however, the growth of the business made
it necessary to occupy the entire building,
and the erection of the new structure,
which was formally opened with_ the reception on New Year's Day, indicates that

As a
increasing.
increase during the past
year, in all lines, is conservatively placed
at 35 per cent, and the outlook is exceedingly bright.
In addition to the Philadelphia plant,
a complete unit is maintained in Los Angeles to serve the far West, and a similar
unit in New York City handles the work
for the Metropolitan area.
"Globe" products are counted in bilfions.
The normal capacity of the plant is about
twenty-five to thirty million tickets a day
and under pressure can increase production
They include
to over forty million daily.
every known form of ticket or check, froni
the familiar trolley ticket and transfer to
the elaborate dining-room checks used in
fashionable hotels, restaurants and clubs.
It is out of the question to catalog the
varieties of tickets made by this cornpany,
but there is scarcely a city or town in this
country large enough to boast a theatre
or motion picture house or lunch room,
lior a school or college that supports aththe

business

matter of

is

still

fact, the

NEW MACHINE INVENTED
BY OLD EXHIBITOR
Advertising Problem Offers Solution
to

(^EORGE

^

Film

MACOMBER,

R.
Wasliington,

ot

D.

C,

an inventor
has
just

brought to New York from the U. S.
raienc Umce, a new motion picture projection macnine, wnicn he asserts soives
tne problem oi the eiiective use oi educational, aavertismg ana
inaustrial
motion
pictures, without reterence to the estaonsned entertainment motion picture theatre.

Ihe

Macomber machine

is

called

the

and the model exhibited yesterday to a group of men and women interested in visual education, was in appearPicturola,

ance somewhat siiniliar to a standard
phonograph, the picture being shown on
a screen superimposed within a shadowbox which permits of day-light exhibition.
The machine is automatic and continuous, and constitutes a moveable motion
picture theatre for use in any locations
desired, whether in school rooms, railway
store windows, hotel lobbies or
elsewhere.
It carries any quantity of film
from 100 feet to 5000 feet, using standard,
narrow width, or any other class or kind
stations,

of film.

"The idea of the Picturola machine
came to me more than ten years ago,"
said Mr. Macomber "and I have been at
work upon its development since that time.
As a motion picture exhibitor I became

convinced years ago that the theatre could
not be used for direct advertising or propaganda purposes without giving offence
to the audiences
who had paid to see
straight entertainment
motion
pictures.
Besides, it occurred to me that unless educational and advertising matter could be
shown in a direct way facts being stated
as clearly as they are in newspaper and
magazine advertising that such advertising or educational matter, even exhibited
on the screen, would be practically worth-

—
—

less.

"My invention, I feel sure, constitutes
the connecting link between the educational
and business motion picture and the public.
There have been millions of dollars
worth of such film manufactured in this
country within recent years, but only a
very small porportion of this film has been
effectively used.
"I am no longer a young man
have no
very great desire to become a millionaire
inventor, and I am more vitally interested
in having the Picturola used for strictly
educational development than for any other
purpose.
I am fortunate in that the machine now complies with all legal requirements, fire tests, etc., for class-room exhibitions.
If the public schools of America
can make use of it they are welcome to
do so on any basis that seems practic-

—

able.

been estimated that the Amerimanufacturers have had produced
more than 10,000,000 dollars worth of
motion picture film showing processes, etc.
If this highly educational film could be
"It has

can

shown

in

public schools at small cost,

would be a tremendous step

in

it

advance

over present educational methods, besides
opening up new markets and uses for American goods."

*

*

*

EFFECTIVE FILM SPLICER
An

inexpensive but very useful film splichas caught the attention of professional and amateur projectionists is that
called Model Number 3, handled by the

er

that

General Machine
City.

npHE

Adsign is an automatic poster display machine
that shows 12 one sheet posters automatically, but

only one at a time.

graph

is

As presented

the entire litho-

brought out with distinctive

effect.

Company

of

New York

Its particular value lies in its inhersimplicity of structure and ease in

ent
handling, thus offering very little occasion
for becoming jammed or immanageable.
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AMONG THE SHOWMEN
of Balaban and Katz and Max
of Ascher Brothers, Chicago, are
fostering a move for the organization of a
local exhibitor body.
10-cent per seat tax
per year on each house will cover the dues.
The next meeting will be held January 4.

Sam Katz

Ascher

A

*

*

new

*

of
di-

meeting voted to enlarge the house.
entrance on Center Street will be

rectors'

A

Charles Burkey, Summit Theatre, a Kansas City suburban house, has bought a large
lot at Valentine Road and Madison Avenue
on which het will build an English type home.
Charlie says he's been saving for this home
for a long time and he's glad to at last be

Carroll and Edna Nugent have sold the
U-Kum theatre North Stratford, N. H., to
Bertram Small, of Colebrook, who controls
several other houses.
*

*

*

The Princess, Brattleboro, Vt., has a new
manager in the person of Joseph Rattee, who
comes from St. Johnsbury where he man-

1924.

William Goldman, has concluded financial
arrangements for his $1,000,000. St. Louis
theatre to be erected at Grand Boulevard
and Morgan Street, St. Louis. The structure
will get under way shortly.

L. C. Gardiner of Columbus, Ohio, who
manufactures the celebrated Gardiner Screens,
and R. D. Trash, Texas, Distributor, have
gone to South Texas on a duck and goose
hunt and will hunt anything that flies by.

Santa didn't overlook the stockings of any
branch managers in Kansas City.
E. C.
Rhoden of First National received some golf-

New

employees
Muehlebach.

*

*

toil,

The Grand Theatre Corporation, Kokomo,
Paramount to Henry Quigley, of Howard Company, and F. H. Summer, of Hartford City.

theatre.

Ray Gould is out of the Temple, Lorain,
O., which he has managed for a long time.
He failed to renew his lease on the house.

H. C. Fortun, manager of the Strand,
Norfolk, Va., is heir to a share of $2,000,000 left by George Fortun, an uncle, who
died in France some time ago.
The Strand

Mr. and Mrs. Harry Beekner have leased
the Sunset, Ft. Lauredale, to Hortt and Erkins who are remodeling it.

Petals

*

W.

J.

the new president
Club, following the

*

at

McPherson.

CAMERA EXCHANGE

:-mat

or Industrial.

*

o

best

miO-MATS

«e

#

York

L

for

BOOKLET

Street,

ville,

LEWIS
service

intelligent

1923

we have

rendered to the profession
bjr thousands ot our clients.
service will be given to you in

has been

appreciated

BUYING
We

New York

Mass.

THEATRE BROKERS
The same
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City

Offices,

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

\U

Are

LEASING

SELLING
Specialists.

Consultations

and

Advice

Free.

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS
1002 Mutual Life Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

TWENTY ElcKT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

ROLL
ArcusTTcket/s
352 N. ASNLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

;

1896
The

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
West 46th

1st, live wire, up-toexploiting, most 20
reference,
years success.
Pictures, vaudeville, stock
proand
leading
present and past employers,
R. G. Low, 5 Whitman St., West Somerducers.

iSTHt Stationeryof THE Screen

—Velour and Velvet Curtains
Ask

SITUATION WANTED

J

PICTURE SETS— SCENERY

Will purchase,
southeast.
population,
State
rent, days operat-

Manager, at liberty February
date, "on the job," original

,

OS

town,

or manage.
rent, buy interest
capacity, competition, equipment,
Box JCB-W.
ing.

':

At yonr Sealer.-

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
N«w

small

in

t-lj

SaU by

740 7lh A»«..

I

11. SO

.-.-I

'

For

WANTED
Theatre

REELS

Our

:^

VUITB, AHEER or 6BBBI..

WELDED WIRE

We

cameramen.

Film Company,

•

60

Commercial, Home
to order.
have excellent facilities, and the
Rubyprice 20c per foot.
727 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Motion Pictures made

SOU

Draperies

Rates

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

is

Mr. Gallante is a new addition to the sales
force of Floyd Brown, local manager of the
Associated First National office.
Mr. Gallanti comes here from Washington.

City

DEPARTMENT

*

radiO-V;::

&

Co.
New York

East 22nd Street,

CLASSIFIED AD

Gable of Beloit, Kans., has bought

Tourney Theatre

of the Cleveland Cinema
resignation of Mrs. O. J. Gurwell.
*

——What's
a Whole World to Me Without
For You Alone— Dream Chimes
Dawn
Edward Schuberth

11

is president of the new company;
P. D. Cochrane, secretary of Universal, is
secretary-treasurer, with J. H. Harris, controller, the latter's assistant.

the

/ ^

5 Excellent Motion Picture
Numbers for $2.00

Universal,

Murray, former owner of the Opera
and Hippodrome, Warren, O., is
spending the winter in Bermuda.

*

*

*

*

J. C. McCurdy, manager of the Randolph,
Chicago, has been elected a vice-president of
the Randolph Theatre Corporation that has
been formed to take over the management of
the theatre.
E. H. Goldstein, treasurer of

J.

Mrs. Fayett U. Smith

*

You

House

220

*

G. Gregory, country salesman for
Selznick out of Chicago, is in New York
for a few days.

at 3106 Indiana

State Congress.

*

Glenn

one of the Jake Wells' theatres.

is

John

of

*

*

ing equipment, while Roy Churchill of F.
B. O. was given a Gladstone bag. The employees of the respective exchanges were
Santa's representatives.

"Dad"

the Meade Theatre, Kingman,
Kans., will take a well earned vacation.
He
is planning to spend a few weeks in California while- his son, Frank, looks after the

Avenue, Chicago, has been taken over by Foleck and
Goldsmith, who also operate the Empress and

*

*

After year^ of hard and diligent

Meade

The Avenue,

*

Year's dinner given in honor of
of the theatres at the Hotel

aged the Globe.

Ind., has sold the

*

*

More than twenty invitations were issued
by Frank L. Newman, owner of the Newman
and Royal theatres, Kansas City, to the annual

added.

Kansas

Final arrangements have been made with
Otto Herald, manager of Stoneleig Court,
Dallas, Texas, for the first annual moving
picture ball, which will be held in the ballroom of the hotel the night of February 12,

*

*

at

territory.

able to realize this ambition.

*

The Family Realty Company, owners
the Timony Building, Hazelton, Pa., at a

Vaughan, Pathe manager

Cecil

City, and Sam Miller, new Educational manager, are out on trips through the Kansas

i";Sn'N°)

FOLDED

TICKETS

best EOR the lease money
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correctness GUAKANEEfO

I
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pLATNESS
may be
to

of field, critical defi-

and

nition

accurate

focusing

^nxvouxvcetwents

terms entirely unfamiliar

your audiences

—but

these are

the quaUties they want to find on
the screen in your theatre.

By

supplying this want you will

in-

Ask us

crease your profits.

Slide Pencils

Blue

to send
No. f69

Red

you detailed information concernJJo. 173

ing the

Black

Made
6 other

BAUSCH & LOMB

An

in
colors.

inexpensive

method ofTnakin^

Cinephor Condenser System

slides,

CEVEPHOR PROJECTION LENS
CINEPHOR CONDENSER

neat pencil layouts

and
decorative erpects.

in colors.

1

BAUSCH & LOMB
OPTICAL COMPANY
635

straight

between
first

away.

two

perforations

Rochester, N. Y.
New York

the strip

one thickness,

Paul Street

St.

3. Pull

l.Cu+througlr

San Frsmdsco

Chicago

PENCIL COMPANY

London

Washington

AJjCtlOWKf/j

INCREASE YOUR BOX
OFFICE RECEIPTS

PHILADELPHIA

••««':s8r'^

^'^p*

Packed houses aplenty greeted the efforts of Dee FiHzola of the
Empress Theatre, Fort Scott, Kans., during the hoHdays. A photoplay, written, directed, produced and enacted by local talent was the
offering.
The picture, "When East Aleets West," was financed
by Mr. Filizola.

-

-rr •or

»e

*

*

The Lufkin Amusement Company, Lufkix, Texas, increased capital stock from §10,000 to $45,000.
Petersburg,

-

I

THEATRE NEWS

*

"Sac

^ U.S.A. J

Thomas

Va.— The

Charlotteville

of

Sycamore and E. Bank
is

Century
for
Sts.,

purchased by R. L.
theatre which is at
one of the busiest corners in town,
has

been

The

$50,000.

assessed at $75,000.

Chicago

—Fire

recently

caused

§10,000

damage

to

the

Peerless

on Grand Boulevard.

^/

Mi^

1

dHHr flM9r'-4M>f

^

Windsor, Ont.

^

^

—Max

Allen of Sterling Theatres, Ltd., has taken
over the Allen formerly controlled by Allen Brothers of Toronto.
The company also operates the Wallcerville at Walkerville, which

Windsor.

adjoins

*

From photograph showing

actual size of corrugations.

—In

Cleveland

No
No

distortion

from

A
side

Good Seat

seats.

Depth,

Even

perspective
light

True color

and realism in the

picture.

distribution.

values.

Sharpness.

Eureka Prism Screen

St.

Columbus, O.

front seat eye strain.

will

do

it

for you

*

number of buildClair Avenue and East 40th Street, the Ideal Theatre
was damaged. Bolislav Ungerman, the owner said the loss was
about $2,600, unprotected by insurance.
* * *
ings at

Every Seat

*

a sweeping fire that destroyed a

—

Henry C. Moon, owner of the Hilltop, will build
theatre to cost §35,000, and to be located on Broad Street,
between Eureka and Park. It will seat 650.
The Victor, 253 East Livingston Avenue, has been sold by D. B.
Ulrey and Fred Postle to the Photoplay Amusement Company, Cincinnati, operators of the Majestic for §100,000.
^ ^
a

new

—

Dallas, Texas The name of the Happyland Theatre has been
changed to Lyric. R. A. Canter is manager.

U. S. Theatre Equipment Co., Inc.
New York City
17 West 60th Street,
offl52S2SSS2S2SES2S2S2SHSHS2SH52S2SHSaHSESiSE5252SHSESESSSHSHS2SESHSES^

^

^

^

Eldorado,' Ark's third theatre, the
the Palm Garden
are the managers.

displaces

Hinds

Empress has opened, which
Mr. ana Mrs. J. C.

confectionery.
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The
is

producer's care

pleased

is

justified; the

—when the print

is

audience

on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—because

it

carries quality

through to the

screen.

Look
in

for

Mack

"Eastman" and "Kodak''— stenciled

letters in the transparent

margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

pictures should be seen

-not

felt

be that people not only saw movies,
but felt them in their eyes. To-day there is
absolutely no excuse for eye-strain caused by poor

IT USED

to

—

carbons or improper light source.
Light never had a better chance to play on the
emotions than it has to-day through the modern
pure, steady,
screen, but it must be good light
the light of the National Arc.
strong
Every house, everywhere, should use these carbons. There is a trim for every lamp and for every

—

—

current supply,

AC

or

DC, any standard voltage

or amperage.

Each trim has been developed by experienced
projec^^ion engineers to give you the best light for
you and your audience.
Steady Dependable
Brilliant

—

—

National
Profector Carbons
Our Service Engineers
are always at your call

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio

CANADIAN NATIONAL CARBON

San Francisco,

Cal.

CO., Limited. Factory and Offices: Toronto, Ontario

Inc.

Hal Roach

msents

Will Rogers
in

**The only thing missing

Will, —one
bought
brought

to that

night some

—

if

is

years

show

a

grouch

so

in the chair

Reel Comedies

drawl

the
ago,

a seat in the "Follies."

indescribable; our attitude as

down

Two

we

We

deep as to be
we slouched

was "Just make me laugh,

You did some dofunnies
you made it circle through

Will, you came out.

with a rope and as
the air you drawled out wheeze afteriwheeze

OP FILM PIRXTES

had found

and we

their birth in your

just listened,

— and

brain;

listened.

And Will;

the only thing that you had that
the pictures is the drawl.
personality, the brain, the magnetism are

The

isn't in

all there!

And

We

a real

know

Will, the laughs are there too!
comedian when we see him,

Will Rogers!

Path^comedy
TRADE

own

Will, the grouch came in by the doorman, but
it didn't leave by him.
It just vanished.

night that

you can, darn you!"

;

that

MARK
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a Sho>vman

Fdon t call it loveI

Pictures that reach the heart "go over

on

their musical

OU

The organ that can grip the emotions
cannot be discussed in terms of dollars

"The
Dame,"

will recall the success of

Hunchback
"S

accompaniments

c a r

Horsemen

of

Notre

by the number of stops

"The Four
Apocalypse," "Way

amouche,"

of the

Patrons

Do^vn East."

will stand

thing but poor music

Without the sx^ecially prepared musical
score, can you imagine the depreciation
in the

^'^alue

good.

Bear

in

for
if

nearly every-

the programs are

mind, therefore, the fact

country installed

ORGANS

pieces ?

is

the quantity

that the greatest picture houses in the

of these great picture master-

There

—or

of pipes.

in

WURLITZER UNIT

preference to

all

others.

a type of Wurlitzer Music

for all sizes of Theatres.

Coupon today

for

full

Send

this

particulars.

THE RUDOLPH WURLITZER CCCincinnati,
I

am

ORGAN

Ohio.

interested

in

a

WURLITZER UNIT

for my house.
I have checked the conunder which an installation must be made
and I should like advice and details about similar
jobs you have done.

ditions

My
()

house seats

New House

people.
()

Remodeling

()
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y>aramount Q^ictures
For Spring and Summer, 1924.
{To Be Released One

IS

a

Week Beginning March

1st.)

YOUR MILL ON A STREAM
THAT NEVER RUNS DRY?
—

THE

wise miller gets his power from a stream he can depend upon
one
that furnishes steady power in the droughts of summer as well as in the
floods of spring.

They depend upon producers

Exhibitors are like millers.

for the

power

that runs their theatres.

To be

must be furnished with a constant stream of
uniformly good motion pictures. Month in and month out the stream must
successful, a theatre

continue.

An

"in and out" stream makes an "in and out" theatre

—holding

no-

body's good will, nobody's steady patronage.

The Paramount
dry.

It's

trusted to

a

exhibitor has put his mill on a stream that never runs

Niagara of power, unceasing, steadily performing the work en-

it.

The

greatest springs

sands of exhibitors use

its

combine

to feed this

mighty stream, thou-

power.

was no accident that Paramount produced last year the two greatest
two pictures that have been and will continue to be of
pictures ever made
"The Covered Wagon" and "The
incalculable value to the entire industry
It

—

—

Ten Commandments."
Inspired by one aim,

Paramount has grown and developed,
has grown the industry.

better pictures.

and around these better pictures
Paramount has never failed exhibitors. For ten years the Paramount
product has been recognized as the finest all-round, high-class' business-building

From eight years of continued national advertising the name Paramount has been made synonymous in the public consciousThere is no doubt about that fact. You
ness with "the finest motion pictures."
picture product in the industry.

can

test it

out for yourself.

for the spring and summer of 1924, Paramount is building as
years, not for temporary success but for all time.
twelve
has built for

And now
And

who

it

building for the future must build upon that
solid and dependable rock to tap the stream that never runs dry.
the exhibitor

is

Cf^aramount Q>ictures
(Produced by Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.)

Adolph Zukor and Jesse LLask^

present

Cecil B.De MiLLE's
'^Prodizctioii

'^ri

umph

V

"Wiih Xeatrice Joy - Hod Za Tlocque,
'Robert TJdeson
A strictly
The second "Manslaughter."
modern love story adapted by Jeanie Macpherson from the Saturday Evening Post serial and
novel by May Edginton.

CiCf>aramounlQidure
» CORPORATIONS

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.Lasky

presen.L

Gloria Swanson
in

Society Scandal"
a
Dwan
An
Allan

Production

Gloria as the gorgeously gowned heroine of

drama of society, intrigue and divorce.
Adapted by Forrest Halsey from the play
"The Laughing Lady" by Alfred Sutro, in which
Cast
Ethel Barrymore starred on the stage.
includes Rod La Rocque and Ricardo Cortez.
a

CtQ>aramountQiclure
AFaMOUS PLAYE RS tASKV corporation Pj

Adolph Zukor and Jesse LLasky

A James Cruze Production

Magnolia
By Booth Tarkin^ton
With "Ernest Torrence

,

"Maiy ^stor,

Culleti'Laiidis^ThyUislIavm', "Noab 'Beery
After "The Covered Wagon," a Cruze picture
means crowded houses everywhere. Cruze is at

producing this action-romance of the
romantic South by America's foremost
Adapted by Walter Woods.
writer.

his best

old

CI C^ammount Qiclum
TAMOUS PlAVERS-lASKy CORPORATIONS

i

AdolphZukor and J&sscL.Lssic/presenl

de A4ille
^ William
PRODUCTION
Icebound'
i4

witk

Lois Wilson ,Richard Dix
Supported by Vera Reynolds
De Mille has struck his box-office stride.
Here's his greatest!
Screen play by Clara
Beranger.
From the famous Broadway
stage success and Pulitzer Prize Play by Owen
Davis. The title will probably be changed.

(X Q>aramountQ>icture
Famous players-l

Adolph 2ukor

Jesse L.Lasky J)rese7i^

anci

Thomas Meighan
in

Write Your Own Ticket
A

love-crook-drama with plenty of action and

Tom will pack them in
From the All-Story Weekly
one.
Adapted by Paul
serial by L. Y. Erskine.
Sloane, author of "Over the Hill." Directed by
a brand-new angle.

with this

Victor Heerman.

(X Q>aramount Qiclure
aflBK^F^O^S PLAYERS

lASKY CORPORATION ^^pi^

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.Lasl^^dfew/

PoLA Negri
in

Men
Pola acting with

abandon

in

a

all

her old-time

passion-drama

fire

written

and
and

directed by Dimitri Buchowetski.
Made in
America with an all-star American supporting
cast.
Adapted by Paul Bern.

Ci paramount Qiclure

i

FAMOUS PLAYERS- LASKYCORTORATION ft

Adolph. Zukor

and Jesse L.Lasfey

jpresent

Williamin S.Hart
'^Sinder Jim McKee''
By William S. Hart. Adapted by J. G.
Hawks. Directed by Clifford Smith. Cast includes Phyllis Haver and George Siegman. A
William S. Hart production.

(2Cf>aramountQidure

Adolpli Zukor

and Jesse LXasky preseni

U George

Melford

The Dawn of a Tomorrow
"^'^"^

Jacqueline Lo6an

By

Frances Hodgson Burnett.
Adapted by
Cast includes David Torrence,
Ray Griffith, Alma Bennett and others.

Harvey Thew.

d Q>aramountg>icture
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.Lasky

presertt

Agnes Ayres
Antonio Moreno
'Bluff'

in

Sam Wood

(Jl

By

Rita

Weiman

U'roduction

and

Josephine

Adapted by Willis Goldbeck.
girl

who

bluffed

New

The

Quirk.

story of a

York.

Ct Q^aramomlQidure
Ad olpk Zukor and Jesse LLasky -present
i)

Fair Week'
with

^Valter Hiers
Written by Walter Woods, adaptor of "To
Rob Wagner. Here's
the scarcest article on the market a clean, fast,
really funny comedy-drama.
the Ladies." Directed by

—

CC Cf^ammountQidure

Adolph Zukor and JesseL.Lashy present

Z^NE. Giver's
S^^Wandereiv/^^Wasteland
an Ir-vin Willa^t i»roduction
Zane Grey's most popular novel produced in
natural colors by the man who made "The
Heritage of the Desert." The whole country
wants to see this picture.

C£ C/>aramountQ>icture
mi
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.LaskyjD resen

'The

m

t

Code of the Sea

Roi3

L-A.

Rocx^E

VlCXOIVpJLE,2VHNO
By Byron Morgan, author

(Proc/wcj^/oAi

Wallace
Featuring the hero of "The
Ten Commandments" in a roaring action-picture. Adapted by Bertram Milhauser.

Reid auto

of the

stories.

CCQ^aramounlQidure

Adolph Zukor and Jesse 'LLa.s&^ present

a William
deMille
^roduciion
In The First Degree
By
Lily."

Clara Beranaer. author of "The Gilded
A bigger box-office mystery-drama than

"Grumpy."

Portrayed by

a cast exclusively of

big names.

CCCparamoun[g>iclure

Adolph
I

ID

Z\;ife,oratid Jesse L.Lasky^re^ewif

Dorothy Dalton
in

a

Ralph Ince

produciion

The Moral Sinner*
Adapted by J. Clarkson Miller from the play,
"Leah Kleschna," by C. M. S. McClellan. Cast
includes James Rennie^ Paul McAllister and Alphonz Ethier,

CC C/>aramountg>icture

Ad olph Zukor and
a

Jesse L.Laslvy present

Herbert Brenon

production

The Breafeinj^
^ Point
with
NITA NALDI - MATT MOORE
PATSY RUTH MILLER GEORGE FAWCETT
Mary Roberts Rinehart's famous novel and
play produced by the man who made "The
Spanish Dancer" and "Shadows of Paris." With
a cast of exclusively big names.
A story of
reckless youth, society scandal, romance and
mystery.

Q Q>aramount Qiclure
:v

CORPORATION h

Adolph Zukor and Jesse L.Lasliy

present

Leatrice
lOY
in
*Take

It

or Leave

It"

A Joseph Henabery production
You and your public have hailed her as a
star ever since "Manslaughter."
we bill
her as a star officially.
great actress, a great

Now

A

beauty, the heroine of "The Ten Commandments," in her first big starring drama.
Directed by the man who made "The Stranger."

d Q>aramount Qicture
AdolpK Zukor and JesseLLasliy" present

PoLA Negri
m a LUBITS CH production

*MONTMARTRE

//

Pola in a fiery love-drama of the Parisian
produced by the director of

Latin Quarter
"Passion."

A

stirring

story

of

the

artists'

studios and the gHttering cafes of Montmartre.
From the play, "The Flame," by John Miller.

C£ paramount Q>icture
iVGDRPORATlON

Now

Booking!

Qjiroc/ofed Guthors
Jrank Woods A [N €/mer Tlarn'jClarhi lU.'Jhonnaj'
"Jhompson Buchanan

WW

prerent

NO MORE WOMEN
On. Original j-tory for the xcreen

by £,Imer 1-iarnj-

yeaturing

Matt Moore

ans>

Madge Bellamy

^y^fhleen Clifford -Ti.JZe eves Smith - Clarence JBurhn - George Cooper

Qn Slmer Harris Production
Direction by Lloyd

Clever,

Witty,

Ingraham

Unpadded;

Provides Fine
Let us have

more

cleverly handled

pictures like 'No

and unpadded,

it

Amusement
More Women!'

Witty,

provides fine amusement,"

says McElliott in the N. Y. Daily News.

"If

we had more

pic-

more real people with real situations, those
superior folk who turn up their noses at the movies would
turn 'em down again. Madge Bellamy adds some comedy
tures like

tricks to

it,

her real beauty."

Now

Booking

Allied Producers and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.,

New York

Hiram Abrams, President

A

Branch

Office Located in

Every United Artists Exchange

Here are two product
ions wliich Kave dem-^
onsivaicd iKeir^real

Ko ^uessworlc
Ko promises
TKeir positive sxiccess
is cei-ftfied

hv actual

perfbritiances
Ik

ow neai'esi exdkeonge

qAN open letter to
CARL LAEmmLE
MR. LAEMMLE:
DEAR
read your Saturday Evening Post ad
have
I

just

callirig

for suggestions on how to better equip your ranch at Univitally.
versal City. It interests

me—

can complete the picture you have painted—
assist you in achieving your "greatest ranch" ambition.
Due to an unprecedent releasing decree by the Canadian
government, it is now possible for me to offer you in part or
I

all

believe

of a
I

sale

I

mammoth herd

of

American

buffalos.

have these noble animals at my disposal. They are for
at exceptionally nominal prices.

pleasure in off ermp: you and the motion picture industry at large any number of them at a nominal fig-

And I take

the greatest medium of preserving and exploiting their prestige and the historic value
they possess.
ure, believing that the screen

is

know how your own blood will surge with true American pride when you see a herd of these picturesque animals
I

dotting the ranch landscape of Universal City.

Even a small herd of these powerful, scraggy sages
forms a scene which defies description in mere words.
I

would rather

sell

them cheaply to the film industry
them as stuffed animals or their

—

than be forced to sell
mounted heads for publicity or decorative purposes
their skins for robes and rugs and furs.

— or

Especially because I have already a number of mounted heads and rugs for disposal without killing off any more.

by your advertisement that you stand for true
Americanism and I am answering your Saturday Evening
Post appeal in like manner.
I

can

tell

trust we can get together and preserve these animals, which so preeminently stand out as the
living symbol of pioneer days in American history.
In the

same

spirit, I

Cordially yours,

Address (Until February 15): Sam Bilsky,
Exhibitors Trade Review, Knickerbocker Building, Forty Second Street and
Broadway, New york City. Prices, singly or
in herds (according to specimen) available

care
nn

HE

photo below is an actual scene of a portion of the
mammoth herd of buffalo at Wainwright Park, Alberta,
Canada.
They are first presented to the motion picture industry which offers the greatest avenue of avoiding the extinction of these noble animals of pioneer days.

upon application

to

all

interested

parties.

We

will not

roadshow "Name

Man!

the

Victor Seastrom^s
production of Sir
Hall Caine's story
shown to 4,000
Exhibitors
Declared a decided hit
and one of the greatest
pictures of all time

See it— that^s

all!

VICTOR
SEASTROM
SIR HALL
CAINE
director

The

hig picture of 1924^^

— Times Square Daily

author

CONRAD NAGEL,
MAE BUSCH, PATSY
RUTH MILLER, HOBART
BOSWORTH, AILEEN
With

PRINGLE, CREIGHTON
HALE.
Screen Adaptation hy Paul Bern

June MaTHIS,

Ediloriol Dircclor

A Goldwyn Picture

We

will not

n

roadshow ^^Name the Man/1

;

3tm thp famou$ ncwl

Man-Made Laws Defy

Shall

Womans
'

You are my wife you are not his
you never can be his. You are mine.
"

-^^^^^

;

I

am

that

yours;

by

all

that

Nature, by

is

you are

my

is

all

God, by

that

is

all

}

love,

wife."

Basil }fin$

Divine

Command?

Man's Age-Old Problem!

Eternal Question!

The Divorced Husband Said:

'

btj

^"'"'''"^ Wife
^'f" Who Wed
^"'^ Again Said:
The Divorced
"What is divorce? The tearing of

bone from bone and flesh from flesh.
I am your wife. I am not Dick's. If
I am one man's wife I 'am the other
man's mistress!"

A Powerful Theme! ^ A Mighty Picture

linilMIHIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIII^^^^

3 ^imrt
'

'

Slaf hton
ALBCUT

limjh lll l l

lllMU M
I

I IIIIII I I II

Mnii il^J II II I I I
i

IHL^^

e.

SMITH

pdcsidcnt

'

Procuration

A

Mystery Picture
Moving Picture

That Maintains

World;
Almost

Its

at the first flash

you

find

yourself face to face with a seemmystery and
ingly unsolvable
waste footwith
no
on,
from then
tensely
held
age, your interest is

Mystery!

Adapted from the Novel

until the final and thoroughly satisfactory solution. Here is an absorbing and exciting entertain-

ment

By

for

all

who

like

a good

detective-crime-mystery story
and who does not?

—

ANNA
KATHARINE
GREEN
The Greatest Writer

of

Crime-Detective Stories in
the History of Literature.

Read
by

EXHIBITORS

HERALD:

MILLIONS
A

Whitman Bennett
Production
Distributed by Vitagraph

"The Leavenworth Case" loses
none of its entertainment value

through

transference to the
screen. Its highly dramatic moments have been well retained.
The picture is well staged and
lighted and full of dramatic interest; the story flows smoothly
and works up to a splendid
climax.

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW:
time the old man is found dead in his sound-proof
the very end, where both girls are freed of suspicion
and the culprit is run down, the him runs along with a smoothness
and continuity which will carry its audiences along with it. The
production is fairly peppered with thrilling incidents, not the least
of which is a hair-raising fist fight on the very edge of the roof
of the four-story house from which the villain is finally thrown
and killed. The skill with which this situation is handled cannot
help reflect itself on the reaction of the spectators, who, we feel
sure will be edging forward on their seats.

From

study

tliye

till

WHO IS
•

SEENA OWEN

GUILTY?

and

An

All

Star

Cast

MOTION PICTURE NEWS:
type of story is more popular in these United States
than a good detective yarn, and Anna Katharine Green's
mystery tale "The Leavenworth Case" is said to be her
most widely read and best liked work. Therefore to begin

No

with this picture it can boast of a real plot. It is one that
action that begins soon after the
bristles with action
introductory reel gets under way and keeps rolling along
The scene in
at a merry pace right up to the finish.
"The Rat Trap," a sort of third-degree chamber, possesses
real thrills. The entire mounting is of a type that stamps
this as a high class offering.

—

Distributed

by
Vitagraph

SUSPENSE
UNTIL THE

VERY LAST

FOOT

»S/^

Schlager Announces—
That he is in a position to represent the
interests of a limited number of producers

and directors
This, in part,

is

what Sig Schlager

is

pre-

pared to give
Active and conscientious supervision and cooperation
with all distribution affairs

—

National exploitation on a unique and unusual scale
Negotiation
producers

—

of

Production finance^ arranged
Productions edited,
sale

A

and

contracts

distribution

titled

—

on

behalf

of

—

and properly prepared for

distribution

thorough and complete expert organization avail-

—

able for counsel and activity

SIG

SCHLAGER

347 Madison Avenue

New York

City

—

Mack

S^iiiiili

Mabel Normand
Starts 'em coming!

Keeps 'em coming!!
Opened Los Angeles
for

a

run of

four

—^was extended
to five — six — seven
eight—and could have
weeks

lasted two
longer,

weeks

the manager

wired

DIBECTEO
F.

By

RICHARD JONES

Physical DiSTRiBuroits

Assoc lATED Exhibitors
ARTHUR

S.

KANE,

PRESIDENT

Scer.es of
include:

its

'^"«']^

Mission,

Olympic.
Capitol,

triumph

Pittsburgh

D»«^

California'

t>an r

V4'

\

It

has dramatic appeal

It's

—explosive comedy.

a better-than-ever "Mickey."

"Molly O" brought back with a smile and
a tear.

—

xtraGirl
A

Mack

Sennett Production

I saw "The Extra Girl" in a projection
room and liked it immensely. You'll
see it to the accompaniment of organ

and will, one feels safe to say, feel
you've had your money's worth once
—or maybe twice. Mae Tinee, Chicago
peals

Tribune,

"The Extra Girl" is entertain
ment that is entertaining.—
Polly Wood, Chicago Herald Ex
aminer.

Nbbel Normand
i^-'--'^

^

'

.-41

Just 100 per cent, of what an
audience picture should com-

prise

— Pathos — Art — Ro-

mance—Human Interest
Comedy — Thrills — Suspense

and the sweetest kind of a love
story.

—

NEW YORK

—

JANUARY

TUEgPAY,

tRtBtTNEv

)

15,
AMERICA'S F0B

Connell

On the

j

^image
ly Land
of Scotitertanean

Pauline Frederick and Tellegen,
in 'Let Man Not Put Asunder,'

5SS

ifill

Ambi-

Attract

Throng s

to Rialto

Vfc have an idea that "Let Not Man
Pnt Asunder" is not .goiDgf to prevent
any man from doing 8^:. The ireasOn

-

Calvary

it

Screen

.

the^ jg^ture did put
a^nrider was nptf ,Qld u»V>l re?ison f ot
i)n.neII.of B6i* tke ,>severifigf of. ties aiiS; p-iobabiy the
the Cina^ian few pfiople ,'%*rho irfiehfc have similar
tf Scotland on trouble' and Who might contemplaf e;putrraneai^ and » tiag &6under will not be deterred by
he Holy Land, what they See on the screen.
t the foot of
"Let Not Man' Put Asunder" is a
9 desire. ~~iie Vitagraph picture,-, with Pauline FredHe erick and Lou' Tellc^ri as stars. It is
his life.
he flight Rev. the nominal feature at the Rialto, Thethe Right Rev. ater and it seems to be ^i/i'wiiiSLiYagt

why

ture
latest
3t Christ," de:urate and that

ted two years
rdlnal, "and I
of the Engliberties which

r

the translator
life of

riginal

and

told

ex-

stands for.
the book dealrecognition by
omitted.
,irely
:ognized as the
to the

Church,

been

incor-

intcnse Cathoferocious
a
,y
his conversion
Jle is a- re-

iu.

extreme r^neand exempiffies
y modem a reoe materialistic
it of the

World

Empress of

he

General S. C.
lister of Militia
"Jewburn; W. C.

ifl

Matinees

more moral for him

to

i

AUCK DEt

WM.

FRANK 6RANE

DR.

'•
'For All of Ds* is a very 6
marfcsble exajnple of the new)
trend of the theatre. It iff"

gladly.

say,

Thurs.

BROADHURST C.VuL'
RICHARD BENN£

with me and be my love!"
If the people in the story had any
sense of humor they must have had to
laugh when they called their sweet-

"Come

TO-DAY.

Revue.
Introducin

the aching void in the lives of divorced
persons.
Marriage Proposal Grates
After Petrina Fanenil, the wife of
the vassal, and Lou Tellegen, the husband of the opera singer, had wandered about the world for awhile alone
fhey decided to be married, for some
reason or othei". That was the part we
objected to. It doesn't seem a bit decent for' a man to say, sadly, "Well,
Petrina. I '.spose we might as well get
we're both lonesome and
rcarriea;
How much
•fiothing matters anyway."

HENRY FORD So

live-

"The best play

I

have

ev.

AMBASSADOR

—

hearts by their first' names "I love
you, Petrina"; "Felecia, you are my
adored one"; "Gentian. I canndt live
without yon," and "Emmy, I worship
are the stars, they do not play oppo- the ground you walk on."
site
or, in other words, they do not
Felecia is the woman who prefers
fall in love with each, other.
grand opera to a husband's love and
she is nicely played -by Helena d'Algy:
Neither Thinks of Phoning
how. the story ends
Leslie Austin plays Harry Vassall We shan't tell you
would guess.
aad Vaisall is an excellent name for ahd you never, never
Populace ff'""i°?'.?,.-^Er-^^
him.
Because of his wife's arrogant ways, he leaves h6r forever, but
Byl;lius wTtShoTding' ulrs Tit of inshe has him chained to her chariot formation we are doing the Rialto
wheels, so that he spends the remain- Theater no service. For it will be
der of his youth writing in a diary necessary now for all those who see
beginning:
"Oh. niy lost the picture to stay till the end if they
Pf,f„^?.e«^
love." She loved him, too, so that her want to .find out what happens. Every
she time any one walks out it leaves a
and
life
was
ruined , also;
said, "The eyes of my heart have been seat .for some standee, and 'lifit Not
And then Man Put 'Asunder" iS_sa, 52PiiI»r with
stricken with blindness."
went and married Lou Tellegen! And those" wTi^"KaV«ff*e seen it that there
yet neither of these love-lorn people is a gallant 600waitiflgtoen^|^
would take up the telephone and call
The produCrrefi ^iT^rtfSwr^oy J.
the other.
Stuart Blackton and adapted from
Of course, in a case like that if Basil King's novel. The two stars are
there be any such man should not put fine, if you like them.
„ , „ j
asunder!
Lou Tellegen plays Bick
There is/ an amusing fc-ari iiu^i
Leehmere and he, tot>, leaves his first cartoon called "Pen and Ink Vaude-.
two
wife because they cannot agree. She villc." Irving and Jack Kaufman,
seemed to be known
is a grand opera singer and she needs piurop "boys," who
sang Linger
"the plaudits of the multitdde"; and to most of the! spectators
But they, too, a While" and "Deedle-Dum-Dum.
50 they are divorced.
a couple
had
they
wander through the world longing for Then, after that,
.
of encores.
each other.
„
The overture is "Orpheus Ifi the
Some people wondered if the Vitaalmost
elicited
which
World,"
Lower
preout
to
set
company
hadn't
graph
applause as Hugo Riesensent a lecture to its stars. It certainly as much

—

ginal text had
no direct reftransla.f the

not have been
wrote not so
but more for
language that

people
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Advertisement

This production, it can truthfully be said, is one of the
most
unusual mystery melodramas that have come to the screen
in
time."— L. B. Fowler in L. A. Daily News.

a long

"A

sensarional

melodrama

.

.

have a strong box-office appeal."

picture should
— MovingTruart
Picture World.
.

this

"Tension mounts and
photoplay an unexpected

"Revenge theme worked
go big with those

who

an unexpected climax, too
punch." L. A. Express.

—

give

the

into absorbing mystery, plot that w'll
to be kept guessing. "—Fihn Daily.

like

"Cannot help but
watchful awe.

inspire the audience
— Reeland
Reviews.

with

a

hushed

and

"By means

of changing lights, mysterious shadows, and an
eene atmosphere, the element of suspense is well sustained."—

Exhibitors Herald.

"So

finished

performance does he

a

^^^""^

.

.

"Walthall sure can act."

Particularly eSfective is the composition with sets which
have been so constructed as to add the proper touch of
mystery." L. B. Fowler in L. A. Daily News.

—

"The

"The photography
cleverly

established."

masterful
— Exhibitors
is

and the purple ray
Trade Review.

settings

effect

is

"For the weird phenomenon of the invisible man is hand'ed
by the camera in an eene way which even the most consummate stagecraft could not hope to dupHcate." Boston Advertiser.

—

are

unusually lavish."

— Motion

Picture

News.

(Walthall)

""^^^

^
fZ^^Ku^^"^^
from
the screen
great sincerity
the supporting cast."— L. A. Herald.

— Motion

seen

Picture

give

absent

t°
is

in

News.

the

that it
himself

work

of

!

!

The

man FROM BRODNEYS
Adapted from the Famous Novel by

GEORGE 6ARR McCUTCHEON

A

A Superb Cast
J.

RICH,

warm romance

of India Seas—

breathing the pungent fragrance of

WARREN KERRIGAN

the Orient—mysterious, inexplicable!

CALHOUN
WANDA HAWLEY
ALICE

A YOUNG American

MISS DuPONT

PAT O'MALLEY
KATHLEEN KEY

most

against

hand

to

A

save the

girl

will

bequeathing millions,

menace to the happiness of
those who would benefit.

uHiiiiinHiiiillfni'llli i...'-^'''i'Mtlillillll'Hi'ii||||||.'M.:MMi)||)!l

David Smith Production
ALBERT

test to

he loves -a princess of

sinister

screened

iM|iiiiin;M|l,|l|Miii,inin)||fmmi

put to the supreme

A STRANGE

hand battle
overwhelming odds ever

thrilling

intrigue,

royal blood

Scenes of Splendor
yHE

tangled in court

E.

SMITH

fflfiff^jii|f||lll!iTO§01|!l'll''i''^ 'lll(lll^^

president
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NEXT WEEK
Exhibitors

Trade Rcviein;
WILL PUBLISH A SPECL\L

POSTER DISPLAY

NUMBER
cover the subject of posters for Display Purposes from
every angle of constructive value. It will be invaluable to every

It will

exhibitor.

It will

be long preserved and remembered as an au-

thoritative issue for it will carry-

Special Articles by Poster Authorities
Special Poster Pictorials with Selling Punch
Special Poster Adaption Ideas

BE SURE YOU PLACE YOUR SPECIAL ORDERS EARLY
IT

WILL BE A SURE-FIRE SELL-OUT EDITION

—

What wonderful workers our
men are.

When

one

down and

sits

printed sales-

thinks of the time,

thought and brain work that must he used to

make any form

make

of an advertisement to

a successful seller of

merchandise

—one

it

begins

why printed salesmen accomplish
many wonderful things they do.
to realize

the

Each ad or poster must havo one thought that
will appeal to thousands of people
tirely different in physical

An
the

who

are en-

and mental makd-up.

appeal that will hit the "good natured"^

"crank"

—the

'serious minded."
line of

argument

"happy-go-lucky"

They cannot change
as

gift,

it's

their

is all

they can bear and

all types.

Poster making and ad composition

not a

the

each new prospect comes

along, that one message

that must sway

and

the

application

of

is

a

knowledge of human temperaments plus

common
First

are

sense.

National posters and clip ads

made by men who know

When

I

put in use they prove

their work.
it.
IS.P.

Schulber^

Katheriiie

Mac Donald

-CHASTnY"
J\ yviX

Book

all the

yew round

yititioriQl y^icture

Inspiration Pictures Inc.
Charles H. Duell, president
presents

'JohnS.Robertson
PFLODUCTION
Scenario by JosepKine Lovett

PhotograpKed by George Folsey

Every word his father shot
at him was like a knife thrust
in his heart.

He

him a "weakling" a "coward" a "society pet" and then beat him.
called

—

What a scene

—

this is!

It

sure gets them.

A

Barthelmess

they

all like

^

FbreijiB Rig)iu ConuoUed b»
National Ftcnuctlnc

[Asiodaied

Rm

Maduon Avenue;
V 383

New 'to* '

all the Ifear round

!
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"AINT IT THE TRUTH!"
Says Baby Peggy after
begin Mr.
darling as

New

telling

Laemmle that she is
weU as "The Darling

the
his
of

.

.

.

,

5

7
9

10

JUST A PLEASANT SMILE

11

Carl Laemmle and Mrs. Mastbaum
on a big set of "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame." This picture is one of

12

the greatest

York." Mr. Laemmle's answer

is

reflected

in

Laemmle

Interest

rpHE

following question was
put by a professor to a class
in journalism; by a speaker to
members of an advertising
and by an author at a
club
round-table meeting of writers

L

;

:

What

essential element must
a message contain to compel
attention? The answer in each
Interest
case was

—Human

With this thought in mind
one finds it easy to account for
the tremendous success of Carl
Reading one of
Laemmle.
Laemmle ads is like being
treated to a sparkling ice-cold
drink on a dry, humid day.
The ads have a human appeal quality that tickles the fan
The four to five hunpalate.
dred letters received daily in
reply to these ads eloquently
attest to the intimate contact effected between the Laemmle interests, and

movie goers

all.

over

the land.

This rubbing of minds with
all kinds of people is the keynote of the Laemmle ad process.

HE
of

Adv.ertising

Aids page

Exhibitors Trade Re-

the
like
peculiarly
It too
Laemmle ad process.
rubs minds with folks who reflect the "what's needed" essen-

view

is

tials in

man

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS

attitude.

his

Advertising Aids and

It

Carl Laemmle the Smiling Fighter
Seventeen Paramount Named for Weekly Release....
The Dynamo of Brains Behind Unitorsal
Editorial Page Exhibitors and the Ban
A Tribute to Laemmle.
Old Lady Astor

successful showmanship.
its fingers on the pulse

keeps

of the exhibitors interests.
And after all considerations
have been turned to account the
message
net result is this:
without human interest is drab

Universal Will Produce Thirty-Six Jewels
Dennison Pleads for Tax Elimination
Lewis Innerarity Praises Editorial Stand
'The Extra Girl' Goes to the Central

.-.

11

When

14
14
15
15

16
16
17
17

Hawk'
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18

34
40

'.
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Letters that Sell a Current or Future Program
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Fire Department Backs 'Hook and Ladder'

London Witnesses Unusual 'Hunchback' Campaign..

36

Exploitation Ideas in Brief
Laemmle Advertising Aids

37

33

long line toward the
booth is what Advertising Aids concerns itself with.
And this week on page 39 it
ing

the

ticket

reveals the successful
method of doing it.

Laemmle

"

On

25

broad mind
this little man.
And on page 18 see how he
has made his dreams come true.
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formula as

;

;

Chicago, Robert Banghart, 1106 Otis Building
West Coast, Richard Kipling, 1505 No. Western Ave., Los Angeles

TRADE
taking

this

watchword.
It
fighting to become more and
its

to the exhibitor.

It

is

daily seeing

its

dreams come

true.

Yet not for one moment is
content with these accom,

plishments.
It has new ones,
valuable ones, which we know
you will agree we are justified
fighting for.
result ?
series of special numbers, directed to some
particular phase of the showin

A

The

29

man's problems.

32

instance,
it
will
soon
entire issue devcJted
to posters.
It will give exhibitors new ideas in displays,
new ways of utilizing the sheets
supplied
by the distributing

41

44
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keeps the showman's problems constantly in mind, and it
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more valuable
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One page 5, you should read
how he has fought all his life

it

21

Big Little

you get

issue,

35

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS
Round about the Studios
Up and Down Main Street
Exhibitors Round Table
Box Office Reviews

else

this

pleasant smile.

it

\

of

do not
overlook Carl Laemmle's formula for winning success.
On pkge 4 he demonstrates
the value of the most important and least costly element
in winning good will
just a

39

Feature
Players We Know
Tried and Proved Pictures
Production Chart and Press Opinions

out

35

A

and lifeless. With it you can
make people move mountains.
Moving mountains can well
be left to the engineers. Mov-

YTTHATEVER

for his ideals

Are Put Into Concrete Form..
Carl's Dreams Came True
Ideas

Exploitation Possibilities in 'Sea
Tried and Pro\'ed by Laemmle

Success Formula

14

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS
Where Laemmle

Following Laemmle's

13

Metro's 'White Sister' Stirs Enthusiasm
Crosland to Produce for Himself
Wide Interest in T. O. C. C. Ball.
Editor 'Defends' Name of Jim Bridger
'Breath of Scandal' Is Next for Preferred
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successes of the "little
the big smile."

writh

For

have

an

companies,
new methods of
dressing lobbies so as to bring

crowds to the door.
But this is only the very beginning.

up

its

You

It

has other features

sleeve.

will

not

Watch
be

closely.

disappointed.

Accomplishment is our watchImprovement our slogan.
Keep your eye on the result

word.
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Keep Smiling With
Carl Laemmle
He

When He Loses as Well
When He Wins— Which Makes
Smiles

as

The Losses Seldom

HERE

is nothing so typical of Carl Laemmle as
his pleasant, winning smile.

'Y

In

fair

things

weather or
going
are

foul,

his

when
way

or the breaks are all against
him, the same pleasant expression illuminates his face.
It s not a costly element, but
it
goes farther than all the
extravagance and empty show
that so many people think
are indispensable in winning
laurels

'T'HE man

who

fights

for

the principles which he
thinks are right, is one in a
thousand. The man who can
a smile is one
fight with

and success.

man

In his
in
a million.
battles for the independents,
in his law suits, in his struggles up the ladder of success,
he has proved that he is a
fighter.
And the fact that he
has

won and

is

winning every

step of the way, proves that
the laurels go to the man
who can fight with a smile.

T-O

HIS FRIENDS

there

is
nothing more winning
than the Laemmle smile. To
his co-workers,
with whom
he labors hand in hand for
the betterment of conditions
in the industry and the prog-

ress

there
aging,
.ithere

his
own company,
nothing so encourand to his employees
is nothing so welcome.

of

is

1^

EXHIBITORS
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Laemmle

Carl

the Smiling Fighter

Forty Years an American
Sketch of

Man Who

Attained Success in Spite of Obstacles
By George

TTI O
I

trace the career of Carl Laemin the motion pictures busi-

rale

ness means in a large degree to
trace the histoi-y of the business itself.
It is the tale of a fighter in a fighting
industry. Lest there may be any misconception following the preceding statement we hasten to add that so far as
known Carl Laemmle never provoked a
fight.
Which is something entirely

That remark goes as well today,
for years he has been the head
of a company that to all outward appearances is a national organization, as
it did in the period from about
1900
to 1913.
heart.

when

For

always true that the independent company of today is the
national organization of tomorrow. Of
course, many companies begin business
it

is

apart from the assertion that he never
ran away from one.

And

once the

Laemmle was
ists

to

retire

issues

were

Blaisdell

The breaking up of the Sales Company into the Universal organization
Picture
and the New York Motion
Company was attended by tales of
shouting and shooting cowboys contending for the possession of studios.
And the Universal did not get settled
without some stifi:
into its bearings
scraps for control.
It was something in the neighborhood of ten vears ago when pedestrians

rounding the corner of Forty-eighth
street and Broadway were startled by
the sound of crashing glass and the
sudden depositing at their feet of cor-

1884

joined

the last of the antagonIn the
the fight.

from

poration books.

language of the day, when he started
something he finished it.

Laemmle Month

he emerged fi^om the
ring bearing the scars of combat and
resembling a battered pugilist, but on
his face was the smile like unto that
which decorated the countenance of the
tiger when he remarked "I have eaten
the canary."
It takes a good man to fight, but it
takes a good sport as well as a good
man to fight and smile meanwhile.
And it is the possession among other

Sometimes

qualities of that

of

the

which has done much

good

of

sport

CARL LAEMMLE

this

writer

made

Fourteenth street or Union Square.
Independents then were very much
like the Independents of later times
AVhen they could not fight or at least
when they were not fighting their common antagonists they scrapped among
:

themselves.
The organization of the Sales company was the result of a battle, and the
formation of the Universal Company
was the product of another.
The founder of the Universal com-

pany always was

In the days when, he
shores of

the

first

looked upon the

United States

the acquaintance of

Mr. Laemmle. Those were the days of
the Motion Picture Sales Company,
the headquarters of which were around

an

independent

at

But when

it

all

under way

business.

is

issued.

so "they" were.

over Carl Laemmle still held
the fort in that corner office, as he has
continued to hold it with undisputed
authority ever since.
U^p at 1600 great preparations are

was

endear Carl
Laemmle to his competitors as well as
his associates in the
motion picture

It

strife that

And

to

Thrived on Battles
nearly a dozen years ago that

Here

Is

"They're at it again!" said a hardboiled film person as he looked at the
broken windows on the third floor at
t6oo Broadway and heard the sounds

few survive the numerous pitfalls and hurdles.
The L'niversal began business as a
producing concern, but gradually it
took over the exchanges which it supplied until it was brought into the category of a national producing-distributing company.
as national organizations, but

The present placid existence of the
Universal company bears little resemblance to some of the steps b}' which
it reached that level, but it demonstrates
what may be attained by a man who
goes out to secure peace ev€^n if he
has to fight for it.

to celebrate in fitting

man-

ner the fortieth anniversary of the arrival of Carl Laemmle in the United
States. The second month of the NewYear is for them to be Laemmle Month.
The fact that the same period marks
Mr.
eighteenth anniversary of
the
Laemmle's entrance into the picture
business is apparently of lesser sig-

That this is so undoubtedly
the wishes of the Universal's
that to him the "Americaniza-

nificance.
reflects

—

chief
tion of Carl

Laemmle" means more

his life than the time

in

he has spent in

the picture business.
For that forty years is a story
America of its opportunities and
possibilities it contains for success
men of vision who also are men of

of
the
for
action and most importantly also men of
integrity and character.

—

Exhibitors Trade Review in its
of September 15 last under the

issue

caption of "Leaders

AH"

told the story
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Laemmle, how he had landed
country in 1884 with just enough

of Carl
in the

Another announcement under date
of April 4, 1908, indicates that tlie fight
was not one sided. Just an extract

cash to "get by" the gates.

The

"Read the advertising of any of my
competitors that you find in these
pages. Read between the lines and I
will bet a dollar to a roasted doughnut
that you will find some kind of a knock

job of the new-comer was
boy in a drug store. In spite
of the long hours he devoted his spare
time to studymg English.
Then the lad went to Chicago and
obtained employment in a department
store.
A South Dakota ranch was the
next scene of his activities, earning $4
a month and "found."
When he was sent to Chicago with a
consignment of live stock he decided
to remain.
He went to work in the
stockyards and was promoted to a

fiscation of

clerkship.

forces to

first

as errand

In 1894, at the age of twenty-six,

young Laemmle went

to

Oshkosh as
Four years

cashier in a clothing house.
later he was the manager.

In 1906,
having saved $4,000, he went to Chicago to open a ten-cent store.

The "queue"

outside of

a

moving

picture show,

one of the two in the
town, caused him to change his mind.
Following the opening of the White

House Theatre, in Milwaukee avenue,
came other picture houses. The $4,000
dwindled, in spite of the fast inflowing
The search for added capital brought in the brothers Cochrane,
who had been connected with the Witt
K. Cochrane advertising agency.
This brings us to another phase ot
the Laemmle career, and one that has
most important bearing on its success.
of revenue.

Advertising Great Factor

From

ness Mr. Laemmle has had the advantage of expert advertising brains.
At
the head of these forces has been Robert H. Cochrane, who alfhough he always has occupied a high executive

position has never lost his interest in
printer's ink nor has his typewriter on
the occasions of moment when it is
lost

cisive characteristics
ly to

any of

—the

big

B.,

as
sets

the humoirist, ,and
Carl
Laemmle.
the two were inspecting one of the
for Universal's "The Hunchback."

cameras, sent

its

Cuba

make

to

its

acting

pictures.

Prior to that time, however, there

had been many merry set-tos in the
amusement press with the licensed companies.

Just a suggestion of the general style of the advertising used in the
early days is found in the Billboard in
a generous space under date of December 15, 1906, as follows:
"I

deserve the marvelous success

have had since
Film Service.

I

started the

I

worked

I

Laemmle

like a horse,

not only scouring the world for the
best films, but keeping my service better than any on earth.

"My

customers are absolutely

am
am

satis-

on my
laurels. I
not built that way. My
Film Service has got to keep on growing better all the time.
I had rather
sacrifice a manufacturer's profits than
give a single customer the slightest
fied,

but

I

not.

in-

won't permit delays. I won't
stand for half-good films.
They have
got to be all good or they don't get into
my service. This is a straightforward
promise and I honestly mean it.
I
made other promises in previous advertisements, and T kept them, of course."
Laemmle editing a motion picture column for
home town paper on the occasion of his recent

Carl

to Milwaukee, where he opened his first exchange, in 1906, more than seventeen years ago.

visit

it."

Illinois through the operation of a local option law many
saloons were put out of business. Mr.
Laemmle showed the saloonkeepers how
to get a business that would change
their social status and make them some
He sereal money at the same time.
cured a mail list of these places and
wrote letters to the owners. He advertised, too, in this fashion:

"I will start you in the moving picture business, teach you all the ins and
outs of it how to make it a sure sucI will work hand in hand with
cess.
you from the very beginning."
Mr. Laemmle got a lot of good busi-

—

ness.

In an issue of the Billboard of July
1907, surrounding an advertisement
of the Laemmle Film Service, there
were printed many samples of newspaper advertising for use of exhibitors.
Another "ad" under an appropriate
cartoon carried the caption
6,

I can't rest

"I

his

its

ability quick-

go to the root of a
and dub a spade

K. O.
snapped

reason for complaint.

his first entrance into the busi-

brought into play

on me. I like
In 1908 in

"Gee Whiz!

I'm glad I'm free!

No more Licensed films for me !"
On June 26, 1909, came the
nouncement

that an

an-

award of $25 had

been made for the suggestion of a new
producing company the Imp, meaning
the Independent Motion Pictures Company.
Probably it was the first time
the present well-known means had been
adopted for securing a suitable name
for a producing concern.
The cartoon of "Gen. Flimco," a
bemedaled swashbuckling caricature of
a soldier, will be remembered with
mirth by the old-timers. The advertising that accompanied these representations was ungentle and biting, and

—

was reciprocated

in

kind

situation

by the members of the

a spade.

censed

The Laemmle Film Serwas organized in 1906,

vice

with
cities.

ent

exchanges in nine
In 1909 Independ-

Motion

p r o d u cing

Pictures,
a
organization,

was formed.
There had been controversies prior to this time,
but those which had gone
before were as nothing to
those that resulted from
the attempts of the Imp,
as the Laemmle company

came

to be

known,

to

make

pictures.

Last September
the story of

how

we

told

the

Imp

company, in a successful
etfort to prevent the con-

was along 1915

It

the

much used

"Use

li-

circle.

the brains

you" attained

that

expression

God gave

height in
Universal's advertising.
It is not without interest, in view of Mr. Laemmle's early ambitions to
own ten-cent stores, to
learn that the site of the
first

its

Laemmle motion

pic-

ture theatre is now occupied by a Woolworth tencent store.
It has been a busy career,
that of the man who is this

month being honored by his
associates and customers.
It is

honor

one that has been an
to the

moving picture

industry and Carl

Laemmle

;

January

26,
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Named

Seventeen Paramounts

for

Weekly Release
box in the centre of this page
found a list of the seventeen
pictures announced by Paramount.
Beginning March 3 and issued at the
rate of one each week they will carry
the

INwill be

through until July

They

Paramount Releases
from March 3 to July
William

A

represent the fulfillment of the

Gloria Swanson in
Society Scandal"

"A

"Magnolia"

A

of the big successes of the current New
York theatrical season "Tomorrow's
Bread," by Wallace Irwin, and " Feet

James Cruze Production
Pola Negri in

;

"Montmartre"

"The Dawn of a Tomorrow"
George Melford Production
Thomas Meighan in
"Write Your Own Ticket"

of Clay," by Margaretta Tuttle, both of
which will be produced by Cecil B. De
Mille; "The Mountebank," by W. J.

A

Locke; "The Salamander," by Owen
Johnson, and "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
by Booth Tarkington.

"Triumph,"

A

Cecil B.

De

Mille Production

"The Breaking Point,"
Herbert Brenon Production

A

"Monsieur Beaucaire" has been chosen as the vehicle to reintroduce Rudolph Valentino to Paramount audiences under the terms of the agreement
recently entered into by Mr. Valentino
and Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
Mr. Valentino has just returned
from Europe and will start work at an

"Bluff"

A Sam Wood

Production
Wasteland,"
Irvin Willat Production
Pola Negri in

"Wanderer

An

at the LrOng Island studio calls for a
greater number of pictures during the
coming year than have been made there
in any year since the studio was built.
The studio at Hollywood has again
resumed its place as the center of West
Coast production activity, and within a
few weeks twelve units will be engaged
in making Paramount pictures at the

two

1

in

"Singer Jim McKee"
"Icebound,"
William De Mille Production
Walter Hiers in
"Fair Week"

1.

promise made by Adolph Zukor last
November that the temporary curtailment of production at the company's
Eastern and West Coast studios would
entail no interruption of the Paramount
releasing schedule. A majority of them
are either entirely finished or well along
toward completion. Of the remainder,
some already have been started, while
the plans for the others have been completed and they will go into production
in the immediate future.
With the reopening of the West
Coast studio and the simultaneous augmentation of production at the Eastern
studio activity has been resumed on a
broad scale. The production schedule

Hart

S.

imposing one and will be published in
due course of time.
Among those planned for early producion are "Merton of the Movies,"
the play by George S. Kaufman and
Marc Connelly adapted from Henry
Leon Wilson's novel, which will be produced by James Cruze and in which
Glenn Hunter, star of the stage play,
will be seen as Merton; "The Swan,"
the play by Franz Molnar, which is one

of the

"Men"

A
A

studios.

Dorothy Dalton in
"The Moral Sinner"
Leatrice Joy in
"Take It or Leave It"
"The Code of the Sea,"
Victor Fleming Production

early date at

are Cecil B.

De

Mille, director-general

Herbert Brencn, Sam Wood, Irvin Willat, Victor Fleming, Alfred E. Green,
Joseph Henabery, Victor Heerman and
Dimitri Buchowetzki.

Long

List of Players

Among the stars and
who will be at work in

leading players
the Paramount
studios are Thomas Meighan, Gloria
Swanson, Pola Negri, Glenn Hunter,
Rudolph Valentino, Leatrice Joy, Agnes
Ayres, Bebe Daniels, Richard Dix,
Jack Holt, Rod La Rocque, Jacqueline

Logan, Antonio Moreno, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Charles De Roche, Ernest Torrence, Lois Wilson, George Fawcett,
Theodore Roberts, Ricardo Cortez,

Reverting to the
just announced,

every item of cost of production
has been estimated with the highest degree of accuracy possible.
until

In each studio has been established
an estimating department, composed of
production experts, whose duty it is to
go over each script with the director
and scenario writer and estimate the
cost of every scene in the picture befoi^e
any photographing is done at all. Casts
will be chosen with the greatest care
and the utmost of time and study is
to be placed on every step of production, not only looking toward the accurate estimating of costs but even involving changes in stories deemed necessary for their artistic improvement.

With
nomic

the resultant increase in ecoit is believed the quality

efficiency

"Men," written and directed by Di-

mitri Buchowetzki, the noted Polish
director who produced
"Peter the

Great," "Danton" and other great Eu-

ropean successes. Buchowetzki recentcame to this country and is now at
Hollywood, where "Men" is to be
started within the next few days.
ly

Also on the list is the Cecil D. De
Mille production, "Triumph," which
Mr. De Mille is now making on the
coast following the sensational success
of his "The Ten Commandments."

Zane

Grey's

"Wanderer

public.

that

policy of px'oduction readjustment was being worked out the
acquisition of new and valuable properties for future production proceeded

managements of the studios,
from now on no picture will be started

of

spective

is

will be

Wasteland," an Irvin

"Merton of the Movies" Coming
this

without interruption.

The complete

list

of productions

list

noted that
Pola Negri will be seen in two pictures,
both directed by European directors.
The first is "Montmartre," directed by
Ernest Lubitsch, who produced "Passion," Miss Negri's first and by many
judged her greatest success. The other
it

of product is bound to be enhanced to
a degree that will prove of immeasurable benefit to the exhibitor and to the

Charles Ogle, Noah Beery, Theodore
Kosloff, Nita Naldi, Mary'Astor, Julia
Fa ye, Ethel Wales, Vera Reynolds,
Robert Edeson and Raymond Hatton.
The recent suspension of production
has resulted in the formulation of a
definite policy of real and far-reaching
value.
With more authority and responsibility placed directly upon the re-

While

Willat

and plays purchased

is

an

of

the

produc-

stands out as a distinct novelty in
will be produced entirely in color by the Technicolor process, which
tion,

it

was used with such amazingly artistic
effect in the scenes of the Exodus in
"The Ten Commandments."
also be noted that Leatrice
fonnally introduced as a star
in "Take It or Leave It," a Joseph
Henabery production.
It

Joy

will

is

_

stories

Island studio

Lubitsch to Direct Negri

"In the First Degree,"
William De Mille Production

The directors who will produce the
Paramount pictures for the coming year
James Cruze, William De Mille, Sidney
Olcott, Allan Dwan, George Melford,

Long

the

under the direction of Sidnc}? Olcott.
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WHERE
LAEMMLE
IDEAS ARE

PUT INTO
CONCRETE

FORM
Universal City.
Calif,

TUST
*'

above

and

the

is

main entrance

Gateway

to

"Laemmleland"

— the

Universal City, where thousands work
Pictures the best pictures
make their chief happy, whom you see on the left,
smilingly checking up the sales reports.

industrially to

to

make Universal

T>ELOW

the

is

executive brains of
production, who govern the activities of.
this great studio metropolis.
Just behind
Universal City, a pan-

orama

of

which you

see on the left,
great Universal

where

Mr.

is

the

Ranch
Laemmle

houses his own
punchers
and

cowlive

The Studio Metropolis
of Shadowland
Nestling in an Enticing Valley, Just Over the Blue Hills of Hollywood, Lies "Laemmleland,"
Universal Creates Its Healthy Share of the World's Entertainment.

Where

—
January
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TYPICAL OF CARL LAEMMLE: AT THE LEFT AN INTERIOR VIEW OF THE MILWAUKEE
UNIVERSAL EXCHANGE. AT THE RIGHT. THE OFFICE OF THE SAN FRANCISCO BRANCH.

The Dynamo

of Brains Behind Universal

'The House That Carl Built'
Business
BIGBrain
Power.

is

always

based

and editorially you have
been told on the preceding pages

Pictorially
just

some of

the reasons for that big

little

smiling fighter, Carl Laemmle, having
a birthday a birthday a month long
that the entire film industry wants to
help celebrate.

—

Behind it all, that desire to want to
pay tribute on the part of exhibitors
by the thousands, fans by the millions,
and competitors by the score is primarily based upon the admiration of
accomplishment.

—

—

And accomplishment, in the very
vivid case of Carl Laemmle, is nothing
more than the result of Pluck, backed
by Big Brain Power.
It is an old formula that the most
successful business executive is the one
who surrounds himself with creative,
thinking, conservative minds
as nearly
as possible, big brains like his own.

If that be true

—and

it is

Laemmle and Universal

—
—then Carl

started in the

very beginning to be Big Business. For
it was
in the very beginning that the
Cochranes R. H. and P. D. became
closely associated with the generalissimo of the Independents, and in that
move Carl I-aemmle really did the biggest thing of his entire career
and as-

—

—

—

sociation

from which motion pictures

have derived nothing short of a wealth
of constructive, creative ideas.

^OO

By EDDY ECKELS

on

In the case o£ Universal there is a vast wealth of it.
To measure it in the language of the
twenty-four sheet, "it is the biggest array of executive brains ever assembled
under one tent. Count 'em."

much cannot be said of the
Cochranes. They desire no publicity
whatsoever. Yet R. H. Cochrane is the
genius guiding counsel of the tremendous Laemmle campaigns, which have
run well into the millions, and have

gone down and

down

will

continue

to

go

in history as millions efficiently

spent.

He is the advertising genius, far happier in his element of specializing so
his chief shall ever be chief
his world

—

—

a world of one hundred per cent support ^his army the leading army of

—

battles fought

And

and won.

he in turn

is

supported by such

generals of finance and sales
exploitation as E. H. Goldstein, and P.
D. Cochrane. No greater dovetail than
that combination exists anywhere within the ranks of filmdom.
efficient

Their work

H.

is

carried on, just as R.

carries on, with

an almost unheard

of loyalty toward one goal and ambition
the top efficiency of their own'
that the Laemmle orunit systems
ganization may be known as the biggest
and squarest dealing film company of

—

them

—

all.

Recently the brains of Al Lichtman
to the brains of the execu-

were added

counsel board, and that addition
already has started to prove up in
tive

added popularity, added dollars and
cents, added prestige.
As sales manager for Universal,
Lichtman's dominant energy and dynamic personality was an exceedingly
wise

choice

— an

exceedingly

Brains of the Big Boss is best
revealed by the fact that he insists
upon always being the happy daddy of

'THE

brainy

choice.

Brains like these choose like brains

— whenever and wherever possible.

that family.

He has taught them, by actually being one of them, how to fight with a
smile the way he fights how to think
with consideration for the other fellow
how to build with
the way he thinks
the constant thought of many tomor-

—

—

—

rows the way he builds.
His greeting to the boys is "Howdy,"
and that word is the family battle cry
as they

for

fight

them looking up
and admiration.
That

is

doing so

to

—

him everyone of
him with respect

why the Laemmle family is
much good for thousands of

—

exhibitors throughout the world and
through them for the millions of screen

lovers

who

crave

clean,

entertaining

amusement.
That is why

the Laemmle family
together Big Brains see to it
Saw to it that it fought
that it does.
Will see to it that
the
top.
to
its way
it fights to stay up there.

—

sticks

That is why the Laemmle family is
constructive in the motion picture industry because Carl Laemmle is because R. H. Cochrane is and E. H.

—

—

—

Goldstein, and P. D. Cochrane, and Al
Lichtman are.
That is the dynamo behind Universal.

The dynamo

of brains that gener-

ates production at Universal City and
scores of points constantly east, west,

south and north on location.

As

evidence, the hundreds of staff
lieutenants hived up in i6oo Broadway,
Universal City, Fort Lee, and the Universal branch exchanges and offices
circling the globe, are in 99 per cent of
cases all happy and efficient members
of the great Laemmle family.

—

—

The same

dynamo

that

generates

speedy but fair dealing distributive
methods, through a chain of exchanges
upon which the sun never sets.

The same dynamo that never lets up
for a moment, but keeps on generating
superlative exploitation ideas for the
exhibitors who wisely associate themselves with the Laemmle family, and—
its

dynamo

of Brains.
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Exhibitors and

tlie

Ban

GEORGE BLAISDELL
TTIHE
last

Theatre Owners of Connecticut Avho

week

in resolutions general in charac-

ter declared that the organization would
take a positive stand in respect to subscribing
to the pictures connected with any persons
coming into unpleasant notoriety employed
one phrase which we think upon re-examination will be conceded bj^ the members of the
body to be unjust.

The
frain

resolutions declared that

from furthering

their

"we

interests

will re-

in

any

M'ay Avhatsoever."

The implication is that the members of the
organization will not sho^^ pictures in which
such persons as those referred to may be found
in the cast.

We

desire to call the attention of these exhibitors of the Nutmeg State and also those of

Massachusetts

and JMichigan who

may

be

similarly minded to the fact that by declining
to show pictures in which any particular players

have appeared they are imposing no ma-

terial

whom

penalty Avhatever upon the persons at
they are aiming.

But they are imposing a material penalty
upon the producers and distributors of those
productions.

The players have completed the Avork for
which they were engaged, have been paid for
it, and so far as they are concerned financially
are "shut" of the particular picture.

The men who invested their money in that
production are the sole sufferers.
It probably makes no practical difference to
the producer whether his capital be destroyed
by a body of exhibitors or by a censor board,
but he may be pardoned for feeling that he is
entitled to consideration at the hands of his
own industry even if he looks for none from
a board the chief object of whose members is
at times the drawing of a soft salary at the
ultimate expense of the exhibitor.
point we desire to emphasize is that any
step which adds to the risks of the producer
tends very substantially to increase the cost of
product to the exhibitor.
And the conviction upon the part of the
producer that to the financial dangers of an already hazardous business are to be added the
possibilities
of destruction of his capital
through a combination of circumstances over

A

which he or any of his present or former
agents have no control certainly will increase
the cost of production to the middleman.
The present situation is something new in
the motion picture business, a business prolific
in the uncovering of "situations" of one kind
or another. It is Avithout precedent.
say this Avith full cognizance of another
happening on the West Coast, one really and
tragically serious, but Avhich in its intrinsic
factors bears no resemblance Avhatever to the
present affair.
If pictures in Avhich JNIiss Normand or Miss
Purviance appeared are to be barred even
temporarily by any body then no producer is
safe, no player is safe, and for that matter no
exhibitor is safe.
are talking of productions Avhich haA'-e been completed, not of those
Avhich may be in contemplation.
Exhibitors Trade RevicAV yields to no man
or body of men in its high esteem of the motion picture as an institutioii or in its jealousy
of its good repute in the minds of right and
clear thinking citizens.
But it does not believe that that good repute
Avill be fortified or enhanced by the destruction
of property Avhich Avas created in good faith
and the creators of Avhich believed Avhen they
entered into the transaction they Avould get a

We

We

run for their money.
The present is an excellent time to establish
the precedent, to lay doAvn the principle and
that Avhen a Avholesome picture
that now are in controversy
it is property,
are conceded to be AA^holesome
and unless the person Avho shall be proved
guilty of a crime haA^e a financial interest in a
subject nothing shall stop its exhibition before
the public, proAaded that that exhibition be for
purposes of legitimate entertainment and not
an attempt to cater to morbidity.
The exhibitor, Avho hy the nature of his
business is in close touch AAath his public, is a
keen judge as to Avhat is proper to do in a
to fight for
is

made

it,

—and any

—

given situation.
note that in the present instance the
vast majority of exhibitors are taking no action in the premises, have experienced no increase in temperature, which is the best of evidence that the great public Avith Avhich they are
on such terms of intimacAT^ has had only a passing interest in the happening.

We

—
January

A

26.
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Tribute to

Universal Will Produce in Year
Thirty-six Jewels

Laemmle
T

I

Great Enthusiasm at Sales Convention

has seemed fitting to Ex-

Trade Review

hibitors

to

take cognizance in this issue possibly in an unusual Avay
of the fortieth anniversary of
the arrival of Carl Laemmle in
the United States.
That is why the "Carl

Laem-

mle Number."
Surely it is a satisfaction to
be permitted to add our voice
to those of the many Avhich are
being raised in honor of one of
the most picturesque figm-es in
the motion picture industry.
From the day Carl Laemmle
decided to open the White
House Theatre in Chicago he
has not only been a part of the
industry but very much a part
of it.
Being trained in the ways of
the merchant and understanding merchandising he wasted
no time in bringing to bear the
heavy bloAv leveled by the
strong arms of the printinggiant.

Printer's ink has been a part
the ladder by which he
climbed to the success he has
achieved.

of

But behind

Laemmle

has
brought to bear a most necessary factor
one without which
the employment of tons of ink
and paper would have availed
him nothing he has injected
into his business a personality,
he has established in the minds
of those with whom he has done
business the feeling they were
dealing with a man Avhose word
could be taken.
In short, he has character.
When a man of character

—

—

and energy

also

is

endowed

with the ability to select lieutenants of capacity and also of
integrity then there is not much

Our

Carl Laemmle, presicluded in Chicago.
dent of the company, has departed for Universal City to carry into effect, insofar as
production is concerned, the conclusions
reached in this convention.

The net results are a more efficient,
better organized physical distribution plan,
a reunited sales force, full of enthusiasm
for its new leader, and a production program based upon facts and figures of what
the exhibitors of the United States want
a program which will involve the expenditure of at least $5,000,000 more than was
ever spent on a year's production of Universal pictures before.
Instead of making twelve productions
of the Jewel grade. Universal is planning
to make thirty-six pictures of this calibre,
using the best stories obtainable, with
photography and general
production which have
marked the best of the Jewel pictures for
casts,

salutations!

direction,

completeness of

significant facts.
It was the first convention the Universal ever held at which every
exchange manager of the entire system of
Universal exchanges in this country participated in conjunction with the district

managers

These productions

will be sold according
to the new sales plan, on their individual
merits.
No quota will be established for
them until they have been actually seen in
the home office or sufficient information
secured from the Coast upon which to
base a legitimate and equitable quota.
This quota will be determined solely on
the audience value of the production.
If
this is high, the quota will be in conformity,

because Lichtman, from an experience

covering fifteen years of .selling with a
great many other companies and after six
weeks of observing the workings of the
Universal exchange system, feels that Universal pictures have not received from exhibitors the prices that they are entitled
to.

Quota Based on Audience Value
any reason the audience value of
the picture isn't as great as was originally
anticipated, the quota will be adjusted accordingly.
Every picture will stand on its
own merits.
There will also be a thorough exploitation plan worked out for each picture, and
the exploitation experience and possfbilTties
will be merchandised as an integral part of
each of these big Jewel productions.
It
will be backed up by a strong week to
week campaign in the Saturday Evening
Post.
An important function of this convention also was the consummation of the
final plans for Laemmle month and the
reports of progress thus far made, which
were extremely gratifying.
Incidental
to
this anniversary celebration, a letter from
Adolph Zukor which appears in its full text
in another column of this paper, was wired
to the convention from New York, and
Mr. Lichtman, in the presence of Mr.
Laemmle, read it to the fifty-one Universal
salesmen and representatives gathered in
the convention hall in the Drake Hotel.
If

for

Zukor Letter

Stirs

Salesmen

created a profound sensation and this
attitude of the head of a rival producing
and distributing company caused a spontaneous and enthusiastic burst of applause
and elicited a letter of heartfelt gratitude
It

from Mr. Laemmle.

The convention

itself

emphasized

two

"Hunchback"

and

representa-

tives.

The second

significant

fact is that

Uni-

plan its production for next
year with reference to the wishes, advice
and experience of the sales department,
rather than relying solely on the judgment
of the production department at Universal
City, which is necessarily more or less out
of touch with sales angles.
From the exchange angle, one of the
most important results of the convention
was the redistricting of the Universal exchanges into more districts, with greater
concentration of authority and greater opversal

to

is

portunity for the several district managers
As a corollary
to exert their individuality.
of the redistricting, zoning of exchanges
themselves for greater ease and economy
of selling, was also decided upon.

New

several years past.

way

of human factors
that can stop his progress.
And Carl Laemmle surely
has progressed.
in the

most
comprehensive
exchange convention,
and incidentally the first under the leadership of Al Lichtman, has just been conand successful

campaigns of

his

advertising Mr.

TTNIVERSAL'S

District

Managers

Several appointments were announced,
and several others will .be announced as
soon as Mr. Lichtman has the opportunity
to put all of the convention decisions into
their proper places.
under the charge of

The district formerly
Ned Depinet, as the

southern district embracing a territory' of
almost one-third of the United States was
divided, Ned Depinet retains the western
half of the south, with headquarters at
Dallas.

Supervision of the eastern half of this
southern territory will be in charge of Dan
Michaelove.

Another appointment announced was that
whose territory will embrace the present Universal exchange of
St. Louis and Kansas City.
H. P. Wolfberg, was was appointed several weeks ago as an assistant general
liianager of Exchanges, has been assigned
to supervise the exchanges located in Chicago, Milwaukee and Minneapolis.
Another important appointment is that
of Gerald Akers,

of Ike Van Ronkel, who will have supervision of the offices of Omaha, Des Moines

and Sioux Falls.
So perfectly had the arrangements for
this convention been made, that every one
of the thirty-six exchange managers and
the Home
arrived in
vention as
11 o'clock

who attended
time to open the conplanned, with full attendance at
Friday, January 11.
"Before I came to Chicago," said Mr.
Laemmle in the middle of a speech devoted
to a resume of all that had taken place at
the various sessions, all of which he had
attended, "I had several battles with Mr.
Lichtman over his proposition. I wasn't
convinced and I couldn't see the enormous
amount of money which this program
would entail, but 1 have changed my mind.
I
Rather, you have changed my mind.
feel that you should be in a position to
know what you can sell and what the exhibitor wants.
"I am going to the Coast tonight and I
am going there prepared to put this pftrgram into execution. It will take careful
planning and expert supervision, but Universal has tackled big problems before, and
I feel confident that we can turn out thirtj^six Jewels of even better quality than our
last year's product."
Office executives

Chicago

in
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"PRANK BEILEY,

recently elected a member of the board
of directors of Famous Players-Lasky, has a record of
executive service which hints of a life more industrious than
Aside from his present directorthe celebrated busy bee.
ship with the Famous Players force, Mr. Bailev is chairman
of the board of directors of the Realty Associates and of
vice-president of the Bond
the Prudence Company, Inc.
;

and Mortgage Guarantee and director of Nassau National
Bank, Brooklyn Edison Compan}', Westchester Title and
Trust Company, Thompson Starrett Company, Brooklyn
Academy of Music, Bush Terminal Company, and Hudson
Insurance Company.

Dave Bershon, booking manager for West Coast Theappreciated? Read on and be convinced. Dur-

JS

atre, Inc.,

ing the latter part of 1923 Mr. Bershon conceived the plan
of launching a private enterprise, of which he was to be in
He tendered his resignation to take effect on
sole charge.
January i. Mike Gore and Sol Lesser went into conference.
You probably have guessed the answer. The outcome of that conference is incorporated in an announcement
which Sol and Mike send out over their own signatures
"We are happy to announce that Mr. Bershon will remain
with West Coast Theatres, Inc. He is an able man in ever}'
way, and commands the respect of those with whom he does
business."
Decisions like this are good for the industry.

REPRESENTATIVE

crowd of the moving picture elite were on hand at the pier when Mr. and
Mrs. Jules Brulatour sailed for a trip to Egypt and
the Orient, to be gone about ten weeks.
Mrs. Brulatour is better known as Hope Hampton, the girl who
made gold digging pleasant in the Warner Brothers

A

production

of

remember the

Avery

Hopwood's

story.

Those

"EXHIBITORS in the Dakotas and Upper Michigan
peninsula have cause for rejoicing.
Ben Friedman, head of the Film Corporation of Minneapolis, has
completed arrangements to handle C. B. C. features in
those districts. Eight features are ncluded in the deal
"Temptation," "Yesterday's Wife," "Forg^ive and
Forget," "The Marriage
Market,"
"Discontented
Husbands," "The Barefoot Boy," and "Why Women
Marry."
These are to be handled on a "blanket
sales"
basis.
It is an especially good box office

who

that looked as though the
the
aftef they had been
run five or six times will appreciate what it means to
sit through ^ picture that is as clear as crystal, even
though it has been shown scores of times.
When
you say "Eastman stock" one just naturally thinks
of Jules Brulatour.
old celluloid

had been taken

pictures

j^EW YORK

in

series.

soon extend the glad hand of welcome
to M. H. Hoffman, vice-president of Truart, who has left
Los Angeles, where he spent two months completing Truart's production plans for the coming year.
In addition
will

all the units which were
producing under the Truart banner, namely Elaine Hammerstein, Larry Semon, Richard Talmadge and Carlos Productions, Mr. Hoffman also has signed a six-year contract
with Roland West for the production of two special features
a year. Mr. HolTman is returning via the Panama Canal

to definitely assigning vehicles to

route.

Bon voyage.
T

ESLEY MASON

joins

Hodkinson

as western

CROWD

A
that brought out the reserves greeted
Rudolph and Mrs. Valentino when the Begenland docked at the Red Star pier this week. When he
had been properly photographed, and all the fans had
looked their eyeful the "Shiek" was finally able to
speed on to his hotel.
At any early date he is to
start his initial production for Famious Players under
his new agreement
It is an adaptaton of the famous
"Monsieur Beaucaire,' 'which is probably one of the
best known stories ever adapted.
Sidney Olcott wi'l
talent,

and Abe Stern started
Script-Building Department

and when you have such a combination of art.
and patient skill there is every DrobabiHty
Valentino's "come back" will be well worth

it.

Something

else

new.

the latest.
Through
this unit all stories either purchased or written by Centurascenarists will be built up step by step.
large stock of
love interest, gags, and thrills will be kept on hand to be
administered in as large doses as the stories justify. Should
a director on location need a little tear sequence, he has but
to call on the Script-Building and he will be immediately
supplied with the necessarv' sobs.
Should he need a little
comedy, a little drama, a little "meller" stuff, a hurry call to
the new department will bring forth the ingredient which
he may need.
is

A

NOTHER

blow to censorship. The Buffalo CourJanuary 5 carried an editorial, which states
to assert that such historical movies as
'The Chronicles of America' will do more in a few
years for better motion pictures than censorship
would do in a generation.
The Buffalo Courier
Censorship becomes absurd when the high
is right.
ier of

"It

is

safe

'

pctures that the people want are oroduced.
public won't stand for an5rthing like that.
So'

grade
the

why waste
that

is

a lot of time and money
so obviously unnecessary."

pROBABLY
in

the character of Lincoln.
Ruth Clifford is Ann Rutledge.
If it is possible to prophesy anything in the motion picture
industry, the success of the Rockett picture is well assured.

direct

A

A

Gotham, are now receiving compliments on their production
of "Abraham Lincoln" wihch is to be presented to the public
at the Gaiety Theatre January 21. More than three years
were consumed in production. Every available volume of
history which had any bearing on the life of the martyred
president was religiously studied.
George Billings depicts

that the
while.

JULIUS

rep-

resentative of that organization,
tormerly managing editor of the Moton Picture
ews, later editor
of Exhibitors Trade review, "Les" brings to his new
connection vfide experience in all phases of the motion picture business.
F.
Munroe, the newly
C.
elected president, states that Mr. Mason will be the
intii^rmediary
between the parent concern and the
independent producing groups releasing throught Hodkinson.
From his office at 934 South Olive Street,
Los Angeles, wall come information both as to public and exhibitor taste, whch should be a real service to the industry in general.

^L AND RAY ROCKETT, now well established

»

the
that William A.

on legislation

most important rumor of the week is
Brady will resume picture making, and

that he will concentrate his activities at Fort Lee, N. J.
Report also has it that the first production will be an adaptation of Robert Keable's "Simon Called Peter," a book

which caused wide comment when first published. Other
plays available from his manuscripts are "Forever After,"
in which his daughter, Alice Brady, was. unusually successful on the stage: and "Chains" which he promised would
be done with the original New York cast.
Another announcement which is said to have come from Mr. Brady is
that he intends to present his pictures with "stellar casts,"
rather than "stars."

D

SCHULBERG,

president of Preferred Picture-.
out for highest honors as a comand Los Angeles.
With
the nrincipal scenes of "Poisoned
Paradise" completed, he is again on his way back East to discuss
distribution plans w^th Messrs. Bachman and Ginsberg.
As soon as this work is finshed He wi'l start
berg.
As soon as this work is finished he will start
photographic treats which Preferred has on the production schedule.
p.

Corporation

muter between

is

New York

:

January

26,

;

1924
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Dennison Pleads Before Congressional Committee
for Elimination of
CONNOLLY,
S.
JACK
representative of the Hays
Charles

Pettijohn

Washington
organization

and Joseph

K

Denni-

A'lonroe, Mich., president of the
Michigan M. P. T. O. A., appeared before the Ways and Means Committe of the
House of Representatives on January 14,
at the opening of hearings on the question
of re\-cnue revision, to plead for the repeal of the tax on admissions, as provided
for in the plan submitted to Congress by

son,

of

Secretary of the Treasury Mellon.

The arguments of the moving picture exhibitors of the country for the elimination
were submitted through the
Mr. Dennison, who in

this tax
timony of
c:f

testhis

matter represented the exhibitors of thiry-

He told graphically f the
States.
conditions prevailing throughout the countty, where the tax, added to higher rents
for filnjs and increased costs of opcr-i'/mi,
bid fair to drive many theatre owners out
of business.
Mr. Dennison, as president of the Michigan association, was appointed a member
of the Theatre Owners special committee
which was formed for the purpose of c 3!lecting data and information on the admission tax, and was able to give the committee figures in which it developed that
two

Tax

theatres have gone out
the past sixteen months.

1.400
in

of

business

Through Mr. Dennison,

the exhibitors
Minnesota,
Indiana,
New
York, Illinois, Texas, Ohio, Iowa, Oregon,

Michigan,

of

Washington, Massachusetts, North and
South Carolina, North and South Dakota.
Colorado, Tennessee, Alabama,
Georgia,
Florida, California, Montana, Kansas, Nevada, Mississippi, Oklahoma, W'est Virginia, Virginia,
New Mexico, Nebraska
and Louisana made their plea for tax reduction.

Never before

in the history of the

indus-

he declared, has there been such a
united ef¥ort put forth by the
industry.
This interest is due to the fact that unless
theatre owners can secure for the general
public they are serving and themselves, relief from this tax that is taking 10 to 13
per cent of their gross, the future of the
try,

industry

is

in jeopardy.

Motion pictures are the amusement of
the masses, it was pointed out, and as such
this tax is a serious burden to that part
of the American public that can least afford
to pay it.
It comes out of the slender
purses of those
so burdened.

who

can least afford to be
Alan Crosland. who

will

produce independently pic-

featuring Betty Compscn.
The subjects
be released through Hodkinson

tures

will

Lewis Innerarity Praises Editorial Stand of
CATHOLICS DESIRE
NORMAND PICTURE

Exhibitors Trade Review

New
To Editor

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Executive Offices,
York, January 16, 1924.

of Exhibitors

Trade

editorial under
the
YOUR
Pulpit's Rebuke"
your issue

title

uary 19
titled

to

is

are quite ready to
prostitute their opinions to what they conceive to be public demand.

An

"The
of Jan-

particularly refreshing and en-

commendation because you have

to
record your
sincere convictions on a subject of greatest
moment to the industry rather than capitalize the opportunity for publication of
scandalous innuendoes, the formulation of
high-sounding phrases, and the reading of

grasped an opportunity

morality sermons.

The

latter course, to be sure, would have
filled many more pages of print, and would
doubtless have entertained a certain ele-

ment among your readers, but your paper
would have sadly failed in its function if
lent its pages to the publication of idle
gossip, unconfirmed rumor, and hj'sterical
conjectures as has been
the
case with
it

analysis

of the

great

mass

ma-

of

throughout

published

the country
fails to disclose that the public has spoken
on__the Normand matter at all.
Some censor boards have arrogated to themselves
authority not given to them hy any legislative act:
some attorney generals are
quoted as threatening action to bar the
Normand pictures, but investigation shows
the rumors to be unfounded; some overzealous exhibitor organizations have assumed to speak for the public, but the absence of any word or act on the part of
terial

Review
in

some newspapers which

women's

clubs,

church

societies,

civic

or-

ganizations, or other associations by which
the public speaks demonstrates that the
American people have not lost that sense
of fair play that presumes every one to be

innocent until proved guilty.
Wishing you continued success,

Yours very

—

I

am

VARCONI TO PLAY IN CECIL DE

Credited with having made the first five
reel program picture released in the United
States, William Christy Cabanne has com-

first Hugarian actor
American motion pictures, has
been signed by Cecil B De Afille to play,
with Leatrice Joy and Rod La Rocque, one

his

thirty-third

feature

production

and arranged for its presentation through
Anderson Pictures Corporation. That the

new

picture is His tfiirty-third is only part of
of this director's activities since
the days of the
old
Biograph company,
when he attracted the attention of D. W.
Griffith and was trained by him in the
technique of camera-drama.

the

story

Many one and two reel subjects that
attracted unusual attention when all pictures were short had made Christy Cabanne
well known within the industry itself while
he was still in his early twenties.

Louis Committee Unanimously Ask
Skouras Brothers to Run It

T'HE

attitude

MILLE'S 'TRIUMPH'
Victor Varconi, the

to enter

Roman

of

toward Mabel Normand

is

CathoITcs
in the

shown

following telegrams
received
from St.
Louis, Wednesday by J. S. Woody, general manager of Associated Exhibitors:

"Screened 'The Extra Girl' for Archbishop Gennen's committee, which represents 360,000 Catholics in St. Louis. They
are unanimous in their approval of the production and will call on Skouras Brothers
and express the wish that they run 'The

Extra

Girl'

in their best

theatres.

"They hold nothing against Mabel Nor-

mand

personally.
Their attitude is exceptionally broad-minded and the success

of 'The Extra Girl' in St. Louis is now assured, in view of the fact that a letter came
today also fjxim the St. Louis W'omen's
Club stating that they are in favor of show-

ing "The Extra

truly,

LEWIS INNERARITY

ANDERSON TO ISSUE CAB ANNE'S
THIRTY-THIRD FEATURE

pleted

St.

Girl.'

*

*

"

*

BRONX EXHIBITORS ELECT
At the eleventh annual election of officers
of the Bronx Motion Picture Theatre Owners, held at the close of the year, John J.
Wittman was re-elected president and Henry
Cole executive secretary.

The other officers are John C. Bolte, vicepresident
Isidore Rothman, treasurer
and
William Wilson, sergeant-at-arms.
;

of the three leading featured roles in his
new ..Paramount ..picture, .."Triumph,"
adapted from May Edington's story by

Jeanie Macpherson.
in
in

Varconi has been less than two months
America.
He is now busily engaged
perfecting his English.

The Hungarian

The

trustees

;

Louis

are

Jacobs.

Abe

Left

and Harris Stravitz.

TWO A YEAR FOR

JACKIE

Americans

Jackie's Metro contract calling for four
pictures will be half completed on the delivery of the
negative of "A
Boy of

have seen him in "Sodom and Gomorrah"
and in "The Red Peacock" and other Pola
Negri European pictures.

the Metro West Coast plant under the direction of Victor Schertzinger.

actor

is

famous on the

Continent, where he has appeared in pictures for a

number

of years.

Flanders," which

is

now

in

production at
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EXTRA GIRL' GOES
TO THE CENTRAL

'THE

Mabel Normand Picture to Have
New York Opening January 20

YORK about
NEWMabel
Normand
is

to get its first glimpse

of
in "The Extra Girl,"
the big Mack Sennett feature which has been
delighting picture fans in many cities farther
west. An indefinite run opens Sunday, January 20, at the Central Theatre.
"The Extra Girl" has just scored another
success in Los Angeles, where, despite the
fact that it already had had a memorable run
at the Mission Theatre, it smashed records
in two other houses in which it has been
From R. W. Mcplaying simultaneously.
Kinney, of the Regent Theatre, J. S. Woody,
General Manager of Associated Exhibitors,
received the following telegram early this

week
"Conclusive

proof

that

Miss

Xormand's

De W\tt

Jennings, Evelvn Selbie and Winter

Hall.

The audience was composed mainly

of ex-

the metropolitan district with a
of exhibitors from Connecticut,
Long Island, New Jersey and up-state NewYork.
The picture was screened with a
Rothafel presentation and with special muThe picture scored a tremensical selections.
dous hit with the exhibitors, the representatives of New York newspapers, national magazines, film fan and trade publications, and
others connected with the motion picture inhibitors

in

sprinkling

Telegraphic advices from the trade showing in Orchestra Hall, Chicago, on Tuesday
afternoon,
character.

are

of

a

similarly

enthusiastic

'AFTER THE BALL' GOES OUT

UNDER NEW CONTRACT

Carl Anderson of Anderson Pictures Corporation, handling Theatre Owners Distributing
Corporation presentation
of "After the Ball," an-

Universal
JStudios at Fort
Lee, N. J. sustains
the militar ytraditions o fthe old
ramparts. But the
been
have
non
supplanted by the
shots of the clickOut
in gcamera.
in full array is the
personLaeramle
represent as
nel,
staunch a crew as
ever manned the
old battle mart.

nounces that his first picture and all succeeding
pictures will be booked
the
"Theatre
Owners -standard con-

under

tract."

Last
national

year when the
organization of

admirers are not going to desert her is shown
by her breaking all house records both Friday and Saturday with her picture, 'The
Extra Girl.' The dear old public is not an

'UNDER THE RED ROBE' GETS
CROWD AT CAPITOL
"Under the Red Robe," the Cosmopolitan
Corporation's §1,500,000 picturization of Stanley Weyman's historical masterpiece of the
same name, returned to Broadway last Sunday, when it opened at the Capitol Theatre
to some of the largest and most enthusiastic
audiences that have ever thronged that palatial
playhouse.
The Capitol run of "Under the Red Robe"
run on Broadway at popular
first
its
is
Previously the big film had played
prices.
€ight consecutive weeks at the Cosmopolitan
Theatre.
At Columbus Circle, where it did
an unusual business.

EXHIBTORS PRAISE GOLDWYN'S
'NAME THE MAN!'
There was a large audience at the Capitol
Theatre on Tuesday, January IS, at the trade
showing of Goldwyn's first Victor Seatrom's
picture, "Name the Man !", adapted from Sir
Hall Caine's novel, "The Master of Man,"

and acted by an exceptionally able cast, headed
by Mae Busch, Conrad Nagel, Patsy Ruth
Miller, Creighton Hale, Hobart Bosworth,

Saunders Reports Exhibitors Like

New

Acquisition

SAUNDERS, general sales manager
of Metro, who has just returned from an
extended tour of the leading cities, stated that
exhibitors everywhere with whom he talked
had the greatest praise of Metro's move na17 M.

tionally to release "The White Sister" directly
York
on the heels of the picture's long

New

dustry.

'T'HE

unjust judge, after all."
Lincoln Theatre, also
J. H. Taylor, of the
in Los Angeles, sent Mr. Woody this telegram
the same day
"Just finished playing 'The Extra Girl'
three days, with a decided increase of business each day. My patrons expressed regret
at the unmerited publicity given Miss Normand and hope for a speedy recovery from
her present illness."
The Normand feature has just closed an
engagement at the Walnut Theatre, Louisville, Ky., where, as in every other city in
which it has appeared, it packed the house
at every performance.

METRO'S 'WHITE SISTER'
STIRS ENTHUSIASM

run and extended engagements in other cities
at advanced prices.
"The enthusiasm expressed over 'The White
Sister' indicates that it will prove at the boxoffice to be one of the year's biggest specials,"
said

Mr. Saunders.

Conditions in exhibitor circles throughout
the country point to a prosperous year, according to Mr. Saunders. Mr. Saunders interviewed many exhibitors on the trip, which
covered all the Metro exchanges, and held
conferences with District Managers S. A.
Shirley of Chicago, W. C. Bachmeyer of Cincinnati, and H. Lus<tig of Los Angeles, as
well as with Branch Managers Fischer of
the Minneapolis exchange, Bickel of Dallas,
Werner of St. Louis, Elwell of Oklahoma
City, Kelin of Cincinnati, Almy of Cleveland
and" Mclntyre of Omaha.
Mr. Saunders found conditions in a flourishing state, chiefly due to the excellence of
the majority of film productions constantly
offered the public.
"In the last several years the public has
been educated to a higher standard of photoplays, until now it demands only the best
Mr.
said
entertainment,"
motion picture
"I found this to be true in my
Saunders.
talks with exhibitors, whose attitude toward
the whole question was that they were willing to pay any reasonable price for good production of box-office value, but would not
play poor pictures under any terms.
"It is onlv in smaller localities where com-

"THE

center build'ng houses the
the inner sanctum,

where

producers

and

tors met with
resentatives of
Picture
tion

the
the

none

but

those selected to
register, before the

distribu-

rep-

camera's eye

Mo-

enter.

Theatre

may

The

ribbons

of

long
cellu-

loid are then transferred to the buildat the right, where

Owners of America it
was thought a standard
form of contract for the

they

are

put

through

exhibition of motion piccould
tures
be drawn
that would be acceptable

nical

the techprocess that

make them ready
for the screen.

to both parties.

Finally a form of contract resulted which was
adopted by the distributors but not by the
The contract conexhibitors' national body.
tained seven items which were not accepted
by the representatives of the M. P. T. O. A.
When the time arrived for the booking of
the first Theatre Owners presentation, "After
the Ball," considerable interest in the form of
contract Carl Anderson would use is said to
have been shown by many exhibitors who
also took an active part in the original controversy.

The seven disputed points were once more
brought forward as a result of which a new
contract,
satisfactory
both sides, was
to
adopted.

Such important questions as the ownership
of accessories, cash deposits, right to cut out
scenes of advertising or propaganda, requirements that the exhibitor must name the producer and distributor in his paid newspaper
advertising, method of fixing play-dates and
time limit for rejection of applications together with method of arbitration, all of
these have been adjusted in the new contract
just executed.

—

petitors

are

hibiting

to fight for the upper
any complaint against ex-

obliged

hand that there

is

costs.

*

*

*

CENSOR WRITES SCREEN STORY
Those who have pondered on just what
the censors would do if they had a free hand
to write the stories they later delete will receive with interest the announcement that included in the next series of Preferred Pictures to be produced by B. P. Schulberg is
"When a Woman Reaches Forty." This is
a screen story written by Royal A. Baker,
motion picture censor for Detroit, who in
his spare time is an author.

JOE UNGER IS INSTALLED
At a recent dinner of the New York F. I.
L. M. Club of New York, which was attended
by fifty exchangemen, Joe Unger was installed
as president.

5

January
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WIDE INTEREST IN BALL
OF T. 0. C. C.

CROSLAND TO PRODUCE
FOR HIMSELF
Betty

Compson
for

Stars in

Two

Movie Contest for King and Queen

Films

Arousing Attention

Hodkinson Release

C EVERAL

y>Y

virtue of the success of "Enemies of
-L* Women" and "Under the
Red Robe"
Alan Crosland has stepped into the ranks of
producer-director as the head of his own

The

number prominent

will

to

Mr. Crosland, "that
the Hodkinson Corporation is
the
best

distributing organization at the disposal
of

the independent producer and I am
satisiied that my pictures will be
given intelligent businesslike attention in every
detail
of sales and service to the exhibitors."
*

*

*

NEW MAYER MANAGER HAS HAD
BROAD EXPERIENCE

Al Altman, the new general
manager of
Productions,

theatrical J^^^^^.
field with

was through

entered

the

Nathan H. Gordon

It

this

association he connected
with Louis B. Mayer, who at that
time was
president of the Gordon-Mayer
Film Company, First National franchise
holders in the

England

territory.

After a thorough training under the
guidance of Mr. Mayer in exchange operation
he
was assigned by Mr. Gordon to the important

task of consolidating a leading New
England
circuit with the Gordon chain,
thus acquiring
a practical experience in theatre operation
At
the formation of the Associated First
National
Pictures the franchise holders made him
secretary of the local unit.
He has a large acquaintanceship among exhibitors

by a

and

it

trip in the

The contest is drawing wide interest among
the public and the American office
is being
flooded with voting coupons daily.
All of the prominent stars now in the
East
will attend the gathering at the
Astor on

ABE WARNER
Who

goes to

Europe on

a

flying

1

trip

his intention to solidify this
near future.

is

ABE WARNER GOES TO EUROPE
ON SHORT VISIT

hursday.

The

'YANKEE CONSUL' PREMIERE SET

FOR BOSTON JANUARY

19

Douglas MacLeaifin "The Yankee Consecond of that star's independently
produced attractions for Associated Exhibitors, is to have its world premiere at
Boston,
Paramount's Fenway Theatre,
January 19, this showing marking the opening of an indefinite run.
Harold Franklin,

Famous

PlayersLasky, made arrangements for this engagement with J. S. Woody, general manager of Associated Exhibitors.
director

of

theatres for

The premiere

be in celebration of
the twentieth anniversary of the first performance of Henry W. Savage's production, "The Yankee Consul," which was
given at the Tremont Theatre, Boston,
where the famous musical comedy of
laughing memory started on its triumphal
career.
Later the Blossom-Robyn piece

came

to

will

New York

and made Raymond

Hitchcock's blond bangs famous during
long run on broadway.

its

BUSY DAYS FOR EVE UNSELL,
SCENARIO AUIHORITY
Eve

Unsell, scenario writer of note, is -it
associated with Sol Lesser as consulting editor on the Harold Bell Wright series.
The adaptation of "Captain January"
for Baby Peggy was also prepared by Miss
Unsell in collaboration with John Grey.

present

The titling and editing of "The Good Scout"
and the new Bebe Daniels picture, both of
which Bennie Zeldman has made for Principal Pictures Corporation, are now engaging
the attention of this

clever

reservations

for boxes are being sold

rapidly.

Two

leading orchestras of prominence have

been engaged to furnish the music for
danc-

sul,"

"I feel certain," said

responof handling the effects and the cor-

sibility

all

his

American

several Judges who
exhibitors, will determine

onation.

He began

give

New York

m

Mr. Crosland's rise to prominence in the
nidustry has been a steady line of progress
smce the time he first appeared as an actor

the Hodkinson forces
product.

move was an arrange-

the most popular male and female
star and
on the night of the ball, the contest will
culminate
the crowning of the two favorites
as king and queen of filmland by
Samuel
Rothafel, who also has assumed the

Hodkinson Corporation.

Before making any announcement of the
formation of his own company Mr. Crosland says that he carefully surveyed the
distribution field and decided on releasing
his pictures through the Hodkinson
Corporation exchanges because of the exploitation and sales efficiency he feels
confident

taken

New York American
among New York film

idea is that the
the auspices of

under

arrangments

Edison and Pathe pictures.

been

to conduct a contest
fans to
elect a king and queen of
Moviedom via
coronation coupons that appear in the
American daily.

have already been
made to distribute the product through the

New

but the leading

ment with the

The new Crosland Productions will be
made at the Tilford Cinema Studios in
New York City and in Florida, and re-

directing at the age of twenty-one and
of his pictures have been successful.

have

the T. O. C. C. ball at the
24, the bigegst of its kind ever

held,

ture.

in

moves

big

^ toward making
Astor January

producing company.
Betty Compson has
been signed to star in the first two productions and has left Los Angeles for New
York, where she will arrive this week and
immediately start work on the first pic-

leasing

J

screen writer.

ing.

The subscription, which includes a catered
dinner and entertainment, is |10, and can
be
secured by addressing the Theatre Owners
Chamber of Commerce at 1540 Broadway.
*

*

*

GOLDBURG REPORTS TRIO OF
FRANKLYN FARNITMS READY
Word comes from the West Coast offices
and studio of the Independent Pictures Corporation that the second and third
Western Features, starring Franklyn Farnum
entitled
"A Two Fisted Tenderfoot" and
"Crossed Trails," have been completed and
finally edited and titled.
The

first subject,

month.

"Bafflled,"

The work has been

fourth subject, which has as

"The

Man Who Never

released this
started on the
is

working
Laughed."
its

title

The Franklyn Farnum westerns are being
made under supervision of Jesse J. Goldburg
and under the direction of J. P. MacGowan,

whose record as a director of "thrillers" is
evidenced by the numerous sensational dramas
produced by him.
Mr. Goldburg reports to his New York
most happy results in the pictures already made and states that his determination
to make somewhat different Westerns is
meetoffice

ing with every success.
Upon the completion of the Franklyn Farnum. subjects Mr. Goldburg will install im-

mediately another producing unit for the production of a series of society dramas, the
first of
which, however, will be made in

New

York.

Abe Warner

sailed January 12 for England to confer with Arthur Clavering,
head
of the Film Booking Offices, Ltd., on the British distribution for the twenty
productions
announced by Warner Brothers for 1924-5.
Mr. Warner will make a flying trip and
expects to be back immediately after arrangements have been effected abroad. F. B. O.
has successfully handled the two other blocks
.of pictures released by Warner Brothers in
the preceding two years.
Gus Schlesinger, Warner Brothers' foreign
manager, was unable to make the trip, due
to unexpected complications which made an
operation necessary, and which keeps him for
the present confined to his bed at the Fifth

Avenue Hospital.

SHIFTS IN

ALBANY EXCHANGES

There have been two or three important
changes in Albany's Film Row.
E. E.
Lowe, who has been assistant manager
of the Fox exchange there, has been transferred to Buffalo in a similar capacity, and
is succeeded by Thomas J. O'Connor, of
Worcester, Mass.
Alec Weissman, one time manager of
the American Releasing exchange in Albany, and more lately representing United
Artists, has been transferred to the City of

Mexico

as sales

Central America.

manager

for

Mexico and

'CUBBERLY MONTH' FOR FRED
"Cubberly Month" is the designation describing a drive on Warner Brothers picture which Fred Cubberly, of the F. and
R. Film Company, Minneapolis, will make
in his territory during April, according to
information disclosed by him during his
visit

last

week

to

New York

City.

He

intends to comb the territory thoroughly, showing exhibitors wherein the
eighteen
Warner subjects are money-

makers with

box office appeal.
contracts already made, indications
are that this will be the biggest month his
office has; had.

From

Exhibitors Trade Revietc
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EDITOR 'DEFENDS' NAME
OF JIM BRIDGER
Savs

It's

Libel to Allege

'Guts' to

He

Larks

Drink Red Stuff

A SECOND
by

million-dollar suit has been
Mrs. Bridger Hahn, 1025 Minnesota avenue, Kansas City, Mo., because
of the manner in which "The Covered
Wagon" depicted her father, "Jim" BridThe suit was filed in
ger, Indian scout.
Independence, Mo., against Sam S. Shubert Theatre Corporation, the first suit having been filed in the \A'i-andotte Countj'
(Kansas) District court against the Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation and the Paramount Pictures Corporation, producers of
filed

the picture.

In the face of the printed assertion of
P. Ashcraft, Webb City, Mo., that he
had been a friend of Bridger's for twentywith
associated
five years, being closely
him, and never had seen him drunk or
comes another
qualified as a squawman,
story from the Helena (Mont.) Independent, an excerpt of which is as follows:
"But in the face of this good reputation
always enjoyed by Jim Bridger, and probably cherished hy him in his long and use-

Sam

how

the daughter and the
prove he did not participate in many parties staged at trading
posts, that he did not drink liquor or flirt
with Indian squaws?
"It will be generally regretted that Kansas City culture has so far gone to tlie
head of Mrs. Virginia Bridger Hahn that
she now proposes to prove Jim Bridger
ful

life,

lawyer going

are

to

of the W^ C. T. U., the
was a
Y. M. C. A., the C. E., the E. L. and other
sections of the dry and temperance alphabet.
She wants a million dollars because
the producers did not pin a white ribbon
in the buttonhole of Jim Bridger's buckskin jacket and put a Gideon's Bible in his
hip pocket instead of a flaski of Jamaica

member

rum.

"The Indepedent has no desire to prejudice the case and keep the woman and her
attorney from dividing the million dollars,
but if any one is guilty of libel against the
memory of old Jim Bridger it is Mrs. Virginia Bridger Hahn and her Kansas Cit}lawyer.

It

is

a

libel

on the memory of

to allege, even in a court
'guts'
not
have
complaint, that he did
enough to drink the raw red liquor and
pinch the voluptuous squaws until blushes
showed through their well smoked skins
and their breath came hot and fast."

any plainsman

'BREATH OF SCANDAL'
Be Followed by 'The

Will

With the first
of a huge buffalo
stampede already completed Thomas H. Ince
has announced immediate plans to proceed
with production of "The Last Frontier," a
"western" of the American pioneer period
which will be a First National release.
filming

Thousands of

feet of action "shot" in

Wain-

wright National Park, in the province of Alberta, Canada, where 8,000 to 10,000 buffalo
were rounded up and stampeded for the Ince
company, have passed the closest scrutin}- in
the studio projection rooms.
The producer's decision to turn again to
the field of "Westerns," in which he first
gained recognition many years ago at Inceville, hinged on his acquisition of the screen
rights to Courtney Riley Cooper's latest book,
"The Last Frontier," which deals with the
early days of American history when hardy
men and valiant women had to drive the Indians and buffalo before them in their fight
for civilization.

For the buffalo action

in

the

picture

ar-

rangements were made with Canadian government officials to conduct the stampede in the
Wainwright Park, the last natural stamping
ground of the buffalo*

*

*

LEGISLATOR JOINS DIRECTORS
OF MIDWEST THEATRES
C. B. Sawyer of Kankakee, 111., representative to the State Legislature from the
Twentieth Senatorial District, has been
elected a member of the Board of Directors
of the Midwest Theatres, Inc.

Mr. Sawyer is president of the Kankakee
Countj' Title and Trust Companj' and
vice-president of the Majestic Amusement
Company, which company recently sold a
substantial interest to the Midwest Theatres, Inc.
Mr. Sawyer will take an active
interest in the management of the theatres
in the future.

LAEMMLE ATMOSPHERE

Triflers

by Frederick Bartlett

jVEW YEAR'S
THRILLING BUFFALO DRIVE IN
'THE LAST FRONTIER'

IS

NEXT FOR PREFERRED

'

mg

celebrating took on the

of new contracts and the rushof big settings at the Schulberg Studios

form

Los Angeles.
"The Breath of Scandal" will be the next
picture on which camera work will be
started.
The production will be an elaborate screen version of the novel by Edwin
Balmer.
Olga Printzau has prepared the
in

film

story.

Director

Gasnier,

who

will

handle the

megaphone, is in the midst of his production of "Poisoned
Paradise,"
in
which
Clara Bow and Kenneth Harlan play the
featured roles.
But one week will elapse
between the conclusion of work on one
and the beginning of the second.
Immediately following the completion of
this picture the Schulberg organization will

make

a picturization
of
Bartlett's stirring drama,

Frederick

Orin

"The

Triflers," on
now at work.

which Waldemar Young is
"When a ^^"oman Reaches Forty" is the
next of the series to go into producFion.
Probablj^ the most promising of the
stories on which camera work will soon be
started is the
screen version of Frank
Craven's most successful stage play, "The
First Year."
Filming of this production
will be

delayed until the early Spring.
to bring picture production back to its original high
standards of story telling,"
B.
P.
said
Schulberg.
"Costly productions have been
made in profusion and we have learned
that no picture can be made great simply
by expending large sums in its production.
Once more we are back to pinning our
faith on great stories."

"The coming year promises

ALBANY IN NO HURRY TO ACT
ON CENSOR REPEAL
The motion

picture censorship situation at
State Capitol in Albany remains unchanged, following the introduction of the
Hackenburg bill calling for the repeal of the
present law on July 1 next.
This bill has
been referred to one of the regular Assembly
committees. It is expected Senator James j.
Walker will introduce a companion bill in
the Senate within the next few days. While
there was some talk at first that the bill would
go to a vote early in the session, it now looks
as though this would not happen much before
the latter part of February or the fore part
of March.
It' is generally admitted
that both sides,
realizing the vast importance and great public
interest attached to the bill, are disinclined
to go to a vote.
Meanwhile, the desks of both senators and
assemblymen are piled high with incoming
mail, mainlj- from, those who are urging the
support of the Hackenburg bill.

the

*

*

*

PLAN CONSTRUCTION OF STUDIO
IN LOS ANGELES
W.

F.

Wood,

vice-president

and general

manager of the United Producers and Distributors of Los Angeles, announces that his
company plans the construction of one of the
largest studios in Southern California for the
accommodation of the ten or twelve units the
products of which it will distribute direct

from Hollywood.
For the present, however,

SHEEHAN MAKES HIS CAMERA DEBUT
The new Perley Poore Sheehan unit at Universal City. Sheehan, with the script in his
In the camera's range
is making his bowj as a director after notable literary successes.
Gladys Hulette and Robert Gordon.

lap,
ar'e

it

will be neces-

sary/ to divide the companies between several
says
Mr.
of the leasable film plants.
a site consisting of about 400 acres adjoiningHollywood is being considered as the future

Wood

home

of U. P. D. Productions.

January

26,
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VALENTINO LEADS LIST
.

AS EDITORS' CHOICE

For Role

He Tops

in 'Captain Blood'

Fairbanks by Three Votes

yiTAGRAPH
'

received

hundred

three

and eighty

fitted

to

six suggestions of actors best
play the role of Peter Blood in

"Captain Blood," the novel by Rafael Sabatini, world picture rights to which Albert
E. Smith, president, purchased while in

London

last fall, in

answer

to a question-

naire sent to the leading motion picture
editors of newspapers in the United States.
The editors of motion picture news
called, upon the fans of the country to offer
names of players suitable for this part and
2,876 fans wrote to Vitagraph direct.

The suggestions ranged from Rudolph
Valentino to Douglas Fairbanks, who led
number of letters from
fans to unknown extra men.
count showed 113 suggestions
in the

.

editors

and

The

final

for Valentino, 110 for Douglas Fairbanks, 64 for J.
Warren Kerrigan and 100 scattered, in the
answers from the editors.
Seven hundred and ei^ht^--five fans sutgested Valetino, six hundred and sixty-eight

favored Douglas Fairbanks, four hundred
and eighteen named J. Warren Kerrigan.
Actors who were named in more than fifty
letters were Lou
Tellegen,
Bert Lytefl,
Lewis Stone, Richard Barthelmess, House
Peters,
Malcolm
MacGregor,
Conway
Tearle, Jack Holt, James Kirkwood and

Sidney Blackmer.
Preparations for the production of "Captain Blood" are going forward rapidly in
Hollywood under the personal supervision
of Mr. Smith. A famous shipbuilding expert of London, who has made a research
of all available models for the types of
ships which sailed the Spanish Main at the
period of Sabatini's romance
America shortly with plans
the vessels

will

be constructed

is

to sail for

have been guided solely by their own
psychology and their slant on the local situahibitors
tion.

Twenty- four, six, three, one and half sheets
were issued on each title, so that the exhibitor

was

rial,

regardless of his choice.

fully equipped with billboard mate-

CUBBERLY BUYS ARROWS
FOR THREE STATES
Subject Include Four Features and
'The Santa Fe Trail'
of the most important deals
the
ONE
Lidependent market for some time
in

is

that

closed this

week between

the

[sota and North and South Dakota,
will start releasing immediately.
Pictures included in this contract

believed to be one of the bigger
state right deals has just been terminated
New York between C. C. Burr, president
of C. C. Burr Productions, and William K.
Jenkins, president of Enterprise Distributing
Corporation.
This brings to the vast territory controlled by Enterprise the two Burr
Specials,_
"Restless
Wives"
and
"Three
o'clock in the Morning."
The first is ready for release now, and the
second will be released within a few weeks,
as soon as the work is completed. Although
announcement has just been made that these
two subjects have been bought by Enterprise,
a large number of contracts have'alreadv been
taken, including all the Southern Enterprise
theatres in the South and other key towns.
Enterprise has eight exchanges in Charlottle, Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas, Oklahoma City, St. Louis, Kansas City and Omaha,
and is one of the largest independent distributing organizations in the United States.
is

are

so successful throughout the country, and
a series of ten western features produced
of six

JENKINS SECURES TWO BURR
SPECIALS FOR CLIENTS

and

James Oliver Curwod productions
made by the Pine Tree Pictures Productions, "The Broken Silence," and "Jacqueline"
or "Blazing Barriers"; "The Rip
Tide," and A. B. Maescher production with
an all star cast; "The Little Red School
House," a Martin J. Heyl production; "The
Santa Fe Trail" which has been proving
by Ashton Dearholt, together with

pro-

LLOYD'S FRIGATE FLEET
TAKES THE SEA
Quartet of Sixteenth Century Boats
Used in 'The Sea Hawk'
/"VN
"

December 27, 1923, four sailing vessels like Balboa's sixteenth century
frigate, with their poop decks, grotesque
figureheads,
gaudily
colored
sails
and
pudgy cannon protruding through the wooden hull, set sail again on the Pacific from
San Pedro, Cal. They constituted the
most unusual movie naval fleet that has
ever gone to sea.
When Frank Lloyd decided to produce
Rafael Sabatini's "The Sea Hawk" as his

second independent production for First
National release he undertook one of the
most difficult tasks which ever confronted
a producer.
The bunding of an entire fleet
of sixteenth centurj- sailing vessels appears
to be the most unusual "set."
A studio set is for appearance only; it
need not have enduring strength or stability, but the "Sea Hawk" fleet had to be
prepared to battle the Pacific for a period
of a month.
Other sea stories have been
produced, but the producer satisfied his
needs by purchasing or renting schooners
or steam vessels, moving aboard and immediately going to sea. But there was no
fleet in the world which resembled the
awkward frigates, galleons and Moorish
galleys which the "Sea Hawk" demanded.

two

for

the

Arrow

Film Corporation and Fred Cubberly, representing the Finklestein & Rubin interests, Minneapolis.
By the terms of the contact, F. & R.
secure the distribution rights to a number
of important Arrow pictures for Minne-

from which

duction.

What

"Flaming
used the title
Philadelphia
Passion," while the Strand of New York
City preferred the original name of the novel.
The results are particularly gratifying to
Warner Brothers, who had contended all
along that the more alluring title would not
be used by the smaller exhibitors exclusively,
nor that the larger ones would be content
Large and small exwith the book name.
in

a series

Wild West features starring Richard
Hatton and Neva Gerber.
Another deal closed by Arrow was that
of the sale of two Peter B. Kyne productions, "Back to Yellow Jacket" and "One
Eighth Apache," and "The Santa Fe Trail"

It

was necessary,

construct

the

entire

therefore, for
fleet

Lloyd

four major vessels of sixteenth centurj' design, perfect in every detail, seaworthy that
they might withstand severe storms and so
constructed as to live through the shock of
severaJ actual sea battles carrying from 150
to 350 men each and 50 cannon.
The ships range in length from 192 feet
to 135 feet.
The poop deck of the Silver Heron is 52 feet above the keel or 40
above the water line. Each ship is equipped

with

sails,

and

(invisible,

for

emergency

to the A. H. Blank Enterprises, with headquarters in Kansas City, who secured these
pictures for \Vestern j\Hssouri and Kansas.

only)

with gasoline engines and propellers.
Three of the ships will be rowed by oarsmen, from four to six to an oar.
All of the fighting scenes will be filmed
on these ships on the high seas.
There
will be no studio ship sets.
It is expected
the ships will be at sea for three weeks.

m

LAEMMLE DIRECTION

—

ONLY FOURTH OF EXHIBITORS
PREFER NOVEL'S TITLE
Bookings of the Warner Brothers screen
version of Kathleen Norris' best seller, "Lucretia Lombard," recently released under alternate titles of "Lucretia Lombard" and
"Flaming Passion," reveal the fact that fully
75 per cent of exhibitors preferred to use
"Flaming Passion" for the releasing title.
One thing brought out was that the advocates of "Flaming Passion" were not in the
smaller towns or theatres, as had been anticipated.
For instance, the Stanley Theatre

TWO FAMOUS CHARACTERS

IN PICTURE BUSINESS

Laeramle and his little friend and star Baby Peggy are having a good time together
watching some of the work on. location during the filming of "The Hunchback of Notre Dame."
This feature, by the way, is another reason why Laemmle considers that 1924 will be the best
yet for Universal
Carl

to

which consists of

Exhibitor,-!
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WHEN

CARL'S

The Story

of

DREAMS CAME TRUE

How He Made

Things Happen

years ago on the
FORTY
the town of Laupheim

fourteenth of Februar}-, a }-oung man from
in.Wuerttemberg stood at the railing of a
steamer entering the port of New \'ork, and dreamed of the great
things which he would accomplish in this great new land of promise.
His mind was full of the wonderful tales that he had heard of this
country, of the opportunities it offered for education, for freedom, and
for success, which asks nothing in return but ciean living.
And as he stood on the deck of that steamer, he vowed that he would
make a name for himself in this great free country, a name that would
be known from north to south and from east to west a name that would
stand for square dealing, and a name that would always be at the top.
Today Carl Laemmle is President of the Universal Pictures Corporation, with branches that reach into almost every corner of the globe.
He has fought for the right, and as representative of the independents
has won, and as the president of one of the biggest film companies in the
world, who can deny that his name is at the top?
;

T

L'ui-rcrsa! Ciiy. California, Carl
Lacinmle's dreams liavc been realized.
He has reproduced the Casino of Monte
Carlo and the Cafe de Paris so e.vaetly
in every tninnte detail that many people
who sazu "Foolish ff'/zr.s-" believed firmly
that it had been produced abroad.

/I

-^T-

Trade Review

VliN

after Carl I.aentmie had reached
top of the ladder, he continued to
hai'e visions
of bigger and better thiuf/s.
He sazi' the production of films on a scale
He sain' the buildnever before attempted.
intj of enormous sets, the equal of zvhich
had never before been conceived. He sazv

J-^

the

—

the great cathedral of Notre Dame, and in
the "Hunchback" it has been reproduced so
carefully and so perfectly that it is almost
impossible to distiuf/uish betzvecn a photograph of the original, and the replica built

.And even nov.' he feels he
on the coast.
has ju<;'f begun, that the future zvill see
greater di'cams fulfilled.

January
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Round About the Studios
LAEMMLE DARING

BLACKTON STARTS WORK
ON CHAMBERS BOOK
Lou Tellegen

PARAMOUNT LONG ISLAND
STUDIO BACK TO NORMAL
Three Pictures

Play Leading Role
in 'Between Friends'

T STUART

J•

to

BLACKTON

One

three pictures in production and a
fourth in preparation the New Year finds
production activities at the Paramount Long
Island studio back to normal.
William De
Mille's production,
"Icebound," with Lois
Wilson and Richard Dix in the featured
roles
Gloria Swanson in an adaptation of
Alfred Sutro's play, "The Laughing Lady,"
directed
by Allan
Dwan
and Thomas
Meighan in a new picture which has not yet
been titled will be the three pictures in production within the next few days, the first
two, in fact, are already started. Preliminary
preparations also are under way for the return of Rudolph Valentino to the screen in
"Monsieur Beaucaire," under the direction of

"

week.
Lou Tellegen, who appears in
"Let Not Man Put Asunder," which Mr.
Blackton directed at the studios in Brooklyn,
will have the leading role in the Chambers'
picturization.
Mr. Blackton has engaged
Alice Calhoun to play the leading feminine
role.
This announcement was made at the
A'itagraph executive offices following a dispatch from Albert E. Smith, president.
The story selected for Mr. Blackton's next
special is a strong dramatic tale of love which
will afford Mr. Tellegen opportunities exceeding even those in his last picture for the
emotional talent which this "great lover" of
last

the screen enjoys.

It is a story

of two

;

;

Sidney Olcott.

Work

men

mosphere of luxury.

The personnel

includes
those of the exclusive artistic set in society
in New York and abroad.
Opportunities for
sets of splendor and scenic effects with which

Mr.

Blackton enjoys

experimenting

abound

in the novel.

*

*

WESLEY BARRY IN ADULT ROLE
IN 'GEORGE WASHINGTON, JR.'
"George

the Warner
Jr.,"
the Screen, which is

Washington,

Brothers Classic of
scheduled for a premiere showing

in

Februwhich

stands out as the first picture in
Barry is not played up as the
freckled-faced, mischievious boy, but is given
a grown up role, which stamps him as a fullThis
fledged actor of strength and virility.
is
in vivid contrast to his previous plays,
"The Country Kid," "The Printer's Devil,"
"Heroes of the Street," School Days," etc.
So radical is the change in the juvenile
star when he dons his first "longies" and
dinner jacket, that the picture acquires the
pungency of something fresh and novel. The
freckles and kid tricks of the earlier Barry
have been permitted to resume their true proportions, and no effort has been made to exaggerate their importance.
The locale of this production is \\'asliington, D. C, and to further the realism of the
capitol have been used as the setting.
^
^
^
ary,

Wesley

LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP
William Duncan does a leap for "The Steel
Trail," Universal Chapter play in which he
Edith Johnson.
is being co-starred with

IN

titling

two recently

"The Humming

Gloria

Bird,"

Swanson,

THE WARNERS' COAST STUDIOS
START TWO NEW ONES

COMPLETES CANADA EXTERIORS
FOR 'BLOOD AND GOLD'

This week marked the start of Warner
Brothers production schedule for the new
year, according to an announcement from the
home office which reports "Babbitt" and
"Broadway After Dark" in work.
"Babbitt," is the adaptation of the Sinclair
Lewis best seller of the same name, the story

Al Parker has brought safely back home
from the Northern wilds of Quebec his company of Distinctive players who went there
The
for the exteriors of "Blood and Gold."
company stopped at the celebrated Gray
Rocks Inn. St. Jovite during most of the
shooting Henry M. Hobart, vice-president of
Distinctive, was with them.
Exteriors for "Blood and Gold" call for
an aeroplane flight and landing in a mountainous snowy country, a blizzard scene and

of a typical American business man.

way After Dark,"
which Monta Bell

"Broad-

Harry Rapf Production
will direct, is from Owen
a

Davis' melodrama.

Mr.

recently associated with Charles
of
the direction of "A
Paris," is now preparing the screen script, in
Castingaddition to planning the direction.
is
now in progress, with Adolphe Menjou
and Norma Shearer already signed.

general depiction of life in the frozen north.
Through the courtesy of the Canadian Pacific Railroad the famous team of huskies
from the Chateau Frontenac appears in some
thrillfng

and

editing
pictures,

and "Pied Piper
Malone," starring Thomas Meighan, is now
being done at the studio by the respective
directors, Sidney Olcott and Alfred E. Green.
starring

:

*

of

completed

who

have enjoyed friendship from early
youth, one of whom is a sculptor.
He marries and the wife falls in love with his friend,
They elope and each finds the
a painter.
other impossible.
The painter renews a
friendship with a flower-girl.
These domestic complications lead eventually to tremendous dramatic climaxes in which the
tragedy of soul is revealed with all the analytical power of which Chambers is a master.
The drama is modern and is laid in an at-

Production and

YJ^ITH

started produc-

upon "Between Friends," by Robert
Chambers upon his arrival in Hollywood
tioii

W.

in

in Preparation

Bell,

Chaplin

scenes in this film.

in

Woman

LAEMMLE SPEED

'BROADWAY AFTER DARK'

Adolphe Menjou, whose two most recent
appearances were in "A Woman of Paris,"
produced by Charles Chaplin, and "The Marriage Circle," the Ernst Lubitsch Production
for Warner Brothers, has been engaged to
play one of the leading roles in "Broadway
After Dark," the Harry Rapf Production and
Warner Brothers Classic of the Screen.
Norma Shearer, who created a reputation
for herself by her fascinating impersonation
for herself in "Lurectia Lombard" ("Flaming Passion"), has been cast for the role
of Marie Duval.

Wesley Barry is supported by a cast composed of Otis Harlan, Edward Phillips, William Courtright, Gertrude Olmstead, Leon
Bary and Charles Conklin.

'COURTIN'

CALAMITY-

Hoot Gibson, one of the particularly peppy young men of the screen was doing nothing eSse
buC when he drove this lightning wagon in the Universal picture of that title, just completed
is
by Edgar Sedgwick. This is one of the famous William Dudley Pelley stones and speed
one thing anywayl that

it

has got plenty

of.

A

triumph for both Pelley and Universal.
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"We have become accustomed to using the
long shot to establish a setting but the same
effect can be obtained by using intimate detail instead of space.
"Perhaps you might call this elimination
of the long shot just another form of expression in making motion pictures. Authors
often discard one method of telling a story
Long sentences are no
and adopt another.
comlonger the style in motion pictures.
mon tendency has been to show a great sweep
with the camera every time the opportunity
This is all right in some
presented itself.
pictures, but in others it is all wrong.
believe in 'A Social Scandal' we have a story
that can be told more effectively without
long shots, consequently we have eliminated
them.
"In making this change I do not mean that
the picture will be all close-ups, as most
people regard the term. Much has been said
about the overworked close-up and there will
Most
be nothing like that in the picture.
of the scenes will be made with the camera

A

We

medium

a

away from

distance

the players."

"SPEC" O'DONNELL
the

A

powerful,
appealing scene from "The Burned
Crucifix," starring Ann Forrest.
The story is taken
from one that appeared in People's Magazine. It
was produced by Fidelity Pictures Company.

ALLAN DWAN DISCARDS
THE LONG SHOT
New

Departure

to

Be Introduced

in

Gloria Swansons Next

LIMINATION

of the so-called long shot
is the new departure in motion picture
direction that Allan Dwan, is using in the
production of Gloria Swanson's new picture,
"A Society Scandal," an adaptation of Alfred
Sutro's play, "The Laughing Lady," which
he is now filming at the Paramount Long
Island studio.
The story will be told entirely in what the cameramen and studio technicians call medium shots and close-ups, but
without the obvious forcing of close-ups of
the star a fault which has marred many

—

good

has

returned

to

Ogle is one of the real pioneers of the
picture business, having acted before the camera since 1907.
He was one of the original
members of the Edison Stock Company. He
shares popularity honors with Theodore Roberts among character actors, big parts in
"The Covered Wagon" and "Ruggles of Red
Gap" being recent high spots in his career.

BACK
Hollywood

during all his many years before the
cinema public and a great many people will
await with interest his performance in "Triumph." The part is one that permits full
ing

mother after a short visit to his
home town, Madera, California. "Spec" said
he had a wonderful time being dined and

play of his genius as a character actor.

He is well
feted as "the conquering hero."
for his clever work in "Main Street"

FORSAKES ENGLISH STAGE FOR
PART IN 'ICEBOUND'

with

BEAUTY AND SIMPLICITY

screen,

Charles Ogle has been chosen by Cecil
De Mille for the principal character part
in "Triumph," which Jeanie Macpherson has
adapted as a Paramount picture from May
Edginton's story. As an American workman
he is said to have a role which is almost as
important as the leading parts taken by
Leatrice Joy and Rod La Rocque. In fact, he
who sounds the keynote of the story
it is
which is a discussion in Cecil B. De Mille's
style of the social conditions which have
arisen as a result of disagreements between
the very rich and the very poor.
B.

Ogle has been building up a screen follow-

"Spec" O'Donnell, the freckled youngster
of

CHARLES OGLE CHOSEN FOR
ROLE IN 'TRIUMPH'

his

known

"The Country Kid." both
Brothers Classics of the Screen.

and

Warner

Mrs. Alice Chapin, the American actress
of the leading figures on

who has been one

DWAN GOES TO RITZ TO FILM
BALL ROOM SCENES
Gloria Swanson and members of her supporting cast in "A Society Scandal," the
screen version of Alfred Sutro's play, "The
Laughing Lady," which Allan Dwan is directing for Paramount, this week invaded the
grand ball room of the Ritz where they
made several important scenes for the picture.
There were 250 extras employed in the
scenes and at noon the ball room had all the
atmosphere of midnight during a debut ball.
The decorations and appointments were
magnificent.
The scene was one of great
animation and joyousness and was stamped
with a genuineness that will give the picture
a great touch of realism.

pictures.

the
five
in

stage of England
years, plays one

for the past twent^'of the leading roles

William De Mille's Paramount production

"Icebound"
She was born

of

at
in

her girlhood days
represented in the

the

Long

Island

New Hampshire

studio.

and spent

among the type of
new De Mille film

families
.

Mrs. Chapin's role is that of Mrs. Jordon,
chief of the clan, an unresponsive but loving
mother who believes that her youngest son's
rebellion against the hard, cold life of the
Northern farm, is an act of sacrilege against
the family tradition.
In her will she leaves
her fortune and the wish for the reclamation
of her son in the keeping of a distant relative who has been her patient companion.
Ricliard Dix plays the son and Lois Wilson is cast as the voung heiress.

LAEMMLE REALISM^

The

story, which is intimate society drama,
lends itself admirably to this new method
of screen story telling which Mr, Dwan has
adopted.
It probably sounds paradoxical for
the director of such a spectacle as "Robin
Hood" and one who has put such spacious
interiors as those in "Glimpses of the Moon"
into his pictures to say that he is forsaking
the long shot, but it is nevertheless true.

"I do not mean to say, by eliminating the
shots in this picture, that no motion
picture should be made with them." Mr.
Dwan explained, "but I do feel that the atmospheric long shot and the spectacular splash
lias been greatly overdone.

long

"People admire the art of the long shot
but what they are really interested in, I believe, are the intimate emotions of the people in the story, which are best shown in
The relative
close-ups and medium shots.
value of long shots in motion pictures has
Here's a common exbeen over-estimated.
have a subample of what I mean
title, 'In Old Seville,' and then fade into a
All this does is to
long shot of Seville.
establish atmosphere and if we must give atmosphere there are other ways of doing it.
The illustrated subtitle is one way for inFollowing the illustrated title or the
stance.
introductory scene of Seville, suppose we have
Clarissa,
a shoemaker's
'Lived
the title,
:

We

When we cut, as the studio term
daughter.'
who might be Gloria Swanis, to Clarissa,
son, the interest of the audience is immediately awakened, for it is about Clarissa that
the story evolves.

'CONVINCING THEM'
The

forthcoming

Jewel, "Fool's Highway" is like a number of
of the block of life.
It is full of realism and a genuineness of characterization
completely convinces.
Mary Philbin is featured and Pat O'Malley plays
role.
The picture is directed by Irving Cummings, the story being adapted
by the well-known and {jcpular novelist Owen Kildore.

Universal

pages

taken

out

and incident that
the

leading

from

a

male

romance

a

January
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Up and Down Main Street
A LAEMMLE JUVENILE AUDIENCE

UNIVERSAL
MONTH IN METROPOLIS

JANUARY

IS

Celebrate Occasion by Numerous
Carl Laemmle Bookings
'T'HIS month is to be the greatest Universal
Jewel month in the history of the company.
Largely

due to the fact that in this
anniversary of Carl Laemmle's
fortieth birthday, to celebrate which event
the organization has centered all its efforts
toward booking as many Laemmle Jewels
in New York at one time as possible.

month

this

is

falls the

The U. B. O. Circuit consisting of eighteen
Keith, Moss and Proctor houses, have booked
for "The Acquittal," "A Lady of Quality"
and "The Darling of New York." The first
two have already demonstrated their box office
power in New York, and the latter was given
a demonstration run before being booked over
the circuit.
"The Acquittal" opens the campaign.
It
a mystery drama starring Claire Windsor
and Norman Kerry. New York newspaper
critics, in commenting on the film, were lavis

ish in their praise.

Next

in line will come "The Darling of
York." It is a story of the New York
underworld and East Side and is the first real
feature picture this star has made.
"A Lady of Quality" is a Hobart Henley
production which stars Virginia Valli and
Hobart Bosworth. It played to splendid business during its two weeks' run at the New
York Cameo Theatre, which is indication of

New

its

pulling powers.

Big
exploitation
campaigns are being
launched for all three releases with the theatre staffs working hand and hand with Uni-

Crowds

of youngsters accompanied by their elders, pouring out of the San Francisco Caraeo
Theatre where a special matinee was staged during the showing of "The Darling of New York."

Carl

Laemmle

Story of

versal.

^

^

FUNNIER THAN LAST
MACLEAN'S

by

best,

all

was the verdict passed by executives and other members of the staff of Associated Exhibitors on "The Yankee Consul," when this picture, the second of Mr.
MacLean's independent starring productions,
was shown at the home offices for the first
time, a few days ago.
The reaction produced on the men of Associated explained the enthusiasm which "The
Yankee Consul" aroused among the members
of the Writers' Club of Hollywood, when it
was shown to them recently. Al Cohn, who
odds,"

chairman of the club's preview committee, had sent this message to Douglas MacLean
"Congratulations on 'The Yankee Consul.'
It broke the laugh record for the Writers'
Club, previously held by your 'Going
Up.' Be sure to let us see your next, too."
is

:

Lois Zellner, the well known sce"Concarne the following telegram
'The
gratulations, 'Going Up' is a whiz

From

narist,

:

;

Yankee Consul'

is

even better.

Your com-

edies are certainly hitting the bullseye."

The Writers' Club is Hollywood's unofficial
Each week it sits in
motion picture jury.
judgment upon a picture not yet released to
the public and carefully weighs its merits.
The organization

composed of directors,
authors, screen writers and other film folks,
including some of the most brilliant minds in
is

the industry.
It has the reputation of being
"the hardest-boiled movie audience in the
world." Yet during the presentation of "The

Yankee

Mary Philbin for Picture

Modern English Nobility Impoverished and Forsaken
Is Laid in Rural and Urban England

^

NEW MACLEAN FEATURE EVEN MARY
who
"TJOUGLAS

Selects

Consul" they laughed
heartily than at "Going Up."

even

more

PHILBIN, young

itors."

and sacrifices herself to win back the castle,
and how her cousin who is also her sweetheart, comes to her rescue, gives the story
force and color.
Miss Philbin plays the role of Eileen, the
granddaughter. In it she must leap from a
winsome innocent creature of the castle

Not only has an outstanding cast been selected to give the star the best possible support, much attention is being directed toward
the settings, which include reproductions of
an English ancestral castle, interior and ex-

star of the
far more complicated than any of her previous ones but
it
is the belief of the director and his associates that she will do the part ample jus-

terior.

tice.

Universal

star

the "Merry-GoRound" and who, because of her success in
that film has been given the lead in "The
Fools Highway," is now to be starred in a
new Carl Laemmle production, "The Inher-

King

rose

to

fame

in

Baggot,

veteran director, has been
chosen as director because of his acquaintance with English feudal architecture and
It was he who first starred in
atmosphere.
"Ivanhoe" ten years ago when motion pictures were in their infancy, and it was one
of the first films to travel to England as an
American production. Since then Baggot has
made several trips to England both as an actor and as a director.
The film was recently resurrected from the
vaults for the purpose of aiding the producThe old picture
tion of "The Inheritors."
has been re-run several times so that technicians in Universal City might absorb the
feudal atmosphere and re-create it for the
new production. Many of the structures and
interiors from "Ivanhoe" will be used in "The
Inheritors."
The story

is
a modern tale of an imEnglish noble family, a branch
of the famous Tudors, which is obliged to
The family
give up its ancestral estates.
consists of an aged Earl, his young granddaughter and a youthful cousin. The castle
is
taken over by a millionaire tinsmith
war profiteer. The granddaughter is obliged
to go on the stage to support herself and
How she stifles her pride
her grandfather.

poverished

—

floorer

gardens,

Gaiety

stage.

to

The

a

brilliant

role

is

The part of the Earl is to be played by
Joseph Dowling who was "The Miracle Man"
and has since played other important roles.
The

picture

will

include some

Gaiety Theatre with
interesting
is carried.

its

shots of

chorus and

ballet,

the

and

African scenes whence the story

According to present plans the film will
readj' for release some time in April.
^.

be

t-

'HUNCHBACK' ADS CRY MESSAGE
IN FOREIGN TONGUES
W'hen a manager publishes an ad in several languages, he must feel that his showing
is of interest to all these foreign speaking
people to whom he is trying to appeal. Else
he would never go to the trouble or expense
involved.
Recently the Criterion Theatre in Los Anpublished an ad for Carl Laemmle's
production of Victor Hugo's immortal novel,
geles

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame,"

in

which

French, Scotch,
Spanish, Italian, German, Jewish and Ameri"The
can critics. Below was a line reading
tongues of seven languages hail 'The Hunch"
back of Notre Dame.'

appeared

opinions

of

the

:
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Impressions

of

'Woman

to

Premiere Show
Woman,' Ritz Carlton Hotel
Selznick's

of

Film Version of Story
Another author comes forward to shake
William De Mille's hand and tell him how
Street Likes

pleased he

with the screen version of his
recruit to the ranks is
Julian Street whose "Rita Coventry" has been
filmed by Mr. De Mille under the title,
"Don't Call It Love."
Mr. Street was not overpleased at the
name given the screen play but he is "willing
to overlook this
in
consideration of all
Mr. De Mille has done to make the picture
itself good."
The author is pleased with
the cast, which he considers extremely adestory.

By

HARRY HIRSCHFIELD

quate,
stars,

is

This

latest

most especially the work of the two
Naldi and Jack Holt.

Ni'ta

^

'Heart Bandit' Viola Dana's Latest
Metro seems to be having a great deal of
difficulty getting just the proper name for

L.J.5EL2NICK
THE 5HIL6

THM WON'T
cone OFF

Viola Dana's newest starring vehicle. After
tossing about for a name the film was finally
put under work as "The Good Bad Girl,"
but the name has not persisted.
Now it has
been retitled "The Heart Bandit" and from
present indications this is to be the name
under which it will be released.
The picture features, with Miss Dana,
Milton Sills, the screen hero who has been
appearing in a great number of new pictures.
^

Wes Barry

as

^

^

'George Washington,

Wesley Barry has changed

name.

his

Jr.'

For

a while now, at least he will be known as

"George Washington, Jr." He earns this new
name from his role in the play of the same
title adapted from George M. Cohan's stage
success by Warner Brothers.
Wes. for the
first time in his screen career, appears as an
adolescent youth of seventeen, in which capacity he patterns himself after the father of
his country.

The picture was
who has done his
gags and speed

directed by Mai St. Clair
best to inject all possible
into the film.
It is sched-

uled for release in February.
^
^

.

j|i

Screen Adaptation Pleases Author
George Randolph Chester, author of "Red
Roses," the filming of which has just been
completed by Vitagraph, recently had his first
opportunity to see his story in picture form.

The

story

is

a

drama depicting

a

politician for a society girl.
a plot to loot a city of important

love of
involves
and valuable
the
It

franchises in which scenes the most is made
of the opportunity to depict in a metropolis.
Dustin Farnum and Patsy Ruth Miller play
the leading roles and Mr. Chester expressed
his entire satisfaction in both the stars and
the adaptation of the story.
^

'Great White Way' Playing New York
"The Great White Way," the Cosmopolitan
Corporation film woven around life in New
York, has

settled

down

at

the Cosmopolitan

Theatre, where it opened recently, to what
gives indication of being ^a most brilliant en-

uATE

gagement.
According

THi^T Night

1ANY PRoniNENr ARTiST}
wese rneae

A^LEBRJTIES
-^T-

Woman"

ball

zvcrc all disguised

nihbcd .shoulders
last
in

Thursday
their

the

icitli

Rilz-oMiiroN

regular layman at the Selcuick

"Woman

to

you couldn't tell zahich zvas which because they
"Sunday-go-ioiiieetin' ^ dollies'.
night, but

was a gay assemblage that gathered in the grand ballroom of the Rite Carlton hotel
The more hilarious' crozvd gathered
see the shoiving of Betty Compson's nekv feature.
the Crystal Room beloiv to enjoy Paul
hitenian's dance music.

It
io

m

W

Not only zvere the film luminaries present, but gracing tiie chairs were literary and theatrical personages, not to mention the metropolitan artists ivho ca)iie for local color or other
reasons. So far, liozvever, Hirschfield's cartoon is the only ez'idcnce of the serious intentions

to the fight authorities, the prize
ring scene in the picture is one of the biggest
things ever accomplished in a cinematographic
way. It brings to the screen scores of sporting celebrities.
Jack Dempsey who attended
the opening was particularly interested in the
fight itself and voiced the opinion that it
was as realistic as any ring battle that he

has ever seen.
The race track scene

is

another which has

won commendation

"let i^ot iilan

of this group.

One

is

vioved

to zvondcr, too, if

any material for a hot-off-the-pan
floating around.

Dr. Frank Crane, zvho ivas numbered
editorial.

There

zvas

in

certainly plenty

the audience, got
of subject matter

PAULINE FREDERICK
J.

LOU TELLEGEN

STUART BI.ACKTON PRODUCTIOH

:

January
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The
ONE

reflection

Perhaps one of the

finest of the tribcontained in the message from
Hugo Riesenfeld in which he describes
him as possessing an "understanding
for the other man's views." Mr. Ritter
also expressed similar views.
The letters are as follows

I

is

of the

Most Sincere

Review

Trade

Exhibitors

will be in the nature of a tribute
to Carl Laemmle, and hasten to
commend your action.
I

have known Mr. Laemmle for

and, in my opinion,
he is one of the brightest, most
human, and most sincere men in
He
the motion picture industry.
deserves all the nice things you can
If the
say about him, and more.
industry had more men of Mr.

many

years,

Laemmle's good judgment andj unselfishness, we would all be the
better for

it.

JOHN
Detroit, Mich.,

One

H. KUNSKY.
January 12, 1924.

of the Real Pillars

more than glad to
say something about Carl Laemmle.
I
have known Mr. Laemmle
I

shall

be

for the last fifteen years

and have

done much business with him. He
is one of the outstanding figures
one of the real
in the industry
pillars, and I have always found
him progressive, ambitious, very
fair, and a real credit to the mo-

—

tion picture industry.
personal
He is also

my

name

is

friend,

indelibly linked

with the founding and growth of
this industry and his achievement
is
one that cannot help but be
an inspiration to everyone connected with it. I am proud indeed
to be able to pay a tribute to him.
S. L.

New

Fair,
I

am

11,

Trade

fact

had

he

I think all of this was made possible through the initiative, perseverance and ability of Mr. Laemmle, and while it is true that
all owe him a vote of thanks for the opportunity which he has
presented us, yet I find that this in no way has changed his character.
He is still a loving, square, honest and regular fellow.

His company

is

making productions which are

a

credit

to

exhibitor has had the least trouble with Mr. Laemmle or
company. They have assumed a "Uve and let live" policy,
which redounds both to themselves and the exhibitors, with the
result that they have grown to be one of the largest companies in
the industry and today rank financially as one of tne biggest.

The

Mr. Laemmle deserves the support of every exhibitor in the
land for what he has done in the past and for what he expects to
do in the future.
prevailing

would

a

little

more

throughout

1924.

Him

have never met Mr. Laemmle personally.
I
haven't any Universal contracts awaiting
approval. I believe that other companies make
I

good pictures, too.
But if the business methods that always

truly,

DYGERT,
Ja!i. 11, '24.

I do not know what better space
you could use your pages for than
In
a tribute to Carl Laemmle.
all my seventeen years acquaintance with him since he started, it
feeling for one
is only with the
who has fought and always fought

squarely.

As

a

cago

in

former exhibitor of Chithe early days and later
in the exchange and manufacturing
business, he has always had the
every exhibitor.
he knows more men
business than anyone else

respect of

I

in

lieve

country.

mv

am

I

friend.

bethe

in

this

pleased to call

him

AARON

Chicago, January,
* *

JONES.

J.

14,

1924.

Fought Everybody's Battle
Just a few words
He
Carl ' aemmle.

man who had

about
is

the

Mr.
only

nerve enough to lick

tne ir'atents Company, and the success of the moving picture business is due to him. Laemmle alone

fought everybody's

battle.

SAMUEL GOLDSTEIN.

Mr. Laemmle's integrity and honesty
business, what a remarkable business

of

the

are.

East Rochester, N. Y.,

the

business.

we had

we

Yours very
H. P.

we

Springfield, Mass., Jan. 14, 1924.

be.

Cordially

and sincerely yours,

WILLIAM BRANDT

1924.

to

gentleman,

that

The result was that within ten years this business developed
With severe comintoj one of the biggest industries of the land.
petition, product became better and exhibitors built better theatres
to accommodate the product until we arrive- at the motion picture
industry of today.

HUGO RIESENFELD.

*

Very Fairest

not had one disagreeable
occurrence, and we are glad to
have this opportunity of expressing our keen admiration for Carl
Laemmle and Universal.
Thanking you for this opportunity of expressing our views of
this

Production Was confined to whatever the moguls in the General
Film Company thought best, and it was an independent concern
which bought out the first two and three reel feature.
Progressive producers like Adolph Zukor who tried to market
his product through the General Film Company, which was a subsidiary of the Patents Company, were laughed at and the business
was stagnating when along came Carl Laemmle and smashed the
movie trust into smithereens by having a decision handed down
in his favor, opening the door wide for anybody and everybody
to come into the business and produce pictures.

my many relations with him I have
always found him a fair, kind, charming personality with an understanding for the other
man's views. I join the chorus of praise for
him and wish him the continued success which
he fully deserves.

More Power

know

paid cash
to continue paying $2 a week to the Patents
controlled the patents on his projection machine,
despite the fact that he had bought and paid for the same.

them,

Laemmle.
During

12,

I

Company who

pleased to have the opportunity to
my high regard for Mr. Carl

York, January

of the

We

Review:

responsible for Laemmle Month, and it is because
so intimately that I am responsible for it.

One of the outstanding abuses of that time was the
when an exhibitor purchased his projection machines and

Kind and Charming

man who

have been using the Universal product
since their very inception and wish to say
that they are one of the very fairest exIn all these years
changes in the business.

of your readers who Vere in the business fifteen years ago
will recollect the tremendous hardships which the exhibitor had to
undergo in order to continue in business.

this

^

5f«

One

Laemmle

If

fair."

is

A. JULIAN BRYLAWSKI.
Washington, D. C, January 12, 1924.

Many

for

"He

said

praise,

we have

am

publicly express

New

no greater

—

methods employed by the old
General Film Company, I feel that he has
attempted to keep his trust with the theatre

Editor Exhibitors
I

is

not alone to Universal but to the
made it possible Carl Laemmle.

Appreciation from William Brandt
Carl

is

it

and as the ancient
sage has said "Like Master, Like Man," so
the spirit of his fairness has spread through
his entire organization and when an exhibitor
finds this to be true and so expresses himself,
he is sending his spoken or unspoken tribute

fight against the

ROTHAFEL.

York, January

Of Mr. Laemmle
There

his

and as such he has endeared himIn
self to me as few men have.
brief, his

—

Mem

note that your next issue of

the

—

been both important and beneficial.
For when you find a companj' that is sincere in its attempt to conduct its business on
an equitable basis, that attempts to, not only
see their own viewpoint but the other fellows also, and that does not attempt to put
into force selling methods that give rise to
distrust and which shake sincerity, I believe
that it is only fair that the man responsible
be given hearty commendation.
Starting with Mr. Laemmle's courageous

exhibitors.

One

not created by fear or toadyism.

this company are a
the
man higher up Mr.
of
Laemmle then I am convinced that Mr.
Laemmle's contribution to the industry has

have been employed by

of the best gauges of a producer's standing in the industry
is the manner in which he is regarded by the exhibitors. In the following letters will be found impressions of
the president of the Universal company
as they are recorded by well-known

utes

Round Table

Exhibitors'

THE

cordiality of the tone

foregoing letters
unusual when it is considered they are froin one "ancient eneiny" to another as it is not
always the rule that publicly speaking
there is large friendliness between producer and distributor on one side and
exhibitor on the other.
The letters go to prove that where
a man is not known personally he is
iudged by his representatives. Apparently Mr. Laemmle has ben fortunate
Mr. Dygert,
in his selection of these.
head of a prominent amusement enter"In all these years
prise, remarked:
we have not had one disagreeable ocof

the

is

owner

right

down

the line, and

I

don't believe

he has lost anything by the policy.
And I sav "more power to him."

JAMES

C. RITTER.
Detroit, Mich., January 12, 1924.

High Principles
While

I scarcely

of

Honesty

know Mr. Laemmle

per-

having met him but once and that so
long ago that I doubt if he can remember
me, still I have the highest regard for him
as a producer and distributor and as a man.
This opinion is based on the "esprit de
corps" that seems to pervade his entire organization, the loyalty and love for him so
often expressed to me by his subordinates and
Only a man imbued with the
employees.
high principles of honesty, fair dealing and
consideration for others can invoke these sentiments.
They cannot be bought they are
sonally,

—

currence.'"

The messages should make good
reading for Mr. Laemmle for Mr.
as they will for his friends.
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Plan

Appears Before Railway Board

to Increase Business

A. M. Eisner, president of the Kansas
City Division of the M. P. T. O. A. and
owner of the Broadmour theatre, has
adapted a conservative plan of stimulating
business wrhich he believes vi^ill increase his
regular attendance thirty per cent.

A

wroman

of education

women's club

and experienced

a few famday in the neighborhood of the
theatre, asking parents of children what
type of pictures they prefer and pointing
out the educational value to children of the
in

ilies

affairs,

visits

each

George A. Graham, manager

the theatre.

in

Western Canada

Queen assigned to the stars receiving the
greatest number of votes.
The radio will be
made use of to broadcast the contest. Al.
Jocker's and the California Ramblers' Orchestras will supply the music.

poor, many exhibitors being disappointed
in the non-arrival of films at times.
^

^

^

New Manager

McVickers Has

better class of pictures.

In many instances she gives away two
or three tickets, especially where persons
are not regular patrons of the theatre. The
tickets are marked, enabling Mr. Eisner to
determine what percentage of persons
visited are sufficiently interested to attend

will handle the publicO. C. C. ball at the Astor
on January 24th. At a special meeting, Billy
Brandt was placed in charge of the committee on arrangements.
The New York American will conduct a
popularity contest with the title of King and

exchange in Winnipeg,
appeared before the Board of Railway commissioners at Winnipeg, to protest against
the proposal of the Canadian railways to
make an increase of 25 per cent in express
charges. He claimed that the present rates
O.

were too high, service

Theatre Owners Ball January 24
Harry Reichenbach

of the F. B.
Man., recently

for the

ity

^

Bruce Fowler Managing Director of the
Theatre at Dallas, Texas, has been
to Managing Director of the McVickers Theatre at Chicago.

Ohio

Palace

promoted
John

J.

Friedel of Kansas City, succeeds

Mr. Fowler as director of the Palace Theatre, at

T.

Cities

While Mayor

One General To Another

in

Youngstown, Ohio.

A

of Getting Patronage

Capital and, among those who accepted them
were His Excellency, Lord Byng of Vimy,
Governor-General of Canada, and Rt. Hon.
W. L. M. King, the Prime Minister of

ADorpir Ztxkok
Pbesiuent

January 10th,

4.

Canada.
*

*

*

Concert at Rochester Theatre
The Eastman Theatre, Rochester, New

Dear Mr. Laemnle:

On the occasion of your celebrating your forty

years in this country

I

take pleasure in adding to the

York, provided a real treat to music lovers
They gave a concert
of the city recently.
of the Rochester Philharmonic Orchestra,
conducted by Vladimir Shavitch. A particularly

you must te receiving,

n^r

program

fine

Beethoven's

included

C minor" Prelude to Act
and Isolde," Wagner a tone poem,

"Symphony No.

felicitations.

Tristan
"Finlandia"

3,

I

in Accord

C.

Joe Franklin, proprietor of the Franklin
Theatre, Ottawa, Ontario, has been securing
distinguished patronage for his theatre, which
was the Family Theatre until he took it over
Mr. Franklin sent special
last September.
tickets to leading citizens of the Canadian

FAMroTis Players -Laskv Corporation
485 Fifth Avenue, Ne-wYork:

mny

Not

Curtis has lined up
with ministers against the Sunday films, the
fight against Sunday entertainment has ended
C.

New Method

9 2

^

settlement among vaudeville, picture, and
church men and the mayor, whereby pictures
will be permitted on Sunday after one o'clock.
A'audeville is not permitted, however, which
affects the Hippodrome, operated by C. W.
Miller, and the Park, under management of
Max and Joe Schagrin.

Dallas.

1

^

5,

;

;

V ariations
Caprice Espagnole
Symphoniques and other selections.

am very glad you are in the motion picture

;

;

;

industry.

I

taice

*

pride in being identified with an in-

ever manner of celebration you

rnay be

conducting

m

a

business way, please do not hesitate to call upon me.

D

the R.

in

Texas.
If our Company can in any way cooperate in what-

*

Changes in Lewis Film Company
The following changes have been made

dustry which has to its credit an. out standing representative of such high integrity as yourself.

*

J.

president,

Lewis Film

W.

vice

Bilborough
L.

T.

Co., at Dallas,
Houston,
of

PeDerin,

resisrned.

R.

H. Jones, formerly with F. B. O. has been
appointed manager.
Jack Adams has purchased the Little
Rock, Ark., branch and assumed charge.

Very sincerely yours,

Get Your Patron's Co-operation
interesting to note that while Ohio
are in the midst of the
fight for Sunday films, by popular vote the
village of Mohawk, near Utica, New York,
will hereafter have Sunday showmgs.
It is

and

Mr. Carl Laem'nle, President,
Universal Film Commny,
1600 Broadway,
New York City, 11. Y.

A

special referendum election was held
for the purpose and it was carShow schedried by a vote of 533 to 474.
ules will be arranged to avoid conflict with
church services.
last

COMPETITION FORGOTTEN BY ZUKOR

^T^^^ made a profound impression upon Mr.
T?^^
bales Convention in Chicago, and when read aloud to

Marvland

Laemmle, and

his aids attending the Universal
the assembled managers, brought forth enthu-

siastic applause.
In reply to the Famous Players- Lasky head, Mr. Laemmle characterized the letter and
otter ot co-operation asi one of the most gracious acts on
record,
and'
deeply significant of \ the
grovirth and broadening views in the motion picture industrly.
concluded his response to Mr.
Zukor, by saying, "I thank you for your letter and I
proud to have it."

He
am

week

"Hct i^ot iHan
Jut' ^sunber"
PaUlINE FREDERICK
J.

LOU TELLEGEN

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION

vlTACfiAPH
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
BETTY COMPSON AN
INSPIRING FIGURE
'Woman to Woman Strong
Heart Interest V alues and
Fine Acting

Selznick's
in

WOMAN

TO WOMAN. A

Selznick Pro-

Adapted from Michael Morton's
Stage Play of the Saim Name. Directed
by Graham Cutis. Length, 6,994 Feet.
duction

that which makes the dance a part of the
program. A dance contest, with a prize going to the winner, is one method of prologing the show.
An essay contest, with a prize going to the
one offering the most logical happy ending,
would be a good stunt, especially if the editor
of the local paper could be prevailed upon
In this way, newspaper
to act as judge.
publicity of a high order might be effected.
As it sums up "Woman to Woman" is no
The church could have no
lurid sex drama.
quarrel with it
yet it offers something for

Ruth) Clifford carries off the chief dramatic
honors by her bright and forceful interpretation of the role of Anna Gray, Hayden
Stevenson plays the villain well, Niles Welch
is a likeable lover and the support is adequate.
feature as a
for her good
blackmailing
angle,
"punches" and play up
all

Deloryse

David Anson

Betty Compson
Olive Brook
Josephine Earle
Marie Ault
M. Peter

Pond

Mrs. Anson Bond
Henriette
Little

Davy

Deloryse, a dancer of exquisite charm and grace
is wooed and won by David Compton, an English
army officer billeted in Paris. On the eve of their
marriage her fiance is unexpectedly called away.
blow on the head robs him of his memory and
he forgets all about the faithful little girl who
ha-s sacrificed all for him.
Later fate brings them
together and while the man's heart is wrung by
the \vrong he has unwittingly done Deloryse by
marrying another woman, Deloryse's one thought
is to protect the future of their son.
To tliis she
sacrifices herself by dancing at a fete of the second
woman in the case, after a doctor had warned her
that to do so would be fatal.

And the hearts
the red-bloods to thrill to.
of men folks also will throb to it, as was
amply attested, when the tears of a neighboring spectator spilled on the reviewer's cuff.
*

MARIN

r

L.

OVE

Appropriately and lavishly staged, "Woman
to Woman" presents a high quality of entertainment through which love enchanting, bewildering
and sacrificial wings its way

—
—

swiftly to a vale of tears and finally death.
The tragic ending, far from giving an
unpleasant tinge to the picture, as might on
first thought be inferred, lends to the film a
Aiivid true-to-life realism, in which the central figure comes to a sad end despite the
author's sympathy and heroic efforts to help
her.

Betty Compson, in the stellar role of
Deloryse,
the
exquisite
flower-like
little
French dancer, scores a personal dramatic
triumph, which is immediately the outstanding feature of the film.
Here is indeed a
magnificent performance.
While she is on
the screen and she is on it aplenty her
grace, her charm, her sparkling vivacity,
simply take the observer into realms from
which one recedes with reluctance.
bewitching creature is Miss Betty.

—

—

A

Scenes of night life in the Moulin Rouge
oi Paris, with Apaches careening wildly and

sinuous bodies

moving rhythmically to the
bowstrinsrs, make an im-

twang and sob of

pression that certainly will not be lost on
those who talk to others about the pictures
they see.

The very

of the picture infers a problem which should immediately engage the attention of any woman whose eyes light on the
caption.
Thus the playing up of the picture
on posters, heralds, news ads and in directmail should give the title due prominence.
Little speculation is needed as to what particular class of folk will respond to the theme
of the play.
Women's clubs and societies
of all kinds present a fertile field where theatre parties and group patronage should figure strongly.
title

Again, one can but point to Miss Compson's artistic delineation of the heroine.
She

gay;

she
she

sad; she is smiling; she is
the personification of the
brave little Frenchwoman who gives freely
with the one idea that her loved ones shall
have the best that life can offer.
Since the dance motif runs and twines
itself throughout the entire story, one can
think of no better form of exploitation than
is

wistful

;

is

is

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ruth

May Mersch
Carl

Hayden

Galvin

Anna

with Robert
from conseVan Kreel, at the latVan Kreel's wife, seeking a divorce,
ter's hotel.
has detectives obtain a flashlight photo of her husband and Anna. Later, while working on The
News, she and the editor. Manning, fall in love.
Gray,

country

elopes

girl,

Gordon, a scapegrace. She
quences of her rashness by

is

saved

Galvin, city editor, tricks Anna into a compromising position with V-in Kreel. but Manning spoils
the plot, thrashes Galvin and weds Anna.

By George

T.

Pardy

'T'HIS

picture offers an all star cast and
-•- fairly interesting
story, a little far-fetched
in spots, but vibrating with lively action and
cleverly acted.
The up-hill fight of a girl
against the world in whicK she is making her
own way is a subject always sure of winning popular sympathy and when, as in the
present instance, she is hounded by would-be
blackmailers, the melodramatic appeal is naturally strengthened.

The

film's

market value depends altogether

upon the

locality in which it is shown.
It is
hardly likely to gain the approval of sophisticated audiences given to analyzing plots
and demanding logical sequences, for "The

Whispered Name" will not pass such a test.
But in houses where speedy action, romance,
a spice of adventure and mysterious complications satisfy the patrons

it

SAIS IN

THRILLER
Go Well

Bad' Should
Smaller Houses
F.

W. Kraemer

Released by Selsnick. Author,
Director, Merrill McWilliam Lester.
Length, 3,926 Feet.
Cormick.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Marin Sais

Steve Kinnard
Rosalia

should

fill

the

bill

and bring favorable box office results.
The scene where Van Kreel and the heroine
are photographed by a flashlight in the hands
of detectives looking for evidence to compromise the former and furnish his wife with
material for the divorce court is snappily effective, awakening speculation as to what
bearing the incident will have on the girl's
future.
Her final adventure with the same
man, where city editor Galvin lures Anna into an interview with Van Kreel, but is checkmated by John Manning, provides the most
exciting situation in the picture, leading up
to a happy, if conventional climax.
One may be permitted, to doubt that a rustic
maiden could jump so suddenly into and hold
down successfully a job as society editor on
a big daily newspaper, but the general public
won't be likely to view Anna Gray with
suspicion on that account, nor consider it
extradorinary that an executive on the city
desk of a metropolitan journal should run
a scandal sheet as a side issue.

Steve Carrie
Faith Hope

Don Pedro Martinez
Don Esteban Valdeo
Don Martinez brings pressure
Don Esteban Valdeo, with the

Merrill

McCormick

George

Gyton

bear on invalid
object of wedding
She induces
her
Felicia.
the latter's daughter.
father to part with her mother's jewels to Marwho brings the
tinez, who assassinates the man
gems. Martinez manages to fasten public suspicion
Kinnard ultimately conon .Steve Kinnard, cowbo"
victs Martinez of the crime and weds Felici'..

By George

Stockdale

Stevenson

of the

Photoplay.

John Merkvl

Todd

Fred

Welch

Herbert Fortier
William Lawrence

Stepihenson

Craig
Z.

Clifford

Niles

...Charles Clary

Judge Morrell
Robert Gordon
Marcia Van Kreel

members

Felicia

Universal
Based on the Stage Play by
Phdtoplay.
DiRita' Wcinian and Alice Leal Pollack.
Length, 5,196 Feet.
rector, King Baggot.

Langdon Van Kreel

the

GOOD MEN AND BAD.

Tale,

THE WHISPERED NAME.

a

name, emphasize the
melodramatic
the

Men and
in

Whispered Name," Blackmail
Has Popular Appeal

'Th"

Anna Gray
John Manning

Simmons

guilds the scene here, and woman
guides the plot.
It is a theme with a
compelling heart appeal and sure audiencewinning merits.

^

*

'Good

OFFERS FAIR ENTERTAINMENT

A

By Michael

*

gripping story of

star. cast.

;

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

the

Bill

girl's fight

the
WHERE
with fighting

T.

to

Pardy

stereotyped

"Westerner."

cowboy

hero, riding stunts
galore and unlimited gunplay is ever in favor,
"Good Men and Bad" will be well received
and probably roll up a pleasing box-office
record.
But this applies only to houses of
small capacity, or perhaps those' in which frequent changes occur.
The only difference between this film and
its many predecessor4 on the prairie trails is
that the hero in the present instance forsakes
tlie
United States for the Agentine, where
he meets with amazingly lurid adventures of
You won't have
a familiar movie brand.
much difficulty in anticipating the story's
course.
Its finish is pretty obvious, but there certainly are oodles of humming action and every member of the cast earns his or her
money by sheer violent physical exertion, if
we except the invalid daddy.
There is a dandy battle between cowboy
Steve Kinnard and an Argentine bandit gang
Fethat is a whopper for dash and ginger.
licia's ride with her henchmen to Steve's rescue is another "big punch" situation, as she
gets there just as the robber chieftain is
about to give the signal to shoot her lover.
The fiesta scenes, the big horse-breaking tournament, are realisltic in the extreme and
better exterior photography could not be desired.

Miss Sais
Alarin Sais is the girl heroine.
has had long experience in bronco riding.
Many fans will remember her daring work in
the days when she was a Kalem star, and
as Felicia she proves that she is still mistress of the equine art.
Indeed, her graceful and astonishing feats
on horseback are a leading feature of this
film, and she: gives a capable dramatic performance into the bargain. Steve Carrie fills
Director
the bill as hero in gallant style.
Merrill McCormick appears as the villainous
Martinez, looking sufficiently sinister, and
creditable support.
one as an out-and-out straight
"Westerner." Go as far as you like in praising the thrills, fighting episodes and riding
stunts, but don't claim any originality for the
Marin Sais is not forgotten by picture
story.

there

Bill

is

this

patrons and her name
good advantage.

to

might be played up
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
PATHOS AND POWER
Registers as

Box

Office

fully

Theme

Magnet

of

Great Drawing Capacity

THE LULLABY.

Chester Bennett Photo-

play.
Released hy F. B. O. Author, Lillian Ditcey.
Director, Chester Bennett.
Length, 6,951 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jane Novak
Jane Novak
Robert Anderson
Fred Maletesta
Lydia Yeamans Titus

Felipa
Antoinette

Tony
Pietro

Mary
Thomas,

Peter Burke
Otis Harlan
Cleo Madison

Jr

Thomas

Elliott

Mrs. Marvin
Baby Antoinette

Dorothy Marion

Felipa, newly-wed, is attacked by her husband's
Pietro.
Tony, the husband, intervenes and
kills
Pietro
Tony is hanged and his wife senfriend.

tenced to imprisonment.
A baby is born in jail,
taken from its mother at the age of three and
adopted by the judee, now Governor, who sentenced its parents.
Twenty years after Felipa is
released.
For baby Antoinette's sake, she resigns
her legal claim to the ciiild and is taken care of
by Its guardians.

By George

T.

Pardy

A BOX-OFFICE magnet

of apparently
unlimited drawing power! Here's a film
which plays on the emotions with magical
irresistible touch, runs down the whole ga-

'^

mut

of

human

passions,

love,

loyalty,

re-

venge, retribution and the crowning, golden sacredness of a mother's unselfish affection for her child.
Beautifully photographed, cleverly directed and superbly acted by a splendid cast,
"The Lullaby" makes a straight, unerring
appeal to "all sorts and
conditions"
of
people.

an

attraction which any
showman, be the seating capacity of his
house great or small, should have no hesitation about booking.
Where mother love reigns as a predominant theme the greatest difficulty confronting a director lies in his task of keeping the story from ^'slopping over" and
being drowned in waves of excess sentiment.
This problem has been neatlv
solved by Chester Bennett and his gifted
players.
For there isn't a situation that
doesn't ring true or fail to impress the
spectators.
Thrills, tragedy, tears,
selfsacrifice are all accentuated with a "trueto-life" realism as rare as it is convincing.
Even the most melodramatic episodes
are staged and worked out so naturally
that they suggest stern facts rather than
romance, the shootiiig of Pietro by Tony,
the latter's farewell in the gallow's shadow
at the moment when his baby first sees
the light of day within prison walls, the
forced separation of mother and childare all enshrouded in an atmosphere of
It

is

pathos and grim intensity.
Nor do you often witness such an unusual
and at the same time .satisfying picture climax as that in which Felipa finds her daughter under the guardianship of the judge who
condemned her husband to execution and herself to a living death
But mother love triumphs over all else and with her decision to
allow Antoinettte to remain where she has
grown to womanhood, and the assurance of a
a safe haven for Felipa in the future, the
story ends.

Jane Novak
and daughter.

the dual role of mother
Indeed, three distinct characterizations may be said to fall to her share,
for she appears as the bride, as the woman
aged and broken by twenty years of prison
life, and as the girl Antoinette.
In each case
the star actually seems to live the part, so
vivid,

and their enforced parting are painimpressive and also serve to bring out
in bold relief the excellent acting of little
Dorothy Marion, a fascinating juvenile, who
wins all hearts with her pretty ways.
As a single glance at the casting list might
lead one to expect, the support is worthy of
Every player's name possesses
the
star.
screen significance and can be' utilized in exprison

SWAY 'THE LULLABY'
Picture With Mother Love

(Comiru^ed)

ploiting the feature.

The

title

go very

suggests childhood, but does not
in giving an idea as to what
really about.
You can describe

far

the story is
it as one of the most affecting and powerful
dramas of mother love that has ever been
filmed, with plenty of action and never ceasing suspense. Jane Novak has a strong following and it is safe to inform her admirers
that in this dual role she scores the greatest
triumph of her career.
^

^

^

WOMEN WILL
'Marriage

LIKE THIS FILM
Market' Is Comedy of Light
Fabric but Clever

C. B. C.
Photo jilay. Author, Not Credited. DirecLength, 6,297 Feet.
rector, E. J. Le Saint.

Seibert

Kate

Lester

Maym

Kelso

Pauline Garon
Jean DeBriac

Shannon Day

Peckham

'Willard

Carruthers
Lillian Pigott
Mrs. Pigott
Mr. Pigott

Jac>'

Louis
Mulhall

Alice Lake
'Vera Lewris
Marc Ro'obins

Mischievous pranks lead to the e.xpulsion from a
She
girl's fashionable academy of Theodora Bland.
whom she
aid's a girl escaping from reform-school,
Carlater impersonates in the home of novelist
ruthers.
The latter hiaes her from the sheriflf.
Theodora's relatives endeavor to force her into an
unwelcome marriage. After various adventures she
defeats their schemes and weds Carruthers.

By George
--I'HE

T,

Pardy

MARRIAGE MARKET"

gets

and

terribly in
earnest is her work in the emotional phases.
The scenes between mother and child in

away

without any time being wasted.
The youthful heroine, so thoroughly in love with romance and the spirit
of adventure, follows her natural bent, jumps
cheerfully over conventional bounds, successfully dodges an unwelcome suitor and ends
up by settling her affections upon a rising
to a fast, early lead

who gives a cordial receipt.
net result is a comedy drama of light
construction as to plot, very cleverly acted,
directed and photographed. Its box-office value
ought to be considerable in houses catering
largely to feminine patrons.
High school
girls in particular will be pleased with the
pranks and lively doing of impishly energetic
Theodora Bland. The men aren't likely to
care so much for it, nor does the film promise rich financial nourishment for exhibitors
whose customers demand red blood action
and plenty of punch as screen diet.
The picture comes out with a straight wallop at
society's
time-honored practice of
novelist,

The

matching up young damsels with prospective
hubbies, regardless of whether love cuts any
figure in the proposition.
This is the moral conveyed, but for the
most part heroine Theodora's adventures, selfmade and unexpected, form the principal
theme and nobody is apt to take the story
very seriously at any stage.
Pretty Pauline Garon looks her prettiest
and gives a performance as Theodora, which

SURPLUS FOOTAGE A HANDICAP
Comedy

BREAKING INTO SOCIETY.
Photoplay.
Stromberg.

"let i^ot jHan
3Put Jlsunber"
J.

«iB

LOU TELLEGEN

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION

F. B.

O.

Author and Director, Hunt
Length, 4,112 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
BuU Montana
Ward

His Mother
His Father
His Little Brother

Carrie Clark

The

Pasha

Kala
Francis
Florence

Yvonne

Treboal
Gilbert

Chuck Reisner
Gertrude

Barber

Leo

Short
'White

The O'Tooles of Tin Can Alby are left a big
fortune.
Determined to achieve society, success they
go to Pasadena. There they entertain on an exceedingly lavish scale.
But their manners and disposition to rush matters get them into various
scrapes.
The final touch comes when a pugilist,
with his bride from Catham Square, an old pal
of the Alley days, without waiting for an invitation,
pays them a visit.
lurid time results, as stories
of former fights are related and profusely illustrated,
all table rules are ruthlessly smashed and finally the
horrified guests make a hasty getaway.

A

By George

T.

Pardy

OR

the cheaper class of theatres where
broad comedy of the go-as-you-please type
is
acceptable "Breaking Into Society" may
serve to get the laughs and money.
It possesses no appeal for critical movie fans, however, as there is hardly the semblance of a
plot, and the slapstick methods employed to
tickle the spectators' sense of humor grows
tiresome when spread over so lengthy a pe-

^

riod.

The

that Director Stromberg has
a feature picture out
of material too thin for his purpose.
Kept
within a three reel compass the film would

trouble

endeavored

is

to

make

probably have proved a good program "filler."
In its present shape it furnishes woeful
evidence of padding.
You can't expect an intelligent human to
put in an entire hour watching the newhrich O'Tooles and their plugugiy acquaintances horrify guests by making hash of table
etiquette, and go away satisfied with the entertainment.
Society burlesque of this kind,
familiar stuff though it be in screen comedy,
still has power to amuse if rushed through
in short subject form, but won't stand the
test of long drawn-out action.
What saves the- picture from being too tedious !S the vigorous work of the players.
The unbeautiful countenances of Bull Montana, Kala Pasha and Chuck Reisner are a
sort of comic relief in themselves and certainly fit their roles to perfection.
Reisner.
in particular, gets away with some really
funny stunts, and shows fine ability in dem-

onstrating vigorously how he encountered and
won the love of his blooming bride, the
in

PAUUNE FREDERICK

Plot of ^Breaking Into Society'
Sleight for Feature

Too

charming

fills

aglow with warmth

lowing.

Pittsburg Kid
Sally of the Alley

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Wilton

heroine's successful opposition to a marriage
she knew would prove unhappy, stress the
romance and comedy elements and feature
the work of Pauline Garon, Alice Lake and
Jack Mulhall, each of whom has a fan-fol-

Tim O'Toole

THE MARRLiGE MARKET.

Miss Whitcomb
Miss Blodgett
Theodora Bland
Count Demitri
Reform School Girl

sparkles with vivacity and charm.
Lake, cast as the scheming Lillian
Pigott, does excellent character work.
Jack
Mulhall plays the novelist lover agreeably
and good support is given the principals by
other members of the company.
The title has strong drawing possibilities.
Make it plain that the story deals with the
fairly

Alice

Sally.

Gertrude Short is excellent
is Florence Gilbert, as

the latter part, as

Yvonne.
The photography is well up to standard.
Montana, Reisner and Kala Pasha are the
best known names in the cast and can be
Tell your
utilized in exploiting the feature.
patrons that the picture is sheer burlesque,
with plenty of slapstick fun and speedy action, but go light in praising the story.

-

January

26,
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BOX OFFICE RE^ lEWS
HUMMING BIRD'
SCORES REGULAR HIT

'THE

Rivoli Theatre Audience at First

Night Showing Cheers Army
Scenes in Olcott Production

THE HUMMING

BIRD. Paramount PhoAdapted from Stage Play by Maude

toplay.

Fulton.
Director, Sidney Olcott.
7,490 Feet.

Length,

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Toinette

Swanson
Edward Burns

Gloria

Randall Carey
Papa Jacques

William Ricciardi
Mme. d'Ambricourt
Helen Lindroth
Jacques d'Auray
Mario Majeroni
Cesare Gravina
Regina Quinn

The Owl
Henrietta

Rutherford

Zi-Zi

La Roche
Chariot
Beatrice

Toinette, alias "The Humming Bird," an Apache,
commits many successful robberies in Paris while
disguised as a lad.
She falls in love with Randall
Carey, American
newspaper correspondent. Randall joins the army when war breaks out. Toinette
persuades her Apache confederate to enlist.
She
is
jailed, escapes during a
Zeppelin bombardment
and joins her wounded lover in his aunt's residence.
The authorities pardon her and she finds happiness
with Randall.
.

By George

"DOTH
-L' to

Pardy

T.

and

director

star have good reason
this production, Sidney

proud of
once more proving himself a past
master in his profession and Gloria Swanson
be

Olcott

scoring a hit in the leading role which puts
her former performances completely in the
shade.
There can be little doubt as to the drawing power and box office value of "The
Humming Bird," wherever it may be shown.
It is excellent drama, with tremendous heart
appeal, colorful, swift of action and rich in
all

compelling

realistic,

There

is

to tighten

up

atmosphere.

war

just sufficient actual

stuff

the suspense without overdoing

setting.

a

simple,

affecting

tale, this of the
regenerated by sacrifice for France and finds happiness at last
with her American lover. There are no plot
complications worth speaking of.
The film's
interest centers on the diminutive figure of
Toinette, whose personality dominates even
the pornp and splendor of military prepara-

tions

In

is

Apache

and

girl,

who

is

conflict.

pictures

with

the

World War

for

a

background it frequently happened that the
stories were virtually smothered by the martial atmosphere, a grave
fault in directing
which resulted for a time in war features becoming a drug on the market.
But "The

Humming

Bird"

belong in that
conveys the note of
human sympathy and understanding which
echoes clear and high above the resonant roar

Above

class.

all

does

else

not

it

of the guns.

one Gloria Swanson vehas not been deemed necessary
to make a fashion parade out of the star's
wardrobe. In portraying Toinette Miss Swanson trusts solely to her native talent, and
wisely so.
For the greater part of the picture she appears either dressed as a ragamuffin Apache boy or clad in the sober garments decreed by the law for female prisThis

hicle

is

at

where

in the final reel is there

a change

gowns.

to dainty, but not too elaborate

I'n
the boy outfit she looks and acts the
part to perfection, indeed few feminine players have succeeded in so completely identifying themselves with a male role.

Her emotional work is thoroughly sincere
and poignantly appealing, with here and there
a bit of very effective humor introduced which
speaks volumes for the star's keen sense of
comedy values. This is especially in evidence
at the finale, when, expecting to be re-arrested,
she suddenly throws off her air of wistful
charm and becomes for a few moments again
the defiant, devil-may-care Apache.
The support

is

Edward

balanced.

finely

Burns registering as a likeable specimen of
a clean-bred, gallant American lover and the
Montmarte types being wonderfully true to

The photography

technically faultless, the Apache den and jail interiors are
sordidly
impressive,
the
battlefield
views
splendidly filmed, and clear, distinct lighting
adds to the feature's artistic beauty.
In exploiting the picture make it clear that
it
ranks as an intensely human story, with
the war for a realistic background.
You are
safe in playing up the star as appearing in the
most striking role of her career, a fact which
should rally the legion of Swanson admirers
in full force.
Miss Swanson's Apache dance
is also worth mentioning, as are revelations of
life in the Paris underworld.
life.

—

lend a distinctive charm and fascination to this picture.
Most of the names in the cast are familiar,
and it can be said each one is excellent in
Gladys Hulette is a most
his individual role.
appealing figure as Nance Yeulette, the wife
of Jack Yeulette, skipper of a fishing smack.
As the plot concerns a love tale in a small
fishing town and many of the scenes are of
the sea it would be best to exploit the picture from that angle.
Decorate the lobby with cut-outs of scenes
where the coast-guard lifeboats are desperately trying to rescue the crew of the doomed

shadows

ship.

*

5!C

^

ACTING AND DIRECTING COUNT
Work Redeems Weak

Clever

'Wife in

is

Name

WIFE IN NAME ONLY.

Story in
Only'

Pyramid Photo-

Author,
Director, George TerBertha M. Clay.
Length, 4,868 Feet.
zvilliger.
Released

play.

by

Selzn'ick.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Norman

Edmund Lowe

Arleigh

Madeline

Dornham

Florence Dixon

Phillipia

L'Estrange

Mary Thurman

John Dean
Mrs.

William

Sam Dornham
Victor

Tooker

Ora May Spooner
Edna May Spooner
Tyrone Power

Hemingway

Margaret Dornham

Harwood

Arthur

Housman

Phillipa L'Estrange, wealthy and beautiful, falls
love with Norman Arleigh.
She plans revenge
when she finds he does not return her aff.ctioti,

in

'HOODMAN BLIND' INTERESTING
Action of Storv. Atmosphere and
Players All Sure to Please

HOODMAN' BLIND.
H. A. Jones'

an'^

Fox

W.

SceDirected by

Nance Yeulette
Jessie Walton
John

McDermott

Marc

Linden

Mrs. John Linden

Trilby Clark

Bull Yeaman
Battling Brown

Jack
Eddie

Walters
Gribbon

John Linden, a victim of wanderlust, jumbles
up his own life and his two daughters. The one
a daughter by marriage, the other an offspring
of Jessie Walton, a girl of the village.
Through

is

resemblance of the two, crafty
unscrupulous
Mark Lezzard, the sea town's only lawyer, arouses
the jealousy of the first daughter's husband, hoping
to gain her for himself and thereby have control
over the money John Linden provides for her regularly.
Much havoc results happiness is the lot of
everyone except the scheming Lezzard and he the
crowd "fixes" when it learns what a wretch he is.
the

—

—

By Marguerite A. Brumell

nn HIS

certainly can be classed as a boxattraction for all types of theatres.
It has all the earmarks of the picture replete
with the stuff that makes for human interest
and so-called audience appeal.
The big,
strong hero
the delicate, loving wife
the
rascally villain and the "hard boiled" woman
of the underworld are all here.
But better than all this the settings have
a quaint atmosphere and looked exactly as
you'd expect a small fishing town to look.
The crooked streets, the many character
studies and the fact that most every scene
is an outdoor, night shot, with that eerie and
striking contrast of flickering lights and sharp
-*

office

;

;

least

it

"Eet i^ot iilan
PAULINE FREDERICK
J.

>j{J.

LOU TELLEGEN

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION

transpires that the accusation
wife are reunited.

XCELLENT
strong

is

false.

his

By George
"C"

tions

Gladys Hulette
Regina Connelly
Frank Campeau

first

Mark Lezzard

it

cast,

T.

Pardy

by an exceptionally
skilled direction and good

acting

photography are the distinguishing qualifica-

David Butler

Jack Yeulette
Walton, the

Eventually

I\orman and

From

Photoplay.

John Ford.

Jessie

and brings about a weddin.g between Arleigh and
Madeline Dornham. She then informs him that
the bride's father is his mother's murderer.
This
causes a separation between the newly married pair

Barrett's Story.

Charles Kenyan.
Length, 5,434 Feet.

by

nario

it.

get a flash of trench hostilities, big
guns thundering, shells dropping here and
there an aerial bombardment, the spectacular
rush of the hastily mobilized Paris division to
stop Von Kluck's drive on the capital.
These are all impressive, but what set the
audience at the New York Rivoli to enthusiasm on the picture's first presentation, and
will probably have the same effect in other
localitii'S, was the arrival and parade of the
United States troops.
This neat patriotic
touch IS irresistable, and all the more powerful in its lure because of the story's foreign
It

made

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

You

little

Only

oners.

(Continued)

of

this

picture.

In

less

experienced

must have "flopped" heavily, for the
plot is an ancient one and credit is due all
concerned in the production for weaving it
into a society melodrama of fairly entertain-

hands

it

ing powers.
As it stands, the picture will probably
please audiences of a not too critical type
and register favorable box office returns in
the neighborhood and smaller theatres.
The action moves rather deliberately during the opening stages, while dwelling upon
the infatuation of Phillipa L'Estrange for
the irresponsive hero, but once the picture
gets into its stride matters begin to move
swiftly.
Phillipa's schemeing to bring about
a matrimonial tangle between Arleigh and
the other girl in the case is a bit obvious
in design, but that doesn't prevent an accummulation of sympathy for Madeline when
she goes to the altar, unconscious of what
horror the future holds for her.
This awakening of pit}' for the innocent
bride is an important factor in developing the
story's interest and governs most of the situations which hit the high emotional spots.
Among these latter may be mentioned the
revelation made to Arleigh that his wife is
supposed to be the daughter of the man who
was responsible for his father's death, and the
temporary separation which follows.
The settings are handsome, good ohotography distinguishes the entire production and
the cast is well chosen.
You can bill this as a societv melodrama
with a popular appeal. The works of Bertha
M. Clay, from whose novel the story is
adapted, were widely read a generation ago
and her name may be worth mentioning as
But the players
bait to catch the old-timers.
are the best exploitation asset. Each member
of the cast is well known in movie circles
and it would not be stretching the truth to
boost them as an all-star aggregation.
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
NORMA TALMADGE A
LOVELY ARAB MAIDEN
Desert Drama Fairly Shrieks With
Color and Rare Human
Interest

SONG_ OF LOVE.

Appeal

Joseph

M. Schenck Pro-

duction Adapted from Margaret Peterson's
Novel, "Dust of Desire."
Directed by

Chester Franklin and Frances Marion. A
First National Release. Length, 8,000 Feet.

(Contmued)

with the drug store or perfume shop on a
display of cosmetics and Oriental perfumes.
This could be made very effective by the, use
of window cards showing scenes from the
picture and stills of Norma Talmadge as a

dancing girl and Joseph Schildkraut masquerading as an Arabian clansman.
The picture would also lend itself admirably
man and woman both
to a street bally.
dressed in Arabian costumes, riding through
the streets on spirited horses, would be sure
to arrest the gaze of passersby and awaken

A

the

in

interest

'NAME THE MAN' HAS
TREMENDOUS APPEAL
Victor Seastrom Production for Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan, a Triumph of

Tense Realism

NAME THE MAN.
toplay.
itan.

Director,
Novel, "The Master of Man."
Victor Seastrom. Length, 7,771 Feet.

film.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Norma

Noorma-hal

Talraadge
Joseph Schildkraut

Raymon Valverde
Ramlika
Dick Jones

Arthur

Edmund Carew
Wheat
Maud Wayne

Laurence

Maureen Desmard
Commissionaire Desmard

Schenck
Hector Samo

Earl

Chandra-Ial

Chamba

Albert

Frisco

PLOT HAS THRILLS AND PATHOS
Action Fast and Situations Unusual
in Fox Production

THE NET.

Captain Fregdnne

Mario Carillo
Doctor Humbert
James Cooley
Noorma-hal is a beautiful Arabian girl who is
beloved by Ramlika, a desert chief whose clansmen
stand ready at his call to do his bidding.
Urged
by her uncle, who is instigating an attack against
"the Christian dogs" in which Ramlika is to be the
leader, she pretends to return his afifection.
Raymon Valverde, an English secret service man, comes
to the desert and Nroorma-hal falls desperately in
love with him.
She later proves the instrument
which saves him from death by the Arabs and is
rewarded by Ramlika's undying love and devotion
to

her.

By Henriette Sloane
TD

VEN

if a story had no real merit, undoubtedly the names of Norma Talmadge
and Joseph Schildkraut featured together
would act as a magnet to the film fans, but
when a real box office winner stands stanchly
behind the two there is no limit to the suc-

cess which the picture might achieve.
Such
is
the precise case in this picture.
Two
splendid stars are backed by a humdinger of
a plot worked out in the most beautiful and

charming

detail.

No

exhibitor

could

hope

for more.
Scenically the picture

is superb.
Sets and
costumes have been used not only with a
lavish expenditure of money but with an extravagance of good taste.
We never saw a
beautiful Arabian girl, but if she's anything

like the captivating

Victor Seastrom PhoReleased by Goldwyn-CosinopolAdapted from Sir Hall Caine's

Norma we now know

the

answer to the Arabian expeditions.
But she not only looks good, she is good.
As an ensnaring temptress who is using the
desert chief's devotion to her to further the
her uncle, she reflects a charming
humor and vivaciousness which is entirely
refreshing.
Never does the action lag. Whether at the
height of an open battle, in the midsit of
a red blood duel, or in the subductive atmosphere of Noorma-hal's sinuous dancing, intense
interest is boldly sustained.
Joseph Schildkraut is only another fine touch in a splendid
story, elegantly staged.
Where is the film's medium of appeal ?
Everywhere. Small towns, large cities, young
folks, staid bachelors, tired business men,

ends of
_

overworked married women. They will all
find a refuge and a stimulant in this lovely
Oriental drama in which pathos mingles with
a humor and lightness that reflects the touch
of an artist.
As- for exploitation possibilities, the picture
fairly reeks of them.
In the first place there
are the names of the two stars which will
do much in the way_ of attracting patrons
to the box office.
Needless to say, of course,
they should be played up as big as possible.
Then there are a number of lobby displays
that could be used to accentuate the Oriental
atmosphere. One idea might be to dress the
ticket man in the garb of an Arab and have
another man, similarly attired, seated near
an
Arab tent which can be cheaply
erected from stripped canvas.
Incense burners on colored cushions, and posters showing
desert scenes would help create atmosphere.
There is also the possibility of a tie-up

vciic

Fo.i-

Thompson.

zcards.

Photoplay.
Director,

Author, MaraJ.

Gordon Ed-

Length, 6,135 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOFSIS
Norman
Bruce Norman

Barbara Castleton
Raymond Bloomer
The Man
Albert Roscoe
Model
Peggy Davis
Artist
Arthur Gordoni
Mr. Royce
William H. Tooker
The Boy
Eliah Nadel
Inspector
Alexander Gaden
The Doctor
Byron Douglas
Allayne Norman's brutal husband quarrels with
his wife in her artist cousin's studio.
Bruce kills
the artist.
A stranger, sufTering from loss of memory, enters and falls unconscious.
Bruce exchanges
clothes with him and persuades Allayne to tell the
authorities the sense'ess man is her husband and
Allayne

murderer. The police suspect a trick but are
unable to sove the mystery.
Bruce dies. The
memory returns, his innocence is made
clear and he weds Allayne.
the

stranger's

By George T. Pardy
unusual plot liberally spiced with
thrills, pathos and suspense gets a strong
hold on the spectators' imagination and registers "The Net" as very satisfactory entertainment. It is frank out-and-out melodrama,
but despite the frequent stretching of "the
long arm of coincidence" to fit the situations
together, its clever handling by players and
director lends an air of realism to the narrative's unexpected twists and odd angles and
renders it a likely box office asset for any
A

N

theatre.

Perhaps it is hardly probable that any wife
should consent to the exchange of identities
between her husband and the innocent
stranger, such as is brought about in the
story.
On the other hand, such a situation
altogether impossible, either, and the
plea of "melodramatic license" serves as a
tolerable excuse.
Meanwhile, the great thing is that you are
led to accept Allayne Norman's sacrifice as
made for her child's sake, and sympathize
with her heartily through the agony of complications which follow her attemnt to cheat
the law out of a victim who richly deserves
the worst that could happen him.
The luckless hero who is made a temporary
scapegoat for the sins of Bruce Norman also
comes in for a generous measure of pity, and
not the least of the picture's good qualities
is
the manner in which his romance with
Allayne develops through association, and, on
the woman's side, the feeling that she has
deeply wronged the man she has learned to
isn't

love.

Spies surround the couple and some of the
most exciting moments are those
in which the visiting doctor and inspector of
police employ various cunning wiles to solve
the mystery of the lover's true identity. But
all ends well, with the demise of the utterly
sunerflous Bruce Norman.
The principal players are worth advertising
and such catch phrases as "Can rtiarriage
reform a seemingly worthless man?" "Should
a wife defy the law. to maintain the honor of
her son's name?" "She stood between love and
duty" are suggested as boosting aids.
picture's

—

;

Bessie
Victor

Mae Busch
Conrad Nagel
Hobart Bosworth
Creighton Hale
Patsy Ruth Miller
Winter Hall

CoUister
Stowell

Douglas

Stowrell

Alick Gell
Fennella Stanley
Governor Stanley
Isabelle

Dan

Lisa
Victor

DeWitt

Stowell,

Man, engaged

of

Fringle

Aileen

,

Jennings
Evelyn Selbie
Deemster
of
the Isle
the

CoUister
CoUister

son of
to Fennella

Stanley,

with
Bessie
an
intrigue
Deemster on his father's death

in

is

CoIlisf;er,

and

involved

becomes

compelled
Fennella and
is

to try Bessie for killng her baby.
Alick Gell, who loves B'Sssie, guess who the child's
Bessie is helped
father is, but Bessie will not tell.
Victor pubto escape by Victor and weds Alick.
licly confesses his sin, serves two years in prison and
marries Fennella at the expiration of his sentence.

By George

A

GENUINE

T.

Pardy

star cast, fine photography, good direction and unusually
powerful plot combine to list "Name the
Man" among the best of the season's screen
attractions.
Its box office value is undeniable, although exhibitors catering largely to
juvenile patrons, or what is known in the
trade as "the family circle," must bear in
mind that, like all of Hall Caine's stories,
it deals frankly with illicit love and its conall

sequences.
Yet, for from being immoral, the picture
can rather be classed as intensely moral,
if the message the author seeks to convey
be accepted in its rightful sense. For
there is glorification of vice, no hint of
"the
pleasures to be found by
treading
primrose path."
On the contrary, it is
shown how a momentary lapse into sensualism on the part of two of the characters results in secret agony, sorrow, misfortune and black tragedy which comes
near to wrecking not only their lives but
those of others.
delicate subject to handle, but Director
Victor Seastrom and his talented players
have presented the story in such a way as
to render it extremely doubtful whether
the most rabid members of the censorial
community can find a situation which they
can meddle with. And they have certainly
achieved a dramatic triumph.
From beginning to end "Name the Man"
actually palpitates with vigorous action and
conflict of human passions. It carries the
spectators away on tidal waves of emotion,
there is no glorification of vice, no hint of
the climax is attained, and here again the
film refuses to follow conventional methods,
for if hero and heroine finally reach a
haven of rest, it is not until the former has
been severely punished for his sins.
Among the many big scenes of the production, the great storm,
Bessie's
sad
home-coming, her trial, with the man who
is her child's father occupying the position
of judge; and that in which Victor Stowell,
aroused by conscience, faces a furious mob.

A

"let i^ot iHan
Jut ^siunber"
PAULINE FREDERICK -° LOU TELLEGEN
J.
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Laemmle's Power Fell in
Big Little Feature
/^ARL LAEMMLE is one of the men

^

who

the picture industry
faith in the importance

is

in

refused to lose

now making

in 1924.

Carl Laemmle was one of the very first
to recognize the growing importance of the
Besides "The Leather
Big Little Feature.
Pushers" and the serials he will release during 1924, 52 Universal comedies, the same
number of Century Comedies, six westerns,

The Inter12 Beaumont "Racing" Series.
national News which has become an institution will of course continue along prestige
lines.

Stern

Bros.

With

tury,

and many of

Universal

now

in

Girls and

knowledge

picture making.

Stern
the

Imp

tive

the

Pal, the dog.
They, Julius and
recently celebrated their twelfth

Universal's St. Louis office made known today that Skouras Brothers, well known theatre owners of that city, have booked all of
the Century January releases for their West

End

Lyric.

Investigating Seattle's

Two-Reel

Needs in

Stuflf

Stanlejr Waite, sales manager of tworeel product for Pathe, left last week on
an extended tour of Pathe Exchanges
which will take him as far south as
the
Orleans. The itinerary will include
Pathe branch office in Washington, Char-

New

Mr.
Atlanta and
New Orleans.
Waite's special task will be to observe conlotte,

ditions in

this

what types

field

and

two-reel

demand among

pecially in

Southern

of

to

ascertain just

product are

es-

exhibitors in the

territory.

Pathe's schedule of two-reel product has
lately been augmented By the acquisition
of a new Mack Sennett series of comedies
in which Harry Langdon is being starred
and a group of short-subject dramas to be
released under the general title of the

"Indian Frontier Series."

Both these new groups will be given
attention during Mr. Waite's tour

in

addition

which

the other releases
includes
the
"Our

to

of

this

Gang"

Comedies, the Will Rogers' vehicles, Stan
Laurel subjects, the "Spat Family" series.
Mack Sennett Comedies and Ben Turpin
offerings.

returns to the Pathe News headquarters mdicate that the national
motion
picture referendum, conducted by
Pathe News
with reference to the Peace Plan
winning the
Edward W. Bok award of $100,000 has met
with an overwhelming response on
the part
of the public in all sections of the
country
The Pathe News referendum, which closed
officially

on Saturday, January

ferred to in

many

branches will

Several
this

the

quarters

week

this

Cooper,
stone,

Mann,

re-

head-

during

to ascertain

the
the

the

Pathe

new

Jack
BlyJack
Dick
Smith,

visitors
at the

being made
referendum.
Mr. Bok in a conference
with
Emanual
Cohen,
Editor
of
Pathe News, voiced
his
pleasure at the

on

The

company.

Hank

the

the

was

progress

later

Since then
such people as Billie
Ritchie, Harry Gribbon, Charles Winegar,

Bok!

who dropped in
Pathe
News

and the name
changed to Century.
Alice Howell was the
star of

W.

donor
of
award,

$100,000
one of

built

first

published as soon
returns are in

all

Edward

Abe

The

ballots are being tabulated
by
a
special
force on their receipt
and the results will

as

Studio.

was

_

of

and

years

studio

have been heard from.

be

inti-

West,

L-Ko

is

great number of votes sent in directly
to the Pathe News headquarters by
theatre
patrons.
This is taken to indicate that a
great many of the theatre patrons throughout the country took their ballots home, registered their vote only after careful
deliberation, and then went to the trouble
of enclosing the ballots in envelopes, placing the
necessary postage thereon and mailing them personally directly to the Pathe News
headquarters. It is estimated that over three thousand ballots had been received in this manner by the end of the week.
This is taken
to
indicate
that
the
response
registered
through the regular channels via the Pathe
Exchanges will surpass all expectations.
With the close of the screen referendum
on Saturday, shipments of ballots started
reaching
the
Pathe
News headquarters
promptly from the nearer branch-offices
It
IS expected that by the end
of the week all

Stern Brothers also
migrated and opened
the old

re-

the

when Unimoved most of

talent

its

was

York.
A remarkable feature of the referendum

years later
versal

12th,

as

m

later
joined
in an execu-

capacity,

instances

the greatest
achievement ever accomplished by a newsreel organization and certainly
among the
outstanding enterprises in the history
of the
screen.
Throughout the week of Tanuary
/th, theatres all over the country
carried as
a part of the current Pathe News
releases
a graphic picturization of the
provisions of
the prize-winning peace plan.
Ballots prepared by Pathe News and distributed
throu<^h
Its
exchanges to the theatre managements
were handed out to the patrons on being admitted to the theatres. Following the showing of the Pathe News visualization
of the
peace plan, the audiences registered their
votes
favor of or against the proposal.
The
ballots were collected and forwarded
to the
local Pathe Exchange for shipment
to New

Julius

Stern gained an

mate

ranked with

p

^ ARLY

PickBaggot,

worked,

etc.,

are

Great Response to Pathe Vote
on Bok Peace Plan

LAEMMLE THRILLERS'

Mary

Kirig

ford,

stars

year of comedy producing.

class

people as

present

Abe Stern

poration (producers of
have been with Carl Laemmle since the latthe forerunter first organized the "Imp"
ner of the Universal banner.
Starting in as general manager of the old
14th
street
studio,

famous

are

etc.,

known in the short subject field, among
the better known are Buddy Messinger, Jack
Earle, Harry McCoy, the Century Follies

special

and viceFilm CorCentury Comedies),

such

former stock players,

Eva Novak,

best

Julius and Abe Stern, president
president, respectively, of Century

where

their

Griffith,

the foremost ranks of featuredom.

Their

Since 'Imp' Days

—

Ray

such as

full

length Jewels for Universal.
hardly
It
is
necessary
to
speak
of
Laemmle's importance in the field of serials.
That he intends to keep up the pace he
has set for himself in serials is shown in
his announcement
for 1924.
"The Ghost
City," "The Fast Express," "The Riddle
Man" and "The Free Trader" are four new
serials of fifteen episodes each that are to

be shown

Fea.ture

Century banner.
"Just Dogs," the first allanimal comedy was made by Stern Brothers,
the first baby pictures were made by Cen-

A

Denny who

Little

Baby Peggy and other have worked under the

of the Big Little
Feature, He based his belief on the needs
of the family theatre and he has kept the
needs of that theatre constantly in mind.
His belief and his faith are justified in the
light of recent events.
The Big Little Feature has become and greatly through his influence more important than ever.
series of short subjects which lately has
brought Laemmle into particular prominence
in the field is the "Leather Pushers."
This
series has met with an overwhelming success
wherever booked and that means almost everywhere. Billy Sullivan stars in the fourth
announced for 1924.
series
He replaced

Reginald

Page 29

News

tie-up.

newspapers

throughout the country

TWO RULERS OF SERIALDOM
William Duncan and Edith Johnson, two of Universal's serial stars look sort of mild here
but they have been the cause of many an audience holding its breath with the thrill of
Universal serial situation. They are shown here in a rather calm moment and feeling good.

a

are co-operating
giving the plan an
enormous amount of
publicity and it has
taken the whole country by storm.
in
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LAEMMLE FUN

'Why Wait'—Universal
Really

'Neck and Neck'

Funny

Here

1

reel

a bundle of laughs all packed into
The subject plays around
a one-reel jacket.
a "Pa3' as you weigh" restaurant where they
weigh the patrons before and after the meal
and charge them for the difference.
Our
two heroes load up with a couple of bricks
before entering and on leaving find that the
There are
restaurant owes them money
no dragging spots. The action is rapid and
can be depended upon to provoke a continuous string of laughs the only test of a onereel comed}-.
is

i

—

^

'Oil Girls'

^

*

—Educational

Light but satisfying

1

reel

"Oh Girls" is right. There's a bunch in
this Cameo Comedy that stack up against
the best of any bathing beauty collection yet
seen.
All are sweet young things attending
the Waverly School fjr Girls giving lessons
the cold shoulder and romance, in any form,
Cliff Bowes doesn't pla\'
a hearty welcome.

—Educational

Entertaining

2 'reels

been done before, they do it here and
they'll do it again
show us the country hick
arriving in the big city, determined- to outslick those "slick city guys."
And we laugh
every time
Lige Conley, the hick, has all the paraphernalia
a padlock on the pocket and a
mousetrap on the purse, with another mousetrap controlling a battery attached to his
It's

—

;

stickpin.

He rescues a village maiden (Peggy
O'Neill) who is none too good looking and
is glad of the chance her father gives him
He makes the crew, but
to go to college.
the crev^' doesn't win the race and the reason
makes for most of the action of the
film.
Peggy is there, and has one hectic tour
of the river balancing on a chair balanced
on an aquaplane.

—

'The Almost Good Man'

LAEMMLE ACTION'

2

his

IS

DUMB WAITER

A

situations frcm "Why
Wait," a Universal one reel liot that intronew "Pay as you weigh" restaurant.
hilarious

the

duces a

'Wilderness Tales'
Something new

B.

in

L.

—Educational

F.

1

Reelers

—

The new
Bruce Scenics you remember.
Bruce Wilderness Tales you will welcome
as something absolutely new in the field of
the Big Little Feature.
they are story pictures of
of Background.
Story pictures because they present simple yet powerful stories by casts of real humans whom we
all recognize.
Folks whose troubles, whose
shortcomings, whose brief joys are our own.

Beauty

—

Extraordinary because so simply told
perfectly harmonizing the natural beauty of
the world we live in and the stories of peoHumanized and harple we associate with.
monized.

The

cast,

headed by Harry

is

\\'illis, thinking
Dick has double crossed
him, casts suspicion on him and he is held
Norton aids Dick to escape,
for the murder.
Willis is recognized as a jail-bird and arrested, and Dick rides off after sacrificing
his love for the girl who he thinks is too good
for him.
He feels, too. that she really cares
more for Norton.
The
Carey gives a good performance.
picture will hold the audience tense with interest throughout.

New—because

God's

The

It makes a splendid piece
capable.
of entertainment, especially wiien you are
plax'ing a comedy feature.
In the story, Dick Glenning, broke, aids
Pete Willis hold up the stage but returns the
gems of the only passenger, Kitty Manville.
whose father, the Wells Fargo agent, has
gamb!ed away the company's funds, losing
most of it to a gamb.er named Norton. Dick
breaks with Pete when he discovers the latter is wanted for murder and warns him to
leave town.
Manville's losses increase and
he shoots himself.
Norton discovers the
tragedy and upsets the place to make the
act look like attempted robbery and conceals
an incriminating note.

Carey

of

reels

a Universal revival and it is worth
going the rounds again.
The story is dra'i

matic and tense.

One

—Universal

Tense drama

LAEMMLE FARCE
A KNOCKOUT!

four of the series shown to this
reviewer are "The Homemaker," "Jean of
Heceta Head." "Haunted Hills" and "Flowers of Hate."
first

Billy

Sullivan generally sccres a knockout
on his opponent and on the audience
Universal's fourth series of the popular
short subject series "The LeatV.er Pushers."

both
in

Each of them stands out as an etching of
and character.
The very simplicitj' of these pictures makes for power.

his

They convince

day

distinction

I

The highly sophisticated audience will like
these Big Little Features because they are
true art.
Their parallel in literature are the
stories of O. Henry.
The unsophisticated audience will like them
for their simplicity and truth.
And everybody will like them for their undoubted dra-

usual

part

dreaming

— that
over

is

the

\'irginia

lovesick
x'ance.

swain
This

time he's cast as the nephew of the principal (Myrt Sterling) with the sweet job of
playing Hector, the stool pigeon of the school.
Syd Smith is Hubert, the romantic suitor
who devotes most of his comedy to getting
out of paying for anything, or as the caption
reads, "A credit to the community
he owed
evervbodv."

—

matic power.

For the materials of his stories Bruce has
^one to life. Not stage life. Not to the
unusual.
Not to the abnormal. Not to the
pretentious, the
stagy.
But to life as it is
"known to people.
glittering,

the

The "Wilderness Tales"
picture

false or the
and as it is

are a credit to the

industry.

"Het Mot

mn

%t Jlsunber"

PAULINE FREDERICK
J.

£il

LOU TELLEGEN

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION

'Own
Stunts

a

and n-.ermaids

Lot'

—Universal
2

reels

The

Century Follies Girls and Harry
Sweet combine to make this a two-reeler well
up with the average good two-reel comedy.
A satiric bit on the over-enthusiast'c and overnumerous real estate salesmen of California
provides a good deal of the comedy.
But a
trick house provides most of it.
The rooms
of this bungalow are so small that the furniture is suspended in the air and comes
down for use upon pressing buttons.
There are a lot of attractive shots of the
Century Follies Girls in the garb of bathing
beauties.
Somewhat spicy, but will go over
well with the average audience.

THREE YELLOW LAUGHS
Notice the clock faced Chinaman, the Kewpy
piandarin and he who looks like a sphinx.
Mandarins all from Universal's recently released

comedy

riot,

"The

Mandarin."

January

26,
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'The Butterfly'
One of
This

—Educational

the best

1

reel

of the Tolhurst "Secrets of
Life" will probably carry a bigger appeal
to the gentler sex than the previous one,
"The Spider," where fair damsels squealed
at the mere sight of the insect.
series

caterpillar must appear on
the scene before we view the beautiful species
of butterflies. And the fair one will remem-

Even

a

here,

ber that picnic last summer when one dropped
But we'll wager she'll be inon her neck
terested, though she squirm and squeal. Nothing need be said of the superlative quality of
these interesting series as one-reelers that
It's
all
can be utilized on any program.
been said before. And not exaggerated.
!

*

5i:

Long

live

Another'^

picture.

this

reels

2

That is, as
the Spat family
are as funny as they are in
Mr. and Mrs.
It is a riot.
!

long as they

LAEMMLE SUSPENSE

adventure breathes through
It can hardly fail to hit
home in the average family theatre.
spirit of

whole thing.

the

^

^

^

'One Spooky Night'— Pathe
Funny ghosts

reels

2

Billy Bevan is as funny as usual in the
role of an innocent country lad who on arriving in the big wicked city is promptly
fleeced by a city slicker and a dark haired
vamp. The youthful rustic on returning to
the farm finds that the slick pair has preceded him and is putting his father who has a
weakness for young brunettes, through the

same

A

paces.

full of spooks on a thunder and
lightning night provides most of the upblack faced comedian
roarious comedy.
is particularly effective here as a laugh provoker.
The spooks are all of rather ordinary origin but just as effective as though
they were Conan Doyle ghosts as far as
Billy Bevan and the black face comedian are
This picture packs at least a
concerned.

house

A

—Pathe

One

'Help
Spat family fun

A

good..

Tewksbury Spat and Brother Ambrose agree
This is the
repaint their country house.
only time they agree throughout the entire
action and the process of painting the house
proceeds by fits and starts, as it were.
The picture is a combination of the slapto

dozen good laughs.

'LAEMMLE BURLESQUE

and the subtle. The subtle humor comes
mostly in the titles, in the form of remarks made by Mr. Spat. It is a comedy
calculated to go over strong with any sort
of audience at all in any neighborhood.
stick

A SERIOUS MOMENT

in

*

*

'The Frontier

Looks as though a bad moment had arrived
part in

— Pathe
3

fifth

is

•country.

Besides being highly entertaining the film
It can be made the basis of
educational.
interesting and profitable tie-ups when you are

is

running

it.

The

local

patriotic

and

civic

organizations, especially those whose members
are mostly women, and even the schools will
doubtless welcome the opportunity to tie-up
with a film that presents the subject of American history in such a compelling manner.
The acting is excellent and the filming

LAEMMLE COMICS
'HIST! A

WHISPER!'

Dark things

are afoot and deep plans are
hatched in the side-splitting plot of this Hy
Mayer comedy recently released by Universal.

'Canadian Alps'

— Fox

Educational

1

reel

Imported Swiss guides are shown teachingAmericans the art of mountain climbing. The

was filmed

picture

Coast Range

at

in the high spots of
British Columbia.

*

to

The

tiie

2

reels

Chase vehicle gives him
a few opportunities to display a very promising talent.
Some of the situations are
funny, especially that where Charlie is taking dinner in evening clothes with a good old
fashioned Irish family who' try to be "right"

by copying his table manners.

There

a

is

great deal of action which helps to speed the
story along.

'Taking a Chance'
Thrills

'HOT DOG!'

My

1

reel

third of Grantland Rice's "Sportlights"
shows the part that nerve and courage plays
The film is packed
in every branch of sport.
full of nervy stunts, some of which are hair

can be counted on to give your
audience a few thrilling minutes.
raisers.

It

^

Two Century
Abe

from

^

Changed
New York office,

Titles

announces two title changes. "Putting It Over"
and "Checking In," both starring Pal the
dog, have been changed to "That Oriental
Game" and "Checking Out," respectively.
These changes were made to facilitate exploitation tie-ups for the exhibitor, according
to an agreement between Century and UniStern,

his

versal.

— Pathe

The

pathetic scene that would bring tears to
the eyes of any audience (of dogs) in "Be
Guest," a red hot Universal short.

In," its tentative title.

^

latest Charlie

^

"Checking

— Pathe

middlin'

t-

Editors of the Century Comedy studios
are cutting and titling three of the newest
pictures produced by this company.
One of them is the comic-western satire
starring Buddy Messinger, named at this
writing "Wilder and Woollier."
Edward
Luddy, Herman's crack gagman who recently
returned from an extended stay in Yosemite, wrote the story and worked with Herman on the script. The cast includes Sadie
Campbell, Gns Edwards' protege; Tad Ross
and H^erbert Sherwood the English "nut."
Three and a half weeks were consumed for
the producing of this subject.
"Past and Present," which was made by
Bob Kerr, features Jack Earle and Harry
McCoy. Marjorie Marcel plays the leading
ingenue role.
Frank Alexander, a veteran
of two reel comedies, plays the prehistoric
and present day father. The story, written
by Pinto, the famous cartoonist, deals with
love and prize fighting in B. C. period as
well as the present finale hopper craze.
The Noel Smith-Charles Lament opus,
completed in less than a month, which was
the scheduled time, stars Pal the clever
canine.
The story is based on a theme suggested by Allen Rich, columnist and story
writer.
Harry Sweet, Al Alt, Leslie Goodwin and Betty Young all play important parts
in

*

'One of the Family'
Fair

A

who takes the leading
Joe," a Universal short.

Three New Centuries
Being Cut

reels

of the "Chronicles of America"
a powerful, appealing production,
characterized by realism, dramatic earnestIt presents in
ness and an absorbing story.
a graphic way the important part played by
the woman among the early settlers of our

The

Morrison,

"Hard Luck

*

Woman'

Powerful appeal
series

Pete

for

"let i^ot iian
PAULINE FREDERICK
J.

'HI"

LOU TELLEGEN

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION

LAEMMLE'S
CARL
pany, Imp, had such

com-

original

stars

as

Mary Pickford, Owen Moore and
King Baggot. Again, his was the first
company to introduce stage stars such
as Ethel Barrymore, N a z i m o v a,
Blanche Ring and Billie Burke, to the
All under the Big "U" banner.
And he hasn't stopped picking them
Every so often along comes anyet!
other beauty, who soon becomes a
screen.

UNIVERSAL

On

favorite.

—

page

this

are a few of the highlights highlights
in the world of players, who
have helped to make Carl
Laemmle and the name of

UNIVERSAL

famous

popular with the

dle Rider," puts himself behind some hirBut he can't fool us, we know him
sute.
There is only
after a few feet of acting.
one William Desmond and nobody can act

way he

just the

can.

writes from North
working on Carewe's
"A Son of the Sahara." He says Bert Lytell, Claire Windsor and Paul Panzer are

where

moment doing their bit for
the industry by puttmg
a few hours'" concentrated torture with the camels.

m

one
about the Prince of Wales when His Royal
Highness was here incognito last autumn.
"He dressed up like a rancher and fooled
the Canadians. .. .but he couldn't fool the
horses they threw him every time!" Wonder if thev'll let him live, on the LWIpulled

good

a

—

VERSAL'lot.

CLAUDE GILLINGWATER

DOROTHY
the

Sam

vacation in

New

is

spending a month's

York.

MAE MURRAY
the

is

is

preparing to start

on "Mademoiselle Midnight."
Robert Z.
Leonard will direct his wife.

LAEMMLE BEAUTY-

N
POLA NEGRI'S New

Here's

Year resolution. On her word
of honor she says she will not

md

talk

about

for publication

"Sharlee" or anj' other
she pretends to love.

A

ALBERT IN

recent-

work in a featured role in
Wood Paramount production,

"The Next Corner,"

motion picture public.

LUCIAN

M
AIACKAILL, who

ly finished her

and

trade

he's

at the present

G

HOOT GIBSON

MONTAGUE LOVE

Africa,

CONRAD NAGEL,

I,

UNIVERSAL'S

newest chapterplay star was a Lieutenant in
the Itahan Navy. His first serIron Man."
ial is called "The
(Note to exploitation department: Tie up with Nuxated

who

just finished his part in

Weeks"

"Three

Glyn's

her

man who
has
Elinor
at the

Goldwyn

American

Studio, is now in the
East getting set for his lead in
"Blood and Gold," a Distinctive
production.
The suave Conrad
will have Alma Rubens for his
leading lady. Albert Parker holds
the megaphone.

months ago, but has made no

Here's a good one:
Venice
fortune teller told Anna Q. Nilsson he could visualize her as
signing some sort of contract
soon.

Iron).

MAUDE ADAMS,

beloved

actress, will produce a
Film
the
picture in color for
Guild Co. to be known as "AladShe purchased screen
din."
rights to Kipling's "Kim" a few

A

plans for production yet.

MADGE

Anna

B

BELLAMY

MAE BUSCH

is

wants

to

her

first

player to be cast for

new

feature,

VERSAL

"The

in satirical drama to the
all-star production,
"The

King

Baggot

just completed.

D
has

UNIVERSAL JEWEL
Morgan's

famous

made

from

racing

story,
He Goes." As soon as he is able to
the plaster cast he will start work

"There
remove
on his next Jewel, "The Reckless Age,"
from Earl Derr Bigger's novel, "Love Insur3.ncc

DUNCAN

gets

through making "The Fast Express" we
will be willing to back him in a fight with
Dempsey, Firpo, or any other chap who
thinks he is a champ with his mits. Duncan sure does do some real fighting and
lots of

it;

in this

new UNIVERSAL.

WILLIAM DESMOND,
chapter play for

JACK HOXIE,
"The

Man

in

UNIVERSAL,

his

star of

from

Drifter," owns more
of Wales could fall
tains more than a
bronch's and he's
can ride 'em.

UNIVERSAL'S

Wyoming"

and "The
horses than the Prince
from. His stable conscore of hard-boiled
the only hombre who
J

EDITH JOHNSON, Du ncan's w ife and
co-star with him in UNIVERSAL chapter
plays de-luxe, gets more beautiful every
day, and it's a good thing for William that
he plays with her and directs all the pictures himself.

L

LAURA LA PLANTE

'

When WILLIAM

Philbin's
UNIa

production.

—

temporarily
lost his athletic ability from the effects
of an automobile accident which befell him
directly as he finished "Sporting Youth,"

Byron

Mary

Inheritors,"

H
blonde

beauty and ability

REGINALD DENNY

ing

Virginia Valli's portrayal of Clorinda Wildairs, in "A Lady of
Quality," surpasses all her previous successes and is hailed by
critics and public alike, as an outstanding performance.

C

Whispered Name," which

MARY

LADY OF QUALITY' INDEED!

know

lends

She's

ties.

invented the phrase "Playing in the pictures."
She has
been asking ever since, recently,
she had to jump fifteen feet off a yacht
into the Pacific Ocean and winter waters
are far from warm.

RUTH CLIFFORD

is

at

present

of

chronic case of writer's cramp
from her contractuaf propensi-

who

the

who

"Allegheny
Briskow" in Richard Walton
Tully's all-star production
of
"FlowThg Gold," almost has a

speechless with rage.
Once she
complained that telephone serThen
vice was none too good.
when thej"- put her on to a man
who said he didn't know her but
wanted to find out whether she
was a beautiful dumbbell, she decided to award her operator the
celebrated brown derby.

UNI"V"ERSAL

Q.,

playing the role

continues to rise
exceptional work on
UNIVERSAL lot has won her stardom and she has taken full advantage of
the opportunity and made an excellent picture for her first.
It is to reach the screen
as "Excitement" but it was written by

to the heights.
the

"The Rid-

also plays the lead opposite
latest,

without

PHILBIN,

"Sporting Youth."

Girl."

Denny

Laura
in

his

'em

I

the charm-

UNIVERSAL star of "Merry

Go Round," having finished
"Fools Highway" has started on
production of I. A. R. Wylie's
This
story, "The Inheritors."
title
we understand is to be
But w h a t's in a name?

BABY

PEGGY'S face is now worth
If you don't believe it, stop
$250,000.00.
Company, Ltd.,
in at Lloyds Insurance
London, and you'll find that they've taken
their big chance again and issued a policy
for that amount, covering any facial disfigurement to the starlet.

V
UNIVERSAL

learned

last

week

that

temperament
and VIRGINIA V A L L I
have not yet become acquainted. She accepted the part of Dolores in "Damned,-"
without a moment's hesitation. This despite the fact that Barbara La Marr scornfully refused to play the too-beautiful DoAfter finishing work in "The Signal
lores.

Tower," made from Wadsworth Camp's
novel, Miss Valli left for Florida, where
she will spend several weeks before production starts on "Damned."

Her

Crosby George as "The Thrill
latest

changed.

never

"Het i^ot iHan
$ut Jlsunber"
PAULINE FREDERICK
J.

LOU TELLEGEN

STUART SLACKTON PRODUCTION

le

Waj

to tke

ice

The Way
Lmerson nough
O
AutKor of

'^:'\ke Covered Wa^n/North oC5G:

Th^sort of a picture

^Jip^

j

^^^^y

that will go

big." Mt/}a^:

replete with excitement,

huinonTieart interest and pathos! M.VMi^s.

"Fast action,

constantly exciting, big outstanding '^x^%. jumorid.

above the average,

Plenty of

thrills,

posltively the biggest

Biggest story

Mormn^

whobome
""Far

7eiejrap/v.

production from the

with the biggest cast of any serial ever made

Yale University Press
presents

The Frontier Woman
One of the Chronicles of America

Series

3 Parts

THERE

was

a time,

of our country

when

who

the

women

lived in the out-

lying settlements, never

knew when

they went to sleep at night but what they

would awake

to the

sound of the warwhoop

and the crackling of flames; when, with
their fighting

men away

in

all

Washington's

armies, they were the prey of redskin and

redcoat alike.

"The Frontier Woman"
true,

an

intense,

graphic and dramatic picture of those

dangerous times.
its

is

That

it

is

true, increases

superlative interest as a picture.

—
January

26,
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SHOWMANSHIP
That

Letters

This

is

Sell a Present or

writer of advertising letters might

imagine himself on the doorstep of
in other words a
a composite person
person made up of Mr. Jones, Miss Green,
Mr. Patient, Mrs. Ruff, Jack Brisk, Henry

to

By MICHAEL

SIMMONS

L.

—

Slow and so forth. Assuming that after
ringing the bell he has been granted an
interview with this strangely diverse perhis line of approach?
in fact the. whole content
should be based on the
of the selling talk
assumption that all people are interested in things that contribute to their

son,

Four Articles on the Form and
Be Used With a Mailing List

the Second of a Series of

Content of Letters

THE

what

i^

The approach

—

Future Program

—

This

letter allows for a

very obvious sub-

name

of the picture, the
It
producer, and other essential features.
is short enough to send on a post card.

the

of

stitution

The following letter, taken from the press
book of Universal's "In the Days of Dancan

Boone,"

iel

also

with

a

few

slight

must be confessed, that most letters will be
of slight import to the recipients unless they
are flavored with the moving quality of human
appeal, or presented in some such manner as
to absolutely compel attention by their very
uniqueness.

attempt to lay down rules and forof this type of
letter is to venture into fields replete with
Inspiration, more than anything
pitfalls.
else, guides the plot in letters of this kind
and the best way to convey their es-

To

mulae for the construction

sence here

Next

ing.

in

importance to

this

is

is one novel example of a direct-mail stunt: First of all buy a
pound or so of candy kisses, wrapped
Next secure the
in a plain wrapper.
names of as many men in town as you
possibly can and send to each one of
these men, in a plain envelope, one of
Accompanying each of
these kisses.
these kisses, written on a plain sheet
of paper, scented if possible and written in a feminine hand, send the following note:

Hitting the Bull's Eye
The shot that hit the bull's eye and
rang throughout the exhibitor's field is
still echoing the accuracy of the hit.
We refer to the Review's offer to

between Miss Brown's simple
plan of existence and that of the girl
who "gives all" in the film, will have
the effect of urging these persons to
the
on
visualized
themselves
see
The following letter is a
screen.
sample that might be expected to be
read with more than ordinary interest:

help the

showman

with a mailing

_

inquiries

more business
The letters and

build

list.

which continue

to

pour

Dear

in

This

the original series of three.
is really a labor of
are as vain as any other
fellow who hits a bull's eye at the very
intend the forthcoming
first pop.
articles to reflect our pleasure by the
many valuable pointers and material

the feature attraction at the

to
Theatre from
Betty Compson's delineation of Deloryse, the
famous danseuse, places her among the foremost actresses of the world. Every facial
expression, every motion of her supple body

these will contain.

one

traying.

Woman

one of the most discussed pictures of the year and you will naturSee it
ally want to voice your own opinion.
yourself at

for

Theatre between

changes, be used for the initial and subsequent performances of most any feature or
serial picture:

and
Sincerely

Dear

Sir or

have booked for the Blank Theatre the Uni"In the Days of
historical chapter play,
Daniel Boone," and we expect to have the print
three
reels, ready to
episode,
which
is
of the first
show on (date).
with the
heartily
in
accord
are
As I know you
versal's

It is an easy matter to adapt the above
form and apply it to meet the requirements
is

showing.

For those showmen, who have neither the
time or the "bent" for making adaptations,
the following models might be used;
Dear Friends:
one motion picture of the year that
under your skin, that picture is
Goldwyn's first Victor Seastrom production, "Name
there
sure to

If

is

the

is

get

Universal's policy of raising the tone of the socalled serial picture, I believe you will be interested
in seeing this visualization of the history of our
country, covering, as it does, the stirring days preceding the Revolution, and including such historical
characters as Daniel Boone, Washington, Jefferson,
General Braddock, and their contemporaries. (Give
the date, time and place of your showing.)
Hoping that I may -have the pleasure of seeing
you at the presentation, 1 am.

Man!"

Very

truthful picture of real
yourself, without falseness,
or sentimentality.
It is great in
its
humanity, its simplicity and itst dramatic fire.
"Name the Man!" is one motion picture no one
should miss.
It comes to the
theatre next week.
It

life

simple,
— exaggeration
human
is

as

a

as

sincere,

you are

way

first

want

I

to,

little

note

would undoubtedly

fold:

In

truly

yours.

as well as in other forms of
showmanship, tvould you say is of urgent moment, but after all is said and done, it is
HoTv you say it that will crystalize the buying desire.
Therefore, in all frankness, it
letters

What

a

strange

thing

is

How

life!

one's

whole existence can be changed over night from a
monotonous panorama of ever ending nothings
into a glorious journey, vibrant with love-adventure:

Madam:

We

yours,

of the film that the exhibitor

man's

the

the

Dearest

is

the

kiss

A

We

We

adds to the reality of her characterization.
The leading masculine role is played by Clive
Brook, whose interpretation of his part wins
ssmipathy for the unfortunate man he is por-

whatever
a

create a lot of fun, a lot of talk and a
lot of desire to see the picture.
letter which has all the ear-marks
of an exploitation stunt, and one that
would stir up a lot of interest and
comment is the type that is written
by hand and purports to have a personal significance, ending up
finally
with a surprise close.
It might be
fashioned in this wise, on paper with

This extra work

love.

you

because I have a jealous husband, so I am
dansending you this one by mail.
It
is
gerous to sign names to letters so if you would
know who I am be at the (Theatre Name) on
night to see "Forgive and
Forget" and I may disclose my identity.

deeply as the inquirers request the
Editor must add one more article to

This situation confronts the hero and heroine in the tremendous photodrama. Woman to
Woman, which has just been released by the
Selznick Distributing Corporation, and which

(or

be)

can't give

I

have decided the
on additional action.
In order to go into the subject as

:

George;

name may

Showmanship Editor

Dear Patron (or Friend)
What would you do if on the eve of your
wedding, you were separated from your sweetheart by an unavoidable summons, which had
As a woman would you prove
to be obeyed?
your love and trust by giving without stint?
As a man would you accept such a sacrifice?

to

he

XJ ERE

ilarity'

Woman

over which
thinking of his own.

something

may do some

the consideration that nothing stimulates the curiosity of Mr. Composite
Person so much as that which characterizes him in drama, fiction, history
or current fact.
Thus, any allusion that places him
in the position of the hero featured
in the picture, or any reference that
carries a subtle inference of the sim-

will be

to present various samwill give the prospective

is

ples which
advertiser

general comfort, pleasure and well be-

That's just what you've done for me, dear.
When
stole your way into my heart you opened up
vista so inconceivably beautiful in its promise
of wonderful things to come that sometimes I am

you
a

— afraid

afraid-

vanish and

mare

Come
that

m

that
iia

this exquisite
place will come

dream

day

will

again the night-

of yesterday.

to

me

soon,

sweetheart and

you are mine to love into
even as I am yours.

tell

the

me

long

again
distant

future,

(Right across the two inside double pages
have a local printer set up the following
copy)

"A Letter Couched in the Foregoing Terms
Would Be Circumstantial Evidence Strong Enough
to
Convict Any Husband or Wife Innocent or
Guilty If Found by the Other Party to the Con-

—

—

Circumstantial Evidence Plays an Important Part in 'Innocence,' a Picture That
Will
Thrill You at the
Theatre, on (Dates
of Shovying.)
tract.

(Continued on page 46.)
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EXPLOITATIOTS POSSIBILITIES

GALORE IN SEA 'HAWK'
Construction Story of Unique Movie Fleet
Suggests Unusual Publicity Angles

T N reading the
^ unusual naval

story of how Frank Lloyd got together the most
fleet that was ever specifically constructed for a
picture, even the amateur exploiteer must conclude that there is a
veritable embarrassment of riches so. far as tie-up possibilities are
concerned.
That's it exactly a wealth of exploitation possibilities.
But before enumerating these it would first be best to go on with
the story.
On December 27th, 1923, just 310 years since the day when Balboa
from the deck of his sixteenth century frigate first looked at the
Pacific ocean, four sailing vessels of the same design, with their
poop decks, grotesque figureheads, gaudily colored sails and pudgy
cannon protruding through the wooden hull, set sail again on the
Pacific from San Pedro, California.
Thej' constituted the most unusual movie naval fleet that has ever gone to sea.
When Frank Lloyd decided to produce Rafael Sabatini's "The Sea
Hawk," as his second independent production for First National
release, he undertook one of the most diflicult tasks which ever confronted a producer.
The building of an entire fleet of sixteenth
century sailing vessels appears to be the most unusual "set" of a
wonder age of gigantic motion picture sets.

—

"piR

A N K LLOYD,

director of First Na'Sea
Hawk',
whose enterprise and
genius was responsible
the
construction
for

-•-

tional's

of

movie

the
fleet

remarkable

which

is

a perfect reilic; of the

one used
310 yea s

oy

Balboa

belore

this

picture vv;.s made. All
the
fighting
scenes
will be filmed on these
ships on the high seas,
promising a caliber of
realism rarely equalled
in
the
shooting
of

scene seas.

'THE four

ships,

'The
Silver
Her'The
Swallow',
"The
Moorish
Galish Galleon' are here
shown
in
various
stages of constuction.
Acting on the prinon',

ciple

of

realism'
director

'no

limits

to

Frank Llovd.
of

Hawk,' had

the
the

'Sea
ships

designed

and
constructed after an iroffensive campaign of
research of the originals used by Balboa,
when he discovered the
Pacific

building
fleet

tury

Ocean.
The
of an entire

of sixteenth censailing
vessels

may

well stand as a
tribute to the
realism of motion pic-

high

tures.

A STUDIO

for apeparance only
it need not have enduring
but the "Sea Hawk" fleet had to be prepared to battle the Pacific for a period of a month.
Other sea
stories have been produced but the producer satisfied his needs by
purchasing or renting schooners or steam vessels, moving aboard
and immediately going to sea. But there was no fleet in the world
which resembled the awkward frigates, galleons and Moorish galleas
set is

strength or

K-hich

the

"Sea

;

stability-,

Hawk"

demanded.

was necessary therefore for Lloyd to construct the entire fleet,
ivhich consists of four major vessels of Sixteenth century design,
perfect in every detail, sea worthy that they might withstand the
most severe storm and so constructed to live through the shock of
several actual sea battles carrying from 150 to 350 men each and
It

fifty

cannon.

ships, "The Silver Heron" a large English frigate; "The
Swallow" another English vessel "The Aloorish Gallease" and "The
Spanish Galleon" range in length from 192 feet to 135 feet. The
poop deck of "The Silver Heron" is 52 feet above the keel or 40
feet above the water line.
Each ship is equipped with sails, and,
invisibly, for emergency only, with gasoline engines and propellors.
Three of the ships will be rowed by oarsmen, from four to six to an
oar, the oars varying in length from 24 to 32 feet.
All of the fighting scenes for "The Sea Hawk" will be filmed on
There will b? no studio ship sets. It
these ships on the high seas.
is expected that the ships will be at sea for three weeks more making
a total of six weeks consumed in the actual filming of the sea scenes.

The four

;

_

The ships have been designed and constructed under the technical
supervision of Fred Gabouri, loaned to Air. Lloyd by Buster Keaton,
and under the production supervision of Harry E. Weil, production
manager for the Lloyd Co., and Mr. Lloyd. The original designs'
were made from research provided by William J. Reiter.
The educational or school tie-up seems to promise no end of
With the
profitable returns to the exhibitor running this picture.
proper approach he should be able to make an arrangement with
an elementary school principal or supervisor to give a group or

The writer, who
class, or even school, showing at special rates.
has had no little experience with educational considerations that make
for deep impressions on schoolmasters, senses in this picture a tie-up
in the manner mentioned that no teacher will refrain from seeing.
The arrangement suggests killing two birds with one stone in that
the show can be an exclusive affair during such hours not coincident with those in which the theatre is patronized by the regular
patrons.

—
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CARL LAEMMLE'S DARLING

MOTHERS SCORE HEAVILY
FOR 'HUMAN HEARTS'
Film Dedicated

to

Mothers Gets

Co-operation from

^^^^

;t

comes

Them

handing out bouquets

to

to exploitation men tor
business pulling
exploitation stunts one will
go to
B McCormick, Universal exploiteer,
and Manager
bwanson, who were responsible
for the "Hu-

T

man Hearts" campaign
In

conjunction

tan"eH

tII\
ihat

in

with

showing of the
Theatre there was

.1?"^^ ^^'''^^

-

the mothers

IS,

wJrd7d
warded.

This

Loveland, Colo

the

^""^est

for

who turned

mothers,

in the best

P'^'f '

re-

angle gave opportunity for
appeal and
.fnlT which had news value human interest
stone,
and naturally
^'"""^ ^""^^^

dailLs

°^

Moreover, the announcement of
the dailv
prize winner also had a news
appeal and aided
m rolling up the score of a front
page story
for each of the seven days
before the showing and three current items.
But the news tie-up was not the
only one
the pnncipal drug store was enlisted
to lend
Its assistance.
In an exceptionally attractive

window

display profusely
decorated with
photos from the picture and
heart cut-outs

Even

Still from "The Darling of
the feet of Baby Peggy.
poster form to tie-up with the news stands in thdi
No^ce how Mickey Flynn keeps a watchful eye on the young lady
of his choice at Jail hauCsl of) the day.

the laborer lays his

New York"

which

is

nationwidei campaign.

heart

at

being used in

;

i

Baby Peggy Carl Laemmle's Cherished Prize
Tiny Picture Star Holds Affections of Producer
of Her Very Diminuitive Hand
it's a known fact that Baby Peggy
not only the "Darling of New York,"
but the darling of the U. S. A. as well.
However, not every one knows that she is the
personal "darling" of Carl Laemmle, that
busy executive who is never too busy to
bounce the baby star on his knee, watch her
"do her stulf" and, yes, even play house with
her and her little rag doll.
Mr. Laemmle's affection for the mite dates
back to their earliest acquaintance, when Baby
Peggy, hardly out of her swaddling clothes,
vamped her way permanently into the pro-

lyrOW
-'-

is

'

ducer's heart.
He saw tremendous possibiliin the youngster, and under his careful
guidance she has responded like a young tree
to the tender care of the nurseryman.
ties

Recently little Peggy made her appearance
in her first full length feature picture and
"the whole town's talking."
Everybody's
fallen for her from Mr. Laemmle down to
the bootblack.

We

mention the bootblack because he has
become one of the youngster's most

recently

valuable exploitation agents.

You

see, in

the

Baby Peggy assumes the role of a
bootblack and shines Mickey Flynn's

picture,
little

shoes in fine style.
This shot has been made into a poster and
will adorn all the bootblack stands and parlors wherever the picture is showing.
The
caption provides for the tie-up in this manner
"Baby Peggy may be a good actress
but we can shine shoes better than 'The Darling of New York.'
In like manner other stills have served as
the basis for merchant tie-ups. One of these
shows Peggy seated on a toy automobile while
the old man near her holds a toy gardening
set and the woman in the picture holds a rag
doll.
This still makes an excellent tie-up
for a toy store hook-up.
The picture of the baby, dirty faced, with
a woman's hat on her head, an old plaid
shawl draped around her waist, and large
gloves and umbrella in her hands had been
used for a clothing store tie-up with the
:

in the

Palm

"This outfit is sure to make
the other girls green with envy, is the way
Baby Peggy, star of 'The Darling of New
York,' must feel.
But what would she say
if she could get togged up in some of the
clothes in our children's department?
Come
in and look them over."
Another attractive still that makes a great
window card for a restaurant is the one in
which Baby Peggy and several of the other
kids are all seated at the long dinner table intent only on their food. Not Baby Peggy,
however. Holding a huge piece of pie in one
hand she is throwing a vampish glance at
Mickey Flynn, who is on the point of inserting a forkful at the' moment.
The Baby Peggy rag dolls, which are really
reproductions of the baby actress' face, have
proved a tremendous success with the kids
and have figured in a number of exploitation
campaigns. Often they have served as prizes
in Baby Peggy contests, while at other times
they have been made the feature of a toy shop
display sponsored by a merchant who saw
increased business in a tie-up with "The
Darling of New York."
The news stands will be made silent agents
for "The Darling of New York" by means
of a poster giving the name and date of the
showing.
The illustration on the poster is
a reproduction of a scene in the play in which
Baby Peggy, rag doll clutched madly in one
hand, smilingly sells a newspaper to a passing gentleman of the lower East Side.
Exhibitors in various parts of the country
are also finding Peggy double contests of
tremendous value.
It
a comparatively
is
simple matter to get a generous portion of
newspaper publicity by staging a similarity
contest and giving it just a slightly different
twist so that it will have news value.
Baby Peggy's pictures lend themselves very
easily to this sort of treatment, and its re^
peated use is helping to make the tiny star
more popular every day and Baby Peggy's admirers increase in number daily.
One can
hardly blame Mr. Laemmle for his choice.

announcement

:

^^^'^
^^^'"^ "^"'^ ^^"^y
hearts
large sign announced the
fact that prizes
ot thirty admission tickets
would be given
those persons who most nearly
guessed the
exact number of hearts in the
jar.
The contest attracted much attention
and served admirably to impress on the minds
of the .General public the name of the
attraction.
Ihe picture is announced as a film
"dedicated to the mothers of the
world," which
slogan provided the basis for
a number of
good ideas
One of these was a prologue in
which^ mothers of every type and
description

A

participated,

each

one

holding

a

"Human

Hearts cut-out. The large poster card
about
which they all were grouped announced
Carl Laemmle's Mother's Day for
'Human
Hearts,
dedicated to the mothers of the

world."

This

a very effective way of getting the
interest because the neighbors all
participate, and those that don't come
to see
their friends and relatives.
is

community

DOOMED BUILDING SERVES A
VALUABLE PURPOSE
Somehow

the wrecking of a building is
a thing of tremendous interest to the public.
Business men with more important things to
do will stop to watch the tearing down or
breaking up of a building, at almost any hour
of the day.
Crowds two and three deep can
always be seen near these sites, especially
if they are in the business district of
a city.
Marc Lachman,- of Universal, keeps his eyes
open and he saw the advantage of such a
building for advertising position.
Accordingly he worked on silently and finally made

arrangements for the placing- of signs on the
United Building, which is in the heart of
Indianapolis and which was being torn down.
These signs were large and black and could
not avoid catching the eye of the curious who
gathered to watch the wrecking process. They
read: "Speaking of wrecking, Von Stroheim
is wrecking every woman's heart in Indianapolis at the Ohio Theatre in 'Foolish Wives.'
And the New Wrecking, Company is wrecking
this

building."

Because of the advantageous position of the
building, which stood at a point where several streets meet, and the largeness of the
sign, the message could be read six blocks
away. Folks soon found out what the attraction at the Ohio was, and the box office receipts
showed
their
interest
had
been
awakened.
.
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ENGLAND FEELS THE LAEMMLE URGE

DEPARTMENT BACKS
'HOOK AND LADDER'

FIRE

Story of Firemen Presents Great
Publicity Possibilities

O"

OCT GIBSON,

in

his latest picture,
starts out as a

"Hook and Ladder"

cowpuncher but corcumstances soon make
it necessary for him to hop a fire truck and
assume the garb of a fireman. Later he
becomes a real fireater. From this point
on the picture depicts thrilling fire scenes
and daring rescues.
This angle of the story has made

it

pos-

sible for exhibitors to arrange unique and
fitting exploitation tie-ups, with the local

departments who carry illustrated posters on the trucks and engines and who have
also been enlisted to lend fTre apparatus to
the theatre for display purposes.
fire

To compensate for this loan theatre
managers have found it wise to give one
special performance for the benefit of the

of dramatic school students who lentered the
could best ape or outdo Lon Chaney in his role
of Notre Dame."

These beautiful, gay looking humans are a group

London Referee contest
of

for

the

plerson who
in "The

Quasimodo

Hunchback

London Witnesses Unusual 'Hunchback' Campaign
you a Quasimodo face?" was the
slogan adopted as a by-word in every
circle of London as a result of the successful tie-up put over by Marc Lachman, Universal exploiteer, who has just returned
from London where he put over "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame" for a highly
successful engagement at the Empire Theatre, Leiscester Square.
This tie-up effected by Lachman with the
London Referee, one of the outstanding
metropolitan

London

was
— "Quasimodo

newspapers,

Referee

called

the

Make-Up

Contest," which resulted in reams of puband free sniping all over London for

licity

"The Hunchback of Notre Dame" and
proved a splendid circulation instigator for
the newspaper itself.

letters

were

sent

out,

and

special

posters,

supplied and posted by The Referee, announced the stunt in all corners of London.
Publicity ran in The Referee for three

weeks

solid with special boxes and articles
of feature length telling the students how
to apply the make-up for best results, etc.
Sketches and pictures by the staff artists

The Referee were printed showing the
forms of make-up as used by Lon Chaney.
All this for three weeks in advance of
the contest.
Then on the morning the
contest was staged at the Empire Theatre
an unusual program was arranged. Special
invitations were mailed to the who's who
of

of London inviting them to attend this
contest.
When the doors opened every
prominent member of London's newspaper,
motion picture, theatrical, sporting, social
and political were asembled to witness the
novelty to be presented.
Wallie McEwen, a well known character
actor acted as stage manager and announcer.
He described Chaney's new era in the
realm of dramatic make-up and reason for
The Referee's interest in this contest
stunt reel was shown showing the production activities of "The Hunchback of Notre
Dame" at Universal City, Cal., building of
the cathedral and then came close-up of
Chaney as "Quasimodo." This was fol'

the idea in brief: a contest was
opened and sponsored by the London Referee in which all amateur actors or dramatic students were eligible to enter, to
participate in a make-up competition to
effect the nearest replica to the make-up as
perfected by Lon Chaney as "Quasimodo"
"The Hunchback."
The contest was
sponsored by the Amateur Actor department of The Referee and the city of London was circularized at the expense of the
newspaper inviting all dramatic schools to
enter their students in this rare opportunity for a test of dramatic ability and the
art of make-up.
Post cards and form

This

m

A

is

—

lowed by the contest itself
competing "Quasimodo's"

pecially the families of the fire

department

employees.

Quasimodo Similarity Contest Gets Wide Publicity Through
Neivspapers, Magazines and Dramatic Schools

pJAVE

fire department or else to pledge a certain
percentage of the returns for the firemen's
fund.
By this means he not only secures
the backing of the fire chief and his men,
but the support of the town citizens, es-

which all the
were allowed

in

only three minutes to play up their make-up.

Effective bally have been arranged with
the old time apparatus and the new trucks,
signs on both of which pointed out the
contrast and carried advertising for the
picture.

Any exhibitor who books the Universal
production will probably find no difficulty
whatsoever in arranging tie-ups with the
local department wliicTi will be glad to
back the film because of the glamour it
casts on their work.

GETS BEHIND CAMPAIGN FOR
'A

LADY OF QUALITY'

Two conspicuous window displays, an unusual and attractive lobby and a co-operative
ad page in the local page, worked wonders
with Trevor Faulkner's showing of Universal's "A Lady of Quality" at the Majestic
Theatre

in Austin, Texas.
cut-out representing one of the scenes
from the production was set up in the lobby
with "A Lady of Quality" the central figure,
holding a mirror at just the proper height
to make it useful as well as ornamental to
the patrons.
The window display was arranged by a
local milliner, who made a very attractive
arrangement with the use of her prettiest hats
sign in
and some stills from the picture.
the window read
"We cater to the 'Lady
(;f Quality' by off^ering quality merchandise."

A

A

:

CARL LAEMMLE COMEDIANS

group of Carl Laemmle comedians who appe'ar in Universal comedy shorts which are showing at big and
Exhibitors have come to regard these as a very essential part of the program.
Left to right the stars are:
Hatchet, Gladys McConnell, and Bert Roach.

little

theatres up

Neely

Edwards,

and down Main
Gladys WaKton,

Street.

LilUan

:
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Broadcast Music from 'Hunchback'

A

program composed exclusively
of selections from THE HUNCHBACK
OF NOTRE DAME was broadcasted by
Z J. The program
radio from station
was arranged by Manager Cobe of the Astor Theatre in New York where the film has
been showing for several months. The music
was heard by thousands of radio enthusiasts

EXPLOITATION

musical

Of

over the country.

all

course,

it

is

not

always possible to get permission to broadcast,
but there is no doubt that it is the largest
avenue of exploitation one could hope to find.

Honeymoon Cards Arouse
The
with

old

Interest

stunt was used
the showing of
at the Sorg

honeymoon postcard

good

during

results

THE MERRY-GO-ROUND

Theatre in Middletown, Ohio, which is managed by T. Chiffos. This is the card that
We
"Dear Friend:
was sent broadcast:
are having a nice time in Columbus on our
Saw several shows here this
honeymoon.
week including 'The Merry-Go-Round.' It
Mother writes
sure is a wonderful picture.
that it will be shown at the Sorg this week.
Be sure to see it. Mary and Bill."
*

*

Bogus Arrest Boosts 'White Tiger'

A

police

will

always

attract

at-

Some wide awake manager who
knows this made use of this knowledge in
exploiting
Universal's
WHITE TIGER.
tention.

He got the authorities to allow him to put
a large sign advertising the picture on the
top of one of the police patrol wagons.
The patrol was next seen in the streets
with two officers hustling a woman clad in
evening clothes into the wagon. It was early
the day and the conclusion that was
in
reached was that some gambling house had
been raided and the women was being taken
in.

*

Dresses
Manager

*

The box office was al"Pioneer Trails."
most completely covered with cutouts of Indian heads and posters taken from the twenty-

LAEMMLE QUALITY

Gives Away Candy in Number Contest
The manager of the Pittsburgh Strand

^

an exhibitor

THE STEEL

He

built

The Universal Exchange working

in conthe manager of the Strand
Theatre pulled a great publicity stunt. The

with

employes called up about six hundred different
residents'
numbers, especially where they

name of the telephone
conversation immediately
took on an intimate tone and when the subscriber said she didn't know the person speaking, she merely apologized for having been
given the wrong number and incidentally advised the person at the other end to go to
could guess the

first

The

subscriber.

THE ACQUITTAL.

the Strand to ^ee
The
stunt showed almost immediate results. Large
crowds poured in to the theatre to find out
what it was all about.

J

Mot iWan
^ut !l£;unbcr"
LOU TELLEGEN

STUART BLACKTOH PRODUCTION
V LT AC

KAPH

*

*

*

In Milwaukee a Baby Peggy resemblance
contest was held and^ the children of the city
were given free admission tickets by bringing
to the theatre something for the poor.
The
Milwaukee Journal co-operated in the plan
and through it the theatre and picture got
considerable publicity.
*

*

Sun Theatre.

*
Reflected in 'A Lady of Quality' starring
Virginia Valli and Milton Sills.
The New
York Cameo Theatre booked the attraction for two weeks during which time the
attention of passerby was arrested by the
cutouts on the top of the marquee showing
two of the principles engaged in a duel.
The cutout was made from the twentyfour sheet and reflected real integrity.

four sheet. On either side of the entrance a
small Indian tent was set up.
The entire
walls and doors were covered with cut-outs
and posters till a real wild west effect was
achieved which must have tempted every
passerby.

*

*

*

*

In Pittsburgh the milk bottle cap was used
besides a tie-up with all Liggett drug stores
in town.
Simultaneously, previous to and
during the showing, there was featured at
the soda fountain a "Baby Peggy Sundae."

The Jones Department

Store

in

Kansas

City, Mo., featured a window display of Baby
Peggy dolls and put a show case of the dolls
in the lobby of the theatre where the picture

was showing.
^

^

^

Baltimore Carl Laemmle personally
made arrangements with the manager of the
New Theatre for the showing.
resemblance contest was conducted and a special
tie-up was arranged with Brager's department
store where Baby Peggy dolls are sold. Several window hook-ups were also arranged.
In

A

Convenient Press Book for

'Grit'

When making

up the pressbook for GRIT
the object of Hodkinson to make it as
convenient and as valuable to the exhibitor as

was

it

possible.

up

Consequently

it

has

been

*

city's

that won the prize in the last
parade, and makes a remarkable
street bally, is the one for the
designed by Universal's exploitation
float

Industrial

MERRY-GO-

The float was a large replica merry-goround decked with flags and balloons, with
clowns and ballet girls riding on the horses.
The bally was drawn by several horses lead
by liveried attendants.
The idea on a less elaborate scale has
been used by any number of exhibitors and
the results everywhere have been most gratifying to the exhibitor.

*

Robert Bender, manager of the Columbia
in Seattle, Wash., arranged a special showing
of the picture for the Children's Orthopedic
Hospital the Friday before the opening. This
aroused much comment and received considerable newspaper space, as this hospital is the
pet charity.
^

Attractive Float for 'Merry-Go-Round'

A

*

gotten

a thirty-six page form and contains
a variety of press stories, sample ads and exploitation stunts that have been carefully figured out in an effort to bring the showman
as big returns as possible.
in

directors.

PAULINE FREDERICK

York.'

Sun Theatre

big production, 'The Darling of

"

carried announcements of the showing of
the picture in their daily ads.
The contest
was conducted by the Register-Tribune.

ROUND
"let

New

first

to see her at the

all

Telephone Call Puts Over 'Acquittal'
junction

the

in

Go

^

a platform

*

*

The merchants of Des Moines, Iowa, were
enlisted for a Baby Peggy resemblance contest for which prizes were offered.
They

in front of his lobby and installed a small
electric train, which traveled at a good rate

*

our milk.

Serial

of speed and attracted much attention from
In front
the grown-ups as well as the kids.
of the lobby were two tall "Stop, Look and
Listen" signals patterned after the signals
which appear in the picture. The idea took
like a duck to water.

*

interest arousing stunt was put over in
Omaha. One of the largest milk distributing
companies was persuaded to use a special milk
bottle cap with a picture of Baby Peggy and
a special notice reading
"Baby Peggy likes

picture at the

is

TRAIL.

*

An

Fairmont Ice Cream Company in
Omaha put up special Baby Peggy ice cream
bricks and all their trucks carried large banners advertising them and the showing of the

out for originality there
are plenty of ideas floating around, it would
Sam Clayman, manager of a theat''e
seem.
in Bartlesville, Okla., raked up a fine one
for the exploitation of Universal's serial,
If

paign was inaugurated in various sections of
the country through the combined efforts of
Mr. Laemmle's exploiteers and Florence Wallach of the Century Film Corporation.
Several of them are printed herewith

The

^

Toy Trains Exploit Laemmle

THE DARLING OF NEW YORK has
fertile field of endeavor
for this sort of thing.
A tremendous cam-

proved a particularly

*

Theatre has thought of a whale of a scheme
for interesting the Saturday afternoon audiEvery Saturday afternoon there is
ences.
given away to the holder of the lucky number
a large basket of bonbons and chocolates.
The scheme is a tie-up with a local candy
shop in whose window the prize baskets are
displayed and which comes in for a good
share of free advertising through means of
the contests. Part of the expense of the prizes
is born by the candy shop.
^

characteristic attention to every detail he has selected his exploitation staff.
The job of these people is
to keep their eyes open for new schemes to
help the exhibitor put his bookings across.

:

Lobby in Pioneer Fashion
J. W. Houck certainly achieved

a remarkable lobby effect at the Blue Mouse
Theatre for the showing of Vitagraph's

_

*

patrol

Exploiteers Active

With Carl Laemmle's

IDEAS

W

Laemmle

^

In Chicago a special herald was issued
through The Fair, a prominent department
store, being sent out in all packages containThe herald invited
ing children's purchases.
one child and a parent to any matinee perfor-

mance

as the guests of the
* * *

management.

The Cameo Theatre in San Francisco
staged a special children's matinee to which
accompanied by parents,
the
youngster's,
Rumor has it that while
flocked in droves.
the kids were watching the picture a great
number of dogs awaited their mistresses and
masters outside the theatre.
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CARL LAEMMLE POSTERS"
Showing different scenes from "Thundering
Dawn". They covered all sides, of a large truck
which plied through the streets as a ballyhoo

School Teachers Indorse 'Scaramouche'
Further evidence of the interest of school
teachers in Metro's "Scaramouche" was evidenced by the capacity audience which crowded the Brooklyn Academy of Music at the
special school teacher's performance of the
The president of the Brooklyn
feature.
Teachers' Association, speaking for all the
members, told the Metro officials that he
was very much delighted with the picture
and would certainly recommend it as a
He also
picture with educational value.
pledged^KTs word to give the film all possible publicity among the pupils of flie
schools.

stunt to announce the coming of the picture
to the Keith, Mosa and Proctor Theatres, where
it is to show during the next few weeks.

Posters Give Impression of Bigness
When the manager of a theatre with a
small front wants to make his house stand
out prominently he is confronted by a
But Manager Rice
rather tough -problem.
Theatre, Winston-Salit nicely when he
was showing First National's ""Flaming
He erected a four foot upright
Youth."
It
sign on every side of the marquee.
dwarfed the entrance but magnified the
size of the theatre and intensified the advertising value of the marquee.
of

the^ Auditorium

em, N.

"On

"C.,

the

ficial state

Odd

Fellows Tie-up on 'Shepherd King

The Fox production, "The Shepherd
King," holds great possibilities for a tie-up

got around

Banks

of the

Wabash"

Stronghe<art

Only the

truly great are asked to pose
for a statue.
Then there is only one conclusion^ Strongheart has attained to the
ranks of the famous for he has sat for his
statue.
The statue of the screen dog will
be used as a model for toy dogs ranging
in size from tiny rubber reproductions, to
size

life

bronze monuments.

ductions are to be

made by

manufacturer and he

a

The

repro-

Los Angeles

to have sole right
calculated that these
a strong part in the
exploitation campaign of the new Strongheart picture, "The Love Master" which
will be released shortly by First National.
to the product.
It
novelties will' play

is

is

the of-

song of Indiana written by Paul

Dresser has been published in England by
B. Feldman & Co., London, England. The
song was issued in conjunction with the
showing of J. Stuart Blackton's picture
which was inspired by this famous lyric.
The cover shows a scene from the great
flood episode with an inse -t of Mary Carr,
who plays the leading role.
-

with the Odd Fellows Lodge, who because
of the nature of the film have designated
their willingness to co-operate on the exploitation of the films.
It is the intention
of the chapters who have already been approached, to back up their endorsement
with real hard work. The reason for their
interest is that the Odd Fellows ritual is
based on the story of Jonathan and David
as presented in the production.

Toy Dogs Modeled from

Overcomes Obstruction of Theatre
a new building obstructed the view

When

of the Strand Theatre, Des Moines, Iowa,
down one side of the street, the management took exploitation measures to correct
the limitation of its rights.
The front of
the theatre was partly obscured so, to make
sure passersby knew the theatre was there,
a huge sign was strung across the street
giving the name of the house and the
name of tTie production, First National's
"Ponjola."
The sign functioned perfectly
in overcoming the handicap of the new
building, and at the same time served to
give prominent advertising space to the picture.

Novel Giant Contest for 'Why Worry'
Pathe's "Why
Worry" with Harold
Lloyd was the subject of a novel exploitation stunt put across by H. Moore of the
Rialto Theatre, Tacoma, Wash., in conjunction with the Tacoma News-Tribune.

The

giant of the picture

was made

FULL PAGE TO ADVERTISE
LAEMMLE FEATURES
Advertising space in a newspaper might
prove as valuable to carry merely a good-will
message as to announce a new showing. Will
B. Wood, owner of the Belle, Lyric and
Savoy theatres in Gadsden, Ala., recently
demonstrated that he is a firm believer in this

the cen-

campaign. Through the
columns of the paper Mr. Moore announced
that the Rialto was going to hold a "giant"
contest to which all men over six feet
would be eligible to enter.
tral figure in the

idea.

During the holiday season the Times News,
which is an enterprising newspaper, ran a
special holiday edition in which all the local
merchants took generous space.
Mr. Wood
contracted for the entire back page of the
paper to wish his patrons the best of the
season's greetings and to tell of the progress
of his theatre which progress he attributes
to the good will of the public.
Though this was the dominant note on the

Clubs Co-operate on 'Commandments'
Various women's clubs throughout the
country are making arrangements to aid
in the
exploitation
campaign of Paramount's "Ten Commandments." So far the
picture has only been shown in New York

and California, and in the latter the California Federation of Women's Clubs has
placed the picture on their recommended
list and has signified its intention of promoting its success wherever possible.

COME ALONG FIDO!
Both dog and master takes on jobs' as exploitation
agents for the Grand Theatre's showing of Mayer's
"Strangers of the Night" in Columbus, Ohio. The
two together made the public stop and take notice.

page, he also took occasion to point out his
holiday attractions, which were largely Carl
line or two of
Laemmle productions.
description on each feature was the only
other advertising hint.

A

:

January

26,

1924
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HE

LAEMMLE

publicity schedule mapped out for the
exhibitor on "White Tiger" shows the
acute showmanship sense
for
which the
Laemmle camp is noted. Its slogan is "Help
the Exhibitor Put
Over Big" and if
living up to a slogan ever reflected the
high caliber quality of a producer's press
matter "White Tiger's" press book has that
'T'

;

true

the heading of "Personal Facts You
Want to Know" at humbnail synopsis of the
play is given, together with helpful hints on
the players that may be played up to advantage in an exploitation way. "General Advice"
gives in a chatty way to the exhibitor the
salient features of the picture which lend
themselves to tie-ups from a sociological angle
that is, in relation to society's problem of
coping with crime
the police department's
concern with preventing it and the church's
mission of teaching the fallacy of it.
Distinctive poster displays, illustrations of a cut
and mat service for newspaper ads, and other
important paraphernalia of the showman's kit
are sprinkled profusely throughout the splendid press sheet, all presented in a way that
has the exhibitors interests as its special ob-

—

jective.

'T'HE

first

thing that strikes the observer's

fancy in viewing the press material of
"The Acquittal" is the eye-catching quality
of the newspaper ads depicted therein. "Who
Killed Andrew Prentice?" is the title of one
particular ad which is calculated to run a
full column in story style, and has all the
elements of a stirring newspaper story told
by a journalist of no mean qualifications. It
is'
as absorbing as a novel, yet so subtly

composed in its incorporation of the "selling
objective" that one is minded to go to view
the picture if for no other thought than to
see how far tine picture measures up with
In this case, happy to
newspaper account.
say, there is little or no discrepancy between
the journalistic account and the screen version,
so that two birds are killed with one stone

theatre.

the

Uni-

in

"After reading your truly clever ad in the SaturEvening Post I felt that I could not see

From an

the sense of giving complete satisfaction
to both reader and patron.
The other essentials of press material are
certainly not lacking in this complete "Aid
to the Exhibitor" and again, one needs must
state after savoring the flavor of some of
the advertising helps and hints, that the spirit
of the Laemmle school lurks in the backfn

upstate

New

Yorker came

first

this

brief
"I always watch for your advertisements in the
Saturday Evening Post and frcnv them obtain
advance information of what we consider the best
pictures."

There are but a minute sprinkling of the
tremendous influx of the personal sentiments
that pour in to Mr. Laemmle's desk.

ground.

WHILE

speaking of the intensely

human

appeal flavor for which Laemmle ads are
noted one cannot but point to the tremendous
interest manifested in those that appear in
"Watch This
the Saturday Evening Post.
Column" is the head that appears over them
and judging by the comment that these provoke, the heading must be possessed of a
power rarely accredited to anything short of
hypnotism. After reading some of the four
five hundred letters that pour
Laemmle's office every day, one

to

,

in
is

to

Mr.

justified

The
in calling his ads, hypnotic messages.
several following samples show plainly what
eff^ect the ads have in relation to the exThis one came from St.
hibitor's welfare.
Louis

my

attention

much more

readily.

"Universal Pictures may be accorded the loft:'e-t
That they are wonderful and very beautiffllly
photographed, is to say the least about them.
"There is only one regrettable feature about
place.

them and
extend

:

to

vsT-ite, I take this opportunity of getting better
acquainted with you.
I have the habit now of
looking for Universal's announcements in the Saturday Evening Post every week and depend on that
column to know when your next big picture is

coming"

*

'T'HESE

few

.N

t-

taken at random from
the vast influx of daily fan mail show
plainly how well the Laemmle spirit has been
communicated to movie goers all over the
land.
They show also, how the direct apletters

How

peal and heart-to-heart talks works out.
the Laemmle finger is ever at the public
pulse.

"Your column in the Saturday Evening Post is
always the best announcement of the week to me,
It holds more interest
as a movie theatre goer.
than the baseball scores or weather reports and
attracts

Pittsburgh, the Smoky City, was represented by a Laemmle enthusiast, who expressed the following sentiments
"As per your invitation in Universal's weekly
column in the Saturday Evening Post for friends

that

our

is

we

can't

good wishes

go up

to)

personally

The

significance of

this

intimate relation-

between producer and fan is one that
immediately brings to mind its far-reaching
benefits for the exhibitor.
It suggests, moreover, what the showman, who in a smaller
way, wishes to emulate the "between the me"
ship

may

the stage and
to those real,

type of advertising,
deavors.

Mosi

Love Siory Ever Filmed}"^',

expect for his en-

'T~'HE Laemmle exploitation genius is at
its best in the press campaign it offers
the showman with "A Lady of Quality."
A Complete Campaign book, a Publicity
Clip Section and nezuspapcr ad section
comprise a volume of data which is replete with the kind of material that truly

shows

finds

one from Seattle, Washington:

"Bavu" too quickly and was on hand for the
performance when it was shown in Seattle."

;

;

is

day

distinction.

Under

which we always

casts

life

Productions."

Here

ADVERTISING
AIDS

Em

to

versal

sho'.wman hozv he may fill his
display lines have

The advertising

a peppy punchy quality irresistable in their

The publicity stories, the tie-up
appeal.
suggestions, and the display accessories
are all of the kind that has the welfare
of the exhibitor as their supreme objective.

'i'lu;

.iuigiujicpiu

"A LADY

of

QUALITY"
A Magnificent Picturisation of Frances

Hod^n

BumeU'a Glorious Romance

Starring

VIRGINIA VALLI
with

MILTON SILLS
and a tnmtndoaM

A

iupporling c«tf iiKtading

Hobart Henley Production
PrcBcmccI by

CARL LAEMMLE

'
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Carl

Laemmle Tried and Proved These

Can a Showman Want

a Better

Sellers' Tells a Significant

Pictures

Cue Than That?
Story

—Fat

Each Picture Represented in This Array of 'Star
Figures on the Right Side of the Theatre Ledger!

A'HOBABT HF.SLEV I'MDUCTIOK

,

".aiMXERSALJEWU;

Work Has Been Done For You on
These Laemmle Audience Winners. They Have All Paved
Their Way Into the Publics Good Graces at One. Time
or Another. Consequently, They Carry a Booking Message to Which There Would Seem to Be But One Answer
and That Answer is Profits!
All the Missionary

Loud Speakers of the
Movie Field

—

:

January

:

;;

—

:

—

;;
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^ried and Proved Pictures
Proverbs and Pictures
the old book of proverbs we find
J N advice "He who hesitates is lost.''
the
But in the same book we are told
"Look before you leap!"
Even Shakespeare can't be relied
upon for advice.

The

only guide it is possible to follow with a reasonable amount of certainty is, "What
tried before?"

happened when

it

was

Tried and Proved Pictures are just

what their name indicates. They are
pictures that have undergone the great
final test in the show business
the
opinion of the public.
And they are
pictures that the public h
Of course you are going to run new
pictures.
The show business implies
taking a chance. But it is also well to

—

remember

When

this

in

doubt book a Tried and

Proved Picture.

dates and all star cast prominently mentioned
with details of the special party. The shoe
shops will fall for this, because it gives them
a new angle to clean up their stock of Russian boots.
It will prove a novel stunt, and
the combination of flapper style and the hand-

some Stanley

vertisements.
Whenever
possible
make
"Bavu" the topic of conversation at all times.
This is a goal medium.
Have the hardware stores display complete
window filled with various styles of strong
padlocks and locks. Get a picture of "Bavu"
and a streamer banner to run across the entire length of window reading

"Bavu" Is Coming.
Complete Line of Padlocks for Sale Here.
One of exciting bits from the picture is an
attic scene where plenty of action and thrills
are staged.
Maybe some dope on this scene

ject

BRIEF:

Bavu,

Released by Universal

laa,

the

calls

humane

—

cens

itself with the desperate struggle for supremacy
between Bavu and Mischka, a struggle accompanied
by intrigue, mystery and fear.

ID AVU,"

a picture with a mysterious, curiosity provoking title, has made for itself
a record that entitles it to a place among the
Tried and Proved Pictures.
Released last
May 7, the total number of contracts made
to date on this picture is 3,928.

Among the theatres that have given this
feature large bookings are: Market Theatre,
Philadelphia
Mozart Theatre, Canton, O.
Apollo Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind. Grauman's
Theatre, Los Angeles M. & S. Circuit, New
York Granada Theatres, San Francisco, Cal.
Majestic Theatre, Halifax, Nova Scotia Empire Theatre,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Pantages
Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Loew's State
Theatre, Boston, Mass.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

The West Coast Theatres booked "Bavu"
for their circuit of eleven theatres and it was
also booked for L. Newberry's circuit of
seven theatres.
The picture is still one that can be made
to pay.
Any number of exploitation ideas
can be carried out to advantage in running it.
craze for Russian entertainment has hit
the country hard.
The remarkable sell-out
records of Balieff's "Chauve Souris" and the
Moscow Art Theatre give ample proof of this.
"Bavu" is Russian entertainment.
Play up
that angle of it and you'll get the art lovers
of your town.
Among the exploitation stunts suggested are
the following
Here's a stunt for the flapper.
Stage,
a "Bavu" Russian boot party. All
flappers who attend a special matinee wearing a pair of Russian boots to be admitted
as the guests of Forrest Stanley, the handsome hero of "Bavu."
Here is your chance to hook up with the
liye wire ladies' shoe salon or bootery in
town.
Have them take a half or full page
in the newspaper announcing the "Bavu" Russian Boot Party with theatre mention, play

;

;

Granada
Grauman's Theatre, Los Angeles
Theatre, San Francisco
Pantages Theatre,
;

;

Majestic Theatre, Halifax,
Merril Theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Strand Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
Hippodrome, Reading, Pa

Tonorto,

Ont.
Scotia

Nova

;

;

;

.

THESE PROVEN
SUCCESSES
Are

New

—

Your Patrons

to

synchronize with this tie-up.
being,

"What Do You Know About

Everyone has heard wild tales of
strange country, even before the War
and Revolution wierd tales drifted to our ears
about "darkest Russia." Then with the coming of the Soviet regime there came stranger
and more horrible tales.
Tell a tale you
have heard of Russia in 30U words or less.
Prizes for best manuscripts.
Have a fine open carriage or foreign make
car parade the streets.
In the carriage or
auto is a good looking girl dressed as a
Russian Princess sitting beside a bewhiskered
man representing "Bavu." Get costume and
make up from stills. The vehicle to bear a
sign reading
"Why did this beautiful cultured princess
wed a man like this? See the answer in
Theatre."
"Bavu" at the
Run a teaser want ad off^ering reward
for return of Lost Marriage License as fol:

—

^

^

*

_j
y

~

'Trifling with
Baseball

Romance

Honor'

Released by Universal

an es,oaped cofivict, utilizes
the one good thing he has learned in prison
baseball
to set himself right in the world and
becomes the sensation of baseball circles. But he
and it isn't; long before
can't sand prosptrliy
he is in the clutches of a gang of baseball gamblers.
His orders are to throw the last and deciding game
of the series or go back to the yawning penitenFrom this situaton he is saved by Jimmy
tiary
Hunt, a messenger boy, who beseeches him to protect his good name and keep his trust with all
the kids in America, who look upon him as their
There's a girl too a girl who waits while
idol.
he is in prison and then keeps on waiting after
he has escaped from prison and has apparently
"passed her by." The complications that result are

B;RIEF

:

McNutt,

—

—

all

straightened out in the end.

'T'fllS picture was taken from the story by
William Slavens McNutt and as such was
published in Collier's Weekly where it was
read by millions of people so that it got of?

with

he Storm

"Broke

all

Virginia Valli and
Ho"« Peters
Universal Jewel

box-office records!"

NEW HARVEY THEATRE,

Woodlawn, Pa.

"Greatest business in ten years!"
CHIMES THEATRE, Cedarsburg,

Wise.

Directed by Reginald Barker

Foolish Wives
"Smashed every record!"
LIBERTY THEATRE, Long Beach. Calif.
"Biggest box-office receipts of any!"
DREAM THEATRE, Viborg, S. D.
Universal

Super Jewel

Trifling with Honor
7t^^^t^^
"No better audience picture made!"
DIXIE THEATRE, Wynne, Ark.
"Biggest money-getter of year!"
BROOKLYN THEATRE. Detroit, Mich.
Directed by Harry Pollard

Universal Jevyel

ne rVllirt*

/XI T

1

with an all star cast
universal Jewel

'

"Have not seen such

a waiting line in

three years!"

AMERICAN THEATRE, Columbus, Ga.
"S. R. O. Had to turn many away!"
OLIVE THEATRE, St.
A Hobart Henley Production

The Abysmal Brute
"Made money

at

Joseph, Mo.

Reg^ld

advanced prices."

PECK'S THEATRE, La Salle, III.
"Only paying business past sixty days!"
LEGION THEATRE, Norwich, Kans.

A

A

You Haven't

PLAY THEM NOW!

this

lowing
Lost Marriage lience made out to Princess
Reward.
Box X-1.
Maschka.
Liberal
Felix Bavu.
Then make a deal with the clerk of the
marriage license Bureau for permission to
plant a placard with this' description on same
over the marriage license window. Give them
a handful of passes and this will swing the
stunt.
If this is played up as a blind property
there is a good chance of the newspapers
picking it up and making a feature of it.

If

Them

Played

newspaper contest could be run, the sub-

Russia?"

power of the mob beupon the peasantry to revolt. Maschleader of the people temporarly sways
them to the safe side with calm words. Then the
home of Prince Markoff is raided and his daughter, who has known Maschka as her servant, finds
him her protector. The rest of the story conhind him

with

"Trifling With Honor" has had a remarkable record of bookings.
Released on June
Among
4, it has had to date 4,241 bookings.
the large bookings this picture received are
Hippodrome,
those at Loew's State, Boston
Cleveland Walnut Theatre, Louisville, Ky.

Better Put a Padlock on the Attic Doors!

A
Foreign Intrigue

tremendous publicity boost right at the
start.

:

will

'Bavu'

will provide a talk creator.

Stage a special "Bavu" night at the local
dance places.
prizes for the
The idea
couples appearing in the most authentic Russian costumes.
The men to come as Russian
ofiicers and the women as Russian peasants,
Special Russian music to be played and
etc.
professionals in native Russian dances. Have
dance places play up facts in newspaper ad-

to a

very

Hobart Henley Production, Universal Jewel

Th„
"Broke

^hr>rk

Starring

LON CHANEY

past records!"
EMPIRE THEATRE, Milwaukee, Wise.
"Picture you can raise price on."
PALM THEATRE, Mound City, III.
all

Universal Jewel

Hunting Big Game
"Broke

all

in Africa

box-office records!"
LYRIC THEATRE, Manning, Tex.

"Went over

big!"

GRAND THEATRE,

Advertised in

the

Sat.

Carson

City,

Nev.

Evening Post

Universal Pictures Corp.,
CARL LAEMMLE,

President
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addition

to

this,

following

the

cir-

booked the picture in a number of their
theatres
Schine Theatrical Enterprises, nine
theatres
U. B. O., sixteen theatres and M.
cuits

:

;

Cornerford, Philadelphia, seventeen theatres.
The reason for this record are easy to see.
Baseball and dollars have always romped hand
in hand in these states.
This is a powerful
Every baseball fan is a pobaseball story.
tential patron of this kind of picture.
And
there are plenty of baseball fans to keep you
from worrying about any other section of the
public while running this picture.
At the same time there is plenty in the
picture to appeal to those who aren't baseball
fans.
There is the strong social question of
a man's honor and a woman's love with which
the picture deals. This is an important part
of the story.
Innumerable exploitation ideas are suggested
for putting this picture across big. The business offices of professional ball parks are always eager to listen to suggestions for bet-

W^y Pa r amount
L ead s
Paramount Productions
Ran

good and better. No
sixty tljis year
prints.
condition
of
subjects or
farming- and oil class in small town.
;

Draw

Herring, Play House
Strong, Arkansas.

A.

J.

^

on

kicks

seats).

Theatre

(249

Matrimony a Failure?
A

Is

real good picStar cast.
(5,612 feet).
comedy throughout, which helps a
ture
good picture 'along. Good prints. MorfeJ
Had
tone good and is suitable for Suriday.
good attendance. Draw mining class. H.
;

W.

Run

Morris

Mathes,

Theatre,

Morris

Run, Pennsylvania.

My

American Wife
feet).
A Paramount

(6,061
featuring

Swanson,

supported

by

fine picture.
The
This
to date.
ladies
and pleased

best

Gloria

.

A

Antonio Moreno.
Swanson I have

attraction

.

used

star

does pull in the
them
always.
Her pictures are as good as a
style show.
Work of the supporting cast is
excellent.
Print was in first class condition.
Suitable for
Sunday, having good moral

Used

slide,

heralds,

photos and
C. Sawyer,

boards.

Town

Attendance fair. Guy
Hall Theatre, Chester,

tone.

window

cards,

Vermont.

Travelin'

On

White Flower
feet).

her

display

of

Compson. Betty
background for
charms than in

Star, Betty
a better

Compson never had

physical

"White Flower" where she

is
seen as the
garden of roses. Miss
supported by notables enough to
secure excellent performances, in addition to
her own charming self and personality. "The

flower in the

fairest

Compson

is

White Flower"
William

It.

homa

City,

When

is

Noble,

sure to please all
Capitol Theatre,

seeing

Okla-

Oklahoma.

Knighthood

Was

in

Flower

(11,618 feet).
Star, Marion Davies. Went
over big for me at doubled prices.
Old but
excellent.
Will please most everyone.
Small
town, buy it right and make some money.
Has good moral tone and is suitable for
Sunday. Has good attendance. Draw neigh-

borhood and foreign classes in town of 1,100.
Admission 10-25. Joe Kenneaster,
Mystic
Theatre (320 seats), Clovis, California.

Kick In
(7,074 feet).
like

Star cast.

"Who's Who"

A

cast that reads

Moviedom. An exwell acted by the entire
in

cellent crook story,
personnel interesting in the extreme. If there
is a chance for criticism,
I should say the
title is
not as good tor thi box office as
the picture deserves.
Had many favorable
comments and no kicks for "Kick In."
Used slides, heralds, boards, and mailing list
to draw a good attendance.
Moral tone is
O. K. Guy C. Sawyer, Town Hall Thea;

Chester, Vermont.
(These opinions are from Moving Picture
World's straight from the Shoulder Reports.)
tre,

Q^ammount Q>ictures

Grace and her mother, being notified, hurry to his
apatment to see him having his head gently bathed
by Sadie. The two misunderstand the situaton and

MOORE
OWEN
particular

use.

Make up

a special rain check to be handed
in advance or two weeks prior
to opening of "Trifling With Honor."
These
rain checks will be handed out as people leave
the theatre. Make it look like the real thing,
and it will go over. People will wonder what
it is all about.
Make arrangements with the baseball park
for the display of special cut-outs or ballyhoos on this baseball sensation during the run
at your theatre. At the opening of each game
have the leading players presented with new
bats (courtesy local sporting goods store), to
be called the "Trifling With Honor" Bat.
This is just an angle to get that old title
across the home plate. Distribute heralds and
work up other co-operative ball park exploitation for double advantage.
Stage special matinees for boy baseball
enthusiasts.
Invite entire boy's teams down
in a body.
Give baseball uniforms as special
prizes for boy whol brings biggest number of
boy friends to matinee. You can purchase a
cheap uniform for $3 to $5. If you like you
can give bats, gloves or baseballs, all in keeping with the story.
Do any and everything
to keep the spirit of the story and the atmosphere of baseball on the minds of the
great public in advance and during the run.
Communicate at once with the circulation

week

in town
and arrange for a special showing of the
picture in exchange for publicity courtesy in

manager of the various newspapers

the news columns. The newsies will eat this
picture up, and they nose around enough to
make their talk do some good and bring some
dough back to that old box-office till.
Who is the greatest kid baseball player under the age of 17 years in your city?

not start a voting contest amongst
the kids to find this out.
Go to your sporting editor and get his list of amateur boys'
teams and dates they play on city diamonds
in the public parks.
Have special ballots
printed and distributed at these games.
Insert this stunt in your daily ads.
The victor
will be awarded a cew outfit, consisting of
glove, bat, ball, mask, uniform and other
accessories on the stage of your theatre, for
the opening matinee of "Trifling With Honor."
Have all ballots sent to the theatre
to be selected by sporting editors, theatre
manager and manager of the home professional team.

Go
pers

comes through again

—

in

specialty the romantic comMoore has the special faculty of tickedy.
ling audiences delightfully in the portrayal
of the love stricken young man trying to win
the fair maiden under embarrassing difficulties.
his

In "The Poor Simp" he has been given a

you book the picture before the baseball
season opens, here are a few stunts you can
If

out one

After a number of complications,

leave indignantly.

and humorous situations, it all comes out right and
Melville makes a successful proposal after all.

newspaper.

Why

(6.267 feet).
Star, William S. Hart. Hart
pictures are all good to us.
This went over
big.
Had good attendance. H. W. Mathers,
Morris Run Theatre, Morris Run, Pennsylvania.

(5,7,31

tering their business.
In spite of the popularity of the game, they need publicity also.
Here is a stunt that will interest them. Every day for seven consecutive days the best
boy in every school is to be presented with
a "Bat" Shugrue bat by the manager of the
home team at the home plate before the game
opens, also he will receive a pair of seats to
see "Trifling With Honor."
The boy to be
selected will be judged by the principals of
the various schools.
Tie up with a live wire

to the sporting editors of your newspaand make arrangements to borrow all

old photos of old-time baseball celebrities
in their morgue.
For instance, such players
as "Cap" Anson, Spaulding, Callahan, Hans
Wagner, etc. Then get group pictures of the
local professional team of today.
Make a
display on beaver board three-sheet for display in your lobby around cut-out of Fellowes
as "Bat" Shugrue in "Trifling With Hon"If
or."
Make a circus caption reading
these men had trifled with honor where would
the great American game have been today?"
the'

vehicle that permits him to exercise his genius
The more serious the
to its fullest scope.
situation for him, the harder the audience
This picture has earned for itself
laughs.
an enviable laugh record wherever shown.
few exploitation ideas suggest them-

A

A

selves.

H=

figures! in a

always makes a
with the window
People
in town.
antics of animals

very funny situa-

A dog
Or tie-up
good ballyhoo.
display of an animal dealer
_

are always attracted by the

and birds

in their

window

displays.

A

bunch of orchids also figures in one of
Your florist will probably be
scenes.
Have him arrange
glad to tie-up with you.
a display of orchids in his window and tie-up
with a sign reading something like this:
the

"These orchids would have won 'The Poor
See
Simp' his girl the first time he tried.
why he failed at Blank's Theatre this week."
"The most foolish thing that ever happened to me." This theme could be used as
Or a better
the basis of an essay contest.
" 'When I Felt Most Like
title would be
'The Poor Simp.' " Newspapers eat up that
Tie-up the contest with one of
sort of copy.
:

the lively dailies in town.
*

*

*

'A Chapter in Her Life'
Child Love

BRIEF:

Released by

Mr.

Evringham was

Universal

rich but unhappy.
eldest son'si widow,

His household consisted of his
her grown up daughter and a faithful, though auto-,
Both Evringham and the
cratic old housekeeper.
housekeeper disliked the two visiting members of
Then Jewel, daughter of Evringham's
the household.
Everyone
youngest son came into the household.
resented her intrusion but Jewel had been taught
Acanything.
afraid
of
not
to
be
her
mother
by
cordingly the child just goes on loving everyone
and being pleasant and succeeds in that way in
dispellng the gloom of the household and winning
a place

in

'PHIS

her

grandfather's

heart.

simple, human interest picture
-l of how the love of a little child transformed an entire household and showed them
the way to happiness. The sort of story that
has Universal appeal that will go over with
all classes of people.
The story is taken from the novel "Jewel,"
by Clara Louise Burnham, the scenario being
by Lois Weber. No particular star is played
up but the story is handled by a competent
is

a

—

cast.

Although only released on September 17,
the picture has already been booked 2,410
times.
It has been given large bookings in
Plaza Theatre, Worthe following theatres:
Albany,
Theatre,
Leland
Mass.
Lyric Theatre, Cincinnati.; Strand
Theatre, Akron, O. Rialto Theatre, Denver,
All
Colo.; Walnut Theatre, Louisville, Ky.
cester,

N.

Y.

;

;

;

;

WHEN YOUR
FEATURE FAILS.
WHAT THEN ?

:

*

dog

tion at the beginning of the picture.

^

'The Poor Simp'
Romantic Comedy

Released by Sclznick

BRIEF:

Melville G. Carruthers, a wealthy young
love wth Grace Adams plucks up enough
courage to propose after knowing her a long time
but makes a fiasco of it when the crucial time
comes. Another admirer enters and monopolizes her
attention.
Strolling into the slums, Melville meets
Sadie Kelly and gets in a rowdy fight, is bumped
on the head and his mind is temporarily affected.

man,

in

|L

'

"THE

SPICE

OF

I

HE PROGRAM"

J

;

January
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26, 1924

;

American Theatre, Oak-

land, Cal. Garden Theatre, Milwaukee,
Poli's Theatre, Hartford, Conn.
;

Wis.

has also been booked in a number of
theatres in the following circuits
U. B. O.,
twenty theatres, Finkelstein & Ruben, nine
theatres Schine Theatrical Enterprises, eight
theares Heldinger Booking Co., eleven theaIt

:

;

;

tres.

Several exploitation tie-ups can easily be
worked out to effect a tie-up with this picTie-up with booksellers on the sale
ture.
Any sort of contest involving
of the book.
An
children will do much for the picture.
Or a conessay contest by the little ones.
test to find out who is the best mannered
tie-up can be effected
little girl in town.
in this connection with the book of etiquette
which has been advertising heavily for some
Remember the little girl in the
time past.
picture won by her pleasant ways and good
You can probably get the Co-opmanners.

A

That

Letters

mothers' clubs in your com-

the

eration of

munity or town.

"What

for happiness?"
is
the formula
the theme that might be used to get
lot of interest in the picture which
presents one answer to that question.
But
you will find that everyone has a different
And
idea about the best way to be happy.

That
up a

is

with a little encouragement they will tell
about it. Capitalize on this tendency and
you can put the picture across for a smashall

*

*

If

*

'The Impossible Mrs. Bellew'
Released by Paramount

Social Dra)na

BRIEF:

Lance

than

wife.

his

Bellew likes his mistress better
This is resented by Woodruff, a

friend of the family. Lance becomes suspicious of
the relations between Woodrufif and his wife and in
clever lawyer, by worka fight shoots WoodrufT.
ing on her love for her little son gets Mrs. Bellew to
testify for her husband and he is acquitted on the
basis that the killing was justified.
To humiliate
her, Lance divorces his wife and he is granted
Mrs. B^ellews finds how hard it is to
the child.
get along with a ruined reputation but with a new
friend who is a constant help to her, all difficulties
are overcome, the child is restored to her.

A

nine

to

upon may

ten,

or

you

interest the

women you

interest

everybody. And how can you do this better than by emphasizing the subject matHere is a picture which, so
ter of dress?
far as dress is concerned, will substantiate
the biggest clams that you care to make
Remember that for this picture
for it.
Miss Swanson went all the way to Paris
for her gowns and that most of them will
be seen on the screen in this absorbing
photopla3^
l5flSESESESE5HSSS2SESSSE5ESBSSSHS2S2SZSESESc

the particularly

!

favored exponent of the society drama.
Probably her reputation rests more upon her
remarkable achievements with this type of
role than anything else.
Her support in this
picture, head«d by Cofirad Nagle, is an ex-

A

1

Sure-Fire

1

Box-Office

1

Attraction

1

Book

is

whatever

be.

Have your paper co-operate on this, and
Anyrun display stories about the event.
one approaching the proper character with
a copy of the paper, and saying, "Yoa are
the 'Impossible Mrs. Bellew' " will be given
two tickets to see the performance.
It's an old idea, but it gets new at intervals and the time to play it up will be a few
days before your opening display.

ing success.

GLORIA SWANSON

Can't Be Bought

their store from
the hour decided

cellent one.

The

NUMBER THREE

8 ,1925.

Exhibitors Trade Review:

Enclosed find two dollars for a
year subscription for the Exhibitors

Trade Review.

We

sure like
can't be imthout

the

magazine and

it.

Thanking you very kindly
Mr. S. E. GUNTHER,
Cheney, Wash.
Rose Theatre,

Another

letter

that

rings

the

bell!

Any

letter that introduces itself
"

saying "Enclosed find
needs to say little more for that

by

the surest and safest sign of
approval that exists in the business world.
is

We
itors

are trying to make ExhibTrade Review so valuable

you that you "can't be

to

the

Lisle, published in 1916

by Frederick A. Stokes, New York.
It
gained a certain amount of popularity.
Before the picture was started. Miss Swanson went to Paris to get her gowns for it,
and she wears an array of the most stunning gowns and remarkable bathing suits.
This should suggest a tie-up with the leading modistes of your town.
And wherever
they make displays be sure that you have
several good stills of Miss Swanson in the

Cheney, Wash.,

December

from the book of

story as taken

same name by David

M^ithout

it."

As necessary as a cash register.
The two go together in fact.
For Exhibitors Trade Review
i^.fuU of the kind of ideas that
when used properly makes the
cash register full.
Exhibitors write us that they
can't do without us because we
mean money to them.

display.

the star

You will find good dress stills
among the photographs available

at

There are several bathing scenes in the
picture showing many beautiful bathing girls.
If the season permits, it might be a good
plan to> arrange for displays of bathing suits.
Another tie-up is suggested for employment with ladies' hairdressers. Gloria Swanson's coiffure is world-famous, and it has
never shown to greater advantage than in
this picture.
One of these hairdressers might
be induced to advertise that he will dress hair
in the Gloria Swanson style, and this probably would provoke comment.
Be sure and
have him mention, "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew," and he might even display some good
stills of the picture and some effective photos
of the star in his establishment.
sellers

arrange window

It
1

Now

I

!

!

<]

•

•

old raffle stunt will be brand new by
time and you can elaborate upon it effectively.
Get a young or middle-aged woman of pleasing dress and personality, who
Arrange with
is a stranger in your town.
the stores that "The Impossible Mrs. Bellew" will spend an hour in their establishments at a certain date, they to take advertising on a co-operative basis, announcing that
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellew" will be in

tf
• •

i

"The
Queen
Of

1

Sin"

1

dis-

plays of David Lisle's novel, "The Impossible
Mrs. Bellew," published by Frederick A.
Place cut-outs
Stokes, New York, in 1916.
of Gloria Swanson with the books, together
with announcements of your coming showing.
Popular priced copies of the book may
be obtained from the publisher.

The

1

of

your exchange.

Have your book

1

1

this

"let Mot

Mm

PAULINE FREDERICK
J.

At All Selznick Exchanges

Ail"

LOU TELLEGEN

STUART BLACKTON PRODUCTION
[i[525HSSSH5HSHS12S252S2SH52525HSE525S52SHS2S
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
In This Department Is Delivered to

You

Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.

in

Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

Baby Peggy Adorable
Universal Star Interprets
Different Role

BABY

PEGpY'S

picture
is again calling forth the admiration for the little star who has
very much endeared herself to the
public.
After appearing in parts
"which have been unpleasant because some folks thought it a
trick
to
make her act smart
Alec-y" she comes to the screen
again in a typical baby part which
was written especially for her.
Especially flattering not only to
the little actress but to the scenario writers as well, is the comment of the Chicago Tribune:
latest

Baby Peggy has come into her own
again.
With the understanding guidance of King Baggot, she becomes once
more the adorable, huggable baby girl
who first charmed the producers. Mr.
Baggot brings out all the charm of

—

and smiles and the winsome
that seem such a natural part

her tears,

ways
of her.

San Francisco
speaks of Baby Peggy

Bulletin
as being

"literally

storm-tossed
through
rnany reels of real drama."
The
direction of the picture and the
child's response to instruction continues to be a source of amazement to this reviewer who says
So carefully has the baby star been
handled

throughout the picture that
never a moment in the play
the interest lags.
Attention is
always centered on her and her rag
doll, although the entire cast is excellent
is

when

The demand on

the part of the
public for a baby star is attributed
by the Houston Post as the reason
for the appearance of Baby Peggy
in this feature.
Obviously, says
the reviewer, "she has amply fulfilled the expectations of the producers." He continues
_

The tiny star is surrounded by a
grown-upi cast of unusual merit, yet
the ability of the adult performers does
not detract from the artistry of the child.
As a matter of fact the very strength
of the cast is an asset to the efforts
of Peggy.
The picture is dramatic and
exceptionally entertaining.

The Chicago Post was

so pleased
with the little star that as far as

was

concerned

"they

could

chan.o^e

the /title to 'The Darling
of Chicago.' " He can find for her
only praise which he voices further:

Very wisely they have not made
Baby Peggy carry alt the acting on her
small shoulders. The story
is
built
around little Santussa, but she has a
good supporting cast to help carry on
the plot.
They have not tried to force
her to the front but have allowed her
••0

take her natural place in the story.

How

long Baby Peggy will continue to hold the public attention,
can only be a guess, but at the
present moment she apparently has
the undivided attention of the
_

Even

OCTOBER
Director
Star
Distributor Length
Feature
Harlan C. Moore Tom Sorman Preferred .... 6,000
April Showers
Ashes of Vengeance ...Norma Talraadge. Frank Lloyd First Nat'l 10,000
Edm. Carew First Nat'l
Holbrook Blinn
7,000
Bad Man, The
Wm. WellmanFox
Charles Jones
5,934
Big Dan
John Gilbert
Jack Ford .. Fox
6,931
Cameo Kirby
Wm. P. Earle.F. B.
6,000
Dancer of the Nile, TheSpecial Cast
.

Day

The

.

.

.

.

.

Browning
Goldwyn
Harry Carson Metro
Horan Fox
Lewis King. Arrow
..Tod BrownmgUniversal

Special Cast
Special Cast

6,000
7,000
7,000
All Star
5.000
Priscilla Dean
Drifting
.. 7,000
Talmadge
Dulcy
S. Franklin ... 1st Natonal. 7,000
Edw. Sloman Metro .... 7,000
Ragle's Feather, The ...Special Cast
. Reg.
Barker Metro
8,000
Eternal StrufKle, The . . Special Cast
John Gilbert
6,000
ixiles. The
.E. Mortimer .Fox
Special Cast
..6,000
.Frank Crane Asso. Ex.
Foolish Parents
.Harry Millard Fox
6,000
Governor's Lady, The . Special Cast
Dustin Famum .Campbell
5,000
Fox
Grail, The
Cast
6,000
Special
Harold
Shaw
Metro
Held to Answer
Ruth Stonehouse.Fanpell
F. B. O. ..6,590
Lights Out
Sunset
5,000
i^one Fighter, The
J. B. Warner ...Not Credited
9,364
Kong Live the King ...Jackie Coogan . . Schertzinger .Metro
All Star
De MilleParamount ..6,295
Marriage Maker
First Nat'l .5,000
Eddie Kline
Meanest Man in World .Special Cast
Men in the Raw
Jack Hoxie
Geo. Marshall. Universal .. 5,000
.. Van Dyke ...Asso. Ex.
Special Cast
6,000
Miracle Makers
No Mother to Guide Her Genevieve Tobin . Horan
7,000
Fox
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast .. ..David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,000
Ponjola
Special Cast
Donald Crist .First Nat'l .7,000
Prince of a King,
....Dinky
Albert Austin Selznick
6,000
Printer's Devil, The .... Wesley Barry
6,000
Wm. Baudine Warner's
Puritan Passion
Special Cast ....Frank Tuttle Hodkinson
8,000
Ramblin' Kid, The
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgewick. Universal .. 6,000
Rosita
Pickford
UnitedArtists 8,800
Lubitsch
Rouged lips
Dana
6,000
H. Shaw
Metro
Ruggles of Red Gap ...All Star
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount ..7,590
Shattered Faith
Special Cast
Independent
6,000
Ormont.
J. J.
Silent Partner
Moore-Joy
Paramount ..5,000
Maigne
Six Days
Griffith
BraWn
Goldwyn-Cos. 8,000
Six-Fifty, The
Welsh-Adoree
Universal
5,000
Nat Ross
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
G. V. Baker. GoIdvTyn .. 7,000
Steadfast Heart, The ...Special Cast
Sheridan Hall Goldwyn .. 7,000
Stmg of the Scorpion ..Edmund Cobb
Rich. Hatton .Arrow
5.000
Strangers of Night
Moore-Bennett
Niblo
Metro
7,800
Three Ages
B. Keaton
Keaton-CUne .Metro
6,000
Thundergate
Special Cast
7,000
J. De Grasse First Nat'l
Times Have Changed ...William Russell .fames Flood -Fox
5,000
To the Last Man
All Star
Fleming
Paramount ..6,000
Untameable
AH Star
Blache
Sunset
5,000
Way of Transgressor
All Star
Craft
Universal ...5,000
What Love Wra Do ...Kenneth McDonaldNot Credited .Independent 5,000
Where Is West
Hoxie
Marshall
Universal ...5,000
why
^^°y^
New.-Taylor
Pathe
6,000
Wild Party, The
Gladys Walton ...Her. Blashe ..Universal
5,000
Woman Proof
Thos. Meighan ..A. Green ...Paramount ..7,687
Woman of Pans
Purviance
Chaplin
United Art .7,500
Ziza
Gloria Swanson ..Allan Dwan .Paramount ..7,076
of

Faith,

Desire

Does

. .

Hope Hampton

Pay?
Devil's Dooryard
It

.

.

.

.

.

.Charles

.

.

.

.

.

.

movie fans, and the

critics as well.

Critics Strongly

Moved

by Paramount Film
TV/TANY

of those

who

witnessed

Paramount's production
of
"The Light That Failed" and men
among them were moved to tears
according to several newspapers
reviewers.
"George
Melford,"

—

—

the
New York Tribune's
"directed 'The Light That

says
critic,

which

Failed,'

we

liked

it

is

one reason

why

so much."

.

In vain we said

.
.

.

.

.

Wm

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NOVEMBER
Feature

he

Draws Tears

A

The

there

'Light That Failed'

CURREINT PRODUCTIONS

in Newest Role

Blow Your

Star

Own Horn

Crooked AUey
Cyclone Jones

Director

.Lewis-Perdue
Special Cast

J.

Robert Hill

WiUiams

.

W. Home

Distributor Length
B. O.
6,000
Universal ..4,900
Avwon
5,000
.First Nat'l .7,337

.F.
.

Seeling

Dangerous Maid, The ..C. Talmadge
V. Heerman
Eternal Flame
Bosworth-WindsorM. Neilan
Goldwyn
6 000
Extra Girl
Mabel Normand.F. R. Jones ..Asso. Exhib. 6,426
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn
Not credited .. F. B. O.
6 000
Flaming Youth
Colleen Moore ...Jack Dillon
First Nat'l ..8,434
His Children s Children .AH Star
Sam Wood ..Paramount ..8 338
Hospitality
Buster Keaton ...Jack Blystone Metro
6,220
Human Mill, The
Special Cast
Alan Holubar Metro
6.000
Huntress ......
C. Moore
Reynolds
1st National 7,000
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
M. Tourneur. First Nat. '1 .6.000
Kentucky Dajrs
Dustin Farnum ..David Solmori Fox
6,000
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast
W. Bennett ..Vitagraph ...6,000
Light That Failed
All Star
Melford
Paramount ..7,013
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies .. Sidney Scott .Goldwyn
.. 9 000
Man, Woman, TemptationSpecial Cast
Not credited. .Metro
6,000
Maytime
Special Cast
Gasnier
Preferred .. 6,090
Million to Burn, A ... Herbert RawlinsonWilliam Parke Universal
5,000
.

.

Monna Vanna

On Banks of Wabash
Pleasure Mad

All Star
..Special Cast
Special Cast

Scars of Hate
Shifting Sands
Social Code,
Social Code

.

The

Spanish Dancer
Stephen Steps Out
The Leavenworth Case
Thundering Dawn

Thy Name

Is

Unseeing Eyes
Wanters, The

Jack Livingston
Cast
Granville
Hodkinson
Viola Dana
Not credited. Metro
Shirley Mason ...Oscar Atsel
Fox
Special

South Sea Love

Woman.

.

Eichberg
Fox
8,648
..7,000
J. S. Blackton Vitagraph
Reg. Barker .Metro
7,547
H. G. Moody. Independent 5,000

6,000
6.000
6,000
Dana
Apfel
Metro
6,000
Pola Negri
Brenon
Paramount ..8,434
D. Fairbanks, Jr. .Henabery
Paarmount ..5,652
.AH Star Cast ...Chas. Giblyn Vitagraph ..6,000
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Harry Garson Universal .. 7,000
Special Cast
Fred Niblo ..Metro
6,000
Barrymore-Owen .E. H. Griffith Goldwyn ...8,500
Special Cast
John M. Stahl First Nat'l ..6,000
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"Now

listen,

you,

You know

perfectly well
well-fed mopicture actor, writh two perfectly
good eyes and a home in Douglas
Manor or thereabouts, with a beautiful
green cabinette in the drawing room.

be

sensible!

that
tion

Percy Marmont

You

should worry

is

a

—but not about him."

it
was useless. So long as Mr.
Marmont continues to play lovable men
who are misunderstood we are going to

But

harrowed.

be

Hardly

less

enthusiastic

is

the

paid by the Chicago Post
critic who wrote, "it is not often
you see motion picture audiences
swayed as was the one at Mctribute

Vickers during this picture, and
before the end many women were
crying audibly and even the men
were not ashamed to be seen wiping the tears from their eyes."
Speaking of the cast the same
critic says, "a Kipling story interpreted by such acting is a treat
such as is seldom offered to picture lovers."

Marmont
position

to

He

aspire.

has established himself in a
which few players can
has proved himself one of

very finest actors of the screen.
But the praise must not all be cast
at the feet of Percy Marmont, for Jacqueline Logan deserves almost as many
for her understanding presentation of
Bessie.
It is hard to tell whether she
was better as the pert, common, vindictive street gamin, or in the scenes
where she is softened by love. But in
few pictures has she been as fascinating
as here.
the

The

of the St. Louis Disjoins
in
with the lavish
praise of the critics for the acting
of the two principal roles.
"The
role of Dick Heldar is exceptioncritic

patch

well

ally

mont,
'If

As

who

played by

Percy Mar-

distinguished himself in

Winter Comes,' " he writes.
to the leading female part, he

says
Jacqueline Logan, as the Broke girl,
a vride range of emotions.
Rescued from the gutter she becomes an
artist's model and poses for a painting
in which hij heart and soul are wrapped.
Then she falls in love and her work as
model becomes indifferent. To hold her
interprets

services until the pvSinting is finished
artist brings about a postponement
her love affair.

tiie

of

The Philadelphia Public Ledger
summarizes the picture by saying
that it "is a short of symposium
of the types of people and things
that Kipling does."

:

:

January

26,

:
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Buster Keaton's Latest, Best
stoic comedian, Buster
Keaton, has chosen to burlesque
the feud drama in his latest effort," so says the reviewer on the
New York Times. He heads his

review, "A Comedy
and continues

Whims,"

of

This funny film moves along quietly
at the outset, but in the end it gets
there, and to our mind it is a mixture
that is extremely pleasing, as there is
no out-and-out slapstick effect. Natalie
Talmadge is quite good in her part,
and the rest of the cast are excellent
support for the man who never seems
to change his
expression,
let
alone
crack a smile.

The New York Tribune's com.

from

equally

is

While

.

is

it

strong.
different

quite

usual Buster Keaton
a step in the right
direction.
Mr. Keaton has chosen
regular people to assist him, and
not the comedy types which he
usually chooses."
Such, also, is
the opinion of the Washington
Herald which hails the film as a
veritable feast of fun and laughter
and says of it
the

comedy,

it

is

'Our Hospitality'
departure
lesque.

the

in

is

field

a distinctly

cinema

of

main structure

Its

is

new
bur-

that of a

straight dramatic story of highly romantic tincture, in which the comedy
forms an incidental part of the development, though greatly broadened and intensified by the casual and unexpected
nature of its occurrence throughout.

"As

a

vehicle

for

humor

it

proved a 'knock-out' and was more
than usually comical in that the
make-up of the train, its adventures and mishaps and the ridiculous

phases of the trip

it

makes

were conceivably true of the period."
This from the Newark
News and the reviewer goes on
to say

One of the funniest as it is one of
the most novel comedies Buster Keaton
has appeared in to date is his latest
production, "Our Hospitality." Part of
its
effect is due to his comicry but
most of the humor in the picture results from the tickling depiction of life
in the early years of the last century
that form a background for the action."

The Philadelphia Public Ledger
saw fit to record the actions of
numerous people in the audience
who "giggled and laughed and
made frantic grabs at escorts arms
all through the showing of 'Our

Distributor Length
Director
Ince. First Nat. .7,631
Universal ...6,523
Acquittal
AH Star
Barefoot B.jy
Kirkland
C. B. C. ...5,769
All Star
Warners ...5.686
Countrv Kid
Beaudine
Barry
Paramount ..6993
Fleming
Dix- Wilson
Call of Canyon ....
Fox
Wellman
4,200
Cupid's Firmean
Charles Jones
F. B. O. ...5787
Earle
Dancer of Nile
C. Myers
6,239
Darling of N. Y
Baby Peggy
King Baggot. Univ
Asso. Ex. ..6,282
Dgvid Copperfield
All Star
Sandberg
Brovming ...Gold-Cos. ...6557
Day of Faith
All Star
Selznick
5,663
"haudet
Defy!.!? Destiny
AU Star
Eternal City
LaMarr-Barryraorr:Fitzmaurice .. First Nat. ..7,800
Asso.
Ex. ..5,700
Extra Girl
Normand
Jones
7,300
Fashion Row
Leonard ....Metro
Murray
Fashionable Fakers
Worthington F. B. O. ...4869
All Star
First Nat. ..8,000
Robertson
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess
Prin. Pic. ..6,068
Gold Madness
Post
Thornby
5,700
Nilsson
Half a Dollar Bill
Van Dyke ..Metro
McDermott .First Nat. ..6723
Her Temp'y Husband ..All Star
4,375
His Mystery Girl
Herb. Rawlinson .Robt. F. Hill. Univ
Gold.-Cos.
..7453
In Palace of King
Sweet
Flynn
Metro
5,500
In Search of a Thrill ...Viola Dana
Apfel
Universal ..8,000
Lady of Quality
Valli-Sills
Sedgwick
Truart
6,000
Let s Go
R. Talmadge
Howard
Loyal Lives
Special Cast
W. Bennett ..Vitagraph ...6,000
F. B. O. ..6,800
Mail Man
All Star
Johnson
Man From Brodneys ...Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,100
.Metro
6208
All Star
Man Life Passed By.
Schertzinger
Man Next Door
Special Cast
David Smith Vitagraph ...7,000
.Vitagraph
...6,900
Special Cast
Masters of Men
David Smith
Preferred ...7500
Ford-Shanno
Maytime
Gasnier
Midnight Alarm
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,100
Select
4,960
Modern Matrimony ....Moore-Lake
Heerman
Goldwyn ....7,100
Name the Man
All Star
Jeastrom
Universal ...4812
All Star
Near Lady
Blache
Fox
6,135
Special Cast
Net, The
J. G. Edwards
Minety and Nine
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ..6,900
Metro ..
Our Hospitality
Keaton
Keaton
..6,220
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,000
First Nat. ..6,500
Poniola
Nilsson
Crisp
Pure Grit
Roy Stewart
Nat Ross ....Universal ..4.571
Metro
Badger
7.742
Quincy Adams Sawyer ..All Star
....Universal ...4795
Red Warning
Hoxie
Bradley
J.
Rendezvous
All Star
M. Neilan ...Goldwyn ...7.800
Reno
All Star
R. Hughes ...Goldwyn ...6,600
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery
Woods-Buch. .Asso. Auth. 8,000
Fox
Second Hand Love
Wellman
6,000
Jones
Goldwyn ...6.500
All Star
Second Youth
A. Parker
Fox
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Clifton
7000
Slave of Desire
Special Cast .... Geo. Baker ..Goldwyn ...6,673
,.Fox
Temple of Venus
All Star
8.000
Otto
The Near Lady
^ladvs Walton .. Herb. Blache. .Universal ...4.812
Fox
All Star
7,000
This Freedom
Clift
Thundergate
De Grasse ...First Nat. ...6565
O. Moore
Twenty-One
Barthehness
Robertson ...First Nat. ...6560
Cosmopolitan 8,000
All Star
Under Red Robe
Crosland
All Star
Robertson ...First Nat. ..6560
Unknown Purple
Schulberg ..8,010
Al! Star
Forman
Virginian
Grand Asher 7.541
Dexter-Harris ...Neil'
W.-!v Men Love
Whipping Boss
All Star
McGowan ...Monogram .5,800
Browning ...Universal ..7,177
Dean
White Tiger
Metro
5.169
Hefferon
Wife's Romance
Young
Fam. Players 6,983
WiM Rill Hickok
Hart
C. Smith

.

.

.

.Tom ti.
Brown

Sweet

.

.

.

.

JANUARY
Feature

Star

After the Ball

Glass-Cooper

Big Brother
Black Oxen
Boy of Mine
Broadway Broke
Courtship Myles Standish
Danger Ahead
Don't Call It Love
.

.

.

Exiles
Gentle Julia

Governor's Lady
Great White 'Way

Distributor Length
.

.

.

Dwan

Tom Moore
C.

Anderson
Paramount

.

.

many

ingenious effects which provoke mirth." He points out that
Most of the humor comes from
Buster's attempts to remain in
the
safety zone.
The most ludicrous scenes
are those showing one of the first trains
ever operated in this country.
The locomotive of the 'Rocket' type and the
cars
were
faithfully
copied
from

museurn

specimens

Buster

main-

tains his "frozen" countenance throughout.
It wouldn't do any harm if he
smiled once in a while.
Now that we
all know he can go
for a long time
without smiling, why keep it up?

The San Francisco Daily News
and to the point.
"Most
enjoyable comedy.
More substantial laughs.
Suspense mixed with
the fun
makes you catch your
is

brief

.

.

sides

.

with

laughter."

.

7000

.7.000

Lloyd
First Nat. ..6600
Beaudine .... First Nat.
6000
Dawlev
Selznick ....6000
F.

Griffith

Alexander

.

Star
Chas. Ray

All

F. Sullivan

Asso. Exhib. 9,000
K. Howard Goldstone ..5,000
.

.

Richard TalmadgeW.
Special Cast
Wm. DeMille Paramount .6,457
Bouton-Gilbert ..Ed. Mortimer. Fox
6,100
Bessie Love ....
R. V. Lee.. Fox
5,731
Millarde
Jane Grey
....Fox
7,669
AU-star
E. M. HopperCosmopol. .10,000
.

Glenn Hunter ...Frank Tuttle. Hodkinson ..5,800
Heart Bandit
Viola Dana
Oscar Apfel .Metro
5,000
Her Temporary Husband Ml Star
McDermott
First Nat.
.6,723
Rawlinson
Robert Hill .Universal
His Mystery Girl
.4,487
Sedgwick
Hook and Ladder
H. Gibson
Universal
.6000
Del Andrews F. B. O. ..6,329
Judgment of Storm .... Special Cast
John Gilbert
Mortimer
Just Off Broadway ..
.Fox
6,000
Le Somptier .Vad. & Del. 5500
Lady of Monsoreau
All Star
Love Pirate
Thomas
All Star
F. B. O. ..4750
Love Bandit
Doris Kenyon
Henderson
.Vitagraph ..5,800
Loving Lies
Brent-Blue
VanDyke
Asso. Auth. 6,526
Le Saint
Marriage Market .
All Star
C. B. C. ... .6297
Man from Wyoming.
Hoxie
Bradbury
Universal
.5,000
J.
Ben Wilson Grand-Asher 5317
Mine to Keep
Washburn
Special Cast
M. Haynes
Monkey's Paw
Selznick
.5,194
Not a Drum Was Heard Charles Jones
Wellman
.Fox
6,000
Old Fool
All Star
Venturini
Hodkinson .6,147
Grit

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Prince of a King
Satin Girl

Shadow

of

the

East

Shepherd King

Song

of

the

Dark

Shirley

.

.

.

Edwards

Special

Cast
Tast

.6,000

.

.

.

.

.

.

Prevost
star

Russell
Star

All

Marmont

Buckingham .Fox
''^an CroslandGodwyn

..

Madge_Kennedy
Hoot Gibson
Colleen Moore

All

.

Franklin
First Nat.
6000
....Fox
4,168
Sheridan Hall Distinctive ..7,012
Badger
First Nat.
6000

Mary Alden
C. Moore
!;.-„„,,, I

.

Grand-Asher 5591
Fox
8,000
8000
Fox

Mason ..Solomon

Special Cast
All Star

.

.

.

Rosson
Archainbaud

Toilers cf the Sea

Wanters
West of Water Tower
When Odds are Even.
Whispered Name
You Can't Get Away.

.

.

All Star
All Star
All Star

Ullrich

the Ladies

.

Albert Austin. Selznick

Tiger Rose

To

.

Dinky Dean

N. Talmadge

Love

South Sea Love
Steadfast Heart
Swamp Angel
The Arizona Express
T^ree Weeks
Three Miles Out
Thrill Chaser

Through

.

.

.

COME

film

stylist

set

the pace

•^for pioneer days pictures, and
fashion has donned the new bon-

For the

net.
is

film

industry

this

a "prairie-schooner year."

As

the "Covered Wagon" passes out
of
the
foreground,
"Pioneer
Trails" looms up on the horizon.
But the new film is above the
average western. Odd little twists
of plot have been devised which
take the film out of the realm of
the ordinary.

"One meets again the old friends
of the early westerns in "Pioneer
Trails."
So thinks the reviewer
of the Los Angeles Times who, in
a rather humorous strain, points
to the film as a reversion to the
old hero, heroine and villain days.
However the reviewer believes that
"the film does not nearly approximate the first one to blaze the
Western trail." As evidence there
is

If

you

expecting

go
to

Wagon" you
pointed

for

to see "Pioneer Days"
see a second
"Covered
will
be
greatly
disap-

while

the

new Vitagraph

picture starts out along somewhat similar lines as the Hough story, you will
find that it is only an introduction or

prologue.
Otis Harlan scores
as the jolly young laviT^er.

heavily

Classifying this film as one of
the
trailers
of
the
"Covered
Wagon,"
the
Cleveland
Plain
Dealer admits that it is rather good
entertainment even if there is nothing radically different about it.
This reviewer, too, points to the
first part of the film as "by far
the
most
interesting
portion."
However, the picture is "a carefully made production with an interesting locale and good characerizations, but it has a too familiar
story.
More specifically he says
It starts out with a punch in the
form of an Indian massacre of a pioneer wagon train
A boy of five years,
the only survivor and he becomes the
hero of the story proper which transpires
twenty years later. The story
from this point on is merely a commonplace murder mystery with the hero
accused of murdering his stepmother.
The murder mystery has additional interest because of its early west back:

Director
.... Fitzgerald

.

such comedies. There is an abundance of authentic atmosphere in
'Our Hospitality,' and there are

Good Features in
Vitagraph Western

Several

Star

Blanche

Christie

.

Hospitality'
and
it
wasn't
children alone, but grownups as
well."
It is this reviewer's opinion that "He should be commended
for attempting a picture so different from the usual order of

Good

Trails'

Entertainment

DECEMBER
Anna

THAT

'Pioneer

(Continued)

Current Productions
Feature

Kind

of Its

".

:

1924

'Our Hospitality' Most
Enjoyable Comedy

mendation

...
.

.

Irvin Willat

Sedgwick

.

Universal

.

joldwyn

Geo. Hill
Franklin
R. W. Neill
.

8,000
8.000
5,700

Kenma
Warner

...

Selznick

5.128

Paramount
T. M. Stahl ..First Nafl
R.
Sturgeon Paramount
Cruze

.6268
.6,871
.6,500

.

Fox

Yost

Baggot
R. 'V. Lee

Universal
..

Fox

5196

.... 7,999
.... 7,400

.

.

.

4284
5000
6052

ground.

The opinion of the Chicago Post
reviewer is that it is "an excellent
picture of the gold rush days."
Moreover, for this critic, the film
held thrills, humor and romance.
As a matter of fact he has nothing but praise for the drama some
of which is here expressed.
It shows once again the perils and
hardships endured by the heady trail
blazers

of that
period.
Replete with
thrilling action, comedy and romance,
strikes a responsive chord with these
elements of popular appeal. The attack
on the wagon train by the Indians is
an impressive scene and startlingly real.
it

The speed and action of the picture touched a responsive chord in
the
San Francisco Bulletin reviewer. Apparently this is the one
point which most impressed him
for he lays plenty of emphasis on
"the action and thrills" with which"
the film is "crammed."
Moreover
he commends the acting of the
cast.

That the

film

of the type' that
just at
this time is in the limelight with
the movie fans will probably be
two large factors which will mark

has

its

is

"human appeal" and

undoubted success.
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LETTERS THAT SELL A PRESENT

OR FUTURE PROGRAM

THEATRE NEWS
Immedi?.tely following the sale of his Casino
theatres, Spokane, C. E. Stilwell of the Stilwell Amusement Co., announced plans for a $150,000 house to be
erected on the present site of the Unique.
Neil and Allender, who bought the Class A.

A

and Class
(Continued from page 31.)

Another ingenious stunt that will charyour direct-mail campaign as
acterize
something really "different" is the billhead scheme that is sending out your
mailing pieces in the form of bills. For
example, on the top line would go the
town name and date. Next, would come

—

the line designating to whom the bill is directed, that might be couched in terms of,
"To Everybody that Enjoys a Good Time."
The Hne below would contain the theatre's
name and the name of the attraction, keeping in mind that the printing dress should
imitate the make-up of a billhead in every
The body of the T)ill, which conrespect.
tains the itemized charges, might be made
to read, "A story tense with drama, alive
with interest, one strong situation after another building to an amazing climax." And
on another Hne, "Two solid hours of entertainment entertainment that will thrill
every man, woman and child." In the column should be placed the charge, the
price to vary according to the rates charged
at the theatre. The letters, C. O. D. would
put an appropriate touch to the device. The
effect should stimulate interest of a profitable order.
It is only fair to state that the few letters
shown here comprise the merest scratching
of the surface of the broad field of letter
samples and since an article must be governed by consideration of space, it appears
the logical thing to do under the circr.mstance is to extend the series of articles
covering the treatment of these.

and

Casino

from

Stilwell

have

announced

plans for the conversion of a downtown building into a picture house, at a cost of $50,000.
Mr. Starkey bought the Rex from Mr. Neil.
^ ^ ^

The

orchestra of the

Eden Theatre, Hull,

Quebec, took part in the special French musical
concert which was broadcasted from
"OA," the Canadian Government's radio station, Ottawa, on Saturady evening, January
12, the orchestra under Rene Marier, alternating with the Hull Choral Society for the
concert.

*

The

from

Exhibitors Trade Review will do,
action on the strength of the
many requests that continue to come in,
asking for information such as has been
submitted in the above article, and such
as is being scheduled for coming issues.
There is such an infinite variety of types of
This,

basing

its

that may be used to sell the current
future program, that in order to meet
the requirements of the big city house, the
small town house, the medium sized theatre
and so forth, it will be necessary to dwell
further on this important part of the series.
The next article on the subject will appear
in a later issue not immediately following
This will contain adthe present number.
ditional information and samples of mailing
Somepieces of distinction and originality.
thing of the mechanics that the problem of
direct-mail presents will also be covered and
pointers given as to how to cope with various
letters

or

situations

with economy and dispatch.

5 Excellent Motion Picture
Numbers for $2.00
Petals — What's a Whole World to Me Without
You

— For

You Alone

— Dream

Over $25,000 damage was sustained by fire
the Rex Theatre, Market street, Nan-

TicoKE, Pa., due, it is thought, to defective
wiring. Edward Connelly and William Quigley had just re-opened the place after spending a large sum of money to remodel it.
*
* *

The Penn Counties Amusement
Emaus, Pa., has sent out plans for

Co., of
bids for
the construction of a big $200,000 theatre at
Emaus, to seat 1500 persons and to be erected
early in the spring.

Cozy

at Paris,

closed for
opened.

the Grand,

Texas.

about

a

year

*

*

The Crescent Theatre

and

is

being

Austin, Texas,
has abandoned its orchestra and employed Albert L. Beard as organist.
Admission prices
at

Fire breaking out in the Refowich TheaBuilding,
Center
and Main streets,
Freeland, Pa., did considerable damage to
the George Sax store but the flames were extinguished before the theatre proper was

*

*

^

^

^

Chari^otte, N. Car., theatres are suffering a severe slump in business due to the
presence in the city of the world's greatest
revivalist, Billy Sunday, who is conducting
a six weeks' revival series.

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Commercial, Home
to order.
have excellent facilities, and the
price 20c per foot.
Ruby
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.

We

or Industrial.
best

Our

cameramen.

Picture

and

"Still"

Cameras

rented,

sold

FOR SALE
Precision

Ball-bearing

Donald
tripod,
Bargain.
Street, Hazelton, Penn.

Malkames, 219 East Chestnut

attacked.
*

*

*

MANAGER

The

Alpine, in Troy, N. Y., owned by
Judges and Sabin, has closed indefinitely. The
Astor in the same city, which has been closed
for some time, may be leased to a well-known
exhibitor of the city, in the near future.

climate.
"Mustard Gas
Desires change
to
dry
1918". Fair health now and wish to change to
remain so. Five years position as manager. Can
produce results. Town of 20,000 or more. Best
recommendations. Fred C. Hard.man, Grantsville,
W. Va., care Grantsville Theatre Company.

The World's Largest Residence for Men
1000 Outside Rooms With Bath

City

HOTEL CLAMAN
AT TIMES SQUARE
43rd

A

St.,

West

of

Broadway,

New York

MAGNIFICENT,

City

15-story exceptionally loThe premier residence
for business and professional men in the city,
with atmosphere of a club, combined with the
privilege and conveniences of a modern hotel.
Maximum comfort at minimum cost, having a
distinctive air of refinement with the most modern equipment for the best service obtainable.

5482

SaU by

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
A«.; New T.rk

*

tre

REELS
740 7lh

theatre will cost about $200,000.00.

exchanged.
Portable lights for sale and for
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Se_venth Ave., New York City.

WELDED WIRE
For

Rapid porgress is being made on the new
Saenger Theatre at Texarkana, Ark. The

ar.d
rent.

&

Watkins

cents

for children.

Motion

have been reduced.

TAYSON LABORATORIES, Inc.
York,

20

Motion Pictures made

—WE DO—
New

shown.

re-

*

STI LLS— Enlarging— Copying
The BEST WORK at LOWEST PRICES
St.,

Second run pictures will be
for adults and 10 cents

re-modelling.

Parisian and

But we make STILLS

West 20th

;)!

The Cozy has been

We Are Not Bootleggers

37

*

The Crystal Theatre at Little Rock, Ark.,
has changed its name to Rialto, following

Musselman Theatre Enterprises are remodeling three theatres,

Chimes

Co.
New York

East 22nd Street,

*

*

Rates

Dawn

Edward Schuberth
11

Ridge^ Ark.,
L. L.

Safe blowers failed to finish their job at the
Rialto Theatre at El Dorado, Okla., last
week, but the safe was badly damaged.

10 to 15 cents.

—

at

Walnut

Price and Fort have leased both the Story
and Quality Theatres at Elk City, Okla.
Price will be local manager, moving from
Oklahoma City. The firm also operates the
Rialto Theatre at Clinton, Okla.
*
*

new

*

Theatre,

Strand, in Troy, N. Y., has increased

prices

its

*

The Swan

opened recently to capacity business.
Lewis is the manager.

$2.50-$3.50 Daily
Rates $12-$ 18 Weekly

cated, fire-proof hotel.

ALL ROOMS

with Shower Bath

January
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26,

TN

the face of the keenest sort of

competition, can you afford to

be without the optical projection

system which will give your pic-

and

tures that touch of clearness
superiority
at

that

means

Your

every performance?

toward increased

step

write

for

the

seats

full

profits

first
is

to

folder

illustrated

which describes the

BAUSCH & LOME
Cinephor Condenser System

WITH AUTOMATIC ARC
CONTROL

Cinephor Projection Lens

CARBONS
70-80% in CURRENT
AND 100% IN CONDENSERS
OBTAIN SHARPER DEFINITION TO THE PICTURE MAKING THE OBJECTS STAND
OUT MORE CLEARLY
70%

Cinephor Condenser

in

il

BAUSCH & LOMB

DEALERS ivrifc for our proposition
SOLE DISTRIBUTORS

OPTICAL COMPANY
635

WARREN PRODUCTS CO.
265

CANAL

Xew York

NEW YORK

ST.

Paul Street

St.

Rochester, N. Y.
Chicago

Washington

San Francisco
London

Incandescent Specialists

AUSTIN CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
AUSTIN BRAND LAMP COLORING
1692 Boston Road

BRONX,
Largest

COLORED LAMPS
AUSTIN FROST

TRIMOUNT PRESS
115

BOOKLET

West

46th Street,

Light Blue;
2,
Green; 8, Amber;

Red;
17,

3,
9,

Violet;
Pink.

4,

Deep Blue;

40, Apricot.

DON'T MISS NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE OF

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
IT

46

WILL BE A SPECIAL

POSTER DISPLAY NUMBER

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
220

1,

Yellow;

Glow

—Velour and Velvet Curtains
for

6,

Red; 21, Deep Green; 22, Light Green;
25, Orange; 26, Canary; 28, Venetian Red; 29, Sunset
30, Milk White; 31, Pink; 32, Golden Glow; 33, Amber; 34,
Flesh;
Rose;
39,
Purple; 35, Violet; 36, Flame; 37, Straw; 38,

23

PICTURE SETS— SCENERY
Ask

Deep Blue;

United States

OPAQUE COLORS — 20,

ALBANY STREET
BOSTON MASS

Draperies

5,

2625

LACQUERS FOR TOYS
AUSTIN BRAND SOLVENT

TRANSPARENT COLORS —
Scarlet;

NEW YORK

PHONE INTERVALE
Lamp Colorers in the

New York

City

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

REPLETE WITH EVERYTHING CONSTRUCTIVE IN THE
POSTER WORLD

V

TWENTY- EICHT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

ROLL
C^SW rOLDED
ArcusTicketys
/

1

352 N. ASHLAND AVfNUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

\v

—TICKETS—
BfST fOR IMf LEAST

MONEY

QUICKtSr I)[IIV[RY

CORRECTNESS GUANMNrffo;
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SYNONYMOUS WITH

PROTECTION - PERFECTION
UNIT

VENT TO
OUTER AIR.

HOOD

HUMIDIFYING PROPERTIES
OF
CON.
DITIONS. PRESERVES AND

THERMONON

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE.

GREATLY PROLONGS LIFE
OF FILM.

CONTINUOUS FLUE TO
OUTER AIR.

ASBESTOS WIRE CLOTH
FIRE SEAL COMPLETELY
AROUND DOORS.

EACH COMPARTMENT IS
INSULATED FROM ADJACENT COMPARTMENTS AND
SEPARATELY VENTED TO
OUTER AIR.

UNIT CONSTRUCTION EASILY
IN HEIGHT AND
WIDTH.

EXPANDED

AUTOMATIC LATCH POSITIVELY HOLDS DOORS

EACH REEL IS MAINTAINED
IN SEPARATE COMPART-

CLOSED.

MENT.

LABEL HOLDERS FOR
PROPER INDEXING.

THERMONON
GREATEST HEAT RETARD
ANT OF THE AGE.

DOORS CLOSE AUTOMATICALLY WITH OR WITHOUT

MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTION
OF

FILM.

THERMONON

COMPLETELY

SURROUNDS

EACH REEL.
BUILT OF STEEL
DURABLE, EVERLASTING
AND BEAUTIFULLY

UNIT BASE

THE FILM-SAFE

A

FINISHED.

THE ONLY POSITIVE METHOD OF FILING MOTION PICTURE FILM WITH ASSURANCE
OF FIRE PROTECTION, EACH REEL IS IN
SEPARATE, SECURELY CLOSED, FIREPROOF COMPARTMENT, LOCKED IF DESIRED,
VENTED Ta THE OUTER AIR. FILM-SAFES CONDITION FILM AND PRESERVE IT INDEFINITELY.
IS

PATENTED ALL OVER THE WORLD

American Film -Safe Corporation
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,
^R^^I^nTTTrrrTrirjTTTXuiT

U.
t.'J

IJ

S.

J

A.

LIJ.J.JJJJ.J-

U.J..Ll.LJ-J.i.J.J..l--'-^

\--\

The
is

producer's care

pleased

is

justified; the

—when the print

is

audience

on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—because

it

carries quality

through to the

screen.

Look
in

for '^Eastman"

Mack

and "Kodak''

letters in the transparent

—stenciled
margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Hal
Roach
Comedies
One

Reel

"Meet Charley Chase!

99

Pleased ter meetcha, Charley!

of a

You're a new one but dog gone, you sure
look like a good one.

Your

and you

face ain't lopsided

nor do you sport an Adam's apple the size

TRADE

act like one.

like a real

And

human

Charley, you're

really funny!

What

Don't blush, Charley, but you're a good
looking sunamagun. You aren't a cartoon
or a caricature.

pumpkin; you look

with you and the Dippy

Do

Dads,

Charley, it looks as though Hal Roach had
turned himself loose to make one reel comedies as good as they can be made.

Pleased ter meetcha, Charley!

J

MARK

GLORIA

GLORIA

GLORIA

MONEY— MONEY— MONEY*
Picture of the Year

97z

Cparamounl Q>iami

A

Sidney Olcott Production

i

WHY

RELEASE PRINTS
SHOULD BE

"MADE
I

F

T

3
^ii^^in^,

IN

HOLLYWOOD

a poor release print goes out to an exliibitor the exchange manager bears the grief.
This is why he should be interested in release
prints "Made in Hollywood—the Standard

Way
Aside from the photographic perfection of such
prints made where the negative is developed and
where the director's and cameraman's ideas and aims
are understood and considered, there is the mechanperfection which saves
complaints.

ical

him from

the exhibitor's

Standard prints are made to outwear, and to give

more

satisfactory service than, other release prints.

This

is

Way"
all

is

why "Made
making

life

—

Hollywood the Standard
easier for exchange managers
in

over America.
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Now Booking
Gssociafed Outhors, Inc.,
n-ranli

WoodJ

Elmer JiaiTi'o'
'Jhomas

AV\

nhompfon Buchanon

1111 Clark_ CU.

present

Qdapted from Peter SJCyneir "Jhe Tiarbor Bar" featutin^

EVELYN BRENTfi^MONTE BLUE
Joan

£oujell , Charlex Oeirard

and J^alph ^au I finer

A THOMP-rON BUCHANAN PRODUCTION
Direded by aj.S.Uan Dyke,
.

^Action Fast
Is

and

Full of

Thrilling;

Human

Appeal''

"A genuine

sea melodrama with appealing qualities
deeper than some of the million-dollar pictures. The
action is not only fast and thrilling, but also sympathy-arousing. The storm scene is realistic in the
extreme," says Harrison's Reports.

"To theatres that cater

to patrons

who

love melo-

of action, "LOVING LIES" should prove
most suitable, for unlike many other melodramas,
this one combines action and human appeal.'

drama full

Now Booking
Allied Producers

and Distributors Corporation

729 Seventh Ave.,
Hiram Abrams,

A

New York
President

Branch Office Located In Every United Artists ExcHaiiige

JflorningSelegrapI)
SUNDAY, JANUARY 13, 1924

JEfte

The only person deserving

Film Scandal.

there

ever

of

bullet

it

If

was an innocent bystander shot by a stray
the man who, having put up his money and

is

expended his energies

in the

making of a

the scrap heap because the conduct of

iiito

one

in

so-called ''Hollywood scandals" is the producer.

Real Sufferer in a

aU thrown

sympathy

of

picture, finds

it

some man or woman has

incurred the disfavor of that noisy element of our community* w^hich has taken

upon

itself the

The

safeguarding of our morals.

situation

a harsh one and the punishment inflicted upon an innocent

is

party unjust, but there seems no

way

of r>emedying

A

it.

producer plans a

out his money, has his casting department and director select the players,

ture, lays

with the object of giving the plot the best delineation possible.

There

progressed ^sometihie to completion.
return vrhen suddenly

is

thkt shows a violation of

pany.

If the individual be of sufficient

the.

is

done or something

And

the peculiar part of it

but their sole cry

is

;

shall

presented at his theatre.

names

in the t'aper,

No one
escape

is

is

.

saying that persons

made

in

to pay.

01-

that they

9.

Thereupon there
desire for publicity

which the offending person appears be
it,

but they have got their

what was wanted.

censure and punishment.

should, be

in

Of course, they do not mean

and that

§tage or screen or law

engaged

any picture

is

they do not press for

"bar the film."

arises all over the c.ountry individual exhibitors w^ho evince

announce that never

made

consequence very promptly the censorious

do not ask that the person concerned be punished directly
exile,

is

moral law by one of the players in the coul-

packs gather and begin their yapping.

Imprisonment ov

The work has

every prospect of adequate financial

on some night- something

known

to

pic-

who openly and
It

notoriously live evil lives should

does not matter whether they are of the

meditine or the church, for that matter, the offender

But why

hit the producer,

a legitimate- enterprise?

Why

fine

was dragged into by mischance?
That is one phaseiof the hullabaloo method

who

innocently and honestly

him so heavily for something he

'

sidered.

of

refomi which should be con-

—

"

Kmmtm lEittoml fag^

fork

FRIDAY— JANUARY

Something

to

11,

1924

Think About

By Bruno Lessing
Morality and Hypocrisy,
moral vultures were quick
THE
pounce
upon the California
to

who happened

screen actress

to

be present at a drinking party
when a man was shot. In varicys States, immaculate boards of
censors barred her films from
theatres because they had the
power to do so and because they
believed that the exercise of this

power would meet with popular
approval.

Perhaps they were right. PerBut all fair-minded
haps not.
people will agree that they were
rather indecent in taking such
harsh action upon the mere
ground of newspaper reports.
They might, at least, have waited
until the trial was over and then
authentic records

consulted the
of the court.

POPULAR
jade,

opinion

who changes

is

a

or reason, and
the damage
regrets
frequently
acts hastily
always
she did. She

she

is

emotional

bar

music of

the

Were he

living in

the Ku Klux
drive him out of

Oklahoma today
would

Klan
town

Why
for his immorality.
not bar the writings of Edgar
Allan Poe and Robert Burns?
They were habitual drunkards.
If you were to make a study of
the private lives of many of the
world's greatest geniuses, paintmusicians, philosoers, poets,
phers, whose thoughts and creations are the greatest adornments
civilization,

of

would make

it

every hair of your head stand on
Yet, supposing

end.

some hypo-

censor had suppressed
their work because they killed or
stole or drank or had a dozen
what
households
irregular
gained?
would the world have
And why not suppress all their
works today?
critical

—

fickle

her mind

without rhyme

because

not
WHY
Chopin?

and

Those
ignorant.
more or
are,
her
to
cater
who always
into
a
thrown
later,
sooner or
less

work of Benvenuto CelTHE has
for centuries been, and
lini

will for centuries be, an inspiration to all lovers of the beautiful.

there was a crime that
did not commit, it was
merely because he had overYet,

if

Cellini

looked

it.

ditch.

SUPPOSING

WHY

this

actress had

really accepted some drinks
from her host without inquiring
whether he had bought them
from a bootlegger or had owned
them for five years. And then

supposing some one, without her
connivance or consent, had shot
her host. What evil effect can
her pictures have upon the public

mind?

Oh, the hypocrisy of this whole
censorship idea!

not let the California
She has her
actress alone?
living to make. She is not strong
enough to cope either with boards
of censors or with public opinion.
If her pictures are bad bar
them. That would be doing the

Bar all bad
public a good turn.
pictures
if you're sure they are
bad. If they are good, go to see

—

them. Above all
"Let him who

among you

—

is

without sin

(Copyright, 1924, by King Features Syndicate, TnCv)

destined to set new records
for your

box office
^gal

Pictures, Inc.

presents

(2/

Story by Martha Lord

Adapted by

Elliott

Clawson

&

Bruce Mitchell

Directed by Brace Mitchell

(DistVibuted hf

H0DK.IN80N

V

e

Chalk up

more

CarlLaemmle

Sporting

Youth
ByionMorga^DazzUug story cf ike younger Set

siarmgMEGIJSfALD
Universal Jewel
Directed by

DENNY

HmyPOI^IMP

J

Fools

Hi&iwdy
Jrom

Owen Kildare's AmazingLife Story, "MyMamieRose"
WESKUASX

sUrring

MARY PHILBIN
ANNIYERSARY

UniversalJewel
Directed by

IWINGCUmiNGS

MONTH

^^^^^

IbeLdw
Forbids^

A Big Story with a Big Cast including Baby Peggy
Robert SlIis^SleaHorEiire^JfaydenSteueHscnoJoeDowling

FEBRUAKX-

William Wdsh^Wmfred BrysonoBobby Bowes

Universal Jewel
Directed by

JESSE HOBBINS

ANNIVERSARY

MONTH

WE TOLD YOU
Trial

Ma

r P P ^

'

T

I

SO

Balance Sheet

Cn*

DEBITS

S

b«|

P-o,

Brings

-

tit

j

You
Bdarx^ Sheet

A

Complete and

Concise

Ledger

System

Created

Especially
Exhibitoi's

Need

Income Statentent

for

Who

a Simpler

Business Base.

It

Was Created As—

A

Time Saving
Pnk

System for

WE

told

tof the

Powd

Showmen

you they couldn't

last

—

long

these ledger layouts at cost price.

And

That's just another
there are less than five gross left out of fifty.
way of saying this opportunity will be exceedingly short lived. If you have
not already received your set, Order It Today, and save yourself ten times its cost

now

in greater efficiency.

The

all

—and

The

special offer of $2.95

is

for the complete system

—covering binder and

the basis of "as long as they last."
system was built by experts in showmanship and accounting for the par-

is

made on

ticular needs of theatre managers.

the bookkeeping of Daily Cash Records. General Assets, Liabilities, Bookings, Advertising, Exploitation, Inventories, Depreciation, New Transand how to arrive at the Balance Sheet Profit and Loss.
actions
It simplifies

—

—

Every one of these "systems" sold at $2.95 is a loss to us in actual money, but
we feel that your appreciation will many times over make up for the difference.
Address your letters or wires to

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, Broadway,

at

42d

Street,

New York

City

Qoldwyn

presents

iMMETT FLYNN'S

Production

THE BEAUTIFUL

CLOAK MODEL
By Owen Davis

Scenario hy Carey Wilson
Directed by

EMMETT FLYNN
Featuring Claire Windsor,

Edmund Lowe, Raymond
Griffith, Mae Busch, Lew
Cody, Hobart Bosworth.

Adapted by H. H. Van Loan.

JUNE MATHIS,
Editorial Director.

A

Qoldwyn

Picture

^oldwytiiioOsmopoUtan

release dates
Think of

it!

a

FIVE MONTHS'

definite

line-up of typical First National pictures

and

their release dates.

A FIVE MONTHS' supply of big FIRST
NATIONAL product that will enable you
to plan almost a half year's schedule far
in advance.

First National leads this industry because
it

knows what the public wants.

itors

playing First National pictures lea

because

what

Exhib-

it

they

wants to

MONTHS'
pictures

are
see.

giving

You

the
obtain

publi

FIVE

supply of big public appeal

when you

book yirst Tlational

Twenty First National Winners and Their Release Dates
FEBRUARY
"WHEN A

4th-

APRIL

MAN'^S

7th^ "AGAINST THE RULES

A MAN"

Harold Bell Wright's famous novel. Directed by Edward Cline with all star cast.
Presented by Sol Lesser.

11th

—

"THE LOVE MASTER"
with

STRONGHEART, the screen's greatA Laurence 'Trimble- Jane Murfin

Adams.

Adapted from the stage success.
by Jerome Storm.

Richard Walton Tully's wonderful adaptation of Rex Beach's virile story of the oil
fields.
Directed by Joseph de Grasse.

25th—

"GALLOPING FISH"

dous stage drama with

From

story

"CYTHEREA"

from the novel by
Jospeh Hergesheimer. Presented by
Samuel Goldwyn
(Not now connected with Goldwyn Pic-

—

Frank

by

R.

tures.)

Adams.

MAY

MARCH
3rd

great

box

office

one of the biggest dramatic successes
ever staged. Directed by Frank Borzage.
star in

—

12th

—

ing story.

17th —

All star cast,

19th

RICHARD BARTHELMESS
IN "THE ENCHANTED
COTTAGE" From the stage play
Sir

Arthur

Wing

Pinero.

A

John

S.

—

by

26th

—

Robert-

Corinne

Griffith

3rd-

Gerad's

novel

Windsor and

Rememher

10th-

Carewe's

powerful

drama

society

COLLEEN MOORE
Girl" in

"THE PERFECT FLAPPER"

bloodtingling story of Paris

Adapted from Louise

with

Bert Lytell, Claire
a great supporting cast.

Another great

17 th-

hit for

Miss Moore.

.

"FLAMING WIVES"
a First National special.

these ten?

"Potash and Perlmutter"— "Ashes of Vengeance"—"Flaming

—
Chirstie" "Boy

the

Pro-

"THE RAGGED MESSENGER"

"The Flaming Youth

and the Great Sahara.

—

CORINNE GRIFFITH IN
"FOR SALE" A Corinne Griffith

Edwin

"SON OF THE SAHARA"
Edwin Carewe's

well

Maurice Tourneur production featuring
Barbara La Marr.
A society drama from
the story by Izola Forrester.

from the story by W. B. Maxwell.

Production,

Inc.

"Anna

"THE WHITE MOI H"

JUNE

attractions of 1924. Directed by John Francis Dillon, the man who made "Flaming

—

greatest picture of the Old West the
screen has ever seen. More than a quarter
of a million head of cattle used in this picture.
Story by Earl J. Hudson, directed by
Laurence Trimble.

duction, Inc.

24th— "LILIES OF THE FIELD"
featuring
CORINNE GRIFFITH and
CONWAY TEARLE. One of the biggest
A

"SUNDOWN"

A

son production.

Youth."

WHO DANCE"

Thos. H. Ince's stirring picture from the
story by George Kibbe Turner with Blanche
Sweet and big cast.

The

"TORMENT"
Maurice Tourneur's powerful dramatic picturization of William Dudley Felly's thrill-

31st

"THOSE

5th-

— NORMAN TALMADGE
IN "SECRETS" A

10th

tremen-

all star cast.

GEORGE FITZMAURICE'S

28th-

Thos. H. Ince's laughbuster
a boisterous
howl that bids fair to be funnier than "The
Hottentot."

Directed

"THE WOMAN ON THE
JURY" ^ picturization of the

21st-

"FLOWING GOLD"

Wray from

14th— CONSTANCE TALMADGE
IN "THE GOLDFISH"

production directed by Laurence Trimble.

—

Frank R. Adams, directed by John
the story by Frank R.

story by
Griffith

est dog.

18th

'

Thos. H. Ince's romantic drama from the

Youth"—"Ponjola"— 'The

—
of Mine" "Her lemporary Husband"—"Black

same big money consistency holds true

above for release during the next FIVE

MONTHS.

OLID

to First National

Oxen" — "The

form

in the

Fighting Blade"
Eternal

20 pictures

City"
listed

B i ft &e r

t haiT any

SOL LESSER
presents

^o5Mf?^riifit(tAeamor) says
fota^
[asi
Associated

Rigjiu Controlled

Rrn

byV,

Naiioiial Picturet
e( Inc.!

383 Madiwn Avenue; New'^fiuk

It is

A litAt

the novel

national Attraction

3 Best Sellers
A.L.BURT /?77</
D. APPLETON CO.
Leading book

publisheix
say that

has a circulation alone
that

is

greater than the

COMBINED
circulation of such popular
sellers as
IF

fOVK
OF THE

COMES,

itself

upon the screen

A JitAt natiotidl Attraction

Exhibitors Trade Review
says:

JOSEPH M.SCHENCK PRESENTS

splendid star backed

by a humdinger of a plot

Talmadge
IN

QheSOm

worked out in the most
beautiful and charming
detail. No exhibitor
could hope for more/*

OF LOVE'
Adapted Prom the

MARGARET PETERSON

novel

'DUST OF DESIRE'
directed

by
and

A UrAt

CHESTER FRANKLIN
FRANCES MARION

national Attraction
Ibreign RigKu ConuoUed ,
AisocUud Fim National Picture*

383 Mjulison Avenue,

..

New Yjrlc

NOW BOOKING
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personality.

Lenore

Silent Salesmen!
^^^^ very aptly termed
Indeed,, when one
learns of all the talent, the minds, the genius
that is incorporated in the composition of pictorial advertisers
one begins to realize how
important an adjunct these "silent salesmen"
^^^^^

P9^™^^
"Silent Salesmen."

—

showman.
The exhibitor's merchandise is his show.
Anything that purports to sell merchandise is
are to the

certainly Avorth close study

and investigation.

Poster Art, Poster Display, Poster Selection, Poster Adaptation, Poster ShoAvmanship. Poster Salesmanship.
What more vital
treatment cf the subject than this.

31

Main

;

we have one

one comer,

_

32
32

;

;

in

Ulric on the other side makes a rich second.
And spreading over
the whole pictiire, including the background of snow
and scraggy
pines is the third—(that of the poster artist.
As a result this six
sheet on
Tiger Rose" is a deUghtful example of real poster art.

11

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS

"\J
\Cfopyright

THREE STRIKING PERSONALITIES

15

Next Week
next
THE
number. What

issue

will be a Press
the exhibitor Avon't

Book
know

about press books and their value to him,
reading the next issue, won't be
worth knowing. All the worth while information special articles punchy, peppy ideas and
money-making suggestions, based on the intelafter

;

;

ligent use of the press book, Avill be there.
Practicability plus
Interest Avill be
the keynote. Hoav to cull the stuff that tickles

Human

the palate of

prospective patrons. Hoav to
and genius of adver-

capitalize the knoAvledge
tising experts, gratis.

This is a mere fore-runner of Avhat you may
expect in the Press Book issue. It Avill be a
document Avhich you Avill file aAvay Avith your

most

A^aluable papers.

long after the date of

For
its

it Avill serve' you
original issue.

i

Exhibiidts Tradie Review

^ HE

actual scene photo

from "The White Sister" on the left and the
resultant one-sheet poster

below

is

an excllent

lustration of

how

some lithographic

il-

closely
artists

stick to the realism of the

play

itself.

It is praise-

worthy, because

and

it

effects

reflects truthful ad-

vertising.

In this instance,

especially, because of

its

direct simplicity message.

I

m

Actual Scene Adoption
In Metro Posters
Revealing by Example How Vivid
Scenes Are Transferred
Almost in Their Entirety from
the Still Photo to the

Finished Product as a One-Sheet

mtheHENR:

ThcWh

February

2,

Page 3
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EXHIBITORS
9rade REVIEW
^SusinessPaper ofthe Motion J^cturelnduslrj^

Snuggle, Struggle, Smut, Superstition,

Prejudice and
WHEN

is a poster not a poster?
yellow an unlucky color for
show paper? What is the difference between an illustration and an
How do real posters
advertisement:
Should the
differ from show paper?
Why
title always be printed in red?

Is

do we put so many unimportant names
directors,

of

scenarists,

cameramen,

on our paper?
all the good poster artists die
Do exhibitors know
ten years ago?
Should our
good paper from bad?
paper portray struggle, snuggle or
smut? Are poor stills to blame for
Why does paper cost
poor posters ?
etc.,

Did

Show Paper

BY
YEARSLEY

C. L.

towns or by neighborhood theatres
which depend largely on paper for
So this "Flaming
their advertising.
six sheet was designed to sell
the show, insofar as a single piece of

Youth"

paper can do

so.

But, strictly speaking,
call

it

ject to

much

we would

not

Many

exhibitors obcopy on paper, but in cases

a poster.

the exhibitor so much? What proportion of pictorial to letter press is right ?
We'll try to tell you.
call our advertising paper posters
because that is a handy name.
Old
showmen refer to it as Paper, which
term we prefer. Some varieties of. advertising paper are truly posters, but
much of it cannot fairly be judged by
the standards of the poster.
will
attempt to describe and illustrate the

rector,

their

made

it

as

well

as

necessary that

pictorial suggests love, struggle,

crowds, a troop of horsemen
and the spectacular settings of Rome.
Neither heads of stars nor a single
group of figures portraying either
sex,

There is no selling talk.
Not a word about why "Black Oxen"
was so widely read, not a word about

struggle,

(BILL) YEARSLEY, for-_
adivrtising manager of
» mer
First National, and now specialis-

CL.

youthful beauty for women
there are few stronger box office appeals. It is all right as part of an advertising campaign, but is by no means itself a selling advertisement.

ing in poster creation with
to their larger advertising
bilities

such as

and

this

we

showmanship
believe

it

an eye
possivalues.

to be

good ad-

vertising.

The

illustration on the next page of
"Flaming Youth" one sheet is a fair
example of a compromise between a
It has
poster and an advertisement.
poster value but there is too much copy
and detailed illustration to be seen at

the

a glance. It
for the New
tions

where

made
York

effective advertising
elevated railway stapeople have to wait for

sex or spectacle alone
been adequate because

love,

would have

prolonged
than which

ground.There is much descriptive
copy, the cast names and some selling
talk.
The scenes are illustrations from
the photoplay. It is a complete advertisement.
Most six sheets are used in small

and players

value

names appear on all advertising.
from the director's name and

'JpHE

fith.

consider the reproduction on
page 19 of the six sheet on "Flaming Youth." This is a good example of
show paper. The title is catchy and
is played up strongly on a red back-

stars

office

title in big type clear across the poster
there are 46 words of letter press.

the following page, is a poster. It seeks
to deliver one brief impressive message to the reader and is equally effective advertising whether sniped about
town or displayed at the theatre. It
says "Black Oxen" and Corinne Grif-

j^OW

re-

Aside

The "Black Oxen" reproduction on

of

Consider first the "Anna Christie"
reproduction on the same page.
It
seeks merely to introduce Anna Christie the outcast, hardened hater of men.
No one could possibly mistake her
brazen features for the "skin you love
to touch."
Bold and hard eyed she
sneers at the passerby, and we depend
upon newspapers and other advertising
to tell how she got that way.
The
poster simply gets over that there is a
tough girl in town, and there is something about a tough girl that is good

box

difference.

promise

you rim.

production at the base of the following
page deals with a much more complex
problem. Producer's contracts with di-

We

scientific

be posted away from the theatre, to
shout in color and pattern, to read as

box office lure.
"The Eternal City" twenty-four

We

the

Fairly good for sniping, but
better to sell the lobby shopper.
Most twenty-fours are designed to

trains.

First National's Poster Specialist

these used singly would just as well
represent fifty other photoplays in
which similar scenes occur and are
used singly as the theme for the illustration.
And a good poster should be
distinctive in character.
The problem in designing this poster
difficult because it was
feared that the public might get the
impression because of the title, that
"The Eternal City" was a religious or
present this
educational subject.
poster here to show how a complicated
problem may be dealt with.
While it is too involved in pattern and
copy to rank high as a poster, it meets
the conditions in a practical way and
we may say, gives an impression that

was much more

We
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Blanche Sweet

'^.^'v

The "Flaming Youth" card is
yet. each a model of good poster display.
The rather cx,jv^ie-i
type of picture suggesting vivaciousness and youth.
v
-'ir --e
entirely capable of attracting the attention, while the ether
attempt to get over particularly the titles, the illustrations suggesting the general atmosphere of the film.

one
EACH
especially
baick

"The Eternal City"

is

entirely different,

expressive of the

Codnne

of

a big picture

Griffith

full

of varied entertainment.
From the foregoing it will be seen
that the poster should be so simple and
striking in design, color and copy as to
e'
\
put over its message at a glance.
try to design at least one one-sheet and
the twenty-four as posters.
v

CIX

sheets may be treated as posters
"The Galsee those on page 36
loping Fish" and "Strongheart" posters

—

—

—or

they may be designed as colored
advertisements as in the case of the
"Flamine Youth" six sheet. It is usually better to advertise the spirit of
a comedy than to portray its actual,

though funny scenes.

Most three-sheets are used on
theatre fronts where the shoppers loo':
them over in more detail. When a perth^

son is considering buying something, in
our case, entertainment, he will ta^:e
time to find out something about- it.

A little descriptive

copy

in addition to

the illustration will often sell a ticket
—whereas the simple billing may con-

vey nothing of interest to the reader.
a great difiference between
an illustration and an advertising noc-

There

is

Most

ture.

stills

merely

scene from the photogood adverplay.
tising picture will visualize the spirit of the
whole photoplay with

A

sales
greater
than a single

"Lilies

Fish"

six

But we believe that as productions
become more expensive and their adcorrespondingly
important
paper will be made up in
colored enlargement of the stills.
capable artist guided by an advertising
man can out-do the still camera every
time when it comes to producing advertising

tT

noteworthy that book illustrations
are seldom used to advertise the
book in which they appear. Book publishers generally hire an illustrator and
is

give him a free hand in the making of
the illustration.
But when it comes to
the colored paper jacket on the cover cf
the book, the advertising manager gives
a hand in planning it.
The book jacket is really a little
poster.
The advertising man wants an
advertising picture
a picture that is
striking enough to attract attention to
the book and one which will suggest
Photothe spirit of the whole story.
play stills are like book illustrations in
that it is seldom we get one suitable for

—

poster use in its entirety.
Of course stills are invaluable in the
They illustrate
designing of posters.
the type of story, settings, background
characters, costumes, etc., from which
the artist can get the information necessary to drawing his design.

TSTHILE

"

are the
four sheet

title
and the name of the produer
most conspicuous things on this twentythere is also the background which

the

strongly suggests

the

contents of the

story proper.

verA^

little

A

vertising pictures.

j^ATURALLY

there is much diveropinion as to the amount of
"etterpress that should be used on our
posters.
The subject is too big to treat
here.
Exhibitors complain that we put
to3 much copy on our paper.
sity of

We

agree

that every unnecessar}'
too much.
There is no doubt
that the practice of putting so many
credit lines, from director to cameraman, on the paper is a bad one, unless
of course their names help to sell

word

is

tickets.

Competition between producers for
the services of the more sought after
studio talent is largely responsible for
so many names appearing on the paper.

Publicity is often of more immediate
It
value than money considerations.
would seem to us that screen credit on
and
itself
the film
credit in trade advertising would be a fair

posters would greatly
improve them. Adver-

The same may be

said of both the

"Galloping

of

the Field" twenty-four
sheet shown above is a
combination of poster
and advertising picture.

and

sheets, both typical "selling" posters.

il-

lustration.

The

a

IMaster"

compromise.
Such an arrangement, eliminating so
many credit lines from

effect
still

illustrate

is

"Love

tising

men

dislike use-

words.
Exhibitors

less

ject

to

posters

.

who

ob-

on
study

letterpress

should

(Continued,

page 45)
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Most Posters Atrocious,
Says Willy Pogany
By JOSEPH SCHRANK

^OST

movie posters to-day are
They will go out en-

Mr. Pogany has just received a telegram from Douglas Fairbanks, who

tirely.
And they will be replaced by posters that repreIt is Willy
sent only the finest art."
Pogany speaking. And he is one of the
greatest poster artists in the world.

saw photographs of the poster reading:
"Delighted with poster. Full of Arabian Nights feeling and ought to be

known

Mr. Pogany said, "is reflected in the
He is very fond of Fairposter."
banks as a movie actor.
The poor quahty of most motion picture posters today "is not the crime of

atrocious.

Mr. Pogany

is

internationally

as an artist and he has been identified
with some of the most famous posters
of modem times. The "Stop the War"
poster which was broadcast at the
time Henry Ford's peace ship went to
Europe is his. And also the "Votes for

gorgeous with color."
"The humor and fancy of Fairbanks,"

"The

fault

Women"

houses

first

posters.

poster in England, which at
was censored by the government,
but which aroused such hot discussion
that the government was compelled to

permit

it

to be

shown.

Mr. Pogany to-day
remarkable work

is

famous for

his

Djer-Kiss
products.
These advertisements have
been appearing on theatre programs all
over the country. His work for Jergen
soap has also done much to establish
his reputation as one of the greatest
of living artists.
for

the

As

far as pure art is concerned, Mr.
Pogany's connection with the Metropolitan

Opera

House

places

him

at

once with the leaders.
About eight
years ago he did. a number of beautiful
posters for William Fox. Now he has'
again turned his genius to the field of
motion pictures and produced a poster
for Douglas Fairbanks' new film, "The:
Thief of Bagdad."
This poster is a masterpiece.
It
combines a delicate and exquisite fancy
with daring, Irresistibly beautiful color.
.

thinks Mr. Pogany.
with the small town
demand these kind of

producers,"

the

lies

which

"However,"

continued,

he

"these
poster

posters will go out entirely. The
must develop along highly artistic
lines because the moving pictures themselves

have advanced so much.

Mov-

ing pictures are becoming more artistic
Naturally, the posters adall the time.
vertising them must do the same."
"Do you really believe that the highly artistic poster will bring in more
business for the exhibitor than the
present prevailing type with its striking; enormous headlines?" Mr. Pogany
was asked.

POGANY AT THE EASEL
A

master of his art, Pogany has thought out the
problem of the movie poster from every point of
view and created this poster according to the conclusions at which
he
has
arrived.
The poster
all his live fancy.
breathes the spirit of Fairbanks

—

Not only that, Mr. Pogany continued,
highly artistic posters will sell the picture more effectively.
It will indicate
the sort of picture it is, and a glance
will be sufficient to tell the passerby
the highly artistic sort of picture he
may expect when he goes to see it.
"Will there be any difficulty in interesting the best artists to turn their
to
moving picture poster
work?" Mr. Pogany was a!sked.
"Not if they are paid enough/' he replied.
"The trouble is, the producer

energies

,

"Yes

!"

.

tually wili

"Producers acmake more money by rriak-

he replied.

ing their posters works of art.

work
er

it

Good

everywhere. Whethbe in a two horse town or on

will attract

Broadway

it

will

win the attention of

people passing by,"

TJELICATE
beautiful

-

exquisite fancy and daring, irresistibly
color are combined in this Pogany

masterpiece created specially for .the tweilty-four sheet
poster to be used with Dougla:s Fiirbanks' "The
Thief of Bagdad," a United Artists production.

accustomed to paying very little for:
this sort of work.
In many cages; he
has been getting .his. sketches free of
IS

He

charge from the, iithpgrapher.

unwiUing

money

to

pay a

sufficient

is

sum. of

the services of good
has not been taught to regard this.: as an important item of ex-'
pense. He has accepted inferior work.

artists.

to secure

He

(Continued on Page

4-^)

<

.
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Thomas Meighan
Pied Piper Malone
BOC--

PARAMOUNT POSTERS THAT PULL
Especially Prepared Billboard and

at

Paramount's splendid poster array
the first thing of which

showmanship eyes,
one becomes aware is the

excellent co-ordination
composition that allows for variety in display treatment.
The 24-sheet on "The Pied Piper of Malone," for example, could serve either as an inviting background as
a drop scene in a miniature stage for a lobby stunt
with the
letters
cut
separately
and backed upon compo board.
in

These are large enough to make for
a striking letter sign on top of the
marquee. The poster in its entirety
hung from the side of a theatre wall,
or in a frame on top of the theatre

if

THE PATRONS

Lobby Display Adaptable

To Punchy Exploitation

LOOKING
through

IN

its

Possibilities
not more than two or three stories high, should

attract considerable attention

The 1-sheets on "The Stranger" and "The Humming
Bird" are endowed with a real "exhibitor's aid" touch.
Notice the blank spaces at the top. An admirable spot
for a striper or hand painted letters giving the name
of the theatre or dates of showing.
The 3-sheet on "The Heritage of the Desert" suggests
itself admirably for cut-out.
The
background of a full moon, a rushing bear, a heroine at the edge of a
cliff, and the two trappers in the
foreground all combine to give an
ettect suited to cut-out display.

February

Page

1924

2.

C CENE

Central Theatre, New York. Time, intermission
between the first and second parts of "The Courtship
Speaker, John Alden "Ladies and
of Myles Standish."
Gentlemen
It gives me great pleasure to be on this stage
tonight.
Possibly Mr. Ray builded better than he knew
in producing this visualization of Pilgrimism at a time when
world consciousness is being forced on the attention of
Americans by the Bok Peace Plan and conditions in Europe.
The Pilgrim was never afraid of world consciousness.
I congratulate Mr. Ray on his great work, dignify-

—

:

I
ing traditions that mean more now than ever before.
thank him sincerely for myself and for the Alden Kindred
of New York City and vicinity." Mr. Aldeif, in addition to
being a direct descendant in the ninth generation of the renowned John Alden, is one of the editors of the Brooklyn
Daily Eagle.
Tp

MUNROE

C.

'will release
ture produced

Hamilton
time D.

A unique combination. The first
has produced a feature comedy. The
for Hamilton.
Altogether a real

^NOTHER

recruit

from "dear old Lunnon." Joan Mor-

gan, although not like

J. Pierpont in appearance, hopes
soon to resemble him financially. Judging from her success in several features produced in England, she is well
on that road now. That is why she is "over here from
over there." And we have it on the word of Sig. Schlager
that she is clever, a splendid type of English beauty, and
ought to be in the big league. Miss Morgan is now sojourning at the Prince George Hotel.

PRED

PELTON

is due any day at Times Square.
eastern trip the vice president and genof United Studios Will combine business and honeymooning.
Mrs. Pelton, who accompanies him, vs4s Miss Felice Dann of Worcester,
Mass., up until a week or so ago.

On

eral

E.

this

manager

following is a quotation from a notice sent out by
Preferred Pictures Corporation
"Acting upon the sug-

•J^HE

would at once begin work upon a production to be called
"The Adorable Scoffiaw." Mr. Schulberg surely is doing
his part in bringing the

new word

into

common

a good word, too, but what we want now
properly characterize the fanatical "dry."
rj.US

SCHLESINGER

is

use.

It's

one that will

well on the road to recovery.
Barring a relapse, he will soon be out of
the Fifth Avenue Hospital, where a slight operation
was performed. Testimony as to his popularity in
England, where he exploited Warner Pictures, is
given in the numerous cable messages expressing good
wishes received from his friends abroad.
is

its

new

quarters in

Godfrey Building, New York, are straining to the
crowds of well wishers desirous of expressing their congratulations to Louis Meyer, the moving spirit on the

We

managed to squeeze in somehow to deliver
premises.
a carefully prepared speech of welcome, and at the same
time caught sight of the many splendid facilities with which
the new plant is equipped for giving service of a high order.

Bon Voyage, Mr. Meyer,
career on the new lot.

PONDOLENCE
'

Hays

the

of

is

for a

most prosperous and happy

extended

to

It
organization.
of the death
Pettijohn of
E.

the industry learns
Dr.'

father.

C.

and we take

this

means

C.

is

C.

Pettijohn

with regret tHat

Mr.

Pettijohn's
Indianapolis, Ind.,

of

expressing our most sin-

of

,

cere sympathy.

go

to Exhibitors Poster
Posters, photoYork.
mountings, cut-outs and lay-outs travel in
office

New

graphs, slides,
an uninterrupted cycle from order to finished product.
Moving swiftly and systematically from office to work
bench, from work bench to stock room, from stock room
And thence to the satisfied exto waiting express vans.
hibitor.

'

pRED

^

C.

QUI MB Y

manager.

ject

and director

oi

joins

Universal as short sub-

Formerly assistant general manager
exchanges for Pathe, and with actual

experience as a showman,
acquisition for Universal.
industry go with him.

Quimby is a valuable
The good wishes of the

another reason why Sol Lesser, president of
Principal Pictures, deserves a place in the Hall of
Fame. He has been praised by an author. Harold Bell
Wright is so enthusiastic about "When a Man's a Man,"
adapted from his book by the same name, that he writes
a long letter of praise, calling it the "best adaptation" he
has ever seen. Which should make it a good movie.

JJERE'S

:

gestion of the Quincy man who offered a prize for the best
word to describe tiae lawless drinker, B. P. Schulberg,
President of Preferred Pictures, announced today that he

into

the

to see a busy
and Supply Company of

stars.

W.

Craftsmen Film Lab-

the-

T F you want

scores again.
W. W. Hodkinson
"His Darker Self," the five-reel feaby D. W. Griffith in which Lloyd

feature length
scoop for F. C.

first

HE newly varnished doors of
^ oratories
which has just moved

7

r

PRAGER

resigns as treasurer of United
^and returns to his profession as certified
Not good news. His co-workers
accountant.
The
expressed their regret in gifts and momentoes.
May the
industry expresses its regret in words.
C. P. A. firm of Prager and Fenton prosper.

IVr^^
"^
Artists

'

public

'

TJAIL

For the first time in over a year
the old Charlie
Charles Chaplin dons the trick derby, baggy trousers
and oversized shoes, preparatory to producing his first com!

edy for United Artists. Based on the story of the "fortyniners," it will, no doubt, be a historical masterpiece, showing the remarkable histrionic progress of our dear old
friend "Charlie."

TTOPE HAMPTON

will star in two Warner Brothproductions on her return from abroad. Fol_
lowing the Mediterranean trip with her husband, Jules
Brulatour, she will replenish her wardrobe in Paris,
thereby making her film sisters green with envy and
her fan sisters p^ink with pleasure.

ers

RIDAY of this week brought Harold Lloyd to Gotham.
Accompanied by Gaylord Lloyd, his brother William R.
Eraser, general manager Joe Reddy, press representative,
and Tom Gray, gag man, the comedian will grace Times
Square for some little while. It is even rumored he may
cross the pond before returning to Hollywood for his next
picture. The welcome tendered him b)^ everyone prominent
in the industry and the droves of erithusiastic fans prove
anew the extent of his exceptional popularity, which steadJT

;

;

ily

progresses in the right direction.

p RANK

HUTTER

arrives in New York the end of
D.
January. He brings with him no less than five features
and twelve two-reelers. In addition, he hopes to get the
signature of John J. Pargen, "Pork and Bean King," and
manager of Bradford Simmons to a contract giving him exclusive

moving

to be held at

picture rights to the Wills-Simmons fight
in the early spring.-

Tia Ju^na

•
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Hitting the Music
BULLOCK,

Tax

We

of the Motion
Picture Theatre Owners of Ohio, has written a memorial to the members of Congress which sets forth
the case of the 1048 motion picture theatre owners of
Ohio against the American Society of Authors, Composers
and Publishers, "known to the trade as the Music Trust,"
as Mr. Bullock explains it.
The field representative is an authority on exhibitor sentiment.
It is a part of his business to know what the exhibitors, whether he be a first run or a "little feller," is
talking about and thinking about.
He has survived many a hard-fought combat with councilmanic and legislative committess which sought to
put something over on the exhibitors of his city or state.
He knows a lot about men of brief but great authority who
prior to their contact with him labored under the delusion
that the motion picture theatre owner was a soft sort of
creature, a chicken easy to pick, but who emerged from
the controversy convinced that their opponent surely was
a tough old bird.
And certainly a merciless man is this same Sam Bullock
when at the end of a carefully salted trail he finally drives
his long-haired male antagonist into a corner.
He may
decide to spare the poor man's life, but the victim has been
known to despair even of that.
Just now Mr. Bullock is baiting the Society of Authors,
etc.
His latest verbal barrage is comprised in a thousand
words, all very interesting to those sheltered persons standing behind the guns, and is entitled "Copyright Camouflage
or. Millions for Tribute."
Of course, long before the Congressman completes the
reading of the special message he knows that so far as the
Ohio exhibitor is concerned those millions just ain't.
Mr. Bullock intimates the Society has an idea it would
like to collect from the theatre owner 10 cents a seat, for
13,000,000 seats and quotas a statement credited to the
society that "fines totaling $125,000 have been collected,
1,000 cases have been settled, and charges are now being
made against 400 to 500. exhibitors in America."

SAM

field

matter has been left entirely in the hands of the individual
exhibitors to act as they see fit."
take pleasure in calling attention to this sentence in
Mr. Walsh's letter.
believe as we have believed from
the first that this is the sane solution of the controversy.
In comparison with this action we have that of the Theatre Owners of Kansas, who through President Liggett have
appealed to the Governor of the state asking the "co-operation of the State Board of Review to the extent that
they reject any such pictures that come before them" and
adding that it especially would meet with the approval of

representative

,

We

the exhibitor body if the censors should recall "A Woman
of Paris."
The exhibitors of Kansas are establishing a dangerous
precedent, one that later may come back to plague them.
They are encouraging a state board in the destruction of
property which in the orderly course of its duties it has
created by granting it the right to be exhibited in its jurisFor as we previously have pointed out once a film
diction.
is given the authority of a board of censors to exhibit it
is property, actual, tangible.
Mr. Horstmann, executive secretary of the Massachusetts body, calls attention to the successful statewide fight
last year on the question of censorship and of the necessity
of convincing the public that the exhibitors of the state are
on the alert to protect their screens from possible reproach.
are frank to say in the case of Massachusetts
there was a colorable reason for their action. It is under-

We

standable.
So far as

Kansas is concerned we believe the exhibitors
have been hasty and have fled from a shadow unless

—

the viewpoint of the public there is different from what it
seems to be in New York State.
picture featuring Mabel Normand was shown in this
city on Sunday and the theatre exhibiting it broke its one-

A

day record.

1

In a situation like that of the present the public is fully
protected if each exhibitor is allowed to handle the matter
according to the expressed wishes of his individual paIf there are differences of opinion he is the best
trons.
judge as to what to do.

The memorial prays

for relief from such intolerable
and theatres may be freed "from a
monopoly whereby independent music publishers, authors
and composers may be encouraged to do their best by free
and untrammeled competition with others."
Mr. Bullock declares there is no limit to which the society may increase its so-called license fee under present
conditions, adding it is a burdensome tax imposed by
private individuals, from which the government receives
no benefit.
Congressmen are urged to give their support to the

The

conditions, that screens

_

amendment

to the present copyright

law submitted by Rep-

resentative A. C. Johnson.

Connecticut

Is

Right

who are interested
THOSE
good
—
man

in posters

IS

not.''

INnecticut

last

week upon

the situation in

Con-

regarding the pictures in which Miss Normand
Miss Purviance have appeared we suggested that
possibly the exhibitors in their combined action had been a
a,nd

little

unjust.

During the week we have received a letter from President Walsh of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Connecticut in which it is veiy clearly set forth that "this

will find

— and what show-

reading in the comments

on that important factor in motion picture exploitation in this week's issue of Exhibitors Trade Review.
In the opening article C. L. Yearsley answers a number
of questions which freqently are raised by exhibitors and

exchangemen.

He

answers

them

who creates
the man who

viewpoint of the artist

not

alone

from

the

posters, but with the

for years has studied
added background of
them from the desk of an advertising manager.
Willy Pogany declares that "most movie posters are
atrocious."
He says the present form will go out entirely
and that it will be replaced by that which will represent

only the finest

our comment

Number

Poster

art.

encouraging to be told by Mr. Pogany that the
public taste is developing, and that just as it has demanded
better pictures, so, too, will it in time call for better posters.
Mr. Pogany makes a plea for more discretion to be given
It
the artist by the producer in the choice of his subject.
the producer
is easy to see where the difference comes in
has in mind the box office slant, the spectacular, and the
artist would appeal to the imagination in a different way.
It

is

—

:
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"You

Explain Attitude of
Exhibitors on Ban

Officials

from the above that Miss
Miss Purviance is not meniioned m this resolution, and it was not
our idea to take any action in their cases,
as we felt that the evidence up to date was
not satisfactory to warrant our doing so.
left entirely in the
1 his mater has been
h^nds of the individual exhibitors to act
will note

Normand

or

as they see

Walsh Says Connecticut Acts Individually
RESPONDING

to inquiries

by the

edi-

Exhibitors Irade Review, Ernest H. Horstmann, executive secretary of the Massachusetts branch of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, and J. W. Walsh, president of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of Connecticut, have explained the attitude of their
respective organizations regarding the Mator of

bel

Normand

how

the situation
of
the recent fight there against censorship
and the desire to demonstrate to the public
that the exhibitors were anxkeep their screens
ious to
clear from scandal.
tells

^

of the Motion
of
America,

ivners

ranch,

was complicated on account

Mr. Walsh said that the
matter had been left entirely
in the hands of the individual
exhibitors to do as they saw

Theatre
Massachusetts
was unanimously voted that we

it

recommend

Picture

members of the orpictures with
Mabel
Normand be exhibited until further notice.'
"You know that censorship was passed^
by the Legislature and indorsed hv the
to
{^anizatign that

governor,
the mater

pictures.

Mr. Horstmann

in his state

meeting

the

no

and only by herculean efforts
was defeated by a referendum.

There is still local censorship in some
twenty or thirty cities and towns in this
state, and when we sent out the above recommendation it was to prove to the publ c

"We

respectfully desire to call attention
to press articles relative to the recent scandal in the movie colony in which Mabel

Normand and Edna Purviance apparently
have played no small part.
"It is common gossip of the officers and
directors of this association that exhibitors
of Kansas refrain from playing pict^- I
featured
in which these two persons are
In this conjunction
players.
we would appreciate the cooperation of the State Board
of Review to the extent that
they reject any such pictures

come before them.
"Especially would it meet
with our approval would they
recall the production titled "A

that
*,
f.

fit-

A
James

forwarded to
letter
C. Ritter, of Michigan,

Woman

his trip to

Washington,

Picture Thea-

tre

time.
f

"In order to be effective it
necessary that prompt action be taken in the matter of

of the body if the state censors should recall "A
of Paris." The board, on the
will
it
states
other hand,
await an investigation before
barring pictures of Miss Normand or Miss Purviance.

is

Woman

In

New York

teresting

Extra

to
Girl,"

City it is innote that "The
featuring Mabel

Normand,

the
opened
at
Central Theatre on Sunday night and
broke the one-day record of the house.
In the annual report of the New York
State Motion Picture Commission there
is a paragraph dealing with film stars wl^n
may have become involved in scandals.
The report covers this in the following

language
several occasions actors who are
in the profession have become
involved in scandals which created a demand that the pictures in which they appeared be prohibited from the screen.
While the statute does not clearly cover
a case of this kind, the commission has
felt that if the persons involved were convicted of crime or their characters were
bad, that it would be justified in deciding
that the mere exhibition of the film in

"On

prominent

they were shown would tend to
corrupt morals, and in that respect would
come within the inhibitions laid down
the statute.
The discretion, however, in
cases of this kind, should be cautiously
exercised so that no injustice might be
done."
The letter of Mr. Horstmann follows:
"We sent out the following to the
Massachusetts members of the M. P. T. O.
of A.: 'At a special Board of Directors

which

which

in

is

our conclusion
leads us to
and desire to avoid the moral
effect it might have on the
of
theatres
public that the
Kansas glorify and w'ke
heroines of questionable chaacters by the advertising and
playing of this picture at this

dent.

Kansas,
of
through R. G. Liggett, president, have written Governor
Davis of that state suggesting that it would meet with
the approval of the inembers

Paris,"

featured.
"We are not attempting to
rdjudge whether or not these
two players are guilty of m-s/h"^
f?";+
the
c^nduct, but
newspaper articles indicate
that such might be the case

has as yet elicited no reply.
Probably Mr. Ritter is awaiting the return of the Presi-

The Motion
Owners

of

Edna Purviance

because it was not certain
Dennison of
that President
the theatre owners organizawould have returned
tion

from

fit."

Board,
Censor
State
Kansas
through Miss Gertrude Sawtell, chairman,
announces that it will await an investigation before barring pictures of Mabel Normand and Edna Purviance.
The M. P. T. O. Kansas has sent the
following letter to Governor Jonathan M.
Davis of Kansas:

The

Adolph Zukor and Rudolph Valentino shake hands
signing the contract by which the latter rein Paramount pictures.
Mr. Vale.hhas
returned from Europe to begin working
tino
in Booth Tarkington's "Monsieur Beaucaire" at the
Paramount Long Island Studio on February 1 under
after

sumes working

Sidney

Olcott.

that we
as clean

were rrying to keep our screens
and clear from scandal as we
Here is the letter from Mr. Walsh:
"The exhibitors of Connecticut have not
taken any action in regard to Mabel Nor-

mand

The only action that was
pictures.
taken at our meeting on January 8 was
the adoption of a resolution of warning to
members of the profession, that in the
future the exhibitors of Connecticut would
be, obliged to take drastic action in cases
of scandal or anything else detrimental to
our business.

The

resolution follows:

resolved, That if any motion picture star, director, or official connected
with the production of pictures receives
any notoriety and unwholesome publicity
purporting to scandal, which hurts our
screens, that we take a positive stand in
respect to subscribing to their pictures, and
that we will refrain from furthering their
interests whatsoever.

"Be

it

recalling this picture, for as
yet few, if any, Kansas theatres have played the picture."
At the Central Theatre in
New York "The Extra Girl"
on the evening of Tuesday,
its third day, did a smashing
house being
the
business,
crowded.
On Monday also
the business was good, but owing to the
extreme cold it was considered entirely
satisfactory.

UNIVERSAL SCENARISTS
BUYING MATERIAL
As
make

a result of Mr. Laemmle's decision to
thirty-six Universal Jewel productions a year instead of twelve, the Univer-

sal scenario department is now busily engaged combing literary and dramatic fields
for high powered
plays
and
A-grade
stories.
Bernard McConville, supervising

editor

of

Universal

City,

is

now

in

New

York, selecting stories for purchase.
Some of the 1924-5 Jewels are already
made or in the making.
Outstanding
among these is "Turmoil," a Hobart Henley production adapted from Booth Tarkpopular
novel
of
the
same
ington's
name.
McConville reports that coming Universal Jewels, with few exceptions, will be
between six and seven reels in length. This
determination on the part of Universal exwidespread demand
the
ecutives meets

from exhibitors and the public

for short.
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URGES INDEPENDENTS TO
STAND TOGETHER
Brady Says He Will Make Six
tures Yearly If They Do

Pic-

'pHE

Independent Motion Picture Producers
and Distributors Association held an open
session on Thursday, January 17, at the Hotel
Astor, at which it entertained unaffiliated indepedents and members of the trade press.
Following the luncheon there were talks by
William A. Brady, formerly president of the
Association of the Motion Picture Industry;
L. K. Bartlett of London, and Martin Quigof Exhibitors Herald.

ley, editor

Mr. Brady in opening congratulated Will
H. Hays on the work he has done since assuming the office of president of the M.
P. P. and D.
The speaker said he had always been independent, whether producing for
the stage or in pictures.
'The time was when nobody thought a picture could be produced without a star," said
Mft. Brady.
"It was the same on the stage
the stars wanted their own way in everything even
insisting
upon
casting
the
play."
The speaker told how the phenomenal success of "The Lion and the Mouse," produced
without a star, had upset some popular notions.
"Finally the producer became the real
guy," said Mr. Brady.

—

—

_

"The man who produces a picture is independent of anybody in the United States,"
said Mr. Brady.
He quoted Adolph Zukor,
referring to him as "most worthy and most
advanced of the managers," as saying to him
on one occasion that any person with a good
whether he is independent or a member of a national organization, has got the

picture,

inside track.
"If you gentlemen

stand together,

if

you

run a real independent organization, there
can be no result but success," continued the
speaker.
"If you do form one I will be in
the business tomorrow and will guarantee to

make
At

six pictures a year."
the executive session held immediately
following the luncheon, considerable routine
business Was transacted.
Chairman Jack Cohn of the membership
committee filed a report accompanied by applications from five companies, advising that
at least six other applications would be ready

before the next meeting. The following producing
and distributing companies
were
elected, increasing the total membership to
eighteen

Anchor Film Distributing, Inc., Hollywood,
Morris E. Schlank, president; Artlclass Pictures Corporation, New York, Weiss Brothers Canyon Pictures Corporation, New York,
Joseph M. Goldstein, treasurer; Ben Wilson
Pictures Corporation, Los Angeles, Ben Wil;

son, president; Fidelitv Pictures Corporation,

New

York, William G. Smith.
Chairman John Lowell Russell of the committee on standard uniform contract presented
two proposed forms, one for cash or outright
purchase, the other covering percentage. Both
of these drafts as prepared by the committee
are to be submitted to the members for consideration and reference to counsel of the respective companies.
It is expected the standard uniform contract will be approved at the
next meeting of the association.
committee composed of Arthur N. Smallwood, chairman; John Lowell Russell and
Jack Cohn was appointed by President Chadwick to devise ways and means to have negatives as well as positive film stamped on the
margin, so that the ownership may be determined, and in this manner promptly identify
any stolen or lost prints. The committee will
confer with the Eastman Company and other
raw stock manufacturers as well as the labora-

A

tories.

Vice President Oscar A. Price was designated as. a committee of one to confer with
William A. Brady, for the purpose of enBrady's active co-operation in
listing Mr.

carrying cut the ambitious

arid

constructive

program of the association.
It was announced by tha Hoy Reporting Serthat arrangements have been completed
for the auditing of picture accounts throughIt was stated several reout the country.
quests already have been filed for special
audits on pictures p!a>ed in different sections
of the United States. The opinion is equally
shared by many that the inauguration of this
new service feature will alone justify the
formation of the association.
The inform.al luncheons are to be held semimonthly upon the call of President Chadwick,
when two prominent speakers will be invited.

NEW YORK CENSORSHIP
HAS COST

$473,233

.

vice

SCHULBERG FEARS
SHORTAGE OF ARTISTS

B. P.

Claims There Are But Fourteen Stars
of First Magnitude Shining

Those Are the Figures for Three
Years Report Defends Law

—

A LBANY, January

21.

—Just

how

costly

motion picture censorship in New York
state during the past year has been to the
producers was revealed the past week in a
report made to Governor Alfred E. Smith by

New York State Motion Picture Commission and covering the activities of that
body for the twelve months.
The report
shows that the Commission received $163,227.29 from the producers during the year.
This is about $9,000 over 1922. Since censorship was inaugurated in the Empire State, the
producers have paid |476,233.06. During the
the

past year, the commission spent |80,717.43
of which about |56,000 went in the way of
salaries.

The report is a lengthy one and contains
many arguments why the commission should
Preferred Pictures, there are but fournot be legislated out of office. In connection
teen stars in the motion picture world today and
with its work the report shows that eliminaof these four will drop out of that class
tions were made from 586 films and that these
within a year. Mr. Schulberg bases his stateeliminations all told numbered 2,881. Of this
ment on the box office value of the playei s
number there were 2,260 in scenes and 621
and does not include comedians in the list.
He further states that while time and money in objectionable titles.
Of course the greater number were atwill be spent to develop new stars 'fhfe protributed to being of the type that incited to
cess will not be fast enough and he predicts ^
crime, in fact there were 382 of these alleged
that a great many producers will go to the
scenes and titles, while indecent ones numspeaking stage in search of potential picbered 105, inhuman 238, immoral 126, sacriture stars. He foresees an actual sho'rtage of
Jkgious 29, obscene 26.
recognized artists for next season.
The greater number of eliminations came
He prefers actors and actresses who have
from dramas, these numbering 282, while the
had stage experience, as they do not require
eliminations from comedies reached a total
countless retakes and their training and exof 159, from comedy-dramas 62, from serials
pression makes them more than mere autom72, news reels 8, educational 2, and cartoons 1.
and they do not depend entirely
ations
In its recommendations, the commission sugupon the director for instruction.
gests a change to remove the uncertainty and
"While I am in New York," said Mr.
confusion existing from the standpoint as to
Schulberg, "I expect to make a thorough
what constitutes an educational, charitable or
Perhaps I
canvass of the speaking stage.
religious film.
The commission also asks for
shall find the material I want and if I am
the power to prevent the exhibition of pictures
lucky the young people I find today may be
in which criminals or persons recognized to
listed next year among the fifteen or twenty
be of a debased character appear. The com
that the motion picture public really wants.
mission further says
Mr. Schulberg is in New York for a con"No state or country would have ever
ference with his partner, J. G. Bachmann,
passed laws regulating the motion picture intreasurer of the company, and with Henry
dustry unless abuses had crept into the inGinsberg, general sales manager, regarding
dustry and the necessity existed for their bedistributions plans for the coming season.
ing remedied."

A CCORDING

to B. P. Schulberg, President

of

'

,

Mark

advertisdng and publicity direcFirst National Pictures, following
years with the Burroughs Adding Machine

Kellogg,

new

tor of Associated

sixteen

*

*

*

KELLOGG STUDYING CONDITIONS
IN

Company.

NEW

FIELD

Mark

Kellogg, for the past sixteen years
associated with the advertising and sales department of the Burroughs Adding Machine
Company, has now been made the head of the
advertising department of Associated First
National, Inc., since the first of the year.
He is busily engaged studying conditions in
motion picture advertising in an effort to
determine whether or not some of the phases
of commercial advertising cannot be applied

motion picture industry.
stated that he found the advertising
department of First National well organized

in the

He

and running smoothly and he contemplates
no radical changes from the present policy.
Any changes will be made slowly and after
due deliberation.
Mr. Kellogg is well known in the commercial advertising field, where he kept the
Burroughs product before the public, and
is every reason to believe that the success he achieved there will be duplicated.

there

CHINESE PRODUCTION SMALL
According to the Department of Commerce, there

are

five

organizations

in

North and Central China that are interested in the production of motion pictures.
All
the
companies specialize in news
weeklies, animated cartoons and educational films.

pictures,

work

is

One company has made dramatic
but the demand is poor and the
being discontinued.

February

2,
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WARNER BROTHERS

Theatre Owners Board Hears

SET

SERIES RELEASE DATES
Last of Eighteen Classics Completed
and Ready for Showing

Committee Reports

'pHE

REPORTS

the organization were read before the Board of
Directors of The Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America at their session held
of

interest

to

Headquarters on January IS
reports concerned the activities in connection with the repeal of the
admission tax and other relations where
National

in

and

16.

The

It was
the theatre owner is concerned.
decided that the work should be continued
and every effort made to protect theatre
owners against hostile legislation.
The sessions of the Board opened in
the national office in New York January
following present: W. A.
15, with the
True, Hartford; Harry Davis, Pittsburgh;
M. E. Comerford, Scranton, Pa.; Fred
Whitehurst,
E.
C.
Seegert, Milwaukee;
Baltimore; R. F. Woodhull, Dover, N. J.;

Schwalrn, Walsh,
President Cohen.

Harper, Seegert and
The convention will be
held in May and requests have been sent
in by the following cities for the meeting:
Los Angeles, Cleveland, Boston, Pittsburgh, New York, Baltimore, Washington,
St.

Louis,

Louisville and

Indianapolis.

Motion Picture Day

The

National Motion Picture
submitted by the auditor of the
organization as a progressive one showingthat the responses were of a very gratify^
ing character and exhibitors in every state
supported it and that a considerable sum
report of

Day was

,

of money was yet available from different
sections which was being collected for the

national organization.

line-up of releases for the final six
of the eighteen subjects scheduled for the
1923-4 season, was announced this week by
Warner Brothers, whose production and distribution plans are being carried forward
steadily, both on the coast and here in the
east.

"George Washington,

Jr.,"

"Daddies" and

"The Marriage Circle" will be released during the month of February "Beau Brummel"
and "Broadway After Dark" in March and
;

April,

while

"Babbitt"

is

scheduled

for

the

month of May.

June will see two more productions released, and July and August the
three of the block of eighteen scheduled
for 1923-4.
The names of the last five of
the series will be announced at a l^ter date.
"The Marriage Circle" will have its premiere showing at the Mark Strand Theatre,
New York City, on February 3. This prolast

A suggestion was made that Motion
Picture Day this year be extended to take
in an entire week, the first day's receipt'^
being turned over to the national organization and the remainder of the week being
for the benefit of the theatre owner exclusively, giving him the special advantage
of

all

rf the extra exoloitation and advertis-

ing associated with the event for the bal-

ance of the period.
*

*

*

WORKING PLANS OF 'BEN
HUR' ARE COMPLETED
Necessary Research Required Nearly
Two Years Constant Work
Goldwyn
WHENfamous
Wallace

Pictures decided to film
the
story "Ben Hur" they
realized the difficulties that would beset them.
The amount of detail and the great research
necessary was taken into account and the company has spent nearly two years preparing for
the filming.
The film rights for the story were purchased
from A. L. Erlanger, well known theatrical
producer and the work of arranging for the
picture production was started.

LESLEY MASON

George Walsh was

Western Representative Hodkinson Corporation

Ham

Ohio
A.
Julian Brylawski, Washington, D. C; E.
M. Fay, Providence
Ernest Horstmann,
Boston; Martin G. Smith, Toledo; Joseph
W. Walsh, Hartford; George Aarorjs,
Philadelphia, Pa.; M. J. O'Toole, New
York; Sydney S. Cohen, New York.
John

Schwalrn,

i

1

1

o n,

;

;

To Combat

upon as
the best suited for the part o"^f Ben Hur. He
has an "old world face" and is physically
adapted to play the lead. Frances X. Bushman was chosen to play the part of Messalla,
For feminine parts, Gerthe Roman noble.
trude Olmsted was chosen as Esther; Carmel
Myers for Iris and Katherine Key for Tirzah, sister of Ben Hur.
Mr. Erlanger urged that it should be made
;

abroad,

Censorship

It was pointed out that an effort may
be made in the present session of Congress to introduce a National Censorship
Tl
Bill and also a Sunday Closing Bill.
Legislative Cofnmittee was instructed to
watch these procedures and also co-operate with every other division of the industry in handling Washington legislation
r-

generally.

Reports were submitted on the New
State Censorship move and a prediction made that the law would be repealed and censorship abolished. A report
was given regarding censorship in Penn-

York

in

as

nearly as possible, the places

which the story is set. On the other hand
it was felt that the best results might be obtained through working in the studio with
It was a question
its unsurpassed facilities.
that required many months to decide. It was
in

finally decided to

spite the

Above

added

make

the picture abroad, de-

cost.

the confusing mass of detail, oi
of technical work, remains the
thought that "Ben Hur" must be a work
worthy to stand with the greatest things made
that it must be human, that
for the screen
it must be drama,
that it must be convincing, that it must be accepted as "Ben Hur."
;

Percy Marmont has been engaged by Arthur
H. Sawyer to interpret the role of Jim, the

of pictures.

husband,

selecting the place and the date of the
next National Convention of the org:aniza-'
Comerford,
tion
Whitehurst,
Messrs.
:

duction is not included in the "big eighteen,"
but is being handled individually as an "Ernst
Lubitsch Special."
The screen version of the famous George

M. Cohan's comedy,

"George Washington,
which will be released in February, shows
Wesley Barry as a full-fledged actor.
David Belasco's outstanding success, "Daddies," will also be shown on the screen in
February. Mae Marsh's splendid work in this
Jr.,"

comedy of bachelors versus love is ably seconded by Harry Myers.
John Barrymore in "Beau Brummel" will
be released in March. Mr. Barrymore, in his
role of the picturesque lover of history, heads
a notable cast of thirty.

"Broadway After Dark,"

all

research,

stated a special
sylvania, where it was
committee was being appointed by the
Governor of that state to confer with the
Censor Board in all matters where a, dispute may arise concerning the censorship

The following committee was name^'
with the power to act in the matter of

AL ALTMAN
General Manager, Louis B. Mayer Productions.

finally decided

MARMONT

IN

NEW ROLE

the

Harry Rapf

production of New York life in all its phases,
is scheduled for release in April.
The picturization of "Babbitt," Sinclair
Lewis' best seller, is promised to the public
in

May.

The names

of the five remaining of the
eighteen will be announced as soon as production activities warrant.
>fi

IRIS

^

TO DISTRIBUTE COMEDIES

John J. Iris, of the Iris Film Exchange,
has taken over the distribution of a new se"Shooting of Dan McGrew,"
ries of one-reel comedies, according to anwhich Sawyer-Lubin is producing for Metro.
nouncement made this week.
Marmont sprung into popularity during the
The series consists of twelve comedies and
past year by reason of such pictures as "If
Winter Comes," "The Light That Failed'' an^ &.one will be released each month. "Twentieth
Century Love" is No. 1 on the list.
"The Man Whom Life Passed By."
in the
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VITAGRAPH EMPLOYEES
PICTURE PIONEERS
Many Have Been With

Organization

Since Nassau Street Days

TTITAGRAPH

enters
its
twenty-seventh
year in the motion picture industry this
month. The corporation was formed in 1897
by William T. Rock, Albert E. Smith and
J. Stuart Blackton and is the oldest existing
'

perimental work with Dr. De Forest back in
1900 and is himself one of the best known
amateur operators in the country.
"After the Ball" was originally written as
a play, but when it showed no signs of being

THEATRE OWNERS 'CALL'
KANSAS SENATOR

produced the theme was set to music and
swept the country. It was written with banjo
accompaniment by Charles K. Harris, who

Tax on Admissions

was induced to write the scenario.
The picture is now ready for the screen
and will be seen with Gaston Glass and Miriam
Cooper

in the leading roles.

motion picture corporation.

:)c

The company is unique in having many employees who were connected with the company
in its infancy and have grown with the organization. First among them is J. B. French,
who was engaged the year the company was
organized and has been

continuous service

in

since that time.

Morris Brenner, of the negative department,
second in length of service with the company.
He has been with the organization
since its days in Nassau Street.
is

Gus Wentz came

to

Vitagraph

in 1903.

Mr.

Wentz

supervises the timing and printing of
films in the laboratory.
In the accounting department of the production company Walter Bonyun is the oldest
in years of service.
He is now the active
treasurer of the company as well as being in
charge of its foreign sales.
One of the most loyal employees is Anna
McKnight, now in charge of the negative de-

partment and

Miss McKnight
ever employed in the

film

editor.

:fe

'BORROWED HUSBANDS' IS
FILMED BY VITAGRAPH
Florence Vidor Heads Cast at
in Hollywood Studio

AFTER

Work

Florence
Vidor was chosen to play Nancy Burrard.
in "Borrowed Husbands," now being filmed
at Hollywood by Vitagraph.
The choice was
made due to her work in "Main Street."
The picture is from the novel by Milfred
K. Barbour, which deals with marriage and its
problems. The novel has had wide circulation
in this country and in England and the theme
is well adapted for the screen.
Miss Vidor was chosen for the part after
her successful portrayal of small town life
in "Main Street."
She is supported in her
careful

consideration,

picture by a well known cast including
Rockcliffe Fellowes, Earl Williams, Robert

new

was the first woman
laboratory to handle films.
B. Klausson has been in the art department
for thirteen years. He is art title editor and
is
credited with evolving the first moving

Gordon and Kathryn Adams.
"The Love Bandit," another Vitagraph production, is filling a demand for thrill and
stunt pictures.
The scenes are laid in the
North woods and are full of exciting situa-

background.
C. Graham Baker, editor in chief of Vitagraph, is one of the oldest men in the service.
Mr. Baker, who was a newspaper car-

tions.

title

and creator of a

called the
scenarios for
his characters and this led to his joining the

toonist

"Insky"

series

submitted

inventions,

company.

One

most loyal and V>ldest

in iwint
secretary of the scenario
department, Anna Goebel, who has been in
that department for twelve years.
These pioneers of the industry have had
no small share in the expansion of the motion picture industry and they can look back
with keen satisfaction on a work well done.

of

of the
services is

the

*

*

*

'AFTER THE BALL' WILL EMPLOY

RADIO BROADCASTING
Modern methods

will be
that the

employed to acfamous old song

quaint the public
"After the Ball" has been made into a motion picture by the same name, when Anderson
Pictures resort to radio, broadcasting from
their

own

station in

New

York.

It is not generally known that Carl Anderson was associated with Dr. Lee De Forest,
who built the first broadcasting station and
He did exinvented the wireless telephone.

Object to His

Amendment

HE dates of the Western Missouri and
Kansas conventions have been set. The
Missouri exhibitors will meet in Kansas City,
January 29, probably in the Hotel Baltimore,
while Kansas theatre owners will gather at
Emporia, Kans., April 1 and 2 at the Hotel

'T^
'

Broadview.

The Kansas

was decided upon

date

*

«

HARRY SCOTT
IN

VISITING TRADE
EASTERN SECTION

Preparatory to the luanching by Pathe in
the near future of its new line-up of feature
product, including Harold Lloyd's latest comedy production, Harry Scott, feature sales
manager for Pathe, left this week on an extensive tour of the Pathe branch-offices in the

South and Middle West.
Scott's itinerary will take him succesCincinnati, St. Louis, Memphis,
to
Dallas, Oklahoma City, Kansas City, IndianMr. Scott's activities
apolis, and Pittsburgh.
will include interviews with leading exhibitors
of key centers for the purpose of ascertaining
conditions in the *ield as they affect the exhibit of Pathe features.
Part of the feature product, which it will
be Mr. Scott's task to deal with during the
course of his trip, includes the new Harold
Lloyd comedy production, which will be
the new
shortly ready for shipment East
Hal Roach comedy drama, just completed and
shortly to be released under the title of "The

Mr.

sively

;

and another forthcoming
feature, which was produced under the title of "Rex, King of Wild
Fighting

Tylers"

;

at

a

meeting of the M. P. T. O. K. board of directors in Kansas City Wednesday, Charles
T. Sears, president of the M. P. T. O. Western Missouri, announcing the Missouri date

Monday.

The meeting

of the Kansas directors was
United States
Senator Charles Curtis of Kansas, who Tuesday introduced an amendment to the proposed
Mellon tax bill, providing for the retaining of
the admission tax of theatres in order that a
The following telebonus might be paid.
gram was sent to Senator Curtis
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
Kansas, Inc., representing more than 500 theatres, feel that you would not have offered the
amendment to the proposed Mellon tax bill
regarding admission taxes, as indicated by
press dispatchers, had you investigated conditions prevailing in your state."
The following executive members attended
the meeting, which was held at the Kansas
City Athletic Club:
C. M. Smith, Kansas
City; Fred Meyn, Kansas City; Stanley N.
A. F. Baker, Kansas
Chambers, Wichita
City G. L. Hooper, Topeka R. R. Biechele,
Kansas City; R. G. Liggett, Kansas City; H.

marked by

severe- criticism of

;

;

;

*

Retaining

A. McClure, Emporia

;

J.

R. Burford, Arkan-

sas City.

*

*

*

PRAISE LATE DR. HOLLEY
a meeting of the Board of Directors
of the Theatre Owners of America, a resolution was passed extolling the virtues
of the late Dr. Francis Holley, who died
December 12, in a hospital in Rochester,

At

Minn., following an extended illness.
Dr. Holley was head of the Bureau of

Commercial Economics, at Washington,"
and through his efforts the motion pictureindustry in general received great benefits
through research of -the department.
* * *

OPPOSE LONG FEATURES
of the Motion Picture
of America have gone on
record as opposed to the unusual length of
The directors
feature motion pictures.
passed a resolution saying the long pictures
tire the eyes of the patrons and infringe
improperly on the program time of the thea-

The Directors
Theatre Owners

Hal Roach novelty

tres.

Horses."

than six

They

are

opposed to pictures of more

reels.

Gold-wyn executives foregathered to institute production on "Ben Hur."
Left to right, F. J. Godsol, a man -who is rarely photographed, president of Gold-wryn;
June Mathis, editorial director; A. L. Erlanger, New York manager; and Abraham Lehr and Edward Bowes, vice presidents of Gold-wyn.

February

2,
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joy the fruits of your well-earned achievements.
Finkelstein & Ruben,
THEO. L. HAYS, Gen. Mgr.
Minneapolis, January 16, 1924.
Mr. Carl
It is our frank opinion, that
Laemmle has done a great deal toward
building up the moving picture industry
and we have the highest respect, admiration and regard for him.
Gumbiner Theatrical Enterprise,

H. L.
Chicago, January

GUMBINER.

1924.

18,

'TRILBY' STAR WORKING
IN ANOTHER FILM
Andree Lafayette Will Be Seen

Why
"V/TLLE.

^^^

in

Get Married'

ANDREE LAFAYETTE,

known

as "the most beautiful girl in France"
and star of the recent adaptation of Du
Maurier's "Trilby," will soon be seen in another American picture, which will be distributed by Associated Exhibitors on April 8.

"Why

"Trilby," who again
star of
Lafayette,
seen on the screen in a picture produced
Hollywood, a Laval Photoplay.
in

Andree
be

will

'OUTSTANDING FIGURE,'
SAYS THEO. HAYS
Finkelstein and Ruben Official So
Refers to Carl Laemmle

THE

following

letters

were received too

for inclusion in the page of appreciaof Carl Laemmle printed by Exhib-

late

tions

itors
Trade Review last week.
They
are from Theo. L. Hays, general manager
of the Finkelstein & Ruben Theatrical Enterprises, and H. L. Gumbiner of the Gumbiner Theatrical Enterprises of Chicago.

TO CARL LAEMMLE

Mile.

The

you enjoy.
Your objective has been good, your attitude unselfish.
While you have worked

cordiality of relationship that

untiringly to bring Universal to the "top"
organizations, you have
nevertheless found and taken time to contribute constructively to the advancement
of the "Screen."

among producing

No

producer

human

tion

than

agle,

or

distributor

so-called,

you have

in

has

given

more considera-

your

contract

with

and consideration for the Exhibitor.
When the history of the "Motion Picture" is written and due credit is given to
those who pioneered the Industry, and to
those whose brain, energy and effort have
contributed effectively to the building up
of the Industry, your name will stand out
supreme.
The "Screen"

approachable,

sympathetic,

con-

ajways uplifting and never
taking yourself seriously, yours is a character that cornmands the respect and adsiderate, honest,

m'r-if-ion

of

Exhibitors.
years be spared, to extend
your influence in the Industry and to enall

May many

new

picture includes Helen

Ferguson, William Turner, Bernard Randall,
Jack Perrin, Max Constant anH Edward
Tilton.

*

*

*

Ernest Ouimet, president and general manager
Laval Photoplays, which will present Andree
Lafayette in "Why Get Married?"

'FLATTERY,'

PICTURE,

IS

NEW

MISSION

UNDER WAY

John Bowers and Marguerite De La
Motte Chosen Leads

P LATTERY"
Film

to be the second MisCorporation
production

is

sion

which will be released on the special series which C. B. C. Film Sales Corporais distributing nationally for Mission
organization.
The story is an original screen script
by H. H. V^an Loan, who has contributed
the stories for many highly successful pic-

Rudolph Valentino

visited the Paramount
Island studio last week for the first
time in preparation for his return to the
screen in "Monsieur Beaucaire," Booth Tarkington's famous story, which will be produced by Paramount with Sidney Olcott directing.
He conferred with Director Olcott,
Forrest Halsey, who is adapting the story for
the screen, and a corps of technicians, who
have been busy for the last two weeks on research and preliminary preparations for the
production.
"Monsieur Beaucaire" will be the last word
in correct costuming, settings, and drama if
the incessant labors of many experts will
make it so. Nothing is being left undone to
make the picture a perfect one in every re-

Long

spect.

Mr. Valentino expressed himself as highly
pleased with the studio arrangements that
have been made for him and with the preparations that have been made for the picture.
*

*

Wonderful

'WANDERER OF THE WASTELAND' READY FOR ACTION
Writing the scenario of a motion picture
on location is the latest departure in photoplay making.
Irvin Willat, Paramount producing director, and George C. Hull, scenar-

"Wanderer of the

Chance"

"The

Stamboul,"

of

and

"Fightin'
successes.

Mad"

In
are
among his many
"Flattery" he is said to have worked out
a novel theme which provides plenty of
opportunity for tense situations and fine
staging and production.

John Bowers and Marguerite De La
Motte have been selected as the leading
players.

*

*

*

ALAN CROSLAND TO DIRECT FOR
FAMOUS PLAYERS
Alan Crosland, producer of "Enemies of
and "Under the Red Robe," has

Women"

been signed by Famous Players on a longterm contract under the terms of which he
will direct a series of special productions for

Paramount.

The first of
cording to the
be "Sinners in
of South Sea
picture will be
at

the Crosland productions, ac-

Paramount announcement,

will

Heaven," the sensational novel
This
love by dive Ardeh.
produced with an all-star cast

Paramount's Long Island

studio.

Present

for its starting early in March,
immediately after Mr. Crosland fulfills a con-

plans

*

of the Zane Grey story,

"The Virgin

tures.

VALENTINO'S PICTURE

ist,

has had no greater exponent, no greater constructive force, no
stronger unit of potentiality than has been
and is reflected in your personality.
Genial,

cast for her

COMPLETE PREPARATIONS FOR

outstanding figure in
the Motion Picture Industry almost since
its inception.
Your strong initiative, indomitable
energy,
and
executive
ability
have made possible your remarkable accomplishment.
You have progressed with the Industry
and have kept pace with every change and
development in production and distribution.
No individual in the Industry today is
personally known to the Exhibitors of the
United States, to the extent and to the

L.
of

tion

actress.

You have been an

the

Get

Married" is the latest vehicle
Lafayette, and it gives her wide
range to display her beauty and talent. The
production was made in Hollywood.
The story is by W. M. Counselman, and
originally bore the title of "The Vital Question."
It is a modern drama, delving into
the most serious problems of married life.
Andree Lafayette sprang overnight into a
place of prominence in the American screen
world.
Her appearance in this country was
brought about by her designation, by Richard
Walton Tully, as the most beautiful woman
in France.
Her work in "Trilby," her first
American picture, proved her to be a finished
for

call

tract with another

company.

for the production of "Sinners in
Heaven" are already under way and an announcement of the cast will shortly be forth-

Plans

coming.
*

*

*

COMPSON FILM IN DEMAND
Within one week after the

release

Wasteland," on which production will start
late this month, recently spent ten days in
Arizona seeking locations and writing* the

date of the

scenario at the same time.
Jack Holt will be featured in this picture
and the entire production will be produced in
The story will be filmed in the actual
color.
Arizona locale of the story and for this reason the scenarist deemed it advisable to familiarize himself with these locations before
writing the screen play.

Distributing Corporation, contracts have been
closed for its showing in the near future at
one hundred and forty-three first-run theatres
throughout the country. This is claimed as
a record in tlie quick sale of a picture, by
David R. Blyth, Selznick Director of Sales
and Distribution. The Rivoli Theatre in New
York heads the list.

man

to

official

new Betty Compson picture "WoWoman," distributed by the Selznick
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'HILL BILLY' WILL HAVE
ITS PREMIERE SOON
Jack Pickford Seeking New York
Theatre for Event
and his charming wife,
Marilyn Miller, noted light opera star, will
head the list of celebrities who will attend
the New York premiere of Jack's new photoplay feature, "The Hill Billy," a riproaring
melodrama of the Kentucky mountain regions
cut from a John Fox Jr. pattern.
Arrangements are now going forward for
the Broadway showing of this second Jack
Pickford release for Allied Producers and
The theatre from
Distributors Corporation.
v/hich "The 'Hill Billy" will be presented to
the New York public has not yet been announced, but it is definitely certain that it will
be one of the Broadway picture palaces, and
that the presentation will be accompanied by
all the pomp and cerernony of a road show attraction.

"The Hill Billy," which was produced under the working title of "Valley of the Wolf,"
is a genuine 100 per cent mountain melodrama,
with the love story of a boy and a girl of
the Kentucky hill regions as the basis for a
picturization of the simple lives and customs
of the mountaineers of that section of three
and four decades back. The picture is replete
with romance, action, thrills and plenty of
comedy, and photographically is described as
exquisite.
^

BROS. LISTED

ON

REINHARDT ENGAGED TO
DIRECT MISS DA VIES

NEW YORK CURB

Famous Director

Signs a Five Yedr
Contract With Cosmopolitan

Announcement was made this week
Warner Brothers
Motion Picture Company would be
listed on the Curb Market in New York.
The full statement issued by thercompany was as follows
"Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
have placed their stock on the Curb
Exchange Market, trading on which
that the stock of the

JACK PICKFORD

^

WARNERS

^

'WHEN A MAN'S A MAN' IS ONE
OF WRIGHT'S BEST
Sol Lesser, president of Principal Pictures
Corporation, which produced Harold Bell
Wright's story, "When a Man's a Man," reports a big advance demand for the picture.
The national release date is early in February.
Up to date, according to Mr. Lesser,
thousands of inquiries have been received
from exhibitors from all over the country.
He reports this is an unusual situation and
attributes it to the wide circulation of the
novel, which had an actual sale of 1,400,000
copies.

Edward F. Cline directed the picture. In
the cast are John Bowers, Marguerite De La
Motte, Robert W. Frazer, George Hackathorne and others equally popular.

'T'HE

Cosmopolitan Corporation has announced the engagement of Max Reinhardt, the German director, whose production
-»

Mr. Reinhardt, under the

contract, will receive one of the largest salaries ever paid to
a director of fnotion pictures, and he will devote twelve weeks in each year to the supervision of production.
The negotiations with Mr. Reinhardt were

made

in the near future.
"Giving effect to this new financing,
the net worth of the Warner Brothers
Motion Picture Company, Inc., is over

The

earnings

conducted personally by William Randolph
Hearst, president of the Cosmopolitan Corperation,
who witnessed the American
premiere of "The Miracle," and who was so
impressed with the staging of the production that he immediately sought the services

1923

for

five
'

years.

on Tuesday, January 22.
Application to list this stock on the
New York Stock Exchange will be

amounted

being presented at the
in a

is

Century Theatre, to direct Marion Davies
series of motion pictures for a period of

will be started

$5,000,000.

"The Miracle,"

of

approximately 20 per cent
of this worth. The indications are that
the earnings for 1924 will amount to
more than doublt that of 1923, or at
least 40 per cent."
to

of the famous director.

The German

CHARLES CHAPLIN DRAMA IS
BOOKED FOR LONDON RUN
An

established precedent in the showing of

American photoplays

in England has been
broken by the booking of the Charles Chap-

lin production, "A Woman of Paris," without the usual formality of a public preview.
The directors of the New Tivoli Theatre
booked the famous Chaplin drama for a four
weeks run, starting FelDruary 25, after only
viewing the picture at a private screening.

MANY

VISITORS FROM ALL OVER
REGISTER AT ARROW

Among the visitors at the Arrow office in
New York, during the past week were Ben
Wilson, Ashton
Morris Schlank

Dearholt, Billy West and
all
of California
R. S.
Mason, president Cumberland Productions,
producer of Broadway-Billy West Comedies
Fred Cubberley and Bert Goldman of Finkel;

and Rubin interests, Minneapolis Bob
Lynch of the American Feature Film Company, Philadelphia, and his manager John
Bethel
Ben Amsterdam of Masterpiece Atstein

;

will take

him

director's new duties probalDly
entirely away from regular stage

productions throughout the period of the new
agreement.
Mr. Reinhardt will begin work
upon the production immediately following
that of "Janice Meredith," the name of which
is

as yet unannounced.

^

^

^

FLORIDA PICTURE PRODUCTION
SHOWING INCREASE
On his return from a four weeks survey
of Florida, Ernest Shipman was enthusiastic
about the possibilities for Winter production
in that state.
He declared his intention to produce at least two of his future productions
there.

Mr. Shipman declares Florida wants picture
production and

is

willing to co-operate to the
encourage legitimate

fullest possible extent to

venture.

He

also

declared that several

independent

producers

have already announced their intention to visit Florida before deciding on the
locale of their winter stories.
The photography of D. W. Griffith's "White Rose" and
Rex Ingram's "The Pavement's End" proves

;

tractions,

DISTINCTIVE TAKES OPTION ON
CORONA STUDIO SITE
William O. Hurst has taken an option on a
plot of land three city blocks in area, situated
one and one half blocks north of the Lincoln
Avenue station of the Corona subway in the
York City. This
Borough of Queens,
plot is the one on which officials of Distinctive Pictures Corporation together with Mr.
Hurst and a group of associates plan to build
the giant co-operative motion picture studio,
original announcement of which was made at

Philadelphia

A.

:

Luchese

of

pendent Films,

Inc.,

Boston.

Lee Bradford paper
message in "Venus

unusual
the South

has
of

selling

Seas."

his

arrival

in

sunlight
*

equal

is

*

to

the

best.

*

GODFREY BUILDING ADDS NEW
FILMCRAFT TENANT

for film folk.
Rooms are completely
'

rounded by

equipped

—

and

air
the
tion for the editing of pictures.

ir

An

light

art title

of Louis

Meyer

and sur-

ideal

condi-

department under supervision
is also included in the prem-

adding greatly to the facilities offered the
editor or producer of pictures.
ises,

*

*

*

TO HONOR EDISON

London,

Abe Warner

presented himself at the offices
of the Film Booking Offices, Ltd., and in executive session with Arthur Clavering, head
of the British organization, is already immersed in the detail of final arrangements for
the distribution of the twenty pictures announced by Warner Brothers for 1924-5.
The enthusiastic reception of the Warner
Brothers "seven" and "big eighteen" by Great
Britain has proved so fruitful in results to
the F. B. O., that elaborate plans are now in
work for the further handling of the new
Warner Brothers product, which promises to
be bigger and better than ever.

Florida

Craftsmen Film Laboratories announce the
its new Public Cutting and Projection rooms on the top floor of the Godfrey Building, 729 Seventh avenue.
The location is the most convenient in New York

ABE WARNER IN LONDON
Immediately upon

that

opening of

New

the end of December.
The studio will be a multiple unit affair,
with nine stages and aS many individual carpenter shops, all supplied by a central power
and heating plant.

De

Luxe Film Company, Philadelphia and J. A.
McConville and Mr. Montague of the Inde-

BR&OFoRD.CoRPoRAT!o,N

„

iimmAK
YlfafTH SEAS'
Cl^RL^S ANO PEARLS.
LOVE -AN D ADVENTURES

MERMAIDS AND WONOFRS
OF THE SOUTH SEAS
.

-

Plans are being made by prominent motion picture men to honor Thomas Edison
with a luncheon, in commemoration of his
Mr.
birthday, which occurs on February 11.
Edison has accepted the invitation, and although a definite date has not yet been set
it will be within a few days of February 11.

The guest list will include about 150 of
the most prominent motion picture men in the
country and an effort will be made to have
Will Hays preside.
The suggestion of the
luncheon came from George, Kleine, who secured Mr. Edison's consent.

February

2,
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LEADERS ALL
Herbert Lubin

—Motion Picture Executive

'IHE

initial practical experience of Herbert Lubin in the motion picture
business was gained as a result of a desire to protect an
investment for reasons paralleling those of many of his
contemporary producers.
Mr. Lubin's entry into the
industry was as the owner of
a first run theatre. It had not
been his intention to give close
heed to the details of management, but like many another
business
man he quickly
learned that because of indifference on the part of some
he had trusted it would be
necessary for him to acquire
first-hand knowledge of de-

result that a five-piciure contract was secured for the re-

T

lease of

renewal of this contract
for five more productions was

—

obtained, arid that this action

was
was

on both sides
by the subsequent Saw}-er-Lubin special
"Quincy Adams Sawyer."
What is considered by Mr.
justified

attested

Lubin's friends as the best
business stroke of his motion
picture career is the consummation of the recent deal
whereby Associated First National will become the distributor of a series of productions
starring
Barbara La
"'.larr.

The development

tails.

So

S-L Productions.

A

was he found himself

it

getting deeper and deeper into the personal management
of his house. And as he got
into it the fascination of the

along lines of promotion, in
which he had been singularly
successful.

He had been responsible for the
erection of one of the largest apartment
hotels in Chicago, in a great measure
he had been responsible for the construction of the first film building in
Washington, and in other enterprisc-s
he had demonstrated capacity for putting over deals of large size.

J)ISTRIBUTION was among

the
of the industry's problems
that attracted the attention of Mr. Lubin.
It appealed to him, if anything,
as the most potent of the factors.
Following several conferences with
Richard A. Rowland, then head of
Metro Pictures Corporation, he secured the franchise to distribute Metro
first

product in Canada.
In the carrying out of the terms of
this contract he was responsible for innovations that improved the relations
between exchanges and exhibitors.
It was these departures as well as
Mr. Lubin's known ability in matters of
promotion and finance that attracted

Mr. Rowland, who sugexchangeman that his
proper sphere in the film world was

the attention of
gested to the

as a producer.

Accepting the advice

of

the

then

Mr. Lubin came to this
city and formed
a partnership with
Arthur H. Sawyer, who had enjoyed a

Metro

chief

this

In a little more than
fourteen months
Miss La
Marr has steadily climbed
from a position of the liTh'e
known player to the rank of
recognized star.
In a comparatively short
Space of time Mr. Lubin has
established himself as one of the leading independent producers, with releasing arrangements with Metro and First
National.
screen.

business gripped him.
Prior to his entrance into
theatre management Mr. Lubin's
experience had been

New York

of

under the guidance and
managem.ent of Mr. Lubin's
partner forms
one of the
business
romances of the
pla}-er

LEADERS ALL— HERBERT LUBIN
Because he brought to his work wide knowledge of
business conditions gained in promoting substantial
enterprises
because he went to the root of the
industry by gaining practical experience as an exhibitor; because he followed that up with an apprenticeship in distribution, emerging a full-fledged
journeyman
and because of these combined quali;

;

fications

he

has

succeeded

in

production.

JJERBERT LUBIN
man

long experience in the fields of exhibition, production and distribution.
It was shortly following this affiliation that Mary Miles Minter concluded
her contract with the American Film

Company.

Within eight weeks

from

termination of her contract with
Chicago concern Miss Minter,
under the management of Mr. Lubin,
s'gned a contract with Famous Players
calling for her starring services for
three years at_ a compensation running
into unususl figures.

the
the

jyjR. LL^BIN organized the Petrova
Pictures Corporation, which presented the Polish stage actress as a
screen star in her own right. The companv was one of the first, if not the
fii-st, rf
the independent organizations
presenting a star of size in her own
T>roduf~tions and marked a new era in
the matter of big specials, individually
exnloited.

In between these

deals

Mr. Lub'n

was negotiating with Metro in behalf
of Mr. Sawyer and himself, with the

is

a

self-made-

every sense. Like many of
his fellow-executives, he
is
a young
man, being now a little over thirtyfive years old.
He secured his broad education by
in

work and special schoolever on the alert to acquire
knowledge, which is one of the chief
reasons why he is responsible for one
innovation after another in the way of
departure from custom. If he conceives a better way to do a thing he
does not hesitate to "go to it."
His friends believe he is far from the
top of his ladder, and intimate that
right now he is working on an idea so
novel and so radical that if he promotes
to a successful conclusion it will
it
mean a revolution in distribution.
Judging by his past performances,
which up to date have registered a large
degree of success, it is entirely possible that shortly he will have another
notch in his gun.
Personally he is generous to a fault.
Also he is decisive in speech and dydint of night

ing.

He

namic

is

in action.

say of any man.

And

that

is

a lot to
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Blystone.,

Good

Mix and

Make

Pelley

Poster Combination

from
ASIDE
"Ladies to

containing all the elements of "silent sellers" Fox's paper on
Board," has a story in back of its composition which merits
repeating.
For example, the theme of the 6 sheet herein depicted represents a climatic moment in which the intention of the author is as unmistakably
conveyed as though the poster had been made first and the scene written to
correspond. Another case of material from the pen of William Dudley Pelley
which lends itself so admirably to exploitation in a form that means much to
the exhibitor.

To return to the genesis of this 6 sheet, Tom Mix,, star of "Ladies to Board,"
Jack Blystone, the director, and a delicious assortment of feminine peaches have
ably combined to produce an efrect that is so delightfully suggested in the poster.
What happens in the scene is this: The guests are enjoying themselves
around the banquet table and to all intents and purposes figure that hardly anything could be added to supplement the pleasure and joyousness of the occasion.
-n..^ ^1
,,1
•"'^"rvention of Blystone, Mix and Pelley, who
not only know what movie patrons want, but are not averse to

—

'

1

—

—

4.

providing the characters in the
play with a few extra sensations,
gratis.

Accordingly at a given signal in
which Tom Mix fires a gun, from
out of a sort of shoot-the-shoots
contraption that has been built
from the ceiling to the edge of
the table, comes hurtling pell mell
a net full of laugha huge net
ing, wiggling, alluring creatures,
looking for all the world like
dancing cloud-nymphs shot from

—

a fairy sky.

W OW

!

lessl}'

Mark

that

day hope-

embalmed when dashing

cavaliers are immune to the thrilling sensations of such a gorgeous
The men folks around
repast.
and for that
this festive table

—

—

are no exmatter, the ladies too
where
situation
a
to
ception
aforesaid immunity is conspicuous by its absence, and the joyous
response and clapping hands amply attest to the fact.
The difference between the
above story and the six sheet in

question is that the latter tells at
a glance what the written version
takes so many words to convey.
That is the test of poster art.

nnHE

above story on the 6 sheet

of 'Ladies to Board' drives home
more than ever the thought that good
posters
'pretty.'

are

not

The

ones

that

are

just

basic idea, vuhich is ad-

mirably conveyed in this instance,

is

a theme that has unquestioned com-

mercial value, and yet retains
essentials that
artistic

make for

composition.

all

the

attractive

and

Such elements

qualify a poster as a "silent seller."

-

:

February
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Up and Down Main Street
^SOUVENIR' HAS ELEMENTS

OF NEWS VALUE
Incidents in Story Are Matters of

Keen Public
A

Interest

and Percy Marmont will
make their second public appearance under the Halperin flag on March 9 when
"Souvenir," in which they are starring, will
be released by Associated Exhibitors.
Two distinctly modern and much discussed
ideas have found their way into the film as
well as items of scientific importance. Events
surrounding the downfall of the Royalists
in Russia and the "Red" upheavel at the
time of the revolution, are incidents of importance in the new picture.

The producer, Victor Halperin, is said to
have incorporated, in a dramatic way, the
discovery and practical application of the electronic theory of vibration as presented to the
medical and scienticfic worlds by Dr. Albert
Abrams. Dr. Abrams himself supervised the
making of these scenes which are scientifically accurate.

The

the film involves subjects
items of news to the public
will probably do much for the picture in the
line of unsolicited publicity through the news
columns.
Many exhibitors have made the
statement that a picture containing a news
subject will prove as valuable in attracting a
large audience as the name of a well liked
star. For this reason great hopes are held out
for this new feature.
fact

GEORGE WASHINGTON
POSTERS SNAPPY

was appearing

Set Features Different Phases of Story

in a picture.
Requests for pictures poured into the Selz-

nick

GNES AYRES

which are

bride's parents.
The metropolitan newspapers devoted much space to the gossip at the
time but it was as nothing compared to what
followed when it was learned that the Count

that

still

*

*

offices,

plied.

The

and the demand was quickly supresult was a phenomenal amount
publicity in the form of stills from
One could hardly hope for better

of pictorial
the picture.
exploitation material.
*

*

*

TWIN WESTERN PREMIERES OF
'LUCRETIA LOMBARD'
The Granada Theatre

San Francisco, and
the California Theatre in Los Angeles were
both showing the same picture at the same
time and yet there were probably very few
people who recognized it as the same film.
In San Francisco, the home of the author,
Kathleen Norris, the picture was booked under its original title, "Lucretia Lombard,"
while in Los Angeles the billboards announced
the arrival of "Flaming Passion."
And yet
it is precisely the same picture, the difference
in name being merely an accommodation for
the benefit of exhibitors who might find the
more descriptive title of greater value to
in

them.
Irene Rich and Monte Blue co-star in the
picture of marriage and divorce and they are
supported by a strong cast. The film had its

world premiere
Broadway where

in
it

New

York's far-famed
was very kindly received.

—

If this were a movie story and not a story
of the movies this article would be titled,
"The Rise of Edith Allen." Yet while all
the elements of fiction are there, the rise of
Miss Allen from the ranks of the cabaret
performer, to a prominent place on the screen,
is a true story.

—

Rex Ingram

A

has

'THAT'S what

Vitagjaph is doing in this poster
which depicts one of the elaborate party scenes
featured in the newest divorce problem film. Action?
Well, study the poster and then judge for yourself.

attractive

been prepared by

set

of

posters

Warner Brothers

for their latest Wesley Barry picture, "George
Washington, Jr.," which will be released
sometime in l^ebruary.
This is the hrst
Barry picture in which young "Freckles" appears as a strapping adolescent in immaculate
"tux," and particular pains were taken to put
into all the billboard material in
screen version of the George M. Cohan
stage success.
'ihe twenty-four sheet shows young Wes
gazing dubiously before a portrait of the first
father of our counry, and wpndering how he
got through life without telling a single
The six-sheet pictures Wes
whooper."
colonial garb, hatchet in hand, explaining
something to a group of bathing beauties in
The three sheets show him
one-piece suits.
being choked by the mighty hands of Dick
Sutherland, and also preparing to run away
from home. The others carry on the humorous
and dramatic situation with which this production is interspersed.
Two one-half sheets, measuring 14x42 are
also offered, to complement the usual array of

"class"
this

m

'

billboards.

"SGeorge Washington, Jr.," is the story of a
young fellow who doesn't care how much it
the truth about other people, esget hurt. Escapades among
a band of Bolshevists figure prominently and
Barry has around
lend speed and comedy.
him a cast composed of Gertrude Olmstead,
Leon Barry, Charles Conklin, Otis Harlan,
pecially

SAY IT WITH DANCING

FAME OF MERITS OF
PAST PERFORMANCES

RISES TO

With Wesley Barry

SPECIALLY

hurts to

*

JR.

William

Mai

St.

tell

when they

Courtwright and Edward Phillips.
Clair directed the picture.

'GOING UP' CLIMBS STEADILY

FOR THREE DAYS
Associated Exhibitors has received the
following letter from H. A. Berbracht of
the Ames Theatre Company, which lately
closed runs of Douglas MacLean in "Going
Up" at the Princess and Ames Theatres,

discovered the young woman
cabaret in Chicago and saw possibilities
for her in the movies.
Consequently he gave
her the second role in "Scaramouche" and by
so doing helped her to no small portion of
fame. The public and the critics singled out
her work as worthy of mention and predicted
a real future for her.
On the merits of her past accomplishments,

'Going Up,' which I believe is
duction,
one of the finest pieces of entertainment
we have been able to offer our patrons for

Whitman Bennett and H. Clay Miner have

a

in a

signed her up for a definite period with a
series of options on her services thereafter.
Her name in the future, however, will be
Hedda Lind, a name which was more or less
arbitrarily selected because of the fact that
it is
Scandinavian.
Miss Allen is of Scandinavian extract and is very suggestive in
type of the Scandinavian peoples.
Work on the production of a new film in
which Miss Lind will be starred in an emotional part, will begin shortly under the direction of Mr. Bennett.
*

Hi

*

SOCIETY GOSSIP GIVES 'QUEEN
OF SIN' MIGHTY BOOST
A

peculiar trick of fate has called Selz"The Queen of Fate" into emphatic
prominence in the past week or so.
Numbered in the cast is one Count Ludwig Salm
Von Hergestraten, who is none other than the
Count Hergestraten who recently married the
.'socially prominent Millicent Rogers
and several million dollars.
Wide publicity has been given this marriage
which entirely startled society as well as the
nick's

—

in

Ames, Iowa
have just finished running your pro-

"We

long period.
It could easily be called
'entertainment that entertains.' They all
Equally as many laughs as in
liked it.
'The Hottentot.'
"I am sorry we had it on the coldest
days we have had in Iowa for years, but
even at that it picked up every day, the last
day being the largest of the three, which
speaks well for the drawing power of the
production."
*

*

*

'THROUGH THE DARK' BOOKED
FOR SECOND WEEK
Booked for a one week run at the New
York Cameo Theatre where it was to have
its world premiere, the management found
it necessary to prolong the engagement of
''Through the Dark" to accommodate the
enthusiastic audiences which clamored for

The

picture is a Cosmopolistarring Colleen Moore who
has recently leaped to fame in "Flaming
Moreover it brings back to the
Y^outh."
screen "Boston Blackie," the hero of Jack
Boyle's crook stories from one of which,
"The Daughter of Mother McGinn," the
new film is a picturization.

admittance.
tan

attraction

-
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'Thy
The

Name

Name

Is

Womah' on Way

arrival of the print of
Is

Woman,"

to East

Metro's "Thy

awaited in New York
This is Fred Niblo's new
is

"Name

the Man," "Under the Red Robe,"
"Through the Dark," "Unseeing Eyes," and
"The Steadfast Heart." The bookings are
to

take effect immediately.

with anticipation.
production made from the recent stage success

and stars in the cast, Ramon Novarro and
Barbara La Marr as well as Robert Edeson
The play was
the well-known stage star.
originally written by a German and played
in Germany, Austria and Spain before it made
its

way

to this country.

Toledo Houses Book 'Midnight Alarm'
"The Midnight Alarm" has been booked
by thirty-two theatres in Toledo for showing
on fourteen consecutive play days. The story
is a romance based on the life of a fireman
whom it glorifies. Like bookings are being
made on "The Man Next Door," "On the

Man from

Banks of the Wabash," and "The
Brodney's."
*

*

*

'On Time' Stars Richard Talmadge
"On Time" has been the name selected for
new Richard Talmadge picture which
Henry Lehrman has just completed for Truart.
Here again the stunt actor is given
ample opportunity to demonstrate some rethe

feats of strength and dexterity.
picture it is understood that he
will release a whole hatful of new stunts
which are woven into an ingenious story in

markable
In this

new

which there

is

a marked element of mystery.
*

*

*

Three Circuits Book Goldwyn Films
As an outcome of an agreement between
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan and the Keith, Proctor and Moss circuits, there will be booked
at these theatres in New York and vicinity,
five of the newest productions being disThese include
tributed by this concern.

A METRO
PICTURE

Mary Pickford
The

Picture to

actual filming of

Mary

Appear Soon
Pickford's

new

picture, "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"
is
entirely completed and Marshall Neilan,
the director, and his staff are now busy on the
editing and cutting.
No definite release date
has been set, but the picture will be released
through United Artists and will probably
reach the public some time in March.

Fairbanks Film Ready for Release
Simultaneous with the completion of Mary
Pickford's film, Douglas Fairbanks finished
his work on "The Thief of Bagdad."
It will
be given the usual Fairbanks presentation in
New York at one of the legitimate theatres
with possible showings in other key cities to
follow. Plans for distribution are being held
up pending the premiere of the picture in New
York some time in March.

Mae Murray and Monte Blue

Starred
Monte Blue has been loaned to Metro by
Warner Brothers to play the lead with Mae
Murray in "Mademoiselle Midnight," a Robert Leonard production.
The arrangement results from the desire of the movie fans,
who have made their wish known through
hundreds of

letters,

to see these

two starred

together again.
*

*

*

Cold Wave Can't Keep Crowds Away
Apparently the breezy Chicago days can't
discourage the enthusiastic movie goers if the
attendance record at the showing of Charlie
Chaplin's "A Woman of Paris," released by
United Artists, can serve as a measuring stick.
Coincident with the arrival of the picture at
the Orpheum Theatre, came a bitter cold
wave and not much was hoped for in the way
of attendance at the theatre.
But that was
once that Aaron Jones, the manager, figured
without reason, for the crowds which swarmed
to the theatre in the first two days were
greater than any before, excluding the audiences that attended "Rosita." Mr. Jones sent
his congratulations to the president of United
Artists, and complimented him on his judgment in taking over the film.

Numerous 'Name the Man' Bookings
Some very interesting and encouraging
bookings are being piled up for Goldwyn's
Victor Seastrom production, "Name the Man."
In addition to sixteen simultaneous first run
showings in key cities, the film has to its
weeks at the Broadway
two weeks at the Newark
Rialto and one week runs at other New Jerhouses.
Kansas City and Colorado
sey
Springs theatres have also set dates for show-

credit

also,

Strand

in Detroit,

three

ing of the film.

'Scaramouche' Scoring Unusual Hit
Apparently Philadelphia is still very much
excited by the arrival of Rex Ingram's Metro
release, "Scaramouche" which opened at the
Aldine Theatre on Christmas day. Although
the house is selling at a top price of $1.65
with a two a day showing it seems unable
to accommodate the tremendous crowds which
try to elbow their way in at each performance.
Although no special exploitation was done on
the feature other than extra newspaper space
and more elaborate theatre display, the production has enjoyed such powerful word of mouth
advertising that it immediately began -breaking records. It is still continuing on its good
start.

*

Possibilities in

*

*

Mickey Bennett

Another child actor who
prominence and fame is

is

gradually rising

Mickey BenMr.
one of Whitman Bennett's finds.
Bennett sees great possibilities in the youngster who" exhibits some fine flashes of ability
in his part in "Loyal Lives," a story which
extols the United States post office employee.
In this bit he justified Mr. Bennett's interest
in him and opened the way for a great career for himself as a child actor.
to

little

nett,

AMetroPicturei

'Conductor 1492' Gets the Laughs
Very

Johnnie Hines
movie audiences in
all parts of the country.
In his "Conductor
1942," the script of which he wrote himself,
he succeeds in making the world laugh with
him by laughing at himself. The picture is
pulling strong everywhere which is probably
due to the many gags with which he has
is

steadily

and

endearing himself

rapidly

to

interspersed this story of the adventures of

who has come to this country
to try his luck, with nothing but a few copan Irishman,

pers and a mascot doll. His interpretation of
the part in a clean-cut, pert manner is not
only gaining for him a great many admirers
but also an enviable reputation as a wholesome screen comedian.

THE NAN LIFE

PASSED BY
WITH

'Banks of the Wabash' Hits Bullseye
"On the Banks of the Wabash" is appar-

GAZE AND WONDER
Broadcasts

Mae

Murray

from

her

expression

on

attractive three
sheet
poster.
Even in so
small a space she manages to give the very decided
impresssion of extreme grace and rare chic.
this

ently hitting the bullseye if one can judge correctly from the booking reports.
Cleveland
and Toledo both report group bookings on this
J. Stuart Blackton production which is released
by Vitagraph.
Beginning January 20 the
picture began its tour of fifty Cleveland theatres while in Toledo it was signed up for
Ohio is
joint runs at twenty-five houses.
apparently interested in what happened "On
the Banks of the Wabash."

A NOTABLI CAST INCkUOmS

Hobart Bosworlh-CuUen Landis
Eva Novak- Jane Novak
Percy Mannonl
aVICTOR SCHERTZIN6ER

PRODUCTION

GET OUT!
These two might be father and son or rivals for
the same woman's hand, but whatever their relation
their respective attitudes on this poster are stimulating the puMic interest and drawing theatre patrons.

;
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Combating Picketing Influence

a Colonel Cole?

News from

the Southwest Region tells us
that Colonel Cole is working rapidly on a
project to have an expert projectionist travel
through Texas in the interest of member ex-

Apparently a successful method of combating evil influences of picketing by unions has
been conceived by Jack Roaraback of The
World in Motion, a down town house of

hibitors.

Kansas City.
A permanent injunction recently was
granted the Ashland theatre, a suburban house,
against picketing by unions, but Mr. Roarar
back as yet has not applied for an injunction.
He formerly was a motion picture operator.
His house now is being picketed by the operators' union of Kansas City.
To offset the "bawling" of the picket Mr.
R-oaraback had a large sign placed in front o^

that the man's services be offered to members to get their machines into
exact repair and to ofifer instruction in projection and care of machines to the operators.

His plan

is

The purpose is to improve box office intake
through better projection and cut down losses
due to destroyed films. In connection with the
subject of destroyed films several exchanges
absolutely mutilated
practically gone on
Parone side, all due to poor projection.
ticularly in a case where a manager of several houses, who cannot keep a constant eye
of things, is this plan good in which case
he would be a substantial beneficiary if Colonel Cole's plan were in operation.
* * *

report

films

returned

some with sprocket holes

Theatre Activity in South
Newspapers of Atlanta, Georgia, declare
that Louis Cohen of Southern Enterprises
has practically closed negotiations on a Famous Players project to build a theatre at
Peachtree and Cain Streets, Atlanta, to be
operated jointly by Famous and the Keith
The reported cost is $750,000.
interests.
Meanwhile Famous Players have taken over
a piece of property on Franklin Street, Tampa,
Fla., on which a 2,000 seat theatre will be

This will make the

built.

erated by
It is

build a

Famous

in

fifth

house op-

Tampa.

also reported that R. D. Craver will
new theatre at Charlotte, N. C.

HILK

not unusually different, one cannot mistake the type of film this poster heralds and
the
popular star,
Colleen
Moore,
the name of
attracts attention immediately.
As do the names
of the supporting cast.

'VfT

National Theatre Transfer
Frank Vesley has been transferred by the
National Theatre Syndicate from the Woodland,

Calif.,

While news comes that the Roosevelt and
Chicago, Balaban and Katz houses of Chicago,
have raised their admission prices. Just the reverse news, is received from Seattle to the
effect that The Coliseum has reduced admisAlso the
sion prices to twenty-five cents.
Heilig, Seattle, recently announced a twentyfive cents admission as part of its new policy.
The increase of the Roosevelt and Chicago
amounts to five cents on week days and ten
cents on Sundays.

theatres.

P. T. O. A. Elections

recent election of the Bronx M. P.
T. O. Association, John J. Whitman was reJohn C.
elected president, his twelfth term.
Bolte was re-elected vice-president for the
fourth time Henry Cole, executive secretary
L. Jacobs, trustee for three year term; A.
Leff, two year trustee; H. Stravita, one year
trustee,
and William Wilson, sergeant-at-

At the

;

arms.
*

*

*

Buffalo Showman Seriously 111
Mr. M. C. Wiley, owner of the Seneca,
which was formerly the Red Jacket Theatre,
Buffalo, New York, is seriously
pected he will recover.

Daigkr

to

ill.

It is

Hal E. Daigler, well-known showman is
to have charge of a leading theatre in Minneapolis.
He was house manager of the Blue
Mouse,

Seattle,

for

several years

and

Showman

*

*

Invests $375,000.

Oliver C. Hammond, a Chicago theatre
owner, has just brought a fireproof apartment
house worth |375,000, in that city.

Wish Mr. Hughes Luck

Clarence Hughes, who last year suffered
a double loss in the death of his father, fol-

lowed almost immediately by a fire whicn
completely destroyed his theatre in Carlisle,
Wash., is rebuilding and will shortly re-entejr
the game as an exhibitor.
*

*

of the Tulare, Tulare, California,

R. Reardon.

lage, figured in a

from Paul
Robert A. Hazel will manage
for the new owners.
*

*

Vaudeville Picture Houses
Boston is to have two new vaudeville-pictures theatres
The construction is now under
One, the new Keith house, is going
way.
up at the corner of Washington and Essex
Streets, while the other is the new Gordon,
to be built on property adjoining the Wilbur
Theatre on Tremont Street.
*
St.

Louis's

*

*

rumiing fight with a bootlegger the other night, in which shots were

Mr. Sands is a deputy sheriff. The bootby mistake, came to his house, and
intormed the exhibitor that he had his "load?'
outside.
Mr. Sands later covered him with
his revolver and then having his wife surrlmon two other deputies, started with the bootjlegger,

legger for the county jail in Canton.
The
bootlegger made a break for liberty in Canton,
however, and managed to escape as the bulflew thick

lets

and

Philadelphia House Re-opened
The Ridge Avenue Theatre, which has been
closed for about a year, was re-opened the
H. L.
later part of January as the Elk.
Kapner of the Jefferson and Park, assumes

management.

Two More for the West Coast
The West Coast Theatre is growing fast
and the latest additions are the new Balboa
in

*

San Diego, California
*

fast.

*

Most Popular Man?

Just another little thing to make us glad
News
we're living in the twentieth century
comes from St. Louis, to the effect that Alderman Samuel Wimer, celebrated for thinking
up and introducing freak and unpopular bills,
has presented a measure to the Aldermen providing for a tax of one mill on each 50-cent
theatre admission.
* * *

and the Cabrillo

'

freely exchanged.

New

*

!

*
I

Good News Can Always Wait
Dave and Samuel
their

Liberty theatre,

who

Harding,

Kansas

City,

|

leasejd

to

Uni-

versal not long ago, have an unfortunate habit
of being out of town when capacity crowds
are to be seen. They were in Omaha attending to alterations of their house last week
while the Liberty was "standing 'em up" witfi
"A Woman of Paris.' But they heard aboi^t
it when they returned.
|

Three Cheers for Mr.

Newman

Frank L. Newman, owner of the Newman
and Royal theatres, had a big birthday at the
Hotel Murhlroach, Kansas City, and everyone
from the boss down to the ticket punchers
made merry. A rousing cheer was tendered
Mrs. Newman, who has been in the organization twenty years and has not asked for
a raise.
|

*

Shorter Features Voted on
the meeting of the M. P. T. O. A. in
New York, held the week of January 18th,
one of the resolutions passed concerned the
The resolution favored
length of features.
"a reduction in the footage of feature motion
pictures as to hold all within a limit of six
reels at the most."

At

*

I

Lets

Sounds Like a Film Plot
Frank Sands, of Pyrites, a motion picture
theatre owner in the northern New York vil-

later,

of the Columbia.

*

i

Reardon Gives Up the Tulare
The T. & D. Jr., circuit has taken control

ex-

Manage New Theatre

*

j

!

Bronx M.

*

*

*

Concerning Admission Prices

Marysville, where the

to

office,

company operates three

his theatre, explaining to the public that he is
a motion picture operator and, as such, has
a perfect right to operate his own machine,
the same right as a barber or a plumber has
to work in his own shop.
The scheme is
working successfully. In fact, many exhibitors believe it is winning him new patrons.

Two New Loew Houses

in

Bronx
;

Crotona Parkway and Elsmere Place, comes back to the Loew fold
after several years and will show straight
pictures under the new name, Loew's Elsmere.
The other new house is Loew's Burnside at
It will be
Burnside and Walton Avenues.
devoted to pictures exclusively and seats 3,000.

The Elsmere,

at
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NOTICE

Joseph Paquet, who recently leased the
Canadian Theatre of Quebec City, has re-

Briefs

sumed

Harry Hardy, formerly with the Rialto, Atlanta, more recently with the Imperial, AnderSouth Carolina, has been transferred to
Greenwood, South Carolina, a Southern
Enterprises town.
W. A. Byers formerly in
Greenwood, goes to the Imperial, Anderson,
with supervision for a short time over Greenwood.

the

management

of the theatre himself

and has had the house re-decorated.
^

^

^

son,

THE UNDERSIGNED,
of

prietors

copyright

works, hereby notify

as

all

pro-

musical

in

concerned

of their adherence to the principle

proper compensation of composers, authors and publishers for the
public performance for profit of
their copyrighted works, and announce their affiliation with
of

*

*

*

Clark, new owner of the Electric
Maryville, Mo., left Kansas City
the other day with a bulging pocket of contracts, apparently bent on entering the film

Thomas

theatre,

business in style.

^

^

Ga., formerly operated by

W.

*
S. S.

Composers, Authors

Pleasa therefore,
that

on and

after

in the Carolinas,

1,

The

Henrietta, Okla.,
the policy.

Capitol, Raleigh,

and
*

*

1924,

*

*

*

*

All Rights Reserved

is

office in the

on news reel
Vaughan, branch manager.
*

including public performance for
profit, and license publicity to perform may be obtained only through

BELWIN, INC.

THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY
CARL FISCHER, INC.
FISCHER & BRO.

HAROLD FLAMMER, INC.
SAM FOX PUBLISHING CO.
WALTER JACOBS, INC.

A

complete

list

INC.

of the

*

*

H. F. Jamison has opened the Victory TheaMcRae, Ark.
*

Ace TheaM. Duval,

*

*

*

H. B. Brewerton has purchased the Rex
Theatre, and equipment at Red Deer, Alberta, from N. White and W. E. Lord, who
had operated the theatre successfully for some
years.

A. C. Reynolds has taken over the Star
Theatre, Parish, Alabama, formerly operThe latter firm
ated by Johnson Brothers.
will continue to operate their theatres in Dora
and Jasper, Alabama.

Mitchell,

^

*

*

=^

*

:f:

R. W. J. Betts will take over the management of both the Orpheum and Hippodrome
Theatres at Tulsa, Okla., in the near future.

^

"Cleve" Adams, F. B. O district manager,
has been unearthing old friends in Kansas
City. He formerly was district manager for

*

*

John Crovo, of the Lyric Atlanta, Ga.,
recently landed the entire back page of the
rotogravure section of the Atlanta Constitution for stills from "The Ten Commandments," which comes to Atlanta as a road attraction soon.
*

*

*

P. J. Nolan, proprietor of the Rex Theatre, Ottawa, was re-elected alderman in the
City Council of Ottawa on January 7 for
the ensuing year, representing Victoria Ward.
Alderman Nolan has been a member of the
Ottawa City Council for several years.

Universal.

*

*

*

George M. Findley has been appointed manager of the New Empire Theatre, Edmonton,
Alberta, in succession to Paul R. Vincent who
has gone to Montreal to join Trans-Canada
Theatres, Limited.

members

may be

C.

and has taken charge.

who

operates theatres in
G.
North Wilkesboro and Elkin, North Carolina,
has taken over the Grand, Newton, N. C.

the said Society.

of the said Society

*

Whitesboro, Texas, from

*

tre at

G.

SCHIRMER,

*

»

being met by the Kandrive being made
subjects, according to Cecil

Unusual success
sas City Pathe

G.

pictures

North

Charles D. Johnston, formerly of the Star
Theatre, Edmonston, N. B., has acquired the
Empress Theatre, West St. John, N. B.,
from A. C. Smith.

our copyrights,

J.

present

E. Hufford has purchased the

4:

as to

will

Carolina.

TAKE NOTICE

February

*

promoting a chain of "ten cent theatres"
has opened the latest addi-

is

tion to his chain,

and Publishers

*

*

as

B.

Stevenson, of Henderson, N. C, who

*

theatre at

J. A. Harrison has been appointed to manage the Royal Theatre at Nowata, Okla.
B. Morgan has purchased the Cozy Theatre at

tre at

Haines.

American Society of

*

J.

^

H. Kirk has taken over the Grand,

H.

Eastman,

Harve Miller is building a new
Heter Springs, Ark.

secured

Sidney Sampson, of Buffalo, one of the
heads of the Bond Photoplay Company was

Albany

in

by addressing

recently.

*
J.

American Society of
Composers, A uthors

M.

L.

Brown

*

*

has taken over the man-

agement of the Rialto Theatre
Texas.
*

*

at

Midland,

*

Walter Fogg has resigned as manager of
Capitol Theatre, Winnipeg, Man., and
has gone into other business.

the

and Publishers
56 West 45th

NEW YORK

St.

CITY

*

Norman

Uly

Hill, son of

S. Hill,

managing

Mark Strand and Troy theaconfined to one of the Albany hos-

director of the
tres,

is

pitals,

following an operation.
*

*

*

Sam Tuck, for many years manager of
Loew's Grand, Atlanta, is back in Atlanta,
with the road attraction, "Sally, Irene and
Mary" and renewing many old friendships.
*

*

With FRANK MAYO VIRGINIA VALLI
iy KinffVidor
FORD STEP-LING
A GOLDWYN PICTURE JUME MATHIS'^XJir
.

*

Arnold B. Huff, who owns and conducts
the Broadway, Capital and Orpheum theatres,
High Point, N. C, is spending and looking over sites in several Carolina towns.

ADVENTURE AND ROMANCE
of the film are brought out forcibly,
to tell the onlookers just what to expect and rouse
It supplements the title of the film,
their interest.
"Wild Oranges," to perfection.

These highlights

February

2,

1924
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Round About the Studios
SCHULBERG TAKES OVER

CASTING COMPLETED FOR

HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS

WARNER BROS. NEXT
Many Prominent

Preferred Pictures to Spend Over
Two Million in Transaction

PRODUCER HARRY RAPE

/^NE

of the most important picture producdeals in recent years was completed
this week when B. P. Schulberg announced
that he had taken over the Hollywood Studios as the future home of Preferred Pic-

"lion

picture

plant,

capable

of

m A Woman
'

production,_

Ernst Lubitsch production to be released
at
Strand on February 3; the latter for

numerous featured and starring

:

stories and plays will be acquired for pruduction as the company's product for the coming year.
Ten productions for which the stories already have been acquired, are to be filmed
at the new studios immediately.
Since existing contracts require that thev be completed
within six months it is probable that two
additional directors will be assigned to production work after the return of Mr. Schulberg from the East.

The

—

that will be started at
once "The Breath of Scandal." directed by
Gasnier being the first and the studio transaction involve an outlay of slightly more
than $1,500,000. With improvements that will
be started immediately the sum to be expended by the Preferred Pictures Corporation here will total in excess of $2,000.000.

productions

—

Because of the space available for production

work

the policy of leasing space to in-

dependent producers will continue.
Harold
Lloyd will keep his present Quarters and produce at the studios until the comnletion of
his own plant and independent producers will
continue to find opportunity to avail themselves of a co-operative plan that oromises to
make better productions possible at a greatly
reduced overhead.

which work will be started
at once are
"The Breath of Scandal." "The
Triflers," "When a Woman Reaches Forty,"
"My Lady's Lips," "The White Man." "The
Boomerang," "A Mansion of Aching Hearts"
and "Faint Perfume."
"Our main object in making the move is

The

pictures on
:

to acquire greatly increased facilities for picture making without exorbitant expenditures."
said Mr. Schulberg.
"The main requisite of
picture production today is the adoption of
business methods that will ofiter more entertainment more sincere picture making at a
lower cost. I am convinced that this change

accomplishes

ttieDaik
COLLEEN MOORE
./?<i«p(^a 6<,rr.i.K!-SMJ,i..., /»,..

S!».7, :«i

.rack Boylt

Di^cidhyCEORCn ,iiu>-"<osniopi.litanpro<iucti0n

Miller.
_

this.

we

are going to continue all
of our producing work on the West Coast.
Thc-e is no place in the world where the
facilities for continuous nroduction are greater
than right here in California."
"Incidentally,

LOUIS

B.

Two

pictures

from

stories

by well-known

authors comprise the Hodkinson January releases.
One of these is by the popular modern author, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and features
nienn Hunter and Clara Bow. "The Hoosier
Schoolmaster," the screen version of Edward
Eggleston's widely-read novel, was ready for
distribution

January

28.

who assisted in the direction of "A Woof Paris." He is aided by Sandv Rnth,
with Charles Van Enger at the camera. Mr.
Van Enger was chosen after proving his outstanding abilitv in "The Marriage Circle."
feature of the production will be the introduction of scenes representing a brilliant
ball held in New York, attended by leading
members of the theatrical orofession. This
aggregation of stage stars is said to be the
greatest assemblage ever brought to the screen
in
a single .production, and will give to
"Broadway After Dark" the most notable cast,
perhaps, ever assembled for a motion picture.

A

MAYER ACQUIRES

'BROKEN BARRIERS'

*

'MADEMOISELLE MIDNIGHT'

Higgin.

American

Mae Murray

has begun work on "Mademoiselle Midnight," under the direction of

girl

of good family and high education who has
the courage to openly defy established convention in the molding of her career. Daring
yet logical it presents a sincere and fearless
treatment of one of the big, vital problems
of this modern age.

In addition to its publication in book form
"Broken Barriers" was published by the Cosmopolitan, Magazine as a serial. It is familiar
to millions of people who will await with a
great deal of keen anticipation the appearance
of the screen version.

!|;

MAE MURRAY BEGINS WORK ON

direct the production from a scenario that is
to be prepared by Sada Cowan and Howard

story centers about an

Harry Rapf ProducMonta

man

Meredith Nicholson's widely read story,
"Broken Barriers," is going to be done in
motion pictures Winning out over close competition for the film rights, Louis B. Mayer
has acquired "Broken Barriers" and will produce it for release by Metro Pictures Corporation.
Reginald Barker will personally

The

direction of, this

has been put into the hands of

Bell,

MYSTERY STRESSED
This poster for Cosmopolitan's "Through the Dark,"
breathes the very air of mystery, unseen eyes and
horror.
It immediately arrests attention, not only
drawing the eye to the star, but the type of film.

Robert

Z. Leonard, which will be Miss Murray's third release for Metro this season. The
,

is being filmed on the coast.
Mr. Leonard has engaged Monte Blue to
plav the leading male role in the production

picture

while others of the supporting cast will include Arthur Edmund Carewe, Robert Edeson,
Otis Harlan, Johnny Arthur, Nick De Ruiz,
Evelyn Selbie. who appear in the story. For
the prologue John Sainpolis, J. Farrel MacDonald, Earl Schenck, Paul Weigel and
Clarissa Selwyne will enact the important
characters.

"Mademoiselle Midnight"

FIRST NATIONAL INITIAL 1924

PICTURE IN PRODUCTION
First National's first production for the new
year will be an elaborate screen translation
of "The Woman on the Jury," which was
started January 14th.

HODKINSON TO START NEW
YEAR WITH TWO FEATURES

The

tion

—

—

roles for vari-

ous producing companies.
Besides these two headliners
the cast is
composed of Norma Shearer, who climbed to
prominence bv her brilliant work in "Lucretia
Lombard," the adaptation of Kathleen
Norris' best seller;
Carmel Mvers. Vera
Lewis, Willard Louis, whose most recent appearance is in "Daddies": Gladys Tennyson,
Edgar Norton, Jimmy Ouinn, Mervyn Leroy
who played the bribed jockev in Johnny
Hines' picture, "Conductor 1492"; and Ethel

arrangements under which
not fewer than eighteen

to complete
rights to

of Paris," the Charles Chaplin

and "The Marriage Circle," the

the

sive of the elaborate lighting and other paraphernalia now installed there.
Mr. Schulberg immediately left for New

picture

week

announced the complete cast of "Broadway
After Dark," the Warner Brothers
screen
adaptation of the Owen David melodrama.
Prominent players have been engaged
aniong them Adolphe Menjou and Anna
q!
Nilsson. the former noted for his superb
work

housing from seven to ten production units,
is one of the most modern and fully equipped
studios in the world.
It is given a real estate value of approximately $400,000, exclu-

York

this

^

tures.

The Hollywood

Players to Appear in

'Broadway After Dark'

Sylvia Breamer
Players under consideration for supporting roles are high in the
regard of theatres and patrons but cannot yet
be named.
"The Woman on the Jury" thrilled New
York playergoers for a long run at the Eltinge
Mary Newcomb appeared in the
Theatre.
stage role for which Miss Breamer has been
Harry Hoyt wrote the adaptation
selected.
in collaboration with Mary O'Hara.

Harry O. Hoyt

with

all

will be produced
the elaborateness of the preceeding

Mae Murrav-Metro

will direct.

will play the leading role.

pictures.

Midnight" was written by
Leon Roberts. It is being directed by Robert
Z. Leonard for Tiffany Productions of which
M. H. Hoffman is general manas^er and Mr.
Leonard director general. It will be one of
Metro's early Spring releases.
"Mademoiselle

*

*

TITLE CHANGED TO 'MY MAN'
"My Man"

has been decided upon as the
George Randolph Chester's novel
which David Smith has inst finished for Vitagraph.
Patsy Ruth Miller and Dustin Farnum have the leading roles in a cast which
includes
Welch,
Niles
Margaret Landis,
Georsre Webb. William Norris, Edith Yorke
and Violet Palmer.
title

for
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PRODUCING 'DAN McGREW
WITH FINE CAST
La Marr

in Metroes Great

EW CODY

Pola Negri to Appear in 'Men' Under

Feature

Distinguished Polish Director

P

has been selected to play the

role of Dan
mont^ the husband,

McGrew and Percy MarJim

Elliott, in

"The Shoot-

announced some time ago Barbara La Marr
play

Known

is

the important role of "The Lady
as Lou."
Other names will be added

shortly.

"The Shooting of Dan McGrew" went into
actual production last week under the direction
of Clarence Badger.
It was adapted to the
screen by Winifred Dunn.
Mr. Badger has
selected Catalina Island as the location ground
for the important opening sequences.
After
he will take his company to Canada where
of the exterior scenes will be shot.
It
will take fully four months before "The
Shooting of Dan McGrew" is finished.

attraction, "Thy Name Is
Woman." Before that she appeared in Niblo's
"Strangers of the Night," also a Metro-Louis

Louis B.

Mayer

B. Mayer picture and taken from Walter
Hackett's famous international stage success,
"Captain Applejack."

Mr. Marmont comes
Shooting of Dan

—"The

to

McGrew"

his role in
also from a

Associated Authors,
!s,-«rsi,..

always

NO MORE
WOMEN?
Ah Ohioinai Storvv«^

"The
Metro

Scutw

EtMER HARRtS

'THE THIEF OF BAGDAD' MUSIC

SCORE COMPLETE
Mortimer Wilson,

famous composer who

has the distinction of holding more degrees
than any American musician, returned to
Hollywood from New York last week with
the completed musical score for "The Thief
of Bagdad," Dbuglas Fairbanks' forthcoming
film production.
Although Mr. Wilson obtained color and atmosphere from watching the production of
this picture, he felt his perspective would be
broader at a distance, and so finished his work

ji^M

ELMER HARRIf Phoductioi/
D,ttmc irllOYB INSHAHAM

^

\^

ARROW- presents
A DELL HENDERSON PRODUCTION-

"Qambling
supervision

Ben Wilson

„

Wives

with a superb castincludingMABJOR.IE DAW -WACO CliANt-BETTY FRANCISCOEDWARD EAR.LE-HEUDA HOPPEP,-CHAR,LIE MURRAY
/JOSEPH GiaARD BABY MARIE BROCK- FLO KENCE LAWRENCE
5T0BY BY

A5HT0NT LOCKE

POSTER RATED AA
Associated Exhibitors are using this attractive poster
It is catchy and
to advertise "No More Women."
in treatment and should prove to be a good
business getter.

light

in the East.
Mr. Wilson has evolved melodic
themes for each character in "The Thief of
Bagdad," and for each important situation.
These themes are the threads with which he
weaves his musical background, said by critics
to possess the impressive quality of- a sym-

phony.

VITAGRAPH PICKS CAST FOR
'BORROWED HUSBANDS'

SCREEN VERSION
tgLEOTA

M0RJ3AN

He

directed

is

Dimitri

the great

Polish

actress

same way that the names of Cecil B. De
Mille and D.

W.

Griffith are joined in

Amer'I

ica.

Buchowetzki's methods are marked by
strong originality and his success has been
achieved largely because of his ability to build
up powerful characterizations on the screen.
He is only thirty years of age.
*

*

*

AUTHORESS ON LOCATION WITH
EDWIN CAREWE COMPANY
Louise Gerard, the English authoress, who
wrote "A Son of the Sahara," which Edwin
Carewe is making into his next First National picture, has gone from England to
Touggourt, Algeria, where Mr. Carewe is
photographing some of the more spectacular
scenes of the production.

Mr. Carewe will film the interiors in the
This means that
Eclair Studio in Paris.
the Carewe company will be located in the
French capital for at least a month after its
The company
return from Biskra, Algeria.
will probably take up its work there sometime
during the first two weeks of the new year.
Mr. Carewe's cast includes Claire Windsor,

Rosemary Theby, Bert Lytell, Montague Love
They sailed from New
and Paul Panzer.
York early in November.

Vitagraph has selected another all star cast
for "Borrowed Husbands," the picturization
of Mildred K. Barbour's famous novel on
marriage and its problems, which David Smith
is producing at the Hollywood studios.
Florence Vidor is playing Nancy Burrard,
the leading feminine role, with RockclifTe Fellowes, Earle Williams, Robert Gordon and

"C^nd wkathave
rt~~~ Houtoofferme^
^^or security?

which Pola Negri
direction of

KATHltEN CllFfORD-H.Rf tVB SMITH•a^REIla BURTOIIGMQMPfll

finished.

at the studios.

in

one of her greatest European successes,
"Mad Love," and shortly after its appearance
wrote for her the story, "Men," which he
will now produce as a Paramount picture with
Miss Negri in the starring role.
Buchowetzki, who in Europe is known as
the producer of such great pictures as "Peter
the Great," "Danton" and "All for a Woman," is bracketed with Lubitsch in much the

MAHMOORE^' MADGE BELLAMY

Man

"The Shooting of Dan McGrew" is being
photographed by Rudolph Berquist. The technical direction is in charge of the large Metro
stafif

inc.

flR -Ji:'sr^i

fRCStNT

Life Passed By," which
Victor Schertzinger recently completed.
Lew Cody has played so many big roles
that it is unnecessary repeat them. He is universally known and admired.
His acting ia
picture

"Men,"

in

this

Barbara La Marr comes to this role straight
in Fred Niblo's new Metro-

for

to appear under the

land.

many

from her playing

LANS

Buchowetzki are already under way at the
Paramount West Coast studio and production
work will commence early in February following Miss Negri's return from her project
trip to New York.
Paul Bern has been engaged to prepare the continuity.
Buchowetzki is of the same nationality as
Pola Negri, both having been born in Po-

ing of Dan McGrew," the Sawyer-Lubin production of Robert W. Service's famous poem
which Metro will release late this season. As
to

FILM

FEBRUARY

IN

Lew Cody, Percy Marmont, Barbara

T

NEW NEGRI

START

Kathryn Adams in leading parts. The selection of Miss Vidor came after a long consideration of many popular leading women by
the director and Albert E. Smith, president.
The success of Miss Vidor in "Main Street"
won the engagement for her. Miss Vidor's
latest screen successes include "Conquering the
Woman," "Alice Adams," "Dusk to Dawn,"
"Real Adventure" and "Woman Wake Up."
"Borrowed Husbands," is a widely known
novel.
It was printed simultaneously in more
than one thousand newspapers in the United
States which created a ready made audience
It is the second book
for the exhibitors.
published by Harper Brothers to which Vitagraph purchased world picture rights.
^

^

^

DOROTHY FARNUM DOES SCRIPT
FOR 'TAMING OF THE SHREW
Dorothy Farnum has completed the scenario for the screen version of "The Taming of the Shrew," in which Bebe Daniels and
Norman Kerry play the leading roles under
the direction of William Beaudine.

OFFER MAY KEEP DAGMAR
GODOWSKY IN EAST
Although

plans

had

Dagmar Godowsky

been

formulated by
Los Angeles

to leave for

to renew her picture work out there, a new
offer that reached her several hours before
train time has temporarily halted her going

West.
Miss Godowsky, although she has not divulged the nature of the offer that will keep
her here in the East, has made several attempts to return to Hollywood. But film work
here in the East has kept her busy; as did
renewing her extensive wardrobe for picture
work.
News regarding Dagmar's latest affiliation
should be forthcoming shortly.
.

*

*

*

BLACKTON CONFERS WITH
SMITH ON 'BETWEEN FRIENDS'
upon

his arrival in
a conference with
Albert E. Smith, president of Vitagraph, concerning his new picture "Between Friends,"
from the novel by Robert W. Chambers. Lou
Tellegen, who accompanied Mr. Blackton to
the coast, will Tiave the leading role and Alice
J.

Stuart

Hollywood

Blackton

last

week held

Calhoun will play the principal feminine

part.

—
February
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
'ABRAHAM LINCOLN'
IS A GREAT PICTURE
George Billings in Title Role Gives
a Moving Interpretation of the
Martyred President

ABRAHAM

LINCOLN. Presented by Al
and Ray Rocket. Story by Frances Marion.
Direction by Phil Rosen. Photographed by
Robert
Kurrie
and Lyman Broening.
Length, About 10,500 Feet.
THE CAST

Abraham Lincoln
Anne Rudedge
Mary Todd
Nancy Hanks

Gearge A. Billings

Ruth

Clifford

Nell Craig
Irene Hunt

Jack Armstrong
Denton Offut

Pat Hartigan
Otis Harlan
Louise Fazenda
William Moran

Sally

John Wilkes Booth
General Grant

Walter Rogers

By George Blaisdell

THE

brothers

Rocket have

performed a
the industry and the

distinct service to
public in the production of "Abraham Lincoln."
They have given us a deeply moving
story of the man who in the minds of millions
is America's greatest citizen.
It is a finely
presented tale and one that holds the interest
tightly, with hardly a let-up from the beginning to the end.
Of course, the first concern in a historical
drama is as to the identity of the man who is
to portray the chief character.
Let it be said
right here that George Billings will meet the
expectations of the multitude and meet them
in a most gratifying way.

The Lincoln of Billings is a remarkably
faithful characterization, estimating it from
the historical viewpoint rather than with the
knowledge that comes from personal observation.
As to the latter point we must wait
to hear from the comparatively few still living who knew or had seen the Great President.
Mr. Billings impersonates most gratifyingly
the Emancipator in the quieter, more kindly
moods, .in his many melancholy moments. No
attempt is made to show Lincoln as the story
teller of his age or at least of his community.
Neither is there present quite the
or the magnetic oratory which we look
The
for, the power deeply to move throngs.
mob scenes as a whole, however, are splenfire

didly treated.
No scene that

even in "The White
powerful pathos
the portrayal of the death of Anne Rutledge,
where nearing the close of the sequence the
young lawyer lifts up the dying Anne from
her bed and carries her to her window that
once more she may look upon the great oak
under the shade of whidh the two had so
often seen the sun sink over the lake.
It was a hushed house that followed every
move of the players and a house that was
Of the many times that
deeply impressed.
Mr. Billings brought home to his audience the
fine character of the great American none
more vividly revealed the soul of the Lincoln that is idealized by his countrymen.

Rose"

we

overmatches

recall
in

its

The

story literally traverses the life of the
from his birth in the cabin
shut ofif from the world by a raging blizzard
to his death under such tragic circumstances,
at the peak of his career, when his detractors
had been silenced and the world was at his

great worries of the war culminating in the
tragedy.
All of these are splendidly portrayed. For
much of the thoroughness with which this
dramatic recital is unfolded we are inclined
to feel credit must be due to Frances Marion,
who wrote the story. And in saying this we
are in no measure minimizing the almost endless and as it proved skilled labor involved
in research and later in direction and supervision on the part of the many who stood
behind the camera.
In the writing of a necessarily brief review
of this outstanding production it is possible
only to touch upon some of the higher lights
to indicate but a few of the many scenes
that deeply impress.
Among these are those of the birth of
Abraham, of the home life of the boy, of
the fight with the bully, the courting of
Anne, the New Orleans slave market, the
death of Anne, the debates, and all the more
important incidents of the Washington years
including the Cabinet meetings, the battles,
the Gettysburg speech, the White House ball
and the final tragedy.
The work of the players there are more
than threescore listed in the program is
what one would expect in a production of this
kind.
There are no jarring notes.
The
photography, too, is up to the best standard.
The lifelike portrayal of many of the characters brought applause from the discriminating first night house, composed of persons
prominent in public life, among them many
educators.
Standing out were those of Lincoln, of Grant, of Lee and of the Cabinets
of the two governments.
The costuming was a feature in itself
the homespun and skins of rural Illinois in the
early nineteenth century and the garb of

—

—

—

—

the Civil War period.
is
a picture which
should live, as many years as the negative
will give life to positives.
It is one that
deserves and in all likelihood will give pleasure and instruction and at the same time
deeply move "generations yet unborn."
As to the exploitation side of the nictnre
Exhibiit seems hardly necessary to touch.
tors may assure their patrons the picture is
a vivid portrayal of the great President's
official

Washington

"Abraham

in

Lincoln"

that it is packed with real drama softened
by a judicious blending of lighter moments.
They may tell their patrons, too, that Lincoln is nortrayed bv a man strikingly like
the original, in height and figure practically
a double, and who in features bears a striking
life,

one who, most important of
resemblance
has caught the spirit and the mood of
the man as the screen heretofore has not wit:

all,

nessed.

We

hope every exhibitor will see this picture and that he will eive his patrons an op-

Of course, it is a story
portunity to see it.
of the North and of the fight against slavery.
Southern exhibitors will be interested in_ this
phase of the production, but it is our opinion
that after all they may decide after explaining
the situation to their patrons to give them the

And it is our belief,
benefit of seeing it.
too, the latter will thank the theatre owner
for the high privilege.

Emancipator,

feet.

There are four distinct phases in the telling of the tale— the Kentucky and Indian period, showing the boy at the age of seven;
tne New Salem period, revealing Lincoln the
young man, as a storekeeper and as boatman
and as the successful suitor of Anne Rut-

'NO

Associated Authors' Production Has
Humor and Int'^resting Story

NO MORE WOMEN.

Assocmfed Authors'
Released bv Allied Producers
and Distributors. Llovd Ingraham. DirerStory by Elmer Harris. Length, 6181
tor.
Production.

Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

ledee.

Then

follow the Springfield period, that of

lawyer and legislator and debater with
Douglas and then the Washington, with the

the

MORE WOMEN' GOOD FARCE

Maddox
Peggy Van Dyke
Peter

Daisy Crenshaw

Matt

Moore

Madge Bellamy
Kathleen

Clifford

"Beef" Hogan
Tex
Howard Van Dyke

Randolph Parker
Peter Maddox,

Clarence Burton
George Cooper
H. Reeves-Smith
Stanhope Wheatcroft

poor

a

but

capable

geologist,

is

He vows "no more wornen."
Wealthy Peggy Van Dyke decides she will marry
hirti.
She follows him to his camp, pretends she
is ill, removes a vital part of the automobile engine,
so as to keep him with her.
She falls asleep. He
leaves.
Thieves seize her.
Her dog goes after
Peter, who returns and rescues her.
Peter declares
disappointed in love.

his

love.

By Helen V. Swenson

VERY

"P

exhibitor

comedy

light

knows the value of a

This one is thorkeeps you entertained from
is full of laughs and chuckles,
and is the very best thing that Madge Bellamy
has ever done.
It doesn't try to be anything big.
It doesn't
drag in any lavish sets or gorgeous costumes,
but it does tell a good story, and it does
keep you interested. In short, it's a winner.
The title "No More Women," has a certain farce suggestion in it.
Play the picture
up as that. Let every one know that it is
not a serious picture, but that it is just a
light, jolly, little farce that will do nothing
but keep them entertained.

oughly good.

farce.

It

start to finish,

Madge Bellamy

as the star may be a drawcertainly becoming more and
popular every day, but, if your patrons

ing card.

more

She

is

are not very well acquainted with her, say
that in this picture she is the most winning,
the most roguish little flirt that ever flashed
across the silver sheet.
If you play the picture up for what it is,
just good entertainment, nothing you can say
will be an exaggeration.
The audience will

prove by its laughs that it agrees with you.
It is such a pleasant change from the problem plays and lavish productions which
get_ nowhere and do not begin to tell as fascinating a story, that it will be welcome in any
house, either large or small.
It doesn't matter whether it is a city or
small town, matinefi or evening performance,
whether the audience is comprised of men or
women, children or teachers, church people
or flappers, they all will like this picture.
There is absolutely nothing in it to ofifend any

and there i.s a lot in it to entertain.
Instead of the hackneyed love tale, it is
rather refreshing in its treatment.
wealthy
girl decides she will marry Peter Maddox, a
successful but poor geologist.
He has been
disappointed in love and vows
"No More
Women." But through a series of very amusing incidents she finally wins him, although
he is a hard case, calling for all kinds of
cunning trickery on her part.
one,

A

:

Madge Bellamy

as the delightful

does absolutely the best

little

flirt

work

of her career.
She photographs well, and gives a light touch
to all of her scenes that is thoroughly delightful.
She gets into the spirit of the thing
at the very beginning.
The other members of the cast also are
pood. Peter is a man who might awaken love
in

most any

heart.

girl's

Daisy

is

a typical

ambitious woman, who turns back tn Peter
when he gets a good job. Kathleen ClifTord
is just a little dififerent in this role, however,
because when she breaks her engagement with
Peter the sympathy is not entirely against her.
Any number of exploitation stunts could be
used in putting over the picture.
Cartoons
showing the leading man with his hand upraised, vowing "No More Women," as well
as bachelor clubs and bachelor matinees would
go well in advertising it.
Small boys could parade the streets bearing placards, and singing "Good-By. Boys. I'm
Through," or "Another Good Man Gone
Wrong." There is a dog in the picture, so
it would attract attention if you sent a bedraggled pup through the streets with a sign
on his back, saying "Women were my down:

fall

:

No More Women."
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
HINES HITS 'EM HARD

versatile and pretty, Dan Mason scores as
a great old dad, in the part of the father and
adequate support is rendered by the remainder
of the company.
Johnny Hines and Doris May should be
prominently mentioned when advertising the
film and the name of Dan Mason of "ToonTrolley"
fame, possesses drawing
erville
power. There is also a good chance to get
local fire companies interested and the feature
can be safely exploited as a bully comedy
drama of undeniable entertaining power.
is

IN 'CONDUCTOR 1492'
Snappy Comedy Drama Has

Fast,

Oceans of Fun, Thrills and Pleasingly Original Plot

CONDUCTOR

1492. Warner Brothers PhoDirector,
Author, Johnny Hines.
Charles Hines and Frank Griffin. Length,

toplay.

6,500 Feet.

Doris

May

Dan Mason

Mike O'Toole
Edna Brown

Ruth Renick
Robert Cain

.

Richard Langford
Fed E?me!ton
Denman Connelly
Byron Sage
Bobby Connelly
James Stoddard
Michael Dark
Terry O'Toole arrives from Ireland, with a rag
doll mascot which belonged to his father. He gets
a street car job, saves the life of little Bobby Coninvited
is
nelly, son of the company's president,
to the Connelly home and falls in love with his
Mike, visits New
His father,
daughter, Edna.
President Connelly is in great need of three
Yiork.
shares of missing stock, which would enable him
Mike remembers that he
to control the company.
bought tlie shares, which are sewed inside the doll
Mike and Terry run to the doll hospital,
mascot.
which is on fire. They fight through the flames
and rescue doll and stock. Terry weds E'dna.

By George

THIS

PHANTOM JUSTICE.

F. B. O. Photoplay.
Author, Daniel Whitcomb. Director, Richard Thomas. Length, 6,238 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

a timely

bit
is

realistic.

You

can exploit this feature as an unusual
story, with a touch of mystery and
considerable thrills in it.
Play up the question of a lawyer's right to defend a guilty
client.
Feature Rod La Roque, Estelle Tay-

underworld

lor

and Kathryn McGuire as the principals of

Estelle Taylor

Goldie Harper
Spike Lorel
Beatrice Brooks
Doctor Wills

Garry ODell
Kathryn McGuire
Frederic

Mother Meg
Wolfe

Vroom

Lillian Leighton
Norval MacGregor

Rex

Duke Ruggles
Gyp Doyle
Kingsley,

Its

bit

power.

Perhaps the best thing about the picture
originality of plot, something for which
Johnny Hines deserves a pat on the shoulder.
In his double capacity of star and author Mr.
Hines makes a well deserved hit. You may
think the idea of having the fortunes of a big
street car magnate and a pair of devoted
lovers pivot on three shares of stock conis

cealed in a rag doll mascot's interior, rather
Terry
seeing
far-fetched,
but not after
O'Toole and his associates unravel the strands
of the yarn.

For the players work together with such
delightful balance and energy that they make
And
the whole business seem believable.
the young immigrant, with such sturdy faith
in his luck and unfailing fund of good humor,
gets the sympathetic liking of the spectators
right from the jump and holds it to the final
There's always a strong feeling among
shot.
movie fans for the poor young chap who aims
to wed) the rich autocrat's daughter, and that
angle is here slyly developed to the picture's
everylasting good.

There's a heaps of dramatic stuf¥ with a
in every situation and comic twists
galore, but of course, the most spectacular
episode is the fire scene near the close, where
Johnny and his father rush to the burning
building to extricate the rag doll containing
The old man is trapped,
the stock shares.
and the son does an acrobatic stunt from the
pole of a trolley car to the house window and
saves him. This is a gem of realism, with a
thrill for fair.
Nor should the triumphant return to Ireland
of Terry, his bride and dad be forgotten,
when they land in the Irish village and begin
distributing presents of boxing gloves to the
grand free-for-all slugcheering natives.
ging battle royal immediately begins arid the
picture ends in a regular whirl of merriment.

punch

A

There is excellent photography all the way
through and Johnny Hines gives a performance in the role of Terry which will stand
on record as one of his best contributions to
Doris May, as Edna Connelly,
the screen.

IS

criminal

Ballard

Fred Moore
lawyer,

visits

a

dentist.

He

sumjnoned thence by a gangster to where Goldie
Harper has killed a man. The body is removed bv
unknown to him is
Kingsley's instruction, but

He defends Goldie successfu'ly,
buried in his yard.
but the body is found, his sweetheart, who objects
killed
to his defending guilty thugs, is
by the
crooks and detectives are about to arrest him.
He
wakes up in the dentist's chair. It was all a dream,
but he resolves to change his business methods.

By George

T.

Pardy

*

SENSATIONAL AND DARING
Mens Daughters' Will Please

Some But Repel

Critical Patrons

OTHER MEN'S DAUGHTERS.

GranfL-

Asher Photoplay. Author, Evelyn Campbell,
Director, Ben Wilson. Length, 5,936 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Alaska Kid

Bryant Washburn

Dorothy Kane

Mabel Forrest
Kath'een Kirkham
Roscoe Karns
Martha Franklin
Sidney DeGray

Lottie

Bird

Hubert
Mrs. Kane
Mr. Kane

'

Winnie

Wheeler

Dorothy Kane

Oakman

severely disciplined by her stern
is very unconventional
when
The girl revolts, leaves her
meets the Alaska Kid and is introto Lottie Bird, a fast-living woman
is

father, who, however,
he visits the city.

country home,
dujced by him
and close acquaintance of Mr. Kane. Father and
daughter meet unexpectedly in Lottie's presence.
Dorothy denounces her parent, but she and the
Alaska Kid fall in love and all ends well.

By George

T.

Pardy

TP HIS

PRESENTING

a unique plot, well photodirected and acted, "Phantom
Justice" registers as an attraction likely to
serve as a good drawing card for all classes
The action moves at a speedy
of theatres.
rate, suspense is well developed and maintained
and, though the time-honored expedient of a
dream is resorted to in order to straighten
matters out satisfactorily for hero and heroine
at the finish, we venture to prophesy that it
will be quite in accord with the feelings of a

graphed,

majority of movie-fans.

For there was no other way

*

'Other

Rod La Roque

Kingsley

is

fun is unceasing, except
of sentiment or big punch
Conceived, written and acted
action steps in.
in a truly rollicking spirit of "get-there-snappily," exhibitors of all degree, humble and
top-notch, ought to welcome "Conductor 1492"
as a comedy drama of sure box office tugging

when

of character
portrayed by
Kathryn McGuire in pleasing fashion. Estelle Taylor fills the role of Goldie Harper
adequately and the gangster gents look quite

*

Picture Questions CounseVs Right to
Defend Guilty Client

T. Pardy

Johnny Hines vehicle runs at
a clipping rate and provides laughs, romance and peppy situations in practically unlatest

limited quantity.

and convincing
His sweetheart

UNIQUE AND INTERESTING

Johnny Hines

Edna Connelly

persuasive
sketching.

a strong cast.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Terry O'Toole (Conductor 1492)

(Cor.tir.ued)

out.

except

have the principal character suffer the
penalty of the law, and as he gives the impression of being a decent sort of chap, despite his willingness to defend thugs he knows
to be guilty, such an ending would certainly
Nor
not have appealed to poupular taste.
would it have tickled the public fancy had
the hero's sweetheart really fallen a victim to
buUets.
There's a distinct limit to the amount of
tragedy which can safely be put into a feato

ture.
Overplay the gloom atmosphere and
the spectators go away in disgruntled mood,
nine times out of ten. To choD off the plot
of Phantom Justice" at a point where its
melodrama merges into grim shadows might
be "good art," a'^cording to the strictly highbrow viewpoint, but extremely rotten judgment from the commercial angle.
The question of whether a lawyer should
defend a criminal he knows to be guilty is

pretty interesting, any wav you look at it.
Of course, the average citizen will answer
right off the bat that no attornev is justified
But Mr. Average Citizen knows
in so doing.
quite well that the thing is done all the time,
and perhaps deep down in his heart isn't so
sure that he himself would snort disdainfully
at tainted coin, were he a member of the bar.
Anvway, the fact that the story leads the
onlookers to speculate widely as to what is
nr isn't ris'ht in legal ethics helos a whole
lot in holdirs- their attention, and the excellent work of Pod La Roque as Kingsley, the

Mr. T,a Roque_ is
hero lawver, clinches it.
nothing if not sincere and his impersonation
of the criminals' "mouthpiece," as underworld
slang phrases it, registers as an uncommonly

picture has a decidedly sensational
*• appeal, is handsomely
photographed, sur-

charged with "peppy" action, well directed
and presented by a thoroughly capable cast of
players.
Its exhibition value depends altogether on the kind of patronage a showman
caters

to.

There are audiences that will "eat it up,"
to speak slangily, and find lasting delight in its
jazzy

atmospheie,

cabaret

coloring, suggesOthers will probably
be disgusted rather than amused by the spections of

illicit

love, etc.

tacle of the father of a grown-up girl "cutting loose" in the city and disporting himself
in the

company of a dame of doubtful char-

no character at all, while
playing the hypocrite at home.
\^iewed from most any angle it doesn't register as a pleasant theme, nor will the obvious
attempt to "point a moral" be likely to influence critical folks in its favor to the extent
of overlooking its suggestiveness.
The "big scene" develops in the meeting
between father and daughter at a festive gathering where the former's light-of-love is also
present.
On this occasion the sportive Mr.
Kane raises a ruction with the girl for breaking into such lively society and she counters
sharply with an awful wallop of forcible conversation which staggers him into a realization of his "cheating" sins.
Daughter wins
all along the line, of course, but matters are
finally patched up by dad's reformation.
There is considerable dramatic punch to the
first-mentioned situation, Mabel Forrest giving a very fine performance as the girl whose
most sacred feelings are thus justly outraged.
Br^^ant Washburn is excellent as the lover,
Si<^ney De Gray registers well as the father,
and Kathleen Kirkham, as the principal female
adventuress, puts a dazzling amount of snap
and ginger into her work.
If your patrons like ultra-sensational pictures, with the night life of a big city presented with vivid backgrounds, slangy subtit'es
and
speedy action.
"Other Men's
Daughters" can be successfully exploited along
those lines.
The excellence of the cast .is
also worth advertising, with Bryant Washburn, Mabel Fbrrest and Kathleen Kirkham
featured.
In any event, make it plain what
the story is actually about.

acter, or rather, of

—
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AN AVERAGE WESTERN FILM

STRONGHEART SCORES AGAIN
Dog Wonder Brings New Mate
Highly Entertaining Drama

to

First National
Photoplay by Jane Murfin and Laurence
Laurence Trimble.
Directed bv
Ti-imble.
'
Feet.
Length 6,779

Austin
Rich
Walter Perry
Lillian

Uncle Andy
Alex McLeod
The Ghost
Strongheart
Mrs. Strongheart

Hal Wilson
Jos«"h Barrell
Strongheart

Lady JuU

pretty young girl, is the only white
the isolated northern settlement. David,
cleric
in ner uncle's general store, loves
young
a
dishonest fur trader,
her and is worthy of her.
Sally,

woman

a

in

A

Jean Le Roy, nopes to win her. \Vh?n David falls
in from overwork and anxiety she nurses him back
Sht also helps him win the yearly dog
to health.

which gives him sufficient money
her and return with her to the States.

race,

to

marry

tions Photoplay.

across far-reaching white plains, tumbling,
quickly righting themselves and their sleds
again and again, the dogs and their masters

speed along rapidly carrying the audience
with them till one almost feels he is ac-

thing
on which the dog tale hangs, would stand
well alone. "The acting of Lillian Rich is
is

the

vivacious when the situation demands it,
and convincingly pathetic when things are
going against her.
In her biggest scene,
where she is watching beside David as he
is on the point of the crisis in his illness,
her acting is so genuine it would move
the coldest audience.
Incidentally it is this scene which also
gives Strongheart and Lady Jule, canine
aristocrat as white as her husband is dark,
a chance to demonstrate their capacities as
screen actors. If Strongheart's real master
were actually dying his grief and sympathy could not have been more sincere. The
dog seemed to understand that this was
his big scene, and they were depending on
him to make good.
But the dog also had his light moments
when he rose to great heights in lovemaking.
These scenes are titled with a subtle
wit that is delicious. Flashbacks from the
human theme to the dog theme show the
animals mimicking their masters and mistress in every wooing gesture.
It is the
perfect touch.
As for the picture's appeal, one might almost designate it as universal. Surely
lovers of dogs and nature will flock to
see

Sunset ProducReleased by Aywon Films.

"Certain" Lee
Rose Trimball

Josephine Hill
Ryan
Joe

Patrick Trimball

Fred Gamble

Harvey Bates

In places where there is snow it would
undoubtedlv interest
have
the
public
to
the exhibitor stage a dog and sled race,
allowing the general public to enter as
competitors. The stunt is unusual enough
to get space in the local newspapers.
If the theatre happens to be in a location
where there is no snow the idea could be
vorked without the sleds, having the town

thoroughbreds participate.
These should
be staeed just before the date of showing
and "The Love Master" should be given
plenty of publicity, featuring the

dog

race.

Pegg

Vester

Captain Lee, Texas Ranger, trails
an
outlaw
band headed by Macklyn Vance. Lee falls in love
with Rose Trimball.
She is conwnced by Vance
that Lee is responsible for jailing Bates, the man
she has promised to marry.
Rose betrays Lee into
the hands of the gang.
He escapes. Bates breaks
out of prison and tells Rose that Vance is his
enemy.
Bates and Vance meet, fight on the edge
of a cHflf, fall over and are killed.
Lee wins Rose.

C

T. Pardy

far as physical thrills and speedy action

'-'are concerned "The Lone Fighter" can be
said to register up to the usual standard of
the average hard-fighting, rough-riding "Westerner."
It is not an attraction likely to win
the favor of critical audiences, but' there is

always a market for films of this type in cerwhere adventures in "the wide
open spaces" exercise an irresistible fascination upon the fans.

tain localities

Al Russell has directed the feature with
considerable skill and good judgment, interpolating several comedy situations between the
episodes of treachery, love and scrapping that
tend to lighten the lurid melodrama nicely.
He also introduces various unexpected twists
and complications in the plot which serve to
vary its rather familiar construction and
heighten its suspense.
Everyone knows what to expect when a
Texas Ranger starts out on an outlaw's trail
and "Certain" Lee, the hero in this case, lives
uo to the reputation won by the members of
his gallant organization on many a far-flung
screen.
His romance with Rose Trimball is
prettily developed, and gains color from the
.

fact that at the beginning of things the girl is
double-crossing the man who has fallen in
love with her.

But as she does so with the best of

in-

tentions, being misled by the villainous bandit
leader, she doesn't lose the audience's sym-

pathy and makes amends splendidly at the finish_ to everybody's satisfaction.
A cleverly
iniected bit of by-play is that in which Lee.
when a prisoner of the gang, is freed by his
sagacious horse untying the ropes which bind
him.

There is plenty of fast riding and furious
hand-to-hand combats, the most spectacular
battle being that between Rose's discarded
suitor. Bates, and the outlaw chief, when the
two reel over a precipice to death.
The photosrraphy throughout is excellent,
with manv fine close-ups and long shots of
the sage brush country. J. B. Warner looks
the part of the dashing Ranger hero and acts
Tocephine
with convincing dash and enero'v.
Hill,

who

nlays the role of Rose

Trimball.

promising young actress, remarkably
good-looking and possessed of undeniable emof-ional
abilitv.
Joe Ryan, an old-timer in
is

it.

Warner

Vance

Macklyn

a

oictures, returns to the screen after
a lonsr absence as Macklyn A'ance. the villain

Western

of this nrodnction, giving a perfo'-mance which
pi-oves that he has lost none of his sneed and
frj^crpr: and adeouate sur'Port is eiven the
principals bv the rest of the company

The

pif^ture

can b^

exploited

as

a

trne-

of action
pnd atmosplif"-ic color. Plav up J. B. Warner.
Tosephine HilV and don't forget the old-time
favorite Joe Ryan.
to-tvpe

Western

—

thriller,

with

'Just Off Broadway
Romance and Mystery

JUST OFF BROADWAY. Fox

Photoplay.
Authors, Frederick and Fanny Hatton. Director, Edmund Mortinicf-.
Length, 5.544
Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
B.

J.

By George

most remarkable we have ever seen on
the screen. Up and down the steep grades,

which

New Fox Film
Story of

Author, Not Credited.
Director, Al Russell.
Length, 5,000 Feet.

By Henriette Sloane
can arouse the spontaneous
IF the picture
mirth of an audience of sophisticated
movie critics there is every reason to suppose that it is a good picture and will meet
with the approval of the general public.
The new Strongheart picture is excellent
The opening scenes, showing hundreds of
wolves prowling through the thick timber
forest, are monuments of fine photography,
entertainment and will probably find favor,
while the thrilling dog race scenes are the

tually participating.
The human story,

Thrills

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Harold

Sally

Many

THE LONE FIGHTER.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
David

JOHN GILBERT IN GOOD PART

Romance, Combats and Hard Riding
Provide

THE LOVE MASTER.

{Continued)

Ints

Stephen Moore
Jean Lawrence

John Gilbert
Marian Nixon

Nan Norton

Trilby

Florelle

Clark

Pierre Gendron
Ben Hendricks, Jr.

Comfort

Jean Lawrence, a dancer, jobless and hungry,
in a restaurant just off Broadway.
Rescued
by Nan Norton, she becomes involved in a counterfeit plot.
Nan is arrested. "Smooth" Moran, Nan's
sweetheart and head of the gang, dies in London.
He has made a friend and supposed accomplice of
.Stephen Moore in Paris and asks him to look out
for Nan.
Then follows a series of hectic events,
where all the crooks seem to be detectives and all
the detectives crooks.
The outcome is a perfectly
legitimate romance between Jean and Stephen, who
isn't a crook, but a millionaire amateur detective.
faints

By Marguerite

A.

Brummel

A NOTHER good

film for excitement lovers,
or to quote many a reviewer, "for audiences who like strong red-blooded dramas."
It is a good program picture and a substantial one for the average house
substantial
in that it offers ail the so-called audience appeal elements and limitless exploitation ma-

—

terial.

The mystery element is quite well developed.
In fact we were caught unawares and were
completely surprised when the professional
dancer, Florelle (who apparently was right in
his element as a crook), turned out to be a
secret service

man.

John Gilbert
for him, and in

is

truly all that

Fox

claim

he is particularly
charming. Of course, it wasn't hard to guess
that he wasn't the crook he seemed he's much
too handsome to remain a villain throughout
an entire film. He has the easy, natural manner that is so pleasing, and particularly in the
love scenes, where a heavier, less sure touch
would have spoiled the impression.
this picture

—

Trilby Clark is an attractive actress, but
her performance seemed forced and did not
strike the sympathetic note intended.
Perhaps
it
was because of an inconsistency in the
plot, right where her big scene came in.
The
darkened apartment is shown a prowler is
searching the room, and just as Nan and Jean
arrive he turns off the flashlight and steps
out on to the fire escape. Ten seconds later
there's a rap on the door and there stand two
detectives who tell Nan "they have the goods
on her."
No explanation as to what "the
goods" are, or is, but Nan accepts her fate;
weeps copious tears and tells the girl, Jean,
for the first time that she is a crook.
:

Which also seemed strange, or is it just
the free and easy life of Broadway that permits at least half a dozen young men to
flourish keys of young women's apartments
and use them at will?
The main issue however, is that John Gilbert will be a drawing card and fulfill the
promises made of his performance; that the
title is a catchy one, which lends itself to
exploitation
and that the names of Frederick and Fannie Hatton as authors of the
stage success of the same name will draw the
more sophisticated audiences.
;

Such catch lines as these may be used
"John Gilbert knows his Broadwav as he
knows his art. He proves it in 'Just Off
Broadway.' "
"There are empty stomachs
and empty hearts on Broadway, but the latter
predominate." And the press book has many
practical ideas for decorating your lobby
with six sheets supplied.
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SUPERIOR WESTERN FILM

'Man from Wyoming' Rapid Western
Melodrama with Hoxie as Star

'Heritage of the Desert" Offers Fascinating Tale of Pioneer Life

THE MAN FROM WYOMING.

THE HERITAGE OF THE DESERT.

Universal
Photoplay.
Adapted from Novel by WilDirector, Robert
liam McLeod Raine.
North Bradbury. Length, A,7\7 Feet.

Bannister
Helen Messiter
David Messiter
Tack HoUaway

Jack

Hoxie

Lillian
R'ch
William Welsh
Claude Payton

Ben Corbett
Lon Puff

Red
Jim McWilliams
Sing Le Wah
Governor of Wyoming

George Kuwa
James Corrigan

rancher, aids Ned Bannister,
when
unjustly sentenced, breaks iail.
Hollaway covets_ David Messiter's land, but David won't
Bannister begins
sell.
herding
sheep
alonsrsde
Messiter's land.
The latter is shot and Bannister
suspected.
Messiter's daughter Helen saves Bannister from an ambush.
They fall in love. After
many misunderstandings and adventures Bannister's
name is cleared and he wins Helen.

Hollaway,

the

latter,

By George
r IKE

all

of

T.

values

lie

Pardy
chief entertaining

and physical thrills.
a good average Westerner, and

in rapid action

It registers as

considered as a program attraction for the
second class and neighborhood houses ought
to bring satisfactory box ofifice results.
The long-standing feud between ranchers
and sheep-herders, which is a matter of historical record in the one-time wild and wooly
West, is the foundation of the story. This is
a sufficiently familiar screen subject, and
credit is due Director Bradbury for the skill
he has shown in shaping an entertaining film
out of the rather threadbare material at his

command.

The hero labors under two disadvantages.
First of all, he is an escaped prisoner, although innocent of the crime for which he
has been sentenced, secondly, he falls under
suspicion of having slain the father of the
girl he is in love with.
When she saves his
life from a gang of outlaws and discovers
later who he really is, her natural impulse
is to spurn him, and these complications in
the romance are restxmsible for the creation
of more suspense and human interest than are
usually to be found in rough-and-ready stories
of the Western ranges.
It is unnecessary to dwell at length upon
the riding feats of Jack Hoxie, who plays the
role of Ned Bannister. His admirers are well
aware that a dare-devil this particular star is
on horseback, and it is enough to say that
he pulls tricks astride a broncho that the average citizen wouldn't attempt for all the wealth
of the United States mint. As for the thrills,
they come fast and explosively.
Among the
big situations may be mentioned Helen's rescue
of Ned, when she swings bv in her racing motor
car. from the gang hunting him down; and
a dandy scrap before a roaring mob between
hero and villain.

The photography

is

beautiful at

all

stages,

myriad charming views of wide,
rolling prairie land,
with mountain backgrounds, the long shots are especially fine and
there

Author, Zone Grey.
Length, 5,741 Feet.

are

nerfect lighting adds to the feature's artistic
beauty.
Hoxie is well supported.
Lilliam Rich,
nretty and vivacious, is snanpily attractive as
Helen Messiter, Claude Payton plays the
scoundrel ranch owner with savage sincerity
and the local types look like the real things
of cowboy and outlaw life.
You can plav this film up as a fast-moving
Western melodrama with a rnmantic and colorful atmosnhere.
Feature Tack Hoxie and
make it plain that his rough-riding exploits
excell all his previous showings in that line.
Wherever Hoxie is a favorite, and his followers are numerous, you can't go wrong in
boosting him to the limit.

Film Proves Desire
Should Be Second to Love

THE AGE OF DESIRE.

First National
Directed by Frank Borzage. Cameraman, Chester Lyons. Scenario by Mary
O'Hara. Length, 5,174 Feet.

Release.

Bebe Daniels
Ernest Torrence
Noah Beery

Hughes
Anne Schaefer
James Mason
Lloyd

Naab
Snap Naab
Dene
Dave Naab
Mrs.

Richard R. Neill
Leonard Claphara
Jack Hare, eastern lad. reaches an outlaw settlement in the far West, and is cast out into the
desert by Holderness, the bandit leader.
He is
rescued by settler August Naab, against whom
Holderness holds a grudge.
Hare and Mescal,
>.aab's ward, fall in love.
She is engaged to
Naab's youngest son.
The latter is killed by
Holderness, who kidnaps Mescal.
Naab and his
Indian allies raid the outlaw settlement, destroy it
and kill Holderness.
Jack and Mescal are united'

By George

T.

Pardy

a Western picture of superior type,
beautifuly photographed, cleverly directed
and offering agreeable entertainment. Dealing with pioneer life on the frontier in 1876.
it naturally leans to the "blood and
thunder"
is

MORAL

First National

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
August Naab
Holdemess
Jack Hare

'T'HIS

Jack Hoxie's pictures "The

Man from Wyoming's"

Director, Irvtn Willaf.
Mescal

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ned

Paramount Photoplay.

'AGE OF DESIRE' HAS

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Ranny
Ranny
Ranny

William Collier, Jr.
Frankie Lee
Bruce Guerin
Fred Truesdell
Joseph Swickard
Myrtle Stedman

at

21
at 13
at

Malcolm

3

Trask

Marcio
Janet Loring

Margie
Margie

at
at

Mary Philbin
Mary .Jane Irving

18
10

Grandma
Janet

Edith

Loring deserts her son

Yorke

when she marries
Ranny becomes the
his money to buy

the millionaire, Malcolm Trask.
of a crook, but saves all
home for the girl he loves. His mother misses her
son so that she advertises for him, and the crook
sends Ranny, not knowing that he is really her son.
Ranny takes money from his mother, but becomes
conscience-stricken, and admits that he is an imposter.
She convinces him that he belongs to her
Ranny promises to go straight, Trask is glad to
have a son- and Ranny marries his sweetheart.
tool

a

By Helen

V.

Swenson

rpHE AGE OF DESIRE"

kind of melodrama where bullets fly "regardless" and deaths by violence are part of the
daily routine.
But where "The Heritage of
the Desert" differs pleasantly from its Western contemporaries of the film world is that
Its story is not merely a continuous flashing
of guns and physical action.
There is plenty of that sort of thing, of

will appeal more
-- to the small houses in the
smaller towns
than to audiences in larger cities, because the
latter may find it a little tiresome, perhaps
a trifle preachy.
Its redeeming qualities, on
the other hand, are the efi^ective interior sets,
the Hvelv garden party, and the denouncement.

course, and uncommonly well done. But there
is
also some very fine character sketching,
such as the effective portrayal of the grimfaced, yet kindly old settler August Naab

liam

familiar to draw audiences.
Unfortunately, Mary Philbin has a very small
part in comparison with her ability, but her

by Ernest Torrence, and a strong sentimen-

name can be played up

which serves to leaven the more
spectacular details.
While not a phenomenal
picture, it classes far enough above average to
entitle it to a good box office rating for big
and little theatres.
tal

interest

Considered artistically, it hits the 100 per
cent target squarely. Views of rugged Western scenery are sufficiently familiar to screen
devotees, but those presented in "The Heritage
of the Desert" are unusually impressive and
alluring in their stern grandeur.
There are

marvelous eff^ects of light and shadow brooding over frowning mountain ranges and stark
stretches of sage brush country, sunset glow
and dying twilight, enhanced by careful tinting and finished camera technique.
Better
photography could not be desired by the most
captious critic.
The pursuit of the tenderfoot Jack Hare,
by the outlaw chief, Holderness, after the
forrner has been thrust forth into the desert
to die, is the only logical defect in the plot,
inasmuch as there seems to be no good reason

why

he should waste time hunting him into
Naab's camp.
But this is a minor incident
which does not detract to any great degree

from

the story's general interest.
attack on the bandit settlement by Naab
his Indian allies, the abduction of Mescal

The

and
and her rescue bv her lover, when he and
the_ kidnapper collide on horseback on a precipice's verge and the latter's plunge to death,
are among the most exciting episodes.
Bebe
Daniels registers as a very charming heroine.
Ernest Torrence, always an artist to his finger
tips, carries off chief dramatic honors bv his
work in the role of August Naab and, Lloyd

Hughes

a

likeable

lover

the part of
Jack Hare. The support is adequate.
Play up the author in exploiting this nifture.
Zane Grey's Western tales are widely
read and effective tie-ups with book stores
on the novel from which the film is adapted
are in order. The nsmes of Ernest Torrence.
Bebe Daniels, Noah Beery and Lloyd Hughes
possess advertising value.
is

in

Such names as Myrtle Stedman and WilCollier, Jr., will in some localities be

sufficiently

To many

to excellent advantage.
the solving of the problem as to

whether a mother should prefer a life of
luxury without her son to a life of poverty
with his love and companionship will prove
interesting.
The picture, moreover, points
out so clearly that the latter is the better
plan that many will consider it of great
value from the standpoint of teaching a moral.
In addition to this fact, it tells the story of
the son's life as well as the mother's.
The
misery and loneliness which comes as punishment to the mother for deserting her bov
is hardly greater than the unhappiness and
despair of the boy's life.
Because he is
neglected bv his mother he becomes the innocent tool of a band of crooks and grows up
into an ordinary criminal.
The influence of his little sweetheart gres
farther in bringing about his reformation
than the efforts of his mother, so that the
lesson is complete and the sorrow of the
mother could not be more bitter.
Because of the moral which the story carries there will not be any class more interested
in the problem it solves than the mothers (>f
the community.
To them it will be a vital
The direction is adequate, although
subject.
the continuity is jerky in passing from one to
the other of the episodes in the life of the boy,
but here again the fault can probably be laid
to the rather weak story.
A newspaper contest would stimulate interSuggest that
est if handled in the right way.
opinions be asked from the mothers of the
community as to what choice a woman should
make if she is forced to decide between wealth

and children.

The interest in such a contest would be
widespread, and since the picture proves so
plainly that wealth without love is 'an empty
thinar it will come as a fitting solution to the
problem.
Fashion shop tie-ups would be appropriate
in connection with the picture, because the
gowns worn bv Myrtle Stedman are unusually
attractive.

—
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The 'Bi^ Litde Fe^iure
Exhibitors Using

More

Famous Composer and

Posters

An

for Short Subjects

TNQUIRIES made

by Exhibitors Trade

"P»DWARD

a poster or two covering short subjects,
for their lobby displays.
But many, realizing that some short subjects have as
much pulling power as a feature, are displaying these posters on prominent bill-

boards about town.
Producers of short subjects are aware of

much
being

paid by these producers to the creation of
highly effective posters to advertise their
product.
Pathe issues a three sheet and a one
sheet for all two
reel
subjects
among
which are found the Hal Roach comedies,
the Mack Sennett Comedies and the Indian Frontier Series. One reel subjects are
covered by a one sheet for each special
in this classification, such as the Grantland
Rice "Sportlights" and "Among the Miss-

For Pathe serials, the following poster
service is made available: a six sheet, a
three sheet and a one sheet on the first
episode; a three sheet and a one sheet for
every chapter after the initial episode.
In addition there are a stock six sheet and
a twenty-four sheet.
Pathe News, Pathe
Review and Topics of the Day are covered by a stock one sheet and one sheets
for every weekly release of Pathe Review
and every semi-weekly release of Pathe

News.
"Posters of feature quality," is the standard pursued for Pathe posters which are
all designed under the direction of Harry
Lewis.
Educational gets out a one sheet and a

_

among the writers of old time song-hits
among which is listed "After the Ball," and

Max Fleischer, the guiding genius of Out-ofthe-Inkwell Films, have arranged with
the
Red Seal Pictures Corporation, 1600 Broadway, to produce an unusual series of old time
animated song cartoons, according to an announcement just made by Edwin Miles Fadman, president of the Red Seal.
Mr. Fadman promises something really extradorinary in the single reel noveltv line
from this unusual combination of two men
both known the world over, each one of whom
has reached a premier position in his field.
perfect synchronization of popular song music
with animated cartoons is oromised in such
a way that the audience will not be able to
keep either their feet or their lips still.

A

The first reel is now in work and will be
finished within the next few weeks.
Strict secrecy is being maintained as to just
ho-w the effects are going to be produced, but
It
is known that some rather unusual
machinery has just been devised and installed
in the

Out-of-the-Inkwell Studios, in order to
handle this novelty properlv.
The series will be distributed by the Red
Seal Pictures Corporation.
State-right exchanges are invited to get in touch with them
immediately.
* * *

Senett

When Mabel Normand

whole series. On serials
an advance twenty-four sheet is

also made up.
All other short
subjects are adequately covered.

Universal has been concentrating on posters for short subjects,
realizing the need of real sellinppaper to help the exhibitor put
short
over.
his

subject

program

"The Extra

comedy "Picking Peaches" was an important number on the premiere program.
"Picking Peaches" stars Harry Langdon,
former vaudeville headliner, who was re-

To Direct Cameo Comedies
Harry Edwards, who has been directing
Baby Peggy, has been engaged to direct Educational-Cameo Comedies with
Virginia Vance and Sid Smith.

Cliff

Bowes,

Edwards directed Mermaid Comedies under
Jack White's supervision a year ago while the
Jack White forces were at the United Studios.

THE BILLBOARD'

'THE SPICE OP
'T'HIS

attractive twenty-four sheet poster is supplied free to exhibitors by Educational to sell their
comedies..
Educational also supplies a
twenty-four sheet poster on Hamilton comedies.

Mermaid

and about New York, and his appearance in "Picking Peaches" marked his debut on Broadway as a screen headliner
under the Pathe banner.
"Picking Peaches" will also mark the revival of Mack Sennett's bathing beauties
who appear with Alberta Vaughn, Jack
Cooper, Dot Farley, Irene Lentz, and Vernon Dent in Langdon's supporting cast.
Mack Sennett, under whose auspices
in

Charlie Chaplin, Gloria Swanson, and Ben
Turpin first rose to screen prominence, is
convinced that in Harry Langdon he has a

new
"I

"find."

am

Langdon

honestly convinced that in Mr.
have the greatest comedian of
the day," declares Mr. Sennett.

I

have watched them all start.
am certain myself when I
say that he is the eoual of any
even the master of them all
"T

I

i

i

/

/

E.WHAMMONS PRESENT.^

,

j

'M0flMA/P COM0PI0S
JackWhite IVoductions

I

I

I

tAUOHS-THRHXS - LAUGHS

I

A HAH HOUR OF EVST FURIOUS FUN
smTSOAta

"

DlSTRIBimED BY

j

:

better

Experienced artists are constantly on the alert to find new
ideas that will make these posters more efifective.

in

Girl" opened on Sunday, January 20th, at
the Central Theatre, New York, the Pathe

serials.

for the

Announces Great Find
In Harry Langdon

cently signed by Mack Sennett to be featured in a. series of comedies for Pathe.
Langdon is well-known for his variety acts

"The Leather Pushers" and on
Universal issues a three
sheet cut-out that can be used

Artist

Produce Unique Shorts
r'HARLES K. HARRIS, the best known
to

^

op-

cessful."

charge.

Posters for L^niversal chapter plays are
all made on the coast while the picture is
being produced. This is done in order to
Action
get real action into the picture.
is the main idea in posters for serials.
For special series such as

O'KEEFE, who

go over.
"However, I am very glad to say
that with every recurring year if anything it grows even more popular.
Yesterday (New Year's Dav) by the
way was my regular semi-monthly
All Comedy Day, and it proved to
be one of the largest in the history
of the City Square Theatre.
"I have also introduced the idea to
my Boardwalk house, and it has
proven just as popular there as it
did on the Avenue.
"The idea I believe has been copied
extensively over the country and
wherever put over intelligently as far
as I know has always proved suc-

ing."

Educational posters.
Educational has recently gotten out two
twenty-four sheet posters advertising the
Mermaid and Hamilton Comedies. These
are being provided to exhibitors free of

J.

erates the Criterion Theatre in
Atlantic City, N. J., in a recent letter
to the Manager of the Pathe Branch
Office at Philadelphia discloses the
unusual entertainment value of the
all-short subject program, especially
when made up of comedy units.
Mr. O'Keefe states that for the
past ten years he has made it a practice fo present
All Comedy Programs at regular intervals during the
month. And Mr. O'Keefe adds:
"I am very glad to tell you that All
Comedy never fails to do capacity
business."
The letter from the manager of
the Criterion continues as follows:
"When I first introduced this unique
idea of a program consisting of nothing but comerl-es the general opinion of picture men whom I discussed
the idea with was that it would never

.

three sheet on all two reelers and a one
The attempt is to
sheet on one reelers.
get into the_ poster some action which suggests the title, some comedy and the star.
"Poster value as well as comedy value" is
the guiding principle in the making of

On

Big Little Feature

Review reveal the interesting and significant fact that exhibitors are using more
and more posters to advertise the short
subjects they run. This is no doubt due to
the ever increasing importance of the Big
Little Feature.
Most exhibitors, of course, use at least

this situation and have, in fact, done
to develop it.
Special attention is

Exhibitor's Letter

I

'

and

Charlie Chaplin."

News
that

"Shanghaied
comedy,
another
Lovers," directed by Roy Del
Ruth, from an original story by

Mack Sennett. A new Mack
Sennett leading lady, Alice Day
This
is introduced in this picture.
is expected to be another Langdon
success, and is awaited with much

j

anxiety.
I

has just been received
has completed

Langdon
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'Picking Peaches'—Pathe

A

scream

Mack

2

Sennett proves

the best

it

again

pickers in the

little

!

reels

is his latest pick.
He is
as "Mack Sennett's Funniest Find."
And he establishes his reputation in his first
picture.
They will laugh from the first inch
on.
Langdon is a real actor. And a great comedian.
He gets a laugh out of anything and
everything.

his first

The Mack
their bit
troubles.

the

forget

audience

its

'The

Man Who Would Not Die'-

Indian

Story

-Pathe
Reels

2

Pathe's "Indian Frontier Series" of which
this is the first, will doubtless prove to be
another valuable screen contribution
The experito American history.
ences and happening shown in the
films are all guaranteed to be authentic.
The productions are made
with the assistance of Colonel T. J.
McCoy who secured the services of
the Indians used in "The Covered

Wagon."
The Indians are highly

'Girls

:}i

*

Will Be Girls'—Universal

Fight story

2

reels

This is the next one in the fourth series of
"The Leather Pushers," and like its predecessors it presents a fine story masterfully
handled. We cannot advise too' strongly booking this series as each one of these Big Little

Who Would

—Pathe

'The Cowboy Sheik':
Roger^

Will

area in between them. Rogers dry humor is
undoubtedly better adapted for the stage than
the cinema.
In this subject Rogers gives a characterization of a bashful cowboy suitor, whose method
of solving all problems by drawing straws
earns for him the nick name of "Two Straw
Bill."
The scene in which he licks the bully
has a punch in it although many of the old
ladies in the audience will resent the brutality of it.
Many of the newspapers throughout the
country are running a syndicated column
written by Will Rogers and this fact
may be used in exploiting the picture.
Also a display of lariats and
other cowboy trappings either in
your lobby or in the window of a
sporting goods dealer will do much
to help you put this picture across
on your program and make it a real

'Aggravating Papa'
Sprightly

'.Tust

reels

*

—Educational

'The Broncho Express'
Clyde Cook

is

2

a born comedian.

pantomime actor of great

ability

He

reels
is

a

and he can

get a laugh out of the sphinx. The situations
that have been written for him in this comedy
have mostly all been used time and again but
they are none the less funny for that with
Clyde Cook to interpret them.

The

taken up mostly with an
incident concerning the valuable family pearl
which was to be used to pay off the mortgage
And
but which a white chicken swallowed.
when this chicken joined the great big, brood
of white chickens, all exactly alike, trouble
Of course Clyde was to blame for
resulted.
the loss of the pearl. When he comes out of
the hospital he goes West to recuperate.
There he figures in a hold-up. Some men have
fame thrust upon them. Accidentally he capfirst

reel

Reel

1

like

his

He

family.

loses

^oth the sale and his bride
In adPlenty of
The dltion he loses his job.
This demonstrates the adaptibility of Universal posters for cut-outs.
cut-out shown is taken directly from a twenty-four sheet poster and was action in a one reel jacket.
used by the Odeon Theatre, New York City.

fast.

Clyde Cook comedy

DEAN
^iwhitetigcr:

mayor and

A

*

—Pathe

Tragedy

Salesman's

CUT-OUT FROM A POSTER

2

*

^

Minute'

Shakespeare, is
not afraid to present a tragedy to
an audience. But while the tragedy
happens to Charlie Chase, the only
tears an audience is likely to spill
are tears of laughter. Charlie Chase
plays the part of an auto salesman
who is forced to keep his bride-tobe waiting at the church while he
demonstrates a new car for the

suK PRilCILLA

'

Christie Comedy with a good story that
provides plenty of speed, excitement, action
and a number of laughs.
"Peter" the famous police dog is one of the main actors in
the story and he's good. Jimmie Adams takes
the leading part.
Jimmie is a druggist and he's wooing Edna
in spite of Dad's firm objection.
Dad has a
headache one day and Edna gets him some
powders from Jimmie's store. Jimmie thinks
he's put poison into them by accident and the
rest of the excitement revolves around the attempt to prevent Dad from taking the poisonous powders.
This is a good, entertaining comedy and

moves

a

Hal Roach,

—Educational

story

office asset.

^

\

is

series.

of

the star will probably be
enough to put this picture across anywhere.
There are a number of laughs but much flat

A

i

Reels

2

The name

Not Die"

strongly melodramatic but loses
much in the treatment by a comedy
The actingrelief that is too broad.
is good.
Many excellent exploitation ideas
can easily be worked up in connection with the showing of this picture and the entire series.
The historical angle and the Indian angle
both open up fruitful fields for pubIt would doubtless be
licity work.
of value to stress the historical as
well as the educational value of the

±

*

*

box

\

interesting-

characters.
Their faces and bearThe story of
ing compel attention.

'The Man

don.
There are a lot of dandv characters
the picture besides Peggy.
Most of the
action is laid in snow scenes and the photography is exceptionally artistic for a short subThe story is a good one.
ject.
in

reel

1

Neely iidwards and Bert Roach are funny.
You should have to go a long way to find
anyone who would deny it.
So it doesn't
make very much difference what the story
tells them to do.
They would be funny under
any circumstances. The story, however, is a
pretty good one.
There is some fun in a
restaurant scene when our two heroes are unable to pay their bill. And more laughs when
they run an Oriental store for the owner who
has been arrested. A sure fire one reeler.
*

funniest comedies
have had the good fortune to see.
* * *

—Universal

Exotic slaostick

one of the

Altogether,

we

showing they have given him
He makes the most of it.
Sennett Bathing Beauties do

make

to

*

*

'The Mandarin'

field.

Harry Langdon

For

*

He's one of

comedy

billed

a dandy story.

tures the bandits but gets run out of town
the money bag is empty.

anyway because

Features carries a powerful box office punch.
In this one, the "Kid" falls in love with a
society girl whose aunt is running a fight for
The opposing
charity in which he figures.
camp tries to "buy" the Kid by leaving an
envelope under his pillow. The girl overhears
The
the plot and goes to warn the Kid.

money

is
stolen by a bellboy and the girl
The
thinks the Kid has accepted the offer.
plot is unravelled with interest and power.

^

^

:k

'Miscarried Plans'
Hold up

—Universal
2

festival

There are more stick-ups

in these

two

reels

reels

New York at the height of the seaSomeone was holding up someone all

than in
son.

the time and you couldn't depend on anybody
coming out of the picture alive. In the meantime, all kinds of frame-ups and plotting goes
on but it is somewhat difficult to find out
what it's all about. Wicked cowboys stalk
through the picture all the time, unshaven and
swinging a ready cannon.
An audience of kids will no doubt be delighted with the picture.
But it is doubtful
whether a more sophisticated audience's attention will be very closely held by this offering.

is

'Such
Appealing

Is Life'
comedv

Baby Peggy
new one. By

is

—^Universal
2

reels

as appealing as ever in this

this time vou probably know
whether or not your audiences take to Baby
Peggy. Certainly in any neisfhborhood house
she is a riot. "Ain't she cute !" is the whisper
that generally runs around the house.
In this picture, Peggy is a waif in Lon-

Pathe Review No.
Science

5

Marvels

1

Keel

Pathe Review No. 5 merits particular mention and is worthy of a place on any program
for while the subjects treated are all educational they are presented in a way that leaves
nothing to be desired as far as entertainis concerned.
"Chemical Frost," shows
the mysterious action of crystallization under
the microscope.
Technical as this sounds, it
is a delight to the eye to see the marvellous
flower-like crystals take shape, magnified a
The review opens with a
thousand times.
pretty pictorial bit, "The Dells of Wisconsin"
and presents in addition "The Staff of Life,"
showing the difference in bread making today
and in primitive times (a sure appeal to the
ladies) and a Pathecolor number, 'The Valley
of White Ribbons," showing views of the
province of Dauphine, France.
* * *

ment

Screen Snapshots No. 8

—

C. B. C.
very special feature is included in the
new issue of Screen Snapshots, No. 8, which
makes it one of the most important yet issued on the new series.
Jack Cohn and
Louis Lewyn have filmed, for their "fan
magazine of the screen" the big horse races
at Tia Juana. and many big stars were present and posed for the Screen Snapshots cameraman.
There are Dorothy Dalton, Eileen Percy,
Agnes Ayres, Richard Dix, Earle Williams,
Wallace Beery, Wanda Hawley, Lottie Pickford, Bessie Love, Mae Murray and her husband Robert Z. Leonare, Frank Mayo, Dagmar Godowsky, Irving Cummings, Herbert
Rawlinson, and Mary Pickford and Douglas
Fairbanks, all in a singe subject.
A fan's
dream of happiness come true

A

1

February

2,
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Made Head

of Century Script

Building Department
News

from

dispatches,

Julius Stem, presi-

dent oi Leiitury Comedies wnj is n^jw at his
Vvest Coast studios, report tnat tne bcript
Buudmg department, a new Uii.t designed
a-d diieciors, has been aiieady iOii..ed a.ul
Pinto the famous cartoonist-gagman will

u

neaa it.
This new department, wh.ch should dj much
for tne Dettermeut ol tne Ltiuunes ui me
way of stones and direction, wi.l be headed
by a man who is ab^y fitted lor tnis work.
Pmto, known by mihions tor his cartoons,

won

recognition as a first Cias gagman
work with Al. Herman, directorin-clfiet of Lentury Comedies,
riis woik as
head of the Script Building department will
bring all original and purchased material under his jurisdiction, and before a- script is
turned over to the director for production it
will undergo rigid alterations and buiiding-up.
This will make every Century story holeproof
and as near-perfect as possible. Gagg.ng will
play the biggest part in the
buiiding-up,"
since it is the intention of Julius and Abe
Stern to make every sequence exceedingly
humorous and life-like, as well as original.
The advisory staff is headed by Julius
Stern, and consists of Sig Neufeld, Bert

has

trom

his

'

Max

Sternbach and

Alexander.

^

'PEACH OF A POSTER'
This Pathe poster advertising the first of the two
reel Harry Langdon comedies is guaranteed to stop
anybody under the age of ninety for a second look.
It's a very promising poster.

Capital Scenes

Shown

in U. S.

One Reel Film
Famous

scenic

wonders of

the

National

Capital are shown in a new United States
Department of Agriculture one-reel film,
"Seeing Washington with
Champions of
Boys and Girls Agricultural and Home Mak-

—

ing Clubs."

The Washington Monument,

Lincoln
Memorial, White House, Capitol, Library of
Congress,
Pan-American Union Building,
Continental Hall, Mt. Vernon, famous Pennthe

slyvania Avenue, the historic Potomac, the
tidal basin with the Japanese cherry trees
full bloom, Arlington National Cemetery,
and many other impressive scenes make up
this film.
Many of the scenes show good
photographic artistry and composition.
Champions of the boys' and girls' 4-HClubs,
of various States, are frequently rewarded
for their achievements by a trip to Washington.
The motion pictures describe their
visit from their arrival at Washington's magnificent Union Station through the many visits
to the places of pictorial and historic interest.
Copies of the film may be borrowed for
short periods from the department, or new
prints may be purchased at the manufacturing

in

charge.

U. p. D. Plans Educational

Film Department

^

^

SERENADING THE PASSERBY

Fox Releases Novelty Reel
Fox Film Corporation released the week of
January 20th a one-reel novelty feature entitled '"Frogland," which should find a ready
place on any theatre program.
Those who
have seen this new short subject which was
produced by the Russian Art Society of Paris
have praised the manner in which this unique
divertisement

is

presented.

"Frogland" tells the story of the frogs
who wanted a king and it is founded upon the
fables of Jean La Fontaine, the French poet.

NOT AN ARROW COLLAR AD
This Andy
Universal to
will provide

Gump
sell

three

sheet

poster

their cartoon series,

only
received by the
the

dangerous

Arrow

supplied

collar

by

"The Gumps,"

competition
heroes.

ever

Pathe's cartoon series of Aesop's Film Fables is
given a very clever treatment in this poster.
It is
impossible to overemphasize the value of posters of
this type
to build up program prestige.

Needs For State Timber Shown
in Two-Reeler
The need

for establishment of State forests,

meet timber needs of the future and
prevent a timber famine, forms the theme
for a new United States Department of Agriculture two-reel motion picture, "Trees of Tomorrow." The new film is the result of cooperation between the Forest Service, the
State Forester of Connecticut, and the Yale
to help

University School of Forestry.

The story is built around Roger
who returns from college to find that

Corbin,

the last
of the farm woodlot had been cut and sold
to pay for his education and that the prosperity of former days had vanished with the
timber.
Discouraged, he plans to leave the
farm of his forefathers.
wealthy neighbor,
however, points the way to success for the
young man and interests him in the development of a State forest. Roger's endeavors
win him a partnership in a forest products
concern, and the hand of his lady fair.
The climax comes when the heroine, thrown
from her horse in a rearing forest fire is
rescued, unconscious, from the flames by
Roger Corbin.
The picture was produced
with an eye to human interest.
It includes
many beautiful scenic "shots."

A

"Trees of Tomorrow" is full of sound reforestration doctrine and ofTers a solution to
the tree shortage question. It will be effective
in Stat_es where the timber shortage offers an
important problem.
Copies may be borrowed for short periods
from the department, or prints may be bought
by authorized purchasers at the laboratory
charge.

In accordance with its policy of trying to
supply a complete program to exhibitors, the

United Producers and Distributors, the new
Hollywood company, plans a department the
personnel of which will concentrate on the
making and distributing of short subjects of
educational value, it being the idea to furnish
one split-reel or a full reel of an instructive
nature with each full-length feature together
with a two-reel comedy and at least one other
featurette.

Two

different producing units are being ornow to devote all their efforts to the
filming of out-of-the-ordinary ideas, both

ganized

aquatic and on dry land.

IRIS

TO RELEASE TWELVE

SINGLE REEL COMEDIES
John

J. Iris

of the Iris Film Exchange an-

nounces a new series of single reel comedies.
There will be 12 in all and they will be released at the rate of one a month.
Three of the comedies are already completed, ready for viewing.
The first release
is entitled "20th Century Love"
the one that
follows answers to the name of "A Pair of
Jacks" and the third in this series is entitled
"Fliv and Let Fliv."
;
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Posterology

That

OQ

Sells

HOW MEN

unaiiiare
nious in the agreement that
the cut-out is the most forceful form, of poster display.
But specific a^ that sounds the
statement is nothing if not

replete with generalities.
are cut-outs and

For

cutouts.
The point is what sort
of cut-out carries out the
showmanship principle of attracting atteniton, pleasing the

there

—

him
onlooker and making
That's where showmanship sense is of urgent moment. For example take this
cut-out display on First National's "Age of Desire" used
by the Rialto Theatre, Augusta, Ga.
The little deft
touch of shadow behind the
figures has served to make
them stand out from the
buy?

hoard, and from a distance
would give the impression of
live persons.
That's where
the

additional

comes

selling

force

Taking a cut-out
luhich is ordinarily good in
every respect, and %mth an
added touch, increasing the
breath of its scope and poiver.
in.

'T^HE

picture of the young boy clinging to the
man for protection has been so extensively used in Paramount's "Big Brother" posters,
J-

rHE

cut-out of "Trilby" was the nucleus of
the entire lobby display when the First A^ational attraction played the Strand Theatre, Nash-

Tenn. The exploitation campaign zms based
almost exclusively on a display of poster decorations of various shapes and sises.

ville,

older

that it is becoming almost familiar enough for
people to recognize without a title. Realizing this,
Howard Waugh, Manager of Loew's Palace of
Memphis, realized the wisdom of his plan when he
rut out the fn'o figures, backed them up on a compo
board stand, and placed them in the center of his
lobby during the showing of the picture.

—
January

26,
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SHOWMANSHIP
Poster Display as anJAdjunct of
A

Live-Wire Exhibitor Tells

How He Makes "Em

Showmanship

Stop,

Look and

Enter Through Inexpensive but Effective Poster Urge

FRANKLY
I come
one of

believe the poster has bethe most valuable adjuncts
to the exhibitor in exploiting his attrac-

By JULIUS CELLER
Manager

box.

of Kismet Theatre, Brooklyn, N. V.

tions.

Originally the poster was designed
billboard use, alone. But constant use

experimenting

with

it,

showmanship tendency

together
to adapt

it

for

and

with a
to inno-

vating forms, has brought about a poster
composition that lends itself to variable
adaptations.
Thus, the poster is now endowed with dozens of possibilities
where before there was only one.
I think the first important point on
the subject of posters to showmen is
selection. How do I select my posters?
Kasily answered.
Thanks to the advertising genius of
the film industry and the worthy desire of film companies to co-operate as
constructively as possible with exhibitors, we have as an accessory to the
picture, such a thing as a press book.
It is in the press book I first go
-

TOUCHING

on the inexpensive innovahave used with considerable success. I might mention as the first example,
This consists of making
the shadow-box.
a cut-out from a 1 sheet, particularly one
tions

I

that has the picture of a window, or a
moon, or a mirror, or anything that might

i study the poster layout on each
respective picture, carefully, and first
maKe a choice of more than I actually
need, basing my selection on those that
convey the theme of the film most vividly.
Then 1 cut these down to the
number 1 can use, by eliminating those
which are not absolutely in accord witn
the atmosphere of my neighborhood.

In other words, if I am patronized Ly
a conservative, church-going community, I shouldn't
think of displaying
posters in which flashing revolvers or
sex lure plays a prominent part.
Another point i would emphasize
strongly, and that is— buy, rather than
rent your posters!
The rented poster
will be more likely than not, a worn,
battle-scarred,

dowdy

affair.

There

is

nothing like a brand new, clean poster
for suggesting a fresh, wholesome film.
An old poster has the psychological
effect of suggesting an old, cobb-web-

back-number him.
In adapting the poster to an
innovating
first thing that suggests Itself is the cut-out.
The film producers have come to a proper realization
ot the importance of the
cut-out, and are
consequently making posters that lend
themselves ingeniously to the proper use of
sheers, paste and compo-board.
The cut-out being in colors, strikes the
eye at once and is at the same time
decorative.
Cut-outs can be used with good
effect in the lobby; on the side-walk,
if it
IS permitted; on the
marquee or suspended
from It. They also make for splendid window displays. No instance comes to my
mind at the present moment of a poster
cut-out being used on top
of a
theatre
building, but if the structure isn't too high
there is no reason why it shouldn't be.
The figures in a 24 sheet are often big
enough to make a good show at a height
of two or three stories.

is

made up

like the

shadow

of the poster cutout being placed inside the box instead of
in front of it.
Also considering the nature
of the thing, smaller figures should be selected for cut-outs.
The front of the box
should represent a solid front, with a hole
punched in the center for peeping. Have
a sign on the top reading, "Have a Peep
Free." You will be surprised at the animated response this invitation will receive.

posters suggest special
adaptations but, obviously, it is
quite impossible to set down a general
rule that will cover any particular case
unless one has the picture in mind. I
can, however, cite an instance of a
special
adaptation,
which cost me

^

—

twenty cents, and which drew no end
comment and commendation from
passersby and patrons.
I was playing,
"The Green Goddess," starring George Arliss.
I cut
a bust picture of the star from a 1
sheet and mounted it on compo board.
In a five and ten cents store I purchased two squatting figures of Hindu
Goddesses, each holding an incense
bowl.
Into these I dropped a pinch
of incense, and placed the figures in
two niches I had cut out from either
side of the picture of George Arliss. I
placed the display on top of a radiator
in the lobby.
I then touched a match
to the incense and completed the enhancing of the atmospheric effect by
having the rays of a colored drop light
concentrated on the display. The apof

Brother to Brother
In one part of this article Mr. Celler addresses his readers as brother exhibitors.

Therein hes the whole punch of
this presentation.

It is in the

lang-

uage of the trade. It is a recital of
experience from one member to the
rest of the family of active

showmen.

His problems are your problems.

Is
If not, they should
be, for the solutions are right here for
his success

yours

?

the reading, and they're as simple as
pie when you know them.

See

you

can't save yourself a lot
of money in the future by learninghow Mr. Celler cuts down the "pence"
in expense as regards poster display.
if

by,

form of display, the

device

/^ERTAIN

shoppmg

for posters, for ideas on their
adaptation to display, and for suggestions for tie-ups and so on.

The

box with the exception

represent a source for the dissemination or
refiection of light.
Having cut this figure
out, it should be backed up with a piece
of yellow paper, waxed or crepe; and the

whole
frame.

mounted on a box-like wooden
The frame could be made cheaply

from compo-board.

Two sides of this box might be painted
black or covered with crepe paper of any
color which is harmonious with the picture.
The fourth side should be placed against
a wall.
When a drop light is lowered into
the box and the top covered so as not to
allow_ any escapement of light, the shadow
box

is ready for business.
All you have
to do is turn on the "juice" and you have
a lobby attraction which is permanent. On
new pictures you simply have to substitute
the cut-out with one representing the film

being shown.

A
the

slight digression in construction

shadow box

is

from

that of the peep-hole

appeal was instantaneous.
This display actually brought me additional
business which I verified by a check
up.

Occasionally I attract attention to
the lobby by hanging a series of posters pennant fashion, strung from thin
wires.
I stretch the wire in lines to
form a triangle. That gives me three
lines on which
to
string several 1
sheets and also a series of window
cards.
The general effect is that of a
festive occasion, especially if touched up
here and there with bits of colored ribbon
or crepe paper.
Here, again, the expense
is quite negligible.

More than once

I have lifted a poster
from a print in a press book.
The press book offers many opportunities.

effect bodily

I could name countless other inexpensive
stunts of a similar character, but in obeisance to restrictions of space, my concluding shot to my brother exhibitors is this:
Give careful attention to press book matter.
In most press books, there is a veritable wealth of material and suggestions
for effective poster display that will allow
for a suggestion
of
atmosphere rather
than for climatic effect.
Let the climax
occur on the film, where it rightfully belongs, but let it be suggested in that which
as much as anything I can think of purports to invite the patron into the house
the
poster.
Remember, "Posters Pull

Patrons."
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WARNER BROTHERS GET AN HUMAN INTEREST APPEAL ACROSS ON PAPER
'Yf'^ARNER

BROTHERS

ever-important

that

have long attained a high distinction in the quaUty of their posters. Pictorial beauty is never wanting, but it by no means dwarfs
element for the exhibitor ptinted salesmanship.
Just a look is sufficient to tell why these posters selll the pictures they represent,

—

POSTERS MADE ANIMATED
BY PROJECTIONIST
Unique Lobby Display Attracts

and were

Wide Attention
yX/lTH

the hands of a projectionist but the
soul of an exploiteer Thomas C. Grindley, projection machine operator of the Oregon
Theatre, Salem, Ore., is making a name for
himself in the industry through the animated
posters by which he exploits First National
attractions.
One of these days some live
theatre chain is going to yank Grindley out
of the booth and put him at the advertising
manager's desk.
On "Circus Days," Grindley took the three
sheet of Jackie Coogan beating the drum and
put some monkey glands in the arms and
feet.
The result was that Jackie's right foot
tapped the ground five times and at each fifth
stroke his right hand came down and beat
the drum. This happened every five seconds,

"

making

The

it

manager's ingenuity in dressing the lobby. The
house was in holiday garb and this was accentuated by the erection of a small stage,
about ten feet wide against the inner wall of
the lobby.
Black drapings were behind this
slightly

drawn

cut-out figure of Constance Talmadge.
*
* *

FLASHY COLORS PULL CROWDS
Flashy colors against the handicap of a
small theatre front got the effect over for
Arthur Swarke when he played First National's "Thundergate" at the Rialto Theatre,
El Dorado, Ark.

The

top centerpiece bearing the title, was a
about four feet deep from the entrance
of the theatre.
This was done mostly in
lavender with large red and green lanterns
The Chinese script
painted in on each side.
for the title and supplementary copy was obtained from a Chinese laundry with the result that every chink in El Dorado went to
strip

see the theatre front.

a continuous performance.
"Potash and Perlmutter,"

showing Abe and Mawruss shaking hands was
animated to make the hand shake a continuous one. The ten fingers went up and down
like a pump.
And the total cost for the perpetual handshake, according to Grindley, was

Have

The deluge

of

smiles

that

the

greeted

patrons

as

efifect

displays

they marched
was due to the

C.

Gary,

Hodkinson

exploitation

man and Roy McMullen, manager

of the theatre co-operated in putting over some fine exploitation stunts.
The most novel of these
was a lob'oy display made of compoboard.
The display represented a map of the United
States and was cut across horizontally leaving
a small space between the fore and back
ground, a platform was built in this space so
that a toy auto could travel across the map.
Hooked to this auto was a bicycle chain which
was propelled by a motor.
large billboard located in one of the best
spots in Milwaukee was specially secured for
the picture and a wrecked car was used for
a ballyhoo.
These stunts were so successful
that
Manager McMullen actually had to
"turn 'em away" the first two days.

A

word of
week through

getting his
in the

.

OUT OF PANEL
AND AMUSES CROWD

through the lobby, the

R.

at

—
—

'DULCY' STEPS

sonally

Wis.,

played

Milwaukee,

a plan that recognizes the following axioms
1
That attendance is light as a rule at
Monday matinees.
2 That women form the backbone of picture patronage.
The usual admission price at the KnickerFrom and
bocker Theatre is thirty cents.
including the run of First Nationals "The
Girl of the Golden West," Manager Mousson
has instituted the policy of admitting ladies
at the first Monday matinee performance for
ten cents each.
Instead of detracting revenue from the box
office ihis has built up the gross by attracting a larger attendance.
To clinch the matter it has brought new patrons to the house,
bolstered up the week's weakest business a'-d
created an advertising army that would be

brought is a sufficient answer unless exhibitors
who read this care to supply Mr. Grindley
with a more substantial one.

"Dulcy" did her act for the exclusive benethe Hamilton Theatre, Lancaster, Pa.
fit of
The prize dumbbell of stage and screen made
her cut-out appearance when the First National attraction played the house and per-

"The Drivin' Fool"
WHEN
Ascher's Merrill Theatre,

worked out a plan for
mouth advertising early

In writing to First National pictures about

asks

Stage Made
Posters

Manager Theodore D. Mousson of the
Knickerbocker Theatre, Nashville, Tenn., has

might have said that the kiss was worth a
great deal more.
animated displays, Mr. Grindley
I working along the right lines ?
these any value?"

Is Run Across
From Background of

TEN CENT LADIES' ADMISSION
HELPS MONDAY SHOWS

only two dollars.
The prize of the collection, however, came
in four installments and features "A Man of
Action."
This consisted of a "Punch and
Judy" stage outside the Liberty Theatre. The
action was so arranged as to show Douglas
MacLean and his leading lady coming together
from normal position to a clinch. It cost
less than three dollars and Douglas MacLean

'Am

Toy Auto

aside to reveal the

six sheet on

his

DRESS LOBBY
AND PULL CROWDS

CUT-OUTS

worth real money to any theatre.
Other showmen who have tried this method
of bolstering up an otherwise blue Monday's

'AND BRING
rollicking

suggestion,

and one that

this

declare the practice to be profitable
every respect. The fact of the matter is
that folks who have other engagements for the
afternoon or evening, might take advantage
of the morning showing to see a picture.
receipts

MAY FLOWERS'

in

1-sheet

doesn't fail to convey.
Preferred has put its message across in this poster with that touch that tugs
at the heart strings of humans.

February

2,
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ATTENTION CENTERS ON
POSTER CAMPAIGN

REX INGK^'S'

F. B. O.

Launvhes Big Poster Campaign
for 'Daytime Wives'

'WTHEN

plans were made for the designing
of the twenty-four sheet to be used in
poster advertising for the F. B. O. feature,
"Daytime Wives," a rather different idea was
conceived.
Instead of arranging for one design to be used on all billboards, a set of
twenty-four were prepared which are similar
in only one detail
the title of the picture appears on each in the same size and type of

"

i

SCARAMOUCHE

POSTER CONTEST HOLDS
LIVELY INTEREST

C TRIKING

—

print.

|

poster showing two of the principals in

the photo of Alice Terry between the two
immediately gives the impression that she
the reason for the duel
a very good reason, too.
action,

swords
is

—

By means of these posters it is possible for
an exhibitor to arrange for twenty-four billboard displays no two of which are alike.
Besides its providing variety, there is the
possibility of arousing interest through different appeals.
The catchlines vary as well
as the illustrations and are made to attract

'Columbus' Boosted Tremendously by
Mayor and Art Societies

'T'HE

Cosmopoiiran

plan of presentation adopted by the

CEbcatre

managers of the Liberty Theatre, Seattle,
Wash., for the showing of "Columbus," the
first of the "Chronicles of America" series being released by Pathe, is representative of the
results that can be achieved by alert show-

ilolunibiisSrtIt
ItVlte

,

^Mi\y

klOEl&Erberf
mil bi« orcttftn)

manship.

The first step was to interest the mayor of
the city in the high caliber of the film by a
special showing for his benefit.
The mayor
"bit," or more correctly, became convinced
of the picture's value and issued a proclamation urging the Seattle residents to see "Columbus" during its run at the Liberty.
Then the Liberty started a red hot campaign. The keynote was a poster contest open
to three
grades university students, high
school pupils and elementary school children.
prize was offered in each class.
The subject was to be a drawing concerning one
phase of the "Columbus" picture.
The

—

A

An interest-arousing twenty-four sheet poster suggesting the historical content and kingly atmosphere
that is well reflected in the Cosmopolitan feature.

the attention of both men and women by their
direct and separate messages to both sexes.
The picture has been playing for several

months now but bookings are still going strong
and exhibitors are finding the posters immensely valuable in their advertising campaigns.

Moreover, they are making use of the
smaller posters for advertising cuts by means
of which any number of showman have succeeded in landing big space in the news columns of the local papers.

However,
this

was 22 by 28 inches and had to be
submitted to the selected jury with the assurance that the work was entirely original.
The jury consisted of prominent citizens
which was just another factor in increasing
the amount of space allotted the contest by
the local papers.
better source of productive publicity could not be hoped for.
In addition such organizations as the Seattle
Society of Fine Arts, the Cornish School of
Art, the Federated Clubs of Seattle, and other
like organizations became interested in the
picture through the contest and gave material
aid in the matter of successfully launching
poster

A

the film.
In addition the, Parents-Teachers Association was tied up directly on the historical
qualities of the production and gave some active and fruitful co-operation in the successful launching of the picture.
They were directly responsible for the educational interest
which was aroused in the city and continued
to stress this point through the members.

'T'HE above

is a 'Poisoned Paradise' poster that is
arousing interest everywhere. Simple but pointed is
Vitagraph poster below which is being displayed
broadcast to advertise the new drama of divorce.

this

it is not only on the posters for
one picture that the F. B. O. publicity

people center their attention. It is their personal opinion that posters play a very important part in a picture's campaign and /for
this reason a great deal of attention is paid
them.
"The Mailman" posters were particularly colorful a great number of them being
in the twenty-four sheet form.
The newer
pictures,
"Judgment of the Storm," and
"Lullaby," which has just been released, are
also being largely exploited through a striking poster campaign which includes large and
small posters.
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POSTERS SUGGEST NOTE
OF EXPLOITATION
Theme

Suggested by Posters Should
Characterize Campaign

EXPLOITATION
^
forms
two

and advertising in all
are
phases of the motion picture industry most closely allied.
This is
particularly so of posters and exploitation.
The idea of both is to implant the title of
the production in the public mind, and to do

most effectually, the appeal idea must
be carried out so as to keep the exploitation
this

closely tied to the posters.

There is, for instance, the case of "MerryGo-Round," wherein the title was symbolized
throughout the whole campaign. This was also true of the story and so the advertising
showed
merry-go-rounds
crowded
with
merry-makers, symbolic of the whirl of life.
The exploitation features, were for the most
part miniature merry-go-rounds which were
operated by small motors and used flasher

Now if the exa desire to see the picture.
ploitation did not tie itself up with the posters
it would be obliged to do over again the work
of the posters and would lose so much of
its effectiveness as to be worthless.
It should therefore be the business of the
alert showman to study his posters carefully
and then plan his exploitation campaign with
the purpose of using these in as many different
ways and places as possible and adopting his
stunts to conform to the note which the poster
attempts to stress.

EYE AND EAR APPEAL ALLIED
TO AID 'DR. JACK'
What an exhibitor with just a grain of
ingenuity can do to enhance the "pulling"
power of a twenty-four sheet is strikingly
illustrated by the method of treatment accorded the twenty-four sheet on "Dr. Jack,"
the Pathe feature comedy for release, starring
Harold Lloyd.
The world

lights for attraction getters.

cannot help but laugh at
the inimitable Harold even when he tries to
look very serious as befits the dignity of a

In "A Lady of Quality" the Universal
Jewel starring Virginia Valli, the main play
on the posters was also the title and in exploiting the picture "A Lady of Quality" went
shopping and was used as a comparison for
many articles of merchandise. In "The Acquittal," the Universal Jewel made from Rita

exhibitors
the artist's mode
of expression get the idea over unaided.
"Why gild the lily ?" would be the customarj'
reaction of the theatre owner when first
glimpsing this effective poster.
nurhber of exhibitors, however, adopted
a plan which added materially to the drawing
power of the sheet. Swung just behind the
figure of the earth was placed a phonograph
Thus, the element
with a laughing record.
of sound was added to the visual appeal of
the twenty-four sheet in getting over the big

The love angle
of the story was also played up on the posters, and in tying this angle to the exploitation, honeymoon cards and love letters were
mailed to theatre mailing lists calling attention to the showing.

success, the main bit of evidence on which the man was found guilty
was a butcher's scale and its close resemblance
This idea was played up in
to a store clock.
the posters and carried out in the exploitation.
It would be a waste of time and effort for

Weiman's stage

just

young physician.
would be quite content to

Most

rising

let

A

idea.

producers to put out posters advertising their
pictures from one angle and then start exploiting them from another which in no way
suggested that used in the advertising. Posters are generally used much in advance of
exploitation in order to prepare the public for
the showing. When the exploitation is started
the title has already been fixed in the theatre
patrons' minds and seeing the same idea in the
stunts arranged to put the picture over creates

ATTAINS REAL ACTION
IN NEW POSTERS
Novel Touch by Exhibitor Improves
General Good Effect

IN

a twenty-four sheet on the new Pathe
"Leatherstocking," adapted from
James Fenimore Cooper's "Leatherstocking
Tales," the artist has injected into the display, with rare power and skill, the production's most outstanding quality
action. There
is action in every line and posture of the
human figures involved in the scene. As an
exhibit of dynamic poster display this twentyfour sheet is as nearly perfect as human artistry can make it.
Yet with the employment of just a mite of
thought and initiative the exhibitor's sense
of showmanship can improve on what is already a perfect piece of artistic workmanship.
For example, the alert showman can introduce
the element of mechanical motion into this
serial,

—

display that will add materially to its dynamic
Here is the plan that is being suggested in connection with the presentation of
this forthcoming Pathe serial release
Make a cut-out of the twenty-four sheet,
"silhouetting" the figures of the boat, its occupants, and the attacking Indians trying to
board the canoe. Place in front of the cutout and slightly above the water line of the
canoe a broad piece of canvas painted waterblue with here and there a touch of white to
represent "white caps." Back the cut-out with
cardboard and fasten to a roller, permitting
the entire cut-out to be rocked back and forth
and thus emulating the motion of a boat on
the surface of the lake.
The rotating force
may be applied by a piece of string fastened
to one end of the roller and pulled intermittently by the girl in the box-office or the
ticket collector.
The string, of course, should
be kept hidden from view. Mechanical devices
of various sorts will suggest themselves in lieu
of the manual operation of the string.
In like manner, by the simple employment
of a bit of ingenuity, innumerable unusual
effects can be achieved that will make the
passerby who would ordinarily not notice the
poster, stop short and investigate the contrapThe ordinary posters with their large
tion.
cut-out figures and attention arresting scenes
might serve to suggest hundreds of ideas no
two of which would be at all similar and yet
all of which would be pertinent to the story,
and would make snappy advertising as well.
qualities.

JAMES KIRKWOOD

T>

OMANCE,

adventure,

marriage

entanglements

stories that these posters tell.
Each one plays up a different theme, and each
theme has its separate appeal. The poster campaign
strives to enlist the interest of every type and these
are splendid examples of how appealing they can
be made and how much of a story can be told
The
carefully
thought out poster.
through a

these

are

the

Ponjola poster above immediately gives the impres-

Note also that
sion of a tense dramatic situation.
in these other three specimens, although the pictorial
effects also play an important part, the name of the
feature is the big thing they are trying to put across.

DISCbHTENTED HUSBANDS
A STORY OF THE OTHER MANS W(FE

February

2,
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EXPLOITATION
IDEAS
Coogan Cut-Outs Center Attention
Enormous

cut-outs

his role of the

of

Prince in

Jackie

Coogan

in

LONG LIVE THE

KING,

the young star's initial Metro producwere displayed throughout Wichita Falls,
Tex., recently.
They were part of a wide
spread exploitation campaign launched for the
showing of the feature at the Strand Theatre.
The cut-outs were fastened to lamp posts
all over the city and each one carried a mortise
which carried the name of the theatre and

tion,

the play dates.
jji

^

^

Gets Laugh on 'Ba^ Man' Posters
With posters, stills and beaver board Manager Weider of the Rivoli, Portland, Ore.,
achieved some fine results for the showing of
MAN. The cards which he used
were unusual in make-up. They were constructed in the form of a shadow box with a
mottled background. The photos were mounted
on beaver board cut in odd shapes with an
outline of gilt around them.
These stills,
thus mounted, were placed about two inches
above and behind the back of the shadow
box.
The head used on the top of the disSusplay board was a three sheet cut-out.
pended from the ears was cards announcing
Use
the title of the picture and the star.
was also made of the humorous sub-titles
in small cards oh the side of the display.

THE BAD

TRUE ARISTOCRACY
This
Is reflected in both the woman and the dog.
new style of window poster shows Hedda Hopper
and her pet as they appear in 'Gambling Wives.'

Composite Posters Dress

Up Lobby

/II Jl 1.) t!

production

STRANGERS

OF

THE

NIGHT. Above

the entrance of the theatre
he used a very large poster which was. a composite made from the various size poster
sheets.
On either side of the lobby was a
large easel on which were mounted a number
of scenes cut from the posters. Seated on the
top of each easel was a cut-out figure of one
of the girl bandits. These appeared particularly natural and life like, and large crowds
were attracted to the theatre by this simple

'Scaramottcbe' Principals of Wax
window of the Emporium, San Francisco,
was the center of attraction for several days.
It was arranged to represent one of the interior castle sets from SCARAMOUCHE.

A

Wax

figures, dressed to the last detail like
the originals they represented, purported to
So natural
be Fred Stone and Alice Terry.
were the figures and so beautifully arranged
with regard to detail was the display that it
decided a large number of persons to see the
showing of the picture at a. nearby house.

^

*

A

combination served
the group cut-out
lobby display card arranged by Manager Creslein of the Augusta, Ga., Rialto Theatre.
in

in

THE

characters from
cut-outs from the posters.
They were arranged in a group in front
Then by
of a beaver board i)ackground.
a special arrangement of lights, the figures
cast shadows on the board which resulted in
an attractive and unusual effect.

The

three

principle

AGE OF DESIRE,

*

*

*

Daw

being

is

doesn't seem sure whether Marannoyed with Edward Earle or is just

coquettish.
All three are appearing
the Arrow film, 'Gambling Wives.'

now

in

Buster Keaton split fifty-fifty with a new
cigar on a recent window display.
In the
midst of boxes and tins of cigars stood the
majestic, if somewhat comic, cut-out figure
of Buster Keaton as he appears in
HOSPITALITY. Signs in the window acquaint the passerby with the information that
"Buster Keaton smokes cigars.
Ten cents
each."
Incidently there were also posters
announcing the showing of the picture at the

OUR

—

local theatre.

^

The Regent

'Name the Man'

NAME THE MAN

^

^

Cloaky Stages 'Big Brother' Festival

^

systematic campaign has been started for
exploitation of
through the sale of the special film edition
of the Hall Caine novel published by A. L.
Burt and Company. Goldwyn, who are responsible for the picture, had a special showing for the publishers' sales force and now
that they have seen the picture they will
start a concentrated drive to sell the book
wherever the picture is showing or is booked
The Chicago office has also
for exhibition.
been adviced to see the film and then start
working on increased book sales as a plausible
and valuable exploitation tie-up.
the

Light and shadows
an admirable purpose

^

Publishers Tie-Up on

Cut-Outs for 'The Age of Desire'

Dll-S

MAJAA LOVE PAPA?

BIG

Theatre, Ottawa, Ont., staged

BROTHER

parade on the opening
day of the presentation of the picture. It in-

a

*

\

Buster Keaton Selling Cigars

but unusual display.
*

'Oil

Baby Dorothy Brock
jorie

By

the use of a few posters and a lot of
ingenuity, the manager of the Howard Theatre in Atlanta, Ga., secured a startlingly effective lobby display for the Metro Fred Niblo

,

cluded fifteen different "Boys Work Committee" units as well as other youngsters from
the town.
The occasion was a special kid
performance at which Manager Cloaky acted
as BIG
and arranged a luncheon
at the local Y. M. C. A.
The performance
took place in the morning and after the show
the guests all marched to the "Y."

BROTHER

^

^Jc

Tarkington Present

^

at

'Boy of Mine'

A

Booth Tarkington Week was arranged
by Ace Berry, manager of the Circle TheaIndianapolis, Ind., as a mark of respect
the author, who is a fellow townsman,
and also as a good hunch for exploiting
MINE.
special box party was arranged
at which the author, his wife and friends,
were present.
huge enlargement of the
author's favorite photograph held a prominent place in the lobby, together with posters
MINE. The
showing scenes from
interest in the picture was immediately stimulated when the public realized that its author
was a neighbor, and all flocked to see the film.
tre,

to

Striking Bally for 'White Sister'

By co-operation with the International
Harvester Company, the manager of the Great
Northern Theatre, Chicago, put over a most
effective and really unique bally for Henry

THE WHITE

SISTER,
King's production.
the Metro release in which Lillian Gish starred
The float, built on
for Inspiration Pictures.
a large automobile truck presented two attractive scenes from the picturization of F. Marion
Crawford's well known story. On the back
was a large sign, showing a picture of Miss
Gish, while the roof of the float served a
valuable purpose by carrying a sign which
could be read from upper windows along the
route. For several days this truck was driven
through the city and did much to publicize
the showing o'' the feature at the Great
Northern.

Star Exploiting

Her Own Picture

FORGIVE AND
THE MARRIAGE MARKET

Pauline Garon. star of

FORGET

and

is giving entertainments via radio and making
personal appearances in the better class Pennsylvania houses where the two pictures are
showing. She is well liked by the_ radio audiences and a great deal of publicity value is
thereby secured for the pictures in which she
plays as the name of the picture and the
place of its showing is mentioned several

times in the course of a broadcasting_ session.
In the houses where she is appearing personally, her appearance, talent and personality
are gaining a great manv friends for her.
Both pictures are C. B. C. films but the De
Luxe Film Corporation, territorial franchise
holders, are also aiding in the campafgn.

OF

BOY

A

A

BOY OF

^

^

^

Exploitation Expert to

Lend Aid

Jack Keegan of the Hodkinson exploitation
forces has been sent to Detroit to help in the

OLD FOOL

in the
big presentations of the
Detroit territory. He will handle directly all
the exploitation campaigns in most of the key
cities.
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Issues Personal Visiting Cards

A

great deal of talk was created in Reading, Pa., recently through the exploitation
stunt which Manager Levy of the Capitol
Theatre pulled for the showing of
He hired two stylishly dressed,
rather vampish 3'oung women to stroll through
the streets on alternate days and hand out
what appeared to be the personal visiting
card of Marie Prevost and heralds announcOn the
ing the arrival of the production.
card was the name and address of the star
and in one corner, "I am a 'Wanter.' Meet
me at the Capitol Theatre." It proved a
very successful stunt.

Fool's Awakening' Will Appear Soon
As the last of the Metro January releases,
"The Fool's Awakening," will soon make its
bow to the public. The picture is an adaptaLocke's novel, "The Tale
tion of William
of Triona" written by Tom Hopkins. A bril-

DRAMATIC TENSION
glance

atmosphere

at this poster visualizes for one the
of the picture.
It places the location in

north

the

and

also

sugges;s

stirring

drama.

Theatre Publishes Weekly Newspaper
Clarence Stout, director of publicity of the

the several roles among
which are Harrison Ford and Enid Bennett.
Harold Shaw directed the production.
liant

cast interprets

THE

ACE OF THE KING.
*

*

*

Mae Murray Opinion

Starts Contest

FRENCH DOLL

Exploiting the
at
the
Strand Theatre in Birmingham, Ala., Manager Towns co-operated with the Birmingham
News in conducting a contest for essays on
the subject, "What is the Most Healthful Exercise for Girls?"
Mae Murray, star of the
picture, was heard to express the opinion that
dancing was the best exercise for girls, and
it was this remark which instigated the con-

Much interest in the contest was manifested by the public with the result that the
"French Doll" was called into unusual prominence.
*
* *
test.

King Tut Lobby

Splendid Idea

Is

In conjunction with the showing of

DANCER OF THE NILE

THE

manager of
the Clune Broadway Theatre, Los Angeles,
the

featured an Egyptian lobby display. He accomplished this by the use of tapestries and
properties originally used in the production
and loaned to Mr. Lund by the producer,
William Earle. The tapestries covered the
side walls of the lobby and served as background for the cut out figures of Carmel
Myers as the dancer.
centerpiece represented a pyramid in which were set colored
stills.
Harps, chairs, litters, spears and re-

A

and characteristic symbols on poles
every available space.
On the top of
the box office reposed the figure of a woman
on a litter banked on either side with vases
of lotus flowers.
Incense burned in several
smaller
vases
and perfumed the entire
ligious

filled

entrance.
^

^

^

Orphans See 'Darling of
Through

New

York'

courtesy of Universal Pictures Corporation and B. F. Keith, more than
two hundred children from the Hebrew Orphan Asylum saw the premiere New York
showing of Baby Peggy in
at Keith's 81st Street
Theatre. The children were conveyed to and
from the theatre in special motor busses and
after the performance were given dolls, horns

OF

and balloons.

THE DARLING

.,iK Sidney Chaplin, Louise Fazenda. Ford Sterling
Chester Conklln. Lucille Ricksen and the FISH

A Jir/it notional

Attraction

SOME SPEED!
Is the impression you should and do get when you
see this fast action poster which is one of the most
striking of the lot included in the exploitation

Adopting Posters to Individual Needs Provides Beneficial Variety
and Is at Once a Test of Good Showmanship

By CHARLES

J.

GEIGRICH

the rushing trend of events in the mopicture business the customs of only
a few years ago may have been forgotten.
But if you remember how the average exhibitor placed particular importance on posters
and made it his business to look at the paper
first and screen the picture as a secondary
step in his booking policy, you'll realize that
we had some real showmen in the little picture houses and most of those showmen are
still in the business at the head of our great
picture palaces.
As keen showmen they knew the patronage
pulling j)ower of good posters and in most
cases if the paper didn't please them they
would turn down the picture without looking
at it and conversely, if the posters appealed
to their showmanship instinct, they would
often book the picture sight-unseen.

INtion

Posters are eloquently silent seat salesmen
cf unlimited power if properly conceived and
executed.
A good poster is not one that is
just "pretty."

The

basic idea in

all

of

them

should be pure commercialism, in a dressing
artistic enough to be attractive.
And in their
composition they should embody punch, pep,
power and business magnetism. To lend versatility to their use they should be
designed
with a view to separation and conversion into cut-outs for banners, window displays, lobby
decorations, and general use in all forms of
advertising as well as straight posting.

The

three fundamental forces in advertisattracting attention, creating interest and
arousing desire, are stirred quickly, concisely
and decisively by a well gotten up poster.
They arrest attention more quickly than any
other form of advertising and in a fleeting
moment of a busy public's time they drive
home the message that the exhibitor wishes
to transmit.
The preparation of posters is an art requiring business judgment as well as pictorial
talent and the business producing angles of
posters should receive first consideration. The
purely artistic arrangement of the poster
serves the one purpose of attracting attention, the other two advertising objectives, creating interest and arousing desire, must be

ing

:

the

NEW YORK

GALLOPING FISH

DRESSING THE THEATRE WITH POSTERS

Wilkerson-Lyons Enterprises, Inc., which organization operates the Pantheon Theatre in
Vincennes, Indiana, has just conceived a great
plan for exploiting pictures showing at the
theatre.
He publishes a four to eight page
weekly newspaper which not only carries publicity stories concerning the coming attractions, but also runs advertising for different
shops and merchants in the city. The first
issue of the publication carried a full page
story with illustrations on IN
PAL-

Xtnordiiary

zffiiT-on

record.

THE

WANTERS.

One

Comedy Drima

/^astest love

ARTHUR C. BROMBERG OF
ATLANTA KNOWS A LOT

ABOUT "GAMBLING
WIVES"
ASK^HIM.

effected by the commercial angles of the
poster; and the properly arranged poster permits of the easy separation of the commercial features from the rest of the poster, while
the use of these commercial features in various ways, bring exceptionally gratifying boxoffice

results.

In the many campaigns planned and actually
carried out by the writer, posters have played
In addition to posta most important part.
ing 24 sheet stands and the use of smaller
paper through the regulation channels, cutouts and banners, illuminated and illustrated
signs, window cards and stage settings were
arranged through the use of parts of various
posters prepared for the productions.
As an up-to-the-minute illustration of the
versatility of the posters, let us take the paper
just issued bv the Hodkinson Corporation on
FOOL. The 24 sheet especially
supplies the showmen with material for a
It
great variety of business-boosting stunts.
is a presentation of the entire cast of the
production, in life-size figures and the title
of the picture stands out in bold relief. By
separating this 24-sheet into eight units, making individual cut-outs of each letter and the
character standing by it, an exceptionally atBy
tractive lobby display can be arranged.
placing them in the lobby after the fashion of
wings on a stage, something akin to a circus
ballyhoo is produced. It presents to the passing crowds all of the performers that may
be seen inside and the ensemble brings out
the title of the picture in a decidedly novel

THE OLD

manner.
This idea

may be carried out in a store
as easily as in the theatre lobby and
may be used as a tie-up with merchants advertising women's wear, children's clothing and
men's apparel.
In all of the advertising campaigns conducted by the great manufacturers in commercial lines, posters occupy a place of the
utmost importance and they are extensively
used to profitably advertise articles ranging
from expensive automobiles to one cent packwindow

ages of candy.

And the showman who has seats to sell will
do well by giving especial attention to the
profit producing qualities of posters.
Humanity is still in the stage where its
primary appeal is through pictures, bright colors and large type. Oftener than not the patron who is out shopping for a movie is attracted by the po.^ters. A particular scene or
a prominent catchline might just serve to convince the person that he wants to see that
The wise showman realparticular picture.
izes this and selects his posters for the purpose of making just such persons his patrons.

:
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POSTER

cut-outs are obviously a form of
advertising display which, for distinctiveness and economy, are as preferable for the
showman as anything to be found in the advertising man's kit. The point is that not all
posters are intended for cut-outs.
Some are
so composed as to be meant for nothing else
but the original purpose intended for posters.
Others seem to contain elements that
fairly invite the use of a pair of scissors
and compo board.
Such a type of poster is well represented
in Universal's late array, which is depicted
in the layout on the bottom of this page.
The showman running any of the pictures illustrated by these posters can build up a
mighty nobby lobby display.
One that will
have all the essentials that advertising must
have in order to be called "eligible." That
is,
(1) the power to attract attention; (2)
appropriateness in relation to the subject illustrated;
(3) the quality of crystallizing
Look over
the buying desire in the onlooker.
the posters below and note how well they seem
to suggest all three specifications.
*

*

;K

time
FORbigthedenominations

movie goer of time well spent and entertainment keenly enjoyed.
list of
the
successful Paramount attractions follow, with
the stipulation of, "See Them All." The folder
comprises a valuable advertising aid to the
exhibitor booking a film from the Famous
the

ADVERTISING
AIDS

A

'T'HE Nu Grape

soft drink people show a
tendency to play ball with exhibitors who

believe

in

window

poster

advertising.

The

Nu Grape

concern prints the window cards,
inserting a catch line to tie-up with the name
of the picture the showman desires to advertise.

Of course, the exhibitor who sees an appeal in the project, would want to get in touch
with the Nu Grape agency nearest his town
some time in advance of the showing of the
picture, in order to allow sufficient time for
printing and other mechanics of poster construction.
If there is no Nu Grape agent in
your town, the grocer or confectionery store
should undoubtedly be able to furnish the address of their nearest office.

XpAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORPORATION are issuing an exhibitor help in

history, real money
was printed and dis-

the form of a herald which has all the elements of an interest-provoking piece of ad-

tributed free to advertise a picture. In Charlotte, North Carolina, George E. Brown, manager of the Imperial Theatre, felt sure that
most of the folks of the town had never
seen real German rriarks, so he decided to give

vertising literature.
The piece consists of a
two page folder on the face of which is a
window cut-out through which the figure of
Gloria Swanson is seen in an appealing pose.
The copy theme of this folder is based on
the subject of Father Time, who is in the
position of
welcoming The Cherub 1924
reel of Paramount Pictures.
The rest of the
subject matter treats with the importance to

in

first

in

them a

He

treat.

over a thousand pieces of
denominations of from ten
thousand to fifty thousand Reichsbank notes.
Everybody who got one kept it for a souvenier.
In the margin of the notes Brown had
imprinted, "This is genuine Germany money.
Try to spend it. Then see Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., in 'Stephen Steps Out,' at the Imperial
Theatre. It's genuine entertainment."
distributed

German money

in

Player fold.
*

yiTAGRAPH

*

if

tremendous
Asunder,"
the J. Stuart Blackton production in which
Pauline Frederick and Lou Tellegen play the
leading roles. The advance publicity in newspapers in key cities which this picture has
received is a guarantee to exhibitors of box
'

drive

has

on "Let Not

started

a

Man Put

office success.

The St. Louis Post Despatch devoted a full
page feature story to the problem, divorce,
which is the theme of the picture and based
this feature on "Let Not Man Put Asunder,"
and the extraordinary cast. Vitagraph furnished two column drawings by Marcus, the
famous New York Times artist, of Miss
Frederick and Tellegen to accompany two
Tellegen's
signed stories written by them.
story gave his views of love, marriage and
divorce and Miss Frederick told some truths
concerning the real conditions which exist in
Hollywood and the chances a girl has to become a successful motion picture actress.
Newspapers generally use these drawings
The Omaha
and the stories full length.
News and the Tacoma Ledger are examples
of the displays which newspapers are giving
these excellent feature stories.
The
News used a four column lay-out

Omaha

of the
Frederick-Tellegen drawings.
Exhibitors of these cities in which these
exceptional publicity features have been displayed are applying to Vitagraph Branch
offices for first showings of the Blackton

sufficient proof of the
enthusiastic reception his advertising message
received. There is a thought in this for other

production.
In the major key cities twenty- four sheet
teaser stands have been taken by Vitagraph
and the general exploitation will include advertising throughout the country. Teaser copy
is being furnished regional trade papers and

showmen.

newspapers.

The many requests
Brown received was

for

more marks which

REGINALD DENNY

on a 1 sheet; Baby
-/\ Peggy on a 3; a drowning rescu-e on a
6 sheet, and a railroad wreck on a 3. All the
elements that lend themselves to suggestive
story, cut-out, feature display or any other

form of advertising appeal

may

to

which poster

This quartet of subjects comprises as smart an effect in poster
urge as one can possibly conceive.
display

be adapted.

"THE

shmvmant playing any of the pictures
represented in this distinctive array of
Universal paper can build up a mighty nobby
display in lobby or marquee dress with any
One that will have the three esof these.
sentials of successful advertising , to wit
Appropriateness in relation to the subject illustrated," power of attracting attention and
quality of crystallising buying desire.
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Three sheet

ONE

flAlNf

HAMMERSTEIN

CONWAY

TEARLE

ONE WEEK OF LOVE"

TWENTY-POUR. SHEET

Poster Urge

That Lends an Impetus

To

Selznick Tried

and Proved Attractions

'THESE

Selznick "sellers" have stood the test of
public satisfaction, in fact are still continuing to
do so in a manner that warrants the attention of
every showman who has not run at least one of these.
The fact that they are backed up by a splendid assortment of paper simply adds further merit to films
already rich in selling qualifications.

;

February
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^ried and Proved Pictures
Posters and Pictures

TVTHEN

picture, the weight of all the experience gathered during the first run of
that picture is in back of you. For the

to

will have been turned
to do after that.

number of Marriages and

the

The

in that city within a specifigures you will obtain from

—omitting names and personal
— should make a very interesting

study
references

this

all

for a window card.
Have the
figures displayed over the title of
the picture, and invite the folks to come along
and judge for themselves.
Every once in a while a happy couple celebrate their silver wedding in your locality.
Of course each couple has only the one cele-

comparison

name and

—

a Tried and Proved Picture
you will use posters that have
been stamped with the approval of experience.

ascertain

fied time.

A

run

bedlam

You know what

Divorces recorded

—

And when you

the question straight to the editor
seeing great possibihties in it, will
Then insure at least one answer, and

If you will make a study of the newspapers of the nearest large city prior to your
screening of the picture, you will be able

ducer has gotten out a stack of public-

a picture.

he,

loose.

original release of the picture, the pro-

How

put

and

print it.
pretty soon

you run a Tried and Proved

often more
ity material and posters
than necessary for vour theatre.
process of elimination takes place.
The posters that have proved most effective are repeated
the others are
discarded.
And so. when vou rebook
the picture or book it for the first time
several months after its release, your
choice of posters will be from
those that have done the
most good.
does the producer
judge the effectiveness of the
various posters ?
They have
at least one very simple test.
Which posters have been the
most in demand by exhibitors?
Those that exhibitors
have used most are undoubtedly the best for you.
The record of a poster is
often as interesting as that of

just

Do

Matrimony

'Is

BRIEF:

A

of her

Failure?'
silver

King who has been

selected as her mate, in the lurch.
King, a law
student, states the license is illegal.
As a result
of his efforts, the young couple meets with a great
many embarassments. It turns out that about half
the young married men in town find themselves not
legally married and they all take rooms in a hotel.
Soon however, they begin to yearn for the comforts
of home.
Then it's discovered that they are all
legally married after all. The question is matrimony
a failure remains unanswered.

frothy farce comedy was released on
April 30, 1922 and has been responsible
for sending many an audience into uproars
of laughter. The action is rapid, the comedy
genuinely amusing and the acting excellent.
This is a reliable picture a sure fire enter-

—

tainer.

Lila Lee and Lois Wilson hold down the
two leading female roles.
Lila Lee has a

wide following and Lois Wilson has leaped

fame
"The Covered Wagon."

as the leading lady of

T. R. Barnes, Walter
Hiers, Tully Marshall and the supporting cast
carry out the story with the proper farce

The

title

is

obviously a corker.

sorts of teaser campaigns.
all sorts of exploitation ideas

used with this

It invites

But there are
that can be

title.

Almost any picture with a question mark
following its title lends itself to a controversy in the newspaper.
But always such
a procedure is not advantageous. Here is one
case where it most emphatically is a case
where Opportunity implores you to adopt her,
or let the box office suffer the consequences.
The title of this picture is sufficient material

—

to

commence

the

debate.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

form of
Monte
actually what

throwaways in the
Trip Tickets

Round

to

This trip is
Carlo.
one experiences while seeing the
The ticket can have difpicture.
ferent numbers on it with explanation that each number means the

A POSTER THAT PULLED
humor

of

Fairbanks

is

At other times a golden wedding
bration.
and sometimes a diamond wedis celebrated
ding.
Such events as these at once give a
direct answer to the question of "Is Matri-

mony

a Failure?" and with the permission
of the parties concerned can be put to very
good exploitation use by you. For instance,
should one of these announcements appear
somewhere around the time that you will be
screening this picture, approach the people
concerned for their permission and then have
a reproduction of it made for your adverDisplay it along with the title of the
tising.
picture and state beneath it "Here is one answer to the problem see another at the ....

—

Theatre next

"

'Foolish Wives'
Foreign Intrigue and Love
Released by Universal
BRIEF: "Count" Sergius Karamzin, an adventurer, and his two "cousins" lease a villa at Monte
Carlo and cultivate the friendship of the American
The Count
Envoy, Mr. Hughes and his wife.
Hughes and makes love to her.
swindles Mrs.
Meantime the Envoy discovers that the two "cousIn the end the Count
ins" are crooked gamblers.
exposed and killed by a counterfeiter whose
is
Mrs.
Hughes and her
attacked.
daughter he has
husband effect a reconciliation.
'

jgY

and with Erich Von Stroheim,

this film
a sensation when first released
and ranks well up with the best and most
As a box office
artistic films ever created.
To
attraction it has been a money maker.
date it has been booked 5,800 times.

created

comedy tempo.
all

;

of

HIS

into international

:

Tenn.
Capitol, New Bedford, Mass.
American, Butte, Montana; Bijou, Richmond,
Va. Loew's Stillman, Cleveland, O. Broadway, Denver, Colo. Ohio, Indianapolis, Ind.
Plaza, San Diego,
Cozy, Topeka, Kans.
ButCalif.
Mission, Los Angeles, Calif.
terfly,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Garrick, Minneapolis, Minn.
Garrick, St. Paul, Minn. S. Z.
Poli,
New Haven, Bridgeport, Hartford,
Brandeis,
Waterbury and Meriden, Conn.
Omaha, Nebraska Aldine, Philadelphia, Pa.
Columbia, Washington, D. C. Grand Opera
House, Pittsburgh, Pa. Orpheum, Salt Lake
City, Utah; T. and D. Oakland, Calif.; Columbia,
Casino, Spokane,
Seattle,
Wash.
Wash, and Grand Central, St. Louis, Mo.
have
Exploitation
stunts
that
been used to put this picture
across for a smashing success are

privilege of visiting some special
place at the famous resort. Among
the places to be specified are the
Hotel de Paris, Cafe de Paris, the
Casino, the Promenade, the Pigeon
Shoot, the Night Water Carnival
and the Villa Amorosa.
Another stunt which will attract attention
is to ask for the submission of short sentences, made up from the words in the title
of "Foolish Wives," each of which shall indicate some idea of the picture, such as
"Shows Life," "Woes of Evil," "Wives Lies,"

expressed in this twenty- four sheet
The poster is
poster.
It is an attention attractor and appetite creater.
powerfully
it
strikes the eye and it gets its message across
simple
And it's not necessary to cross the
through a purely pictorial appeal.
street to find out what it's all about.

Released by Paramount
parents leaving

and Durkes and Rome,

theatres

ville,

RBAMKS
'THE NUT

All the pep and

Margaret Saxsby elopes during the

wedding

11

Baltimore, Md., 12 theatres.
Among other large bookings it received
were the following
Loew's Vendome, Nash-

However, there are
innumerable.
several simple exploitation methods
with which many exhibitors can
get excellent results without detracting from the dignity of their
One is the issuance
presentation.

;

Farce Comedy

geles),

Have somebody

The following circuits booked it
Amusement Co. (Atlanta), 51

:

Saenger

theatres;
Southern Enterprises (Atlanta), 27 theatres;
Ascher Brothers (Chicago), 17 theatres; Lubliner
and Trinz (Chicago), 14 theatres;
Southern Enterprises (Dallas), 15 theatres;
Bijou Theatrical Enterprises (Detroit), 5
theatres; Fitzpatrick and McElroy (Detroit),

9 theatres;

West Coast Theatres (Los An-

may be conducted
newspapers. Those
sending in the longest or the best lists should
be recognized in some way to make it worth
and "Loose Veils."
through one of your

This

local

their while.

Arrange for one of your local restaurants
have a "Foolish Wives Night" during the
run of the picture, upon which their menu
bears data concerning "Foolish Wives" and
during which you give out attractive notices

to

The adof the restaurant, in your theatre.
vantage to the restaurant lies in attracting the
pre-theatre and after-theatre crowds.
There is a fascination for everyone in the
gambling halls at Monte Carlo. If the local
censor does not object, place a real roulette
wheel in your lobby, with an attendant to spin
Have police or other
the wheel at intervals.
guards to prevent bystanders from gambling.
In case you cannot get such a wheel elsewhere, your local police may have one stored
away in the property room, the result of some
To get the Monte Carlo atmospast raid.
phere, have the attendant in full dress, with
beard, and let him wield one of the little
wooden money rakes used at Monte Carlo.
Let the guards be dressed as Parisian gen-

darmes.

Arrange for a window display

in a

bank

if

with gold bricks (not real gold,
of course) showing just what a million dollars
would look like in gold. Also haye_ a map
possible,

painted showing just how far a million dollars would reach if one dollar bills were
placed end to end this should reach from
New York to Omaha, Neb., about 1,114 miles.

—
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TRIED AND PROVED PICTURES
cast

'Kick In'
Underworld Drama

Released by Paramount

BRIEF:

Cliic Hewes, released from prison, determines to go straight, but is hounded by the police
District Attorso much that he rejoins his gang.
ney Brandon, a reformer and bitter foe of crooks is
having trouble with his wife who insists on leading
a high life.
With these characters and others of the
underworld, tnere is evolved a number of exciting
occurrences which ends with Chic going West to

make good

followed by Molly Brandon, the daughter
Attorney who has come to love him.

of the District

picture

a particularly appropriate

is

one for re-booking at the present time due
to the present vogue of the underworld story.
Although released January 1, 1923, the story
is still as fresh and as convincing as it was
then.
George Fitzmaurice a great name in
filmdom produced the picture and the able

—

—

JEWELS
of

May McAvoy.

picture is taken from the play by Willard Mack which ran in New York during
the season of 1914-5 and was later seen on
The story is a
tour with great success.
powerful and gripping one. That, the director and the three stars that head the cast
give the keynote for the exploitation of this

The

says Mgr.

LIBERTY THEATRE. Hartshorn,
records for house.'
Mgr. OPERA HOUSE, Elba,

Okla.

Nebr.

Directed by Reginald Barker

Foolish Wives
"Record breaking business."
ARIS THEATRE, Erie, Pa.
"Largest crowd since 1920."
LOWE'S VENDOME THEATRE, Nashvile. Tenn.
Universal

Super Jewel

Honor

"Packed the house.'
COMMUNITY THEATRE,

Tt^^t'^

David

City,

Nebr.

"Excellent business."
MERRIL THEATRE,
Universal Jewel

elderly society

a rich but

woman who

is

try-

ing desperately to retain her beauty by the
aid of massages and steam baths. This, suggests a tie-up with the beauty parlors and
drug stores in town selling the widely advertised reducing creams, beauty clay and
other beauty concoctions.
Any exploitation stunts that you have
worked before in connection with crook
dramas can doubtless be effectively applied
to this feature also.

BRIEF:

all

Tri/fins ivith

somewhat

is

'The White Flower'

''Splendid Business."

"Broke

character in the picture

Tropical Love

with Virginia Valli and
House Peters
Universal Jewel

he OtOrm

Flirt
"A real 100%

Milwaukee, Wis.
Directed by Harry Pollard
with an all star cast
Universal Jewel

Konia Markham,

of

A Hobart Henley Production

The Abysmal Brute

Reginald

"Will Please any audience."
MODEL THEATRE, Sioux

"A

DENNY
Falls,

la.

real box-office picture."

CASTLE CREEK THEATRE,

A

Lavoye,

Wyo.

Hobart Henley Production, Universal Jewel

Thf '^hnrh
"A wonderful

Almost any shop will exhibit some of the
showing the famous beach of Waikiki.

stills

People have been hearing so much about that
resort during the past few years that there'll
be wide curiosity to see what it actually
These stills, made there, will
looks like.

Young

Starringr

LON CHANEY

audience picture."
LUDCKE THEATRE, St. Peter,

"Very good business."
BELMONT THEATRE,

Minn.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Universal Jewel

Hunting Big Game

in Africa

"Biggest Sunday in history."
PASTIME THEATRE, Columbus, Ohio
"Greatest thing of its kind."
COLUMBIA THEATRE, Skamokawa, Wash.
Advertised in the Sat. Evening Post

Universal Pictures Corp.,
CARL LAEMMLE,

President

'

of the high school age are
You might inusually bugs on the ukelele.
terest them in a contest to determine who is
the best ukelele player in town, using the
competition as a prologue and allowing your
audience to judge the winner.
folks

That

Letters

Cant Be Bought

American father and

Hawaiian mother is told by a fortune teller that
the man she is to marry will come with a perfect
white flower.
David Panuahi, scion of a wealthy
family has bribed the fortune teller to tell her that.
Bob Rutherford sees her in dancing costume and
entranced, gives her a white flower.
Panuahi sees
this and is furious.
Between these three develops
a powerful love story mingled with native superstition and tropical beauty.

NU-MBER FOUR

LESTER ENTERPRISES

L. T.

OETTY COMPSON

Columbus, S. C,
September 21, 1923.
Exhibitors Trade Review,
New York, N. Y.
Attention of Mr. Geo. C. Williams,

especially good in this one.
story appeal is primarily love and it
is love with an exquisite background
the soft,
seductive tropics.
This is a fine picture to
run in the Winter time.
People like to see
the warm Southern countries when there's
snow lying in the street outside.
As far as exploitation is concerned, the
ideas that are suggested are numerous.
All
sorts of things can be done with white flowers.
Present them to all the ladies present at
a special matinee
tie-up with yom florist
decorate your lobby and stage
even send
them through the mail. If real flowers are
too expensive, use crepe-paper ones.

Dear Sirs
Yours of

is starred in this production which was released March 4, 1923
and has established an excellent sales record.
You can go the limit in exploiting Betty
Compson. The audience
likes her and she
is

The

—

;

How

picture."

AMERICAN THEATRE, Columbus, Ga.
R. O. business."
OLIVE THEATRE St. Joseph, Mo.

"S.

stores.

Released hy Paramount

;

The

in her snappy one-piece. There
are also stills showing Betty eating cocoanuts
right off the tree. That should get the fruit

showing Betty

show them.

picture.

Office

Values!
r,

:

Proved

Box
1

and

headed by three names of strong box
Betty Compson, Bert Lytell

power

One

'T HIS

rfTj

is

office

having a man go about town
with a bunch of white flowers and present
one every now and then to a woman in the
street crowd?
The flower will admit her to
your theatre free.
Maybe you'll be able to put over some sort
of a "day" like "Mother's Day," when everyboy wears a white carnation. You might call
your day "Betty Compson Day," when all of
her admirers will wear white flowers and be
rewarded with an autographed photograph of
Betty.
Or
Or "Better Pictures Day."
"Movie Fans' Day." And so forth.
In addition to your tie-up with your florist,
previously mentioned, you have -an excellent
chance to interest your music store in a ukelele and Hawaiian guitar hook-up.
Probably your sporting goods house sells

noted,

tents

to

hand,

and would

cofu-

an-

have

swered sooner but have been sick
bed.

in

wish to say I consider your
Trade paper. Exhibitors Trade ReI

vidiU)

one of the best on the market,

and iwordd not consider being without it, so kindly keep me informed
as to the expiration of my subscription so that I cati remit in time so
as not to miss a single copy of your

valuable Trade Paper.

Yours very

atiout

surf boards.
Even if it doesn't, surf-riding
is one of the best known and most exhilarating sports known. Undoubtedly your sporting
dealer will give you window space for those
stills of pretty Betty riding the waves on a
surf board.
They'll catch any eye.
If there's a travel bureau or tourist agency
in town, they'll be interested in the fact that
this picture was actually filmed in Hawaii,
now coming into prominence as a winter resort.
Show them some of the beautiful
scenery stills from the production.
Any store selling bathing suits will probably jump at the chance of displaying the stills

the 7th

L.

T.

truly,

LESTER,

Jr.

LTL-C
L. T. Lester has been a conand careful reader of Ex-

stant

hibitors Trade Review.
When he writes that he "could
not miss a single issue" it is behas discovered that
cause, he
every issue contains a wealth of
ideas that mean fattened box
office receipts.

To miss one issue might be to
miss the very idea you have been
looking for, for a long time. The
very idea which will provide the
solution to your

own

particular

problem.
It is

only results that makes a

practical business man like L. T.
Exhibitors
of
write
Lester

Trade Review

that

he

"would

not consider being without

it."

.
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TRIED AND PROVED PICTURES
'The Chicken in the Case'
Triangle

Comedy

Released by Selznick

BRIEF: Steve Perkins decides to borrow the
newly acquired wife and his room mate, Percival,
in order to meet his aunt's wishes and get his inheritance sooner.
The aunt is so impressed with
Winifred that she leaves the money in the name of
the framed up wife.
Aunty, however, runs into
Winifred and her real husband Percy, together and

looks suspicious to her. Ot course after that she
stumbles across all kinds of suspicious circumstances and after all kinds of humorous complications, during which Steve really gets married to
someone, the whole plot is unraveled, Steve confesses
to hoax, and all comes out right.
it

EVERYTHING
'-^

Owen Moore

that has been said about
before can be said again.

His worI< in "The Chicl{en in the Case" is
fully up to what is expected of him by his
!J?S2SeS2iaESESESHSaSH5ES2SESSES2SSSSES2S2S2SE5!SESaES

Speaking of

vast public, as one of the finest love comedians of the cinema.
"The Chicken in the Case" starts oi? with
a laugh at the very outset, and as the plot
thickens and the situations develop, the fun

grows more and more hilarious.
attempt at drama or pathos in

is

no

picture.

It is an out-and-out farce comedy, written
and produced solely for the purpose of creating laughter, and this it accomplishes very

thoroughly. Of course there is love interest,
lots of it
in fact that is where most of the
fun comes in, and as ninety-nine and ninetenths per cent of us have been, are, or will
;

be,

lovers,

"The Chicken

in

the

Case" ac-

cordingly appeals to that corresponding percentage of every audience.
The players who enact the various roles in
support of Mr. Moore have all been carefully selected for their peculiar suitability
for the parts they are called upon to portray.
Playing opposite Mr. Moore is Katherine Perry, the Ziegfeld Follies beauty, who

was awarded

CERTIFIED
PICTURES

There
this

tists

Club of

the

NATIONAL
COMMITTEE for
BETTER FILMS

Enterprises, 27 theatres
Saenger
51 theatres
'Lubliner and Trinz
(Chicago), 14 theatres; Ascher Brothers
(Chicago), 15 theatres; D. Bershan (Los Angeles), 17 theatres; Peerless Booking Corporation (New York), 13 theatres.
The following are some of the other large
bookings the picture has received
Modern
Beacon, Boston, Mass. Olympic, Buffalo, N.
Y. Bijou, Richmond, Va. Chicago, Chicago,
Tivoli, Chicago, III.
111.
Riviera, Chicago,
111.
Capitol, Cincinnati, O.
Strand, Akron,
;

Circuit,

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

O. Colorado, Denver, O. Pantheon, Toledo,
O.
Strand, Ft. Wayne, Ind.
Rialto, San
Diego, Calif. Strand, Hartford, Conn. Capitol, New York City, N. Y.
Rialto, Washington, D. C.
Grand Opera House, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Columbia, Portland, Ore.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Why Paramount

Golden Apple by the Ar-

New York

Leads

for being the prettiest

and who in every-day
life is Mrs. Owen Moore.
Another charming
comedienne, who has a very prominent role
is Teddy Sampson, known everywhere for her
girl in the metropolis,

work along comedy lines.
Victor Heerman is both author and director
of "The Chicken in the Case," and his story
was given a most elaborate setting from every
fine

The

Southern

standpoint, and for those discerning persons
who take especial delight in the technical perfection of the photoplay, a pleasant surprise
is

Back
with

and pleased

limit in sheer entertainment.

do in
Wray,

Eight

specials.

Colo.

— General

'The Storm'

"THE
CRICKET

ON THE
HEARTH"
"One

of the

Forty Best
Pictures

Tom

Moore.

— Brothers,
—

BRIEF: Two men and a woman are snowed in
together in a cabin in the north woods.
One is a
city man, there for his health, the other a trapper.
The girl is the daughter of a French Canadian who
has been killled by the Northwest Mounted Police.
Through the winter, a bitter and silent struggle
develops between the two men for the hand of the
girl which ends in the treachery of the city man
being exposed and the trapper winning the girl after
a thrilling forest fire.

N. Walker,
Me. Neigh-

—

borhood patronage,

Bluebeard's Eighth Wife

A

best.

any audience.
cess

theatre,

—
—

This is one of Glostory and cast that will please
Six reels. Alex Steel, PrinFarmington, 111. General pat-

—

Get Rich Quick Wallingford
with a special cast. — A dandy comedy

STORM"
from the play of the
THE
same name written by Langdon Mcis

It had a great New York run sevyears ago.
The picture combines the
thrill of a.y snow avalanche, a forest fire and
other thrilling scenes with a simple and
powerful triangle story which grips the interest and holds it from start to finish.
House Peters is the star and Reginald
Barker the director. It is hardly to be wondered at that the picture has had such a great
run with these powerful box office elements
in it.
Up to date, the picture has been booked

Cormick.

8,473 times.
Circuits that have booked this picture are:

that

a small town audience will enjoy, and while
I am reporting on this want to add a line
about Paramount service out of Des Moines.
I have run 28 pictures of theirs, some old,
some not so old, and will sayi that they
certainly keep their prints in first class shape

and have a system of getting their pictures
you in time. -Liberty theatre, Jewell,
Iowa.
Small town patronage.

to

—

—

Wild

Hickok

Bill

with William S Hart.
picture that

Paramount

—A
—

typical Bill

Hart

sure to please all Hart fans,
too.
C. F. Krieghbaum,
General
theatre, Rochester, Ind.
is

and probably more,

—

patronage.

To Have and

to

Hold

—

with Bert Lytell.
Tl is certainly is a fine
picture and we played to extra business.
"Paramount Service" in every department
means a lot to small town exhibitors. Good
Eight
service means as much as good shows.
reels.
N. E. Frank, Regent theatre, WaySmall town patronage.
land, Mich.

—

—

Across the Continent

WHEN YOUR

At All Selznick Exchanges

step on this
suited for

is

ronage.

of 1923.'

WELL?

theatre,

Released by Universal

eral

as

—Tyo

It has everything and
Main Street or Broadway. C.
Strand theatre, So. Portland,

one.

with Gloria Swanson.

Triangle Melodrama

reels.

patronage.

Big Brother

ria's

Classes

—

One of the best
Just the kind of picture for

all.

Paramount has the pictures.
Buy them right and put them over. They put
more stars in a program picture than others

with

best exploitation bet in putting this
picture across, doubtless lies in the box oftice
power of the star's name. Owen Moore is
in it and that means you can promise them the

and Broke

Christmas.

us

in store.

The

Home

Thomas Mdghan.

FEATURE

FAILS,

WHAT THEN?

—

with Wallace Reid. This picture went over
very good and it pleased our patrons.
Has
plenty of excitement all the way through.
Film in fine shape.
Five reels.
Miller &

Wilcox, Lake View theatre.
Iowa. General patronage.

—

Behold

My

with Milton
Book
good.

—

Lake

View,

Wife

Sills.
it

Hall,
Gilbertville,
ronage.

—A

little

Iowa.

old,

but mighty

it.

St.

— Mary's
— Small town pat-

and boost

(These reports are from Exhibitor's Herald's
the Picture Did for Me" and are
here used by special permission.)
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

So

'Children of the Dust' Is
Simple Human Story
Fineness of

Human

Shown, Frequent

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

Character

OCTOBER

Humor

Feature

Distributor Length

Director

Star

says

Duluth

the

Tribune

while the Newark Ledger says,
"It cannot be 'picked up,' that is,
enjoyed by seeing part of it, or
starting at any other place than
the opening of the film." And continues
"Children of the Dust" is a production of which Frank Borzage, its direc:

described by feminine reviewers, the film is 'awful weepy'
but for all its wetness the plot is

AS

different

and

fast

moving,"

to

quote from the review of the Journal, Portland, Ore. While the Cincinnati Times Star says of it
"Children of the Dust" is woven with
an intelligent, sympathetic skill into a
photoplay that not only affords genbut unobtrusively
uine entertainment

and finds, the best in the hearts
Too much praise can
beholders.
producers,
the
to
scarcely be given
National, and to the director,
First
Frank Borzage, and the players.
The Cincinnati Post is no less

seeks,

of its

it as "Shot
through with phases of life that
the average person can understand
and appreciate, sparkling with human interest and interspersed with
enough humorous twists."
just
"Children of the Dust," is the
story of a romance which buds in
young
childhood between three
"The blooming of this
people.

enthusiastic, describing

love in their later years provides
the essence of a wonderfully absorbing story," according to the
Philadelphia Public Ledger.
"Children of the Dust" is woven with
Metropolitan Magazine story, "Terwilunder another name, is in its
lip-er."
conception and its execution an attracIt is a simple
tion out of the ordinary.
human story in which the great appeal
lies in the fundamental understanding of
the fineness of human character and in
the frequent humor which greatly enriches the value of the picture.

Drifting

Priscilla

Dulcy

Z.

Dean

..Tod BrowningUniversal .. 7,000
.S. Franklin ... 1st Natonal. 7,000
Eagle's Feather, The . . . Special Cast .
.Edw. Sloman .Metro
7,000
Eternal Struggle, The . . Special Cast .
Reg. Barker Metro .... 8,000
Exiles, The
John Gilbert .
.E. Mortimer .Fox
6,000
Foolish Parents
Special Cast .
Frank Crane Asso. E».
6,000
Governor's Lady, The . Special Cast
..Harry Millard Fox
6,000
Grail, The
Dustin Famum
Campbell
Fox
5.000
Held to Answer
.Harold Shaw Metro .... 6,000
Special Cast .
Lights Out
Ruth Stonehouse.Fanpell
F. B. O. ..6,590
Lone Fighter, The
Sunset
5,000
J. B. Warner ...Not Credited
Long Live the King ...Jackie Coogan
.Metro
9,364
. Schertzinger
All Star
Marriage Maker
De Mille Paramount ..6,295
First Nat'l .5,000
Meanest Man in World .Special Cast
Eddie Kline
Men in the Raw
Jack Hoxie
Geo. Marshall. Universal .. 5,000
Miracle Makers
Special Cast . ..Van Dyke ...Asso. Ex.
6,000
No Mother to Guide Her Genevieve Tobin Koran
7,000
Fox
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast .. ..David Smith .Vitagraph ..7,000
Ponjola
Special Cast
Donald Crist .First Nat'l .7,000
Prince of a King, A
Dinky
Albert Austin Selznick
6,000
Printer's Devil, The
Wesley Barry
Wm. Baudine. Warner's .. 6,000
Puritan Passion
8,000
Special Cast
Frank Tuttle Hodkinson
Ramblin' Kid, The
Hoot Gibson
E. Sedgewick. Universal .. 6,000
Rosita
Pickford
UnitedArtists 8,800
Lubitsch
Rouged Lips
Dana
6,000
Metro
H. Shaw
Ruggles of Red Gap ...All Star
Jas. Cruze ...Paramount ..7,590
Shattered Faith
Special Cast
6,000
Independent
Ormont.
J. J.
Silent Partner
Moore-Joy
Paramount .. 5,000
Maigne
Six Days
Griffith
Brabin
Goldwyn-Cos.8,000
Six- Fifty, The
Welsh-Adoree
Nat Ross ...Universal .. 5,000
Slave of Desire
Special Cast
G. V. Baker. Goldwyn .. 7,000
Steadfast Heart, The ...Special Cast
Sheridan Hall Goldwyn .. 7,000
Sting of the Scorpion ..Edmund Cobb
5,000
Rich. Hatton .Arrow
Strangere of Night
Moore-Bennett
7,800
.Niblo
Metro
Three Ages
B. Keaton
6.000
Keaton-Cline .Metro
Thundergate
Special Cast
Grasse First Nat'l
.7,000
J. De
Times Have Changed ...William Russell .Tames Flood 'Fox
5,000
To the Last Man
All Star
Fleming
Paramount ..6,000
Untameable
All Star
Blache
5,000
Sunset
Way of Transgressor
All Star
Craft
Universal ...5,000
What Love Will Do ...Kenneth McDonaldNot Credited .Independent 5,000
JJlnere Is West
Hoxie
Marshall
Universal ...5.000
why Worry..
Llovd
New.-Taylor
6,000
Pathe
Wild Party, The
Gladys Walton ...Her. Blashe ..Universal
5.000
Woman Proof
Thos. Meighan ..A. Green ...Paramount ..7.687
Woman of Paris
Purviance
Chaplin
United Art .7,500
^^^^
Gloria Swanson ..Allan Dwan .Paramount ..7,076

Talmadge.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

NOVEMBER
Feature

Star

"Humoresque," which

Not

one

reviewer
makes.
The Baltimore Sun's reviewer goes
them all one better by saying, "It
will be just as good 50 years from
today as it is right now." Other
comments are
"We hate to fall
into press sheet parlance but, honestly, this is certainly a 'picture of
"It is a genuine movthe ages.' "
ing picture, a very moving picture."
"It tells its tender tale in pictures,
not in words."
He further adds
dissenting

spoils the record this picture

:

These are the sort

make one

.

.

.

J.

.

W. Home

Robert Hill

.F.

.

.

cost

that

Oh, we know
;

.

—

He
tram

winds up by saying, "TrisTupper wrote the original
which Frank Borzage has

story,
directed.
that Mr.

We

of course,
deserving of
much credit, but the high merit
of the production as it now stands
realize,

Tupper

is

is certainly due, it seems to us,
Mr. Borzage's masterly work."

to

POLA

NEGRI
HEGSECTESEHOHS

.

.

.

pictures

of

feel optimistic.

they didn't
$1,000,000
it
use 4,000 horses and what's more, there
but for our part
isn't a single mob
we stand willing to lose most of the
mob pictures ever screened if they'll
only give us a simple little romance
such as "Children of the Dust" from
time to time.
didn't

Director

Distributor Length
B. O. ..6,000
Universal ..4,900
Cyclone Jones
..Williams
Seeling
Avwon
5.000
Dangerous Maid, The ..C. Talmadge ....V. Heerman .First Nat'l
.7,337
H,temal Flame
Bosworth-WindsorM. Neilan
Goldwyn
6,000
txtra Girl
Mabel Normand.F. R. Jones ..Asso. Exhib. 6,426
taming Waters
Eddie Hearn
Not credited. F. B. O. ..6,000
Flaming Youth
Colleen Moore ...Jack Dillon
First Nat'l ..8,434
His Children s Children .All Star
Sara Wood ..Paramount ..8,338
Hospitality
Buster Keaton ...Jack Blystone Metro
8,220
Human Mill, The
Special Cast
Alan Holubar Metro
6,000
Huntress
c. Moore
Reynolds
1st National 7,000
Jealous Husbands
Special Cast
M. Tourneur. First Nat.'l .8.000
Kentucky Dajrs
Dustin Famum ..David Solmon Fox
8,000
Special Cast
W. Bennett ..Vitagraph ...6,000
r?^L*".JI°''*'l,
That Failed
All Star
Melford
Paramount ..7,013
T-^^*
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies .. Sidney Scott .Goldwyn
.. 9,000
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast
Not credited. Metro
6,000
Maytime
Special Cast
Gasnier
Preferred .. 6,000
Million to Burn,
... Herbert RawlinsonWilliam Parke Universal
5,000
.
Monna Vanna
All Star
Eichberg
Fox
8,648
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast
..7,000
J. S. Blackton Vitagraph
Pleasure Mad
Special Cast
Reg. Barker .Metro
7,547
Scars of Hate
Jack Livingston . H. G. Moody. Independent 5.000
Shifting Sands
Special Cast
Granville
Hodkinson ..6.000
South Sea Love
Viola Dana
Not credited .. Metro
6,000
Social Code, The
Shirley Mason ...Oscar Atsel . Fox
6,000
Social Code
Dana
Metro
6,000
Apfel
Spanish Dancer
Pola Negri
Brenon
Paramount
8,434
Stephen Steps Out
D. Fairbanks, Jr..Henaberv
Paarmount ..5,652
The Leavenworth Case .All Star Cast ...Chas. Giblyn Vitagraph ..6,000
Thundering Dawn
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Harry Garson Universal .. 7,000
Thy Name Is Woman .. Special Cast
Fred Niblo ..Metro
6,000
Unseeing Eyes
Barrymore-Owen .E. H. Griffith Goldwyn ...8,500
Wanters, The
Special Cast
John M. Stahl First Nat'l ..6.000

Blow Your Own Horn .Lewis-Perdue
Crooked AUey
Special Cast

may well be proud. Not since
this brilliant man
also created, has there been a picture
so true to life and devoid of artificiality.
To sit through the incidents in Terwilliger's romance with Helen is to live
life as he hved it, with all its sunshine.
tor,

.

.

Salows

.

A

.

.

pans

.

amEs&sxxiiE

.

.

DECEMBER
Feature

T'HE

lure of the unknown and
of a beautiful woman combined
title
in bold relief all
help to make this poster, one of
designed to inthe better type
trigue the spectator.

with the

—

Anna Christie
Acquittal
Barefoot B..y
Country

Kid
Canyon ....
Cupid's Firmean
Dancer of Nile
Call of

Star

Blanche

Barry
Dix- Wilson
Charles Jones
C.

Myers

Director
Distributor Length
.7.631
I nee. First Nat.
Universal ...6,523
Kirkland
C. B. C. ...5.769
Warners ...5,686
Beaudine
Fleming
Paramount ..6993
4,200
Wellraan
Fox
Earle
F. B. O. ...5787

.Tom H.
Brown

Sweet

All Star
All Star

.

.

.

NOTHER

Paramount poster
A
and equally as good as the one
The name of
pictured opposite.
the producer, the star and the
title of the film itself all make a
definite impression.

:

February

—

.
.
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Current Productions
Darling of N.
Dsirid

Day

of

Y

(Continued)

Baby Peggy ....King Baggot. Univ

Copperfield
Faith

Defyi.i? Destiny
Eiernal City

Browning

.

Murray
Star

Her Temp'y Husband

.

All

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Palace of King .... Sweet
In Search of a Thrill
Viola Dana
Lady of Quality
Valli-Sills

In

.

.

.

Star

Herb. Rawlinson
.

.

.

Barthelmess
Post
Nilsson

His Mystery Girl

.

.

.

Go

Truart
,6,000
R. Talmadge
Howard
Special Cast
W. Bennett ..Vitagraph .. ,6,000
F.
B.
,6,800
O.
All Star
Johnson
7,100
...Special Cast ....David Smith .Vitagraph
.6208
.Metro
All Star
Schertzinger
Man Next Door
Special Cast
David Smith yitagraph ... ,7,000
Masters of Men
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph .. ,6,900
Preferred
.7500
Maytime
Ford-Shanno
Gasnier
Midnight Alarm
Special Cast
David Smith .Vitagraph . ,7,100
Select
Modern Matrimony .
4,960
Moore- Lake
Heerman
Goldwyn ... ,7,100
Name the Man
All Star
jeastrora
Universal .. .4812
Near Lady
All Star
Blache
6,135
Net, The
Special Cast
J. G. Edwards Fox
Ninety and Nine
6,900
Snecial Cast
David Smith Vitagraph
Our Hospitality
Metro ..
Keaton
6,220
Keaton
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast ....David Smith .^Vitagraph .. 7.000
Poniola
First Nat. ., 6,500
Nilsson
Crisp
Pure Grit
Nat Ross ....Universal .. 4,571
Roy Stewart
Quincy Adams Sawyer ..AH Star
Metro
Badger
7.742
Red Warning
Hoxie
Bradley .... Universal . .4795
J.
Rendezvous
All Star
M. Neilan ...Goldv?yn ... 7,800
Reno
All Star
R. Hughes ...Goldwryn ... 6.600
Richard the Lion HeartedBeery
Woods-Buch. .Asso. Auth. 8,000
Second Hand Love
Fox
Wellman
6,000
Jones
Second Youth
All Star
A. Parker ....Goldwyn ... 6,500
Six Cylinder Love
Fox
Truex
Clifton
.7000
Slave of Desire
Goldwyn
Special Cast .... Geo. Baker
6,673
Temple of Venus
Fox
All Star
8,000
Otto
The Near Lady
IJladvs Walton ..Herb. Blache. .Universal ... 4.812
This Freedom
Fox
All Star
7,000
Clift
Thundergate
De Grasse ...First Nat .. .6565
O. Moore
Twenty-One
Barthelmess
Robertson ...First Nat. .. .6560
AM Star
Cosmopolitan 8,000
Under Red Robe
Crosland
First Nat.
Unknown Purple
.6560
All Star
Robertson
«l!
Virginian
Schulberg .. 8,010
Star
Forman
Grand Asher 7.541
Men Love
Ppxter-Harris ...Neill
Whipping Boss
All Star
McGowan . . Monogram 5,800
Universal . 7,177
Wkite Tiger
Dean
Browning
.
Metro
Wife's Romance
5.169
Hefferon
Young
Fam. Players 6,983
Wild Bill Hickok
Hart
C. Smith
Let's

Loyal Lives
Mail Man
Man From Brodneys
Man Life Passed By

HAL ROACH

THE Call OF
THE Wild
from liV/^^^^f/t^^i^/r

.

.

Jack Lo/^DOM

Patiemcture
,

"

resist

the

appeal

wonderful

dog

head?

could
this

of

The absence of unnecessary print
makes this an exceptionally good

—

paster the dead white atmosphere
the North being preserved.
of

Young Bennett Praised
by Film

Critics

Shares Honors With Tom
Moore in 'Big Brother'

.

.

.

.

.

W?v

HE

.

sort of

says the
Post,
"which will keep the spirit of
Christmas green all through the
year,"
in
speaking
"Big
of
Brother." The critics were unanimous in paying high tribute to the
performance of Mickey Bennett.
"Everyone," says this critic, "is
going to be just as delighted with
little Mickey Bennett as they are
with the headliner."
You probably remember seeing Mickey
Bennett before, for he has been appear-

A

critic

ing

in

of

number

a

picture,"

the

of

Chicago

pictures

lately

and with each picture you were brought
to

a

stronger

who

boy
Mickey

a

realization
is

coming

that
fast.

here is
Well,

is
no longer coming, for he
has arrived with
in
"Big
a bang
Brother." Mickey is a typical boy
pugnacious and determined, and that
serious little old man scowl of his is
simply fascinating.

The
patch

critic
is

of the St. Louis Dis-

somewhat non-committal

merits of the picture.
However, he places the work of
Mickey Bennett even ahead of that
of Tom Moore who is the advertised star of the production
as

to

the

:

Mickey is the outstanding star of the
film while Moore does not seem to be
at home in the role of a gangster.
He
plays the "Big Brother' part very well,
however, but he does not impress as
the boss of the car barn gang.

On

the other hand, the critic of
the New York Tribune gives unreserved praise to the work of Tom
Moore.
"Probably every one,"
says this critic, "knows the Rex
Beach story, but no one can realize just how fascinating it is until
he sees Tom Moore play the big
brother.
Do not miss it. He and
Mickey Bennett are a perfect pair."
This critic also joined in with the
eulogies heaped upon Mickey Bennett, with the following words
There is a wonderful child-actor in
"Big Brother." His name is Mickey
Bennett, and we must have seen him
before, though we can't place him. My,

Star

After the Ball

Glass-Cooper

Big Brother
Black Oxen
Boy of Mine
Breaking Into Society
Broadway Broke
Courtship Myles Standish
Danger Ahead
Don't Call It Love

Tom Moore
C.

Director

.

Alexander
Snecial Cast

Distributor Length

.... Fitzgerald
Dwan ....
F. Lloyd

Griffith

.

Beaudine
Stromberg

....

Anderson
Paramount

.

.

.

.

.

7000

.7.000

First Nat.
First Nat.
.F. B. O.

.

.

.

.6600
.6000

.4,112
Selznick
6000
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
Richard TalmadgeW. K. HowardGoldstone ..5.000
Special Cast
Wm. DeMille Paramount .6,457
Kxiles
Bouton-Gilbert ..Ed. Mortimer. Fox
6.100
Bessie Love ....
R. V. Lee.. Fox
Gentle Tulia
5,731
M. McCormickSeLjnick ....3.926
Good Men and Bad ....Marin Sais
Millarde
Governor's Lady
Jane Grey
....Fox
7.669
All-star
Great White Way
E. M. Hopper Cosmopol. .10,000
Glenn Hunter ...Frank Tuttle. Hodkinson ..5,800
Grit
Viola Dana
Oscar Apfel .Metro
Heart Bandit
5,000
Her Temporarv Husband^!' Star
McDermott .First Nat. .6,7?3
Rawlinson
Robert Hill. .Universal
His Mystery Girl ..
.4.487
Gladvs Hulette. John Ford .. .Fox
Hoodman Blind
5.434
Sedgwick
Hook and Ladder
H. Gibson
Universal
6000
Gloria Swanson
Sidney Olcott. Paramount ..7.4°0
Humming Bird
Del Andrews. F. B. O. ..6,329
Judgment of Storm .... Special Cast
Tnhn Gilbert .. Mortimer
.Tust Off Broadway ..
Fox
6.000
Ml Star
Le Somptier Vad. & Del. 5500
Lady of Monsoreau
.

.

Dawley

Star
Chas. Ray

All

F. Sullivan

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Telle^en-Fred'&k.

BXackton

Vitagraph
.8 noo
F. B. O.
.4750
Doris Kenyon
Henderson
Vitagraph
.5.800
Brent-Rlue
VanDvke ...Asso. Auth. 6.526
Tane Novak
Ches. Bennett. F. B. O...
Lullaby
.6 951
C. B. C.
All Star
Le Saint
Marriage Market ...
.6297
Hoxie
Bradbury
...Universal
Man from Wyoming.
5,000
J.
Washburn
Ben Wilson .Grand- Asher 5317
Mine to Keen
Snecial C^st
Selznirk ....5.194
M. Haynes
Monkey's Paw
Snecial Cast ....Seastrom
... Gold-Cos. .. .7.771
Name the Man
.Fox
Not a Drum Was Heard Charles Jones
Wellman
(5.000
Star
Old Fool
Venturini ... .Hodkinson .6.147
Dinky Dean
Albert Austin Selznick
Prince of a King
.6,000

Love Pirate
Love Bandit
Loving Lies

.

.

.

.

.

Thomas

All Star

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

f?henherd

All Star
All Star
All Star

Steadfast Heart

Marv Alden

Swamp Angel

C.

Satin Girl
of

the

East

.

The Arizona Expres!
Ti-ree W<'oks

Three Miles Out
Thrill Chaser

Through

the

Dark

Tiger Rose
Toilers of the Sea

To

the Ladies

Can't Get

Away.

.

.

Grand-Asher 5591
Fox
8.000
.Fox
8000

.

.1st

,

Natl.

.

.8,000

.

Fox

.

4,168

....Sheridan Hall Distinctive ..7.012
First Nat.
Badger
6000

Moore
8,000
Cast .. Buckingham .Fox
—-ai Past ....^1an Crosland Godwyn ....RnfiO
Madge Kennedy Irvin Willat Kenma
5,700
Hoot Gibson ....Sedgwick ...Universal ...5196
Colleen Moore ..Geo. Hill
joldwyn ....7. 999
Utrich
Franklin .... Warner .... 7.400
.

power

tough!

is

has

picture

draw
attention
patronage.

to

Mickey

but

the

uninitiated,

the
!"

— and

and because he

believes that he is "throwing a scare"
into the whole police force he tells the
judge what a "hard boiled baby" and
a "ten minute yegg" his big brother is.
Just for that the judge decides that "big

brother" is no fit guardian and they
put little brother in an orphan asylum.

The

Cleveland
Plain
Dealer
wrote that "Rex Beach
shows you how to eat propaganda
"
and like it with his 'Big Brother.'
He finds that one particular scene
was "laid on a bit thick." However, he continues to say that
"other than this overdose of senand
considerable
timentalism
hokum now and then, 'Big Brother'
As to the picture
is good stuff."
critic

itself

:

make the following report on it
knowing all the while that I have been
I

tricked into tears by strained situations
and betrayed into laughter by a tough
little boy who cusses like a pirate but
is a decent kid at heart and turns out
This anomalous
to be one of the best.
condition of Young America always convulses me but there is other fun, too.
There are those, I suppose, who will
sniff at my sense of humor but I admit
its

singularities.

.

.

.

Snecial Cast
All Star

Marmont

R.

W.

.

.

Neill.

.

Cruze
J.

M.

Stahl

..

Selznick

5.128

Paramount

.6268

First Nat'l

.6.871
.6.500

Sturgeon Paramount
R.
Fox
Yost
.

Baggot

.

4284

Universal
5000
TerwilligerSelznick
4.868
Graham Cutts Sel.znick ....6.994
6052
R. V. Lee .. Fox
G.

Concerning the acting

in the pic-

"Moore does a creditable job.
Mickey Bennett, the kid is excel-

ture,

.

.

lent.

Edith Roberts the heroine

pleasing."
may safely

From

all

which

of

is
it

be assumed that this
critic enjoyed "Big Brother."

Mae Tinee on the Chicago Tribune says
:

Rest assured you'll thoroughly enjoy
for
You'll
the
co-stars.
be strong
"Father Dan" a member of the clergy
who isn't afraid of using his fists in
The
He's fine
the cause of right.
entire suoporting cast is good and the
picture doesn't drag a minute.
!

.

Special

o

Prevost
Wanters
West of Water Tower ..AM star
Russell
When Odds are Even.
All Star
Whispered Name ...
Snecial Cast
Wife in Name
Betty Compson
Woman to Woman

You

.

.

Rosson
Archainbaud

Edwards
Norma Talmadge. F. & M.
Shirley Mason
Solomon

King
Song of Love
South Sea Love

words Hal Roach and his
are enough for those
these comedies.
For

rascals

.

.

Shadow

THE

who know

.

.

Let Not Man Put
Asunder

Paih eoo medy

.

JANUARY
Feature

Derby Day"

.

.

.

.

Hal Roach p«»« His Rascals

.

.

''r

''OurG(mg''Cmedies

.

.

"Y[/"HO

6,239
6,282
.6557

..
.

5,663
7,800
5,700
.,
Jones
7,300
Leonard .... Metro
.4869
Worthington F. B. O.
First Nat. .. 8,000
Robertson
Prin. Pic. ., 6,068
Thornby
5,700
Metro
Van Dyke
First Nat.
.6723
McDermott
4,375
Robt. F. Hill. Univ
.7453
Gold.-Cos.
Flynn
Metro
,5,500
Aptel
Universal
8,000
Sedgwick

Normand
All

.

.

Chaudet
LaMarr-BarrymoreFitzmaurice

Extra Girl
Fashion Row
Fashionable Fakers
Fighting Blade
Gold Madness
Half a Dollar Bill

Asso. Ex.
Gold-Cos.
Selznick
First Nat.
Asso. Ex.

Sandberg

All Star
All Star
All Star

.

She enthuses over Mickey Benperformance, saying, "Never
a good star had a better little co-

nett's

star

than

Tom Moore

Mickey Bennett
your

life

on

it.

!

You

has in
can stake

Mr. Moore

will,

himself, heartily admit this.
The
two of them walk away with the
And she reminds us that
picture.
no less a person than Theodore
sponsored
the
'Big
Roosevelt,

Brother' movement."
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'Woman of
Up Intense

COMING PRODUCTIONS

Discussion

Drama

Chaplin's Serious

Termed

Rose Pelswick of the
American, says

Paris' Stirs

'Different'

and

MOST
ing

of the critics while hail-

attempt at serious drama of Charlie Chaplin's, as
this

first

entirely to their liking, seem to
doubt the intelligence of an average theatre audience and the reviewer for the Boston Transcript
explains his reason at great length
What author would have had the
courage to make the protagonist in a
play who has always stood for deepdyed and selfish villainy the rich lover
a more symof the keep country girl
ostensible
the
pathetic character than
hero the country girl's idealistic young
country sweetheart? Cecil B. deMille
or

my

David Wark Griffith, I suspect, and
friend, Mr. Al Woods, I know for

a certainty, would have given this character a pair of glistening black mustachios, an evil eye, a devilishly cynical
sneer and such evil intentions that the
more
gullible
among the audience
would begin to hiss him at the first
close-up.

He

expresses himself as "Inor-

dinately anxious

"A Woman

that

of Paris" should be a financial suc"It deserves to be, on its
cess.
merits as the finest, the most satisfactory example of the serious
drama of the films that has been
offered to the public." The Portland Oregonian hails it as "A new
type of play and one in which the
mere shrug of a shoulder conveys
far more than a score of subtitles
are capable of
has a simple
.

.

.

.

.

It is simple, direct

and

.

.

and

not deeply effused
in
tragedy,
but
seared by it as are the everyday life

.

.

.

14th wk.
11th wk.
19th wk.
6th wk.
10th wk.
7th wk.
5th wk.
6th wk.
6th wk.
5th wk.
Editing

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

METRO
Title

Progress
King Vidor
Metro
9th wk.
Reg. Barker
Louis Mayer 4th wk,
.Schertzinger ..Metro
3rd wk,

Happiness
L. Taylor
Cape Cod Folks .... All Star
A Boy of Flanders ..Jackie Coogan

.

FIRST NATIONAL
Star

Title

Producer
Progress
Schenck 8th wk.
Tourneur
.Tourneur
editing
R. W. Tully 6th wk.
J. De Grasse
Del. Andews
Tom Ince
11th wk.
Storm
Schenk
Sth wk.
6th wk.
John Ray ....Ince
F. Lloyd
Lloyd
4th wk.
Director

Secrets

Norma TalmadgeF. Borzage

Torment
Flowing Gold

All
All
All
C.
All
All

Galloping Fish
jold Fish
Against Rules

Sea

Hawk

Star
Star
Star

.

.

.

.

Star
Star

.

Star

Title

-Waner
John Barrymore.H. Beaumont .Warner

Beau Brummel

Welcome Stranger ...All
How to Educate WifeAU

Star
Star
All Star
All Star

Babbitt

Lovers Lane

B'way After

Jas.

Wm.

Dark. Special Cast

.

.

Seiter

.

Young

.

.

Progress
Bros,

Belasco

.Warner
H. Beaumont .Warner
W. Beaudine .Warner
.Monta Bell .Warner

.

Star

The Next Corner
The Stranger
.

.All
.All

.

4th wk.
4th wk.

Seiter

.

Preparing
Preparing
1st wk.

.

..

Producer

Director

Sam Wood

Star
Star

Henabery

Progress

.Sam Wood

.

.

Henabery

.

.11th wk.
10th wk.

.

.

.

FOX
Title

Star

Arizona Express
Not a Drum Heard
Ladies to Board
.

Director

.W\ Star
Chas Jones

.

The Morocco Box
Just Off Broadway.
The Plunderer

.

.

.

.Tom Mix
Shirley Mason

.

.J.

.

Producer

Buckingham
.Wellman ...
D. Solomon

.

.

Blystone

.

Mortimer
Archainbaud

Gilbert
All Star
J.

.

.

Progress
6th wk.

For

.

.
.

Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox
Fox

6th wk.
7 th

wk.

4th wk.
6th wk.
4th wk.

GOLDWYN
Nellie,

Star

Cloak Model.. All Star

E.

Director

Producer

Flynn

Goldwyn

Progress
.

.editing

.

.

UNITED ARTISTS
Producer

Director

Star

Title

Progress

Thief of Bagdad ...Doug. FairbanksRaouI Walsh. Fairbanks ..28th wk.
Vernon Haddon HallMary Pickford .Mar. Neilan ..Lloyd
11th wk.
Gold Rush
Chaplin
C. Chaplin ...Chaplin
1st wk.
.

PATHE
Director

Star

Title

Harold Lloyd

The Girl Expert
One Ghostly Night

.

.Taylor

Del Lord
Erie Kenton
Del Lord

.All Star

Trifiing

All Star

Half Back of N.

D..AU

Star

Progress

Producer
Sennett ..
Sennett
Schulberg
Sennett ..

.nth wk.
.11th wk.
9th wk.
6th wk.

.

.

,

PREFERRED
Progress
Producer
David Smith 4th wk.

Director
Gasnier

Star

Title

Poisoned Paradise ...AU Star

VITAGRAPH

REVILLON FREReS

Star
Director
Progress
Producer
Miller-Farnum .David Smith Vitagraph ....Titling
Tellegen Calhoun J. S. Blackton Vitagraph .... Casting
Between Friends
Borrowed Husbands. Florence Vidor.. David Smith .Vitagraph ...Casting
Title

LIFE

AHDLOVE INTHE ACTUAL ARCTIC

Prodaoed by Rooerf,

J.FSaHfrf;/

,

f.r.q.s,

My Man

.

.

.

®~

.

INDEPENDENT
Progress
Producer
Director
Rogell ... H. J. Brown Sth wk.
Editing
Ben Wilson
8th wk.
Henderson
. .
Editing
Francis Ford. Dearholt
.Dick Hatton
Neva Gerber 9th wk.
Ryon Bros .9th wk.
.Chesebro
editing
Souvenir
All Star
Halperin ..... Halberin ...
Sanford
6th wk.
The Ragged Robin .Madison- Rich ..Madison
"ranklyn FarnumMacGowan
Independent
Titling
Baffled
Tranklyn FarnumMacGowan
Independent
Titling
Crossed Trails
Independent
Titling
Two Fisted Tenderf't^ranklyn FarnumMacGowan
Star

Title

Tombstone Fred Thomson.
Husb'dsjas. Kirkwood
Gambling Wives
All Star
Rodeo Mixup
Ed. Cobb
Sage Brush Religion Hatton-Gerber
The Wolf Man
Geo. Chesebro.
Sheriff of

.

.

.Al.
.

Ed. Le Saint. Waldorf
.

.

.

,

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

ARCTIC

being the main
issue, the poster plays it up
The
in strong and striking form.
words, 'story of life and love'
make the poster compflete.
perils

reveals himself as a bold, resourceful, imaginative, ingenious,
The
studious and daring artist."
lin

He shows something a little different
from the work of other directors
the
photoplay.
Close-ups
throughout
are denied the players and the production also is devoid of the aggravating
This film lives, and the
flash-backs.
more directors emulate Mr. Chaplin the
better it will be for the producing of
pictures.

The San Francisco

Bulletin reof Paris'
two of the principal downthat it is sometown theatres
.
thing new in motion pictures
ports
plays

"

:

Woman

'A

.

.

.

.

jammed and packed both houses

over Saturday and Sunday ... a
financial

Of

and

the

artistic success."

picture

itself,

the

re-

viewer says

The picture stamps him great among
directors even if it were for nothing more
than the fact that he has eliminated
most of the 'movie stuff' with which
our pictures today are filled, has given
the motion picture fan credit for at least
a modicum of intelligence and dared
to make a picture which, though laid
in an atmosphere entirely foreign to the
lives of most of us, still remains true
to life.
been unthought of
Chaplin would produce a
photoplay in which he himself did
not appear, yet these and more unforeseen happenings have come to
pass, and it is the unexpected incidents that appear in "A Woman
of Paris" that make it one of the
It

had not

that

most interesting photodramas yet
produced.

As the reviewer of the San
Francisco Call and Post says, "In
Charles Chaplin production
this
for United Artists Corporation,
the movie fan who can always anticipate the next incident or what
will follow is going to meet with
a reversal of form. Chaplin outguesses one at every turn. Where
one may visualize a scene to follow
or what will happen next, one is
treated to something entirely different, yet there is never any feeling of disappointment, so quickly
does one realize that he is witnessing something just a little better
something
anticipated,
than he
new, something more interesting,
something altogether away from
stereotyped form of movies." Joseph Mulvaney of the New York

.

Discontented

Pafhepictuie

throng last night in the Lyric
Theatre. As a film director, Chap-

editing
12th wk.

PARAMOUNT
Title

Title

THE North

"His first production, in
which he does not appear, fascinated an interesting and curious
lence.

it

Producer

Director

Wm.

Mae Marsh

Daddies

criticism.

A STORrOF

lauds

.

WARNER BROTHERS

"dramas of fate." And the acting of
Adolph Mejou as the bachelor and of
Edna Purviance as the girl is beyond

Nanook of

New York Times

The

Chaplin as a director par excel-

Jos.

.

Talmadge

—

reviewer adds
Producer

Director

Star

.

beautiful,

.

.

.

.

directness that is positively amazing in its drama and grippingly enacts its story and its message
One is spared the attendant hokum
of the fall of the girl
and
eternal woman, how skillfully is
she portrayed in the scenes in
which the masseuse figures... and
must be seen to be appreciated."

.

.

——

—

Progress

Director
Producer
The Fast Express ... Duncan-Johnson iVm. Duncan Universal
The Signal Tower ...All Star
C. Brown ... Universal
The Turmoil
All Star
H. Henley .. Universal
Love Insurance
Reg. Denny ...Eddie Cline
Universal
Courting Calamity
.Hoot Gibson ...Sedgwick ... Universal
The Thrill Girl
Laura LaPlante Robt. Hill
Universal
The Drifter
Hoxie
Bradbury ... Universal
The Riddle Rider ...Wm. Desmond .Wm. Craft
Universal
Pirates and Plunder
Priscilla Dean
W. Ruggles
Laurel
Hands in Dark
Albertini
Marchant .. Universal
Jack O' Clubs
Rawlinson
Rob't. Hill
Universal

Star

Title

Scenes are strong; each one does his
or her best. Even though there are no
comedy stunts. Life is real, la Parisienne, and earnest, and one smiles, sobs
While the
and shrugs, all at once.
the direcheroine's work starts a stir
tion complete, is all due Chaplin's feat
and one learns about women from her.

—

UNIVERSAL

Satisfactory

New York

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

American predicts that just as in
the past Chaplin has influenced
the emotions of millions of spectators, so in the future he may
influence the making of every important photo-drama. _ "This picture, which he conceived, wrote,
and directed, is rare in its natural
realism, unconventional in the originality of technique, and forceful in
every effect," says Mr. Mulvaney.
Every foot
to
is

of the film is
the telling of the story,
gesture
wasted.
not a

significant
and there

February

2,
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SUPERSTITION, PREJUDICE

AND SHOW PAPER
By

C. L.

(Continued from Page 4)
the paper and advertising problem it
represents before they condemn the ad
man for too much copy.
First National being an exhibitor's
organization, we have become familiar
with all sorts of exhibitor angles and
prejudices on the poster subject.
know that some exhibitors regard a
yellow background as a jinx a survival of an old showman's superstition.
To some the title must be in red if
the poster is 100 percent. To others a
poster is no good unless it portrays ac-

We

—

tion.

By

mean

physical action.
always a
Most great
characteristic of the story.
pictures have been so because of their
emotional qualities. Some want strong
sex scenes and will book a picture if
the paper looks like that the red hot
action they

But physical action

is

not

old burlesque shows used to use.
Some old showmen tell you all the
good posters artists have died off. Such
showmen are buying posters more to

is

men.

{Continued from page 7)

Snuggle and struggle are all right but
smut isn't good advertising. Of course
the female form divine pictured in any
but a salacious vein is attractive and
unobjectionable. However, as the vast
majority of exhibitors will not buy
posters that are indecent it simply
doesn't pay to so design them.

The system under which motion

pic-

ture paper is produced and sold is peThe difference
culiar to our industry.
between lithographic costs and the price
to the exhibitor is caused by handling,

The lithoshipping and wastage.
graphs have to be manufactured before
the average feature has had its first
run.

estimate just how
be used during the
life of a picture.
must keep an
adequate stock in every exchange. For
reasons entirely unforseen exhibitors in
one or another section of the country
may use an unusual quantity of paper
on a given release, or they may turn
to some other form of advertising and

No

living

man can

much paper

will

We

buy

MOST POSTERS ATROCIOUS,
SAYS WILLY POGANY

prejudices than to sell
majority of their pa-

—unless the

tronage

YEARSLEY

own

suit their

tickets

little

paper.

is developing," he
continued.
"Just as they have demanded
better moving pictures, they will demand
better posters."
"What makes a poster good?" Mr. Pogany was asked. "What is your idea of an
ideal moving picture poster?"
"There are no general rules for posters,"
he replied. "To be different, to stick out
from the rest that is the first duty of a

"But the public taste

—

poster.

"The public has been spoiled. Everybody shouts in their ears with megaphones.
In order to really get their attention it is
necessary to be different.
That is the
whole thing. And in order to be different,
it is of course necessary to study and know

what everybody else is doing."
For instance, poster makers came to the
conclusion some time ago that a good
poster should be simple.
But now, Mr.
Pogany says, almost all of them have be-

come

cigarette

posters,

will

lilce,

O

make

the

this

left

is

one stick

the

Hood" twenty-four

out.

famous "Robin
sheet, which it

will be renuembered p}on the prise for
1923 as th-e year's most artistic poster.

Reasons

Why
United
Artists'

Posters

Win
Prizes

WOMA
[NITED

ART-

ISTS have shown
same

care and
artistic perfection in

the

their

the

treatment
posters

Woman

FtATllRING

Edna Purvianci

for

movement in the poster and several figures stretching across the width of it. This
quality in the poster, in consideration of
what most posters being used to-day are

is

/

Five

The

simple.

example, invariably contain just one figure.
The same with soap posters and so on.
Therefore, in making the poster for "The
Thief of Bagdad" he has not bound himself down to a simple arrangement.
There

for

of

"A

Paris"
and "Rosita," the
former featuring Edna Purviance, the
latter Mary Pickford.
of

CHADWICK PICTURES WILL GIVE
ATTENTION TO TRADE

Chadwick exploitation department is negotiating many tie-ups of national scope as a means
of helping exhibitors selling their public more

Chadwick Pictures Corporation, which will
release "The Fire Patrol" on the independent
market, will not resort to "fan" paper ad-

effectively.

vertising.

This announcement

is

made with

the thought in mind that before the public
can be sold on a production the trade itself
must first be sold. Consequently, the Chadwick Company has adopted a policy of advertising extensively in the national trade papers for this subject and the remainder of
which will be sold on a
its five specials,

franchise basis.
The national "fan" publication advertismg
campaign will follow a 100 per cent, sale of
"The Fire Patrol" to independent exchanges.
Meanwhile every effort will be made properly
to exploit this special in the advertising colthe
umns of trade publications. Meantime, tne
.

.

An

emphatic denial has been made by

Chadwick

that

"The Fire Patrol"

I.

E.

will be dis-

tributed through a national releasing organThe picture will positively be reization.
leased in the independent market, he says.
*

*

*

There

will

be a

IN

BROADWAY HOUSES

Last week five Cosmopolitan productions
appeared simultaneously on Broadway. This
week the Cosmopolitan Corporation has four
productions which are being shown at the
same time along the Rialto.

"The Great White Way," which continues
sensational engagement at the Cosmopolitan; "Under the Red Robe," which is
now showing in its second week at the Capitol
"Through the Dark," which has moved from
the Cameo, where it played two big wpeks,
to the B. S. Moss Broadway Theatre, and
Marion Davies in "Little Old New York,"
which is showing at Loew's New York and
its

HEARING ON BUILDING CODE
hearing at the State

7, on proposed changes in the state building code,
and which are said materially to affect
Exhibitors who
motion picture theatres.
have examined the bill and who are planning to attend the hearing declare the law
mouineu.
must be
oe modified.

Capitol in

FOUR COSMOPOLITAN SHOWS

Albany on February

which also appears
teen other
the week.

at the
in

Loew houses

American and

Craftsmen Film Laboratories announce
The opening of

Rooms on

their

new PubKc Cutting and Projection

the top floor of the Godfrey Building, 729

Seventh Avenue.

The
•

location

is

the most convenient in

New York

for

film folk.

Rooms are completely equipped and surrounded by light
ideal condition for the editing of

and air—the

your

pictures.

An Art

Title

Department under the supervision of

Louis Meyer is also included in these premises, adding
greatly to the facilities offered the editor or producer
of pictures.

Telephone

is

Bryant 1923-1924-0306

The Craftsmen Film

Laboratories, Inc.
New York

729 Seventh Avenue,
Laboratories,:

^,£2525252525252525252525552525^^

251

West

19th

St.,

New York

City

fif-

New York durmg

Citv

February

2,
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1924

JT'S

Uar

as certain as that night

—improvement

follows day
in

motion picture quality

sults

greater

in

clean-cut

low,

of

sharp,

light;

definition;

Avhen

A

more even

brighter screen;
distribution

re-

profits.

all

fol-

you equip your

projector Avith the

BAUSCH & LOMB
Cinephor Condenser SystemCinephor Projection Lens

CARBONS

Cinephor Condenser

M. G. FELDER SALES CO.

BAUSCH & LOMB

DISTRIBUTORS
1540

OPTICAL COMPANY

New York, N.Y.

Broadway

635

St.

Paul Street

Rochester, N. Y.
New York

Chicago

"

Incandescent Specialists

AUSTIN CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
AUSTIN BRAND LAMP COLORING
1692 Boston Road
BRONX, NEW YORK

SUN-LIGHT ARCS

STUD
AND

I

PROJECTION

Largest

209

AUSTIN FROST

2625

United States

LACQUERS FOR TOYS
AUSTIN BRAND SOLVENT

Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of lamp colorsuperior to the
ins that has stood all tests and is in many ways
Keith, Moss and Lowe s
various other lamp coloring on the market.
Chemical
Austm
the
Theatres are avaiUng themselves of the use of
Service
positively
is
it
A distinctive feature of the new coloring is that
The process includes shades of various
waterproof and weatherproof.
colors and descriptions, all of which are devised to add attractiveness
lights and house lights.
sign
lights,
marquee
appeal
to
and
the product to send for a
The concern invites those interested

INC..

West 48th

PHONE INTERVALE
Lamp Colorers in the

COLORED LAMPS

LAMPS

HARMER,

San Francisco

London

Washington

St.

•

Bryant 6366

.

m

small-size

DON'T MISS NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE OF

Draperies

WILL BE A SPECIAL

PRESS BOOK

trial.

PICTURE SETS— SCENERY

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW
IT

sample sales-case for

—Velour and Velvet Curtains
Ask

NUMBER

for

BOOKLET

46

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS

REPLETE WITH EVERYTHING CONSTRUCTIVE IN THE
WORLD OF CAMPAIGN BOOKS

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

220

West

46th Street,

New York

City

TWENTY ElCHT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVkf

CSrt FOLDED
ROLL
j^rcusTTcket/5
/

^

352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

\vr

TICKETS

blst fOH iHe itAsr .MONfv

ouiCKtsr ouivtRv

correctniss ^;uA';ANrffD
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Exhibitors Trade Review

CANADIAN HAS HERD OF
BUFFALO TO SELL
Ottawa

Buffalo skins, though rare; have long
been noted for their distinctive appearance
and utility as robes, rugs and furs. As
such the buffaloes suggest another avenue
for being merchandised,' but it is the hope

Man

Medium

Prefers Film Field as
for Releasing Animals

prominent jeweler of
message to the film
industry which has attracted unusual at-

His is a story of buffaloes, a herd of
which he has acquired through an unusual
releasing decree issued by the Canadian
government. W.hat Mr. Bilsky brings to the
attention of filmdom is that the situation
permits his doing busines with those of the
motion picture trade who might be interested in the purchase of one of any numof

buffaloes

We Are Not Bootleggers
But we make STILLS

—WE DOSTILLS —Enlarging— Copy ing
The BEST WORK at LOWEST PRICES

In this latter instance any number
hibitors might use these as real interest
arousers for exploiting westerns or adventure
pictures.
An unusually attractive lobby
could be arranged for the showing of an
adventure picture, by hanging buffalo skins
on the walls and having the stuffed heads
occupy prominent positions near the en-

TAYSON LABORATORIES,
37

West 20th

New

St.,

Inc.

Watkins S482

York,

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT

trance.

often deplored the gradual extinction of a
species of animal that is identified with
the finest traditions of the conquering of
the Western
wilderness
by America's
early pioneers.
Mr. Bilsky feels that his essential market
for the releasing of his animals is primarily in the motion picture field, believing
that the screen offers the greatest medium
of exploiting their prestige and historic

NOW

Mu'-ic Pub.
Co.
Dept. W.
N. Y. C.

1658 B'way.

of ex-

is

$1.00— ORDER

for

American

A

something that immediately arouses interest, in view of the fact that naturalists,
anthropologists, and even laymen have so

HAWAIIAN MELODY

Full Orchestration 2Sc

SPECIAL OFFER— 9 Late Orchestrations,
Including "SAY IT WITH A UKULELE"

waiting to do business with them, instead
of going ahead and having the animals
killed for stuffing purposes.
certain number of stuffed heads and
skins are already available for decorative
and publicity purposes.

tention.

—

FOX TROT

owner

of
that the interest already
manifested by a number of persons prominent in the film industry will justify his
their

CAM BILSKY, a
^ Ottawa, brings a

ber of these creatures.
The mere discussion

THE BIG SUMMER HIT
SAY IT WITH A UKULELE

Rates

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

BOOK "MAKING MOVIES"
movie
an

It's

on and
studio

off

life,

stage exhibiton of
action and detail.

YOUR THEATRE A BEE-HIVE

CAMERA EXCHANGE

A

movie picture made right on your stage in
front of your audience, produced vrith local
players and scenes one week, and shown next.

For

details

write

Box

10S3,

Exhibitors

Trade

Review.

value.

Commercial, Home
to order.
have excellent facilities, and the
Ruby
price 20c per foot.
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Motion Pictures made
or Industrial.
best

We

cameramen.

Motion Picture
and exchanged.

Our

"Still" Cameras rented, sold
lights for sale and for
of your wants. Ruby Camera
Seventh Ave., New York City.

and

Portable

Keep us advised

rent.

Exchange, 727

picture show equipment, Southern WisTwo nearly new Simplex machines, balance
equipment good condition. Now operating.
Box
V. C, Exhibitors Trade Review.

Complete
consin.
of
P.

MANAGER
to
climate.
Desires change
dry
"Mustard Gas
1918". Fair health now and wish to change to
remain so. Five years position as manager. Can
produce results. Town of 20,000 or more. Best

recommendations.

W.

Fred

C.

Hardman,

Grantsville,

Va., care Grantsville Theatre Company.

FOR SALE
Brick building 44 x 100 feet, 500 chairs,
2 Power machines, Minusa screen, Popcorn machine.
Good reason for selhng it cheap if taken at
once.
Terms to suit the buyer. Ehipire Theatre,
Manitov/oc, Wise.
Theatre.

Try

A Few

Your Theatre

of These Cuts for

Radio-

features at rental prices. An added attraction for your theatre.
You are now able to use this attractive method of advertising your features at a
considerable saving.
Our prices are as follows:

Cut-Outs for

all

R/LDIO-MiTS

3 sheet cut-outs $3.50, Rental $2.00. Rebate $1.50.
6 sheet cut-outs $7.00.
Stock 3 sheet cut-outs $3.50.
Stock 6 sheet cut-outs $7.00.

We

also rent

mounted

posters, photos

and

slides for all features

EXHIBITORS POSTER & SUPPLY
209-213 West 48th

Street,

and

-Mat

/

serials.

CO., INC.,

New York

City

Telephone, Bryant 5725, 5726.

iSTHt STATioNERr OF THE Screen

Reliable

Poster Mounting

360 West 50th
Cutout Makers
Map Mounters
Poster Mounters
Booking Sheet Mounters

St.,

Company

New York

We

Mount on Paper,

5 Excellent Motion Picture
Numbers for $2.00
Petals— What's a Whole World to Me Without
You

Muslin and Cardboard

—For

You Alone

—Dream

Edward Schuberth
11

Chimes

Dawn

East 22nd Street,

&

Co.
New York

City

RECORDS MOUNTED ON MUSLIN

We mount every kind of poster
WE MAKE ALL KINDS OF NOVELTIES
FOR EXHIBITORS
Telephone Circle 7231

WELDED WIRE
REELS
For Sale by
Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 Tib Avt..

Ntw York

The
is

producer's care

pleased

is

justified; the

—when the print

is

audience

on

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
—because

it

carries quality

through to the

screen.

Look

for

"Eastman" and "Kodak''

—stenciled

in hlack letters in the transparent margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

The Way
By
(Author of

"The

Man

of a

EMERSON HOUGH

"The Covered Wagon," "North

Way of a Man"

points the

way

of 36," etc., etc.)

to the box-office.

Exhibitors who have never played a serial have booked the serial.
Exhibitors

who

play only the best features have booked the

feature.

They recognize

its bigness, its

outstanding merit.

Two Versions
Pafhepicture
and

Pafheserial

Produced by
C.

W.

PATTON

Directed by

GEORGE

B.

SEITZ

Press

Book Number

EXHIBITORS
REVI E

CTrnde

%e Business Paper of the Motion lecture Industry

''The Heritage

of the Desert" M^as filmed
&]ph

in

the famous Painted Desert of Qri^ona

Zukor and Jesse L Lasky presg

'ANE GREY'*

THE HERITAGEo/r^e DESERT
IRVIHiPIlATProH
WITH

lEDANIELS, ERNEST TORR
NOAH BEERY, LLOYD HUGHES
Zane Grey is
most powerful
at
thor-name

the

that

the

box-office

authe

world has ever
known.
film

20

cents

(X Q>araniount Qidure
Produced by

10,000,000

picture at your theatres.

FAMOUS

r\.Vi

Zane Grey

fans want to see this

Adapted by A.

tRS LASKY qORPORMION J|

S.

LeVino.

February 9, 1924

Hold youi' crowds and

draw more witK

Wu
Music
Wbich

n- tlie

Vy

urlitzer

I

an attraction
pictures th^selves

l)ert>m<'

liu-

lireat

nit Organs? hold possibililiefe

in

<l*^\<

oping settiii}>s and picture pr€se?itatit>ag pos-.*^^,^* ,]
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roujitt'N oxer tliat ii;et tlie crowds an<l make ihe

hcaw

niouej mak<>

how

prominent

throe

theye

itn e^jtmeut*! in

valnc

theatselves

of

nin^ic Hrac

exiiihitor<fooi\

oxpro

are for the largo Theatres and are
built as to fit in any arbitrary
space.
They are the greatest and

most magnificent musical devices
ever built, containing a counterpart
of every known orchestral instrument, so arranged that the entire
assembly (in the larger instrument
the eq[ual of a 100 piece orchestra
can be played with two bands.
)

ONE MAN
ORCHESTRAS

nsnsic

pictures.
alr(\

7'/(<

m

(

LuKin;i

instnuiKMil.

BaJaiMH

(S.

•aire.
ilicM^'c!
'i>i

in

liK

iif!!)

iti

our

tlH-alir",*.

the
Katz,

virt)O0t

tt>i=-

M<mi]<'r

\\ urlit/»>i

needed.

WHEN YOU REMODEL

Omulia:
Uk'

i-

out'

WnJitzer Unit Ox^un in
<(MmtieT ihom the

"t'l'oiu!

luni

tlt«alr»\s

IT of all tlicairc oriraii
r

"I
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-cloiri: se<-:
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llow

vvirli..H.

aiiHi'i
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> !

It It ISO
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,1

icdl j)i<-luit*

coulij

XVurlilzpr I'mt Orjraiu"

-•

superb Wurlitsier usn-ir
available in the aaost niaguificeiii and
\\y orjsans ever huih. as well ab mo<lest priced
i.jh" man orchestras for small theatres with limited resource*-.
I

hi^

i

Srtnl

till

for the small Theatres of limited
seating capacity. Gives the realistic
touch usually found in big organs.
(]an be arranged to play automatically so that only one musician is

inuyntt todar for

f

ortiplet^ in formnthtn.

The I^UDOLPH Wui^iSIzei? Co.
nhe Offio; CINCINNATI:

YOUR HOUSE
Owners plarming to remodel
should consult us for plans to install Wurlitzer Music.
By adding
Wurlitzer Music, you increase the
drawing power
of
your house
100%.
i\o obligation what-

/

/
O

Uni\nown Puiple:^^
A

sensational stage triumph

adapted

...

f.-s

-r

r,..

V

to the screen

without stint

money?

'-

in

talent, effort, energy,

enacted by a cast of
distinguished artists
stars in even the

smallest "bits".

Proven

by

its

at the

remarkable success
World's premier

presentation at the

Strand Theatre, Providence,
to be a sure-fire

Box-office attraction.

Booked
at the California

Theatre,

Los Angeles,
for

an indefinite run.

Franchised
even prior to the
initial

announcement

from Truart
in

over

60%

of the

United States.

EXPLOITABLE
QRlPPiNQ

ENTERTAININQ

THRILLINGLY DIFFERENT!
ff/ie ^rfcrtSettina

being franchised os
"the independent market BY'I

TRUAR.T FILM COHPODATIC
M.H.n.OFFnAN VICE PRESIDENT

MAN FROM BRODNEY'S"

"THE

(Vitagraph)

We will
made a

call

a spade a spade and say Vitagraph has

rattling

good picture.

The audience

at the

Rialto absorbed every scene with evident relish.

Warren Kerrigan has one
in

J.

of the biggest opportunities

a career where he has been called upon to play many

varieties of heroes.
this

performance to

With the "Covered Wagon" and
his credit J.

Warren Kerrigan can

qualify as one of our best leading

men.

We must say

the scales are largely balanced on the credit side in this
picture which

ever made.

is

one of the best things Vitagraph has

The

direction, the acting

and the produc-

tion are of the sort that Vitagraph can

do some brag-

ging about and not be out of order.
Published weekly by Kxliibitors Review Publisliing Corporation. Execu
York City. Subscription $2.00 year. p::ntered as second-class matter, Aug,

tive, Editorial Offices Knickerbocker Bldg., Broadway and
25, 1922, at post office at B. Stroudsburg-, Pa., under act of

42nd St

March

3,'

New1879.

'HE box-office of the California
atre backed up these critics
when they wrote their opinions of
"Wild Oranges." Edwin Schallert of
the Times said: "Superlatives will be
needed to describe the show; it*s one
of the real novelties of the season.'*
The Record said: "Exceedingly well
done by King Vidor pictured with absorbing consistency." The Herald said:
The fight scene is simply the best ever.
It has never been excelled." The Illus-

—

trated News said: "Beautifully transferred to the screen." The Express
said : "Something different. Certain to
rivet one's attention to the screen."
AND
SAY; "BOOK IT BEFORE YOUR
COMPETITOR GETS IT!"

WE

Quick action saves

the stranger's life

Through the blinding storm

to safety

means
By JOSEPH HERGESHEIMER
With FRANK MAYO, VIRGINIA
VALLI, FORD STERLING
Directed hy

KING VIDOR

JUNE MATHIS, Editorial Director
A Qoldwyn Picture

It the MARK

STRAND THEATRE, MewYork

"^eek Beginning Fehruarxf^^^
Playing anhtended Engagement at CmummisBiaIt{^losAn^les

Opening Soon at the Orpheum Theatre, Chicago

I

a

Classics of the Screen

A

startling story

of "good'fellow" wives

and a husband or two—
fearless expose of the inner
shrine of the marriage circle,
with its charm of true love, its ro'

mance of fidelity,

its

flare

of passion-

ate jealousy, its mad affairs of faithlessunness and its tragic touch of sin.
usual story of married lovers whose

An

Enacted

by

not always confined to
their own mates, deftly told by
a master producer whose direc-

love

is

tellar

Cast of Screen Stars:-

unchalof the

torial genius stands
lenged in the art

a S

Florence Vidor
Monte Blue
Adolphe Menjou

Marie Prevost
- Harry Myers
Creighton Hale

photoplay.

and

Others
'972e Coqs

ofJCife

%irn€th

^nsotionol

mMeme-- and

'

Sure-fire in itr

'^^dience^

appeal

AN

EBNST
UJBITSCn

From
ADAPTED

PRODUCTON
ti

play
by Lothair

Paul Bern
Schmidt^

the Whole Show that
Makes EEAl Entertamment
It Is

What Makes

Entertain-

ment?
When you "go to the

movies,"

not the feature picture
alone that makes an ideal evening. It IS the SHOW that gives
it

IS

PROGRESSIVE EXHIBITORS

you A WHOLE EVENING'S ENTERTAINMENT the whole

—

recognize the public

balanced program, consisting
not only of a well-selected feature, but also of a good comedy,
a novelty or a picture of scenic
beauty, and the news-reel.

ENTERTAINMENT. And when the feature
is too long, it crowds out some
great share ofthis

of these Short Subjects and
cheats you out of a large part
of the ENTERTAINMENT for
at

the box - office. For unusual
length in a feature does not
mean added entertainment, but
generally indicates tiresome
"padding."

all of our theatres, we
have found the length of the feature productions
to be detrimental to the showing of a diversified
program. Our customers expect and demand an
entertaining show, and in addition to the feature
picture we have been giving them a novelty reel, a
news weekly and some comedy.

'For the past six weeks, in

Patronize the theatre that selects
feature pictures of reasonable length
so that

it

can give you a whole

SHOW. Then you can be sure of getingREAL ENTERTAINMENT for your
box-oftice

money.

When

you see the Educational Pictures trade-mark on posters or lobby
cards in a theatre entrance, you know
that here you will see good Short

'Because of the length of recent productions, we have
been obliged to curtail, with the result that some of

Subjects as well as the best features
of reasonable length— in other words,
that you will have A WHOLE EVE-

NING'S

for

Short Subjects and a diversified program, and are insisting on features
of reasonable length so that they
can provide variety. William Brandt,
President of the M.P.T.O. of New
York, writes:

These Short Subjects furnish a

which you pay your money

demand

the patrons are dissatisfied.

ENTERTAINMENT

'Ofttimes a

bad

show which has

feature

production

has

down through

fallen

been

saved

a

by the

shorter length subjects.

The Educational Pictures trade-mark
is shown on these Short Subjects:

'We

CHRISTIE COMEDIES

are receiving complaints from

all

over the State

sometimes
making a good picture poor by too much padding,"

that

HAMILTON COMEDIES
MERMAID COMEDIES

productions are entirely too

long,

(Jack White Productions)

JUVENILE COMEDIES
TUXEDO COMEDIES
CAMEO COMEDIES
"SING THEM AGAIN"

Millions of picture-goers will read this ad in

LYMAN H HOWE'S

The Saturday Evening Post, Feb. 2 issue.
They are demanding diversified entertainment.
Give it to them by booking Educational
And bring them in by showing the
Pictures.

by Robert C Bruce
and

Educational Pictures trade-mark in your lobby.

Series

HODGE-PODGE
SECRETS OF LIFE
WILDERNESS TALES
KINOGRAMS
The Visual

NEWS of all

When You

the

World

Sec This Sign,

Qoln—
It's

Your Qviaranxce

of

ENTERTAINMENT

EDUCATiONAL FILM EXCHANGES. INC.'
EXECUTIVE OKFICES. NEW YOKK

;

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANQES,
,^^^(J:J'faM4^Uy<.^-*'l^ President

Inc..

The supreme artistry
James Kirkwood,

Lila

and Madge Bellamy

in

of

Lee
one

of the most gripping cinema

dramas ever screened
makes

Love's Whirlpool"

a master production that

set

to
v

11

is

destined

new box-

office records for
your theatre.

Q^icturesM
presents

It's
'

a smashing
first

run

Picture

9

James Kirkwood,
^ Madge Bellamy
Story by Martha Lord
Adapted by Elliott Clawson
and Bruce Mitchell
Directed by Bruce Mitchell

0istyibutedhy

HODKINSON

,

BCi->-

lesser

.teful

riS^

^

^

+

V TDicture

you

^as

That means
rescfee^'l'^^^c;^^''-

50,000,000
people are
going to be

pleased./
^

Tesser

corVO^*®-^^°^

The

Indianapolis Times

said

—

JOSEPH M.SCHEKCK PRESENTS

Nonna

"Here

is

a

woman

the highest and best developed

Talmadge
QheSOHG
OF LOVE"
IN

dramatic talent of any screen
actress.

That's

directed

A3lrAt

Hxitiotidl

why

NORMA TALMADGE
is

MAR.GARET PETERSON
DUST OF oEsiae'
by CHESTER FRANKLIN
FRANCES MARION

Adapted from the

possessing

a big

drawing card

novel

for any theatre.

Attraction

B.gh.

BoOi

all the

year round

I

Aiiocutrd

Firti

I

Avenue Newlfark/

February

9,
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Land a Knockout

EXHIBITORS
•^rade REVIEW

HALF A
DOLLAR BILL

GEORGE BLAISDELL, Editor
EDDY ECKELS, Managing Editor
L. SIMMONS,
Exploitation Editor

GEORGE'

T.

Punches

WUArrEAKIN
ANEWSUYOVT

%e dusiness Paper of the Motion Hciure Industry
MICHAEL

Ad

With
BOWTSESEADS

HALF-A'
DOLLAR BILL

PARDY,

Reviews Editor

CONTENTS
February

9,

1924

EDITORIAL FEATURES
Page

Hearst Links Screen and Press Censorship
Studying Exhibitor Press Book Needs..
Making the Press Book a Magazine of Value
Old Lady Astor Says
The Editorial Page
Leaders All William E. Atkinson

—

5

6
7
9

10
17

ADS THAT HIT SQUARE IN THE EYE
The eye is the target for all gunners who shoot with printer's ink.
These two from Metro's press sheet on "Half A Dollar" make no
mistake about their intention.
They land fair and square on the eye.

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
Producers Must Heed Public DSmand
Spectacular Premiere for 'Eternal City'

Many Champion Cause
Goldwyn Studios Open

11

The Smile

11

of Mabel Norm and
to Independents

12
12
12
13
13
14
14
15
15
15
16
16

Lowell Productions to Do Own Distributing
First National Announces Series for 1924
'When a Man's a Man' Being Exploited
T. O. C. C. Ball Proves Social Success
Theatre Owners Ratify ^Jew Contract
First National Sales Plan Is Approved

Alaska Produces Its First Picture
Joseph Schenck Talks at Ad Luncheon
A. N. Smallwood Issues an Open Letter
Western Missouri Men Are Reorganizing

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS
Let Press Book Write Caption for Frontispiece
New F. B. O. Feature Made Attractive by Artistic
Press Book
Snappy Scenes and Accessories in 'Marriage Circle'
Papss Book
Forceful Showmanship Urge in Goldwyn's
Press Sheet
Press Sheets Ads Have Sold Paramount Tried and
Proved Pictures

4
8

of Satisfaction

T a last

moment, when we are going to
press with this issue, we give a final
careful glance at the table of contents and

A

then

we

smile.

a smile of satisfaction.

Satisfaction
week's predictions.
And satisfaction in the fact that by
going so thoroughly into the subject we, too,
have learned a lot of interesting new things
about press books.
It is

id the

way

Ave've realized

our

last

38

Exhibitors Trade Review is grateful for the
inspiration which permitted it to put across
the message of the press sheet as it constructively concerns the showman.
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NEXT
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—
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of

West Coast, Richard

Kipling, 1505 No. Vf'estern

Ave..

Los Angeles

showman.
Aside from

constructive value to the exnumber will show that
our purpose is to be a human paper as Avell as
the most helpful business organ in the motion
picture industry.
its

hibitor the "Players"

Watch for the new angles on the proper appreciation of human values in the comingedition. How, on a basis of pure commercialism, you can capitalize these values and how
important they are to your everyday problems
of showmanship, are some of the important
i'acts

to be brought to

There

will be

why we

some

your

notice.

smiles, too. You'll real-

are looking forward to the job
with pleasure! And we expect you'll join us
in a broad, sparkling smile of satisfaction.
ize
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NO "JAZZ-AGE" FILM
FOR JACK PICKFQRD
His New
Photoplay, a Simple Story

"The

Hill

Billy,"

of Kentucky Mountaineers
In ' The Hill Billy." Jack Picklords latest and greatest photoplay, an Allied Producers
Corporation
tributors'

and Dis-

release,

theawhich comes to the
^is an embodiment
tre next

young star, his
famous sister, Mary Pickford, and
Marion Jackson, the writer.
Jack and Mary Pickford had

of the genius of the

talked over the idea of

UNUSUAL STORY FOR
JACK PICKFORD HAS
'THE HILL BILLY"
JACK PICKFORD FILM
FILMLAND'S FUNNIEST
FOR JACK PICKFORD
Young Star's Photoplay from Three Celebrated Screen Com
Original Story by

Sister

and

edians Support Star

Famous

-

"Self

gotxl many detail'
cording lo legend, a
Malked to the summil oi a pcaK
the mountain region of Kentucky,
pointed his nose toward the sky.

A

m

and stood silhouetted against inc
darkening clouds. His head lifted
torth
heavenward, the woU
To tlitr mo(
his dismal cry

"The

Hill

in

Billy"

:

howl

o( that isolated' rcgioi
of the beast came as

valley
iprawled between ihc mouiitai
riddcv became known to the mhabiunts as -Valley ot the Wolf

"That

'

*

I
I

is

Ihc

reason

is the reason, also,
Pickford. youthful

That

jndeperdcnl pfoduc

the

why Jack

latest

photoplay, "The Hill

comes

hich

lo

Billv,';

Th.

the

Two

„exl
of

the

old

of

the

school.

Producers

second Allied
Irilniiors'

Is

ai

release as the re<

boy oE the hills. A
the
throughout
cicanim
the vigor and rui-H

inlry

thi

by variou
motion picture companies in Holly
rights

foj several years

Youth plays hand and hand
throughout "The Hill Billv"
i

Jack

Ricksen. Hollywood's sixlecn-year-oM leading woman, p!ay^
'
Jack ;
Lucille

has
bee
Franey, who
starred by Universal, Fox, Triangli
Mack ScniieU. ai'd at one time had
his own producing unit, plays on
of the leading comic .oles, in Jack
most recent Allied P/oducers an
Billy

'

little

aidcn

of

the

hills
^

fa
.d

mom
Marloi

Let the Press Book Write
Here

latest

Jack Pickford used three of the
inmest men of Rlmlaad in his

:

folk

has been the guidi
motivated Jack 1 ickford's
photoplay, "The ^

tlie

Gaptions for This Frontispiece

Release, 'The Hill Rilly:
the Pictorial Proof That Jack Pickford' s Latest A. P. and D.
-^^^'^
Behind an Exbettent Publicity Barrage '^^^i^^

"The

Hill

,
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Hearst in Talk to Exhibitors Links
Screen and Press Censorship
Peodiicer Is Guest of
R. HEARST," proWILLIAM
ducer of Cosmopolitan Productions, was the guest of honor at
the weekly luncheon January 29 of the
Theatre Owners Charnber of Commerce^ held at the Hotel Astor, Thei e
were no. indications of any "late unpleasantness," of the controversy regarding "Little Old New: York" or
:

"Enemies of Women."
Mr. Hearst spoke twice,: The

first

time

was

tion

by President Charles L. O'Reilly.

in response, to the introduc-

The second was

at

own

his

Chamber

By George
there is no reason at
not be extended.

Blaisdell
all

why

"Its unconstitutionality
applies' to ^the

of

in

it

should

pririicple

moving^ picture industry

much as it does to the press.
"Thei'e is no real reason why the
constitutional guarantee that is now extended to the" press should be respected
if screen censorship is once established
throughout the Uiiion as an accepted
policy and principle:
"

"as

request,

Can Learn from Exhibitors
"But there are a great many things
I take great
I can learn from you.
pleasure in meeting you personally, and
I expect to derive much benefit from
meeting you and listening to what you
have to say, if I am going to ha^e an
opportunity to do that.

.

.

it

would threaten the

free press

The editor spoke imand was given the closest
by the hundred or more

of the country.
pr-essively

attention

-

diners.

"I try to
public,

near

Mr. Hearst at the speaker's
were' Marcus Loew, Courtland

members of

Wide

far wider in

I

cess.

something

its

It

significance, I think,

imagine you do, too," continued
the speaker, turning to the press table,
"than merely an attempt to interfere
with the fundamental rights of this
particular moving picture industry.
"If it should be successful in this
instance, if it should extend to other
it

should become a recognized
and an established evil.

interference

and nobody else likes.
want and producers gen-

I like
I

want are popular pictures, pictures that appeal to the public.
"We ought to come more often to
the exhibitors, whenever opportunity
offers, and let them because of their

erally

WIILIAM
to

don't believe in merely artistic sucI define as an artistic success

And what

the press are here.

I

states, if

and so well able to say
like and wants as the

exhibitor.

Significance

"I would like to say just a word
them on fhis matter of censorship.

and

the" public

-

independent situation; Saul Rodgers,
William Brandt, Harry Mackler and
William A. Landau,
"Will you pardon me for a moment,
Mr. Chairman," said Mr. Hearst at the
conclusion of Mr. Smith's talk.
"I
know that this is an exhibitors'
luncheon purely and simply, but I see

is

make my pictures for the
know that no one is so

I

what the public

Smith of the Hays organization, I. E.
Chadwick, president of the new independent group and who discussed the

the

and

-

;

Flankin_g
table

terference upon the expansion of the
free press of the United States."
"Like yourself, these men are progressive, and like yourself they are independent," said President O'Reilly in
introducing Mr. Hearst to the rnembers of the chamber.
"I am only going to say a few
words," said the speaker. "I came here
to listen and to learn, not to speak.
There isn't anything at all that I can
tell you except how good I am as a
producer, and you know that already.

(Laughter.)

following Courtland Smith's discussion
of the censorship situation; and was
directed especially to the dozen newspaper men present.
In his final remarks Mi^. Hearst- declared that if -cen^orshirp gained in
headway it was only ^ question of time

when

Commerce

R.

HEARST

you newspaper men are
interested in the situation as are these gentlemen in the moving picture business, and that a newspaper ought to give whole-hearted support to these gentlemen in their fight
against this obnoxious idea.
"I think that you should do this not
only because of the justice of such action.
You ought to do it for selfish
reasons in addition, on account' of the
possible effect on the growth of this in"I think that

just as

much

contact tell us what the public desires.
"I want to admit that the criticisms
I like best and that I read the most are
the exhibitors' reports in the weekly
I belong to the
trade publications.
newspaper fraternity, and I appreciate
the value or at least the necessity of
criticisms, but newspaper
criticisms are largely theories.
"They are well written and are entertaining and the public read and en-

newspaper

joy them, but they are based on theory,
while the criticism of the exhibitor is
based on fact. He hears what is said
by the people who come into his house.

(Continued on Page 18)
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Book Needs

Studying Exhibitor Press

Advertising Director of Metro Tells of Care Used to Secure
Material That Will Suit Theatre Owner

WE

them press sheets, but
original significance of that
hardy term has so far expanded

By

still call

i-he

with the increase and diversity of a
press sheet's contents that the teim
hardly does justice to what now is
really an exhibitor's service book.
As a matter of poUcy, and to assure
ourselves we are working on the right
track, we check up annually on the
value attached to Metro press sheets by
exhibitors themselves and by newspaper editors who make use of their con-

J.

E. D.

Meador

Director of Advertising, Publicity, Exploitation Departments, Metro Pictures Corporation

quainted with the principles of motion
picture advertising. Too often we see
displays so decorative that the exhibselling points were sacrifixed by
the overzealous artist.
know, too, that many exhibitors
are limited in the space at their disposal, that their advertising must conform to a certain distinctive style, and
that the question of securing the best
itor's

Our reason for including this amount
of material is that we have found that
what exhibitors prefer in one section
of the country differs radically from
M'hat exhibitors in another part find to
iheir liking.

Parts of the East

—

I

have

in

mind

Washington district, particularly
combine illustrations with institutional

the

advertising in copy, using white space
plentifully*

vogue on the West Coast
is quite the opposite, where black predominates in the ads, giving them a
"smash" appearance.
And in other

The

style in

of the country similar variety exIf we are to serve every exhibitor
who plays Metro pictures our accessories must cover a wide field indeed,
and the fact that they do this, and that
Metro press sheets are complete as" pos-

l^arts
ists.

P^ESS SHEET

We

position on the advertising page governs
some extent the dimensions of copy.
So far as possible Metro's advertising service aims to suit every need.
I am quite sure that the exploitation
to

department of a press sheet is one of
the utmost importance to all exhibitors.
Practical stunts, dignified enough for
the largest exclusive theatres, striking
and at the same time cheap enough for
the smaller house with limited means,
are what we try to provide on every
release, with a complete illustrated explanation in the press book.
An exhibitor who picks up a Metro
press sheet can lay it out before him
and plan his entire campaign of newspaper publicity and exploitation. He
sees the lobby cards from which to
make his selection, the lobby paintings
available to him, the billboard paper,
and even the cut-outs as they will look,
for our paper is especially designed
with this thought in mind.

As

tents.

PR^ SS SHEET

a result of our last inquiry

hundred exhibitors
rated Metro press sheets the most comprehensive and helpful in the field.
Whatever success we have gained in
practical service to exhibitors is due
to continuous study of the exhibitor's
needs and to intensive effort on the part
of expert, experienced men in every department of advertising.
R. W. Baremore, in charge of publicity
George Carlin, press sheet editor; Bert B. Perkins, in charge of exploitation Harry Graft, art superintendent head, and J. Norman Lynd, well
known artist whose cartoons and drawings supplement the work of the staff
of our art department these men are
all experts in their line.
Our staff of
writers engaged on the preparation of
"fan" material are all experienced
into this about four

;

sible,

we

believe to be one of their

di..-

tinct values to exhibitors.

;

—

newspaper men.
Any Metro press sheet probably contains

five

times as

any exhibitor could

much
use.

material

as

The "Scara-

mouche" book,

for Instance, contains
ninety-two publicity stories, thirty advertising cuts,
illustration.

and

thirty-five cuts for

The
plied

advertising cuts and mats supby Metro are prepared with two

purposes in mind

—

to

sell

the picture

to the public for the exhibitor

and

to

save the exhibitor the expense of local
art work.
To accomplish the former,
skilled artists concentrate on striking
displays.
The exhibitor who cannot
afford art work of his own is sure to
find satisfactory material in the Metro
press sheet.
Local art work is often prohibitive,
and in many instances theatres could
advantageously dispense altogether with
local artists, unless the)^ are well ac-

That is the most we hope for in our
press sheets— to make it possible for
the exhibitor to put over his picture at
the smallest cost for the biggest returns
and in this aim we believe we have
succeeded.

—
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Making the Press Book A
Magazine of Value
By NAT.
Director

of

Film Booking

PRACTICABILITY
of

all

is

G.

ROTHSTEIN

Publicly

the keynote
The ex-

good press books.

ploitation stunts suggested should
be planned with a full knowledge of the
the
throughout
conditions
varying
Newspaper advertising and
country.
general exploitation mean more toward
big box office results than anything else.
theatre manager cannot afford to

A

neglect either.
The writer originated the press book,

one having been produced in
1914 for Williamson's Undersea picThe second book was for the
lures.
Universal serial, "The Master Key."
the first

Even at this early date, the writer
insisted that the outstanding feature of
any suggestion made in a press book
should be able to produce maximum results in a minimum expense.
He has always insisted that it was
best to use several ideas and exploit
them simultaneously. Thus, if the ideas
are executed at a minimum expense,
any one of them is apt to bring maximum results— one stunt may "make"
the showing a success, and yet, no one
of them "break" the theatre manager.
An exhibitor should read all press
books thoroughly, because good press
books are crammed with up-to-the-min-

'T"

HE

primary

aim

of

press books is to help
at minimum exmore
make
exhibitors
F. B. O. has kept
pense.

Money

mind, and

this in

publicity for

Limited,"

Man,"

in their

"Westbound
Mail
"The

"Human Wreckand "In the Name

age,"
fo The

Law," they have

only those stunts
which have been tested
and found valuable.

used

and

Offices

Advertising the
of America, Inc.

ute ideas and
office.

A

course in

My

mean money

good press book
showmanship.

first

to the
is

box

a short

injunction to the exhibitor

on receiving a press book is to study
the exploitation stunts and advertising
layouts suggested.
Before using any
piece of advertising in a press book
it is tested to make sure it will work,
not only in one city or town but sev-

—

eral.

Therefore, all the suggestions mentioned in the press book are practical,
workable ideas, and are made of added
value to the exhibitor, because they are
filled with exploitation, publicity and
advertising ideas, designed to attract
crowds to the theatre and box office.
do not separate our advance and
follow-up stunts, as it is felt one exhibitor may want to use one stunt in
advance while another will get equal results by using it during the engagement.
An exhibitor should start his advertising and exploitation campaign early
so as to get the public impatient to see
exploitation
production.
His
the
should be forceful as well as direct.
This means he must take advantage
of every opportunity for arousing inHe must play up every angle
terest.
of appeal, for his patronage is made
up of all kinds and classes of people.
Some people are attracted to the

We

theatre by melodramatic and thrilling
Others, who are sentimental
features.
and romantic will be drawn in by the
love appeal.

be attracted by mysAll these angles
and suspense.
should be played upon and are in the
Still others, will

tery

press books.

We

make a careful analysis of the
production on which the press book is

NAT
T) I RECTOR
fighter

of

G.

ROTHSTEIN

PubUcity and Advertising of the
Offices of America and strong
press book which contains only

Booking

Film

for

the

suggestions that bring results.

be produced before we start work
it.
then make a careful analysis of the suggestions that go into
the book.
This analysis is made for
just one purpose— to save the exhibitor
to

on

We

money.
I would

like to suggest here that exshould have a "Suggestion
File" for future use. In looking through

hibitors

a press book when
that you like, clip

you come
it.

Even

to

an idea

if

you do

not use it in the production it is suggested for, you may be able to use it at
a future date.
File suggestions that can be used at
any time of the year according to the
stunt or the kind of organization it ties-

up with.
Seasonal ideas should be be arranged
form of a suggestion calendar,
and put in their proper place. You
can use a box-letter file or envelopes
in the

for your "morgue" of good ideas.
The best showmanship to be found
in the country is incorporated in the
press books. Therefore, I repeat, read
the press books carefully.
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Stories for the
Keener, the biter- Lucas, David Ktrby, Hazel'
THE MASK OF LOPEZ,"
winner of beauty Keener, Frank Hagney, George! a Harry J. Brown production,
appears in lupport of Magrill, Silver King, Dot Far-' in which Fred Thomson, who
Fred Thomson, in hU latest pic- ley. Pee Wee Holmes. Bob; held the world's all around
ture. "THE MASK OF LO- Reeve* and Dkk Sutherland. championship for three years,
PEZ," a Harry J. Brown pro- To be seen at the
Theatre
appears, will be shown at the
ductioi^,^! the ...... Theatre
.... Theatre commencing
Into that inexhaustible fount
Flashing her eyes and throwthat
ing back her bead without dis- of romance and th rill
Fred Thornton, world's turbing a single wisp of hair, teething caldron of all the emochampion aU-aroimd athlete Hazel Keener rides, walks, tions that humanity knows—
and Chaplain of the
th Field jumps and
runs with Fred Fred Thompson dips in his
ArtiUery m the WoHd's War, Thomson through his latest and latest picture, "THE MASK
appear* at the
Theatre in best picture, "THE MASK OF OF LOPEZ," a Harry J. Brown
hu latest thriller of the West
LOPEZ," a Harry J. Brown producbon, which will be
"THE MASK OF LOPEZ," a producttpn, which will be seen shown at the
Theatre
Harry J. Brown production.
Thomson is surrounded by a
at the .... Theatre ....
cast of renown headed by WilDick Sutherland,
Hazel Keener,
rememfred
Lucas,
bered by all the movie fans
javid Kirby, Frank Hagney,
the tough character

Hazel

aatiorul
prixes,

.

.

New

.

.

.

_

.

F. B. O.

Feature

.

.

Made

.

.

.

Newspapers

get into the fi^ht, and the girl
with the superuitendent rooting
Then the
on the side lines.

OF PERSONAL INTEREST

runaway ending vnth Thomson
picking the girl off her horse at
World's national Photographic Fair
FRED
the edge of the cli0 with both
all-around a^lete for held at London, England.
horses reared up on their htnd champion
years, 1910, 1911 and
three
Thomson
chase
legs.
In tfie
ldl3, and still holds the
Atdf>cs a landslide also vaulting
J.
record for highest numwith the horse over barb-wire world's
tended University of MichifWt
good ber of points scored by any
I

THOMSON:

;

HARRY

BROWN:

fences,
some corking
1909 and 1910. Graduated
This record
run*.
This a followed by the athlete, 7,577.
University of Syracuse in 1915.
been equaled. His
lassoing of both Thomson and has never
Captain oF Infantry World's
brother, present chamown
the
their
horses
by
"Red" from
War. With Col. Fr«d Levy,
men on the cliff and their ab- pion, is his nearest opponent LouiBviDe, as exploitatioo and
Thomson's horse, with 7,519 points.
duction.
sales manager; also manager of
OcciThomson graduated
Silver King, returns alone, enEducational Exchange, Louisdental College, Los Angeles, in
ters the ranch, opens the gate,
ville.
With W. R. Rothacker
Graduated Princeton
knocks on the door, commands 1910.
as road representative ai^d later
Chapl
CoHege
in 1913.
attentioa,
but
deal
of
a great
made his "Romance of Indus143rd
War.
World's
"
^fth^the
li
lo

Attractive by Artistic Press

Books
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HERE'S

a notable and also a genial quartet of Alaskans
stopping at the Astor. They came in on a chill northwest wind reminiscent of their homeland. With them they
brought "The Chee-Cha-Kos," a feature production made
entirely in Alaska, believed to be the first so made.
In
the party are Captain A. G. Lathrop, mining man and Alaska pioneer; Alexander McDonald, prominent shipping
man of the west coast; George E. Lewis, and Lewis H.
Moomaw, who produced "the picture. The subject is described as a faithful portrayal of the spirit of the great
country to the north, historical and at the same time highly
dramatic.
If "The Chee-Cha-Kos" is as entertaining as
are the men who brought it in then it may be put on record
That's that.
right here that it will make a whale of a hit.
'J'

j^ORMA TALMADGE
to

join Irving

and Kahn make an
Announcement is made of

excellent combination.
the marriage Wednes-

day at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel of Miss Marion Kahn,
Kansas City, to Ralph A. Kohn, assistant treasmember of the Board of Directors of the
Famous Players-Lacky Corporation.
The ceremony
was performed by the Rev. Dr. Nathan Stern. Mr.
of

urer and

is a graduate
of New York University Law
School, as well as a member of the Army and Navy
Club, City Athletic Club and Fairview Country Club.

Kohn

jpETER MILNE

is

now

in Pans.

He

WINFIELD

SHEEHAN,

R.
general manager of

is

Palrh
her return to Hollyto

vice

president

and

Fox Film CoCrporation, has
Europe.
For some weeks he will remain
in England.
Later he will travel extensively on the
continent, covering the capitals and large cities of
Europe, and will then return to the U. S. to take
care of the increased business resulting from his trip.
sailed

g ERT

to

PARKER

has entered the state rights field. Sucforeign distribution of films and
now handling three Eddie Polo westerns, "The Knock at
the Door," "Dangerous Hours," and "Prepared to Die."
Bert Parker, who happens to be Miss Parker, is now at
cessful through the

1

540 Broadway.

.

.

n EGRGE

VAN

B.
CLEVE, vice president of the
International Film Service Corporation and CosProductions, announces from his ofBce at
119 West 40th Street that the two new Hearst
studios being built will have four stages each, and
"shooting" within four or five
will be ready for

mopolitan

"By

A

Montague Love, Paul Panzer and Walter McGrail.

going

party,

director.

writes from Al-

the time this letter reaches you we will be in
the French capital— I hope.
little taste of it on the way
through made me long for more."
After an nteresting
trip through the honest-to-goodness
desert,
Edwin
the
Carewe party has completed the exteriors of "A Son of the
Sahara," to be released through First National. The players in the company include Claire Windsor, Bert Lytell,
geria:

yachting

Berlin's

Beach, Key West and Havana.
On
wood, she will start a production called "The House
of Youth." Eugene O'Brien is in the support, and Frank
Borzage will have an important role as well as acting as

'

XrOHN

enjoying a well earned vaca-

is

With her husband, Joseph M. Schenck, she

tion.

-•

months.

C YDNEY OLCOTT

has the right idea. He has gone to
Indianapolis to confer with Booth Tarkington, author of
Monsieur Beaucaire. In this way the most patient director in the field will be able to make of the greatest book of
recent years, the most perfect adaptation of the season.

VOU
it

Evei aince
can't beat New York for service.
was announced that Harold Lloyd had arrived,

welcome's
^ OTHAM
where she

June Mathis. Enroute to Rome,
advise with Director Charles Brabin
in the filming of "Ben Hur," Miss Mathis arrived at Times
Square the latter part of the week. While in New York,
she will consult with F. J. Godsol, President of Goldwyn
Pictures Corporation with Edward Bowes, Vice President,
who has just returned from Rome, and A. L. Erlanger,
producer of the stage play.
will

;

p RED

^

said

pEBRUARY

will

has justly earned the title of
"Prince Chap." In Jacksonville, Fla., where he was busy
with the exteriors of Paramount's "The Confidence Man,"
he conducted a ball for the benefit of crippled children,
which aggregated over $2,000 for the charity. Tom underwrote all the expenses, devoted his time and enthusiasm to
the affair, and by shouldering the heaviest part cf the re
sponsibility, made the ball a howling success.

"TRANSPLANTED

seem to
California
beauties
Bebe Daniels is
thrive in New York's climate.
the latest to arrive, planning to work in Paramount's
Long Island studio in one of the leading roles in
support of Rudolph Valentino in his new production.

is

a

Abraham

attend.
Tl*

ARY PICKFORD

in

"Dorothy Vernon

in

velvets,

In brocades, ruffles and

no doubt, but who
velvets,

Hodkinson.

^HOMAS MEIGHAN

•

month of birthdays. It boasts not
Lincoln's and George Washington's, but
Thomas A. Edison's as well. In celebration, George Klelne
is giving him a luncheon Ivhich many prominent film men
onl}^

CROSBIE

has been appointed manager for
His territory is western Canada with
headquarters at Winnipeg, Manitoba, and with jurisHis
diction from Port Arthur to Vancouver, B. C.
first
act as manager was to book new Hodkinson
Garrick,
Lyceum and Orpheum
releases
into
the
Theatres at Winnipeg.

GRIFFITH

deserves credit for realism. Added
to the cast of his "America" is Arthur Dewey,
to ^ae a descendant of a Revolutionary family.
And not only that, but one of his ancestors is reported to have' fought in the Battle of Lexiiigton.
Which adds the last touch in making the picture
a knockout

T^.W.

"looking well and a bit stouter," he has been besieged by masseurs, health instructors and manufacturers of reducing creams.
Meanwhile he is keeping
fit chasing around Times Square in response to numerous invitationsi

so

ju&t

we

laces.

taffetas

This

and
is

satins.

promised

Haddon

Wonderful,
Hall."
cares whether she is in rags or
of

see

"Our Mary."

TT

is with deep regret that the industry learns of the death
of Charles E. Whitehurst. One of the founders of the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, and a member
:)f
its Board of Directors, Mr. Whitehurst was influential
in bringing the industry into closer relationship with the
government and was a potent factor in advancing this close
association between the officials of nation, state and community. The theatres he created in Baltimore are distinct
community institutions and give testimony to his business

ability
A^ill

and

The death of Mr. Whitehurst
by everyone connected with the industry.

sterling integrity.

be keenly

felt

manager of the New
C.
Colonial Theatre of Keene, N. H., announces the
opening of the playhouse on Wednesday to an enthusiastic assembly of admiring patrons.

PHARLES
^

BALDWIN,
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A
his

brief

INChamber

Real Menace
Tuesday before the Theatre Owners
Commerce, Courtland Smith, executive

talk

of
secretary of the Hays organization, uncovered a startling censorship fact.
He stated that 4 per cent of the
amount turned in to the New York Picture Commission
by the distributors had been in fees for the "censoring"
of news weeklies, yet in the time this body has been operating but one elimination has been made and there was a
battle given on that if our memory serve.
The New York censors have collected nearly $500,000

—

in fees.

The statement

of Mr. Smith is significant when it is
considered that the distributors of weeklies in New York
have paid into the treasury of the state practically $20,000
for the elimination of one scene of girls in bathing suits
who on a beach would not have been noticed any more
than any other girls in bathing suits.
That is what may be described as pretty expensive censorship.
And New York is just one state out of seven in which
this censorship is saddled upon the industry.
it cost New
York $6,500 last year to examine the
weeklies without a single elimination just take a pencil and
figure out the probable amount saddled on the industry in
the seven states for weeklies alone, bearing in mind that two
of the remaining six are Pennsylvania and Ohio.
"None of us can work too hard to put an end to this
real menace," declared Mr. Smith.

H

.

"Real menace"

is

pictures.

Mr. Goldwyn

visits

Los Angeles.

What

the sons native and transplanted would do to him on his
arrival we dared not imagine.
feared the return trip
might be made on the inside of a sinister looking box.

We

have a way out there of smotherWe recall reading of a banquet
tendered Mr. Goldwyn by the industry. We know it happened, because we also saw a picture of the party and
every single one, including the guest, seemed happy.
Mr. Goldwyn is home, back in New York, that is if it
still is his home.
He not only concedes but he insists that
Los Angeles is a nice place and more than that it is the only
one in the world in which to make motion pictures to real

But

ing a

it

seems they

man

still

— with kindness.

—

advantage.

The producer says it is more efficient, cheaper. New
York, with its several advantages admitted, "is entirely unadaptable to our purpose."
A picture which Mr. Goldwyn had started in New York
he finds he is forced to complete in Los Angeles, "because
of the insurmountable difficulties of working in New
York."
So you may see there is substantial reason behind the
The realtors, as they call 'em out
joy in Los Angeles.
there now, have double-shotted their guns and doubled
The exodus of
their already soaring prices of real estate.
well-to-do farmers from Iowa and the rest of the Middle
West again has set in with greater ferocity. The ti'ains are
running in triple sections.
Arthur Brisbane recently told the Brooklyn Chamber of
Commerce that the two fastest growing communities in the
country were Los Angeles and Brooklyn.
It hasn't a look-in now.
Poor Brooklyn
And Sam Goldwyn? If Los Angeles doesn't erect a
monument to him and do it quickly then we will say the
residents of that hustling town utterly fail in their duty to
ihe man who thrust himself into the breach in what looked
!

right.

Mr. Hearst, stirred by the remarks of Mr. Smith, made
an impromptu talk addressed especially to the men seated
around the press table at the luncheon. What he said con.stitutes

make

a material contribution to the literature of the inon the censorship situation.

dustr}' bearing

li':e

a real crisis

— for Los Angeles.

We

suggest to our subscribers that they absorb its spirit
and call to the attention of their local editor this brief
summing up of the vital relation between the censorship of
the motion picture and of the press.
For ultimately it is an exhibitor's fight. When all is
said and done he pays the freight.

A
THERE
Samuel

Crisis

Averted

joy in Los Angeles, joy over the return of
to the west coast with his production
tent.
For in that highly specialized part of the country the maker of "The Eternal City" was looked upon as a
sheep which had strayed from the fold.
The defection was a matter of concern. Were there not
ninety-and-nine other sheep in that corral any one or a majority of which might be tempted to jump the same fence
in spite of impedimenta fondly suspended over their necks
by solicitous keepers ?
The defection was more than a matter of concern. It
was downright serious. For while in New York a studio
may be only a studio, in Los Angeles a studio is a golden
calf.
In New York it is lost to view and to memory. In
Los Angeles it not only brings tourists from the wide
world but so fascinatingly does it grip them that many
never get home, not even to see mother. They send a special
car for mother later.
Mr. Goldwyn among others in New York admits New
York for many reasons is the logical place in which to
is

Goldwyn

Discrepancy in Footage

AN

exhibitor writes us that frequently he notes a difference between the printed length of a feature and
In
the actual footage of that subject on delivery.
These are
some cases the disparity may be explained.
where pictures have been put into houses other than motion
picture theatres for extended runs.
Of course as a general rule when it comes time to send
them into general circulation the ten or twelve thousand
feet that served as the length of the productions when they
formed the entire entertainment is materially reduced. The
ten or twelve may become seven or eight.
When the reviewer inquires the length he is correctlyinformed. The exchange, however, in sending out the subject neglect to announce the reduction.
In making up a program the length of subject naturally
is a vital factor in an exhibitor's arrangements.
The reviewer has no check-up on the information that
may be given him as to the length of a subject and rarely
looks for one. Of course, he may print the running time,
but of what value is that to an exhibitor unless he also
may be posted on the idiosyncrasies or habits of the particular operator?
There's one thing an exhibitor may pretty safely bank
on:
If a picture is listed as, say, 4921 or 5467 feet in
length he may be safe in taking for granted the subject will
be delivered to him at approximately that length.

February

9,

1924
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Producers Must Heed Public Demand
in Planning FJieir Pictures
So Declares Harry M. Warner, in Discussing Situation

FOR
have

the past two years "big pictures"
been the slogan of the more
powerful interest in the film industry.
One of the reasons behind this was the
thought that this method of production
would literally swamp or snow under the
independent producer because it was assumed he could not raise sufficient capital
to rnake big pictures and would thus automatically become eliminated as an active

competitor.

Now after several years comes the admission that this method is wrong and that
it is easier to get money for small pictures,
comparatively speaking, than it is for the
very big ones.
One important thing that was overlooked was the fact that money alone does
not make the kind of pictures that the public wants, and as a monopoly of brains and
ability
was impossible the coats have
been turned inside out and the cry of
"Cheaper pictures and larger quantities"

is

being heard in filmland, the thought in this
instance being that this method will eliminate the independent onerator under the assumption that the exhibitor would at once
rally around the standard of "quantity."
Just how incorrect this surmise is becomes apparent when one realizes the underlying princioles of human nature in general and the picturegoing public in particular.

Just let us consider:
A short time ago
there was a most decided slump in the patronage of motion picture theatres. Let us
analyze just what it was that brought the
patronage back bigger than ever.
Public Interest Aroused

was confidence in the motion
backed up by the announcements of
It

picture
the big-

ger and better things to come.
Promises
of greater productions, stories and stars so
stimulated the imagination that the public
interest was aroused as never before.
And now the cry of "bigger pictures"
has been reversed and the theatres are to
be kept filled by an announcement that
only cheaper pictures will be made in the
future.
It is just like driving nails into
their own coffins for those responsible for
such statements, because you cannot send
a boy to college and then expect him to be
satisfied with a job of manual labor.
If
you give him a college education "college"
employment must be provided.
The public has been educated up to certain standards of excellence, and, believing
such statements will not only stay away
from the theatres but those that do go will
believe every show is cheap because they
have had the fact drummed into them.
Cost of production does not always
make good pictures. It is not how much

money

is expended that counts.
It is how
spent that makes for excellence of entertainment.
Another point:
The biggest pictures
that have been made had to be properly
exploited in order to create patronage for
them, and in addition to knowing how to
make big pictures it is necessary to know
how properly to put them over.
it

is

Small Producer Threatened

A

condition very closely approaching a
monopoly applies to the larger theatres of
the country.
The monopoly being in a
position to dictate actually tends to destroy
the small producer, and this in turn is reflected in a discouragement of every line
of affiliated endeavor
tors, actors, authors

down through

direc-

and even technicians

whose

are forced into other fields
at
last
the reaction
reaches the public and finishes by destroying those who tought to eliminate others.
admit that even from the time of
the General Film Company it has not been
necessary for us to spend huge sums of
money to make successful pictures.
have always been able to make a line of
pictures that appealed to the great majority
to the average theatre patron
and
we have had no trouble in making a legitimate fair profit out of e\ery picture we
have ever made.
There are many reasons too numerous to
mention why many of the larger operators,
through selfish motives mostly, are crying
"wolf," and this article is not inspired for
the purpose of belittling economy or any
particular person, but I am simply making
this statement for the benefit of those who
are, through their own shortsightedness,
destroying the goose that laid the golden
eggabilities

endeavor

of

until

We

We

—

—

Let the Public Decide

There is no reason why the motion picture industry cannot be operated on a basis
of sound economy as in other business endeavors.
One of the main troubles, however, is that there are so few who try to
anticipate the future but who go right
ahead and shoot at the moon without actually knowing what they are about.
Several organizations, for instance, decided and announced that the "costume
play" was all through. This was before the
public had a chance to decide whether
it
did or did not want pictures of this
type.
There was actually created a
thought ill the public mind, although there
no reason why a costume play should
"pack them in" this week and prove a total
failure next month.
It could be paralleled only by a mother
going out and talking against her own son.
is

Also, this particular question does not in
any way affect us because we have never

LEATRICE JOY
who

will

be

formally

introduced

and also you cannot weaken

a

link

in

a

chain without weakening the entire chain.
It is not necessary to destroy others to
built up one's own business, and every person connected with this mammoth and
wonderful industry has just as much right
to a living and success for their ability and
the good they do as another.
Let us have done with these foolish announcements that only lead to destruction.
Gigantic theatres have been built and we
have to have things the public wants in
order to fill them, but we will not get anywhere if we continually talk against ourselves.

Our oreanization is made up of tlie tour
Warner Brothers. Can you imagine what
would happen if each went arouiid an^j
And
talked disparagingly about the others.^
the
that is exactly what is taking place in
motion picture business in general today.
*

*

*

SPECTACULAR PREMIERE
FOR 'ETERNAL CITY'
Host of Stars Attend Opening and
Praise Production
of the most spectacular openings
ONE
Los Angeles has ever witnessed and

most unusual of the present
Grauat
place January 21
man's Million Dollar Theatre upon the
City.
initial presentation of "The Eternal
certainly the

year

took

This Samuel Goldwyn-George Fitzmaurice
production, released by First National,
stars
either because of the presence of five
interest attached
in the cast or the unusual
by Fitzto the picture, which was filmed
screen
in Rome, drew a crowd of
and picture folk which represented
the
every branch and every company m

maurice

to

the

public

as

by Paramount in "Worldly Goods," by Sophie
Kerr, adapted from the serial story now running in
the Ladies' Home Journal.
She will begin work as
soon as she finishes her assignment in "Triumph."
a star

released a costume picture to date.
Quitetrue, we are going to release "Beau Brummell" with John Barrymore, but in this instance the period and costuming are but
incidental, as the story is one than will appeal to every human being and teaches a
great lesson.
You cannot think wrong and do right
and you cannot think right and do wrong,

stars

The attendance of the stars
industry.
brought huge crowds of fans and police
the
reserves were called an hour before

Sun light arcs illuminated the
and lobby of the theatre.
"Mary and Doug" were among the first to
followed by Constaiice
be
to
appear,
Talmadge, Mary Miles Minter, Buster ColNagel. Boyle
lier, William S. Hart, Conrad
Workman, the acting mayor of Los .A.nBeverly
geles; Francis X. Bushman and
O'Brien.
Bayn'e, Creighton Hale, Eugene
Syd Chaplin, Gloria Swanson, Ernest Torrence Noah Berry, Mary Philbin, DoroConway
O'Malley.
Pat
Mackail,
thy
Tearle, Alec Francis, Julanne Johnson, William Desmond, Carmel Myers, Roy Stewart, George Seigmann. Norman Kerry,
Jack Mulhall, Aileen Pringle, Abraham
Lehr, M. C. Levee, Estelle Taylor, Al
Kaufman, Maude George, Arthur Sawyer,
Blanche Sweet, Bessie Love, Marshall
opening.
street

Neilan,

Sam Wood,

Nita Naldi, Carl Mil-

a host of others.
Fitzmaurice, who has just rushed to Los
York, to recornmence
Angeles from
ler

and

New

forthcoming production of
"Cytherea" was present with Barbara La

work on
Marr

his

to receive the plaudits of the

on their excellent work.

crowd
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CHAMPION CAUSE
OF MABEL NORMAND

Action by Censors in Barring Films

Claimed Un-American

COMMENDING

"The Extra Girl" as a
highly desirable entertainment, and declaring its only mission to be "to give publicity to all good pictures, not to censor the
character of the actors," the Indiana Indorsers
in
official
action
taken
Photoplays,
of
against the banning of Normand films, denounces such action as "contrary to the fundamental American principles of fair play."
The organization goes on record as opposed to the action of barring Miss Normand's
films, claiming it a great injustice and that
the censor* have no right to cast any inference on Miss Norman's guilt until she is
proven guilty.
The Indorsers lay stress on
the fact that Miss Normand is guilty of no
greater offense than that of friendship with a
girl who was the friend of a man shot by a
chauffeur.
The Rev. W. A. Clark, pastor of one of
the leading churches in Memphis, Tenfi., also
this week entered the growing lists of thoughtful persons in every part of the country who
protest against the banning of the Normand
In an address before the Nineteenth
films.
Century Club of Memphis, the Rev. Mr. Clark
characterized such action as "un-.'\merican.
undemocratic and unfair." He said
"If I want to see a picture or read a book
I deny the right of a single individual or a
half dozen individuals to prevent me from
seeing that picture or reading that book. Personally, I do not care for the kind' of pictures in which Mabel Normand plays, but
I deny the right of a board of censors to
say that her pictures cannot coni'; to Memphis.
That is assuming the right of thinking and
acting tor the individuals who make up our
city.
It is an actual abrogation of our constitutional liberties.
Let us think and act for
ourselves.
Otherwise, our free government
will

disappear

"Had I lived in the eighteenth century I
should have found pleasure In denying the
right of king or priest to interfere in the
private thoughts and words of individual men
and women. With gratitude in my heart for
those who gave us 'iberty, I find pleasure to
day in denying the right of governor, mayor
or the chairman of a board of censors to
interfere in the private thoughts and word.s
of individual men and women.
"I am thinking of the principles involved
tiie
principles of freedom of thought and
speech, without which a republic is impossible,
and which, in my opinion, are being completely
nullified by the wave of prohibitive acts that
are sweeping over our country."
*

*

•

CHAPLIN BEGINS WORK ON
COMEDY FOR UNITED

NEW

the house has been well filled.
Sevtheories have been advanced as to the
reason for this course. The Heilig, recently
opened as a big first-run house, with a 25
cent admission.
In addition to the price reduction, Coliseum
patrons are to have the pleasure of hearing
Samuel K. Wineland, long conductor of the
Strand orchestra, as the new Coliseum orchestra leader.
policy,

eral

GOLDWYN STUDIOS OPEN
TO INDEPENDENTS
Three Outside Producing Companies

Sow

at

Work

ORGANIZATION

of a "rental department"
of the Goldwyn studios, to care for independent producers who are requesting space
at the big piant, has been announced by Abraham Lehr, vice-president.
The new department will be in charge of
J. J. Cohn, of the executive staff of the studio.s, ard will include a complete business unit.
Besides the Goldwyn units at work, three
other producing companies now are working
on the lot. The Tiffany Company, producers
of Mae Murray pictures, Carlos Productions,

whiih made Roland West's "The Unknown
Purple," and the entire Truart organization,
all have leased space at the studios.
Several other companies are asking for
space, due to the unsurpassed -facilities of
the big Culver Citv piant.
•t

*

*

PHILIP ROSEN WILL DIRECT

GRAF PRODUCTIONS
An announcement

has been made by Graf
Productions that Philip E.- Rosen will direct
the next Graf picture, which will be "A Wise
Son," from Charles Sherman's novel.:
Rosen is one of the youngest and best
known directors in the business and has directed such stars as Rudolph Valentino, Betty
Compson, Wallace Reid and May Allison.
His greatest achievement was the directing
of the Rockett Brothers splendid picture,
"Abraham Lincoln," which had its premiere
in New York last week.
'

'

JOAN MORGAN
Sig Schlager is introducing this English star to
the American public, and if her success in many
British production is equalled in this' country there
is no doubt about her popularity here.

LOWELL PRODUCTIONS TO
DO OWN DISTRIBUTING
Will Be Handled Direct
Eliminate Middleman

'Floodgates'
to

AN

interesting announcement comes from
the office of the Lowell Productions, Inc.,
who, through its president, John Lowell Russell announce that they will distribute their
latest production, "Floodgates," on the independent-market themselves and thus deal directly with the independent buyers and elimi-

nate the middle man.
John Lowell Russell

independent

field

well

is

known

in the

with fnany successes to his

credit, and he possesses a thorough knowledge
of both the producing and distributing ends
Mr. Russell has produced
of the business.
and starred in many pictures, the best known
and most successful being "Ten Nights in a

Barroom" and "Lost

in a Big City."
Both
were released on the Independent
Market and each was successful.
In announcing the fact that his company
had determined to distribute their latest pro-

pictures

"Floodgates" themselves instead of
national or state right organizaMr. Russell said; "After considering

duction,
throi-gh
tion,

many

a

offers

from national

distributors

and

independent releasing companies, my company,
at a meeting of the Board of Directors, decided to market our latest picture direct to
independent exchanges through our owh organization, for the reason that we, after careful study, and having had experience with
both mediums, believe that hy this method
we will be best able to serve the exchanges
and through them, the exhibitor. It stands
to reason that the elimination of the middle
man is for the good of all concerned.
can, by dealing direct with the independent'
exchange, co-operate more closely with the
exchanges and render them greater service
than we can through any outside, organiza-

We

"

tion."

*

*

*

""

.

"

-

CAMERA WORK COMPLETED ON
'POISONED PARADISE'
Camera work was completed

this

week on

Picture.
iPreferred
Schulberg^s
"Poisoned Paradise," which has been under
production for several months.
The picture
in now in the cutting room and wHl be ready
for release in February.
Mr. Schulberg, who arrived in New York
last week to confer with his partner, J. Gi
Bachmann; is
highly
enthusiastic
abodt
"Poisoned Paradise," as he says it represents
a distinct departure from the usual film plot.
The story is taking from Robert W. Service's novel of Monte Carlo, in which a new
kind of romance is interwoven with an expose of the gambling methods of the famous
resort.
The frankness with which Monte
Carlo was pictured in Service's novel re.sultea
:n the book being banned upon the Continent,
although it has had a large sale in this coun^

B.

P.

'

Charlie Chaplin is about to don his familiar baggy trousers and oversized shoes for
the first time in more than a year.
He is
preparing to make his first comedy feature
film for United Artists Corporation release.
The theme of the story concerns the gold

try

rush to Alaska, and Chaplin will have ample
opportunity to display his tricks.
The sets
for the picture are almost completed and
production will be started very soon.
The title of the picture has not yet been
announced.

Texas, over the turn-down of the censor,
passed without a cut or a suggestion of
change.
It opened at the Melta Theatre to
absolute capacity Sunday and attendance sus^
tained throughout the week.
Reported box
office receipts for the week topped $10,000.

*

*

*

SEATTLE COLISEUM REDUCES
ADMISSION PRICE
most startling bit of news for the
was an announcement by the manageof the Coliseum theatre, that prices
be cut in two, and any seat in the
would sell at any time for twenty-five
During the first week of the new

Seattle's

week,

ment
would
house
cents.

and iEurope.
*

*

*

'BLACK OXEN' WINS APPEAL
"Black Oxen," a First National
was passed by the board of appeals,

*

*

attraction
at Dallas.

*

ABOLISH RESERVE SEATS
Manager Howard Conover abolished the
reserved seat policy of the Imperial Theatre,
Montreal, on January 19. after a two weeks'
trial during which he found that patrons were
not really anxious whether seats could be reserved or not. He told them so in a formal
notice and then went back to the old arrangement.
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First National

New

Announces

Aronson

1924

Series for
Nosuchannouncement

FOREIGN DEALS CLOSED
FOR TRUART FILMS

of recent date has aroused
.

from February 4 for a period of twenty
weeks. This group will be known as "The
1924 Twenty."
Inasmuch as First National pictures in 1923
established themselves as well up among the

territories.

ing

The W. and
the United

merstein

of

the

ple."
Arrangements have already been made
by the purchaser for the immediate release
of "Broadway Gold" and "The Unknown

many instances predominated.
The 1924 Twenty promise to duplicate the

pictures" and in

Purple."

Unity Films, of London, purchased the
rights to the first three Richard Talmadge
productions, "Let's Go," "On Time" and "In

successes of 1923 and to maintain a firm grip
on the box offices of the biggest houses of the
country. Under a new sales plan announced
last week by E. A. Eschman, general manager
;<(rf--distribution, all of these pictures are listed
and given definite release dates.
Among the first releases are: "When a

Fast

National 1924 Twenty has the
advantage'of ofifering everything in the way
of screen entertainment from uproarious comIts star
edy to the- most powerful drama.
include Norma and Constance Talmadge, Colleen Moore, Barbara La Marr, Corinne GrifSylvia Breamer, Richard Barthelmess,
fith,
Ben Alexander and Milton Sills. Other players' who will be proniinehtly identified with
Owen Moore, Bessie
the 1924 Twenty are:
Love, Percy Marmont, Leatrice Joy, Anna
Q. Nilsson, Claire Windsor, Louis -Farzenda,
May McAvoy. Rosemary Theby, Alma Rubens and Ben Lyon and many others.
First

Many Methods Being Used to Keep the
Name Before the Public
RINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORA-

P TION,

placed "When a Man's a Man,"
the Hrst adaptation of Harold Bell Wright's
novels, before the public simultaneously this
week, at the Cameo Theatre, New York, and
at the Garden Theatre, Paterson, New Jersey.
These critics in the metropolitan district
who saw the picture in advance of the showing praised the excellence of Principal's production of Harold Bell Wright's millionedition novel.

The

flexible title,

"When

a

Man's a Man"

was

capitalized with success, both in the field
Tie-ups with transit companies were made to the effect that if "A
Man's a Man" he'll rise to offer his seat to
Similar stunts
a lady in a crowded car.
prize-fighting
were
pulled
with
banks,

and

in the theatre.

A $35,000
matches, and merchandise stores.
advertising campaign was launched in New
York and supported by heavy publicity. The
Democratic Convention which is bringing
thousands of strangers to that city, from
all parts, of the country, was utilized in exploiting the

'LET

Cameo

attraction.

NOT MAN PUT ASUNDER'

BRINGS

HEAW

BOOKINGS

Bookings for first runs of "Let Not
Asunder," the J. Stuart Blackton
special with Pauline Frederick and Lou
.T-cllegen in leading roles, are proving most
gratifying to Vitagraph executive offices.

Man Put

other

continental

agreement

of .Central

Europe "Unknown, Purple,"
and "The Empty

"Women Men Marry"

Cradle."
In addition Mr. Aronson, while in Europe,
closed a number of individual sales, which,
with the present deals, gives Truart product
a wide and uninterrupted release in Great
Britain and possession over continental Eu,

Fred. C. Quimby, new Short Subject Sales head for
He formerly Was head of Pathe's exUniversal.
changes and sponsored the Derapsey-Carpentier fight
picturea, also independent production

The remarkable advance

and

distribution.

publicity

given

picture by newspapers has awakened
fan interest.
The return of Miss'iFrederick, one of the
greatest emotional actresses of the industry, in a picture dealing with vital probkms of the day, and with Lou Tellegen
opposite Miss Frederick, is a guarantee of

this

•

IS

Certain

Orion Films, of Budapest, has acquired for
all

.

'WHEN A MAN'S A MAN'
BEING EXPLOITED

Company."

territories are embraced in Truart's
.with Unity Films.

Man's a Man," "The Love Master," "Flowing Gold," "Galloping Fish,"' "Secrets" and
'Torment."

The

Service has acquired for

In addition to this series
the W. and F. Service also obtained the rights
for United Kingdom to "The Unknown Pur-

special

year,

F.

Kingdom, the four Elaine Hamproductions
commencing
with

"Broadway Gold."

attention
has been given this company's plans for the
present year. In 1923 -First National pictures
Were represented in every selection of "best

pictures

Output for the

United Kingdom
many negotiations that were opened

by Alexander Aronson, general manager
of sales for Truart Film Corporation, during
the extended tour of Great Britain and the
Continent, have been consummated, whereby
the entire Truart output has been sold for
the United Kingdom and the greater portion
of continental Europe, as well as for outlaying

interest as the statement from Associated First National Pictures, Inc., that it
had Hsted twenty productions for release start-

best

HE

'y

Sells Entire

success.
,

;

FAMOUS GETS 'AREN'T WE
FOR FALL RELEASE

ALL?'

One of the most important acquisitions
of dramatic property to be announced this
year
office

We

was made public by Jesse Lasky's
when it was declared that "Aren't
Frederick

All?",

Lonsdale's

comedy,

has been purchased by Famous PlayersLasky Corporation and will be put into
At the
production for release next Fall.
same time announcement was made of the
purchase of "The Coast of Folly," by Conigsby Dawson and "Roles," by Elizabeth
Alexander.
With Cyril Maude as star, "Aren't
All?" has been one of the big comedy hits
As written for the st^ge
in recent years.
the play was ideal for Mr. Maude but in
that
its motion picture version it is likely
the role of the young wife will be given
chief prominence.

We

*

*

*

'LISTEN LESTER'

AT

UNDER WAY

F. B. O.

LOT

of activity at the F. B. O. lot,
formerly Robertson-Cole, was increased this
week when the production of "Listen Lester,"
began under the direction of William Sciter.
Sacramento Pictures Corporation is the proGeorge O'Hara, star of F. B. O.'s
ducer.
"Fighting Blood" series, was loaned for an
important role, and others in the cast are Alec

The rush

Francis,

Myers,

Moran
was
Cort.

Louis Fazenda, Eva Novak, Harry

Farley, Eugenie Gilbert, Lee
and Violet La Plante. "Listen Lester"

Dot

a musical

comedy

hit

produced by John

rope.

HODKINSON EASTERN DISTRICT
BRANCH MANAGERS MEET
The

first

of a series of sales conventions

Hodkinson sales force took place
last week when the eastern district branch
managers assembled in the executive offices
of the company in New York to discuss
the distribution plans and policies outlined
by the new Hodkinson officials.
The meeting was addressed by F. C.
Munroe, Raymond Pawley. Paul Mooney
and John C. Flinn on the high quality of
the pictures already contracted for and the
splendid product under consideration. Big
exploitation and sales plans were discussed
and the enthusiasm of the branch mariaof

the

geirs over the prospects disclosed in the
meetings presages a banner year for the

Hodkinson Corporation.
*

*

*

LAURA LAPLANTE STARTS WORK
IN SECOND FEATURE
Laura La Plante has just begun work in
"An Old Man's Darling," her newest starIt is an
ring vehicle at Universal City.
adaptation by Hugh Hoffman of "A New
Girl in Town," a magazine story by Hulburt
Robert F. Hill is directing it.
Footner.
Miss La Plante recently made her bow as
a star in her own productions in "ExciteHer starring "dipment," a farce comedy.
loma" came after three years of training' in
Universal's dramatic school, during which
time she achieved a distinct popularity as an
ingenue leading woman. Her most attractive
role as leading woman was afforded her in
"Sporting Yotith," an automobile racing picture starring Reginald Denny.
ik
*
±

'LOVE'S
"Love's

WHIRLPOOL' COMPLETED
Whirlpool"

the

first

of

the

James Kirkwod-Lila Lee productions for
the Hodkinson Corporation has been fully
completed, edited and cut and the first
print is now on its way East.
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BALL PROVES

T. O. C. C.

The cameraman had been on

the job all
hadn't missed a single worthwhile incident, which fact was manifest
from the burst of applause which greeted
the conclusion of the film.

SOCIAL SUCCESS

right.

Biggest Attendance Ever Crowds
Hotel Astor Ballroom

nnHE
J-

fourth annual ball of the Theatre

Chamber

Owners'

of

Commerce was

held the night of January 24 and even surpassed the preceding occasions of this organization
m its merriment and gaiety,
ihis might perhaps have been due to the
increased size of the crowd or perhaps to
the superior calibre of the entertainment,
Avhich included New York's most notable
choruses.

Whatever the reason, by midnight it was
almost impossible to navigate across the
room without the diligent employment of
elbows, and the guests had not all arrived
as yet.
It

seemed that almost everyone even rewas there,

motely, connected with filmdom
to say
nothing of the civic

celebrities

among whom were numbered

Mrs. Alfred
Smith, wife of the Governor of New York,
and her daughter, Michael Walsh, exmayor of Yonkers, Judge Maloney, Commissioner Gilchrist, and others of importance.

These were more difficult to single out,
however, than the movie folk with whom
we are all better acquainted. Almost immediately one spied Marcus Loew, Adolph
-Zukor, William Hearst, Harry M. Warner,
Sam Warner, James Granger, Sidney Olcott,
Hiram Abrams, William Wright,
George Blair, Joe Snitzer, Sam Zieler, J.
D. Williams, and dozens of others more or
less prominent
the industry.

Aloof from

the

in

various

branches

of

crowds, sedately obscured in their boxes could also be seen
Irene Rich, Pauline Frederick, Alma Reul5ens, Grace LaRue, and Johnnie Hines,
and others who, we feel sure, are prominent stars but whom we couldn't quite
the

place.

hardly seems feasible, but practically
every well known dance orchestra in New
It

York added

its

bit

toward

making

the

•evening a success.

A

terrific scraping of chairs, and a sudrush for the center of the room indicated that the scheduled entertainment was
about to begin. It was well worth rushing

<ien

Mr. Ziegfeld, the American producer who
dedicates his shows to the "glorification of
the American girl," had donated the entire

companies

of

two

his

Broadway

attrac-

tions, "Ziegfeld Follies" and "Kid Boots,"
Including dancers, comedians, singers and
choruses.
Moreover, Ned Wayburn, who
stages the Ziegfeld productions, lent his
entire school of dancers.
It would be futile to try to describe the

entertainment but

who saw
tist

it

that

it

take the word of one
couldn't have been bet-

was apparent that every
present was doing his or her best
since

it

arto

hold up the entertainment end.
The feature of the evening, however,
was the coronation of Marion Davies as
queen and Rudolph Valentino as king of
the movies.
A throne, donated and arranged by S. L. Rothafel of the Capitol
Theatre, was located at the end of the
ballroom and with a flare of trumpets and
a sweep of trains the king and queen appeared.
Then each was presented with a
silver loving cup, and the ceremony was
over.

Aft^r the supper dancing was resumed
and awards of stockings, bathing suits and
shoes were made to thirty prettiest Ziegfeld girls.

But the

real

thrill

of the evening

was yet

lo come!

At

A. M., an impromptu
was drawn across one wall of the
and there was flashed upon it the picfour-thirty

screen
liall

THEATRE OWNERS RATIFY
NEW CONTRACT
Is

Known

as 'Standard' and Is
for 'After the BalV

INtiona

tures of the ball taken several hours be-

Used

week by the MoOwners of America

bulletin issued this

Picture Theatre

stated that "definite progress has been
in the matter of promulgating an equitable contract to govern the business relations
The
of producer, distributor and exhibitor."
new document is known as the Theatre Owners Standard Contract.
As was stated in a recent issue of this
journal this form has been adopted by the
Anderson Pictures Corporation in issuing its
first release, "After the Ball," distributed by
F. B. O.
The contract was indorsed by the board of
directors of the national organization at the
recent meeting in New York.
Among the advantages set forth for the newform are that it eliminates a cash deposits,
does not compel the theatre owner to name
producer or distributor in his paid newspaper
advertising, gives him the ownership of advertising and accessory material, arranges a
satisfactory method of arbitration, eliminating
cash penalty requirements, and permits theatre owner to cut out advertising or propait

BRITISH THEATRES

ON SOUND

He

is

made

ganda.
*

*

*

BURR SELLS FRANCHISE RIGHTS
C. C. Burr has sold franchise rights on the
Burr special production, "Three O'clock in the
Morning" and "Restless Wives" to W. K.

Jenkins, President of the Enterprise Distributing Corporation for the entire Southern States
and Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas. Missouri,

Kansas, Iowa, Nebraska and Southern Illinois.
The Enterprise Distributing Corporation
maintains eight exchanges to cover the vast
territory, involved in the deal with C. C. Burr,
Atlanta, Georgia
in the following cities
New Orleans,
Charlotte, North Carolina
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma DalLouisiana
Kansas City.
las, Texas
St. Louis, Missouri
Missouri and Omaha, Nebraska.
:

;

;

;

;

for.

ter,

by the C. B. C. Film Sales Company.

fore

;

;

BETTY COMPSON
beauty with exceptional acting ability.
Betty Compson has the leading role in the SelzOthers in
nick production. "Woman lo Woman."
the cast are OUve Brooke, Josephine Earle, Marie
Ault and M. Peter.

Combining

NOW

BASIS

Fewer and Better Pictures Help
Bring Prosperity

to

T^HE

standardization of the British releasing schedule within a period of from three
to six months from trade show to release
date has been the most striking recent development in the British motion picture industry, in the opinion of John Cecil Graham,
managing director of the Famous Players
I'ilm Company, Ltd., of London, who arrived in New York, January 20, with Mrs.
Graham, for his annual conference with E. E.
Shauer, director of the Foreign department of
the li-amous Players-Lasky Corporation.
After a discussion of matters relating to the
distribution of Paramount pictures for the
year 1924, Mr. and Mrs. Graham sailed for
London on the Aquitania, Saturday, January 26.
"The English exhibitor has definitely passed
through the period of excessive booking which
existed for several years after the close of the
war," said Mr. Graham in discussing conditions affecting the motion picture industry in
Great Britain.
"As a result he is booking
his product on a true basis of his capacity
to absorb the pictures and give them a proper
presentation.
This is a sane state of affairs
which will benefit all of the 3,800 theatres,
permitting them to live on a stable, prosperous basis for the first time.
"The British producers have been co-operating to bring about this end by producing
fewer and better pictures just as you have
been doing in the United States.
Recent
British productions have been of a much
higher quality and are of a great benefit to
the entire industry. The British Film League
has been doing a great work to encourage the
production of better British pictures and the
year 1924 should witness the enjoyment of
still greater benefits from its laudable work."
^

^

SHIPMAN REPORTS DIVIDEND ON
OTTAWA FILM PRODUCTIONS
Ottawa Film Productions, Ltd., the producing unit for Ernest Shipman's "The Man
from Glengarry" and "The Critical Age,''
which are being distributed by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation, will declare another
5 per cent dividend this month, reports Mr.
Shipman's office.
"Present indications point to at least a 5
per cent dividend monthly for a very considerable period of time, except on the consummation of
rights,

when

appreciably

and other foreign
present percentage will be
increased." the statement consale of British

this

tinues.
•<=

*

*

NEW QUARTERS FOR HODKINSON
February 1 the New York branch of
Hodkinson Corporation moved into its
new quarters at 729 Seventh Avenue where

On

the

they now have almost twice the space formerly
occupied at their 46th street address.
Manager Dillon says that the move was necessitated by the increase in current business and to accommodate the new product
coming with the expansion of the company's
activities.

*

*

*

SATURDAY OPENINGS POPULAR
The Saturday opening arrangement for
weekly changes in programme is spreading to
various cities in Canada, the latest theatre to
adopt the plan being the Globe of Vancouver.
B. C. Manager Miller of the Pantages, Toronto,
Manager Oral Cloakey of the Ottawa Regent,
Don Stapleton of the Centre Theatre, Ottawa,
the Metropolitan and Capitol Theatres, Winnipeg, have all followed the Saturday starting
policy.

February
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U,

peasant girl and

a

singer

street

—work which

to fame
level of

whose

rise

each to a new high

lifts

artistry.

Events attending the downfall of the royalRussia, th'' progress of the revolution
rise nf the "red" regime as depicted
in the early scenes of the picture, furnish
the groundwork for the romantic story which
threads its way through the later scenes. Desiring to make his photoplay of news as well
as entertaining value.
Victor Halperin has
incorporated also a practical application of
a recent medical discovery of importance.
ists in

and the

*

:ij

ij;

ALASKA PRODUCES

ITS

FIRST PICTURE
'The Cheechakos

Be

W^ill

a Revelation

in Picture Production

A LASKA
^
"The Cheechakos"
has produced

its first

ture,

motion

pic-

and, according to

it
promises to show something new
under the sun. The entire picture was made
in Alaska and requi'red almost two years in
the making, as there were many obstacles in
the path of the producers that are not encountered by directors in the warmer climes.

reports,

L.

NEWHAFER

T.

As General Manager

of Ascher Brothers' Circuit,
T.
in Chicago, Illinois, L.
the man behind the scenes who
make the show a success.

headquarters

with

Newhafer

is

helps

FIRST NATIONAL SALES

PLAN IS APPROVED
Open Market Method
and Respond Quickly
/"COINCIDENT with the announcement of

^

the new selling plan adopted by First National Pictures. E. A, Eschmann, general manager of distribution is conducting rousing sales
meetings at First National exchanges. He re-

marked

enthusiasm for "The 1924
Twenty," the open market sales plan which
will be released between February 4 and June
17.

This

the

is

time Mr. Eschmann has
their home ground,
spirit and organiza-

first

met his field forces on
and he is elated by the
manifested at

tion

the exchanges thus far
include Indianapolis, Detroit.

They

visited.

Milwaukee, Minneapolis, and Des
Twenty key cities will be visited
the manager of distribution on his way
the Coast studios, where he will confer

Chicago,
Moines.
Tjy

to

with the production heads.

The home

ofHce of First National reports

a quick response from exhibitors following the
announcement of the sales plan. Nate Robins
of Utica and Watertown and Cohen's theatre
of Foughkeepsie were the first to accept the

new

contract.

believed the 1924 sales plan is broad
enough in scope to permit of its adaptation to
any and all market conditions. One essential
point is the protection afforded to franchise
In every instance franchise holders
liolders.
have the first call on the twenty pictures included in the group.
They are not offered
elsewhere until the franchise holder has decided whether or not he wants them.
It

is

±

Hs

*

SHOWING FOR
ASSOCIATED EXECUTIVES

^SOUVENIR' GIVEN
Executives
their

first

of

view

Exhibitors had
week of "Souvenir."'

Associated
this

'

made by

Exhibitors Favor

jwrts

Transportation was one of the big problems that faced the producers.
The United
States government aided to some extent by
offering railroad facilities, but the railway
line touched only a few of the locations that
were necessary.
The remaining trips were

set for relea.se March 9, anc'
are more confident than ever thaf
this second of the Halperin Productions irThe first print
destined to prove a winner.

on the numerous rivers.
Many of the scenes were shot in the vicinity
of Mount McKinley, the highest mountain
peak in North America, and the cameras
clicked with the thermometer standing around
thirty degrees below zero.
The cast, clad in
fur coats and moccasins, was able to go
through the scenes with little or no discomfort
and the true Alaskan spirit was obtained.
The picture, which is a historical and dramatic subject, was given a preview at Ambassador theatre in Los Angeles and was
given high praise by those who witnessed
it.
It was given its first public run in Portland, Oregon, and ran with real success for

x}{

now

the

film

was brought

Edward Haloerin

a

to

member

New York

by

of the producinf-

company and of the production staff.
Agnes Ayres and Percy Marmont,

the fea-

tured players in "Souvenir," are said to do in
their respective characterizatiotis
a Russian

—

put

two weeks,

in opposition to three of the biggest pictures of the year.

Captain A. E. Lathrop, of Anchorage,
Alaska, president of the Alaska Motion Picture Company, is in New York arranging

Accomfor the distribution of the picture.
him are Alexander MacDonald,
George E. Lewis and Lewis H. Moomaw, who
produced the picture.
panying

*

*

*

HOBART HENLEY SIGNED BY
LOUIS MAYER
Hobart Henle^' has been signed for a long
period by Louis B. Mayer to head a production unit with the product to be released by

Metro.
Henley's unit will be the third of the Maye:
production organizations to release through
Metro, the other being the Fred Niblo unit
and the Reginald Barker company.

Arrangements are now being perfected
whereby Director Henley will make a series
It is announced neof feature productions.
gotiations are now under way toward the
acquiring of a number of well known noveis'
and stage plays which will be produced for
screen presentation by Henley.

"Gambling Wives"
THE REAL SURE-FIRE
BOX OFFICE TIP FOR 1924

show

over

with

real

punch.

AT AD LUNCHEON
New Head

of West Coast Producers
Tells of Co-operative Plans

A T

a luncheon given on January 24 by the
Association of Motion Picture Advertis-

Joseph M. Schenck was the principal
speaker and he gave an interesting talk on

ers,

aims

in the industry.
stated that every picture he produces
receives his personal attention and feels that
any producer who fails to give that to his
pictures causes the picture to suffer.
He said
his aim is to please the greatest number of
people with his productions and he does not
cater to any particular class.
Small communities, said Mr. Schenck, have
been greatly benefited by motion pictures. It
has brought metropolitan ideas to them and
taught them things outside the environment of
the small town until the once famous character, the "hick," has entirely disappeared.
He stressed the need of economy in producing pictures and stated that an association has
been formed by producers in Los Angeles to
aid in co-operation, and it is hoped that this
organization will bring about results.
Mr.

his

He

Schenck has been honored by being named
first

president of the organization.

Mrs. Straus, scenario editor of First National, gave a talk on choosing material for
the screen.
She stated that the public at the
present time is clamoring for society dramas.
The age of the vamp has pased and costume
plays are on the wane, she said.
D. Williams, Miss Beulah Livingston.
J.
Dr. A. H. Giannini and Mr. Rowson, president of Ideal Film Company, of London, were
other speakers.
Walter Eberhead was barker.
* * *

DOUGLAS MACLEAN SCORES BIG
IN 'THE

YANKEE CONSUL'

Douglas MacLean

in

"The Yankee Con-

adaptation of the Henry BlossomAlfred Robyn musical comedy hit, broke all
attendance records of the Fenway Theatre,
Boston, at the opening of its world premiere.
The event marked the twentieth anniversary
of the musical comedy of the same name and
was made a gala occasion.
sul."

PLAY A WINNER!

the

the

JOSEPH SCHENCK TALKS

boat

which has been
they

H. TOOKER
Regent Theatre of Elmira,
New York, draws the crowds is explained by
the fact that George H. Tooker knows how to

GEORGE

The reason why

his

The

original

company opened

in

Boston

with Raymond Hitchcock as star, and after a
lengthy run went to New York and remained
a year.
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SMALL WOOD ISSUES
AN OPEN LETTER

A. N.
.

Jjrges Independents to Co-operate
for Mutual Protection
an
INture

open

letter to independent motion picproducers, Arthur N.
Smallwood,
president of Pj-ramid Pictures, Inc., asks
every independent producer and distributor to
take out membership in the newly organized
Motion Picture Producers' and Distributors
Association to protect the independents' in-

terests.

He

says the

or death of independent

life

producers and distributors depends entirely on
the success or failure of the new organization to function and says it is of vital importance for all independents to pool their
interests in a common cause.
He claims that tens of millions of dollars
have been lost within the past few years
due to the inability of independent producers
to have their product distributed adequately.
He further states that nearly every _ big (lirector has at one time tried his hand at independent producing and been forced to give
up, not owing to the quality of his pictures,
but the inability to have them distributed.
Most independent producers, according to
Mr. SmallvTOod, are gambling -with other people's money and haven't the nerve to uncover the true conditions governing their distribution but go ahead hoping against hope
that some miracle will take place to enable
them to make a killing.
*

*

*

'BORROWED HUSBANDS' WILL
HAVE POPULAR CAST
A

cast of exceptional fan popularity has
been, selected by Vitagraph for ''Borrowed

Husbands," the David Smith, production in
which Florence Vidor has the leading feminine role.
Miss Vidor's most recent pictures
are "The Marriage Circle" and "Main Street."
Three leading men with roles of almost
equal screen value, plays opposite Aliss Vidor.
Rockcliffe Fellowes, Earle Williams and Gordon Bennett are prominently cast. Others in
the production are W. J. Irving, Charlotte
Merriam, Claire Du Brey and Violet Palmer.
^

^

METRO RELEASES

"Half-a-Dollar-Bill" and "The Alan Life
Passed By," tw'o recent Metro releases, are
mentioned among the "best" pictures of
the month by The National Committee for
Better Films of the National Board of

Review

in

the last issue of their

monthly

paper.

"The Alan Life Passed By"

starred as
a particular picture that is suitable for all
types of audiences. The cast includes Jane
Novak, Percy Alarmont, Eva Novak, Cullen Landis, Lydia Knott, and Hobart Bos-

worth.

is

was

by

released'

LUBITSCH SCORES AGAIN WITH
'THE MARRIAGE CIRCLE'
Ernst Lubitsch's second American produc"The Alarriage Circle," w-hich had its
Broadway premiere at the Mark Strand Theatre on February 3, is the first modern play
tion,

For this
of his ever shown in this country.
reason it has been looked forward to with a
great deal of interest by those who remember
"Passion" and "Rosita," which he directed.
In "The Alarriage Circle," Ernest Lubitsch
It was he
has done the unexpected thing.
who set the vogue for costume plays several
years ago. It was Lubitsch's mob scenes and
his handling of masses that was acclaimed as
a distinct step forward in the motion picture
art.
Yet in "The Alarriage Circle" there are
no crowds, but a small cast of only five
principals; there are no costumes, but the everyday garb of contemporary Vienna.
The picture was given its world premiere
in Los Angeles on January 16 and was praised
bv the critics.
* * *:

CERTIFIED GETS 'INNOCENCE'

AND PLANS CAMPAIGN

f

.

*

.*

*

SELZNICK CORPORATION NAMES
NE\^' SALESMAN
new salesmen haw been added

Fifteen
the force of

to

Selznick Distributing Corporatoin.
They are F. D. Lawlor, Albany D.
Roberts. Atlanta; J. J. Donnelly, Boston:
AI. H. Rowley and C. C. Charles, Buffalo
D. O. Reese, Chicago; C. E. Buescher and
H. W. Alarshall. Cincinnati D. Dickerson,
Detroit T. AI. Klotz, Indianapolis H. Lerch.
Alinneapolis W. P. Haslett, W. Berrygan and
O. F. Bower, Philadelphia; AI. Alarks. Pittsburgh.
:

;

;

;

WESTERN MISSOURI MEN
ARE REORGANIZING
Motion Picture Theatre Owners Plan
Complete Reorganization
"I7"ANSAS CITY, AIO., January 29.— Plans
•"for the reorganization of the M. P. T. O.
of Western Alissouri were formulated at a
meeting of that body at Hotel Baltimore in
Kansas City today. This move replaced the
Kansas City Division of the AI. P. T. O.
and the Western Alissouri body.
The election of officers and the proposed
consolidation was deferred until the reorganization of the Western Alissouri body.
committee composed of Charles T. Sears, I^evada
AI. Esiner, Kansas City
T. C.
Goodnight. Warrensburg A. F. Baker, Kansas City and Ja.y Aleans, Kansas City, was

A

;

;

Group
Taylor,

notables of
right: R.
featured in

of

left

to.

Hepworth,
renzo,

producer
vice

Hepworth Productions.

They

Cranfield, president; Alma
Hepworth pictures
Cecil M.
and director; Joseph Di Lo-

T.

president

;

and general manager.

;

;

named

to

at Hotel Baltimore and semanager to thoroughly canand direct an reorganization
Alore than SI, 500 was subscribed

meet

a business
vass the state
lect

campaign.
to defray the
.

:

initial

expenses.

*,

*

*

SEEKS S45(),OO0 FOR ALLEGED
DISCRIMINATION V
Suit has been started by Sidney E. Sifnuelowner of the Park Theatre, of Newton,
N. J., to recover $450,000, for damages he
alleges to have sustained through inability
The charge
to obtain pictures for his theatre.
of discrimination is made against. Will Hays
as president of the Alotion Picture Producers
and Distributors of America, Inc., the- individual members comprising that association,
Charles B. Hay and Louis Phillips, as active
heads- of the Hav Reporting service," and the
F. I. L. M. Club.
The- Hays organization claims Samuelson
is seeking publicity, as neither Mr. Hays personally, nor as president of the Motion" Picture Producers and Distributors Association
itself, are in any way involved in the alleged
actions leading up to the Samuel son suit.
* * *

BURR'S 'NEW SCHOOL TEACHER'

OF TIMELY INTEREST
The announcement that President Coolidge
may use as his emblem, "The Little Schoolseeking re-election, makes the C.
production,
"The New School
Teacher," of particularly timely interest to
exhibitors, as it offers many avenues of exhouse,"

in

Burr

C.

ploitation,

Charles "Chic" Sale plays the leading role
and does so W'ithout the use of artificial guise
or makeup, which gives full play to his facial
expression.

known

leading

man,

Garon in the
"The Average WjDman."

latest

David
plays

are,

A

;

son,

"Innocence," the C. B. C. Fihri S^'les Corporation "special" production featuring Anna
Q. Nilsson was sold this week for the New
England territory to Certified Screen Attractions of Boston.
Abe Alontague of Certj^.ed made a special
trip to New York for the purpose of ascertaining whether "Innocence" was available
for his territory, as such wonderful reports
had come in on it from franchise holders in
other territories, and exhibitors.
He said
they had elicited, so many inquiries in his
territory that he was especially anxious to secure distribution rights in his territory lo
handle ''Innocence" as a -special production.

.

COMMITTEE FOR BETTER FILMS
PRAISES

"Half-a-DoUar-Bill"

Aletro the first week in January. It is Alax
Graf's latest production taken from the
story by Curtis Benton and adapted and
personally supervised by Air. Graf.

Powell, well
opposite Pauline

Mr.
Burr picture,
Powell is one of the best known screen actors and will enter the independent -ranks for
this

one picture only.

February

1^24
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LEADERS ALL
William E. Atkinson, Motion Picture Executive
two
comONE

of the characterisof William E. Atkinson, vice president
and general manager of Metro Pictures Corporation, is
his avoidance of v^^hat has
come to be commonly known
This
as personal publicity.
disinclination to talk for publication is not due to any absence of constructive ideas or
of decided viev^^s as to what
should be done in a given
trade emergency.
Rather is it inspired by the
conviction that the industry
as a whole is so well equipped
in silver-tongued spokesmen,
in men who are able to tackle

motion picture
and those connections

tics

panies,

cover

of

those

trade

whom

publicists

whose

is

representative.
initial

extended

Kansas

City.

Much

work was done

of

his

in the

South.
In the
year Mr.

summer of the first
Rowland called Mr.
Atkinson to New York as
business manager. Then following the acquisition of exchanges by the company the-

will
be
convictions
son's
acknowledged
by
quickly
those who best know the Metro executive.
It is just another one of those cases where one
senses a thing without it being definitely expressed.

Mr. Atkinson was born in England.
His first position was as librarian in
Lancashire. Here in spite of his duties
he applied himself to text books dealing with engineering. Later he pursued
the study in a technical school.

^T the age of

seventeen years he enArmy and with it
went to South Africa for the Boer
campaign. It was two years later when
he arrived back in England.
tered the British

After a year teaching school he decided to try his fortunes in the United
States. He settled in Boston, where he
took up the profession of electrical engineering.
Eventually he opened an office in
Boston for the distribution of general
electrical supplies.
Then he accepted
the position of business manager of the
Pittsfield Electric Light and Power

four

years.

was an of¥er to join the Kinemacolor company that induced him to
leave Western
Massachusetts. That
was in 1910.
Those who were interested in motion
It

recall

jurisdiction

Metro and elected Mr.
Rowland president.
Mr. Atkinson's first work
with Metro was as a special

a fair

pictures in those days will

Alco
latter

ized

to

remained

the
the

In conjunction with other
franchise owners the Pittsburgh exchangemen organ-

some of Mr. Atkin-

Company.
Here Mr. Atkinson

of

When

as far west as

tices of

recital of

fourteen

organization
ceased to
do
business one of the chief
franchise holders was Rowland & Clark of Pittsburgh,

and prac-

diplomacy.
That the foregoing

outgrowth

Company.

he believes better

qualified in the arts

of

The Metro company was
an

a controversy without removing any or at least much of
the hide of sensitive readers,
that he is content to leave the
role

period

a

years.

the

was made general manager of distribution.
latter

It

LEADERS ALL— W.

E.

ATKINSON

Because of his stability and of the steadfast loyalty
with which he adheres to the organization he
serves
because of his thorough grounding in the
business he conducts and in the principles of the
industry of which he is a most efficient part.
;

intense interest displayed by the trade

was

in the early part of

1919 that Metro took over the
producing companies and Mr. Atkinson was made general manager of tlj^''
corporation, which position he holds today.
He became a vice president of
the company in 1921.

MONG

in

Mr. Atkinson's friends it is
not unusual to refer to the Metro ex-

success while it adhered to the policy of
exhibiting pictures of great world

ecutive as "hidebound" to his company,
to recognize the fact that he is tied to it
by bonds of early and long and pleasant association.

and the public in the novel pictures
color produced by this company.

The concern enjoyed unusual

events, occurrences now covered by the
weeklies, but which then were not in
still
life,
flowers, scenics,
existence
;

etc.

One

of the

first

which aroused great

of these subjects
interest was the

portrayal of the Indian Durbar, which
showed the Oriental ceremonial in all
its

remarkable color.

Mr. Atkinson was one of the first
employes of the company and also he
was one of the last.
It was in the closing days of the Kinemacolor, at which time Mr. Atkinson
was general manager of the western
division, that he met Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro Pictures Corporation.

This acquaintance resulted in Mr.
Atkinson joining Metro in May, 191 5,
two months after the formation of the
company. The Metro executive, it will
be noted, has been affiliated with but

'

He

has followed its fortunes from
the days when it was a small organization, with but four producing companies and battling with the fates to get
out its weekly releases on time.
In fact, that early period is one of
Atkinson's best
reminiscences,
when there were to be overcome obstacles that made the later ones seem
tame by comparison.
The days began at 8 :30, and there
was enough of the usual routine to
carry the hours past those usually alThen at 9 o'clock
lotted to dinner.
or later would begin the finishing work
on the next week's release.
It is interesting to note that in spite
of the handicaps surrounding a new organization the company never missed
a release, "and the weekly supply con-"
tinned without interruption up to the
day when the reduced schedule of "big-

Mr.

ger and better" went into

effect.
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THEyour
ize

fact that theatregoers patrontheatre indicates their ni-

and players. The
intimate paragraphs on this page tell
what the players are doing and withterest

in plays

out doubt will prove as interesting to
These
your patrons as to yourself.
Items added to your program will stimulate interest and will return

with a bust of himself by Dwight Franklin,

Hackawell known New York sculptor.
thorne is the third and last of Franklin's
screen characterizations. The first two were
Richard Barthelmess and Glenn Hunter.
Charles Hatton, working as a bellhop in
the hotel lobby set used in Richard Walton.
Tully's "Flowing Gold," was seized with a

No cause could befainting spell recently.
ascertained, but it is said he had just been

The next

players,

days.

Mae Busch

has renewed her
with Goldwyn Pictures
for an extended period following
her excellent characterization of

number and

as the

will con-

The

sketches are of inter-

and affiliations of motion picture
and will catalog for you, in one

dition, will

contract

"Name

known

be found a refreshing digest of

the industries' celebrities.

Chaplin

promised

Nellie
assistant, that she

Baker, for years his oflfice
shall appear in his next picture, "The Gold
Rush."
Miss Baker did a "bit" in the comedian's "serious" picture so well that Chaplin
exclaimed
"And to think this girl has been
right here in my office answering 'phones,
keeping books and stalling ofif people slie
:

knew

I

didn't

want

to see

!'*

Clyde Cook, well known screen comedian,
has decided to forsake the screen and appear only in legitimate productions.
But,
man proposes and in this case Screen Snapshots disposes. For, after Mr. Cook had absolutely renounced the screen, Ray Foster,
cinematographer-director of the single reel
"fan magazine of the screen," met the famous
comedian on the golf links, and persuaded
him to do a special stunt for Screen Snapshots.

appraised of the intention of the director to
give him a close-up

Lloyd Hughes and Florence Vidor will
James
in "Welcome Stranger."

appear soon

Young

is

Short screen coniT
edienne, broke a small bone in her
foot in ascending the stairs of her
Hollywood home last week. Despite the pain' from "the injury' sh^
insisted on going to the F. B.; O.
^'

studio to appear in scenes for the
C. Witwer "Telephone Girl"
series, which Mel St. Claire is di-

H.

'

recting.

'

'

'

;

Duane -Thompson
Bobby

chosen

a,

leading

woman

has

J

L
Stan Laurel

has completed another travIn this cornesty at the Hal Roach studios.
edy he caricatures the role played by Bill
Hart in his latest picture. The title of the
is

her horse while riding in one of the outdoor
scenes of the picture at Mamaroneck, N. Y.

"Wild

Bill

Hicough."

has turned author. He
has written a book entitled "The West of
Yesterday," and it is being published in Los
Angeles. One chapter is devoted to the life

Tom Mix, Fox

star,

of the author.

Harrison Ford

will soon be seen in "MayIn addition to playing a nineteenth
century gentleman, however,^ he will portray
a young man of 1924 with a weakness for
chorus girls.
.

Douglas Fairbanks and Mary PickfOrd
plan another six months trip aboard beginning in March.

H
Mildred Harris has been chosen to play
the lead in "The Unwanted Wife." The picture will be produced at Fort 'Lee.

George Hackathorne has been presented

Mary Pickford

promises that no matter
grieved she gets over business troubles
she will not threaten to retire until old age
creeps upon her and she is ready to sing
her swan song. Meanwhile, "Dorothy Vernon
of Haddon Hall" progresses rapidly. Thank

how

you

!

R
Lucille

been

Vernon 'as

in a Christie

new
Cop^-

which is designed to throw
on the tangle of modern divorce court from a laughter point
light

of view.

•
•.

W

Rickson has

said

good-bye

_

to

She is now being
childhood days forever.
ca§t in honest-to-goodness grown up parts
under Marshall Neilan's careful direction.
You'll see her in "The Rendezvous," Goldwyn-

)

;

Lois- Wilson wears a ring on
her third finger. It is said to have
been placed there Christmas by our
favorite juvenile player Richat-d
r

Windsor,

is

now

in

and

First. National,

is

hard at work undei- the direction of Edward
Carewe. The company is filming "A Son of
the Sahara."
*

Leatrice Joy heads the cast of "Against
the Rules." together with Percy Marmont and
Adolph Menjou. A Thomas Ince production
directed by John Griffith Wray, this story by
Frank Adams seethes with emotion in an
Tahiti is the spot.
exotic South Sea locale.
Is Leatrice Joy going to look out of place
She is not!
there?

parody

co-

is

-

Gertrude

North Africa, with

directing at United.

M
Carol Dempster, leading woman in "America," was painfully injured when thrown from

time."

Sedwick, who

perfection.

to

Claire
1

has

arid

starred with William Desrhond iti
"The Riddle, liider," Universal
pro'duction, plays the part of a
carefree girl of the open couiitry

Dixl

the

Man !"
Charles

Wait

for

edy,

information regarding playIt can be used as refwork.
ers and their
erence in exploitation campaigns and, in ad-

near Pasadena, while working
"Poisoned Paradise." She was
forced to suspend work for several

in

THE EXHIBITORS

will be

much

volume,

in

Collister

players.

activities

cliff

What

Eilleen

every exhibitor and the issue to prove
valuable to his film library.
The entire number will be devoted to the

Recoil," the screen adaptation of Rex Beach's story, has reOn
turned to the United States.
the eve of her return, a farewell
dinner was tendered her by the
leading film men in England.
Clara
Bow was painfully
bruised and cut recently when she
suffered a fifteen foot fall over a

Bessie

'

est to

"The

the big range riding

is

cowboy in the First National Western
ture "Sundown," has just returned to Los
Angeles from Lee's Ferry, in Arizona, where
a stampede of nearly 2J000 longhprns were
made to swim the raging rapids ^of the Colo^

volume of information regarding well

known

Betty Blythe, who has been
abroad playing the leading role in

S

Roy Stewart, who

Who

issue of

TRADE REVIEW
"Player We Know"
tain a

^^Office's

see

Who's

B

.

rado River.

big dividends.

Sam Allen, well known screen
character actor, has signed to play
in "Poisoned Paradise." Mr. Allen
has been touring in the stage company of "Lightnin'," playing the
role left vacant by the death of
Frank Craven.

Cosmopolitan,, aivd F]njrij[ gpqkiri^
"Judgfnent of tTie Storm."

*

*

HEARST TALK TO EXHIBITORS
LINKS SCREEN AND PRESS
{Continued from page 5)
"The exhibitor knows what the returns
are on the picture, and consequently I say
that I read with most pleasure and most
.

profit those little things in the trade

week-

that give the exhibitors' opinions and
the public's opinion of the picture. "1
think that they are the most valuable
guides that the producer can have.
"I have not come here to give my views
on any question. I don't think I am capable of doing it."
Mr. Hearst closed by again thanking
the exhibitors fur writing for publication
their views of his pictures and declaring
that producers would be benefited if they
lies

could more frequently come in contact
with the exhibitors "and get views for their
own guidance in the making of pictures."
Mr. O'Reily- in responding thanked the
guest for his presence, "not alone as a
producer, but of course we have a little
hold on you now that you are an exhibitorj'' The president added that Mr. Hearst
would be welcome at any time and' expressed the appreciation of the chamber
for the aid that had been given them on
the occasion of the recent ball as well as at
other times.
Mr. Smith urged the exhibitors to get
behind the censorship repeal movement in
New York state. If the seven states now
operating under a censor law are allowed
to remain the value of the great victory
in Massachusetts will be lost, he said
.
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PREPARING FOR THE BIG MEET
Every letter that goes out of M. P. T.
O. Kansas headquarters, every film that
leaves Kansas City exchanges and every
motor car driven by a Kansas City exhibitor is bearing a "sticker" advertising
the sixth annual convention of the organition, to be held in Emporia, Kas., April
1st

Round Table

Exhibitors'

and 2nd.

A

resolution adopted at a recent meeting, pertaining to unsystematic cutting of
films by the censor board, will be one of
the chief topics of discussion at the con-

Dominion Association Elections
W. P. Wilson, manager of the Lyceum
Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, was elected
1924 president of the Manitoba Motion
Picture
Exhibitors
Association
the
at
annual convention in the Marlborough Ho-

Winnipeg, on January 17.
George Law, representing the exchanges,
was elected vice-president and R. Kershaw
of Winnipeg was elected secretary.
The
Manitoba association is the oldest exhibitel,

body

tor

in

the

Dominion.

GROUPS ROCHESTER THEATRES
Marcus Loew has sold out his large
theatre interests in the downtown section
of Rochester, New York.
The theatres include the Regent, the Gordon (now Loew's
Star), the Piccadilly and a theatre land
site on Clinton Street
the interests sold
at an estimated value of $500,000.
George Eastman of the Eastman Kodak
Company, built and presented to the University of Rochester, the Eastman Theatre, under a trust arrangement.

—

That control of

vention.

The M.
lution,

Kansas
favored throwing out a
P. T. O. of

rather than having
tinuity is ruined.
ly,

it

in its reso-

film entirecut until the con-

Suburban House

well

Attends Junior Movies

W. P. Wollridge, acting executive-secretary of the Committee on Public RelaAlbany, N. Y., last week attending the Junior Movies at the Mark
Strand theatre at which over 1,500 children
were present. Mr. Woolridge had a long
talk later on with Uly S.. Hill, managing
director of the house, who has made a success of these movies.
tions,

was

*

*

downtown and
J.

the suburban districts.

Perunko

will be

Mrs. J. C. Cooper
has purchased the Queen Theatre at Hempstead, Texas and will manage it person-

way,

ally.

Mrs. N. T. Screeton must be as peppy
as any in the exhibitors' field and making
the bank account swell for she has re-

modeled her Pastime Theatre at Charleston, Ark., and now has an up-to-date show

manager and

management of the Sunset.
theatre, near the waterfront,
under the management of J.

will also retain

The Rustor
has reopened

William Houck.

-

'

Allen Wields Baton

Theatre Activities of Fair Sex

Down Texas

Louis

*

Something

at

While other
ing

A. G. Crowe, manager of the Capitol
Theatre, Regina, Sask., has secured the
services of Blaire Allen of Minneapolis,
Minn., as conductor of the orchestra in the
Capitol.
Mr. Allen was formerly supervisor of orchestras on the Pantages Circuit in the Western States and for 22 years
he has been directing orchestras in the
United States. He took a valuable music
library with him to Regina.

Is

it

to

some stimulant they

sell at

so

much

per in Florida? Or is Tom H. Boland one
of those individuals who just can't help
being optimistic?
Mr. Boland who is manager of the Empress Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla., has
just returned from a trip to Florida and
predicts good times in Oklahoma during
He bases his prediction
the coming year.
on the fact that labor conditions in his
neck of the woods are good.

There is practically no unemployment
Oklahoma at present so it looks like
^good show season to him.
*

*

desperately

made

to introduce

try-

news
is

be-

censorship in Mis-

A bill has been drafted and will be introduced shortly providing for a censorship commision of five, each to get a salary
from $2,500

to $3,000 a

To Suppress

ykr.

the 'Sensation^'

In an endeavor to work out some sor\of
a plan to suppress "sensational" pictures
in Madison, Wisconsin, the Public Opinior

Committee tendered a luncheon to local
managers and newspaper men.

theatre

j

*

*

*

i

|

I

One

ong Beach House Changes Hands

Island, New York.
Heretofore it has been a summer enterprise but Mr. Ghrishman is working on
extensive remodeling and redecorating;
intending to turn the theatre into an all
year round proposition.

Long Beach, Long

Mr. Boland

are

have censorship repealed
from Jackson that ah effort

Further Grauman Developments

Ghrishman has taken over the manI.
agement of the local picture house at

More Power

Think About

to

cities

sissippi.

of

Capitol

to

comes
ing

house.

Last but not least on our list comes Mrs.
W. T. Brooks, who has purchased the Rialto Theatre at Broken Arrow, Oklahoma.

theatre situa-

new suburban house, which is nowunder way on
K.
Street,
near

Eleventh.
It will be called the Kay, and
will be
the connecting link between the

in

local

'th^

should be in the hands of interests
sympathetic with Eastman's ideals, was
the proposition extended to Mr. Loew by
George W. Todd, a trustee of the Eastman Theatre.

tion

Tacoma

H. T. Moore, of the Moore Amusement
Co., operating the
Colonial and Rialto
theatres, Tacoma, will soon have a beautiful

Official

for

of three new houses Sid G^umaf
plans to build in Los Angeles, is to bt
devoted to pictures; another to stock while
the third house will be located in Long

Beach.

Each theatre

is

to cost

about $1,000,000,

Howard-Wells Amusement Deal
the Howard-Wells Amusement Company and Jack
Through negotiations between

Marcus, the Victoria and Royal theatres of
Wilmington, North Carolina, have changed
hands.

Marcus has heretofore been assowith H. M. French, in Rockingham and F. M. Schnibben in Florence.
Mr.

ciated

in

The theatres are to be operated under
name of Jack Marcus Enterprises.

a

the

*

CTAMPEDING

—

the universe
that's what the picThey are
tures chosen put over with a punch.
designed not only to sell the exhibitor but for use
public
to sell the

Congratulations in Order

Ace Berry has a new son. He's the per!son (father not son) who's responsible for
entertainment the Circle
excellent
jthe
Theatre affords the citizens of Indianlapolis.

CORINNE GRIFPITH and CX)NWAY TEARLE
Directed by

FRANK LLOYD
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H. Ruben of Minneapolis is in New
for two weeks as a member of the
rotating committee of Associated First NaI.

Round Table

York

tional Pictures, Inc.

He

arrived January 28.

F. A. Abbott, who for many years has conducted the Exhibitors Supply Company, Charlotte, N. C, is now also managing Craver's

Briefs

Another prize has been won by George
Hinton, the Hodkinson "ace" of Kansas
City.
This time it is for the greatest volume
of business in the Southern division during

M. Dunn, who- operates the Victory
Theatre in Cle Elum, Wash., recently opened
the, new Lane. Theatre.

*
*

*

*
J.

N. D. Naman will rebuild the Orpheum
Theatre recently destroyed by fire at Martin, Texas.
Pictures and vaudeville will be
the policy.

*
E, D. Luna,

C. C. Jordon, of Kissimee, Florida,, also
an orange grower, has re-entered the exhibiting end.

Leland Howard has leased the Majestic
Theatre 'at Roscoe, "^exas, from Costsphens
Brothers.

*

theatres

at^

Prairie
the

Rialto at Silcam Springs, Ark.

J.

Hegman

*

*

Monroe, Ga.; T.

J.

Hour Theatre,
Grimes, of the Lyric,
F. Clark, of the hand-

Gordon, Ga., and W.
some new Charlotte, Charleston, S. C, were
on Atlanta's Film Row the past week.

Charles
tre,

W.

Picquot of the Carolina Thea-

Southern Pines, N. C,

is

making many

just beginning.

Mr. Hegman also
at Austin, Texas.

*

*

E. C. Robinson expects to open his
theatre at Camden, Ark., in near future.
*

*

new

*

build

will

Found

Barclay Morgan has purchased the Cozy
Theatre at Henryetta, Okla., from John
Feeney. This makes three theatres under one

management.

Roy A. Fuhrer

new

theatre
Fayetteville, Ark., in near future.

Striking Black and Whites

*

of the Idle

has leased the Grand Theatre

Galveston, Texas.
owns the Queen Theatre
at

H. Highfill

Bettes,

improvements for the winter tourist season

*

*•

W.

*

who owns

Grove and Lincoln, Ark., has purchased-

J

George Scott, owner of tlie Lyric Theatre,
Outlook, Sask., is dead from pneumonia.
He was born in Scotland and had resided in
Outlook since 191L

receipients of congratulations at a special
dance in the Metropolitan Assembly Hall,
Toronto, for the occasion.

December.

Broadway Theatre, Charlotte.

C.

Maurice J. Mental, part owner and manager of the Park Theatre, Toronto, and Mrs.
Mental celebrated the 25th anniversary of
their marriage a few days ago and were the

a

in

at

United

has sold his Princess TheaEarl, Ark., and purchased the Star
Theatre at Yates Center, Kansas.
tre

at

Artists' Press

Books

:

February
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Up and Down Main Street

W

PARAMOUNT

PRESS

SHEET

Everybody with an Ounce of Red Blood Will Come A-Runnin to
See Zane Grey's ^*Tbe Heritage of the Desert", Produced in the
Actual Location of the Story, the Majestic Arizona Canyons
'

whereabouts have been discovered by his publishers and he is urged to return to assume
his old duties and his former social position.
But this would mean giving up the girl he
loves.
He finally decides on a plan which

I

PARAMOUNT

I

SHEET

PRESS

and Appealing Slor> of Ever> W omau'^ HiLsbaocL Her Home and ihe Happine^ ot
Her FamUy, Sam Wood's Artistic Paramounl Picture Prothiction. "Hiti Childrca'a Childreo'
I'plifliRg

ifi

leaves the way clear for a satisfactory life
for himself and a happy ending for the story.

FURTHER PRAISE FOR FILMS
FROM THE CLERGY

ANOTHER SIDE OF

IT

An unsolicited and therefore a very much
prized tribute on the entertainment value of
"A Front Page Story," has, been received by
Vitagraph from the resident pastor of St.
Michael's Catholic Church in Kelley's Island,
Ohio. The pastor saw the picture in which
Edward Horton, the young comedian who appears in "Ruggles of Red Gap," stars, and
took occasion then to write
"It gives me great pleasure to write you
on my own initiative what the Marquette
Theatre and its patrons think of your film,
"A Front Page Story." I want to thank you.
It is the most human, humorous and satisfactory ending story we ever had on our
It proves that animosity gets man
screen.
nothing but that friendly co-operation and
square dealing always win out in the end. The
box office success which it is, and especially
the fine moral which it teaches should induce
every theatre to show it."

CHILDRENf^
;

GOOD FOR CLIPPING

_

It is also the function of the complete press sheet
news stories by means of
of
to contain plenty
This
which newspaper publicity may be procured.
of such material.
full
chock
is
sheet
Paramount

PREPARING TO PRODUCE
'THE CLEAN HEART'

'EXHIBITORS' TO DISTRIBUTE
'THREE MILES OUT'

CHILDREM^f,|,^'%p!j!

Paramount sheet devoted to
of the
stories assumes a regular newspaper
make-up so that the stories" may be readily clipped
and used by exhibitors for suitable ads or posters

The

section,

publicity

news

ROACH FEATURE PICTURE
ALMOST COMPLETE
;

the warm reception of "If Winter
Comes" and "This Freedom" by the movie
that A.
fans and the critics, it would appear
Hutchinson's novels hit the spot for
S
therepopular movies. It is not surpnsmg
get hold ot
fore that Vitagraph was glad to
Heart, the
the world rights to "The Clean
made
picturization of which was but recently

SINCE

M

by the author himself.

The popularity of this story as a novel warheld out for
rants the expectations which are

becoming an extremely popular motion

its

supervision of

The

picture.

production
Albert Smith

the

be undertaken by Mr.
the
president of the company, but
star
the director and the principal
will

name

The

story

ot

has not

as yet been announced.

concerns the search of a

man
por-

character
for spiritual freedom. This
journalist,
trayed in the person of a London
is

of a promauthor of several novels and editor
fought hard
inent weekly publication. He has
attained but he is
for the position he has
because he is under the constant

unhappy

burdens which he assumed when
brothers
undertook the support of his
constant nagfamily, and is subjected to the
Rather
affairs
ging details of household
bonds he althan free himself from these
lows his fine sensibilities to suffer.
his pubIn addition his duties of editing^

strain of the

he

_

lication

become

to

him

dull

there
artistic spirit rebels until

His
routine.
comes a break

derangemind. In a moment of mental
Thames.
the
in
himself
hurls
ment he
bjt
He is rescued and placed under arrest,
with
up
meets
He
London.
flees
escapes and
human percentions
a vagabond, a man of keen
but o'T^l?"
deep, sound philosophy
in his

and

The jourlife.
impatient at the confines of
life and finds it
nalist assumes this role of

Verv aprreeable

,

,

j.^

becomes a schoolmaster, meet^
love with
some simple townfolk and falls in
In the meantime his
the young daughter.

-He
'

finally

.

a recent contract it has been arranged
that Associated Exhibitors shall have the distribution rights to "Three Miles Out," the
new Madge Kennedy, Harrison Ford starring
The original story was by Neysa
vehicle.
McMein, the well-known artist, and it went
from her hands to Anita Loos and John Emerson who have done a great deal of film
work tosrether. The film was directed and
produced by Irwin Willat.
The story deals with a phase of American
life which has sorung into existence since the
nassing of ^he Volstead Enforcement Act. It
not, however, limited to this phase, but
is

By

Be

Latest Hutchinson Novel Will
New Vitagraph Picture

_

merely supplies the eround work unon which
the story is built. The entire film is built on
romance, suspense, thrills and comedy situations, which is, perhaps, the reason why it
was so well received by the public and the

the New York
critics when it showed at
Rialto during the first week of January.
Madge Kennedy is cast in the role of a

young

girl

who

is

ordered to marrv

a_

man

she docs not love, a part for which she is admirably suited. She reflects the same freshness, spontaniety and appeal that she manifests on the spoken staee where she is at
present apoearing in a charming and exceedingly popular musical comedy.
•

.....

Will Produce Several Others According
to Most Recent Plans

lyrOT content with worlds he has conquered
•-'in the realm of short subjects, Hal ;Roarh,
producer for Pathe, is setting out to establish
himself as a producer of prominence in the
feature picture world. The first attempt after
having arrived at this decision, is now ready
for the market and will be relea^d soon as
"The Fighting Tylers." It is 'described as
a human interest story built around a political
intrigue of a country town in the Middle West
and embodies a number of surprising comedy
twists.
Blanche Mehaffey, a former Follies
beauty, and Glenn
ing roles.

Tryon appear

in the lead-

The production of

this film is the first
the expansion of feature production
activities as provided for in the recent Reorganization of the Hal Roach Studios. The
subject just completed heads a possible series
of two feature length comedy dramas a year.

step

in

Another important phase of Hal Roach's
feature production plan is the contemplalted
filming of two novelty features a year to be
made along the lines of his recent adaptation
of the famous Jack London novel, "The Call
of the Wild," which has been doing splendid
jbusiness in all parts of the country,
The first of these is now in process under
the title, "Rex, King of the Wild Horses."
Fred Jackman is the director of the production which presents a wild stallion in the
featured role.
* * *
,

'FRISCO BOX OFFICE RECORDS
BROKEN BY 'BLACK OXEN'
Seven daily box office records and the largest week's business in the history of any San
Francisco motion picture theatre was the re-

week of the world's premiere
showing of Frank Lloyd's First National Picture version of "Black Oxen," written by
Gertrude Atherton and featuring Corinne
Griffith and Conway Tearle, at Loew's Warsult of the first

'

field

theatre.

"Black Oxen" was originally scheduled to
open at the Warfield on December 8 but because of the tremendous" success of "Flaming Youth" was postponed until after Christmas.

CRANFIELD WILL DISTRIBUTE
HEPWORTH PICTURES
Upon the return of R. T. Cranfield from
England, Hepworth Distributing Corporation
announces a complete reorganization whereby
this company, which handles American distributing rights of Hepworth Picture Plays
of England, will be known under its new personnel hereafter as Hepworth Inc., with R. T.
Cranfreld as President, and Joseph Di Lorenzo
as Vice-president and General Manager.
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'Shooting of
Our hats off

NOTICE

ploitation
that Metro

THE UNDERSIGNED,
of

prietors

copyright

worts, hereby notify

all

pro-

as

musical

in

concerned

of their adherence to the principle
of proper compensation of composers,

authors and publishers for the

public

performance for profit of

copyrighted works, and
nounce their affiliation with

"their:,

an-

American Society of
Composers, Authors
/ and Publishers

Dan McGrew'

Sales

Poem

W.

G. Bishop a Metro exrepresentative!
When he heard
to

would soon release "The Shooting
of Dan McGrew," a picture adapted by Winifred Dunn from Robert W. Service's famous
p-oem of the same name, he got an inspiration, and a good one.
Using the exact style and meter of Service,
he has written a poem telling vividly just
how a slumping box office was revived by the
booking, of "The Shooting of Dan McGrew."
As a sales letter intended for exhibitors it is

—because

unquestionably good

arrests the attention
to go on to the end.

probably

make a

it

immediately

and compels the reader

What

sufficiently

is more it will
good impression

to make the exhibitor determine to ta ke the
picture.
The picture is being directed by Clarence

*'W

Badger under the supervision of Arthur SawIt is a Sawyer-Lubin production for

yer.

Metro.
*

New

*

•

Mae Murray

Ibanez Story for

Metro has announced that Mae Murray's
next picture will be "Circe," a picture written by Vincente Blasco Ibanez, author of the

This is Mr. Ibanez's first
written directly for the movies and
When he
intended for a particular star.
created this one, however, he did it with the
express intention of having Mae Murray appear in it.
The picture will be directed by
Robert Leonard, the star's husband, and work
nn it will be begun as soon as the manuscript
is received
from the author who will complete it while on board the ship which is
taking him on a pleasure trip around the
world.

"Four Horsemen."

Please therefore,

TAKE NOTICE

that on and after February

1,

1924,

as to our copyrights.

All Rights Reserved
pubHc performance for
and license pubUcity to perform may be obtained only through

story

including

*

profit,

the said Society.

THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY
CARL FISCHER, INC.
J.

&

FISCHER

BRO.

HAROLD FLAMMER, INC.
SAM FOX PUBLISHING CO.
WALTER JACOBS, INC.
G.

SCHIRMER, INC.

Picture Portrayals Please Author
C. Witwer, author of American slang

*

and creator of the "Telephone Girl"
series running in installment form in the Cosmopolitan Magazine, has recently expressed
his appreciation for the manner in which the
film versions are being handled by Mai St.
Claire who directs the series for F. B. O.

During the filming of the series Mr. Witwer
has been working verv closely with the director.
In talking of the results achieved
he said
"Mr. St. Clair and his cast have
caught superbly the note of sincerity with
which I sought to invest the various charNever before have I
acters of these stories.
seen such flawlest oortrayals of characters

A

complete

list

distinct

American

tj-pes."

*

of the

members

may be

secured

by addressing:

American Society of

and Publishers
56 West 45th

NEW YORK

St.

CITY

*

Two Comedy

The

for Exhibitors

Tom

Mix's latest picture, "Ladies to Board" has just been reThe storj' was written by William
ceived.
Dudley Pelley and directed by Jack Blystone
and is full of the always interesting Tom Mix
gags herdin', ropin", bull-doggin' and brandpress sheet for

—

steers.

Tony, the wonder horse, who has come now
Mix's almost inseparable companion in
work, plays an elaborate part in the new film
in which Gertrude Olmstead also appears.
to be

*

*

«

Canada Likes 'David Copperfield'
Not only is the United States pleased with
Associated Exhibitors' version of "David Copperfield," but Canada, too, finds it a delightful
picture.
This is definitely manifesting itself
by the success with which the film is meeting
in the various localities where it has already
been shown.
The trade papers and dailies
have been commenting favorably in the film
characterizing it as "one of the screen delights of the season."
Other comments point
out that "the famous characterizations are
clear as crystal" and that "it combines the
tragedy and humor with the romance of
David's young manhood."

Stars

O'Donnell, the freckled faced kid

who

first

came into prominence through his work in
"The Country Kid" and "Our Gang Comedies." The other is a former Fox star. Fatty
Karr, who has been appearing for some time
in Fox comedies.
It is not known whether
by the new arrangement he will be a featured
player or merely a co-star.

»

*

»

Making New Will Nigh Miniature
The second of the series of Will Nigh
Miniatures has been started in production under the title, "Her Memory." Work is being
done at the Whitman Bennett Studios in
Yorkers.
This new one reel dramatic feature is based upon a story selected from several thousand manuscripts submitted in a short
story contest conducted by "Life" and received third prize.

romance which

is

It

is

a

rumored

modern American
to be as good as

the first of the series, "Among the Missing."
The picture is being made by Nighsmith Pictures.

*

*

Tom Mix Book Ready

in'

Composers, A uthors

Contract for

Century Comedies have signed up two new
comedy stars under a short term contract
with Julius Stern. The first of these is Spec

:

*

of the said Society

GETTING ATTENTION
Attractive front sheet of Universal press book which
at once gives a hint of the picture and invites
the reader to seek further for selling details.

H.

which are
*

•

*

fiction

BELWIN, INC.

PUBUCITY CUP SECTION

*

*

Professor Endorses 'Scaramouche'
Professor Joseph Robinson of Mercer University, the most prominent Baptist institution
in the Southeast has written a long and enthusiastic editorial on Metro's "Scaramouche."
It appeared in the Macon Daily Telegraph
of Macon, Georgia, on the occasion of the
appearance of "Scaramouche" there at the Rialto Theatre, managed by G. A. McDermit.
Professor Robinson compares "Scaramouche"
with the great classics in the other arts, declaring that it has converted him to the belief
in the great future, the tremendous influence
and the beautiful art of the screen.
*

*

*

Inaugurates New Theatre Policy
As the opening attraction for his house
which he has just switched from a continuous
to a two-a-day policy, Alexander Frank of the
Plaza
Iowa.
Theatre,
booked
Metro's
"Strangers of the Night."

Whether

it

was

entirely the cause of the picture or whether
the change in policy was a contributing factor, the house did wonderful business during
the run of the film. The Plaza is one of the
few theatres with a two-a-day policy which
is more unusual because it is located in a small
town. However, it seems to be working out

very well from the business point of view.

February
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Round About the Studios
REX INGRAM IN TUNIS
MAKING 'THE ARAB'
^

LEATRICE JOY PROMOTED

EXPLOITATION SUGGESTIONS
A CO-OPERATIVE

CLAiN

Teaser Advs.

TO STARDOM
First Starring Vehicle to Be
Adaptation of Worldly Goods'

Big Production jor
Metro Release This Season

lif^Ui^Be -Next

T^EATRICE JOY

TV/TETRO offices this Week announced that
Rex Ingram is at work in Africa on his
It ^yill be
next %[etro picture, "The Arab."
ojjf of the late Metrgt* releases this season.
*The announcement fBillows a cable received
by- Metro officials frora^Mr. Ingram who is
npwo in Tunis^, .^Igiers, where part of this
interesting ^ctti]^_ is being made. Mr. Ingram
declBired tfiat his new production is well set
and that it bids fair to be one of the great
Following "Scarapictures of the season.
mouche" such news is interesting if nothing

TIE L P

ADV ERTISLNG

will be formally introduced to the public as a Paramount star
an adaptation of "Worldly Goods,"
by
Sophie Kerr, which is now running serially
in

«^T«'.r^m

in the
iTient

Home

Journal.

this

week

at

This announceHollywood by

Jesse L. Lasky, who stated that the
picture
would be directed by Joseph Henaberry and
would be started at the West Coast studio
as soon as Miss Joy finishes her
work in
Cecil
B.
De Mille's current production.

Richard Talmadge

Let's

Ladies'

was made

Gol

Triumph,"

in

which she heads the

list

of

featured players.

else.

"Worldly

"The Arab" will be a picturization of Edgar
Sel'wyn's play seen on Broadway several seacast of celebrated players and
sons ago.
a fully equipped technical staff are in Tunis

Joy's

A

with Mr. Ingram. They are expected to return to this country shortly after several important steps in the production of "The Arab"
have been completed.

Mr. Ingram will go to Paris to film sevAfter he had
eral of the big scenes there.
left this country about four months ago Mr.
Ingram visited Paris where he made arrangements for these scenes. Mosi of the action

now

being filmed in Algiers
however where Mr. Ingram can avail himself
of the picturesque color and life of the East
He has employed thousands of natives
remarkable mob scenes which
for
his
as in "Scaramouche," he has proven to be his
specialty. Dervishes, wandering tribes of warh"ke Arabians, magnificent horsemen out of
the Sahara wastes and lusty darkies from
Tripoli and Morocco are woven in and out
of the story

of his

new

is

production.

technical staff with Mr. Ingram conSeitz, who photographed
sists of John F.
"Scaramouche." Roy Musgrove as second
camerman, Ray Mover as master of properties, Captain C. F. Knch as technical expertin-general and as interpreter and Munroe Ben-

The

A GOLD MINE OF IDEAS

How

tion,

make

it a
box office success! This samp'e
page from the press book of "Let's Go," starring
Richard Talmadge. gives a good idea of the gold

to

mine

of ideas that are put at the disposal of the
exhibitor through the medium of a good press book.

RICHARD TALMADGE WORKING
ON THIRD TRUART PICTURE
organization,

'iucing

Carlos

Productions,

for Miss
after the

it

IS

triumphs

the woman who wavers and finally
the supreme test.

in

The promotion of Miss Joy to stardom by
Paramount partakes of the nature of a for-

mal recognition and confirmation of the verdict rendered in her case some time
ago by
the public. From the time of her appearance

m

is

where, and the announcement of her name
as a featured player in any cast has invariably
meant addecf receipts at the box-.office. Her

ten by Garret Elsden Fort.
The best feature players available are being

power of her personality.
A number of small parts with various companies gained her the recognition of George
Loane Tucker and he gave her one of the

assembled by Director Horne to support
"Let's

star.

manner and mannerisms hold an irresi^table
cha rm which draws women as well as men
the theatre, and exhibitors never fail in
reports to comment upon the drawing

their

tlie

Go!"

maker.

Africa.

selected
picture only

making a series of thrill-dramas for Truart
Film Corporation, started work on the third
production which is being directed by James
Horne, who will be remembered for his recent
successes "The Hottentot" and "Going Up."
Tlie title of the Talmadge vehicle is "In
Fast Company," and the continuity was writ-

who

v/ent to

starring

the leading feminine role in Cecil B. De
Mille's "Manslaughter." she has been regarded
as a star by the picture-going public every-

Richard Talmadge, who through his pro-

the first of the series is
meeting with unusual success in sliowiiigs
throughout the country and the second picture "On Time," is just about to be generally

'

Goods" was

advantage.
It is a domestic drama in which
lack nf money serves as the test of character
for both the young bride and her husband.
Unlike the usual story involving such a situa-

prominent Hollywood laboratory man
who was engaged to assume personal charge
of this phase of the expedition.
Alice Terry and Ramon Novarro the heroifle and hero of "Scaramouche," are now with
Mr. Ingram and have important parts in "The
Arab." Thev arp the only American players
rett,

initial

most careful consideration of a score or more
of stories in an effort to find an ideal role
tn which the talent and beauty of
the popular
young actress could be revealed to the best

leading roles in "Ladies Must Live."
"A'Tanslaughter" brought
her world-wide
fame, which was later enhanced by her per-

released.

formance in "Java Head" and finally in "The
Ten Commandments," in which she plays one
of the four big parts in the modern storv by

"In Fast Company" will lend itself particularly well to clever exploitation, according to
reports, and should prove to be a money

Jeanie Macplierson

vd..-

FIT
The same
this
«;ay.
,

,

Ml.

group

He
.

FOR ANY NEWS STAND DISPLAY

care, thought and art that- goes into the making of a magazine cover designed to catch the
The principle is the exhibitor is human.
of press books exploiting Preferred Pictures.
And anybody would opeii
responds to the same appeal that the general public responds to.
:

a very favorable advance impression

"
:

eye of the guessing crowds, went into the covers of
He wants bis information presented in an attractive
press book with covers like tliese and do so with

a
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PRINCIPALS PICKED FOR
NEW KEATON FIIM
Work Proceeding on

]

'

B.R'SchulbereI

prf

'

tnf-;

TOM
FORMAN
ptc auction

\
|

i

'Shsrlock, Junior

Keatons Third Metro Feature

DUSTER KEATON

has completed casting the principal roles of his third Metro
feature length comedy, "Sherlock Junior." As
it now stands it will consist of Kathryn McGuire, Keaton's leading lady, Ward Crane, as
the dapper villain, Jane and Erwin Connelly,
Joseph Keaton. Buster's father, Ford West,
John Patrick and George Davis.
Several others will be added as soon as
Keaton has filmed the opening sequences.
There will also be a great number of extras,
for Keaton plans to film several big mob
scenes, partly as satire and partly because the
ingenious plot calls for them.
It is stated
however that Keaton's use of the mob is an
original one.

I
Pauline Garon

Taylor
Wyndham Standing
Top a Sure-Fire
Estelle

Pollee/ic

Ralph

McCoy

Keaton

will portray the comic and tragic
of the film projectionist in "Sherlock
Fred Gabouri, Keaton's technical
Junior."
director has already constructed a complete
motion picture theatre seating 1,750 people and
several other sets which are the largest Buster

has used since he made "Three Ages" with its
reproduction of the great Coliseum in Rome.
"Sherlock, Junior," was written by Jean
Havez, Joe Mitchell and Clvde Bruckman,
It will be photographed bv Byron Houck.
Elgin Lessley and Gordon Jennings.
It is a
Joseph M. Schenck presentation through
Metro.

'BRING

Colleen

appear

A Proven

in

the first glance.

EDITH ALLEN WINS OUT OVER

HEDDA LIND NAME

flapper

—a

characterization

similar

which she scored such a tremendous
hit in "Flaming Youth."
The new picture
is entitled "The Perfect Flapper" and it will
bring tosrether once more the famous trio who
made "Flaming Youth" one of the outstandto that in

Box Office Winner
BOOK NOW FROM
APOLLO FILM EXCHANGE

irg

successes

Moore

will

of

closing

the

have the starring

year.

role,

Colleen

Boston

GRIEVER

script.

cis

— Indianapolis
STANDARD FILM EXCH.
Cleveland — Detroit
Chicago

This will be the third picture in which
Miss Moore has worked in the past four
months. Starting with "Flaming Youth," the

FEDERATED FILM EXCH.

star has v.rorked without intermission on First
National Pictures. "Painted People" followed

Pittsburgh

the Warner Fabian novel and now, after a
brief vacation in New York, will come "The

SOUTH'RN STATES FILM EX.

— Dallas— New Orleans
ALL-STAR EXCHANGE
San Francisco — Los Angeles

Atlanta

Perfect Flapper."

Production of this new picture will only
be delayed until John Francis Dillon completes
the direction of "Lilies of the Field," a
Corinne (iriffith Production for First National, and until Milton S'lls finishes the title
role in Frark Llovd's "Sea Hawk," simultaneous everts which will start the new Colleen Moore picture off with a flourish of

CELEBRATED PLAYERS
FILM CO.
Milwaukee

SUPERIOR SCREEN SERVICE
Lake City

COLUMBIA FILM EXCH.
Omaha

DE LUXE FILM

of the press as well as her friends that to
change the name under which she earned so
much public approval in the second female
lead of "Scaramouche," was to throw away
the good will which it had already created
in the minds of the public.
All of which
means that Hedda Lind is now Edith Allen
Her first
for all time, and no harm done.
appearance under the Whitman Bennett banner will be in "Virtuous Liars." now making
It is a soat the Bennett Yonkers Studios.
ciety melodrama in which she plays the leading emotional role and it is hoped it will
prove a splendid vehicle for her to express
the dramatic abilitv shown so vividly in
".Scaramouche " Mr. Bennett will direct the
production.
* * *

John Fran-

Dillon will again direct and Harry O.
Hoyt. who wrote the screen adaptation of
"Flaming Youth" will be the author of the

City

FEDERATED FILM EXCH.

Salt

After several friends and well-wishers had
written Edith Allen telling her, her change
of name to Hedda Lind did not meet with
their approval, she talked with her producers.
Whitman Bennett and H. Clay Miner, and
it was decided to discard the new name.
It
also seemed to be the concensus of opinion

Moore, First National star, will
her next picture as an irresistible

American

WORK STARTS ON

in

With

the casting of the principal roles comGeorge Fitzmaurice and Samuel Goldwyn began production of Joseph Hergesheimer's "Cytherea" at the Biograph studios

plete

the third

Draffon " a brilliantly written short story by

Henderson.
*

C. B. C.

I

—

FILM°SALES CORP.
New York City

.

i

.

BOOK THESE ALSO
."YESTERDAY'S

WIFE"

THE MARRIAGE MARKET"

*

.*

LAEMMLE SECURES RICHTS TO
KATHLEEN NORRIS NOVEL
Laemm'p ha? secured the rights to
Butterfly." bv Kathleen Norris ar^d w'11
nrobablv use Virsfinia Valli and Norman
Kerrv in makinar it. Among the stories that
will be produced are "Love Insurance," Reg"The Missourian" for
inald Denny starring
the same star and "Damned," which will be
made with an all star cast. Another story
purchased bv Universal to be used for Reginald Denny is "The Husbands of Edith," by
("arl

"The

:

"INNOCENCE"
"DISCONTENTED HUSBANDS'

George Barr McCutcbeon.

New York

last week.
"Cytherea" will be
independently produced offering of
Mr. Goldwyn through First National, the
others being "Potash and Perlmutter" and
"The Eternal City." a Fitzmaurice production.
Alma Rubens will Bortrav> the role of the
heroine in Mr. Hergesheimer's novel and Constance Bennett, daughter of Richard Bennett
who played the part of Bruno in "The Eternal
City." will be cast in an important role. Lewis
Stone will have the principal masculine part
and Marv Alden. noted screen mother, will
comolete the cast of principals
The picture will be distributed by First National early in the Spring.
Hergesheimer's novel, "Cytherea" created
a ffreat deal of comment when it was first
This author is growing in popupublished.
larity all the time, his short stories apoearing
in The Saturday Evening Post and other na-

in

"The Perfpct FlaDoer" anoeared originallv
Ains^pe's Magazine as "The Mouth of the

Jessie

'CYTHEREA'

AT BIOGRAPH STUDIOS

talent.

CO.

Philadelphia

MAY FLOWERS!'

A thoroughly appealing and attractive press book
cover based on a really clever idea and given an
unusually artistic and sympathetic treatment.
A
cover that sells the press book to the exhibitor at

COLLEEN MOORE TO APPEAR AS
'THE PERFECT FLAPPER'

SI

1

life

Patronage Cast

New York

Mqoi6 imd Ken.neth Haiian

.

tional publications.

;

February

9,
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SEE BATTLE OF

ANCIENT FLEET
Sixteenth Century Sea Battle
Off Santa Catalina

W aged

EMERGING

from two days of colorful
hand fighting with two ancient
sea craft lashed together, Frank Lloyd's company filming Sabatini's "The Sea Hawk" for
First National, at sea off Santa Catalina went
through a third day of thrilling battle
maneuvers for the benefit of a distinguished
group of picture men.
Headed by Will H. Hays, filmdom's judge
advocate; Fred Beetson, head of the Los Angeles Hays organization
Richard A. Rowland, general manager for Associated First
National Pictures Samuel Katz, of the firm
of Balaban and Katz, Chicago theatre owners
John G. Von Herberg, of the Jensen and
Von Herberg theatrical circuit in Seattle,
Portland, Butte, Tacoma and other leading
Northwest cities John McCormick, Western
representative for First National, and Earl J.
Hudson, production manager for First National, the visitors were the guests of the
producer at a luncheon aboard the Silver
Heron, an English frigate of the period of
1520 after which they watched the filming of
several scenes in which nearly a thousand
men in Spanish, English and Moorish uniforms participated.
"The Sea Hawk" scenes filmed for the dishand

to

;

;

;

tinguished visitors included the ramming of a
big Spanish galleon by the Moorish galleon
commanded by Asadec-Din, Dasha of Algiers,
and the liberation of Saki-el Dahr, the sea
hawk, from the Spanish galley and his reception following a fierce hand to hand battle
with bows and arrows, chains and pikes,
Asad is being played by Frank Currier and

Sakr-el-Dahi by Milton
Officers

Sills.

Tea Party and other

historic episodes in the

George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, Patrick Henry, Thomas Jefferson and other famous characters of Amer-

birth of America.

ican history appear in the picture.
E. Mason Hopper, who directed "The Great
White Way," has been engaged to direct
"Janice Meredith," Everett Shinn is designing the spttmgs.

*

*

*

VITAGRAPH EDITOR STARTS ON
'CAPTAIN BLOOD' SCRIPT
C. Graham Baker, editor-in-chief of Vitagraph, has sent the finished script of a new
story which it is planned that David Smith

produce after he finishes "Borrowed Husbands." to the West Coast studios.
This is
a picturization of a famous play, but the
final title for the picture has not been decided.
Mr. Baker is beginning to outline the
adaptation of "Captain Blood," by Rafael
Sabatini.
This production will be made under the direct supervision of President Albert
E. Smith. It involves a great deal of research
work so that it may be historically correct.
The punch of the picture will be the sea
battles between the pirate ships and their
will

enemies on the Spanish Main. The locale of
Peter Blood's adventures is in the Barbados
it
is likely that Mr. Baker will be a.'.signed to visit the islands in the West Indies
before he reaches the point of beginning the
continuity under Mr. Smith's personal su-

and

pervision.
The recent purchase of "The Clean Heart,"
the novel by A. S. M. Hutchinson, by President Smith brings added activity to the sceIt has not
nario department of Vitagraph.
been announced whether this continuity will
be prepared by Mr. Baker in view of his
work on "Captain Blood."

ALL-STAR CAST WILL SUP-

PORT VALENTINO
Lowell Sherman Late of 'Casanova' Is
Newest Addition
r> UDOLH VALENTINO will be supported
by an all-star cast

in

the production of

"Mons ieur Beaucaire," which will mark his
return to the screen in Paramount pictures.
Bebe Daniels, Lois Wilson, and Helene Chadwfck have already been chosen to play three
of the principal feminine roles in the production, which will be under the direction of Sidney Olcott. Other members of the cast are
being selected every day at the Paramount
Long Island studio, where the picture will

be filmed.

Lowell Sherman, who recently scored a hit
"Casanova," has been chosen
to play the role of Louis XV, the French
in the stage play

King.

Miss Daniels

will

come on from

the Coast

play the role of Princess De BourbonConti, Beaucaire's early sweetheart in France
and the girl to whom he returns after his
adventure in England. Lois Wilson will have
the part of Maria Lesczynska, wife of King
Louis
of France, and Miss Chadwick will
play Lady Mary Carlisle, the English girl
who temporarily captures Beaucaire's heart
to

XV

in

England.

SEIGMANN JOINS SAWYER
The

of "The
the course
of production, is George Siegmann, one of the
most famous character actors of the screen.
latest

Shooting of

addition

to

the

cast

Dan McGrew," now

in

Siegmann was engaged by Arthur Sawyer
portray the role of the Malamute owner

to

in

the picturization

of

Robert Service's fa-

mous poem.

and enlisted men of the battleship

Oklahoma watched

the battle with field glasses

^rom the decks of the modern dreadnought,
*

'LOVE
On

*

*

AND

LIES' WILL FEATURE
KIRKWOOD-LEE

from the Thomas H. Ince stuHodkinson Corporation announces
second production in the James
Kirkwood-Lila Lee series will be "Love and
Lies," a drama of high society life with the
main, action taking place on a Long Island
estate and the fashionable cafes in New York
advices

dio the
that the

A

suburbs.
new melodramatic twist of the
eternal triangle has been made the basic theme
of the story that leads to a fast moving spectacular climax.

"Love and Lies," which has been completed,
Whirlpool" on the Hodkinson schedule of releases, but no definite
will follow "Love's

dates have
duction.

as

been

yet

*

*

set

for either

pro-

*

MARION DAVIES STARTS WORK
ON 'JANICE MEREDITH'
Marion Davies. star of Cosmopolitan productions, has started work on "Janice Meredith," her next big super feature following
"Yolanda," the Charles Major story which
soon be presented on Broadway.
In "Janic Meredith," which has been
adapted to the screen by Lillie Hayward from
Paul Leicester Ford's stirring story of the
American revolution. Miss Davies portrays
the title role and appears as the daughter of
Squire Meredith of New Jersey, whose sympathies lie with the Tories. Janice sides with
the rebels and the resultant action brings to
the screen as a graphic illustration of young
America ami the fight for independence, including the Battles of Lexington and Bunker
HiU, the Rido of Paul Revere;, the Boston
will

A DELL HENDERSON PRODUCTI ON
SUPERVISION BEN WILSON
STORY BY

ASHLEY LOCKE

SCREEN VERSION BY

LEOTA MORGAN
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U/ARNER BROTHERS' PRODUC-

''^

TION. "The Marriage

Circle," lends
treat men f.
The tzvo slides suggest the nature of the
story, and serve to announce as mcU the
cast and the most important points cf
interest in connection with the film. The
herald groups the photos of players
aroiDuJ the circle, and heloiv arc reproduced four pages of press material zvhich
lure li'ith their attractive layouts and
itself excellently to press

book

pointed messages.

Snappy Scenes and Accessories in 'Marriage

Circle' Press

Reproductions from Warner Brothers Publicity Sheet Shows Artistic Skill in
Advertising the Production and Suggesting the Thought of the Story

Book

!

February

9,
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
TAINTED PEOPLE' IS
BOX OFFICE WINNER

When

Colleen Moore Plays Star Role in Delightful Comedy Drama, Scoring
a Palpable Hit

character sketch destined to linger long
memory of every beholder.
The support is rich in talent. Ben Lyon
fills
the role of Don Lane admirably and
shares dramatic honors with the star.
Charlotte Merriam registers well as the coldhearted, scheming Stephanie.
Joseph Striker
gives a striking impersonation of the unspeakable cad, Preston Dutton, and every member
of the carefully selected, cast may be said to
contribute to the picture's success.
Besides the principals, such names in the
cast as Marv Alden, Anna Q. Nilsson, Sam
De Grasse, June Elvidge and Bull Montana,
are worth exploitation.
Go as far as you
like in praising the story, its humorous and
nathetic appeal, and advertise the film as Colleen "Moore's best vehicle up-to-date.

PAINTED PEOPLE.

First National PhoAuthor, Richard Connell.
DirecClarence Badger.
Length, 6,897 Feet.

toplay.
tor,

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
EUie Byrne

Moore
Ben Lyon
Charlotte Merriam
Colleen

Don Lane
Stephanie Parish
Preston Button

Tom
;/

Mrs.

Joseph Striker

Byrne
Lane
Byrne

Charles Murray
Russell Simpson

Mary Alden
Sam De Grasse

Henry Parrish
Byrne and Don

Ellii;

Lane, living in the poor
section of a factory town, have social aspirations
Determined to make good, Don becomes a playwright, Elhe an actress.
Sh; succeeds in a play
written by Don.
They return to the home town
where Ellie accepts a proposal from Preston Dutton
of the society set, and Don wins Stephanie
Parish
for his fiancee.
Disoov)^ring that Preston is only
attracted by her supposed earn'ng capacity, Ellie
breaks with him.
Don severs his engagement with
Stephanie and marries Ellie.

By George

T.

Pardy

you see her as a young lady the transiwomanhood hasn't any unconvincing
There is just the touch of dignity
which comes with advancing years, a true-totion to
angles.
life

in the

PLAYS GALLANT COWBOY
Damon and Pythias TKeme in Fox's

liable

to

make

asset.

Latest Picture of the West

NOT A DRUM WAS HEARD.

feature a reexhibitor, what-

this

No

ever class of trade he caters to, is likely to
regret booking "Painted People."
In the beginning of the picture we see the
"Swamp Angels," junior ball-team of a factory town in full action, with the tom-boy
little heroine aUernately catching, scrapping
or sliding to base with wild-cat ability. The
early reels bubble over with clean crisp humor, and an occasional hint of pathos, as
the story of the girl who wants to become a
lady and her shy, yet ambitious boy friend is
cleverly developed.
Their disastrous debut at the party given by
the wealthy younger set, clad in garments of
ancient vintage, which, with an old book of
etiquette for guidance, they fondly imagine
to be strictly up-to-date
excites almost as
much sympathy as laughter.
riot of mirth
is engendered, but the shattering of their social
hopes means black tragedy for Ellie and Don
and one can't help pitying them.
It is this judicious mingling' of comedy and
gravity which makes the film so thoroughly
enjoyable.
Director Clarence Badger keeps

A

the action swaying between tears and laughter.
Even in the big scene where Don thrashes

traducer before a fashionable gatherthere arc comic interludes fitting neatly
into the continuity and the sunshine of a
smile pervades the sentiment of the climax.
Where this storv differs refreshingly from
most boy and girl screen romances is, that
for the greater part of the narrative they remain merelv sincere, honest pals, quite unaware that there is a suspicion of sentimental
hire about their attachment.
Until both their
prospective matrimonial alliances have been
wrecked in a storm of deception, they do not
discover that they are really in love with
each other.
Much of the credit for the trenchant human interest appeal possessed by "Painted
People" is due the extraordinarilv clever performance of the star. There is no exa^p-eration in stating that, with many other b'-ill'ant
screen succes.ses adorning her record. Colleen
Moore has never appeared to such advantasre
as in the character of Ellie Bvrne.
At the
outs^'t she looks a. id acts precisely as you
would pxnect 3 fifteen yea*- old kid to do,
there isn't a suggestion of maturitv about
Ellie's

ing,

she

—

and what an impishly charming

girl

is

And

Ellie seems to

grow up

*

*

^

NOT FOR CRITICAL PATRONS
'Printers DeviV

gram

THE

May

Suit

Where Pro-

Frequently Changed
PRINTER'S' DEVIL. Warner BrothIs

ers Photoplay.
Author, Julien Jos'epksoM
Director, William Beaudine. Length, 5,500
Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Brick Hubbard
Sidney Fletcher
Vivian Gates
Kirk
Ira Gates
Alec Snerry

Wesley Barry
Harry Myers
Katherine McGuire
Louis King
George Pearce

Ray Cannon
Mary Halter

Ru? Quimby
Chet
Brick

Harry Rottenburg

Hubbard,

printer's

devil,

induc!;s

Sidney

T etcher to buy The Gazette.
An editorial by
Fletcher arouses the wrath of banker Gates
with
whose daughter, Vivian, Sidney is in Jove
The
bank ,s robbed and Sidney suspected.
Through
Bricks efforts the real criminals are arrested
and
^:aney wins Vivian.
'

•

so naturally.

Fo.r

Phn-

Ben Ames Williams, Author.

fofilay.

DiLength, 4,823

rrcted bv William Wellman.
Fccf.

Charles Jones

Betty Bouton

Frank Camneau

Banker Rand
Tames Ross

The

Rhody Hathaway
AI Fremont

Sheriff

Bud Lounel

William

Scott

.Micky McBain

Jack Loupel, Jr

Mills and Bud T^oupel are partners ; thev
the ranch together: r'?vcue each other from alcertain death
and finally fall in love with
Tiiid is the I'irky one.
lean Rnss.
Married life starts
m a bnni^pl'^w .Tco'ii'-ed on the inst^llt^ent itlan

Tack

ride

most

;

one l^qn'-e'- Rand, who courted Tean also.
Bud is paying filler at Rand's bank. He falls into
the tran oe* 'iv R,->nd and stea's.
T.nrk l^ears of it.
stages a ho'diin to -cover the shortage and tries to
assume all blame, but Jack who has been mortally
vonndpH iii^ the mix-up exonerates h's frJend just
before he dies.
from

By Marguerite

T

IFE
this

A.

Brumell

West is the dominant note in
drama, with the almost fanatic

of the
film

friendship of the two cowbovs nlayed up
strongly. The film should furnish fair entertainment as a program picture for that reason, and it is fast moving and exciting enough
to hold the interest throughout.
What connection the plot has with the title
is a deep, dark mystery, unless it has refer-

ence to some

cowboy vernacular.

won't matter to your audience, though,
if you stress the fact that it is a Western,
combining the fascination of the great outIt

doors, love and true friendship.
If you have already shown "Hoodman
Blind" your house is sure to jump at the
chance to see that superbly villainous character,

Frank Campeau.

—

He

seems always to

the same part the old Romeo who
doesn't put anything over on the self-sufficient
Instead of hating
voung woman of today.
and hissing him as we should, we feel more
i^-clined to thank our lucky stars when we
see him in any picture. You're sure of a good

play

performance.
Charles Jones,

the hero, looks the part.
sure to win the admiration and sympathy of his audience from the first.
The comedy note is not neglected, and
ruriously enough the rascally banker. Rand,
furnishes most of it in his crude attempts
in the absolutely blank exat lovemaking
pression with which he meets rebuflf, and after
the ducking Jack Mills gives him his way of

He

is

—

;

rage.
Betty Bouton is very pretty and her oerformance is satisfactory as are the other characterizations.
Certainly it need not be said that the lobby
registerinfl* ineffectual

By George

T.

Paroy

tN

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jack Mills
.lean Ross

;

her

A

.TONES

comedy-drama!
Fine
photography, excellent direction, the inimitable pantomine of Colleen Moore and
clean-cut, well-balanced work of her assocombine
box office

'

_

A DELIGHTFUL

ciates,

display should play up the western atmosphere, with guns, cowboy outfits and whatnot.
contest for essays submitted by school
children on "Friendship," vvith free tickets as
awards for the winning essays ought to be
easily arranged.

J-

Houses where a frequent change of
program occurs "The Printer's Devil"

may just "get by." It is not the sort of
picture likely to appeal favorably to critical movie fans.
The old gag of the smalltown paper owner who makes
selling his

sheet

to

innocent

a living

by

purchasers

and resuming control when they go broke,
IS introduced, and from
then on the story
travels along a familiar

trail.

The melodramatic

incident is supplied by
a couple of yeggs, who are finally brought
to justice by the boy hero, but it isn't particularly convincing, there is a more or
less interesting love romance between
Sidney Fletcher, the young chap whom Brick

persuades to invest

erty— The

in

that doubtful prop-

Gazette,

and
the
banker's,
some amusing comedy of

daughter, and
the slap-stick order.

The

picture will probably
hit with juvenile

make

its

most

effective

patrons, with"
a screen favorite.
In this connection it may be said that
Barry has reached the "hobbledehoy" age,
where it is no easy task to procure suitable roles for him. As a kid actor, he was
"cute," but as a rapidly growing lad, he
has lost much of his magnetism. Still, the
part of Brick Hubbard fits him about as
well as anything that could be. selected for
the display of his talents, and if "The.
Printer's Devil" flops a bit here and there,
it
must be attributed rather to the weakness of the narrative than any deficiency,

whom Wesley

in

Wesley's

Barry

is still

art.

Harry Myers, the Sidney Fletcher

of the
production, labor<; sturdily to keep the action going, and he and the star betweenthem are responsible for wh^te^^er interest
is inject'^d into the film.
Katherine Mc^
Guire. victor in a recent beautv contest for
screen aspirants, is a charming heroine
and the small-town types are true to life.
Director William Beaudine has done the
be=t he could -with flimsy material, and in
point of local color and details concerning
the trials and tribulations of which attend,
the editing of a h'ttle country paper the
film
scores
heavilv.
The nhotography.
throup'hniit

is

of .superior nualitv.

Exnloiting the star is your pnncinal resource when billing "Thp Printer's Devi',"
Don't pfom'se too much as rep-ards thp
story.
is
a
limit.

In

localities

drawing

card,

where Wesley Barry
play him, up to the,
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
NO 'OLD

STUFF' IN
THIS DIVORCE FILM

Unexpected Situations Result in High
Degree of Suspense, Not Lacking
in Popular Appeal for All

YESTERDAY'S WIFE.

fail to call the attention of your women patrons to the up-to-date fashions, as both Irene
Rich and Eileen Percy appear in elaborate
creations of the modiste's art.
Feature the
actresses in question and mention the names
of Lewis Dayton, Philo McCulIough and Josephine Crowell as prominent members of the

*

Photoplay. Released by C. B. C. Author,
Evelyn Campbell. Director, E. J. Le Saint.
Length, 5,847 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Irene Rich
Eileen Percy

Sophia
Mrs. Harbours
Gilbert

Williams
Josephine Crowell
Lewis Dayton
Lottie

Armes

Victor Fleming
Joe Coombs

Philo

By George

A GOOD

T.

Pardy

of sufficiently
high-class caliber to meet the requirements
of large theatres and possessing a popular
appeal which should guarantee its success at
the smaller houses

Thanks
operation

office attraction

to clever direction and faithful coby the players, this picture offers

excellent entertainment for adults, and feminine patrons in particular will respond favorably to its artistic charm and lure of heart
There are many sidelights thrown
interest.
upon the divorce problem, a subject constantly
to the fore in the daily press and of which
the public in general never seems to tire of
discussing.
note of near-tragedy is struck
when hero and heroine part through mutual
misunderstanding, and, taken on the whole, it
may be said that few domestic dramas have
been screened with such virile force and sympathetic power as that set forth in "Yesterday's Wife."
There is usually a somewhat monotonous
resemblance between picture plots dealing with
divorce and its consequences, but in the present
case no spectator is likely to utter the complaint of "old stuff," for the narrative winds
and slides into all kinds of unexpected situations, its track is hard to anticipate, and
the result is a high degree of suspense, artfully developed and skillfully maintained to
Another important interesting
the close.
factor is the contrast obtained between the
forsaken wife and her shallow-brained successor, a study in opposing types of womanhood which stands out in bold relief as one
of the film's best dramatic assets.
There are many handsome settings. An atmosphere of I'lxury pervades the greater part
of the story thrills are not lacking, and the
action moves at a lively pace throughout the
The photography includes
entire seven reels.
a variety of beautiful interiors, some excellent
close-ups of the principals, long shots galore
of charming country and suburban scenery,
with woods and water views in rich profusion.
Irene Rich plays the role of the deserted
wife with such quiet dignity and pathetic
sincerity that she wins and holds one's symnathy to the end, and when the long-suffering
Megan scores a marital victory at the finish,
everv one is pleased.
Eileen Percv gives a capital performance as
the pretty, willful, scatter-brained little telephone girl who figures as Gilbert Arme's second love. That much-married man is cleverly

A

;

portrayed by Lewis Dayton, and well-balanced
support is given the principals by the remainder of the company.
You can exploit this as a real human interest story with dazzling society atmosphere,
exciting situations, a love romance broken by
divorce, but welded together again, and don't

*

Author, Booth Tarkington. DirecAlfred E. Green. Length, 7,264 Feet.

toplay.
tor,

Lois Wilson

Emma Dunn

Mother Malone
J. P. Malone
Captain Clark
Charles Crosby,
Charles Crosby,
Mr. Thomas
Betty Malone

mate

Jack

Charles Stevenson

Sr.

By George

T.

Pardy

story would seem
-L^ complete without child characters aplenty,
and there's a host of interesting kiddies in
this one.
Also, they play an important part
in the molding of events, as it is through
their affection for the sailor hero that the
latter is cleared of the accusation of drunkenness and wins back his sweetheart's good
opinion.
Yet Mr. Tarkington's- first attempt to write
an original tale for the screen, while not
exactly a blank failure, cannot be frankly
listed as a brilliant success.
"Pied Piper Malone" is mild and harmless entertainment,
which, with Thomas Meighan's prestige to
back it, will probably score a resnectable box
office average in most theatres.
Children are
pretty sure to like it. and the sentimental
lure of marine;- Jack Malone's mishaps and
subsequent good fortune will please many
adults.

But

it

isn't

a

phenomenal picture by any

means, nor altogether worthy of the

star's

Due

to the latter's energetic work
in the leading role, loval support bv the other
plavers and Alfred E. Green's skilled directorial craft, the film holds its own without
"flopning," and on one occasion at least puts
a bully spectacular thrill over.
This occurs in the storm at sea, when the
good shin Laneland p^ets in serious difficulties
and finally sinks.
There's no fault to find
with the way that particular scene has been
handled.
It registers the very spirit of Old
Ocean in a frantic fury, is simply loaded with
suspense and keeos the onlookers on an edge
of nervous anticipation.
For tlie rest, the love romance of Jack and
talents.

Pattv

tor,

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Thomas

Jacqueline

Jerry Malone

Sam Barton
Henry Van

the

lyrO Booth Tarkington

Paramount Pho-

DirecAuthor, Byron Morgan.
George Mclford. Length, 5,770 Feet.

to plav.

Malone and Charles Crosby, second

steamer Langland, are in love with
Patty Thomas of Oldport.
Crosby gets drunk on
duty and Jack is promoted in hisi place by Captain
Clark.
Th/e Langland sinks in a storm, the crew
escaping in the boats.
Crosby reaches Oldport
and accuses the captain and Jack of being
first
ntoxicated and causing the disaster.
All the town
folk, including Patty, believe him.
But in tjie end
Malone's name is cleared by the children of the
town, to whom he is known as "The Pied Piper,"
and he wins Patty.
of

FLAMING BARRIERS.

George Fawcett
Cyril R'ng
Claude Brook
Joe Burke
Peaches Jackson

Jr

*

'Flaming Barriers,' Starting Slowly,
Gains Speed and Attains Tense
Melodramatic Climax

Thomas Meighan

Jaek Malone
Patty Thomas

*

FOREST FIRE SCENES THRILL

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Sailor

box

The star and author are your best exploitation opportunities.
Booth Tarkington's fame
as a fiction writer, and Meighan's reputation
with the movie fans ought to score in an advertising campaign.

'Pied Piper Malone's' Best Asset Is in
Star's Excellent Acting
PIED PIPER MALONE. Paramount Pho-

William 5cott

c

*

*

MILDLY ENTERTAINING

IS

McCulIough

A divorce decree parts Gilbert and Megan Armes.
She becomes companion to an old lady.
Gilbert
weds Viola, who is frivolous and a flirt. Megan
and her former husband nU;et years later at a fashionable resort. They are still in love with each
other.
Viola is drowned in a boating accident.
Gilbert and Megan re-marry.

lone with more interest than could possibly
be aroused by a less experienced master of
screen art. Lois Wilson is a charming heroine and George Fawcett, as Captain Clark, a
fine specimen of an old sea dog.
Cyril Ring
plays the villain in capable style, and the
support is adequate.
Good photography distinguishes the production.

supporting cast.

Columbia Pictures

Megan Daye
Viola Armes

{Continued)

Sickle

Malone

Patrick

Joseph Pickens
Bill O'Halloran

Mayor

Steers

•.

Logan

Antonio Moreno
Walter Hiers
Charles Ogle
Robert McKim
Luke Cosgrove
Warren Rogers

Joseph Pickens, leading citizen of Burbridga, plans
to control the invention of a fast motor fire truck,
which old Patrick Malone is exploiting. Pickens also
Young Sam Barton
covets Pat's daughter, Jerry
comes to Malone's machine shop as efficiency man.
He falls in love with Jerry and after many adventures, he and the girl drive the truck through the
flames

town

The
a forest fire threatens Burbridge.
saved, Malone's invention brings him riches,
defeated and Sam wins Jerry.
is

when

is

Pickens

By George

T. Pardy

earlier stages this picture can hardly
be rated above the average program film, as
the action moves at a leisurely pace, while

IN

its

the initial episodes of a romance between Sam
Barton and Jerry Malone are developing, but
once the forest fire, which provides the story's
principal theme, begins it crashes into high-

speed and puts over one melodramatic thrill
after another. This whirlwind finish and the
incidents immediately preceeding it, save the
feature from a mediocre box office rating, and
as it stands it can be listed as furnishing a
fair brand of entertainment.

The movements

of the villain, a commercial

plotter known as Pickens, average dangerously
Few adults can
close on burlesque at times.
be expected to take him seriously, although
In fact, the picture as
juvenile patrons may.
a drawing card may be expected to find its
best market in localities where strictly spectacular films have the strongest appeal.

Once the forest becomes enveloped in clouds
of smoke and flames, exciting events come
thick and fast in a manner warranted to make
the most blase spectator sit up and ^ake noThe aeropfane stuff, t^e gasoline tank,
tice.
v^ith its deadly load, creeping through gu^ts
of fire, the dash of the motor truck to save
the burning bridge and incidentally, the lives
of the odd hundred refugees trapped behind
it, are all magnificently screened and register
suspense to the steenth degree.
There is a rattling good scrap between Barton and Phillips, in which the heroine comes
to her lover's aid with a gun in true serial
style, and some timely comedy relief, furnished bv Wah'^r Hiers, in the role of a
Some of the subfussy efficiency agent.
are distmctly funny and touches^ of
titles
small-town humor enliven the proceedings

progresses through smooth and
rough waters and back aeain to dear sailinar.
The evidence upon which the law-abiding town authorities decide that the hern anH
his cantain belonsr to the souse brigade and
order them out of the burs- is rather thin, and
it
doesn't speak highly for the intelhVence
nf the adult ponulation, Malone's sweetheart

here and there.

included, that the kids, whose testimonial to
their favorite clears him. are the <nnlv individuals with keen enough mental perception
to discover the truth.
Mr. Meighan's cheerful smile and magnetic
personality invest the character of Jack Ma-

Exnloit the nicture's spectacular appeal,
playing up the forest fire and its consequent
thrills, the admirable photography and meloJacqueline Logan, Antonio
dramatic thrills.
Moreno, Walter Hiers and Charles Ogle are
all names worth advertising heavily.
.

February
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
PERSONAL ELEMENT
LURES IN 'INNOCENCE'
Circumstantial Evidence Theme
Film Starring Anna Nilsson
Fascinating for Fans

INNOCENCE.

of

Columbia Pictures Photoplay.
Author, Lewis Atlen

Browne.

Director,
Length, 5,920 Feet.

Edward

J.

Le

victim of false appearances and clears herself
through sheer feminine wit and daring, ine
picture has an especially powerful appeal for
lemmine fans, and its title wui draw them,
f raise the sterling work of the cast and feature Anna Q. Nilsson figuring in one of

her best roies, as that well
large circle ot admirers.

Released by C. D. C.

Saint.

*

Anna

Leslie

Don Hampton

WiUiam

CoUmgwood

Scott

Wilfred Lucas
Earl Foxe

Atkins

Fay Leslie, actress, weds Don Hampton, wealthy
society man.
Hampton is jealous of Paul Atkins
a/ctor friend of Fay's.
Paul is convicted of a robbery of which he is innocent, escapes and is a.ded
by Fay.
Don bdieves her faithless and employs
a lawyer to obtain a divorce.
Fay visits the attorney and by her clever acting convinces him tliat
she is guiltless and circumstantial evidence should
not be credited.
Paul finally clears her name.
Husband and wife are reconciled.

By George

C HOWMEN

T.

Pardy

general are likely to find
•^"Innocence" a good paying attraction. It
possesses a rather enticing title, to begin
with, and the story is developed along lines
that have always had a certain fascination
for the majority of screen patrons. The average person, man or woman is usually fascinated by a study of the power of circumstantial evidence to convict a perfectly
guiltless
victim, because the reflection naturally occurs

—"Why,

that

in

might happen

to'

me!"

the personal touch that wins, when
the present instance.
Circumstantial evidence has furnished many a plot
for the silent drama and in all human probability will furnish thousands more, yet people never grow tired of speculating over apparent proofs of guilt in the pictures, if the
It's

conveyed as

m

plausible.
And "Innocence" outdoes
contemporaried in the "guilty or not
guilty" line, by an amazing twist towards the
last which builds up a most surprising finish.
stuff

all

is

its

That is when Fay Leslie in desperation plays
a trump card in the game. Her husband believes her faithless, because of compromising
appearances.
So she pays a visit to his lawyer, entraps that astonished man into a position which threatens to compromise him as
seriously as Fay herself was previously involved and calls his atention to the fact
that the suspicious husband is near at hand.
Naturally the lawyer wilts and admits that
she has proved her case.
This is an especially strong scene, played with tremendous
force and earnestness by Anna Nilsson and
"gets over" splendidly.
The other man in the case, as innocent of
wrong-doing as the heroine, is Paul Atkins;
a role enacted with sincerity and quiet appeal
by Earl Foxe. Atkins also comes in for a
good deal of sympathy, as does the husband,
although the latter rather irritates you by his
bullheaded proneness to believe the worst on
shaky grounds.
Freeman Wood plays the
watchful hubby and gives an excellent performance. The star is at her best and registers
the variable moods of Fay Leslie with verand charm.
Paul Atkin's escape from the prison gang
calls for a speedy burst of action, which includes a red-hot scrap between the fleeing
prisoner and train-hands, a daring jump from
a high trestle and spectacular dive into a
satility

swiftly flowing river, all of which is suffiThe cabaret scenes are col-

ciently thrilling.
orful, there are

some handsome

star has a

interiors with

elaborate settings, the long shots are skillfully
filmed and clear lighting prevails.
Make your patrons understand that the story
deals with the effect of mistaken impressions
on a husband's mind; that a woman is the

CASTING

UP TO AVERAGE

'Alimony' Offers a Novel Plot Twist

But Atmosphere Seems
and Unreal

Stilted

ALIMONY.

F. B. O. Photoplay.
Author,
Director, James W. Home.
Length, 6,917 Feet.

*

CAST AND SYNOl'SIS
Marion Mason

Universal Serial.

Author, Courtney Riley Cooper. Director,
William Duncan. Episodes, Fifteen. Featuring Duncan and Edith Johnson.

Grace Darmond

Jimmy Mason
Gloria!
Philip

and Thrills

THE FAST EXPRESS.

IS

A. T. Locke.

Nilsson

Freeman Wood
Marion Harlan

Chorus Girl
PubUcity Agent
Paul

of Stunts
Q.

*

Known

'THE FAST EXPRESS' THRILLS
Railroad Serial Has Unusual Number

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Fay

{Continued)

Warner

DuBois

Ruoy

Coburn
Beity Coburn

Wm.

A.

fjaxier
Miller
Ca.roil

Jackie Saunders
C-yde
moie
Heiscnal Maya.l
Alton iir^^wn

Granville
^lai^e

"^^y

Jimmy Mason, inventor, and his wiie Mar on are
iieea^ circumstances.
While he is ill she sells his
patent to Oranv.Ue, wealthy oil man.
Uianvi e
covets Marion and separates her iron
Jimmy w ui
the aid of Gloria DuBoisi
J.mniy goes brokj al'ier
Marion demands and gets a huye alimony auuwance.
With the money thus ouiamed sue reestablishes Jimmy s fortunes, tliey arc
remarried and
tace a happy futur'e together.

in

By Len Morgan

UNIVERSAL

leaves

out no

thrills

in

its

"The f'ast iLxpress, featuring
ihe
William Duncan and Edith Johnson.
story is thrill overlapping thriu, from a train
wreck to the innumerable hairoreadth escapes
that fail to the lot of the hero and heroine.

new

serial

i he story concerns a branch railroad in the
West, the Summit Airline, which is used as
a short-cut lor transcontinental trains, and
the efforts ot the president to keep the road
in operation against a gang ot crooKs who try
disrepute and force it
to place the road
to the wall.
tor that large class of people who like
serials with thrills and all the trimmm s,

m

"The Fast Express" should go over

big.

it

has all the earmarks of the usual serial with
a few added attractions thrown in. The railroad theme gives ample opportunity to inject
action and melodramatics.

A

train wreck is one of the highlights of
work train is sent over an
the picture.
embankment into the river, due to a washThe wreck, however, is
out of the bridge.
but one of the many thrills that will appeal
to those who crave excitement.
William Duncan is a very busy person.
In practically every scene he is called upon to
exhibit his pugilistic ability, which he does
with entire satisfaction. His aim with chairs
is excellent and when he meets his enemies
face to face trouble starts.
Edith Johnson, as a telegraph operator at
Hazeline, finds life anything but dull in the
little
wayside station.
She figures in excitement every minute and seems to thrive on
it.
She is called upon to perform many acts
that require iron nerve and she comes through
each ordeal with flying colors.
The cast in "The Fast Express" is made
up of husky males who are able to withstand

A

In
the withering blows of William Duncan.
the parlance of the prize ring, he does not
"pull his punches," and neither is he spared
by the battlers.
He wades in where angels
fear to tread.

The picture,
many things for

like

most

serials,

sacrifices

the sake of action, but what
picture lacks in artistic detail, it makes
up in thrills and stunts. The demand of followers of serials, as a rule, clamor for action
the

above everything else, and an effort has been
made by Universal to supply the demand.
"The Fast Express" should give the most
rabid, serial fan a thrill.
This picture should prove a winner for the
exhibitor who is familiar with his audience
and knows when serials are in demand. The
chapters are broken in such a manner as to
leave the audience in unusual suspense, and
should act as an incentive to keep up interest.
William Duncan and Edith Johnson are
well known for their work in serials and their
work in the four chapters seen above the
average.
The only footage of the film in
which there is no action is in the captions,
and that's saying nothing against the captions,

either.

By George
.'T'HIS

^

slow

picture

gets

T.
off

Pardy
to

a

but once it hits
provides average entertainment.
ered as a program attraction it
start,

satisfactory box office results in
borhood and smaller theatres.

The

picture's chief fault lies in

artificial

to

life.

atmosphere.

It doesn't

At the outset one

somewhat
its

stride

Considmay bring
the neighits stilted,

ring true

given the
impression of a perfect understanding existing between Jimmy Mason and his wife,
to whom he is apparently devoted.
When
is

the husband falls so easi'ly to the wiles of
the adventuress, Gloria Du Bois, there is no
escaping a sense of unreality in the entire
proceedings, for the spectator's pre-conceived notion of Jimmy is that of a chap of
altogether different calibre.

Much

of the plot material is stereotyped,
idea of a wife demanding and receiving alim.ony for the purpose of reestablishing martial
relations
vi'ith
the
rnan who has forsaken her for another, is
distinctly original even if rather improbable.
Anyhow, it serves the director handily in the way of arousing a lot of sympathy for the heroine, whose loyalty under
the
circumstances is touching, though
but the

hardly discreet.
Director Horne does his best work in
the production in its latter stages, where
he weaves together the sensational situations which finally result in a reunion of
the parted couple. There is a good deal of
brisk action and emotional urge here and
the climax, showing the wife's victory over
the siren, will please most folks, especially
the members of the feminine contingent.

Grace Darmond is exceedingly winsome
and pathetically impressive in the role of
Marion Mason. Warner Baxter gains approval by his earnest portrayal of the

somewhat disagreeable part

of Jimmy MaMiller shines brilliantly as the
much-too-merry widow who captivates and
son.

Ruby

temporarily annexes Marion's weak hubby,
and the support is adequate.

The photography includes a number of
pretty exteriors, pleasing long shots, handsome interiors, and effective lighting prevails.
There are many fine closeups of the
principals and deep sets are skillfully utilized
with very artistic results.
The titl'^ possesses a sensational ring and
should prove of value in exploiting the feature.
You can stress the unusual idea
of a wife insisting on a large separation allowance, because she intends to use the
money to win back her husband, and play
up the names of Grace Darmond and War^
ner Baxter in the leading roles.
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The 'Bi^ Little
Short Subject Press Books
Feature Picture Lines

pXPLOITING

the short subject

is

Two More Will Nigh Miniatures

On
Comedies As Important As
Comics to Newspapers
fUST as important as is the

just as

important as exploiting the feature. Exhibitors are gradually coming to realize that
the short subject often saves the show and
that the question of exploitation in connection
with the Big Little Feature is becoming more
important all the time as a result.
Many
exhibitors exploit a good short subject just
a;S
though it were a feature.
And it has
brought business.
Producers of short subjects are ready to
help in their exploitation just as the producer of. features.
Last week an outline of
the poster service supplied by short subject
producers was given in this column. These
producers also supply valuable press books
to help the exhibitor put this part of his

program and

so the whole

show

paper, equally important is the
comedy film in the picture
house," is the statement contained
in a letter from Mr. Harold Kessler,
ics,

A

editor of Toledo
to the Christie

Town TopFilm Com-

pany.
"In the newspaper business, we
pick those features for our readers which experience has taught
It
us hold the widest appeal.
seems that the motion picture
houses might well follow this example in building their programs. I think it's pretty well established that people go outside
and talk about the comedy, often
with more enthusiasm than they
discuss the 'super feature' which
may or may not be good."

over.

Educational supplies a four page press sheet
with every two-reel comedy and for special
subjects.
Their idea in press books is to
be of service without being elaborate and so
increasing expense.
Educational press books
have become more or less standardized both
as to contents and make-up, the most satisfactory plan having been adopted after experiment.
The Educational press book gives a synopsis of the subject, an editorial selling the
short subject to the exhibitor, different angles
to use in selling the subject to the public, a
cut of the star, a scene cut from the picture,
a small ad cut, three or four stories, some
snappy readers and paragraphs for the program. Mats are supplied free.
Pathe, on serials gets out a campaign book.
press sheet is supplied with all two reelers
and single reelers. Exploitation suggestions,
ad displays, publicity stories, illustrations
posters, lobby stills, cuts and mats are all
part of the service rendered.
On every new
short subject series a broadside is issued.
The exhibitor is given the fullest opportunity to tie up with all this available material
and make the Big Little Feature a tangible

box

*^ 'funny page' of the daily news-

New

Billy Sullivan Series

For Universal
Universal is to produce a new series of short
subjects, with Billy Sullivan, called "The Information Kid."
Edward Laemmle will direct.
The present schedules of the three serial units headed by William Desmond and

Sedgwick, Margaret Morris and Luand William Duncan and Edith
Johnson will be maintained. A full schedule of one reel comedies is on the cards for
Slim Summerville and Neely Edwards.
Eileen

cien Albertini

office asset.

up to the exhibitor to sell the whole
to the public.
These short subject
press books are produced with the same kind
of careful thought and experience that goes
into the making of press books for feature

program

EXHIBITORS CAMPAIGN BOOK

the

same

lines as

subjects, to be

made along

"Among

the Missing," will
Nigh and will present

be directed by Will
The same
different casts in each instance.
condensation of dramatic interest and lightning-like denouement that made "Among the
Missing" a remarkable achievement in the
field of the Big Little Feature that drew spe-

mention from this department, will again
be embodied in the two additional numbers of
the Pathe series of Will Nigh Miniatures.

cial

Special campaign features have already been
prepared by the Pathe exploitation department
to aid the exhibitor in successfully launching "Among the Missing,' which will be made
available on February 17. Special service features are also being perfected for the two
numbers that will follow this initial release.

Kinograms Films Broadcasting
The current
tional's

news

Gets Publicity

of Kinograms, Educawhich contains a compreof scenes showing the complete
issue

reel,

hensive series
operation of radio broadcasting, has resulted
in publicity which will be of great value to the
exhibitors throughout the country and particularly to the theatre owners in and about
Chicago.

The

pictures were taken at radio station
situated in the Edgewater Beach
Hotel, Chicago, and so pleased were the operators of this station that they have been
broadcasting nightly a description of the picThe issue ol
tures, mentioning Kinograms.
Kinograms reached screens in Chicago Sunday, January 20, and the station then announced the theatres where the interesting

WJAZ,

pictures could be seen.

WJAJ

is

one of the most powerful

sta-

his respects at the
purely a social one.

Century Film Corporation reports that three
new stories have been purchased for use by
Jack Earle and Harry McCoy, Pal the dog.
and Century Follies Girls.
The story that will be made into an Earle-

McCoy comedy

in N. Y.

New York

Warren Roane, general manager of the Hal
Roach Studios arrived, in New York aboard
the Twentieth Century Limited on Wednesday,
visit is

of three.

The forthcoming

Short Subjects

pETBCnVE

The

series

Century Buys Three Stories for

Edgar O. Brooks, serial sales manager for
the Pathe organization, left on Sunday, February 3 on an extensive tour of the Pathe
branch offices in the Middle West.
His
itinerary includes Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee. Indianapolis and Pittsburgh.

office.

Nigh Miniature, "Among the Miss-

comes the news that Pathe will undoubtedly release two more of these powerful
single-reel "punch" dramas, to be sold in a
ing,"

times been heard by the MacMillan expedition
in the Arctic circles.

Pathe Serial Manager Leaving
On Extended Tour

January 30 and paid

that Pathe has acquired for release

tions in the country, holding a record of transThey have several
mission of 7,300 miles.

Use them.

Warren Roane Arrives

ment
the Will

And

It is

pictures.

to be Released by Pathe
"FOLLOWING closely upon the announce-

the

is

work

BUDDY MESSINGER

The Pal comedy

will be made from a short
Frank Mortimer Finn, formerly on The Morning Filmograph in Holly-

skeleton story by

wood.

The

story

is

now going through

necessary procedure to take

eighteen two reelers. Work on the first picture in the series will start in about a week.

Rich,

morist.

Pathe

Wesley Barrv In Two Reelers
A company known as Krellrock Productions
has signed Wesley Barry to star m a series of

of Allen

and California columnist and hu-

BUDDY
The cover
of

star,

a

THRILLED!

of this campaign book issued by UniBuddy Messinger, a Century Comhas all the attractiveness and interest
It has a
popular magazine for the public.
Saturday Evening Post touch.

versal to exploit

edy

IS

life

the
as a script.

The Century Follies Girls story was purchased from the faculty of a New En.gland
high school, whose identity cannot be disclosed as yet. The story is based on a school
musicale given by students, under the title of
"Girlies and Girlies

"

—
February

9,
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or—Universal

'Hats

Press Sheet for "Smithy"

Press Sheet on

Western

of the First Series of Stan Laurel Two-Reel Mirtli Provokers

Fifth

:

2

Pete Morrison

Reels

A

an ordinary Western. Pete

in

"Taking a Chance"

arrives at Cactus Center and is razzed by tl;e
cowpunchers for his dudish outfit. He tells
Molly, one of the kidders, that he'll make
her like him and his clothes. Arriving at a
party at Molly's, he hears her brother being
threatened by a card sharp to obtain some
money or suffer the consequences. Pete kidnaps Molly from the dance, pursued by the

cowboys and

Exploitarion Ideas

her he

tells

is

going

Grantland Rice "Sportlight"

Fourth of a Series of One-Reel Views of Sports and Champions

marry

to

her next day.

Pete exposes the card sharper, saves Molly's
brother and finally wins her hand.

'Here and There'-*-Educational

USE THESE CATCHMHES

and slapstick

(lags

2

Reels

Bowes and Virginia Vance
do a lot to make this a live one. The action
opens with our hero so hungry he pawns
Sid Smith, Cliff

StanLoa
Palhw

his overcoat to buy a meal and then tries
to get it back by stealing all the cutlery in the
restaurant. With this as a starter, the action
develops along the best approved slapstick

is
STAN LAUREL IDEAS
Exploiting a short subject jusit as though it were
a feature is the idea underlying the Pathe press
books on the Big Little Features issued by them.
This is a page from a press book on one of the
well-known series of Stan Laurel two reel comedies.

A SINGLE REEL FEATURE

lines.

Many

of the titles are clever and do mucli
lo brighten the comedy.

shop

'Keep Going'

fun

2

An "Our Gang

comedy

reels

well up
with the best of these and that's saying something as these comedies have set a high standard for two reel entertainment. The kids in
the "gang" are all appealing and funny.
In "Big Business," the kid comedians are
shown running a modern barber shop. Mickey
Daniels appears as the pampered child of
wealth with an abundance of golden curls.
Mickey loses the curls though when he is
enticed into the barber shop by the snappy
cashier.
Whereupon he becomes a regular
fellow, licks the bully of the gang and becomes head barber.

Entertaining

comedy

'

throughout

that

is

some

with

fine

Slapstick

com,edy

Facfc'

action of this
takgs place in a boy
lot of fast actioii
is registered as a result of' a feud between a great big bully and
our- hero, a little shaver.
These kid comedies are apt to go well most
anywhere. For besides being fun they have
a strong human interest appeal.
The boys
used in this one are good. The story provides
plenty of movement and interest.
*

"The.

'mEFRONTIER

Frontier

Podge'-

The Chronicles

1

them.

is

what they want

It certainly is

ie

America

of

See
of King's Mountain!

The

t.

in

Rccb

lavile the D.

A. R.

Appeal to

l

:

'Animal Athletes'
tvttj Mayor

Bootter

BrowlcMt

the

Hcnid*

Two Good Contote

Uiben and Poctcn
T<U PUr D«u> to Yak

Reel

stars in this one.
interesting animals
an ele-

phant, a lion, a bear and a ring tailed monkey.
The story has no unusual features and the
comedy on the whole is an average one.
* * *

.\nimals

this

—Universal

Monk

Martin the

Women

at

—Pathe

play

1

reel

Another Grantland Rice "Sportlight" that
deserves a booking anywhere.
The subject
is both entertaining and instructive.
The filming is good.
Action and human interest appeal mark this Big Little Feature, which
shows that the instinct for sport and play is
as deeply rooted in brute life as

it

is

in hu-

mans.

*

SbowitWidiMuik

—Pathe

gxmplay

*

Town'

in Jungle

There are some

DnTOM

*

tricks

Joe

ribk Cherokecs

'Powder and Smoke'^
Comedy

reel

Piper,"

*

Monkey

The tTernendoiu balOc

—

*

l

entertainment
number include
a fantasy in black and
white; "Sealing Wax Stunts," one of the
latest fads
a Popular Science contribution,
"The Sand Trapper," the tale of a bad, bold
insect pirate; and a Pathecolor presentation
"In the Heart of the Tyrol."

diversified
"Pan the

'Down

Old Souihv

it
is a hodge-podge, a mixture
but a very
entertaining one at that.
The Visual Anecdotes of Lyman H. Howe as a pioneer motion picture exhibitor are particularly amusing.
This one reeler makes a bright spot on any

*

education

No. 6 opens with a very
timely number in the form of camera study
(if "The Heart of Mexico," the State of Durange. Other subjects in the collection of this

Reel

program.

and

Yale University Press

A True Drama

Reil

will get
true to its title in that

*

Pathe Review No. 6

Produced by

Special

Title

*

;

Fifth of

Educational
If novelty

Three Reek

Where There Is EXPLOITATION There Are FuU Houses

'Lyman H. Howe's Hodge
See

True Drama of the Old Southwest
In

reel

Pathe Review

Woman"
A

A

*

i

This Aesop Film Fable deserves special
mention as it presents a good subject in an
unusually entertaining way. A football game
attended by all the animals of Jungleland is
shown and a great deal of fun and action is
gotten out of the situation.
This series of
shorts has long ago proven its popularity and
box office power.

Entertainment

The

!

Cartoon comedy

Exploitation Sheet for Exhibitors

STRAND

office.

'Good Old Days'— Pathe

Reels

*

2 Reels

The kids are good
Jack White production
scout summer camp.
mixed up with comedy

2

McCoy

are featured
Earle takes the part
in this Century Comedy.
of an exceptionally elongated traffic cop and
is
Harry's rival for the hand of the girl.
Some of the situations are sure laughs. An
Arctic iceman out of a job on a hot day and
a cross-eyed taxi driver help the comedy
Most of the picture however, is not
along.
above the average.

—Educational

Kid Comedy

the box

for

—Universal

Jack Earle and Harry

situations.

'About

Grantland Rice "Sportlight" is a valuable part
of
any progam and knowing this, Pathe issues
a comprehensive press sheet for each number of the
series as it appears.
By using the valuable ideas
presented the exhibitor will be putting over a punch

—Pathe

'Big Business'Barber

A

1

=H

*

Screen Snapshots No. 11

reel

Qiarlie Chase appears as a salesman of
lightning rods who keeps on getting mixed
up with a gang of Western bandits. There
is a lot of shooting mixed up with a great
deal of plot.
Some of the situations are good
for laughs.
It's a one reel com.edy not above
the average.

*

PUTTING THE SHORTS OVER
A Big Little Feature like Pathe's "Chronicles of
America" will sometimes be the outstanding thing
Certainly, if the value of such
on the program.
a feature ia realized by the exhibitor and he exploits it according to its importance, with the heln
of the excellent press books worked up on each
one, it will mean new life to the box office.

Intimate

The

grlimpses

latest "single reel fan

— C.

B. C.
1

reel

magazine of the

shows Charlie Chaplin boarding a
Douglas Fairbanks to see him off.
Charlie goes to Mae Murray's party where he
enjoys the fun with Mae, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Harold Lloyd and Mildred Davis.
screen"

train with

tlxhihitors
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Forceful Showmanship Urge in Goldwyn's Press Sheets
TJ/OULD

it be illogical to assume that the box-office successes being achieved daily by
the films depicted in this layout are in some measure due to press book urge? Obviously not, for an examination of any of the above discloses that the net result of everything that goes into the respective press sheets purports to do one thing and that is, sell
seats for the exhibitor. No instrument could be expected to do more.
To boot, their
artistic appearance is on a par with their constructive utility.

—

Trade Review

The boy with the Smile Wins

HAL KOACH
Hal

Presents

Stan Latuel
in Two Part Comedies

You don 't have to be told
when a comedian is orood; his
comedies show

it!

End Party", Stan Laurel.
laughs."— Guy C. Sawyer,

'\Veek

Lots

of

Vt.

(Herald)

"Good.
Chester,

"Roughest Africa", "If all the Laurel comedies are as good as this one, he's going to
be a bet. Don't hesitate on these comedies.
They're good." Fred
Holzapfel,
Broad-

—

way

Theatre,

Minneapolis.

"Roughest Africa", "Inmiitably funny. A
humdinger, sparkling with funny burlesque."

—M

P,

News.

"Roughest Africa" "Certaui to bring peals
from any audience." Film Daily

—

of laughter

"Frozen

Hearts"

Laurel

building a reputation for himself."

is

"First

class

burlesque.

—Trade Review.

Keep your

eye on

Stan Laurel

everything a screen
magazine should be

It's

r:

puts **tone" into your

It

as

nothing
It gives

else

show

can do.

the diversity you need;

entertainment

that

appeals

to

everyone; and the high-class informational quality that every-

one with intelligence appreciates.

A

little bit

ingly

of science, interest-

shown;

novelty;

a

superb

little

bit

of

photography;

H OT IC B
BBWAIE OP FILM PIRATEt
.TIm Po^hlit Printa of

J M(

fascinating glimpses of Nature;

and

the

incomparable

all

Pilht rckixi

NEVER SOLD. TM

ri«hi lo

um

an

the

frcfmr

at

lach printi <ui to

PaA*

hlMj

Pathe-

color.
It's

everything a screen maga-

zine should be.

Pafhepicture
TRADE

MARK.

—
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—
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SHOWMANSHIP
Press Books Offer Variety of Direct-Mail Data
This

is

Four

the Third of a Series of

Articles

on the Form and

Content of Letters to be Used With a Mailing List

DISCOVERING

the need of an unone of the rare attributes of executive genius. Supplying
that need efifectively and economically is

want

filled

what makes a great showman.
Very often the thing most urgently
needed lies close at hand, and to the exhibitor looking for material to be used
the press book
direct-mail advertising,
offers an apt illustration.
Getting down to cases, the writer has a
file which purports to contain practicin

recent productions.

to

see

Dear Folks:
Excuse the

As

I

write

goes

it

burnt

to

you

edges

the

that

burned before

SIMMONS

Ever lovely Betty Compson stars in this magnificent production and proves once more that her
acting is as perfect as her face and form.

The

story,

famous

ton's
will

gladly

has

given

carried

is

play, deals with the sacrifices a

woman

make for those she loves. Mr. Morton
a new twist to the subject and one
away by his daring originality.

Don't miss
the

which was adapted from Michael Mor-

Woman

to

Woman!
man

time of even the busiest

Very

truly

It
or

is

well

woith

woman.

yours.

to his memory by visiting the
and see the motion picof his island home, which forms the background for the famous Vitagraph special production,

to

of

the

into

this

letter

envelope.

condition of this letter.
flames are spreading

the

my machine. When I finish I will
hope that it
it out of the window and
I am going
picked up and reaches you.
to make a dash for it but
Suppose you received a letter like the above,
suppose you were trapped in a burning building and just as the last hope seemed to fade
you heard a crash of glass, saw a rubber
coated figure in the window frame and heard
a cheery voice say: "Steady, partner, we'll
Then you were picked
soon be out of here."
around
hurl

is

up and

carried to safety.
appreciate the nobility, the courage, the bravery of the men who daily risk
refer, of
their lives that you may live?
cooirse, to the
(town name) firemen.
are going to pay our respects to these

Would you

We

Wo

firemen when we screen "The Third
on (dates of
at the (theatre name)
showing).
No, it is not a fireman's picture. It is not
propaganda! It's a thrilller of thrillers, a love
story supteme and a romantic feature you'll
never forget.
Of course you'll be there to miss it would
be a misfortune
Yours Very Truly.

brave

Alarm"

—

pay your respects
Theatre on

tures

•'The Man From Brodney's," with
gan, Alice Calhoun, Miss DuPont,

J.

Warren

Kerri-

Wanda Hawley,
Pat O'Malley and Kathleen Key.
Trusting you will see fit to fulfill these stipulations, we beg to remain
Faithfully your most obedient servants,
SIR JOHN
& CO.,
Per Holling&worth Chase.
To The Heirs of
John Skaggs, Esq.

BRODNEY

For conveying the atmosphere of a
picture, and thus stimulating the interest of the reader by endowing him
with the desire to see what his senses
have in part experienced.
Lee Bradford's sheet on "Adventures in the Far
North" succeeds admirably with this

From

choose at randoiri several numbers
just to show that even a cursory selection will bring a profitable reward in
the matter of pithy, novel, strong
selling copy, for each respective picFollowing this plan, we pick out
ture.
"The Third Alarm." Under a column
headed, "A Novel Letter for Your
Mailing List," we find the following

are

L.

on current and
these he will

ally every press sheet

sample:
Be sure

By MICHAEL

is

sample

letter:

Dear Friend:

Potential Ticket Sellers

Nature's

Suppose you intended getting out a
letter which by its novelty, selling appeal, and word construction would be
second to none where would you go
for the copy?
Undoubtedly to a writer whose previous efforts showed a record of success in your own field.
Now suppose you could get this
same copy for nothing. Wow Line
form on the right. Yet, press books

applies

shown at
ort
be remembered long

—

will outlast

and

after most pictures
have been discarded and forgotten.
Against a background seldom pictured

will

by

the camera,
the frozen Arctic regions, absorbing scenes are enacted, replete wth drama,
thrills and with amazing views of natural and
animal life.
In this ice-bound, mountain-encircled region
anmals and humans struggled against each other,
sometimesi aided, sometimes hindered by nature's forces.
"The brown bear, the sea-lion,
walrus, whale, silver fox and the Esquimaux
play their parts with and against the cruising

!

render a service of just such

law,
the survival of the fittest,
also to motion pictures.
And for that

reason "Adventuresj in the Far North," to be

party.

Even the most hardened picture goers will be
fascinated by this remarkable presentation, the
wondrous scenery, the thrilling episodes.
"Adventures in the Far North" is the outstanding picture of the year, a spectacle that
the whole family will enjoy.

letters,

free.

Each press sheet represents the
work of specialists who have proved

For those who believe in and can afthe follow-up system of letters,
Metro's book on "Scaramouche" offers
an instance in which first, about a
week before the showing, this postal is

through the
appeal of the printed word.
Theii
genius is at your disposal.
Read
their ability to sell films

ford

and decide for yourself why the letsubmitted in the accompanying

sent:

ters

Dear Madam:

We

article are potential ticket sellers.

have the great pleasure to announce the
Theatre for ....
for the

engagement

Name)
(Theatre Name)

(Manager's

days,

starting

of

the greatest of

all

"Scaramouche," which has been unanimously accorded first honors by all the critics.
films,

It is plain to see the

ter that could

above

is

a let-

have been composed only by

a writer having an intimate knowledge of
the film, as well as all the essentials which
make for the composition of successful
selling copy.
combination of pre-requisites hard to beat, and as inexpensive
as they are effective when culled from a
source so available as the press sheet.
Suppose you prefer the medium of a
post card rather than a letter through

A

which

to your
look
we'll
through some other press sheets; ah, the
second one, Selznick's exhibitor aid on
"Woman to Woman," has a page devoted
to direct-mail data, and among the various
samples we find one suited to the post
card, reading:
listed

to broadcast

patrons.

your message

Very

well,

Dear Patron (or Friend)
If you like the best in everything, even in yooir
amusements, come to the
'Theatre between
and
and see Woman to Woman, the
photodramatic sensation of the year.
:

much for the post card. Now for
SOsome
more letters, keeping in mind of
course, the touch that purports to stir human interest, the essence that makes a
thing decidedly different. And, so the next
press sheet on the perusal program is "The
Man From Brodney's." The picture is all
about a strange legacy concerning the disposal of a South Sea island, full of vast
Here, an
treasures and hostile natives.
appropriate letter is offered, having a
make-up as though the letter were coming
from Sir John Brodney and Co., a law firm
figuring prominently in the picture, and
which reads as follows:
Dear

Sir

Respectfully we beg to call your attention to the
that you are the recipient of a bequest under
the will of the late John Skaggs, Esq.
Under the provision of the will the award will
be made providing you fulfill this stipulationnamely, that you and your friends visit the Island
of Japat, the home of the late Mr. Skaggs, or in
the event of your inablity toi do so you are instructed
fact

t

About two days before the showing

this

letter is sent:

Dear Madam:
Again we vnsh
will

begin

a

to

remind you that "Scaramouche,"
engagement
day
at

Theatre, beginning
"The picture,
which has played long runs in the larger cities
at two-dollar prices, is the most thrilling romantic
story ever filmed, dealing with the French Revoluand tracing a group of characters through
tion,
astounding adventures.
the

The big point to remember in press
sheet service is this.
A letter stating that
such and such a picture is coming to your
theatre on such and such a date generally
finds its way to the waste paper basket.
But if you put snap and novelty into your
letters you usually create an impression
that results in selling tickets. Press books,
products of experts engaged in nothing but
the special task of selling the movies
through the printed word. They have just
such letters for your disposal.
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STRIKING ARRAY

SHEET DATA

PARTICULARLY
•

suggestive about this layout on F. B. O.'s press matter is the thought it brings home concerning the advertising and publicity genius
behind it.
Like a mammoth carpet which spreads its folds over a vast area, these excerpts reveal a web through which the appeal of printer's ink has woven
And the beauty of it for the exhibitor is that the genius behind such constructive forces it at his disposal
itself into a message to the whole American public.
through the gratuitous agency of the press sheet which when property cone eived is one of the greatest aids to the enterprising showman.
I

The Purpose

of the First National Press Sheet

As Told by a Member of

By

First National's Press

C. F.

Department

CHANDLER

THE

value of a press sheet or press book
rests entirely on its usefulness to the
exhibitor in putting over his publicity,
advertising and exploitation campaign. If he
finds material in it with which to create public interest in a picture,; if it sells his show,
•r helps to sell it, then the press sheet has
Otherwise it is so much waste paper.
merit.
The press sheet, or at least the First National press sheet, is not intended to sell the
Its aim is to be a
picture to the exhibitor.
service to the exhibitor. It is intended to be
informative, giving him the high lights on
the advertising angles of a picture; it is prepared so that he can adapt the material to
his particular needs with as little difficulty

may seem a small matter in press
but the first impression may prejudice
the editor for or against the copy.
In straight news stories there should be a
news lead. The news should be told clearly
and succintly, without too much verbiage, and
strange as this may sound, without too much
publicity.
Of course with no publicity, the
copy would be an entire waste to the company.
But the press story that contains too
much publicity generally defeats its own purare trying to co-operate with
pose.
the newspaper in giving the public something
interesting and at the same time give the
news of our pictures. Newspapers are usuThis

sheets,,

We

ally willing to give a fair amount of credit
in return for an interesting story.

Display advertising is, of course, one of
the most important details of the press sheet.
These ads must be adaptable. Many theatres
can and do pick them up just as in the sheet,
but many theatres have their own style of
advertising.
The ads, therefore, must be
handled in such a way that they can take
what illustrations they wish so as to make
them conform with their own style of ad

work.

The various advertising possibilities are first
taken un and discussed with the advertising
manager. These are then roughly sketched to
bring out the best selling angles.
They are
then turned over to an expert lay-out man

who whips them

into shape.
The lay-outs
are turned over to an expert artist, a speprepare the finished draw-

cialist in his line to
ings.
It goes to

an

who

artist

is

known

for the strength of his work and the punch,
or to one noted for the beauty of his work,
or to bringing out comedy elements, according to the subject.
No press sheet made for ten or fifteen thousand exhibitors can suit each one perfectly.

as possible.
The press sheet is not made for any particular exhibitor or class of theatre owners,
Consequently its adaptability is
but for all.
an essential of its value. It must be of ser-

vice to the first run house it must be of service to the neighborhood or small town theatre as well.
The chief aim of the First National press
try to make it presentable
sheet is utility.
and attractive in the same sense that a newspaper is inviting, but we do not try to make
in the way of colored illustrait beautiful
As almost everj'thing
tions or fancy paper.
newspaper
in the press sheet is intended for
use we conform to the style of the regulation
conform in type, subject matnewspaper
vast
ter and make-up to that used by the
majority of newspapers through the country.
This form is followed for two reasons.
First, so that the exhibitor can see exactly
how his advertisement will look on a news
page in his local newspaper to give him a
better idea of its efifectiveness than were possible if shown in a cramped space in a small
In the second place the press
press book.
sheet is handed by the exhibitor to newspapers
for clipping purposes. The newspaper man is
enabled at a glance to pick the display or
reading notice he wishes to use.
There are certain rules in regard to handling copy and in writing head lines which are
almost universally observed in the large and
up-to-date newspaper ofBces. The newspaper
man can tell at a glance whether a trained
newspaper man has handled the copy. Label

Each is bound to find superfluous matter.
But we try to strike an average to benefit
the greatest number.
We also hope to have
something that will be of benefit to every ex-

Who

;

We

hibitor.

We

do not claim perfection but we
are trying to make First National's press sheet
as nearly 100 per cent useful as possible.
If there is any exhibitor who has any suggestions that will make the press sheet more
useful to him we should be only too glad to
hear from him.

^olna^

We

GOLDWYN

ISSUES SUPPLEMENT
TO 'RENO' PRESS SHEET

—

heads, splitting words in head lines, at once
irtform the newspaper man that the copy has
been prepared by some one not accustomed
to newspaper usage.

Another one of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan's big
yellow sheet exploitation supplements is just
off the press. It is for Goldwyn's new Rupert
Hughes picture on divorce, "Reno," and ranks
with the best of this series of exhibitor aids.
The introductory page carries quotations
from the motion picture trade journals on
these yellow supplements showing their value
to the exhibitor.
At the bottom of the page
occurs the following sentence
"The keynote
of the yellow supplement is effective but inexpensive service."
After telling why "Reno" is a showmanship
picture all the way through, the supplement
goes into twists of the divorce laws of the
various states which can be utilized in exploiting the picture.
Attached to one of its
sheets is a special article by Rupert Hughes,
:

SEEN AT A GLANCE
Artistic
utility

composition has by
the
construction

in

press book on

no
of

means superseded
Selznick's

"Woman To Woman."

classifications of exhibitor
to be seen at a glance.

aids

A

are

so

The

unique
various

arranged as

very worthy

booklet.

author-director of the picture.

February

9,

1924
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BOOK RICH
TEXT AND COLOR

'RED ROBE'

LOTS OF COLOR IN 'WILD
ORANGES' BOOK

IN

Plenty of Space Devoted to Fitting
Exploitation Schemes

Black and Orange Cover Can Be Used
as Striking Poster

''PHE Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan

"EXHIBITORS

press book for
"Under the Red

the historical romance,
Robe," a novel of old France by Stanley Weyman, has just been issued and is very artfully
compiled not only in its decoration, but in the
material contained in it, which is of real ser-

Vidor

There

tional

The page devoted

s«!veral

.

*

*

'UNKNOWN PURPLE' BOOK
FUL AND DECORATIVE

UNRESTRAINED PLEASURE FREE'

•IN

The rythmic

soul

of

the

inimitable

Nazimova

USE-

The

advertising and exploitation departments of Truart Film Corporation have
prepared an unusually attractive and useful
campaign book in connection with the release
of "The Unknown Purple," the Carlos Production which upon its first presentations in
Providence and Los Angeles, created a sensation.

An effective three-color design is used for
the cover of the book and in its pages the
lobby displays photos, posters, oil paintings,
cast and slides attractively displayed, in pictorial layouts.

On a page devoted to program copy and
accessories, explanation and details as to the
uses of heralds, lobby display, cut-outs, trailer,
cxit-out mask and the invisible card furnished
with this production, are given in detail. The
cut-out mask is specially prepared with a
luminous substance that glows with a purple
light in the dark.
The invisible card is so
constructed that when held up to the light
its message is seen.

ma-

publicity

drama of

the film.
attention is directed to the page
of promotion ideas. One of these exploitation
ideas is called a "Millys says" campaign, Milly
being the heroine of "Wild Oranges."
By
her actions in winning the man she loves,
she established many principals of conduct
for girls in love, for girls who are timid
and for girls who are destined to be old maids.
On this idea there has been prepared a series
of teaser advertisements or posters. Various
other contests, tie-ups, teaser placards, etc.,
are outlined.

ex-

itself
as capably in the dance as in the
spoken and silent drama.
Witness this charming
pose which is only one of the many which she
assumes in the portrayal of her part in the title
role of United Artist's "Salome."

presses

'MAN LIFE PASSED BY' BOOK

*

much newspaper

Special

figure of the cardinal also
dominates several of the advertising cuts although the romantic leads are featured in
the bigger ads and in some of the smaller
ones.

of newspaper stories are
greatly varied in type and are attention compelling in their content.
The Sunday feature
stories are of special value to exhibitors in
the large and medium sized towns.

is

a striking sort in this book, together
with advertisements which emphasize the emoterial of

on the other side.
The commanding

minimum cost.
The four pages

Goldwyn's King
Joseph Herges-

m

to capture the eye immediately by the figure
of the mighty warrior-cardinal mounted on a
black horse.
This figure occupies the right
half of the poster, and carries the eye right
over to the lettering and the smaller figures

A

of

heimer's "Wild Oranges," will find much publicity and exploitation help in the
service book
for that production, which has just been issued.
The front cover, in orange and black,
IS a reproduction of the
window card. The
posters are reproduced on the inside cover
colors which closely approximate those
used on the posters themselves.

vice to the showman.
It is printed in red
and black and the back cover shows reproductions of a twenty-four sheet which attempts

to exploitation contains
valuable suggestions for lobby displays, tie-ups, heralds and the like.
They
have been planned for the purpose of creating
in their effect the same bigness which the
picture reflects, yet trying to keep things at

booking

production

IS

NOW COMPLETE

Metro's press book on "The Man Life
Passed By," is a notable addition to those
issued on earlier Metro releases.
It contains
a wealth of publicity stories in all lengths,
carrying either news or fan interest that
should make them immediately acceptable to
various newspapers.
The exploitation section carries material
which has been designed to be carried out
with a minimum of time, money and effort.
It is hoped that the suggestions contained in
this section will be found as useful to exhibitors as have those that appeared in other
books. Many instances in the past have demonstrated that exhibitors take these suggestions bodily from the book and do wonderful business on the picture with their aid.
It also carries a full line of accessories including a three column cartoon cut by Chamberlain, newspaper artist, which should find
wide publication, and a set of striking poster
cut-out suggestions. There are also suggested
tie-ups for stores, window displays and a
host of other tips for the exhibitor.

APPEAL TO WOMEN IN 'FASHION
ROW' PRESS BOOK'
Although
and

doesn't seem at all reasonalthough
the
general
public
may be convinced that it's all wrong it is
the women, more than the men, who are the
staunchest admirers and form the larger part
of the audiences that flock to see Mae Murray,
it

able,

—

the fascinating Metro star, the beautiful dancer, and creator of startling effects in clothes.

Whereas other women wear

dresses,

when

Miss Murray hides her slender grace in rare
satins or exquisite laces, it becomes a frock,

gown

or a creation that she wears. Someof her personality, something of her
figure,
something that is exclusively Mae
Murrayish makes it impossible to call anything she wears merely a "dress."

a

thing

With an

object in view to interesting these
patrons, the new "Fashion Row" press
book outlines a number of novel ideas for
arousing the curiosity.
variety of merchant tie-ups especially on clothes are given
in detail.
So many of the stills of Miss Murray are essentially poses in which she shows
off her clothes, that these make just the right
kind of background for clothing displays.
Exhibitors are told how to approach merchants on the subject of accepting these lof
showing during the run of the picture.

women

A

APPKALING FIRST TO THE EYE
The motive behind this is a good one. When ani
press sheets are prepared with a front cover that will immediately attract the eye.
The rest of the book, like the cover,
exhibitor gets a great number of sheets in one day he is likely to hit first up on the one which attracts hist attention.
material.
is made interesting with bright colors and valuable

The Lee Bradford
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The Average Motion Picture Press Sheet
A

A

Noted Publicity

Man

Reflects on the

HAMMER

with a hickory handle will
hammer a nail equally as well as the implement with a mahogany finish. Applying
this to press books implies that it is not al-

ways the beautiful art work in many colors
on the cover or the expensive stock on which
it is printed which
determines the value of
the press sheet.
It depends on the value of
the contents to the exhibitor.
The press sheet is, or should be, a tool
of the exhibitor's trade but only too often
it
is a hybrid combination of a sales prospectus and examples of the engravers art.
Moreover, it is often done in a color, which
would prevent the customer from reproducing
the cuts even if he desired to.
Warner Brothers' decision, three years ago,
to stick to the straight newspaper size press
sheet was arrived at, not because it was
the fancy of any one individual, but because
after careful investigation as to the exhibitor's
requirements along these lines it was found
the most sensible.
In this style sheet an exhibitor can tell
at a glance exactly how the material will
look in the newspaper, every piece of copy
and cut is scaled precisely and the layout
is so arranged that the process of clipping
out advance notices, etc., does not materially
injure the general usefulness of the sheet.
.

Wild West
Pion««r

Peri'.s[

fed

--

Its

Many

Uses and Abuses

Approximate Value of the Average Press Sheet to the Showman.
BY L. A. YOUNG
able aid for the picture. The first thing the
OF WARNER BROTHERS
exhibitor asks for is the "press sheet," and
may cuss it and discuss it, let him
try and get along without it for just one
picture and hear the wails go up all along
the line.
For after all it is on the press sheet that
the exhibitor must rely for his information.
He has not the time to devote to a careful
study of the many different phases of the
picture, nor is he able to give the necessary
attention to devising ways and means of putting the picture across.
And as a m^atter of fact there is no reason
why he should have to do this work himself.
The publicity and exploitation departments of
the various film companies are organized to
do that work for him. They are supposed
to be experts in their field, they devote all
their time to that work, and it is reasonable
to suppose that they are much better fitted
all around to tell an exhibitor how to sell
that particular picture, than the showman.
The theatre owner or manager who books
a picture is entitled to all the "dope" he can
get as to the best methods to employ in putting the picture across.
It is, therefore, the
press sheet which gives him the most concise
and the most useful information in this direction, that squarely hits the bull's eye.
while he

Fancy colors mean nothing

in a press sheet,

If it is deif
it
is to be used as such.
signed for salesmen's use particularly, that
The proper screen for half
is another story.
tones and an ample supply of line cuts is
important.
All accessories should be illustrated, a complete biography of the cast is
valuable, and stories of every length from a
program "short" to a feature story should
be provided.

Many exhibitors have the idea that every
press sheet should be written for their particular theatres but it would be impossible to
specialize on any type of house.
general
average must be arrived at.
special press
sheet designed, for instance, for the Capitol
Theatre, New York, would be a vastly different proposition than one laid out for the

A

A

Lyric

in

Medicine Hat, Minn.

Many

press sheets are written before the
picture has been seen by the home office staff.
This is unfortunate but necessary in these days
of quick action, and it is a tribute to the
boys who get out the press sheets that mistakes are as few and far between as they are.

After

all

the press sheet

is

the most valu-

Thrills!

Sltins!

Ac.

"Why
EJepftants Leave Hoioe*

,

^oundthe^fcrld

Fr<Kn

ColumU

in fifteen Minutes!

Be

tKe

firsi

to

shcftv

tKc first!

Pathe Calls Attention to Wide Variety of Publicity Press Book Pointers
so very long ago,
the present era of service, picture and press
of Pathe's prodinterest stories concerning
TIME was—and notproducer's
and
either —when
the
the pictures.
book
each
become as supplementary
ucts and the players appearing
all

dis-

tributor's concern in the exhibitor stopped at
the "dotted line" and the setting of the theatre-owner's signature thereto. Latterly, however, with the growth of the realization that

welfare of the various factors in the
industry is mutually dependent, the dotted
line has become for the wise producer and
distributor the starting post for a new burst
of interest in the exhibitor's handling of his
This new order of affairs is best
product.
What is
symbolized in the Press Book.
the picture without its Press Book? has
In
become more than an empty question.
the

—

ha^re

other as home and mother or prohibition and
Volstead.
This element of exhibitor co-operation has
been incorporated as one of the fundamental
tenets of Pathe's policy in its relations with
its
exhibitor
customers
throughout
the
country.
Following is a brief outline of
this
particular department of
Pathe service

A

in

to

:

weekly publication, "Photoplay, Sidelights," goes to over two thousand photoplav
editors.
This sheet, ready to clip and paste,
contains a wide variety of news and human-

A

free

of

this

mat service on
weekly service

cuts is also a feature
direct to newspapers

and periodicals.
For every feature and serial on the Pathe
schedule a campaign book is compiled with a
view to rendering the exhibitor the greatest
possible assistance in the way of practical
exploitation, advertising and publicity slants.
ready-to-clip press sheet, exploitation and
advertising campaigns, and illustrations of
aids and novelties available on the subject
are among the features of every campaign

A

book.

!

EXPLOITATION
BABY PEGGY DOLLS

'Z^-^-

IDEAS

FREE!

S. (). S.

Bank Hook-Up on

A-DOLLAR

A»<wn
lii

lu ».Oi..,.i

<'

aol

III'

I)

/„.

Ha,,

ll-r„r'U

HALF-

BILL,

there suggests itself a
the neighborhood bank.
The usual minimum, for starting a bank account is one dollar but the exhibitor should
be able to arrange to have that amount reduced
for the duration of the showing of the picThen the bank can
ture, to half a dollar.
tie-up

logical

SZNTiriEL

'^""<"'
'

'Half-a-Dollar Bill'

Immediately one thinks of Metro's

THE

/yd

,

with

window

"Half
cards and ads reading
This
saving account.
week only can vou enTheajoy 'Half-a-Dollar Bill' at the
tre." Several of these cards should also be
displayed in the lobby of the theatre.
* *
*
carry

:

lial)-,

dollar bill starts a
week only. And this

a

,"r-',

\\a!'./

S„n»

Up for 'A Lady of Quality'
There is possibility for a splendid national
merchant tie-up or a local merchant hook-up
Shoe Hook

OF QUALITY
on Universal's A
with the Queen Quality Shoe. The merchant
carrying these could arrange a window disThe card in the window should make
play.
emphatic the point that the "A Lady of Quality" is particular about superior fit, quality
and style and therefore wears these shoes.
This is a very logical tie-up and the display
can be made unusuall}' attractive with stills

LADY

A LOGICAL TIE-UP
Suggested

book

press

"Darling

Universal'G
a

ad
of

for

exploitation

the

New York"

Baby Peggy

doll

by means

of
of

hook-up.

Druggist Aids 'Maytim&' Campaign

Any druggist will probably give his ready
consent to an arrangement whereby the exhibitor will undertake to distribute for l:im
several hundred samples of some product
which he is trying to push. In exchange for
this service he will allow the exhibitor the
right to wrap these in circulars announcing
the coming or the showing of Preferred Picture's MAYTIME.
This is a fine way of
getting exploitation litei-ature directly into
the home.

1

1

WILLIAM FOX PRESENTS
THE GREATEST FIRE DEPARTMENT STORY EVER FILMED!

THE STORY

c

IN

Bp

"C

u
From the Story "Andy McGee'a Chorus

R
L
£

Girl"

D
'S
By Richard Harding Davit

F
I

J

R
Scenario by Eugene V, Lewie

N
S

N"
Directed by William

Up Lobby

Wellman

THE GREATEST PICTURE EVER MADE FOR
TIE-UPS WITH LOCAL FIRE DEPARTMENTS

Make

Retired Firemen Free Patrons

For exploiting Metro's CUPID'S FIRE-

MAN

exhibitors might find it very advantageous to stage a special matinee for retired
firemen and their families. Almost every city
its retired firemen's association and the
arrangements could be made through them. It
might also be a good idea to ofifer special rates
to firemen and their families.
You would
thus be getting patrons at the same time you
were acting as a community philanthropist.

has

For

'Humming

for

Bird'

Swanson in
Paramount prothe lobby can be made extremely at-

the

showing of

THE HUMMING

Gloria

BIRD,

a

duction,
tractive by the use of cut-out figures of the
From
star in the various parts she portrays.
the marquee there should be suspended a
umber of these toy birds which are suspended from a stick by a string and flap their
wings as the wind blows them from side
to

side.

This would serve

accurately the

name

to

visualize

Exploitation Suggestions
—YOUR CHANCE FOR A KNOCKOUT

"

*

DEPARTMENT HOOK-UP—
FT

INTEREST THE FIRE DEPARTMENT

very

of the picture.
^
^

Simple Card Stunts for

Theatre on
wide distribution.

FIRE

EVERY HRE CHIEF WILL ENDORSE ]T-E\'ERY FIREMAN WILL APPLAUD

'Let's

Go'

Just using the title as a catchline for a
teaser cam.paign is a tricky exploitation stunt
for Truarts LET'S GO, the film starring
Richard Talmadge. This can be done with
window posters used not only in windows
but on the sides of buildings, telegraph poles
There is also the suggesand like places.
tion to have several hundred visiting cards
printed with "'Let's Go' to the

£

M
A

£

Dressed

p
I

S

picture.

l

H

A

from the

SAY IT WITH MUSIC
another press book suggestion for exploiting the
Baby Peggy picture.
Specal songs which can be
used in the campaign are contained in the paper.
Is

Book

Stores, Essays

and Special Showings

Afford Good Exploitation Opportunities

These should be given
*

*

'T'O aid the exhibitor Fox prepares the press sheets
^ so that the hunting for the desired informaThe cut at the right
tion is made unnecessary.

page devoted to exploitation. The left hand
the showman at a glance what he wants
the story, the author and the scenThe cut below is an example of what Vitaario.
graph combines in its press sheets. They suggest
.j'lases of the stD y and may be used as ads
t..-

chews
-.heet

to

a

tells

know about

The

REAI FIRES and RE.4L FIREMEN iN

MAN FROM BRODNEY'S
A Romance

of Mystery

of India Seas!
It

A

A
A

breathes the incense 5f the inexplicable Orient
story of adventure of today'.
lively

young American

'as

a hero!

beautiful Princess as the heroine!

.-\

REEL MASTERPIECE!
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These Press Sheet Ads Have Sold Paramount Tried and Proved Pictures
Real Genius in

Ad

Writing Is Responsible for These Business Getting Ads and the JVise
Will Use Them to Repeat the Success of Others

Showman

;

February

1924

9,
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^ried and Proved Pictures
A

Jury of Box Offices

^^ILL

it be a money maker?"
That's what you'd Hke to know
about a picture you're asked to book.
But if you're wise, you'll know that
anyone who knows anything about the
picture business wouldn't think of answering such a question.

Before it's released, nobody knows
whether a picture will make money or
not.
The producer doesn't know. The
distributor doesn't know. Not even the
publicity agent knows.
The answer will come from just one
place.

The box office.
Some stars, of

course, you can alon from past records.
Some types of story you know are
better money makers than others in
your house.
But the picture you can book with
the greatest amount of confidence is a
Tried and Proved picture.
Because it has made money for
others possibly in your own town.
Because it has given a consistent performance. Because it has established
the fact that it has appeal.
Because
the only law you can work on is the
law of averages.
Because a Tried and Proved picture
has won a favorable box office verdict.
Follow this department. Only pictures that have passed before the box
office iurv and come through with a
clean record are admitted here. If you
book a picture that gets into this de-

most

rely

—

partment, you're

99%

*

*

safe.

and with your audience selecting the winners?
How about having somebody write to the
local papers and ask why the tango isn't all
the rage any more.
It is the most graceful
dance of them all and, after seeing how well
it is done in "My American Wife," at the
Theatre
this
week,
everybody
should be keen for it. Your local dancing instructors should be willing to come in on this
Clothes are a big ihing in this picture. Miss
Swanson went to Paris especially to get many
of the costumes she wears. Stills can be obtained from your branch distributor showing
excellent fashion shots.
Maybe you can get
your local department stores to exhibit a layout of these in their windows.
In this picture the star, an American girl,
marries a titled Spanish nobleman. This opens
up the whole question of the advisability of
rich American girls marrying foreign titles,
and you should be able to work up quite a
discussion about it.
* * *

'The
though

Mr. Madison's name is good.
Cora, one
is
selfish,
lazy,
intolerant
but pretty.
Laura, her sister, is a reflection of her gentle
mother.
Hedrick is the little pest of a kid brother.
Cora s flirtations with the men of the town the
struggle of the fath(_T for a living; how he i's involved in a confidence game and the eventual triumph of love, makes a blending of drama and
comedy.

—

daughti^r,

"DOOKED

6,665 times to date, 'The
has established itself as a sure
box office winner a Tried and Proved picture.
If handled properly, it can actually
be depended on to make money for any
Flirt"

exhibitor.

Among

the

circuits

'My American Wife'
BRIEF:

An Amer'can girl, owner of a racing
stable Poes to Argentine, where she becnmes enOf course,
nieshf^J in politics with dramatic results.
a yoimg man enters her life, and love, not to say
thrilling adventure ensues, keving un popular interest in the narrative to the final fade-out.
_

booked

this

pic-

Southern Enterprises, 14 theaAscher Bros. (Chicago), 14 theatres;
West Coast Theatres (Los Angeles), 19
theatres;
Turner, Dahnken & Langley
(Los Angeles), 6 theatres; LT. B. O. Cirtres;

(New York),
dated
Amusement

19

cuit,

8

J.

theatres;

Corporation
(New
Stern Theatrical En-

are

among

the other large

"The Flirt" has received:
Alcazar, Birmingham, Ala.;
El
Palace,
Paso, Texas; Rialto, Providence, Rhode

bookings

Island;

that

Boston,

Boston,

Mass.;

Bellevue,

Niagara Falls, N. Y.; Troy, Troy, N. Y.;
American, Butte, Mont.; Colonial, Richmond,
Va.
Grand,
Dubuque,
Iowa;
Adams, Detroit, Mich.: Walnut, Louisville,
Kentucky
Kinema, Los Angeles, Calif.
Capitol, St. Paul, Minn.; Sun, Omaha, Nebraska; Arcadia, Wilmington, Delaware;
Palace, Philadelphia, Pa.; Columbia, Erie,
Pa.; Clemmer, Spokane, Wash.; Strand,
Springfield, 111. and Rialto, Washington,
D. C.
"The Flirt" is from the book of the same
name by Booth Tarkington. Nothing
need be said about this world famous author.
It is not too much to say that he is
the most popular author in America today.
;

GLORIA SWANSON

another one of
her successes. There is hardlv any need
to say that Miss Swanson is today one of
the most powerful box office magnets the
You yourself will
exhibitor is blessed with.
know how your audiences like Gloria Swanson
and so can use vour own iudement about
bookinr one of her pictures that has establi'shed a s"rces'=^"1

"Mv American

in

sales record.

Wifp' -was released February

There is h'ttle doubt but that it is
good for money in your town. If anything her repuTation and nulling power have
become stronger since this picture was first
released.
The story is a good one all year
11.

1923.

still

round.

The

picture has a counle of punch scenes
are good for thrills at any time.
horse race in Buenos Aires, a duel at dawn
between two .Spaniards, a dancing party in a
tango palace in Buenos Aires are a few of
them.
This sue^ests a few exnloitation stunts that
may be used to heln null them in. How about
a tango contest on the stage nf your theatre,
with entries from among the local talent
that

A

as

will fall for it inasmuch
a sales title and he will' derive more
than you will derive out of the cap-

it is

good

Have a neat bulletin-board made and
paste daily the clippings from this column
for display in your lobby. This angle alone
will prove a dandy sales argument for you.
If necessary, run an announcement of the
column on your screen for several days
to put the newspaper in the proper mood
to handle the stunt in a big way.
tion.

In an effort to prove to the readers of

any newspaper that you tie-up with on
that "99 men out of 100 will
given ample opportunity," you will
furnish a very beautiful and well-dressed
girl to accompany one of the lady feature
writers on that publication for a series of
days in which the stunt is to take place,
say six days prior to the opening. This
girl will prove to the feature writer and
this

stunt,

flirt

if

the readers that the assertion is not exaggerated. This girl will deliberately flirt
with any man assigned by the writer. It is
from this flirtation that the feature writer
will get her material for the daily story.
These stories are to be exploited by the
newspaper on delivery wagons, new stands
and through other mediums that go to
make a circulation stimulant. If necessary
cash prizes to be donated by the newspaper
or yourself will carry double weight as to
One day the
the magnitude of the stunt.
duo will work the department stores, the
next days the theatre district, the shopping
boulevards, the tea dansants, the automobile, the cafe, the picture shows, etc. This
will prove excellent newspaper material.
The cash prizes can be awarded to the
man who can resist the charms of the girl
Probably a
chosen to portray the flirt.

caption as "Look Out for the Flirting Reporter" or something to that effect will sell
the stunt in the manner desired.
*

*

'What Fools

*

Men

Are'

Consoli-

theatres.

The following

Released by Paramount

that

ture are:

terprises,

Sport Romance

—

York), 12 theatres;

*

Flirt'

Love and Society
Released by Universal
BRIEF: The Madison family is short of money

your editor and he

;

&

Grossett
Dunlap got out a special edition of the "The Flirt" using stills from
the picture. Arrange a great tie-up with the
booksellers in town.
In "The Flirt" you have newspaper opFor instance, a column
portunities galore.
to run daily under the by-line "The Flirt"
for the woman's page.
In this column you
can give " 'The Flirt's' Beauty Hints" or
"The Proper Clothes For the Season."
This will open the doors for excellent tieups with merchants who deal in these lines.
But most important is selling the idea to

Pyramid Comedy

BRIEF

:

Distributed by Selsnick

Peggy Kendricks. gayest and most

dar-

ing of society flappers, allows her brother-in-law,
Bartley Claybourne, secretly to pay for her beautiful
clothes.
Her sister discovia-s the truth and declares
that she will name Peggy co-respondent in her
divorce proceedings.
She goes to Reno with the
understanding that Bartley will leventually marry
But Pegpry has no such notion and sudPeggy.
denly marries Ralph Demarest, a youth whose father
detests flappers.
He offers her money to sieparate
from Ralph, and Peggy runs true to form and
accepts it.
What she does with the money, and
how she wins the love and respect of all of her
victims is absorbingly told.

WHAT

FOOLS

MEN ARE"

is

an

Eugene Walter's latest
dramatic comedy, "The Flapper." This author
knows metropolitan life and writes truthfully
He wrote "The
and frankly about it.
Easiest Way," in which Frances Starr became a celebrity a decade ago. And in "The
Flapper"- "What Fools Men Are" he has
adaptation

of

—

—

—

—

chosen a timely character and tells the truth
about a perplexing manifestation of modern
And Pyramid Picture, Inc., recognizing
life.
the excellent qualities of the play have given
it
a splendid production under the capable
direction of George Terwilliger.
a dramatic comedy in which

is

The

result

drama and

comedy are evenly balanced and which rivets
the attention of the spectator, providing exceedingly lively entertainment without leaving any weighty problems, and sends the patron out with a smile.
Faire Binney displays rare charm in the
She was induced to leave the
featured role.
cast of Flo Zeigfeld's great musical play.
"Sally" to enart this role: and her nortrayal
of the typical New York "love pirate" is

Exhibitors Trade Revit^iv
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Tried and Proved Pictures

Why Paramount
Leads

consummate

—

from Paramount, Des Moines,
Parahave only received one poor print.
mount service 100 per cent. Service is worth
Eight reels.
something to the Isxhibftor.
W. W. Watt, Casino theatre. Sac City, Iowa.
Neighborhood patronage.
service

The New York premiere

too

—

Fords

the

for

this

in

com-

licity.

Tom

Moore.

J.

—— General

— One
100

Ohio.

per

Ruble

Bickle,

C.

of

A

ever ran.

I

the best piccent produc-

theatre,

Logan,

—

cast.
The story may not
but this was mad; for laughit
sure produces the results.
Just the same, there is a lot of truth
strung along through the picture and the
married women will nudge their husbands
evtery once in a while.
The title seemed to
draw and the advertising supplied is all very
Tell your people that this was made
good.
Six reels.
for laughing purposes.
J. J. KudSmall
lacek. Swan theatre, Swanton, Nebr.
town patronage.

with

be

a

special

vei'y logical,

ing

and

purposes-,

— —

'Hunting Big

—

Pola Negri. A dandy good picture.
Would class it with "Wh?n Knighthood Was
In Flower." Opened a two night run on
Christmas night and did not expect to clean
up, but certainly did not lose. We notice
Mary Pickford's latest play is based on the
same book as this play, "Don Caesar de
Bazan," and as we have seen both pictures,
we are sincere in saying:
"The Spanish
Dancer" ijs by far the better picture.
Play
Your patrons will
the "Spanish Dancter."
be pleased and you will make more money.
Dietz & Kincaid, Arcade theatre, Hyattsville, Md.
Neighborhood patronage.

Adventure Film

BRIEF:
two

interest

the

Picturt;
special

Did

Me" and

this

it

can-

Up to date the picture has received 4,621 bookings.
It has been booked by the
following circuits:
Southern Enterprises,
7
theatres;
Bijou Theatrical Enterprises
(Detroit), 9 theatres; Fitzpatrick & McElroy (Detroit), 9 theatres; U. B. O.
(New York), 19 theatres; Joe Stearn Enterprises, 7 theatres.

are

permission.)

Cpammount Qiclures

Other

Book

this,

play

big

it

bookings

the

picture

has

"One of
sons.

You

can't

theatre

till

ended.

Betty

the

leave

story

Blythe

the

—

A'^.

<S Pyramid Picture

y.

American

From Anna Katherine Green's great
drama "C7Ae Mayor'sWiFe'

societo

you like this picture,
your friends, but please

"If
tell

gripping."
-

WIPES HUSBAND

has

never done a better picture
it's

HIS

is

don't tell

—N.

them how it ends."
Y. Eve. Telegram

Directed by Kenneth Wfebb

SEL7N1CK
|K coRPOisMtTfoN, ^

1923

Exhibitors Trade Review,

Knickerbocker Building,
42nd Street at Broadway,
NdfW York City.

Dear Sir
Enclosed please find check for two
dollars covering next year's subYour
scription for the "Review."
valuable publication has been of
great service to me during the past
year.
I hope the succeeding issues will
continue running true to form.
With best wishes for your further success, I am

{Signed)

Yours very truly,
A. LIONEL GREENE,

Manager Beverly

Theatre.

Service to the exhibitor.

That

Exhibitors
for and on
drawing the en-

what

is

Trade Review stands
that platform it is
thusiastic vote of

exhibitors

all

over the country.
Letters like the above continue
come in to us. "Invaluable,"
"essential" and "indispensible" are
some of the words exhibitors have
used in these letters describing
to

what Exhibitors Trade Review
means to them.

And

—

we take a
as for service
in knowing that

justifiable pride

Every
All there.
Exhibitors Trade
Review is planned with a view
to rendering the greatest amount

we

are there.

department

in

of service to the exhibitors.

and give your fans a

the best pictures

18,

Schleier,

re-

^'"*J"^ffi''-fil

seen in town in several sea-

December
Mr. H.

money maker.

getCreal,

for

of

not be repeated too often. For it presents
an opportunity that no exhibitor should
overlook.
It has proved
itself to be a

(These reports are from Exhibitor's Herald's

"What

heart

the

story of the great success
THE
picture has been told before but

Suburban theatre,
hood patronage.

here used by

Released by Universal

jungle,
of th: African
American hunters go to shoot, one with camand the other with gun.
The trip lasted three

Into

camera.
Humorous touches are added by intimate
glimpses in the lives ol somje of the species.

all

reels.

in Africa'

and all the thrills, the adventures, the exand the interest of it has been put into
picture.
The expedition was fortunate enough
to catch a great many dangerous .moments with the

—Antheextraordinary
picture
way.
Fine acting
photography.
Was a business
Eight
— Wm. H.
Omaha, Nebr. — Neighbor-

us.

Game

this

with Pola Negri.

for

possible for ex-

citement

The Cheat
ter

it

era
years

—

and holdst
and good

BEVERLY THEATRE
Church and Gravesend Avenues,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

"What Fools Men Are" was reviewed by
Exhibitors Trade Review, January 9th, 1923.

The Spanish Dancer
with

make

In order to

that every exhibitor playing this picture can
afford to have troops of boys v/earing these
Another use would
caps about the streets.
be to have the house staff wear them several
days in advance of the showing.
The press sheet outlines other exploitation
which is easily contrived, and tells oi special
heralds in two snappy colors at a price considerably less than cost of paper on which
they are printed.

patronage.

Matrimony a Failure

Is

"What Fools

hibitors

Big Brother
with

of

everywhere to make use of the stunt.
Pyramid had thousands of the dunce caps
made, in black and orange. They are furnished flat, with space for theatre name and
play dates, at such a very nominal figure

—

tion.^

NUMBER FIVE

staged

"Ask the Women
on their backs, reading:
'What Fools Men Are.' " Some of these men
This stunt got lots
led donkeys about town.
of attention which resulted in excellent pub-

munity, but the price was right and we are
pleased.
Had a big crowd for first night
and everyone sure gave Bill the glad hand.
Don't pass it up.
Photography excellent.
Dietz & Kincaid, Arcade theatre, HyattsNeighborhood patronage.
ville, Md.

tures

Cant Be Bought

A

Hickok

cold

splendid

at Cameo Theatre,
Broadway, and packed that excellent theatre
feature of the exploitafor two weeks.
tion were several men parading about the city,
with dunce caps on their heads, and signs

Men Are" was

with William S. Hart.
Best picture in
Hart's career.
Had it for two days run.
Did not make much money, as second night

was

A

seeker.

—

Bill

genuine.

is

Lucy

Fox, Joseph Striker,
Huntley Gordon, Florence Billings, J. Barney
Sherry, Templar Saxe and Harry Clay Blaney
giving intelligent portrayals and characterizaTerwilliger's direction, supported by
tions.
the sumptuous settings of the noted French
technician, Ben Carre, make of this an altogether choice morsal for the pleasure

with Gloria Swanson.
Good picture, good
Gloria is good drawbusiness for two days.
I find if Paramount proing card here.
In thirty
duces a lemon th;y sell it as such.

Wild

It

art.

including

cast

Bluebeards's Eighth Wife

months

That

Letters

treat!

—
February

9,

1924
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are

ceived

Capitol-Bijou,

:

Springfield,

JEWELS

Tremont-Temple, Boston, Mass.;
Empire, Portland, Maine; Majestic, ProviMass.;

Speaking of

Rhode Island; Palace, El Paso,
Texas; Mark Strand, Albany, Troy and

dence,

New

Syracuse,

New

Values
?

?

?

?

?

;

New

it.

All sorts of effective exploitation is possible with this picture.
It can be exploited
All sorts of dandy lobb}'
like a circus.
displays have been used and can be used
by you.
Many strong window tie-ups can

Winchester dealer in
rifles
were used exclusively by the Snow African Expedition.

A

big

good

game

trophies

Talmadge
cludes

a series

many

which

in-

of her greatest

successes.

Brand new
and re-edited.

And

prints-re-titled

the price

—you'd

be

Ask our nearest Branch.

is

also

—

—

premium. Get publicity on this.
Another good window tie-up can be arranged with a camera dealer in town.
Over 4,000 still pictures were taken by the
expedition besides the moving pictures.
In case there is no exclusive Winchester
store in town, a good tie-up can be made
Window
with any sporting goods store.
cards and stills can be used with camping
outfits.

It

will

make an

at-

tractive window display and pull business
for you.
The suggestion for tie-ups and ballyhoos
that can be worked with this picture are
The point is you can
practically limitless.
fill your house if you utilize a few of them.
The' picture has made money for others
and can make it for you too.

simply requires vigorous exploitation.
It
Let everybody in town know that you're running this picture. Make them feel that you're
rendering a service to the community by
Get
bringing such a picture to the town.
endorsements from the leading educators and
You should have no trouble
publish them.
in

making

this a

money maker

Wiat Fools
A

box-office stimulant

Values!
with

The Storm

Virginia Valli and
House Peters
Universal Jewel

''Splendid

Business."
LIBERTY THEATRE, Hartshorn,
"Broke all records for house.'
Mgr. OPERA HOUSE, Elba,
says Mgr.

Okla.

Nebr.

Directed by Reginald Barker

Foolish Wives
"Record breaking business."
ARIS THEATRE, Erie, Pa.
"Largest crowd since 1920."
LOWE'S VENDOME THEATRE, Nashvile. Tenn.
Universal

Super Jewel

a

exhibitors will want such a display in their lobbies and others will prefer
deto make it in a prominent window
store,
etc.
or
sporting
goods
partment
Whatever your preferences this display will
arouse a lot of interest.
Get the names
or names of men who have big game trophies, African of course, and all sorts of
native African curios as well, and there
are rnore of them in this country than you
imagine, and secure the loan of them for
Have these
the run of your showing.
heavily insured and work a local publicity
seeking insurance agent for the cost of the

and hunting

surprised.

display

idea.

Some

Norma

Proved
Box Office
of

Schenectady,
Indiana;
State, Tren-

be made.
Tie-up with the
Winchester
town.

HOW ABOUT

We have

State,

Indianapolis,

Haven, Conn.
Jersey; Alhambra, Pittsburgh,
Strand, Springfield, 111.; T. & D.
Theatres, Oakland, Stockton, San Jose &
Richmond, California; Rialto, Washington,
D. C.
The picture is a crackerjack entertainer.
Although it is not an educational picCall that to the attenture, it educates.
tion of the schools, libraries and cultural
clubs of your community when you run
ton,
Pa.;

Box-Office

York;

Circle,

New

Olympic,

Proven

'

York;

Trifling ivith

Honor

"Packed the house.'
COMMUNITY THEATRE,

s"^\ast^'

David

City,

Nebr.

"Excellent business."
MERRIL THEATRE,
Universal Jewel

with an all star castuniversal Jewel

'r'I-_

l

ne rJ?11.^t
Uri

"A

real

Milwaukee. Wis.
Directed by Harry Pollard

100%

picture."

AMERICAN THEATRE,

Columbus,

Ga.

R. O. business."
OLIVE THEATRE St. Joseph, Mo.
A Hobart Henley Production

"S.

The Abysmal Brute

Reginald

DENNY

"Will Please any audience."
MODEL THEATRE, Sioux

"A

Falls,

la.

real box-office picture."

A

CASTLE CREEK THEATRE, Lavoye, Wyo.
Hobart Henley Production, Universal Jewel

Starring LON CHANEY
I hp ^lutrh
"A wonderful audience picture."

LUDCKE THEATRE,
"Very good business."
BELMONT THEATRE,

St.

Peter,

Minn.

Philadelphia,

Pa.

Universal Jewel

Hunting Big Game

in

Africa

"Biggest Sunday in history."
PASTIME THEATRE, Columbus. Ohio
"Greatest thing of its kind."
COLUMBIA THEATRE, Skamokawa. Wash.
Advertised in the Sat. Evening Post

Universal Pictures Corp.,
CARL LAEMMLE, President

for yourself.

lUenJlre

from

Eugene Walter's latest dracomedy, "The Flapper,"

•natic

with an all-star
ing
FAIRE

cast, includthis is
BINNEY, If you're givin' your fans what they like
LUCY FOX, HUNTLEY their dish.
GORDON, JOSEPH
STRIKER.
FLORENCE
BILLINGS, J. BARNEY A zippy tale of the mad generation and its heedless
SHERRY, TEMPLAR
SAXE,
HARRY CLAY pursuit of pleasure. Studio parties in Greenwich
BLANEY.
Village.
Love and life. Fox trots and laughter.
Directed by
GEORGE TERWILLIGER
Hip flasks and gold-diggers. And almost but not
Distributed by
quite— hell to pay!
^/i'T)lSTRlB:UTIf<G O
Man Alive, your fans '11 eat this up!

—
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
Data on All Current and Coming Production.
In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the
Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future
Current Features.
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

4

fwA\SO^'S GRKATKST PAIt4^10l ^

OCTOBER
Distributor Length

Star

Feature

Man in World
the Raw

Special

Cast

First

Nat'l

5,000
Jack Hoxie
Universal .. 5,000
Men in
Special Cast . ..Asso. Ex.
6,000
Miracle Makers
No Mother to Guide Her Genevieve Tobin .Fox
7,000
Pioneer Trails
Special Cast .. ..Vitagraph ..7,000
Puri tan Passion
Special Cast . .
Hodkinson
8,000
Hoot Gibson
Universal .. 6,000
Ramblin' Kid, The
Pickford
UmtedArtists 8,800
Rosita
3ana
Metro
6,000
Rouged Lips
Paramount ..7.590
Ruggles of Red Gap ...All Star
Special
....Independent
Cast
6,000
Faith
Shattered
Paramount ..5,000
Moore-Joy
Silent Partner
Griffith
Goldwyn-Cos.8.000
Six Days
Welsh-Adoree
Universal .. 5,000
Six-Fifty, The
Steadfast Heart, The ...Special Cast
Goldvyyn
..
7.000
'
Sting of the Scorpion
.Edmund Cobb ...Arrow
5,000.
Strangers of Night
Moore-Bennett ...Metro
7,800
B. Keaton
Metro
6,000
Three Ages
5,000
Times Have Changed ...William RusseU .Fox
All Star
Paramount ..6,000
To the Last Man
All Star
Sunset
5,000
Untameable
All Star
Universal ...5,000
Way of Transgressor
What Love Will Do . . .Kenneth McDonaldlndependent 5,000
Hoxie
Universal ...5,000
Where Is West
Lloyd
6.000
Pathe
Worry
.'.'/.
.Gladys Waiton v. .Universal"
5,000.
Wild Party/ The* .
Thos. Meighan
:igh
..P=.ramount ..7.68?:
Woman p'oof
Purviance
United Art .7,500
Woman of Paris
Gloria Swanson ..Paramount ..7,076
Zaza

Meanest

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Why

'Reno' Fails to Impress
Picture Reviewers
Rupert Hughes Comes In For

April

a
It

says:
seems strange that Mr. Hughes,
has hitherto revealed a keen sense
when
of humor, did not observe even
reading his scenario of this nicture that
farce.
sidesplitting
it would have made a
But as a drama it is as flat as the
proverbial pancake, in spite of the capable acting and pleasing countenances of
Certainly it has entertainthe players.
ing moments but they are not freauent,
and on the whole the narrative is obIt

satis-

your hair
idea behind
null

'

says in part:_
story is
about, but

a

Universal

6

Oct.
Jan.

5

1
Sent.
.Sept. 22
.

Oct.

27
story wo-itten up in newspaper form ready for you to clip for
They couldnt have
your local paper.
chosen a better cut either.

The whole

8
Sept.
Sept. 15
Sept. 29

Sept 22
Sept 15
Nov.

Oct

10
13

|

opinions differ regarding "White Tiger/' in which

Priscilla

27

27
22
Sept. 30
Oct.

Dec.

1

Nov. 24
Nov. 10
Nov. 17

Oct
Dec.

27
15

Nov.

24

Dec.

15
11

Aug.
Nov.

10
6

Oct

Nov. 10
Nov. 24
Nov. 10
^o^- 3

Oct

20

Uec.

.

nothing to
has an
it

Star

Blanche

Anna Christie
Acquittal

All
All

Boy

Barefoot

Big Dan
CountTv Kid
Call of

Tones-Nixon

Barrv
Dix-Wilson

Canyon

Cupid's Fireman

Dancer

of Nile

Darling of N.

David

Day

of

Sweet

Star
Star

Charles Jones

Copperfield
Faith

.

Warners
Paramount
Fox

8

All Star
All Star
All Star

12

Jan.

Quality

Selznick

Asso. Ex,
F..

X
B. O.

First

'

Nat

'^a^S
•••4869
..8,000

Prm. Pic. ..6,068
Warner .•••7S00
5 700
Metro
Gold.-Cos.

..7453

Metro •••••|-S0o
Universal

Nov. 3
Nov. 24
Dec. R
Jan. 5
12
Tan.

...5.663
7,800
.5,700
"

15

Dec.

Nov. 17

Ex. ..6 282
Gold-Cos. •••6557

LaMarr-Barrymor^First Nat

Valli-Sills

.

Reviewed
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Asso.

5?'^°

Dean

..8,000

The

stars.

15

Dec.

Nov. 10
Nov. 24
15

Dec.

24
Nov. Iz
Nov. 10

n r
Dec

\\
IS

Nov. 17
Nov. 10
29
22

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
f,,;
Dec.

15
'

oQ
29

pic-

ture deals with crook life and is
the type in which Miss Dean
usually appears at her best. The
adverse criticism calls the story
rambling and disjointed, while
the favorable critics credit the
play as being very interesting.

Express
Angeles
Miss Dean s
mode of coiffure and of her immaculate appearance after hair-

Los

The

takes exception to

The

breadth escapes.

says

critic

in part:

The

story

is

consketch sheet

disjointed

a wierd

ception, reminding one of a
in ejects.
for artistic experimentation
is
Viewed in this Ught the photoplay
more ama
as
interesting;
decidedly
satbut
bitious effort, it is anytfung
unIt is too artificial and
isfying.
finished.

The Newark News
°^-,„
„
Nov.

.6993
4,200
.5787

.5

F B. O.
C. Myers
Baby Peggy ....Umv. ^•••••6.239

Normand
Extra Girl
Murray
Fashion Row
All Star
Fashionable Fakers
Barthelmess
Fighting Blade
Post
Gold Madness
Irene Rich
Flaming Passions
Nilsson
Half a Dollar Bill
In Palace of King ....Sweet
In Search of a Thrill ...Viola Dana
of

.

.

Y

Defyi.i- Destiny
Eternal City

Lady

Distributor Length
.First Nat .7,631
.6.523
Universal
.5,769
C. B. C.
.5,934
Fox

Critics

PRESS

Nov. 24

Dec.

TiSteSt
iJdlCSL

DpplTl'si
b
UGdll

Wallace Beery and Raymond
Griffith Praised

Reviewed
Nov. 17
Nov. 10
Nov. 17

Oct

Pvicr^illn
rriSCUia

Film Divides

Sept. 29

DECEMBER
Feature

—

.

.

.

"Reno" would have
that
fied
made a very good comedy but
as a drama it is quite impossible.
as

....Fox

.

'

The story

..6.150

Pic.

F. B. O. ..6,000
Prin. Pic... 6700

.

certainly is a picture that is "d'fFerent.
but it seem-, to us merely indifferent.
It fa'led to entertain us in the least.

The reviewer

1
Sept.
Sept. 29

.

The New York Tribune does
not flatter the picture. The critic
twenty four
after
that
says
hours from seeing the picture he
feels sorry for Hughes rather
than anger. The Tribune seems
to feel that the story is ridiculous and not at all in keeping
He
with the author's ability.
continues:
Perhaps "Reno" is a good ricture. It

is

Pref.

.

faulty.

The Chicago Tribune

.

.

who

and the d-rection

.

•

The New York Times says
Hughes makes a mistake in hav-

vious

.All Star
Special Cast

.

69^1
..4,900
Avwon
5,000
First Nafl .7,337
6.000
Bosworth-WindsorGoIdwyn
Eternal Flame
F. B. O. ..6.000
Eddie Hearn
Flaming Waters
Colleen Moore ...First Nat'l ..8.434
Flaming Youth
5877
Forgive and Forget... Pauline Garon ...Apollo
Asso. Exhib. .5200
Tom Moore
Harbor Lights
Paramount
.8.338
.All
Star
Children
Children's
His
6,000
Metro
Special Cast
Human Mill, The
1st National 7.000
C. Moore
Huntress
First Nat.'l .6.000
Special Cast
Jealous Husbands
6,000
Dustin Farnum ..Fox
Kentucky Dajrs
Vitagraph ...6.000
Special Cast
Leavenworth Case
..7.013
Paramount
All Star
Light That Failed
Little Old New York ..Marion Davies ..Goldwyn .. 9.000
6.000
Metro
Man, Woman. Temptation Special Cast
Million to Burn, A ...Herbert RawlinsonUniversal .. 5,000
Fox .......8,648
All Star
Monna Vanna
Vitagraph ..7.000
On Banks of Wabash ..Special Cast
... 7.547
Special Cast ....Metro
Pleasure Mad
5,000
.Independent
Livingston
Jack
Scars of Hate
..4800
Shattered Reputations .. Johnny Walker ..Lee-Brad.
6,000
....Hodkinson
Cast
Special
Shifting Sands
Paramount .8 434
Pola Negri
Spanish Dancer
••5-652
Paarmount
D. Fairbanks. Jr.
Stephen Steps Out
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal .. 7.000.
Thundering Dawn
6 000
Thy Name Is Woman. Special Cast ....Metro
P'goers Pic. .4284
Special Ca«t
Tipped OIT
.8.500
Goldwvn
Barrymore-Owen
Snseehig Eyes
Special Cast ....First Nat'l ..6.000
Warners, The

and unmarried

produced the picture as
drama rather than a comedy.

Harlan-Moore
.Lewis-Perdue

Special Cast
Crooked Alley
Williams
Cyclone Jones
Dangerous Maid, The ..C. Tahnadge

at

ing

B'way

of

Cameo Kirby

critics.

ried in one state
in another.

Distributor Length

Star

Showers

Bright Lights

treat-

the hands of photoplay
Lack of sincerity appears to cause the chief outcry.
The theme of the picture deals
with conflicting divorce laws of
this country, whereby a couple
Hiay be considered legally mar-

ment

15
8
2/
Sept.

'

Blow Your Own Horn

and directed
Hughes, comes

some rather harsh

for

27
IS
27

Oct.
Sept.
.Oct.
Sept.
Sept.

NOVEMBER

written

Rupert

by
in

—

Feature

Severe Criticism

RENO,"

Dec. 29

.

.

That's what
Advice, and good advice.
Paramount's paper supplies to help you
concernproblem
salve your advertising
ing "Children of Jazz."

GLORIA

Reviewed
Sept 29
Nov. 17

kind

in

criticism

its

is

and

more

calls

it

ordinarv'
a story of more than
interest:
ordiA "crook" story of more than
the Uni;
nary interest is denicted m
Tiger.

versal-Jewel production "White
the P'Cture.
Priscilla Dean is starred in
Wallace
but acting honors, are shared by
vjho with
Griffith,
Raymond
Beery and
others
Miss Dean, Matt Moore and
characin a train of incidents
figure
terized

by novelty, dramatic significance
and suspense.

The Los Angeles Times
much praise to Raymond

gives
Grif-

and credits him with taking
Matt
the honors from the hero.
Moore. It gives the story credit
and infor being fast moving
fith

teresting:
*ew
Considerablv better than her pa;t
pictures

is

Pri^^ciUa

Dean

in

White

not the same
of her earher
iiashy, fiery personality
with conrole
the
carries
successes she

Tiger."

viction

Although she

and you

every minute.

are

is

interested

m

her

.

.

February

Page

1924

9,

imported from England but also

'This Freedom' Pocket

(Continued)

Current Productions

Edition of Novel
Winning Film of the
Year,

Some Declare

Fox
WHEN
a good

wants

picture,

Let's

It

Loyal Lives

Wit-

!

Compton, as the wife who insists on
careering instead of mothering, gives a
sincere portrayal of the woman I imagine the author meant to visualize to the
world at large. I should say that "This
Freedom" is a valuable asset to the
screen if it awakens fathers and mothers
to the necessity of respecting their babe's
intelligence.

"While this picture is rather a
narrative than a drama, simply a
series of events in the life of
Rosalie and showing the development of her character, with a
few real dramatic scenes, still it
is intensely interesting.
It is a
picture which will arouse new
interest in the discussion of how

much freedom

should be granted
to women."
This winds up a
friendly review by the Chicago
Post critic. Detroit's Free Press
reviewer claims "It is not only
the finest picture that has been

^

doesn't seem to

have neglected any angle of ex-

The

"When

a Man's a Man."
Press Book rightly stresses the
importance of the novel tie-up.

ploitation on

r PLAYS STORY THE 1
EXPL OITA TION A NGLE
Harold Bell

Man
Man From Brodneys
Man Life Passed By.

.

.

.

R. Talmadge
Special Cast
Irene Rich
AH Star
Special Cast
All Star

Truart

.

.

6,000
.Vitagraph ...6,000
Warner
7,500
.F. B. O. ..6,800
.Vitagraph ..7,100

.

.Metro

Men

Vitagraph

Cast

Special

Maytime
Ford-Shanno
Modern Matrimony
Moore-Lake
Near Lady
.'......All Star
Net, The
Special Cast

.

.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

30

Universal
Universal

Ja"-

19

...4795

Dec.

22

Goldwyn
Goldwyn

...7,800.
..•.6,600

Ja"-

12

Dec.

1

Hoxie

..

Asso. Auth. 8,000
Fox
6,000
...6,500
Fox
7000
.... Goldwryn
6,673
Fox
8.000
Fox
7,000
First Nat. ...6565
First Nat.
6560
Cosmopolitan 8,000
First Nat. ..6560
Schulberg ..8,010

O. Moore
Barthelmess
Star
Star
All Star
All

All

.

.

Dexter-Harris

.

Grand Asher

7,541
5,800
Universal ..7,177
Metro
5,169
Fam. Player* 6,9S3

...

Monogram

Dean

Young
Hart

.

Distributor Length

Star

After the Ball
Desire
Age

Glass-Cooper
Special Cast

Big Brother
Black Oxen
Boy of Mine .......
Breaking Into Society
Broadway Broke
Conductor 1492
Courtship Myles Standish
Danger Ahead
Don't Call It Love

Tom Moore
C.

..7000

....IstNat'l

..

Paramount

Griffith

Alexander
Special Cast
All

Anderson

....

Good Men and Bad
Governor's Lady
Great White Way

.

.

.

First Nat.
First Nat,
F. B. O.

.

Star

Selznick

Grit

Glenn Hunter

Viola

.

.

.

.6,500

.

.

.

.

...6000

Universal

Gloria Swanson
Special Cast
John Gilbert
All Star

.Paramount ..7,490
F. B. O. ..6,329
Fox
5,544
Vad. & Del. 5500

.

.

Tellegen-Fred'ck. .Vitagraph
Strongheart
1st
Nat'l
Star
F. B. O.
Doris Kenyon
Vitagraph
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth,
Jane Novak , . . .F. B. O.
C. B. C.
All Star
Hoxie
Universal
J.

.8,000
.6.799

.

AU

.

Lullaby
Marriage Market ...
Man from Wyoming.

.

.4750
.5,800
6,526
.6,951

.

.

.6297
4 719

.

.

Mine to Keep
Monkey's Paw

Washburn

Grand-Asher 5317

Special Cast

Selznick

5,194

Special Cast
Gold-Cos. ...7,771
Name the Man
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. .6,181
No More Women
6,000
Not a Drum Was Heard Charles Jones ...Fox

Old Fool
Other Men's Daughters

CeorjEE H»eliiit!»jmr.

Man

Rob«t

Frfciiaai

wmiid
ijipii'f^

—Not often a play as atr&ng as

•

mA( to uiif

£J«W
th(s.

T.
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1
1

15
1

Nov. 17
Dec. 22
Dec.
1
Nov. 17
Dec.
8

Phantom

Sorcial

Cast

Prince of a King
Printer's Devil

Dinky Dean
Wesley Barry

Satin Girl

All Star
All Star
All Star

Shadow

the

East

Shepherd

King
Song of Love
South Sea Love

.....

Steadfast Heart

....
....

of

Robert Gordon
Cast

P-^p'--aI

.

Inde.

Hoot Gibson
Colleen Moore

Pic.

Goldwyn

.

Madge Kennedy

Dark

,

Ulrich

Warner

Special Cast
AU Star
AU star

Selznick

of

Water Tower

.
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When Odds

are

Whispered Name ...
Wife in Name Only

Woman
You

to

.

.

.

Woman

Can't Get

Paramount
Paramount

Fox

AU Star
Soecial Cast
Compson
Marmont

Betty

Away.

2

Feb.
Dec.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Ja"-

,

Pied Piper Ma'one
Shadowsi of Paris
Stranger

All
.

.

.

.

Star

Thos. Me-ghan
Po'a Negri
Betty Compson

The

.

picture

car-

though the theme

;

appeal

strongly

to

to

my own work

it is by any means
However the reviewer
New York Tribune does

a loss."
for the

not agree with him and should
have preferred a longer picture

some

solution to Rothe author
The Newdid offer a solution.
York Times reviewer, while he
feels that as an entertainment
it is heavy, says:
offering

problem

salie's

—for

The

settings of the picture are adeand the acting of the players
One of the best parts of
film
where the male element
this
is
One
is likened to various types of cats.
sees the tom-cat faded into one character, and then the Stray cat into another

quate,

is

very good.

man.

The Newark News

feels that
a remarkably
faithful, if rather colorless, repThe
resentation of the novel.
plot is not tampered with and
the theme is forcibly worked

"The production

is

out.

A

NOTHER

sample of First Nation-

work on "When a Man's a
The pictures selected for mats

al's

Man."

are full of action and
ies
are supplied

newspaper
in

stor-

plenty.
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Harold Bell Wright says:
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4284
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Universal
Selznick
4,868
.Selznick ....6.994
Fox
6052

Paramount .7,081
.Paramount .7.264
Paramount
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26
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Reviewed
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Marriage Circle
Next Corner

.

women.
Mr.
Hutchinson says concerning the cutting of novelsfor screen adaptation, "I am far
from saying that in the case of
particularly

,

Distributor Length
Star
Franklyn Farnum Inde. Pic. ..5,000
Marie Prevost ...Warner .,..8,300

Baffled

.

moral
should

12
19

FEBRUARY
Feature

skiU

rare

ries a strong
is heavy, it

Feb. 2
Dec. 29

..5,000
8,000
5,700

.6.500
Inde. Pic. ...5.000

...

RusseU

Even.

,

Universal ...5196
..joldwyn ....7,999

Toilers of the Sea
To the Ladies

What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont

,

Kenma

Tiger Rose

West

Feb.

shown

,,,.5.000

Grand-Asher 5591
Fox
8,000
Fox
8000

Norma Talmadge. 1st Natl. ...8,000
Mason ..Fox
4,168
Mary Alden ....Distinctive ..7,012
Fox
Special Cast
8,000

Three Wesks
Three Miles Out
Thrill Chaser
the

Warner

Shirley

The Arizona Express
The Wildcat

Through

.,,

5

Jan. 12
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 19
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan. 5
Feb. 2
Jan. 5
Jan. 25
Jan. 12
Jan. 26
Jan. 19

.6,147
Gr. -Asher .,5,936
F. B. O. ,.6,238
Selznick ....6,000

Washburn

Justice

Jan.

Hodkinson

All Star
.

Re\'i';wed

Jan. 19
Jan. 5
Jan. 26
Dec.
8

..6000

.

Hodkinson
Metro

.

Dana

H. Gibson

..

Asunder
Love Master
Love Pirate
Love Bandit
Loving Lies

•iflt a CAjJ ihirf

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

.6600
.6000
.4,112

.

Storm

of

Broadway
Lady of Monsoreau
Let Not Man Put

L«M«-

12

Feb. 2
Jan. 5

.

.

Johnny Hines ...Warner

Heart Bandit

Just Off

Sol

JarL

Nov. 24

.5,174
.7,000

Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
Richard TalmadgeGoldstone ..5,000
Special Cast
Paramount .6,457
Bouton-Gilbert ..Fox
6,100
Bessie Love ....Fox
5,731
....Marin Sais ....Selznick ....3,926
Jane Grey
Fox
7,669
All-star
Cosmopol. .10,000

Exiles
Gentle Julia

Hook and Ladder
Humming Bird

Prrtfirtt^

Nov. 3
Nov. 10

JANUARY
Feature

Judgment

Man's a

1

.

.

.

All Star

.

pow«rfuI<^l novel

1

Goldwryn

Special Cast
All Star
All Star

Way Men Love
Whipping Boss
White Tiger
Wife's Romance
Wild Bill Hickok

3

IS

Pure Grit

Virginian

22

26

First Nat.

Purple

i"lov.

Jan.

Metro

Slave of Desire

Dtc.

6,135
..6,900
..6,220
..6,500
..4,571

Nilsson
Roy Stewart

Temple of Venus
This Freedom
Thundergate
Twenty-One
Under Red Robe

Jan.

Dec.

equal to the best American society dramas."
He says:
Denision Clift, an American director,
in
handling
delicate
situations,
has

ail,

Fox

Keaton

All Star
All Star

Dec.
Dec.

Dec.

Vitagraph

Cast

Richard the Lion HeartedBeery
Second Hand Love
Jones
Second Youth
AU Star
Six Cylinder Love
Truex

.4,960
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'on
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pec.

...4812
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J.

.

Reviewed
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Universal

Special

Red Warning
Rendezvous
Reno

.6,900.

.7506

Select

.

Ninety and Nine
Hospitality
Ponjola

.

Preferred

.

.

Unknown

6208.
..5,000

Monogram

Lopez

of

Masters of

5,800
5,000
First Nat. ..6,723
Her Temporary HusbandAll Star
Bebe Daniels ....Paramount .5,741
Heritage of the Desert
Rawlinson
Universal ..4,487
His Mystery Girl ..
Gladys Hulette..Fox
Hoodman Blind
5,434

Wridhts
\

Lombard

Mail

Mask

Distributor Length

Star

Go

Lucretia

ness "This Freedom," from the
novel by A. S. M. Hutchinson."
That is the opinion of Mae
Tinee, reviewing the film for the
Chicago Tribune. She thinks:
The cast has been, well chosen. Fay
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THE MODERN THEATRE

HOW

WHEN COMPLETED

CHICAGO'S MARQUETTE THEATRE WILL LOOK

Marquette Embodies Latest Construction Ideas
Chicago's

New

Theatre

Model Playhouse
Structure and Design
Is a

TWO

big Chicago theatrical firms arc
interested in the two story theatre, office and store building which is almost
completed on Sixty-third Street and Kedzie Avenue, Chicago.
Fitzpatrick & McElroy purchased the
125x125 foot lot with frontage on the two
streets and on it are erecting a beautiful
two story building of the latest fireproof
construction, embracing a motion picture

and offices.
Although Fitzpatrick & McElroy are operatmg their own circuit of theatres the

theatre, stores

theatre in this building, to be

known

as the

Marquette Theatre, through a deal with
Sam Katz of the Balaban & Katz interests has been leased for ten years and will
be operated on a plan and policy typical
of their organization.
The building of pressed brick and grey
stone, which has been named the Chicago

Lawn

Building,

was designed by Henry

F. M. Bernham, archiIn addition to the 1200 seat
tects.
theatre occupying the center of the
building there are ten stores, all of
which are already leased, and on the

Newhouse and

in Respect to Utility,

—

is
nine besides the two main entrances
possible to empty the entire house in a
very few minutes.
cove lighting system has been installed
with three colors on dimmers in the dome,
^^it

A

border lights and floorlights.
The heating and ventilating systems are
very complete with a vacuum system of
steam heating with pump, and a blast exhaust as well as completed automatic temperature regulatory system.
The theatre is now practically completed
and ready for the decorating and furnishings which will be carried out by Balaban
& Katz.
In acquiring the purchase of the Sixtythird Street and Kedzie Avenue corner as
a site for the new Marquette Theatre,
Messrs. Fitzpatrick and McElroy have achieved an object which is always more
or less the acme of the showman's desire.
We have in mind the all important point

second floor is an Oriental Cafe with
an entrance from both streets.
The theatre embodies all the latest
It is
ideas in playhouse construction.
designed with a main floor and balcony and a roomy stage. The lobby
Westfield green and
finished in
is
white Alabama marble and black and
white tile covers the floor.
The inner lobby of york fossil and
pink Tennessee marble, and the main
cross aisle leading from the foyer is
flanked by a parapet of the balcony
which carries a pink Tennessee marble
The same marble trimwainscoting.

Marquette
gory in question.

With its splendid
pointments, its pleasant atmosphere
undeniable assurance of excellence of
tertainment, there is every reason to
dict

the theatre which
and the
are under the balcony and off the foyer.

rangement

of exits

—

with a single

a special arof which there are

enpre-

success.

An announcement from Semon Bache
and Company of New York tells of a uniform standard adopted by the concern in
connection with Maltese Brand Lenses.
The establishment of this principle purposes to insure uniformity of molten mass,
and of each and every individual lense,
year in and year out.
Maltese Brand Lenses are crystal white
in color and are guaranteed against discoloring black, purple, violet, red, or in fact
any detrimental tint. It is said that they
may after continual usage develop a slight
straw color, but that this in no way' interferes with the effectiveness of the lenses.
Another guarantee that goes to purchasers of Maltese Lenses is that they
are of correct focus at all times. The
annealing process of the lenses is subThe cast
jected to minute scrutiny.
rough plates are run through lehrs for
several days and are thoroughly tempered and annealed. The glass, after
is again subis molded, to form,
it
jected to a thorough annealing.
All surfaces are ground and polished
The
to insure optically true surfaces.
lenses can be had in various shapes,
namely plano-convex, bi-convex, meniscus

and so

on.

crystal
so-called
the
Heretofore
white lenses turned violet, then purple, then black, and sometimes red.
The use of Maltese Brand optical
glass for the manufacture of these
lenses

of

The auditorium is built
dome high ceiling. By

ap-

and

UIVIFORM STANDARD ADOPTED
MALTESE BRAND LENSES

ming is repeated in the women's rest
room and the men's smoking room
offices

in relation to the number of
The
daily pass a given spot.
decidedly, comes into the cate-

location
people that

of

K.

S.

DONALD McELROY

FITZPATRICK

The two executives and moving spirits
McElroy Theatre Circuit who purchased
Marquette Theatre

of

Chicago

the Fitzpatrick and
the site on which the
being built

of

is

solved

has

this

problem.

It

is

manufactured under strict supervision,
each pot of glass being properly examined and tested before use, and estreated thus eliminating
i
,-',^^^.;^,^
discoloration.

^.
Y^.
detrimental

all

;

February

9,

;
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NEW ORCHESTRA DEVICE
IMPRESSES CRITICS
Perfect Synchronization of Music and
Picture Is Achieved

PHOTOPLAY

patrons for whom perfect
synchronization of musical setting and motion picture is a vital factor in the first class
presentation of a film should be particularly
interested in a new invention by S. W. Lawton, General Musical Director of the B. F.
Keith and B. S. Moss Theatres, which was
put into effect at the Cameo Theatre, when
the Cosmopolitan Corporation's thrilling crook
photoplay "Through the Dark" was playing
its second week on Broadway.

The new invention, styled the Electrical Orchestra Director, insures perfect synchronization even though the conductor and orchestra
are out of sight. According to many famous
orchestra directors and score- writers who attended "Through the Dark," the new invention
will revolutionize present methods of arrangeing and performing musical settings.
Heretofore, the musical accompaniment has
always been an uncertain factor. The music
to correspond with a certain scene was at
times a little too late or too. soon and the
conductor was kept on edge shifting his gaze
from music to picture, trying to remember
the exact moment of playing, loud, soft, fast
or slow and having his calculations upset by
an unexpected increase or decrease in running
time of the film.
The new invention does away with all this.
Placed in the orchestra pit it is controlled
and operated by the motion picture machine
in the projection room.
The slightest change
in speed of the film instantly affects the Electrical Orchestra Director.
If the film breaks,
the director automatically stops and when the
film is repaired it starts again.
It signals
the conductor everything he wants to be
reminded of during the picture at the exact
moment needed. It gives the conductor a
warning before each cue and also signals the
moving picture operator when to run films
faster or slower, to bring out certain effects
in

the picture.

*

*

*

MAGNESIUM PAINT MAKES FOR
SMOOTH SCREEN SURFACE
a

M. Major and Company of New York offers
Magnesium Coating Paint that can be ap-

plied

to

a

motion picture screen with

ease.

The Major-Lite Magnesium Screen Coating
Paint, as it is called, is made of magnesium,
which

is

used by scientists by which to meas-

ure light, as it gives the highest relative surface without any eye strain or distortion, and
is especially suitable for. very wide angle motion picture theatres, also where better projection is of urgent moment.
It is claimed that this coating paint will
not flake off or change color after continued
use, which is the case with a large variety
of paints.
The concern also manufactures
silveroid and gold fiber screen solutions, which
dry slowly, so they can be smoothed out to
give an even surface on the screen.
*

*

*

HELIOS REFLECTOR LAMP HAS
VERSATILE FEATURES
As a result of many years of experimental
work and of many scientific and practical
tests,

the

advent

Lamp marks

the

of

Helios

Reflector

a pronounced advance in motion

picture equipment.
Some of the special features of the Helios
Reflector Lamp are
it can be used on direct
or alternating current, short or long throw,
with equal effectiveness it has an extra large
reflecting mirror made of special heat-resisting quartz glass
it
has a cooling plate in
back of the reflector.
special four-post lever construction permits greatest flexibilitv in raising or lowering the device.
The Warren Products Com:

;

;

A

pany of 265 Canal
ling

the

device.

Street,

New York

is

hand-

THE IDEAL STORE) DEPICTED

'Show 'Em How'
New Kind

Theme

Is

EM

IN -SHOW

HOW

of Industrial Film

of Merchandising Picture Puts Its Message
Human Interest and Thrills

Across With
Westinghouse
THE some

Lamp Company has
time realized the need of better

for

merchandising methods in the electrical
industry as a whole, and has been considering
various mediums for getting the message
They finally decided
across to the dealers.
that motion pictures offered the best medium.
The Pathescope Comany of America was selected to make the picture, and a cast of
professional actors and actresses as true to
type as possible was secured.

The human

factor

interest

was

so

well

taken care of that the film is the same kind
of picture that is run in any motion picture
house in the country. The scenario is an appealing little romance, while the merchandising part of the story is worked into the plot
such a fashion that the educational idea
absorbed by the observer almost unconis
At no time does the audience feel
sciously.
they are being preached at, but nevertheless,
the better merchandising idea works out as
an integral part of the successful conclusion
in

of the plot.

In the picture the hero, a small town elecdealer, does everything necessary to
change his store from an old-fashioned, inefficient establishment where he is losing out,
to a modern store embodying the principles
used by the most successful dealers in the
line, but he does it "all for the sake of a
And of course, as moving pictures
girl."
must end happily, he succeeds in business,
and gets both the girl and the kind of bungalow they wanted.
trical

Warner P. Richmond took the part of
James Perkins, the electrical dealer, while
Isabelle Rea was Joan Gregory, his fiancee.
Load
The rest of the cast was as follows
An iron
'em up Salesman, A. B. Marshall
:

;

prospect,

Ann

Carmichael

;

A

range prospect,

Ellaen Williams Her father, M. C. Turpin
Vacuum cleaner prospect. Jane Arnold
washluminatre prospect, Fay Harrison
ing machine prosnect. Avis Hast,; A lamo
Sales Clerk, W. F.
purchaser, James Evans
Oliver; Sales Clerk, Helen Ward; Sales,
Show 'em How SalesClerk, Ellen Cruger
man. E. I. Gaufreau,
The film begins with a foreword, which
:

;

;

;

;

A

A

explains briefly the history of commerce, and
the purpose of the picture

Foreword

—When

were simple, when
crude,

the

man's

a
his

requirements

manner of

common

necessities
barter.

of

living
life

was
were

obtained through
With the establishment of communities,
barter became inadequate, and the traders
made his appearance. But as the communities
grew and expanded, the trader found it more
and more difficult to carry-his goods from
place to place.
So he selected a central location and established a trading point where
producers and consumers could sell and buy.

Thus the store came
The modern store

into existence.
is a development out of

the simple past into the

complex present day
system of distribution.
The better class of
stores today stand as monuments to the diligent study of untiring energy of those men
who have striven to render humanity daily
the highest type of service.
If this picture inspires you to a more active and intelligent thought in the conduct
of your business, if it stimulates your desire
to promote your business more aggressively,

then

it

has accomplished

its

purpose.

'MAKING MOVIES' A SUCCESSFUL
BUSINESS BUILDER
The William E. Baff Company of New
York is provoking lively interest and comment

in

motion picture theatre circles by rea-

son of the unique service the concern renders
to exhibitors.

"Making Movies" is the name of the attraction the firm produces and which comprises an on and off-stage exhibition of motion picture studio life, showing the inside
and outside of photoplay production and revealing the duties of the directors, screen
artists, camera men, supers, and so forth.
The attraction purports to benefit the exhibitor in four ways by the contest, in which
through voting coupons, players are recruited
from the neighborhood by the movie making, movie exhibiting and movie advertising.
It needs very little conjuring of the imagination to visualize the interest aroused.
:

;
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Exhibitors Trade Review
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan,, ,^, exhibitors'

--campaign
book
on.
Cosmopolitan's
"Through the Dark" has just been issued.
It is in black and white and the front cover
shows the very attractive 6-column newspaper
ad which has been prepared for the producThe striking 24, 3 and 6-sheet posters
tion.
with other billing ads are reproduced on the
back cover.
Exploitation ideas on novel angles are suggested; one of these consists of two phos-

A PRESS SHEET

ADVERTISING
AIDS

'

the

"The

phorescent novelties. One is a phosphorescent
post card or throwaway with the title,
"Through the Dark," covered with phosphorescence so that it can be read in the dark.
Another is in the shape of an old-fashioned
lianging lantern, to be used as a phosphorescent indicator to hang from electric and gas
light chains as guides to persons entering their
mystery auto, a rehomes in the dark.
ward poster, a warning novelty and other
unique exploitation angles are outlined.
The newspaper advertisements have been
i^epared with unusual care to indicate the
mystery element in the picture.

A

*

*

*

THE

Albert A. Gross Co., 201 West 49th
Street, New York, are publishing a series
of inexpensive booklets entitled, "Harold
Lloyd in Strange Lands," which are offered
to exhibitors as something to be given away
The pamphlets emas souvenirs to patrons.
brace a series of comic stories on the great
comedian, and purport to be furnished to exliibitors at a rate reasonable enough to make
it

possible to distribute

them

to ticket buyers.

Episode No. 1 is already off press and is full
of the kind of humor calculated to make the
reader feel grateful to the donor.
* * *
press sheet on "Daddies,"
THE
by Warner Brothers
bristles

inality

per

just issued

with orig-

and contains many novel ideas and pa-

that

be valuable

will

to

the

exhibitor

showing this screen adaptation of the John
L. Hobble play and David Belasco success.
Especially worthy of mention is the petition
If You Are, or
the Great Army
of 'Daddies.' Be Sure to Read This," and
continuing with a set of resolutions, one of
which is to see the picture.
Equally original are the exploitation suggestions, two of which deal with organizing

herald reading
If

:

"Petition
of

:

You Are Not One

The Warner
trials and bachelor clubs.
Brothers' publicity department believe that exhibitors will find this an excellent method
of awakening interest.
mode

Hodkinson exploitation man
RC.put GARY,
over an unusually extensive exploita•

tion
it

campaign for "The Drivin' Fool," when
recently shovm at the Orpheum Theaat Fort Wayne, Indiana.

was

tre,

He

persuaded

Mayor Hosey

to start a

cam-

paign against fast driving to which all the
newspapers devoted much space. The Fort
Wayne Journal-Gazette carried a full page
headline and a half column editorial on the
subject.
Mr. Gary secured a special permit
from the Mayor and Chief of Police to tie

warning signs on the city's electric art posts.
Two thousand cards admonishing the public
against being a "Drivin' Fool" were posted
days before the opening of the picture.
This was the first time that a permit was
granted against the city ordinance forbidding
the use of the posts for commercial purposes.
five

*

*

*

A THOROUGHLY

useful press book on
"Roulette," the picturization of William

Mac Harg's popular story, which was published in Hearst's International Magazine, is
now ready for distribution, according to L. F.
the Director of Advertising and
Publicity for the Selznick Distributing Corporation.

Guimond,

Besides advertising and press material the
book contains many practical exploitation ideas
and suggests to the showman various ways of
making the most of the screen notables in the
"Roulette" cast, which contains such famous
names as Edith Roberts, Norman Trevor,
Maurice Costello, Mary Carr, Walter Booth,
Montagu Love, Henry Hull, Dagmar Godowsky, Diana Allen, Effie Shannon, Flora
Finch and Jack Raymond.
*

*

CHARLES SASSEEN

*

got a splendid full-

page co-operative ad in the "Galveston
Tribune" for "His Children's Children," with
eight merchants represented.
At first glance we could see very many
possibilities for a double truck or even a
single truck co-operative ad, with this title,
but Sasseen reveals its possibilities by getting
a laundry, bicycle shop, boys' clothing, dry
goods company, hardware shop, and electric
store.

O ELZNICK'S

on
material
press
"Roulette" contains many edifying
suggestions on hozv to make the most of
the screen notables in the cast, which
contains some famous names, as noted
in the picture heiow. Practical exploitation ideas are also by no means lacking.
*^

Marriage

prepared by

publicity

which

Circle,"

bitsch has produced.

'

being

is

Warner Brothers

staff

Ernst

on
Lu-

Special pains are being

expended on this, in the effort to have it in
keeping with the unusual Lubitsch picture.
Exploitation ideas are being evolved, and an
arresting campaign will be offered exhibitors
in the way of tie-ups with nearly every type
of store.

"The Marriage Circle" is a dove-tailed triangle, the story of a married flirt whose greatest delight lies in enticing other women's husbands, even when these same husbands are
perfectly happy with their own domestic arrangements.
The efforts of a woman to
ensnare the husband of her best friend constitute the basis of the plot which is developed along unusual Imes.
Prominent in the cast of "The Marriage
Circle" are Florence Vidor, Monte Blue,
Harry Myers, Marie Prevost, Adolphe Menjou and

Creighton Hale.
*

*

*

'T'HE

"free offer" has an undeniable place
Folks have an inherent
in the theatre.
Any
love to get "something for nothing."
free offer always attracts a certain class of
people, and the recognized fact that the prize
must be paid for by those who enter does
not detract from its value.
Theatres throughout the country are using
the free offer plan in hundreds of different
ways. It would be impossible to list in this
limited space the number of contest, prize
offering schemes, the giving of groceries, free
tickets, coupons, etc., beinsr offered the pubThe very fact that
lic by theatre managers.
this plan is so widely used alone proves its
value.
* * *

Hand Painted

'Trilby' Posters

ANOTHER

instance of having to apply ingenuity to overcome the handicap of a
small theatre front is evidenced in the case of
Manager McGowan during the showing of
First National's Trilby at the Strand Theatre^
Memphis, Tenn. The thing was accomplished
by the use of big slogans, big letters and big
displays. Gauze drapings from ceiling to sides
gave the artistic background to the entrance.
Huge "Trilby" signs above and directly inside the entrance acted as glaring invitations.
These were hand painted and carried, in the
left hand corner, the painter's palette, amospheric of the picture's story. In front of the
box office, Trilby herself, cut from one of the
poster sheets, held a position of prominence.

—
February

1924
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Human Hands That Block
The

the Path of Progress

old head and

up the

hand method

ers standing

impatiently in

causes errors in

of

making change slows

window, keeps pleasure seek-

at the cashier's

line

worries the cashier and

line,

making change.

THE BRANDT UNIVERSO
computes and pays the correct change instantly
with absolute mechanical accuracy.
Simply press the key
and the patron's change is ready any amount from one
cent to one dollar.
selects,

—

Sent on Free Trial at

Our Risk

Let us send you a Brandt Universe to use ten
days free. Then if you don't find it an indispensable
help, return it
otherwise pay cash or installments
as you wish.
Satisfaction guaranteed.

Dept U. Watertown, Wis.
Send me without obligation,
complete description of Brandt
Universe, free trial offer and terms

—

Brandt Manufacturing Co.

$85

Dept. U,

Easy Terms

Name

Watertown, Wis.

....

Address

Incandescent Specialists

AUSTIN CHEMICAL

CO., Inc.

AUSTIN BRAND LAMP COLORING
1692 Boston Road

NEW YORK

BRONX,
Largest

PHONE INTERVALE
Lamp Colorers in the

COLORED LAMPS
AUSTIN FROST

TRIMOUNT PRESS
IIS

2625

United States

LACQUERS FOR TOYS
AUSTIN BRAND SOLVENT

Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of lamp coloring that has stood all tests and is in many ways superior to the
various other lamp coloring on the market.
Keith, Moss and Lowe's
Theatres are availing themselves of the use of the Austin Chemical

ALBANY STREET

Service.

A

BOSTON MASS

distinctive

waterproof and

feature of

new coloring is that it is
The process includes shades

the

weatherproof.

positively
of various

and descriptions, all of which are devised to add attractiveness
and appeal to marquee lights, sign lights and house lights.

colors

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT

Rates
For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

Watch for

LOUIS SEEL, INC.

''Players

ARTISTIC ANIMATED FILMS

We Know"

LEADERS -^TRAILERS
42° ^rUt x^*™"" "'I^J^'

Number

CAMERA EXCHANGE
made

Motion Pictures
«r Industrial.

We

best

cameramen.

to order.

have excellent

Our

price

Commercial, Home
facilities, and the

20c

per

Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue,

foot.

New

Ruby
York.

FOR SALE
Brick building 44 x 100 feet, 500 chairs,
2 Power machines, Minusa screen. Popcorn machine.
Good reason for selling it cheap if taken at
once.
Terms to suit the buyer. Einpire Theatre,
Theatre.

Manitowoc,

BOOK "MAKING MOVIES"
an on and

We Are Not Bootleggers

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for
rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

But we make STILLS

It's

STILLS— Enlarging— Copying
The

BEST

WORK

LOWEST PRICES

at

TAYSON LABORATORIES, Inc.
37

West 20th

St.,

New

York,

Watkins

S482

life,

stage exhibiton of
action and detaiL

movie

YOUR THEATRE A BEE-HIVE

A

movie picture made right on your stage in
front of your audience,
produced with local
players and scenes one week, and shown next.

For

details

write

Box

1053,

Exhibitors

Trade

Review.

Wise.

WELDED WIRE

picture show equipment, Southern Wisconsin.
Two nearly new Simplex machines, balance
Box
of equipment good condition. Now operating.
P. V. O., Exhibitors Trade Review.

Complete

REELS

——What's
a Whole World to Me Without
For You Alone— Dream Chimes
Dawn

Petals

You

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,

On fully equipped motion picture house. Must be
good going proposition. State all details. Addr>ess
Box A. G., care Exhibitors Trade Review.

740

Till

A»..;

New York

ROLL
ArcusTTcket/5
\V

Edward Schuberth
11

East 22nd Street,

&

Co.
New York

City

TWENTY- EI6HT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

352 N. ASHLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

5 Excellent Motion Picture
Numbers for $2.00

For Sale by

THEATRE LEASE WANTED

i

ofif

studio

—WE DO-

rOLDED

TICKETS

best eor rue lease

money

quickest DtiivcRY

correctnlss GUAKiNTftD

Exhibitors Trade Revirw
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SYNONYMOUS WITH

PROTECTION - PERFECTION
UNIT

VENT TO
OUTER AIR.

HOOD

HUMIDIFYING PROPERTIES
OF
conDITIONS, PRESERVES AND

THERMONON

AUTOMATIC PRESSURE
RELIEF VALVE.

GREATLY PROLONGS LIFE
OF FILM.

CONTINUOUS FLUE TO
OUTER AIR.

ASBESTOS WIRE CLOTH
FIRE SEAL COMPLETELY
AROUND DOORS.

EACH COMPARTMENT IS
INSULATED FROM ADJACENT COMPARTMENTS AND
SEPARATELY VENTED TO
OUTER AIR.

UNIT CONSTRUCTION EASILY
IN HEIGHT AND
WIDTH.

EXPANDED

AUTOMATIC LATCH POSITIVELY HOLDS DOORS

EACH REEL IS MAINTAINED
IN SEPARATE COMPART-

CLOSED.

MENT.

LABEL HOLDERS FOR
PROPER INDEXING.

THERMONON

GREATEST HEAT RETARD
ANT OF THE AGE.

DOORS CLOSE AUTOMATICALLY WITH OR WITHOUT

MONOLITHIC CONSTRUCTION
OF

FILM.

THERMONON

COMPLETELY

SURROUNDS

EACH REEL.
BUILT OF STEEL
DURABLE, EVERLASTING
AND BEAUTIFULLY

UNIT BASE

FINISHED.

hi

THE ONLY POSITIVE METHOD OF FILING MOTION PICTURE FILM WITH ASSURANCE
OF FIRE PROTECTION. EACH REEL IS IN
SEPARATE, SECURELY CLOSED, FIREPROOF COMPARTMENT, LOCKED IF DESIRED,
VENTED TO- THE OUTER AIR. FILM-SAFES CONDITION FILM AND PRESERVE IT INDEFINITELY.

THE FILM-SAFE

A

IS

PATENTED ALL OVER THE WORLD

American Film -Safe Corporation
BALTIMORE, MARYLAND,
2/^^j!nr/"rfTTVi"fTrrrrTTTiTTr]"rTrrjp-^^

U. S. A.

There

added assurance of favorable comment— that priceless publicity that only the
satisfied audience can give
when the producis

—

tion

is

right photographically.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Adds

true photographic values to picture

interest

Look

— carries quality from studio to screen.

for

"Eastman" and "Kodak''

letters in the film

in black

margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Mack Sennett
presents

Picking Peaches
with

Harry Langdon
Two Parts
Drown

out your music I

comedies were as good as "Picking Peaches" you could forand make the comedy the feature of your show.
If you want to have your crowd exhausted from laughing; if you
want them rolling on the floor; if you want the roars, the Veils, the
screams to drown out your music; if you want to see the prettiest
girls that ever graced a picture, hook it.
If all

get features

Langdon

is

Good!

Pick a peach.

Play

*^ Picking

Peaches**

Pafh^comedr

^
WJMBER
EXHIBITORS
<^rade REVIEW
Pfayers

TOrvorau

%e Business Paper of the Motion lecture Industry
GVery

yierc's

Meighan

the greatest

Picture
is

Meighan
of

a

Knockout

them all

homas Meighan
//

PIED PIPER MALONE"

DIRECTED BY
ALFRED

E.

GREEN

ADAPTED BY
JOM

GERAGHTYfl

BY BOOTH TARKINGTON
PRESENTED BY ADOLPH ZUKOR AND JESSE L.LASKY

Released February 4, 1924

(X Cparamount Qicture

Price

20

cents

February 16, 1924

The Greatest
Lobbyology Idea
Ever Conceived—
invention and
THE
the beginning

perfection of the Picturola marks
of a new era in Motion Picture Exploi-

Placed in the lobby the machine constitutes a
miniature motion picture theatre which combines all the
allure of a ballyhoo with the force of a powerful advertising instrument.
Practice and tests have proved that for tickling the
strong instincts of curiosity, with which human beings are
endowed, Picturola never fails of its object. Passersby invariably are drawn to it, as if by a magnet, to see what it
has to offer. They are never disappointed.
Placed in your lobby, Picturola can give the highlights of your program for today, tomorrow or next week;
cool
it can also tell what a wonderful theatre you have
what
in summer, warm in winter, delightful at all times
fine pictures Paramounts, Metros, First Nationals and
Universals are.
Picturola is an adaptation of the Motion Picture to
your own Motion Picture advertising uses, without interfering with any other form of advertising.
The invention is the result of an exhibitor's own conviction that unless advertising matter could be shown in a
direct way; facts stated as clearly as they are in newspaper or
magazine advertising with no possibility of giving offense
because of an interrupted program, advertising would be
tation.

—
—

The

Perfect Silent

Salesman

^ HE above
beautifully

24",

an

all-steel cabinet

mahogany

26"x26"x42",

uring

box

is

screen,

i

zed,

with

meas-

shadow

showing a picture i8"x
for permanent loca-

suitable

tions in terminal stations, hotel lobbies,

theatre

lobbies,

salesrooms,

expositions, schools, churches

outdoor display.

Remember,

and
it

is

CONTINUOUS AND AUTOMATIC.
and

It is fireproof,

foolproof,

fully guaranteed.

The machine

constitutes a

moveany

able motion picture theatre for

location desired, whether in school-

rooms, railroad stations, store win-

dows, hotel lobbies, theatre lobbies,
It carries any quanfrom 100 feet to 1,000
feet, using standard, narrow width,
or any other class or kind of film,
complying with all fire laws and

or elsewhere.
tity of film

regulations.

Your Pictures
the Picturola Way!

Sell

practically worthless.

D.

W.

have used Picturola in connec"The Birth of a Nation" he probably would have made many more millions
out of the picture. Picturola is now ready for such use
"The Ten Commandments" "The Covered Wagon"
"The Four Horsemen" "When Knighthood Was in
Flower" "Hunchback of Notre Dame."
Film program announcements on the screen inside
the theatre keep as many people away next day as they
bring back; Picturola brings them in right then and
If

Griffith could

tion with the theatre exploitation of

—

—

—

there.

Picturola Corporation
383 Madison

Ave.,

New York,

N. Y.

(Opposite the Ritz) Vanderbilt 4862-3

PubUshed weekly by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation. Executive, Editorial Offices Knickerbocker Bldg., Broadway and 42nd St., New
York City Subscription I2.OO year. Entered as second-class matter, Aug, 25, 1922, at post office at E. Stroudsburg, Pa., under act of March 3, 1879

Players

You All Knew

EDITH ROBERTS

MONTAGU LOVE

NORMAN TREVOR
WALTER BOOTH

DIANA ALLEN

MAURICE COSTELLO
MARY CARR
HENRY HULL

?

DAGMAR GODOWSKY
EFFIE SHANNON
FLORA FINCH
JACK RAYMOND

Chester Bennett's Super Production Presenting

JANE NOVAK in Her Greatest Work
FILM BOOiaNG OFFICES

of America, Inc., takes pleasure in
announcing Chester Bennett's super special production as the
greatest motion picture that F. B. O. has handled since the inception
of this

Company.

Prints of

"THE LULLABY'

are

now

in the hands of all F. B. O.

Exchanges.
Private screenings are suggested to ail First Run Theatres so that
a perfect appreciation of this subject may be had and so that all
may see why "THE
will be classed among the first
five outstanding motion picture productions for the entire year of
1924.

LULLABY"

FILM BOOKING OFFICES
.^j.

723 Seventh Avenue,

SALES OFFICE, UNITED KINGDOM: R-C PICTURES CORPORATION,
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of

AMERICA,

New York

Inc.

City

D'ARBLAY STREET, WARD OUR STREET, LONDON, W.

1,

ENGLAND

!

n Ttie'\^^inian"ou]' every
promise has come true

now

ex-

Here's another

ample of

tiiithful

in

MAYTIME
Six yeai's a great st^e success

— now a wonderful Preferred Pichu'e

Has everyttiin^ that makes
flie iHg:

crowds come
B. P.

Schulter^

presents

GASNIER PRODUCTION
Rida cJoLnson ^un^
from

the

famous

|»lay

Hanisoii Ford
,

;

.:^Eth€l

Shannon

hj

Clara

A\5n.Norris

and Hollywood's twelve most Beautiful

Preferred Pittures

Scenario

by

Bow

Olga

girls.

Printilau

(Corporation
B.P.Schulberg. Pres.
I6£>0 Bi

(^) J.C.Bachmann,
ed ui

a

.

New

York.

Dreas.
FOREIGN DISTWBnTORS
EXPOKT AMD IMPOKT FILM CO. INC

News For

Real Opportunity

STATE RIGHT BUYERS
Read Them and Reap!
Just

Another Case Where SuperJust a

latives Fail!

ful Picture with a

Theme and

Wonder-

Wonderful

A Smashing Drama

of Ex-

citement and Love,

Cleverly

Interwoven Around

Human

What You Have Been

Looking for
Sure Fire Money Making Attractions

Exceptionally

at

Reasonable Prices

Interest Thrills

Star

CLIFF SMITH

A

SERIES

HOBART
BOSWORTH

AND EILEEN

In

SEDGWICK

BILLY

In

PATTON

'SCARRED
HANDS'

Now Ready
"THE LAST MAN"
"THE DESERT SECRET"

MAN

'THE

ALONE'
You Know What Hobart Bosworth Has Done Before. The
Biggest Thing

That
Raises

"The
His

We

Can Say

Is

Man Alone"

Popularity

Still

Higher and Will Stamp His

Name Even More

Indelibly

in the Screen Hall of

Fame.

A

Picture

You

OF WESTERNS
Featuring

In Production

Really Need to

That Never Failing Want
for Something REAL, Something Close to the Heart
Something That Never Fails
to Entertain and Please One
Hundred Per Cent of Your

"THE GASOLINE COWBOY"
"THE BORDER RIDER"

Fit

And more

A

Series

No

Afford

Patronage.

to follow.

Exhibitor Can

To Miss

Every One a Winner

A

Few

Territories

Still

Open

HADOC SALES COMPANY
NEW YORK

220

WEST

421SD

CITY

STREET

I

A GRIFFITH WEEK
Always within

This great Griffith picture

has
in

won the highest honors

Orphans

every national popular-

ity contest,

the
it

the first ten of the most popular pictures

always being

first ten.

was second

DOWN

of the

in

In England
to

"WAY

EAST" among

Storm'

all

pictures.
It is

an absolutely sure investment for you

i25252SH5S55ESE525H5ESE5ESE5ESESH5H5ESH5SSESESHSHS25H5ESE5E5ES5ffiSSSSSHS2S2SE52.

The greatest of all mystery
films,

with

terrific

comedy.

MYSTERY — LOVE —

Exciting

LAUGHTER, — if
doesn't

that

mean money, what

does!

A MONEY WEEK

MONEY WEEK
It

turned a losing season into a winning one for

W.

D.

picture
chilly

Take some
Mr.

city,

any

Orleans."

— (Variety)

Griffith's

has

box

New

warmed many

offices this winter

—here

city

is

Oklahoma

City, Okla.

Wm. Noble of the Empress Theatre says:

"One of the very best pictures ever produced and a picture tnat
everybody should

see.

Mr.

Griffith's picture is

a big success for us."

A GRIFFITH WEEK
money
your business
An Exhibitor
YOUR
should make money as a matter of
is

life.

service to his
patrons. Surely you have noticed how quickly a
theatre that is losing money gets a chill, depressed inhospitable air. And you have also noticed a prosperous
theatre has a warm, welcome feel to it.

Remember this—D. W. GRIFFITH has made MORE

MONEY

for motion picture EXHIBITORS than any
other man. Since the early Biograph days, his pictures
have been pictures of prosperity to the men who show

them.

We

do not say he has always batted one hundred
per cent? What man ever has? Has YOUR judgment
been one hundred per cent good?

Have you played all his recent pictures? There is
real money in playing them. Realize this^—A GRIFFITH
PICTURE never hurts your theatre; and you know
theatres can be hurt by pictures. A GRIFFITH PICTURE always helps your theatre, because he puts all his
brains, and all his strength and all his time into making
pictures for you. And who else does that for you, year
in and year out?

played "ORPHANS OF THE
EXCITING
NIGHT" and "THE WHITE
STORM," "ONE
ROSE," put aside one week for a GRIFFITH WEEK,
PLAY THEM, and MAKE MONEY.
If

you haven't

write direct to

Get in touch with the

UNITED ARTISTS EXCHANGE
in your territory or

Albert L. Grey, General Manager,

GRIFFITH Inc.,
303 Longacre Bldg., New York
D. W.

City

A MONEY WEEK

All Concerned
are hereby advised of the affiliation of the following

firms,

by membership, with

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers
and that

in

consequence thereof,

as to copyrights of the said firms,

AH

Rights Are Reserved

including public performance for profit,
obtained only through the said Society:
Abrahams, Maurice,
Ager, Yellen
*Belwin, Inc.
Berlin,
Beilin

&

Irving,

&

Inc.

Bornstein, Inc.
Inc.

Horowitz, Inc.

Broadway Music Corporation
Chappell-Harmes,

Inc.

*The John Church Co.
*Clarke

&

Leshe, Inc.

Music Publisher
Dixon-Lane Publishing Co.
Enoch & Sons
Curtis, L. B.,

Feist,

Harms, T. B., Company
Harms, Inc.
Harris, Charles K.
*Jacobs, Walter, Inc.

Kendis, Brockman Music Co Inc.
Marks, Edward B. Music Co.
McKinley Music Co.

Inc.

Ricordi, G.

&

may

&

Co., Inc.

Sherman, Clay & Co.
Skidmore Music Company,
Stark & Cowan, Inc.

Inc.

Tama Publishing Co.
Triangle Music Publishing Co.
Victoria Publishing Company
Von Tilzer, Harry, Music Pub
Co.
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co
Witmark, M.

&

Sons

as of Feb.

Detailed
English, French,

and

list

1,

German,

Italian

1924

of

members
be furnished upon request.

trian

Co., Inc.

be

Rossiter, Will

*Schirmir, G., Inc.
Shapiro, Bernstein

*New members,

Company

Remick & Co., Jerome H.
Richmond, Robbins, Inc.

&

perform

license publicly to

Foster, F. J. A.
*Fox, Sam, Publishing Co.
Goodman & Rose, Inc.
Gordon, Estate of Hamilton S.
Handy Brothers Music Co., Inc.

Mills Jack, Inc.
Paull, E. T., Music

Leo, Inc.

*Fischer, Carl, Inc.
Bro.
*Fischer, J.,
Fischer, Fred, Inc.

*Flammer, Harold,

and

Auswill

All persons, firms and corporations operating public amusement enterprises
are hereby notified that the copyrighted works of the said firms may not be lawfully publicly performed for purposes of profit, without license issued by this Society, and that such performance without license constitutes a violation of the
Copjrright Law of 1909.

Present licensees of the Society are advised that they

may now

lawfully include

pursuant to the terms of their license contracts, the copyrights of the above named. Unlicensed establishments are invited
to apply for licenses.

in their public performances for profit,

Full and complete information will be cheerfully furnished
the principal office of the Society as below.

upon

request, at

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers
56

West

New

45th Street

York City

Breaks All Records
For Saturday Cro\^ds
at the Fen^va

^^^^
^^?t

54 NVest
Received a

[

,,cm>

45th

^^

r^'^

Z^ic^ "^"^

^

SHOOK
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DIRECTED By JAMES

Adapted From the Musical Comedy

Hit by

Henry Blossom.Jr. and Alfred

ASSOCIATED Exhibitors
president
Physical DISTRIBUTORS* PATHE EXCMANGCJNC.

Arthur

S.

kane

WHORME

#

0.

Robyn

A Humble
ACKNOWLEDGMENT!
—In Response To

A Friendly Curtain Call
THE EXHIBITORS
VIEW'S

"Home Ad" from

{Reproduced

A blare of

trumpets as tbe curtain goes up
and then CURTAIN!
act

first

—

—

RE-

gratefully.

Because the trade paper which so
three
graciously
applauded
our
months old policy on Tried and
Proved pictures with the full page
advertisement in their last week's

Curtain !
very brief

Department bows

ture

Last Week's Issue of Contemporary)

TRADE

Tried and Proved Pic-

a brief

issue (reproduced

did

it

on

page) truly

this

without solicitation.

And therefore it ranks as real applause and must be accepted as sin-

That, briefly, expresses the trade paper advertising
most generally done on each feature release.

cere.

For a few weeks the picture
housetops and then, just as it

—

proclaimed from the

is

really gets into play,

For fourteen- weeks that department has been proving that the pyramid policy is right. Proving that past
performance picture make booking

it

It may break first run box-office
sinks into oblivion.
records but you'll never hear it mentioned in print
again.

Pyramid Pictures

is

breaking this precedent by ad-

policy.

NOW,

vertising its pictures
while they are available
for the great bulk of theatres, giving them the benefit
of printers' ink while the large majority of exhibitors

And Pyramid

SERVICE

everyone

ture houses

WANT

ADEQUATE

it,

to exhibi-

to

for play date information,

service;

it is

NOT

it is

eificient adver-

tisirig.

'

is

and Proved
proves

'

And,

due

to

its

age

'leader"

idea

whic%

will

diffici,'iJt

for imitators

priority,

•

a

prove very

to imitate!

And, .that's the real tip-of¥ of the
season to producers: and distributors
who believe in helping exhibitors and,
according'ly, helping themselve^j.

THE EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW'S TRIED AND PROVED DEPARTMENT
ITSELF TRIED AND PROVED

THREE MONTHS OLD

that

right.

Tried and Proved picture is a department that is ultra-distinctive because- it is alone in the field and acknowledged a sriiashing triumph.

demand; and where
that service is directed only at a few hundred first run
houses and ceases when ninety odd percent of the picnot

Pictures, being an in-

Department,

Pictures

direction.

Trade paper advertising is a
they have a right

..

tegral part of the Tried

are really interested in them; the advertising is straightforward and businesslike. It is a move in an important

tors, a service

Pjroving that preserving the life
pictures is indisputably a right

easy,

of

IS

L\

ACKNOWLEDGED A TRIUMPH

Tried and Proved Pictures
are Box Office Record Holders

,

What the Hoosiers thinliof
^eHoosiER Schoolmaster:
Passed by the most

world

in the

the people

about.

,-ro^*.

of

—

They

like

and so

A

it

will

board

critical

—

so

it tells

you,

will

your patrons.

wonderful

has

picture

Edward

been made from

Eggleston's famous mid-

western

V\oo

depict-

classic^

5^

ing the

trials

umphs

and

tri-

two lovers

of

in the early days of

Indiana.

BOOK

IT

NOW

YOUR
NEAREST
HOD KIN-

AT
^^^^

"*^^r>

SON EXCHANGE

Whitman

Bennett

jjYesenis

SkHOOSIER
SCHOOLMASTER
%e (jrmi Mid-Western Classk
bf Gdu^ard Cggleston,
Jeaturins

Henry Hull ^Jane Ihomas
r

%M(>»M V HODKINSON'

Scenayio bf

Cve

Stupesant

directed bf

Olifer Sellers

"It is

as

wrote

I
it
Rigku ConuoUed

:

1

61*11101
Km National Pictuiei"

ark/
Madison Avenue; NcKrVvk

-*

readers of
Harold BeU

Writjfht's

books

has started/

BELL WRIGHT'S

MAN'S
with John Bowers, Marguerite de

la

A MAN

II

Motte, George Hackathorne, Forrest Robinson, Robert Frazier

Opens at six centers to tremendous
business. In some, where weather
conditions were fair it smashed all
records. In others under terrific climatic handicaps and strong opposition it came through like a million
dollars.

The showing made by "When a Man
a Man " in these cities

prove—etc.

Paterson NJ.'San F
Produced by

PRINCIPAL PICTURES CORPORATION
SOL LESSER
President
directed by

EDWARD CLINE

's

Los An^eles^^cl]ita,Kuisas-

NEW YORK'

Jackson, Mich, and
Dm Lrtttf

"iTnaM
WWPW

fcini"

^-

*

-
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WUHIT*.
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You

can't go

wrong when

A 3ir6t llatxoiml Attraction

HAROLD BELL

WRIGHT

latest

to be
of bcHc-office authors

%HEN A MAN'S A MAN"

In^^est of audience mcttires/
-these telegrams and photographs
tell the story of what will happen

wherever

HAROLD BELL

WRIGHT'S

novel

is

booked.

demonstrate what a
box office drawing card

-these facts

REAL

HAROLD BELL WRIGHT'S name
-these

prove that every
reader is a "sold" ticket

results

WRIGHT

is.

buyer.

and remember—there are

saooaooo
of the
Foreign Rights ConuoUed _^
Associated First National Pictuvcfi"
3S3 Madison Avenue, Ncw'^rk

i

you have a Wright

,

A 3irAt lUitiomil Attraction

lined them up
and held them out/
It

lined them up
and held them out /

It

.

it lined

^

If

But then 7 it's the same
wherever it phys ^

Geow
Fitzmaunceis
pro d;uction

ETERNAL CITY
PRESENTED BY
(NOT

SAMUEL GOLDWYN
NOW CONNECTED WITH OOLDWYN
Adapted, to the screen by

PICTURES)
OOTDA BERGERE

STAGED AT l«3ME,lTALYand KEW YORK
WITH A STELLAR. CAST IKCLUDINO

BARBARA LAMARR
LIONEL RARRYMORE
RICHARD BENNETT

old story

—Los Angeles
—St. Louis
—Newark
—Chicago
—New Haven
—Buffalo
—Dallas
—New York
—Paterson

BERT LYTELL

MONTAGU LOVE

AND dO.OOO OTHERS

AUTAt
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Swanson.

who understand human nature bridge many a gulf between theatre
Thousands of fans are as
seat and patron.
conversant with the intimacies of players'
lives as with their own daily activities.
With these two statements the moral is

iest

Players We Know
Box Office Reviews
Big Little Feature
Tri^ and Proved Pictures
PRopucTioN Chart and Press Opinions

Gomez

EXHIBITORS

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS
Exhibitors Round Table
Up and Down Main Street

WALTER LONG

completed.

SHOWMANSHIP
Players Are Trademarks of Theatre
Good and Bad Methods of Exploiting Stars
Gimbel's Show Historic Window Display
To Exploit Names of Feature Players
Exploitation Ideas in Brief
Advertising Aids

Playing

8

2

Doug Assumes an Oriental Role.

Mae Murray

—

admirably portrayed the part of the villainous
mount's "My American Wife," starring Gloria

7

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS
Frontispiece

A BUSY FREE LANCE

•

Who

The showman's magic alThe megaphone which turns the tin-

squeak into a roar.

Barnum

—with Twentieth Century
Hot

spirit

coupled

utility.

grindstone of expert
Sizzling ideas from the crucible of acid test and accurate observation.
Special articles.
Peppy gossip from Round
the Town and Round the Country Ballyhooers,
real handbook of showmanship.
The merit of a magazine is measured by
its influence rather than its popularity alone.
Exhibitors Trade Review expects by the
action of its readers, following the forthcoming issue, to add one more strand to the
strong ties that bind it in co-operative service
to the motion picture industiy.
sparks off the

showmanship.

A

1

Alice Terry
Speaking of Players We Know.^ Alice Terry Comes Near Heading the List. Her Work in '^'The Four
Horsemen'''' and "Scaramouche^^ Has Been Flashed Before Millions of Theatre Patrons and Her
Beauty Is Recognized Internationally.
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Woodrow Wilson

William A. Brady

as

Knew Him
Industry's

Wartime Head

WOODROW WILSON
man

By WILLIAM

A.

BRADY

Avas the first public

world to estimate
properly the value of the motion
picture for the purpose of spreading publicity or propaganda. As
he said once to a committee repin the

resenting the industry that met
him in the White House at a critical time in the war period:
"You men represent something that speaks a universal language. I need your help now.
You are in a position to do more
than all the letters I can write. I
want you to aid me in carrying
America's message to the world."
And the movie people made
good. He often told me so after
the war was over.

all that concerned
did more for the motion picture industry than any
other man in our time. He recognized the value of the screen,
and during the war dignified all

interested in

them.

He

who were connected with

it.

We
all

had the same standing on
Avar committees as any other

.

I first

business in this country.

Never

pix)ve our

and our

conversation he was the most human person I have ever met.
People of the motion industry
were always welcome at the
White House and he was keenly

the

We

mettle.

did

Avar record Avent a

so,

long

remembered we were being bitfrom all directions

in them.

more sympathetic

make good during

way to give us a reputable place
in public opinion, for it Avill be
terly attacked
at that time.

my

or

When

we visited his opponent
in that election he sidestepped the

WoodroAv
Wilson
blocked
them and gave us the chance to

I worked very hard to elect
him both times he ran for Presi-

proached,

power to help in electing or defeating me."

their OAvn selfish purposes.

Jersey,
traveled up

to those Avho appealed to him. In

"If I did not believe that censorship was Avrong and unnecessary I would not say so, nor
Avould I care a damn about your

Other powerful interests at
that time Avere trying to subsidize the Avorth of the screen for

New

dent, and he never failed to express his appreciation of
efbeforts.
He Avas credited with
ing cold and unfeeling. This was
far from being true.
I never met a man in public
office who was more easily ap-

said:

tunity to
war.

and I occasionally
from the Jersey Coast with him
on the Long Branch boat. He
was a devoted lover and admirer
of the theatre, the motion picture
and of the actors and actresses

who appeared

and when one of the members
mentioned the power of the
screen he turned on him and

question and refused to commit
himself. Woodrow Wilson gave
the picture industry its oppor-

knew Mr. Wilson when

he was governor of

New York

Calls for Statue in

Woodrow Wilson was our best
friend we should never forget it.
oAve him a deep debt of gratitude, and when the time comes to
mark the spot where he sleeps
the
motion picture industiy
should lead in the moA^ement to
bring it about.
;

WILLIAM

A.

We

BRADY

before or since has any other pubman dignified the industry as
he did.

lic

Mr. Wilson was against censorship and he had the courage to
say so Avhen visited hy a committee of the picture industry a few
Aveeks before the election that
named him for his second trem.

He

minced no words about

it.

Why

not a statue in Longacre
Square, similar to the bust oi
Henry IrAing in the London The-

by the thearemembrance

atre District, erected
Ije

of

of
its

America

in

sincerest friend?

Exhibitors Trade Review
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OldJxidy^^stoFiSqys
to be outdone by his master, the famous and admired "paint" horse of WilUam S. Hart has taken to
authorship. At least, Houghton, Mifflin Company has issued
a well-printed and mighty readable little book of fifty-one
pages entitled "Told Under a White Oak Tree," by Bill
Hart's Pinto Pony. To add to the interest the volume is
"edited by his master, William S. Hart." To further add to
that same interest there are eight illustrations by James
Montgomery Flagg, who finely conveys to us the spirit of
Paint tells in an entertaining way
this remarkable animal.
of his master and himself
squeaks
of some of the narrow
of the western kind.
pictures
making
of
work
day's
the
in
Among the adventures is the taking of his owner through
a window dragging behind him securely lassoed two bad
men. It was thrillingly rough stuff, as will be remembered
by those who saw it on the screen.

IVrOT

"y

HE FILM YEAR BOOK

It is a

compact volume of 512 pages, jammed with worthwhile information, for the film man. One of the many
department contains "6,00-0 Feature Titles," covering
We are
practically the last seven years' production.
not going to attempt to indicate "whatsinit," but just
the
way
in
isn't
in
it
try and think of something that
Not only should the volume be
of trade information.
home.
on the office desk. It should be in the library at

p ATE deals a strange hand at times.

This time

is

brings

Times Square the former Metro studio chief, Milton
A few months ago Mr. Hoffman decided
E. Hoffman.
practically to desert the film industry and take a trip around
the world. Leaving Los Angeles, he got as far as Honolulu, where Mrs. Hoffman suffered an attack of appendicitis and was compelled to return to San Francisco for an
Upon her partial recovery they went back to
operation.
boating, but shifted their course to a trip east through the
Panama Canal. That brought them to our "midst," where
Mr. Hoffman is now suffering the old time affliction of film
Let's hope so.
lure.
It may thoroughly get him again.
If not he will go back to Los and take care of his healthy
real estate possibilities.

UPID'S

buzzing 'round again.
This time it is
Hazel Lindsley and Warren A. Newcomb.
They
and producer of "The Enchanted City"
and "The Sea of Dreams," which are being released
through Educational Film Exchanges.
Their engagement has just been announced after a romance of
nearly a year's standing.
Mr Newcomb is at present
associated with the Griffith forces.
are the star

T OTS

of coming and going these days among the big
folks of the film industry.
it is Eugene
J. Zukor,
assistant to the president of the Famous Players-Lasky
organization, who will sail this week on the Paris on an ex-

Now

tended business trip to Europe.
Mr. Zukor's itinerary
implies he 'will make the proverbial busy bee seem like a
m_odel of indolence.
While in London and Paris he will
supervise the arrangements for the presentation of Cecil
B. De Mille's "The Ten Commandments" in those cities.

A

will

be Mrs. Zukor and their son.

LIVE-WIRE
ting

the

theatre broker noted for never letproverbial grass grow under his feet

out of the bag. Everyone has always wondered

had been held in abeyance until it was definitely determined
whether Maude Adams would use the vehicle on the legitimate stage. Miss Adams has just given her word that she
will not return to the stage in this play, and now Famous
Players has decided to go ahead on its own hook. Either
Gloria

Adams

Swanson

Compson

or Betty

seen

be

will

the-

'THE

semi-annual convention of Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of Western Missouri is in session

this

week

since

the

in

Kansas

dividing

of

City.

the

The Western
state

division,

eastern

into

and

western territories, has been comparatively inactive
Here's hoping that the present meeting will see the
crystallization of stronger and more active co-operation.

STHER LINDNER,

for three and half years publicity
director for C. B. Film Sales Corporation, leaves
this week to take a life job.
She is to be married shortly to
Ralph H. Haas, vice-president of the Happiness Candy
Stores Company. Esther says that honestly she was engaged two whole months before Leap Year and that if she
can make her future husband believe half the amount of
"hokum" she's been writing lately she'll know she's a good
press agent.
But in case there should be any lingering
doubt on the part of anyone we just want to say the young
woman is a good press agent, a most competent one.
extent our congratulations and also express our regret
that -the industry is to lose her services.

—

We

—

south.
Harold B. FrankUn
" DING
Players Theatre Department and

r*

S.

Famous

of

R.

the big sales chief.
Destination New Orleans.
Length of stay about a week.
ject, business.
luck and godsipeed.

Kent,

ObGood

EW

CODY. He's fallen woefully from grace. This
time it is in Metro's "Shooting of Dan McGrew." The
Faultlessly atlast straw that breaks the camel's back.
tired in evening clothes, Cody, in portraying Dan McGrew,
As a final saris not content to leave well enough alone.
What effect the silk
torial touch he adds a high silk hat.
topper will have on screen attire will be seen after some of
the dashing young bloods have had a glimpse of the old
fashioned headpiece.
Y spirits rise as I note the gallant fight the
theatre owners in Virginia are putting up against
I
see every theatre man in that state
censorship.
is
at work on petitions to legislators urging the
More
repeal of the State Censorship Commission.
power to them.

TV/J-

equally mysterious
mysterious John T. King and
^ HE
Henry Mann, both of whom figured so
the

sensationally in

the William H. Anderson case, are going to come out from
under cover. These benevolent though retiring gentlemen
will make their first public appearance on the night of

March 29, according to the startling announcement of A.
M. Botsford, chairman of the entertainment committee of
the A. M. P. A.
Hotel Astor will be the place of rendezvous. Just what the team of King and Mann will do
is being withheld as a surprise.
But according to a well
founded rumor they will give the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth.

A. Sofferman, at 1493 Broadway, New York. Mr.
Sofferman has an uncanny method of effecting transactions which seem to work to the advantage of both

is

sides of a bargain.
His latest negotiation is
sale of the West Brighton of Staten Island.

in

role.

—

to

y\ccompanying Mr. Zukor

cat's

why Famous Players-I..asky did not put "Peter Pan" on
the screen. And now it has become known that the project

J]

for 1924 is out.

-•

C'

'J^HE

SCOTT, former sales
L ESTER
Burr, will produce a

.

manager

for Charles.

series of pictures on the
Ernest Haller,
a western.
Tom Meighan's former cameraman, has left for Hollywood to shoot the picture.

C.
coast.

the

The

first

will be

;
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PLAYERS

Say

With

It

And Watch 'Em
Alice,

Look and Listen

Stop,

do your

know

—you have

Gloria Swanson's,"
confidentially breathes her friend.
Result One sure cash customer when
the local movie theatre features Gltoria
a

like

.

—

Swanson.
Obviously, the intent of this is not
to suggest booking Gloria Swanson on
the basis of the single instance. Yet,
it is one which can be multiplied by
hundreds, and serve to signify the
value of "Saying It With Players."
More instances might be written of
how George puffs up with pride and
curiosity

when he

is

told that he

smokes

a cigarette with all the artistic poise of
Tania Brook flusha Barrymore.
es with pleasure on being compared to
Nazimova, and so on and so on.
The net result of repeating such instances would be to present a mere
Howfraction of the cases that exist.
ever, there is proof that the names of
players powerfully affect theatre-going
individuals.
And the real point is that
the number so affected is sufficient to
justify the exhibitor's giving the subject close study and attention, so that
he may learn how to cater to such persons in the mass. Also, every method
by which to turn to profitable account
the exploitation of the screen artists.
Mrs., Miss, and Mr. Fan, are persons endowed with certain charactei-istics, peculiar to each.
In fact thev
are characteristics peculiar to all humans. It is this very oneness of di-

How

PLAYERS WE KNOW

WE KNOW

Players!

By MICHAEL

OH, nose

L.

SIMMONS

verse nationalities, creeds and groups
of the various peoples of the earth,
which shows that they all sprang from
And certain emotions
a single source.
are the common denomination of all.
Astute screen authors know well how
to capitalize this fact, and capable
directors see to it that the people in the
plot are but a reflection in mannerisms
and other attributes of friend fan, who
reacts to these with pleasurable thrills.
This is called the element of "human
appeal."
Invariably, those players who
have best typified this element, have
attained the distinction and national
prestige of stars.
The fan sees himself in the player.
During the play, in
proportion to the extent that fortune
favors the player, do the fan's spirits
rise
he thrills to every inspiring turn
of the drama; he weeps with the player in his distress he exults with him
in his triumphs.
When he has run
ihe gamut of human emotions with
the player, the fan has had an enjoyable evening.
By the same token the fan can be
lured into the house.
In other words,
by the promise of what he'll be sure
to enjoy.
Thus, "Say It With Players" and you reach the fan in a tender
spot.
The point is, how should the
exhibitor plan to do this.
;

;

Answer number one
showman must first be

is,
the
well equipped
with intimate knowledge of the players
in question before he can properly exploit them, so that the publicity will
have a "sure-fire kick." Simply to state
that such and such a player will appear
in this or that play and then to expect
that the crowds will fight for places on
the box-office line, is as fallacious as
t'-ying to
climb Pike's Peak on a

to this

CLARA BOW
Now

showing her

talents in Preferred's "Poisoned Paradise." She scores a signal success.
Miss Bow has fast been advancing.

effect of human interest stories on
players may be gleaned from' the follov/ing accounts, which, incidentally,
are culled from sources mentioned in
the above Ethel Shannon, well known
film actress, admitted that two months
ago she became the bride of Robert J.
Gary, young Los Angeles insurance
man. The wedding took place on tlie
evening of the day Miss Shannon was
the camera bride for Preferred Pictures' film version of "Maytime," Rida
:

(Continued on page 48)

PLAYERS

WE KNOW

bicycle.

In order to
players'
first

make

the most of the
exhibitor must
something intimate about

prestige,

learn

the

them.

Their strong points, so that
these can be played up to advantage
their weaknesses, so that these may be
avoided their exceptional characteristics so that these can in some way be
;

tied up with newspaper publicity, with
stores selling merchandise linked with
the players' names, and so on.

Press books and press matter,
the producers circulate profusely

which

among

showmen, contain plenty of such mafor the exhibitor to work with.
However, the most concentrated source
terial

CARMEL MEYERS
[n Goldwyn's "Slaves of Desire" Miss Meyers
gives the portrayal of a vampire a new
meaning. And. oh, how easy on the eyes.

5

for information of this sort is the trade
paper.
All the news, particularly the
kind valuable for its exploitation possil)ilities, concerning players,
ultimately
reach the film business paper.
Some instances of the far reaching

ETHEL SHANNON
The

leading feminine

feature,

surance

role

in the

Preferred's

"Maytime," rests with pleasing ason Miss Ethel's pretty shoulders.

Exhibitors Trade Review

Doug Assumes An
Oriental Role
J

N

"The

settings
standards.

are

Thief
of
Bagdad" the
in keeping with former

The above
arrest

'T'HE

characters
were
chosen with great care
truly represent the East.
Above is an oriental girl
who lends charm to the
picture.
At the right is a desert

to

scene which
for

its

beauty

The beauty
is

in

is

its

remarkable

of setting.
of the scene
simplicity.

;

picture
probably for

beautiful

Fairbanks

shows Doug under
speeding.

TV'

O detail has been forgotten that would add

the thoroughness of
production.
The matter
of dress is one of the feato

The costumes are
elaborate and their richness adds greatly to the
charm of the picture.
tures.

February
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Associated Exhibitors Seek Cooperation
to

Aid Film Industry

Exhibitors To Voice Opinions For Theatre Public

CONTRACTING

for pictures, or
picture material, subject to the
approval of exhibitors, is the
latest innovation in distribution methThis system, under which conods.
tracts with producers will be made subject to rejection if exhibitors vote
been
proposition,
has
the
against
adopted as a permanent policy of Associated Exhibitors, of which Arthur S.
Kane is president.
Contracts embodying these principles
have recently been closed and material
is now in the mails soliciting exhibitor
opinion of one of the propositions. The
deal last consummated is with Murray

Garsson, who has long been identiwith the financing of independent
production, and represents extended
conferences between Mr. Garsson and
J. S. Woody, general manager of Associated, with whom the plan orig-

W.

fied

these characters be well cast, and the
proposal is to utilize Betty Blythe and
Pauline Garon, both of whom are well
and favorably known to the public.

Plan

Is

Experiment

"Frankly," says Mr. Woody, "the
plan is an experiment. All we claim
for it is that it represents a real effort
to give the exhibitor an opportunity to
express himself about product before
that product goes into work.
are
not asking any one to pledge himself
to buy the picture when it is completed
because possibly even our honest endeavors to conform to exhibitors' specifications may not be successful.

not be lessened while producers continue shooting in the dark.
So why
should not the distributor, who knows
the exhibitor's wants, and the exhibitor, who knows the public's taste, give
the producer the benefit of their experience in the expectation that their
co-operation will be well repaid through

making

available better

and

less

expen-

sive pi'ctures.

We

inated.

The material under consideration,
and upon which Messrs. Woody and
Garsson have agreed to go before ex-

BETTY BLYTHE
Another principal

"Not

JOHN

S.

WOODY

"All

this

real trouble
it is

will

hibitors,

have a principal
is

Kummer,

role in "Plaster

Saints."

a novel by Frederic Arnold
entitled "Plaster Saints." It

explained, however, that this title
may not be retained, as the producer
and the distributor are not certain that
it makes exactly the right sort of appeal to get the public into motion picture theatres.
Much of the interest in "Plaster
Saints" centers about the two women
who have the contrasting principal
roles.
It is important, therefore, that
is

do not pretend to

points to
serious

How
say.

But

I

do

feel, regardless of the merits of current complaints, that it is at least not
a backward step to invite the exhibitor
into production councils.

PAULINE GARON
Who

I

dissatisfaction

somewhere.

"Of course, there will be some men
who will regard our invitation as an
attempt to obtain valuable advice for
nothing.
But why, then, should we,
the distributor, be interested in having
should
a voice in production?
we not say to the producer 'The stor)',
the casting, the direction and the cutting are your problems and risks come
to us when vour product is completed ?'
"It seems to me that if we ever are

Why
:

;

have lower rentals we must reduce
If costs are to be lowered we
must eliminate waste. And waste wi'l
to

costs.

"Plaster Saints."

producers want advice, beI was with another
organization I attempted once to suggest to a production manager that certain types of stories were not marketable. His reply was that salesmen knew
nothing about production and that he
lieve

General Manager Associated Exhibitors.

in

all

me.

When

did not value their opinions.
And yet
he was one of the highest paid men in
the industry and held a dominating
position through long and thorough experience.
Mr. Garsson, I'm glad to
say, isn't of the standpat type."

"Mr. Woody induced me to sign his
somewhat revolutionary contract," said
Mr. Garsson, "because he convinced me
of his absolute faith in the possibilities
That there exist many
of his project.
grievous wrongs involving vast financial expenditures, which must be righted if costs are to be reduced, no one
possessing the most elementary knowledge of conditions in the industry will
attempt to deny. Just how to find the
remedy is the problem that has been
agitating all thoughtful men for a long
time."

Exhibitors Trade Review
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'NORTH OF

36'

COMING

FROM PARAMOUNT
Irvin Willat to Direct Story by

'Covered Wagon' Author

PARAMOUNT

will shortly proceed with
production of "North of 36," the
thrilling epic of the cattle ranges by the
Emerson Hough, author of "The
late
Covered Wagon." This announcement was
embodied in a statement of production
plans made Tuesday at Hollywood by
Jesse L. Lasky just before his departure
for New York.
Irvin Willat, whose production of Zane
Grey's "The Heritage of the Desert" has
been acclaimed one of the finest outdoor
pictures ever made and who is now engaged in producing "Wanderer of the
Wasteland," by the same author, has been
chosen by Mr. Lasky to direct the Hough
picture of which the plans for p'roduction
have been in process of formulation for
many months. Jack Holt is to head the
all-star cast to be featured and the entire
picture will be filmed in the exact locales

the

of the story.

Other pictures which are planned for
production at an early date, according to
Mr. Lasky, are the following:
Cecil B. De Mille's production, "Feet of
Clay," by Margaretta Tuttle, with Leatrice
Joy and Rod La Rocque heading the list
of featured players. Jeanie Macpherson is
preparing the adaptation.

"The Enemy Sex," a James Cruze production based upon a novel by Owen Johnson, in which Betty Compson is to be featured.

A

William De Mille production from an
original story and scenario by Clara Beranger, as yet untitled and to follow the
'

De

current

Mille production, "Icebound."

Pola Negri in another Dimitri Buchowetzki production to follow "Men," which
has just gone into production at the Lasky
studio.

"Roles," from a Saturday Evening Post
by Elizabeth Alexander, which will
be a Sam Wood production in which
serial

Agnes Ayres will be starred.
Leatrice Joy in Sophie Kerr's "Worldly
Goods," which
production.
_

will

be a Joseph

Henabery

A Victor Fleming production, "The
Mountebank," from the novel by William
J. Locke, adapted by Willis Goldbeck and
featuring Ernest Torrence and Anna Q.
Nilsson.

With

exception of "The Mountebank," which will be produced at the Long
Island studio, all of the above productions
Mr. Lasky stated will be made at the West
Coast studio.
the

*

*

'PETER PAN' TO BE PRODUCED

BY FAMOUS PLAYERS
"Peter Pan," James M. Barrier's most faplay, is to be produced for the screen
this summer by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
While no announcement was
forthcoming from the company's offices, it
was learned from an authoritative source that
the scenario for the production has already
been completed and that it is planned to have
the picture ready for release around next
Christmas.
Famous Players has owned the screen rights
to this valuable dramatic property for several
years, having acquired them with the rights
of all the other Barrie dramatic successes.
There has been considerable speculation as
to why the picture was not produced long ago,
but it is understood that it was held off in

mous

the

hope that

Maude Adams, who

created

the title role and who scored her biggest success in it, would change her mind and return
Apparently hope of getting
to the stage.
Miss Adams back on the stage has been abandoned, and as "Peter Pan"" cannot be conceived without her in the title role, arrangements for its production in motion pictures
are being pushed in Famous Players offices.
will play the role of Peter Pan on
the screen has not been decided upon, it is

Who

understood.

SCHNITZER

IS

HOME AND

OPTIMISTIC
Reports Every Available Space on
Coast Lot in Use

J

I.

SCHNITZER,

vice president of the

Film Booking Offices, returned to New
York from the Coast Tuesday buoyant
with optimism for the entire film industry's
•

outlook for 1924.

MANY OWNERSHIP CHANGES

IN

KANSAS DISTRICT
The following changes in the management and opening of theatres in the Kansas City territory have been announced:
St. John theatre, Kansas City, taken over
and re-opened by L. J. Lenhart, new organ
and 10 and 15 cent policy
installed
adopted; management of the World-in-Motion, Kansas City, turned over to Earl H.
Roraback by A. K. Boussad, pending a
deal to be affected at the expiration of this
period; building at Hillsboro, Kas., leased
by Whitney Bros., of Florence, Kas., to be
converted into a motion picture theatre,
turned over to John Judd, former manager
of the Orpheus theatre. Excelsior Springs,
Mo.; Broadmour theatre, Kansas City,
closed for four days by A. M. Eisner for
the installation of a new heating plant;
Fred McCoy, Kansas City, has been made
assistant manager of the Princess theatre,
Springfield, Mo., and placed in charge of
the publicity for the Princess theatre also
of Springfield;
Kincaid Movies theatre,
Kincaid, Kas., purchased by J. R. Jones of
LeRoy, Kas., from J. D. Moore.

Mr.

who

Schnitzer,

months ago

to

went

away

two

speed up F. B. O.'s pro-

duction activities, said:
"Every inch of available space on our
The rush of activity
lot is in actual use.
has increased in the last few weeks. When
other producers temporarily closed their
studios F. B. O. enlarged their production
program, so that we are now ahead of all
others by the proverbial mile.
"Emory Johnson is shooting some of the
big scenes of 'Swords and Plowshares'
under the auspices of the government at
the Presido in San Francisco.
The new
Johnson attraction will not be a war picture.

"Mai St. Clair and his 'Telephone Girl'
coinpany are already on the fifth episode
of the new Witwer series, which are now
appearing in the Cosmopolitan Magazine.
"George O'Hara, who will be remembered for his good work in the 'Fighting
Blood," will soon start on his first starring

The story, as yet untitled,' was
written by F. C. Millhauser. It will be directed by Al Santell.
"Chester Bennett" will soon start on a
new Jane Novak in what Mr. Bennett predicts will be even better than 'The Lullavehicle.

by.'

PRODUCTION STAFF SELECTED
FOR PEACOCK PICTURES
A.

Raymond

Gallo, president

and

direc-

tor general of Peacock Pictures Corporation, the new independent producing company which was recently organized in Chicago by a group of business men, has selected from his official staflE a production

unit consisting of the following members:
Major V. C. Sweinhart, production manager; H. John Ross, director of education
and casting director in charge of all educational 'productions; Bernard O. Wirth,
art supervisor and location manager, in
charge of the scenic department: Mr. James
Gello, studio manager, in charge of the
technical staff, and Irwin S. Censky, in
charge of business management.
Lowell Ames Norris, well known author
and newspaper man of New York and

Boston, has been appointed scenario ediand Carl H. Schultz, stage producer.

tor

*

*

is

the

first

of the cast to be

Corporation distribution.
Swain has appeared with Chaplin in "A
Dog's Life," "The Idle Class," "Pay Day"
and other comedies. He is best known for
his characterization of "Ambrose," but will
appear as the "heavy villain" in Chaplin's
first comedy for United Artists, on which
work is well under way, though no title has
definitely been decided upon.
=1^

>K

EXPLAINS ROYAL ETIQUETTE
Sir

Percy Sykes, of London, England, for-

mer commander in chief of the British forces
in Persia, and authority in royal court eti-

W

sevGriffith in staging
quette, aided D.
eral
of
the
most spectacular scenes in

"America," a photodrama of the War of
Independence, which is to be released on

February

21.

*

*

DOUGLAS MACLEAN BUYS GREAT
BROADWAY FARCE
Douglas
ring

MacLean,

whose second starAssociated Exhibitors,
Consul," is soon to be seen

production

"The Yankee

for

on Broadway, this week purchased through
Sanger & Jordan the screen rights to
"Never Say Die," William H. Post's comedy farce in which William Collier kept
Broadway laughing for an entire year.
With the late Nat C. Goodwin as the
star, "Never Say Die" toured America for
three years and then ran in London a year
and a half with the late Sir Charles Hawtrey in the Collier role.
*

engaged by Charlie Chaplin for his forthcoming comedy of Alaskan gold rush days
his first comedy feature for United Artists

^

*

*

SWAIN FOR CHAPLIN COMEDY
Mack Swain

"Exploitation possibilities will be worked
into all of our pictures, every production
being made primarily for their box-office
appeal and adaptability to practical methods of showmanship."

*

*

WILLAT AT DE AlH VALLEi
Irvin Willat has started his Paramount production of Zane Grey's 'Wanderer of the
Wasteland," having established his headquarters at Mecca, Cal., in the famous Death ValHere several sequences will be filmed
ley.
before the company goes to Arizona to make
the rest of the exteriors in the Painted Desert
in the vicinity of Yuma.
The entire picture, for the first time in the
history of Paramount, will be produced in
color by the Technicolor process.

*

*

*

SIGN CHAIN FOR CAREY
popularity of Western subjects in the
Pittsburgh territory is indicated by the contract just closed by Rowland and Clark for
Pittsall their houses with G. R. Ainsworth,
burgh, branch manager, for the entire series
of Harry Carey pictures that Hunt Stromberg
is producing for the Hodkinson Corporation.
This is significant in view of the fact that
the first of the new Carey pictures has not
yet been sent to the exchanges.

The

;

February

16,
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John M. QuinD Dies Suddenly
in Los Angeles
Vitagraph Executive

COMING
picture

Had Been

Good Health

in

as a shock to the motion
industry was the word

that John M. Quinn, general manager of the Vitagraph Corporation, had
died suddenly Monday in L,os Angeles
from a heart attack.
Mr. Quinn left New York with Albert E. Smith, president of the corporation, on January 26, and was apparently
in excellent health. They stopped off
in Chicago for a few days and arrived
Mr.
in Los Angeles on February 1.

Quinn suffered
day and died

Owing

a heart attack lat

in

Another exchange was opened this week in
Louis which will handle C. B. C. in
Eastern Missouri and Southern Illinois ter-

Mon-

ritory.

Barney Rosenthal, one of the pioneers of
the industry, will head the

to

In 1918 he was chosen general
manager of Vitagraph, and hjs woik
there placed him among the foremost
a year.

in the industry.

NEW BURR FEATURES
THIS SEASON

his

feature,

first

"Burn 'em

Up

Nat Steinberg.
Regarding his new

affiliation in the handling
of Independent product Mr. Rosenthal .said he
believed the time had come when the Independent pictures had established itself in the
confidence of exhibitors, and that, with the
new "open program" booking by exhibitors,
there was a tremendous possibility in the terriC. B. C.'s
tory for Independent pictures.
"Innocence," featuring Anna Q. Nilsson
"Forgive and Forget" featuring Estelle Tay-

JOHN

M.

The industry

filled.

make two more features this season "Lend
Me Your Husband," and "Youth to Sell,"
scale

of

"The Grey Path."

realizing
meant to the

field,

feature.
"Youth to Sell" is another
Forrester's stories and was published in Ainslee's magazine under the title
this

at the

box

office.

He

*

what

Burr prdouctions
independent market, got toegther and assured Mr.
Burr that they were counting on his new
product for their exchanges.
In response to
the demand Mr. Burr secured story material
of high caliber by well-known writers and
signed up stars whose following meant dollars
then announced that he would make at
four productions for the independent
market during the 1923-4 season, and not only
has he made his quota but he will make two
more features in the near future.
The four completed pictures are
"Three
O'clock in the Morning," starring Constance
Binney; "The New School Teacher," with
Charles "Chic" Sale "Restless Wives," with
Doris Kenvon, James Rennie and a superior
cast and "The Average Woman" with a cast

'TORMENT'

;

;

*

*

FINISHED

IS

Maurice Tourneur gave the production
his final O. K. and the master print was
started on its journey to First National
Pictures in New York, which organizadistribute it within the near fudirector left Hollywood to work
on the script of "The White Moth."
tion

The

*

*

*

'WELCOME STRANGER' FINISHED
James Young has completed work on "Welcome Stranger." The script was prepared
by Young in conjunction with Willard Mack.
In

*

the

Brown

cast are Florence Vidor, Virginia
Faire, Noah Beery, Dore Davidson,

Otis Harlan, Robert Edeson, Lloyd Hughes,

William

Mong

dm] Fred Butler.

*

*

ORIGINAL VITAGRAPH STARS
AT HOLLYWOOD STUDIO
In "Borrowed Husbands," which David

Hollywood
at
the
directing
is
studios for Vitagraph, Florence Vidor, who
has the leading role, returns to the company under whose direction she first appeared

in

pictures.

first played before the camera
on the old Vitagraph lot at Santa Monica.
Since then she has been starred and featured and has become one of the most
popular screen personalities of the day.
There are three leading men in "Borrowed Husbands" playing opposite to Miss
Earle Williams, who began his
Vidor.
screen career with Vitagraph, returns to
this company for this production in one of

Mis Vidor

important

the

Rockliffe

roles.

Fellowes

and Robert Gordon have the other principal male roles.
Newspaper readers who have enjoyed
Mildred K. Barbour's entertaining novels
of

home

screen

life

see the first authorized
this author's works in

will

version

of

"Borrowed Husbands."

will

ture.

least

:

with superior casts.

The first is a sensational and original society
drama of today written directly for the screen.
Doris Kenyon already has been signed for

This season a group of representative lead-

future of the industry^ lay in

Smith

Pauline Garon. David Powell and
Harrison Ford.
Mr. Burr further announces that he will

lavish

that the

Independent production and distribution.

advancement

including

both on a

now

will feel his loss

keenly, for he stood for
and progress.

sonally went into the field and sold his initial
feature and exhibitors, cried for more like it.

right

QUINN

During the time that he was with
Vitagraph he endeared himself to his
fellow-workers through his kindness
and consideration, and his passing
leaves a vacancy that cannot easily be

Izola

state

Pauline Garon, and Wyndham Standing;
and "The Barefoot Boy" with an all star
once in his terricast, would be released at
He said he had!
tory, Mr. Rosenthal said.
kept his eye on the Independent proposition
for some time and was absolutely convinced
lor,

of

the

organization.

has been a Universal exchange manager
for the past eleven years and is well known
Associated with him is
to all distributors.

Barnes," starring Johnny Hines, Mr. Burr
showed that he had a keen sense of what the
public wanted in the way of films.
He per-

ers in
C. C.

new

He

—

Independent Market Assured of Superior Quality and Casts

WITH

throughout the country and has made a study
of the exchange situation. He annoimces that
he has perfected plans for the establishment
of independent distribution exchanges in all
territory
that
formerly
was
considered
"closed" to independent distribution.
The initial exchange was opened a short
time ago under the name of Columbia Pictures Corporation, in Omaha, with Sid Baker,
formerly connected with First National, at
its head.
The exchange has been highly successful in distributing C. B. C. product in the
Iowa and Nebraska territory, establishing the
fact tliat the field is open for good independent products.

a short time.

where the funeral will take place.
Mr. Quinn is survived by a widow
and two children.
He was bom thirty-nine years ago
ill Chicago, where he was a newspaper
man. He came to New York for the
Western Newspaper Union and finally
became eastern manager for that organization.
He deserted the newspaper
field to become associated with Triangle
Film company in Los Angles, in 1916
and remained with that company for

SIX

ORGANIZED BY BRANDT
Barney Rosenthal at Head of New.
Independent Organization
T OF BRAIMDT, president of C. B. C. Film
J Sales Corporation, has completed a trip

St.

storms in the west interrupting wire service, only the bare announcement of the death was received
offices
at the
of the Vitagraph in
Brooklyn.
Mr. Smith left Los Angeles Thursday accompaniying the body to Chicago,

men

DISTRIBUTING EXCHANGES

*

*

*

BACON'S DOUBLE WITH GASNIER
Sam Allen, who has been playing the
leading role in the touring stage company
of "Lightnin' " since Frank Bacon's death,
will be seen as one of the cast of the forthcoming prefered Pictures, "Poisoned Parabased on Robert W. Service's novel.
Mr. Allen was selected because of his striking characterization of Uncle Hughey in
dise,'

Preferred's screen version of
ian" by Owen Wister.

"The Virgin-
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Mae Murray

BOVE.

Exotic

Mae wears

clothes as few other actresses
Her pictures are as good
as a fashion show.

in

Dual Role
p ASHION

ROW," Mae

•*

Murray's

latest

is

made for

that

picture,
star.

In

playing tivo roles, one as a
peasant girl, the other as a
reigning
stage
celebrity,
gives her the greatest opportunity of her career to
display her ability.
Adiss Murray is a strong
drawing attraction for zvomen as her gowns are accepted as the last word and
she wears them as few actresses can

M^SS

MAE

MURRAY

is

hown below in a dramatic
scene in which she appears as
She is
a Russian peasant girl.
given wide range tc display her
dramatic ability.

17

ASHION

ROW"

is

Miss Murray's strongest
play.
She is called upon to
play the part of a poor Russian peasant girl, which she
does in a remarkable mantier.
Although her scenes in
this role are in out of keeping with her former elaborate settings, she fits into
the surroundings and wins
the sympathy of the audiences.

g ELOW.

Miss Murray

is

at

her best when she is permitted to dance.
She is pictured
here dancing before the occupants of a vodka dive.

—

February

id,

Page
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Industry to Give Luncheon to
THE

the
^ past five years has been affiliated with
Pathe in an executive and advisory capaity as well as managing the exploitation
and publicity departments of that organization, has become associated in a similar
capacity with Samuel Goldwyn.
The ar-

motion picture industry will tender

rangements become effective February 11.
Mr. Shapiro has been identified with the
motion picture industry for the past eight
years and during that time has attained
to the foremost ranks of the industry's
recognized advertising and exploitation ex-

His personality and qualities of
good fellowship as well as his ability as a
showman have won. for him a host of
friends
Mr. Shapiro is the present incum-

perts.

John Emerson, William Fox. D. W. Griffith,
Burton Holmes, Aaron Jones, William A.
Johnston, J. J. Kennedy^ Marcus Loew, William Randolph Hearst, Carl L. Laemmle,
Harold Lloyd, Charles L. O'Reilly, Elmer
Pearson, Edward S. Porter, Watterson Rothacker, Terry Ramsaye, S. L. Rothafel, Richard A. Rowland, Charles M. Schwab, Albert
E. Smith, Courtland Smith, Frank Tichenor,
J. D. Williams and Adolph Zukor.
It is felt by leaders in the industry that
that occasion of Mr. Edison's seventy-seventh
birthday is a fitting time to pay tribute to a
great inventor whose work ha", iaid the foundation upon which the entire industry is

.

bent

presidency

the

the history of this great industry.
No single
outstanding personality can be ranked with
Thomas A. Edison in the importance of his
splendid endeavors in making the motion picture of 'today possible.
*

*

Broadway presentation
*

THOMAS

'THE

A.

WOMAN ON THE
Woman

JURY'

NOW

on the Jury," the

initial

production of First National's own producing forces to be started since the new
year, has been completely cast and production is now under way with Harry O.

Hoyt directing.
As already announced
will play the

Sylvia

Breamer

dramatic feminine lead.

Five

players, all of whom have been
starred in their own productions, will be
They
seen in the other important roles.
are Lew Cody, Frank Mayo, Bessie Love,
Hobart Bosworth and Alary Carr.
To fill the jury box in which Miss
Breamer will sit as the only woman, who
during the trial is forced to reveal a part

other

own dramatic

— Hoyt

has seFord Sterling, Jean Hersholt, Fred
Warren, Leo White, Stanton Heck, Arthur
Lubin, J. Edwards Davis, Arthur S. Hull,

Kewpee

life

and Frank Mayo, playof Miss Breanier's husband.

King

ing the role

*

David J. Mountan, president of the newformed Richmount Pictures, Inc., re-

ports the following sales:
General Cinematografica,

With Sociedad
Argentina,
Peru, Bolivia

for

Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile,
and Equador: "Broken Hearts of Broadway," eighteen one reel Burlingham Trave-^

—

features including six
five-reel Western stunt pictures starring
Fred Thompson and four five-reel dramas
starring Ora Carew.

logues,

thirty-six

With Liberty Film Company for Cuba
Twenty-seven features and twelve comedies, and sixteen other subjects.
Mr. Mountan has recently returned from
a trip to Europe, where he appointed representatives

for

his

new

organization.

"The White Sin," the second picture to be
produced by the Palmer Photoplay Corporation, has been completed and is scheduled for
release February 24, by the Film Booking
Offices.

"The White

*

Mildred Harris has been engaged to play
the lead opposite Richard
comedy thrill-drama "In

Talmadge

in the

Fast Company"
for Truart Film Corporation which is being made by Carlos productions. James

who

Horne,

recently
completed "The
is
directing the picture,

Yankee Consul,"
which

is

the independent market by Truart.
*

*

*

HERMAN GARFIELD EXPANDS
Herman J. Garfield, well known independent distributor, has announced that he has
obtained the world rights for the film production "The Isle of Vanishing Men."
The picture is from the novel by W. F.
Adler and its many exciting situations
make the picture a thriller. It is now showing in Los Angeles.

like

"Judgment of the

Harold Shumate of St. Louis. William Seiter
directed the production, which includes in the
cast Madge Bellamy, John Bowers, Francelia
Billington, Hal Cooley, James Corrigan, Billy
Bevan, Norris Johnson, Ethel Wales, Otis
Harlan, Myrtle Vane, Arthur Millette and

James Gordon.
*

*

*

MAGNOLIA PROGRESSING
James Cruze has completed his production
of "Magnolia" at the Paramount West Coast
studio.

Work has j^gun on the picture when the
company left nollywood for Naichez, MissisTwo weeks were spent
sippi, December 22.
on locations where Southern mansions and
old

fashioned gardens are

still

to

be found,

and then the company returned to the Paramount West Coast studio to complete the indoor sequences.
"Magnolia," which first appeared as a stage
play by Booth Tarkington, was adapted for
It deals with
the screen by Walter Woods.
plantation life and the importance of the duelling code before the Civil War.
*

the third of a series of Richard

Talmadge productions being franchised on

Sin,"

Storm," has been written directly for the
screen by a Palmer-instructed scenario writer,

—

of her
lected

at the Capitol.
*

SIN' COMPLETED
WITH STRONG CAST

UNDERPRODUCTION
"The

*

'THE WHITE

EDISON

ENGAGE MILDRED HARRIS
FOREIGN SALES

Associated

Worry."
Another highlight of his association with
Pathe was the leading part he played in
bringing "Nanook of the North" to its

*

RICHMOUNT PICTURES REPORTS

the

in charge of all Pathe's
exploitation and publicity actitives and has
personally organized and conducted the
elaborate campaigns in behalf of all the
Harold Lloyd comedies from the two-reel
"Bumping Into Broadway" down to that
star's feature successes, including "Grandman's
Boy,"
"Safety
Last"
and "Why

Owen

The committee in charge believes that this
luncheon will be one of the noted events in

of

has been actively

Charles M. Schwab, Arthur Brisbane, Sen-

ly

of

Motion Picture Advertisers' Association.
During the past five years, Mr. Shapiro

built.

of Oklahoma, and Terry Ramsaye, author of a history of the motion picture, are among the probable speakers.
Mr.
Schwab's secretary has notified Mr. Kleine
that Mr. Schwab will be present if he succeeds in arranging his affairs in Europe,
where he is at present, in time to be present
at the function.
Of especial interest among the invited
guests are the motion picture "Pioneers," including Thomas Armat, Herman Cassler,
Frank Dyer, W. E. Gilmore, R. G. Hollaman, C. Francis Jenkins, H. N. Marvin, Edward S. Porter, Harry Raver, William N.
Selig, J. J. Kennedy, Albert E, Smith, George
K. Spoor, Charles Urban and Percy L. Waters.
Many of these "Pioneers'" have contributed toward the great constructive work upon
which the industry is established.
Every place of the industry will be represented by an individual committee composed
of outstandingly prominent men.

Publicity

Departments of Producer
yiCTOR M. SHAPIRO, who for

a testimonial to "the father of the motion picture,' Thomas A. Edison, on the
occasion of his Seventy-seventh birthday,
Friday, February 15, at the Ritz Carlton
Hotel.
It will take the form of a luncheon at
1
P. M., at which Will Hays will act as
toastmaster.
George Kleine is chairman of the General
Committee in charge of the event, which is
composed of the following.
Arthur Brisbane, William Brandt, Paul H.
Cromelin, Sydney L. Cohen, Joseph Dannenberg. Dr. Lee De Forest, George Eastman,

ator

SHAPIRO JOINS SAMUEL
GOLDWYN'S FORCES
To Head Exploitation and

Edison on Birtliday

11

*

*

PLYMTON COMPLETES SCRIPT
George Plymton, well known scenarist, has
completed the script for "Flames of Romance," which Charles Seeling will produce
at the F. B. O. studios, commencing next
Don Miller will assist the director.
week.
The story has to do with a South American
revolution and will feature George Larkin.
Walter Long already has been added to the
embrace

cast,

which

well

known names.

will

a

number of other
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TO BEGIN ON 'BEN HUR^
BY MARCH 1
But Talent Obtainable Engaged

Make

It a

to

Masterpiece

UNE MATHIS, Editorial Director of
oI Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, arrived the
in
New York from the company studios in
Culver City on February 1, and sailed on the
S, S. Paris on February 6, for Rome
to assist Director Charles Brabin in the
filmingof "Ben Hur"

While

in the city, Miss;

Mathis was in frequent consultation with Edward Bowes, Gold-

wyn

who

vice-president,

returned

from four months spent

in

Rome

week

last

assisting

Director Brabin in the preliminary preparations for the production, and with A. L.
Erlanger, who is interested with Goldwyn in
the picturization of this famous novel.
Mr.
Erlanger conferred with Miss Mathis on his
recent trip to the Coast on the continuity
for "Ben Hur" and further matters relating
to the film version of the story were discussed
while Miss Mathis was in the city.

The "Ben Hur"

continuity was prepared
by Miss Mathis, who is the best
known and highest paid of scenario writers.
She will remain in Rome throughout the filming of "Ben Hur" at the Cines Studios and
will be in constant conference with Director Brabin and his technical staff.
"I was never so enthusiastic about a picture
upon which I have been working in my life,"
sai3 Miss Mathis when interviewed a short
time before her departure for Rome on board
the steamship Paris.
"Not even in making
'The Four Horsemen' was it quite the same
because 'Ben Hur' has a totally different
appeal.
It is the most widely read novel
in the world, having its appeal for Christian
and Jew alike.
entirely

a story to be worked with reverently
because it touches upon a subject matter
sacred to a large proportion of the world's
population. Faithfulness to General Wallace's
story was a requisite and I have been faithful to it in preparing the continuity; the same
faithfulness will be continued throughout every step of the production.
Those who see
the completed film will find that the story has
not_ been distorted in any particular in turning
"Tt

it

is

into

some production of this singularly interesting
story, and the scenario has been prepared by
Sidney Morgan with a

fine sense of

values.
Mr. Morgan also made the picture
for Astra-National.
Impressive sets adorn
the production, alternating between the luxury
of the rich and the squalor of the poor.

^

^

^

NEILAN TO DIRECT HIS WIFE
IN GOLDWYN PICTURE
Marshall Neilan is to return to the Goldfold and continue work on his contract, interrupted since last Spring for a
long vaccition and for his direction of Mary

wyn

Pickford's
Hall."

Haddon

"Dorothy Vernon of

His first picture will be the many times
postponed "Tess of the D'Ubervilles" with
his wife, Blanche Sweet, as Tess.
Camera
work is awaiting the release of Miss Sweet
by Thomas H. Ince, who has had her at
work behind closed doors for many weeks
on "Those Who Dance."
It is expected
that she will be free in about ten days.
When "Tess" is started it will be the
first
time that Miss Sweet has worked
under the direction of her husband since
1918, when they did "The Unpardonable
Sin" together.

HODKINSON PROMOTES CECIL

MAYBERRY
At the executive meeting of the Hodkinson Corporation held last week the company's
branch offices were redivisioned into four
groups and the promotion of Cecil Mayberry
from Chicago branch manager to central dimanager was officially announced.
The post left vacant by Mr. Mayberry's
promotion has not yet been filled and he wili

vision

officially

branch

remain

in

charge of the

Chicago

until his successor

is appointed.
of the branches places
Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo, Pittsburgh, New
York, Philadelphia, Washington, Toronto.
Montreal, St. John, Calgary, Winnipeg and
Vancouver in the eastern division under the
supervision of W. F. Seymour.

The new grouping

H:

*

*

TO MAKE 'PAL

a motion picture.

"We

have taken the greatest of pains in
.•^electing the cast.
Innumerable camera tests
were given. The choice of George Walsh for
the part of Ben Hur rested upon three qualifications
his athletic prowess, his splendid
physique and the plasticity of his acting he
is amenable to direction.
had to have
an athlete for the part because of the great
physical strength and endurance involved in
several of the scenes; it was necessary that
he approach pliysical perfection to carry thi'
same appeal for women who see the film" thai
Ben Hur had for the woman who helped
to shape his life.
George Walsh is a mod;

—

We

O' MINE'
Word comes from Harry Cohn, producer,
of features released through C. B. C, that
"Pal O' Mine" will be the next production
on the C. B. C. special feature schedule.
Wofk has been completed on the continuity, and an all star cast is being lined up.

Hur we want and

I

arrive in Rome a week
get there.
The other
principals will come over at intervals as their
services are required.
I am going to remain
on the set all of the time while the picture
is
being photographed, just as I did with
'The Four Horsemen,' aiding Director Brabin
in every way I can."
^

*

They have thrilled every child: they are loved
by every boy: read and re-read by every adult

Leatherstockil
James Fenimore Cooper

Few British film productions have been
awaited
with more interest in this country
than the elaborate screen version of "Miriam
"Rozplla,"
Farjenii.

from

the

novel by the late B.

L.

Astra-National have made a hand-

Tremont Temple.

J.

Woody,

S.

managing director:
"

'The Courtship of Myles Standish' opened
Tremont Temple tonight to a capacity
house. The large and representative audience
was extremely enthusiastic, and the reception
at

accorded the picture augurs well for a record run. Heartiest congratulations."
In Seattle, where "The Courtship of Myles
Standish" has just started its run at the Columbia Theatre, the Post-Intelligencer said:
" 'The Courtship of Myles Standish' is one
of the few pictures, that have historical value
and yet are so constructed as to be full of
dramatic interest."
At the recent convention of the Oregon
State Teachers Association, in Portland, "The
Courtship of Myles Standish" was screened
and was received with great enthusiasm by
the six hundred educators present.
One of
the officials said in an address afterward
"This picture is a fine example of the class
of m.aterial we hope to have for educational
as well as entertainment purposes in the near
future." At a special morning matinee given
by the management of the Columbia Theatre
nearl>

].0(,'0

saw

children of the schools

the

picture.

From Omaha comes announcement

of the

indorsement of Mr. Ray's picture by the
civics committee of Omaha Women's Club.
"The Courtship of Myles Standish" is still
packing the Woods Theatre, in Chicago,
where it is now in the third week of its run.
The Chicago American of a few days ago
carried across the top of a page the line,
"Charles Ray Heads Midnight Revue," with
announcement of his radio talk at the newspaper's "Midnight Revue" at Westinghouse station

KYW.
*

*

*

MISSOURI THEATRE MEN
DISCUSS MERGER
Mav

State Exhibitors Fear Cilv

Dominate Organization
consolidation

of

the

M.

P.

T.

O.

drafted to select a business manager

promote a reorganization campaign.
At the convention of the Western Missouri
body in Kansas City opposition to the merger

from the wotU-fimous novels by

BRITISH FILM READY

at

mittee

I

*

start

general manager of Associated, received the
following telegram from F. F. Plimpton, the

to

am

will

days after

Charles Ray's picture, "The Court-

ship of Myles Standish," invaded Boston,
home of the Pilgrims, it was received with
open arms. As one of the papers said, it was
"welcomed as an old friend." The big Associated Exhibitors attraction is off to a fine

promises to be a real issue.
The question
may be settled at a meeting February 5 at
the Hotel Baltimore, Kansas City, of a com-

world.

"Mr. Walsh

WTHEN

Western Missouri and the Kansas City Division of the M. P. T. O. A., believed to have
been favored by all exhibitors concerned,

certain that when the picture has been completed and screened that this actor is going
to be one of the biggest names in the film

or_ ten

IS

Rays Masterpiece Endorsed
in Many Cities

Charles

'THE

est actor, lacking, perhaps, in self-confidence,
but that will make it all the easier to get

from_ him the Ben

'MYLES STANDISH'
HIGHLY PRAISED

dramatic

G>ming Soon

—®

Patheserial

plan was expressed, many exhibitors fearing
a feeling would be created that the Kansas
City association, with more members, would
dominate the organization.
Members of the
city body are hoping that, with the reorganization of the Western Missouri unit on a
strong basis, the merger can be effected.
Speaking before the convention, A. M. Eisner, president of the Kansas City league, said:
"Our organization has a monthly income of
|300.
The Western Missouri exhibitors are
privileged to use our headquarters until reorganization is effected. Since our organization we successfully have combated encroachment on the part of unions, music tax interests
and other unjust forms of taxation.
are
willing to merge with Western Missouri and
pay our share of revenue to support the organization.
It is up to you."

We

,

:

February

16,
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LEGION WILL DISTRIBUTE
FEATURE PICTURE
Obtain Exclusive Rights for Monogram
Film 'The Whipping Boss'

ANDREW
the

J.

CALLAGHAN,

Monogram

president of
Pictures Corporation, ^has

announced that Monogram's new feature, "The

Whipping Boss," will be distributed exclusively by the Film Service Division of the
American Legion, under the supervision of
Earle Meyer, director of the film department
of the Legion.
In his letter of notification to all Legionaires, National Commander Quinn said
"I am a hrm believer in the motion picture
screen as a medium through which to impart
1
information to a vast number of people.
believe pictures leave a deeper impression
upon the average mind than the spoken or
printed word.

"A few weeks ago I was asked to view
a motion picture called 'The Whipping Boss.'
The story is based upon the case of Martin
Tabert, the young North Dakotan who v>as
whipped in a prison camp. The American
Legion began the investigation into Tabert's
death which resulted in the conviction of the
abolition of the convict
leasing system in the state where Tabert was

Whipping Boss and

martyred.
" 'The Whipping Boss' is a most gripping
True, it is founded upon a harsh
picture.
theme, but the producer has skillfully inter-

woven the inevitable love story. The picture
quite convincingly portrays the Legion as a
community and national asset.
"Its exhibition offers the Legion priceless
The film graphically proves chat
publicity.
the Legion is an organization carrying on now
as it did in war for humanity and righteous-

—

ness."

The American Legion has no intention of
going into the general film business, according to Mr. Meyer. The organization handles
only films that have special Americanization
value or appeal to ex-service men. The American Legion is not trying to reform the industry, says Mr. Meyer, but on the other
hand it is co-operating with the representative of the Hays Public Relations Committee.
All the publicity will be handled by the Legion staff, who will be assisted by the many
aids who are placed in every city in America
with a population of 5,000 or over. This item
in itself makes the American Legion one of
the most strongly entrenched organizations
for publicity and exploitation today.
"The Whipping Post" is a strong picture.
The theme deals with the death of an exservice man, Martin Tabert, that was caused
by a severe beating in a convict labor camp.
The Legion took up the fight against the lash
in prison camps and the leasing of men to
lumber camps in the South.
_

*

*

Florence O'Denishawn, famous dancer, and
Flora Finch, equally famous for her motion
picture work which dates back to the days
of John Bunny, are two new additions to
the cast of "Monsieur Beaucaire," Rodolph
Valentino's new Paramount picture which
will be put into production next week at the
Famous Players Long Island studio. Miss
O'Denishawn will do a specialty dance with
Mr. Valentino in the picture and Miss Finch
will have the role of one of the old maids
of the court of Louis XV.

GREY BUSY ON O'HARA VEHICLE
John Grey, recently appointed scenario
head of F. B. O. studios is at work on the
story of George O'Hara's new starring veproduction of which will begin in
the near future.
The story, as yet untitled, was written
by F. C. Millhauser. Al Santell will dihicle,

The

cast will be

announced

shortly.

Left to
will distribute "The Whipping Bosa" for Monogram.
National adjutant; John R. Quinn, national commander; Earle A.
Meyer, director of Legion film service.

Ameriqan Legion, which
Russell G.

Creviston,

JAKE WELLS, PIONEER,
EXPANDS HOLDINGS

for Nev,'," "Why Change Your Wife," "Male
and Female" and "Manslaughter." Aftgf a
short foray into the ancient and spectacular
,

in

JAKE

WELLS,

a pioneer in theatre acSouth, and for many years
the strongest single controller of theatres in
the territory, intends expanding extensively
again.
This report is borne out by his purchase during the past week of ihe handsome
Park Theatre, Ashtville, N. C, and negotiations for a leading theatre of Greenville, S. C.
For many years Wells stood at the very
top, at one time controlling forty-two big
city theatres in nine states.
Later he sold out a majority of his holdings
retaining fourteen theatres in Richmond and
He then entered the hotel
Norfolk, Va.
business and owns four mammoth resort hotels in Hendersonville, North Carolina and a
big Beach resort at Ocean View, Va.
He was a former big league baseball player
and entered the theatre business twenty-five
years ago. The last of his holdings sold were
the big Atlanta interests which were purchased several years ago by the S .A. Lynch
Enterprises.
He has always been a commanding figure
in theatricals, known to all leading artists
of stage and screen personally, and his reentry into the game in a big way will lend
in the

tivities

additional interest to Southern theatrical circles.

*

*

*

FILM PROGRESS PRAISES 'THE

MARRIAGE CIRCLE'
A Warner Brothers production
among the "forty best" pictures

is

listed

for 1923,
chosen by the National Committee for Better
Films, in its current issue of Film Progress.
This is "The Marriage Circle," the Ernst

Lubitsch production whose Eastern premiere
at the Mark Strand Theatre on
February 3, and whose Western opening was
such a grand success that it was held over
for an indefinite run, and is now turning its
fourth week's showing.

was held

^

^

HARD AT WORK
ON MODERN DRAMA

CECIL DE MILLE

"Triumph," Cecil B. De Mille's next Parapicture, scheduled for regular Spring
is said to return to the realm of social
satire in \Mch this producer has scored such
sensational past successes.

mount

release,

to Paramount executives, "Triessays to do the same thing for modern industry as De Mille has previously done
for other phases of society in "Old Wives

According

umph"

"The Ten Commandments," De Mille

now back

Purchases Theatre in Ashville,
Negotiating for Another

*

FLORA FINCH SELECTED FOR
VALENTINO CAST

rect.

Officials of the
right they are:

is

road which he pioneered.
Laughed at when he announced the making of
"Old Wives for New" instead of the peppermint boy and butterscotch girl romances in
vogue at that time, De Mille carried his brilliant new photoplay form to a- point where
its success has been proved by widespread
imitation both in form and titles.
"Triumph" has been adapted by Jeanie
Macpherson from a Saturday Evening Post
Its appeal to the
story by May Edginton.
publicities in the fact that it swings in its
orbit to all gradations of human life.
in

the

THIS STORY

BUT

MAY BE THE BUNK,

IT'S

A GOOD ONE

of Reno, America's divorce
center, may attempt to obtain an injunction
through the Federal Courts restraining the
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation from showing
the film "Reno," is the word from the Ne-

That the

vada

city

capital.

The

picture presents a study of the divorce law tangle in America, and thus comes
the name, "Reno." The story opens in that
city, with reference to the lax divorce laws
Reno is referred to as "a
of the state.

dump" and similar uncomplimentary remarks
are made of the city.
When a print of the picture was taken to
that city recently and shown before a group
of city officials and prominent citizens indigNow a federal injunction
nation ran high.
is being discussed by Reno citizens.
Attorneys of Reno are especially exercised
over the picture, because it demonstrates that
legally divorces granted in Nevada are not
recognized by the laws of New York and
several other states.
Rupert Hughes, maker of the picture, and
officials of t'-ie Goldwyn Company deny the
picture does Reno an injustice.

^
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DAVIDSON RAPS CURTIS

ON AMENDMENT
Exhibitor Tells Kansas Senator About
Folks Back Home

DAVIDSON, Cherryvale, Kans., exTA.
hibitor, sent a
"hot shot" to Senator
•

Charles Curtis of Kansas at Washington last
week, pertaining to Senator Curtis' proposed
amendment to the Mellon bill, providing for
the retaining of the 10 per cent admission tax
in order that the soldier bonus might be paid.
An excerpt of the letter follows
"Senator, are you seeking retirement after
this term?
If so, you are on the right road,
and it is hard surfaced and down hill most
The going will be easy. It
of the way.
has been my good fortune to hear you on
several occasions at the old soldiers' reunion
at Cherryvale tell the people of this district

how

well you liked to serve them and all the
things that go to make up a political
speech for such an occasion.
"And let me say that these same people
today, without a single exception, are interested in tax revision and with a few exceptions are not interested in the bonus. Kansas has taken care of its ex-service men
and feels that when other states do the same
it then will be time for you or others who
feel inclined to do so to take up the national
bonus question.
nice

DISTINCTIVE TO FILM PARKER'S
'THE WEAVERS'
"The Weavers," Sir Gilbert Parker's famous romance, will be the next feature picture
on the production schedule of Distinctive PicThis announcement was
tures Corporation.
made by Henry M. Hobart, vice-president and
production manager for Distinctive.
Distinctive has owned the film rights to
this celebrated Parker novel for nearly a year.
Mr. Hobart said that a further announcement
on the director and the cast will be made
shortly.
It is a story the principal action of which
Distinctive has just
takes place in Egypt.
finished making "Blood and Gold," an original story by John Lynch, veteran screen
writer.
"Second Youth" and "The Adopted
Father," previously finished, are on the schedule for release in the next two months.

the Great," "All for a

Buchowetzki's

sell,"

ERNEST SHIPMAN
C. Walton, representing Ernest
Shipman, sailed for England on January 31

to arrange for the distribution of the three
latest Shipman pictures in England and on the
demand for these pictures alContinent.
ready has been expressed by several English
distributors because of the fact that, being
Canadian-made, they are practically British-

A

made.

^

from
from

stories

by Ralph Connor, who, though well

of these productions, "The Man,
^^jlengarry" and "The Critical Age," are

known and popular

in this

country, has his

greatest following in Canada and in England,
where he is one of the "best sellers." The
third picture, "The Rapids," also is a Cana-

dian-made feature.
*

*

*

BUCHOWETZKI DIRECTS NEGRI
FOR PARAMOUNT
Buchowetzki, famous European
director, who was brought to this country to
direct Pola Negri, has begun work upon
Miss Negri's next starring picture, "Men,"
at the Paramount studio in Hollywood.
Written by Buchowetzki himself with Pola
Negri in mind for the starring role, the story
of "Men*^ is said to off^r the Polish actress
one of the most brilliant roles which has
yet fallen to her lot.
Fresh from a series of triumphs in Gerniany and Sweden, where he produced "Peter
Dimitri

^

American and Canadian Organizations
Pass Resolutions of Condolence

MEMORIAL

resolution on the death of
O. E. Whitehurst, a member of the Board
of Directors of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners of America, has been adopted by that
board and otner national officers of the or-

ganization.
The resolution characterized Mr. Whitehurst as "a valued National Director and a
true and loyal friend of the Motion Picture
Industry."
At a special meeting of the Ontario Division of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
of Canada expressing the regret of that
branch to the national organization on the
death of Mr. Whitehurst.
^

^

WILSON MEMORIAL SERVICES
IN JERSEY THEATRES
the first organizations to make
its intention to hold public memorial services for the late President is the
Motion Pictures Theatre Owners Association of New Jersey, as follows:
"The Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
New Jersey feel keenly the passing of
Woodrow Wilson, who gave his life in the
service of his country and humanity, whose
every desire and action was prompted by
a sincerity of purpose; a man who, in his
realization of the value of the Motion Picture, utilized this great medium particularly as a builder of moral among our soldiers and our country.
"We, the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of New Jersey, more keenly feel the
loss of our citizen, Woodrow Wilson the
man, and in testimony of the respect in
which his memory is held in the State
of New Jersey, we will hold public memorial services in our theatres upon the day

One
known

he

is

of

laid to his final rest."
*

*

*

a

An interesting light on the magnitude and
box-office power of "Comin' Thro' the Rye"
was afforded on this Hepworth special this
week when Joseph Di Lorenzo, general manager of Hepworth Productions, Inc., was in
receipt of a dispatch from Cecil M. Hepworth
England which stated

Tom Forman, who has followed the course
of destiny and ambition from a Texas ranch
to the position of one of tJie most popular
screen directors, has been engaged to guide
the filming.
His latest achievement of note
is "The Virginian."
Pat

O'Malley,

The

"The
Covered Wagon," "Scaramouche" and "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," which have been
drawing imr-jn.-;e crowds, the record made
is ail che •<iore remarkable.
Coming at this
such

against

opposition

as

in spite of the railway strike that has
demoralized London, this achievement augurs
well for the American premiere which is due
on Broadway in March.
Uv.it,

^

^

who played
who played

Virginian, and
Philbin in "Fools
the title role.

Steve, pal of
opposite Mary

Highway,"

will

portray

S. Smith, who directed William
forty-seven of his biggest pictures,
including the recent "Wild Bill Hickok" and
"Singer Jim McKee," has been engaged to direct a western feature, "Ridgeway of Mon-

Clififord

S.

Hart

in

tana."

*

*

*

WELL-KNOWN NAMES
OF

C. B. C.

IN CAST
PRODUC TION

Both the juvenile leads "Discontented Husbands" are members of well known families.
Arthur Rankin, who is the young lover, Dick
Everton, is a nephew of
John, Ethel and Lionel.

Carmelita Geraghty,

the Barrymores

who

plays the role of
a daughter of Tom
Geraghty, author and scenario writer, associated for a long time with Paramount, and
the "flapper" daughter,

now

is

with Douglas Fairbanks

in

an editorial

In casting "Discontented Husbands" for C.
C, Harry Cohn expressed the opinion that
such talent as was handed down to you Mr.
Rankin and Miss Geraghty, must be worthy
of big things and cast them both in extremely difficult roles in the production. That
his theory was a good one is proved by the
fact that both these young players have attracted a lot of attention and praise from
all those who have seen "Discontented Husbands."
B.

that "Comin' Thro'

years.

Playing

It was written by William Ellwell Oliver,
student of the University of California, and
will go into production as quickly as the continuity is finished by Harvey Gates, scenarist
of many special features.

*

now

playing at the Scala Theatre,
London, had shattered every house record for

ceri

for the fostering of interuniversity faculties concerning the
needs of the motion picture art, started by
Carl Laemmle, president of the Universal
Pictures Corporation, with a nationwide scenario: scholarship contest in which two hundred and fifty educational institutions were
represented, will have its concrete realization
on the screen with the immediate production
at Universal City of "The Throwback," the
prize-winner.
in

capacity.

Hepworth Picture Breaks
Record in London

the Rye,"

TP HE movement
est

MOURNED BY TRADE

A

Universal Engages Tom Forman to
Direct 'The Throwback'

^

WHITEHURST'S DEATH

C. E.

in

Two

PRIZE WINNING STORY
GOES INTO WORK

and "KarusAmerican made pro-

duction for Paramount will combine the facilities of the Western world with the directorial traditions of Europe.

WALTON GOES TO EUROPE FOR
Holmes

Woman"

first

jji

DEITSCH GOES TO TRI-STONE
Oscar A. Price, president of Tri-Stone Pictures, has announced the appointment of Joseph J. Deitsch as sales manager of the organization to succeed J. K. Burger, who has
accepted a position with W. W. Hodkinson
Corporation.
Mr. Deitsch is well known in the independent field and was formerly connected with
Principal Pictures.

*

*

FITZMAURICE OUTFIT
LOS ANGELES

NOW

IN

George Fitzmaurice, director of "The
Eternal City," will transfer his eastern producing activities to Los Angeles and establish
permanent producing headquarters there. This
move is in accordance vAth Samuel Goldwyn's
policy to center his producing in Los Angeles.

The

picturization of "Cytherea," the novel

by Joseph Hergersheimer and for which a
number of scenes already have been made
in New York, will be transferred to Los Angeles

immediately.

Within the next week Mr. Fitzmaurice's
Robert
including
organization,
producing
Arthur Miller,
Schahle, business manager
chief photographer and Sheridan Hall, assistStuant director, will reach Los Angeles.
dio arrangements are now being perfected by
Mr. Fitzmaurice and actual "shooting" will
;

be

started

within

the

next

ten

days.

February

16,
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SPEEJACKS TALE READY

HODKINSON TO RELEASE

TWO

FOR NEWSPAPERS

CHRISTIES

Short Subject Specialists Believe
Open for Features

Paramount Prepares Photos and Mats

Way

for Co-operation

'THROUH

the courtesy of the Chicago
Daily News the serial story of the roundthe-world cruise of the motor yacht Speejacks, written by Mrs. A. Y. Gowen, who accompanied her husband on the memorable

CONTRACTS

were signed this week between Charles Christie and the Hodkinson

Corporation that
at least

call

for the production of

two big Al Christie features for Hod-

kinson release.
Charles Christie, who is now in New York,
says the Christie pictures have been held to
short length subjects and have been limited
in number as a carefully thought out business
policy, but that believing the time is now right
for the expansion of their activities the contract calling for the production of Al Christie

trip, and published in daily installments in
that newspaper, is now available for papers
anywhere in the United States and Canada.

Five hundred copies of the serial have been
printed and are now being distributed among
the Paramount exploitation men for publication in adavnce of local showings of the
Paramount picture, "Around the World in
the Speejacks."
The story is made up in
twenty installments

was consummated.
"The productions that Al will make
for Hodkinson distribution will be the first
feature length comedy subjects turned out at
our studio since 'So Long Letty,' which we
made and released through the RobertsonCole Company in 1920," says Mr. Christie,
features

A

"and we

feel that the splendid success of that
subject will be a booking incentive for the
features we are now going to produce.
" 'So Long Letty' made money for the exThey all liked it and we received
hibitors.
a flood of exhibitor requests for more productions of the same length and quality, but
we did not believe it advisable to continue the
production of features at that time, even
though the venture had proved successful.
"Now we feel conditions warrant expansion, and as our studio equipemnt is fully
capable of meeting all the requirements of
the highest class of feature work we are going to spread into the more pretentious field
in whole-hearted fashion and a previous success to set our course by."
The features that Al Christie will make
for the Hodkinson program will not in any
way conflict with the two-reel Christie comThese
edies being released by Educational.
The feashort subjects will be continued.
tures to be produced will be separate and distinct product differentiated by the trade name
of Al Christie Features.
^ ^
^

SAWYER ANNOUNCES A

'FIND'

In selecting types for several scenes in

"The Shooting of Dan McGrew." now being directed by Clarence Badger, Arthur
H. Sawyer has made a "discovery." His
name is Vincente Orona and he is said to
have the combined facial characteristics
and screen appeal of Ramon Navarro and
Rodolph Valentino.

MAE BUSCH
Well known star who
picture

hard at work on a
be released soon.

is

to

Goldwyn

RAOUL LE MAT RETURNS
TO SWEDEN
LE MAT,

distributor of

lowing a short

Swedish exhibitor and
Mtero pictures there, fol-

visit

GASNIER TO BEGIN ON

to this country to visit

Arthur Loew, general manager of Metro's
foreign department, sailed February 5, for Europe aboard flie same ship with the latter,

who

will visit Metro's foreign representatives
throughout Europe and study motion picture

conditions there.

Mr. Le Mat's visit was taken up with conferences and with viewing Metro productions
awaiting release.
He expressed himself as
highly gratified with the results of his sojourn.
Mr. Le Mat is the owner of a chain of
motion picture theatres scattered through
Sweden. He declared a great portion of his
success is due to his adoption of American
exploitation methods.
Arthur Loew, accompanied by Mrs. Loew,
will tour Europe for several months visiting, France, Italy, England, Central Europe
will
and the Scandinavian countries.

He

make

a thorough study of conditions and
will consult with his representatives in each
of the countries.

as Gasnier finishes supervising
the editing of his new Prefered Picture,
"Poisoned Paradise," he will begin work
on a screen version of Edwin Balmer's
widely read novel, "The Breath of Scandal," which attained great popularity first
in Cosmopolitan Magazine and later in

book form.

Olga Printlau has completed
the adaptation and the cast is now being
chosen.
The production will be the first
Prefered Picture to be filmed at the Hollywood Studios which have recently been
taken over by the B. P. Schulberg organization.

*

MARC LACHMANN TO EXPLOIT
NEW METRO PICTURE
resigned

from Uni-

versal to handle the exploitation campaign
for Metro on "Thy Name Is Woman," the
Mayer-Niblo production which opens at the
Astor Theatre, on February 25th, for an indefinite

engagement.

recently returned from London
where he exploited "The Hunchback of Notre

Lachmann

He also handled the
for Universal.
for "Hunchback" in New York
prior to his departure for England last OcDame"

A

campaign
thrill classic in

a classic of thrills

tober.

^

Leatherstockin;
from the world-famous novels hy

dames Fenimorc Cooper
Cjming Soon

Paflieserial

'

^

Ik

TORCH A HODKINSON MANAGER
S. Lorch has resigned his post as Debranch manager for Goldwyn to become
manager of the Chicago branch of the Hodkinson Corporation.
Mr. Lorch will fill the place left vacant
by the promotion of Cecil Haberry, who is

H.

troit

now

central

division

kinson branches.

manager of

the

Hod-

*

*

ADDITIONAL FRANCHISE HOLDER

FOR TALMADGE SERIES
Truart announces the franchising of the
Richard Talmadge series of dramas to the
F. and R. Film Company, Minneapolis, for
the territory consisting of Minnesota and
North and South Dakota. Negotiations were
consummated this week with J. F. Cubberly,
of the F. and R. Film Company, which also
holds the franchise for Truart's Elaine
merstein productions.

The

Marc Lachmann has

NEW ONE

As soon

Metro Distributor Is Accompanied
by Arthur Loew

pAOUL

large number of newspapers in the
larger cities already have published pictures
and lay-outs on the Speejacks adevnture, and
photographs and mats may be obtained from
Charles E. McCarthy, Paramount publicity
manager, for illustrating the serial story if
the newspapers desire them.
The service is
offered" f ree of charge and should prove of
assistance to exhibitors in the expliotation of
the Paramount film.

Ham-

of the series of Richard Talmadge
to be released in this territory
is "Let's Go,'" in which the star is supported
by Eileen Percy. George Nichols and Tully
This is to be followed by "On
Marshall.
Time," which has Billy Dove, Stuart Holmes,
George Siegmann, Charles Clary and Douglass Gerrard in the supporting cast.
The third production will be "In Fast Company."
first

productions
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Woodrow Wilson
deep into the

camera more

^

the great leader.

.

r

,

j

of the War Presidents to find
unavailable motion picture
subject to his call the hitherto
of national aspirafurtherance
the
for
as an instrument

Mr

tions.

Wilson was the

He was

telligent

and

eftective

His presence

first

it and
employment of

quick to grasp
at a

banquet

to

make

full

and

in-

...
of the National Association m
it.

of
a recognition on his part of the influence
his time
upon
demands
many
the
of
view
In
the industry.
of his visit
and energy in those stirring days the honor

New York was

was

fully realized

by the motion picture men.

the
His summons to the industry in 191 7 to help in
reprompt
the
by
answered
was
prosecution of the war

sponse of every department.
In many ways during his long term of

.

office

Mr. Wilson

indicated his interest in the motion picture.
So in his death the men and women of the industry feel
a personal as well as a national loss.
The careful preservation of every inch of film containing
patriotic duty.
a likeness of the late President should be a
future generations such negatives and positives will be

To

priceless.

Those who come after us

will bless the

men who made

such a possession possible.
Like Abraham Lincoln, so opposite to him in

many

re-

similar to him in many others, Woodrow
Wilson "now belongs to the ages."
Regardless of the relative position which history may assign these greatest two Americans it cannot be denied that

spects

and

absolutely in accord with

...

passing of Woodrow Wilson strikes
and women. For the
hearts of motion picture men
his form and features
presidency
his
of
years
eight
man in pubhc hfe was
were constantly before them. No
man who faced the
no
and
frequently;
photographed so
convincingly typified the American ideal of

THE

is

those sentiments.
e
paper advertising is a SerIt beheves, too, that "Trade
have a right to demand
vice to exhibitors, a service they
only at a few hundred
directed
is
sei-vice
and where that
when ninety odd per cent of the
first run houses and ceases
information, it is not
picture houses want it, for playdate
advertising."
efficient
not
is
it
service;
adequate
The custom of the distributor in starting off a production
leavwith a small or large amount of advertising and then
of
ing it flat is one that has grown with the development
papers.
business
the
of
departments
the exploitation
The average exhibitor in search of material is forced to
browse around the exchanges or dig through files of his
business journals.
There is no valid reason why a production should not be
supported by direct to exhibitor advertising, in a diminishing scale as a matter of course, through the full flush of its
second runs and along down the line until it has made its

rounds.

Readers of Exhibitors Trade Review have been prompt
to note in its department of Tried and Proved Pictures evidence of a change in poUcy regarding subjects that no
longer are first runs in the key cities and to put on the

—

—

innovation the seal of their approval.

We

believe the department now three months old sei'ves
for and to exa double purpose and yields a double service
hibitor and distributor alike.
Underlying the department are the ordinary and simple
rules of merchandising
keeping alive in the memory of the
buyer the identity of goods that are worth while and affording the manufacturer an opportuntiy of getting back a
reasonable profit on his product through rational circulation and without being compelled to resort to high charges

—

—

on

initial

sales.

so

the successful struggle for a Union indivisible led by the
railsplitter made possible the great service to country and
mankind of that other Southerner the scholar.
And it will not be forgotten that each man, like thousands of the millions of men he commanded, was a war
casualty.

Tried and Proved
—we
OUR
—
form

believe that is the
attention has been called
to a
of expression
if fabricated
statement in a recent issue of a motion picture business journal under the caption of "Curtain."

approved

Our pervasive contemporary, fully and properly impressed with the importance of the message it desires to
convey to its readers, does not trust it to a text page.
In order with the greater certainty to corral the attention
of its subscribers it employs a complete unit in the advertising section and argues its case with bold twenty-fourpoint type.
"A blare of trumpets as the curtain goes up a brief,
very brief first act and then Curtain!" the introduction

—

—

sets forth.

"That briefly expresses the trade paper advertising most
generally done on each feature release."
It may be fitting at this point to enter on the record the
fact that we are not seeking to establish the basis of a controversy, even a mild one. Perish the ungenerous thought

Honor ing^E dison
THE

testimonial luncheon in honor of Thomas A.
Edison, planned for February 15 at the Ritz, promises to be an occasion worthy of the industry.
As
the motion picture attains stature and adds years to its
life we are apt at times to forget names and personalities
that were all-important in the early days.
Thomas A. Edison holds a position in the motion picture
industry that is outstanding.
If in the decade last past he
has been less active than he was for the two equal periods
preceding he is still the Grand Old Man behind the screen.
And so will he continue to be through the years.
George Kleine, to whom credit is due for suggesting
the function, is receiving many messages from men prominent in the industry and in other lines of effort commending the plan of honoring Mr. Edison.
The list of diners will include the names of those who
made up the Patents Company and of those who created
It will
the independent opposition to that powerful body.
include names of inventors that today are less familiar, but
whose work will survive them. And it will include the
names of men who have capitalized the possibilities created
by the ingenuity and persistence of the pioneers, who have
in their own day and way erected great structures on the
foundation established by the "fathers" of the industry.
Mr. Edison's acceptance of the invitation is characteristic
of the man who never has known the meaning of office
hours in his work. "My personal preference would be for
a luncheon ratlier than a dinner," he wrote to Mr. Kleine.
"as I can get back to the laboratory late in the afternoon."
Mr. Edison will be seventy-seven yeai's old next week.

.

:

February

,
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L EADERS

ALL

Around Executive

Sol Lesser, All

FEW

there are among the
leaders in the film industry who are representative of the second generation
in other words who were
brought up in the business.
That this is a fact is due, of
course, to the comparative
But
youth of the industry.
it's coming along.
Sol Lesser's first business

L. and M. Gore, and
other houses, which formed
the nucleus of the present
West Coast Theatres organization, were purchased, as well
as the Southern California
franchise for First National.

A.

—

What was accomplished by
Mr. Lesser with Jackie Coogan is now a matter of history.
At a preview of "The
Kid" in Los Angeles, where
at the time he was representative of First National, he
saw the possibilities of the
youngster as a star and lost
no time in signing him.
The producer believes he
will do even greater things

experience was selling ice
cream cones in his father's
Mission Theatre, San Francisco.
He was fourteen years
in 1905.
old then
Lesser Lesser, the senior,
was one of the first of the
exhibitors to organize and also
was one of the first officers of
a theatre owner's body.
Today Sol Lesser gives

—

some of

with his new starlet, Baby
Peggy. It is his intention to
provide a setting for her- of
stories that have secured a

his attention to the

duties involved in the following responsibilities
First vice president of Associated Fifst National.
Vice president of West
Coast Theatres, Inc., a string
of 200 houses covering every
"key situation in California
and every district in Los Angeles and surrounding towns.
President Principal Pictures Corporation.
The latter organization has
under contract all the works of Harold
Bell Wright, whose stories are reputed
to have attained an average circulation in excess of a million and a quarter copies, and Baby Peggy, the great
little star.

Then, of course, there are real estate and other interests, for spare time,
as

it

w;ere.

Among

the latter are vari-

LESSER

a long time ago orSan Francisco the

ganized in
Golden Gate Film Exchange, quickly
developing a large business and getting
together a large amount of product.
The writer recalls looking into his
great vault in 1915 and expressing
amazement at the array of film. It was

no

effort

to

believe

there

were

LEADERS ALL— SOL LESSER

BECAUSE

besides being his business the motion
hisi hobby since childhood,
he
having grown up in the atmosphere of the picture
house because he possesses unusual judgment, which
quickly formed, is as quickly acted on
because
he has taken up the different branches, in each
instance mastering one before proceeding.
picture

has been

;

;

of the picture starring

So

it

will be

seen that Mr. Lesscr

took a substantial slice of the first
great production to be put on the independent market.
Incidentially he

made

a lot of

there

money on

the picture.

"Hearts of the World"
Mr. Lesser bought thirty states and at
one time controlled the country.
What proved to be his real beat,
however, was Mack Sennett's "Yankee
Doodle in Berlin." In conjunction with
Mr. Sennett he organized thirty-six
companies, each with a troupe of Sen-

The venture was

nett bathing girls.
highly profitable.

full

is

a vast difference in successful-

making and

distributing pictures that
feature a child rather than an adult.

LESSER'S ideas on production
fundamentals are governed largely
by his experience in exhibiting. Simply
R.

.

Griffith's

Baby Peggy

use will be made of the experience acquired in the production of the Coogan
subjects. And it may be said here that
ly

,

expressed, these are exploitation possibilities

backed up by

Instead of

quality.

resorting purely

to

the

picturemaking he keeps constantly in mind the problems of theatre presentation, of showmanship, and
artistic in

adopts a policy that will peraiit exploitation.

He

wants a star with demonstrated
draw and a director whose
past performances constitute an assurance to the public that the resultant
product will he worthwhile.
ability to

five

million feet
stowed away on those
shelves
a lot of material for an independent exchange in those days.
Sol Lesser's first real plunge was the
purchase of fourteen states on "Cabiria," one of the first big state right
propositions.
"Quo Vadis" had preceded it across the water, but the rights
on that great picture had been retained

first production undertaken by
Mr. Lesser was following the signing of Annette Kellerman and later
of George Beban.
The pictures in
which these players were starred were

by George Kleine and by him shown
throughout the country.

Theatre
he was

—

by John Habbcrvon.
In the making and treatment

bies,"

On

ous important exchanges.

jyjR.

popularity as best sellers.
First on the list will be
"Captain January," now in its
fifty-fourth printing and with
estimated at
a circulation
The one to
600,000 copies.
follow will be the famous juvenile classic "Helen's
Ba-

''pHE

successful.

In 1918 Mr. Lesser went to Los Anwhere he already had exchange

geles,,

interests.

He
from
joined

bought
T.
in

W.
the

the

Kinema

Later
venture by

Tally.

Once a

is
estabHshed in a
never changed except for
sufficiently demonstrated reasons.
In the production of his pictures Mr.
Lesser has no vanity to satisfy. Being
an exhibitor, he conceives and executes
every production from the viewpoint of
the requirements of his own houses.

house

it

is

policy

:
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NOVAK TO FAME

'THE LULLABY' CARRIES
Neiv F. B. O. Feature Makes

ASIDE

from the

that it is rather
a far stretch of the imagination to
visualize the typical Italian maiden as
a blonde, Jane Novak as Felipa in F. B. O.'s
latest feature production, "The Lullaby," appears to be one of the strongest examples of
excellent casting revealed this season.
As the sweetheart and mother she carries
away practically all the big honors of the pic-

She

fact

her bewitching innocence during the first part of the theme.
She is equally dominant and forceful throughout the heavier parts of the picture when she
is carrying the entire story forward with a
complete run on the gamut of human emoture.

is

irresistible in

Many

More Prominent

Players

And Robert Anderson, Fred Male-

Novak.

Harlan, Cleo Madison and Baby
Marion all climb higher in one
seeming jump up the ladder of fame.
Otis

testa,

—

Dorothy

Before passing on
another word
Marion.
As Baby
symbol of the great

subject of players
about
little
Dorothy
Antoinette she is the
punch thought of the
"I want my mama !"
That's

just

picture proper.

one of the

titles

and

it

it

tells

of

the

the

film,

by the way,

all.

A S showmen,

stop and think what that
means to you as "ad" copy.
You can make no mistake for that matter
single line

tions.

The
sulted

in basing most of your exploitation around
those four simple words. They make an excellent caption for a page torn out of anyThe picture fairly reeks with
one's life.
other exploitation possibilities.

All of which suggests some remarkable
tie-ups with the proper division of the Red
Cross, the Salvation Army and other kindred
organizations.

The F. B. O. press books on this feature
materially assist you in maintaining a high
caliber atmosphere of dignity in your campaigns, showing you in a clear and concise
manner how to play up the human element,
pathos and tremendous heart interest threads
of exploitation possibilities.
this picture on a night when you want
show your patrons that you are giving
them a big picture, considerably out of the

Play

to

which they will everlastas having seen at your house.

ordinary and one
result
in

is

another

has practically re"Miracle Man" for Jane

that

it

ingly

HEN

My

Mama"
the title of "I Want
flashes upon the screen you get the real
punch of the Lullaby theme. You just begin
It
to
rcalice that it is a great picture.
And we do not
"gets" you then and there.
hesitate to say that Jane Novak's portrayal
of the mother is exceptionally superb. Dorothy Marion as Baby Antoinette is equally
Here is a child actress ivho
outstanding.
Ins every indicating characteristic of being
a national fai'orite within another six seasons.
TT/

I

WANT
MY MAMA!

remember

February

16,
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The

Exhibitors^
PLAYERS WE

LET RIGHT HAND KNOW
WHAT LEFT'S DOING
Turner

s

to

Round Table
KNOW

Set February 26 and 27 at

Be of Value
Many Other Showmen
Policy Should

the best
of
ONE
schemes that has

OHIO THEATRE OWNERS
CALL CONVENTION
as

'THE

organization
been seen outlined
in some time comes from E. D. Turner,
manager of the Imperial, Asheville.

annual convention of the^ Motion

i Picture Theatre Owners

little

Columbus

Time and Place
of

Ohio

will

be held at the Chittendon Hotel, Columbus,

on Tuesday and Wednesday, February

perhaps

26 and 27, that being decided upon at a
meeting of the Executive Board held on
Friday, February 1, at the James Thea-

sponsibility

position.

With the expectation of bringing out an
early crowd the banquet will be held the

Turner believes that sending a general notice from the manager's office and allowing
it to filter through the department heads,
or posting it on the bulletin board, does
not carry sufficient weight because the no-

annual meeting of the executive board being before noon and a three-hour business
session and committee meetings preceding
the banquet.

Turner has a memorandum system. Or
it would be best to call it a mem_orandum-book system, by which he makes
every employee of the theatre feel the reof

his

particular

tice or instruction is after all

and loses

only general,

In turn, everybody in the theatre has a
binder, in which they keep the instructions
under the classifications by which they are
issued.
That is to say, there are three
classes of instructions. The first is known
It defines the policy of the
as General.
theatre in relationship to the patrons, and
in regard to the type of entertainment that
The instructhe house is specializing in.
tions in this classification are permanent.
Every member of the staff is required to
know them, and every new addition to the
them before being restaff must learn
garded as a permanent member of the
This is a strict rule.
theatre organization.

The second

classification

is

known by

Special Instruction, and covers breaches in
theatre discipline, such as leaving a post
without relief, failing to report exit lights
out, or some weakening of the chain in a
particular spot.
No names are ever mentioned on this, type of memo, but the intruction carries a polite reminder that a
repetition of offense will mean dismissal.

Instructions

is

the

third

of

the

These are issued when there are
last-minute changes in the program requirseries.

ing a revision of the usher's schedule because of the consequent change in the
running time of the show. They are "spot"
notices taking effect only over a given
time.

*

A general reduction in the amusement tax
on tickets of admission to all theatres in the
Province of British Columbia has been announced by the Provincial Government. The
new legislation provides for a cut of 30 per
cent in the tax.

For several years the Gov-

ernment assessment on tickets has been 10 per
cent on the gross amount.
Action was taken
by the Government as a result of continued
protests on the part of exhibitors.

night,

Tuesday; registration and the

Trust," so-called.

JAMES KIRKWOOD
His romance and marriage with Lila Lee was
one of the outstanding news items recently received from Holljrwood.
He, Lila hee and
Madge Bellamy are starring in Hodkinson's
"Love's

Whirlpool."

Attorney George P. Aarons, who has
successfully fought the Music tax in Philadelphia for over three years, will also
speak.

Sydney

Jones Combination Bought Out

The

theatres

Nevada,

in

Brookfield,

Boonville and Marshall, Mo., operated by
the L. L. Jones combination, have been
bought out by Charles T. Sears, thus dissolving a partnership of six years standing.

Mr. Jones will probably announce his
plans for the future when he returns from
a short vacation in California.

Be Prepared

A man

for This Fellow

name of L. D. Redposing as a salesman for Educational, has been passing bad checks in the
Kansas City territory, according to reports
giving the

man and
from

exhibitors.

Cohen, president of the M. P.
America, will bring the latest
news from the "front" regarding the theatre tax repeal campaign.
T.

O.

S.

of

The convention committee appointed by
President Martin G. Smith from among
those present is W. M. James, Columbus;
A. G. Hettesheimer, Cincinnati;
States
Secretary Al. F. Kinzeler, Dayton; San
Bullock, Cleveland; O. E. Belles, president,
Cleveland
Exhibitors
Association,
George
Fenberg, Newark; Caldwell H. Brown,
Zanesville; Sam Lind, Zanesville; E. J.
Hiele, Marietta, and the following Executive Board members: Henry Bierberson,
Delaware; Judge G. H. Foster, MarFred N. Tynes, Portsmouth; John A.
Schwalm, Hamilton; D. L. Schuman,
Cleveland; John F. Kumler, Toledo; James
P.
Dunlevy, Akron; Jos. W. Trunk,

Jr.,

ion;

Youngstown.
Virginia

Tax

Bill Killed

An

announcement from Harry Bernstein,
Secretary of the Motion Picture Theatre
Owners, of Virginia, states that the bill proposing a state tax on picture theatre admissions has been killed by the committee in the
Assembly. They voted unanimously against
the

bill.

*

*

Correcting Report of Purchase
report has been erroneously circulated that Mr. Henry Morton, proprietor
of the Gaiety, Winnipeg, is the new owner
of the Arlington.
Mr. Nathan Rothstein, proprietor of the
Olympia, Assiniboia, Sask., was the purchaser and he is looking around for further
theatres to add to his list.

Public Hearing on Censorship
There is to be a public hearing on the
repeal of the censorship bill in Albany
very soon.
The present status is understood to call
for a meeting before a committee of the
assembly.
It seems this is the method to
be chosen although it may be altered to
provide for a hearing by a committee made
up of both Assembly and Senate representatives.

Vice President W. M. James is Chairof Columbus local committee on reception and entertainment, and those who
attended the 1923 convention know exactly
what that means.
Send in your hotel reservations now to President M. G. Smith,
519 Main Street, Toledo, and he'll grin
with joy if you bring "her" along.

man

*

*

Golumbia Lowers Tax

Columbus.

State Senator Larry Collister, of Cleveland,
will enlighten the exhibitors as to the situation now affecting Ohio exhibitors, due to the
activities of the Ohio agents of the "Music

The

This system, according to Turner, has
When
welded his organization together.
everybody in the theatre knows what is
expected of him, and those around him, he
can work intelligently and with a sense of
responsibility possible to achieve no other
way.

British

first

force.

its

When he is obliged to issue instructions
he has an original and a sufficient number
of copies made to reach every employee in
The original goes with the
the theatre.
carbon copy, and serves as sort of receipt, so that in Turner's file he knows that
every member of the stafT has received the
instruction, because the original, which is
returned to him, is so initialed.

Memo

tre,

John Hamlyn has purchased the
CuERO, Texas, from A. V. Wade.

Queen,

Fred E. Carney is the
Princess, Parkin, Ark.

of the

new owner

'MY HAN'
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John Flynn, "Hollywood's own," is fit and
sound again after a brief illness.
"Hollywood," it should be explained, is the loafing
headquarters, the eating place and whatnot
of Kansas City exhibitors.
^

^

John M. Stewart has
stage scenery in his

^
installed a

new

set of

Wonderland Theatre

at

Kaufman, Texas.
B. D. Holcomb has sold the Vaudette, a
suburban house in Tacoma, to Nathan Levin.

*

Brigham has

B. D.

Wash.,

to

Rex

B.

the house February

G. L. Brock

is

*

*

sold the Empire,

Hevel,

Tekoa,

who took

over

new

Belle

1st.

manager of

the

Theatre at Fort Payne, Ala.
*

*

*

Mr. Pitchman has closed the Curtis, ElHe is in Seattle at preslensburg. Wash.
ent.

*

JACQUELINE LOGAN
P'aramount's "The Dawn
the stage by
a
Eleanor Robson,
She portrayed another Eleanor
Robson Role in "Salomy Jane."

Her

latest role

of

Tomorrow"

"Glad"
wari

in

Briefs

^

%

*

sK

is

*

*

*

H. M. Fort, formerly of Oklahoma

ERE

ici

the

Harry Greenman is back on his old job,
managing the William Fox Liberty, St. Louis.

Simon Eisenberg has bought the Rialto,
Schenectady, N. Y., from. Abe Stone.

reopening the Rialto Theatre,

berly. Mo.
*

Amusement

*

*

*

the new
which is rapidly
in

Charles Jones
at

is

operating Joe's Playhouse,

finest

tonic

for

the box

office

that

N. D.

Naman

Marlin, Texas;

SwiFTON, Ark.

*

*

*

*

rebuild the Orpheum,
recently destroyed by fire.

will

SOMEWHERE
SOME EXHIBITOR IS LOOKING FOR
A BUYER FOR HIS THEATRE

has yet

Here is a way to clinch the kid business
been devi?ed.
of your neighborhooii for ten weeks without worry or doubt.
You begin with Episde No. 1 of a Harold Lloyd serial.
In the story, Lloyd, possibly
Not a picture, but a story.
the greatest kid favorite the screen has developed, is the
It is just the tort of story
hero cf fantastic adventures.
Givel them Episode No
the kids read and keep on read:ng.
1
on any Saturday matinee, and watch them clamor for
following
Saturday.
2
the
Episode No.

A.

SOFFERMAN

1493 Broadway

THE ADVENTURES OF

New York

City.

Telephone, Lackawanna 6683

HAROLD LLOYD

Established 1900.

STRANGE LANDS

Will
Not

E. C. Robinson expects to open his new
theatre at Camden, Ark., in the near future.
* *
*

*

interested

IN

—

Arthur Lawand, president of the Lawand
Co., announces a new theatre will
be built on Park Ave., Montreal.

is

Matinee Tonic!

TJ

City,

BETTY COMPSON
Beautiful and appealing Miss Compson is starring
in two current releases
Paramount's "The Stranger"
and Selznick's English film "Woman to Woman"
and is now working in Florida on " Miami."

Mo-

Okla.,

*

Strand, Minden, Nebraska,
nearing completion.

A

William Stanley has reopened the Little
Hollywood in Old Tacoma, after a six

:j(

Joe Wade has purchased the Star Theatre, Griggsville, III., from James E. Craft
and is operating it himself.

Persons

O. Gill has purchased the Tophics, Honey
Grove, Texas, from R. C. Bryan and D. W.
Redwine.

months' closing.

Eddie Mansfield has been appointed manager of the Globe Theatre, a motion picture
and vaudeville house of Kansas City, to succeed Cyrus Jacobs, who died recently.

W.

*

made famous on

Round Table

O.

*

A Motion

Buy That Theatre

Picture
Because he makes the buying and
selling of theatres a specialty.

$10 per Thousand
HE
The
There

serial is in ten episodes, ready for immediate delivery.
cost to you is $10.00 per thousand; one cent a piece.
cover.
is space for your imprint on the

and RESULTS.

Address Your Order Today to the

Albert H. Gross Publishing
201 West 49th

St.,

New York

LIST

Co.,
Git)

And

everyone who hac ever dealt with
Mr. SofFerman knows that his business has been built upon FAITH

.

YOUR PROBLEMS WITH SOFFERMAN

TODAY

:

February

16,
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Up and Down Main Street
WILL ROGERS IS MASTER
OF CEREMONIES
Host of the Evening at Opening of
'The Marriage Circle'

WILL
master

"A

very fine slit is made near the negathrough which these fluctuating light
rays are registered on the sensitive emulsion
of the negative as fine lines, which are actual photographic sound waves and, being on

tive film,

same

the

showed himself a
humorous phrase in

RESIDENTS AID IN FILMING
OF CRUZE'S 'MAGNOLIA'
The Chamber

of

Commerce

of

historic

Natchez on the Mississippi River has joined
with James Cruze in making "Magnolia," his
newest production for Paramount, a faithful

The audience was both sympathetic and
There was a certain genial
and joyous spirit in the house that was
its

culmina-

when Will Rogers came on
tion
He introduced the members
the stage.
of the cast.
Commenting on Marie Prevost, he
said that

after this picture

Proves Strong Magnet
by sensational reports of an Ernst
Lubitsch Production that was a radical
departure from past Lubitsch pictures, by the
accounts of a film difTering in treatment and
technique from anything yet seen, and by the
presence of six players, all of them headliners,
thousands pressed into the Mark Strand Theatre, Sunday, to witness the Eastern premiere
of "The Marriage Circle."
Record attendance was reported by
Joseph Plunkett, the theatre's managing
It is usual for the Strand to
director.
do good business Sundays, but the overflow this week was even greater than
ordinarily.
So many prospective patrons were refused admission that Mr.
Plunkett issued a formal apology in the
newspapers to those who came too

she could

see the picture.
elaborate advertising campaign
had prefaced the engagement. Full and
half page ads, together with a series
of one-column type ads that began two
weeks ago, proved unusually effective
in arousing curiosity, while the numerous press stories concerning the genius
of Lubitsch were instrumental in packing the house.
Metropolitan critics vied in praises
of the production, outdoing even the
Los Angeles reviewers who had hailed
it as the outstanding picture of pictures.
Both Lubitsch and each of the players
came in for a generous share of praise.
Without an exception. New York
critics declared it a distinct advance, in
late to

An

throw away her one piece suit, and did
not have to play with Ben Turpin any

He praised the picture highly,
saying "it will be much more popular
than 'The Ten Commandments' some
people don't know the ten commandments, but in this picture they know
what is going on all the time."
"Roping in" some of the stars in the
audience, he made Pola Negri get up,
which she first modestly declined to
"No, this is Ernst's night," she
do
Finally she arose and bending
said.
over to Lubitsch, who sat right behind
her, pressed a large bouquet of lilies
of the valley and orchids in his hand,
pulled him from his seat, until they
both stood in the glare of the spotlight.
Then came Will Rogers' voice:
"A great combination, Pola and Ernst,
the two people who have made each
other famous."
Besides applauding the picture, the
audience picked individual scenes for
This Western premiere prepraise.
cedes the Broadway opening. The acclaim given the production insures an
longer.

—

:

combining

Is

O. RELEASES TWO
EQUITY PICTURES

Corinne Griffith's forte.
This is perhaps the secret of her
her most recent picture for First National, "Black
in which she appears as a rejuvenated society leader.

success in

Oxen,"

motion picture record of Southern life in the
days before the Civil War.
From the time that James Cruze selected
Natchez and its picturesque vicinity as the

two.
Lubitsch responded to the curtain calls and
expressed his gratitude for the reception acWill Rogers, ancorded his production.
nouncing him, said that as soon as Lubitsch
touched our shores, the talk of the menace
of German films ceased, and that Lubitsch
was probably the only good director-producer
that country had given the world.

location for the production cf "Magnolia,''
the Chamber of Commerce and other local
bodies brought all their powers to the assistance of the director.
Scouts with cameras scoured the neighborhood preparing data
concerning the most suitable places for filming scenes for the picture.
Information and
photographs were forwarded together to the
Paramount studio in Hollywood.
In filming "Magnolia," James Cruze will
reproduce
"Natchez-Under-the-Hill,"
the
which formerly stood upon a ledge between
the river and the hill where Natchez of today
is built.
The bluff-and-shelf formation upon
which Natchez, past and present, was built,
is unique on the Mississippi.
The featured players in "Magnolia," which
was adapted from the stage play of the same
name written by Booth Tarkington, are Ernest

PHONOFILM DEMONSTRATION
DECLARED SUCCESSFUL
successful demonstration has been made
the Phonofilm, a combination of radio
and motion pictures, the invention of Dr. Lee
De Forrest, according to those who have
Mr. De
heard and witnessed the pictures.
Forrest says
"In the studio a motion picture is taken
in the usual manner but, in addition to the
camera lens which registers action, a microphone registers every sound made by the actor.
wire from the microphone passes
through an audion amplifier to a gas-filled
The
tube called the photiom, in the camera.
light ip this tube fluctuates in exact accordance with the amplified telephonic currents
which originated from the actor's lips.

A

merit with genuine

F. B.

IRRESISTIBLE YOUTH

picture to New York film fans.
"The Marriage Circle," adapted by Paul
Bern from Lothar Schmidt's play, is a story
of "good fellows," wives and a husband or

A

artistic

entertainment.

interesting

of

y. Premiere of 'Marriage Circled

"TiRAWN

respotisive.

contagious and that found

A^.

insure perfect

synchronism at

ROGERS, who

of
the
various functions as toastmaster while in the
East, acted as master of ceremonies during
the Western opening of Ernst Lubitsch's
latest production, "The Marriage Circle," at
Grauman's Rialto Theatre, Los Angeles.
The world premiere was a dazzling affair,
with stars, directors, big producers and leading men of the film industry present.

film as the picture,
all times."
* * =H

OVERFLOW CROWDS JAM
STRAND THEATRE

Torrence,

Mary

Astor, Cullen Landis,

Noah

Beery and Phyllis Haver.
*

*

*

Jesse Weil With Hep worth
Joseph Di Lorenzo, vice-president and general manager of Hepworth Productions, Inc.,
announces that he has engaged Jesse Weil as
director of advertising and publicity.
Mr. Weil is well known, having been with
Selznick and C. B. C. Film Sales Inc., and
has just returned from the West Coast.

"Week End Husbands" is the name
of a recent F. B. O. release which
looks as though it were "made to order," judging by box-office standards.

A

distinctive cast adds strength and drawing power to what is obviously an entertainDaniel Carson Goodman chose
ing vehicle.
well when he placed Alma Rubens at the
head of the cast. In her support one finds
such names as Montagu Love, Maurice Costello and Margaret Dale.

Concurrent with the release of

"Week End

Husbands" comes another from the Equity
In this
fold entitled, "The Daring Years."
cast are Clara Bow, Mildred Harris, Tyrone
Powers, Mary Carr and others all of which
would intimate that judging by players alone,
the film has all the earmarks of a winner.

—

Cominf:«

i 'MY
MTSV RUTH
MILLER

MAN'
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LAURETTE TAYLOR COMPLETES
WORK ON 'HAPPINESS'
Taylor and her author-husband,
Hartley Manners will soon arrive in the
East with a print of Miss Taylor's latest
screen production for Metro, "Happiness"
which is a film version of Mr. Manners' stage
Laurette

J.

p'^y-

.

When

.

.

L

the print arrives here it will be entirely ready for projection and will have its
first showing at the private home of the
Only a few intimate friends and offistar.
cials of Metro will be present and the occasion will be in the nature of a private party
merely to get the opinion of these people
on the possibilities of the film.
King Vidor, who directed Miss Taylor in
Heart" also
her last picture, "Peg O'
directed her in this new venture and he declares that he believes her work is even better
in this one than in the other.

Prices for the initial performance were one,
three and five dollars, with every seat taken
and an overflow sufficient to fill the theatre
a second time with hundreds turned away
because of the crowds.
number of powerful sun arcs flooded
the lobby and Broadway in the vicinity of the
theatre, with dazzling light that vied with
the brilliance of the patrons who crowded
Motfte spacious lobby for over an hour.
tion picture cameras turned out hundreds of
feet of film that "caught" group after group
of notables whose names appear nightly in
electric lights and in the society columns of
Metropolitan newspapers, while still cameramen "shot" the crowds.

A

*

THE 'EXTRA

*

*

*

MARION DA VIES' NEXT HOLDS

My

*

*

FINE POSSIBILITIES
The next

big feature picture scheduled as
a starring vehicle for Marion Davies is "Janice Meredith," a romance woven around the

GIRL' ELICITING
PLAYERS

UNSTLNTED PRAISE

WE KNOW

*

Terries,

specialized

*

Anna Q.

Nilsson, Milton

*

*

The State of Connecticut lived up to its
reputation as the champion show-tryout state
of the world when "After the Ball" opened
at the Strand theatre, Hartford, on February
According to a telegram received by An3.
derson Pictures from Manager Henry Tussenbroek of the Strand, the house was sold
out twenty minutes after the opening of the
doors and such crowds turned away that a
new record was established for the theatre.
He concludes h>3 telegram with the words:
"Patrons greatly pleased and 'After the Ball'
is
a knockout by actual box-office count."
The New York opening of the new screen
version of the famous old Charles K. Harris
song theme will be announced at an early
date.

KENOSHA ORPHEUM ELECTS
GLORIA SWAN30N
Having completed

"The

Humming

Bird"

and

"A Society Scandal" in quick succession at the
Long Island studio, Miss Swanson has gone
to M'ami for a short vacation before starting
her
new Paramount picture, "Manhandled,"
which Allan

Dwan

will

direct.

*

'JUDGMENT OF THE STORM' GETS
ROUSING RECEPTION
A most brilliant gathering, including
representatives of the screen, society and the
business world gave Palmer Photoplay Corporation's first production "Judgment of the
Storm," a rousing reception at a gala opening at the Mission Theatre, Los Angeles.

The second annual meeting of the Kenosha
Orpheum theatre company was held January
21

at

which

time

officers

were

Thomas Saxe was

elected.

elected president
J. G.
Rhode, vice-president; A. B. McCall, treasurer and Edward Dayton, secretary.
;

Reports show an improvement over last
year and the Board has decided on many new
improvements to increase attendance this sea-

in

He knows

*

cast includes

Pic-

the writing of Spanish
Spain, its people and
their customs almost as well as a native and
has managed to get the color and the fierce
passions of that nation into his stories. "The
Bandolero" is considered one of the best of
his novels.
The story of "The Bandolero" is highly
melodramatic.
The Bandolero, or bandit
leader, has taken to his profession after his
wife had been murdered struggling against
the attempts of the licentious Marquis De
Bazan to abduct her. In revenge, he kidnaps the Marquis' son and makes a matador
of him. Years later. Bias, the son, is forced,
at the Marquis' order, to face a fresh bull
in the arena after he is already worn out
in previous fights.
He is gored by the bull
and almost dead when the Marquis learns
that Bias is his son.
_

game. The story rings true because the
director visited the oil fields of Texas and
studied the various sides of the industry before starting work on the picture.
He ha^ managed, too, to invest the film
with a spectacular twist by the staging of a
fire and storm in which the wells are struck
by lightning and the valley inundated by a
flood upon the surface of which spreads a
seething mass of blazing oil from nearby
oil

TRYOUT OF 'AFTER THE BALL'
BREAKS RECORD

Pedro De Cordoba, famous on both stage
and screen as an interpreter of Latin types,
has been engaged for the leading role.
Paul Gwynne is an English novelist who
stories.

ticular portion of land will yield oil in large
quantities. With this as a beginning the story
goes on to picture the various phases of the

*

tures Corporation recently made arrangements
to direct for it the picturization of Paul
Gwynne's novel of Spain, "The Bandolero,"
has left New York with the principal members of his cast to begin photography in
Cuba and the Bahamas.

has

It is laid in the oil fields of northern Texas
and concerns the investment of a fortune
which is sunk on the gamble that that par-

and a number of others, who, under
Mr. Tully's directorship have been turned into real oil miners and mine folks.

*

whom Goldwyn

with

dustry.

Sills

GOES TO WEST INDIES TO
FILM 'BANDOLERO'
Tom

a February release First National will
Richard Walton Tully's production,
"Flowing Gold." The story is adapted from
Rex Beach's novel of the same name and
is a tale ot the development of the oil in-

The

is

*

As

issue

gushers.

continually being accorded "The Extra Girl," the Associated Exrelease starring Mabel Normand.
hibitor's
Even in face of the ugly gossip which is connecting itself with the star's name, the public and the critics maintain that her picture
is probably one of the best comedies^ that has
appeared in a long time and is well worthy
the attention of everyone.
And the houses running the film continue
to play to record breaking audiences who go
in the theatre wearing smiles of anticipation
and emerge with broad grins. Without ever
stooping to slapstick the film, maintains uproarously funny and real honest comedy that
Theathe crowds don't seem able to resist.
tres all over the country are reporting splendid business and the managers take occasion
to send on the local criticisms which are, in
almost every instance, enviably flattering.

All sorts of praise

'FLOWING GOLD' SCHEDULED AS
FEBRUARY RELEASE

The

American Revolution.

direction of the
the hands of E.
Mason Hopper whose selection was made on
the success he attained in the filming of "The
film

has

been

placed

son.

in

Great White Way."

The new
a

picture is said to give the star
different from any she has
interpreted on the screen and to open

role

ever

totally

up new roads with greater

possibilities.

The adaptation of the story to the screen
has been made by LilHe Hayward, and the
scenes are being designed by Everet Shinn.
Several of the exterior scenes are already
completed having been shot as early as November and last week work was started
on the "Boston Tea Party" at the Jackson
Studio in the Bronx.
*

*

A

blazing drama of the
white-ho; days of peril
on the Eastern FVontier

*

'DESPERATE ADVENTURE' DONE
The New York office of the Independent
Pictures Corporation has received word from
Jesse Goldburg, who is supervising a series
of eight pictures starring Franklyn Farnum,
that the fourth production entitled, "A Desperate Adventure" has been completed and a
preview arranged for at Hotel Ambassador,
Hollywood. The picture will be released some
time in April.

James Fenimore Cooper
G>ming Soon

Patheserial

February

16,
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Edwin Carmvc and

KNOW

REAL SAHARA

IN

First National

Troupe on African Desert

MOSTwaypeople

possess only a vague idea of the Sahara desert. Histories have
of suggesting that it is merely a vast expanse of sand, covering most of
northern Africa. The average American beach viewed from the water's
edge, and multiplied several hundred thousand times perhaps approaches the
average conception of the Sahara.
Edwin Carewe's "A Son of the Sahara," the exteriors of which he has proa

in the Algerian Sahara, is bound to change this conception and provides
a clear idea of the splendid color and variety of scene to be found on the desert.
But the reason he transported his company eight thousand miles to Algeria
was to provide for this story a background as big and colorrul as itself. And of
this the desert has donated most graciously.
Mr. Carewe has not aimed to produce a scenic but "A Son of the Sahara" will possess more scenic splendor than
twenty of the average short reelers.
In Touggourt Mr. Carewe found a desert town that more nearly approaches
the popular American conception of the Sahara. An oasis, a few Arab dwellings,
a small hotel, a garrison of soldiers and that is all to mark the town.
In Sidi Okba there are long, winding,

duced

narrow

streets.

The houses and shops

are of the usual mud brick.
The little
bazaars, the meatshop, picturesque but
utterly unsanitary, and the rambling, irregular roof tops have all been caught
by Mr. Carewe's camera. And the streets
are ever crowded with white burnoosed
Arabs, veiled women and half naked
children.

Perhaps some of the most astonishing
were found in El-Kantara, the
gateway of the Sahara. The Governor
scenes

of Algiers hesitated long before signing
a permit admitting the company there.

THESE

scenes, on the
very bosom of the Sa-

hara, will help change the
prevailing idea of the Sahara. It is by no means a
flat heachlikc d/'sert, but
a rolling, billowing sea of
sand with the sun playing
cubistical shadozvs from
one dune to another.

IN C
'-i

h e

cw

kara,

t

icund
Ipcation

m

r,e^'

Mr.

a
Ri'-

a,

Carewe

the
exact
the
for

slave market
s

r e n e s.

With

scarcely an alteration the local public

square,

tistic

gem

an

ar-

with

arched streets, W"s
used by the company.

HE

of Sidi Okba is most
The on'y Frenchman in
the town is at th<; post and telegraph office.
Few of the Arabs speak French, and the
'/

lift!e

tozvii

picturesque.

Caid, or local mayor, has never got along
zv-ith the French military of Biskra.

easily
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Review

Pfayers 'V/6 TGnoxjiy
IT

is

to

the intimate touch that appeals
movie fan.
One inch of

the

personal stuff will probably attract
more attention than three times that
much space devoted to talk about the
text of the picture.
The following
paragraphs are designed for the sole
purpose of providing the showman with
bits of news which he can use to establish a personal contact between his
patrons and his featured players.

After a brief honeymoon trip to the Orient
Irene Castle has returned to Chicago to live
in retirement with her banker husband. Either
the trip or the liusband has made her camera
shy for she sought to avoid the cameramen
when they tried to snap her.
The rumor that James Cruze is engaged to
Betty Compson is verified by a recent picture of the two embracing.
Further proof
will be furnished on request.
Delores Casinelli, screen star, is to make
three

concert

short

fore the
the

mans are.
Fatty Arbuckle,

since he is no longer an
actor, is to cast his line in the directing sea.
will direct Buster Keaton comedies under
(We wonder if
the name of Will B. Good.
this is a promise.)

He

B
all

the winds and the storms of the

Betty Blythe returned to this country
from her European trip during which she

sea,

much shopping

did
in

screen lured

this

her.

in Paris.

Sylvia Breamer is to play the leading role
"The Woman on the Jury." This recent

stage play will soon be started in production.

Baby Peggy, popular Universal baby star,
work on her newest feature picture,

finished

"Captain January" last week. She will leave
now on a two weeks' vacation.
Mae Busch has renewed her contract with
Goldwyn for an extended period of time.
She has just recovered from a bad cold which
has confined her to her home for some time.
She will start work again shortly.

A

new

vehicle

for

Viola

Dana

Marion Davies, Cosmopolitan

star,

has be-

gun work on "Janice Meredith," her next big
feature following "Yolanda" which is .soon
to be released.

Alice Day, another well known beauty,
add her charms to the Mack Sennett
ensemble.
She is to start immediately en a
will

new comedy.

a number of
been signed to
own company under the Lcnis B.
banner. Metro will handle the product.

Universal

head

features,

has

his

Mayer

H EDDA

Hopper has

interlocutory

husband,

decree

awarded an
from her
She has been

just been

of

divorce

De Wolf Hopper.

awarded the custody of her seven vear old
child.

Yvonne Hughes
cast of

Hap
hurt

in

has been added to the
"Monsieur Beaucaire."
Hogan was painfully but not seriously
a big fight in a large Texas pool hall

Despite the fact that Reginald

Denny

is

in a plaster

cast as a result of an accident in the recent auto races, he managed to
get to see the races last week.
The fact
that he went on a stretcher in an ambulance
didn't spoil his enjoyment of the race any.
still

Carol Dempster was painfully hurt and
very nearly missed more serious consequences
when she was thrown from her horse during
the filming of "America."
She sustained a
badly wrenched shoulder and a sprained

as

Rex

Leatrice Joy will presently make her formal bow to the world as a full fledged star,
in_ an adaptation of "Wordly Goods."
She
will "carry-on" under the Universal banner.

Barbara La Marr, supported by a strong
will be "the lady that's known as Lou"
in the Metro production, "The Shooting of
cast,

Dan McGrew.''
George Larkin

will be a featured player in
of "Flames of Romance," which
Charles Seeling will produce at the F. B. O.

the

Chicago's fastest train had the distinction
last week of numbering among its passengers,
Bebe Daniels and her mother. Miss Daniels
came East to start work on Paramount's
"Monsieur Beaucaire."

Jackie Coogan is enjoying the pleasure of
"old swimmin' hole" near the mountain
retreat in the Sierras where his daddy has
taken him for a short vacation.

Betty Compson stopped off at New York
on her way to Miami, where she will start
work on the first of the Alan Crosland pro-

starring

has just been purchased by Metro. The picture will be filmed under the original story
r.ame, "Face to Face."

ankle.

the

big

as a part of the production of the
Beach novel, "Flowing Gold."

D

the first time in over a year Charlie
Chaplin has again donned his familiar comedy outfit and is about to start work on a
new picture. It is reported that after its completion he will start work on another serious drama and he may go to Italy to make it.

For

HoBART Henley who has made

set

dull

period in pictures, collecting dogs.
She had
adopted a Belgian police dog, a Boston bull
pup and an Irish terrior. And they are all
friendly, proving that dogs are more capable
of a "brotherhood of man" than most hu-

Midst

tours

season beShe had opera ambitions be-

tween pictures.

Agnes Ayres has been spending

H

ductions that will be released by Hodkinson.

cast

studios.

Bert Lytell writes that he is having a
very exciting time out on the desert where
"A Son of the Sahara" is being filmed for
First National.

Bessie Love is patenting a scheme to decorate perfume bottles.
She will put her product on the market soon.

Montagu

Love,

far

Edwin Carewe's "A
company writes that

off

in

Algiers

with

Son

of the Sahara"
riding a racing camel
is
not the easiest thing in the world to
accomplish.
The beast moves at the rate
of ninety-two miles an hour and here's the
misery of it his neck is so far away that
one can't hold on that way.

—

—

M
Louise Fazenda has been signed by tlie
Goldwyn Company to add a humorous touch
to a role in Rupert Hughes' production "True
Steel."

During her stay in New York, Pailine
Frederick was robbed of all her worldly possessions, clothes, jewels and money.
Alec Francis, a fine actor and an appealing

screen

lioneymoon

is
enjoying
Del Monte.

star,

at

PLAYERS

an

extended

Thomas Meighan

stands in even stronger

now with

the inhabitants of Jacksonville, Fla.
He recently gave a ball to the residents of the
winter colony the proceeds of which v/ere donated to the crippled children of Jacksonville.

Antonio Moreno, has started work on his
next picture "Bluff" a Paramount production
being directed by Sam Wood.

—

Tom Mix's wife has just acquired a new
nose for herself. Her nose was her one fea-

WE KNOW

THKEE FELLOWS AND A GIRL
ieph_ Swickard the rather austere looking gentleman, is appearing as the father in the new Fox production,
Joseph
"Shadows of the East" The smiling lady
bewitching Lila Lee whose latest picture is a Hodkinson release, "Love's Whirlpool."
Milton Sills is the dashing young hero who is adding to his
laurels
rels in Universal s
A Lady of Quality." Sombre looking James Morrison's latest Vitagraph feature "On the Banks of the Wabash" is daily strengthen-

ing

this

star's,

popularity.

!

February

——

•
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Players and Publicists
By George
There

T.

Pardy

desk a press agent is writing,
to gesture and swear
Tearing his locks, his gray matter exciting,
Balanced and swayed betwixt hope and
at

Now

his

and then pausing

despair.

His the grim task to put over a story

Framed in the fashion of actual news,
Driving a near-starring dumbbell to glory.
Painting her beauty in colorful hues.

now perched on the pinnacle airy,
Basking content in the limelight of fame,
Handsome young hero or heroine fairy
Think of the days ere you made the Big
Players

Name
Days when the

casting list loomed up before
you.
Goal of ambition so hard to attain.

Write-ups then cherished, that now merely

—

MADGE KENNEDY

bore you

How

Screen and stage celebrity whose work in a current
Broadway musical comedy is keeping her away

from

the silver screen lor a while.
recent picture is "Three Miles Out,"

Her
a

Kenma

ture which displeased her, so she had a noted
surgeon do it over.

Norman MacGregor

Raw-

screen,

is

to explore other lands. He has been ento play the leading role in "Thieves of
Clover," on the speaking stage.

now

gaged

TuLLY Marshall
"Pagan

has the leading role in
which will be released

Passions,"
soon through Selznick.

Colleen Moore recently broadcasted over
She says the best thing about
the radio.
broadcasting is that you can't hear how funny
}'0u

sound

at the other end.

he occupies his spare time
presents to send to the folks
it,

—but there's nothing for you today!"

whom you

Some,

knew, had the

stuff

that

should raise them
If they had only been given a show,
But lacking push and a booster to praise
them.
Frowning Fate struck and they stayed
down below.

—

—

Talent was yours and the knowledge to use it
Once you won free of the storm and the
stress.

Given a chance, why, you didn't abuse it,
But you owed much to the power of the

will assemble to hear

from

her,

connection with the recent
shooting to which she was a witness.

her

personally,

Olm stead

Subtle the power of those printed particles
Else you might never have got b}^ at all.

—

Yet, you arrived and full credit is due you
And to the tap of the typewriter keys.
Urging you on, ere the great public knew you

—

appear soon as

"Ben Hur" which

Esther in Goldwyn's
being filmed.

is

now

Owen

recently returned from Paris
with her the most up-to-date
vanity case she could secure. Just where she
got it, is a deep dark secret that even her
closest friends are not permitted to know.

Seena

and brought

P
Mary Pickford

again seriously considersince William Faversham suggested that she form a Los Angeles
stock company with Douglas Fairbanks and
Charlie Chaplin.
ing the spoken

The name

Others will tread the long trail you ascended,
Wander and grope in the darkness of night,
I-uck that breaks bad can quite often be

mended

De

Who

of publicity light.

knows?

heir to

The

in

her

picture,
Circle."

latest

Marriage

paign over there. Both England and France
through official and semi-official channels have
asked her to come.

Ruth Roland absolutely denies the rumor
that she is engaged to Clifford Durant, the
auto racer, and as proof offers the information that he is already engaged to Louise
Glaum.

s
a part in
the supporting cast of "Monsieur Beaucaire,"
the film which will star Rudolph Valentino.
Gloria Swanson is on her way to Miami,
Florida, where she will enjoy a vacation before starting work on a new picture for

has adopted a baby leoSelig Zoo.
The leopard is
already eating out of her hand. It didn't take
him long to join the ranks.

pard from the

Anita Stewart was

hustles

R
Theodore Roberts, who has been

seriously

Pittsburgh for several weeks, suffered
a relapse recently.
He is reported to be in
ill

in

a rather serious condition.

Dorothy
Europe

to

Davenport
carry on her

Reid

may

anti-narcotic

go to
cam-

guest of honor

New

T
Norma Talmadge

spending part of her
as one of the guests of
Ir\nng Berlin, the stage producer and song
writer, aboard his yacht which is cruising in
southern waters.
is

Eastern vacation

Tom Terriss is down in Havana and is very
busy working on a picture.
Not too busy,
however, to attend the opening down there
of the Biltmore roof garden, as a special
guest along with President Zayas.
Richard Talmadge is about to start work
on his third production for Truart. The picture will be known as "In Fast Company."

y
Florence Vidor

scheduled for the stellar
role in Vitagraph's newest production, "Boris

Husbands.*^!

and hammers away.

list

the

at a dinner dance given by The
Yorkers
to commemorate the seventeenth anniversary
of the club.

rowed

publicist

ZaSu

Pal, the clever dog star of Century Comedies, recently went on strike for a few extra bones, and not until his trainer, Harry
Lucenay bought chicken bones, would Pal
continue with his work.

"The

Chances are you as well would

prefer to
Pass up these tales of a far distant day,
Meanwhile, at the clacking machine he is

Pitts has recently been
of stars who will appear
Mille's next production, "Triumph."
of

warm glow

And if they reach the beloved destination
Will they remember the scribe's early aid.
Who, in the battle to gain approbation
Fought a good fight with Dame Fortune,
the jade?

drama

added to the long
in Cecil

is

especially

Brothers

Into the haven of riches and ease.

In the
will

popularity

Warner

Ethel Shannon

Paragraphs, interviews, pictures, articles
Peddled galore at the editor's stall,

O
Gertrude

her

Paramount.

after

women who

of

Lowell Sherman has been given

Mabel Normand's

first public appearance
she recovers from her present illness
will be before a gathering of Chicago club

'REGISTER PATHOS'
Shouts the director and Irene Rich obeys with
immediate appreciation.
This is perhaps the secret

stating)

"Sorry

press.

NiTA Naldi arrived in Hollywood recently
to begin work in the Herbert Brenon Paramount production, "The Breaking Point."
Ramon Novarro is a bit homesick in gay
Paris where he is spending some time and a
To keep him from getting
lot of money.
with buying
back home.

?

—

N

real blue over

again

first

linson's latest.

Moore, prominent on the

it

Prowling around at the studio, waiting
Hours, just to hear a relentless voice say
(Matter of fact, though, your doom it is

platic

Tom

go through

like to

most

production.

will play his
film role in "Clay, of Ca'lina," Herbert

would you

W
Word from Claire Windsor who is out on
the Sahara tells of the thrill she gave the
sheiks when she set up a Christmas tree in
the middle of the desert.
George

Walsh

these nights.
for his Ben

him awake.

isn't

sleeping

very

He is letting his hair grow
Hur role and the curlers

well
long
keep
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MOVIE FIRMAMENT

OUTSTANDING STARS ON THE
„il,i„„„« gamoier
^amWer
Allow us to introduce— Robert McKim one of the heaviest of the "heavies" who has a penchant for parts where he appears as the viminous
Jane NovaK wno tears
or the dance hall owner; Thomas Meighan who is still collecting laurels for his work in Paramounfs "Woman Proof;
reaiease.
fatne
forthcommg
his
heartstrings in F. B. O.'s "The Lullaby;" and Harold Lloyd who has. suddenly turned "Girl Shy" in

'SO

SHE GAVE HER THE
BILLION MARKS'

And She Bought

Herself a Castle

in the Fatherland

T^ID

^

you ever dream, some day of doing
something big and noble, like putting
your best "buddy" on "easy street"? Very
likely

you have.

Betty set her
searching for the best

young brain buzzing

Miss Betty had

just completed her work
to Woman" and was rather badly
in need of a rest.
So what does the young
lady do but go to a nice friendly English

"Woman

bank and cash in $65 for a cartload of marks
and start out on a gay jaimt to Germany.
Hardly had she

on the pier when
who should cross the path of the actress
but her one time protector and champion
an old lady who had befriendeH *:he star back
in the days when she was a child playing in
the slag slumps in the mining district of
Utah.
set foot

Immediately Miss Betty felt the urge to
do something real for her friend. But giving
gifts to someone not as well situated as you,
is a ticklish proposition and requires diplo-

PLAYERS

WE KNOW

TALMADGE PERFORMS ALL

gift.

She wasn't long in finding out that above
everything else her elderly companion desired
So
a home which she could call her own.
Betty "gave her the 42 billion marks" (|20)
and her friend is now the proud possessor
of a castle on the Rhine.

HIS
Believes

STAR STILL BIG DRAWING
CARD OF THEATRE
Director Considers Starring System

Both Wise and Permanent
'T'HERE will be motion picture stars just

as

long as the theatre going public favors
certain artists above others,
declared Reginald Baker in discussing the "star situation"
before a convention of motion picture people.
"Stars made by the public win their laurels
through ability and personality, and their
'

popularity

is

OWN

It's

STUNTS

Worth Taking Chance

to Thrill the Public
of the things upon which
ONE
Talmadge, the daring stunt

Richard

artist

now

of pictures for Carlos Productions, prides himself is the fact that the
daring sttmts incorporated in all of his picUnless
tures, are all performed by himself.
he can perform the thrill called for in the
scenario, it does not appear in the picture.
At no time will he permit anyone to take a
risk he would not take himself.

making a

Everyone gets that v/ay

once in a while.
Well, when that feeling
comes to you again and you feel you want
some advice on the subject, get in touch with
Betty Compson.

on

macy.

series

He absolutely refuses to make use of
doubles, dummies, trick photography or other
subterfuges in the screening of his stunts.
When movie fans go to see Richard Talmadge
perform, they actually do see him, be the
Talmadge recklessly
stunt ever so difficult.
risks his life dozens of times.

In his latest film, "Let's Go," hd does some
tricks and performs them with a

most daring

lasting"

This is the opinion of a director who has
trained a great many stars in his career and
opinion that despite the fact that
it is his
there is a tendency to make the "story the
thing" and not lay so much stress on the
players, the public will continue to have its
favorites and to be attracted to the theatres
by the names of these people.

nonchalance which is amazing and praiseworthy. Yet if the persistent rumors which
are constantly recurring, are well founded, he
even surpasses himself in daring in "In Fast
Company" which he has just completed.

PLAYERS

WE KNOW

connection Mr. Baker continues
has been said about the film star's
being on the wane but the star beams and
prospers just the same. Some stars have lost
footing, slipped in popularity, and generally
waned in the fullest sense of the word. But
for everyone that goes, a new star rises.
This practice has carried on ever since the
post-pioneer days when the public first began
to recognize and learn the names of the play-

In

this

"Much

ers on the screen.

"The status of the star has changed during
There was a time
the past year, however.
when the star was the supreme element in
picture production, but that condition no
longer exists.
The demand for bigger pictures
and the recognition accorded good
stories, are the reasons for the change.
"Instead

of

the

story's

being

molded

to

the theme is now
preserved in its original strength, and the
roles are awarded to the artists best suited
fit

to

'SAY

MAMMA'

"Baby" Gloria Grey one of the coming "baby
stars" wht has been cast as a feature player
in Selznick's "Bag and Baggage" and is numbered among the selection o; "baby stars" by
the Wampas.

some particular

star,

them."

Another change that Mr. Baker notes is
that whereas formerly only one star appeared
in a picture, a film is often produced now
numbering an entire all star cast. This is a
very decided step forward for it not only
affords the public a better product but improves the work of the stars who are often
enabled to do bigger things when inspired and
assisted by the

work

of another.

'COME TO MY ARMS'
Broadpasts Carmelita Gerahty another successful
candidate who will also appear in "Bag
and Baggage." She has been picked as among
the first to achieve stellar rank this year.

Wampas

February

16,
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THE PLAYERS ROAD TO STARDOM
How Some Screen Artists Made
By HENRIETTE SLOANE

Brief Accounts of

ONCE
by which he

a player rises to fame the ladder
climbed is oftimes forgotYet it is not infrequently that the
ten.
climb is the most interesting part of his caEveryone knows, of course, that one
reer.

everyone

may

the turn of fortune that
responsibile for the attainment of glory.

was

just born a star.

isn't

not

know

What

is

Let us take Adolphe Menjou, for instance.
born in the little town of Pan,
France, but was educated in the United States
from the very beginning. It was while he was
at Cornell University that he first started
his dramatic career, although at the time he
was preparing for a civil engineering degree.
Upon his graduation he started his motion
picture work but it was soon cut short by his
enlistment in the army.
After his return from France he resumed
his work in the films and his climb was a hard
tedious one. However, he is steadily mounting
to the top and shows promise of becoming
one of the leading stars within a very short

He was

time.

Lon Chaney now in his incredibly
Quasimodo in "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame," it is hard to

To

see

iine character portrayal as

believe that he once played in musical comWhen only a boy of ten he started
edies.
his stage career with a local stock company,
and was not heard of again until his name
appeared on the program of a musical comedy

company playing in New York.
This was not his field of work, however,
and after a few years he sought recognition
His progress was slow and
in the movies.
laborious, marked with a succession of setand natural obstacles, but his talent
triumphed and he "found hmiself" at
last in the realm of character actors.
Irene Rich's rise to fame is the old, old
story of the girl who started as an extra
and worked her way up. She was born in
Buffalo and while she was still quite young
backs

finally

her family moved to Honolulu. In 1918 she
found she had to earn her own living and
decided on a movie career.
Her swimming ability won for her a job
as an extra at three dollars a day, her first
part being in a picture with Mary Pickford.
Now three dollars a day isn't a huge salary
and being an extra doesn't contribute much

PLAYERS

WE KNOW-

the Grade

glory to one's name, but Miss Rich with her
well known level headedness and determination
stuck to the wheel and finally was rewarded
by getting a part as a regular.
With this
start she plugged ahead until she has now
become a very well known screen figure with
an enviable salary attached to her name.

FEW

A

ric's

years ago mention of Lenore Ul-

name would have

elicited

no more

than the sight of a negro in
Louisianna.
Mention of her name now in
connection with a contract will make the
whole motion picture trade sit up and take notice.
Here's how it all happened.
Miss Ulrich started on the legitimate stage
attention

the Middle West when she was just a
of a girl. Upon the advice of a prominent
manager she decided to go East and join a
It was while she was thus
stock company.
connected that she was "discovered" by Oliver
Morosco who cast her in the lead of "The
Bird of Paradise." So great was her success
in this that she attracted the attention of
in

slip

David Belasco who immediately took her in
hand. Her rise from then on has been nothing
short of a miracle to the world, but to the
star it is merely the uncommon reward for incredibly hard work.
Father
Coogan was a vaudeville actor back in
the
days when Jackie was
hardly old enough to walk. He was doing his
act in a Keith house when he noticed attention was not centered on him, but on the
Glancing back he discov^tage behind him.
ered "the kid," who, unwatched, has felt the
lure of the footlights and had strayed out onThis was the beginning of his
to the stage.
colorful career.
When he was four years old he chanced
again to get onto the stage with his father,
and it chanced further that Charlie Chaplin
was in the audierxe. He noticed the ease and
appreciation with which the youngster gave
his imitation of David Warfield as "The Music Master" and became interested immediHere was his "find" for which he
ately.
was waiting to begin work on "The Kid."
Jackie was an immediate success. The picture was hardly out when he had the whole
town talking and they haven't stopped yet.
'

considering the baby stars
INleaps
to mind, lovely Clara

there naturally
Bow although
Clara has been wearing long skirts for sevHer's is the story of the
eral months now.
girl whose beauty is responsible for her place
in the film world.
screen magazine featured a beauty contest and Miss Bow entered as a contestant.
Whether or not she cherished hopes of winning first place or even tenth place she has
never said, but the gods were with her and
she was declared the victor over fifty thousand

A

contestants.
As a result of the contest she made her
debut in the films soon after and her rise has
been phenominally rapid. From minor roles

she has risen, within a very short space of
which she seems re-

time, to stellar roles of
markably capable.

To achieve success in a foreign country,
alone and unaided, with an imperfect knowledge of its language, its people, its customs
that is a big job, for any woman.

—

Yet Anna Q. Nilsson modestly disclaims any
glory for her achievement, and says that anyone who is willing to work for success can
have

it.

When

EDDIE POLO
Daredevil stunt artist who knows no fear and
to whom no stunt can be suggested which
he will not attempt to perform.

she was only twelve years old she
received an offer from an American impressario, visiting Sweden to come to America as
She begged
a member of a childrens ballet.
her parents to permit her to do so, but this

was

denied.

When

she

was seventeen, she ran away
Theatre Company.

and joined the Royal

A PLAYER
In

now
has

Goldwyn's new
in

the

WE KNOW

feature,

"Ben Hur," which

is

the course of production, George Walsh
leading part, appearing in the title role.

Learning that foreign artists were looked
upon with favor by American audiences, she
booked passage for America alone.

Through a chance acquaintance on the boat
met a man who secured a place in a
country stock company for her, so she could
she

learn to act in English.
After six months training she went into
a "road show" which took her to the Coast.
There she saw motion pictures in the making
and applied for a position. She went on as
It
an "extra" in several big productions.
was in one of these, because she made her
"bit" so noticeable and so different that she
was singled out for a small part.
Making good here she was given one chance
after another until she was finally given a
From that
part in which she really acted.
time on her course has been a comparatively
easy one.

C CHEDULED

^ nearest

Tom

for

a

physician's

life,

Meighan has ever come

the
to

desire of his parents, has been
playing doctor parts on the screen.
Tom's folks wanted a medical man in the
family and thought Tom ought to be it, but
he had theatrical aspirations and nothing else
mattered. As a young man he started on the
legitimate stage with small parts and hoped
to go ahead in the same field when mercenary
considerations forced him to turn to the screen.
He was not long, however, in making good
both financially and artistically.
It is said that genius prospers best under
financial difficulties, yet no struggle of any
nature ever loomed up large on the horizon
of Gloria Swanson's future and she is now
proclaimed a foremost artist on the screen.
fulfilling the
in

Miss Swanson went avisiting at a studio one
Did
day and received an offer of a part.
she hesitate? Not a bit. She grabbed at the
chance and has kept going ever since.
Practically every country in the universe
has at one time or another been credited as
As a
the birth place of Rodolph. Valentino.
ihatter of fact Italy is the only country who
can justly claim him. He studied agriculture
at college and came to America to be a landscape architect. Times were hard and money
So he did
scarce, and Rodolph could dance
dancthing took
to
plausible
the
only
ing for money. He first achieved fame when
he became Joan Sawyer's partner but even
He
this did not satisfy the ambitious youth.
decided to enter the movies.
From a landscape gardner to a movie idol
is
a hop, not a step, yet Rodolph attained
it with hardly more than one leap. And what's
more, he has managed to retain his position.
No one has ever undertaken to explain why
Rodolph is such a sensation, they only admit
that he is.

—
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
LUBITSCH FEATURE
A LAUGHING SUCCESS
'The Marriage Circle' Offers Rare Comedy Values and Fine Box
Office

Possibilities

THE MARRIAGE

CIRCLE.

Warner

Brothers Photoplay. Adapted
from Lothar
Schmidts Stage Play, "Only a Dream."
Director, Ernst Lubitsch.
Length, 8 000

teet.

Braun

.

tti«„„„
tt-j
Florence
Vidor

.

Mizzie Stock
Dr. Franz Braun".
Professor Stock
Dr. Gustave Miiler'
V.-.V.
The Detective ...

Mnn^'pf*
^

aWmJI
Cre

V^/r

S?on

h'.'^^

iva^^
Harry Myers

?™fessoi- Stock wants to divorce
-r.
his wife, Mizzie
Evidence is furnished him when
Mizzie lun's Dr'
Franz Braun, husband of her
friend Char^oHe
to
her apartment
He leaves quickly but Stock's de°
tective spots him.
Stock turns out Mizzie
Char
"
kissed by Franz's
D?"
M; ?
^"^"'"^ complkal
tfons are finally
tions
LS?r"''f
-^r' /'^^
straightened
out and ivxizzie
Mizzie
consoles herself
,

By George
of

T.

revealed

The

m

great emotional interest.
In "The Marrh??-Circle the noted Continental director
not only
scores another triumph but displays
the versatihty of his talents.

Where thrills and tragedy dominated the
hrst-named picture gales of laughter
sweep
through the second and rock the spectators
mto spasms of mirth. There is no gain-

saying the box office value of this
Warner
Brothers attraction. It is that much-desired,
but rare, amusement combination— an
artistic
jewel and sure money-maker.

The

feature's smooth, swift action, its
percontinuity and whimsical surprises' all
bear witness to the cunning of its supervisor's hand.
His grasp of detail is marvelous, where directors of less
intelligence
concern themselves chiefly with a multiplicity
of gorgeous settings, Lubitsch, adhering
to
the Shakespearean maxim of "the play's the
thing," devotes himself to his story's
development, never missing a chance to accentuate
fect

dramatic and humorous

His

is

supposed

to

peal.
take

_

and another triumph for Ernst Lubitsch. Play
up the latter's name prominently and feature
the excellent work of the cast, every
of which possesses drawing power.

*

*

possibilities.

are adequate, though simple; the
necessary backgrounds are provided, but not
exploited at the expense of the narrative's
mterest.
Few screen comedies carry as well
defined a plot as "The Marriage Circle."
sets

As one might expect in the case of a
translated Continental stage play, the humor
at times borders on the risgue.
But here
again Lubitsch evades censorship traps, for
he handles the sex situations with artful delicacy.
You may get the impression of sensuous suggestion here and there, such as is
implied in the garden scene between tlie coquettish Mizzie and Franz, but there isn't
a trace of coarseness nr vulgarity.
Moreover, the spirit of jocularity which pervades
the entire proceedings prevents the realism
of
the love episodes from being taken too seriously.
The members

of the small but effective
cast are all players well known in filmdom,
each of whom possesses recognized talent.
But it is safe to assert that none has heretofore appeared to as great advantage as when
working under Lubitsch's skilled guidance.
In slang phrase, "he has got out all that's
in 'em."
_

Florence Vidor, as Charlotte; Marie Prevost, as Mizzie, give brilliant performances.
Monte Blue is excellent as the bewildered,
well-meaning ether half of Charlotte's do-

name

Heart Interest and Cheerless
Atmosphere

J HE

STRAMGER. Paramount Photoplay.
Author, John Galsworthy.
Director, Joseph Henabery. Length, 6,515 Feet.
CAST AND SYNOPSIS

*

Jack O' Clubs Strong in East Side

Bowlin
Larry Darrant
Keith Darrant

The Stranger
Walenn
Darrant
Landlady
Maizie

Larry Darrant, a wastrel, has the ill-fortune to
kill Walenn,
who attacks Peggy, the
Larry loves.
A strange old man, devoted to
Keith DarPeggy, assumes the burden of guilt.

accidentally

Atmosphere and 'Crashing Action'
O' CLUBS. Universal Photoplay. Au-

K. C, brother of Larry, afraid of the effect
the truth would have on his political fortunes, perLarry weds Peggy,
suades Larry to go abroad.
but both go to the plad; of execution prepared to
confess.
The old man dies of heart failure on the
scaffold and the lovers are saved.

rant,

By George

JACK

Gerald Beaumont.
Director
F. Hill. Length, A,717 Feet.

Robert

Herbert Rawlinson
Miller

Ruth

Spike Kennedy

Dwyer

Eddie Gribbon
Edith Ralston
Joseph Girard
Florence Lee
Johnny Fox, Jr.
Noel Stewart

Queeme Hatch
Captain Dennis Malloy
Mrs. Mdler

-

Patrolman -f-ohiiFoley, known as "Jack O' Clubs"
has a tougrh beat irr-the toughest part of the Ea^t
Side
New York. He falls in love with the girl
of Spike Kennedy, gangster, Tilly Miller,
a cafe
singer.
Queeme Hatch, infatuated with Spike
forces a quarrel with Tilly.
After many adventures
in the imderworld. including a fight
with Spike
Apollo Club, in which he is victor, Foley
^\
wins Tilly.

By George
'T'HIS

is

T.

Pardy

a good program attraction, which

should prove a lucrative box office asset
the_ neighborhood and
smaller houses.
There is nothing particularly new about the
plot, but its accurate East Side atmosphere
and fast action, as well as the energetic work
of the players, are important factors in keeping its interest alive, and there isn't a dull
moment in the entire five reels.
It's another sterling example of what excellent results can be derived in the way of
screen entertainment from fairly ancient maat

terial,
when director and cast know their
business and work together in perfect unison.
There are so many unexpected angles introduced into the course of the action that one
never knows what is coming next, and a high
degree of suspense is consequently developed
and maintained throughout the whole produc-

tion.

The underworld
istic,

the gangsters

scenes are

and

sordidly

real-

"lady friends"
convincing types.
The hero patrolman has
his hands full all the time, whether wielding
his nightstick, swinging fists on a rival's
jawbone, or conducting a somewhat perilous
their

courtship.

Herbert Rawlinson
cop and he

the handsome, agthe role in great
Never a minute's ease has he, nor
does he appear to desire peace, so long as
there's a chance of battling.
wooz of a
scrap between the hero and Spike Kennedy,
ex-pugilist and gangster, is staged with fine

gressive

nPHE STRANGER"

T.

Pardy

as an emopowerful drama, with considerable
heart interest, a generous measure of suspense and rather gloomy atmosphere. It will
entertain some folks and leave a somewhat
sombre impression on others. Misery stalks
rampant through the story, and even the climax is anything but cheerful, with the selfsacrificing old man dying suddenly on the
scaffold, while the rope awaits his neck.
Thus the lovers are saved from being tried
on a murder charge, though at the price of
an innocent person's life. The hint that they
probably face a happy future together sends a.
sparkle"^ oT sunshine into the prevailing clouds
registers

tionally

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
i'?!^"

Tilly

Betty Compson
Richard Dix
Levyis Stone
TuUy Marshall
Robert Schable
Mary Jane Irving
Marion Skinner

Peggy

girl

GOOD PROGRAM ATTRACTION

success

Ernst Lubitsch as

European film circles. It was his first
American production, a colorful dramfunf

Its

action

place in
Vienna, and it is surprising how faithfully
the California studio sets reproduce the atmosphere of the gay Austrian capital. Interiors and exteriors are beautifully photographed, one charmjng shot of a deeply
wooded garden being deserving especial praise
for its alluring artistry.

Pardy

Pipyable comedy!

Rosita

STRONG BUT GLOOMY DRAMA
'The Stranger' Registers Emotional A p-

in their respective roles.

The

thor,

a master of stagecraft, worthy
the reputation

won

favor

m-r

with Dr. Miller.

A ^PuJ

Adolphe Menjou scores as Professor Stock,
and Creighton Hale and Harry Myers win

You can exploit "The Marriage Circle"
as a delightful comedy, daring, yet inoffensive

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Charlotte

The always dependable

mestic establishment.

is

fills

style.

A

slamming effect.
The photography includes many excellent
views of the slum districts, exteriors and
interiors are well filmed and good lighting
effects attained.

Exploit this as a fast-moving, thrilling underworld yarn, with plenty of punch and absorbing love interest.
The cast is a strong
one and the names of Herbert Rawlinson

and Ruth Dwyer well worth advertising.

of trouble, but otherwise the picture may be
said to begin and end on a note of sadness.
Its box office value therefore depends entirely
on whether an exhibitor's patrons respond
favorably to films with a solemn trend, or
demand entertainment of a lighter nature.
There is no doubt as to the dramatic and
It
artistic excellence of "The Stranger."
well directed, handsomely photogra^-ied
is
and presented by a very capable casi. .>ne's
sympathy goes forth in large quantity to the
wretched little heroine, who through no fault
of her own is condemned to flounder helplessly in a sea of sorrows.
The coming of Larry Darrant, the goodnatured wastrel, into her life is the one bright
ray of light in a horrible existence, and here
the sympathetic chord is deftly sounded, for
you can't help liking Larry and hoping that
the queerly matched pair may have good luck
in the long run.
The scene where Larry
accidentally kills the brutal Walenn, when
the latter attacks Peggy, is a thrilling bit of
business, and that of the threatened execution, which halts just short of the actual
hanging, puts a curious strain on the nerves
of the beholders.
Both Betty Compson and Richard Dix, in
their respective roles of heroine and hero,
give capital performances and a goodly share
of the dramatic honors go to Tully Marshall
for his pathetic character sketch of the stranger one of those true-to-life old men parts
for the perfect delineation of which that
sterling actor is famous.
Lewis Stone supplies a clean-cut portrayal of Keith Darrant.
K. C, and capable support is furnished by
the rest of the company.
For exploitation purposes you can describe
this as a powerfully dramatic story, with
thrills and suspense in plenty.
Betty Compson, Richard Dix and Tully Marshall are
;

all

names worth

advertising.
includes a number of realslum scenes, with some very

The photography
istic

Lonckin

fine night shots, in which deep sets are skillfully utilized.
The lighting effects are ade-

quate and the theme well handled.

February

16,
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
'WiLD ORANGES' SURE
BOX OFFICE MAGNET
Goldwyn Cosmopolitan
Feature Possesses Unlimited
Dramatic Strength

Fascinating

WILD ORANGES.

Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
Author, Joseph Hergesheimer.
Director, King Vidor.
Length, 6,837 Feet.

Photoplay.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Frank Mayo

John Woo'lfolk
Milly Slope

Virginia Valli

Paul Haiverd
Ford Sterling
Litchfield Stope
Nigel De Brullier
Nicholas
Charles A. Post
John Woolfolk, voyaging around the world in his
little yacht, makes port im a quiet lagoon on the
Georgia coast.
Ashore he meets and falls in love
with Milly Stope, who lives in seclusion w-th her
grandfather and Nicholas, a giant half-wit.
Tho
grandfather is killed by Nicholas, who attempts to
slay Woolfolk, but is foiled.
Milly goes away with
Woolfolk on his boat.

By George
|y/|

EMORIES

of

T.

Pardy

"Tol'aBle

David"

are

evoked when a story by
Hergesheimer is screened, and
there is good reason for believing that
the Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan studios have
office magnet of similar
produced a t
drawing power in "Wild Oranges." It is
a feature which should attract all kmds
of people and prove an excellent booking
proposition for any theatre.
There isn't much in the title to suggest

(Continued)

by carrying her into the lurking place of
a number of monster alligators and the
killing of the grandfather are vividly outlined, but, indeed the whole feature is remarkable for i*-3 ability to grip the spectator's attention and keep one's nerves on a
keen edge of expectancy. The climax is
career is cut short by a
savage attack from a big dog; while the
yacht staggers to sea before a roaring
gale, steered by the resourceful heroine.
All this is exceedingly melodramatic, yet
until

lives,

his

something more than
There is nothing luridly improbable about it, thanks to Hergesheimer's narrative skill, the good work of
the scenario writer and general excellence

"Wild Oranges"
mere melodrama.

production,
A tie-up with book stores on the novel
"Wild Oranges'' is in order. You can
praise the story to the limit, feature Frank
Mayo and Virginia Valli and call attention
to the fact that the story is by the author
of "Tol'able David."

naturally

SAND DUNES AND SHEIKS

a safe bet that
anyone who is lucky enough to see the
opening reel will remain to the finish,
fascinated by the picture's dramatic power, its tense human interest and splendid
work of the small but talentea casi
King Vidor has performed his directorial
task with unerring intelligence and skill.
He had unique and rarely interesting material to weave into picture form and made
the most of the opportunity, with truly
gratifying results.
One of the odd things about the film is
that only five characters participate in the
action, yet in point of entertaining values
it
stands head and shoulders over many a

Romance With Norman Kerry
Doing the Sheiking

THE SHADOW OF THE EAST.

of these folks exercise a definite and compelling influence on the march of events,
during the course of a drama throbbing
with vitality and vibrant with suspense.

From

the beginning a sort of uncanny
atmosphere envelopes the tale. You "get"
this suggestion of weirdness from the instant John Woolfolk's yacht drops anchor
in the desolate bay on the Georgia coast
and invades the swamp lands where that
strangely assorted trio of a young girl,
her old grandfather and a sullen lunatic
live in dreary seclusion.
A veritable spirit
of terror appears to brood over the darkening glades.

There is no escaping the impression
that most anything ghastly is liable to
happen amid such surroundings and this is
borne oui. by a series of episodes linked

The fiendinto a genuine scaring thriller.
ishness of the maniac Nicholas, his brutelike cunning and malice are cleverly portrayed by Charles A. Post, whose terrific
fight with Frank Mayo, as John Woolfolk
registers as one of the greatest hand-tohand scraps ever filmed.
Virginia Valli is a pathetic and alluring
figure as the fear-h jrdened Milly Stope,
Ford Sterling furnishes an excellent character sketch of Woolfolk';' faithful sailor
friend and Nigel De Brullier scores heavily as the oFd grandfather.
that
situations,
other
tense
where Nicholas frightens the hapless maid

Fox

DirecAuthor, E. M. Hull.
Length, 5,874
George Archainhand.

Photoplay.
tor,

Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

it's

production heralded by an enormous cast
and huge army of "extras." For each one

Among

Desert

Frank

Craven
Gillian Locke
Barry

Mildred

Mayo

Kunwar Singh
Lolaire
Aunt Caroline

Joseph Swrickard
Lorimer Johnson

John Locke
Peter Peters

Barry Craven, heir to a title and estate^ in Engholds a government position in India, where
he has married a native girl. An old friend, GilBarry mlaeting her
lian Locke, visits India, and
again, falls madly in love with her. Barry's wife, feelBarry
ing she is being deserted, tommits suicide.
returns to England and marries Gillian, but is
haunted by the thought that he had caused his
He leaves Gillian and returns
former wife's d'sath.
Said, a sheik, in a
to India to join his friend.
Gillian follows and
battle against Sa'd's enemies.
they are reunited.
land,

By Len Morgan

THIS

new

cessor to
the sincerity

E. M. Hull story is a suc"The Sheik," but lacks some of
The plot
of that famous story.

is not very heavy, but it succeeds in holding
The picture has the usual
the attention.
sand dunes and oasis-covered palms that
usually accompany sheikish themes.
There are few highlights to recommend the
picture, but it will appeal to that large class
that likes deserts and such things.
The water carnival is probably the most
It is well
outstanding scene ot the picture.
The
done and shows skill in the handling.
battle between two
desert scenes are good.
forces of Arabs furnishes all the excitement
The daring riding and rescue
in the picture.
of the heroine are the only thrills in the en-

A

tire

play.

the picture
fact that the story was writauthor of "The Sheik," using

AN EXCELLENT WESTERN
Mans a Man Is a True PicHarold Bell Wright's Novel

'When

a
ture oj

WHEN

A MAN'S A MAN.

tional Photoplay,
Pictures. Author,

by

rected
Feet.

First

Na-

Produced by Principal
Harold Bell Wright. Di-

Edward

Length, 6,910

Cline.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Lawrence Knight,
Helen Wakefield
Phil Acton
Kitty Reid

The Dean

"Patches"
John Bowers
Marguerite De La Motte
Robert W. Frazer
June Marlowe
Forrest Robinson

Stella

Elizabeth Rhodes
Fred Stanton
George Hackathorne

Nick Cambert
Yavapai Joe

Lawrence Knight, a millionaire loafer, is rejected
by Helen Wakefield, his sweetheart, because he has
never done anything worthy of a man.
He goes
west and obtains work on a ranch in Arizona.
He
masters the art of riding and roping and becomes
a closi; friend of the foreman, Phil Acton.
Phil's
sweetl-.fcart, Kitty Reid, after attending school in the
east, returns to her father's ranch and btlieving she
cannot endure ranch life tells Phil that she cannot
marry him. Phil becomes jealous of Knight and believes hm to b|e in league with a gang of cattle thieves.
During a trip in the hills Phil is shot in the back

and
is

wounded by

seriously

a cattle thief

and Knight

accused of the deed, but proves his innocence just
is about to be hanged.
Following the shootPhil, Kitty decidei she loves him and conto,
marry him.
Knight buys a ranch and

as he
ing of
sents

presents

it

to Phil as a

wedding present.

By Len Morgan

Harris

Norman Kerry
Bertram Grassby
Evelyn Brent
Edytbe Chapman

Said

drawing power of

--l:

is

the

of

chief

ten by the
the same locale. Lobby display showing desert
love scenes should attract those who are partial to sheik atmosphere.
* *

simply immense, showing Nicholas showering bullets from the shore upon the fugJ-

Joseph

the story's strength, but

The

will be in the

WHEN
"

A MAN'S A MAN,"

is an expicture from every point of view.
It is a red-blooded story with a very strong
human interest touch. The theme is unusual and holds the interest every minute.
There is enough comedy mixed into the
picture to give it more appeal.
It is a
subject that will take well with any audience.
Practically all of the scenes are laid in
the foothills of Arizona with a plentiful
scattering of cowboys and horses.
I'he
direction is worthy of note.
The details
are complete and the western "atmosphere"
is not overdone.
Its main object has been
to make an interesting picture from an
interesting story.
The rodeo scene is of interest to everyone.
There is some wonderful horsemanship displayed and the daring riding gives
a thrill to the most blase.
This scene is
not too long to spoil its effect.
Lawrence Knight, known as "Patches,"
wins the audience from his first day on
the ranch.
His tenderfoot actions in riding and other cowboy attainments are excellent.
That he does not suffer serious
injury is due more to luck than skill, for
some of his falls almost make one grunt

cellent

in

sympathy.
Helen Wakefield

little

is good,
but she has
opportunity to show her ability as

an actress.

A human

carried through
the picture by the blind devotion of a native girl who tries to hold the love of her
English husband against a beautiful English
The characters try faithfully to make
girl.
the picture ring true, but it lacks depth. The
story has a tendency to ramble.

Phil Acton is an ideal ranch foreman.
His horsemanship is one of the marvels
of the picture and he looks like business.
There is nothing flowery. He is just a

Barry Craven appears in almost every scene,
but he has little to work with. He does ex-

none
man's
keeps one wondering what's next!

ceptionally

interest

well

theme

with

the

is

material

at

hand.

cowboy who
There
cuous

likes

his job.

a delightful absence of promiskissing, yet the love theme loses
of its interest.
It
is
primarily a
picture, with good, clean action that
is

convincing in her acting.
Her scene following the disappearance of her
husband is one of the outstanding features

In exploiting the picture special attention should be given to the author's name.
Harold Bell Wright is one of the greatest

of the picture.

American writers and there are few people
who have not read one or more of his
books and are familiar with his style.

Gillian

Locke

is

Lolaire is very good, and
best of every opportunity.

she

makes the
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
'SPORTING YOUTH'

IS

REMARKABLE PICTURE
Universal- Jewel

Comedy Drama, Hugely

Entertaining Mixture of Romance
and Sensational Incident

SPORTING

YOUTH.

Universal-Jewel
Photoplay. Author, Byron Morgan. DirecLength, 6,712 Feet.
tor, Harry A. Pollard.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Jimmy Wood
Walter Berg
Splinters

Wood

William Rockford

John K. Walker
"The Souse"
Mrs.

ahead

of

taken

for

to detail.

You can safely exploit this feature as Reginald Denny's best up-to-date.
Play up the
big auto race as a spectacular wonder, dwell
upon the story's romantic lure, thrills, crisp
comedy, and excellence of the cast.
*

chauffeur,

employer to

"Splinters"

is

sent

California.

Wood, famous

with

Ward

his

car
mis-

THE

T. Pardy

TTERE'S

a "Jewel" that's a genuine gem and
no mistake. When you see Byron Morgan's name tacked on to an auto racing >arn,
you may depend on getting a rriixture of
thrill and comedy that would galvanize a

mummy

And "Sportinto fits of enthusiasm.
ing Youth," with Reginald Dtenny as the electrically
active star, has all the vim, dash, excitement and merriment that its title implies.
If this production doesn't "pack 'em in," regardless of locality, there's no use wasting

—

prophesy on any picture's drawing power.
Once the public sees it and the
But it will
fans begin telling their friends about Chauffeur Jimmy Wood, whose whole soul sizzles
with mad ambition to break all speeding recinvoluntary transformation into
ords,
his
"Splinters" Wood, the British racing demon,
his romantic love affair and final triumph, the
film will boost itself and the box office re-

The humorous and dramatic

values of the
balance each other with delightful
smoothness.
The thrill element is there in
huge quantities, as manifested in the road
race, an aut^ classic replete with furious action, machines driven fiercely and recklessly,
spinning around sharp curves, or crashing into
dire disaster, but even here the comedy note
is not absent, for the dodging of the policeman who holds a warrant, supposedly for the
hero-speeder's arrest, provides some irresistpicture

amusing complications.
the final union between the resourceful
chauffeur and his employer's daughter comes
as a fitting and convincing conclusion to the
romance between the pair. Screen climaxes
wherein the humble hero wins the wealthy
maid are plentiful enough, but don't always
seem logical. In the case of Jimmy Wood,
so many amazing things happen to him in a
short period of time that there's no room
left for astonishment in the spectators' mindj

ibly

And

when he gets the girl
Nobody is likely to

for keeps.
dig deep into the plot
for evidence of improbabilities there being
no time for critical analysis once events begin to move and hustle into a hurricane clip.
"Sporting Youth" makes you believe whether
you want to or not, in its dizzy whirl of fanciful fun and excitement, and registers as A. I.

entertainment from start to

Jimmy Wood
Reginald Denny, who is

The

finish.

made to order
for
a cracking good
actor as well as an athlete of proven ability, Denny fairly lives in the part, he never
seems so haopy as when given opportunities
of risking his neck, and his performance adds
another bright winning mark to the credit
of this ever popular star.
Laura La Plante
is prettily engaging and sweet as Betty Rockrole of

is

Photoplay.

Uni-

Raymond

Authors,

Schrock and Harvey Gates.

Director,

Rob-

Length, 5,556 Feet.

ert Hill.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
William Desmond

Billy Carson
June Smart
David Smart

Detective

Charlotte Merriam
Alfred Fisher

Quinn

Day
Banker Day
Dan Cassidy
Billy
it

Lucille

Dan

Cassidy, pals and crooks, vis-

of a millionaire

some valuable

steal

Hutton

John Steppling
Albert Hart

Carson and

home

the

Homans

...Robert

Mildred

who

pa.ntings.

is

i:n

Europe. They

Detectiv*i

Quinn

is

put upon their trail.
After a variety of complications
it
chances that Carson saves the wife of
Quinn and is slightly unjured.
Quinn, feeling his
obligation, offers Carson the alternative of going to
live quietly in a small town, or jail.
Carson and
his pal go to a village, where the former falls in
love 'goes straight' and all ends happily.

By George

T. Pardy
comedy-drama, with an en-

LIVELY

A

gaging crook for a hero,

!

ceipts multiply accordingly.

Moment'

BREATHLESS MOMENT.

versal

demon, meets and falls in love with Betty Rockford,
daughter of a wealthy auto manufacturer.
Jimmy

By George

*

Distinguish 'Breathless

His is
British speed

enters a road race for a $10,000 prize.
Tha real
"Splinters" who is wanted by the police, competes
under an alias.
Jimmy wins the race, also Betty,
after his identity is revealed.

*

LIVELY CROOK COMEDY DRAMA
Snappy Action, Humor and Suspense

Leo White
Lucille

Wood,
his

Vroom

Frederick

Rockford

Jimmy

ford, Hallam Cooley scores as the designing
Walter Berg and the cast as a whole is of
uniform excellence.
The photography is superb, many fine exteriors are shown and the auto race is filmed
with impressive effect and studious attention

Reginald Denny

Laura La Plante
Hallam Cooley
Malcolm Denny
Hanery Barrows

Betty Rockford

(Conur^uedj

lots

of fun,

suspense, melodramatic punches and snap-

py action! Underworld stuff always interests the movie public and "The Breathless
Moment" can be marked down as amusing
entertainment for audiences of

all

descrip-

tions.

The crooks

are two contrasting types,
a cheerful individual who
and turns a sunny gaze on
the world in general.
His partner, Dan
Cassidy, is a pronounced pessimist with
an ingrowing grouch against everything
and everybody, excepting his pal. Much
of the film's humor, and there's plenty of
lies in the grotesque situations.
it,
Billy Carson
loves a joke

The comedy element predominates, althrills are not lacking, but whenever the melodrama is stretched close to
breaking point, some mirthful incident is
.

though

introduced which serves to loosen
tension and keep events within the

deftly

the

boundaries
take

Nobody
Moment" too

probability.

of

"The Breathless

will
ser-

iously, but it will certainly please the majority of screen patrons.
One of the scenes in which suspense

runs high
tive

the meeting between detecmillionaire

is

Quinn and the supposed

Grandson

the

in

latter's

palatial

residence,

when Carson impersonates the owner of
the mansion, having made plans to carry
off a number of priceless paintings.
As a general thing detectives in actual
life

do

not

allow

tions to deter

sentimental

considera-

them from locking up

their

quarry, but screen sleuths do just as the
spirit moves them in dealing with such
matters, and it follows quite as a matter
of course, that Billy benefits by his salving of Quinn's spouse to the extent of being allowed to make a getaway. There
is a happy climax, when the hero yields to
the fascinations of a village maid and settles down respectably.
You can exploit this as a lively crook

Gornedy-drama, replete with swift action,
thrills, humor and romance.
And advertise
William Desmond and Albert Hart.

EXPENSIVE BUT MEDIOCRE
'Chastity' Lavishly

Weak
CHASTITY.

Produced, but Story

in Entertaining Values
First National Photoplay.

Au-

thor, Ernst Pascal. Director, Victor Schertsinger. Length, 6,008 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Norma O'Neil

Katherine MacDonald
J. Gunnis Davis

Nat Mason
Sam Wolfe
Darcy Roche

J.

Gordon Russell

Huntley Gordon
Frederick Truesdell
Fergus Arlington
Mrs. Harris
Edsrthe Chapman
Unsuccessful at first on the stage, Norma O'Neil
finally wins Broadway recognition.
Gossip links her
nanHa with Fergus Arlington who has backed her.
Roche in love witn Norma, is jealous of Arlington
Norma decides to leave the
and reproaches her.
stage.
She is reported killed in an automobile aqciBut it is her understudy who is mistaken
dent.
Later Roche meets Norma in California
for her.
She explains that Arlington is her guardian and the
lovers are united.

By George
has
MONEY
production,
ate settings.

It

T. Pardy

been freely spent on this
which abounds in elaboris handsomely photographed

star in a variety of magto arouse the
good-natured envy of all her sex.

and parades the
nificent

gowns warranted

trappings,
Yet, with all its luxurious
"Chastity" falls very far short of the entertainment values demanded by critical
patrons. The fault lies in the story's Tack
of sincerity, its utter failure to carry conviction, and the director has not improved
matters by padding out a worn, slender
Five reels
plot to an unnecessary degree.
would have been a magnificent plenty for
recording the woes and tribulations of the
>oung acrresfr heroine assailed by scandalous tongues, and the consequent speedingup of the action a grateful relief to the
spectators.
As it stands, the feature's box office
rating must be listed as exceedingly doubtful, cxcepnng in sections of the country
wlicre Katherine MacDonald's name, is sufsuch
And even
ficient to draw 'em in.
favored localities, the film would hardly
"Chasfill
the bill for an extended run.
like
tity" looks
a quick-change-program
poroposition, no matter how you size it up.
There are some dazzlingly fine cabaret
scenes in evidence, brilliant dancing interludes and a general air of jazzy grandeur
for background, all of which is extremely
well filmed, apparently without regard for
expense. Also a hair-raising episode which
furnishes a single melodramatic punch,
when the heroine's auto does a Brodie over
a rock and plunges into instant destruc-

m

tion.

But for the greater part of the story
there is little to thrill or interest the onlooker.
There is practically no suspense,
so obvious is the trend of the narrative,
and even the warmest admirers of Miss
MacDonald are apt to grow weary of gaz-^
ing on her charms, as exemplified by a
constant succession of superfluous closeups.
Perhaps the star felt the weakness of
her role, for her work as Norma O'Neil
The best thing
is
painfully mechanical.
Katherine MacDonald does in this picture
is TO wear manifold creations of the dressHer
grace.
studied
maker's
art
with
beauty is as striking as ever, but she. is
cold and artificial in the emotional situaHuntley
tions which falls to her share.
Gordon plays Darcy Roche acceptably and
the support is about average.
Miss MacDonald's name is the one
available asset for exploiting purposes, but
the less said regarding the story the betFeminine patrons are usually attractter.
ed by reports of this star's wardrobe, and
you can tell them that there are some
wonderful

fash.'on effects

demonstrated.
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The 'Bi^ Little Feature ML

Wilson Memorial Films Great
News Reel Achievement
The remarkable development
reel

of

the

news

companies was never better demonstrated

than when the death of Woodrow Wilson was
Within an hour alter the anannouncd.
nouncement, theatres in the East and Middle
West had been provided with Wilson Memoone-reel films by Pathe News, InternaNews and Educational's Kinograms.
All of the films presented the highlights
in the career of the wartime president showing him at the height of his power and prestige and after he became a sick and broken
rial

tional

man.

The

achievement

remarkable

of

getting

Memorial

films to the theatres practisimultaneously with the news of the

these
cally

shows what m^iy be expected in the
It
of service from these companies.
forms another strong argument ig the exhibitor to book one of these news films regularly for his theatre.
death

way

*

Fox

*

*

to Release

Two New

Educational Shorts
Fox Film Corporation

two new
Educational Entertainments next month under
the titles "A Sculptors Paradise" and "Rivers
of Song." These single reels are being edited
and titled.
will release

"A Sculptor's Paradise" presents scenes at
the Carrara marble quarries in Tuscany, Italy.
The marble from these quarries which Tiave
been worked since the days of the early Romans has been used in buildings and monuments all over the world.
In "Rivers of Songs" the audi^hQe is taken
on a camera trip along the courseSf some
of the most famous rivers of America ^hose
memory has been preserved in songs. Among
the rivers shown in this novelty reel are the
Wabash, Ohio, Hudson, Columbia, Swanee

and the Potomac.

Valentino in a Two Reel
Universal Picture

Daily Critic Drinks Toast
To Short Subjects

4

PROMINENTLY

displayed
article in the Los Angeles
Record, written by Ted Taylor,
editor of the "Cinematters" column in that paper, pays a glowing tribute to the Short Subjects
and reflects the growing appreciation of the newspaper reviewers and the public in general of
the high quality and entertainment value of the short subject.
"A toast, my friends, to the
Short Subjects. .. .spice of the
movie.
"The Short Subject, marked
by originality of idea and enthusiasm of production almost unknown among the over-emphasized features.
"Pictures such

microscopic
life;

as

Tolhurst's

dramas

of insect
the short comedies of Keat-

—

Hamilton and 'Our Gang'
and those produced by Christie
and Mack Sennett; the delightful
on,

whimsicalities of Felix the Cat
and the little men who hop out
of the inkwell; the wisecracks
gleaned from the newspaper columns by the Literary Digest; the
grotesque silhouettes of Tony
Sarg;
the clean-cut 'Fighting
and 'Leather Pusher
Blood'
series; the adventures in scenic

beauty of Robert Bruce. These
have made picture houses fascinating despite much drawn-out

Universal

springing a surprise on the moworld by the release during this
month, Laemmle Month, of a Rodolph Valen_

is

tion picture

It is
"A Society Sensation,"
years ago as a five-reel feature with Valentino and Carmel Myers.
Maurice Pivar and Sidney Singerman of
the Universal editing staff have re-edited this
feature into a two reel picture which, in addition to its other qualities, has excellent shots
and sequences of Valentino. It was written
by Perley Poore Sheehan— who adapted "The
Hunchback of Notre Dame."
The picture is being put out at a most opportune time. Valentino's last feature picture
has been on the market many months. It has
been widely played.
His next big feature
has not yet been put into production and it
will be several months before it is ready
for the screen. In the meantime, the popular
screen idol has accumulated pages and pages
of publicity. There is hardly a man, woman
or child in America who does not know of
his screen work.
Exhibitors are anxiously
awaiting his next release.
By editing the Valentino feature into a tworeeler. Universal is putting him for the first
time in many years into the Short Subjects

tino

picture.

made

several

field.

This

New

is

an innovation.

Short Subjects Announced

For Selznick Release
L. D. Darmour, president of the Standard
Cinema Corporation, whose short subjects are

released through Selznick Distributing Corporation, announces the completion of the fol-

lowing

:

"The Lunatic," latest of the Jimmy Aubrey
comedies
"The Bishop of Hollywood," in
the Hollywood Comedy series Bruce Barton's
one-reel editorial "Unhappy Husbands," and,
from the Bray studio, "Colonel Heeza Liar's
;

;

Ancestor."

and cut-and-dried hokum.
"And, too, the news reelproof that the language of the
eye is more international than
Esperanto
Volapuk, that
or
people delight to lay cornerstones and hold parades in every
language, that the beggar boy of
drivel

India likes to stare into the lens
as well as the gamin of Chicago,
that the female of the Igorrote
loves to smirk without clothes as
much as the female of the U. S.
and does them in short, proving that the world is full of
peoples, and that the peoples are
all very much alike.
"Here is a Service that is helping to smother prejudices, to bind
friendships between peoples always kept hostile by shrewd
propagandists.
"So here's to the Newsreel,
too, humanity's friendly little Cyclops of the blinking eye and the
honest memory."

—

LOIS WILSON
Miss Wilson this week is making a character change
which could be called the height of completeness.
She is stepping out of William De Mille's picture
of drab New England farm life, "Icebound," and
into the role of the wife of Louis XV in the
Valentino Paramount picture, "Monsieur Beaucaire."

—

BEBE DANIELS
Miss Danielsi arrived in New York last week from
the Coast and has just started work at Paramount's

Long Island studio in the leading feminine role
opposite Rudolph Valentino in "Monsieur Beaucaire," playing the Princess de Bourbon-Conti.
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'The
Indian

Man Who Smiled'— Pathe

frontier

series

2

reels

the second of "The Indian Frontier Series" depicting in an authentic manner the early frontier life, the material being gathered from the Indians themselves.
This second picture in the series can be
recommended as highly as the first. It is
dramatic, well put together, will undoubtedlj' hold attention ever}' second of its run
and makes a splendid number on any pro-

This

is

gram.

Who

"The Man

Smiled" deals with a

thrilling incident in the life of Left Hand,
one of the famous Indian scouts in the

emploj' of the U. S. government who appears in person in this picture. The story
has been transferred to the screen as related by Goes-in-the-Lodge, another famous old warrior who also appears in the
picture.

Swift action, some romance and a few
touches of humor combine to make it an
excellent Big Little Feature.
*

WILL ROGERS AT EASE
Lots

at home "on the rodr<" as in the saddle.
In the above picture
he is travelling light and seems to care litttle whether or not the Pullman tax is removed.
Rogers is now making two reel comedies for Pathe with his characteristic fresh wit and humor.

The popular comedian seems equally

'Postage Due'
Slapstick

— Pathe

Stan Laurel

'You're Next'

in a

2

reels

good peppv laugh

tick-

idea

First

he

has

himself

photographed as

Then he tries to
postal card.
recover the postal card and blunders into
a plot to rob the mails.
Jim Finlayson,
Ena Gregory and George Bowe all with
more or less fascinating cross eyes "vvill do
a lot to- chase gloom out of the theatre and
send everybody home with their dinners
well digested for doctors tell us laughter
is very good for digestion.
Venus on a

As far as the methods of the Post Office
are concerned however, it would be wise
not to exploit this as an educational picture.

'Busy Buddies'

—Educational

comedy

reels

Xeal Burns in a corking good story.
With his two buddies, he is broke and
the three of them try in various funny ways
Their hunger beto get something to eat.
comes so raging that they break a restaurant
window. This causes the beginning of a feud
The
between the boys and Officer Kelley.
boys are just about to grab some of the
sandwiches and coffee in the armistice parade

reels

—

on an old motorcj'cle.
Murdock is spjrned by his girl until he
goes into some business and makes good.
The barber si'op on wheels is his highly original idea of accomplishing this.
He succeeds
in getting his customers on the chair in spite
of the fact that the shop moves along at a
zippy pace.
And there are some queer results.
The end comes with Murdock, his rival
Oscar, and the girl all on the barber shop,
crashing into a telegraph pole.

his

stufT

reels

again

see a

You

clam smoke a cigarette?

m

A

social crook invites him to open the
door of a mansion, on the pretense that the
key was forgotten. Lloyd obliges and finds
himself in the house ^f his father. The police
come and so do his parents. They recognize
tlieir long lost son and all is happy and peaceful once more.

*

*

'Old Friends'

*

—Educational

film

1

—

2 rtels

"School Pals," a Fox comedj- release, is
very amusing.
The chief characters are the
well known Fcx chimpanzees and their work
is L^ncanny.
Their antics in the schoolroom
are almost human and they prove themselves
good actors. These animal funmakers never
fail to bring a laugh.

:

gets after them.
In the second reel, the three are shown as
few new ideas in colexpert collectors.
Xeal
lecting bad accounts are shown here.
is so successful at it that he not only collects the account of a hard boiled grouch
but wins his pretty daughter.
Bright, rapidly moving comedy.

A

'The

Jail Bird'

—Universal

!

a fountain spray in the park.

reel

Another one in the "Sing Them Again"
series
"a modernized revival of the songs
you used to sing." There are quite a number of
humorous touches to this one which will probably help the audience to feel as though it's
a regular party, and put them in a frame
of mind where thev'll w"ant to sing. The songs
"She Was Bred in
treated in this one are
Old Kentucky," "Two Little Girls in Blue"
and it winds up with the national anthem.

when Kelley

1
reel
Comedy in stripes
Xeely Edwards and Bert Roach are in this.
They'd get a laugh at an under'Xuf¥ said
The story is a fair one
taker's cnoventino.
providing a number of gpod comedy situaXervy X'ed after serving a twentytions.
five year jail sentence gets so used to it when
he comes out and falls into an inheritance, he
runs his mansion on ^the same plan as the
jail.
A lot of convicts break loose from the
jail and come to X'ervy's house where a party
is going, the men all masquerading as prisoners.
Xed and his valet jump out of the
window into a small pool in the garden and
wake up to find they've been dreaming under

in

"Lonesome.''
There are three clams
served Lloyd
a restaurant that defy all
efforts at being caught.
Then there's the
story.
Llo>d has drifted away from home
twenty years ago.
His sister disguised as
a youth, goes out determined to find him.

Song

*

'School Pals'—Fox
Arirral comedv

Christie

Ever

that's good for all kinds of laughs.
flying barber shop"
a barber shop built

*

dees

will in

2

*

2

Hamilton

this one.

This Century comedy presents an original

"The

ler.

*

—Educational

laughs

of

Lloyd

— Universal

Novel

comedy

*

'Lonesome'

CHARLIE CHAPLIN IN ACTION
Charley is taking a swing at Mack Swain who wiU be the heavy viUian and foil
comedian in his first comedy for United Artists. Norman Selby Kid McCoy is
in the "ring."
Chaplin's comedy will be a burlesque of the gold rush days in
duction has already started but no title has been picked as yet
This will soon

—

for the nimble
the third man

Alaska.

Pro-

be announced.

February

16,
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SHOWMANSHIP
Players Are the Trademarks of the Theatre
Real Star Value

is

'Meat on the Table' and a Bed Time Story

Bringing Sweet Dreams

NOW

that all of the big producers
have ably and exhaustively argued the question of star values
and now that they have definitely decided the problem (both ways), it may
be interesting to advance a few of the
showman's views on the subject and at

the same time print a word or two from
the showman's right-hand man, the
press agent.
The press agent, by the way, is the
man that must do the final jugglmg
with the fine points of the star question, and in his efforts to make the
"star value" show 100 per cent, at the
box office he should know how much of

and how much of it is alleged.
value is "meat on the
table" for the press agent and a bed
time story bringing sweet dreams to
the showman.
Real star value advertises itself and
his
gives the cramped exhibitor and
it is

real

Real

star

a
trusty lieutenant a chance to take
seventh inning stretch and feel com-

fortable about the

pay

roll

for another

week or two.

A

a seat-selling serenade
office and the public will

real star

is.

to the box
flock around at the

mere mention of
But an imitation headliner

the name.

than a dark front beout the crowds
blows
fuse
cause if a
will stop -.—at least to see what's wrong.
is

.

less attractive

COMMERCIALLY

the motion picture business is no different from
any other line of merchandising except
that the showman is selling seats and
advertising pictures in order the better

^

But as with other merto sell them.
chants the sales is what counts.
Also

like

is

cumu-

advertising.

This

merchandise there

lative value in

show

cumulative value is in the increasing
popularity of a star.
The name of a popular star automatically

attracts

business

like

the

trade-mark name of reliable merchandise and to play them or not is merely
a matter of booking arithmetic.
But a star's name, like a trade-mark
name with little value behind it, mean?
but little; and it is better business to
play up the qualities of the picture itself like new merchandise bidding for
patronage on its own merit.
Records made by pictures headed by

JOHN

to the

Showman

FLINN

By
C.
Vice President, Hodkinson Corporation
great

stars,

compared

with

records

made by

pictures without a star headline indicates that the secret of success

depends

And

first

and foremost on merit^

the merit

may

be supplied by

lion value is a blessing; and a picture
with both is a "WOW."

Down in Miami, Florida, at the
present moment Alan Crosland is making the first of the Betty Compson picBetty
lures for Hodkinson release.
Compson is a star by public approval
and popular acclaim and her name
gives this production

real

star

value.

Alan Crosland has become famous for
his
splendid directorial achievemnts
and this will supply the further promise

The Day of The Star
In spite of big productions
depending largely on the story,
the day of the star is with ns as
strongly as ever.

Mr. Flinn says that a real
star is a seat-selling serenade to
Coming from
the box-office.

him

the statement is significant.

For Mr.

Flinn, as vice-president of a large producing corporation has to handle, daily,
just such questions, viewing
them from the showman's angle
as well as that of the producing
executive.

Mr. Flinn has set his thoughts
doivn on the subject in his usual
sparkling manner, and it will
certainly profit exhibitors to
read what he has to say.
the star, the director, the author, the
story, or the exploitation angles of the
production.- And there you are.

'J^HIS point

is perfectly clear to all
sho^vvmen and to all press agents.
The public buys seats to be entertained
and to sell seats the exhibitor must
attract the public to his box office on
the promise of entertainment.

—

When

a star's

name

will attract the

desired patronage the work is comparatively easy.
When there is no star of
the desired magnetic force then attractive advertising and exploitation must
be employed.
production with real star value is
a virtue; a picture with real exploita-

A

of picture "merit."
Then with John Lynch's name attached to the offering as its author,
substantiality of story plot is automatically advertised and by giving the production the title of "Miami," a name
made famous and alluring through the
society and news columns of every
newspaper throughout the entire civilized world, a magic touch of exploitation is added that makes the picture
a "Wow."

Shakespeare, "nothing
^ O paraphrase
great but thinking makes
so;"
is

it

the greatness of a player depends on
public thought and the box office on

both

;"

or, as

M. Coue might

say,

it

is

a matter of psychology.
And real merit is a great psychologist
and a potential attendance attractor.
The great secret lies in first making the
public think the offering is great and
then clinching the illusion by giving
a worthwhile exhibition.
This, of course, can be done most
pertinently when the screen vehicle is
carried by a strong array of talent.
Featuring the stars in poster cut-outs
in the lobby, or on top of the theatre if
the building is not more than three
stories high, is one of the obvious
methods of caUing attention to the atall

traction.

The acid-test of showmanship in selling the film through the players comes
when the cast is not so profusely
peopled with well known stars. However, using the same methods as one
would with stars, that is, giving the
due prominence in lobby disnewspaper tie-ups,
and so on, will have the desired effect.
The public will place a commensurate
importance on the players thus exprinciples

play,

advertising,

ploited

much

to the exhibitor's profit.
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PICTUROLA HAS STRONG
LOBBYOLOGY APPEAL
Numerous Showmanship
in Miniature

pEORGE

^

R.

MACOMBER,

Washington,

of

Possibilities

Movie Machine
D.

C,

an inventor
has

recently

brought to New York from the United State's
Patent Office a new motion picture projection
machine which is slated to establish a new era
the methods of advertising a current or
feature program for the theatre.
The machine is called Picturola and in
appearance is somewhat similar to a standard phonograph, the picture being shown on a
screen superimposed within a shadow box,
which permits of daylight exhibition.
The invention of the Picturola is the result of Mr. Macomber's conviction, years ago,
that the theatre could not be used for direct
advertising or propaganda purposes without
giving offense to audiences who had paid to
see straight entertainment motion pictures. To
in

J)ouqlash!acte3n S^Marquefite de

la

Mote

"A Man Of Action"

i

quote Mr. Macomber
"It occurred to me that unless advertising
matter could be shown in a direct way
facts being stated as clearly as they are in
newspaper or in magazine advertising such
advertising matter exhibited on the screen
would be practically worthless.
"Placed in your lobby, Picturola can give
the highlights of your program for today,
tomorrow or next week; it can also tell
what a wonderful theatre you have cool in

COMEDY

LiUREL

—

SHOWMANSHIP URGE
This

the

is

up

dressed

attractive
his.

lobby

IN

PLAYER CUT-OUTS

fashion in which Manager Clarke of the
when First National's feature film, "A

Casino Theatre,
of Action"

Man

Greenville, S. C,
played his house.

—

The Good and Bad Methods

of Exploiting Stars

As Told by Selznick's Advertising and
By L. F. Guimond

THERE

is

one

common

fallacy in the ex-

ploitation of featured players in motion
have consistently fought
I
that
pictures
I mean the idea that any kind of
against.
Bad publicity is
publicity is good publicity.
far more destructive to the career (.f a star
than no publicity at all, and I need only refer
to the sporadic output of sensational news of
events at Hollywood to drive home that point.
Before I go on to tell my ideas i.f good
exploitation of the personality of featured
players, let me dispose of the things which,
in my 'opinion, should not be done in "putI may be considered conting over" a star.
servative and old-fashioned in condemning
these methods, but I oppose them for one
reason only— that they are ineffective and

dano'erous.

Publicity Director

because she couldn't get a satisfactory stage
vehicle and that movie audiences were not
the kind she voluntarily liked to appear beIt took heroic methods and months
fore.
of time before the evil effects of this bull
died away, and probably set the star back
years in her career.
Clean publicity, tied up with the actual
work of the featured player, is the secret
If players
of successful star exploitation.
have no real ability, they can't get along
The time has passed,
this day and generation.
with few exceptions, when a pretty face and
a pull with the producer would raise an ac-

m

The long-sufifering
tress to stellar ranks.
public has risen on its hind legs and demanded
—and received—players wlio have authentic
talent, which is as it should be.

never permit stars I am
handling to indulge in the endorsement of
beauty preparations, patent medicines and
products of that type. Many of these are

For one

thing,

that

tie-ups

look

which are found
There
analysis.
son for

I

good

at

first

glance,

but

to be actually bad on closer
is a real psychological rea-

a beautiful actress appears on the
screen, the conscious or unconscious reaction
of the fan is to her natural beauty. When, a
little later, the same fan reads in an advertisement in her favorite magazine that "Mi.ss
Charming uses and endorses Dr. Fakem's
hair-dye," with a picture of Miss Charming
and her marvelous blond tresses, and somewhere else sees another star admits that Soand-So's "reducer" helped make her what
She will
she is, that fan will feel cheated.
never see that star in a picture again without remembering her borrowed charms, and
the effect will be distinctly harmful.
On the same basis, the posing of actresses
The fact that
for lingerie ads is also out.
she appears before a commercial photographer
in order to advertise lingerie, cheapens her in
the minds of those who see her in film proIt may be good advertising for
ductions.
the lingerie, but it's awful for the wearer.
Before I go on, I want to give one expublicity that almost wrecked a
publicity man once supplied a ian
magazine with a story about a star, in wnicn
he made her say that she was on the screen

ample

—

on the screen inside the theatre keep as many
people away next day as they bring back;
the Picturola urges them to come in right
then and there."
*

s!:

*

EXHIBITOR RUNS SHOWMANSHIP
SCHOOL FOR EMPLOYEES
Something new

in

the

way

of a school

is

by the Orpheum Theatre
Company of Kenosha, operators of the Orpheum, Majestic and Rhode theatres here.
being

tried

out

Manager Edward Dayton announced his plan
of holding a school for the employees of the
three houses, sessions to be held several times
a month.
It is planned to give instruction
in courtesy, economy and efficiency in problems of lighting and heating in a theatre
and other problems that arise in the direction
of a theatre.
All of the employees ushers,
stage-hands, musicians have been invited to
attend the school.
At the first class held
on Wednesday at the Orpheum, Manager Dayton outlined the policies of the theatre and
asked for suggestions from employees for
the increasing of efficiency and courtesy towards the patrons of the theatres.

—

—

•

this.

When

career.

summer, warm in winter, delightful at all
times what fine pictures you intend to give
your patrons. Film programs announcements

•

NEW METHOD OF

*

GIVING CREDIT

TO SCREEN ARTISTS

of

richard barthelmess

A

public

^^^^^^^^ ^.^^^.^ ^^^^
^^^^
with his splendid per-'ormance in
tional's

"Twenty One

"

First

Na-

What may become a popular method of introducing a picture, inasmuch as it is entirely
new, has been worked out by Dr. Hugo Riesciifeld in his presentation of "The Ten Commandments" at the George M. Cohan Theatre.
This greatest achievement of Cecil B. De
Mille necessarily carries with it an unusually
large number of credits to the various persons who were associated with him in the
Several minutes
production of the picture.
Would have been required to flash these credits
on the screen in the usual manner.
This has been avoided by the ingenious
method of projecting the credits on two pillars at the sides of the stage where the audience may read who's who in the picture during the ten minutes that intervene between the
raising of the curtain and the starting of
the film. Just as the picture is ready to start
the pillars and candelabra shown in the illustration are withdrawn and the two tablets
in the center reveal the screen behind.

f ehruary

t6,
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SPECIAL MATINEE FOR

SHOW HISTORIC
WINDOW DISPLAY

GIMBEL'S

'PRINTER'S DEVIL'
Pencils Given

tcy Kids Having Same'
Birthday Date as Wesley

Original Props Stimulate Interest
in 'The Courtship'

THO

Hill Bernstein goes full credit for an
unusual and clever Wesley Barry contest
that gave the showing at the Crystal Theatre,
Chicago, 111., a mighty boost.
Every child of seventeen years or less was
invited to bring his name and address and date

plMBEL BROTHERS

is
one of New
York's most prominent department stores
and It isn't easy to enlist a big department
store
an exploitation campaign.
Still it
was done very successfully during the recent
run of "The Courtship of Miles Standish"
at the Central Theatre.
For two weeks one of the windows just
oft the Sixth Avenue corner where
the store
has its main entrance, was devoted
to the
picture. Artistically arranged in frames
were
pictures of Charles Ray and photographic
stills
from the production.
Conspicuously
near the center of the display was a
small
model of the Mayflower, an exact copy of the
model in the Smithsonian Institute in Wash-

^

m

of birth to the box office of the theatre any
time before the special Monday matinee, and
he would receive a genuine IngersoU pencil
as a present, if it so happened that his birthday fell on the same day as Wes Barry's.
The only expense involved was the cost of
printing of the five thousand handbills distributed at the schools in the neighborhood.
The pencils were, of course, provided by the
Ingersoll Pencil Company, ,which has ar-

ranged for a national tie-up on "The Printer's

ington.

Devil."

The

great body of the display was made up
of props used in making the picture
and did
much to testify to the fact that everything
in the film is genuine. Everything
was musty
with age and immediately gave' the
impression
of antiques.
Great crowds gathered to look
on and several times it became necessary
for
a policeman to disperse the crowd.
Each object bore an inscription indicating
to exactly what use it had
been put, not
only in the production of the photoplay,
but
also in the early days of American
history

by

original owner.
old fashioned cheese press, an important
item in the culinary equipment of the
colonial
housewife, was one of the many sources of
inits

An

terest

and

warming

speculation.
So also were the
oven, spice box, bowls and plates.

Ihe knuckle-bones board was also a thing

of unusual interest.
The game of knucklebones was the forerunner of our present
well
known game of "craps" and was the chief
pastime of the Mayflower passengers.
Some of the axes employed in the first felling of the New England trees,
the bellows
used by John Alden, as well as the
leather
apron he wore all figured largely in
the display.

So interesting was all this to the public
that New York crowds, on daily
business
bent, stopped for many minutes to
take it all
in.
It was the subject of
much interesting
conversation and did much to make the showing at the Central very popular indeed.
*

*

*

THREE NEWSPAPER EDITORIALS
LAUD 'THE HUNCHBACK'
If you can talk a newspaper
into running
an editorial on the picture you propose
showing at your theatre, you must
be a pretty

good

talker.

Yet Gus A. Metzgar, manager

of the Rivoli Theatre, Portland,
Ore. got
not one, but three papers to do this
for him.
*° ^'^ presentation of Universal's
"tF"°1,.
Hunchback of Notre Dame," he prevailed
upon the editors of the Portland Oregonian
the Oregon Daily Journal and the
Portland

A PLAYER OF NOTE
Popular Pola Negri who but a fev/ years ago was
an unknown artist in a strange land and who today
IS a prominent figure in the film world.
She will
appear soon in a new Paramount feature, "Men."

Telegram,

to use

"The Hunchback" as

ject for editorials.

The Telegram devoted half a column to a
character study of Quasimodo under the heading, "Love Needs No Interpreter."
The analysis was developed from a religious angle
and showed that the "Hunchback's character
and career were based upon the fundamentals
governing the sacrificial life and death of
Jesus."
The Sunday Oregonian gave almost an entire column over to a eulogy on the merits of
the film and using it as a measuring stick,
predicted a great future for the screen.
The story carried by the Daily Journal also
sang the praises of the production including
the work of the director, the star and the
It showed how the screen was
producer.
assuming the burden of vindicating the classics
of literature and how successfully it was
doing it.
Praise and comment from such a dignified
source as the editorial columns of the dailies
could not but have a very favorable effect
on the showing and the result was splendid
business at the Rivoli.

USES MARION DA VIES CUT-OUTS
A different and interesting lobby display
Cosmopolitan's "Little Old New York,"
features
Marion Davies, is obtained by cutting out the two oval pictures
of the star from the twenty-four sheet for
the top of the marquee.
From the other
twenty- four sheet cutout a large full figure
of her and mount it so that it can be used
on the sidewalk, in front of the lobby. The
big oval poster announcing the name of the
attraction will make a very pleasing connecting unit between the two photographs.
for

which

-PLAYERS

Four
popular
players

who

a sub-

The stunt worked wonders in crowding the
house but the most peculiar incident is the
fact that not one of the spectators chanced
to have his birthday on the same day Wesley
has his.
The three who had birthdays the
day following his, were, however, given pencils.

work

won

the contest so much
fact that it entailed no
at all for the children, and it involved a

Wliat probably
popularity

was the

decided element of chance which is always a
large factor when one is dealing with children as with grown folks.
* * *

AUDIENCE TAKEN ON 'A TRIP
AROUND THE WORLD'
A

unique and very interesting method of
presentation has recently been devised by E.
L. Perry for the showing of Paramount's
"A Trip Around the World." It is being
tried out very successfully at the Criterion
Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla. The trip includes visits to San Francisco, Hawaii, Siberia, Japan, Egypt, Spain, Holland, France,
Scotland and back again to the United States.
Only one visit a week is made, each country being thoroughly explored.
The theatre
orchestra wears the native costume of the
particular country whose area is being transversed on the screen and it plays music written by native composers.
This past week the audience was taken to
Egypt to visit King Tut's tomb. When the
curtain went up, the leader of the orchestra,
dressed like a mummy was carried out onto
the stage.
He slowly came to life after a
supposed entombment of three thousand years,
and immediately swung into action as leader
of the orchestra. The applause which greeted
the conclusion of the program of Egyptian
music testified to the audiences' pleasure in
this form of entertainment.
This is the first time anything of this nature has been done in the Southwest and the
public seems to be receiving it with marked
enthusiasm. Its success in this section almost
insures its being mimicked in other localities.

WE KNOW-

"Ben
Hur'
"Monsieur

are

Beaucaire,"

connected
with
such

Paradise

features

"Poisoned

and
"Reno."

'
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A PLAYER EVERYONE KNOWS
Here

Universal star, perched up above a theatre e ntrance smiling at the whole world and boasting of the fact that "it's me."
a smile like that it's little wonder she has everyone at her feet even th ough it means that some of the "big men" of the trade have to do considerable
stooping to get there.
Her first real feature, "The Darling of New York" is having such success it is to be followed soon by another.

is

With

little

Baby Peggy,

the

NOVEL HOOK UPS BOOST
'CHRONICLES' SERIES
Enterprising Manager Gets Enviable
Publicity on Showings

IVTANAGER BROWNING

of

Haven Olympia Theatre has

the
just

New
con-

cluded a really huge exploitation campaign
for "Vincennes," the third of the series of
"Chronicles of America?'
He left no road
untraveled, in covering every avenue of publicity.
Probably the biggest thing he did was
to tie-up with the New Haven Chamber of
Commerce which was sponsoring a luncheon
at which a very prominent immigration professor was to be the speaker.

A

printed folder was gotten out
announcing the luncheon and the entire inside
page was utilized for the publicising of the
pictures.
There was also contained in it a
blank which when filled out would fetch
the sender as many sets of tickets for the
series as he desired.
By buying the tickets
in sets he received a special rate.

large

In connection with this special ofter the
Register carried a full page illustrated story on "Vincennes' and also arranged for a special reduced rate ticket.
Moreover every adult who subscribes for a
set of tickets receives in addition five children's tickets which will adimt the youngsters
free of charge to any of the special Saturday morning matinees.
The paper also carried a story on these special matinees and gave the theatre a great
deal of publicity, as well as substantially
boosting the film.

New Haven

Mandel Brothers, all the other dealers featured the hosiery during the run of the picture, using special window displays featuring
Gloria Swanson.
*

*

*

Goldwyn Aims

STRIKING CAMPAIGN ON 'MAN
LIFE PASSED BY'
An

elaborate and extensive campaign greeted
the showing of Metro's "The Man Life Passed
By" at Loew's State Theatre in Los Angeles
It
was
where the film had its premiere.
handled by Phil Geresdorf, the Metro representative and was far reaching in its efifectiveness.

A

large number of window cards were distributed throughout the city, and the newspapers were supplied with publicity material
Tie-ups were made with real esregularly.
tate dealers and printed cards were placed in

HUMMING

Stars

to

ANTICIPATING
known

Make Names

of

Everyday Bywords

star as a

the

value

of

a

well

means of exploiting a

picture, the Goldwyn organization is concentrating on a campaign to have the names of
their stars bywords in every home.
Once
their names have become that familiar, pictures in which they appear can be sold on the

names of the stars alone. That is, by seeing
the same name often and reading about these
people, the public comes to take an intimate
interest in them and is anxious to see
ture in which they appear.

any

pic-

These bore
their windows and vacant lots.
Life Passed
"Dont be 'The
the message
your own home."
By.'
man dressed like Percy Marmont, who
appears in the picture, was employed to parade
He appeared in the principal
the streets.

The means of establishing this contact, as
outlined by J. A. Jackson, head of the studio
publicity department, is by merchandise tieups.
Consequently there has been consummated a hook-up with the Western Company,
manufacturers of Gainsborough powder puflfs,
hair nets, and other toilet articles.

streets during rush hours, going through department stores, public buildings, restaurants

liness, a

Man

:

Own

A

and

other

places

where

crowds assembled.

They have issued a book called, "LoveBook on Beauty by the Screen's Most
Beautiful Women." A great number of these

have already been distributed to the public.
Names of the Goldwyn stars appear in the
book together with beauty hints suggested by
them.

Moreover

the Western Company is using
of the stars, in color, in their ads in
the national magazines and in the magazine
sections of the Hearst Sunday newspapers.
The words "Goldwyn Star" appear after the
name of each player.
stills

The books are given away free in beauty
parlors, drug and department stores and the
publicity which they contain is being thus
taken directly to the home of the movie-goer.

PROMINENT STORE EXPLOITS
'THE

TO EXPLOIT NAMES OF
FEATURE PLAYERS

BIRD'

Mandel Brothers, one of Chicago's greatest
department

stores, broke its conservative, traditional policy regarding tie-ups and co-operative advertising, by devoting an entire page in

CLEANS UP ON CATCHLINE
A

the Chicago Sunday Tribune to "The Humming Bird," the Paramount feature playing at

A

McVickers Theatre, Chicago.

An

elaborate window display also featured
in the campaign.
Ed. Olmstead, publicity
manager for the theatre, also arranged to have
the Humming Bird Hosiery -Mills distribute
three hundred and fifty pairs of. stockings to
McVickers patrons as souvenirs during the
showing. These were awarded by means of
certificates which could be redeemed either at
the theatre, the store or any of the merchants
in town carrying that brand of hosiery.
In addition to the advertising thus done by

snappy catchline was the instrument that
successfully put over "The Primitive Lover"
for Manager Epstein of the Royal Theatre,
Laredo, Tex.
neighborhood furniture house
took on a new line of suitcases and planned a
feature window display of them. Mr. Epstein
seeing the possibilities in the situation went
to the merchant and got him to allow the insertion in the window of a card bearing the
message
"These are not for the 'Primitive
Lover.' "
The sign went on to tell further
that these tilings were intended for the modern lover, and that the only really "Primitive
L()ver" was appearing daily at the Royal.
The idea went across with a bang.
:

SOME ACTOR
who has placed his name
the junior hall of film fame by his work in
First National's "Penrod and Sam" and "Boy of
Mine."
His popularity is incieasing daily.
Youthful Ben Alexander
in

February

16,

1924

Alarm Clock
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for 'Sporting Youth'

A

"knockout" of an exploitation tie-up- was
put over by Joe Weil for Universal's SPORT-

EXPLOITA TION

YOUTH

right in New York City, in
ING
the heart of the motion picture district.
It
took the form of an alarm clock window
display in which the twenty-four sheet teaser

slogan

:

"Young Blood, Young Love, Young

Ideas, 'Sporting Youth,' need an alarm clock
to wake 'em up in the morning," was genMoreover he wrote special
erously used.

conversational captions which were used with
stills from the picture.
This, for instance,
"Laura La Plante
was one
does
it
happen you are on time this morning?"
"Reginald Denny
I bought a Central Drug
Store alarm clock last night and from now
on I'm Johnny-on-the-spot." The display kept
interested crowds of spectators in front of the
window during the entire day.
:

How

;

:

*

Tells of

*

HUNCHBACK.

Pershing Theatre where 'The Hunchback' is
to
capacity
houses."
Betty the
Shopper hopped right on the idea and devoted almost her entire department to a breezy
eulogy on the "Hunchback" as a motion picture bargain.
Since this department is very
widely read, of course the picture received
an enviable amount of free publicity.
playing

*

R. V. Anderson, sales manager of the International News Reel Corporation, reports
an interesting tie-up with the
radio
broadcasting station at Newark, New Jersey.
International News No. 10 contains pictures
of the workings of the
station, including close-ups of the familiar broadcasting

WOR

WOR

personages.
Radio fans were thus given a
spoken version of what they could see in
the news reel.
Not only did the News thus
receive a great deal of word of mouth advertising but it got some free newspaper
publicity as well.

*

available in the shops around town.
James
Geller, Universal exploiteer, saw a possibility
here for a tie-up on the
He
took a small ad space in the paper and advertised "Screen shopping for entertainment,
a new fad. has brought thousands to the

*

First

*

4:

*

Ingenuity Wins Newspaper Publicity
The St. Louis Times runs a feature department known as "Betty the Shopper,"
wherein the writer -suggests bargains that are

*

*

Alaskan Film Has Premiere

Edgar Hart of the Palace Theatre, El
Paso, Texas, staged a very clever prologue
for the showing of Mary Pickford in the
United Artist production, ROSITA.
The
stage was made to resemble the street scene
in which the Spanish Dancer sings beratingly
of the king and dances to the delight of her
kinsfolk.
Interpreting the part of Mary
Pickford was a local singer idol who sang
to Don Pedro.
She was accompanied by a
quartet of Spanish guitar players as she sang
compositions of her own both in English and
Spanish.
Record breaking crowds jammed
the theatre every night.
^ ^ ^

Manager Bradley of the People's Theatre,
Portland, Ore., made a real clean-up with a
world premiere of

THE CHEE-CHA-KOS,

Having
a picture filmed entirely in Alaska.
secured the picture even before the press
books were ready and the stills were the only
available material, Bradley worked up enough
material to make a complete press book of
his own.
He entertained newspaper men at
a dinner, explained the picture to them, gave
them angles of approach, stills, etc., and
by his general attitude succeeded in getting
them enthusiastic. The picture held over two
weeks during all of which time it did ex-

Educators Guests

cellent business.

THE

sation.

Spanish Prologue for 'Rosita'

Merchants Exploit Jackie Coogan
Jackie Coogan Clothing and Jackie Coogan
Peanuts provided the means for two good
merchant tie-ups when LONG LIVE
KING played at Loew's Vendome in Nashville, Tenn.
Two big Main Street stores devoted prominent window space to a display
of these special wares which hooked-up directly with the picture by means of stills,
cut-outs and scenes from the play.
There
is no doubt, according to
Manager Vinson,
that these helped very materially to boost
business on the picture during its run.

NEW

THE DARLING

*

*

News Reel Via the Radio

*

IDEAS

Takes Film to Cripple Hospital
Credit for being a wise showman and a
philanthropist at the same time unquestionably
falls to Robert Bender, manager of the Columbia Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
He occasioned a great deal of favorable comment
both for himself and his theatre when he
took a projection machine, a booth, and all
the rest of the paraphernalia out to the Orthopedic Hospital to show the crippled children,
OF
YORK.
Little Aliss Hauptman, daughter of the orchestra leader who was appearing in a tots
revue at the theatre, also went to the hospital and pinned a Baby Peggy button on
each child. This was the first time a stunt
like that had been tried at the hospital and
it created what
almost amounted to a sen-

at

Myles Standish

Stressing the historical and educational value

Lobby Contest Proves

Interesting

DARLING OF NEW YORK

Universal's
was recently signed up by the entire circuit
of Loew, Keith and Moss houses and a contest was opened whereby the manager who
succeeded in making the most attractive lobby
The result
display would be duly rewarded.
was a wide variety of very apt and unusual
lobbies which further called into prominence,
the already well advertised Baby Peggy picture.
In most instances cut-outs of the baby
actress played the real important part in the
display serving as marquee and entrance decorations, posters, stands and what not.
^ ^

Lights and Music Attract Patrons
Negri and Antonio Moreno in the
SPANISH DANCER were exploited from
Pola

a very Spanish angle in the semi-latin community of El Paso, Texas, when the feature

of the

COURTSHIP OF MYLES STAND-

ISH

showing

the
Columbia Theatre,
at
Seattle, Manager Bender enlisted the support
of principals, teachers and pupils with a
special preview.
school children's Satur-

A

day matinee was given on opening day and
the double waiting line was a full block long.
^

^

Precious Stones to
Since the

Island

of

Make Tliem Look
Japat,

the

THE MAN FROM BRODNEYS,

locale of
a large

is

source of sapphires, emeralds and other precious stones, a good tie-up could be arranged
In conjunction with
with the local jeweler.
the showing of the stones he should run a
window card announcing the play dates of the
Vitagraph feature and the name of the theaIt would probably attract considerable
tre.
attention.

was showing at th'j Palace Theatre where
Edgar Hart is manager. In the lobby a concealed victrola played Spanish selections while
the large crystal ball which occupied a prominent plac in the display, pivoted slowlv about
casting flecks of colored lights from its polished surfaces.
* *

Mickey Bennett Radio Broadcasts
Mickev Bennett, voung

BIG BROTHER,
from

station
recently,
He

star of

Paramount's

broadcasted over the radio

WOR,

Newark,

New

Jersey,

spoke on his work and his
plans for devoting himself to the art to
which his talent had carried him. His talk
was very interesting and extremely well done
and bv it he won a great many friends for
himself and his new picture.
*

*

*

'Innocence' Passed Intact

ERN'EST
The

TORRENCE

character name, Jackson, seems to be a veritable
talisman for Ernest Torrence. After making the
comedy hit of 1923 as "Bill" Jackson in "The
Covered Wagon," he is said to have outdone that
performance by his work in the character of Gen,
Orlando Jackson, "Magnolia," Cruze's latest.

"Innocence," starring Anna Q. Nilsson, has
been passed by the National Board of Review
without a single cut being made. This sneaks
well for the producers, C. B. C. Film Sales
Corporation, as the story is one in which great
delicacy must be used to give it a true value.
This was hanrlled so well bv producer
Harry Cohn and Director Edward J. Le Saint
that it won strong praise instead of any hint
of condemnation, and went through with fly—
ing colors.
.

GEORGE FAWCETT
Paramount's famous character actor, George Fawcett, is back on the Coast again, playing one of
the featured roles in the Herbert Brenon producPoint," adapted from Mary
tion, "The Breaking
Roberts Rinehart's story.
It will be released soon.

Hi.e
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Have You Got YOUR Share
From These Pictures?
*^

I

^HE 29 Paramount

Pictures listed below

(all

released since August 1,

1923) are the biggest money-makers ever produced by any company.
Every one of them is sure-fire at any box-office in the land. If you have not
played every one of them, you are missing good fat revenue due you. Look
over the titles below and make sure you're getting your full share of the
harvest.

THE PURPLE HIGHWAY
With Madge Kennedy.

ZAZA
GLORIA SWANSON.

Charming

comedy-romance.

Allan Dwan.
drama.

HOLLYWOOD
30 stars, 60
James Cruze.
celebrities. Comedy.

film

Logan.

Western.

Wood.

Gowns!

Geo.

Leatrice Joy,
Business-love story.

Nita

Holt,

TOWER

Ernest Torrence,

May McAvoy.

FLAMING BARRIERS
With Jacqueline

Melford.

Logan, Antonio Moreno. Comedy-

Drama.

comedy-romance.

Jack

GLENN HUNTER.

With Jacqueline

Melford.

Logan.

Beach.

WEST OF THE WATER

Geo.

thriller.

THE HUMMING BIRD
GLORIA SWANSON.

HIS CHILDREN'S CHILDREN

THE SILENT PARTNER
With

Comedy.

THE LIGHT THAT FAILED

French

By Rex

Naldi.

Prod.

BLUEBEARD'S 8TH WIFE
GLORIA SWANSON.

Prod.

Agnes Ayres,

Antonio Moreno. Herbert Brenon
Romance.

Hamp-

Dwan

Comedy-drama.

DON'T CALL IT LOVE
WILLIAM DE MILLE.

THE SPANISH DANCER
POLA NEGRI.

Allan Dwan. With Hope
ton, Nita Naldi.
Drama.

Sam

romantic

Jacqueline

LAWFUL LARCENY
,

French

By George Ade.
With

Melford.

BROTHER

Allan

WOMAN-PROOF
THOMAS MEIGHAN.

SALOMY JANE
Geo.

BIG

Bebe Daniels,
Drama.

Owen Moore.

TO THE LAST MAN
Zane Grey.
With Richard
Lois Wilson.
Western.

all-star.

Zane Grey.

Theodore Roberts.

THE CHEAT
POLA NEGRI.

Comedj'.

By Booth

James Cruze.

THE MARRIAGE MAKER
WILLIAM DE MILLE.

All-star.

Agnes Ayres, Jack Holt. Comedy.

Lois Wilson.

Tarkington.

Comedy.

Herbert Brenon.

Conway

With Richard Dix,
Western.

Dorothy

Tearle,
Mackaill.

Prod.

Produced by

FAMOUS PLAYERS -L7>^KY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOH. Prddent

French drama.

THE NEXT CORNER

Cparamount Q^ictures
,*J;

By

SHADOWS OF PARIS
POLA NEGRL

CALL OF THE CANYON
Zane Grey.

Prod.

Betty Compson, Richard Dix.
Galsworthy.

TO THE LADIES

James Cruze.
Ernest Torrence
all-star.
Comedy.

Willat

THE STRANGER

Western.

RUGGLES OF RED GAP

Irvin

PIED PIPER MALONE
THOMAS MEIGHAN.

JR.

WILD BILL HICKOK
WILLIAM S. HART.

Jack Holt, Charles de Roche. Geo.
Fitzmaurice Prod.

HERITAGE OF THE DESERT
Western.

STEPHEN STEPS OUT
DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS,

Dix,

French drama.

Sidney Olcott.

Sam Wood.

^

.

I

Lon

Chaney,

Sam Wood

February
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^ried and Proved Pictures
Tried and Proved Players

^NY

exhibitor

money

would pay a

how

to find out

lot

to pick

'Bluebeard's 8th Wife'
of

Matrimonial Picture Released by Paramount

and

BRIEF: Mona marries John Brandon, an American millionaire, and immediatlely after she discovers
that she is his eighth wife.
Determined that she
will not be his eightli divorced wif'a she sets out on
a teaser <:ampaign which proves very effL-ctive until
Brandon tells her she is bought and paid for but
will not keep her bargain.
Furious, she determines
to provide grounds for a divorce and permits Brandon
to discover a male in hier apartment.
In the end
however, Brandon decides shL' loves him and they

book only box

office winners.
be done.
Booking a new picture is a gamble.
But there are a great many players that
Pictures in
are practically safe bets.
which they appear can be booked with

It can't

j>o

n LORIA.

have in

Proved Pictures
the cast a Tried and Proved
and

And so they can be
booked at any time with a pretty high
margin of safety. In most cases the
popularity of the player has increased
since the picture was first released. If
you bring such a picture back to your
town you will bring back a money

maker.
like

Lon Chaney, Pola

Negri,

BARBARA LA MARR

Gloria Swanson,

Betty Blythe, Faire
Binney, Tom Moore, Reginald Denny,
Norma Talmadge, Constance Tal-

madge, William S. Hart and others
are Tried and Proved names and their
performances a year ago or six months
agO' were as good as they are to-day.
The public will flock to see a Tried
and Proved Pictures especially if the
cast includes one of these players.
Let this department be your guide.
We tell you here only about pictures
you can rely on.
If you see it in the Tried and Proved
department it's safe
Only features that have passed the

—

!

—

hold him in spite of it. Miss Swanson gives
a fine performance and the great army of
Swanson fans have been well pleased with the
picture.
"Bluebeard's 8th Wife" was released
on September 9, 1923, and has been establishing excellent box office records ever since.

player or two.

Names

SWANSON

is starred in a role
that fits her like a glove that of a
pretty French wife who finds she is married
to a modern Bluebeard and determines to

confidence.

Most Tried

on a happy honeymoon.

Truly

a Tried and Proved screen star, Barbara
has attracted fans all over the country by her fine,
artistic, performances.
She is to be featured in a
new First National picture soon to be released.

The story is by a celebrated French playwright, it having originally appeared as a
farce in Paris.
In 1920-21 it was presented
in New York with great success and also had
The story is a fascia good road showing.
nating one with several unusual features. Its
appeal is equally strong with men and women. Sam Wood directed the production.
Several interesting exploitation angles can
used to put this over for a big box office
winner. Miss Swanson has firmly established
her reputation for being one of the most fashionably attired stars of the screen. She wears
several gorgeous gowns in this production.
Why not have your department stores and'
modistes make window display;! of their richest gowns, and tie these up with your showing of "Bluebeard's 8th Wife"?
placard
could state that gowns like these are worn
by Miss Swanson in the picture and ^at they
represent the highest output cf the fashionable modistes of Paris.
Such displays are
sure to attract the attention of women of every social degree.
I)e

'The Cricket on the Hearth'
Dickens' finiiwrtal Story Released by Schiiick

BRIEF: The story hardly needs to be
How May Fielding is forced to consent
toy
merchant, how
man she loves leaves, as
ior America, how he returns in time to
from the hateful marriage, the interwoven
John Peerybingle and Dot Marley, these
ments of the story known wherever books

Tackleton,
Plunimer, the

old

the

'T'HE CRICKET

repeated.

marry

to

Edward
a

result

save her
story nf
are eleare read

ON THE HEARTH"

is

for the best class of audiences.
It is an
artistic picture, classed by the National Committee for Better Films as "one of the forty
best pictures of 1923."
It was released Au-

box-office test are reviewed in this de-

gust

partment.

_The production was directed by Lorimer
Johnson and the able cast is headed by Josef Swickard and Fritzi Ridgeway.
Anybody who has read "The Cricket on
the Hearth" will want to see this picturization of it.
Because justice is done to it. You
know best whether the people that come to
your theatre are the kind that read Dickens.
If they are book the picture.
It will please
them and they'll talk about it.
Naturally the story itself and the name of
the author will be the greatest drawing card
and the basis of most of your exploitation.
Book stores. Tie it up with their windows.
Get them to run a special sale on Dickens.
Schools. Get an announcement tacked up on
the bulletin board of every school in town.

The

11,

1923.

A

Exhibitors can interest school pupils in this
attraction by having them prepare little essays on Bluebeard, for the best of which

children will get their parents to bring

Teachers will recommend it.
a special advance showing inviting
teachers, educators and others who might be
them.

Run

interested.

Tie-up with literary clubs, culture circles,
reading circles. Invite them en masse. Have
them schedule- a Dickens evening.

SYLVIA BREAMER
Pretty
rise

to

Sylvia

is

a

First

National

fame has been nothing short

actress whose
spectacular.

of

Her winsome, pleasing personality is practically certain to make a strong appeal to any type of audience and makes her a box office winner,

Push the artistic idea. The picture is a
And with the proper
great artistic success.
handling you can turn it into a great box
Everybody won't
office success for yourself.
want to come to see it. But there are enough
people in every town to make It pay you well.
Lovers of Dickens are to be found everyYour house will gain prestige by
where.
running a picture of this caliber.

BLANCHE SWEET
Blanche

appearing as "Delores" "In the Palace
the King."
Screen fans and members of the
trade are still talking about the success she scored
is

of
in

best

"Anna
for

Christie," a picture listed among the
Blanche can generally be relied
1923.
.

upon

to

fill

a house.
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see the picture may be
teaser advertising print the following on small cards and scatter them around
"H ive you seen Bluebeard's 8th
your town
wife? Do you know her when you see her?
If not, see Gloria Swanson in 'Blubeard's

admissions to

free

For

offered.

:

Theatre next
one; "Miss:ng--A substantial reward will be paid for information regarding the whereabouts of my 8th wife.
Please communicate with the management of
or before the showtheatr-:;,
the
ing of Gloria Swanson's new Paramount picture, 'Bluebeard's 8th Wife'— Signed Bluebeard."
8th Wife' at the

Try

"

this

old identification stunt always is new
according to the manner in which it is used.
Have a young woman of pleasing dress and

personality parade the principal streets. Arrange with your newspapers to a.inounce that
"Bluebeard's 8th Wife" will be in
next
and to the lirst
persons identifying her a free ticket will be
given for the Paramount picture, "Bluebeard's
8th Wife," starring G.oiia Swanson which
comes to the
Theatre next
This is bound to attract attention, and the
time to work the stunt will be a couple of
days before your opening showing of the
,

*

-1:

A

BRIEF:

with

rfii

J

c!»
He storm

Released by Universal

who worfihips from afar
beautiful younp girl, is ultimately the means of
saving- her life. She is being attacked by gangsters
when he enters, but his crippled body is no match
for their healthy ones and he is being overpowered
when the California earthquake breaks, destroying the
gang and leaving these two to find happiness together.

Virginia

CHIMES THEATRE,

"Remarkable business

NEW

Valli,

entire week."
St.

Louis, Mo.

Directed by Reginald Barker

Foolish Wives
Cat.

Okla. City, Ok'.a.

Universal Super Jewel

"Went
"Good

The

With Honor

Tn^Au

star

over very big."
REX THEATRE, Wahoo,
business."
LIBERTY THEATRE, Kansas
Directed by Harry Pollard

Neb.

Mo.

City,

with an All Star Cast

Flirt
a gem."

"It's

McUONALD THEATRE,

"Had

Philipsburg,

HALL THEATRE,

A

Mont.

them away."

to turn

N. Y., America. Denver, Colo. Rivoli,
Walnut, I..ouisville, Ky. Grand,
Terre Haute. I'"d.
Kinema, Los Angeles,
Calif.:
Pnli's.
Bridgeport. Conn.: Capitol,
Atlantic City, N. J.: Stra'id, Washington, D.
Alhamb'-a. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bine Mouse,
C.
falo,

;

Toledo, O.

picture."

CRITERION THEATRE,

Trifling

"The Shock" has : eceived to date 4,102
bookings.
The Saenger Amusement Company, 19 theatres and Famous Players, Tolonto. Canada, 8 theatres booked the picture
over their circuits.
The following are among the other large
bookings that thi picture received
Loew's
State, Boston, Mass.: Lafayette Sauare. Buf;

box-office record."
LIBERTY THEATRE, Long Beach,

"Smashed every

"A stupendous

Mo.

Eversonville,

Hobart Henley Production

The Abysmal Brute
REGINALD DENNY

"The picture is a corker."
TOWN HALL THEATRE, Chester,

Vermont

"Magnetic attraction."
MERRILL THEATRE, Milwaukee,
Directed by Hobart Henley

The Shock
"A mighty good

Starring

Wis.

:

:

Hunting

Bi'^

Game

Newark, Ohio

splendid picture."
ELECTRIC THEATRE, Atwood, Kansas

Advertised

in

the Saturday

Evening Post

UNIVERSAL JEWELS
Presented

by

CARL LAEMMLE

Strang',

Snrinprfield,

111.

:

_

with the other materials.

Tie-un with your automobile accessory
stores for exploitation on shock absorbers.
Every store is an agency for a cerThey will
tain brand shock absorber.
co-operate 100 per cent for prestige against
opposition.
A stream banner across the

window

display might read:

"Everybody

shock absorbers to see Lon
Chaney in 'The Shock.' Get yours here
and prepare for the moft thrilling situaneed

in

the historv of the screen."
or
your electrical
rent
from,
house several hundred feet of inwire.
String this along the main
for about three blocks on either
your theatre, on store fronts, so as

Borrow
supply

Pa.

in Africa

"Record breaking business."
AUDITORIUM THEATRE,

"A

Ind.

:

and Granada. San Francisco. Calif.
"The Shock" hrs more exploitation possibilities than most films and bv the clever use
of a couple of them any exhibitor can clean
UP bie on the show.
A good tie-up is offered with electric supply store wirdows in town. Place some stills
and a banner in the usual display of e'ec"No
trical accessories, the banner to read
fear of a shock if von buv our supplies. See
Plant
'The Shock.' Blank Theatre. Now."
a character portrait of Lon Chaney in the

tion

feature."

PARAMOUNT THEATRE, Star City,
"Very good business."
BELMONT THEATRE, Philadelphia,

Wash.

Tacoma.

will

Lon Chaney

:

;

:

w"-r!'^w

starring

in

skies.

Cedarsburg, Wis.

RIVOLI THEATRE,

one cf his favorite roles
the role that film fans all over the
country have come to look for from him
that of a cripple. Lon Clianey's name has become an even more powerful box office magnet as a result of his magnificent performance
in "The Hunchback of Notre Dame," mentioned on all lists as one of the best ten pictures of last year.
Exploit his name to the

—

House Peters
"Greatest business in ten years."

true love

sulated

streets
of
All wires mi;5t lead to your
to connect.
theatre.
Have placards made up to be
hung on the insulated wire, with the wording "Follow this wire for 'The Shock' at
This will get some atthe other end."
tention, and your titlt- will be sold at no
expense at all.
not run an essay contest on "The
side

and happiness.

to
to

BOUT

A

a year ago this powerful drama
was released by Selznick and since then

has more than justified the great effort,
time and the enormous expense that

went

poor cripple

T ON CHANEY

Office Blues

sm^ to guide her, Laura Welland is enabled
work out her difficult problem and find the way

of

the

'The Shock'
Underworld Life

A

story of modern sin is told and woven
the story of the Queen of Sin of ancient times
known
story of Sodom and Gomorrah.
w1.
-L^
With
these
two powerful examples of "thi wages
IS

It

*

a

The Box

BR.IEF:

m

picture.

The

Cures For

'The Queen of Sin'
Modern and Ancient Sin Released by Selsnick

—

Why

Greatest Shock I Ever Got" tying this up
stunt like
with a live newspaper in town.
that almost always attracts lots of attention.

A

into the making of it.
Film audiences were enthralled by this picture wherever it was shown and since the theme i.s
universal and eternal it will doubtless be a
safe box office picture for some time to

come.

"The Queen of Sin" contains everything
necessary to hold the tense interest of audiences. There are massive sets, thousand,?
of

people, a thrilling story, floods, fires,
destruction of cities, wicked queens and
many other angles, all of which can be
used to great advantage in advertising
and exploiting this picture.

The burning

of

Sodom and Gomorrah

of course a well known bible story
and^ everyone knows the story of how
Lot's wife was turned to salt when she
yielded to temptation and turned to look
back on the city of sin. Bible and Sunday school classes will doubtless welcome
the opportunity to tie up with a powerful
moral picture like this.
is

If you are clever enough you can get
the ministers to use the theme of Sodom
and Gomorrah as the theme of their Sunday sermons just prior or during the run
of your picture.
Many ministers in New
York have been referring to current stage
plays in their sermons and even discussing
the themes of these plays and advising
the members of their congregations to go
to see certain plays.

"Is the world becoming worse or better?
sin increased or decreased since the
time of Lot's wife?" These are subjects
that any live editor will welcome as the
basis of an "argument" in the columns of
his paper.

Has

Several facts that will be of great interto the public can be used by you in
your publicity and advertising work and
in
teaser
campaigns. Eighty thousand
people were employed in making this proest

duction.

Two years were spent in research and
two expert archaeological and biblical students verified every incident before any
scene was completed. The Temple of Astarte, which was five hundred feet high
and equally wide and long, was wrecked
by a hurricane after the film was started,
and had to be rebuilt.
This delayed
the production six weeks and necessitated
an additional outlay of
sand dollars.
Eight hundred of the
cially erected medieval
molished in the Sodom

eighty-seven thou-

one thousand spebuildings were deepisode and ninety
aircraft were engaged in the destruction
scenes.
The structures in one of the episodes were copied from wood cuts of the
Two hundred thousand
era of 2000 B.C.
costumes, thirteen thousand wigs, thirtyeight thousand pairs of shoes, or sandals,
seven hundred rugs of antique weave and
five hundred pairs of curtains were assernbled. manufactured or rented for the production.
Seven thousand beasts of various types were, also, used.
These facts can be played up big in all
advertising and exploitation matter by the
live

exhibitor.

!

February
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'His Wife's
Mystery Melodrama

Husband'

Distributed by Selznick

BRIEF: Olympia Brewster college bred girl becomes a waitress in a mediocre hotel, then marries
a man she does not love in order to escape this
drudgery.
Immediately afr^r the ceremony she realizes his true character and leaves him, fleeing the
hotel just as a shot is fired downstairs.
Through
window she sees her husband prostrate and bea.
lieves him killed.
Later she reads his death notice.
Not long thereafter Olympia's uncle dies, leaving
her a small fortune.
She marries a prosperous
young attorney who becomes mayor, and later candidate for governor.
He hires a secretary whom he
takes into his home during a political crisis.
The
secretary gives the name of Steele, though he bears
a sterling resemblancte to the wastrel Olympia had
married.
Steele disarms her suspicions, but after
arranging the betrayal of the mayor to his political
opponents, Steele brazenly informs his employer that

he is his wiffc's husband and will have to be so
acknowledged, or the mayor must renounce his candidacy for governor.
An aged lady who has become Olympia's guest through a peculiar circumstance places in Olympia's hands the instrument
whereby she is able to thwart Steele's purposes, a
certficate of marriage between Steele and a servant
now Olympia's housekeeper.

an adaptation for the screen of Anna Katharine
Green's novel, "The Mayor's Wife," and stars
Betty Blythe, a star who has been hailed as
such by exhibitors and by the extraordinary
press notices the critics have given her in
every picture in which she has appeared. Miss
Blythe's performance in "His Wife's Husband" is' thoroughly convincing.
Huntley
a

splendid

type

is

for

the role of
Henry Packard, the mayor, and carries his
role very well.
Arthur Carewe, whose sensational triumph as Svengali in "Trilby" is
fiesh in everyone's mind, is Steele.
George
Fawcett gives another of his inimitable characterizations
as
a political boss.
Grace
Goodall, Blanche Davenport and Rita Maurice
are others in the cast whose portrayals deis

serve praise.

element is developed:
And
and this is another angle of appeal.
Miss Blythe's beautiful array of gowns atinteresting

tract

Selected List of Pict,ures That

Have Stood the Box Office Test
and Proved Themselves to Be
Box Office Winners

love

"The Little Minister" Romantic Picture.
Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE James Barrie's story is known wherever books are read
and this is a fine picture of it.
Reviewed
"Burning Sands" Sheik Story.
January 5. BECAUSE the public hasn't got
enough of sheik pictures yet and are ready
to eat a few more of them alive.
"Blood and Sand" Spanish Love. Reviewed
January 5. BECAUSE Rodolph Valentino,
Lila Lee and Nita Naldi are in it and the
story is by Ibanez.

—

—

Paramount
"My American Wife" — Released
11,

ary
in

February

Sport Romance. Reviewed FebruBECAUSE Gloria Swanson appears

1923.
9.
it

in

role

a

that

will

thrill

and satisfy

her most ardent admirers.
"Is

—

Matrimony a Failure" Released April
Farce Comedy. Reviewed February

30, 1922.

BECAUSE

2.

picture

it

sends

that

First

Run, Second

a catchy light-hearted
audiences away pleased

is

and happy.
"Kick In" Released January 1, 1923. Underworld Drama.
Reviewed February 2.
BECAUSE it is a powerful drama with three
powerful box office names
Betty Compson,
Bert Lytell and May McAvoy.
"The White Flower" Released March 4,
1923.
Tropical Love. Reviewed February 2.
BECAUSE Betty Compson is in it and the
story laid in the South Seas, is a seductive
and artistic one.
"The Impossible Mrs. Bellow" Social
Drama. Reviewed January 26. BECAUSE
it
is a powerful, popular story and Gloria
:

or Third Run,

D.

W.

Griffith's

—

—

Swanson

in

is

it.

—

"Prodigal
Daughters" Flapper
Picture.
Reviewed January 19. BECAUSE the subject
has aroused so much interest throughout the
country and Gloria Swanson is the star.

"The Cheat"

Here indeed is an audience picture. The
story offers a mystery, pathos, and numerous
complications in unraveling a plot that hinges
on bigamy. The director has seen to it that
every possible opportunity of presenting evidence to the spectator has been taken care
of and thereby brings about quite a logical
solution to the spectator. The story is keenly
interesting and contains many moments of
It builds up a fine climax and
suspense.
should prove its worth anywhere as a first
rate attraction.
There are numerous angles
of appeal. Through the story runs a hidden
The
mystery which is steadily intensified.
metropolitan critics almost to a man, compared this screen production to the two exceptional stage mystery plays current at the
time of its release, "The Bat," and "The
Cat and the Canary."

An

A

—

—

TTIS WIFE'S HUSBAND"

Gordon

is full of romance and fascination and the
tang of adventure and the sea.

THE BOX OFFICE
HALL OF FAME

ary

— Love

BECAUSE

19.

"WAY

DOWN
EAST

Drama. Reviewed JanuPola Negri

is

the star

and the story is a fine human interest one.
Reviewed
"Experience" Symbolic Play.
ary 19. BECAUSE Pola Negri is the star
lesson and is good clean drama.
Re"The Exciters" Dramatic Thriller.
viewed January 19. BECAUSE Bebe Daniels and Antonio Moreno are in the cast and
the story is a timely one concerning the flap-

—

Always

—

Pleases Patrons,

per problem.

"Grumpy"
January

— Gardenia

Mystery.
Reviewed
BECAUSE it has a cast of ex-

19.

ceptional

box

Roberts,

May

—

"Racing Hearts" Auto Picture. Reviewed
January 12. BECAUSE it is a speed picture of the type that goes over big with audiences everywhere.

the

Builds Business

power including Theodore
McAvoy and Conrad Nagel

office

and a story that holds interest throughout.

"On

Gets the Money,

High Seas"

viewed January

12.

— Sea

Thriller.

BECAUSE

tlie

Re-

A Genuine
Tried and Proved
Box-Office Picture

story

notice.

Effective

have

been

lighting

smooth

and well balanced interior sets
The
to good advantage.

used

splendid.
Continuity of the story
direction O. K.

is
;

"His Wife's Husband" was presented for
weeks at Cameo Theatre, Broadway.
It was booked on sight by Tom Moore's Rialto, Washington, D. C.
the entire S. A.
Lynch Circuit in Texas, Oklahoma and Arseveral

WHEN YOUR
FEATURE

FAILS,

WHAT THEN?

UNITED ARTISTS
CORPORATION
Mary Pickf ord,
Charles Chaplin,

;

kansas

Douglas Fairbanks,

New

entire Keith-C. B. C. Circuit,
York; The Aldire, Philadelphia; Capitol, San
State, DenFrancisco
Capitol, Louisville
;

;

ver

;

and numerous other big

D.

first

run thea-

We

recommend the picture without reservawas reviewed in Exhibitors Trade
Review May 20th, 1922.
It

Griffith,

Hiram Abrams,

tres.

tion.

W.

:

President.
THE

si'k:e

ox

1

iir

prooRAvf
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—

Universal
"The

—Booked 6,665 times.

Love and
Reviewed February 9. BEBooth Tarkington wrote the book

Flirt"

Society Picture.

CAUSE

and the exploitation

"The Storm"' Booked 8,473 times. Triangle Melodrama. Reviewed February 2. BEit is one of the outstanding box office
successes of all time and has broken booking records.

CAUSE

possibilities are unusual.

—

"Hunting Big Game in Africa" Booked
Reviewed
times.
Adventure Film.
February 9.
BECAUSE there are enough
exploitation angles to make it a winner anywhere and it is an entirely unusual picture.
4.621

—

A\"ives"
Booked
5,800
"Foolish
Foreign Intrigue and Love. Reviewed February 2. BECAUSE Erich Von Stroheim produced and took the leading part in it and it
handles a problem of universal interest.

times.

"Bavu"— Released May

7,

times.
Foreign
January 26.
BECAUSE there is a vogue
for Russian entertainment in this country and
the story

a fascinating one.

is

With Honor"

"Trifling

—Released

June

4,

Booked 4.241 times.
Baseball RoReviewed January 26. BECAUSE

1923.

mance.

"The Kingdom
Reviewed January

baseball fans throughout the country will eat
sure money-maker.
it up and it's a

\Mthin"

— Love

BECAUSE

5.

Miracle.
is based

it

on an inspiring love theme and is filled with
an idealism that will appeal to audiences.

Booked
Reviewed

1923.
Intrigue.

3,928

a happy ending that leaves a good taste in
the moutJis of audiences.

Preferred
"Thorns and Orange Blossoms"

—Love Tri-

BECAUSE

angle.
Reviewed January 12.
the genius of Gasnier and Bertha
combined to make it a great picture.

M. Clay

—

"Rich Alen's Wives" Society Drama. Reviewed January 5. BECAUSE House Peters
and Claire Windsor are in it and the story
is one of timely and universal interest.

—

"A Chapter in Her Life" Released September 17, 1923. Booked 2.410 times. Child
Reviewed January-

hove.
stor\-

home

of every
been

all

six

TURES— and

"The Shock"

six!

PYRAMID

each one

is

a

January

PIC-

PROV-

is

Reviewed

NUMBER

and the story

You

can't

"Drifting"

help

—Opium

Drama.

Reviewed Jan-

Priscilla

Dean

BECAUSE

uary

12.

cast

and underworld dri^mas are

all

the
the go.

is in

Phone—Stagg 6039

EM AX U EL

making a

If you're a daily

hibitor, tise

them

hit with
change ex-

succession in

all in

ONE WEEK.
Do

"What Fools Men Are"
Revnewed February
powerful box office
verv timely one.
"The Chicken

WEEK OF PROVEN PYRAMID

his fans like best.

ONE

PICTURES, and make

Reviewed

Owen Moore

viewed January

You'll hit on

ence

all

in

are

home

T^eviewed

Name Only"
"What Fools Men Are"
"Wife

role

Comedy.

Re-

Dear Sirs

BECAUSE

it

is

another

nicture that will send the audiwhistling and contented.

"The Heart of Wetona"

in

January

Drama.

Talmadge who stars in it is enough to fill
any house and besides that Thomas Meighan
is

in

the cast.

"Love

it

"When The Desert

and

—

Awful Thing" Marria?? DifReviewed Jaruarv 19. BECAUSE

Is an

ficulties.

audiences

cry with

Owen Moore

"Reported

laughter when thev see
appears at his best in it.

Missin?"

Reviewed January

Calls"

—Indian

BECAUSE Norma

19.

—Comedv

Melodrama.

BECAL^SE

12.

the story
ex-

a remarkablv nowerful one and the
ploitation possibilities are unlimited.
is

"Queen of The
Moulin Rouge"

"A Woman

No

of

Imoortance"

"His Wife's Husband

"My Old Kentucky
Home"
They're distributed by

SELZNICK
DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION

We are enclosing the bul you sent
us for a renewaf of subscription.
that
the
inforvied
Please
be
Hooper Theatre is no longer in existence as we purchased their lease
and have formed a nezv corporation,
operating wider the name of EmanPlease enter our subuel Theatre.
scription for one year beginning
zcith the

next

consider your magazine invaluable and are pleased to be on
the subscription list.
Wishing you continued success.

Yours

truly,

Zinbern Pictures Corporation,
(Signed)

BEReviewed Januarj' 5.
CAUSE Oscar Wilde's plav is knowTi
throughout the world as one of the cleverest

issue.

We

—Flouted

JOE BERXSTEIN,
President.

Conventions.

ever written.
>5

October 25, 1923.

of

kind

the

—Romantic

26.

Operated by

ZLXBERX PICTURES CORP.
Exhibitors Trade Rei'iezv, Inc.,
Knic:kerbocker Bldg.,
New York, N. Y.

Owen Moore

six!

Here they

has a
is a

—

appears

"The Poor Simn"

your patrons

applaud your showmanship.

it

and the story

cast

THE.4TRE,

370 South fourtlt Street,
Brooklyn, X. V.

Comedy.

Case" Triangle ComFebruary 2.
BECAUSE

edy.

!

—Pyramid

BECAUSE

9.

in the

Raise a regular hullabalSOLID
loo in your town with
that

SIX

powerfully dramatic.

Selznick
each.

That

Can't Be Bought

Lon Chaney and

A^irginia Valli are in the cast

EN PICTURE.
Each is a real box-office attraction,
made by showmen for showmen.

—Underworld Life.

BECAUSE

12.

Letters

loving audience.

—

You'll hit on
are

the

"Merry-Go-Round" War Romance.
Reviewed Januan,- 19.
BECAUSE it is cons'dered one of the best pictures of 1923 and
has a wonderful box ofRce record.

seen

bloomer.

Here

BECAUSE

26.

one that goes straight to the hearts

is

"Pawned"

—Gamblers

Story.
Reviewed
January 5.
the exnloitation nossibilities offered to the enterprising exhibitor
are erough to insure a great box office success and the story is good.

BECAUSE

—

done into a picture.
Critical

viewed January

Age"

—Love

Drama.

BECAUSE

Re-

an interesting story that never lags a minute with
5.

Thus, in one word, an exhibsummarizes Exhibitors
Trade Review.
In describing it with that word
he is simply saying again what
hundreds of exhibitors have writ-

it

tell us.

we expect to
mean more and more to the box
Needless to say,

"The Light in the Clearing" Rural Life.
Reviewed January 12. BECAUSE the story
was written by Irving Bacheller and it is
one of great charm and wide appeal ex"The

!"

itor

ten in to

Hodkinson

cellently

"Invaluable

is

offices of our subscribers as time
goes on.
The record we are creating will

stand.

—
February

16,
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"THE FILM WAS IN
GOOD CONDITION"
Tried and proved pictures are a fine buy.

The film

One

is in

GOOD CONDITION.

most perplexing problems of the SubRun Exhibitor is Film Condition.
of the

Distributing Corporation has
"tried and proved" productions.

Selzniek

What

THE

many

more important
FILM IS IN GOOD CONDITION.
is

M. J. Walsh, Manager of our Film Department,
sists— "Our Film is in FINE CONDITION."
It

makes a

in-

lot of difference.

Better get in touch with our nearest exchange and
book one series of

Certified Box-Office

Wows

Page 44
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advance publicity campaign carried on
THE
by Vitagraph for "Let Not Man Put
Asunder," has been augmented by a teaser
advertising campaign in the key cities of the
country.
Slugs with only the title of the
picture are being used in the amusement advertising pages of the newspapers. The Vitagraph stand at 50th Street and Broadway
carried this title line for weeks, the lettering
One
in v/hite against a purple background.
of the unique advertising displays of this
campaign has been the use of the slug in
purple in the text section of papers.

The

press publicity which was used by
newspapers not only in the amusement columns but displayed prominently as features
in the Sunday magazine sections has amounted

almost one thousand newspaper columns.
stories signed by Pauline Frederick, giving advice to young girls who contemplate
going into pictures, and Lou Tellegen on
love and marriage, were used by more than
three hundred and fifty newspapers.
The rotogravure sections throughout the
country printed liberally scenes from "Let
Not Man Put Asunder," and the return to

WIT

ADVERTISING
AIDS

a story of

month of February offers three days
THE
on which exhibitors may rightfully depart
their regular stock ads and the adverlayouts offered in the various press

from
tising

books.

and Washington's birthdays and
Day, are three occasions which
the exhibitor may work into his ads to good
All three of these days offer
advantage.
him an opportunity to tie-up with banks,
Lincoln's

St. Valentine's

confectioners,

apparel

stores,

has

its

place in motion picture ad-

From far off Australia comes
how Messrs. Edwards Brothers,

vertising.

to

florists,

Two

Tie-up with banks on Lincoln's birthday, as
he was known for being thrifty with florists
and confectioners on Valentines' day, while
you can capitalize on the truthfulness of the
Father of our Country on Washington's birthday.
You should have no trouble in arranging a double page spread with live merchants
in your leading paper.
You might tie-up with

exhibitors at Cardiff, New South Wales, resorted to a neat and witty method in advertising the feature, "The Good Provider" in
the vicinity of their theatre.

A

water tank nearby offered the oppprtunity for the catchline copy.
Across this
tank, in bold painted letters, were the words,
"The Good Provider." The joke was quickly
seen by the locals who know no better provider
than the water tank (when it's full) at this
time of the year.
The stunt caused no end
of comment, and no doubt was in a large
measure responsible for the success these
wide-wake exhibitors secured with the picture.

etc.

*

*

*

;

A

THOROUGHLY

useful press book on
"Roulette," the picturization of William

Mac

Harg's popular story, which was published in Hearst's International Magazine, is
now ready for distribution, according to L. F.
Guimond, the Director of Advertising and
/////

^o" to

When
.

•

>n''

.

£ot iMan ^ut as^unber

*'%tt

:

il'c is

W faW

.nB" hv
,

e (l,^ v«j- Xiv.r y«ild lo her once, and .be will
'dd agflid Rive h"- «n "ich and she wiii laJic aa
obeyed, (Iwre
r-uM. tlifcrc i« order; wlieti
Wc ii'->oi. *ot(-h«ift«l men, w.tJ> our rAf,>-g''U>B
'

n"'>"ii- nf

"f >l"nk>"e slit ni>iil

i

hivairv. Iiave atloplcd the foolinh
thr reint and wieU (be whip.

bf.lti

"Let Not

Film Acting
N,,l All

///////^//// ///'///

Man

'

Put

Amndur"

Retold

rlramr

Lou Teltegen Writes

Teils

Special Article on Art

How

First Special

Production

'

the screen of Miss Frederick and Mr. Tellegen was prominently displayed in the photo-

Was Made

Publicity for the Selznick Distributing Corporation.
Besides advertising and press material the
book contains many practical exploitation ideas
and suggests to the showman various ways of
making the most of the screen notables in the
"Roulette" cast, which contains such famous
names as Edith Roberts. Norman Trevor,
Maurice Costello, Mary Carr, Walter Booth,
Montagu Love, Henry Hull, Dagmar Godowsky, Diana Allen, Effie Shannon, Flora

graphic sections.

The campaign book for this picture is one
of the best exhibitors aids that has been
published.
It is printed in purple and black
on coated paper and is a full eight column
newspaper size of 16 pages.
It contains a
large variety of especially drawn advertising
illustrations, (scene cuts and stars cuts) which
are available to theatre owners. An exploitation plan is given in detail.

Finch and Jack Raymond.

LOU TELLEGEN AND PAULINE FREDERICK
Two

A

COMPENDIUM

bright

of the seat-selling ex-

embodied in "The
Hoosier Schoolmaster" press book now in
preparation by the Hodkinson Corporation inploitation ideas to be

that exhibitors will be supplied with
an unusual wealth of material to publicize

dicates

their presentations

Heading the

list

of this picture.

of stunts

is

a

"Spelling

Bee" inspired by an episode in the picture,
in which it is proposed to divide audiences into opposing sides and conduct a Spelling Bee
as in a school room.
A "Wrestling Tournam.ent," also inspired
by an incident in the production is suggested
in detail with prizes including autographed
former
of
Nat
Pendleton
photographs
Olympic wrestling champion who plays the

Bud Means in the picture.
man propelled float representing
copy of Edward Eggleston's book is a

part of

A

a giant
novelty
suggested in connection with bookstore tieups and school essay contests, and another
novel stunt in the big list of ideas, is a misspelled word contest to be conducted by the

signed stories, by the above stars, offer a
opportunity for the exhibitor playing "Let

Not Man Put Asunder" to effect free newspaper
publicity.
The stars are nationally known and thus
offer good
"copy" to any discerning editor.
the grade schools on some sort of an essay
contest for Washington's and Lincoln's birthday.
*
*
*

ISN'T

it

strange?

THAT A MAN WHO THINKS
HE IS A BUSINESS MAN

substitute.

Light an advertised cigar.

Go

to his place of business

and

TURN DOWN ADVERTISING
ON THE GROUND
THAT ADVERTISING DOESN'T

PAY.

newspapers.

A number of unusually practical tie-ups
with merchants are suggested, together with
teaser campaigns and logical ideas for securing the support of societies, and the public
All told there are over twenty exschools.
ploitation stunts all carefully planned to promote the

maximum

of interest in the picture.

features in the new
Warner Brothers on

their forthcoming release, "George Washington, Jr.," is the tie-up with eight national

advertisers of products having wide consumpThese include Ingersoll pencils. Tulip
tion.
Squeeze Cups, Ked's, Hohner Harmonicas,
Van Houten's Coffee, Kellogg's Tasteless

Castor Oil, Neutrodyne
Westinghouse Motors.

Will get up in the morning
From an advertised mattress.
Shave with an advertised razor,
And put on advertised underwear.
Advertised hose, shirt, collar, tie and shoes.
Seat himself at the table and
Eat advertised breakfast food.

Drink advertised coffee or
Put on an advertised hat.

of the excellent
ONE
press sheet issued by

Radio

N

advertisement

is primarily an introduc
It
and, secondarily, a salesman.
makes the public know your goods and regard
them as a friend.
To stop advertising is to stop greeting old
friends and to stop making new ones.

tion,

-

and

The tie-up is complete in every respect, the
manufacturers of the above mentioned products having distributed cut-out cards featuring
Wesley Barry, direct to dealers in
the star.
the towns where the picture is shown.
The usual wide assortment of production
and ad cuts, lithographs and oil paintings are
The newsfeatured in this press sheet.
paper stories are fresh and snappy, and the
ideas incorporated in the eight pages will be
welcomed by

exhibitors.

INDIRECT

suggestion

is

of the great value

an exhibitor. Your patrons would reany direct command in your ads telling
them to go and see what a certain star is wearing, yet your lady patrons will be influenced
bv the statement, that so-and-so's gowns were
designed by such-and-such a Paris or New
York modiste, and many will go simply to see
to
sent

A

Sets,

just

what the

star

is

wearing.

1

.

:

February

16,
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
You

In This Department Is Delivered to

Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.

in

Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
Names. In the Outer Columns Are the Highlight Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

Charms

'Scaramouche'

Throughout Country

INGRAM, youthful direcREX
tor but a genius, has scored
another veritable triumph in 'Scaramouche,' his visualization of Sanovel,"

so

says

the

No
peal

Romantic, Magnificent Film
With Dramatic Surge

bitini's

cratic pictorial opera of the season."
He concludes his review:

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

critic

on the San Francisco Call & Post.
And that sentiment is echoed by
every other newspaper critic. The
reviewer for the New York Herald

OCTOBER
Distributor Length
Star
Times Have Changed ...William Russell .Fox
5,000
To the Last Man
All Star
Paramount ..6,000
Untameable
All Star
Sunset
5,000

Feature

Way

Transgressor

of

All

Star

Woman
Woman

Thos. Meighan
Purviance

Proof
of Paris

Zaza

Gloria

Reviewed
Oct. 27
Sept. 8
Sept. 15
Sept. 29

Universal ...5,000

What Love Will Do ...Kenneth McDonaldlndependent 5,000
Where Is West
Hoxie
Universal ...5,000
Lloyd
Why Worry
Pathe
6,000
Wild Party. The
Gladys Walton ...Universal
5,000
..Paramount ..7,687
United Art .7,500

Sept 22
Sept. 15

Nov.

10
Oct. 13
Sept. 29

Swanson ..Paramount ..7,076

NOVEMBER

stricken,

tragedy

Personally, I liked the movie more
It imthan the novel or the play.
pressed me as the most convincing, the
swifte&t and certainly the most consistently entertaining.

The New York Times' reviewer
says of

it:

An

engrossing and charming film
Although the production has not the
pathos of "The Orphans of the Storm,"
it is a stronger and more plausible nar.

.

.

rative.

Pearl Rail on the Los Angeles
Express thinks, "Mr. Ingram's version of the Sabitini novel does not
in any way disappoint.
For in it
he has combined the sweep and
thrill of that great epoch
the
world's history, and at the same
time emphasized a
delightfully
romance."
idealistic
While the

m

Los Angeles Times' critic terms it
"A cinema of quality, the aristo-

Own Horn

Blow Your

Distributor Length

Star

Showers

April

.

Harlan-Moore
L«wns-Perdue

.AH

Bright Lights of B'way

Star
Special Cast
Special Cast

Cameo Kirby

Pref. Pic.
..6350
....b'. B. O. ..6,000
Prin. Pic... 6700
.

.

.

Fox

Reviewed
Nov. 17
Nov. 10
Nov. 17

6931

Oct.

27

Crooked Alley
....Universal ..4,900
Cyclone Jones
Williams
Asrwon
5,000
Dangerous Maid, The ..C. Tahnadge
First Nat'l .7,337

Nov. 24

Eternal Flame

Sept. 30

6,000
F. B. O. ..6,000
...First Nat'l ..8,434

Flaming Waters
Eddie H earn
Colleen Moore
Flaming Youth
Forgive and Forget... Pauline Garon ...Apollo
5877
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. .5200
Harbor LightsParamount ..8,338
His Children',? Children .AU Star
Special Cast
Metro
6,000
Human Mill, The
1st National 7,000
Huntress
C. Moore
First Nat.'l .6.000
Special Cast
Jealous Husbands
Dustin Farnum ..Fox
6,000
Kentucky Days
Vitagraph ...6,000
Special Cast
Leavenworth Case
All Star
Paramount ..7,013
Light That Failed
Marion Davies
Goldwyn
9,000
Little Old New York
Man, Woman, TTemptationSpecial Cast ....Metro .... 6,000
MiUion to Burn, A ...Herbert Rawlinson Universal .. 5,000
.

Monna Vanna

.

.

.

.

Johnny Walker

.

Cast
Pola Negri
D. Fairbanks, Jr.
Kerrigan-Nilsson
Special Cast
Special Cast

.

Woman.

Is

.

Tipped Off
Unseeing Eyes
Wanters, The

Barrymore-Owen
Cast

Special

.

1

Oct.
Dec.

27
15

Nov.

24

Dec.

15

Aug.

1

Nov.

10

Fox

Oct.

6

Vitagraph

Nov. 10
Nov. 24

.

Special

Shifting Sands

Spanish Dancer
Stephen Steps Out
Thundering Dawn

Dec.

.

.

Metro

Jack Livingston

Scars of Hate
Shattered Reputations

27
22

Nov. 24
Nov. 10
Nov. 17

8,648
..7,000
7,547
.Independent 5,000

All Star
..Special Cast
Special Cast

On Banks of Wabash
Pleasure Mad

Thy Name

Oct.
Dec.

Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn

'

Lee-Brad.

.

.

.

Nov. 10
Nov. 3

4800

Hodkinson ..6,000
Paramount ..8,434
Paarmount ..5,652

.Universal

Oct.
Dec.

7,000
6,000
Metro
P goers Pic. .4284
.Goldwryn ...8,500
First Nat'l ..6,000

the

most strongly aptheatre-goer is the

will

casual

20
8

the ending is. not the
that it might be.

one of

W. Ward Marsh on the Cleveland Plain Dealer compares the intrepretations of the different roles,
with previous productions, in favor of the actors and actresses of
this picture.
Of the leading character, Danton, he says

says
Feature

doubt what
to

charm of the love interest in "Scaramouche" and the fact that though the
way is tortuous and to an extent grief-

conclude that George Siegmann is
Danton the sceen has caught

I

the

best

far and away superior to Monte
Blue's Danton in Griffith's "Orphans of
.

.

.

the

Storm."

The Boston
ment on the

Transcript's

com-

film reads

Mr. Ingram follows the original narwith few condensations and abbieviations; towards the close of the

rative

film he injects spectacular
rioting and destruction.

flashes

of

Ralph T. Jones, reviewing the
picture
tion,

for the Atlanta
in part:

Constitu-

says,

Never since
motion picture
a picture with
supreme thrill

the earliest days of the
has the screen given us
a greater punch, a more
or a more lifelike production.
He reports that the audience
sat enthralled at the showing at the

Atlanta.

(Continued

on page

46)

..

Nov. 3
Nov. 10
.

Jan.

12

DECEMBER
Anna

All
All

Acquittal

Buy

Big Dan
Country Kid
Cupid's Fireman

Dancer

David

Day

C. Myers
Baby Peggy

of Nile

Darling of N.

Y

Barthelmess
Post
Irene Rich

.

WESLEY BARRY
Of

freckle-faced fame,

late the
latest

trying to

emu-

Father of His Country in the

Warner

Brothers'

release,

"George Washington, Jr."

.

.

Lopez
of

Men

.

F.

B. O.

.

.

Umv

.

.5787
.6,239
.6,282

.

.

.

..7,300
.4869
.8,000
.6,068
.7,500
Warner
..5,700
Metro
.7453
Gold.-Cos.
.5,500
Metro
Universal ..8,000
.6,000
Truart
.6,000
Vitagraph
7,500
Warner
F. B. O. ..6,800
Vitagraph ..7,100
.6208
Metro ...
Monogram .5,000
.6,900
Vitagraph
Preferred ...7500
.4,960
Select
.4812
Universal
.6,135
Fox
.6,900
Vitagraph
Metro ..
..6,220
First Nat. ..6,500
Universal
.4,571
Universal
.4795
Goldwyn
..7,800
...

F. B. O.
First Nat.
Prin. Pic.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

Cast

Ford-Shanno
Moore- Lake

Ninety and Nine

All Star
Special Cast
Special Cast

Our Hospit^ty

Keaton

Ponjola

Nilsson

Pure Grit

Roy Stewart
Hoxie

Red Warning

J.

Rendezvous

All Star

Dec. 8

Nov.

17

Jan. 5
Jan. 12

Dec.
-.

15

Nov. 10
Nov. 24
Dec.

15

Nov. 24
Nov. 24
Nov. 10
Dec.
Dec.

22
15

Nov. 17
Nov. 10
Dec. 29
Dec. 22
Dec. 15

.

.

.

Dec.

29

Nov.

17

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

29

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Special

15

Nov. 3
Nov. 24

.

.

Flaming Passions

Maytime
Modern Matrimony
Near Lady
Net, The

.

.

Dec.

Fox
.5 686
Warners
Paramount ..6993
..4,200
Fox

Metro

Murray
All Star

Nilsson
Half a Dollar Bill
In Palace of King .... Sweet
Viola Dana
In Search of a Thrill
Valli-Sills
Lady of Quality
R. Talmadge
r
Let s Go
Special Cast
Loyal Lives
Irene Rich
Lucretia Lombard
All Star
Mail Man
Man From Brodneys ...Special Cast
All Star
Man Life Passed By.

Masters

.

.

.

Reviewed

.7,631
.6,523
.5,769
.5,934

.

.

Extra Girl
Fashion Row
Fashionable Fakers
Fighting Blade
Gold Madness

of

.

Asso. Ex
Gold-Cos. ...6557
Selznick .. .5,663
LaMarr-Barrymore First Nat. .7,800
5,700
Asso. Ex.
Normand

Destiny

Ecernal City

Mask

Nat.
Universal
C. B. C. .

First

All Star
All Star
All Star

Copperfield
Faith

of

Defyi.i?

.

Star
Star

Jones-Nixon
Barry
Dix- Wilson
Charles Jones

Canyon

Call of

Sweet

Blanche

Christie

Barefoot

Distributor Length

Star

Feature

8
8

Jan.

Dec.

.

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

Dec.

Nov.
Dec.
Jan.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Jan.

Dec.
Jan.

COLLEEN MOORE
First National star who rose to fame
overnight.
Her work in "Flaming
Youth" placed her on the top in picture stardom.

Exhibitors Trade Review
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The

Feature

L>

Is

EADING

over the criticisms
of
reviews on
the various
this picture certainly reveals the
fact that real genius is appreCritics have no time or
ciated.
space for personal views to air
or the so called "wise crack."
"Here is one of the greatest pictures the screen has ever proIt is just as surely a
duced.
work of art as the Fifth Symphony of Beethoven is a work of
art, of the Cathedral of Notre
Dame, or the Mona Lisa. It will
never grow old. It is an inspired
creation from first to last." Such
is the opening paragraph of the

Baltimore Sun's reviewer. After
describing the action he adds:
is so beautiful that
outline seems almost a
is
so sincere, so true.
There are many details woven into the
background that keep the action vital
at all times.

The whole

thing

skeleton
this
sacrilege.
It

The reviewer
p h

for the Philadel-

Public

a

i

Ledger

says

"Henry King, the director, deserves the highest praise for the
Lilartistry of the production.
lian Gish hasn't changed much.
She is just as sweet, winsome
are reand wistful as ever."
minded by the critic on the Boston Traveler that "The story of

We

has been
made familiar as a novel and a
It has also been filmed
play.
before, but not in a way that
can compare with this new pro-

'The

White

Sister'

The
duction."
cript says of it:
As. always,
tress of the

eye

by

her

(Continued)

Current Productions

tertainment

Season's Best

All Agreed 'White Sister
Close to Perfection

Boston

Trans-

tragic acthis supreme
American films holds the

beauty,

wistful

her

frail

In genintensity, her restrained pathos.
eral the photography is exceptionally
the cast ranges from indiflferent
fine;
to good.

Goldwyn

Richard the Lion HeartedBeery
Second Hand Love
Jones
Second Youth
All Star
Six Cylinder Love
Truex
Special Cast
All Star
All Star

Slave of Desire

O. Moore
Barthelmess

Thundergate

Twenty-One

Unknown

Purple

Star
Star

All
All

Virginian

Men Love

W,-!y

Dexter-Harris
All Star

Whipping Boss
Wkite Tiger
Wife s Romance
Wild Bill Hickok

Dec.

...6,600
Asso. Auth. 8,000
Fox
6,000
Goldwyn ...6,500
Fox
7000
Goldwyn ...6,673
Fox
8,000
Fox
7,000
First Nat. ...6565
First Nat ...6560
First Nat. ..6560
Schulberg ..8,010

All Star

Temple of Venus
This Freedom

Reviewed

Distributor Length

Star

Reno

Jan.

Dean

Young
Hart

critics say:

stretch of the imagination
can at once be placed in
the list of the best productions
"The White Sister" unquestionably is
an out of the ordinary contribution to
the screen.

With no

this

picture

.

came in
praise from
It

newspaper

.

.

for unusually high

San Francisco
Such phases as
futile things with

the

critics.

"Words

are
which to describe the charm of
"As
this tragic romance."
fine a portrayal as ever graced
a silver sheet" are used. "It stamps

Henry King as the greatest director in all moviedom, it will make

Grand Asher

Nov. 17

Monogram

Dec. 22
Dec.
1
Nov. 17
Dec.
8

Reviewed

..7000

.

1st Nat'l

.

5
Jan.
-Feb. 2
Jan. 5
Jan. 19
Jan. 5
Jan. 26
Dec.
8
Feb. 2
12
Jan.
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 19
Jan. 19
Jan. 26
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 5
Feb. 2
Jan. 5
Jan. 25
Jan. 1?
Jan. 26
Jan. 19
Feb. 2
Dec. 29

..5,174
.7,000

.

Paramount

First Nat. -.6600
First Nat.
.6000

Griffith

C.

Mine

of

Anderson

.

Tom Moore

Big Brother
Black Oxen

Boy

Distributor Length

Star

Glass-Cooper
Special Cast

After the Ball
Age of Desire

Alexander
Special Cast

Breaking Into Society
F. B. O.
.4,112
All Star
Selznick .. ..6000
Broadway Broke
Johnny Hines ...Warner .. .6,500
Conductor 1492
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
Richard TalmadgeGoldstone ..5,000
Danger Ahead
Special
Love
Cast
Paramount .6,457
Don't Call It
Bouton-Gilbert ..Fox
Exiles
6,100
.

.

,

Bessie Love ....Fox
5,731
Good Men and Bad ....Marin Sais ....Selznick ....3,926
Jane Grey
Fox
Governor's Lady
7,669
All-star
Cosmopol. .10,000
Great White Way
Glenn Hunter
Hodkinson ..5,800
Grit
Viola Dana
Metro
Heart Bandit
5,000
First Nat. ..6,723
Her Temporary HusbandAU Star
Bebe Daniels ....Paramount .5,741
Heritage of the Desert

Gentle Julia

.

.

His Mystery Girl

Judgment

of

Rawlinson
Universal
Gladys Hulette..Fox
H. Gibson
Universal

..

Gloria Swanson
Special Cast
John Gilbert
All Star

Storm

Broadway
Lady of Monsoreau
Let Not Man Put

Just Off

.

.

..

Hoodman Bhnd
Hook and Ladder
Humming Bird

.

..
.

..4,487
5,434

...6000

.Paramount ..7,490
B.

F.

O.

..6,329
5,544
5,500

..Fox
Klein

Tellegen-Fred'ck. .Vitagraph
.8,000
All Star
F. B. O.
.4750
Doris Kenyon
Vitagraph
.5,800
Brent-Blue
Asso. Auth. 6,526
F. B.
Lullaby
Jane Novak
6,951
Marriage Market ...
All Star
C. B. C
6297
Hoxie
Universal
Man from Wyoming.
...4,719
J.
Washburn
Grand-Asher 5317
Mine to Keep
Special Cast
Selznick ....5,194
Monkey's Paw
Special Cast
Name the Man
Gold-Cos. ...7,771
Bellamy-Moore ..Asso. Auth. .6,181
No More Women
Not a Drum Was Heard Charles Jones ...Fox
4,823
All Star
Old Fool
Hodkinson .6,147
Washburn
Other Men's Daughters
Gr.-Asher
5,936
Phantom Justice
Sn'cial Cast
F. B. O.
.6,238
Dinky Dean
Prince of a King
Selznick
.6,000
Printer's Devil
Wesley Barry ...Warner
.5,000
Satin Girl
All Star
Grand-Asher 5591

Asunder
Love Pirate
Love Bandit
Loving Lies

.

.

Dec.
Jan. 12
Jan.
Jan.
Jan-

.

Feb.
Dec.
JanJan.

Feb.
Feb.

.

.

.

.

Shadow

King
Song of Love
South Sea Love

Jan.

.

.

.

"Beauty, reverence, the swirl of
wild passion, the power of purity,
a man's sacrifice for his fellows
these are some of the impressions

away from looking at
"The White Sister," writes George
C. Warren of the San Francisco

brought

Chronicle.
Gladys Hall, writing
for the Buffalo News, gives high
praise to Ronald Colman, terming
him lier favorite motion picture ac-

Madge Kennedy
Hoot Gibson
.

Colleen Moore
Ulrich
Special Cast
All Star

the Ladies

Water Tower ..AH star
What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont
When Odds are Even.
Russell

.

of

Whispered Name ...
Wife in Name Only

Woman

Can't Get

.

.

.

.

.

..

Away.

the beauty of the prosecond is the act.ng of
Gish in the title role.
As "The
White Sister," the girl who, through
the vicissitudes of war, was forced to
chDose between church and her lover,
Lillian Gish contributes to the screen
another of her great, if not her greatest
iji.lan

characterization.

Gish is better in 'The
than in anything she
has ever done," says Peggy Pat"Lillian

White

Sister'

ton in Wisconsin News.
"From
any standpoint it is splendid."
"If you are that rare combination
a film fan and book reader,
you can tell in advance what the
fragile and lovely
Lillian
Gish
would make of F. Marion Craw-

—

ford's novel, 'The White
Thus wrote Mary Mac in
waukee Journal.

"

the Mil-

Concerning Miss Gish's performance she says "When you see
:

a certain actress in a certain role
and you say to yourself 'There's
no one else in the world could
have played it as she does !', then
it's

splendid

pretty

a

*

*

(Continued from page 45)

Nancy Telfair

Dec,
Jan. 19
-

Sister.'

'SCARAMOUCHE' CHARMS

Jan. 12
Dec.
8
Jan. 19
Dec. 15
.Jan. 19

-

written on

is

the viewer, is
duction.
The

Jan. 5
Jan. 25

-

4284

Dec.

8

Universal ...5000
....Selznick ....4,868
Betty Compson .Selznick ....6,994
Marmont
Fox
6052

Jan.
Jan.
Ian.

26
26
26

Dec.

15

Fox

All Star
Special Cast

Woman

to

Baffled
Breathless Moment
Chastity
Eyes of the Forest
Flaming Barriers

one of the great
the sicreen but her greatness
has a halo of intrinsic white light thrown
around it since the production of "The
The balance of
White Sister."
the cast have been expertly chosen.
is

'

Toilers of the Sea

Examiner

Gish

Robert Gordon
- ='
Past

Dark

You

Lillian
artists of

8,000
Ind? Pic. ..5.000
Goldwyn .... 8,000
Kenma
5,700
Universal ...5196
joldwyn
7,999
Warner
7,400
Selznick ....5,128
Paramount .6268
Paramount .6,500
Inde. Pic.
.5,000

'The End'

opinion reads
There are two outstanding features
of "The White Sister."
One, and that
which is called first to the attention of

Fox

Cast

Special

.

the screen there has been unfolded
before the audience's eyes one of
the most evenly balanced and entirely delightful picture plays of
the time," is culled from the review printed by the .San Francisco
Call and Post.
The reviewer's

*

Jan

.

Tiger Rose

To

8000

Norma Talmadge.lst Natl. ...8,000
Fox
Mason
4,168
Mary Alden
Distinctive ..7,012

Three Wesks
Three Miles Out
Thrill Chaser

West

Feb

5,874

"When

.

From these experformance.'
cerpts you can see how general is
the enthusiasm for this powerful
and beautiful production.

Dec.
Feb.
Dec.

Shirley
....

The Arizona Express
The Wildcat

the

Star

All

Steadfast Heart

Through

Fox
Fox

Mayo-Harris

East

the

of

Shepherd

;

is sj satisfactory as a session of sustained raobbing?
This may sound flippant, but is not meant to be.
I never
enjoyed a picture more in a.l my life.
I never saw anything human so beautiful as Lillian Gish
one felt that one
was in Italy, drawn out of one's self
into the suffering, enduring, conquering that made splendid the fragi'.e splendor of the slim Whi,e Sister.

you know

"Jan
Feb
Feb

.

:

I need not say that every mother's
daughter in the audience, and I dare
say every mother's son, too, had a
profoundly enjoyable evening for what

.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

JANUARY
Feature

screen history and enthuse even the
most critical," wrote the critic of
the San Francisco Journal.
In the opinion of Budford Gordon Bennett, the San Francisco
critic:

12

Nov

7,541
.5,800
Universal ..7,177
Metro
5,169
Fam. Players 6,983

...

1

Nov. 3
Nov. 10

.

The Milwaukee

Concerning the quality of en-

tor.

Unquestionably One of

FEBRUARY

of the

Enquirer-Sun, has

Columbus

this to say

"Scaramouche" is a picture to
and conjure up the spirit of
in even the most deadly dull
business men and worried women

spire

mance

.

There are
love,

a

in-

roof
.

.

tears, laughter, suspense, hate,
all that go to make u;

surprises,

good show.

While Dudley Glass
lanta Georgian says
picture's value to the

:

of the Atlikens the
reading of

"The Tale of Two Cities," or a
whole volume of Carlyle and says
"Here is a 'feature picture'
of it
which not only is big and costly,
but with a story which grip,? you
and holds you. The book which
:

Feature

Alimony

Darmond-Baxter

Innocence
Jack O' Clubs
Love Master
Marriage Circle
Ne'.lie,

Beautiful

Nrxt Corner

F.

Franklvn Farnum Inde.

Wm. Desmond

....

.

.

O.

.

Pic.

.

.

,

.

.

Reviewed
Feb.

9

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

16
16
16
9

,

Universal

.

.

.

.

9

16
2

16

attracted

so

none of

its

attention loses
interest in the film

version, which is exceptionally true
to the original."

Fred G. Storey, photopla> critic
of the Columbus, Ga., Ledger sa>s:
lavish

,

.7.26<i

Feb.
Feb.

.6,000
10 000

Oct.

13

Feb.
Feb.
Dec.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

16
16

.

Meighan
Harlan-Bow

.... Thos.

.

All

Paris

Po"a

Stranger

.

.

.

,

Cast

....
.

.

S->orting Youth
Denny-LaPlante
the Red Robe .... Special
Cast

When A Man's A Man

.

.

Preferred
.

Negri

Special

Paramount
Metro
Paramount
Paramount

Star
.

.

Under

Oranges
Yesterday's Wife

much

.

Scaramouche

"/ild

B.

.6,917
.5,000
.5,556
Kath. M'Donald
First Nat'l .6,008
....Tom Mix
Fox
.4,408
Logan-Moreno
Paramount .5.770
Anna Q. Nilsson C. B. C.
.5.920
Rawlinson
Universal
.4.717
Strongheart .... First Nat'l .6.799
Marie Prevost
Warner
.8,300
Model ..All Star
Goldwyn
.8,000
All Star
Paramount .7 081
Colleen Moore
First Nat'l .6 897

Painted People
Pied Piper Ma'one
Poisoned Paradise
ShadowrSi of

Distributor Length

Star

.

.

.

.6 544
.6 600
.6 712
.8 000

Universal
Goldwryn

Bowers- La Motte .First Nat'l
Mayo-Valli
Goldwyn
Irene Rich .... C. B. C.

,

.6,910
.6 837

,

.

.5,847

9
9

1

16
16
9

in

superbly

settings,

r-

and

acted,

and inan author'tative
djcument of human passions, b'ended
from the arrogance of aristocracy and
autocracy and the finding power among
poverty the record of a libe-aton of
the masses from ihe oppression and
cru»)ty of a rotten monarchy.
He further adds "It visualizes,
with the minutest care, scenes tliat
are indelible in history.
m.inute in detail,
iring in action.

realistic

It is

—

:

—

'

February

16,

1924
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^ COMFORTABLE
beautifully

^ntvoutvcetuents

teous,

smartly-uniformed

carefully-selected,

ute films

!No. 168,

Blue

No. f69

Red

jjo.173

—

all

them

back,

that's

the

cour-

ushers;

up-to-the-min-

draw audiBut to bring

these will

ences of goodly

Slide Pencils

theatre,

decorated;

size.

week

after

problem.

week

Solve

this

problem by equipping your projec-

Black

tor with the

Made

6

in
other colors.

An

inexpensive

BAUSCH & LOME

method ofinakin^

Cinephor Condenser System—

slides,

neat pencil layouts

Cinephor Projection Lens

and

Cinephor Condenser

decomiive efpeds,
in colors.

BAUSCH & LOMB

3. Pull

the strip

OPTICAL COMPANY

straight

away.

635

PENCIL COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA

New York

— U.S.A.

Largest

AUSTIN FROST

throw on the screen

NEW YORK

all that is in

the picture.

2625

United States

—

Pictures in light these are your stock in trade.
The best film in the world is only as good as the
light you project through it to the screen.
National Projector Carbons produce a light that is
steady, brilliant, and gives the film its full value.

LACQUERS FOR TOYS
AUSTIN BRAND SOLVENT

Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of lamp coloring that has stood all tests and is in many, ways superior to the
various ot. er lamp coloring on the market. Ke!th, Moss and Loew's
Theatres are availing themselves of the use of the Austin Chemical

Use National Carbons

Service.

A

distinctive

waterproof and

feature

of

new coloring is that it is
The process includes shades

the

weatherproof.

-positively
of various

and descriptions, all of which are devised to add attractiveness
and appeal to marquee lights, sign lights and house lights.

colors

LOUIS SEEL, INC
ARTISTIC ANIMATED FILMS

LEADERS ^TRAILERS
220 W^est
42-''

Street

San Francisco

London

Frolector Carbons

1692 Boston Road

COLORED LAMPS

Chicago

National

AUSTIN CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
AUSTIN BRAND LAMP COLORING
PHONE INTERVALE
Lamp Colorers in the

Paul Street

Washington

Incandescent Specialists

BRONX,

St.

Rochester, N. Y.

MPwvrtDv
newyork. Chicker'mg

^^^^y

National Carbon

Co., Inc., Cleveland, Ohio ; San Francisco, Cal.
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited. Factory and Offices: Toronto, Ontario

LEWIS

1896

1923

THEATRE BROKERS
The

intelligent

service we have rendered to the profession
appreciated by thousands of our clients.
service will be given to you in

has been

The same

BUYING
We

SELLING
Specialists.

Consultations

LEASING
and

Advice

Free.

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS
1002 Mutual Life Bldg., Buffalo, N. Y.

Offices,

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

Are

^

TWENTY- ElCHT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

ROLL
("SK.") FOLDED
ArcusTicket/s
/
^

^

352 N. ASMLAND AVENUE
rufr&r.n
ii\jr»i«
ILLINOIS
CHICAGO, ii
i

\V
^—

TICKETS

best eor the ieasf

money

quickest dilivery

correctness guananteed
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Exhibitors Trade Review

THEATRE NEWS
If negotiations, now pending, are completed
the Victory Theatre, Kansas City, will be
razed and an 8-story office building, which
will contain a theatre, will be erected.
The
new theatre would be operated by the Josephson interests and have a balcony seating
550. The elevator service of the building also
would be available for the theatre's balcony.

The New Derry Theatre has opened at El
Reno, Okla., with Al Derry as manager.

stock of Herman S. Gould in the DunAmusement Company has been sold to

'i'he

bar

W.

C.

Hunt, formerly of Higginsville, Mo.

Barrowes and La Vigne's new Gray Goose
Theatre in the Beacon Hill district of
Seattle, had its formal opening January 29th.
An address by the mayor, and a special program given under the auspices of the Ladies'
Improvement Club in co-operation with the
management, marked the
*

The new Cinderella,
End has opened.
*

A

Detroit, in the East

Nace.
*

*

new

ruling issued by the police department in Seattle, prohibits theatres from remaining open after midnight.
at

Sweet-

water, Texas, lately destroyed by fire has
been completely rebuilt and is one of the
credits of West Texas.
* * *
The Alhambra, Charlotte, N. C, has let
contracts

for

extensive

alterations.

* * *
The Empress, Enid, Okla., will change its
policy from pictures to vaudeville and first
run pictures.
*

*

*

The New Holland Theatre, Holland,
Mich., was opened to capacity business a few
weeks ago. First run pictures is the present

Kansas, City, Kans.,

himself with such data.

for remodeling, stage to

The greatest room
Showmanship is room

*

*

The new Liberty

*

*

*

Dallas, Texas, as
for several years under
William D. Crowell, has
* *

The

installed a new $6,000 Fotoplayer in his theatre at Georgetown,

Texas.
*

*

The Royal Theatre
will be

*

Wauchula,

at

Fla.,

opened soon, with G. Stanarus as man-

ager.
^

^

The New Circle Theatre at
opened recently to very pleasing business.
*

The

*

*

Apartment and Theatre
Pensacola, Florida, has been
business

local

men

for the purpose of erecting an apartment house
at a cost of |800,000.
*
*
*

and theatre

The

site

upon which the

Kansas City

(destroyed recently by fire) stood
is being held by Werby Brothers as a possible site for a large suburban theatre.
* * *

Coliseum

Crystal Theatre at Broken Arrow,
Okla., was completely destroyed by fire in
Other buildings valued at $25,000
January.
were also destroyed.
^
^
^

The

The Crescent Theatre Oxford, N. C, was
burned to the ground in January.
*

The

Merchants

*

*

Association

of

Kansas

City is staging a campaign to abandon all
overhead signs in the down town district.
Lee Balsley and Frank L. Newman, managers
of the Liberty and Royal, respectively, immediately co-operated in the movement and
were lauded by the press.
*

The

Bijou,

*

*

Savannah,

Ga., has changed

from a combination picture-vaudeville pro-

gram

to dramatic stock.

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

CAMERA EXCHANGE
Motion Pictures made to

We

or Industrial.
best cameramen.

order.

Commercial,

have excellent

Our

price

20c

facilities,

per

Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue,

Motion Picture
and exchanged.
rent.

and

Home

and the

Ruby

foot.

New

York.

"Still" Cameras rented, sold
lights for sale and for
of your wants. Ruby Camera

Portable

Keep us advised

New York C ity.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave.,

It

With Players!

(Continued from page 5)

Exhibitor (young man) will rent or
good 600 seat house.
Will consider
lease
partnership with owner of theatre who has not
proper time to attend.
A. Kaufman, 153 Riverdale
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Experienced

buy

Johnson Young's stage

piece, in

which she

has the leading role.

"Mr. Cary was at the studio when the
wedding episode was filmed," Miss Shannon said, "and when it was over, he persuaded me to make it a real wedding day.
So we went to Santa Ana and were marThere
ried there by the Justice of Peace.
was no honeymoon, however, because I
had to be back to the studio the following

—

HOUSE MANAGER OR ASSISTANT
Young man

wishies to make connection with Theatre
Three years with
as House Manager or Assistant.
York.
Box 70, Exhibitors
large house in New

Trade Review.

first

guess
girl

I'll

WELDED WIRE

who

go on record as being the

REELS

ever took off a bridal veil to

elope!"

Pensacola

Company,
formed by a group of

Rates

Work will soon begin on the new twostory film building adjoining the present Film
Exchange Building at Dallas, Texas.

"I

Dallas, Texas,

for

lure

irresistible

DEPARTMENT

been closed.
*

day.

^

of

improvement.

CLASSIFIED AD

a second run house
the management of

Theatre, First and Madison,
Seattle, Wash., has changed hands and is
hereafter to be operated as a family theatre
at an admission price of 10 cents matinees
and 20 cents evenings, with children at 10
Harry A. Beal is the new owner.
cents.
*
*
*

Liberty, Mo.,

Manager Goodlett has

for

*

Oak

Say

Theatre,

Let dull days be an

Hall

the

in

bright ideas. Get your facts from the press
book. Look to your trade paper for advice
and suggestions. And the fan public will
furnish the all-important interest if you
properly "Say It With Players."

The Rex Theatre, which has been operated

*

just recently erected to take the place of the
theatre recently burned down, was opened
to capacity business.
* *
*

*

L. I. Lenhart, formerly manager of the
Gladstone Theatre, northeast Kansas City
suburban theatre, has taken over the St. John
Theatre, St. John and Askew streets, which
he reopened January 22.

policy.
i{:

The fact that Milton Sills was a physician and Lois Wilson a school teacher, and
of other many instances of stars being
identified at one time or another with distinctive callings outside the screen world,
offer numberless opportunities
for exploitation to the exhibitor who has acquainted

May

in

The R. and R. Queen Theatre

fairs.

Theatre,

new

*

event.

*

be enlarged.

theatre will be built in Misa, Ariz.,
on the site formerly occupied by the Lesneaur
Emporium and" will be leased to Rickards and

A

Princess

to be closed in

*

=N

*

of feature pictures.
The other day Miss
Murray was elected a member of the
Woman's Civic Club of Los Angeles. She
is the first screen celebrity to be honored
with membership in this exclusive organization, the affair being attended- by more
than 1300 people, all prominent in civic af-

For Sale by

Here is meat
most fastidious

to tickle the palate of the
editor on the outlook for a
supplement feature.
Concurrent with the
newspaper story, a broadside of heralds
containing novel, snappy copy on the subject, and perhaps a hook-up with an shop
selling bridal effects, would complete an exploitation campaign that should show satisfactory results at the box-office.
The showman looking up the history of
stars will often find revealed to him infor-

mation which can be utilized with great
For
"Saying It With Players."
example, Mary Alden, now appearing in
Metro's "Pleasure Mad" was once a celebrated journalist and fiction writer. In this
capacity she traveled widely, visiting Europe, Asia, and many parts of the world
that are little known even today.
Her interviews and impressions were among the
most brilliant newspaper achievements of

profit in

the past decade.

While

San Francisco Miss Alden beinterested in the motion picture industry.
When a chance came to go
on the screen she embraced it eagerly and
she has not left it since.
Plenty of grist
in

came greatly

showman's mill in that story.
Another case of a star's prestige in the
world of affairs offering possibilities for

for the

being capitalized to advantage
Mae Murray, distinguished star

is

in

that of
a score

Howells Cine Equipment Co.,
740 7lh Ave..

Ntw

York

We Are Not Bootleggers
But we make STILLS

—WE DO-

STILLS—Enlarging— Copying
The BEST WORK at LOWEST PRICES
TAYSON LABORATORIES, Inc.
37

West 20th

St.,

New

York,

Watkins 5482

There

added assurance of favorable comment-- that priceless publicity that only the
satisfied audience can give
when the producis

—

tion

is

right photographically.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Adds

true photographic values to picture

interest

Look

— carries quality from studio to screen.

for

"Eastman" and "Kodak''

letters in the film

in black

margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Mack Sennett
comedies
Two Parts

Laughs-\-Pretty Girls
If

=Audience Satisfaction

they awarded a gold medal for every good
it would take the Leviathan

comedy made,
to carry

Mack

Sennett's share.

Get acquainted with

"The

Half-back

of

Notre Dame", "One Spooky Night" or any

'

of the other

Webster was writing his dictionary today
he would give as the definition of laughter
"a Mack Sennett."

new

Sennetts.

If

Laughs and
end

pretty

to end.

Path^comedy
TRADE

MARK

girls

jam

them from

BALLYHOO NUMBER

CTrade

RE VI EW

%e Business Taper of the Motion 'Picture Industry

9i

HERBERT

BRENON
Supported by Adolphe Menjou, Charles
Roche,
Huntly
de
Gordon. Adapted
Fred
Jackson
by
from "Mon Homme"
by Picard and CarScreen play by
co.

Eve

Unsell.

'^Ma"''

—

WuPLllZE
"TRADE

^^^^^HBB^^^fc^^

Selling PId
highest Quality

Theatre Music
NEW "FEATURE

MUSIC" SELLING PLAN!

world's hirgest music house"

kind,

it

When

^
v
"the

makes an announcement of this
Never hefore

surely merits your careful investigation.

Motion Picture Industry has such an offer
Here at last is a real opportunity
theatre music without the usual strain on vour

in the history of the

heen made
to secure the best in

an exhibitor.

Ask yourself the following questions

pocket-book.

FIRST

to

—"I

buy the

best of Pictures for

my

patrons,

why

don"t thev

go over on a bigger scale?"

SECOND— ''How much am
What

is

I losing because my music is not right?
the real value of good music from the box office standpoint?

THIRD— "How

can I improve my music, to put it on the highest
plane and increase the patronage of my house, possibly by lOO-^r"

FOf/i?rH— "Would

the house of
URLITZER' finance a deal for
have the Theatre Organ that I need and so make

me

so that I can

my

investment a real asset?"

After asking yourself the above questions,

fill

in,

and mail the coupon. The sooner you do, that
much sooner will you be reaping the rich rewards of
better music after you learn how easy it is to acquire
it.
There is Wurlitzer Music for every style and size
of theatre, and Wurlitzer prices and terms are within
clip

the reach of every Exhibitor.

Learn about

this

new

selling plan

—mail

tlie

coupon

TODAY.
Stores in All Principal Cities

RVDOLPH WURLITZER Oi
Executive Offices

CINCINNATI
121

New York
120

W.

42nd

East 4th

St.

Chicago
St.

329 So.

Wabash

MAR^REG

I

S^gREI

Qjirociafed Quthors
Jrank Woodj- A r\ CImer Tian'ij- Thompson Buchanan \\\\ C/atf^ W.'Dhomcw

NO MORE WOMEN
On

Original j-tory for the j-creen

by CImer

OHarrij'

featuring

Matt Moore and Madge Bellan\y
- Ji.fieevesJhnifh -

^\K^thleen Clifford

Clarence JBurhn

- George Cooper

Qn Slmer J-iarris Production
Direction

"

by Lloyd Ingraham

The Best Comedy
of the

Romance
Month"
-

"'No More Women!' is the best
comedy-romance of the month," says
McElliott, in the N. Y. Daily News.
"This picture should furnish satisfactory entertainment for the average patron," is the M. P. World's
verdict.

"Has many smiles and chuckles, and
should appeal especially to the feminany audience."

ine portion of

Now Booking
and Distributors Corporation
729 Seventh Ave., New York

Allied Producers

Hiram Abrams,

A

Branch

Office Located In

President

Every United Artists Exchange

Page
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TWO NOTEWORTHY BALLYHOOS ON WARNER

Like

VOL.

News

No.

15.

February

1

14

24
71

_

Burr Pictures Corporation

21-64

I

Cameo Music Publishing Company

17
71

Chocklett Company, A. Lutpier
Inside

Back Cover

Educational Pictures

64

Front Cover-60

Griffith, Inc., D.

10-11

-

_

20

ooo

I
I
.

72
12-13

:

j...^.

W

books

/

LD

2

Opens at six centers to tremendous
business. In some, where weather
conditions were fair it smashed all
records. In others

under terrific cli-

matic handicaps and strong opposition it came through like a million
dollars.

The showing made by "When a Man's
a

it is

as

wrote

I

it"

Man"

International News

63

in these cities

4

Metro Pictures

15

-

Back Cover

Pathe
_
PicTUROLA Corporation
Principal Pictures Corporation
Producers Security Corporation
Pyramid Pictures, Inc
Selznick Distributing Corporation
Seel, Inc., Louis

3

22-23
16
5-6-7-62
71

-

:

T. N.

63

-

T

42
71

-

8-9-64

Universal Pictures Corporation
United Artists Corporation

62

vVarren Products Company

71

71
Williamsburgh Theatre F"or Sale
Inside Front Cover
Wurlitzer Company, Rudolpit

'The Rush of The Fifty Million'

Wrights

BEa WRIGHTS
A MANS A MAN

I

72

readers of
Harold Bdl

has started

i-

HoDKiNsoN Corporation, W.
HowELLS Cine Equipment Company

Trimount Press

Famous Players-Lasky Corporation

goldwyn-cosmopolitan pictures

by

71

,

Eastman Kodak Company

BALLYHOO NUMBER

W

Allied Producers and Distributors
Corporation
_
American Society of Composers, Authors
AND Publishers
,
Associated First National, Inc

Arcus Ticket Company
Austin Chemical Company

Interest

A

Is

Pertinent Page

23, 1924.

Announcements of

Ad Page

Every

The Exhibitors Buying Guide

i:i

Feeder, M. D
Film Daily

FEATURES, 'RIN-TIN-TIN' AND 'MAIN STREET

Index To Advertisers

Read The Ads
Editorial

BROS..'

—

prove etc

\17ITH

we

give further publicity to a
the right you see Sol Lesser's very vital message, to exhibitors in behalf
of Principal; Pictufe's latest production "When
a Man's a Man." It is a direct invitation and
'

pleasure

At

good "ad."

reminder for the
the vast

number

alert

showman

to cash in

on

book lovers who have read
Harold Bell Wright, the author,
of

the book. And
says: "The Picture Is

As

I

Wrote

It."

Tele-

grams reproduced on this double page spreaa as
well as on another following two pages told
of

the

harvest

of

reader

exploitation

tie-ups.

Published weekly by Exhibitors Review Publishing Corporation. Executive, Editorial Offices Knickerbocker Bldg., Broadway and 42nd St Now
York City Subscription $2.00 year. Entered as second-class matter, Aug, 25, 1922, at post office at E. Stroudsburg, Pa., under act of March 3,' 1879.

—
February

23,

1924

^^^^^
The

BALLYHOO
—
c/e

HERE
as

you

luxe

are Ballyhoos and Ballyhoos,
will undoubtedly discover in

the text pages of this special number
but the greatest of them all and certainly the most dignified and novel

of

them

all is

THE PICTUROLA

Theatre chains throughout the country are already recognizing it has no equal in arousing the
curiosity

and

tieing

up

that

curiosity to ticket

purchases in de Luxe fashion.

Placed in your lobby this unique machine
is a miniature motion picture theatre in
itself combines all the allure of the ballyhoo with
the power of a forceful, direct advertising mes-

which

One

sage.

right after another.

from your current
your theatre immediately.
Other enticing scenes and announcements bring them back to see your coming features.
As an animated, continuous Trailer Display PICTUROLA is far and away beyond
..

Short

snappy

attraction teases

excerpts

them

into

comparison.

The Perfect

Silent

Salesman
HE

Picturola shown above is an all steel
cabinet beautifully mahoganyized measuring
26"x"26x42", with shadow box screen, showing a picture 18"x24", suitable for permanent
locations in terminal stations, hotel lobbies,
expositions,
theatre
lobbies,
salesrooms,
schools, churches and outdoor display.
Re'J'

member,

it is

MATIC.

foolproof, and fully

The machine

constitutes a moveable motion
desired,
for any location
whether in school-rooms, railroad stations,
store windows, hotel lobbies, theatre lobbies,
or elsewhere. It carries any quantity of film
from 100 to 1,000 feet, using standard, narrow width, or any other class or kind of
film,

theatre

complying with

tions.

And

it is just as indispensable to YOU!
PICTUROLA EXHIBITS REWINDS
AND REPEATS 200 TO 2,000
FEET OF FILM AUTOMATICALLY

CONTINUOUS AND AUTO-

It is fireproof,

guaranteed.
picture

And you, Mr. Individual Exhibitor, are you
going to wait until you are following the lead of
the more alert showmen before you grab this
highest type of exploitation ever offered theatre
managers? It is indispensable to such chains
as Famous Players Theatres, the Loezv Circuit,
such First National units as Balaban and Katz,
the Keith Circuit and others.

all fire

laws and regula-

WRITE TODAY FOR

(Passed by the National Board of Underwriters)

Don't

let

an opportunity

to the other fellow first.
itor

who

patrons.

first

You

uses

like

PICTUROLA get

It will

make

the exhib-

distinctive in the eyes of his
will regret, if it is your competitor.
it

Write today and place your entire exploitation
worries in the hands of the experts of showmanship, the men who have built and economically
priced this greatest medium of publicity and
advertising.

Picturola

Corporation

FREE BOOKLET
AND RENTAL PRICES
you how

Which

will Show and Explain to
the most intelligent and dignified Ballyhoo
ever conceived may be easily adapted to

your lobby and

Sell

how you

can

Your Pictures

the Picturola

Way!t

383 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
(Opposite the Ritz) Vanderbilt 4862-3

j

UOYD HAMIITOW
HIS n/UlKEIt SELF
Caesar
omNK.SWm'mm/'S BOV'iy Arthur
RRST SUPER- FEATURE COMED/

FROM THE

HIS

/)istriWe<f by

Hodkinson

~

First

run pictures

February

23,

Page
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Has

Selznick

5

It!

ALL RECORDS BROKEN
Mr. C. R. Seelye,
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Dear Mr. Seelye:

We

We

therefore
control three leading theatres in Schenectady, The State, Strand and Albany.
which
we
are runToday,"
pictures
made.
Your
"Daughters
of
of
best
picture,
choice
of
most
have
box
office
receipts
for first
best
pictures
ever
The
following
one
of
the
produced.
this
week,
is
ning
proves
this.
as
compared
other
big
pictures
with
four days of "Daughters of Today"
Flaming
Youth

Daughters
of 'Today

White
Rose

Little

N.

Ol.-i

Y

Common
Law

Ashes of
Vengeance

Ma.n

Woman

Street

Proof

Sat.

$1,800.05

$1,259.70

$1,044.63

$834-39

$913.62

$928.55

$892.40

$868.01

Sun.

1,905.40

1,487.10

1,269.42

917-55

805.74

882.75

1,002.60

848.20

Mon.

480.20

308.15

453-15

320.69

353-22

399-03

281.21

192.88

Tues.

460.55

370.7s

516.58

219.59

685.15

495-73

309-84

137-25

$2,706.66

$2,486.05

$2,046.34

$1,940.14

$2,160.15

$2,599.86

$4,646.20

$3.42570

daughters of Today
grossed more by

$2,292.22

$3,283.78

$2,757-73

1

$1,220.50

$1,362.42

$2,353.98

$1,888.47

Flaming Youth, which stands next

to your picture in the above table, in seven days grossed
$309.05 less than "Daughters of Today" has grossed in four days. Little Old
New York had Thanksgiving week and Ashes of Vengeance had New Year's week. You will
also note that with but one exception each of the above pictures are released by different companies.
First National, Goldwyn, United Artists, Selznick, Warner's and Famous Players.

$4,337.15 Avhich

is

Based on the figures for the first four days and considering the fact that matinees have been
far in excess of matinees on other pictures I feel certain that all Schenectadj'' records will be broken
by your picture and
Harold Lloyd.

this does

not bar the records in Schenectady of Robin Hood, Knighthood or

Our

advertising appropriation, spent in newspapers, on most of the above pictures varied from
On your picture we will expend less than $100. More advertising was not needea
because in the newspapers, magazines, pulpits and schools as well as in nearly every home there is
daily discussion of the theme of your picture, the conduct and habits of the j'^oung women of today.
All classes of patrons have congratulated us for running such an interesting and pleasing picture
and one which drives home such an excellent moral lesson regarding life today.

$250 to $500.

Yours very
State of

WILLIAM

truly.

New York,
New York.

County of

Sworn
this

Notary Public
County Clerk's No. 370.
New York County Register's No. 4007.
Commission expires March 30, 1924.

and subscribed to before me
i6th day of January, 1924.
to

Sadie Burg.

Ask Al

Elliot,

Playhouse Theatre, Hudson, N.

Regent Theatre,
Theatre,

M. SHIRLEY,

Vice President and Managing Director.

Syracuse,

Rochester,

N.

Y.

N.

Y.—William

Y—Walter

DAUGHTERS OF

records in their theatres, too.

Calihan,

McDowell, Strand

TODAY

broke

Exhibitors Trade Review

You have aaked me for a letter of recommendation on your picture "DAUGHTERS OF TODAY" and the
unique experience I heui with the run of this picture
St the Strand Theatre, Syracuse.
I seldom allow my
name to be used In such a connection as my experience
has been that letters of this kind are usually bought
very cheaply and used for the purpose of extracting
from fellow exhibitors a rental price fax in excess of
the box office value of the productions.

^^^^
^^^^^^
^^^^

To be honest with you, my Judgment was against
booking "DAUGHTERS OF TODAY", but, skilled In salesmanship as you are, you prevailed upon me to give you a
positive contract for four days; and if the picture did
a stipulated amount of business by the end of the third
day,' I a^eed to hold it a week; and believe me, I put
that figure so high that I Immediately set In another
plct\ure for the last three days of the week.

You agreed to personally superintend the exploitation work and expend a few hiindred dollars over
our regulai appropriation In the papers, which was to
be deducted from your rental
You were so good at this work and so plausible "^n^
that you refused to accept a contract from me. You said i
to me, "Play the picture first and after the run pay me /
J
what you think it is worth." That sounded good to me
\
"^v^and I fell for l_t_.
**

/
I

I took a run down to Syracuse for the opening of
your picture. I wanted to Justify my advance opinion of
"DAUGHTERS OF TODAY" through expressions of approval or
disapproval of oxir patrons. For the first time I learned
what a rotten Judge of pictures I was.

—

Mr, Seelye, who has
been recognized
as one of the best
long

showmen

in the indus-

has

try,

prepared

exploitation campaign
that will make records
for you too.
t

l
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l
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l
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Only a big man

admit

it

will

when he

—
February

Page

1924

23,

when
ing

record break-

thousands,
with

fathers

mothers

daughters,

with

Mr. C. R. Seelye

line

in

praise
The public waa unanimously against me.
I questioned dozens of people In tbe hope of finding at least
one that agreed with me. Surely in that vast cirowd,
there must have been one solitary hviman being that would
console me, but if so, I missed him.

sons,

their

stand

a

their

to

picture^

that picture

is

great.

We opened up big and we played to capacity all
week. That week "DAUGHTERS OF TODAY" was the reigning
topic of conversation in Syrapuse. The gross receipts
were bigger than any week foi^ over a year. After the run
I settled with you Mr. Seelye, and willingly too, for at
least fifty percent, more than 1 could have bought the
picture for in advance.

1^
This picture should ma>ke a lot of money for everybody, you the owner, the Selznick organization as distributors, and exhibitors fortunate enough. to play it.

With congratulations,

/

I

^^^^^^^

am

Sincerely yours.

Pre;^ldent,

SYRACUSE STRAND THEA'TOE CO., Inc.
If.H.

H.

^Syracuse regards Harold Lloyd as a home
town boy his "Why

—

Worry"

m

held

the

re-

cord until the Strand
played "Daughters of

_

Today."

Among

recent big pic-

played
in the
* Strand
were: "Flawing Youth," "Eternal
tures

m
yi
:r

X
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Walter Hays is Director of New York
Strand, Brooklyn Strand, Syracuse
Strand, prominent member of Associated First National and other important
enterprises, and is knovv^n as one of
America's leading showmen.

I

II

I

L
r-.

City,"

sita."
\.
;!

"Why

Worry,"

"Black Oxen," "Common Law" and "Ro-

7
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CARLLAEMMLE
presents

HIGHWAY
From Ovven Kildare's

Amazing

Life Storij

"MY MAMIE ROSE"
Starring hfl/VR^'Y^

PHILBIN

YWTH
Starring

The Beautiful

"MERRY

Directed by

REGINALD

IRVING

wi

GO ROUND" Girl
CUMMINGS

UNIVERSAL

DENNY
and a ^reat cast

story by
Directed by

—

BYRON MORGAN
HARRY POLLARD

UNIVERSAL

-

JEWEL

RUDOLPH

VALENTINO
and
CARMEL MYERS
in

a revised two-reel

Edition of the original
'

de Luxe
feature

success

SOCIETY
SENSATION

"A

6^1^
ANNIVERSARY

MONTH

1924'

UNIVERSAL SPECIAL

'

February

23,

Page 9

1924

DJMlGHfER:
A

^rippin^, tempestuous drama of the deep/

II

starring dashing,

dynamic

DEAN

rORBIDS

PRISCILLA

A drama oF tremendous appeal

with Tom Santschi,

with a ^reat cast including:

Cyril

W- B.Davidson

Chadwick, Bert Roach and others

STORY 8Y

BABY PEGGY, ROBERT ELLIS c/'
ELINOR FAIRE/JOEDOWLING/
HAYDEN STEVENSON, WILLIAM
WELSH, WINIFRED BRYSON/

BOBBY BOWES/ WILLIAM E.
LAWRENCE/ EVA THATCHER
Directed by

Jesse Robbins

UNIVERSAL JEWEL DE LUXE

LEET RENICK

=,

DIRECTED BY

BROWN

GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD

UNIVERSAL JEWEL

hootGIBSON
ind wild-n'dinj^, rip-roaring romance
oi- the <^reat outdoors
Pull oP the
stuff that made him Pamous

—

!

Ride forYour Uk"
From the story by
DIRECTED BY

Johnston

Mc Culleu

EDWARD SEDGWICK

UNIVER/AL-CIB/ON PRODUCTION

Exhibitors Trade Reviei
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heBiqgcstTriumph
JifJ^
f/Jf^^ ^
ff'ff^M^

^^^^
^OSS

IS

^CTOR = 'THW

FOOLISH

^"ftVl

SAVTHW P^^i^

TRADE

EXHIBITORS
REVIEW: "Hei e is a rattling goodpicture of the audience kind, any old audience. The
exhibitor with perfect safety may promise unusual

—

entertainment."

M.

P.

NEWS:

"It

is

well titled, expertly directed and

played with dash and authority.

In

all a capital sure-fire

box-office picture."

EXHIBITORS HERALD:
©

*'€^ew

were prepared for the

which was sprung. What they saw was a splendid
melodramatic comedy of wonderful entertainment value
which will make multitudes of people in every walk of
surprise

life

scramble to see this picture."

ANITA STEWART
T. ROY BARNES
OSCAR SHAW

TOM

LEWIS

DORE DAVIDSON
HARRY WATSON
OLIN

HOWLAND

HAL FORDE

;

;

!

STANLEY FORDE

IIAI^QOjfFMAN

"BUGS" BAER

ARTHUR BRISBANE
HARRY HERSHFIELD
DAMON RUNYON

TEX RICKARD

NED WAYBURN
S. COBB
H. C. WITWER

EARLE SANDE

"McGURK"

JOHNNY GALLAGHER
PETE HARTLEY

jlRVIN

WINSOR McCAY

"KID"

BROAD

February

23,

1924

Page

NY. haseverknown
DON ALLEN

IN EVENING WORLD:

"Makes

the recent Firpo-Dempsey battle look like a chess
match in slow motion."
HALL IN N. Y. TIMES:
F.
"Will have diflficulty in keeping the crowds away."

MORDAUNT

McELLIOTT OF THE DAILY NEWS:

—

"Breathes the spirit of Broadway a personally
conducted tour through the metropolis."
ROBERT G. WELSH IN EVENING TELEGRAM: "The most illuminating film of gay life
that has ever been made."

o/* Stx c^h

ci

Ccisr^:^

JOE HUMPHRIES

FAY KING
NELL BRINKLEY
BILLY DEBECK

GOULD
AND THE ENTIRE

Adapted hy LUTHER REED

From

the story hy H. C.

WITWER

BILLY

"ZIEGFIELD

CHORUS."

MASON HOPPER
JOSEPH URBAN

Directed hy
Settings hy

E.

11
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Here

It Is
EXHl 5ITOES ACCESSOQY

BUYING GUIDE
FOCEIGN LISTS

AND

TBAPE CONDITIONS

TEN BEST PtCTUBES
OP THE YEAD,
PRODUCTIONS OF YEAE
I

PI QECrOBS.STABS,CAMERAt<EN,EK,

TRT

,

CEK50P

BOABPSMNmeOS

|

pDlSTPl&UTION PEPCENTAGE

TA6LES
SaiDIOS-LABORATOEIES

6000 FEATUCE TITLES
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

FICSTQUNSAND
5;

OF THEATPES

INDEPENDENT EXCHANGES

AND PBO DUCT tiAtSDLED
SUCVEY OFS7000
SCHOOL CHIUJDEN

About Half
Actual Size

Every exhibitor who takes

his

work

seriously should read

THE FILM

every day. It is his duty to keep in touch with the important
events of daily occurrence in HIS industry. The successful man is the
wide awake, informed man. The informed man reads THE FILM DAILY.
Seven years of reader confidence, and still the fastest growing and
most widely quoted publication in the film industry is the record of
THE FILM DAILY. Youll find a yearly subscription the best business
investment you ever made. Do it to-day -NOW.

DAILY

February

23,

Page 13
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the Press

ff

The Most Complete Reference Book Ever Published

in

Filmdom

Should be on the desk of
Every Live Wire Exhibitor
KNOW YOUR

BUSINESS
THE FILM YEAR BOOK GIVES FACTS
Over Thirty Thousand Year Books

Now

in Circulation

(Years of 1918-1919-1920-192I-I922-1923)

As Part

of

g^E

pSlj^j^l
IT IS

Regular Service

GIVEN

FREE TO SUBSCRIBERS
Price to others $2.50

--

Prepaid Anywhere

Date
THE FILM DAILY
71-73 West 4'4th Street,
New York City.

Herewith my check for $10 covering one year's subscription to
THE FILM DAILY. This to include:
*
every day (except Saturday)
16 to 24 pages, including reviews
all features and short subjects.^
SHORT SUBJECT NUMBERS quarterly.
DIRECTORS' NUMBER
every Spring.
THE FILM DAILY
THE SUNDAY EDITION

'

Name

•

-

—

-

T he a t e r

i
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All Concerned
are hereby advised of the affiliation of the following

firms,

by membership, with

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers
and that

in consequence thereof,

as to copyrights of the said firms,

All Rights Are Reserved
and

including public performance for profit,
obtained only through the said Society:
Abrahams, Maurice, Inc.
Ager, Yellen & Bornstein, Inc.
*Belwin, Inc.
Berlin,
Beilin

Irving,

&

Inc.

Horowitz, Inc.

Broadway Music Corporation
Chappell-Harmes, Inc.

*The John Church Co.
*Clarke

&

Leslie, Inc.
Curtis, L. B., Music Publisher

Dixon-Lane Publishing Co.
Enoch & Sons
Leo, Inc.
*Fischer, Carl, Inc.
*Fischer, J., & Bro.
Fischer, Fred, Inc.
*Flammer, Harold, Inc.
Feist,

license publicly to

Foster, F. J. A.
*Fox, Sam, Publishing Co.
Goodman & Rose, Inc.
Gordon, Estate of Hamilton
Handy Brothers Music Co.,

S.

Inc.

Harris, Charles K.
*Jacobs, Walter, Inc.

Kendis, Brockman Music Co Inc.
Marks, Edward B. Music Co.
McKinley Music Co.

Remick

&

Co.,

Company

&

be

Co., Inc.
Inc.

Tama Publishing Co.
Triangle Music Publishing Co.
Victoria Publishing Company
Von Tilzer, Harry, Music Pub
Co.
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder Co
Witmark, M. & Sons
*New members, as of Feb. 1, 1924
English,

Inc.
Co., Inc.

&

Sherman, Clay & Co.
Skidmore Music Company,
Stark & Cowan, Inc.

Jerome H.

Richmond, Robbins,
Ricordi, G.

may

Rossiter, Will

*Schirmir, G., Inc.
Shapiro, Bernstein

Harms, T. B., Company
Harms, Inc.

Mills Jack, Inc.
Paull, E. T., Music

perform

trian

Detailed
French,

and

Italian

list

of

German,

members

Auswill

be furnished upon request.

All persons, firms and corporations operating public amusenient enterprises
are hereby notified that the copyrighted works of the said firms may not be lawfully publicly performed for purposes of profit, without license issued by this Society, and that such performance without license constitutes a violation of the
Copyright Law of 1909.

Present licensees of the Society are advised that they may now lawfully include
in their public performances for profit, pursuant to the terms of their license contracts, the copyrights of the above named. Unlicensed establishments are invited
to apply for licenses.
Full and complete information will be cheerfully furnished
the principal office of the Society as below.

upon

request, at

American Society of Composers,
Authors and Publishers
56

West

New

45th Street

York City

!

February

23,
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We

don't like to talk about ourselves,
but

how can we

help doing so with such product

ASFred Niblo's "THY

Feb. 4

NAME

WOMAN"

IS

LOUIS

Presented by

Ramon Novarro

B.

MAYER

plus Barbara

La Marr equals

S.

R. O.

Rex Ingram's " SCARAMOUCHE"

Feb. 11

A

World Beater! Sabatini's flaming romance with
Alice Terry, Lewis Stone and cast of 0,000.

Ramon

Novarro,

I

FehAi J. E. Williamson

presents

''The Uninvited Guest''

Superb natural color and undersea photography along with thrilling drama,
produced by the SUBMARINE FILM CORPORATION and directed by

Ralph
Fefe.

Ullian Gish

17

Ince.

in

''

THE WHITE

SISTER''

Henry King' S

"

production presented by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.)
H. DUELL, Jr., Pres.
Half a year on Broadway. The greatest love story ever told tells a box office

CHARLES
'

'

story of

its

own

"HAPPINESS"

Laurette Taylor m

Fe6. 25

Directed by

KING VIDOR from

J.

HARTLEY MANNERS'

Better than "Peg o'

Reginald Barker's

Mar. 3

B.

GIVE"

MAYER

thrill-drama of stormy hearts that will cause a storm at your

Buster Keaton

Mar. /o

LOUIS

stage success.

We can't say more!

Heart."

"WOMEN WHO

Presented by

A

My

box

office.

"SHERLOCK JUNIOR"
JOSEPH M. SCHENCK
laughing
Provide them
—

in

Presented by

...

Mar. 24

i

-

Splints

.

Viola

Dana

''DON'T

in

at this.

they'll split

Doubt Your Husband"

There COULDN'T be a doubt that husbands and wives,
and future, will flock to DANA'S best.

Mar. 31

Sawyer

&

Lubin

present

past, present

"THE SHOOTING OF DAN

McGREW"
Robert W. Service's famous poem with Barbara La Marr,
Busch and Percy Marmont.

Apr.7

Jackie Coogan

in

"A BOY OF FLANDERS"
A

Apr. 14

Lew Cody, Mae

better production than

"Long Live the King"

Mae Murray in "MADEMOISELLE MIDNIGHT"
A Spanish romance with a bigger box office punch
Presented by

Apr. 28
Now

being

ROBERT

Z.

than "Fashion Row.

"

LEONARD

Rex Ingram's " THE ARAB"
made

in

Egypt with

Ramon Novarro and

Alice Terry in the cast.

AS
SOLID

AS A
BANK!
REPRESENTING

INDEPENDENT

PRODUCERS
Finance
Release
Distributi(Mi

Sales

PRODUCERS

Exploitation

Auditing

SECURm

Legal Service

CORPORATION
Ricord Gradwell,
President

General Offices
516

5TH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

February

23,
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NOW
You Can Ballyhoo
Your Musical
Presentation
FOR THE SIMPLE REASON THAT EVERY
FEATURE PRODUCER NOW USES THE
Cue

^Aemaiic Music

J
B
I

^She.e^t'

And now—no matter how small your musical
library—the way has been made easy for
your director to correctly follow the picture.

These Film
Producers

and
Distributors

All Use and
Furnish You
with the

PATENTED
THEMATIC
MUSIC
CUE SHEETS
Associated
Pictures

First

National

Associated Exhibitors

I

That Means Special Musical Presentation!

Arrow Film Corporation
Burr Pictures
Chronicles Pictures Corp.
C. B. C.

I

That Means Something More to Advertise!

You

will

find

THEMATIC MUSIC CUE

SHEETS

inserted in practically all press
books of every feature film company.

Many

GOOD

picture has been ruined by
incorrectly following musical suggestions.

a

Many a POOR

picture has been put over by
the proper following of suggestions for the

CORRECT musical atmosphere.
YOU SIMPLY CAN'T GO WRONG WITH
THEMATIC MUSIC CUE SHEETS

Film Sales Corp.

Equity Pictures Corp.
Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation

America
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
F. B. O. of

Corporation

Grand-Asher Distributing
Corporation
Hodkinson Corporation

Hepworth

Pictures, Inc.

Metro Pictures Corporation

Mastodon Film Co.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Preferred Pictures Corporation

Principal Pictures Corporation
Selznick Distributing

Corporation
Truart Film Co.

Produced Exclusively by

Universal Pictures Corporation

Cameo Music Publishing
M.

112-118

J.

MINTZ,

West 44th

St.,

Vitagraph, Inc.

Co., Inc.

Webber and North

Pres.

New York

Warner Brothers

City
hTflli

Page 18
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Says

Danny

in

The Film Daily:
There

are

made;

tures being

far too

But the trend seems
direction.

Good,

many

too

still

pic-

many.

in the right

fine, pictures,

deserve longer runs and more attention.

The way

that

some of

these better pictures slide

away

from public notice and go crowding in the treadmill of the ex-

change,

is

something

frightful.

AndaU wrong.
There's a fortune for someone

who

will devise

a plan to keep

the^e better grade pictures in
stronger circulation.
it's

done, the better.

1

he quicker

February

23,

1924
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Oh

— What a

Mouthful of
Sizzling Facts!
Which

in

Themselves Are

A (Basic

Ballyhoo

for

Tried and Pro'ved
Pictures
The

sensationally successful department in the

EXHIBITORS TRADE REVIEW, which

deals

with and actually fights editorially for the issue
of prolonging the lives of real box office attractions—the features which have been tried and
proved winners!
For over Four Months Exhibitors Trade Review
has been in the trenches on that issue. Scores of
Exhibitors are falling in line every week—by
following the tip-olf s in the Tried and Proved Department and booking the pictures with REAL
past performances.

Facts Are More Potent Than
A Whole Bookful of Adiectives

Page 20

Exhibitors Trade Review

A GRIFFITH WEEK
X

should

business life. An Exhibitor
as a matter of service to his
Surely you have noticed how quickly a
losing- money gets a chill, depressed inAnd you have also noticed a prosperous

make money

patrons.
theatre that is
hospitable air.
theatre has a warm, welcome feel to

it.

Remember this—D. W. GRIFFITH has made MORE

MONEY

for motion picture EXHIBITORS than any
other man. Since the early Biograph days, his pictures
have been pictures of prosperity to the men who show

them.

We

do not say he has always batted one hundred
per cent. What man ever has? Has YOUR judgment
been one hundred per cent good?

Have you played all his recent pictures? There is
real money in playing- them. Realize this A GRIFFITH
PICTURE never hurts your theatre; and you know

—

A

GRIFFITH PICpictures.
always helps your theatre, because he puts all his
brains, and all his strength and all his time into making
pictures for you. And who else does that for you, year
in and year out?

.theatres can be hurt

by

TURE

"ORPHANS OF THE
STORM," "ONE EXCITING NIGHT" and "THE WHITE
ROSE," put aside one week for a GRIFFITH WEEK,
PLAY THEM, and MAKE MONEY.
If

you haven't

played

write direct to

Get in touch with the

UNITED ARTISTS EXCHANGE
in your territory or

Albert L. Grey, General Manager,

GRIFFITH Inc.,
303 Longacre Bldg., New York
D. W.

City

MONEY WEEK

—

.

February

23,

—
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The Gayety

Youth

of

Them

Give
Give

Them

Youth!

the Sure Fire

Theme

of

Fervid Youth!
A

Never Fail

to Thrill Story of

Flapper
You know hy now

Frailties!

they flock to see the pictures that

deal with the sensations that surround

The Daring
And

Years of Youth!
Master
them
—CLEAN
Attraction of

as the

all

wholesome and delightfully snapping with spice and
sensational emotions, you miss the GREATEST
YOUTH BET OF THE SEASON if you fail to get in
touch immediately with your nearest independent exchange and set in your date book for an early date

Constance Binney
and

a

marvelous supporting cast of

stars

IN

CLOCK?«

ORNING"

Three O'Clock in the Morning' is as ^ood an
audience picture as we have played this year."
CONSTANCE BINNEY
RICHARD THORPE EDMUND BBEESE
\ MODERN AND BEACON THEATRES, Boston.
yy
EDNA MAY OLIVER RUSSEL GRIFFIN
•

MARY CARR

•••

WILLIAM N-8AILEY

Burr Pictures
133-135-137 W. 44th
The four outstanding atirdctions of the season
Wire or write today for a franchise.

New York

City,

-

Inc.

Street
N. Y.

Distributed by
All

Star Feature Dist.

209 Golden Gate Ave.,

Commonwealth
729 7th

Ave

San Francisco,
Film Corp.,

New York

,

Greiver Productions, Inc.
Chicago,
Waba-h Ave.,
H. Lieber & Co.

Cal.

831

So.

City

122

W. New York

104

Walton

Atlanta,

St..

Ga.

1022

Forbes

E.

Elizabe.h

St.,

Detroit,

Toy

Mich.

Loeb Arcade

&

Bldg.,

Pa.

23

Piedmont

Minn.

1337

Vine

Wis.

Milwaukee,
St.,

St.,

Corp.,

Film, Inc.,

Royal Pictures,

R. Film Co.,
Miimeapolis,

Dist.

Building.

Moscow

Pittsburgh,

St,

F.

Favorite Film Co., Inc.,
fil43

Mid West
Ind.

Indianapolis,

Att.,
Denver, Colorado

2104 Broadway,

Supreme Film Co.

Enterprise Dist. Corp.,

I

St.,

Mountain States Film
111.

Boston,

Mass.

Inc.
Philadelphia,

Pa.

The

CMa, the Box-

HAROLD

.

the Critics

,«Uat

UoWs -f»"^^^'a

Think

rate
flashes first

PVtuTeVorld:

^

^

^i,,

.ith -«'^f-<^'^!irtbetremeudous

picture

is fi"e<l

vopu

Sor'sVoolswiUexertastrougP
power."

^^„Je Reviete:

-very minutf;

with any

»

,

view„oint of

„

«»"***""'f.'

„

v«eptional

.

splen
scenery and
toSoll-esser.

state lobbies

rase^rwlU----

^
^

V

Foreign Righti ControUed by
[Assodatld Rret Nanonal Pictures IncJ
385 Madison Avenue, New York

^

rAoOfeS

\

»

/i^NO

Y-*-''^

\
\

\

—

Ol^tCT^^

O S

.
«
'

'I

•

'

^

-

^.^^^^^^^^

^^^^^^^0^^^^^^

/
and the Fdblic say^

BELL WRIGHT'S
'WHEH A MAMlS A MAN
made into excellent pictuiie
— and when you consider
there are 50,000,000
Wright's works —
Harold
that

enthusiastic followers of

Bell

that tribute

means

business wherever

real
it

is

box

office

shown.

a great picture for exploitation

It s

a great picture

It

a great picture to make money with
Get it on your schedule for
immediate playdate

^

to

show

—

This is the way they
are j locking to Cameo
Theatre, N. Y., to see
it.

A IxTAt

—

It s

Hatiomil Attraction

Saved/
For four days they had gone through
hell.

For four days, this strange gathering of
crooks and their intended victims had
been buried alive in the money vaults
of the big bank by an earthquake.

Money, jewels— everything was

for-

gotten in the thought of their predic-

ament.

—

exhausted they had given
hope and were prepared to die
then came the sound of rescuers near
at hand. They were Saved!
Starving,

up

M. C.
bif

OWEN HOORC

and

DEXXIE LOVE

Pei\ronally direcfecl

LEVEE firs^nfx

MAURICE TOURNEUR

William Dudley Pellei/ ^

wifh

all

ptocluctlon

by

HAURfCC TOURNEUR

Foreign Righu Controlled

b7\
C6 Inc.

;^83

M^disoD Avenue

New ^foric

A 3tr6t UationdL tPictuiB

February
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EXHIBITORS
'^rade REVIEW
GEORGE

SIMMONS,

L.

Editor

T.

PARDV

its

1924

__—

.

Dr. Giannixi on Business Ethics.
Old Lady Astor
There Are Ballyhoos and Ballyhoos

28

Editorial

40

27

own

On

on them
page 29,

Special

Number

all
/

41

A

showmanship broadside

31

31

32

'Flaming Youth' Banned in Canada
Say Varied Program Is in Strong Favor

33
33

Metro Studios Are Busy
Chaplin Recipient of Rare Tribute
HoDKiNSON Will Release Woods' Productions
'Fires of Fate' to Be Issued by Truart

35
35

36

37

'Monsieur Beaucaire' Starts Auspiciously
goldwyn-cosmopolitan conferences

dusted

off

used effort into a golden seat-selling opportunity
A'erily, a pertinent array of talent,

23

TX

30
34
5'!

SHOWMANSHIP
Exploiting Urge

got out,

39

PICTORIAL PRESENTATIONS
Ballyhoo
Bally-Ballyhoo
A 'Daughters of Today' Ballyhoo
Big Little Feature Ballyhoos

is

and put to work
On
The Back-bone of Ballyhoo
page 57
describes the instrument
which
proj)erly handled
turns un-

lined up for the exhibitor's benefit
clothing the subject with new, colorful and striking garments

33

—'Roulette'

at a spe-

gives a
on page 54
human slant on what happens when the

picture

cific

old imagination

Ince Announces Reorganization Plans
Set Average Cost for Year at |150,000
Missouri Theatre Owners Plan Merger

^i^g

Story tells how the dramatic touch of
Ballyhoo turns onlookers into patrons

29

Pay'

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS

Frontispiece

every
every city, has
Ballyhoo poten-

This week's broad-

Pac2

Leaders

program

caster touches

EDITORIAL FEATURES

— 'What We Owe We
All— Thomas H. Ince

LYHOO

R.

tialities

CONTENTS
23,

BAL-

region,

Reviews Editor

February

T.

its

Elivery zone,

(7EORGE BLAISDELL. Editor
EDDY ECKELS, Business Manager
Showmanship

E.

presents

S'

Business 'Paper of the Motion lecture Induslrj^

MICHAEL

TATIOX

m
m
m

53

Ballyhoo Possibilities in 'Great White Way'
Navy Helps Put Over 'Hunchback'
Action Is Backbone of Ballyhoo

56

Exploitation Ideas in Brief

58

Advertising Aids

59

54

all

desiring to present the subject from
E. T.
every possible viewpoint
even in the heat of enthusiasm
has not forgotten to include the personal
critical opinion of a publicity expert, who
deals with the subject on its seamy side
while the progTam for
Stand Bv

R

NEXT WEEK
A Sp3cial Issue

57

announced
.on Authors and

is

Directors

45

concena comprehensive,
articles,
special
broadside of
stories, stunts ideas and suggestions
Pertinent in e^^ery respect to the exhib-

47

itor's interests

Again,

REGULAR DEPARTMENTS

trated
Players

yvV.

Know

42

Round Table
Up ANDfDowN Main Street
Box (/fvice Reviews
ExHIBITa^ts

43

Big rfiTTLE Fe.'\tures
Trier and Proved Pictures

61

Pro/uction Chart and Press Opinions
Mo ern Theatre.

66

T
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How

51

;

to use the personalities of di-

rectors in selling your picture
to capitalize the prestige of authors

How
who

write the scenarios, or whose stores have
to
been adapted for the picture

How

put the King ]Midas touch to the handling
of prominent names in getting free newspaper advertising
These and other essentials

NEXT

^

I

j

\

a

program for

3'our

profit.

^

Exhibitors Trade Review
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TX/iORE or

less,

there

is

a bit of

''-^

gambling instinct in everyone. In 'Roulette,' David Selznick

presents

a

drama

of

the

wheel that will indisputably appeal to the masses and
classes.
In addition, it possesses
a cast which sounds like the roll
call of any of the large film companies. An even dozen tops the
list, which includes Edith Roberts, Mary Carr, ISorman Trevor,
Montague Love, Maurice Costello,
Flora
Shannon,
Finch
Effie
Henry Hull, Diana Allen, Jack
Raymond, Walter Booth and
Dagmar Godowsky. At the left
is one of the opening scenes of the
picture where Edith Roberts first
enters the gambling palace operated by her guardian, Norman
devil's

,

Trevor.

A

A

^Roulette'

Ballvhoo
J
Neiv Selznick Feature Offers

Real Opportunity For Clever

Lobby Stunt That Is Bound
To Draw Well

'DANCE, BALL,

DANCE— O'ER THE SPOKES OF CHANCE—ROULETTE

CI

February

B609321

23, 1924
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dusiness Paper ofthe Motiondcture Industry

Dr. Giannini Flavs the Violators of

Business Ethics
Majority Square Shooters, Banker Tells Independents

DR.

A. H.

GIANNINI,

Bank, made a stirring address to the
members of the Independent Motion
Association

Distributors

ai

luncheon February 7 in the Astor.
The doctor spoke feelingly and at
some length on industrial evils.
The speaker declared that while he
their

Picture News,

who

advised the

cause

to

make known

not

Stabilizing Credit

my

Company

and

the

East

National

Bank

of

New

York,

long has

held

among

leading

a

those bankers

who

motion picture finances. As may be judged from
the accompanying remai-ks, which
in

constitute a report of his address
to

independent

the

distributors,

the doctor feels strongly on questions affecting the integrity of

an

industry with which for many
years he has been on terms of

In addition he has

such intimacy.
a

way

of dealing with a question

which leaves

in

the

mind

of his

hearer no doubt as to the banker's
attitude.

"If a man walks in to me and says
is a member of an organization such
as I see outlined here he certainly will
get a respectful hearing.
"I hear a good deal about the motion
picture business, perhaps as much as

any one engaged in my line. I have
always been very sympathetic toward
your industry.
"If your purpose is to stabilize contracts and credits then you should do
it in emphatfc fashion.
"Personally I have been very fortunate thus far.
In the fifteen years
have been in the business I have not
sustained any loss.
But I have had

I

some experiences, some more or less
disappointing acceptances.
"Just for a brief moment may I draw
your attention to one particular condition.
I find one of the disappointing
factors in the business is the indiscrimand careless giving of notes, or
trade acceptances.
inate

"Trade

acceptances started during
purpose being to give
notice that there was a transaction, a
the war,

on the head when he summarized the
purposes of the organization in the
compact sentence of 'stabilizing credits
contracts.'

as I

want

to be tech-

their

buyer and seller, and the buyer promised to pay within a given period.
"I find there has been an indiscriminate giving of notes, an indiscriminate
giving of acceptances, none predicated
on an actual transaction.

Black Mark on Business

"We

"I

have

no

thoughts to
have read here that

lingering

leave with you. I
It
the organization is a month old.
occurs to me that Bobby North knew' I
had once practiced medicine but not
under a Connecticut diploma and that

—
—

I

"I think Mr. Johnston covered the
technical part of the meeting much
better than I could hope to do," said
Dr. Giannini. "I think he hit the nail

re-

he

"the

only in the industry but also in collateral lines that "What we owe we pay."

know

of
fif-

River

specialize

mem-

product and state rights producer and

"I don't

pleading

persistent

Trust

position

object of the new
body to create and foster a greater degree of respect for state rights

and

the

A. H. GIANNINI, president of both the Commercial

The chairman of the day was I.
Chadwick, president of the association.

and

of

T\R.

E.

distributors

know

really

capitulation.

the stabilizing of credits and
in spite of a flood of other propositions that would be presented to them.

was

don't

I

Bobby North, and a friendship of
teen years was responsible for

contracts,

it

because

nical,

enough about the business to justify a
technical attitude.
I
came here be-

bers to adhere to their announced intention of devoting their energies to

said

who have

lated interests.

personally had suffered no financial loss
by reason of the practices of which he
complained at the same time he pointed
out that they hurt the standing of the
industry. He insisted 99 per cent of the
men with whom he came in contact
were square shooters.
Among the evils to which the doctor
paid his respects were those of calling
for a material percentage of the profits
before granting a loan and the disposition to "gouge" on the part of some
lenders as well as exchanging of notes
without there being a legitimate transaction behind the operation.
The other speaker of the day was
William A. Johnston, editor of Motion

He

dustry and also of those

Blaisdell

the

al

Picture

By George

president

Commercial Trust Company and the East River Nation-

of

had attended

at

many

births.

"You know Oliver Wendell Holmes
said 'Once a doctor, always a doctor.'

So

I suppose Dr. Shallenberger thought
should be here to join him at the
birth. (Laughter.)
I

Body Deserves Support
"Any organization with plans of such
scope deserves the support of the in-

want to get away from that.
Undoubtedly the purpose of your orto get away from that
black mark against yourselves and the maker of the note if

ganization
evil.

is

It is a

you permit this.
"The worst feature

that

has

crept

into this business is the swapping of
notes that actually don't represent any
swapping for no
transaction at all

—

purpose at all and the banker is deluded into the belief that it represents
a real transaction.
"When a man engaged

in

business

swaps notes for the purpose of accom(Contiruied on Page 72)
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Old/ady^^storSqys
FLORA

PINCH, that fine player of merry memory and
of today, was this week the victim of a sob sister's tale
that was as heartless as it palpably was absurd. On Monday
a number of the motion picture writers on daily and weekly
journals were invited to be the guests of the Famous
Some of the sweet
Players at the Long Island studio.
young things, male and female, saw Miss Finch in court
garb and apparently jumped to conclusions she was an
They even in print called attention to the fact she
extra.
was drawing $15 a day. The management of the studio
paid immediate attention to what it characterized as an unfounded and unfair report, issuing a statement setting

GREET

Our Mary, ye New Yorkers! Likewise also
shake hands with the side panner of the little lady who
was Rosita but who very shortly will be Dorothy, Dorothy
Vernon of Haddon Hall Douglas Fairbanks. The two on
February 14 stepped into one of the first specimens of real
winter the metropolis has experienced so far this season
and are stopping at the Ambassador Hotel. They are in the
east in order to see their respective productions duly started
on their rounds "Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall" in the
first instance and "The Thief of Bagdad" m the second.
:

—

TJARRY B ROUSE

of the Imperial Theatre of OtCanada, one of the outstanding exhibitors
Canada, has taken the bull by the horns and
The
reduced his admission prices to the Imperial.
new schedule of 10 and 15 cents for afternoons and
15 and 25 cents for evenings went into effect February 11.
Just so there would be no one in the
town overlook the happening Mr. Brouse employed
page
adverticements
in
the
full
two local daily
newspapers.
"Following the trend of the times we
are the first locally to reduce admissions," Mr. Brouse
says.
Is it the "trend of the times"?
Just a minute.

tawa,

forth that Miss Finch is not an extra, that she is portraying
the role of the Duchess of Montmorency, a member of the
court and an authentic character, and that her salary is
more than double what it was when she played opposite

John Bunny.

of

Miss Finch should worry

PONWAY TEARLE
To

the

repeated

oft

again has started something.
slander that the voice has

no value in screen work the player has a thing or
two to say worth digesting.
He declares that the
vibrations of the human voice aSfect the playing of
the other performers far more than most persons imagine.
As an, illustration, Mr. Tearle points out that
the stars who best know how to use their vocal chords
in acting get the best results from their supporting
cast
He says all of the more successful actors play
their roles just as though there was an audience out in
front.
And we believe every word he says on this
subject not only is logical but correct.

SIDNEY OLCOTT
Long

Island City

again

is

making

active use

of

his

Famous Players workshop in
on Monday he began shooting on "Mon-

At

megaphone.

the big

sieur Beaucaire," in which Rudolph Valentino sustains the
title role.
It is a pleasure to watch Mr. Olcott when the
lights are

on his stage.

Things move smoothly and unex-

citedly.

WARNER back New York after three weeks
ABE Lunnon,
which town he went to
business with
in

is

in

to

Arthur Clavering. head
the British organization
uct.
Just after the big
M. started on the long

may

saw about being

WILLIS CLARK BRIGHT
"Three Keatons" are no more.

And
3

soon, if this
regularity
thing persists.
be something added to that well-known
as "sure as death and taxes."
The board of directors of the Famous Players- Lasky
has declared the regular quarterly dividend of the
company of $2 a share on the common stock, payable
April 1, to stockholders of record March 15.
there

old

of the Film Booking Offices, Ltd..
which distributes the Warner prodfellow arrived home his brother H.
journey across country bound for

Los Angeles.
TPHE

pRETTY

talk

and

It's a quartet!

there's a new Buster, who arrived February
is
said hasn't laughed yet.
So Joseph

it

old, who has been
as Buster, Jr., by the public
he made us a
screen visit in "Our Hospitality" along with his
talented
mother will lose his nickname.
Buster
senior is reported as saying if the family keeps on
increasing it is only a question of time before he
will be able to cast his pictures at home.

Talmadge Keatcn, eighteen months

—

known

—

has been appointed vice
president and controller of Warner Brothers, effective immediately.
Also he will be a member of the board
of directors. Mr. Bright is exceptionally well qualified for
his position by reason of his experience not only in producing and distributing companies but in the financial world
as well.

QEORGE

JUST

H. SMITH, managing
Vitagraph Film Company, Ltd.,

director of the
of London, arin New York last week to visit his brother,
Albert E. Smith, president ot Vitagraph. The London
representative of the company is here to celebrate
the twenty-sixth anniversary month of the organization of Vitagraph.
He has held his position since
the
1905, when
office
was established.
The two
brothers soon will leave for Hollsrwood, from which
city Alfred E. Smith returned last week vnth the
body of the late general manager of the company,

show

that all the honors are not going to be allowed to pass to the producing stars enter here the name
of Bert Glennon, chief cinematographer for Cecil De Mille.
He is the father of a nine and a half pound daughter. It
to

rived

was a film romance, as father and mother were formerh'
associated with Producer George Melford.

John M. Quinn.

pUPERT HUGHES
the
theories
director

West

Coast.

is

another visitor in town from
The author who upset all

and precedents by becoming a successful
announces his intention of making a long
stay.
Just prior to his departure from Los Angeles
Mr. Hughes completed work on the editing and titling
of "True as Steel," a tale of his own construction
and which sets forth some of the struggled and temptations which must be overcome by a woman who
sets out oh a business career.

MAURICE

CLEARY, who for two years has been a
of the board of directors of the United ArCorporation, has been elected treasurer of the copora-

member
tists

tion.

TTARRY REICHENBACH, who

is

leaving

the

o£-

Samuel Goldwyn to enter those of Famous
was the guest of honor February 11 at a
dinner given by his former employer.
It was a
spaghetti party and wasi staged in Greenwich Village.
fices

Players,

of

REFRESHING

news. C. C. Burr has begun a campaign
Burr pictures after they have been sold
to the state rights exchanges.
That spirit will eventually
put the independent situation where it will deserve the patto

back up

all

ronage of every exhibitor in the land. It has been exceedingly unfortunate that the past has disclosed very little in
the way of co-operative advertising and publicity on the
part of the independent distributors. True, many advertise
and advertise heavily at times, but very few after all of the
territory has been sold.
So few you only need one h^jid
Burr's pictures are all sold lOO per cent.
for the count.
he means to help sell them to the exhibitor for the
exchanges who have placed their good money in his h^):)ds

Now

on the

basis of

Burr

faith.

February
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There Are Ballyhoos and Ballyhoos
The Successful Ballyhoo Emphasizes
the Picture so
said that the pubhc Ukes
BARNUM
be fooled. He was right—
in

to

The probabilities are
day
T. Barnum, greatest
Phineas
if
that
showman of all time, were alive to-day
he would say, "The public likes to be
amazed." And by "amazed" we do not
In Barmean shocked or disgusted.

That the Public

To-day the public seeks surcease
from the cares of work and study, in so
far as attending shows is concerned.
The show business is an established
Motion pictures are an institufact.
The public knows them, theretion.
fore the public can't be fooled.
At the same time the public likes exThis likploitation of the right kind.
ing is a trait of human nature that alin history as far

ways has existed

we knew

as

back

The Romans used

it.

ballyhoo parades to advertise their vicMardi gras is a huge ballyhoo.
tories.
And, coming up to the present time, the
biggest of ballyhoos takes place during
political campaigns.

Now

for motion picture ballyhoos.
In the eaidy days of our industry the
average picture house looked like the
With imfront of a dime museum.
provements in the cinema art came improvements in advertising. And then
came the ballyhoo. At first it was like
a child in a May party. It didn't know

which way

to turn in the bewildering

gaudiness of its costuming. The public
laughed at first, then it grew
weary, and then the old-time ballyhoo

was doomed.
Next came the ballyhoo with a purpose. This purpose was not only to at-

Theme

or

I

'ice

and

President

Eastern

Representative

—

and

a big blast of thrills

We

ballyhooed "Circus Days" in
For any other producjust that way.
tion this form of ballyhoo would have
seemed ridiculous, but in the case of
"Circus Days" it brought laughter and
people to the theatre.
fun.

Next we have Harold Bell Wright's
Here is
a Man's a Man."

"When

—

something dignified the greatest living
with a following of 50,000,000 people one of his greatest novels
transferred tO' the screen. The problem
confronting Mr. Sol Lesser, Mr. Mike
Rosenberg and myself, in discussing
our campaign for "When a Man's a
Man," was Shall we emphasize the
romance and adventure in this picture
or shall we give precedence to this
great author and his book ?
novelist,

public

:

was unanimously decided to emphasize Harold Bell Wright and "When
W^e did so, with
a Man's a Man."
It

much

advertising, in trade

and news-

papers, and with street stunts that
created a strong desire to see the picture, and at the same time added to the
prestige of Harold Bell Wright. Take

New York, for instance, where we had
books five feet high, with men in them
who walked up and down Broadway
and even went to Fifth avenue. Any
other

exploitation

much

attention

attracted

that

so

would have met with
disaster.
But this was a great book by
The crowd liked it.
a great author.
Sol Lesser, an experienced showman,
vice president of W^est Coast Thea-

u

but

to

deliver

are over.

lic

that

is

not tolerate exploitation
not in keeping either with the

a

t

and polite announcements in hotel
lobbies should bring the crowd.

Only recently I heard Sophie Irene
Loeb make a speech in which she said,
"If you want to wake people up to a
thing you must constantly bring it bethem.

fore

forms

of

experience

man" picture was being shown in a
small town. The exhibitor rigged up a
"fioat" showing a negro wearing only a
loin cloth, standing, spear in hand, over
half a dozen prostrate children.
Here
was the idea of killing without cause.

What
was

that float did for the exhibitor
kill a perfectly good picture.

to

How much

a

it

would

it.
This consisted of
miserable-looking wife
with hand cuffs on her
wrists being forced
through the street by her
husband, who wore a top
hat and spats. And then
he wondered why his pic-

of
a

failed.
The simple
reason was that he had
not struck the keynote of

ture

each with a definite purwhich proved highly

the play.

was

corn, candy, wild animals,

effective

Another exhibitor upstate "exploited"
picture filled with home and heart
interest by taking a scene
from one of the stills and
making a street ballyhoo

I

our campaign for Jackie
Coogan in "Circus Days."
What does the title of
this picture suggest? The
circus, with peanuts, pop-

more

have been had he organized a parade
of "prehistoric" men, women and children wearing the skins of wild animals
and bearing banners announcing the
show.

different

first

passive;

There are ballyhoos and ballyhoos.
one instance in which a "cave

exploitation,

The

be

in that Httle

recall

I

pose,

effective.

And

speech lies the secret of the successfully conducted ballyhoos.

form of ballyhoo.
two

You cannot

you must be active."

"produce the goods."
This is the most effective

cite

who

tres

the public into the
picture house and then

my own

exhibitor

On the other hand there are many
exhibitors who do not believe in the
ballyhoo. They sit up, like disciples of
Chesterfield who have never read his
lordship's works and have a false idea
of dignity, and solemnly proclaim that
two three sheets in front of their thea-

draw

In
can

And any

pursues such tactics not only is cheating his own box office but is jeopardizing the good name of his house.

tres, Inc., will

h f ul message. In
other words, it aimed to
r

if such it be—
dignity or the frivolity
of the production he owns.
The days of fooling the newspapers,
of endangering human life, of playing
an "April Fool's Day" joke on the pub-

;

tract the attention of the

t

of

—

of Principal Pictures Corporation

brass bands

Atmosphere

Attracted and Pleased

is

By IRVING M. LESSER

his

num's time the circus business was
something new, the speaking stage revolved around Shakespeare— and there
were- no movies.

the

WALKING BOOK BALLYHOO
When

the

Principal

Pictures

feature played
on the steps

books caused a great sensation

New
of

York's
the

Cameo

New York

these

animated

Public

Library.

It is only by taking the
theme of the picture or its
biggest surroundings and
emphasizing
them that
the ballyhoo meets with

success.
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ALL HAIL! THE BALLY BALLYHOO
TT IP HIP,

Barnums Heritage to
HOORAY. A line of kid-

dies, youths,

and grown-ups

feel

the

HIS

busted automobile driven about the
streets of Asheville,
C, aroused no little
interest 'when it bally hooed Metro's feature
picture, playing
at
the Imperial
Theatre.

Modern Showman

society!

donkey saunters down the streets
of Nashville, Tenn.
On the animal's back is seated a figure which compels attention. And why
wouldn't she. For she is easy, oh so
She is a clever chareasy, on the eyes.

gave a benefit affair at the Astor Hotel,
the proceeds to go to the
East Sid:;
Clinic, one of the events on the entertainment program was a pageant number.
And in this number Harry Ormis-

acterization of the principal in Paramount's "Spanish Dancer," playing
Loew's Vendome Theatre, a fact which
is unmistakably communicated to those

When

the

tion of the

New York Mozart

Un!v.'rsal publicity

Mad"

"Pleasure

onlookers into patrons. But now for
the kind used in the upper strata of

their spirits rise to the lure of the circus

as a

N

-*-

is

a

.

Barker produetion.

Societ}-

forces

was on the job when he provided little
June Mirken of Brooklyn, who impersonated Baby Peggy as the "Darling of

—

who follow her about. Result that
night at the showhouse, a pressing eager
mob, with each one trying to make
sure of getting a ticket before the S.
R. O. sign

is

So much
with

A

its

put up.
for

the

street

magnetic quality

for

ballyhoo,

turning

Sounds
a man.
what a voliune of ex-

HIS walking
Y striking

GIRL, a donkey mid
simpler enough, but

book ballyhoo gave folks a
when it sauntered up and
down the neighborhood of the Brooklyn Mark
Strand, at zvhich place Warner's "Main
-*-

citement they created when they appeared on
the streets of Nashville, Tenn., as a means
of telling the public at large that "The Spanish Dancer" had arrived at Loew's Vendome.

eyeful

Street" ivas shou'ing.

Trekets

sold pronto.

Needless to say, more than one person
in the audience expressed a 92 karat
desire to see the film

which the

bally-

hoo portrayed.
In Asheville, N. C, the attention of
folks was brought to bear with profitable results, to the wrecked-auto ballyhoo,

ALLYHOOING
BNew

motion pictures within
York's exclusive social set is something at least bordering upon the extraordinary. H^re you see Baby Peggy getting the
benefit of the publicity at a function, held
recently at the pretentious Hotel Astor.

New York," with the enlarged photograph of the baby star.
High society showed its enthusiasm
for the ballyhoo by giving the little
performer the ovation of her life.

when Metro's "Pleasure Mad"

played
city.

float

the

Imperial Theatre of that
Fordson tractor drawing the

the

A

served to arouse keen interest in

announcement of the showing

at

the picture house.
The bally ballyhoo bally'd a striking
eyeful, and incidentally inflated teh
coffers at the Mark Strand, Brooklyn,

N. Y., when a walking book paraded
up and down street, announcing the
showing of Warner's "Main Street" at
the theatre.

!
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23,
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Reorganization Plan Announced

As Arrow has

ducers.
out,

it

is

exchange

previously pointed
supply the independent
with absolutely everything he

in position to

man

needs.

by Thomas H.
Studios will be Kept

Mr. Bromberg is one of the best known
in the motion picture industry in the
South and has been identified with the business practically since its inception.
His history in the business is interesting, and his
growth to his present position as the largest

Ince

Running

at

men

Capacity

individual state right operator in point of
territory is the result of the high regard in
which he is held by those in the motion picture
business, his fair method in dealing with his
customers and the high quality of product

ANNOUNCEMENT

of a complete reorganization within the Thomas H. Ince
studios with plans for putting underway immediately the biggest production schedule
which he has yet shouldered is made today by

which he has alwavs handled.

Thomas H. Ince.
To meet the new

trend in production which
has come with the development of public taste
for distinctive screen offerings and to lower
production costs at the same time, Mr. Ince
has felt it imperative to lay out a campaign
for the coming year with a staff of executives so thoroughly organized that he can
promise that every picture finished under his
supervision will be a distinct advance over
the previous cfTering.
The new staff is headed by Mr. Ince, who
expects to devote 100 per cent of his time
during the coming season to planning productions and building pictures. He has so chosen
his executives as entirely to free himself from
routine matters that he may be free to devote
even more time than he has given in the
supervision of his productions.
success he has scored during
the past season with every picture registering
more popular approval until "Anna Christie"
at the close of the old year has been hailed
as a monumental advance in picture making
has spurred him to the determination to outstrip his own record in 1924.
As general production manager in his new
plan of campaign, Mr. Ince has appointed
John Griffith Wray, for the past three years
director of Thomas H. Ince special producWray's direction of "Lying Lips,"
tions.
"Hail the Woman," and Mrs. Wallace Reid's
past

to

SET AVERAGE COST FOR

YEAR AT
Will

fied him in the minds of the screen public
as one, of the foremost directors of the in-

His

duaftry.

new appointment

will

in

no

wise mean the loss of his identity as a leading director, as Mr. Ince plans to have him
direct two special Ince productions yearly.
The rest of his time will be devoted to assisting the producer in considering and selecting suitable screen material and in planning
the detail work of new productions.
Mr
Ince says that he will spend most of his
time at the studios and the remainder of the
year in New York.
Colvin W. Brown, who has been in charge
of the New York offices for the last three
years, is manager of distribution of the new
organization and will also act as Mr. Ince's
personal representative.
He will make his
headquarters in New York with occasional
trips to the studios.
Edwin DeB. Newman will act as business
manager
Reeve Houck, studio superintendent Ingle Carpenter, general counsel G. C.
Burkhart, auditor, and Arthur MacLennan,
manager of promotion.
With the exception of Newman, a former
executive of the Cadillac Motor Company,
and later an independent motion picture producer, every member of this staff as well as
their department heads are Ince trained executives.
number of them have been with
the producer since the old InCeville days on
through the Triangle days and the period
when Mr, Ince became an independent producer.
new production schedule, calling for six
Thomas H. Ince specials, will go underway
April 1 following the completion of four features for First National release under the
1923-4 schedule. The story material now under consideration assures tlie most pretentious
output under the Ince signature since the present studios were built five years ago.
;

:

;

A

A

and

have learned that money is
substitute for brains and 1924 is
going to see less time and money spent on
sets and mobs and more on stories, scripts and
direction."
This statement is made by B. P.
Schulberg, president of Preferred Pictures,
who is in
York conferring with his
partner, J. G. Bachm.ann, regarding production plans for the coming season.
"The net result," said Mr. Schulberg, "will
be a lowering of production costs and a raising of entertainment values. W'hen the critics
a year from now list the best pictures of 1924,
I predict that the average production of each
will be around SISO.OOO.
That is less than
half the average production cost of the best
pictures of last year.
"All of us at one time or another have
suddenly found that we had a story that was
not as strong as we thought.
It seemed to
lack enough entertainment value to rank it
as a 'special.'
So what did we do ?
not

a

New

the

followed by his remarkable handling of "Anna Christie" has identi-

Bank on Stories, Scripts
Direction, Says Schulberg

PRODUCERS

The remarkable

"Human Wreckage,"

$150,000

.

DANIEL CARSON GOODMAN
Former

producer and now manager
production for Cosmopolitan.

succes'iul

of

Three independent

units which have signed
produce on the Ince lot in addition to the
Ince companies assure a year of unpreced:nted
activity although since the opening of the new
Ince studios In 1918, they have never been idle
with the sole exception of one four month s
period. The doors opened while Mr. Ince was
producing under the Famous Players banner
and the studios have operated continuously
through, following his organization of the Associated Producers and its later amalgamation
with First National.
to

BROMBERG TO GIVE FULL
TIME TO PROGRESS
I,eaves Educational

vote

Time

to

Exchange

"We

rushed out and hired expensive actors,
in mobs,
we added a few cabaret
scenes, we built elaborate sets, we ordered
quantities of colorful costumes.
Until now
this method in most instances has worked.

we

put

The

public
public

the

was entertained by
is

tired

of

it

New Company

ARTHUR

C. BROMBERG, President of
Progress Pictures, Inc., of Georgia, maintaining exchanges in Atlanta, Charlotte. New
Orleans and Dallas, has announced that owing
to the tremendous growth of Progress Pictures he has disposed of his interests in the
Educational Film Exchange in order that he
might devote his entire time and attention
to the affairs of Progress.

Mr. Bromberg points out that in the eleven
which he covers with his exchanges

states

the independent releases of Progress Pictures
greater than that of all other independent
exchanges in these states combined.

is

•

He is releasing on an average of one Western picture weekly, one comedy weekly, and
one episode of a serial vceekly and one special
each month.
Mr. Bromberg's organization is releasing
practically the entire Arrow output of special
features, serials and short subjects, and inasmuch as this is the major portion of subjects
he is handling, Arrow feels that this is a
great tribute to the Company and, to its pro-

It

stories.

"Book publishers have learned that they,
can't sell elaborately bound books, filled with
colorful illustrations unless there is a good
story to back up the binding and the pictures."
We're in the same situation.
"I believe that every producer sees the
writing on the wall.
Theyre all saving
'Production costs must come down.
Get a
good story, a good continuity and a good
and go easy on the
tuming and the extras.'

director

De-

to

But
demands

bigness.

now.

"The type of entertainment

sets,

in

the

cos-

motion pic-

ture theatres is going to follow closely that
of the speaking stage.
always will have
in motion pictures a Morris Gest or two who
will dare to produce 'Miracles' at great cost.
But the motion picture producer who delivers
good entertainment the tvpe sponsored on the
sneaking staere bv John Goldwvn, George M.
Cohan, Al Woods and David Belasco is the
man who day-in-and-day-out will succeed.
"It has been proved on the speaking stage
that it is the story, not the sets, that gives
a play a long run.
And motion picture producers, after talking for years that 'the nlay
is the thing.' a€ last have discovered to their
great astonishment that what they were sayinff was the truth
"If is what you feel, not what you see, that
makes sfO'^d entertainment.
In the year to
come, to strengthen our picture, we producers
will work our brains instead of our bankrolls
ard throw in a .good, human scene instead
of throwing in a mob of extras.
We'll use
good gags instead of gold, carefullv constructed continuities instead of crowds, and
hisrh-class
hokum instead of hordes of

We

—

—

helmeted horsemen."
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This production takes on added significance

from the angle of

box-ofifice appeal in that
wild horses, like the buffalo, practically are
extinct on the western plains and the stallion
featured in this picture is the last of a breed
that once roamed in great droves over the uncharted lands of the West.
The story is built around the efforts of a
group of ranchmen to capture and tame the
leader of a band of wild horses which wandered through the mountainous country of
spectacular forest fire
Northern Colorado.
is one of the feature.s of the picture and is
used as the setting for what is declared to be
a most dramatic situation.

A

^

JOHN

M.
IN

^

QUINN BURIED
CHICAGO

Many Film Men Attend Funeral

of

Late Vitagraph Official

JOHN

NETTA WESTCOTT
Netta Westcott English stage
her screen debut in "Maytime."

star,

who

will

make

Miss Westcott was
discovered as a picture possibility by a representative
of Preferred Pictures, and was signed immediately.

OPENS IN
GLOVERSVILLE

'FLOODGATES'

Lowell Production Does Capacity in

Town Where

It

Was Made

"Floodgates," produced
offering
THE
by the company that gave "Ten Nights
of

"Lost in a Big City"
market, received its
first pubhc showing on Monday, February
11, at the beautiful Glove Theatre, Gloversville, N. Y., where it played to one of the
in a Barroom" and
to the Independent

biggest day's business that theatre ever enjoyed, and according to reports proved a
decided hit. The picture is from an original story by L. Case Russell and stars
John Lowell. In support of Mr. Lowell
are Evangeline Russell, Jane Thomas, Ivy
Ward, F. Serrano Keating, William Cal-

Anne Brody, William Cavanaugh,
Lind, Fred Tiden, Arthur Ludwig
and "Hap" Hadley.

houn,

Homer

"Floodgates" is a story of the fight for a
part of the country by a group of unscrupulous politicians who have learned that a
great power company wants the land for
the development of its interest on the one
side and the land owners on the other.
John Lowell plays the part of one of the
land owners who is tricked by the politicians but in the end turns and saves the
One of the most spectacular floods
day.
even seen on the screen proved a sensation.

A

film party journeyed to Gloversville to

opening.
Among these were
John Lowell, L. Case Russell, Evangeline

attend

the

Russell, F. Serrano Keatiner,

all

Productions, and Mr. and Mrs.

wick of Merit.
"Floodgates"

in

I.

of Lowell
E. Chad-

Mr. Chadwick is releasine
Greater New York pnd

New

Jersey.
The picture is befor three days only.
It is announced that a
York showing will be
held in the near future.

Northern
ing

shown

New
*

*

*

Church and interment was in Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.
The services were largely attended by friends and business associates of
Mr. Quinn.
He was a former resident of
Chicago, and the admiration and respect of
the film colony was demonstrated by the presence of" scores of

men

Telegrams of condolence were received by
Mrs. Quirji from those in the film industry
throughout the United States, as well as former associates of Mr. Quinn when he was
a member of the Western Newspaper Union.
President Albert E. Smith, who accompanied the body from Los Angeles, where Mr.
Quinn difed a week prior, and Mrs. Smith,
John Rock, son of one of the three founders
of Vitagraph. and Mrs. Rock, George A.
M.
Balsdon, assistant general manager
J.
Duncan, division manager John A. Steinson,
E. Beck, J. H. Young and George W.
J.
Taif were among the Vitagraph officials who
;

;

attended the

funeral.

The pall bearers were Henry Prosser,
Henry Hoban, John Keating and John Hayes,
Mr. Quinn, and A. J.
Nelson, assistant general manager, and J. W.
Peck of Vitagraph. The honorary pall bearers were Messrs. Duncan, Balsdon, Steinson,
Beck, Young and Taif.
After the funeral services President Smith
continued on to New York accompanied by
Mrs. Smith.

boyhood friends of

^

A

^

SON OF THE DESERT CAST

WORKING
Edwin Carewe,
five

NOW

IN PARIS

his technical staff

American
producing "A Son of
pany of

A WILD STALLION

stars,

and com-

who have

been

the Sahara" at the
edge of the desert in Algeria for First National, release, have returned to Paris, where

scenes will be filmed at the Eclair
It is expected the picture
studio in Epiny.
will be completed and the company returned
to America early in the next month.
Carewe's company of players include Bert
Claire Windsor, Rosemary Theby,
Lytell,
interior

Montague Love, Walter McGrail and Paul

The expedition to the Sahara, acPanzer.
cording to recent information received from
company, was entirely successful, and
with the co-operation of the French officials

definitely

the release title of the new Hal
Roach feature production, in which an untamed stallion plays the featured role. The
production will be shipped East in the near
future.
Its release has been tentatively set
for the early part of April.

and native chieftains a true picture of desert
life and desert people was obtained.
The company has been gone from America
since November.

selected as

s{:

*

*

DWAN RETURNS FROM CUBA
Dwan

has returned to the Paramount Long Island studio from Havana,
where he went two weeks ago to rest.
Allan

PATSY RUTH MILLER
Miss Miller, who recently signed a Paramount contract,

has

Herbert

started

work

Brennon's

Rinehart's

story,

as

a

production

"The

featured

player

Mary

of

Breaking

in

Roberts

Point."

MEN

MISSOURI THEATRE

PLAN MERGER

interested in film dis-

tribution.

the

'KING OF WILD HORSES' STARS
"King of Wild Horses" has been

M. QUINN, late general manager
of Vitagraph, Inc., was buried in Chicago
February 12.
The funeral was held at 10
o'clock from the home of his sister, Mrs.
John Hanly, 4361 Washington Boulevard.
The services were at St. Thomas Aquinas

Reorganizers Will Send Rusiness Managers Into Territory

Ala

meeting February 5 of a committee
of the M. P. T. O. Western Missouri
at the headquarters of the Kansas City Division plans for refinancing and reorganizing
the Western Missouri organization were completed.
The meeting was for the purpose of
completing plans outlined at the convention of
the Missouri body in Kansas City the previous

—

week.
Fifty exhibitors will be selected in the western half of the state. A personal letter not
a form letter will be written to each of them,
explaining the status of the exhibitor as compared to proposed adverse legislation, existing
adverse laws and music tax encroachments.
Only the most progressive exhibitors will
be chosen to launch the reorganization plan.
Following preliminary details a meeting will

—

—

be held in Kansas City, February 1, at which
time a business manager will be selected and
sent into the territory to complete details
of organization.

Membership fees and the proposed merger
between the Western Missouri body and the
Kansas City association will be determined at
the meeting in Kansas City.
The committee
in charge is composed of A. M. Eisner, Kansas City Charles Sears, Nevada A. F. Baker,
Kansas City, and Jay Means, Kansas City.
;

;

KENOSHA THEATRE PATRONS
ASK FOR TAX REPEAL
More than eleven hundred Kenoshans have
signed the petftTon asking for the repeal of
the admission tax on motion picture theatres,
according to a statement made by Edward
Dayton, manager of the Orpheum theatre,
where the question has been presented to the
people of Kenosha, Wis.
The response came without any personal
solicitation |rom the management of the variThe blank petitions
ous Kenosha theatres.
have merely been placed in the lobbies where
they are accessible and attention has been
called to them by means of a notice flashed
on the screen.
The theatre managers maintain that the
the war
crisis for which the tax vras levied
and the period following has passed and that"
in justice to theatre business and theatre patron's the tax should be removed.

—

—
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'^Flaming Youth' Is

Banned By

the moving picture censor boards
ALL
Canada recently have been placed in

City,

in

cution of the management of the Empire
Theatre, on the charge of presenting an. al"Flaming Youth."
leged immoral picture,
The decision of the presiding judge was that
the feature should be banned on immoral
grounds and the theatre manager was fined the
nominal sum of $5.
As a result of this decision, the picture is
automatically placed under the Criminal Code
of Canada if exhibited and a peculiar tangle
has arisen because the picture had previously
been approved by the Quebec Board of Moving Picture Censors for showing in the
Province of Quebec. Following this approval,
it had been screened for a week at the Montreal Capitol and later booked into Quebec

SAY VARIED PROGRAM
IN

IS

STRONG FAVOR
Situation Is

Good

'T'HE

exhibitor is everywhere protesting the
-•-detrimental effects upon his business of the
excessively long feature.
At all places I
was informed by theatre owners that they are
finding the diversified program the mainstay
of their business."
This observation was submitted during the

course of an interview this week with Miles
Gibbons, short subject sales manager for
Pathe, who has just returned from an extensive tour of the Middle West.
Mr. Gibbons' itinerary took him to Pittsburgh, CinLouis, Kansas City, Omaha, Des
Moines^ Milwaukee, and Chicago, and much

cinnati,' St.

was spent in discussing with
branch managers and exhibitors conditions in
of

was

seized by the local police

or not.

A

case already has arisen in Kingston, Onwhere the local Council of Women demanded that Chief of Police Robinson prohibit
the screening of a picture in that city during
the week of January 28. He refused to take
action on his own account, declaring that he
had no authority to ban a picture, and the
women's organization decided to refrain from
taking action.
tario,

«

*
Whipping Boss," have two

units at

work on

specials.

Mr. Callaghan advises that he will have an
announcement to make on his arrival in New

Pathe Sales Executive Reports Also

Farm

it

on a court order.
The judgment establishes a precedent
whereby the ruling of a Provincial censor
board in Canada may be upset and ignored
if legal action is taken against an exhibitor
when objection is raised by a moralist against
It means that any exhibitor can
a picture.
be held criminally responsible for the showing of a motion picture feature whether it has
been approved by the censors of his Province

a

delicate position as a result of the judgment
handed down by Mr. Justice Lachance in the
Court of Appeal at Quebec City in. the prose-

«

where

his" time

York next week,

containing in detail all the
units now producing for Monogram and the
respective stories and casts.
Earle A. Meyer, director of the film division
the American
Legion handling "The
of

Whipping Boss," reports a large volume of
bookings. Turn away business was reported
Minneapolis and St. Paul, the
opening spots for the feature.
Indianapolis is being heavily advertised for
the Circle Theatre opening. The publicity and
at Evansville,

exploitation campaign for this engagement
are said to be the largest and most thorough
Indianapolis has seen, and are handled exclusively by the American Legion.
« * 41

SELL RIGHTS ON JAWITZ FILM

the various territories visited as they^.afjegt
the box-ofifice business of the motion picture

The Comique Film Company has purchased
"Beware of the Law," from Charles Jawitz
of 729 Seventh avenue for Western Penn-

theatres.

sylvania and

Mr. Gibbons, while describmg conditions

Mr. Gibbons declared that in most sections
the farmer had resorted extensively to a
greater diversity of crops and that this fact
had worked out, according to all accounts,
advantage of the agriculturalist.
In the matter of motion picture programs,
Mr. Gibbons states the demand was especially great for a bill made up of a five or
.at most a six-reel feature together with two
to the

three reels of short subjects.
The call
quality short subjects comedies, novelty,
and topical reels is especially insistent as a
result of the demand for a diversified program, declares Mr. Gibbons.

or

for

*

*

MONOGRAM PICTURES HAS

Virginia.

in

general as being highly prosperous, spoke in
particular of the agricultural situatioii.
He
declared, that while the farmer had just cause
for complaint on the low price of wheat the
correspondingly higher prices realized by him
on other products helped to compensate to
some extent for the former drop.

*

West

SIX

COMPANIES WORKING

MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE
This talented young actress has been fortunate in
being cast in big productions.
Her latest picture
is

"When

a

Head Players Selected for
Christie Special Features

Will

Canadian Court

Man's a Man."

DOROTHY DEVORE
TO STARDOM

RAISE

HARLES
p
^ week

announced

last

luncheon given by the Hodkinson company in his honor that Dorothy
Devore has been elevated to stardom. Miss
Devore has been playing in Christie Comedies for four years.
Supporting her will be
among others Walter Hiers, Tully Marshall and Mitchell Lewis.
The picture will go into production immediately, and is expected to be ready for
release in May. The story is from the pen
of Frank Roland Conklin.
It has been especially written, and is designed to carry a
fast tempo and to contain a goodly supply
at a

of thrills.

Scott Sidney will direct the comedies,
under the supervision of Al Christie.
In
order to distinguish these subjects from
the regular two-part pictures they will be
known as Al Christie Special Features.
The contract with the Hodkinson organization provides for two of these productions during the coming year.
"Miss Devore has been chosen for this
place_ because she has shown all of the
artistic requirements needed for the
bigger
place she is now going to assume in
the
film world," said Mr. Christie.
The hosts at the luncheon were Raymond Pawley, treasurer of the Hodkinson, and Vice President John C. Flinn.
*

*

*

BRITISH POLITICAL AUDIENCE
SEES 'FIGHTING BLADE'
Not
note

with having struck a new
motion exhibition in the United King-

satisfied

m

dom by

obtaining the consent of the British

home^ office to show the film "Mighty Lak a
Rose" to the internes of Dartmoor Prison,
London's Sing Sing, Horace Judge, director of advertising and publicity for the
Associated First National Pictures, Ltd., recently
arranged a preview showing of Richard
Barthelmess' late picture,
"The Fighting
Blade" at Central Hall, Westminster, before
an audience comprising England's political
leaders.

The

picture, quite appropriate dealing with

Cromwellian days, acted as sort of overture
to an important session of Members of Parliament which was held immediately after the
showing in the House of Commons.
Ramsey MacDonald, the newly elected
Premier, was

among
*

those,, present.

*

*

CRANDALL WILL DISTRIBUTE
C. B. C. PRODUCTS
Joe Brandt, President of the C. B. C. Film
Sales Corporation, who was in Washington,
last week, closed a deal with Harry Crandall
of the Exhibitors Film Exchange, for the
C. B. C. output.
The territory embraced in
this sale includes the states of Delaware,
Maryland, Virginia and the District of Columbia.
Mr. Brandt is at present on a trip which
will take him to several exchanges in all
parts of the country when he expects to close
several important propositions.

FIRST NATIONAL CLUB TO DANCE
The next

Andrew J. Callaghan, president of Monogram Pictures, now returning from Los An-

CHRISTIE

Al

social function of the First

Na-

wires that
started shooting.

Club will be in the form of a Leap
Year dance at the Hotel Astor, Friday evening, February 29.
Arrangements have been
made for the accommodation of a large crowd.

gram.

have expressed their desire

four producing units have
This makes a total of six
companies working at top speed for Mono-

geles,

The Fred Thomson
"""The

Silent

Beverly

unit

Stranger."
Productions,

is

well along with

makers

of

"The

tional

Most of

the

officials

of

First

National

to attend as they
did at the afTair the club gave at the Hotel
Commodore last May. There will be the
usual array of stars present.
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A 'DAUGHTERS OF TODAY' BALLYHOO
Offered

By Its

Fiery Story Of Fervid Youth

WHEN

—

which, by
the prodm ers of Selznick's "Daughters of Today"
selected their
the way, has already proved almost a sensational success
theme of fervid youth, they made doubly sure that it be dressed and
presented with the greatest of care to strike home to the masses of the Great
American Public.
The result is that the exhibitor has something here to ballyhoo "to the
The picture is clean
skies" without fear of any boomerang possibilities.
thoroughly so. And that is saying considerable when it is taken into consideration that the theme is one of those snappy, spicy things which discloses
in ultra-frank fashion the foolish daring of the flapper age.
What is especially commendable about "Daughters of Today" is the
fact that is possesses the good old-fashioned Mother— and D^-ddy, too.
In
other words "the girl" does not come from one of the so-called sensational
firesides where she is but mimicking the folly of parents.
"Daughters of Today" stands for the generation that has had the proper
breeding, home care and education, but withal is lured from the path of
common sense to emotional sense by the temptations of the modern age.

—

'Good Citizenship Demands Attendance'

^ ELL

them

language possible but tell them in a way that
they will realize good citizenship demands that they see the picture.
Don't leave any room for doubt. And when they have seen it they will thank
you for having booked it, for the story has been told in such a straightforward manner that it reaches the heart of all classes.
The great good of the picture will come from the fact that it will actually prove a lesson in thousands of cases of youth seeing the light itself.
It
title near the closing of the picture illustrates this thought to a degree.
reads something like: "It's a wise flapper who soon sees the folly of her
ways and ceases being one."
Selznick has every rea.son to be very proud of "Daughters of Today."
First, of course, because it is a noble pictorial rendition of a seriously sensational theme. More important, however, to them probably is the fact that
the picture is one of those "big ones" which occasionally breaks all precedent
in the simplest

A

and

sets

new marks on extended

theatre runs.

has been accomplishing almost unbelievable figures at
the box-ofifice topping practically every big attraction of the season in
several instances. Showmen themselves are to a degree rather astonished at
Some managers have placed themselves
its way of pulling in the crowds.
on record as admitting that it is beoynd their understanding.
As a matter of fact, however, the secret of it all is that "Daughters of
Today" possesses what all great money makers must possess which is "by
word of mouth" advertising possibilities. They see it and talk plenty. 'That
means plenty more in the lobby the next day and so on.
It is a feature that will ring every bell of complete satisfaction.

So far

this feature

—

—

—

At

the left you see the modern flapper
strengthening her beverage. Directly
below, one of the flapper parties where
Youth fervidly holds sway in all of its
At the right, the breach
foolish daring.
in
the old home when one
of the
"Daughters of Today" looks forward
with almost too much joy at breaking
the domcsticties
and later, when she

—

A BOVE
girl

you see Edna Murphy
who knew no better than

as the

little

to long

for

Philo McCullough
of flappcrism.
is playing the role of the wealthy chap who
usually got everything he zvent after.
Just
at this point he is after a new victim to his
already long list of youthful fancy victims.
The principal role and highest honors of the
picture, however, go to Patsy Ruth Miller,
who enacts the part of Lois Whittall, the
motherless "daughter of today," whose father
had a flapper all his own.
Other members
of the cast, whose brilliant efforts deserve
mrrc than casual mention, are Ralph Graves,
Philips Smalley and the comic, Zasu Pitts.
the frills

February
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METRO STUDIOS ARE BUSY
ON IMPOSING LINEUP
Productions Under Way for
Second Half of Season

Many Big

second
THE
Metro studios

half of the season finds the
in Hollywood busy on a

large

number

will release in

which Metro
the coming months. These

of productions

and the various independent pictures that
are being made for Metro release form a
most imposing Hneup for the industry.
Viola Dana is now at work on her fifth
Metro starring picture of the season, "Don't
Doubt Your Husband" under the direction
of Harry Beaumont. It was written for her
by Sada Cowan and Howard Higgin. It
is scheduled for release in March.
Jackie Coogan is at work on his second

A

Boy of Flanders",under
picture, "
the direction of Victor Schertzinger.
Metro

Mae Murray

is

at

stops at convenient key points where business
meetings of the company's branch managers
and salesmen will be held.
The first of these sales meetings will be
held in Cleveland on February 11 and 12. It
will be attended by Cecil Maberry, Central
division manager, H. H. Hurn of Cincinnati, R. E. Peckham of Detroit, W. H. Wagner of Buffalo, S. S. Webster of Cleveland,
and G. R. Ainsworth of Pittsburgh.

*

*

*

'THE COVERED WAGON' WILL BE

SHOWN

CUBA

IN

the fourth country outside
the United States to see "The Covered
Wagon," as the result of arrangements entered into with the Carribbean Film Company, Paramount distributors in Cuba, Porto
foreign
Rico, Hayti and Santo Domingo. The
department of Famous Players-Lasky Cor-

Cuba

is

to be

work on "Mademoi-

WAR

Universal will make a new
version of "We Are French."
Those who
were picture fans during war time will doubtless remember this story by Robert H. Davis
and Perley Poore Sheehan. As a piece of
literature it was used as a text book of
patriotism by all of the allied armies. As a
film it was produced before: America went
into the war and because of Wilson's neutrality proclamation Universal changed its
name to "The Bugler of Algiers."
As soon as America went into the war,
however, the title was changed back to "We
Are French" and the picture embarked on
another phase of its life, when prints were
ordered by all of the allied nations for use
In fact, it is asserted that its
at the front.
It is stated that

vogue

in foreign countries is as great as
picture ever made in this country.

*

*

any

*

PAUL MOONEY STARTS NATIONAL
TOUR FOR HODKINSON
Paul C. Mooney, vice-president of the
Hodkinson Corporation, leaves New York
this week on a nationwide business tour that
will extend over a period of about six weeks
or two months.
In addition to personal visits witfr prom'

inent exhibitors for the purpose of discussing
the needs and immediate problems of the
showmen, his itinerary calls for a number of

recently in the Chicago Daily Tribune.
The space devoted to the comment was not
in the department allotted to the discusNor was it
sion of motion picture news.
Nor yet was it in
in the dramatic column.
the news.

was, however, a part of the editorial
Specifically, the material formed the
second editorial and in length was equaled
by but one other article in the department.
This half-column editorial article printed
in the usual wide
measure is captioned
It

page.

"

'The

Woman

of

Paris'

Is

a

Queen

of

in a

columns of the editorial demetropolitan newspaper will

the better appreciate the unusual character
of the particular publication.

"There

is a general standard of excellence
Chaplin's characters which reveals
the influence of direction," adds the writer.
"He has tossed a good many movie conventions into the waste basket."

in

all

After

stating
that
"Miss Purviance,
direction of Charles Chaplin,
gives a brilliant performance," the writer

under the

continues:
"Chaplin, who is frequently
called a genius and, we believe, is, has recognized the screen as an art and treated it
honestly and respectfully as such."

Much space is given to a description of
the entrance and departure of the railroad
train from the little French station and of
the manner in which the attention of the
beholder is fastened to the chief actor in
the near tragedy rather than distracted
by following the movements of the altogether relatively unimportant train.
HARRISON FORD
"Maytime," the
This popular star is appearing in
He is one of the most
latest Preferred picture.
popular actors on the screen.

previous successes.

UNIVERSAL MAY RETAKE
TIME FEATURE

^

partment

erator.

many

of Paris'

oi the rarest forms of tribute to a
motion picture is that which appeared

to enter the

according to the present schedule.
Buster Keaton is at work on his third
Metro feature length comedy, "Sherlock,
This follows his two previous
Junior."
feature pictures both proven box office and
popular success, "Three Ages" and "Our
Hospitality." "Sherlock Junior" is a travesty on the life of a picture machine op-

despite his

'Woman

r\NE

Those who understand the "divinity that
doth hedge" the matter that is permitted

Miss Murray by John Russell and Carl
It will be released in April
Harbaugh.

made

Chicago Tribune Editorially Lauds

Art."

selle Midnight" her third Metro picture
The story was written for
this season.

"Sherlock Junior" was written by Jean
Havez, Joe Mitchell and Clyde Bruckman.
It is a Joseph M. Schenck presentation
through Metro.
"The Shooting of Dan McGrew" is already well in to production at the Metro
studios under the direction of Clarence
Badger.
It is being produced under the
supervision of Arthur Sawyer. Robert W.
Service's poem gives promise of being one
of the finest productions according to news
from the coast.
Reginald Barker is now on the last
stages on "Women Who Gave," his third
production this season for the MetroLouis B. Mayer forces.
It is said to be
one of the best pictures Mr. Barker has

CHAPLIN A RECIPIENT OF
RARE TRIBUTE

poration, has received word that the Paramount special will have a special pre-release
engagement at the Fausto Theatre in Havana
the latter part of March.
Up to the present time "The Covered Wagon" has been presented outside this country
and France.
in only Australia, Great Britain
In honor of the advanced date of the exof the
hibition in Cuba the management
Fausto Theatre is arranging the most elabomotion picture
rate presentation ever given a
in

Cuba.
*

WALSH TO

*

*

SAIL

selected

to

act

20

the

title

role

in

that

company's film version of Lew Wallace s
New
novel, "Ben Hur," will arrive in
York late in the week from Culver City,
He was accompanied by Aubrey
Cal.
Scotto,

film

editor

of

Goldwyn

studios,

be the film editor on "Ben Hur."
Mr. Walsh and Mr. Scotto will sail -on
the S. S. President Van Buren on Wednesday, February 20. This will bring them
to Rome by the date on which photography on "Ben Hur" will begin March 1st.

who

will

—

*
J.

B.

*

—

*

*

*

COSMOPOLITAN LEASES BOSTON
THEATRE FOR FIRST RUNS

CLARK ON COMMITTEE

sociated First National Pictures, Inc.

wyn Cosmopolitan
Theatre

He

will

in

Boston

has
until

leased

that Goldthe Park

September

1

in

assure itself of a big first run
theatre in the New England territory. The
Park is one of the best known of the legitimate theatre in Boston and has proved its
value as a first run house through the
showing there of a number of big films.

order to

Marion Davies picture,
Old New York," is now in its
fourth week Ut the Park Theatre and the
Cosmopolitan's

"Little

business has been of such a nature that to
is likely to
to come.

When

remain there for several weeks

it has completed its run there, it
be followed by Cosmopolitan's "The
Great White Way," now running at the
Cosmopolitan Theatre in New York, then
by Cosmopolitan's "Under the Red Robe"
a film version of Stanley Weyman's romance, and by Goldwyn's Elinor Glyn pro"Three
duction of her famous novel,

will

*

James B. Clark, of Pittsburgh, arrived in
New York on February 11th to serve as a
member nf the Rotatinar Committee of Asremain two weekp.

The article is the most remarkable in
several respects that we recall having observed in a prominent newspaper. It bears
further and striking evidence of the recorgnition of the screen's importance in the
lives of the men and women
and in the
news of the day.

Announcement has been made

FEBRUARY

George Walsh, the Goldwyn player who

was

"Chaplin is audacious," comments the
"but Priscilla and Prue may sit
through the show.
Where suggestion
might be evil he makes it humor, and it
is not unwholesome."

writer,

Weeks."
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OFFERING PRIZE
FOR COMEDY SKETCH

A. M. P. A.

Be Filmed and Shown
Naked Truth Dinner

at

Story Will

;

Guard and Al Cooke, Arthur Rankin and

a real chance for any one who
aspires to write a play, and that means

HERE'S

everyone, to win real fame and money.
A prize of one hundred dollars in gold
is offered by the Associated Motion Picture Advertisers, Inc., composed of the
advertising and publicity men of the film
industry for the best comedy sketch on
motion pictures that can be performed in
fifteen minutes.
No one is barred according to A. M.
Botsford, chairman of the entertainment
committee.
The competition will close March 1, according to the announcement.
The winning fifteen-minute sketch will
be produced as one of the important entertainment features of the annual Naked
Truth Dinner of the A. M; P. A. to take
place at the Hotel Astor on the evening
of

March

29.

other big features of the
Naked Truth dinner are rapidly being perfected by the entertainment committee.
each
representing
speakers
Prominent
branch of the industry will be present.
Many of the leading stars of the industry

Plans for

One

of Broadway's most
The
will provide music.
guests will bring their ladies and there will
The chief events will be
be dancing.
broadcasted by radio so that members of
will

be there.

famous orchestras

the W. A. M. P. A. in Los Angeles as
well as members of the film colony in Lon-

and listen. The number
of guests has been limited to five hundred
couples or one thousand persons. Tickets

don may

sit

in

are being sold for $15 a couple, or $10 per
They may be obtP'*""d from S.
individual.
Charles Einfeld, at First Nationl pictures,

383 Madison Avenue, New York,
supervising the sale of tickets.
*

who

is

*

*

STRIKING DANCES IN

NEW BURR

PRODUCTION
of "The
C. C. Burr production, is the dancing of Gypsy Rhoumaje, a dance prodigy of Pierre Merchande, who executes several dances in the
course of the action. She does a combination Javanese and African native dance in
one of the scenes and a wild Nautch
dance in the big cabaret sequence of this
picture, which is an adaptation of one of

An

added

interesting

Average Woman,"

a

the party, headed by Director iviai St. Clair
and studio representative Clarence White.
Among the prominent invalids whose indisposition lasted for several hours while the big
ship plowed in the trough of an angry sea,
were Alberta Vaughn, leading woman Kit

Director

St.

himself.

Clair

*

*

*

CABANNE WILL MAKE ANOTHER
FEATURE FOR BURR
William Christy Cabanne, who directed
Woman" for C. C. Burr
has been re-engaged to direct "Lend Me
Your Husband," which will be placed in

"The Average

production shortly.

De Jagers' Saturday Evening
Post Stories.
Miss Rhoumaje's Wild Nautch dance is
one that is seldom seen in this country.
It is a typical African dance taught her
by an old French priest who spent many
years as a mission worker in Africa.
William Christj' Cabanne is the director
of "The Average Woman," and the cast
includes such favorites as Harrison Ford,
Pauline Garon, David Powell, De Sacia
Moores, Burr Mcintosh, and little Russell
Dorothy

.

Griffin.

Mr. Burr is distributing "The Average
on the independent market as the
second of his series of four specials.

Dorothy Mackaill Featured in First
Production Under New Agreement

RANK E.
y supervising

WOODS,

for many years
director for Famous Players-Lasky and more recently indepently producing for the United Artists program, has
signed with the Hodkinson Corporation
for the release of his next productions now
being made at the Pickford-Fairbanks

Studio in Hollywood.

Woods

Mr.

industry's

is

one of the motion picture

veteran

author-directors.

With

old Reliance-Majestic company and
with the Fine Arts Studio he wrote the
scripts for more than a hundred picture
plays, and during his film career he edited,
directed and supervised some of the finest
pictures that have come to the screen, including his recent production "Richard the
the

Cabanne began his screen career in 1910.
At the Fine Arts studio he directed DougFairbank's first picture and guided
other notables of the screen in their early
las

efforts.

Under the Metro banner Cabanne wrote
and directed "One of Many" and "The
Slacker."
For his own company he directed "Fighting Through" and for W. H.
Productions the special "A Regular Fellow."

Cabanne's last previous picture was "The
Sin Maker," featuring William Faversham.

Lion Hearted."
scenario for D. W. Griffith's "The
of a Nation" vi^as written by Mi.

The
Birth

Woods, and during his connection with the
Paramount Studios every Famous Players
Lasky productions for several years passed
his critical judgment before it was released.

*

*

*

METRO HAS FIVE PICTURES

IN

FILM PROGRESS LIST
Film Progress, the monthly organ of the
National Committee for Better Films gives
place to five Metro pictures in its list of the
best pictures of 1923. These are "Long Live
the King," Jackie Coogan's first Metro picture; Rex Ingram's "Scaramouche" Mr. and
Mrs. Martin Johnson's "Trailing African"
Wild Animals" Rex Ingram's "Where the
;

;

Pavement Ends" and Henry King's Production, "The White Sister."
In its January issue Film Progress carries
two Metro pictures, marked good for all types,
"The ^an Life Passed By";
of audiences.4
which was released the last week in December and "Half-a-Dollar Bill," the Max Graf,
production which Metro released in January.
Both have since attained praise from exhibitors and success at their box offices.

feature

new

HODKINSON WILL RELEASE
WOOD'S PRODUCTIONS

CLAIRE WINDSOR
Claire Windsor, First National star, is now in Paris
making interior scenes for her new picture, "The
Son of Sahara." The exteriors were made in the

Sahara

Desert

Dorothy Mackaill will be the featured
player in the picture he is now producing
for

Hodkinson

release.

John Harron

will

head the supporting cast under the direction

of
picture

John
is

C.

The

Adolfi.

title

of the

not announced.

*

*

*

WOODLAND'S SYNCHRONIZATION
TO HAVE TRY-OUT
Woodland's Talking and Singing Pictures,
a new process of synchronizing motion pictures and the human voice, will have its first
public demonstration at the Civic Theatre,
Liberty Avenue and 114th Street, Richmond
Hill, Queens, on Monday and Tuesday, February 25 and 26.
This system of synchronization has been
invented and perfected by John Woodland,
for years one of the most expert projection
men in the industry. The claim is made for
these talking motion pictures that they are
not as complicated in method as the other
systems that have been hitherto shown publicly and that the synchronization is perfect.
The first demonstration will include two
songs which were sung by Scott Welsh, well
known musical comedy star, who has made

many phonograph

records.

ROSSITER WITH

C. B. C.
Film Sales Corporation has
secured the services of Ralph J. Rossiter as
director to succeed Esther
its publicity
Lindner, whose bethrothal to Ralph H.
Hass, Vice President of the Happiness
Candy Stores Company, has been an-

The

C. B. C.

nounced.
Mr. Rossiter studied at Harvard and Col-

umbia Universities specializing in journalism and advertising. Since his graduation
from Columbia he has been active in various branches of the advertising and publicity field

for the past four years.

Woman"

*

*

*

OLD MAL DE MER HITS MAL
CLAIR'S
An

THEATRE OWNERS ON SCREEN
"A

ST.

CREW

epidemic of seasickness broke out among
the members of the company filming scenes
for "The Telephone Girl" series on the coastwise steamer Harvard, enroute from Los Angeles to San Francisco recently.
There were more than twenty players in

little

way

reel

with

several

big

features"

which the producers in Screen
Snapshots describe the newest issue No. 12
of this "fan magazine of the screen."
One special feature is some scenes from the
recent Theatre Owners Ball at the Astor.
Motion pictures were made and shown the
same evening. At the same time, some special scenes were prepared for incorporation in
is

the

in

Screen Snapshots.

February

23,

1924
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CHARLES DAVIS JOINS STAFF OF
LOWELL PRODUCTIONS

CHARLES DAVIS, 2D

J.

After three years connection with Arrow Film Corporation, Mr. Davis has resigned to become head
of
the
advertising
department of Lowell Film
Productions and to free lance.

J. Charles Davis, 2d, who for the past three
years has been in charge of the advertising
and exploitation of Arrow pictures, is now
associated with Lowell Film Productions at
Mr. Davis will have
729 Seventh avenue.
charge of advertising and exploitation for the
new company, the first production of which
is "Floodgates."
Mr.
J. K. Adams will succeed Mr. Davis.
Adams has been for a long time identified
with the newspaper and magazine field, as
well as the motion picture and theatrical industry.
He was for several years president
of the Rotograph Company, makers of lobby
photos, and more recently with the Ritchey
Lithograph Corporation.
Mr. Adams brings to his new position a
wealth of experience which includes national
advertising and which eminently fit him for
Among his more important
his new duties.
posts have been that of Editor of Women's
Magazine, Advertising Manager for Everybody's Magazine and Scientific American.
Dr. Shallenberger feels that the Arrow Film
Corporation is particularly fortunate in securing Mr. Adams for this post, and is sure
that under his guidance Arrow will continue
to give to the independent exchanges and exhibitors the highest quality of service and

co-operation.

M. P. T. 0.

OF CONNECTICUT

SHOWING ACTIVITY
Zones Elected and
Meetings Planned

Officers for State

A

S a result of the personal canvass of the
moving picture theatres of the state recently made by Vice-president C. M. Maxthe Connecticut association now boasts
a membership of approximately 100 per cent.
great deal of valuable information regarding each theatre and its problems also has
been obtained.
The state has been divided into five zones,
as
follows
Northwestern,
southwestern,
north central, south central and eastern, each
zone having its own chairman, secretary and
field,

A

:

treasurer.

On

January 28 a meeting of the northwestzone was held at the Hotel Elton in
Waterbury.
This meeting was attended by
every exhibitor in the zone.
President J.
W. Walsh and Vice-president C. M. Maxern

field of the state organization were in attendance.
Nicholas Jamele of the Lyric
Theatre, Waterbury, was elected chairman
and A. Pentino of the Carroll Theatre,
Waterbury, was elected secretary and treasurer of the zone organization.
meeting and luncheon of the eastern zone
was held at the Wauregan Hotel, Norwich,
February 4.
The following officers were
ejected chairman, J. R. Pickett of Willimantic; secretary, J. F. Barnett of Jewett City;
and treasurer, J. Alpert of Putnam.
meeting of the southwestern zone was
held February 11, at the Empire Theatre,
Bridgeport, being largely attended. H. Cohen
is chairman of this zone organization and
J.
Schwartz is the secretary and treasurer.
The north central zone will meet at the
Garde Hotel, Hartford, on February 18 and
the south central zone will meet at the Garde
Hotel, New Haven, February 19.
*
* *

A

;

A

FILM BOARD OF TRADE ELECTS
The Board

of Directors

of the Indian-

Film Board of Trade held their second annual meeting on Monday, January
elected the following officers for
7, and
a:polis

the year:

Wade W.

Willman, manager GoldwynCosmopolitan president Hadley H. Hull,
Film Booking Offices, vice president, Dudley Williston, Selznick Pictures, Inc., treasurer. Miss Helen Brown, recording secretary.

^

^,

Manager Miller Stewart of

vacancy

ADAMS

.

OF FATE' TO BE
ISSUED BY TRUART

'FIRES

the Metropol-

Theatre, Winnipeg, Manitoba, formerly
the Allen Theatre, has made a reduction in
admission prices for that theatre, the chief
change being in the scale for Saturday matFormerly the Saturday afternoon price
inees.
was 50 cents but it has been cut to 25 cents,
the same as other matinees. Night prices, excepting Saturday, now range from IS cents
to 50 cents, this being an average reduction
itan

of five cents.

These changes follow the decision of the Fato resume

mous Players Canadian Corporation

pictures exclusively at the Capitol Theatre, the
vaudeville being discontinued
that house.
Both the Capitol and "Met" are controlled
by Famous Players.
Managers Schaufele of the Lyric Theatre,
Hamilton, Ontario, presenting both pictures
and vaudeville, has made a slight reduction in
all admission prices for his house, night prices
ranging from IS to 50 cents, tax extra.

m

PARAMOUNT EXCHANGES STARS
WITH HODKINSON
Under an exchange arrangement between
Famous Players-Lasky Betty Compson will return to Los
Angeles to appear in a Paramount production
under the direction of James Cruze, while
Lois Wilson will be loaned to the Hodkinthe Hodkinson Corporation and

son Corporation to star in the Cosmo Hamilton story "Another Scandal" to be produced
at Miami, under the direction of E. H. Griffith.

Betty Compson will leave for the coast
immediately upon completion of the Alan
Crosland production "Miami," now being
made in Florida for release through the Hodkinson Corporation.
Miss Wilson is now appearing opposite
Rudolph Valentino in "Monsieur Beaucaire"
and as soon as this production is completed
she will leave for Florida.
* * *

TAST FOR 'MEN' COMPLETE
cast of

K.

^

CANADIAN PICTURE THEATRES
CUT ADMISSION PRICES

The

JOHN

films announces Mr. Adams as the new
of advertising and exploitation to fill the
caused by the resignation of J. Charles
Davis, 2d.

Arrow
director

Pola Negri's current picture,

"Men," which Dimitri Buchowetzki is producing at Paramount's West Coast studio, has
been completed with the selection of Robert
W. Frazer as Miss Negri's leading man.
Frazer has been in pictures for nearly ten
years and played opposite Mae Murray in
"Fascination" and "Jazzmania." He is of a
virile, athletic type
and has recently won
praise for his outstanding performance in
Harold Bell Wright's "When a Man's a Man."

Was Made in Africa
Bromhead by Terriss

Picture

for

'T'RUART FILM CORPORATION
acquired
Terriss for
production
Africa, the
the Libyan

has
"Fires of Fate," produced by Tom
A. C. and R. C. Bromhead. This

was

made

almost

entirely

in

scenes being laid in Cairo and in
Desert.
It was an adaptation of
Sir A. Conan Doyle's novel "The Tragedy
Director Terriss had the
of the Korosko."
co-operation of the British Government in
Egypt, which placed everything of a nature
he required at his disposal, including the use
of the famous Soudanese Camel Corps, which
takes part in the last two reels of the picture.
Wanda Hawley is the star of the production, and in the support are Nigel Barrie and
Pedro De Cordoba. Many interesting scenes
are shown of famous spots in Egypt, and
among other shots is one of the mummy of
Rameses II, which was discovered in 1881.
"Fires of Fate" will be franchised by
Truart on the independent market. The picture is now being edited and ttiled.

MAX ROTH BACK

IN

NEW YORK

Max

Roth, who is handling special sales
connection with the two latest Preferred Pictures, "The Virginian" and "Maytime," has returned to New York after a
two weeks' trip through the middle west.

work

in

*

*

*

OFFICERS ELECTED BY TEXAS
M.

P. T. O.

ORGANIZATION

At

a meeting of the M. P. T. O. of Texas
held at Dallas recently, H. G. McPheese
was elected manager. Temporary offices are
projeclocated in the Selznick Exchange.
tionist to
inspect exhibitors' machines, in
Texas, was authorized.
Other business transacted was the completion of details for accepting an insurance
proposition
making plans for the enlargement of the membership arranging details
on the film and slide proposition. Four men
are now at work.
Present at the meeting were President Cole,

A

;

;

Vice-presidents Holton, and Patsell, Secretary-treasurer Byar and Directors Fairman

and Mulkey.
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WILSON TO MAKE SERIAL
FOR ARROW
'The Days of '49' Will feature Neva
Gerber and Edmund Cobb

W"

SHALLENBERGER,

E.
Arrovv, has just
of a contract which he
independent distributors
rial that Arrow has so
•

president oi

announced the closing
believes will give the
the best box-office sefar released.

Dr. Shallenberger has always been a firm
believer in serials and has backed his judgment by investing in and distributing some of
the best ^known and most profitable serials released during the past ten years.

Arrow

has contracted with Ben Wilson
Productions for a fifteen-episode serial, "The

Days of

'49," starring

Edmvind Cobb and Neva

Gerber.

In addition

is

Yakima Canuck, champion

the world, who had widespread
recently in all the Sunday papers,
receiving the championship cut and medal
from former Secretary McAdoo. The cast
will also include Ruth Royce and Wilbur Mc-

cowboy of

Kent Country which has been immortalized
in song and prose, with Mr. Edwards and
Miss White splendidly supported by Frank
Stanmore, Campbell Gullan, Lionel D'Aragon.
As a special Hepworth production, "Lily
of the Alley" was shown throughout England
and Canada without titles but under instructions from C M. Hepworth, Donald Buchanan
prepared a few explanatory titles for the
American showing. The success of this Henry
Edwards feature throughout England and
Canada was such that R. T. Cranfield, president and general manager of the Hepworth
Productions, Inc., which is handling the territorial distributing in the states and Joseph
Di Lorenzo, Vice-president, and general manager, have taken hold of the American distribution certain that it will be just as popular and successful here.
Both Mr. Edwards, the director and actor,
and Miss White, the co-featured star, are at
present working upon another special Edwards production which vdll be handled by the

Hepworth

offices.

publicity

Gaugh.
In view of the present widespread

interest

West the serial should
prove a money-maker in the independent field.
It will afford unusual opportunity for ex-

in pioneer life in the

ploitation.

The script, locations, costuming and cast
have been revised and passed on by the best
experts, so that every detail will be correct.
Jacques Jaccard, director of a number of
well known serials, including "The Red Glove"
will wield the megaphone under Mr. Wilson's
supervision.

*

*

*

HEPWORTH RELEASES BRITISH
FEATURE PICTURE
Among

the big productions, announced for
immediate release by Hepworth Productions,
Inc., is "Lily of the Alley," a Henry Edwards
Produtcion that has as its featured players,
Mr. Edwards and Christie White, with Mr.
Edwards having directed the story which he
also wrote and prepared for the screen.

"Lily

mance

A

of the Alley" tells a colorful roof the London slums and the famous

Ballyhoo Masterpiece!
This
Tells

Ad

Little

the

Story—

Be_Sure toJJse

lt.

Thrilling

Auto

Wreck.

The

Between
Fight
Bootleggers and Dry
Agents.
The Funniest, Fastest,
Finest Melodrama on
the

is made that Rebecca Belsky,
motion picture business as "Re-

Announcement

known

in the

becca," and who for seven years has held
the chief executive position in the Edward
Small Company, has decided to enter business
for herself.

Joining forces with Eddie Silton, also of
the Small organization, the new company,
which will be known as Rebecca and Silton,
Inc., have taken offices on the fifth floor of
the Powers Building, at 723 Seventh Avenue.
During her years with the Small organization Rebecca has come in contact with every detail of the producing end of the industry and has formed many ideas of her
own. It was in order to give these thoughts
a chance for life that she finally decided to
enter upon the conduct of a casting and

agency business.

The foundation

of this new organization
service with intelligent

will be dependable
origfnality.

Eddie Silton will act as the outside contract

man

of the

WARNER

new

organization.

COMPLETING
'BROADWAY AFTER DARK'
BROS.

Screen.

Marjorie

Payne

Bell.

With

the

announcement that

it

will

tion to the regular cast.

This is the result of the New York visit,
during the early part of the winter, of Producer Harry Rapf, at the time of the Actors'
Equity Ball.
Mr. Rapf seized the opportunity to secure shots of this aggregation of
stage headliners, as they danced to the strains
of King Jazz.

The

in

"Beware of the

cast in this adaptation of

Owen

Davis'

melodrama includes Adolphe Menjou, Norma
Shearer, Carmel Myers and Anna Q. Nils-

Law"
At the

Home

of

Good

Entertainment

Blank Theatre

'THE FIRST YEAR'

STATE RIGHT EXCHANGES WILL

DO WELL TO WIRE FOR
OPEN TERRITORY

Cosmo Film
729 Seventh Ave.

Service
New York City

IS

STILL

OWNED BY PREFERRED

OHIO, MARYLAND, GEORGIA &

PENNSLYVANIA. NEW YORK
NEW ENGLAND ALREADY SOLD

Press Representatives See Valentino

Make

First

B. P. Schulberg, president of Preferred
Pictures Corporation, denies in emphatically,
the story that Catherine Curtis is to produce

"The

First Year."

"We own

the motion picture rights to 'The
Year,' which we bought from John
Golden for $100,000," said Mr. Schulberg,
"and we have not sold them to Catherine Curtis nor to any one else.
The report has absolutely no foundation."

First

Scene

ITH'a

gathering of forty press and trade
'
paper reprcsentatiyes looking on, the first
scene of "Ji'^n^-sif^ur Beaucaire," wh'ch ma-ks
the return of Rudolph Valentino to the screen,
was shot at Paramount's Long Island studio

V,

'

Monday.

The opening scene represented a section of
the boudoir of the Queen of France, wife of
King Louis XV, in the royal palace at Versailles.

Although confined in a comparatively small
the scene was one of the most brilliant
ever photographed at the studio, with the
principals and extras arrayed in gorgeous and
set,

multi-colored costumes of the period, all of
which were designed by George Barbier, and
made in Paris. Among those taking part were
Mr. Valentino as Beaucaire, Bebe Daniels as
the Princess De Bourbon-Conti, Lois Wilson
as the Queen, Paulette Du Val as Mme. Pompadour and John Davidson as the young
Richelieu.
The cast of "Monsieur Beaucaire" is one
of the largest ever appearing in a Paramount
picture, and includes among its principles, in
addition to those mentioned, Lowell Sherman
Louis XV, Helene Chadwick, Oswald
as

Kng

Yorke,
Lewis Waller, Yvonne Hughes,
Florence O'Denishawn, Paul Oscard and Flora
Finch. Harry Fishbeck is chief cameraman,
Caryl Fleming is Mr. Olcott's first assistiant
director, and Lawrence W. Hitt and Wilfred
Buckland are the art directors.
The period of the Booth Tarkington story,
which has been scenarized by Forrets Halsey;
is approximately 1745, the time of Louis
of France and George II of England. Every
effort is being made to have the production
historically correct, even to the minutest de-

XV

it is humanly possible to make
same time maintaining all of
the fantasy and whimsicality of Tarkington's

tail,

ft

so far as
at the

so,

•

*

original story.

TOURNEUR

*

*

IN HOSPITAL

Maurice Tourneur, instead of taking a
northern trip on his vacation, is spending his
spare time at the Good Samaritan Hospital
where he underwent a minor operation.

KENNETH HARLAN
In

"The

rough
as

it

much

"

'

Virginian" he showed that he can
with the best of the cowboys and is
at

home

in

evening

Finishing strokes are being put on "Broadway After Dark," at the Warner Brothers
West Coast studios, under direction of Monta

soon be completed comes the news of a surprise list of stage stars to be seen in addi-

SEE—
The

REBECCA AND SILTON ORGANIZE
CASTING AGENCY

'MONSIEUR BEAUCAIRB^
STARTS AUSPICIOUSLY

the

saddle

clothes.

as

he

is

in

February

23,

m
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Goldwyn's production of "NeHie, the BeauC^ak Model" and of Elinor Glyn's
"Three Weeks" and Cosmopolitan's "The
These pictures are
Great White Way."
three of the biggest in the Goldwyn Cosmopolitan group of productions for the
year and the conferences were concerned
mainly with the best ways of merchandistiful

ing these productions in the various territories.

*

*

*

SOUTH CAROLINA EXHIBITORS
BURDENED WITH NEW TAX
Theatre patrons throughout the State of
South Carolina were forced to dig up an
e.xtra penny on each dime paid for admission to theatres effective January 1 when
the new state-wide tax of ten per cent on
admission to theatres became effective.
This"' rnakes the total adrriission tax on
theatre admissions in South Carolina average
over twenty-three per cent of the gross receipts, which it is claimed is a higher special tax than has ever been levied on any
industry in Amefica, and which it is declared will cause hundreds of theatres in
the state to close their doors.

EDITH ALLEN
This young lady made a great leap toward the top
of filmdom by her excellent work in Rex Ingram's

"Scaramouche," in the

role

of

Cliraene

Binet.

GOLDWYN-COSMOPOLITAN
HOLDS CONFERENCES
Four Territorial Sales Gatherings

to

Consider March Releases

ON

Saturday and Sunday of

last

week

sales
CosmopoHtan
Goldwyn
the
executives held a series of four territorial
conferences to consider sales plans for
three March releases. The place of holding the conferences was so arranged that
each district and resident manager could
be back in his own territory on Monday
T-he New England group met
morning.
in Boston; other conferences were held in

Cleveland, Chicago and Washington, D. C.
James R. Grainger, General Manager of
Sales, presided over the New England conThose present were
ference in Boston,

manager, and
the following branch managers: Maurice
Wolf, of Boston, A. Interrante, of; New
Haven, Charles Walder, of Albany and D.
Rosengarten, of New York.
W. P. Garyn, assistant to Mr. Grainger,
handled the Cleveland meeting, at which
those in attendance were J. A. Koerpei,
district manager and N. Barach, resident
manager of Cleveland, H. W. Starrett, of
Detroit, E. S. Stewart, of Cincinnati, and
Vincent J. McCabe, of the Buffalo office.
The Chicago meeting was presided over
by W. F. Rodgers, Western sales manager

George

in

the

W. Dembow,

home

office.

district

Those

were George A. Hickey,

in attendance
district manager

Indianapolis, Minneapolis
and, Milwaukee territory and W. E. Banford, district manager of the Denver and
Salt Lake City territory and the following
resident manager: H. L. Hollander of Chicago, Samuel Shurman of Milwaukee, W.
W. Willman of IndianapoHs, Jack Weil of
St. Louis, Charles E. Gregory of Kansas
City, Ben. B. Reingold of Des Moines,
Iowa, aiid C. T. Lynch of Omaha.
The Washington conference was preof the

sided

Chicago,

Sam

over by

Eckmah,

Jr.,

sales

Those
Eastern district.
attending this meeting were Felix Mendel-

manager

of the

ssohn, district

manager

of the Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh and Washington territories and
Walter
the following resident managers:
Price of Washington, Rudolph Berger of
Charlotte, N. C, E. Moss of Philadelphia,.
L. Sturn of Pittsburgh and W. J. Clark "of
Atlanta.
Sales plans were gone into in detail for

Theatre owners generally tacked on the
additional tax to the regular admission beginning January 1.
Many of them have
absorbed the present Federal admission
tax, but cannot handle this additional tax
and remain in business.
It is not believed the tax will remain in
force since at least thirty per cent of the
Efforts are
theatres will close eventually.
being made to have the present session of the
legislature remove the tax on admissions,
but in only a half-hearted manner, since
pleas by wire and letter to the theatre
owners of the State by the few who aie
giving their time and energy to the v/ork,
have met with small response.

SON OF STRONGHEART MAKES
HIS SCREEN DEBUT
Brawn, son the famous dog attor
Strongheart, has his first lead part in
"Flapper Wives," the Selznick Distributing
Corporation production which will shortl;
Brawn is as full)
be ready for release.
grown as his nt^ted father, any looks a lov
like him.
Jane Murfin, who wrote alid produced
"Flapper Wives," originally intended as a
stage vehicle for Jane Cowl, picked Brawn
from the large collection of dogs owned
by her and Laurence Trimble, her producing partner, because of his intelligence..

Her judgment was

for

justified,

not

a
to

which he appeared had
be "shot" over again, and he did what was
wanted of him without either being camera-shy or camera-conscious.
single scene in

*

*

THE LIMBERLOST' FILM
READY FOR PREVIEW

"A Girl of the Limberlost," one of the
world's popular titles in the book publishing
field, is now the title nf a motion picture.
J.
Leo Meehan has finished the direction of it,
under the supervision of its famous author.
Gene Stratton-Porter, and a print is expected
to arrive in New yor,k this ^v^ek.
'

Girl

of

the

one

Bennett,
screen,

is

Sills

.

Limberlost," on

its

pub-

lication jumped into the front rank of best
sellers and every year since has been among
the most popular books on the store shelves.
During the holiday season just passed, its
sales were nearly equal to the imposing total
it attained during the gift season of the year
Its total circulation^ to
of Its publication.
date, according to figures recently compiled
Co.,
by the publishers, Doubleday, Page
has exceeded a total of l,75OjO00 copies.

&

the most popular stars on
actively engaged in making
First National picture.
Milton

of

now

"The Sea Hawk," a

Miss

opposite

plays

Bennett.

'AMERICA' ACCLAIMED AS
GRIFFITH'S BEST
New

Patriotic Picture

of

American

May Be

First

Series

A

secret trial showing of D. W. Griffith's
picture "America" at the Rialto Theatre,
South Norwalk, Saturday night, indicates
this may be his most successful production,
even surpasing in popularity "The Birth of
a Nation."
It was presented in a three
and three-fourths hours showing, with
eighteen reels, and the reception was the
most enthusiastic any of his productions
have ever received.
Interest in the historic battles was particularly intense, and
excitedly applauded.

Presiding Judge J. J. Walsh, of Connecacting as chairman of a delegation,

ticut,

informed Mr.

Griffith the new picture "is
the greatest you or anyone else has ever
made, and is a national asset of incomparable value.
It will have greater patriotic influence than any document ever
published since The Declaration of Independence.
are radiant with its influence."

We

*

F. B. O.

*

*

EXCHANGE MEN HEAD

FILM BOARDS OF TRADE
The simultaneous
Namee, manager

*

'GIRL OF

"A

ENID BENNETT
Enid
the

election of F. L. Mcof the Washington, D. C,

branch of the Film Booking Offices, and
Harry Hart, exchange manager at Milwaukee, as the new presidents of their respective Film Boards of Trade, pays a tribute
to the popularity and leadership of the F.
B. O. exchange
country.
In addition to

managers throughout the
Hart

at

Milwaukee and

McNamee at Washington, Paul Tessier,
New Orleans, and S. J. Goldman, San
,

Francisco"'

are

managers who

other

F.

head"._fji.e

B.

O.

Filrri

exchange
Boards in"

their territories.

DA WLEY MAKING MUSICAL FILM
J. Searle Dawley, who directed the Abraham
Lincoln talking picture being shown by Dr.
Riesenfeld at the Rivoli Theatre this week,
is now writing and preparing an elaborate
musical story to be produced by the De Forest
Phonofilm Company at its studio in East
Forty-eighth street, New York.
-
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'What

We Owe We

declaration of President ChadTHE
wick of the Independent Motion
Picture Distributors' Association at a
recent luncheon of the new organization
that "What we owe we pay" is worth emphasizing-.

The expression marks the line of demarkation between the independent of
the new school and the casual visitor of
other days.

We say casual, because there

have been independents practically since
the beginning of the industry's history.
But there were independents and independents.
Some there were

who came and

re-

mained. They may not have remained
in the independent group, but they remained in the industry and are in and

—

of it today.
Others there were who arrived yesterday and departed today, but who with
unusually good luck on the part of the
itinerant might be expected to return tomorrow for another "visit." They were
known familiarly as the "fly-by-nights."
One of the speakers at the luncheon
emphasized the importance to the new
body of clinging to its determination to
"stabilize credits and contracts."
The second speaker. Dr. A. H. Giannini,
practically took these four words as the
subject of his extemporaneous address.
It is a subject on which the doctor is
unusually well qualified to talk. He has
been studying that text, as he implied in
his lively address, for fifteen years.
»

Than

man
who

•5t

*

Dr. Giannini there

is

probably no

in the picture business or out of it
is any better qualified to discuss a

question that reaches so deeply into the
heart of the industry.
Interest in it is not confined to either
branch nor to any one department of the
two branches.

Pay'

touch not only the producer whose credit is A-1. They touch
also the exhibitor who finds himself compelled to pay a higher rate on a booking
because of the valuation that has been
increased to meet the exactions of the 30
per cent boys.
Its ramifications

•je-

As

*

*

phase of the doctor's
address, however, it may be said its scope
or menace is not confined to the independto the latter

ent side of the house.

work of
attain
its highthe new organization will
est importance of stabilizing generally.
It is in its

wider

field

that the

—

Good organization creates strength,
and strength means confidence, confidence on the part of the members and
confidence on the part of the industry.
The new body has begun business under auspicious circumstances. It is impressive individually, which means that
with the exercise of ordinary tact it will
be all the more powerful collectively.
*

*

One

of the weightiest inducements to
is self-interest.
Surely that
factor is present today in the independ-

organize
ent field.

The main question

is

not one of com-

bating older or national concerns.
Rather is it one of so regulating the
naturally interdependent affairs in the
state rights field that the weaker will be
benefited along with the stronger.
No one heeded rule better than another
will conduce to that desirable end than
"What we owe we pay."
If President Chadwick and his associates can establish that slogan in fact and
in principle their organization will yield
a distinct service to the whole industry—
and they will make it diflficalt for their
contemporaries to remain on the outside.
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LEADERS ALL
Thomas H.
THERE

Ince, Supervising

Producer
The

post was offered to Mr.
Ince at a salary of $100 a
raise
week,
a
of
$40.
Shocked, the applicant re-

were several im-

motives behind
the entrance of Thomas
H. Ince into the motion picpelling

ture industry. There

however,

was

tained his composure.
He
even
intimated,
somewhat
delicately to be sure, that the

one,

which counted

so

heavily that the others did not
matter.
The particular one was the
urgent necessity for a meal

sum named

might

not

be

quite sufficient.

Asked

if $150 would be all
he
replied
that
he
thought it would.
A few days later, with Mrs.

right

ticket.

the noon
It was around
hour on a day in the summer of 1910 that Mr. Ince,

Ince,

and

Ethel

G

bilities

of the

accompanied by
n d i n,
leading
woman; a cameraman and
property man, the
director
was on his way to California.
Already sensing the possi-

then twenty-nine years old,
stood at the curb looking idly
into Times Square, in New
York. He had just completed
an engagement in Cincinnati
with the Chester Park opera

r a

new

entertain-

company, and there was an
apartment in Harlem sheltering Mrs. Ince and himself
which at the moment occu-

ment Mr. Ince was consider-

pied his mind.
Up to the curb drove a pretentious automobile, and from
it
was extended a cordial
hand. Behind the hand was
the expansive face of Joseph
Smiley, an old friend.

shop.

ably

The

There was an invitation to
luncheon which was quickly
by explanations
accepted followed

—
—

that, the

host

was

director at the

Imp

studio, the nin Fifty-sixth street.

The guest at the luncheon, like many
of his brother actors, looked upon the
screen as a sort of stepchild of the
Perhaps in his estimation it
drama.
graded even lower than

that.

LEADERS ALL— THOMAS

H.

INCE

BECAUSE

he possesses the native capacity to grasp
the intricacies of widely varying problems and
quickly to solve them
because he has a faculty of
carrying in his mind at one time the plots of different
and differing stories and to sense the higher dramatic
values of each
because while he is a supervising
producer in the real sense and consequently a dramatic
artist he also is a keen and successful business man.
;

;

use his own description, from a
poem he had learned as a boy.
Not long afterward the Imp manage-

to

ment decided to send two companies
Mr. Ince was at the head of
to Cuba.

studio there was faint-hearted acquiescence.
It looked like a long summer,
and there was that apartment in Harlem.

one of these, his leading players being
Mary Pickford and Owen Moore.

Suddenly there came to the guest
what proved to be an inspiration.
"Any chance for me up there?"
he inquired.

"Why,

certainly,"

"You're

was the prompt
an

actor,

aren't

you ?"
Before the afternoon was done there

—

was a chance as a heavy, at $5 a day.
In a few months a director retired
from a picture before it was finished
and Mr. Ince was handed the megaphone with instructions to complete the
job.

The

I'i
,

first

full

production of the

i

new

was "Little Nell's Tobacco," a
story which he had patched together.
director

when

he

stages

were

all

of the

outdoors variety, as a result
of which the wind had full
play,
with curtains behind
closed windows
and with
table covers at the mercy of
every vagrant breeze.

O a suggestion that he go along
with his host and look over the

response.

disappointed

saw the studio at Edendale
which was to be his work-

WO

years prior to this time Kessel

& Baumann,

founders of the

New

York Motion Picture Corporation, had
The
sent a company to California.
firm decided
group.

to

dispatch

a

second

Not knowing he was under consideration for the position of leader of
the new unit Mr. Ince upon his return
from Cuba made application for the
post.

In order to impress Messrs. Kessel

and Baumann the director allowed his
mustache to grow. On the day of the
appointed interview, that he might further enhance his appearance of maturity and also of prosperity, he borrowed
a large diamond ring.
The strategy seemed to be successful.

HEN

in taking summer scenes in
winter the vapor from the chilled
breath of the player showed only too
ludicrously it was necessary for the
actor to smoke his way through a sequence.
To overcome these handicaps money
was spent with what seemed reckless
extravagance.
Gradually conditions
were improved.
In those days Mr. Ince filled the
positions of scenario writer, producer,
director, cutter and general handy man.
He would work all day at the studio,
and in the evening, with Mrs. Ince's
assistance, he would cut, assemble and
then in the kitchen of his bungalow
project scenes taken the previous day.
Outgrowing the capacity of the Edendale studio Mr. Ince made a hunt for
more adequate quarters. He took a
large tract of land in the Santa Monica
hills, bordering on the ocean.
Learning that the Miller Brothers'
loi Wild West Ranch was quartered
in Venice, a few miles distant, Mr.
Ince suggested to Charles Baumann tht
plan of engaging the entire show, inMr. Baucluding the Sioux Indians.
mann agreed, and the deal was con-

summated.
(Continued on Page 46)
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Raleigh Succeeds Rodiger

Plays Leads Himself

Jack Marcus, who on January 1st took
over the Victoria and Royal Theatres, Wilmington, North Carolina from the HowardWells Amusement Company, announces the
opening at the Royal on February 1st of an
indefinite season of permanent stock combined
with pictures.
Pictures will be shown, continuously from
11 A. M. to 7 P. M. the stock shows going on nightly.
Mr. Marcus also announces
that he will play leads himself with the stock

Round Table

Al Raleigh, for many years connected
with the Jensen & Von Herbergerg interests in Portland, and elsewhere, and
who will be remembered to have resigned
from the Portland staff, has
last year
again become affiliated with J. & V.
Mr. Raleigh succeeds Charles Rodiger,
who has been exploitation manager of the

Moore Amusement

Co., in

Tacoma

for the
plans to

past three years.
Mr. Rodiger
enter the advertising game on his own.

company

in addition to his multitudinous dugeneral manager of his theatre here.
His Victoria picture theatre orchestra has
been enlarged to 11 pieces, with Professor
A. M. Springer directing. His Royal theatre
ties as

Deserts 'Legit' for Pictures
Another "old timer" to desert the ranks
of the legitimate and enter the movie field
is
Harry V. Winslow, who, for the past
six months, has been managing the Dearborn
Theatre.
Chicago at 40 West Division
Street.

Mr. Winslow has been in the show business
for the past 25 years in various and divers
For a number of seasons he was
manager for the Orpheum and Morgan Grand Opera Houses at Sharon, Penna,
and the Warren (Ohio) Opera House; was
thirty day man for Gaskill with the "Shepcapacities.

business

herd of the Hills" picture for several seasons,
and for about fifteen years was press agent
and business manager for some of the best
attractions on tour, and is considered to be
one of the best posted and widest experienced men in the game.

orchestra will contain six pieces.

Brother to Control B^sines8

*

Dr. J. H. Whitehurst has succeeded his
brother in the control of the Whitehurst
The organization
interests in Baltimore.
operates the Century, New, Garden and
Parkway Theatres.
The late Charles E. Whitehurst died recently from double pneumonia.
He was
one of the most prominent exhibitors in
Baltimore. He was also prominent in M.
P. T. O. A. activities for some time and
was a member of the national board of

the Provincial
that if the lesse of a theatre falls down
in his tax payments, the government will
simply turn to the company or individual
owning the property and will compel complete returns of taxes collected from patrons.
This step has been taken because
the lessee of a theatre in Ottawa, Ontario,
failed to make proper ticket tax returns to
the province and tjie government found itself
unable to take further action.
* * *

mean

Two Exchangemen Now Managers
Homer Gill, former Goldwyn exploiteer

WALKING BALLYHOO
Down
this

Mobile,

in

young man

Ala., the Crown Theatre got
to walk the streets exploiting

Buster Keaton's "Three Ages." He also attended
a football game, attended by about 3,000 people,
and the man paraded the field between halves.

Radio Store Embodied in Theatre

*

*

*

Bought Out

Gross' Interest

Sam Barck

has leased the building at
8400 Broadway, Cleveland, which includes
the Ducan Theatre and has also bought
out Frank Gross' interest in the Market
Square, making him sole proprietor.
*

*

*

Good Showmanship Here
The small
Carolina,
scenes of
tion,"

is

village

of

where were

Piedmont,

South

stirring
the
Griffith's "The. Birth of a Naat last to see the picture, accord-

ure.

^

Davidge Siiccumbs

•

_

Where Theatre Has No Balcony
In lieu

of a balcony. Si Charninsky,
manager of the Capitol Theatre, at Dallas,
Texas, has initiated a system of selling the
first twelve rows of seats at 20 cents each,
ten cents under the adult price of 30 cents.

The plan has brought more business and
has simplified the seating problem to a
great extent, especially on Sundays and
holidays, Mr. Charninsky reports.

to Illness

W. T. Davidge, 53 years old, owner of
the Queen Theatre at Durant and another
theatre at Madill, Okla., died at Durant,
Okla., recently from cancer of the stomach,
after a week's illness.
He is survived by two sons and a
daughter and a wife, who is seriously ill
in a hospital at Sherman, Texas.
Pro(ud Father in

New

Orleans

Mr. and Mrs. E. V. Richards of New
Orleans, La., are being congratulated upon
the arrival of a new daughter.
Mr. Richards is general manager of the vast Saenger chain of theatre and also a director of
Associated

National

First

laid

ing to an announcement made by Richard
Hale.
He has opened a picture theatre
there and will run the picture as a special
attraction.
Mr. Hale has received a letter
from p. W. Griffith expressing his pleas-

the Kansas City territory, was almost eligible for the "lost" column, apparently having dropping out of existence, when he
bobbed up as manager of the Princess
theatre at Sioux City, la.
in

John

Harry

Brandt, well-known
showmen of Brooklyn, New York, intend
opening a number of radio supply stores
in Brooklyn.
The first two will be embodied in two of their theatres, the Carlton and the Parkside Theatres.

Province,

by

Mr. Whitehurst was a powerful factor
advancing the work of repealing the admission and seat tax in Congress and had
other moves under way in Maryland which
would have been of the greatest advantage
to the theatre owners and the industry

and

according to an
to the ticket tax act
government.
This will

Ontario

the

to

in

Billy

*

amendment being made

directors.

generally.
His brother, Dr. Whitehurst, who succeeds him was his associate for many
years.
No other changes are to be made
in the organization.
* * *

*

Strongest Tax Enforcements
Owners of theatres are to be made responsible for the payment of the Amusement Tax

*

*

Film of Wilson's

A

Pictures.

the

tribute
several

Newman

pit quiet

*

J.

theatre, with the orchestra
lights turned off motion

Paramount ex-

*

*

Franklin Policy Is Changed
M. Franklin, manager of the Franklin

Theatre, Ottawa, has decided upon an impor-

This consists of the
tant change in policy.
addition of a feature picture to the weekly

programme and Manager Franklin

is

now

in-

vestigating the film market for suitable picWith the inclusion of a feature-length
tures.
subject, the house will be conducted on the
Since last Aucontinuous programme plan.
gust he has been presenting Keith vaudeville,
No change in
a comedy and news weekly.
prices is being made.
* *
*

Local Screenland in Tacoma
Tacoma's new Kay theatre, will issue

Kansas

was paid to Woodrow
Kansas City motion picWilson by
At
ture audiences the day of his death.
silent

former

Freill,

followed in Mr. Gill's footsteps,
being an exhibitor of Dallas, Texas.

now

*

Visit to

J.

ploiteer,

opens

in

to

when

the house
It will also be a feature

patrons a local Screenland,

March.

Both houses will come
Sunset.
under the management of Louis Perunko.
of

the

and the

ex-President were
pictures- of the late
shown,, especially on his last visit to -Kansas City. ^
* * *

His Policy: 'Best at Any Price!'
J. A. Quiney of the Elite theatre, Greenleaf, Kas., doesn't appear along Kansas
City's movie row very often, but he caused

much pencil scratching on paper the other
day when he dropped in to inquire about
"The Hunchback of Notre
Dame." And, for a small town showman,
he was optimistic enough about it.
the price on

This

Showman

Lee Balsley,

Consults Audience*'
manager of the Liberty
run house of Kansas City,

theatre, a first
does not believe in deciding all questions of
policy without consulting his audiences.
This week the theatre in running a slide,

asking an audience its opinion
the running of ad-films.
*

*

regarding

*

Georpre Rabinovitch will lease

.the

Moulin

Rouge Theatre at St. Catherine and Amherst
Streets, Montreal, starting May 1.
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News of the Theatre

Briefs

Walter Penny has been appointed house
manager of the Royal, Wilmington, N. C,
Jimmie Lee is appointed house manager of
the Victoria first run picture house.
Both
theatres are operated by the Jack Marcus En-

Work

resumed on the Gloria,
started two years ago by
the Albert Sotille Enterprises, construction
having been halted during the dull period of
the past twelve months.
It will seat 1800
and be one of the most modern theatres in
the South.

terprises.

*

*

*

W.

Case, assistant manager of theatres for Universal, is visiting his parents at

R.

Kansas City this week. Mr. Case
home office in New York.

is

at

Jones is managing the Jones Theatre at
City, Colo., first run pictures being

the present policy.

*

Wash,

*

*

*

^

being

built

for

V.

A.

will

Raymond Hatton

shortly.

can
^

W. Watson

^

first

*

*

class picture theatre.

*

*

George Stevenson, formerly manager of the
World Theatre, Wilson, S. C, is now manof

the

new

Capitol

Theatre,

Raleigh,

N. C.
*
C. B.

*

*
all

new

equipment to make his house into
motion picture theatre. Business
ported to be very pleasing.
class

theatre
a first
is

re-

now

at a hospital.

*

has purchased the Magic
Perison, Ia., and will present

*

*

G. T. Littlepage is operating a motion picHe is
ture theatre at Manchester, Okla.
using Mazda equipment which was installed
'
by Trouco Theatre Supply, Enid, Okla.
*

*

*

F. Brownlett has purchased the Opera
House at Campbell, Nebr.. and will conduct
same as a first class motion picture theatre.

*

The

Liberty,

closed, according
A. M. Forman.

Corstai-.ti's

Wash.,

is

stanti wlio

*

*

Malpk.v,

Wash., has been

to a report

from

*,

new

ov^ner.

progressing

now owns

*

house

Slmner

ir.

rapidly,

ti.nir

house=.

to be planning another house in

pictures as the policy.

its

Most

.\Ir.

is

C'^r.-

reported

Taccma.

*

*

the theatres are doing very

all

good

Miller Theatre, Wichita,
Kans., was in the lead for capacity business.
The Palace Theatre is doing a very nice
business with pictures as the policy.
*
*
business.

J.

W.

The

Griffin,

who

operates the

Pastime,

Lumberton, N. C, has taken over the
Scotland Neck Theatre, Laurinburg, N. C.
*

*

*

John Bruett, who owns the Sumner TheaSumner, Wash., has begun constructre,
tion of a new house in Auburn.

The Exchange
Ma'
was

*

McCardy
at

outfit

Boland, owner of the Liberty,
Empress and Folly theatres of Oklahoma
City, is in Kansa^. City, this week.
brother who is ill came with him and is

D.
C.

auto.
The
a ballyhoo.

Thomas

Burke of the Rex Theatre, Albion,

Nebr., has recently installed

Theatre,

dilapidated
duplicated tor

A

*

town.

s

ager

be

The Imperial, Columbia, S. C, is closed
for extensive repairs including new foyer and
lobby decorations, new carpets and imposing
*

Mr. Howard Allen, manager of the Rialto
Harlingen, Texas, is back from
The trip convinced him of one
California.
thing—that no place in California compares

own home

Aberdeen,

marquee.

Theatre,

with his

"The Barefoot Boy" could
anywhere with his hick fire
in

has

same as a

it

in

It is
will open about March 15.
equipped to house road shows as well as pictures.
* * *

^

purchased the Electric
Theatre at Caldwell, Kan., and will conduct

*

Dolan and Ripley's big house

attract a crowd
chief regalia and

open

*

Wash.,

HICK BALLYHOO

Peterson,

*

has been sold to Mr. Brunsberg, by C. P.
Devlin, the former owner.

^

The new Georgetown house Washington,

*

The Issaquah Theatre, Issaquah, Wash.,

have a theatre. Picture facilities have not been of the best here.
Mr. Taylor will rush through a house, starting February 15, and hopes to open in less
than sixty days.
* * *
G. R. Johnson is now managing the Fountain Theatre at Fountain, Colo.
will

^

C,

*

Cannon

Selleck,

been

S.

Maccauley's Theatre at LomsviLLE, Kentucky, has been sold to the Starks Realty
Company, and will probably be torn down to
make way for a modern structure, although
the house is to continue for the present. The
playhouse was first opened in October, 1873,
by Marney Maccauley.

the

J.

has

Charleston,

E.ger
'.ended

Centers

Fred T. Sliter of First National
a welcoming dinner by em-

ployee-, of the Seattle branch, shortly after
The girls prepared the "eats"
his arrival.

and the boys arranged a program that was
a live one. Mr. Shter had very complimentary things to say about the loyalty of his
organization and it was voted to make
the dinners and screenings a weekly affair
as the exchange is equipped with complete
kitchen and banquet room.

new

M. A. Levy, Kansas City manager of
Fox exchange, has returned from New
York, where he attended a sales meeting.

the

William Muehlman, formerly a salesman
at First

National in Seattle, has resigned.

Goldwyn Cosmopolitan Distributing Corporation has made a number of changes in
the personnel of its resident managers. H.
W. Starrett, formerly of the Atlanta Exchange, has been transferred to Detroit,
succeeding Harry Lorch, who has resigned
to go with another company. W. J. Clark,
manager in Charlotte, N. C, has succeeded
Mr. Starrett in Atlanta. Rudolph Berger
has been sent from New York to take over
Mr. Clark's post in Charlotte.
*

*

*

H. E. Corbyn, former First National
salesman in the Kansas City territory, has
been appointed manager of the New A. H.
Blank Enterprises exchange.

NEWSPAPER CONTEST BALLYHOO
"Long Live

King" was put across

Washington, for the Columbia
dressed to resemble Jackie paraded through Washington and the prize winning Jackies were.
Theatre recently.
Through co-operation with the Washington Herald and Times, 600 children
after being awarded the prizes, presented to President and Mirs. CooUdge.
the

to

rousing business in

*

*

*

Robert Carnie, who has been covering
the territory for Metro, has resigned to
accept a position as Associated
representative in Kansas.
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Up and Down Main Street
UNUSUAL RECORDS FOR
'AFTER SIX DAYS'

m

Exhibitors Heartily Gratified With
Volume of Business

"C'VERY

once in a while a picture is launched
on the independent market without any
flares and furbelows and slowly but surely
establishes itself as being one of the real
These instances are
great money makers.
few and far between but when they do arrive, some of the fellows that have been
waiting for just such a picture do not lose
much time in acquiring it. Everything points
to the fact that "After Six Days" is jiist
such a production.
David Starkman of the Standard Film attraction of Philadelphia was one of the first
to get "After Six Days," and it might be
let "Dave" tell his story here.
"The Weiss Brothers got in touch with
me a few months ago regarding this production and to be perfectly candid, I was not

of interest to

interested.
I am the type of exchangethat likes to play sure things and not
having seen this picture and heard little of it,
I was not unduly aroused by the sales talk
of Louis Weiss.
short time after this,
the picture was booked into the Woods Theatre in Atlantic City for a week's run. This, of
course, seemed to be a shot directly at me,
for Atlantic City, and especially the Wood
Theatre, is one of our choice bets in this
territory.
To make a long story short, the
picture opened to tremendous business and
being the pessimist that I am, I naturally
thought that due to the great amount of advertising that had been given, the picture the
opening day would be big on anything. But
each day got better than the one preceding,

much

man

A

—

and on Thursday of this engagement I bought
the picture for what I know to be the largest
amount of money ever paid for a single proAfter this week's
duction for my territory.
engagement at the Woods, which by the way
grossed the largest amount of money Atlantic
City had ever shown for a picture, I booked
the picture in for a return week to an eventual
gross of sixteen dollars less than the first
booking.
After this showing I felt that I
had a cheap 'buy' even had I paid twice as
much as I had. What was true in Atlantic
City has been true of every showing that I
have had on the picture. Houses that ordinarily show a picture three days have bfeen
running 'After Six Days' a week, and in over
sixty per cent of the cases booking a return
Houses that play a week have been
date.
running it ten days and two weeks. Ajid in
every case the box-office record has ' beeirbroken.
I say this in all honesty and can

prove
at

It.

I

dates stamped very clearly on them. I interest
all the
religious organizations, literary societies, educators and civil authorities on the
great value of this production
addition to
giving special matinees for children.
Of
course if you have "not got the picture to
back it up, all these things will not generate
the business, but having 'After Six Days'
and giving it a little effort in the ballyhoo,
it will do
for everyone as it has done for

me, break every known box
every house it has played."

office

record in

^.

:J:

GETS ANOTHER WEEK'S
PREMIERE BOOKING

'GRIT'
So

the

leases, in

a second

first

of the

Chicago,

week

been

has

gratifying

"Grit,"

it

at the

success

of

Hodkinson 1924

re-

the

has been held over for
Alcazar Theatre in the

Loop

Originally the film was booked
district.
for a one week run but business on it was
too good to shut down at the end of that
time.
Glenn Hunter is the star of the picture
which is one of the few he is making this
season due to the fact that most of his time
is still occupied at the theatre where he is appearing in "Merton of the Movies."
^

^

Fazenda

been

signed

cien Littlefield, Goldwyn character actor, will
have the pleasure of making love to the comedienne. In the new role Miss Fazenda wears
a blond wig and looks surprisingly like Claire

Windsor.
*

*

*

TO RELEASE 'PATHWAYS OF LIFE'
Word has been received that "The Pathways of Life" is soon to be state righted by
The picture feathe Cosmos Film Service.
Lillian Gish in the principal role
has been directed by Christie Cabanne.

tures

to

CINCE the first of February, which marked
»^the formal opening of Carl Laemmle month
in the motion picture trade, the offices of
Mr. Laemmle have been fairly swamped with
letters, wires and tokens of congratulations.
In reply he has sent the following appreciation to all his well-wishers
"God bless you. From the very bottom
of my heart I wish to thank all of you
who have simply overwhelmed me with congratulatory letters and telegrams.
"I never felt so humble in my life.
I
never so thoroughly realized that the good will
and good wishes of my friends and acquaintances play so great a part in my happiness.
"If I permitted myself to believe even a
fraction of the kind things said about me in
the letters and telegrams, and in the trade
press and newspapers, I would be the vainest

man on

earth.

there
world.

so

is

It

"Put yourself

enough

is

much

friendly

in

my

place.

busy men

to

know

If

hundreds,

in a hustling in-

dustry paused in their rush long enough to
pay a personal tribute to you, could you find
words to tell how you felt? Neither can I.
So I can only repeat thank you all, thank
you a thousand times, and God bless you."

and

'POISONED PARADISE' TO BE

SHOWN

IN

NEW YORK

print of Gasnier's latest production for Preferred Pictures, "Poisoned Paradise," is now on its way to New York where
will have a: pre-release showing prior to
it
its general release throughout the country.

The

first

The picture is an adaptation of Robert
Service's latest novel and is said to follow
The'
the text of the story in all its details.
cast numbers among others, Kenneth Harlan,
Carmel Myers, Raymond

Griffith, and Clara
one of the "baby stars" who is being
given her first starring part in this picture.

Bow

had an engagement last week
Theatre in Lancaster, Pa.

the Hamilton

This house has been doing a very fine business, and I considered myself fortunate in
getting such an early showing, but the management had heard of the success of the picture in Philadelphia. We broke every known
record for this house playing a week. This is
exceptionally due to the fact that all of the
big pictures of the year have played this house
three and not more than four days.
"Of course in order to accomplish such
wonderful results on this production you have
to get out and let the people know just what
you have. The mode of ballyhoo on this production is very simple as we do it.
I use
plenty of newspaper space, ten days and two
weeks before the opening. (I say
for the

T

simple reason that I will not book this picture
into any house unless it is clearly understood
that I have a big say about the way it is
advertised.)
I make a house to house canvass
with several girls that I have in uniform.
I use toy balloons with the picture, theatre and

that

sentiment in the

—

by the
Goldwyn Company to add a humorous touch
to a role in Rupert Hughes' production, "True
Miss Fazenda will play the part
as Steel."
of the secretary to Aileen Pringle, and Luhas

Good Wishes
Pioneer Producer

Entire Trade Sends

yes, thousands, of

^

LOUISE FAZENDA TO PLAY
IN 'TRUE AS STEEL'
Louise

CARL LAEMMLE SWAMPED
WITH FELICITATIONS

-PLEASURE MAD' BALLYHOO
This wrecked autcmobi'.e, precedtd by an ambulance with siren shrieking, was carted through the
streets of San Francisco as part of the big exploitation campaign put over for "Pleasure Mad"
when it opened at the Warfield Theatre. It is a Louis B. Mayer-Metro picture directed by
Reginald Barker, and is the subject of novel bally stunts in many cities.
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REPORT SPLENDID BUSINESS
ON 'HUMMING BIRD'

January

1916, tbe big Triangle studio
1,
Culver City was occupied.
In 1917 Mr. Ince severed his connection
with Triangle. A year later the organiza-

at

Reports received from the various first run
theatres showing the new Paramount feature
starring Gloria Swanson, "The Humming
Bird," indicate that the splendid success of
the picture at the New York Rivoli may be
considered as a fair criterion of what it will
probably do throughout the country.
Even wind and frost seemed unable to discourage the fans of New Haven who, despite the zero weather and a strong wind
chDW-ded to the Poli Bijou where the picture
broke the house record for a day's receipts.
San Antonio, Texas, also received the picture enthusiastically, breaking all attendance
records at the Empire even though it had the
ill fortune to make its appearance in the town
during what would appear to be the rainy
season.

tion

was dissovled and

tions,

'SCARAMOUCHE' PLAYING AT
CAPITOL THEATRE
After a run of several months at the FortyStreet Theatre on Broadway, Rex
Ingram's "Scaramouche," opened at the New
York Capitol on February 10. Apparently
there are many thousands of patrons who
have not yet seen the Metro feature even
after its extended run, if the crowds that
jammed the Capitol are any criterion.
Moreover, the picture was released on a
national scale at the same time.
Because of
the demand of exhibitors for immediate bookings, the Capitol Theatre engagement will
be duplicated in many parts of the country.
In those cities where it has already appeared
exhibitors have testified to the great popu-

SPANISH DANCER BALLYHOO

fourth

larity of
vehicle.

the

Terry,

Alice

Ramon Novarro

'MARRIAGE CIRCLE' AT FAMOUS
PLAYERS' THEATRES
Through a newly arrived at agreement the
Warner Brothers' production, "The Marriage
Circle," directed by Ernest Lubitsch, will play
in thirty Southern theatres controlled by Fa-

mous Players.
The film is now playing

in

several

parts

and seems to be especially
popular in Los Angeles where, although it
has been running for three weeks at the Rialto, it is still drawing capacity houses.
In
the meantime the public and the great body
of

of

the

country

critics

continue

to the film which
of the season.

THE

give unstinted praise
declared one of the best

to

is

the

studio

was

taken over by Goldwyn.
Under a releasing arrangement with
Paramount Mr. Ince leased the Biograph
studios in Los Angeles, where he remained until the completion of his present
plant at Culver City.
After the conclusion of his three-year
contract with Paramount Mr. Ince was for
a year affiliated with a group of independents known as Associated Producers.
Then in 1921 came his connection with
First National, which organization took
over the distribution of the Associated
product.
Mr. Ince's last release under this contract is one of his more notable produc-

of creating real Spanish atmosphere.
A tent is e.ected in the theatre lobby
Spanish costume tells
and a girl dressed
fortunes or dances in true Spanish style.

Snappy method

m

Thomas H.

Ince, Super-

vising Producer

"Anna

Christie,"

which

by

many

has been characterized as one of the most
vivid portrayals ever shown on the screen.
Although Mr. Ince has been on and ofJ
the stage since he was six years of age.
coming from a theatrical family, he never
has lost his enthusiasm for the drama.
His days now are as tightly packed as
they were when he first went to California.
He arises early and goes through an
athletic workout in the forenoon. Reaching
the studio well before noon he enters into
the spirit of things with the vim of a racehorse.

{Continued from page 41)

The
outfit

early pictures with the 101 Ranch
were so successful Mr. Ince was au-

thorized to extend his holdings to

18,000

acres.

The output increased from one to two
and then to three two-part subjects each
week, under the brand names of Kay-Bee,
Broncho and Domino.
It was at this point William S. Hart
came to the studio, where he quickly
"caught on," and where he made some of
his most popular pictures.
Frank Keenan, too, was featured in "The
Coward," which gave prominence to a
young juvenile named Charles Ray. That
picture

made

W,

Griffith

duction.

Mr. Ince

jump with

is a many-sided man, able to
celerity and with keen judgment

from

studio and dramatic problems to
those of finance and distribution.
While his initial capacity and mental

young

development were marked his friends he/)
lieve they are far from their top notch

and Mack

they are confident his progress will continue steadily upward.
Mr. and Mrs. Ince have three sons. The
family recently has moved into the spacious home which Mr. Ince has built in
Benedict Canyon, in the Beverly Hills.

the reputation of the

man.
Mr. Ince and D.

The major part of the afternoon is devoted to varied business problems and with
conferences. Then when nearly every one
has left the studio he goes through the
day's rushes with the directors.
Before a continuity is permitted to enter
work Mr. Ince analyzes it with a finetoothed comb.
When the director and cutter have finished with a production then he takes it
in hand personally and completes the pro-

Sennett

consolidated
their
producing
forces, and under the banner of Triangle
went to the public.
Inceville was found to be unable to accommodate the enlarged activities.
On

MIDNIGHT ALARM
STATE
THEATREPROCEEDS DONATED
THE

STARTS TODAY

A\rT OF TO DAYS 'MATINEE
WIDOWS AND ORPHANS^ FUND •

OAKLAND

~~"
One
and

of the best

forms of ballyhoo

It stands out in
almost every city wiU

TO

FiRP OEP'T.

'MIDNIGHT ALARM' FIRE TRUCK BALLYHOO
We

truck.
all retain enough of the youngster spirit to want to sprint after the machine.
It gives a thrill
traffic.
Its size and color are favorable and its warning signals never fail to attract attention.
Firemen, poUcemen or mailmen in
be found willing to tieup with a ballyhoo if the picture is pertinent to their departments and is in any way favorable propaganda.
is

the

fire
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
GREAT
BOX OFFICE MAGNET

'DADDIES'

IS

Warner Brothers' Film Version of Belasco Stage Comedy Should Duplicate Original's Success

Warner Brothers' Photoplay.
Adapted from David Belasco's Stage Play.
Author, John L. Hobble. Director, Julien
Josephson. Length, 6,500 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Mae Marsh
Harrjr

Myers

Claude Uillingwater
Cranf ord Kent
Willard Lou.s

,

Henry Allen

action.

Mae Marsh

DADDIES.

Ruth' Atkins
Robert Audrey
James Crockett
William Rivers

varied appeal must be equally divided between
Julien Josephson 's technique is admirable, every detail of the plot is
worked out with a smoothness and power
which bespeaks the master hand, not a foot
of superflous matter clogs the swiftly flowing

Boyce Combe

Nicholson Walters
Mrs. Audrey
Bobette Audrey

Georgia Woodthorpe

Alice

Priscilla

Adams
Dean Moran

Claire

Bob Audrey, James Crockett, Henry Allen, Nicholas Walters and WilUam Rivfers comprise the Bachelor's Club of woman-haters.
Bob adopts a war
orphan, who turns out to be eigrhteen-year-old Ruth
Atkins.
His pals also adopt orphans.
Ruth falls
in love with Bob.
At first he avoids, but later
falls in love with the girl and marries her.
The

plays the

star

Ruth

of

role

Atkins with that entire lack of self consciousness which is one of her principal and most
Wistfully sweet
charming characteristics.
and modestly alluring, Ruth shines forth as
a natural, lovable, maid, in many ways as one
of the most effective studies with which Miss
Marsh has graced the screen.
You can exploit this feature as one of the
most amusing comedies of the season. Emphasize the fact that it was originally a Belasco stage production which enjoyed long
Play up
runs in New York and Chicago.
Mae Marsh big and mention the cast at

Wherever

length.

there

clubs

are

or

so-

based on a philanthropical idea, their
co-operation ought to be enlisted. And church
folks of all denominations will support it.

cieties

-

*

*

other bachelors also obtain wives.

By George

'MY MAN' UNCONVINCING

T. Pardy

TT

looks as though the stage success achieved
by "Daddies" will be equaled, if not excelled, by the screen version.
With a really
great cast, fine direction, superb photography
and a story registering as a genuine feast of
merriment, it would be strange if this picture failed to make a royal box office score
in every theatre, big and little, where it is

Picture La^ks Action and Story Is Not

Up

Authors Usual Standard

to

MY MAN.

Author,
Picture.
Randolph Chester. Director, David
Length, 6,800 Feet.

George
Smith.

Vitagraph

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Patsy Ruth Miller
Dustin Famum

Molly Marley

shown.

Sledge

The very essence of
human sympathy, the

Dicky Reynolds
Fern Burbank
Bert Glider

the plot is its intense
note of pathos rings
high and clear here and there above the revel
of fun, just enough to soften the mirthful
trend, a glint of tears amidst a chorus of
joyous laughter.
For the theme is that of
the black tragedy of orphanhood and the
kindly plea in favor of the little ones of
this earth bereft of mother and father is
made clearly manifest.
The wonder is that this has been accomplished without the slightest effort at pointing a moral or preaching. Never for an instant does the film deviate from the line of
entertainment, yet we venture to assert that

"Daddies" can do more toward awakening
public interest in orphan institutions and
loosening up jealously guarded bank rolls,
than a thousand solemn sermons delivered
by as many eminent divines.
The feature is a never-failing delight from
the first to the final reel.
Its comedy complications are a marvel of humorous ingenuity,
beginning with the introduction of the marriage-despising bachelors and weaving its extraordinarily comic quirks and angles, as the
orphans arrive and one prospective father
draws triplets, another gets a boy, where he
wanted a girl, and the hero chap finds himself
doomed to preside over the destiny of a beautiful "child" of eighteen years.
The kiddies are veritable imps of mischief,
and the oldest and crustiest bachelor of the
lot is the victim of a youngster who fairly
plays hob with the hitherto fixed plane of
his dignified existence.
Yet, as time goes on,
the elderly "father," unconsciously bows down
and. worships his tormentor and eventually
weds the widowed mother of the brat, for it
appears that the latter is only half- an orphan,
so to speak;
The emotional side of this episode is gently
but none the less insistently stressed, and the
same may be said of the hero's love affair
with his mature orphan. The pranks of the
children, their tremendous capacity for joyous mischief, stand out in bold relief against
a sentimental backgroimd as shadowy as it is
effective.

Credit

for

the

production's

artistry

and

MACLEAN

IN LIGHT

COMEDY

director and players.

Henry

Peters
Peters
Peters
Christopher Marley

Mrs.

Jessie

Sledge,

who
who

political

Welch

Miles

Margaret Landis
George Webb
William Norris
Edith Yorke
Violet Palmer
Sidney de Grey
boss,

falls

with

lov^

in

Molly,

engaged to Bert Glider, a fortune hunter
trying to put over a park plan and has
made heavy Joans on, the banks. Sledge is aware
of Glider's intention to marry Molly for her money
and tries to convince Molly of the fortune hunter's
Sledge, in order
plans, but Molly refuses to listen.
to show up Glider, advises the banks to call in his
is
is

.

loans,
but Christopher Marley, president of the
Sledge then, through
traction company, aids Glider.
his political poiVer, rnanipulates the traction stock
the day of Molly's
and makes it worthless.

On

wedding. Sledge appears and kidnaps the girl, taking
her to his mother's home.
Glider decides he doesn't
care to marry Molly since her father has lost his
money. Molly then finds she is in love with Sledge
and everything ends happily.

There's Good Entertainment in Film
Revival of ^Yankee Consul'

THE YANKEE CONSUL.

Presented by
Associated Exhibitors Through Bathe Exchange, Inc. From the Musical Comedy by
Henry Blossom and Alfred G. Robyn. Scenario by Raymond Cannon.
Directed by
James W. Home. Length, 6,148 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Dudley Ainsworth

Douglas MacLean
Patsy Ruth Miller
Arthur Stuart Hull
Stanhope Wheatcroft
Eulalie Jensen

Margarita
Jack 'Morrell
Leopoldo
Donna Teresa

Don Rafael Deschado
John J. Doyle
Aamiral Rutledge, U.
Duncan

S.

N

(ship's purser)

Servant

George Periolat
Fred Kelsey
Eric Mayne
L. C. Shumway
Bert Hadley

Ainsworth's

actions give concern to his friends.
Morrell secures him a
a tourist agency.
Sent to a departing
steamer to bring off the trunks of the consul to Rio
de Janeiro he finds himself on the high seas with
Morrell.
To avoid shoveUng coal he pretends to
be the consul whose passage was canceled.
In
Rio he gets ashore by a squeak and is given charge
of the consulate, where the plot revolves around a
chest of gold.
There is a maiden in distress who
says she owns the gold.
Ainsworth goes to the
castle where the girl is restrained, gets into a fight,
pursues the villains back to the consulate, where
eventually it develops it is all a joke to make the

They beheve he needs work.
position

in

young man work.

—he

But

has really

become

in-

terested in Margarita.

T^HERE'S

good light entertainment in
-'-Douglas MacLean's "The Yankee Consul,"
being presented by Associated Exhibitors. At
the Central on Sunday afternoon, where it
was shown for the first time in New York,
there were many audible chuckles in the house
and they were sprinkled fairly well throughout the performance.
The picture is an adaptation of a musical
comedy, which means there is a musical comedy plot. The tale that is transferred to the
screen is a farce, as we gather in the course
of its development, although at the beginning
there is a tendency on the part of the beholder
to accept it as otherwise and consequently
to approach the story from a viewpoint that
is unfair to the production.
There is snap in the story and a measurable
degree of suspense.
Among the situations
contributing to the latter quality are those
where the young man finds himself on a ship
bound out to sea with another man's passports in his possession, and that man a Federal official.

Ainsworth knows he must convince the purhe is what he pretends to be or shovel

By Len Morgan

ser

ALTHOUGH

it

is

fair eiitertainment,

"My

Man"

has nothing about it that stands
It is a typical
out or makes an impression.
political boss story with little action and very
ordinary plot. Dustin Farnum, who is known
to film fans as a man of action, must be content to sit at his desk and do nothing more
strenuous than chew cigars and play dominoes.
He does his best to act the part of a heartless political boss, but he is not given the
material to work with.
Patsy Ruth Miller as Molly Marley works
hard with the rather flimsy material and succeeds very well in her efforts. =The story
carries so little conviction one finds it hard
to sympathize with any character unless it
be with Mrs. Peters, whose name is mortgaged to buy traction stock.
'

,

The

.

not Up to tlie_ usual standard
of George Randolph Chester, and even though
the cast and director did their best they could
not make the picture ring true.
In exploiting the picture it would be well
to feature the names of Patsy Ruth Miller
and Dustin Farnum, each of whom has a
Mention of George Ranlarge following.
dolph Chester as author should have a drawing power, as he is well known to the reading public through his short stories.
story

is

On the other hand, he realizes that
simulation of a Federal officer is a felony.
The suspense is continued at the landing,
where Ainsworth meets the retiring consul.
Then at the end, when he learns it is all a
joke, he recalls he has wirelessed for the navy
to come to the aid of the consul
and again
he is in the slough of despair.
There are many light moments as well as
periods of near melodrama. In the latter category there are the stirring if somewhat farcical scenes attending the efforts of Ainsworth to rescue Margarita from, .the castle
where he has been led to believe she is imprisoned.
The work of the cast is of the best. Mr.
MacLeans' part is difficult, but it is creditably performed:
Patsy Ruth Miller is seen
in the role of Margarita, a charming and an
appealing portrayal.
In exploiting the subject whatever may be
done to enhance the spirit or the atmosphere
of the musical comedy will add to the entertainment.
Get your patrons into that mood,
coal.

—

and the

rest is easy.

In other words, play up the fact that the
subject is an adaptation of a musical comedy
that in its day was a well-known and a successful one
successful beyond the usual.

—
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WESLEY BARRY HAS
A SUCCESSFUL ROLE
Jr.' Amusing
Cohan Comedy and Fine Vehicls

'George Washington,

for Youthful Star

GEORGE WASHINGTON,

JR.

Warner

Author, ^George M.
Brothers' Photoplay.
Length,
Director, M. St. Clair.
Cohan.
6,100 Feet.

picture's

stages,

first

(Continued)

are beautifully

filmed,

and interiors are equally well
handled and the lighting is clear and distinct.
For exploitation purposes, make it clear
that this is one of the sparkling, fast-moving comedies which have made George Cohan's
name famous in the amusement world. Also,
that it shows Wesley Barry at his very best
as a fun-maker and hasn't a dull moment in
it.
The cast as a whole is well worth advertising largely, most of the players being
widely known and deservedly popular.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Robert Lee Hopkins
Senator Belgrave
Senator

Charles

Conklin

Edward

Phillips

William Courtright
Otis Harlan

Hopkins

Count Gorfa, anarchist

leader, steals the private
Invlestigating Committee, the
loss of which threatens the political fortunes of
Senator Belgrave, whose daughter the Count wants
Belgrave's son, Young George Washingto v/ed.
ton, and his friend Hopkins trail the anarchists.
After many ventures the documents are recovered
and Senator Belgrave is saved.

records

of

By George

TJERE

T. Pardy

a

the right sort of vehicle for
him and should go far toward patching up
an amusement-provider,
his
reputation as
which has been shot full of holes through
no fault of his own.

You
provide

is

and zippy
and "George Washington,

plenty

situations,

of

action

this

in particular, will

rule.

enjoy

farcical
Jr."

this

merry-go-round

wax enthusiastic
much of a kid

over Wesas he used
ley, who isn't as
to be, but still possesses that keen sense of
dramatic and humorous values which formerly established him as a screen favorite,

of clean fun and

utilizes

his

talents

to

the

best

possible

advantage.

Nor

the grown-ups fail to respond
favorably to the feature's good humored fooling.
They will laugh over its clever burlesque of historical fables, and sympathize
with the young hero, even if he is compelled
to abandon the character of a "boy who never
told a lie" in order to circumvent the rascals
who threaten to ruin his father's political
fortunes.
There is some effective melodrama
of a peculiarly Cohanesque flavor, the sort
of thing that you don't take quite seriously,
but nevertheless puts the thrill over, despite
the background of comic relief.
Young Ge' rge and his pals have a most hectic time 'in the anarchist lair a:id their adventures on that occasion are of a decidedly
lively description, ending up with a free-forall hurly-burly of a scrap in which the roughnecks meet dire disaster.
It is all bully
good comedy, efi^ectively directed and entirely
free from padding.
Wesley Barry plays the role of Young
George with pleasing vivacity and not a trace
of camera consciousness. He is never idle a
moment, doesn't pose, and gives a performance which will win him many new admirers.
The excellent support is a factor contributing
strongly to the feature's success.
Charlie
Conklin, cast as the colored servant, Eton
Ham, gets his stufif over in rattling style.
William Courtright is great as George's perplexed papa. Otis Harlan scores in the part
of the other Senator, and pretty Gertrude
Olmstead radiates charm in the feminine lead
of Dolly Johnson.
Tliere is a vast amount of fine photography
in evidence, the water carnival scenes in the
will

Thrills

Office Picture

Fox Photoplay.
Author, William Dudley Pelley. Director,
Jack Blystone. Length, 6,112 Feet.

Romantic Role

EYES OF THE FOREST. Fox

Photoplay.
Author, Shannon Fife. Director, Lambert
Hillyer. Length, 4,408 Feet.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom Mix

Bruce Thornton

Ruth Melier
Horgan

Pauline Starke
Sid Johnson

Buster

Sheriff

Tom Mix

Faxton

Gertrude

Oliver

Edith

Evan Carmichael
Bunk McGinnis.

Phil

Olmsted

McCuUough

Pee Wee Holmes
Gertrude Claire
Dolores Rousse

Carmichael

The Model

Tom Faxton is left as an inheritance, Anastasia
McFirth's Old Ladies' Home by an old lady whose
Leaving the ranch and going east
life he saved.
to take charge of the homi;, Tom is soon well liked
by the inmates. Mrs. Carmichael, an old woman,
is
forced by the neglect of her son, a wealthy
Her
to work in the Home for her support.
maKes her very unhappy. Tom decides
bring her son to her.
Going to Boston, he
breaks into a farewell party Carmichael is giving.
Tom temporarily blinds the artist who sobers down
artist,

son's neglect
to

Tom

takes him home to
as a result and repents.
his moth/a- and then carries off pretty Edith, the
nurse at the Home, for himself.

By Joseph Schrank

TPOM MIX
result

is

that

is

"Ladies to Board."

when you book

this picture

you can promise them the limit in entertainment without any fear that anyone in the
audience will go away disappointed.
Sentiment? Some
it.
Enough to season the picAnd then some besides all that. An
ture.
artist's party with dancing girls arising from

Humor?

of

it.

Plenty of

Romance?

banks of flowers on the table is one of the
attractives scenes of the picture.
The story is clever to the point of being
fascinating.
There is suspense throughout
There are
the plot is well knit together.
But there's a
laughs galore in the picture.
Gertrude Claire as the eld,
tear in it, too.
neglected mother of the successful artist is
certain to touch the sympathies of the audience.
And she doesn't overdo it to the point
of turning it into sob stuff so that it will
go with a sophisticated audience (so-called)
as well as with the simple audience.
Mix. AccordThen of course there is
ing to his box office records, he is almost a
This picture is probcertain money-maker.

Tom

ably as
peared.

good as any

in

which he has ap-

The rest of the cast, particularly
Pee Wee Holmes as "Bunk McGinnis," carry

out the spirit of the story to perfection.

The "human fly" stunt, although dangerous, would be very appropriate and very efMix
fective to use in exploiting this picture.
and Bunk perform a couple of "human fly"
stunts themselves in the picture on the ironwork of a skyscraper ten stories high. Get
a

man

to

climb the highest building in your

town bearing an appropriate legend on

his

back.

Other bally hoos may be used effectively in
exploiting this picture ballyhoos that invariably work in exploiting a picture tie-up
with cowboys, horses and lariats.
The name "Ladies to Board" is a good
one to play with in publicity and advertising
matter.
An effective teaser campaign in the
newspapers will help to put this picture across
for a blue ribbon box office triumph.

—

Gardner
Lockney

Ed Wallack
Government

while patroling in his aeroplane,

by

P.

Tom Lingham

He

hostile timbermen.

finds

Forest

is

Ranger,

forced to descend

Ruth Melier hiding

the woods from her husband Horgan, and suspected of killing her stepfather.
Through Bruce's
Horgan is convicted of the murder. Bruce
arriests the timber thieves and wins Ruth.
in

efforts

By George

T. Pardy

the case with most of Tom Mix's
pictures, the spirit of adventure and
lure of speedy action dominate "Eyes of
It should rank as a good
the Forest."
box office attraction for the neighborhood
and smaller theatres and give entire satisfaction in the many localities where this
star is a pronounced favorite.
The Mix fans always expect Tom to
distinguish himself by successive feats of
agility and daring, and they will not be
He
disappointed in the present instance.
is as busy as the proverbial bee all through
the film, which is frankly melodramatic
and offers a story with a refreshing flavor
is

of originality.

The sturdy men who guard the government forest reserves haven't been over-exon the screen, yet their jobs are
decidedly of the strenuous variety, bringing them in constant contact with perils
of the woods and air, and the public is
interested in their worth and curious to
know more about them.
There is therefore a certain news value
attached to this feature, which has a California forest ranger for hero, is crammed
with exciting details and presents a pleasing love romance with a happy climax.
Spectacular events come thick and fast,
such as when Bruce Thornton makes a
lightning getaway down a yawning chute
from the outlaw timbermen, flies in his
plane to rescue Ruth from a ruffian's
clutches and thrashes the latter soundly.
It is hardly necessary to state that Mix's
well-known steed Tony plays an important part in the baffling of his masploited

and a corking good story

That, in a nutshell,

The

Duval
Bruce Thornton,

J.

Julius

AS

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Tom

is

Juvenile patrons,

Few

a

LADIES TO BOARD.

can always trust a Cohan comedy to

no exception to

and

Humor Romance and
Make First Rate Box

Mrs.

very amusing comedy which
ought to pile up good box office records
Of late Wesley Barry's
at most theatres.
pictures have flown rather wide of the entertaining mark, because the star, a growing
youngster, has proved a hard subject to fit
But this Cohan
out with a suitable part.
is

attraction

TOM MIX PLUS GREAT STORY

Senate

a

Virile,

in 'Eyes of the Forest'

Fierro
Dr. Jerry MacGinnity

Gertrude

Ham

Eton

Fox Star Has

Jaol

Wesley Barry
Olmstead
Leon Barry

George Washington, Jr
Dolly Johnson
Count Gorfa

MIX PLAYS A FOREST RANGER

exteriors

—

—

ter's foemen; no Mix picture would seem
complete unless that supernaturally intelligent animal had a hoof in the game, so

to speak.

Take it all in all, it is a five-reeler to
be safely depended upon for an hour of
Mix more
gingery
amusement. Tom
than earns his salary as a high-priced star,
the
giving a dynamic performance as
clean-cut and dashing Bruce Thornton.
Pauline Starlce is a prettily engaging Ruth
Melier, Sid Jordan a gruff and repulsive
villain in the heavy role and well balanced
support provided by others of the comoany.

The photography

is rich in beautiful exforest scenes are remarkably
the air shots, filmed with
startling effect, and clear lighting adds to
the picttire's artistic appeal.
You can exploit this as running true_ to

the
impressive,
teriors,

form in the line of containing everything
which has gone toward the winning of

Tom

Mix, with the addiattraction of a plot which is altogether out of the ordinary. Play up the
good work of the star, featuring him and
Pauline Starke, and dwell upon the dangers and romantic atmosphere attending
the state of California.
popularity for
tional

—

—

—

—

——

More favorable comment from

—

—

exhibitors

sent in to the trade papers on these

is

comedies than any comedies

made

HAL ROACH

presents

Our Gan
Comedies
Two Reels Each

Read what just a few,
of the others say
"The

best comedies

Quincer,
ments ).

we have

run."

Wadena, Minn.

Cozy,

—

/.

"Our patrons like them very much."—
New Amuzu, Spring Valley, Minn.
(Amusements ).

C.

(Amuse-

Schraut,

"Head and

"They
in

M

surely go well here.
100 per cent,
Lindblad,
Grand,
B.
H.
cintosh, Minn. (Amusements).

all the

every respect."

Huron,

—

H. H. Retz,

"The

best

two

many

we can get." A. C.
Canby, Minn. (Amuse-

reelers
,

"All I have run are good."— C. A. Kelley,
Rex, Custer City, Okla. (Ex. Herald).

"We've used

"Better than any two reel comedy 1 have
Chas. Lee Hyde, Grand, Pierre,

six

and

all

were good."

H. Billings, Pleasant Hour, Pine
Minn. (Amusements).

yet tried."
S.

D. (Amusements ).

"All of them are good. They will make
friends for you."
Roy McMinn, Capitol, Superior, Wis. (Ex. Herald ).

Strand, Lamont, la. (Ex. Herald).

Lloyd, Broadway
ments ).

S.

"They surely enjoyed the Our Gang Comedy from the noise they made." T. R. lessee,
Idle Hour, Humphreys, Mo. (Ex. Herald).

"Best comedies on the market."
Iver
Johnson, Star, Blair, Wis. (Amusements).

"These comedies are great."

shoulders above 99 per cent, of
F. L. Smith, Bijou,

comedies made."

D. (Ex. Herald).

H.

Island,

NOTICE

BEWARE OF FILM PIRATES
-Th. Poiliivt Ptinu o( ,\\ P«(ht rtlc.Mi trt the pttpenj ol P.il
d irr NEVER SOLD. Tht righr to UM .uch print, «n b« Ie(>l

Pafh^comedy

^^^^^

TRADE
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MARK

!
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Not a War
Just some

Picture

little private fights

HAL ROACH

The

presents

Spat Family
Two Part Comedies
Ambrose

|OME

married people can

coo through
life.

fifty

Others begin

moment

bill

and

years of married
to battle

they say "I do."

from the

They can

discuss the weather and get into a
fight.

Such people are funny
J.

Tewksbury Spat

themselves.

Roach

to

It

to all but

remained for Hal

bring out the comicality in

motion pictures.

Tewksbury Spat, not beautiful but
dumb; Mrs. Spat who can scratch
LOS ANGELES. CAUF.

BOVEMBEH
E5th

19

E 3

her head at any time and get splinters;

Ambrose, her brother, the

licose boob,

— they are getting

bel-

to

be

household words.
Ur. Jennar,
Pathe Exohange.
920 Soath Ollvo,
loB Angeles, Calif.

Dear

llr.

Jenner:

The introduction of Ha^ Eoaoh's
new oomedy idea. The Spat Family, on the
screen of LoeW s State Theater during the
week of Hovember 17th was indeed a feature.
The first coDBdy, "Let's Build*
?roved one of the most emjoyable and enertalning BUbJects which we have ever shown.
Without a doubt this droll series of pioturea
will be anxiously looked for by oar patrons.
If the presentation of the initial oomedy ia
any criterion then you maybe assured of a
most popular subject on our screen.

Very sincerely.
WEST 00A3T EEATEHS, IHO

Gsneral4trag*r

Mrs. Tewksbury Spat

Pafh^comedy
TRADE

MARK

February

23,
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BOX OFFICE REVIEWS
BURR FILM WELL DIRECTED
*The Average Woman' an Entertaining
Feature With Cast a Special

THE AVERAGE WOMAN.

C.

C.

Burr

Photoplay.
Author, Dorothy De Jagers,
Length,
Director, W. Christy Cabanne.

Woman?" — "Is

Average

the

*

Garon

Paxiline

Jimmy Mum-oe

Hjirrison Ford
Colt Albertsoik
Russell Griffin

David Poweli

Brennan
Tike La Rose
Colonel Crosby
Mrs. La Rose
Judge Whipple
Bill

William Tooker

De

*

*

STAGEY AND UNCONVINCING
'The Next Corner' Offers Poor Entertainment for Intelligent Audiences

THE NEXT CORNER.
Sam

by

a.

name

is

finally

jealous woman,
are united.

cleared.

Mrs.

Van Alten is slain
La Rose. Sally and

Munroe

By George

T. Pardy

'T'HIS Burr production stands well above
the average picture in point of entertaining
values.
Its plot moves swiftly along rather
unusual lines.
If there is a lack of logic
here and there such faults are barely noticeable, thanks to the masterly direction of
Christy Cabanne and the clever work of a
carefully
selected
and distinguished cast.
"The Average Woman" can be listed as a

feature possessing popular appeal and likely
to win favor with any audience.
It is a trifle difficult to accept the villainously scheming Van Alten as a reflection from
actual life, in his (}ouble part of society chap
and boss of a notorious sporting resort. But
once you stop trying to view that somewhat
stagey gent from too practical a standpoint
and take him just as he is represented on the
screen the story begins to get a grip on one's
imagination and holds it to the finish.
The threads of the narrative are woven
Van Alten's
into a variety of complications.
passion for Sally Whipple, the jealousy of
Mrs. La Rose, the romance between Munroe
and Sally and the introduction of the letters
which seem to threaten discreditable revelations
concerning the girl's dead mother, are all
merged into a dramatic mix-up which is ripe
with suspense.
Mr. Cabanne's excellent directorial judgment is early made manifest by his skill in
preserving continuity intact in the case of a
plot which turns around so many unexpected
In the hands of a less gifted or incorners.
experienced producer the filming of such a
tale would probably result in a series of disconnected situations as hard to disentangle
and understand as a Chinese puzzle.
particularly thrilling scene is that in
which Van Alten lures Sally to his den and
produces the documents which seem to smirch
her mother's memory. The raid on the place
and the killing of Van Alten by the avenging
Mrs. La Rose are episodes crammed with
tense action, while the happy termination of
the romance between Sally and Munroe comes
as a pleasing relief after the melodramatic

A

fires

have burned down.

Pauline Garon

is the Sally of the producphysically charming as well as
thoroughly effective in the emotional phases
of her role. David Powell is as convincing
as a conscientious, talented actor could be in
the slightly artificial character of Val Alten.
Harrison Ford is a likeable lover, and the
work of the remainder of the cast is on a
par with that of the principals.
The photography is of superior grade, including many admirable exteriors, interiors
in which deep sets are cleverly utilized and
good close-ups of the leading players.
The title affords likely exploitation material, such phrases as
"Are You an Average

tion

and

is

—

Director,

CAST AND SYNOPSIS

Van

resort,

girl's

Paramount Pho-

Author, Kate Jordan.
Wood. Length, 6,985 Fee.t

toplay.

Moers
Burr Mcintosh
Sacia

Alten, secretly proprietor of a fast sporting
attempts to win the aflfections of Sally
Whipple. She falls in love with Jimmy Munroe,
newspaper reporter. The resort is raided and Sally,
lui'ed there by
Van Alten, is compromised. The

of the

—

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Whipple
Kudolph Vaa Alten

Woman

Twentieth Century Much Different from Her
Ancestors?" "What Constitutes an Average
Woman?" are suggested as catch lines. Play
up the cast, which can lay measurable claim
to being considered an all star aggregation,
and dwell upon the story's emotional power
and originality.

6,000 Feet.

Sally

(Coruinued)

Conway Tearle

Robert Maury

Dorothy Mackail
Lon Chaney

Elsie Maury
Serafin

Ricardo Cortez
Louise Dresser

Don Arturo
Mother

Elsie's

Remea Radzina
Dorothy Cummings

Countess Longueval
Paula Vrian
The Stranger

Bernard

Seigle

infatuated with Don Arturo
She
during the absence of her husband, Robert.
all.
Arturo is killed.
confessing
writes Robert,
Elsie rejoins her husband, who has not received the
letter.
It turns up in th(a possession of Serafin,
He bargcuns for Elsie's
Arturo's foster brother.
Elsie gives Robert
love, is refused and kills himself.
It contains only blank paper, substituted
the letter.
She tells him all.
He forgives her.
by Arturo.
Elsie

They

Maury becomes

start

life

anew.

By George

T.

Pardy

AN

unintentionally funny melodrama, which
may amuse but will not impress intelliIts box office value is degent audiences.
cidedly doubtful, although it may serve as a
stop-gap attraction in houses where the bill
is

phanged

daily.

To rank "The Next

Cor-

ner" as up to the average standard of Paramount pictures would be paying a poor compliment to the Famous-Lasky studios.
Artistically, there is nothing to condemn.

The photography is excellent, handsome sets
abound and money has been lavishly spent
on the production. Also, there is a fashion
display of feminine garments which will probably catch the fancy of women patrons.
But luxurious settings, good photography
and creations of the dressmaker's craft are
not in themselves sufficient to fill the requirements of an up-to-date photoplay feature.
Where plot essentials of realism and sympathetic interest are missing, a film's entertaining powci must be marked at zero.
None of the characters are true to life.
They stalk around like resurrected skeletons
dug out of some cheap, old-time melodrama.
It is impossible to arouse sympathy for a
wife so easily led astray, or a husband who accepts her excuses so complacently. True, she
stops short of actual adultery, but through
no sense of outraged chastity on her part.
Folks simply don't behave like that in real
life, unless they belong to society's lowest
strata, and then, the man would probably
use gun or fists on his erring spouse.
Lon Chaney, an actor of rare parts,
consented to appear in such a foolish role
as that of foster-brother Serafin remains an
unsolved problem.
Most of the time he
merely walks around wearing an expression
of calf-like longing, finally slamming himself
into eternity with the aid of a six-shooter.
Conway Tearle is the weak, colorless hubby
and probably does as well as anyone could
under the distressing conditions, which isn't
Elsie Dorothy Macktail porsaying much.
trays the giddy wife, posing in a variety of
superflous close-ups and wearing many magnificent gowns. The support is worthy of the

Why

principals.

There is little to exploit outside of several
important names in the cast, the fine photography and handsome gowns. Don't play_ up
the story, unless you wish to risk disappointing your patrons.

COMPARES EAST AND WEST
'Marry in Haste' Appealing Domestic

Drama With Greenwich

Village

and Western Atmosphere
MARRY IN HASTE. \Goldstone

^

Pho-

Director,
Author, Jean Duyane.
Duke Worne. Length, 5,000 Feet.
toplay.

CAST AND SYNOPSIS
Wayne
Joan
Jack

William Fairbanks

Sturgis
Prescott

Dugan
Wayne Sturgis

Dorothy Revier

Al Kaufmann
New York,
meets and Weds Joan Prescott, art student, earning
a living as a model.
His wealthy father disowns
Wayne on account of the marriage. They live on
a small farm, where the hard work brings disillusion, unhappiness and ill health to Joan.
Trouble
also arises because of attentions paid to the young
wife by a neighbor, Carson Brett
Wayne struggles
desperately to make good and wins some muchneeded money by staying three rounds with a champion pugilist.
Bitett makes love to Joan but is
repulsed.
In the finale the father forgives the
young couple, who find happiness with each other.
of

Wyoming,

visits

By George T. Pardy
'T'HIS picture should do well in the

state
registers as a domestic
drama of considerable heart appeal, presenting
a vivid contrast between the Bohemianism of

rights market.

It

Greenwich Village and life in Wyoming, with
a lively and exceedingly realistic glove fight
thrown in by way of variety.
The city girl who follows a marriage trail
to the far West and has a tough time getting
accustomed to her new surroundings is no
new figure in screen plots, but in this instance
she certainly manages to arouse an unusual
amount of sympathy, nor does the well-meaning chap who weds her, fail to excite a generous amount of pity, when his wealthy father
disowns him and he buckles down to a stern
battle for existence.
The familiar adage "Marry in haste and
repent at leisure," from which the title is
adapted, comes pretty close to proving a bitter
truth in the case of the young wife and Director Duke Worne makes the most of his
material while showing the growth of discontent in the bride's heart during her rough
experiments in household drudgery. The love
triangle is completed by introducing the usual
seductive villain, who practices his flowery
wiles on wifie while hubby toils in the open.
But it all works out right in the end for
the couple, a conventionally happy climax
being attained, with the hero's male parent
doing the agreeable at last and taking
The
daughter-in-law into his good graces.
boxing bout between a champion pug and
the hero, whereby the latter annexes a few
welcome dollars to help him along, is a well
staged affair, packed with sensational thrills
and a mighty nifty imitation of the real thing
It will catch the fancy
in ring arguments.
of the sporting element and add to the fea-

—

ture's popularity.

William Fairbanks is the hero and his portrayal of the sturdy young Westerner convincingly sincere. As a fine athlete he leaves
nothing to be desired and considered strictly
from the dramatic standpoint his performance
as Wayne Sturgis may be listed as his best
contribution to the art of the silver sheet.
Dorothy Revier figures as a very charming
heroine and adequate support is given the
principals by the rest of the cast.
The photography includes several snappy
Greenwich Village scenes, impressive Western
exteriors and many excellent close-ups.
The
lighting througliout is clear and effective.

The

title

can be advantageously utilized

in

Make it clear that this
exploiting the film.
is
a story of contrasts between East and
West, with an interesting love romance, draw
the sporting contingent by dwelling upon the
glove battle and play up William Fairbanks.
The latter has a fan following and the names
of Dorothy Revier and
worth mentioning.

also

Gladden James are
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USE A BATHING SUIT

Ballyhooing Your

LOBBY BALLY

Short Subjects

"Olympia Mermaids' Offer
Up Possibilities With

The

Tie-

SHORT

Because the Olympic matches are to be held
soon and because great care was exercised in
the filming of this it is a Big Little Feature
and can be exploited.

SUBJECTS

furnish material in plenty for ballyhoo with
snap and freshness because they

Athletic Societies

—

A COMEDY REAL EASY
TO BALLYHOO

are condensed, novel, and have many
feature gets its best
original ideas.
advertising by word of mouth tije
theme is often too complicated to put
over by a ballyhoo. Not so your short
Gagmen work constantly,
subject.
filling a two-reeler with original twists.
Use those gags and exaggerated types
of comedians and stop racking your
brain, thinking of ways to exploit your

A

—

features.

*

*

*

rriAKE

the comedy on your right.
not have a man go through the
streets with a bulge on the side of his
face tied up with a rag just as the last
picture shows. Without any sign he'll
attract attention and arouse curiosity.
Next time he makes his rounds he can
wear a sign "It's coming out tonight
Another
Theatre."
at
the
ballyhoo idea
Get your motorcycle
dealer to loan you one with a side-car
(it will be advertising for him too)

Why

—

:

;

rig

up cardboard wings and propellers

the man can do stunt driving, lifting
the front wheels as though he were trying to take off; a sign can read: "If
you don't believe it can be done come
around to the
Theatre tonight
and see for yourself."

*

HE

tie-up

is

*

*

with your local high-

schools and if you are in a university
town the college, of course. Through
your mail campaign you can tell them
they can get some new pointers on the
game in watching the Castoria Eleven
in "The Half Back of Notre Dame."
Another tie-up is suggested by the use
of a melon in the film. Tie-up with the
fruit stores using a sign reading some"See what happens
thing like this:
when a melon is substituted for a

football."

*

*

*

T'HE

Grantland Rice "Sportlight" on
the left will appeal to all types of
audiences. His sport columns are syndicated and familiar to all the men. The
women can be appealed to because the

whole picture is about women in training for the Olympic matches. If you
are in a town near a beach, so much the
better.
You can promise your patrons
that they'll learn more about swimming
strokes, from these under- water pictures, than they could learn in a whole

year at a school.
*

'piE-UP

*

*

with lobby ballyhoos of borfigures, dressed in bathand at the department
ing costumes
stores where bathing attire is now being shown for summer resort wear.

rowed wax

—

Stills

of

Pathe's

Comedy
'

"Half Back of Notre Dame"
Suggest "Live" Tie-Ups
When

you see this Pathe comedy at your exchange almost every inch of the film will suggest ballyhoos the most novel ideas are presented to you in the text.

—

:
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The 'Bi^ Litde FedJaive
Short

Tie-Up

Subject

Mack

With

A

Pubhsher Success
Judging from the

inquiries addressed to
Frederick Melcher, managing editor of Publishers Weekly, the plan of exhibitor co-operation, whereby a list of volumes dealing with
the current "Chronicles of America" release

carried each
the publishing
is

month

in this official

organ of

industry, is being followed
through with greatest success.
By this arrangement the exhibitor is enabled to' approach his local book-sellers and librarians
and arrange with them for a display of the
volumes dealing with the subject he is presenting on the screen at the time.
Mr. Melcher recently wrote Yale University
Press, the producers of the "Chronicles" se-

for Pathe, the following as illlustrative
way the idea is getting over
"I had a lettei" this morning from the public library of Tacoma, asking me to send
them a complete file of the lists of historical
books which we have been issuing in connection with the Yale films, and the librarian
says, "We have already discussed with the
leading picture managers here the possibility of getting these films for local use.
"I also had a call for a duplicate file to be
sent to the University Library of Iowa City."
ries

of the

'The Bill Collector'— Grand-Asher
Quite good

Joe Rock

2

.

reels

the ambitious bill collector in
But after passing the ridiculous tests
such as trying to withstand the
kick of a wooden leg and getting his foot
in the crack of a door before it slams shut
he doesn't make a howling success of the
is

this two-reeler.

—

—

job.

Yet moving vans have other uses than

col-

^ HORTER

furniture.

—

features

program building. There will be
more time to fill. What to do
with it?

The

short subject comes to the

fore.

You

will use

more short

sub-

And

pick them more careThey will be more imporfully.
tant than ever before.

jects.

Which means that this department becomes more important to

You

you.

find in

it

will use it. And you'll
everything you want to

know about

Sennett Speeding

Two
new

the

is

fashion in films.
This will mean a difference in

Reel Comedies

Dispatches from the Mack Sennett Studios on the Coast to the Pathe home office
indicate rapid progress is being made on the
schedule of two-reel comedies for distriljution
by Pathe. Camera work was completed last
Saturday on the next of the Mack Sennett
Comedies series under the title of "Scarem
Much." This comedy is now enroute.
Harry Langdon, the new Hack Sennett star,
will complete another of his series of tworeel comedies for Pathe this week.
The title
of the new comedy is "The Latlier Pushers."
Word from the Coast is to the effect that
Langdon's newest effort maintains in every
respect the standards of fast action, rip-roaring fun, and clever characterization set in the
first
three releases of this series.
These
three subjects are, in the order of their re-

Pathe on March
on Broadway

ing

short subjects.

2nd;
in

and

'Political

'The Firing Squad'
'Way

of

a

—Pathe

Man'

6th

Extra Girl," Mabel Normand's latest starring
at
the Central Theatre;
"Smile
Please," which will be made available by
Pathe on March 2nd
and 'Shanghaied
Lovers," which will be released March 30th.
;

episode

John Cowles through the timely assistance
of Ellen Meriwether effects an escape from
the Apaches only to become ensnared in a net
of circumstantial evidence that leads to his
being sentenced to face the firing squad as the
murderer of Ellen's father.
The scout who is lurking on the outskirts
of the Indian camp helps John out of tight
fix by shooting an arrow at a medicine man
who doubts John's claim that he has healing
powers. The medicine man falls dead and the
other Indians interpret this as an omen. The
scout uatrol, sent out to rescue the two,arrived.
* * *

Short and Sweet
Pathe Review No. 8 presents
"The
Colorado Rockies," a group of living paintings
"Animated Match-Sticks," a pictorial
study of the caddis worm
"Pittsburgh
Plates," an interesting insight into the workings of a plate glass factory; and "The Real
France," showing French life in the provinces.
:

;

;

—Grand-Asher

'Pay or Move'^
Lots

action

of

2

Monty Banks

is

getting so good

2

reels

The Spat family are at it again. Their
latest family war is the result of brother's
ambitions.
He invites the governor
and the excitement in dressing for
Mr.
such distinguished company is terrific.
Spat isn't successful in his attempt to get
his brother-in-law's shirt studs but the scene
will be successful in getting a good laugh
from the audience.
salesman
(selling
high-hatted
stock
stock of a brick factory) arrives is mistaken
for the governor; wined and dined and gets
stock certificate
brother's signature on a
before the mistake was discovered. The unwelcome visit paid by the widow next door
and her young "brat" who likes to see a:overnors and prize-fighters helps complicate
things and make the situations more laughable.
political

to dinner

enough

to promise (and draw) your patrons
on that score. This is mostly Monty and his

inimitable antics.

Monty's

in love, but papa doesn't favor
Papa's choice is something in the
way of a Russian "dook." To make a hit
with papa Monty volunteers to collect rents
for him.
From then on it's an endurance
test for Monty
all he manages to bring back
is himself, a bit the worse for wear.
Things look black for him, with his little
sweetheart promised to another, until he manages to foil a gang of blackmailers who are
after papa. There are some new comedy gags

his

suit.

—

sure to get a laugh.

—

;

—

'Wide Open'

A

Can be

—Educational.

relied

•BILLY SULLIVAN-

A

*

—Ed'ucational
2

reels

Alias

last

will delight the heart of all
golfers and will be found educational as well
as it teaches some strokes from new positions
the edge of a cliff, the bottom of a lake and
There are a lot of golf stunts, some
so on.
thrills with a runaway car and a fair propor:

on

movThe
ing bright little comedy of Gay Paree.
old gags and a few new ones. Makes a good
program spot after a heavy feature.
"Paris Lights"

bugs

*

"Wide Open"

slap-stick
Rivals"- Universal.
that developes plenty of action after

getting off to a slew start.
for a few laughs.

—Pathe

!

*

Golf

"The

reels

seems

—

A

comedy

it

reel
1
One of the best
Gertrude Ederle, Aileen Riggin, Helen
Meany and Doris O'Mara, four of the world's
greatest swimmers and divers, in training at
Bermuda for the coming Olympic water
events, cavort before Grantland Rice's camera
There are some remarkable under-sea
eye.
views showing the stars in action beneath
For
the crystal waters of a Bermuda inlet.
all lovers of water sports this one-reeler will
be most interesting for every difficult stroke
and trick in swimming is shown by the slow
There's instruction
camera under water
here that no school could give. These Grantland Rice "Sportlights" are interesting to all
types of movie goers and they are particularly suited to round out a ' program arranged to please the most exacting.

Pull'—Pathe

identity

"Shanghaied

conjunction with "The

'Olympic Mermaids'

Mista>ven

Up On

vehicle,

And

the way the league
of down-trodden husbands use the van to get
out for the night provides most of the comedy.
Prize fights, whether in earnest or in comedies, interest most people
and when a woman takes her husband on for a round or two
(or as long as he can last) you're bound to
laugh.
lecting

Short Subject Year

Kid Roberts

—

for
series

that's

his

name

in

the

produced by Universal.
Every episode is "live" and one of the best in
the short subject field due in a great measure
to Sullivan's enthusiastic work.
Leather

Pushers

Hang a trick golf club outtion of laughs.
side your theatre when you run this picture
and you'll draw all golf fans as a magnet
draws iron

filings.
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Screen Snapshots No. 9

—

C. B. C.

A

goodly amount of comedy has been included in Screen Snapshots Number Nine.
First, and foremost, there is Harold Lloyd
who climbed all the way to a high roof, and
did some of his special stunts for the Screen
Snapshots cameraman. The stunts were also
photographed in slow motion to show how
they're done

Then there
who dreams

pretty

is

little

Pauline (>arcn.

went to have her picture
taken
She has a most amusing time of it
with the photographer, and finally gets entirely out of focus.
After that she decides
to wait awhile before she has some taken,
she

!

really.

Eugene O'Brien, being a fine horseman,
shows why he agrees with the chap who

"My Kingdom

for a Horse."
California haven't the
"Yes
Have No Bananas Blue." George
Beban, Mildred Harris, Marjorie Daw, Catherine MacDonald, and Carter De Haven, give
out oranges to the poor.
Betty Blythe, gives a few hints on what
the ladies should, would, and can wear.
And Alma Rubens shows why kiddies at
hospitals call her "Lady Santa Claus"—because she always finds time to bring a little
cheer into their lives.
said

Screen
!

FORD TIE-UP BALLYHOO
Here's how the Majestic Theatre affected a clever ballyhoo which cost them practically
Highly colored toy balloons catch the eye
nothing by arrangennent with the local Ford agency.
as they sway in the wind and sfuggest the atmosphere of the picture.

'Peter Stuyvesant'
'Chronict^

"Peter

of

—Pathe

America'

'A Tough Tenderfoot'
reels

3

depicts the dramatic
to the surrender of

Stuyvesant"

New
events leading up
Amsterdam to the English. This is one of
the most colorful subjects of this series of
Against
historical dramas released thus far.
the quaint background of the Dutch settlement on the Hudson in 1653 and amid the
luxurious settings of King Charles IPs court
in London, the action of the story takes place,
with a wealth of thrilling incidents and interesting sidelights on life in that period. The
production was directed by Frank Tuttle and
presents William Calhoun in the title role.
The staunch patriotic American will delight
in these series and mothers and teachers will
be your allies in making these series popular
with the children. Which doesn't mean that
they are merely instructive. Just the thing
for that "all short special program."

«

'Tin

Can

«

Alley'

*

—Grand-Asher

Good comedy

2

Leather

—Universal

Pushers

2

reels

As

usual the fourth number in the "Leather
Pusher" Series has a strong, interesting story
with suspense, human interest and a thrill
or two.
These stories can be relied on to
hold the interest throughout.
Billy Sullivan
is his usual entertaining self and "Ptomaine''
Tommy is still good for a few laughs. Joe
Murphy as the polished, efficient manager is
as good as ever.

'Oh

!

Captain'

in

We

Pathe Review No. 7
Enteitainment

and

education

1

'The
Dippy

Man Pays'— Pathe

Doodads

The monk's

1

at

This time the

it

said

lassie,

buxom

lassie's

difficulties of

married

forms the

setting.

A human

interest plot.

Safe to book this one on any program.

reels

laddie

along and resents such interference.
That's
In the end they both land on him.
"human appeal" note!
At his revival meeting he's just thr-rilled
He
because of the enormous attendance.
doesn't know that the reason for it is that
he happened to slip in a pool of bootleg stuff,
as it was being emptied into a sewer, and
smells like a walking saloon, but your audience will be in on the secret and will be
sure to enjoy the situation.

—

*

*

Matrimonial

*

—Universal

fun

1

reel

Slim Summerville and Bobby Dunn in a
marriage opus that doesn't prove anything
but makes us laugh and so its purpose for
being is fulfilled. Bobby is tricked into marrying an old maid called from the lists of a
matrimonial agency. Strange to say the marriage is not a happy one.
The end comes
with Bobby going after his friend Slim who
arranged the marriage, with a gun.

Good

for a

number of

laughs.

COAST TO COAST BALLYHOO

—

Brothers' float capitalizes their policy best Sellers, converted mto screen classics—
It
with the most talked about of the lot. Main Street, represented by the four lamp posts.
traveled from New York to San Francisco, visiting all the principal cities.

Warner

life

theme and the animals are shown
dandy court room scene with the
monkeys doing some fine iinpersonations.
A feature is the miniature town which
the
in a
is

strolls

'Easy Work'

reel

again.

Return good for evil, that's Sid Smith's
motto.
And he surely gets the evil. Can
he have been inspired by Buster Keaton's
frozen face and freak get up? Anyhow he
reminds you of no other person in this.
He's a preacher, free lance so to speak,
living in a very, very rough neighborhood.
First he aids some thieves in getting away
with a safe, all because of his willingness to
help.
Then when he consoles a weeping

buxom

reel

Pathe Review No. 7 presents "Catching
the Wily Red Snapper," an action sequence laid in the Gulf of Mexico; "What
Is Water?" a Popular Science offering;
"Dancing
Double,"
featuring
Master
Thornton Ward; "The Kingdom of Snow,"
a collection of picturesque winter scenes;
and a Pathecolor presentation, "The City
of Huguenots."
'

—Educational

1
reel
Cameo comedy
Cliff Bowes, Sid Smith and Virginia Vance
supply most of the comedy and most of it is
It's a deep sea tale and when people
wet.
are falling overboard they are opening windows and letting the ocean in on themselves.
A neat little love theme is interwoven, ending
when the couple is married on shipboard by
the Captain. An average comedy.

stars

—
February

1924

23,
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SHOWMANSHIP
The Exploiting Urge

—

The 'One-Born-Every-Minute Man

Its Ills

and

Its

Benefits

Being Supplanted by the Showman

is

W^ho Strives for Real Lasting Patron Confidence

THE —
you

only exploitation that is worththe only publicity that will
while
lasting profits
the only adbring

—

bespeaks
success
is
that
founded on absolute truth. Any other is
vertising

By MICHAEL

—

must adopt an
not wrongfully
tation.
First of all

exploitation policy that will
reflect on his theatre repu-

—

put your house in order.
See that you are doing everything in
your theatre along the best and most
improved methods everything may
not be as you would most like it to be,
for there may be a multitude of things
you could desire but be sure that
your theatre is the very best you yourself can make it. Work as hard as you

merchants

exploiting
pictures.
big
cost money to call on your
friends every so often and have
in

doesn't

It

newspaper
a personal chat with them when they are
not too busy.
If people feel that your real spirit is one
of the worth-while kind
instead of being

—

—

hard-boiled, harsh, indifferent, or irresponsive to their desires and wishes, they will

—

to make it so.
Then tell the people about it.
The amusement seeking people are
intelligen't.
Mark that. They are intel-

The All-Important Thing

the exhibitors have

to make
telligent people will not

done wonders

them

so.

The

In-

submit to having anything put over on them.
Always remember, you can only "get
away with it" once.
Again, the amusement seeking
people are eminently fair, if only they

know

the true facts.

which

community;

This
tion

to

give

is

aft'ord to

clean,

the

com-

whole of your

honest, justifiable

the only kind of exploita-

Here

is

tells

how

the

showman can

maintain no other kind.
a red-hot subject and the

sparks which

fly

quiver with interest

and constructive purpose.
~

thing.

money

gains

advocated and the accompany-

ing article

underly-

—

cost

that

exploitation in your lobby, your news-

are over.
Exploitation in its ultimate sense means
the actual relationship of our theatres to
the people and that relationship involves
far more than saying it involves doing.
Therefore, don't simply say something, do
It.
Render the best possible service.
It doesn't cost money to be courteous.
It doesn't cost you a cent to insist upon
having your ticket seller smile and say,
"thank you" when she takes your patrons'
money, even before they see your product.
It doesn't cost you much more to have a
clean theatre, clean attaches, clean everydoesn't

profitable

paper advertismg and publicity.

—

It

patronage

that

permanent and

is

Exploitation

sents.

—

—

plete confidence of the

playhouse, he can always be assured
a true representation from his community fdr the type of product he pre-

ing any policy of exploitation is to induce the people to believe in the sincerity and honesty of your organization
your theatre.
When you gain the complete confidence of the whole people of your
town, fifty per-cent of your troubles

patronage

exploitation.

is

are a bit slow in arriving at a decision, but in the long run, if an exhibitor proves through his exploitation
that he is telling them the truth in
everything he says about his theatre
and his productions to get them to his

The fundamental purpose

all-important thing in building

theatre

Sometimes they

serious

and thorough attention to complaints.
It doesn't
cost money to present a
genial, well-met personal attitude towards

your patrons.
Meet them with a smile
and send them away happy, is always a
a good slogan to remember.
It doesn't cost money to co-operate with

But
tion for your specific community.
whatever you do be careful that you have
and
analyzed
your
situation
properly
proven to yourself that what you do is
helping you and your theatre.

—

the best rule to keep in
are planning exWill it bring the people
ploitation.
to my theatre?
I say to the theatre.
After they get there, your house attractiveness should bring them inside.
First of all get them to the theatre.
To better prove this idea, allow me
to
choose what is among the best
exploitation ideas of the past year. It
was a contest idea and not much difis

mind when you

know how

And

One may

XJ ERE

—

ligent people.

can be decided upon as the
prefer newspapers, another
displays,
bill
boards,
another window
another the presentation while another may
think lobby display, and so on down the
list.
They are all good. Use each and
every one of them in their proper proporor publicity

best.

that

unsound and with it you cannot last.
Truth cuts both ways and an exhibitor

SIMMONS

L.

help
real

It is a
you on to bigger success.
blunder for a theatreman to assume

an attitude of complacency and satisfaction
with the conditions as they exist. The public likes live-wires and congeniality.

^

"TJON'T

let
your public take everything for granted.
Keep everlastingly after them.
It is absolutely impossible
to speak to enough people by word of
mouth so talk in printer's ink. Run
policy
advertisements about your theatre
regularly tell them the truth about your
establishment in an interesting and at-

—

—

tractive way.
Make them want to come
to your house, because it is beautiful, because it is comfortable, because it is their
amusement center of their community
and because you do present the best productions obtainable.
Always be natural.

Always be human.

No

one form of advertising, exploitation

from the average contest, except,
however, that it brought people directly to the theatre, after which they

ferent

went inside and the box-office record
of the theatre was smashed'.
J. F. Clancy, manager of the Poli
Theatre at Hartford, Conn., pulled it.
Here is what he did. He was to play

Mary

Pickford in "Pollyanna" during
holiday week, and his best
to interest school children.
"Pollyanna" lent itself wonderfully
for the purpose.
He had drawn up a
picture of Miss Pickford in the character she played in the production, printed
it on a piece of paper with rules and
regulations for the contest, giving
three prizes of $25, $15 and $10 for the
first three winners.
He secured the permission of the
school board to hold the contest
among the school children in which
school rooms they taught drawing.
The child who could draw the best
Mary Pickford Pollyanna sketch was
to get the prize.
However, every
school teacher chose the five best from
a school
bet was

her particular room. The principal of the
school building chose the ten best from
those the teachers had picked and then a
committee of citizens picked the three best
from the choice of the school principals.

But

where most contests end. Not
He had every teacher
from every school room send all the drawings to his office and he had them mounted
on separate cards for his lobby display.
And this is what it did.
Every child that had drawn a sketch was
so
anxious to have its mother and
father, sister and brother, aunt and uncle
see how much better she could draw than
Mary, Ellen or Jane, Tom, Dick or Harry,
that the display in the Poli lobby was a
sensation the whole week.
that's

so with

Clancy's.

That's the best kind of exploitation. The
kind that brings them directly to the theatre and the kind that pays best.
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THE FOOL PROOF 'DRIVIN FOOL' BALLYHOO
This shows the jester in the badly mutilated car which ran through the streets of Pittsburgh for the whole week previous to the opening of Hodkinson's "The
Drivin' Fool
Wondering eyes constantly followed the entertaining ballyhoo.
at Rowland and Clarke's Regent and Blackstone Theatres.
"

BALLYHOO

GALORE
COSMO'S 'GREAT WHITE WAY'

A

RED-HOT

boxing scrap.

POSSIBILITIES
A

a
concert hall.
horse race on a metropolitan track.
And behind these spectacular incidents a story of love and conflict move and
counter move of high purpose and villainy
a romantic and happy ending.
Sounds like a review. Well, in a way it
But in this case, a review of the potent
is.
possibilities for high caliber publicity in this
fascinating picture produced by Cosmopolitan
and released through Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan.
Talking about the boxing incident, we are
reminded of a float we once saw in a magnificent Liberty Loan parade.
There was a
long line of floats.
Georgeous, attractive,

A

fire

in

;

;

Battleships, gun carriages, diaphanous
creatures in dancing pose, aeroplanes, monster
floral pieces, war scenes, and many other interesting features.

affairs.

Suddenly, from far down the line came a
clanging bell and the sound of a great rattle
of applause from the spectators lining the
streets.
craned our necks and strained for
a look and when we caught a glimpse of the
object in question, we too commenced clapping
enthusiastically.
The float depicted a boxing
ring set up with regulation posts and ropes,
inside of which posed two contestants stripped

We

in true pugilistic

this

float

was

the

the picture, and which offers many stepping stones for free newspaper publicity by
virtue of the many prominent persons brought
Among these are, Tex
into the picture.
Rickard, dean of American boxing promoters
Irvin Cobb, well known literary light, H. C.
Witwer, author of the story Arthur Brisbane, editor extraordinary; Bugs Baer, jazzlingo humorist Damon Runyon sporting editor of the New York American; E. Mason
Hopper, director of the production, and many
others.
* *
*
in

;

;

;

TICKETS FOR USED PROGRAMS
GIVE CHECK ON ADS
in

The management of the Five Points Theatre
Birmingham issues a Fortnightly Program

in which the daily programs of the theatre
The Five Points is a surburban
are listed.
picture house and distributes its programs from

house to house in its own territory, and in
order to see how much the programs are used
one ticket is issued for every program turned
in at the box office the day after it is no
longer useful. This gives the theatre a check
on this method of advertising.

most

popular attraction of the whole parade. People kept running alongside it for blocks. And
therein lies the moral of the tale.
The mere mention of the word boxing
makes for immediate attention almost in any
part of the country. America has established
boxing traditions which are the envy of all
mankind.
The wise showman will use this
fact as a basis for exploiting his picture, the
ballyhoo float being simply a single suggestion from' a long range of -possihiltties.
The horse race incident suggests an alluring bally in the form of a rider dressed
up as a jockey riding through town, signs
being draped on the flanks of the animal
to show the name of the theatre and the attraction.
Exploitation stunts of another kind
Inside scenes of a
are by no means lacking.
newspaper office suggest tie-ups with local
dailies.
The fire in the concert hall gives
an opportunity to hook-up with the fire department, and is also strong in ballyhoo possibilities, the essence of which needs very little
imagination to conjure.
Last, but not least, there is the supreme

Inexpensive Street Display Turns
Onlookers Into Patrons
>

element of realism which has been achieved

fashion.

Without a doubt

FIVE FOOT SHELF GOES
BIG IN BROOKLYN

IN

Do jrou recognise

;

\N

exploitation stunt which was exceedingly attractive, and at the same time
very inexpensive, proved to be a good business getter for "A Chapter in Her Life,"
at Joelson's Parthenon Theatre, Brooklyn,

N. Y.

Murray Weiser

man

is

enterprising

the

show-

charge of this popular Ridgewood
house.
He has worked in close co-operation
with the Universal forces on many pictures
before this.
He is one of the men who
make real use of the many good exploitation
stunts described in Universal pressbooks.
Weiser figured his neighborhood wanted
something "strong" to wake them for "A
Tickle the people
Chapter in Her Life."
with a "kick," he told Joe Weil, Universal
exploiteer, and you get them coming.
Weil prepared the "Kick" in the form of
a Five Foot Shelf of "Looks," as shown
in

accompanying picture.
banners were painted. The first read
"Do You Recognize 'A Chapter in Her
Life' ?"
Below this, Murray Weiser placed
his shelf.
On it were articles which represented chapters in a woman's life a nursing
bottle, a rag doll, school books, powder puff,
high-heeled slippers and silk stockings, cigarettes, hootch and cocktail glass, a wedding
ring and certificate, men's socks and darning material and last, another nursing bottle.
Below this was a banner reading "No Woman Should Miss, Every Man Will Enjoy:
"
'A Chapter in Her Life.'
The entire display cost Weiser $1.65. It
drew crowds and became the "gossip" of the
neighborhood. Weiser was immensely pleased
with it and is recommending it for Joelson's
in the

Two

;

:

Ho womu

shouki

man

miss/

wiW enjoy

A chapter

in

her4

other houses.

-

*

*

*

ARTISTIC LOBBY BRINGS 'EM IN
Manager Beckman of

the Rialto Theatre
Wenatchee, Wash., gave his theatre a very
simple but immensely attractive lobby display
for the showing of Cosmopolitan's "Unseeing
Eyes," for its premiere in the Northwest, by
in

SHOW-CARD BALLYHOO
This attracted wide attention to Universal's "A
Chapter in Her Life," p'aying Joelson's Panthenon Theatre, Brooklyn, N. Y.

the use of paintings of pine trees.
The ticket booth was enclosed in an imitation log-cabin, the logs of which were heavily
encrusted with snow. Over each of the four
doors were placed beaverboards, which served
as a background for the display.

February

23,
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'AFTER THE BALL' BALLY
STARTS FOR COAST

COOGAN CONTEST BOOMS
PANTAGES BUSINESS

Merry Minstrels on Well Equipped
Truck Will Serenade Country

Appearance of Entrants on Screen
Arouses City-Wide Interest
'T'HE

'T'HE

"After the Ball Minstrel Car," cona big auto-truck fitted uo witti
living accommodations for the merry minstrels
in addition to a piano with brass-band attachments to accompany the singer, left the Capitol Theatre, New York, with an appropriate
send-off, enroute for Los Angeles and return.
William A. Quick, in charge of the wandering minstrels, received his training with
- Ml tlip Sel s Hrothers
til
ci a '""ii
and real circus discipline will be maintained
with the assistance of George Sullivan, who
also the Doctor Riesenfeld of the outfit
is
sisting oi

J

and wields a strenuous baton.

The " 'After the Ball' Minstrel Car" will
sing and play its way to the coast via F. B. O.
exchange centers, reporting to each exchange
manager along the route and spending several
days visiting the theatres he designates. Stops
will also be made in all the towns through
which the car passes to allow as many of
William Quick's fellow-citizens as possible
to hear his rich tenor voice sing "After the
Ball" which his assistants distribute the special Anderson Pictures edition of the song
with Gaston Glass, Miriam Cooper and Edna
Murphy on the cover.
The minstrel car is making its first stop at
Philadelphia and is routed to be on the road
The
until the latter part of next September.
opening performances were given in front of
the Capitol Theatre and on Seventh Avenue
between 48th and 49th Streets, New York,
where the occupants of three big film buildings had first chance to enjoy the concert.
If Mr. Quick "goes over" half as well on
the road as he did with the men who packed
the "film-curb" in front of the Film Booking
Offices, he should be booked for the Metropolitan Opera House when he returns to
Broadway.

*

*

*

EFFIGY ATOP OF STACK PULLS
FOLKS TO LLOYD FILM
A towering smoke-stack standing 125 feet
in the air, easily the highest point in the
town, was utilized by the Monarch Theatre
of Georgetown, Tex., as the basis for an
effective and out-of-the-ordinary exploitation
stunt in behalf of its showing of the Pathe
starring
"Safety
Last,"
feature
comedy,
Harold Lloyd.
life-sized dummy, dressed up to resemble

A

MINSTREL BALLYHOO'
The "After

the Bail" baJlyhoo which will sing
and play its way to the coast via F. B. O.
exchange centers. William A. Quick and George

Sullivan

are

in

charge

of

the

truck.

Jackie Coogan Contest which was
staged by the management of Pantages
Theatre at Kansas City in connection with
Jackie's first Metro picits engagement of
ture, "Long Live the King" was so successful that Pantages patronage has taken a leap
skyward as a result.
The plan of the contest was to find the
boy or girl who most closely resembled
Metro's famous little star. Eight prizes were
offered ranging from a silver loving cup and
a Jackie Coogan suit to a Jackie Coogan
cap and free tickets to see "Long Live the
King." Moving pictures of all the contestants
were taken on the stage before the audience
and from this film the judges later made their
awards. The pictures were thrown on the
screen during each performance, arousing
tremendous popular interest.
Large circulars, each bearing a coupon
were printed and distributed by the thousands
throughout the city. It bore enough printed
matter to explain the nature of the contest
and several cuts from Metro's famous production.
Mothers and Fathers who wanted to
enter their children in the contest had to fill,
out the coupons and hand them in to the thea-

There were several hundred contestants.
All the Kansas City papers picked the contest up and it became a city-wide affair.
"Long Live the King" went over to great
tre.

Harold Lloyd, was fastened to a staff which
projected out into space from the top of the
smoke-stack.
Around the rim of the stack
was draped a monster banner, bearing in gigantic red letters the title of the picture,
'"Safety Last." And up went box-office receipts.
*

*

*

MANAGER INVENTS SHOE NAME
AND WINS TIE-UP
Norma Pumps was the name Howard
Waugh invented for a line of ladies' shoes.
He used it for the wedge in selling one of the
biggest stores in Memphis the well-known
co-operative idea when "Ashes of Vengeance"
was slated to play at the Palace.
In addition to giving them a good name
for a new brand of shoes, Waugh gave them
a half-tone portrait cut of Normal Talmadge
with which to decorate the several hundred
tack-cards which the store had printed at
its own expense and distributed over town
without any further effort on the part of
Howard. This in addition to a big window
display put the box-office on velvet.

business.

"Long Live the King" was directed by
Victor Schertzinger from the story by Mary
It
was adapted by C.
Roberts Rinehart.
Gardner Sullivan and Eve Unsell.
photographed by Frank Good and

It

was

Robert
Martin.
J. J. Hughes was art director and
William Van Brincken was in charge of reIt was made under the personal susearch.
pervision of Jack Coogan, Senior.
*

*

*

TEN DOLLARS FOR AN OPINION
The above was one phase of the campaign
for "Stephen Steps Out," at the Strand, Birmingham. Through the "Better Films Committee," every school and Boy Scout troop in
the city received a mimeo announcement of the
contest, signed by the secretary of the B. F. C.
All that was required was an opinion in
not more than fifty words. The best opinion
received the ten dollars.
This stunt proved
a capital affair for the Strand.

CHILDREN'S PARADE BALLYHOO
When

Paramount's "Big Brother" played the Regent Theatre of Ottowa, Manager O. D. Cloakey arranged for a parade of members of the Boys' Work
Committee.
A special performance was sitaged for the kiddies and later a luncheon was given them at the local Y. M. C. A., Mir. Cloakey acting as
jjig brother
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NAVY HELPS PUT OVER
'THE HUNCHBACK'

MYSTERY TEST STIRS
PATRON INTEREST

Recruiting Boards Show Display and
Attract Unusual Interest

Newspaper and Six Business Houses
Join in Exploiting Film

CEVERAL

T?ESIDENTS

novel exploitation angles were
<^ executed by A. J. Sharick, Universal exploiteer, in connection with his effective campaign for the showing of "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" at the Savoy Theatre, Asbury
Park, N. J.
Besides the various sure-fire

in Pueblo, Colorado, enjoyed
a real mystery test the week that "The
Man from Brodney's" was shown at the New

_

Majestic Theatre in that city. The Pueblo
Star- Journal joined with the New Majestic
and six imortant business houses in putting
over the advertising stunt. The newspaper
announced on the Saturday before play date
that rewards of cash and orders in trade
would be paid to fortunate persons who identified "the man from Brodney's."

stunts
supplied
him by the Universal's
"Hunchback" exploitation department, Sharick

put over

many

which resulted

ingenious ideas of his own,
a record run at the shore

in

resort playhouse.

At

Tying-up with the U. S. Navy, Sharick
arranged to have all their street boards, used
for recruiting pui poses, carry a picture of the
cathedral set from the Universal production
and a legend advertising "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" and its presentation at the local
theatre.
This assured the very best locations
in town for the attractive and colorful dis-

MILITARY BALLYHOO
During

showing of Universal's "Blinky"
Theatre, 147th Street and BroadYork, the management tied up with
S. Army exhibit of trophies captured in
the late war.
The stunt brought extra business.

at the

way,
a U.

the

Bunny

New

plays.

The Universal exploiteer arranged with
Steinbach's (the leading department store) to
give a theatre party to the members of the
establishment having the most sales during
the week. The store posted bulletins on each
floor,

window display, and
from "The Hunchback" in all their

donated

a

fine

used stills
regular newspaper advertising.
"Hunchback"
heralds were wrapped in all bundles sent from

!'
in 'Name the Man
drama from the pen of Sir
Hall Caine presented in a gorgeous program

Busch, Patsy Ruth Miller
the exciting love

of original stage and musical gems."
At the bottom of the card was the name
of the theatre and the date of the showing.
*

were arranged with the
leading book store, druggist and camera goods
emporium; special lobby displays were placed
in three of the town's other theatres, and a
lavish distribution of paper was made.
Asbury Park and its environs were billed for a
radius of twelve miles, and heralds broad-

*

*

WINDOW DISPLAY AND STREET
BALLY BOOST BUSINESS

the store.

Window

tie-ups

casted throughout the territory.

Three thousand dodgers were put out in the
schools offering a prize of five dollars to
the boy or girl under 14 who brought in the
longest list of names of Asbury Park residents who didn't know "The Hunchback of
Notre Dame" was playing at the Savoy Theatre.
Children canvassed their neighbors and
friends, assuring word-of-mouth advertising,
in their endeavors to obtain the prize, which
was paid by the theatre.
special showing for teachers and school
boards was held the Saturday preceding the
opening.
Nearly two hundred educators attended, and arrangements were made to accommodate special school parties at Thursday
and Friday matinees. This resulted in the
attendance of more than six hundred children
those two days, the schools being closed early
on Friday to permit the children to attend
the matinee.

A

Howard Waugh, manager

of Loew's Palace, Memphis, went after the exploitation of
"The Humming Bird," Paramount's latest
Gloria Swanson picture, in his usual thorough
and workmanlike manner, and what he left
undone was hardly worth doing.
In connection with a big cut-out of Gloria
Swanson, Waugh built a special screen with
an aperture in the center, in which the lower
extremities of a wax figure of a woman
were revealed, giving the effect of a woman
standing behind the screen. The legs were
dressed in Humming Bird Hosiery, "from
Lowenstein's," and a card alongside said so.
In a fashionable millinery shop featuring
an exclusive line of tailored hats, a large
lobby frame was placed, calling the attention
of passersby that "Andrea Hats Are Worn
Exclusively by Gloria Swanson in 'The Humming Bird' at Loew's Palace."
number
of hat boxes were attractively decorated with

—

A

from the picture.
dignified street ballyhoo was furnished
the local Chalmers Motor Car agency

stills

A

by
which donated a

fine

new demonstrator sedan

which, laden with pretty girls, told the world,
via a sign on each running board, that "Gloria
Swanson in 'The Humming Bird' Drives a

Chalmers."

UNITED CIGAR HOOK-UP WITH
GOLDWYN FEATURE FILM

4:

tie-up was inade directly with English
window card, 12x34
cigarettes.
inches was prepared in co-operation with the
Chicago representatives of the cigarette manufacturers and of the United^ Cigar Store Company, and this was placed in the windows of
toteicco stores rthroughotrt the city.
The card was printed in red and black on
straw colored paper. It contained a picture
of Conrad Nagel smoking a cigarette and a
picture of Mae Btisch. At the top of the

The

Ovals

A

card was printed in red type "Girls!" followed by, "The gift that always wins his
heart is a cartoon of English Ovals ciga-

Vnu iust 'Name the M^"' to tVip clerk
at this United Cigar Store and he will do the
Then go and see Conrad Nagel, Mae
rest.

rettes.

if

^

WALKOVER SHOES DO THEIR
BIT FOR 'TRILBY'

The

exploitation
Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan
department effected a tie-up with all of the
United Cigar stores in Chicago for the showing of Goldwyn's Victor Seastrom production, "Name the Man !", which played at Balaban & Katz' Chicago Theatre in Chicago for
one week beginning February 4th.

the noon hour

The cannon

shot

fired

at

Lexington that

was heard 'round the world has nothing on one
little tie-up consummated at Brockton, Mass.,
that has been hot-footed throughout the counWalkover shoes have walked over the
country and their pedantic rhythm has kept
perfect time with window displays on First
National's "Trilby." The latest seekers after
Andree Lafayette's shoe size hailed from
San Francisco where the picture played at

try.

Loew's Warfield Theatre.
One of the most curious coincidences lay in
the fact that Ray Coffin, Richard Walton
Tully's publicity agent, in visiting the theatre
discovered an attendant who, he said, was an
exact double for Andree Lafayette. She was
promptly cast for the role of Cinderella.
She was put in a limousine decorated with
"Trilby" and "Andree Lafayette" signs and
photographs and while the copy never said
so, the obvious implication to passersby was
that she was Andree Lafayette.

when

the crowds on the

man dressed in
ordinary business clothes but whose identity
would be known by those keen-eyed persons
who had seen J. Warren Kerrigan in the leading role of the picture, mingled with the
passersby in front of stated business houses.
The first person who recognized the stranger and who addressed him, "you are the man
from Brodney's. I read about you in the
Star- Journal" won the reward which was
street

were

at their height a

A different
to him by the stranger.
impersonated "the man from Brodney's"

handed

man

day. The rules as published by the
Star- Journal were:
"No professional detectives are barred on
Monday. (The opening play date was MonThey will be barred on days thereday.)

each

after.

"No one person will be eligible for more
than one award.
"You must be more than sixteen years of
•age.

"You must be inside the place of business
offering the reward for recognition.
"Employees of business houses donating rewards, Star- Journal and New Majestic Theatre employees are barred."
Other exhibitors playing "The Man from
Brodney's" will find this an exciting publicity
stunt and one which their local newspaper
and business firms undoubtedly will be glad
The awards for recognition were
to join.
comprised of cash trade credits or articles
sold by the stores.
It is a stunt that involves
practically no outlay of expense and it is
particularly adapted to "The Man from Brodney's" because the picture is one of thrilling
mystery.
^

^

COLLEGE PROFESSOR HELPS
WITH 'THE MAILMAN'
James F. Powers, manager of the Bijou
Theatre, New Haven, Connecticut, pulled an
exceptional stunt on the F. B. O. release "The
Mailman," by having a Yale professor help
exploit the production.
Manager Powers arranged to have a prominent New Haven speaker talk each night
On both "The Mailman" and the problems,
especially living wages, the mailmen must
Among the speakers obtained by
meet.
Powers were Prof. Henry Farnam of Yale
University. Postmaster Birely of New Haven,

Hon. Thomas Reilly and ex-Postmaster

Major Alcorn, who was in charge of
in France during the World War.
*

*

all

mail

*

'GOING UP' IN GOOD TIE-UPS
Shotgun

stores,

elevators,

airplane propel-

everything that suggests the "Going Up"
idea, was worked into J. P. Harrison's campaign for the engagement of the picture at
lers,

the Hippodrome,

Waco.

duck season in Waco, so it vvasn't hard
to get into a Remington gun dealer's window
with a card, "Ducks are going up, but not too
high for a Remington." In the elevators of
the best hotels were signs, "You are now
'Going Up' to the best rooms in Waco." A
dozen propellers in the lobby, together with
a few other odds and ends of aviation equipIn consequence
ment, made a good front.
folks stopped off to look and the house prosIt is

pered.

February

23,
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PHONE-NUMBER TEASER
CREATES INTEREST
Manager Completes Unique Campaign
With Many Window Tie-Ups
TF there are any communities where the
-"-popularity of the novel, "West of the Water
Tower," has not penetrated in advance of
the picture, local exhibitors who have booked
the production might profit to follow the campaign of Howard Price Kingsmore for the

Howard

in Atlanta.

seems that Atlanta was one of the few
towns of importance where the Homer Croy
novel had not been actively pushed in the
bookstores, so Kingsmore used teaser as the
It

basis of his drive to popularize the picture's
title.
For three days he ran six short, snappy
teaser ads in each paper each day.
All

were

different,

and "What Happened 'West

of the Water Tower'?" is a fair sample. On
the third day, each paper carried the line,
"For Information on 'West of the Water

'LONG LIVE THE KING' BALLYHOO
When

Jackie Coogan's Metro feature played Pantages Theatre in Kansas City, this ballyhoo was the object
of many startled glances as it was driven through the streets.
It was a decided hit.

ACTION

IS

THE BACKBONE OF BALLYHOO
Human Appeal Are Its
By CHARLES GEIGERICH

Pertinancy, Neatness and

i^F

all exploitation forces the ballyhoo is
probably the most important and should
ceive the most careful attention.
It should
have a direct and pertinent bearing on the subjects of the picture.
It should be as closely
corelated to the production as the best caption
in the lobby display, or the best illustration

on the posters.
Ballyhoos that have little or no bearing
on the subject of the picture cannot possibly
arouse any particular interest in the production and therefore while they may attract
attention they do not attract business.
When Barnum and Bailey first used the
steam calliope it not only attracted attention
but aroused interest because it was a novelty.
Today the calliope is just a plain nuisance
creating the subconscious impression that the
theatre must be "hard-up" for business.
Illustrations of pertinently applied stunts
may be found in the ideas now being successfully carried out in exploiting the Hodkinson releases "The Drivin' Fool," "The
Old Fool," "Down to the Sea in Ships" and

Vitals

One of the peculiarities of ballyhoos is
that a serious display may often be used with
the greatest effect in boosting a comedy, and
vice versa. This method was employed in exploiting "The Drivin' Fool" and "The Old
Fool."
For "The Drivin' Fool" a comedy,
the serious use of automobile wrecks proved
highly successful.
For "The Old Fool" a
dramatic production, a comic jester stunt
worked with great satisfaction. But in both
cases it must be remembered that the stunts
fitted the productions.

The most

vital' detail in all ballyhoos is
Cheap, shoddy, amateurish displays
and poorly or slovenly dressed people employed in a ballyhoo has a dampening, deadening effect on the public. Too often, ill-fitting,
torn and dirty costumes are used and the
psychologic effect is the cheapening of the

neatness.

A

cheap, tawdry
show in the public's opinion.
or slovenly ballyhoo disgusts and drives business away.

"The Hoosier Schoolmaster."
For "Down to the Sea in Ships"

giant cutout whales and whaling ships were used on
floats, in windows and lobby displays.
Whale
bones and whaling relics were also employed
in general street displays.
All of these ideas
intensified the adventurous phases of the picture and stimulated public interest.
"The Drivin' Fool" ballyhoos embraced the
collection of discarded automobile junk in the
semblance of snectacular wrecks.
The use
of novel "crossing signs" and "news picture
posters" illustrating actual wrecks caused by
reckless and foolish driving.
This type of
ballyhoo exploitation had a direct bearing on
the subject of the production. It brought out
its
highlights of speedy spectacular action.

are really fools themselves.
This brings out the human interest theme of
the production and touches a sympathetic
chord.
It creates interest and arouses curiosity to see the theme worked out on the
folks

screen.

cident with the close of the teaser campaign,
4,000 homes were circularized with a snappy
sales talk on the picture.
special screening for five hundred guests on Sunday afternoon furnished the climax of the campaign.
The result of it all was close to record business, whereas the outlook, on account of the
fact that the title had meant little or nothing
to Atlanta, had been anything but encouraging.
* * *

A

POTATOES-PLUS-NICKEL STUNT
FILLS PICTURE HOUSE
The opening of the West End Theatre in
Birmingham, Alabama, was a gala event for
children
the
of that community because
Grover Wise, the manager, who knows that

many of his best customers will be children
gave them the treat of their lives.
Every little boy and girl was urged to ask
mother for a nice big potato and a nickel.

Armed with these they flocked to the theatre
on the opening day where they dropped their
potatoes in baskets and paid their nickels to
the cashier for a ticket, went in and viewed
Any child under 14 years of age
the show.
gained admittance this way.
The opening took place on New Year's Day
and the potatoes brought by the children were
distributed to the children of the orphanages
around Birmingham. There were about two
thousand of these potatoes, every one of them
in perfect condition, and when they were piled
in the lobby in baskets they made a most
impressive picture.

Mr. Wise introduced his
patrons and during the two
weeks which have followed he has been confirmed in his belief that it is lucky to begin
the new year by giving and receiving presents.

With

this

theatre

'BIG

to

stunt

his

BROTHER' HOOKS UP WITH

WELFARE MOVEMENT
Manager Charles A. McFarland, of the
Queen Theatre, Houston, Tex., took advantage of the big exploitation value which lies
in co-operating with the Big Brother Movement in connection with showings of Paramount's "Big Brother," and his local campaign
may well be taken as a model by other ex-

After attracting attention it aroused interest
and boomed business.
"The Old Fool" is being put over by the
use of old Civil War veterans and a novelty
"Jester and Old Man stunt" that plainly conveys the idea that younger people calling
old

Tower' Call Ivy 5593." That is the Howard's
number, and the curiosity of readers had been
so aroused by that time that the phone was
busy all day long, telling them of the stars
in the picture and an inkling of the story.
Meanwhile, many window tie-ups had been
effected and the usual advance lobby display
had attracted a world of attention.
Co-in-

hibitors.

The

picture played the Queen the week of
be more exact, it opened
6.

January

fools,

POSTER CUT-OUT BALLYHOO
This was part of the big exploitation campaign
that put over Buster Keaton's "Three Ages" at
the magnifipent
New Theatre in Baltimore.

To

On Thursday McFarSaturday, January 5.
land attended the regular weekly luncheons of
the Rotary and Kiwanis clubs, both of which
Movement in
Brother
Big
the
sponsor
Houston. Each member promised to take one
or two "little brothers" to the picture.
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Baltimore Treated to Rare Bally
Part of a big exploitation campaign that
was waged for several weeks in Baltimore in
connection with the showing of the Metro
AGES, was the appearance
feature,
on the main streets of "three pals." Of these
two were young boys and the third was a
The two boys
cut-out of Buster Keaton.
wore hats of the same style as "Buster" wears
in tbe picture, and between the two, and supported by them, is the cut-out of the star
just as he appears in several of the scenes.
Manager Daly who was running the picture
at the New Theatre said the film went over
to a rousing engagement and attributes a large

EXPLOITATION

back to

IDEAS

THREE

part of

success to the attention attracting

fts

street bally.
*

*

*

cal newspaper, Manager Tod Browning enlisted the services of a local reporter and had
Haven dochim go around to interview
on gland therapy as expounded in
tors

New

BLACK OXEN,
Olympia Theatre.

showing at the time at the
The combined opinions of

these physicians made very interesting readIt
ing and the paper was eager to print it.
ran as a straight news story, "Black Oxen"
being merely alluded to in passing, yet that
slight allusion was sufficient to create an overwhelming interest in the showing.
* * *

Motion Picture Carnival Tie-Up
The Selznick Distributing Corporation
made an effective tie-up with the Motion
Picture Carnival at the Hotel Plaza on
the evening of February 13. Betty Compson. starring in Selznick's
acted as one of the patronesses
of the affair, and this fact was made use
of by the mailing out of ten thousand cards
to a select list, in which advertising was
given both to the Carnival and to Miss
Compson's connection with it and appearIn addition, Albert
ance in the picture.
Hirschfeld, Selznick's art director, volunteered his services and spent the evening
making sketches and caricatures of stars
and other prominent people, the proceeds
all going to swell the fund for charity.

WOMAN TO

WOMAN,

'Man from Brodney's' Seen on

Street

Residents in Pueblo, Colorado, enjoyed a

mystery

real

test

the

week that THE
was shown at

*

*

*

'Three Ages' Stunt Almost Creates Riot

THREE AGES
Crown Theatre

in

played recently at the
Mobile, Ala.
D. Haug,

exploitation
representative,
was in the
town at the time and so was a local football match.
So Haug got an idea. He
got a tall boy and dressed him in a white
nightshirt and
long white stockings and
set him to walk along the important streets
of Mobile in a barrel.
The huge crowds,
collecting for the game, saw the boy and

began following him.

Then he proceeded

The excitement
the football grounds.
that greeted his appearance was deafening.
When the game was over he left with a
large crowd following him.
He led them
directly to the theatre where the lobby
loudly proclaimed the showing of "Three
to

Ages."
^

^

^

lobbies at the Rialto and Mission Theatres,
El Dorado, Ark., and who, during the past
year has had more offers of jobs than the
average man gets during a lifetime put
over another smashing display during the
run
of
First
National's

FLAMING

YOUTH.
The completed

design gave the impresflaming letters on the
panels on each side of the entrance. The
design was portrayed with a pale yellow
background with the title letters in small
roto cutouts.
The lady in the glass was
painted in black. The flaming effect on the
title was done in red, yellow and white.
title

SONG OF LOVE

forthcoming release,

starring Norma Talmadge.
Coincidently
with the release of the picture an exploitation campaign, countrywide in scope, is being made on the song of the same title
which was the hit of "Blossom Time" two
years ago. Leo Feist
Co., the publishers, are getting behind the song and pushing it.
Despite the fact that "Blossom Time"
has left Broadway it is pointed out that
several companies are still on tour in this
musical operetta which was one of the most
successful of the last ten years.
Consequently the song is expected to have a
ready reception throughout the country,
especially when tied up with a picture like
the forthcoming Talmadge production.

&

^

^

^

Essay Contest Proves a Winner
A prize essay contest sponsored by C.
Floyd Hopkins of the Victoria Theatre,
Harrisburg, Pa., boomed the theatre's showing of Pathe's Chronicles of America picture
entitled
Mr. Hopkins received the wholehearted co-operation of
the Harrisburg Telegraph.
week previous to the "Jamestown" screening, the
Telegraph ran stories announcing the coming contest and giving all the necessary
qualifications for contestants.
The contest was declared open to all
High School boys and girls.
special admission price of ten cents was adopted for
the entire week.
ten-dollar gold piece
was the award given for the best essay.

JAMESTOWN.

A

A

in

*

*

*

Open Letter Is Really Clever Ad
There appeared recently in an El Paso,
Texas newspaper, a glaring advertisement
in the form of "an open letter to practicing physicians of El Paso" in which the
doctors were requested to come to the
Palace Theatre to diagnose and prescribe
for Harold Lloyd who was suffering from
delightful
a
malady known as
WORRY. The ad was well written and
was unusual enough to attract the eye and

WHY

great number of persons
followed the advice given in the paper

attention of a

who

and crowded the Palace.

MAN FROM BRODNEY'S
New

Majestic

Theatre

in that city.
joined with the
New Majestic and six important business
houses in putting over the advertising

the

The Pueblo Star-Journal

The newspaper announced rewards

stunt.

of

and orders to fortunate persons
"The Man From Brodney's."
At the noon hour when the crowds on
cash

who

identified

"A

A

it

the campaign that First
successfully inaugurated on

is

A

Smashing Display for 'Flaming Youth'
Arthur Swanke, who designs all his own

sion of the

life

National has
its

the street were at their height a man
dressed in ordinary business clothes but
whose identity would be known by those
who had seen J. Warren Kerrigan in the
leading role of the picture, mingled with
the passersby in front of stated business
houses.
The first person who recognized the
stranger and who addressed him, "you are
the man from Brodney's, I read about you
in
the Star-Journal," won the reward
which was handed to him by the stranger.

Doctors' Opinions Boost 'Black Oxen'
Realizing that if he himself submitted the
stories they would not be accepted by the lo-

Plans Hook-Up on 'Song of Love'
Picking up a dead one and bringing

'PLEASURE MAD' BALLYHOO"

wrecked automobile, a towing car and cutout figures of 'Pleasure Mad' people passing through the streets, made the inhabitants of Savannah stop and
look.
It was also largely rerponsible for the very apparent interest in the Metro feature showing
at the titr.e at the Odeom Theatre.

:

ADVERTISING
AIDS
the

machine looks very much

like

a

victrola, the screen being

super-imposed
within a shadow box which permits

of well defined projection in any sort
of natural or artificial light.
Treating Picturola more specifically
as an advertising aid to showmen, the
first thing that stands out is that it
delivers

message as clearly and com-

its

prehensively as the facts given in a
newspaper or magazine advertisement.

Which

is an important essential, when
one considers the oft-mentioned complaint that patrons register on having
straight moving picture entertainment
interrupted in order to make screen an-

nouncements of future

PICTUROLA— placed

BALLYHOO SUGGESTION
Sketch

of

colors

for

Hur," soon

mounted Praetorian Guard painted in
Goldwyn's screen version of "Ben
to be released, starring

George Walsh.

The Ballyhoo of

Ballyhoos. The machine invented
by a veteran showman who knew
that the quintessence of ballyhoo value
is
entertainment coupled with direct
advertising appeal.
Picturola has just these merits. And
more.
Taking the concensus of a
myriad of discussions, special articles,
and news stories of ballyhoo stunts, the
main point evolved in describing the
principle of successful ballyhoo is this
The ballyhoo subject must be pertinently related to or emphasize the
atmosphere of that which it purports
to advertise.
In other words a proper
auto-truck ballyhoo of Jackie Coogan
in "Long Live the King" would be the
depicting of a throne with some one
impersonating the principal sitting on
the throne and other details representing royalty.
On the same premise, if
the picture were a boxing picture, no
ballyhoo would be more pertinent than
a float showing a full-rigged ring with
two characters to impersonate the con-

in the

lobbyATMOSPHERIC BALLYHOO

can give the highlights of the program for today, tomorrow or next
week it can also tell what a wonderful
;

warm

— cool

you

theatre

PICTUROLA!

attractions.

have
Winter,

in

Summer,

delightful at all
times what fine pictures Paramounts,
First Nationals, Pathes, Universals or

—

Metros

The

in

are.

salesman, some
and perhaps that appelation is as pertinent as any one can
think of. Undoubtedly it has the selling punch with which a real novel ballyhoo is usually identified. For another
perfect

have called

thing

it

Another sketch by Camillo Innocenti for Goldwyn's coming screen version of "Ben Hur,"
which suggests the intense realism of the picture.

silent

it,

A

America."
letter written on letterheads
with the Yale University Press imprint has
been sent to newspapers in such towns as are
going to show the series in local theatres,
giving the story of the picture in an impressive, eddifying manner, thus making it
easier for the exhibitor to approach the editor
for a newspaper tie-up when the former is
ready to show the film.
*

/^NE

characterizes the three impor-

the urge to buy.
No advertisement, whether ballyhoo, printer's ink or electric sign, could

do more.
The machine is being merchandised
by the Picturola Corporation, of 383
Madison Avenue, New York.
*

*

*

using a constructive method in
paving the way for free newspaper pubis

for exhibitors who have booked "Vincennes," the third picture to be released in
the
series
of thirty-three "Chronicles of
licity

testants in fighting attitude. And so on accord-

ing to each case.
Using the above principles as

an

illustration,

what can best ballyhoo
a moving picture thea-

Why,

a miniature
motion picture theatre,
to
be sure.
That's
what Picturola is.
tre?

PICTUROLA

is

in encouraging the public
express its views and desires in the
matter of choice of pictures for its entertainment was recently tried at the Madison
Theatre, Kunsky's big first run house in De-

to

troit.

of the Madison booked
of the "Secrets of Life"
series of microscopic pictures, from the Detroit branch of Educational

The management
"The Ant," the first

Film Exchanges,

OURHOSPITAUTY
TO
DOES NOT EXTEND
BOOTLEG
TRAMPS LOAFERS
-

OR UNDESIRABLES OF ANY SORT

was somewhat

-

Buster

KEATON
CAN TELL YOU

ALL ABOUT

OUR„

HOSPITALITY

skeptical reof
reception
the
these pictures by his patrons,
and in order to get their
viewpoint, arranged with the
manager of the exchange to
run a trailer on the reel requesting the patrons of the
Madison to express their
opinions on the subject. The
trailer also asked the patrons
to let the management know
if they would like to see the
of
the
series
balance of
twelve insect pictures at the
theatre.

It

The

automatic and moveable and can be placed

any location desired

Man-

garding

-

REGERS -JAILBIRDS -FANATICAL
PEDDLERS
FORMERS-THUGS-DOPE

Inc.

ager Houle, of the Madison,

is

in

*

A N experiment

a

with no more effort than
would be necessary for
a light victrola. In fact.

*

most striking cases of free

A

miniature motion picture theatre which gives
daylight exhibitions.

the

advertising
postage
direct-mail
was
effected by the Boston Theatre of Boston,
when F. B. O.'s "The Mailman" played that
herald, measured to go into an
house.
envelope without folding had on one side the
highlights of the film, and on the other side
a message concerning the activities of postal
In this way
employees for a better wage.
160,000 were delivered by mailmen while makThere is a sound
ing their regular rounds.
thought in this for other exhibitors.
* * *

One, it
tant principles of advertising.
attracts attention. Two, it holds the interest.
Three, and most of all, it gives

DATHE

"

of

responses from the
were surprising in
their number and enthusiasm.
the
poured
into
Letters
theatre, expressing their appreciation of the reel seen
on the screen and urging that
the series be continued.
public

"MODEL BALLYHOO FOR 'OUR HOSPITALITY'
Metro's press sheet on "Our Hospita'.ity," featuring the inimitable Buster
Keaton, gives specifications and directions for making up a distinctive truck
ballyhoo to advertise the film.
The sheet gives other distinctive copy.

.
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Zane Grey

10,000,000

fans are asking today:

Have you

got

^The Call of the Canyon^^^?
In every town in the land they're asking. "The Call of the
Every bookjust out.
is Zane Grey's latest book
cakes.
selling
like
hot
it
store is heavily stocked,

—

Canyon"

smallest sale a Zane Grey book ever had is 2,000,000
That's 10,000,000 readers. "The Call of the Canyon,"
one of his best, will shoot well over that.

The

copies.

Every Zane Grey fan knows Paramount has made a great
Canyon" under the author's

picture version of "The Call of the
personal supervision.

Are you cashing

in

on

this greatest tie-up ever

by booking

Zane Grey's

"THE CALL

of the

CANYON"

With Richard Dix,
Lois Wilson

and Marjorie

Daw

Adapted by Doris Schroeder and Edfrid Bingham.
Presented by Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky.

Directed by Victor Fleming.

Ct C/>aramount Q>icture
Produced by
^FAMOUS PLAYERS-IASKY CORPORATION
.

ADOLPH ZUKOCI. gwrfjBt

'

Februarv

23,
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^ried and Proved Pictures
REVIVAL WEEKS

REVIVAL WEEKS
'#

Central Square Theatre
of Waltham, Mass., is blaz-

ing the great revival

trail.

the

"Three O'Clock in the Morning," the C. C. Burr Film featuring Constance Binney, has only been on the market
a few months it has already earned its place
among Tried and Proved Pictures. And
here is the token by which it attains that
distinction.
It has been booked one hundred
per cent solid. It has been taken on by every
state rights exchange from the East coast
to the West.
Apparently the news traveled rapidly that
"Three O'Clock in the Morning" was a real
audience picture, otherwise how can one account for such rapid and such solid booking?
his audience

and knowing it he is not long in deciding
whether a picture will suit him or not. Apparently a great number of them have found
that this one fits the bill perfectly.
And it is not difficult to understand why.
In the first place the film marks the return
of Constance Binney to the screen after a
rather prolonged absence and presents her
in a part that she fills to perfection.
As a
very jazzy young thing, living in the jazziest
of jazz ages, surrounded by jazzy friends and
jazzy music, she is the very embodiment of
irresistible, unrestrained youth.
As such she
dances and acts her way through a story that
is at one moment light and frivolous, at the
next heavy with imminent tragedy.
And there is a tremendous demand for
this sort of thing at the present moment.
Now that the one time all absorbing flapper
chatter has ceased to a considerable degree,
the public attention has been turned to flapper
pictures which is probably one of the many
reasons for the very evident interest in "Three
O'clock in the Morning."
* * *

AUDIENCES ENTHUSIASTIC OVER
'ONE WEEK OF LOVE'
in

immediately

North Begins" as

"Where

the attrac-

tion on this particular day.

LTHOUGH

knows

on

Production,

Brothers'

State Rights Exchanges Buy 'Three
O'clock in the Morning'

successful exhibitor

catches

theatre patron and the theatre.
Saturday is the big day during
such a week and the Central
Square Theatre chose Warner

LARGE BOOKING RECORD
FOR BURR FILM

The

It is

that

with the public. It is a community idea that makes for
greater intimacy between the

Talk

and
booking
Tried
about
Here is a
Proved Pictures.
theatre that makes them all
look up and take notice by staging an entire week of Tried
and Proved Bookings.
And
they advertise them as "the
season's greatest pictures." The
revival week is a gem of an

A

the sort of thing

idea.

There is still a bright spark of romance
American audiences.
Conviction on this

point is based on the fact that "One Week
of Love," a Selznick Tried and Proved winner, is immensely popular with patrons.
This
firm, featuring Elaine Hammerstein and Conway Tearle, has been on the market for a
very long time and showman in all parts of
the country are booking it and finding it just
fits the bill.

EXPECT SOON TO REPORT
100 7o BOOKING

Survival of the Fittest

Practically Every

Securing and keeping the goodwill of patrons!

Country Has

TP

The

is

shortest distance between
is a straight line!

simplest method is to give
the patrons what they want. Every time an audience goes away
satisfied with the picture presented for him, the theatre has
made that many more friends.

exhibitor can ever be one

A

hundred per cent sure of getting
just

"How can I
pictures are?"

know which

these
asks Mr. Exhib-

Tried and
itor. Simple enough.
Proved Pictures.
Tried and Proved Pictures are
pictures that have gone through
the mill of public criticism and
have come out clean. They are
pictures that have made money
and friends for others. They will
do the same for you.
Tried and Proved Pictures represent the experience of old age.
Youth makes mistakes which old
age has learned to avoid, through
experience.
In the same way
Tried and Proved Pictures represent the experiences of other exhibitors who have experimented
for you and weeded out the real

box

office attractions.

'Dr. Jack'

picture's

:

The

the picture his audience
wants, but he can come very near
it by giving them what other au'
diences have approved.

a

as well as producers. Daily there are received
more convincing reports on splendid business
on old pictures which substantiate and further emphasize the claims made for them.
Here is another notable case
Harold
Lloyd's "Dr. Jack" was released by Pathe in
November, 1922, and reports of lively engagements still pour into the home offices.
The latest one indicates that the long sought
after but as yet unattained goal of "one hundred percent distribution" for an individual
picture, is about to be realized.
"Dr. Jack"
is the film in question.
special campaign launched last November
in behalf of this production has resulted in a
tremendous volume of distribution.

two places

No

Had

in the

good it doesn't matter how
old it is.
That has always been the contention of the Exhibitors Trade Review concerning "Tried and Proved Pictures" and the
idea is rapidly catching on with exhibitors

the primary consideration of every exhibitor, and probably everyone would give a great
deal to knoiv just how it might
be done.

This

Community

were taken

Steps
-

the

in

course

of

this

intensive campaign to meet conditions in all
centers of population, no matter how small
and irrespective, of location, with the result
that even communities of 200 and 300 residents are now enjoying presentations of "Dr.
Jack" in their local show houses.

*

*

*

BUSINESS ON 'WHITE SISTER'
STILL GOING

STRONG

Reports from exhibitors in various parts
of the country would tend to indicate that in
"White Tiger" with Priscilla Dean, Universal
has found a picture that has the sort of
appeal that makes for a popular picture.
Owners and managers of houses at which the
film is showing or has just finished seem
to be delighted with the results.
The manager of the Park Theatre in Austin, Minn., considers that in this film Priscilla
Dean outdoes herself while of the story he
says,

and

"It

is

pleases.

a real picture which draws well
The star does great work and

ably supported."
exhibitor in Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis., also writes to say that the picture did
splendid business for him which he atttributes
to the fact that it is one of those pictures
which starts out ambitiously and continues to
hold the suspense.
is

Another

Page
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TRIED AND PROVED PICTURES
'She Loves and Lies'
Serio-Comedy

BRIEF:

Released by Selznick

Young Marie

Callender is left a fortune
on condition she marry the man of her choice. This
person is a young man very much in need of immediate funds.
Disguised as an old woman she
extracts his promise to marry her in return for
which she gives him the necessary sum of money.
She gradually grows younger till she finally reveals
herself as a young girl, having ascertained from
her husband that he loves her only.

"jVORMA TALMADGE

was made for com-

-L^

edy parts, and probably one of her best
is "She Loves and Lies" released June 16,
1923.
The three different roles which her
impersonations call for allow splendid opportunity for this very popular star to show
what she can do. And she does it so satis-

Reviewers,

to do so.
Fine clothes, brilliant scenes, rollicking comedy and soft romance are some of the answers
to why it has achieved the popularity it ,iias.

Assisted by Conway Tearle, Norma Talmadge
has made a real wholesome comedy out_ of
this bit.
The sort of thing you can take
mothers, children, sisters and sweethearts to.
Houses with a family patronage will find
they have the sort of thing that just hits the
spot.

All you need to put it over is some real
snappy exploitation. In the first place Norma
Talmadge's name should be made as prominent as possible because she is a real drawing
card.
The lobby can be arranged to create
the necessary urge by the use of cut-outs
of the two stars and stills showing scenes

from the picture.
There are fine possibilities for several

Picture Fans,
Exhibitors,

ALL
Beg

factorily that she puts the film over with a
bang.
Which is precisely the reason why
bookings are still plentiful and every wise
exhibitor who hasn't yet shown it, is anxious

for pictures that are

DIFFERENT!
Film Editors are

HARD BOILED
YU KNO IT.

in

showing

*

Small

an excellent story, beautifully done and
above the average."

by

fai

W. W.

Jacobs,

of

genuine

suspense,

full

"

unfolded w^ith the smoothness
machinery."

"

suspense

"

intelligence evidenced in every foot of film."

"

far

Why

above

maintained
the

in

every

oiled

reel."

ordinary."

—Sunday

N.

Y.

not try giving

YOUR
patrons

SOMETHING
DIFFERENT

??????
•••••
•

of well

Telegraph

the Other Fellow says

about

D.

W.

Griffith's

"THE

WHITE

Town Life
A young

East'

Released by United Artists

girl from a small town goes
Boston.
She is betrayed by a man who
her they are not really married and
leaves hl^r.
She goes away from home and after
her child dies secures a position as a domestic.
When her past is discovered she is discharged but
the young son follows her and she finds happiness
in marriage with him.

to visit in
later tells

WHEN a

ROSE"

*

'Way Down

"The Monkey's Paw"
tale

What

neighborhood theatre.

at the

*

said about

beautifully told
exciting, full of
interest."

Evidence

scenes in which the actress appears
her elaborate clothes will also make excellent material for woinen's shop tie-ups. All
sorts of interesting displays can be arranged
with stills of Miss Talmadge serving as background and fitting catchlines tying-up with

BRIEF:

"

A

very humorous touch is supplied by the
small town gossip whose everlasting wagging
tongue does no end of harm.
Using this
theme a very interesting ballyhoo can be arranged.
Get a young woman, not at all attractive looking, and dress her like the gossip
jn the story.
Also arrange for a dozen or
more small boys to accompany her.
Let
her walk through the streets in the mincing
manner affected by the story gossip and have
the boys follow her. You will find that she
will soon have a large crowd walking after
her, and that she is attracting a great deal of
attention. This is the time for the youngsters
to hand out handbills announcing the coming
of the production to your theatre.

"

Here's what one of

"

arrest the attention.

The

the

them

in

tie-ups

with beauty shops on hair goods and cosmetics
where the dominating theme would be the
effect of make-up to bring out or disguise a
woman's charms.
You might also arrange for a ballyhoo getting two girls who look alike and dressing
one in becoming clothes fitting to her age,
and the other like an elderly lady.
They
should walk along side by side wearing a
sign across the backs of both which reads
"We are both Norma Talmadge." You will
understand better after you have been to the
Theatre and seen 'She Loves and
Lies.'

supply of stills from the picture. These
themselves are sufficiently interesting to

tiful

picture succeeds in making an impression that lasts over a period of almost
three years, and continues to live actively
in the minds and conversation of those who
saw it, it must have unusual merit.
Yet such a record is truly the claim of
"Way Down East," the D. W. Griffith production which created a sensation when it was
first released in 1921 and is still being talked
about as one of the outstanding pictures.
Not only are all those who did not have a
chance to see it before making a special effort to get somewhere where it is showing
now, but people who have already seen it are
going again.
Probably the most talked of feature of the
production is the spectacular ice float scene
which is one of the finest things that has
ever been down on the screen.
And added
to that is the humaneness of the story.
It
concerns homely folks and is the sort of
thing that might happen to anybody, any
time.
It is this element of intimacy, together
with the spectacular features, that makes the
film so popular.
What's tnorp it has almost limitless exploitation possibilities.
In the first place the
names of D. W. Griffith and of Lillian Gish
are both of immense value in getting the picture over to the public.
Then there is the
attractive lobby to be considered.
This can
very easily be arranged by the use of a plen-

After he has tried it at his boxoffice and it has proved a
money-getter is what YOU
should consider when booking
film for YOUR theatre.
"One

of the very best pictures
produced and a picture
everybody should see," say:> William Noble, of the Empress, Ok-

ever

lahoma

City.

"A

beautiful picture well done
ways, and that makeA you
friends," said Jack Tiller, the

in

all

Temple, McCook, Neb.

"Very
rection.

fine

Very satisfactory,"
of C. R.

Good

picture.

Drew

Well acted.

McHenry,

di-

well.

the verdict
Dallas, Tex.

is

UNITED ARTISTS
CORPORATION
Mary Pickford,
Charles Chaplin,
Douglas Fairbanks,
D. W. Griffith,
Hiram Abrams,
President.

—
February

23,

—

;

:
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TRIED AND PROVED PICTURES
CROWDS HOUSE DESPITE SNOW
AND EXTREME COLD
Despite unusually cold weather which gencrowds at home, "Brass," a
Warner Brothers' Tried and Proved Picture,
did splendid business during its recent run at

Looking Into the Future
With International News Reel

erally keeps the

Rainbow Theatre in Mahnomen, Minn.
Patrons who came through the cold and the
snow felt fully compensated, according to the
statement of the manager, for the picture was
one they would not have cared to miss.
The advantage of owning a theatre in a
small community is that you can get the

the

general opinion very easily, and in this instance the patrons expressed themselves as
thoroughly enjoying the picture which they
considered superior to the book.

Are you looking for a picture that
you can Ballyhoo successfully
and cheaply?
Then, by all means book

What Fools

'

a gem. Ultra-modern comedy
drama, teeming with sprightly incident and frisky situation; there's
lure and thrill in every frolicsome
It's

—

it.

We Give You Free

^yes, absolutely free, for
ballyhoo it with.

Special

you

to

are used in the little red schoolhouse. Made of heavy cardboard,
black with orange lettering, reading:

WHAT

to you flat for you to
have your theatre name and dates
imprinted in space left blank for
that purpose.

They come

Run

a slide on your screen stating
to see
the show FREE. This will get a
big response. Have the boys wear
the dunce caps and parade around
town. They'll make a great ballyhoo and get the show lots of pubthat

you want 25 or 50 boys

licity.

Book the picture from SELZNICK
DISTRIBUTING CORP. Then
write us direct.

any number
for

of

And we'll ship you
dunce caps you ask

FREE.

/V

PICTURES

150 West 34th

INC.

St.,

graces of the moving picture public
yet,
something, though marked with the stamp
high quality entertainment, is essentially older
than current attractions.
In this respect International News Reels
present a peculiar paradox.
The news reel
can qualify only by presenting the very latest
the very livest, the very "timeliest" news of
the day.
How then could it meet this specification and still be called a Tried and Proved
film?
Simple enough. It qualifies in the realm of
Tried and Proved films as a service. That's
Tried and Proved
the important point.
service.
Something that has made its appeal
to the public on the basis of its past and
present records. Something synonymous with
Gillette razor blades to the self shaver and
Campbell Soups to the housewife.
That's
what the news reel is to the theatre patron.
Late, pithy, full of human interest in its
appeal.
Yet, Tried and Proved as an in;

A

From all indications, judging by the schedule lined up by the International News Reel,
the year of 1924 promises to be one of the
most prolific in good news reel stories of
For one thing, this is presirecent years.
dential-election year.
There will be conventions of the two big political parties.
Suffice
to say these will be covered by International
from every possible angle.

^

N. Y. City

uprisings,

Korean

religious riots,

Hindu meth-

ods of crushing the necks of criminals with
bamboo bars, are only a small part of the rest
of his unusual adventures.
Now, one can see what elements creep into
International News Reels that make them
Tried and Proved.

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS
The Tried and
Proved News Reel
for

Every Program

In the Summer of the coming year the
U. S. Navy's monster airship, the Shenandoah,
will fly completely to and over the North

Every Week

time in history that
be attempted in the
Folks the country over
will await with intense interest all news concerning the daring venture particularly picture news.
They'll get it in International

Great Happenings Are In The
Cards for

Pole.

It will

be the

amazing feat
manner described.

like those that

ASK THE WOMEN
FOOLS MEN ARE.

;

this

Dunce Caps

—conical dunce caps

usual impression in thinking of a
Tried and Proved attraction is that of
something which has gone before something
which has established itself in the good

stitution.

Men Are"
reel of

TP HE

Sen with the bullets dropping as thick as rain
drops and the men dropoing by the hundreds.
The great eruption of Vesuvius in May
1921, found the camera man close at hand.
Almost roasted by the heat and stifled by
the belching flames, Captain Varges managed
to get directly over the fuming crater within
a distance of a hundred feet, and with his
long distance lens made a picture of the eruption that looked as though it had been taken
at a distance of only ten feet.
Taking films of charging tigers, Bolshevist

first

will

—

News

Reel.

A

non-stop flight across the Atlantic is
also being projected with an almost sure prospect of an International camera man aboard.
Perhaps one of the most important news
reel projects of the year is the contemplated
expedition of Captain Ariel Varges, camera
man extraordinary, the story of whose strange
adventures are now appearing on a two-page
spread in all the Hearst Sunday papers.
Just where this expedition will go has not
yet been decided.

Whatever Captain Varges will do, or whereever he goes probably will be of sufficient interest to tickie the palates of the most fastidious news reel patrons, judging simply by
his past exploits.
It is the case of a Tried
and Proved camera man with a record of
daring, venturesome achievements concerning
whom the story will reach twenty million people through the Sunday supplement feature
already mentioned. As an advertisement this
oiTers

a

tie-up

sufficiently

significant

in

its

import to need no further explanation.
What sort of reading this story makes may
be judged by a few of the exploits catalogued
here
Since 1919 Captain Varges has covered 250,000 miles. Before that he had been a photographer in the great war and had enjoyed only
a week s rest m America before he was sent
out again in 1919 to "shoot" the exciting
events that were then happening.
Having
zig-zagged all over Europe, Africa and part
of Asia, he found in May of that year
that the fighting in China was the most stirring thing that was happening.
He was soon
at the front with the troops of Dr. Sun Tat

-1924INTERNATIONAL
Will Have

The Flight

Them

North PoleNominations

to the

Presidential

All

—

Campaigns and Elections.
Flight Around the World
Sports

—

Non-stop

Sports

—

Sports

flights across Atlantic

Etc.

Everywhere
WITH THE CAMERA
First Everywhere
WITH THE REEL
Tried and Proved
The Best
First

NEWS
Made by
International

Released by
Universal
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GREAT TITLE
IIS

Them

Gets

It

In
A

Now

and Always!

get

'em in

—and

keep them

in. Story read by hxandreds
thousands in Ainslee's Magazine.

coming
of

Selected List of Features With
Exceptional Box Office Records Plus the Reason

They Are Proven

"RESTLESS
WIVES"
will

THE BOX OFFICE
HALL OF FAME

Winners

Paramount
"My American Wife''—Released

February
Reviewed February 9. BECAUSE Gloria Swanson appears
in it in a role that will thrill and satisfy
her most ardent admirers.
11,

1923.

Sport Romance.

characters.
This suggests a ballyhoo stunt
that will get the public attention immediately.
Get two men who closely resemble each
other, dress them exactly alike and have them
walk through different streets in the same
neighborhood.
Plan to have them do the
same things to center attention on them but
never let them be seen together.
Then in the papers run a "personal" ad
announcing that Mr. So-and-so is anxious
to get information about "The Great Im-

personator" who is going about town mimicing him in every detail of dress and in all
his actions.
Anyone having seen the man
or who can give any information about him is
asked to get in touch with the
Theatre.
When patrons phone or call the box
office agent can then tell him of the picture
and urge him to come to see it.

Universal

—

"Hunting Big Game in Africa" Booked
Adventure Film.
4,621
times.
Reviewed
February 9.
BECAUSE there are enough
exploitation angles to make it a winner anywhere and it is an entirely unusual picture.

—

No

Importance" Flouted
Reviewed January 5.
BEConventions.
CAUSE Oscar Wilde's play is known
throughout the world as one of the cleverest
of

ever written.

UNUSUAL CAST
TIMELY THEME
BIG SETS
Packed to the brim with exploitation angles and backed by a big
publicity and advertising campaign
that starts now.

BOOK BURR'S NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED BIG

4

NOW

'RESTLESS WIVES"

"YOUTH^^TO
A* SJlwijhM

In

A

East" Released August 21,
Reviewed
Story of Plain People.

February 23. BECAUSE it features Lillian
Gish, an exceptionally capable and popular
star, in a highly sympathetic and entertaining
role of the type the public swallows whole.

S.

Have you booked

the Burr Specials

the box-office

tell

apart.
The German becomes an army
is in Africa when the Englishman arrives
They drug him
camp
for shelter.
stops at his

them
and

officer

9,

1921,

Paramount released

the film a fact like that speaks for itself as
indication of the value of this George
Melford production as a box office attraction.
In casting the film the director selected

an

133 West 44th

New York

scenes emotionally and scenically.
The highlight in the plot is
in

head

the exact
appearance between two of the

Universal Super Jewel

Norman Kerry
Hackathorne
Directed by Rupert Julian

Mary

Philbin,

and George

The

biggest

sensation

of

the

any Universal Exchange for "Merry Go Round"
then cash in on the year's
year!

Go

to

—

biggest bet!

Try Any of These
on Your Box-office!
THE ACQUITTAL
A LADY OF QUALITY

THUNDERING DAWN
Universal Super Jewels

FEATURE FAILS,
WHAT THEN ?

Inc.

THE DARLING OF NEW YORK
DRIFTING* WHITE TIGER
A CHAPTER IN HER LIFE
Universal Jewels

Street,

Universal Pictures

City.

Corporation

Released by the best Independent

Exchanges everywhere

to

the list of players who would portray the
various roles of the E. Phillips Oppenheim
No element of
story, and he chose well.
mystery or intrigue goes unmarked in the
interpretation of a story that is full of big

WHEN YOUR

Burr Pictures,

of

with

Released by Paramount
Mystery Drama
BRIEF: An Englishman and a German, one time
students at Oxford, look so much alike no one can

"Three O'clock in The

"The New School Teacher'"

power

October
ON"The
Great

^

'The Great Impersonation'

similarity

Morning"
and

Calif.,

and
and presumably kill him, whereupon the German
goes to England as a spy assuming his friend's pos;tion.
The plot is finally discovered and the rightful owner restored.

^

James Kirkwood and Ann Forrest

INDMEWR-HUSBAND'

The Prin-

Sausalito,

Theatre, Brownsville,
Tex. And these are only a few
such reports
of hundreds of
from small town exhibitors on

—

"SOT;RA6E^C•MAN"
'11

Theatre,

MERRY
GO
ROUND

^

Impersonator" and from that
date on owners of large theatres and small
theatres have been producing real business on

Ainstcc-J

Canaan, Conn.,

tre,

Ditman

—

"Way Down
1921.

"It broke all box office records," report The Casino Theacess

Griffith

UestlessV/ives

the

in

Small Towns

Selznick

"A Woman

Just as Big

"THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

'

CARL LAEMMLE,

President

February

23,
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Tried and Proved Pictures Easy to Ballyhoo
In the Warner Brothers' Collection of Tried and Proved Pictures There Is Not One That Does Not Lend Itself
Readily to Original and Clever Ballyhoos. Exhibitors Are Constantly Trying New Street Stunts and

Reporting That This Method of Advertising Is the Most Spectacidar and Interest Arousing of Any. The Press Sheets on These Pictures Outline Numerous
Clever Plans for This Method of Exploitation
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Production Chart and Press Opinions
In This Department Is Delivered to You in Condensed Form the Data on All Current and Coming Productions.
Features Available for Booking Are Arranged by Months. Future Releases Are Listed With Distributors'
In the Outer Columns Are the High light Opinions of the Press on Current Features.

Names.

Ray Earns Commenda-

CURRENT PRODUCTIONS

Achievement
Standish^ Ranks Among

tion for

'Myles
Better Pictures of

Feature

can be no doubt as to
the merits of this film Charles
Ray has produced. As the critic
for the Washington Herald says:
"Charles Ray has earned the commendation of those who are standing for better pictures by crowning
his achievements with a production

Longfellow's poem,
based upon
'The Courtship of Myles StandAmerica's first love story."
ish,'
The Pittsburgh Press assures its
readers that
in many a day has a motion
picture star achieved such a notable
success.
Ray thrilled with wonderful
pantomimic skill and acting. The production is complete in every way and
handsomely staged, as well as directed

Not

by Frederic Sullivan
impel high admiration

in
for

a
its

way

to

bigness.

The New York Tribune gives
Charles Ray credit for having
made a splendid picture.
"The
storm is the best one we ever saw
on the screen, and one of the big-

we

ever got came when
were chased by
Indians."
So says this reviewer
and adds, "To us its freedom from

gest thrills

John and

Priscilla

movie hokum

charm."
The New York Times reviewer
while hailing it as a compelling
and effective picture, takes excepall

tion

to

"Some

is its

of

real

the

OCTOBER

Day

THERE

sequences

Why Worry
Proof
Paris

of

Zaza

W RISTLETS

of

match one's sleeveless evening gowns!
That's the chic
ntite Ethel Shannon sponsors in the new
Preferred Picture, "Daughters of the
Rich," in which she stars.

Sept. 29

Own Horn

Blow Your

Distributor Length

Star

Showers

April

.

Harlan-Moore
Pref.
Lewns-Perdue ....F. B.

Bright Lights of B'way .All Star

Cameo Kirby

Prin.

Reviewed
Nov. 17
Nov. 10
Nov. 17

.6350
..6,000

Pic.

.

O.

6700
6931

Pic...

....Fox

Cast
Cast
Williams

Special
Special

Oct.

27
Nov. 24
Oct. 27
Dec. 22
Sept. 30

Crooked Alley
Universal
..4,900
Cyclone Jones
Avwon
5,000
Dangerous Maid, The ..C. Talmadge
First Nat'l .7,337
Eternal Flame
Bosworth-WindsorGoldwyn ....6,000
Flaming Waters
Eddie Hearn
F. B. O. ..6,000
Flaming Youth
Colleen Moore ...First Nat'l ..8,434
Forgive and Forget... Pauline Garon ...Apollo
5877
Harbor Lights,
Tom Moore
Asso. Exhib. .5200
His Childrer's Children .AH Star
Paramount ..8.338
Human Mili, fhe
Special Cast ....Metro
6,000
Huntress
C. Moore
1st National 7,000
•

Dec.

Husbands
Special Cast ....First Nat.'l .6.000
Kentucky Days
Dustin Farnum ..Fox
6,000
Leavenworth Case
Special Cast
Vitagraph ...6,000
Light That Failed
All Star
Paramount ..7,013
Little Old New York
Marion Davies
Goldwyn
9.000
6.000
Man, Woman, Temptation Special Cast ....Metro
.

.

Million

Burn,

to

A

.

.

.

.

...Herbert RawlinsonUniversal

Monna Vanna

All Star
..Special Cast
Special Cast

Scars of Hate
Shattered Reputations

.

.

Woman.

.

Tipped Off
Unseeing Eyes
Wanters, The

Goldwyn

Barrymorc-Owen

Dec.

8

Nov. 3
Nov. 10

.8.500
.6,000

First Nat'l

Cast

Special

20

.

.

Jan-

12

Acquittal

All
All

Barefoot Bi^y

Star
Star

Cupid's Fireman

Charles Jones

Dancer

Myers
Baby Peggy

Darhng

of Nile
of N.

David

Day

of

Y

Extra Girl
Fashion Row
Murray
Fashionable Fakers
All Star
Fighting Blade
Barthelmess
Post
Gold Madness
Irene Rich
Flaming Passions
Nilsson
Half a Dollar Bill
In Palace of King ....Sweet
Viola Dana
In Search of a Thrill
'Valli-Sills
Lady of Quality
.

.

.

Go

R. Talmadge
Special Cast

Loyal Lives
Lucretia Lombard
Mail Man

Man From Brodneys
Man Life Passed By.
Mask

of

Irene Rich
.

.

.

All Star
Snecial Cast
All Star

Lopez

Masters of

.

.

F.

Soecial
....

Cast

Ford-ShSnno
Moore- Lake

Ninety and Nine

All Star
Special Cast
Soecial Cast

Our

Hospitality
Poniola

Keaton

Pure Grit

Roy Stewart

Red Warning

J.

Rendezvous

Reno

.

Metro

O.

.

.

Hoxie

All Star
All Star

.
.

.

,

Jan.

.5787
.6.239
.6,282
.6557

Dec.

Special

Nov.
Nov.
Nov. 24
Nov. 24
Nov. 10

.5,663
.7,800
.5.700
.... ..7,300
.

.

.

Dec.
Dec.

22
15

Nov. 17
Nov. 10
Dec. 29
Dec. 22
Dec. 15

.

.

Dec.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Dec. 29
Dec.
8
Pec.

.

.

.

.

Jan.

.

DtC,

.

.

Dec.

.

.

Nov

.

Dec

.

..

Jan.

.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

.

.

Tan.

.

Dec.

.

Goldwyn

.

.6.500.

.

.7000.
.6,673.

F^-.x

....

Goldwyn

29

Nov. 17

Tan.

.Dec.

.

Cast

ANOTHER

exponent of the correct
and ultra smart evening wear. Ruth
Clifford wears this beautiful attire in
Preferred's Gasnier production. "Mothersin-Law."
Note the headdress.

Dec.

.

Truex

is sincere throughout.
think he has the "spark of genius"
But I don't believe he enjoyed playing in this picture as much
And
as he did in "The Girl I Loved."

him

Alden.

Jan

.4,200

.

.

Mr. Ray's work

Dec.

.6993

.

.

F. B. O. ...4869
.8.000
First Nat.
.6,068
Prin. Pic.
.7.500
Warner
5,700
Metro
..7453
Gold. -Cos.
Metro .... .5.500
.8,000
Universal
.6,000
.... Truart
.6.000
....Vitagraph
.7.500
Warner
F. B. O. ..6.800
.7.100
.... Vitagraph
.6208
Metro ...
Monogram .5.000
.6.900
....Vitagraph
.7500
.... Preferred
4.O60
Select ....
Universal
.4812
.6,135
Fox
.6.900
Vitapraph
Metro
.6.220
First Nat. .6.500
Universal
.4,571
Universal
.4795
Goldwryn
.7.800
Goldvsryn
.6.600
Asso. Auth 8,000
Fox
.6,000
.

"Once the picture lands the Pilgrims, you are spared nothing of
their grim struggle for existence.
You are with them in their bereavements, their illnesses, their
brave stand against the savages"
says Mae Tinee in the Chicago
Tribune.
Of Charles Ray she
says

Nov.

.

Nilsson

Richard the Lion HeartedBeery
Second Hand Love
Jones
All Star
Second Youth
Six Cylinder Love
Slave of Desire

B.

Nov.
Nov.

.5,9.34
.5 686

.

....Univ

.

is

the role in the latter was better suited
to him, though you'll like him as John

Dec.

.

Men

Maytime
Modern Matrimony
Near Lady
Net, The

.

.

Asso. Ex.
Gold-Cos.
Selznick .,
LaMarr-Barrymore First Nat.
Asso.
Ex.
Normand

Destiny

Reviewed

.7.631
.6,523
.5,769

.

.

Fox
Warners
Paramount
Fox

All Star
All Star
All Star

Eternal City

Let's

.

C.

Copperfield
Faith

Defyi.ig

.First Nat.
Universal
C. B. C.

Jones-Nixon
Barry
Dix- Wilson

Canyon

Call of

Sweet

And

"This

in

Distributor Length

Star

Blanche

Christie

—

I still

DECEMBER
Anna

.

while.

15

.

.

.

15

24

Oct.

.

.

11

Nov.

Nov. 10
Nov. 3

.

Charles Ray you have fcn-wn
replaced by a sober, sturdy, thoughtJohn Alden.
Enid Bennett is a
charming Priscilla and E. Allyn Warren quite lives up to your mental image
of
the
swash-buckling
Capt.
Myles
Standish also very shy when it comes
to love making.

Aug.

27

Oct.

.

.

,

The

is

ful

Dec.

Oct.
Dec.

Nov.
Nov.

.4800
Lee-Brad.
Hodkinson .6,000
Cast ..
Pola Negri .... .Paramount ..8,434
D. Fairbanks, Jr. Paarmount ..5,652
7.000
Kerrigan-Nilsson .Universal
6.000
Special Cast ....Metro
P'goers Pic .4284
Special Cast

Johnny Walker

Special

Spanish Dancer
Stephen Steps Out
Thundering Dawn

.

but praise for Ray, saying:
"In
'The Courtship of Myles Standish.'
Charles Ray, an actor who gained
his popularity in whimsical, human
comedies, has given us one of the
most pretentious historical dramas
of the screen."
He further adds

ends his review advising,
a picture which all school
children should see to make real
to
them
Longfellow's
poem.
Many who do not as a rule care
for movies will find here a production which' is very much worth

Nov.

5,000
Fox
8.648
Vitagraph ..7.000
Metro
7,547
.Independent 5,000

Jack Livingston
.

Shifting Sands

Is

.

.

On Banks of Wabash
Pleasure Mad

Thy Name

.

restrained.

1

Nov. 24
Nov. 10
Nov. 17

Jealous

Big Dan
Country Kid
to

10
13

NOVEMBER
Feature

Feature
producer

Oct.

and

The Chicago Post has nothing

Sept. 15

Nov.

Swanson ..Paramount ..7,076

Gloria

he says
actor

Reviewed

Lloyd
Pathe
6,000
Gladys Walton ...Universal
5,000
Thcs. Meighan ..Paramount ..7,687
Purviance
United Art .7,500

Wild Party, The

Woman
Woman

able

Distributor Length

Star

where there is not enough action
and too much posing." However,
Ray is an artist, a film
who clings to his story, an

gentle and fine appeal, who does not
seek to make his task easier by feeling
out for nonsensical exaggerations of
cheap appeal. .. .The cast is too numerous to mention, but suffice it to say
that the combined performance is cap-

.

.

.

.

.

.

.Jan.

.

.

.

Nov.
.Nov. 10

.

12

:

:

February

:

.

..

,

:
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1924

23,

{Continued)

Current Productions

This

All Star
All Star

Freedor

.

First Nat.
First Nat.
First Nat.

W.-^y

Star

All

.

.

.

.
.

Schulbere

Men

Monogram

.5,800
Universal . .7,177
Metro
.5.169
Fam. Players 6,983

.

.

Young

Wild

Hart

Bill

.

.6565
.6560
.6560
.8.010

Grand Asher 7,541

Dexter-Harris
All Star

Wifes Ko

.8,000
.7,000

.

Thundergate

Twenty-One
Unknown Pu

Reviewed
Nov. 24

Distributor Length

Star

Feature

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

22
29
1

15
1

Nov.

17

Dec.
Dec.

22
1

Nov. 17

.

.

Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.

.

Dec.

8

JANVARY
Tom Moore

Big Brother
Black Oxen

majestic figure

DeMille's

Commandments,"
role

No

is Charles deRoch in
production. "The Ten
in which he plays the

Pharaoh

of

Rameses.

Critics Thrilled

Over

This Metro Feature
But Viola Dana's Fans Wont

Be Disappointed
TN SEARCH OF A THRILL'
^ is an entertaining enough story
and gives Miss Dana a role that
she apparently enjoys playing," so
says William Costello, reviewing
the picture for the Rochester Post
Express.
Viola Dana, it seems to me, is the
one who gets the thrill in her new
picture.
At any rate, Viola registers
terror,
horror,
dismay, panic
fright,
and consternation when she finds hertrapped in an Apache restaurant
in
Paris.... The
spectator,
however,
The
doesn't get quite the same thrill.
hero isi present in the cafe, and heroes
have a habit of rescuing heroines from
distress, no matter how great the odds
may seem against them.
self

Miss

Brennon,

reviewing the
Telegraph,
thinks Oscar Apfel does his best
with material which is not worthy
of him, but of the picture itself
film for the

New York

she says
"One would think that
the moving picture, with its unlimited resources for engenderin.g
surprise and spectacular emotional
effects, could at least bring forth
the thrill it so blatantly heralds."
Of the players she says
an
Viola Dana,
masquerading as
:

Apache,
vitality

.

strives

to

her

bring
but succeeds only

diligently

role,

to

skimming

sur'ace.
Robert
the
Schable, as the boulevardier, is alive
and pleasantly human,
and Warner
Clemane, as the didactic young author,
efficient,
if
not distinguished.
Rose-

in

mary Theby does her bit well.
From the review in the Newark
News we gather that the picture
is a
preachment, with the tnoral
pointing

and

to

the

value

self-sacrifice.

says
Of

of

charity

The reviewer

of

C.

Viola

Dana,

who

plays
usual
handi-

the leading role, acts
in
her
pleasing manner, but she is so
capped by her part and by her impossible
make-up that even she misses
such opportunities as she may have
had.

The

Cleveland

comments on

Plain

Dealer

quality of Miss
Dana's performance as follows
the

Vio'a Dana gets rather more se-ious
than usual in "In Search of a Thrill."
There are not so many prankish tricks,
fewer winks of her big brown eyes
and less "cutting up" all around.

5,174
7,000

Paramount
First Nat.
First Nat.
F. B. O.

Griffith

Alexander
Special Cast

Mine .......

.

.

.

.

Let Not Man Put
Asunder

Tellegen-Fred'ci. Vitagraph ...8,0-00
F. B. O. ..4750
All Star
Vitagraph ..5,800
Doris Kenyon
Asso. Auth. 6,526
Brent-Blue
F.
B.
6,951
Jane Novak
C. B. C
6297
All Star
Universal ...4,719
Hoxie
J.

Love Pirate
Love Bandit

.

Loving Lies
Lullaby
Marriage Market ...

Man

from Wyoming.

Mine to Keep
Monkey's Paw

.

.

Washburn

Grand-Asher

Special Cast

Selznick

.

Special Cast ....Gold-Cos.
Name the Man
.Asso. Auth.
Bellamy-Moore
No More Women
...Fox
>slot a Drum Was Heard Charles Jones
.

.

Old Fool
Other Men's Daughters

Hodkinson

All Star
.

Phantom

Washburn
Cast

Special

Justice
Prince of a King
Printer's Devil
Satin Girl
Shadow of the East

.

.

.

Gr.-Asher
F. B. O.

.

Selznick
Dinky Dean
Wesley Barry ...Warner
Grand-Asher 5591
Fox
Mayo-Harris
5,874
.

Fox

Norma Talmadge.lst Natl. ...8,000
Fox
4,168
Mason
.Distinctive ..7,012
Mary Alden

Love

Star

.

Fox

Special Cast
Robert Gordon
Special Cast

.Inde.

.

You

2

joldwyn ....7,999

.

Woman

.

Selznick

.

Inde. Pic.

.7,400
.5,128

.

.6,500
.5,000

4284
...5000

Universal
Selznick
.Selznick

Compson
Marmont

.6268
.

Fox

Betty

Away.

Warner
Paramount
Paramount

star

Dec.

8

4,868
6,994

Fox

6052

Feature

Alimony
Average

Star

Darmond-Baxter F. B. O. ..6,917
Garon-Powell
C. C. Burr .6,000
Franklyn Farnum .Inde. Pic. ..5,0-00
.

Women

Baffled
Breathless
Chastity

Moment

.

.

Wm. Desmond

.

.

.Universal

..5,556
Kath. M'Donald
First Nat'l .6,008
Daddies
Mae Marsh
Warner
6,500
.Tom Mix
Fox
4,408
Eyes of the Forest
.Paramount ..5,770
Flaming Barriers
Logan-Moreno
Geo. Washington Jr
Wesley Barry
.Warner
6,100
Anna Q. Nilsson C. B. C. ..5,920
Innocence
Rawlinson
.Universal ..4,717
Jack O' Clubs
Love Master
Strongheart .... First Nat'l .6,799
Ladies to Board
Tom Mix
Fox
6,112
Wm. Fairbanks Goldstone ..5,0G0
Marry in Haste
Marie Prevost
Marriage Circle
.Warner
8.300
Farnum-Miller
.Vitagraph ..6,800
Man
All Star
Goldwyn
Nellie.Beautiful Model
.8,000
Next Corner
Special Cast
.Paramount .6,985
Next Corner
All Star
.Paramount .7,081
.First Nat'l .6,897
Painted People
Colleen Moore
Pied Piper Malone .... Thos. Meighan .Paramount .7,264
Poisoned Paradise
Harlan-Bow
Preferred
.6,000
Scaramouche
All Star
Metro ....10.-000
Pola Negri .... .Paramount ..6,544
Shadows of Paris
Stranger
Special Cast ... .Paramount .6,515
Snorting Youth
Denny-LaPlante .Universal ..6,712
Under the Red Robe .... Special Cast
Goldwvn ...8,000
When A Man's A Man
Bowers- La Motte .First Nat'l .6,910
AUene Ray .... Pathe
Way of a Man
8,816
Wild Oranges
Mayo-Valli
.Goldwyn ...6,837
White Panther
Rex Baker .... Goldstone
.5,000
Irene Rich .... C. B. C. ..5,847
Yesterday's Wife
ifankee Consul
Douglas MacLean Asso. Exhib. 6,148
....

.

Feb.
Feb.

Jan
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Dec.
Feb.
Dec.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

My

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Jan. 12
8
Jan. 19
Dec. 15
Jan. 19
Dec.
8
Jan. 19

Dec.

Dec.

8

Jan.
Jan.
Tan.

26
26
26

Dec.

15

Reviewed
Feb.
9
Feb. 23
16
16
23
23
9

23
9
16
2

23
23
16
23

Feb. 23

Feb.
Feb.

9

9

.

.

.

.

Oct.

13

Feb.
Feb.
Dec.
Feb.

16
16

.

.

the

popular

Like 'Black Oxen' All

But Casting
Many Say Leading
to

Characters
Roles

the original story
the director has probably done
as well with it for the screen as
any director could have done except
in the choice of his leading woman."
That is the opinion of the critic
on the Kansas City Star and his
opinion coincides with many others.
Not that Corinne Griffith's ability
as an actress is in question
merely
a case of the impossibility of her
looking the part of the aristocratic
Zattiany of the book.
However,
this critic is satisfied that

Feb.

16

picture

is

not

lacking in enter-

tainment value. Every fan who read
the book will want to see it and those
who are not familiar with the story will
not be critical of what it offers.

The Indianapolis News' critic is
who thinks "Miss Griffith does

one

well by the part of Madame Zattiany.
He also points out that she
wears gowns, jewels, and furs of
every description, a fact which
may please feminine fans.
Mr. Tearle is, as always, a straightforward actor. Mention must also go
to Clara Bow, who is the most amusing flapper seen on the screen recently.

The Indianapolis Star's reviewer
"It is destined to stir up
says
a great deal of comment and cause
no end of talk."
The critic cf
the Baltimore American arises to
say that the First National attraction is a more or less skillful
picturization of Gertrude Atherton's best-seller, adding the information
that
"Corinne
Griffith
makes the rejuvenated Madame
Zattianny seem far too young."
While the Philadelphia Public
Ledger gives the picture credit for
having so faithfully followed the
novel, "with such high entertaining value.
The Newark News review seems more to the point than
most, as follows
;

'

1

16

.

.

"Bluff,"

The

.

.

vacation,

Moreno has started work at
West Coast studio in
co-starring with Agnes Ayres.

Paramount's

—

Jan,
Jan. 5
Jan. 25

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

lengthy

a

"Tony"

DECALLING

Feb.

FEBRUARY
Distributor Length

After

Not Suited

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

.

.

.

Water Tower ..AH

Can't Get

.

Madge Kennedy Kenma
Hoot Gibson .. .Universal ...5196

What Three Men Wanted Miss DuPont
Russell
When Odds are Even.
All Star
Whispered Name ...
Wife in Name Only ...Special Cast
to

8,000
..5,000
.8,000
5,700

Pic.

.Goldwyn

.

Colleen Moore
Ulrich
Special Cast
All Star

Dark

Toilers of the Sea
To the Ladies

Woman

8000

Shirley

Tiger Rose

of

Feb.

Jan. 5
Jan. 26
Jan. 12
Jan. 26
Jan. 19
Feb. 2
Dec. 29

Jan.
Jan.

All

West

8
2

Jan. 12
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 19
Jan. 19
Jan. 26
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 5

Dec.

Shepherd King

the

Dec.
Feb.

5317

All Star

South Sea Love ....
Steadfast Heart ....
The Arizona Express
The Wildcat
Three Weeks
Three Miles Out
Thrill Chaser

Through

5
Jan.
-Feb, 2
Jan. 5
Jan. 19
Jan. 5
Jan. 26

.5,194
.7,771
.6,181
4,823
.6,147
.5,936
.6,238
.6,000
.5,000

Song

of

Reviewed

.

.

course,

...7000

.6600
.6000
4.112
Selznick
All Star
.6000
6000
Broadway Broke
Hines
...Warner
....6,500
Johnny
6,500
1492
Conductor
Asso. Exhib. 9,000
Courtship Myles Standish Chas. Ray
Richard TalmadgeGoIdstone ..5,000
Danger Ahead
Special Cast
Paramount .6,457
Don't Call It Love
Bouton-Gilbert
..Fox
6,100
Exiles
Bessie Love ....Fox
5,731
Gentle Julia
....Marin
Sais
....Selznick ....3,926
Good Men and Bad
Fox
Jane Grey
7,669
Governor's Lady
All-star
Cosmopol. .10,000
Great White Way
Glenn Hunter ...Hodkinson ..5,800
Grit
Viola Dana'
Metro
5,000
Heart Bandit
First Nat. ..6,723
Her Temporary Husband All Star
Bebe Daniels ....Paramount .5,741
Heritage of the Desert
Rawlinson
Universal ..4,487
His Mystery Girl ..
Gladys Hul6tte..Fox
5,434
Hoodman Blind
Universal ...6000
H. Gibson
Hook and Ladder ..
Gloria Swanson .Paramount ..7,490
Humming Bird
Special Cast
F. B. O. ..6,329
Judgment of Storm
5,544
John Gilbert ..Fox
Just Off Broadway ..
Klein
All
Star
5,500
Lady of Monsoreau

Boy

Breaking Into Society

Cecil

....Anderson
....IstNat'l

Glass-Cooper
Special Cast

After the Ball
Age of Desire

A

Distributor Length

Star

Feature

.

Feb. 9
Feb. 23

The technical excellence of the production is likely to count for less in
the estimation of the average frequenter
of photoplays than the novelty of the
theme and the manner in which it has
been handled by the author and the
producer.
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THE MODERN THEATRE

BEAUTIFUL GRECIAN DOME IN NATIONAL'S CEILING

Richmond Welcomes New National Theatre
New

Picture Palace Embodies Impressive Appearance With the VeryLatest in

RICHMOND,
the

south,

the Monumental City of
welcomed within its portals

—

another monument a monument to the
with the opening on November 12
of the new National theatre.

cinema

—

This theatre, seating 2,000

auditorium
and balcony, is located at the Northeast intersection
of Broad and
Seventh streets
which is on one of the most valuable pieces
of

real

estate

in

the

city.

in the

It

fronts

140

Equipment Appointments and Devices

ing from the foyer on each side, to the mezzanine, are all marble, including treads, risers,
and walls. The mezzanine is marble and includes an eliptical well that opens over the

foyer below, and having an eliptical dome
overhead, in which are concealed lights.

From the mezzanine access is had to
ladies retiring rooms, the walls of which
From
painted as a replica of brocade.
ladies rest rooms there is an entrance to

the
are
the
the

on Broad and the side extends 150 feet
The building is four
on Seventh street.
stories high and contains 20 offices and six
stores, four of which are on Broad street.
The building is of cream non-staining brick,
trimmed in granite and terra cotta. The roof
tile of special design.
is of green loudiwici

nursery where children are cared for by maids
and amused with a fascinating wall painted
There is
with toys, and with actual toys.
an exit from the nursery that leads to the
street without going back through the theatre.

The

exterior of the building has been treated
balance, beauty and symmetry.

had through three vomitoriums. There
are nine exits from the balcony, which has an

remarkable feature is the large marquise
that extends 93 feet across the front and is
The large electric sign is sup15 feet wide.
On the top of the
ported by the marquise.
marquise and concealed from view, are located
25 flood lights that illuminate the front of
This, together with
the building uniformly.
the light from the electric sign, make the
building one of the most conspicuous in the

excellent seating arrangement, as there is not
The boxes on each
a dead seat in the house.
side are reached from the balcony and also
by steps from exits on the audtitorium floor.
The seating plan on the first floor provides
two wide center aisles and two side aisles,
there being no seats more than six seats distant from an aisle.
The predominatirg color used in the decoration scheme is Colonial yellow and the accessory colors are pumpkin yellow, Wedgewood green, ivory and gold.
The steam heating plant consists of two
Kewanee boilers using oil fuel, with a storage
The body of
oil capacity of 15,000 gallons.
the theatre is heated by a system of fans,
plenum chambers, mushroom heads, and in-

feet

for

A

city at night.
The interior is designed

and executed m the
Georgian period and carries out the designs
used by the Adam Brothers, two noted arThe delicate and yet
chitects of this period.
prominent traceries and figures in ornamental
plaster, give life and cheerfulness by the rare
skill and good judgment coupled with years
of experience that Mr. Vollmer, who
also decorated the Capitol in New York,
put in this house.

warm and

The

FROM

the mezzanine, access to the balcony

IS

colors used are

The piece de refriendly.
the large eliptical dome oyer

sistance is
This has been skillthe auditorium.
fully treated by both architect and deco-

direct heating units.
The fresh air intake is
a stack that extends seventy-five feet above
street level in order to get clean air.
Fresh
air is drawn down by two large fans and
passes over the steam indirect heating coils,
where its temperature is raised to the degree
necessary, and it then passes into the two
large plenum chambers that extend under the
floor of the auditorium.
In the roof are located five large fans, four
of which are around the eliptical dome, one
at each of the four corners, and one separate
fan located over a grill in the ceiling above
the balcony.
All of the fans are reversible
and are controlled from the main switchboard
under the stage. In cold weather the fans in
the roof exhaust the vitiated air and in summer they can be reversed and draw a large
volume of fresh air in from above the roof
line.
Offices and stores are heated by radiators supplied by the same heating plant.

AMONG

the prominent features of the theathe beautiful lighting
effects, the changing and blending of colors
tre,

working

are, of course,
in

harmony and synchronized with

the music. The control switchboard for these
lighting effects is one of the latest developments in theatre lighting. This equipment was
furnished by the Mutual Electric and Machine
Co. of Detroit, Mich. It is of the pre-set type,
enabling the operator to pre-set the scenes
and color changes ahead without interfering
with the scene in progress. The board is operated mechanically and has been designed
so that productions of any nature, from the
smallest to the largest and most elaborate can be given. Every detail for the
successful illumination of the theatre
and the productions, even to the signal
systems, has been carefully thought out
and embodied in this switchboard.

rator, and with its concealed colored
lights produces a beautiful effect.

In the projection room, the only exposed parts are purely mechanical, as
of the electrical connections and
all

One of the major considerations in
the design of this theatre was an effort
This
to get good acoustic properties.
seems to have been successful, both

equipment

with any empty house and with it filled,
for the number of people in a theatre
have a marked effect on its acoustics.
This problem involves the shape of the
building, its volume, number of seats,

m.anager, apparatus division. Mutual
Mr. Rohs
Electric and Machine Co.
an expert on theatre lighting and
is
considers this as one of his best and
finest

material and area of the walls, type
It is fast beof floor covering, etc.
coming one of the paramount factors
in all theatre design.
The lobby, box office, and foyer are
all in marble, including the lobby floor,

The projection room
Powers 6-B projection

foyer

rail,

etc.

The broad

stairs lead-

bus-bars are on the rear, which is in
Much credit for the
another room.
design and proper installation of this

STAGE AND ORCHESTRA PIT
is blessed with a stage and drop equipment which
Note the orchestra
permits of gorgeous presentations poss;bilities.
pit and the exquisite paneling around the proscenium.

The National

is

due Mr.

J.

H. Rohs,

sales

installations.

three
a
twin arc dissolving stereopticon, and a
The machines are supplied
spot light.
with D. C. current by two direct connected D. C. generators, which are en-

contains

machines,

closed in a fire proof room.

"

:
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THE MODERN OPERATOR
On

the Proper Care of and Attention
to Motors and Gervsrators

PROJECTIONIST

experts

frequently

mention that there is a noticeable lack of
attention paid to motors and generators in
many theatres, especially in the country districts.

quite as essential of course, that the
portion of the plant should be
inspected as frequently and as carefully as the
It

is

generating
projector

itself.

Many

a time the bio has been blamed for
defective projection when the real cause was
in the engine-room.
As is the case with any portion of the
outfit dust is the generator's most to be
feared enemy. It should never be allowed to
accumulate.
Correct adjustments are also most essential.
For instance, biush holders are very
often
adjusted incorrectly, which renders

smooth running an impossibility. The chief
offence in this direction is that the holders
are set too far away from the commutator.
The correct position is approximately threesixteenths of an inch away.
Failure to treat
that fact as important will surely result in
the brushes chipping, and further, they will
not "bed properly.
If sparking when adjusted correctly, move
the rocker back and forth until a sparkless
position is located.
Another thing that if allowed to go unchecked will cause endless trouble, and that
is the over-heating of bearings.
Over-heating may be caused by several faults.
The
machine may not be properly lined up, dirty
or too heavy oil may have been used, insufficient oil in the well or the rings may not
be revolving properly.
But, as said before, dust is the main trouble,
and if the bearings are always kept well
covered when not in use, complaints will be
reduced to a minimum.
About the best advice regarding the com'

mutator is to see that it is always clean.
The most effective method of cleansing is
the use of very fine glass paper.
The
best procedure is to hold it against the commutator while it revolves until the surface
is quite smooth.
If
is

"screech," the best remedy
But use it in very small
While the commutator is warm,

the brushes

paraffin.

quantities.

draw

the
paraffin
it.
Be very
across
careful of the quantity you use, for an overdose would cause the machine to be slow in
"exciting," owing to a film of wax forming
on the commutator when it grows cold.
*
*
*

EQUIPMENT NEWS AND NOTES
The Trouco Theatre Supply, Enid, Okla.,
has recently installed a large motion picture
machine repair department in charge of expert repairers.
All repair work will be done
under the personal supervision of Wesley
complete line
Trout, projection engineer.
of parts for all makes of projection machines
Only the best in mawill be kept in stock.
terial will be used and all work fully guaran-

A

teed.

*

cles of

stration

Mazda

*

*

was displayed in film cirKansas City last week in a demon-

Unusual

in

interest

the

Bauer building of improved
Lamp Unit for motion

Incandescent

An exhibition of the G.
picture projection.
E. Mazda projector and a comparative demonstration of the new Cinephor aspheric condensing lense system also was made by J. C.
Kroesen of the General Electric Company.
*
* *
Complete equipment, including two Simplex
projectors, has been purchased by the MemoHall of Independence from the Yale
rial
Theatre Supply Company. The
by Thomas Reddy.

sale

was made

PRETTY ENGLISH COTTAGE SCENE IN PROLOGUE FANTASY

Prologue Adds Artistic Atmosphere to Program
Audience
A

Delighted With Picturesque Dance Numbers

VERY

effective,
entertaining and arspecial number on the program at

tistic

the

Is

Century Theatre, Baltimore, Md., which

was staged under the personal direction of
Thomas D. Soriero, general manager of the
Combined Whitehurst Interests, controlling
that playhouse, was "A Prologue Fantasy."
Special costumes, drops, and scenery were

made and painted for the
a company of five took

special set in which
part.
In the cast
were
Dorma Lee, contralto, and four children, three of them dancers.
special mu:

A

sical

score

was arranged

for the production
director of music at the

by Frank Rehsen,
Century and the choreographic art was by
Miss Carollyn Fetzer, who conducts an exclusive dancing school in the Monumental

facturer, besides eliminating glare,
flaring of lights and shadows,
first row of seats as desirable as

and

house.
particular feature of the screen is that
it
can be washed.
The fact that it does
not require a patent frame is also one of the
chief reasons laid to the popular acclaim
which the screen has received.
Premier Screens are built to fit the theatre in which they are to be used. The Premier
Company reasons that since no one type of
screen will work equally as well in all houses,
it must manufacture three different surfaced
screens, to meet the individual requirements.

A

M.

City.

The

theatre was darkened just prior to the
opening of the act and a moving slide was
used to represent falling snow. The orchestra played an efifective selection while the
curtains parted disclosing a drop on which
a snow scene was painted representing a farm
house at night with lighted windows against
deep shadowy woods in the background. The
foreground represented a cleared field with
snow on it. This drop was held with the
falling snow for several minutes while the
orchestra finished the selection.
As the drop rose, there was discovered on
the stage (all directions from audience point
of view) a set representing a half timbered
room in an English homestead. At the left
was a large fireplace in the back drop were
a door and two windc ws, one on either side.
At rise of curtain. Miss Lee, as the mother,
was discovered with her two children one
on either side of her, seated on cushions.
She was reading' to them. Then the music
started.
The lights were perceptibly darkened and from the chimney place stepped a
child dressed as a Teddy bear, who goes
through the girations of a delightful dance.
When this dance is finished another child
steps from the chimney place dressed as a
French doll who also dances. At the end
of other dancing and music numbers, the drop
with the winter scene is lowered, finishing
the act.
*
* *
;

;

NEW

SPECIAL SCREEN NEEDS

NO PATENT FRAME
Through

the use of certain chemical prepthe Premier Screen Company of
Roanoke, Virginia, can accentuate the shrinkage of original screen cloth, two or three
times without the aid of a patent shrinking
arations,

frame.

The Premier Screen, as it is called, has a
metallic surface, and, according to its manu-

distortion,

makes the
any in the

P. S. OFFICIAL URGES CLOSE
EXHIBITOR CO-OPERATION

Morris H. Markowitz, a veteran member
Fox Film Sales force, and Secretary
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., had
this to say where asked to explain the essential purpose of the society
"Aside from the usual motives that prompt
of the
of the

members of a given calling to organize
under a fraternal banner, the particular object
of the M. P. S. Inc., is to imbue its members
with one integral thought, and that is closer
co-operation with the exhibitor.
The principle we continually emphasize is
the

—

that the modern film saleman's mission does
not cease with merely selling the picture to
his customer.
Not until he has helped sell
the picture to the showman's public has the
salesman attained his objective. This can be
done by working hand in hand with the exhibitor on
patronage

all

may

ideas and possibilities by which
be effected on specific methods
;

for building good will and by squeezing every
exoloitation angle dry.

"The salesman

is

the

personal

connecting

link between producer and exhibitor.
By the
intelligent use of his powers he can cement
a closer relationship between them with conFollowing the instructive benefit to both.
ception of the term 'Modern Theatre' has
come the 'Modern Showman.'
we have,

Now

'Modern Film Salesman.'
Mr. Markowitz covers the state of Jersey
for Fox and has identified himself with a
reputation for modern merchandising and business dealings that finds a glad hand extended
In transacting busito him from all sides.
ness, whether a sale results or not, his clients

also,

the

are usually left with the inspirating feeling
that there is such a thing as idealism in
Meyer C. Solomon (Selznick) is
business.
President of the M. P. S., Joe Weinberg
(Universal ) is Vice-president.
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book

on Distinctive's "Steadlast
an exhibitor's help in the real
sense of the word.
This spaikling array of ads
and copy shows just a few samples of what
available in
is
both cut and ad forms.

'J'HE

press

Heart"

T^WENTY-FOUR

lyfODERN

Theatre publicity takes on a new
significance when utilized in the form offered
to the showman who books Distinctive's "SteadBlack and whites, selling copy,
fast Heart."
and suggestions, all of the sparkling order.

Modern Theatre

is

Publicity

page pressbook replete
information and suggestions to exhibitors will be issued by Preferred Pictures
Corporation on B. P. Schulberg's newest Gasnier production, "Poisoned Paradise" which is
scheduled for release the latter part of Febru-

ideas and illustrations being supplied.
space is devoted to the newspaper
campaign.
Publicity stories and cut are included in great variety.

ary.

campaign that
heralded the Eastern premiere of "The Mar-

with

Particular emphasis has been placed on the
exploitation value in the fact that this well
known story of Alonte Carlo is banned in
Europe because it treats too frankly of the
far-famed gambling resort.
The line, "the
forbidden story of Paris and Alonte Claro"
is played up on an unusually effective assortment of posters, newspaper ads and other accessories.
Various means of capitalizing this
angle for exploitation purposes are set forth
comprehensively in one section of the book.
Special stress is laid on inexpensive and
easily executed lobby fronts, a wide var-

iety of

Much

of the \Van:er Brothers advertising
and publicity department, have taken the matter in hand and a campaign is being evolved
to embrace many novel and distinctly result-

heads

bearing ideas.

SI RING to emulate the tremendous ad-

DSvertising

and

riage

at

Circle,"'

publicity

the

Mark Strand

Theatre,

Harry Charnas who handles

distribution of
of the Screen in

W'arner Brothers Classics
the Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Detroit and Cincinnati territories, has come to New York,
where he will confer with the home office
executives.
Enthusiastic about this production, Mr.
Charnas merits a campaign of like caliber
for the middle west and plans to outdo himself in his eftorts to

Both

L.

A.

accomplish

Young and

it.

L.

Parker,

'T'RUART

has issued a. very complete and

effective press book in connection with the
release of tlie second Elaine Hammerstein

production "Drums of Jeopardy, an adaptaAs in all
tion of Harold ^IcGrath's novel.
other Truart campaign books the material is
arranged in very systematic order so that
there is no difficulty for the theatre-man to
find anything he requires for the successful
'

exploitation of the picture.
The various phases of the press book ma^
terial are suggested segregated so that they
are readily distinguishable, making for that
simplicity which should be the aim of every
book of this nature.

February
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HELIOS REFLECTOR LAMP

Why Not Now?

FOR BETTER PROJECTION

Why

not get that new machine for your operator, your patrons and yourself?

Why

not buy a

D. C.

OR

A. C.

CURRENT

new machine on our plan?

$1.00 down and $1.00 per day.
Kindly
Fill

state

make

of machine wanted.

out blank and mail with check of $1.00.

LUTHER CHOCKLETT

A,

CO.,

Roanoke, Va.
A.

LUTHER CHOCKLETT COMPANY,
Roanoke, Va.,

Gentlemen:.
Please enter

my

style,

order for a

am

voltage

enclosing $1.00 and agree to pay for

same

at

the rate

of $1.00 per day until paid for.

Name.

WITH AUTOMATIC ARC
CONTROL

cycle.

throw

Size of screen
/

.motion picture machine

motor driven

. .f.^,..

.r.

.......... ..Address

City

.

References

Address.

State

.

CARBONS
70-80% in CURRENT
AND 100% IN CONDENSERS
OBTAIN SHARPER DEFINITION TO THE PICTURE MAKING THE OBJECTS STAND
OUT MORE CLEARLY

You

70%

Save

DE.ILIIR.S

'cvritc

in

for our proposition

SOLE DISTRIBUTORS
Name

WARREN PRODUCTS CO.

of Dealer

CANAL

265

NEW YORK

ST.

Incandescent Specialists

AUSTIN CHEMICAL CO., Inc.
AUSTIN BRAND LAMP COLORING
1692 Boston Road

BRONX,
Largest

COLORED LAMPS
AUSTIN FROST

A

distinctive feature of the new coloring is that it is positively
The process includes shades of various
colors and descriptions, all of which are devised to add attractiveness
and appeal to marquee lights, sign lights and house lights.

waterproof and weatherproof.
.

LOUIS SEEL, INC.

FOR SALE
picture theatre in populated Williamsburg
Weekly receipts $800.00.
section of Brooklyn.
Rent $285.00. 600 seats. Twelve and one-half years
Telephone Mr. White,
lease. Brokers may apply.
at Whitehall 0252.

Moving

ARTISTIC ANIMATED FILMS

LEADERS ^TRAILERS
220 West
42"" Street

\0

NFWYOUK Chickering
newyork-

jg^^^

TWENTY- EICHT YEARS EXPERIENCE AT YOUR SERVICE

WORLD'S LARGEST EXCLUSIVE AMUSEMENT TICKET PLANT

352 N.ASHLAND AVENUE
CMrCAGO, ILLINOIS

LACQUERS FOR TOYS
AUSTIN BRAND SOLVENT

Service.

ALBANY STREET
BOSTON MASS

2625

United States

Austin Chemical Company has perfected a new type of lamp coloring that has stood all tests and is in many, ways superior to the
various other lamu coloring on tile market. Keith, Moss and Loew's
Theatres are availing themselves of the use of the Austin Chemical

TRIMOUNT PRESS
115

NEW YORK

PHONE INTERVALE
Lamp Colorers in the

TICKETS
bist fOR the least

money

'

QuiCKfsr dh'ivery

correctness c-uak^nteed
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stand each by himself and do things suc-

Ballyhoo Viewed From a Critical Angle
Its Pitfalls, Its

Weaknesses,

GUIMOND

By L. F.
Director of Advertising and Publicity,
Selsnick Distributing Corporation
TN

my

work, I have distinguished carebetween dignified exploitation and

all

fully

My

—

stunt stuff.
point is simply this that
if the stunt or the ballyhoo is designed to
attract public attention, without regard to
whether it gives a proper idea of the contents or the atmosphere of the picture, or
whether it makes people go to the theatre to
see the picture, it does no good whatever.
Those are the defects of practically all
stunts
they are undignified and cheap, and
they do not take the attention which they
attract and convert it into the sale of tickets

—

at the box-office.

When
filled

you drive an old-fashioned carriage,
in costumes and make-up,

with people

down the street, people will look, it is true,
but the sight won't send them scurrying to
the playhouse which is advertised in the banner on the back of the antique vehicle.
How much better to give an idea of the
theme of the story, of its unique interest, of
its players, of its other real sales points, by
the use of newspaper ads that tell a story,
intelligent use of heralds, lithographs with
actual scenes from the production, or attracThese are all legititive window displays.
mate, and much more effective in filling seats
than the usual ballyhoo, because they definitely
connect with the picture, through pictorial
art and copy based on the production itself.
The ballyhoo stage in this or any other

But

cessfully.

you

if

grouped

are

to-

gether in the large field and in helping
each other you will help the industry, and
you will help a man like me, who believes
in the industry and who has had occasion

and Abuses

Its Fallacies

to bespeak that belief, publicly and privately, for fifteen years." (Applause.)

should end with its nursing days.
believe it is time that we threw the baby's
bottle in the ash-can, as far as motion pictures are concerned.
I know that the greatest showmen in the
country, the managers of big representative
theatres from coast to coast, never use ballyhoo at all. They have found that the more
legitimate methods are much more effective.
They will not even allow their lobbies to be
sensationally overdressed, sticking to the use
of artistically framed cards and paintings,
depending on artistic quality and attractiveness of subject rather than screaming banners
and other devices.
Exhibitors throughout the country, big and
little,
are coming to realize that the stunt
exploitation is the bunk.
The calliope on
wheels which drives around playing jazz
tunes, the man on stilts, the bell-ringer in
powdered wig and silk knickers, the pair in
evening clothes with the theatre and picture
names on their backs, all shout to the passing
public, but they don't say anything that will
cause the well-known purse-strings to loosen.
The exhibitor is the man who must sell the
picture to the public, and you can't sell bunk
In carrying out this
exploitation to him.
policy, the Selznick Distributing Corporation
has eliminated novelties of all kinds from
its accessories, and we have yet to hear a
protest or complaint from an exhibitor.
industry
I

*

*

*

'POISONED PARADISE'

SET

IS

FOR FEBRUARY ISSUE
Gasnier's latest production, "Poisoned Parahas been completed at the Schulberg
Studios and the first print is now in New
York.
The picture, which has been filmed
on a large scale, will be released by Preferred
the latter part of February.
The story has been adapted by Waldemar
Young from Robert W. Service's novel of
Monte Carlo.
long list of favorites make
up the cast, which includes Kenneth Harlan,
dise,"

A

Clara Bow, Carmel Myers, Raymond Griffth,
Josef Swickard, Evelyn Selbie, Barbara Tennant, Victor Varconi, Andre De Beranger,
Sam Allen, Peaches Jackson and Frankie Lee.
*

*

*

NEW GOLDWYN EXECUTIVE
Clyde Slater has been added to the exHe
ecutive staff of the Goldwyn studios.
will be sales-manager of the newly created
rental department. The studio has enlarged
its technical equipment and is making an
active campaign to induce independents to
produce their pictures there.

CLASSIFIED AD

DEPARTMENT
Rates

Dr. Giannini Flays the

One Per Cent

For Sale, 8 cents per word.
Help Wanted, 6 cents per word.
Situations Wanted, 4 cents per word.
Special rates on long time contracts.

Violator

(Continued from page 27)

modating some one, when people begin to
exchange notes for accommodation purposes, it not
only puts a black mark
against the people in the transaction but
also against the business.

"In any banking institution there may
be some one who is sympathetic toward
the industry, but he has associates, and
sometimes it is difficult to convince those
associates that the industry is worthy of
credit.
So things like those to which I
have referred hurt the business, not only
the individuals engaged in this exchange
of notes but the industry as a whole.
"I have been called upon at many a
time to rally to the support of men who
have been victims of this sort of thing,
and I can't deprecate it too strongly.
"It is a rotten piece of business, not
worthy of any one who has to do with it.
The corner these men are eliminated from
the business the sooner you will get on a

sound footing.
"Therefore, if you are engaged in stabilizing contracts and credits eliminate that
kind of business."
Dr. Giannini here related a story of one
banker doing business with the industry
who, because of such practices as he had
described, had been instructed by his fellow-officer's to stop doing business.
"If it were me who had to stop doing
business in an industry where 99 per cent
of the men are square shooters then I
would get out of the business and go back
to the -practice of medicine," declared the
doctor.

"When

see producers getting into the
people where they have got to
separate themselves from about 30 per cent
of their profits, when I see men getting
into these hands, I begin to worry and to
sound the alarm.
"As I remarked before, thus far I have
escaped losses, because I know no man can

hands

of

I

CAMERA EXCHANGE

pay that money and do profitable business.
with a lot of
with a good story, with a good director and cast, come in and ask for

"I see
ability,

at

lot

of

fine

boys,

They are perfectly right in coming in and I am glad to give them a hearing, but theirs is not a bankable proposition, because, after all, we are trustees of
these moneys, and they have to go elsewhere for the money, and get into the
hands of certain people.
"There are men in the business who are
good men who have been obliged to pa}'
a small bonus.
I don't quarrel with these
men. They may be entitled to ask a little
extra money for the speculation.
But I
don't think any officer connected with a
bank does it.
"I do quarrel, though, with the fellow
who gouges, who sucks the living blood
out of you, and who knows when he is doing the sucking there isn't any left for the
man who is doing business. ' That fellow
m,-il<-es trouble for me.
money.

"I

speak feelingly because

I

have been

out against it for fifteen vears. Every one
has been Class A with me personally.
"Of co'irse. whr-v you start vou will

have

3'our

membership

difficulties.
all

who

Get

into

will play the

Commercial, Home
to order.
have excellent facilities, and the
price 20c per foot.
Ruby
Film Company, 727 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Motion Pictures made

We

or Industrial.
best cameramen.

Motion Picture and "Still" Cameras rented, sold
and exchanged. Portable lights for sale and for
rent.
Keep us advised of your wants. Ruby Camera
Exchange, 727 Seventh Ave., New York City.

FOR SALE
Moving picture theatre in populated Williamsburg
section of Brooklyn.
Weekly m:eipts $800.00. Rent
$285.00.
600 seats.
Twelve and one half years
lease.
Brokers may apply.
Telephone Mr. White,
at Whitehall 0252.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Exhibitor (young man) will rent or
lease
good 600 seat house.
Will consider
partnership with owner of theatre; who has not
proper time to attend.
A. Kaufman, 153 Riverdale
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Ebcperienced

buy

—

HOUSE MANAGER OR ASSISTANT
Young man wishes
as House Manager
house in
Trade Review.
large

your

game

Yet as a fleet how mighty!
"Like you men, most of you I know can

dently.

make connection with Theatre

or Assistant.

York.

Three years with

Box

70,

Exhibitors

REELS

be canonized later on.

"I don't know who started this body.
^^'hoever did so deserves the thanks of the
m"n in the industry.
"If you are firm in your heart, and your
conscience approves your conduct, go right
to the end regardless of what happens.
"I can say I am from the west. I looked
at
the big battleships
in
San Francisco
Bay.
I saw how each one was a perfect
fighting machine, and I saw how they
would measure in discipline, each indepen-

to

New

WELDED WIRE

as

you have outlined it here.
"You may be cannonaded today, but you
will

Our

Howells Cine Equipniefit Co.,
740 7lh Avt..

—

New

rorli

PROPER LIGHT
I

I

Any Time
Any Where
Any Place

M. G. Felder Sales Co.
Distributors

Carbons

1540 Broadway,

New York

There

added assurance of favorable comment— that priceless publicity that only the
satisfied audience can give
when the producis

—

tion

is

right photographically.

EASTMAN
POSITIVE FILM
Adds

true photographic values to picture

interest

Look

— carries quality from studio to screen.

for

"Eastman" and "Kodak"

letters in the film

in black

margin.

Eastman Film, both regular and
tinted base,

is

available in

thou-

sand foot lengths.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Announcing the

Indian Frontier
True

Stories of the

Series

Old Wild West

Two parts each

^1

Never have pictures been made
Real living Indians

tell

old days of the warpath,

like these.

real true stories of the

when

the

first

whites were

invading their country.

Every story is intensely dramatic and enacted
by the Indians of whom the stories are told.
Beautiful? Yes!
Yes! Novel? Yes!

Vivid?

Yes!

Picturesque?

Every exhibitor is urged to ask the nearest
Pathe exchange for a screening.

Pafh^picture
LbAg'26

l^

<|

